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T-18 NE\6LETTEI<: 

The lrtst T-1R new"lc,ttp.r was published 13 /\p:d 1 '70. At that tim' 
it was felt that almost all the necessary material fClr T-1H CCln

strnctiCln had been covered) so it TJ.I,~,s4~,fi~~ci tb_~:l the I1l~J/?t_ pr_ess
inn need was to use the --time --t-B-*--CCfffoPDse and updflte all the prl:'v-· 
. ~ - T'~" l.OUS np1'vs]etters. -, 12. -

This had hecome a necE~ssity, as th~' nrigi r L3.1 master" st(:'ncils 
were getting prptty we11 w()rn nut after they han si?-rver'l r:~:ClTly 

1300 plan holdp.r co so well. 

VJhen L1.1 r,:nd T publishl-::rl the firs; nC-:t'.'slc:tters in 1963 Zl cnns:idc-r-
able amount nf nur efforts were di.rec1eri tnwards locating mi-11prf.""'ls 

ann ~t1ppliers, tDols, ('~tc. A lot elf this mat(~T'ial has be(~n (ibs(;
letF frQ" sCJmr,? tjmp~ sn has heen ellOlin;tt(-?d i.n the;} nE:>T,1j ('(Jndi~n~:ed 

version~ 

TIlis gives ~ small measure of relief to thp SundRl~l~nd family After 
LS years of faithful) unsplfish ser\}"ic(' tn fellow T-1Fi Lui ],jt?rs .. 
At Oshkosh this yf.~ar Lu told rrle he sti 11 gpts an a"\'ern.9t? of S 01' t\ 

letters each day from T-IB builders! 

To introduce mysplf to some pr you, I'm Dick Cavin (#If,)~ I 
re 1 uctant ly s;:d d goodhye to 35 year s <loS a pi lot for Br an iff Inter-· 
national t'J'hpn I re;1ched the F'~derally m,qnrL\ted TE1 irf.-;nJpnl 30 P of 
60 two yeaT~ ago. Since then most of my time ~n~ effr)rt has tleen 
occupi~d bllilrling and flying T-IBs and writing thp newsletter fClr 
EAA Chapter 168. 

This hrts <]iven me timf:-;' to considel~ some of "thr; nl:~Vler aspects' of 
T-18 building tha.t have been used the past f!'=~vJ Y0ars, Sf) T1V~! 

voluntEPl'Pr1 to (jive Lu Ct hanrl. on thr~ npwslpttpT" fqr sE:vf":ra1 lS7:ues. 

Our Ei\J\ chapter recently purchased an offsrc,t print ing press, cnm-
. plete with plate maker, and as we print annul 'JOn nt"'lslettp.r<: 
each mont" (nf abou1 20 pages piT i ""lie), w t' a Iso buy nur paper 
in bulk. \"'1(; also takp. rtdvantrt<Je of hulk m<1' 1 in9 r""tp.s, which "tr,," 
only around .0R¢ per issue, thirrl cl<1ss. As eriitnr, T have been 
given chapter approval to make (ull use of all these facilities 
at a vpry nnr1:i.nal cost! which w'ill cover futurp m<1intp~!2dJCP} etc. 

All ()f th'Ls translates to the abil.ity tn tllrn Ollt very sharp. 
r"adilh"I(~" copy, fully illustrated with pictures, at rt ver";; low 
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cost per issue. The T-11l printing and m;dling fund is close tn 
depletion, sn we are Asking for donations from all of you, as 
subscrihers, to get it off the grDuno. I:Je aLe asking for a min-
imum of $3.00 nAn Cl.nd hopefully this wi 11 take us throu(:,h 
around 10 issu(~s if Wf'~ watch our r..osts cl()sely. 

As in thf:' P?,st, wp nE(:o yOU1". input if WP {\T'e to main1";;in thf,~ hiQh 
quality of th,? np~vslp1.tel·. R2rlHmber, an pditor has to havp 
ffreporterc;'f~ lip c_:ln f t do -it 2.11} so wp· e.4Y'np~~·tly c:;nljcit Y(H,!T 

stnI"Y, .::\~ long or short rtS yon carp to writ0. If you type, 11n(~J 

but if not lust 51 t d'it'JrJ ann scrB-,tch out your description of the 

of coffp(,:. Don't wncry about 
T.,-Je!11 rp-vtritt", it if it nc<.,~dc:; 

'I.N2Y'e t (1 lk i n\l to f\ huddy nVRr a cup 
the spel1ino nr f)unctuati()n, etc. 
it. Don't cnnsid(:~r :'\ny itpm (ahout 

the l.1.'ay s();vcd a problJ-?m) as too l'ri\/ial to tnr~nti()n and dont1 
assume t'1-;\1 l'c-:vf"'rybnr1;) know.;:: 110',,1) tn dn that'''! 

Thr:rE: h,"1\i{:' h(':t:~n ;\ ;n ,)f changes tal(p place since the T-1.8 de~d0n 
left the runWi\V in 1962 ~ In the intervening 16 Y(':'i" . .rs the F\irplarH? 
has grarl(l~lly ?v01v~~ into ~ rU9aerl, reli~ble, hiqll ~pp('d vehicl p , 

with A rA jlit,' that p~ual~ ()r p)~cpeds thp finp~t, m(l~t sophis
ticateri factory' hui1t<:, costing many timr-s more. About 2';;0 hitve 
he-en built tC) datp, 'with at 1eMst that many m()r~ snrnewhprp in tllP 

construct ion plocp~s,. Mandatory changps i\nd "ADs!! arE' ren1r\rk:lbJy 
few, certiiinly a trihute to the design expprtise of ,1()lft,: 1Tinr?p. 
Man)' of thps:e ;'irplanpr,: i'lre ,qppr'(laching the -'l000 hour m2l.t:'k Cine! 
several arp wei 1 P;1s-t that fi,)l!rE".. :':;nmp of thp~p !!'high tim(';>l·~'!.1f 

have rJ0np mr'st of thr;:<l.r f1ying from rnut]h} 1!nimprnvec] 1andin9 
areas, which i~ l?\'0t1 mo(R pVldence of design excellpnc(:. Surely 
an angrpnCl.t" tnt,,] nf 100,000 flinht hours would be on the con-

'!survi\lab1p!! 1 as 1()n0 
thr:? ll12cid(')n1 <;: h(\\!p shown tlle T-ln 'to 

(-is it i~n't a sta11/spin situ21t-t'-,n. 

The r1.J90t;.ri "/\P fr:i'l;{: landi ng gE"ar and hea,vy mc-':mhers :tnd at tac-h 
bpam_(~ (r(}Dl i he spat hacK forward alP mrtinly rr:~sponsiblt> fOJ~ PY'(J
lc.>CtinC1 the t)ccup;\nt:;- from serious, ()r fa,tal injury. Thp ()ut~ 

warc1 ctJrving of ihe fu~e1;:~0r:, in that" are;~ is alc;u a pot(-':-nt 
safetv f~ctor, a~ crash rpse~rcher~ ha\'E rliscovererl in ~n air
craft accid(:nt<:-::~ 

hli th thp gpar act ing (i,'.'; n. Hpylontf) wi th the pn0inr? h.=tnr,,:linn (ron! 
')ne side and thp rest of the structurp fr()m the nthpr, vpry high 
G fnrcet..: on the.:; ail·fra.m(~ ;,\r'8 Qrpatl:, softent?d and slowed ilP, ihus 
a11ow-i n9' Qt'i:iclU;, 1. rjpform(\t ion of the structure, tl-l(..':' key to sLir\,:iva 1 
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of high G impact. The A frame gear's ability to soak up huge 
amounts of energy before failure also validates its unique role 
as an effective barrier to prevent the engine from smashing thru 
the firewall and crushing the cockpit occupants. T know of no 
other single engine design that has this very valuable safety 
feature. 

The T-lFl basic design has given rise to a whole series of modi
fications, greatly widening its appeal to potential builders. 
Prom its starkly simple "plain .Jan~'" beginning we have spen hors£?
power go from th£? almost extinct 125 hp. GPU to over 200, with 
constant speed props ",c1ded, alon9 with gear fairings, flaps, 
pressure cowling, canopies, and fuel in the wings. Fixed and re
tractable tricycle gear versions have appeared and also a couple 
of retractable convention",1 gear examples have been built, one of 
which was a single place. Sev£?rBl 3 pl",c£? copi£?s have surfaced, 
too, with jump seat capahi 1 i ty to c;;,rry a chi lct. Two inches more 
width at the cockpit is providEd in the so-callHl "wide body" 
modification, that IT SfJNl)EHLA1\'J) initiated. Cockpit comfort has 
been grpatly pnhanced with thE addition of Ele'ctric trim anti 
electrically driven flaps, alon,) with mnvinq rudder c"bIes to the 
outer walls of thC' fuselc.ges. This allows both forward and rear 
tunnels to he eliPlinated, thus eliminatin~~ a universal complaint 
about the very cramppd and restrirtivp leg room ",r8a. The 3" 
dia, aluminum tuhp hetweEn thE seats, that encloses the push-pull 
tube, makps a bie:. diffErence in comfort c.t the hip level, ton, 
All these thin"s ",c1d up to incr£?aseci eniovment nf lon9 cr0SS
countries, 

The astronomiCAl cost And unavailability of han9ar space has been 
the motivatinn for LO SUNDEFIL<\NTl's foldinro wing design mod and nn 
doubt those factors wi 11 m£?an that mor<.' and more bui Id£?I'S wi 1 1 be 
forced to go this routE if they ",rE abl" to justify the increasin9 
fixed costs of c.irpJane ownership. Avera<)p, hangar rent in metro
politan areas is around SIOO/month c.nd that $1200 per v~ar will 
buy a good r",dio, (Ir lnt~ of gasoline, plus pay for insurane£? 
each yeitr: ,If t11" take -hnme idea rere 1.s vou I a very pr act ic~ I 
alternative presents itself in the sharing of hanoar spac(" In 
many T h~-n9-a;:s-Jc;;;t--f;;ldi;:;;,i-~;;:;~-\;'i;:;g -;f a T-18 would make it f1 t 
under any high wing Ct'ssna easily, Pour T-lSs with both wine;s 
folded could share a single T hangc.r, with room to spare. Maybe 5. 

Let's stop and tak£? note of an important fact: All these modi
fications have added weight, so each of those 86 squar£? feet of 
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wing has to work harder. Not only does the stall speed increase, 
but the former aerobatic capability is drastically compromised 
(or been wiped out)! Fifteen pounds of weight are added by the 
wing f()ldinG$ 

The Ii t, early day T-1Rs are l<ncwn to have good spin recovery 
characteristics, but be awC\Te that a large "gray" area exists 
when we d(:ipart frnm the proven nnrm, so ext rEme ca.ut inn shou ld hE: 
observed in attempting maneuvers. If l'nu have an overpowering 
urCJp tn strC';tc:h your neck Clnd break C'l fev! blood vessels in yc,ur 
eyes And hrain, not be sensihl.2 and dn it in an airplane that's 
tru built for it? 

As most of ~'C)U knc'lv~ new airfoi 15 that are cr\pable of higher 
lift and l.(:""ss d-riHJ ;3.ce rot only on thE- Ilor17on but arE here. 
f\1R .. T1-ln:H·) is in rlgreE:ment that WE shnuld pursue the tet.~ting of 
these. net:v air 1s with the very l.\rorthwhile <Jonl of lowering th~~ 

stall sp(-?ed~ 

AIR FCILS 
BTLL .](l;fNsnN is an en~"'inEcr for ROf.?ing (S(":attle) and he rlas dotH: 
rt lot of testing on conrputet:'-g.ener.qtt~d rl..irfni ls.. Hp appl ies .:-1. 

mixturE? ()f r()l~!ester re-sin and mi crnba 1100ns to the win9 of hi s 
T-IR C\"ri. sculptures the, various airfoils to shape. He then 0()es 
out and flies the airplane to prove or di"l',rove predicted per
formance. Not only h2S he been ahle to apparently reduce stall 
speed tn sli Iy nver 50 mph I.A.S., but also tn fly the air-
plnne at .ln~:1(}s of attack as lliC)h nS 25 dCQrees. Such (In anl]le 
for It\ndiPtJ wouldn't hr> nf any rtclvn..nt.:-1.0 P with the present gcC\r, 
of course, hut it certainJy p()ints the way for safer, slower 
approach speeds. Think ",hat that would mEan if you were forced 
to land in a heavily forested area. 

NASA has also been doin0 their homework on such airfoi 1 sand 
results to date show grEat promise. The pace or such researcll 
is quickening, so t~1e coming year may yield sante ver)! tangihlp 
benefits. In our next issue we'11 publish the c(,()rdinates of 
nne of the most promising of these airfoils. 

In our little review of T-IB evolution l.et's look at an important 
area. tllat stranoely ennllgh hasnrt received but a very mini.mum 
of pllblic:ety: This is the maximum use of f.'la!ched Hole Toqlil1G 
thr ouch purcl~~5c>~~. __ E~~_ t ~_ma~) e __ .. ,tr(?.,m mj?ste r too 1. i no. Pr ac t i ca 11 y 
Every part on a 1'-1[.5 can now be purchased and wi. th the assurAnce 
that it·will mate: '('.;itb adjacent ones. 
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I personally believe a lot of people are choosing the Varieze to 
build for the reason that it not only goes fast, but they believe 
it can be built by them in a short time. The y(;ars have shown 
that i\ large number ~pr()jects are never finished for the simple 
reason that they take t(=0 much time to bui lei.. Farni ly tnlc;rance 
and enthusiasm reachr?s the vanishing point when too much time 
elar)ses~ T tl1i.nk thi~ has heen the case witl~ many of the early 
da.y T-"Uj plans purc";:asers, or elsE many, nflny morE.~ T-l!1s would 
haVe?: f1:Hvn by n()w~ T'm also sure: that ;t cnnsidel';,.J)1c- number 
rca]jzerl (or thnugl1t) thpy were in ov(:r their he;>.d l'fhen thc:;.! 
tried to m2l.Ke' hE-::-ads or tai ls of t~)r:ir plal1~, for the first tinJc .. 

t'le not'! have scvc.::lal "st0rc:keepers lf th;\t enn suppl~/ 99'0 r:f t>,2 
parts you need t,; build ;t T-IB, citht:,r c(}nplete nt' partia'l 
fabricatE:d, so <'t tru-ly (1iant step forward has beEn tllhron. ",ur

prising ) \1('-:1\/ little pUb1ici.ty h;)~:, hEen J1.VeT, to t~lis phase of 
homcblli lding.. L .. et mr: s::dv(.;: an C'x7\mple of \vh.-1.t this really means 
in t 1m! saved. 

11tiTCf/eD ti~_Tc::c?L/dr::?. -~ ~4!I!?~4~41BLY_ 
Last su;nmet' T made up an outer wing for the T-l.P. 1.n a 1ittlE? les~ 

than 16 man/hours! 
Laying nut thp ..;k,'t1; 

dril1'in~: it, hending 'it} ,'lnd dirrlp1_i.n~1 1.>,)()1', ~i_J)rs .. 1:;· r:::~:._~:1~, bu:.ld
in!] th(:; spars and attachinc) tl1{~ fittin~Js took 6: .. 15.; 2.c~scmh1in9 tlH~ 

r:ibs t spars, and :-;k.i_~ (by ~jril.li!19 skin~ ;lnd sprt,rs tnopthr:r) 
took annt'1er 2 hrs" _,l~_m.in~" and ri'JE>ting t,)oj{ up ,1.n()l;lpr_~·~:u..:..s., 

fClJ~ a tdt:2l:_ of 12-;.15" A very relaxPr1 pace wc\c::;; f1lr\lntainc:d, t,-)O, 
not il h.:nnrrn-:'>(' and t f)ngs Err-DC t .. 

The prc::.-f')rrncd cibs, I'l i t1-" lH}l~s pllnc1:pd, were ptll:chased fro!":} 

KEN I~;':i}\'JL~::~·; .. T had pr(?\Jil)usl~/ l;l1.,:-J uut a t'f~n0 skin te_r~lpl,~{~'2, s() 

used it, bnt thc-:, sct·i.h(~d ·:;nd cen1-r::-c punc'hecl skin c.a~1 also be: 
purchase,.-] froll I<C?1!} ~() T did not 'ineludc t"i2 'f ir:h? ::::pc:nt makir}Q 
the tE·mplat(?~ (';')ne of I~en's sk'in !;,\'\outs could. actua11~J h,:\C'(' 

b(~Gn dorF-~ in ,"1 li.ttlr:~ lr;:;s tLmc) • 

. ~~.e.=re:<=.dL?/Al6 . uk/A(£; ...5tJA(s 
Bendi.ng the !.'!i~"ltJ s1,\:1:l is done t--..y clecnin,o t-hl~ .tfa1.se!! Lint: or 
ri1...'(~t holes on t'1C hni:t()m :~,,;kin t7) the 1 inF nf ri\!pt hn10s on top 
of the- re:al- spar .. ,I\.;:; X (, ~'!a>; t'hf"'n lPl.-id :-;panwis<2 on 1 11(: t(}p skin 
and press1Jre a[lplied 
unti,l the leadi.DO 
at that po.Lnt. I Clot 

(gl"(1du;-;,,1 1 y m'I\!:;'n~l t-d\'LJ,';-- l!:; thr~ le;..vJi':1C1 c·dOp) 

rad-i.,Js e>-~cv:t ly fi ts th~? coot'Jur of tlv~: ribs 
1,ucky anrl hit i.1 thp fi.rst time, \1Ut it 

conceivably' cou ;,d t.?t1-«(-) ':1. hd 1f hOljl~ ().1 ~.:,() to hl..':nd) un··c IZ'::CO, chr>ck 
for fit, 're-cleco, etc .. You need t:) be> c;.ixcful not to n"er-bend, 
so "sneaki'!"HJ uP!' on it is a wise pr1)cedu:::e~ 
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Some people have used 2" x 6 11 lnnger than the 4' ski n wicit h ,~nd 
laid certain thickness ".rood bl:::)Cl~:_s on the floor underneath the 
p:rojQcting 0rH~~; 0f the 2 x 6s t so the:/ act as l'stops" to prevent 
over-bending. Tt's alsn practice to m~rl( the forward edge 
location i;f th(:; 2 ~{ tie2 it's used. This keeps it parallC:'l 
l'Jith the L<?E .. and ()C~'1t2S" the pressllre point, too .. You TDay 
possih nec:u tr) tl s hi'1) nptt your 2 x () in thr? center, since more 
bendinc' ta!,a~-s at tile nutGr two ribs than in the middle two. 

1"'Then c;l(,:ckin~-l the bcndint:) of the skin the best p:roc2c1ure is to havE~ 

the t~VD c(-:':nt(?r r10Sl: ribs clscofed to the front spar, so that th(~ 

un'l.t CZln 'luickly bt~ re~clc-c() 'ed to the skin and' checked. If skj n 
fi t lo6ks F}O the.::- cC"nter tV]O thpn 51 ip the outer t~'IO in, 
cleco, and check them, trlC)~ 

t()(} Sh"~?~ .. Ls~,:Lin!J._§9qe ~r:--Ele~. t he a~_ r:-
1. It Can mean you'll. have a 

.~~~.~~~~~.~~~~""~~-~.~=~: 
stall (maybe starting a spin) if YClll also 

9Ft a little; tV·list in 'PiC? panel .. r never cease to be amaz(~d at 
how little' Hrna::::saq"'in')!t of i:hp trailing edoe; of the aileron is 
rEqu:£xe(l tn co'ct'ect a cntlside.r;-,hle INing heavy conditione (It's 
so little th;\t .you actually can't see it.) 

\:!hen ?IU\1\V:T S :-cT,::! U\RDS\iN and I joinerl fo.rees last year to QlI1.1d 
t\VO set s of fo 1c1 i!1g !/Ji DO (c; VJ(~ checked and te -chpeke(j our len.d -i n<) 
edge 51<io bEnds a.bout 4 times each panel, being carefu 1 to .gF't 
all h skin 'sitl"1 m(lt:(~hing bends. 

I!4RLJI/'lJfZJ ~/E' 7CflCJL./A/C/ #'l"y~ __ 
Franc1.s and T c:ss methrxl of wing ass(~rnhly) that. T 
bel ieve is hc:;:;t dc:s(:"Cibed as ]\1odifi~:;d !'-'latchec Hole Tooling. All 
sl(in h()les are pre-drill,?d and all rivet holes in the ribs are 
pre punchc<.l J too, hut no ill~:lE£.2. arc pre-dri llc:ei in eithpr th~ front 
or s ''l'ne r) ill1 the ribs) skin, and spArs are clec-o'2d 
tOl]ctber 11}f-:> 1E\Y a l(\Lt]p lE\)(~1. nn 101' of th('~· ffont spar, carefully 
levE':-l-i.ng l.-t~ Thf-~ 10\)(;1 is then pl;:\cpr-} on the rear SP;1T to compare-. 
\:J11en the tVJO r2;'\d-LnOs arC' irientica,1 the wing is square, with no 
t\llist ~ Be at'Jar'p th;1t you shoulrl takA' care tn c:xact ly_ o?\.lign thG
level parallel to the spars to 0et an aCC1Jrate reading. At t~is 
point Cl:tYlpS (1:::0 attarbcd to t he ends of the spars, holding the 
skin. t L l.y in p()sit'Lon~ Ncnv thru the rO\'J of spanwise holps in 
the ski,n thF :---;pars arc now drilled and clecn'ed .. 

Pri,')r to d-ril1in{J the skin; while it is still in the fl ... "tt condit
ion and _ lj;;. s bet?n ser tbQi'l and centEr punched, takl::: t i.m~ chpck 
your bn1e 1 fr)r f\Ccll:cacy.. First" measure from thE lower left 
CDrnt"tr pl,lnch r;}rt;~k tn trlt:: upper right corn!'?:!:' punch mn.rk.~ No'\'! 

compare this distance -··ith the measurement from the l()tver right 
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corner to the upper left corner. This is sometimes ca lIed "X" 
checking and is a very accurate way to check for sqUi\rf;npSs~ You 
are actually measuring the hypotenuse of tV-IO tri,qng1es~ The:-.' 

should be equal. 

This rnioht be a oood timp to rerni nel you tel ChE'ck y()lU~ t::;h(~et· :11;]'1-
inurn in the sa~e manner, if s(luareness i~ pqsential tr~ the ~~rt. 
You cannot safely assum2 that the edl]Ps or the shect_ ,q1"'e par-_'\. 11E~1 
to (~rtch other~ Francis and T fOUT1d ;.1: IF;~_st half (If ()\n~ shc.::;ets 
out nf square when '{fIe Wf"rp l.r1ying out our f()l~_HnQ tvi!'·'H'J skin 
templF.ttes~ 

_ i@~~2'?#Gi? W'/41~ .. 
\/.Je fOl.1nd that rivetir10 (1nri bur:king 0n t e ntltf~~in9 panc1~ 
(~tandarrl wing) is easier tCl rln with the p~nci standing v0rtical 
with "")np e-nrl rpstin9 nn the fTr)or. T:-:c oo"t.,,-·r foidlf1c win0 Ie; 

sOPleth i D0 else .. 
in to buck tllt"') #4 rih f"-on the end~ y~)U m';_Jht \U:1nr tC) psp hl ind 
rivets hr~rc or- r]'2t ;:. hucking baT \'11th ::>. J()n'~l hAnd';0a ;-'Jc rsnn'il1y, 
I'm very rel!lctant tn 11:::(' Pop -rj\/Ft~ ftn\rplacE: 0~<cept whpre tIlE-; 

space fnr a hllckini'J h0.: is very 1l1111tpd .. l'Jithout 0()in0 into 
greatEr ri0tai 1 ()n pr)ps hpri:.~, lu'~t consjdpr f!t1C point! ;J'1pS arp 
known to loospn -0.ftc::r anJhi 'le~ Also welT known is the fflct th.:1t 
a loose rivet wil1 pop 7),l1nt lr;()sp all arnuf1fi it .. f\sk ynursp1f 
j fit -j S VIr) r t hit t C) spo i I a pa iT! t job. 

~KJN' gp/.o __ ~~ . r.../ce: 
On the foltling wing wc' wrapped the- skir;--(~hr)rd'{lIise) which r('fr_11l"e.:;; 

a skin :Joint, unl(?ss you can find a 6 ft. wide shept ,,':* :\luminum o 

\';r;:> chose to mA.ke a butt io-:'nt over nne of the ribs) which in 
turn reql.lirf?d .rl double vr1_dth fli:;\:1ge on tha.t ribe 1\ sirrlI_,1c::.' la .. p 
jQinJ: woul~ hrtve heen Plucl; quic'kc-t' - and hetter, ton, but we 
didn't know that then. 

Our dn,"bl" width f1"nq<' tva" a sep",-"te piece, of .040, r i"ptHl 
to th~ !I'tveb lf p<1rt of the rib, with r-ivets Spt'C't-:-d ahnut pv(?ry 
1/2~'~ Bend relief cut,~(}uts werp madp at ;lhnut the- S(lm(-' in~F'(val 

c:;n ()hp~()usly it was a tirn~-:. consum:ing 5nh~ ThE e0,'·10 fl~\n~;p rlic! 

not give the? c!c-Qrpc:: of l?:ltprai rigirjity dpsired, allowinQ ;'1 

slight 2.'1l()llnt of spanwise ttrockin(~J'f~ As a re~1l1t Pranc:i.s' fHtt

hoard sk i n wound up wi. t hal itt le l!q:' 1 can 11 in bF? t tvpcn t he spar s 
adjacent to thE splice joint e I 1~lCk0d ()ut on my wings, hut as 
a result of this pxperience T would st:rnogly rpcoFlmEnd l1C;}.ng a 
lap jnint, even tho' it theoretical1y m10ht not h-3\JP thp eye-? 
appea 1 of thp but t hint. 

I \vould further recommend you pUt'chase the h-LD steel {'lttt:lch 
fittin(~s from t~EN KN()HLES, un1ess ynu helVE' r1.CCP.SS to a hiq fTH:~t()l 
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cuttino bandsaw and havi? a buddy at a steel company that wi U cut 
you off the 6 hl.anks of the thick 4130 steel platR needRd. 
You'll also need a hu~dy at the heat treat plant, so that you 
W0n't have to pay the rrdnimum hEat treat poundage fee .. 

I furthEr '1hTould recommG:nti you the ent"l re folrling VJl.llg packaoe 
from Ken; skins} ribs, stnck, pl1sh roo'S) hellcranks, ai.l(~r()ns, 

flaps 0nd fitt ,:-.~ T'hp total Cf)st rpPil1y shouldn't rattle your. 
cage~ Lor/k at it this way - the foldinl] win9 \,.,ri 11 comp!~t::.tely 

pay for _itself in ,?ihnut 2 af':;! PU.ctheI'j youfll !Jet a11 of :vnur 
money 'hack 1Y1 Whr?D yntl (or your heirs) s01.1 thE' air-platH? s()mt~

day down the 1.ine! 

:"-Jow if th8.t isn i 1- a tru h:\n(1;:;ome rpt!Jrn fin your mqnev} I'd 
sure 11K!:; somponp to :.;1h)W mt" annthr>r invpstmr-nt (in thf?S0 days (y( 

gal n~: inflation) + l/FI1.1 even ht?"gin to approach the hand-
some dLvtdF:nds ,:f a reIdlr::-} vrino~ Furthermore} ,.\1hi:it other invpst
tl1Qnt \.Ii 11 let you have thl1t much .fun i,n the meantirf!f?, tr,o? 

Had you ever rEal1:; stAr""r,,~l of 
bE';nt1 a 
T·~l~ pro 
thrlt the::.: ~re 

ispd in S~')rt A\liatinn nr Tradp-a-pl~ne 
nnly adver ispd rlnp timQ? I think tl1Rt prptty well 

estahlishes the T-1R ~s prPtty salpnhle~ r~'s ~n ()pen S0~rEt 
that all makes of airp1.~nt?s c;re> appreciatint] in V<l1.qr:> at a prl:-,tt~l 

handsom~~ rate - from lO~j tt) lsr'F -per YPAY. tht:' lac;t 2 or 3 yea\s~ 

That r;:"te prptt;J well a11pls the: annual increasp nn nr"V' p>.ir
rrc1,ft" l\lfiulrl -it shock you tr; learn that C(ls:::nafs 152 tl~.41npr 

carries- a pr e 1';\0 of almost ~20,OOO? A!1(~ a n(~'~.f Ronanza arnllnd 
$lOO,OOO? Does all th/it change you!: viev'!pnint tr)wa.:rd~~ I-,-,hat you 
are investing 'in your project? It ri"td mi.n?~ <'Jh~~n T took n()t(~ 

th3.t my sauing:--~ 'l'·:cr(,: shrinking h;~' at ll~.:1st lr,.~; per year, dup to 
inflation $ ;'Incl Twas In;----d ng 3% in '1 hr~ fl:xchan']E' hc-tV!f--?en the "?:-E 
interest rc:ceivt::d, plus: hi-'\ving to pair tax on that- 7%, I dpcided 
to put my money int(l T-l.R parts, enginps, etc~ At least] can 
'[-lave ali tt Ie .fUrl out (If things .?\n(-i maybe; break t-\lpn nnvJn thp 
1 i np • 

(uite a fe~ of the ~-18 bUilders, incluaing Lu und I, ~ere pretty upset 
I';i th the ynemberc of the aVlL'ction press nt our last two national 
conventions, act the l£L.:::t three .. 'fhe pact three year~ tho aviation 
press lIas studiously d tile fact that there were A5 T-18s tllere in 
1976, 36 of th6:-;l there in 19771 and 4·3 ',':ere present in 1977 ~ :~I1ere VIas 
much niade. of the fact tlw.t Variez:e.s-v!rc on cioch: 2nci thDt clOG;'; speak 
well for Durt Eutan' 8 cis bu t the T-18 \'Ia8n I t e.ccor6.cci the ho~ol' 
due it I donIt kno"'!,, I cio 1:n 0 ',': that s8v0ral 11-18 builG.ors loft their 1.[1-188 
at ho~e because l·escnted the oituation the years before. 
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I will hav8 to say that the 1)rGG3 VIas fair in their coverage of the 177 
nccident at aSH. It was properly described as a stall type ,3ituation that 
could have happened to any design and. that even it \'Jould have probably been 
survivable if the gas cap hnd not poppod out. Anyway that's all nege.tive now 
and. of very little benefit to d\'Jo11 on our alleged scurvy treatment. On a 
positive noto an annual T-13 (only) Fly-iX'. rms brOUGht up frequently at OSH 
and Grent snthusiasm \'las noted. \Ie' d lil:e to have Your opinion on the subject. 
Please spectf;y if JOu Dre: an orIner, builder, or ~';lans holder, but above all 
please TIrite us on the subject~ 

This hrinQs up thp suh ct~ of whpr{~ 
heard one suOgp~ti()n thAt it h~ })pld 
year ~ Thi s sounds ljl(p a gnnd ide.~ .• 

and when, as wel] -"s if.. I 
in a rliffpTPnt city 0~ch 

The Ronanza and Cessna 172 

nwners C111hs elf') this I know$ Very succP~~fuJly, t()(). 

,Just ima!]:11')e what ;J v\)nder-ful sL<J1-tt jt w')ulri he to hav.-~ say lnn 

T-IRs lin2d U?~ Visuali7e, if y()U will, a ~alf riA~! "r engin 0 

instal1atinn {nsppctin~1, v:hpr(' all C'(Jwl-inClr.:.; would, h@ )~emo\lecl (lnd 
the entir0: ent.nuratJP c,-)ulr1 inspec't nil cno!pr installations, fupl 
systems

J 
engine cont:rr)ls) Fl~.J'ffters, hp.at mlJ.[,fs, ail- h()x~~~, oil 

filters, vnlta(H? r,,,]Ltlrltnrs, Ex1!rtUSt ramp~) hafflinCl, c>:')~-int.~ 

instru~ent pr(hi~SI ~jr filtprs J etc. 

Also, wnul(1~j~1 it he qreFlt tn li~t and cnn1parp tilt? r102P!'lS of 
differl?'nt props in <':::\1('h fl <".:);:\thering? Thf.' <.:;~mr,;. for instrument 
panels? (Jr uphol.stf::T:'Y? nr radif) installrttinnc:? Tl,p v~:riety nf 
paint scherTJes would bi=-" an inspiration tn thn~p v_dth prnjl?('·t~ in 
the np~tJ W()Ul~tlrt it? 

1\ nicp tnuch wf)nlr::1 be thp prep'lrati1li'! or a T_1·'-1 1I,;'crc\ph"Ok" q:r 
yr::arhook, complete wi ih pictur!:,>s of thp ind'i"ic1ual C\irp1~1.nps ;\nd 
the hnihjc:.,rs-, :\nd (\ dptAll hn'..;: thtl..t \;','ould ;!::--:t pquipmp.nt, enginp, 
prop, empt::" weiqht, perforrnrtnce. Sllch?r hnnl<::. and rt Illcfl1')rial 
plaque fr)r rill pilots present VJt)!11c' :t"pal1y Tl}ak~ t\. nicp ~..;ot1\,1cnlr, 

wall 10 [: I t i 1 ? 

The frjend'~hips [')r'nf,d w"uld he one of the' 0,,,,,1,,", twrwf'i.t:s. T'. 

l-\fould hi? like the "old!! na.'ys =it Rockford, when il.' 1.\1':\<',' ~"ir,) Fnqu:l'h 

to h2 intor0st-in0 anti G"'{citing itt'1'''I STrli\ll enough so that we g()t to 
know and soC'iPtli:%e with rt C'-l!1<.:::idpl"'?lhle numht=-r of fe>1J()IN ('·othus-iac:.;1 s. 
Lifelnn\) frif---'nd.:::h'ip'': alP lr'f;v.i ;',')blp hy-p-rodllct.::: !)f stich ~};:'\'1.'her_if1(;s .. 

Events :1k2 efl1clPncy (1 j(;11,ts to f11---->arhy tniNn~ and oth?!' semi ... 
COTIl?ptit-1v(:,; fliQhtc: c(,)I!1.d he schedul.ed. '.'Jp cl)ulri ha\lc -.::cales: on 

hand to c:n up_t.()_,~t31C: wt-.;;iQht anrl balanc(..""'>, ('tc. 'J3.::i()ut..: workshop" 
could he- SRt up, c1(~m()nstrating sr:::vE:-r'?_l hUl1riin0 {')pe_t' at inns. 
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As to where we'd have the T-18 fly-in we obviously wQul<'ln't want 
t.) pick a busy airline terminal, but tower controlled airports, 
with limited airline service isn't a major problem, ilS I doubt 
if there is a sin.]le nn-rarlio T-IS flyin'l. There are several 
deactivated Air FnrCE HaSAS in the midwest that migh~ he selectEd 
and the long runways and lC\rge ramps and hang;\l~s (fn:c protec"t'1.no 
against thllnderstorms) would make them 'lttractivt'. i\dequ'lt;p 
motel space \\'ould he ?'. mus1, since campinq out prnhr\h-ly wouldn't 
he too popular without fM.cil 1 ties prepared in ,,!\dvance. 

It w()ul.d seem that the logica1 way to sc·lect sites would. b(:_~ on a. 
state hy state basis, listing the ~irpnrts And ritips that m0et 
a cprt~in dpterminEri set ()f st~nctards~ 

We- r:ouirl ':;ppculatc on sites for hout's and n1Jt (.;:(;::t anywhere:, ~() hnw 
ahnut Y0l1 people that live in Iowa, Ill,inr,is, Missouri, Kansas, 
Ok 1 ah()nF\ and Nort!-) Tex,q~s - (or any of the states clfJse to thr:? 

:<'lississippi river) taking a sharp look nt airports and towns in 
your area and chpcking thpm nut a.nd send-inr::! in the? results of 
your survev? Tt mi(!ht 110 a good excuse tn f1~' or drivE sOrrJ!?whc:'re 
and take the wife f)n ~ little trip, hey? 

Let's try to ('),oose p1i'lces that hoWE a IT'; ni mllm ,)f L){lOO ft. of 
runway, with preferFloly ;\ 000d C_~().:::;s~\!ind rllnl~'<lY, to<-)) p,nfl ;:\d!?-qU?l.tf~ 

paved p;n"k ing. Check wi "1 h the" . ir. C of C, ;\ ("lnod [llf)t e 1 m;;nagp:r, 
the airpnrt m(1nagPt", E'tC. >-'la1<p notE of Plny l;)cal S.iJ':lh~_ t.~:p.ei.n~! 

pO'ints tl1rlt MIfJht he- of intt',rr-st, to/)_ 

!\-1i.ssissippi Valjp'/ is we-ll knrW'J!"l af...:; "TnrnC1d()/\llf!-~'" rtnrl with 000(1 
r{-~ason .. Frnm /\?ril thru 'wid .Tunc thpr'(' A,re vlf)lpnt ~(1l',~111 Jines 
th/\t go liS fn; s(")uth ;\.s ~f)uthern Tpxa.s. Aftpr mLo-.JunC? thp {IJ'-'.:1.ther 

mn\Jes n'-"rt;l ;ind in l;:\tp ,1uIy freqn0nt 1~1 sttlor;::l..tes into static 
wr--ather frO!1ts nf l(yw cei linCit:; iH"!d (no in the m/)rni.n~l artl li'}~ge 

areas of thurF,lc;.r~t()rrn'.., in the ofternnon, (-rom lv)rthern :q.; ss<:>uri 

to thf~ Dahntas on thr.} t'JEst and tl) mi.c~",T;linrds o"lnd l\r'jC'hi~',:'\n nn t~l.t:: 

(:<:'1St~ (Thl.s is usn.;,ll\! a :lrohlpP1 ~)()jn'J 

olltguess tl1~ weather ml,ntl1s in ~dv~ncE 
n!_lrselvL~ n hre~~~ 

hF ()!')c:! 

t') nS P ). \"Jc 

bu t VI;: ~ni. ':!11 t 1. r v t:) 

Nr'JW i ( ; ():.;, an: 1 ,vnu i ann y(1~! 

nn such ,::,\ -r1y---in t-herf'- t'FH1't 

nqp is int€:.;rt::;~tQ,d i ( nnly in or ~ t"::, T·E-_~Sp,,:.;;i'l 

i n\!t j 1 v p.d. • 
s(\ it r-ert;,linly 
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As an after thou(Jht, dn you think yon wou id r<lther fiv into ()SH 
to see the airpl;e.nes the first dav or so and then fly out to say 
Rockford or s')!ne,vhere else to the south of ()S!I for 2, 1 or 4 
days? That might be the sLmI'lf~ W(3)' to get the whole tbina off 
thp grour~d the (1 rst year and then \Ve Crln all get togC'ther and 
shal<:_('? :it n,ll out~ Anyway, pleas2 write!! 

Let IS J'"'Pt;lc'nher' tl'l?\t such 2 fly--1.n wou lf1 nt)t on '1;.' hI? for the 
owners nf flyin(l T-18's, hut 'ilse. '-nr th')s(·~ tt"'lat a_r~ hDildi.,n~l ant1 

haVe? tn (>',r:)2 in h\' CO.l, r(;'ntE~d pj;lne, or ;-drlinc. nowahc'-tJ'" 
hertri.n~j from VOlt hlli:c~ers? r,'i11_,':1.t, sp8cifical1v, {1J()111d \,()\,l 1i.kF tn 
see and de') ;::tt such ;\ (~:!-j...,? !.lJll,1.t kind of forn'1IS rir \J,,1'-)rk~:;hl)ps? 

fl)'-1.t1~ 

--~~~P~.--
Th2 :..;uL ct nf the' b,:,:,,':.r]i\::;f=; area is (t 1 itt 1 e hard ttl 

on in a.d~'~\nc(:~ 2t'i(1 (1, Z-',use the important questi!)n of 
invol\.f:-?d 11 nl-:_~Jht [1(=: a CIr)OC1 iC!er~ tt) (\(:~ff:",t* : t unti 1. 
is givpn a F:T,_liJl'~rF\;-;" \-'{("}J..:-:ht and t)ala.nc(;. c-h(:l:ck. 

FattEry wpi.ght 

7\ ft r .c:. i. ~ 
(' ~1,irpl?-,rn"' 

~-f \IOL'.1:' T-..:..e 
is powct",·d TI,it1! ,-I 1:·'.() 1"lP. enlJine and cnnSlclot sp8er~ pr:,)p YI'U carl 

be prFt ty S!Jr(~ of ne('~.~ ~nq wc-;.Cbt .-d.:.:.L, SI) your l;a~:1(>ry wi 11 
probab~ y gn in thp b,i.;.' jur..;t ('l,ft (If t11C b.?-l.~_J~F\fJl? cnTl:l)rtrt(nI2n~. Tf 
this pr()\'e~~ tn hc' <::,:,-) , till-'- entir"c depth of trJf? baOG(\:]e c()nr')td:-tm0'n~_ 

bay CC:\'rJ 1H.- l1sed$ AS 1on-:1 .:\:;', _1.. tunnrol ~-;tn'·'ri)undt.:: thp [)::~:!-:.~pqll tuhF 

and the' r1.1rJ(!(-',l' c(l.b ~{? t:: axe pi !t0CtFc!. 

I h,l.\!(," a \"nnd prop (;r 1',:/ a1 r'pL\tlP ;3nd n:.' h;:1t tEry i~ lr'cateci jn 

the ·b3.CC!':':'<~c c' 1'.!TJ(;n1 ba::-.:. rF:F1Gtp cOr.1pass unit and :i nvprt Fr 

ar,,? ;)]so in t':i~~ h,~v: ~;(, a h,;\CJ~-L:'''C:-~(~ floor '<..:: ;'i P1Llst. 

dividinf] 1inf:~ (if t~~!f' (n'ld of !~neql.L1.1 si-(e sr--"~·,lflH;~-r~t~. Tll(~ f::lze of 
the' (lui,cl\: f!:l1d-u_p c!c)or 1 c. dr-'trn~"irJ(".d 1-./ tl:c- <;~P;-iC1:- ? ... bOVf~:l f,.,r,-".I;\rd, 
and tH.":-:-jr-:ri ~ T~ __ c ~.:'rli\_l !(~r dr')l")j sc:gn>c~n't w-il'1 f,~,~,,~i ly -f"lnp up 2.nd 

O\Jc'r t~~p r)thcr fnr: (jl..l:ck ;'-(:cc,s~ to the hatt(o,:'L)T, nr ~.f :lCC('~~. is 
desirc-cl in the c:ntirp Cn")p;:lrtment tht:~ c-ntjrf.~ flor)"!' ("(\n r-,p E'clt.::il:i 
.rernnvC':d hy l.n()~.~(-nins} the? ~zus flus 1; f':l,,~:,tE"nEr~;~. (,:,(:;",p sKPtch.) 

T.:lkc: note' of an add L 1:i (,r1(11 ano 1 r- nQ'lntcli i~ p oh 1'r t Freh _I it '\ t>e 

provjc1r::-c'l r)r1 

sn th<11 the: 
,-, r •. , 
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Don't f()l~get to Insll12f-q YOtlr' "flnnr and skit'"!s in t~·)(.::-· t-~cl~jI;]'::\';c· ('H"f:-i1 

ane.i tn ClOSE' off BUI_1>.l~iF{ld -':is''":} wi ~-h a rem(;v.:lb'Jp TC';!,r wall -(rir thF 
ba0(!t.v::r~ c r)mp2rtftlEot. 'Ii:" \II-HI brtvr- COPl(? .016 or .. o_·~n ~:-hc:C't le".:/} nCJ 

around, hE":nd \lp snMe ,'1nglE:~s for ctiffpn!?::':. i\nd P()~; rl\.'et t}-wn: 

I'n t:hc b3Ch side of t:;-lC- 1_1.C!ht wet It ~.:;hPf:t ~l"<"~ur(:'" Thi~: "rill 

pre\lf?nt thr:-- ;,\C10 ;~,r:(-'0 frot:' r'l(~ i!1Q i'!.n (:ffr-:c" i.vr: snund-i rHJ b');'r.d 
for !71':1J]nifipr1 noisf.::':: :n the iail Cf'ln!~ ;;.rc(\" 

~r_c::zt:.:!~ 
T dnnft h,~vr'::\ t';vj:J'1 ~~-)(~.-}k(?r in :T'~} r\.irpL:-HIP _~\nd n:! lTliC::l'ophunn _~\n0 

c~-a.:rphone jack'< 3T8 ;")(1 1:!'ie t;,,[ IFf:: sl,dc::- nf th,> d;\~~h panr:l~ r 
norr:1i\1.1y ~lSE-, ~ Tc]r,>-: ;\brk IT f(·,at}·")v!" wp:~~,ht rn~.crnp1-;r)pc/hf'<:vl:.;;c;t 

combo, with r\ pQs11-tn·-t<11k s-wjtCll 2ttach~~d 'h' 1 ;'H? :-:':.t"dlch 1111 -r-h C\ 

V.!l~ap ?Xnunll \'(' lcf'(" (;\C;'! ,'·qpr. Thi ~ le2.\,( :--: hIlt;") 

tim~~~ r c.1t::-spisC::' 1:h(:-, bit).! hc:a\J~/ top: 11r-,I/"" ty;>' 1 

Cot1VEr ~(\t i,r-,n} along Vi i tll 
inr y0a!~S and T can hear 
pip-cp ()( hol1nvJ p1.A<:..;t ic 

st ick~ in :n:r lFft 0(11' ~ 

~P;\0h')tti An(l h;l11 sh~r)erl 

r recomnF,yl th is L(' j qp 1 

l'n";r'plp" tt~;1..t 

hut iv--:, ('<,c,p 

~.U)U pr(:::f~'r' th\, l'I(:';:~\/if'r, h 1l1KY he,\.rlp1--:.f)nr(~1 Tc1f't ;llsn r.}Zl!-'(C':.< ,-~ 

dnublp hpadset t;.ipe 1".111.11 ;:\ ::'Xt':1 rlH!1~lrr:ic rn-ike. My uP; t 'IF\,,-,- iHl 

"ele-crct P P111<f.1 1j'itr! c~?_5.rn(·:d SUFFrinr noiS0' C;\nrf~1;.n~? (l~!al.-:itic':,; .. 

r ':.'('.S rr·;'ct'nt IV ~lf.v~n(-l 17/\' 1 I<TT7T1{ <nmt~ lp-f1 c;i!~(.' 11.n:p .71 TV 1 tfl frep 
him frr')r' (~io:.;;tracti()n T ~!;;Fd the:· r::;ft-j('l~ T'h·;s crr·,'<c;'~r:oc~~~)it rnc<.::<.;: 

of C'nrdc:;: !"na.d~ PH? ivish for 2\ f!1il<e/h(~0.dph')np 'j~'ick on 111P -r~-":ht 'Si(~c 

too. L~kF" SO'P1i1ny thin(lt.:., it wnuld he p!--ctiy p;-~ .. <:!; (~I) hC'fnrc 
:"nst",ll-.ing in the::, :-tirp'l.,"nC?~ T'\le spen a C'ouplt: [\1' T-1Ys- l·,rjth thE' 
headphr)ne j0.cL hFhir:!\ th(~ Sf"d .. t on 1:1:e dec1,; .s~l'ld th-j s- In!ll<S 1 ik,p 

2.. QO()(~ v'a,:,,' tr, [('-'".iDeE c{)ckpit cll1ttc·-·['. 

You might alsn 1nok lntn w'irirH] ;).,jj i,ntc'l"C'fH21 st;:.t I1p intu y(.)ur 
comm system. Easv, c!p8.r cr·Jmmuoir:-;d:i()n \'11 tIl ynur l},,~scr;0T'r 

~Ii.thout ~'el1in0 is a dpfinite r1us. 

On thE:" suhject r)f cluttf.~r, had ~/()11 thought ",bout ()np of ~h0 nc'wcr 
Alcor dual (':/1 ~ t1(}ad rnd E(~T 0au<j('S? 1n t1-I(,~~SP d;\y~~ of lot'J' lc'lad 

100 0as~ it h;!s ~pE'n .. oro\J(':~1 to he vory Ess(·>ntiill t!) lp~"ln trH" 
(::-nginp in M. prnrJP-r- am prf-'ci~\?; mannpr 1n ;\yoid thE' plt!0 i'tnrl 

v81vp pt'ohlPITls, t'h.at rtrp a ch~(:lnitF p.()r)1er:. with the fuel 11S(~d 

nnw. The C()st nf the dual instrunl~r)t is ahollt the ~am2 ~s two 
spparat(: instrumpnts, but you saVfc' snmp in~·~trur:lr"nt panel c:;pnC(, 
anrj weight 
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_7¢A(~~_~K~tY,a/N6 ______ ----, 
Whi lG yCJlI arp t>ui1~ling YChlr T-H,\ arE you doinG some definite 
planning on YOllr insirunlent panel? First of al.1 Y(lU shc)ulrl really 
do SOrrlC serir)1.1S soul searchint::..l to determine whFthc-r you wi 11 
ever t'!A:";::f" a 1C~"' !~f -f1~.d,n0 on "wet" T?H, tnn.ki.n~_J VClH anri TTS 
app:rr);tchos, nr 1 f your flyi n~} \,vi 11 pr imar 11 y hp VrR. 

If you ,~.-r(~ c::>dr~"~l to nt) tr'0 full IF]'? routE' yn!J ,~re lo\)king <\1: 

probC\.h n( p>:-rra wei~.lh1 (utilizing 2 to '3 s'l. ft. 
of your Bf, SCl~ foot !NiJH] An(1 rais:iog thf~ stalling Sp(·:c.~d) an(l 
addi.ng t\ cnDsirjprabl(? amount of cost ano complf?·;.d.1 ;.!. 'Yo!...., -.:.h()u]r: 

CE.1!.£i.J?) h.?VF (;:d.l-Snf(-,~ hack up or dua1i~a1.ion rn-r ;\1.1 Sy~:1Ff!i~ 

and J:ad=.(-,c~. /\ (~cjpC\r?,T.E' h;\ttery shou1.d back l!P a,ltErnAtor- ffl.ilure, 
etc.. Tn case (Xo~ P()WC::1~ ];)SS, woul(1 you hav(' ;\. sufficient ele-ctrical 
b;.tcl( up (f;r thp \,1;-\C:_lum lnc:trutllr--::nts: lnst or vice vprst1( A:::.c ~!nu 

preparr>d fnr thr: ;uquired mai ntC"natlCF cnst of pel~iod_ic(l11y 
va l.idat .-Lng i nstt'tHl1Fnt ac:-curZ1.cy? 

-PP1~hi\ps you s 
~quippprJ c 
~!Jp 11 fur: And 

\')':>.711'. to ravp your nWD "alr.'1iner", ~\li1l') ?\ ~"p}l 

t to ():n:jn:/ an(l ITlflybp pr4 r!ctic(:' lYlth now ?,nd -tIIPn. 
p10~sure is thn namp (If the g~mp and ~(l if Y0U ~rp 

If IFf{ 1<"-:' yonr cup i)f 
itT" ?Ci nC' 1 ;:v1arJted (I. S ?I

I'll publjc:h rt t;,pica 1 

if therE~ is sufficien1 

• + 1 _ • 

tea, take a l.nn~ at tllP hasi~ airlirl'~ 

st;\ndard instrument arranQc~m(;;nt It)n'j ~HJn. 

layout and plumhing and elpctric~!.l rli2.~lraOl 

irt(:·rE:~t • 

T can pronise ye)l] tllnt Y()ll'll lik0 the wav ~!(lllr airp]an8 fli~s 
much better if )Inn don't hc;:-\\'y it IIp .. (\:y T-l~~ "ve'iohs Q27"; er:lpty 
and th0 empty 0-: falls at ~O<[; !'d./\ .• C. Tt's a .... inimum equi.pped 
airplane but T can safely approach at Ro_nn mph, it stalJ~ at GO-G2 
T-,\S, it will trne out 200 mph; it 0f'ts off in .:lhnut noo ft. loanpd, 
has a 1 sao ft ~/min. cl ifl1h wi th a Cassidy 68-66 (71;: woocl prop ann 
is pOlVE'rpO with an 0-320 R2G J(;r) hnss ~n~1inp. ~1y rn.djf~ is a 
GF.~nave Alpha 200B and T have a remote? C()r:1P;'1.SS wi th peE\nl.lt 
invertpr', no gyro instruments, e}~cl;":.pt e!pctric turn and banl.-<; 
,vhich Tuns nff the- c:af!1f,) ·in\I('-rtr:or 1hrtt P()I,,<J("l·'·~ the cnmp<1SS and cyl. 
hp;_\c: temp" T do hay€' an ;\ lror ECT and fp(;~l that ioint l)~e of 
the seT and CTiT 2,1~e pretty wortr"' \·Ilhi le to properly 1ean a.s per 
AVCn h\111etin~ .. 

-rep 
T reQul(lrl~f add Tr;p to thE'- 100 LI fuel A~ ;). bul\'!ar;-i: rtgrdn~,t 

valve :.t.nd: plug trollb1e~ thnt pJaguf:: Sf) r:l?ny nCl\vdays. 

TIfT] prC't.ty intF::t'E"'stFrl if; pre:\l2ntin~1 trout'l1es in that area, as 
1rl..st y,,?;\r :tfter my rei:urn from ()S!f My CPU ~1.~1aTloVJ(.~d ~. val'1,1p {on 
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the left rear cyl.) nn ~y 1st takeoff after returnin9. Luckily 
1 had an()ther airpc)rt 2 miles straig~t ahead and had sf enouah 
power left to stafJtJE?T in" The:- fue1 wa.s 100 LL and T ha.d run 
out of TCP .. 

You nlhY have he?:rd thctt thc~ Embry-HiCldle f1i~]11t c::c~i()n;_ ir. Fl(~,r:Id(1 

put Tep in ha 1 (' of t !lei r t r ,d ne r" "nd ~t~h::.a::.:t:......:.:.:.:..:...::...:.:.:.:.:.:.,-:.:.:.,-J.:.;::'::':'''--'..:o.= 
but the other .ha1f ·had 'Valve and 

1.00 L1 . R8~ults wert' defjnitpl,Y c()nclt1si\!c~ 

Becal,L~C:- our printing set up is differr:'nt from cvTc>us ne\Qslcite-r c 

V'C wnn't be (~flin0 dra'wing<.:::: th~\t aXe. an-irtcE',nt tC) t"hp r'!rintC'd 
copy .. Shc'E'ts nf photos and dF'scriptivp rlra,viirH:}s \"111 r.)c {'\dd[~d 

at the enG c:f the ne\'Jsl(~tt21·} sn if ;.fOU fl(:'!?d tr; rF(E~r t Pi;it;J~ -ito 

etc", just turn t() thp phc)to !)r' draJPino P;)~1G-<:;~ 

Tfve ~lrpa~~r prep~red an outl.ine for thp nex1' npl·~lp1·1·0r, \vhirh w~ll 
be pubJishpc1 ltnd mai](?(l just Clfter thE h()liday,~~ Sf) that t}leru 

will hopefully Ix'!; fc:-wEr mZtil fou]-ups than durinS the ho]ida;! rusl1~ 

EV7VR£:A/E~k' ,9J8-h-72S 
l-iprE" are SOITH;?: nf the suhi(?cts: to b0 co\}(~re-d: Gas t·"\nh inc:::tal1z\..1 "ion 
on t ~e ljJicip Rody; }"i 11 er C(\P df)Or ann flush fi L ler of-ck; ScuI.1pe:r 
drain provisions; Access pJ(1tc~ for fnel quantity sE'ncier unit; 
Heat muff ant: nU.ff1.pr dE,~-;iQn rtnd install<1tinn; P12cc>ITH.:::nt aY\.d d(?si~.:n 

of n(?:\,'!er instrument pi-ln2Is, that al1nw rnnm fn,r: r,J.d~:.n insta.l1a.tinn 
i.n thE' p2.nf';1 rthp;v.-l {~f the' tank; SU~YJ8stE'd T~·~~? lnC: 1 rnrnpnl crr-oupin0s; 
DesigneE observC'.l .. 1:inns on runnirHJ nf hattF'iy cable c;t s1;:-'e anfj typP, 
Incat inn rtt1c.1 typps of cn1pno'ids tn he, uSE-~d; L()c;\tinn cln(1 d(~sir!n 

of ca(Jln h0;)-I v(\lve; N0{'7 ripvplnf-)mc-'nts in bafflino and i\ir flow 
controJ inside th0 cO\.'Jling; Locatiun of ac:c(;:ssories 
on the firevJC\11 and proper attachment proC'pdu:r-c:s; ./.\ddlti'r;nn,1 
mr:-thoc1S of fittin(,l spinners~ CODlmc'nts on d('\sh frame mocti(ic('~ti.()n 

and stiffene.rs; r\lternate sC?at dFr~iC!n Clnd p..ttachment; SomE" pr;dnters 
on lJphnlstery instalL'\t i(}n; Cnr'lme-nts and <;ketches on Y't':-movah1f-J 

access p1.':"-\.tes n.nrl doors .for tllr- nattery ;~lPa 1 Clhovc: th(~ t.n.nk} 
tail arerl., hotton skin, _forw;yrd floor, OlltC'!" Win(1 fittinQs, rtnr1 
tool rlC'cess tn thF #S:?2 fjttinCl~; Addit1.ona1 comments (1[l N"I " H34 
r(7 thc~ ali.gnrrcnt of stick} stahil.a.tol; ;\nd trim t.:l.f); nr~~:ignEE-: 

cautions on S\?Ftt h«,lts and sr1ouldc'! harnpss; Comments e]fl a1rc;pccr~ 

c21.ibr~.tinn npcC':ssit,) fnr flutter prp,vcntl r .q'l z\nd rf:~lt=\t~~d 

material; R~prints ()f SIJ()rt Avi~tion articles ()n fluttpr; Tnfn 
on new hr;\ke lin,:? mhtPrial, anrl c'-J:nmcntc:: nn r'outing of brake 11nl2"s; 
Complete:- c()mm(~nta..ry on i mpt~f)\d ng rnc'--<.:) ~ t ;nom h:v rerflova 1 of 

fort\Jard.and re;'l.L tnnn(JI.s (cnvr~'rin() the ins1i'\11ati!)n of elc:.ct-ric 
trim) electric flAp actu:ltion) rur:d~T ('(1hlp .r-elncatinn); nii~Y;3 

light wej<]ht e1(2-ct.ric ai1e-ron rtnd rudrjpt trim; ~nd some;, (!b:-;e::~ 

va1ion~ nn fitting of c~n()pies~ 
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In addition, we'll try to cover some of the unique problems 
re lating to bu i 1d ing the fold ing wing. 

I solicit your comments on any of the articles we publish, 
including any criticisms (constructive or otherwise). T especially 
ask you to contribute any construction tips, submit even rough, 
freehand sketches, acco unt: s of prC)h lems yolt encountered and how 
solver] (or not solved), flight test reports, weight and balance 
report s, wirin9 diagrams l go(xl sourCt'ls of equipmpnt or materia l~, 
etc. 

hJe would aJso like as m;.\ny good, sharp block and whitp pictur.e~ 
()f your cockpit, cntvling, en0i,np installation, etc., ~s you can 
manage,. Polaroid black M.nd white are usually not sharp e.nough 
fnX' gond repr"Lnt and co1()r' picturE-S lose detai 1 when cnnvEr1eo 
to black and whi teo 00n't write on the hack of pix, as this will 
of I en show thru on reprint. 

\ve would like tf) bC'~)in a. cOITJplete "rogues {lallery" of All c.omplpter] 
T-1Rs and their builders. It would be a nice wav to recnrd your 
accompli shment and "n eXc<,llent way for bui Jders to be'comp better 
acquainted with others. It would also enable neN builders tn get 
ideas 0n paint scllemes and many {)ther items. Please include 
pprtinent details on the ship (i.e. date fllMn, hours to date, 
engine hp., prop pitCh, empty wei<;;ht, performance figur.es, etc. 

Thi~: wr rtpS it for now 1 ami 90S.. P1.e·ase send comment S i\nd other 
material to mp at P, n. Box 16R, Addison, TX. 75001. 

For the prpspnt, send your donation checks ($3.00 min.) to Lu 
or me, but make them pa)!a,ble only to '7T_1S Mutual /\.ic' Society". 

Best wishes, 

Dick C;:w i n 

It's your news1ptter .. Re a pa.rt of it. 



ADDENDUI'1 to '::'-1 '3 

r:ri C, ten Cur neDsletter ~a3 
:pri:nt:Ln~ ahC~ un ,i1 J allU&l'Y,. GO 
get foul€:( 
,JDJ1UE~rJ ,-:hCll ou:;:-- 0~ i"::3Cl: ccvcl,., 
~10)6- (;~~r: __ t C.~lj.,~~ i OU1"' 

cticv 

PaGe 16 

4;';JD,;:::: , 

thf~t OUY' 

_.1jM~;/#"G RlY¢t7?A/'G ~QU~a-
In the 18c:_2-~t=-; l8 I !1D.ci £'n occ~:>3io2-' to ;;uil( u 

-:~O dcluJ 
~',-ouldn t t 

:;,e1: y L 

[LQ -L r: ai:n ti,lCG. tilG vC3'i-:t~s \';l-t~l i-"o'ticE.l 
rO],Gl-tod OETIiEI' =-::. -:::he nc:;;-.'::>l~-.ttGr, ;;:;0 it GCe~.:'d tDLt a \-:''::8::e~'ld 

110.1., Cst td) 
,,} f3 1 

outer 
be at le&2t bS:1C~! .-.ar~ to ilS0 j~ e=t [.T 

1. Cleco 
to the skin. 

6. 

7· 

Eivet 

Pi vet; 2 

l':Lbu 

and rear r~b8 to 

entire botto:_: 

r e B.Y' S ~::JC'.l~ .. 

o~ ?ivet spLr dou~~0r~ to recr spar 'ill cilol'O~ C~ 

9. I:i vet to--

10. Ir.scrt :':1 :::l1U -.-4 :;::086 ribs [';X;Q rivet to ;.>:in~ 

11 .. In::381't ;';:1 r:_l1C rear- ribs C:l.U rivet ~o :::.;:·::ill~ 

13. }'inal clo;~ure : Rivet 8i~ t.i.re 

14. '3tan0 oac,/': emU '::::.cL ~ir2 our r,orl: \',-11).10 
have ~Gft c, CCUiJ1c of clc:cGS i~lSic\C' .. 

In t:l,::: cl:ovc C:-D_l."-,._" 

outtCGTO Oil0 .. 

L3~;:in • 

ou hi: 

0 ',,' u_""- CO~_--./ vhiD _"~cnth ~ I 
';.Ti ce [,bout ;0 .-:o,:.:'e8 of 
162 l:e~sletter &~C ~CSJY 
it i:.1to CC2. ecJ 

hn~(, CD]y ~~ch ~lonth 
tly Da~e: t~ru Lll ~h;~t 

co 1;;:" (no t li,;:G ellis pB._> e, ','dli c i: I 

fer OUI' 8T 

I l:;oulc 2<h)l'cci[-.te it if v'OLl 'LyS L;,onlc f'COCV t~lC ':ittJ a;3 I~~:l 

faa ';:;118 'Jill :~'Oy -:!li;:; :r~l<st i:3,:;15.0 cnG. \Vitll ovor 1 pOQ Lole,ers ai' 
record t~_c 6,n~ costs fOI" t~lis i,j8UC ~ilJ ~0 .Ln CYCCSS of 
t,330 to 370 :heE ,;'01.."[ ,.:[;';:-10. JO\U' C:IGC,:-:: \';culc~ -:;e ,~ooe ',i;;!c La ;;iond "1C a 
little;; G.t:.;l'2/ o.-uont ~our ~-1~~ 2.::~l:. :,-;;O,:i(; ~)lE:c-': ~lh __ ':,~lit::.; ccny-s.:;;;- too .. 

P.S. The ba~~Qee COi_~~~2rt~.n~ 

VJill be re-dra'.}n nnci includeo. i;; 

W2sn't 2uitcble for rGproiuc~lon and 
the ne):t newslettsr. In cne !JcQnti~c if 

there is sone sub.-jcct jlQ l (~" li~:c vO se G let mG ~:novJ .. 

DICK 
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D!G C_!.VU, 1C529 SO~:zR:'O:X, D.-U.US 1 TEXAS, 75229 

MAY 1979 

214/351-4604 

';-::.st :..~ ca.3e this is ~!le first Newsllltter you've roceived in the now 
SC=~.5! ti~s is the Zr.d of the r.ew series. Tho original seri.s stopped 
1fi~!::. ~. A co'Uple of y*ars back it was rC-v..ritten in a condensed form ... 
that oli~inated obsoleto ~aterial and duplication. 

:-0 )~::::~~. B::I:"Z':?:?S: If you are a new builder and do not have the older N.l.s, 
~.:.e~' ue St~ '1J. availablo (only) from Lu Sunc.erlami , 5 Griffin Dri VOl 

.Apa:a;:r:.:.n. N. Y., 13732 for $10. If you are missir.g some of the o:!'der 
sc!":'e.s,'lt'ri!e Lu a..,,:d er.closCl a sjSA IInvclop and allow about lZ¢ per pag" to 
<:0· .. .,.= cost of Xerori:::;.s:. Hany builders say they couldn't have built tho 
a~?:~e ~thout the~ and taat they are truly essential. I agree. TnGro's 
:::'nval:.:.e:ol'i info in them. 

:::'lat's a tOl:gh act to fol:'ow 1 but we hope 0,,:: offorts in the new serilts 
Til~ ~e e~'Ually appr.cia~ed. So far all co~~ent8 have beon compli~entary 
e:·:c.;~ 0,.8 a:-.d 1::e took ne to task for my cautious approach to bar:ding wing 
<::'''':'::5. Ea ;:'ad stood on a Zll x 10 11 -6 ft. long and it had taken r.i!:l. .3 tiJLQ8 
to ce::.d :;::::'e requi!"ed raoihS on his wing leading ed3e. 

~:::.~ C;- "E~::; S:Gzr BZ::JIl;:S: First of all, I outweighed him 2 to 1, and 
I ~:;J. a Z" Y. 6", wr~c!J gave !!Ie a big advantage in p.e.!. I'll havo to 
re:;:e~t, t!::.o', that it is EX72I}:ELY ir:portant to take care not to bend too 
~::.~~-' a le",,':i:;.s edge. 'I:::or:; strongly reoo:::lends that or-e should use a femalo 
:,;:!:::;::',,-:Q :;aki>n fro!:l. the ai::foil layo .... t to c:c.~ck the contour, us::'ng a light 
C~ :~~ other sid. of tbe ter::;:late. Several b'Uilders that have had the 
coc,s.5.:<:n t" r0-sk:!.n ":'l'.ES cave boo.:. x:azed c.t how much slower they cocld 
fly ·.,-:.:n a :'it !laafte;-II L. E. radipus (John Thorp was ono of those). IJJ.yway 
:;: '::.:;;.' t t::.::..u the:-e was any roal diaagree::ent with my critic, ae llie beth 
;;.0;.;::' :::'e .5E.:::e thing--- a well behaved airpla.'1c, that won't rollover on ita 
::,"-::;0{ z..-;:': ~ite ",hen it stalls. Rigct? 

:;::--.':2::::-:':;:: ::=;7i5: 7ielv~ fo~d that the .e; .... ccess of a N. L. is dirllctly pro-
:ro:::::.c:::al to the deg::ee of participation Of all the me!thers. If it fallls 
o~ :~e sho~lders of one P(!!"so~ to generato infOrmation it will founder 
.5;:::,~:' 0.: la:er. 'The ~-18 H.A.5. newsletter ""US not only the very first 
of :::" :::ews:etters J ':J",t ha.:> bBen widely acclaimed as the very best, too
C>.l::;",:";'Sl> of the volu::o ot inIo::mation that cane frOn the builders. Lliltls 
ke .. ,;: it :;::'at way. The ";.~!I stands fer liY..tJ.l.a).. n:eaning ill of us. 

:1\":;; a.:..=eady received a gOOd number Of builder tips, p::oject progress 
::e;~::tsa flizht perfor=a"ce fib~es, opinio~s, etc. in rospons. to our 
!'"e:;.::.e,st i::. !:'!" #!!.5. T-18 builders are tl. u"ique b .. u:ch, in that there is all 
al=cs~ fa=ily rel~tivnship a=ong us. OUT K. L. is the cement that binds 
-:::c :-:. L S. t03et!':er ""nd ::.ar.y close friendships havo been the resulting 
::'c:.e:::''t "f ou!' nelpir' . .; -:h!i next guy realize his <ITeam a little Gasier. 

:,e.s;;::::.se tc oU!' ad ir. Spc!'t Aviation hasn I t really been overwhelming, but 
1'>c r-;c b""r:. cetting co::.t::ibutions cominG in at the rate of two or threo per 
cay. ;:' ... a.:!.so sent out qUite a few cOLlplir::er:tary copies, so human nature 
cei:.£ ~::a~ it is I'~ sure a lot ~Gre of the~ will gradually get around to 
si;1:.:":',s "-p, so wa'll ba h:.:...nging in thero. Due to tie fact that SC:l:e of you 

ze=crously sent in 55, $10, S20, and 325, instead of the suggested 
c: S3, we axe baz'ely over the :t.inir:n .. :n 010 needed to hack the lower 

CvS:' =::.::-.:..::::.= t::.aili:l£ rate (3rd. Class). 

"" ,::",ve 
t!:i..s lfE.Y. 

We're tryir.:[ to keep our costs to 3O~ per issue and to do 
to l!l&.il ?!'d class. Our 2 oz. 1l'. L. costs about 87¢ to na1l 
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3r::: class C&.;:l f.:l~.Y be se:1t y,:i_&.J'ir. ~I-e 11 S ; a :::i::~::::..::: 
:::"i2.ing; a~d i-::: is neo,"ss3.ry to !!Jail all at o:;~ :" :':2". "","","-;-'C-~c:-""",,,,,lc~ 

---~._:l"r.Gividl1al ;;:&~lir:(:c ')". :::etl'leen )".Dw.sle-cte!'s. so if ~_'';'': 
drop :::c a note and I'll pitch cne in for you v;]:.c::: ~ €<J(iS 0-";:'. 

FOnEIG~1 ;-i::;,:3:::5: If you will [,0 to your Post Off::.c<; :;.::::: :p::.r 
FostF~l t!:tior: couuons I can. exchal1ge the.:) for IT. 5. 0,':0:.::::;5. :;:: 
will need -co allow 3Q¢ for each mailing (Z oz), as ~:. fo::e ~ ~l 
go first class. Airr:.a..il to otb.er countries rill !'"(: :;.:.::;; eve ::o!'"e P:;,stE.ft!. 
of co>.:.rsli. Pe:-:'aps SOL::e one of you in Aust!'"alia s::' ~.;i s-:ar a :-15 X. L. 
th",re and include pertine:!'!.: in!o froe this N. L.? -: lOo::..ld e c:':ea:;;e::- t!lat 
way. 

ADDRESS CHL.!"'GES: :f you change 
and 1111 try to ge'!.: yo~ caught 
in advancn. 

acidress and !:liS5 ou~ ~:: a ~;~ 1. :'e't ::'0 COY; 

up at the next :;:5.111::.;. If poss:'ble, advise 

REOUEST TO ;'[E:\lB2S: As ~~c!:J. as I'd like to res-:::o:r.c. i::c\"ic. .... a2.ly ':.0 ycur 
questions) etc. I')!t sure YOIl realize that th:.:.; is:.'~ ;:.:"2.ctical. I! yo .... co 
wri tal please l&c.ve s:;;ace for an answer after yo:.:.:- :;.::.es':.:"c!.:s <i..,,:c. of CO:l!'"se 
i:r".:;lude a ::Jte.C:-:Jed/se::'!-aC:dressec. envelop. If yC;.:I:-e ::."e.:L:..':.." i::-. e. :::~-::,~ 
for un .?Jlswer plz ",,'rite ::::e YO!lr pno::!e nll:!lber anci. .:::':!.: cali yeu cclle~t 
during the ti::::e period yo .... specify. 

SERIAL rm:,:EE2S: We need to k!:ow your plan se::ial ::,_::.='::e:: i!' ;;;:;::. :::'a':e C::e. I! 
you bougit fro:::; sa:::eone else please send tne:"!' 56::-::a: ::;;.:;be!", ::~e. e:.::. 
We'll re-register- it wit:: Jo;m Thorp for you. If yc:;. :::ave !lO':. ;;~ . ..:(::: ;:la::a 
and have jci::.ed tne ;>1 .. t...S. for the info, t:!::.at's o:-:.:.y, ::-.:.t \'.e':: l:':-:e to 

i~~~'\~~b:;S c~~ ~~~s~~;;e;~:;ci::;~~~~;::~'l~O~~i~~~l~~~~;~l~~ ~:~~~3 :~~ ::':'s-:s 
ob.solete o!'" e:re the latest ::::od'n c!'"awings, etc. 

MODIFIC/,.'I'IO::S: If you've bousht plans (or a T-1S) !::;;:1 so::eo::e ,,:!:c, !:..e!'"e's 
~ of the reco=en:::ed clc.a:'.ges, es?ecial.!.y if yo>;.. ~e 'Usi::;,:: a 12,:) ::;; eer.r-':"'''~ 

.032 center 'ff.!.~g skins and closor rivet spacing 0::::. n.::>,se ::its (s€::,'\,"'i::e cict
cted); .032 side s:tins (at le.ust back to eta. 17:- & £:22. :::€ 7;a::" c:':;;.G_") 
for bulkhead #601 (rougn grou:::d taxiing) and dou~le 0W ot i \'e:;s ea;::-. .s:'de
flange •• 063 exter.:;,al S\1s.sat above; ~2. s:"..in over E,.:-,k (0 :.ic;::.al;; &:'.d 
of course the CO:c,:::lDte st::;.';:::'l a tor cod.. ':'his is a ::::.:-, a:;ory cd E..S ;"0.1: &.5 
:.-rr. Thorp is cc:-:.cer:::.2~! 

~~r~1;1~~rr~::~~~;S~lyi~g S;~~~;~~ t t;': ~~~s~~~ ~~~:~e~~t~ti~~ ;~:~~~~e z:~e 
likely telb.hE thc:·.ss:.· .. 03 t.2E·t, "I';:; safe, cs 10:1;; .:;.s ::: de:;l, [0 c·;c" ~i:.: ::p..!! 
.E,q}" '.:':,-<UE: '.:'torp s,:;,y;::; yo:.! ;;,:-."c !'i(.'::;r a ten::; wit?:. r<. ~L<:::ed fC:Se :.! ;,:;:,.:. ::;.;;. 
Altho' h€ ::.::d p:"O;,"'j.c\.:.sly :;:·,.:.,s::€d ::23?'I t:? ::mcn f;;.;;:;:er, ::8 0:.".C8 .s:C~ ~ ,~t:":Z::'1 
out of it D.t 16'5 rr:'C~~ (::'.".!fcre '-::'8 :"::';lS were c.o,.~. :'0 ::ow fe,,:.s ::::'" 2:-s.;;' 
is Jaoa 1!p to '.so:r.::'c/s:;;ee':. c,:.1t !cas recilir:.ed it a;; ceca::."e c:.-.e::." c.::::-
pon0:::.ts of :1"".0 airple:;-,e (::t.:.d.'::'e!', a:'leron.s. ceo) e,.ter' c.e'::::::."'~::-::"/B 
resonance reGi=cs at o::;:e",:;is abOve ~~ose tested. i'i::-.:, :;;:;.::blc :::c.:: ::":0 c!'" 
your passenger's lif:e-c:: ti".cse 0:;' t!le srou::d? A:l :i..~ci:'ent wo:.:.':';:: c.i-;e ::::e ~-..; 
T-18, ZAP_> T:,orp. and yoc:rzelf an undeserved black eye. La.::;t :.-c&: ::: ::::CE.:::. 
that one '.:.'-10 b:..:.':'lder 1:2.S cited 'by 't:'le 'FAA for "Cpi)ratin,c ]:"'::',s E.::.Z'crc.:·t i:: 
D. reckless ::::;armer", a careless act under F_A.P..'s, beca:.:::;e te r'e:·,;sB': :c 
me.ke the mod when -c!',c i"s?ectoZ' brOUGht it !o 11:'s 2.t.t'mtiCl .. As y.:::.1 =3.:J ;"-":.0; 

t;1C F)_A recently bOos-;;ec. ::;8 ~:',,:'::;U!:l dollar .:;e::"alty fo!'" vic':"S:;:iC;::3, 5.S a.:: 
.;;.:[tc:'::J.c,th of t;'1e $.:.::-. fiasco, so give it a se::ious ;:.:;.::? 
can \>:c1::' i::-.8.;i1'.e w]:,at a day 2. 1",11':'-0= would ::a\'8 :.:: a ::.:. 

I l:&.ve 0',;)0:, told tha-;; :':'1l::::::.::.ity does Jl.Qj'; e:1Q i: 0:;'0 s.;;ld 2.=;:':"<:::.e. -. 
---~.;.]> iA~~~l;~~t~; ~~~::.~;~s:~~~~ ~~~. P;~;;. o~\-:~ ~~z~?~:f:J~~;:'~\;=~~~E~~~a 

minuto "pustc o,,-n, dele to ::0 extra N.l. space c~sepbere). 

-----~~~~~~~~ 
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5-::-.::.:e t~s ;:o::tb. doesn't percit full coveraGe, but 1111 go into greater 
det~ i~ a late::.- N.L. The other day I got a letter from an old friend~ 
'::C,~.:: 8\' ili,J1 12'Z.tlLt~. E. n Bellovu~. 9300')). one of the ori,f;ir,cl 

-:.::':6er5. Be told how the T-18 he had built(and donated to the ::;'l,;:seum) 
,,,;::'J W5.S dest)."cyeti in an accident, caused by .§.til1 another in-flit a 

;:;: a cut-c.e·/;" and re-:pitc!"ied metal :p)."op! This one wos a $ensenich 
1t'r;t1:-;:~::::. $.. Cie;:okee .. reportedly. ':'he engine was a ~ 0-320 Lye. and the::-8 

'I1:E,.S ,'it;:;::.t: 100 ho"r's on the '0::'0'0 since installatiO:l. This could have easily 
re:;\:_ :sc. lX, a tiouD.o.e fatality, but pure luck ar:.d the rugged T-18 airfrane 
e::.atled ::~e pilot and hls wife to survive. 

yo:.;: cnoice of a prop is one of the most i:nportant decisions you III mall:e 
::.;:: 1:::J..i:c.ir'.g your T-18~ Pre\.'ious newsletters have spelled out what you should 
a=-.:i s::,o·.:.lc not do about selecting a prop and John and Lu' s article on prop 
fa:::.:~cs ::'n Sport Aviation is worth re-reading. Perhaps Vie OUGht to repro
c::.:::a ::.t ir. its entireity. Above all, dor.'t blindly buy 1\ prOD. If you donlt 
;:"e:;;.:':y ~. do!!' t be ""frai.d to ask. Tr!G CO ·i( ... l<a OK dPp,.q@?'a!z&Y 
If :;;;:-,;. 2.ose part of a prop in fli te you r.:.ight shake the engine out before 
ye".:: .:o",:'c get it shut down. If that happens aboat your only hope of keeping 
i~ :;:"~~ st""lling ~ould be to qUickly roll it into a steep turn. I lost a 
p~O? en ~ old bipls-~e in 1937 and I can promise you that you'll never have 
a ::c:!"e exciting tine in your life. THt! 1Yl-7(/ "5. /'Jerr! 
'""7--' .",..;s:;::::; ?:-;O::LSi-~S: A word of caution about the Lycon.ir.g 0-.320-;:2AD 160 
:;c.o;;s e.i.in.c, abOl:t 3800 of '\lo"t.ich were recalled by Cessna. --

,,~':' 3>" :.1::2-. ..... 7 ;Vort!li:lltton Lane. Parkersbu)."g. W Va., 26101, has been 
":::-~-'-f 0::. :C's T-10 for ll:. years (that he describes as a ttlove affair") and 
;:e's :;;;w close to test flight day. Trouble started, tho', when he bonghta 
ract~:;-y o\'crr.auled cn~ne. The top cross-over tube on the T-18 motor mt. 
'ii:c::' ~ clear the engine snd one of the lower ones wouldn I t clear the SJ.:.::lp 
c! ;;?".2.S ve:;-y differen~ 8!'.;ioe. }la.jor surgery on the mount was required to 
1:.a..'.(i':' i-: fit. 

... : :::'::'::' t c:Jd thc:.ce 0i the!'. He then had to butcher bis cowl and add 3" tear 
d=:;z ~o =ske roo~ foP the f~el pump and prop governor pads(just aft of the 
ri::E gear), wl".ich he says stick out like rabbit ears. Also the carb is 
1:.:·":'::-:2;:: 2.5\1 rit.;ht of center, affecting air scoop loca.tion. 

:-:::"8 lfa:::!:.' t all, tho'. He ordered a cross-over exhaust fror:!. Dix ~:ackey, 
... ::.::.::::. lio;.s guaranteed to fit all 1 (0 hp Lyc8. It wouldn't fit the H series 
a:::' ~" se'.t it back. A replac0tlent was supposed to be there in two weeks, 
::.:.t ::::'cls bee:1 w:::.itir..,€ 5 weeks now, so Dix !:ust be havine; p::.-oble::::s with it. 

's :,.ot a tn.::..l draSeer pilot and he'd be very grateful if some East Coast 
-_< "c:;.2.d cO::;& i.:: a;-:~ test fly his bird for r...i!!l this July or ;"uCt:.st. I 
:~~,>, :::.:.t a o;:.y t:-:':J.tls h:.:ng in there for lh W'f"f and had the.t :nucb trouble 
G2:'",;:-",<oS a little help, dor.1 t you? 

3:~ls ;;;.2.50 high in ::tis 1'r2.i50 for Ken and 8e1'i Knowles for their help, which 
1.,,::::!-::;::'2;:;' s::J::e ?re-fo.D parte, too. (1. too, can't cuy en01'<Gh about the 
:;::-c:::;:~:"~.:;.s with .. r.ich he fills orders and the ql,;:ality of his work, even 
-::::'cl :-.e'5 boB::;', sWe..:J?ed with orders fro:n overseas since OSH last year.). 

;:.?:;;;:?S',; 0--.:::: o:::ly sources fo.:;' "ner plans" T-18 spinners at the :noce::::.t are 
:.~ ~ '.",'_ ;::,;:;-,;:es co" 5393 ':'rail st. 1 Horco. CA. 917EO and be KgX~2S~ 
11~:2 '~';;:2;:-:, Ave .. S:&r;.to", CA'I90E80. If you're going the constant speed 
=;;:'-'_:0 :':'''~' ::~i;i.\'e a s:;>i:r.l,er that's ready to bolt 0,. and go for $150. If yo ... 
e:a a fixed pitch prop you'll have to check with them for special 

pertaiI:!ing to your prop thickness. 

¢~" c'.lite irritated with the Rattray Co. last year. I had Just ~nsta11eo 
0:::'", c:-~ll Ce.ssidy!a npacesetter U wood props or:. the 160 Lye. ar.d I called 
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1rl ), .. "f' "'. "d -18' 'h t" k .... ' " •• Den: '0 ~nqulre l~ ~;}ey .. 2 a ~'- Slnnner anQ _ ow was !:c .;:::'on~ D:.::.:.3....:.82.4 

set up for the Cassidy 0~, yes, they hac a 7~18 sp'::":-,:::,.c:!;' w.::i I;e!'e Ys.,,;y 
fa;~iliar with thht prop etc. so::: said ~c sa::>:' :::e one. f "eet-...s 
wont by .s.ud no ':'h"y had no re;;ord of ::y 
but we went H.ru dene0 a[ain. 3 .;ee~:3 late:- it 
['-"rived C. O. !). rC2c:::.bl::.t~ce to t:1.0 ,::c.c::--:.: "'li22 -:::0 
o.ie.. of toe shell base. Shape 2_::d 
ing. Not only that, but it 'ke.s poorly :::'.2.ce, 
in the bulithead. I was suspicic;,,;.s that it .. as not teat tr2atec. ;;: 5e;:u; it 
buck for a refund ,x1d was cha::,se:i a 20% :::-e-sto6d.ng fee. Tl";(o refl.:!:c. C2 .. :::e 
fairly quiduy. I guess ho:c;ebuiliiers have to be a hardy :'OC: to .:;::erse:-\'ae 
in spite of the [rustratior.s alo;;:g :.h0 way and tl1c tiee :"r.:;;clved, tc;c. 

In a future If. L. 1111 Eive a report or: how to install a s:;::i.!1.::e=E_-:.;i ::c .. :,;: 
modify tho front bulkhca.d of a spiT!ner when J'ot;. switc!l to 0.. c.iff"re:::t -::.::.c.~:
ness prop. It> the ::leuntime you ::::.::..;tt revito',", 30·c K&el'1:8.£;;-::'.s artic::'c G:;. 
spil'.ncr a55e::::.;;1y ~n a..'l e&rly K. L. anti ';C'!1Y 3ir:""cl"' s' a=:'::"c10 :"n 1'...is :c.;;.-.:::'::';' 
Sport Aviation colUllin 4 Ir.c::'dentE.l:'y, Tony's r:.ew boc;~ is o'.:.t, a:r,c it's [=oz.';. 

COWLINGS: Herels SOf:'!e good r.e·,.s fro:;:. !'!e.rc: I'ourr:et, 3:;' ("~"'''V ~:1 "'''-'-;''-''''T , 
c~, 9";;;>07. r:arc is a law stude::t, who lives close enouEb to Jo:.:r. ';;0 v:...sit 
him often, and he tells me that if there is s'J.ffic~e:!".t c.i.-~::d t:.",-'t "'-..":0:::'6:' 

p:!"oduction run is possible or. -r.he?i1orp ,,:etal cowl. Jor.::. :,:,!s £;ive:-. :..i..:: 
mission to assess the C:c!.:lWld, as '.':ell ns tHl.thori ty to ceordi:r..ate 8.:l.C 
c::-.y suc!". prod1.ict:"on 1:'ll.,s. I: ~cD:'; are inte::.-esteG, pleasi'.) co.::tact Xz..;-c ':::.;;;:: 
Jehn) • 

In case yO'U didr.'t know, ':'1'.O:,plo; cowl desit;n is a fur.ctio;:c-..lly su;er:'o:;
cowli!1g des::'gn, ae:,odynar::ical:::'y ir:.tei;rated Kith the rest of -:ie :::'-13 :::'es:'r.:o, 
is liGht, quick::'y removable fer routine inspection and ::oi.::::.te:::'a!lce U_ 
inportant feature on a ho:;ceb-:.lilt). His proven design is :.he quality E"~;;:'~ 
Movable inter::-.al cowl doors Cz..!: be added (as on Paul Wr':'te's I1Rong!!) to 
reduce crag at crkise to a =i::::.i~~. Combi::::.ec with internal'flow s~CC~~€-~B' 
mounted on firewall firewall siees. they give the ulti:r:ate ir. ei!;;.cie::.t 
cooling • 

Fiberglas copies of Thorp's netal cowl have bee:::. available :1'0:::' Ke; ;':"'-:;li:!.e'" 
and li~rl"ill \':. Jel'.k:ins for so::e ti::e and are of good qual:.ty. I've a2.s.: 
heard tn<lt so:r.eor.e in South ,:,-exas has ::;ade a fiberglas co· .. ::'. t;!:st a;;.<:.:~:s.tlJ 

was molded over the natal co~l. 

NORE 0:\ l-:On:IC.~.'rTOxs: Earc als::. pOinted Ol:.t tl-.at when c::e st<1I-:S ,::;·;t :0 
modify Johr.ls desilir'. -:;hat a.!'8 tar:l:pe::-i:·,6 wit~ press1.:.1"e c..i$t)."~1::",lt::.c:-. 

values th"~t nave been i::~egrated ir.to a cor:::ple<.e dC::;:"f::, "'""i.E. 
cocrdinc:tes of r;;a::y eC;:'J.atio;:.s. :-:: wc;,s r.0t. £e"e::ally Y..!".C\,':' U.:::-:::"2. ';;;.2 ?z.s-:;. 
year or so thct 1:;,e s::a~e was defined by eql:at:::.c:::.s t.:.at cc-:;a:e~ 
tl::e curvat'..:.Te of ;::i'.e s:;.ce I ",'ell re::: ::;ber that Jo:.:: ::::-. e :0::'-: ::8 
that the anGle of -the side s?.2.ns (tc B.L. 0 ~ be 8::::rdiO"r::' :::e ier: s-::a::'
lator pitch authol"ity c:nder ce:;-ta.in cO:lcina iOllS of 4C flap :·:te:.si':::l e>.::.'::' 
full forward e.G. 

All of t::e abo'! is.n.tt sayi::::.,s ::ec8ssa1'ily to "at build a .. "i.e.e b;:::::.·, .. ii!"C 
S2YSl but be \\'c 2. 2V1aJ::'O that t.:C.e)."e ~ well be .:1 u8rforr:::a:.ce tcr.al:',. ~:; 
pay fer that ex rn roo:;).. - ~ ~ 
LETTZR FRO?·! JOH1;: TEDEP TO EiJ:;::" ::::::2.5: Quote. "The ~ w:'1:& bee..:: ::...:..;.~ 
fT;537-1 J of the ~r T-1fis bas ;::ai1:en a perca.r'.ent sc.t ~r;;J:: "p __ F~_" -"0. 
D~ing the bu::.lo:!.ng phase a .. e.b of 707'5 '1'-6 can easily be su·~.s~it·.:::e:.'. :or -:,!:c 
~040 ?O?S t=3 called out now. It ~s s~::-dter ~d I woulu reco~eL~ ~t :c:;-
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!:e'; constructior. and also for Lu's convertible wi"t;s. If an older wing is 
bei~& re-s~n~ed the web ca~ be beefed up by installing 3/4 x 3/4 x .063 
a:-.gles in EA:3 of the two inboard bays or.. Ea..cb side. Use 2 a..'1gles between 
t::e ri"::ls, c::a..u::.& 3 equal spaces betvlecn ribs and llsir:g existing holes in 
t:." 'i;ec.. "i:se 4 evc:11y spaced rivcts Fer stiffener. 

C~.''':'C:'': ;;c::-de::'s 'I'-18 is t::'e only one that! have seen with a bent center 
.... ::.5 =::::..n ::lea:::!.. He fell out of a slow roll and ended up in a very hieh speed 
F~l out. ~hcre ~as over 6G's on the clock. I have heard of at ,least one 
o~~cr incide::t. Chuck repaired his airplane with the vertical angles and 
re-s£~nninz of the ~~ng with .032 and then sold it. He didn't need to worry 
abo'!.lt the ai:::plane. It is stronger than it was when new". 

7075 is a bit ~ore susceptible to cracking tha~ 2024-~3, ao be sure to get 
r~c of ~icks and scratches. 

.!':::~C:;:.!.'::IC3 I:: Po ~-18: 3efore you GO out ar..d do aero~atics in your T-18 
co.::s:'.;e:::. ,;:::"i"" ;-;:;::'::.t: A 6G capability is ordir.arily considered as the tlIl;UY.UM 
:i:::. stre:1,;th ca;a·oility for doing: ae:::obatics •• safely.E:ad you ever wondered 
iT::':.> truly aerobatic air?l2.."~es can take UlJ to 12Gs? If your T-18 weighs over 
E;:-.:::;: e::pty, do j·ou k::ow how !:.uch fuel 3.::c. pilot weig?1t can be added before 
yo~!' G toler~ce be~s L"SS than tne 6G Ninimuo? no you KKOI'I hal'! many Gs 
yo",U" eng:;.:1e t:o~"t can. tfur.=e safely? J..nd how about your prop blades? Are you 
a s::oot::., co.::;etcnt acrobatic pilot/ .A;::e y01;. REALLY COl:ipetent to do aero
b",:':'C3 i:: a very clean and :-es,?onsi ve airplane? C!' [.as your experience 
;;ee::c. ::;.:-:. z:;'OI1) ~..i.;:' d:z.g :::'=planes, li:~e a Citabri&.? Are you aware of the 
;cssib::'e ccn.:;eq1..:.e:1cc;:; i: you exceed V::e if you fell out of a 'busted' man
euver'; Eave you c(i:-:.sic.ered the effect; of Gs on you!' gyro instruments? Do 
yc .. 't.:::;,n3: yot: ccclcl open t!J.e CE.uopy at 20C+ }U'H? Inverted? After you've 
cC::$icered all these points what do you thiI"lt about the logic of flying 
yc-.;.::: bea;,J,ti:u1 T-t8 into a nearby airport where there is an FBO with a 2 
~:ace Pitts for re::t to those ~~shine to stretch t::'eir neck a little? 

.A. s::oothly G.one barrel rolLnor"'ally isn't considered an acrobatic maneuver 
(f=o:: a Fractical st~dFcint only), but letting the nose eo~n while inverted 
cc::._ci resu.lt (a::-:' already has) in excessive airspeed. on pullout and Gs 
s'.::::icier.'t. to be:::d the c::ai:z: wing bea:':l. Letls not clutter up the landscape 
~:.~ p:::'eces of s::ashed "in ant bloody hu~~s of eeat. It makes the environ
=e~talists fur~ous. 

Yhose of you in the 'beGinner' stage that have to.0f.sI(~any 
as possible to stay ip. the airplane buildin l budget. your 

decisio",. is ·,';!I~~2 10 3:'A':'.T. ObViously it should be a siople part, 
",",ce""",£~:: s;·:i.::'l, ar.d one tr..$.';; will p:::-o::o:are you .::or the more 

0.0::'3.:,G.:::"::,,; tas:-::s =",-e &:::..le:·ons pretty "\':el1 fill that bill. 

::::::::::::3 :;:::::: A::' 7 ?2;;.s: (See ?rcvious w::::::.ta-1,;.p2, too). The plans call for 
.Ole ~,'':'n fer :::c a.ilero::ls, !'udde:::-,anc. stabilator tabs. They will take up 
5.:o·..;t 25 sq. ft. o'f t!::e 36 sq. ft. in a 3' x 12' sheet ( The standard size 
[0::: .C16 ar.d .OZO). '1:he extra 10 sq. it. wOn't be wastec.. as the chances 
are t:'5.t you p::-c::ar-ly Will "WE-nt to ma-:a one or more larts over (if you're 
b.'.;::z..!': li~e tl:;.e rest of us). iiever o:::der the cxact a:!lol.l!1t of' mde .... ~fll on 

Eve)'. the p:::o's don't ::J.;C:e a perfect part every time. Allow a 
extr&. f;;r ?!'.:;,~ti:::e cr.::: 'gOOfs!. 

t.~.,~re :'5 a !:eta.:.. sa1vase co. in you::: oree. the s:::ta:"test thing Y;)U Cal!. do 
.s ::::..:.y 2 ::::: :5 s::eets (if ::::e~z.l for !!laking layouts a.'1Q te:e.plates. Al1.l..!:1in:.tm 
s :,;=efer:-ed, but [civar:..:ized will do in a pinch. ':'e::l,P extrer;;.es v,~ll give 

~::-~~:le Via different expansion rates of al1.l..!:1 and other metals •• 032 or 
.V~O in c.es~able fo::: te:::tplates. Avoid battered or badly bent metal. Lay 
0 .... :. Lne ~O? ar.e. :';ctto::; skins on this metal and yo...:= parts will co::n.e out 
-,:,'".:11. 
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so~:= '::001.5 YOU'LL 1{EED: Yot'.'ll need oS. good straight cc.Je (about 4" z [>cn o:=
CC::-0) , D. puir 01' diViders, D. prick _p'..i.".e::', hac::c:er. sh3.l'p !!letal ser:'::e, a:ed 
a goce. scale E:2,t'.::; £;rn.duated in lO ... :3s, DOtts, & 1000ths. Do I;OT atte=.:::t 
tv !:;~ld the .s.i:tplanc wi til a rule in 1 Ct::s, 52:His, etc. J... rule-'-to 2. :t. ':'n 
1ecsth :is idcal, bu:; you car. n:D.ko co w:::'tb, O::e 6" lor.& if yo;,; ::ark ';j;;:'1..:.r 

stl':"lS::'t cd£;8 ,,;it:. your sc:=-ibe to ide::lt:'fy various ::ultiples of E", etc • 
Your local sheet !!letal shop or Ale cont:tactor ca::l ceop you of! a lQn~ a~~ 
of galvanized or alum for the st. edge. 

You can layout the skin di:::ectly, Witr.o;,;t a te:::plate, if you a!"e st;.'::er
ca::oeful, but when mcldnr; form blocks fOr ribs. etc, ALWAYS oat:e a h;;:;:lat .... 
first (for necessary accuracy). Yeu CaL then locate index tooli~c heles in 
:::::e tccplate, the forn block. and the Fart blank, so that the te::.:;:late &:::d 
forn block can be keyed tog0tl~er or t:::e bl~rl: i-:eyec. to the fcrr:. block. ::'cr.'t 
:orget to 'reArce fo""" hloc1,. size tv""", -,,"-,,1 "';"~c;sne"", 0'" ,,1' .,."-'"", 5:;;";::6::1 

of foru:ed pa:-ts (::ribs, bulkheads) are C~:2.;te to o'J.tsic.e ciioe1".sio:::s • :::"::'rj; 
of !t as the s~allest "doer fro.me" you cC1,.;lc. Fush "he part tl-~u Tit!l zero 
tolera'1ce (after forDing). 

J:'IP: Ha!'k the ed,sos of your template if,1.tb. a t1~ar;w-A_Lottt felt :;;er:., key :'t 
to your slightly over ... size form block ar.e start cisk sa.ndi.ng~ 'o\'nen the d.isk 
sar,car starts nicy,.ing the coated eese it'2 e .. sy tv see that you are L':.aE.J..::c.g 
the fvrm-bIOCk tho exact size of your te=~late. 
Cr.ce yow:- l~yout is compl€lte on one sj..ir: J'';;-C: c~ lay it or. top of a::.othe!' 
bla:.~ ~~d drill both identical parts si=ulta~~slYI saving o~e cpe!'ation. 
First drill a hole or two on opposite c~r=e::-s ~,d slip a r~vGt ir. e&C~ ~c:e~ 
with head on the down sida. Secure the co:::'er end ll."ith a litt2.e ·C'cla::P/or a!: 

~lligator clanp,a~d you've got a perfect dOMel pin to ineex parts to~e"ter. 
Donlt use cleco's, as they nave a bit Cf uslop ". 

Usa the s~~e template to lay o~t the hOle pattern for the stiffe~e:::s a=6 
t~eir location on your skin template. :b.e little sY.!n stiffeners ~e best 
l~e out a'1d drilled in the flat. prier to ber.ding. ~a~e note teat t~e 
!la::Ses on the top don I t face th.e s~e ,,'a:.· as the ones on th", lowe::: sll!:,. 

",;':'l.en riveting stiffeners on the thin sheets! p!'cfer to d:::ive tile:::! !ro!:J. t!:te 
b~c~ side. I put all rivets in their ~O:e a~d lay a strip of ::.asj..i~G ta;e 
over tl:om to hold them there. Tho sne€'(: :is :ncn turned eve!'" ant! a :::&::.:::e::: a:::d 
rIa t_er.d punch (or steel rod) are used to r.<1ad L"e r:' vet :.:.p fro:.:! this side. 
;';::':'d the rod squarely on the 1"ivet and s::ae4: it w::'tl;. the ha.::,,'::er. A la:se tId; 
;:'ece of s~eel is laid under the ski~ an a f~xed b~cy~~S bur. This :.:let~od 
a';oids ski::l s-:;rctching nr0und tho rivet L-:(C. res·..:.2. t.:; in a Very s::oo:::' ""~~.::. 
I~'5 8'/,,:1. sup0!'ior to us~::g a riv0t SCr"0Bze.r. 

~:f.~~:it"f~f It'8 cC:1aidered bGtte::: ;.0:; :;:::::act.:.:::e to first c.,'::'ll 
:: as parts ure mated,to ::::-:1. :. 0;';';': -:;he '::'cles ~:::'th a 
~';i.J.C care .af ar.y sliCllt misn;atch c ;:o:"es. :;:'uke care to use a S:~"'-t 
drill bit and be s;;.re and hold the d!'ill ve::otical or yc:.:11::' 
',;21101'." out the hole and muke it s:-;iOf(;i. 

FC'~:·: 3::..oC;-: r·:L'T:o:r?L~1:: Almost any 3/4" t~;;:::; ,::JO::, w12.1 do :'cr f;;;::::. 01:::c£.3-c::1.:; 
:c:;,~';:, P..lY·"lood,etc.) so don't k"octt yC~2i.:lf 0;,;:: "'(:0 find. 52!'.e.l.t.;x 
OJ' ;~~d\'.'oods. :-:ost of the wear is on :.!:'.a :::a:i..i:.:s~, tte fla:-.,fe is 
t..:z.::.t over,and yo:). can make many. nany ';;;;":-:'5 tefc:'e tbere is 2?prec;"<>.bla 
cC::';:;::8ssion of -:;1:.9 I'iood. One of the cest dsa:.: is ::0,")'.0 at a cabi:.et .sta; 
.,-he:-e they'll hz.\'o "drop offupieces of ~::e ",;)od and p::'astic la:ll::ate. 

FC?::':I::a RIBS, tPJATED: I've received s 
~~~i~S that 6061-~4 is hard to fine ~ 
tc::-~r.g is diff:::'cul~. It1s very ed~ca~ 

veral lede::-s fro::: new b.i:!.de::-s co::I.;:1-
t::at it's ti::e-ec~s~~~g and t~at 

c~a: ~o learn to =ake 'e::: tnat ~ay. 
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:"e2.l'r.ed to :.ake :.h8::1 an ea ier W{lY the last few yCiU'D, using 
~ .. ~ '::h the exception of the f ap ri"!;)s, every rib on the airplane 
:~ ••• Jd\SF,,,Y ••• an ..ru:l.. relief c>.::.t-outs aTe necessary 
c:" ~ .. C:: -'-":"3 now vudely "sec. It!s tt,e ecsiest by far. 

: .• ' ::-::<>33 Of bending :'.1.;<tsl over a form. block (or in a brill':.e)a certain 
:::':~'_:: :::"" :letal is thi""'ed out l',he1',o it" s ber.t. This "stretchlngH 

:';'_"::'.; -.'.'i ;;;:.;.tBr flange edge to "51'0';111 i::-, lenGth, as this is the only place 
-,' '-- :.au ::lOve, resul tint; in B. wavy or c'J.rved edge. Vie ta...J,;.e care of this 

~::::0~; :.:0.:. by cri~ninp: (between rivet hole loc.o'..tions). Crir:lping pliers 
~0 e_,-_:-::"~;;:e fro~1 Aircraft Spruce & Specialty for about t\13. or you can 
:::-: -. ~<: :,,:'~Q the forz block \1rith a cor;e shaped rotary file in a drill. Tap 
:'':-0; '~:-_;:;':':.s i::1 over the notches by h~mering the]'! lightly with a wood or 
:::"':S-_ ,~-:r;,,::'" ::'5ed as tr.e ::lale part of the Itdie". 

. "':,,:.: :.~e bow out of the rib (causee by for:::ing). Cri::::ps snould be 
::~ .:..c-'.- :' -.:-:'ar. is necesss.ry fa!" the ?u:-t to be restored to original straight 
-=-:""~ ::::.::..:.:.::'an. Check 1t ~y 13yin::: it 0'> t:,e bencb top. If you've oVer-
;:-,:".:....::;;, :_.5.:' slightly fla'tten the cri:lps until it's straight. 

~:..: ~~ ~ ~~bber mallet to evenly bend the flange down around the fO~~ block 
- _~.2 2'xcess eetal resists further benCing. You '1till probably have 10'" 

:.:: 2:: i 3: ::<p:::ingback and a pretty wavy edGe at; this pOint. Pull the rib 
:~~ _:~. ;":;;.::-::. block and start crioping as r.ecasse..ry. You can u<;e the slotted 
-,-:'C"'~c:.-=""-C"'c'c~c"".e here ~C'n to co:.-;plete t::e i'l'-li:.g;e bending to the required 
""'_.;._. _~: write-up on it later in this :1.L.) 

~: -:;~:<"::.:::s: Be sure tl!e inner flanes edge !las beeu'set' to the forI:! block 
:..::- ::,' ::..": ::..ay not havlS the exact foro block shape and size. Also, pre-
:::~.c:. ,,-: ::01e loclitiol:s..m:;l.QT to cri!.'l?inS. :n.aking a dot with marks-a-lot. 

~.] ,":.:-::: bulkheads over a form block you'll p~obably need to straighten 
-:::'<2':':' •• _~ :::-i:::?in;, too~ Era.'.ce fortting doesn't st!'etch the metal quite as 
.:::..:.::-. ;....; .::..~::.:::e:::ing over a for!!l block, so will require less crimpine. A longer 
::_. T~: require ~ore cri~ping. too~ You ~~ll note that a crimped flange 

E:;.ffer -::ha.'1 a.'1 uncri1!:ped or.e. Every p::ace you crimp makes the metal 
:: -:' s as thic~ as the de pth of the cri~p! Obviously the crimps shaul;;. d 

L.._ ~n_ :2/ f:-o::1 ;::latin,;; sl.:.:'faces. 

::;'::".'~- ~,:e 2.:'ove nethod a try_ You'll catc!1 en to it quickly and swear by 
.~--.,:" :-:'5 a lot easier to do tr.an explaining it in 25 words or more* 

\M.'; ~""", S061 0::1 hand &0 ahead and use it, of COllrse. 'E.'le cO'r\'0ress1 ye 
E-::::2-:,'~;~ ::~ 6061-'I4 is r,early as Good as 2'::24-T3. even tho' the .:l&n.uUe 

:..:; ~n less. To Cet equal tens1-le strenGth with 2024-'1'3 YOll'd 
=uch thicker rcatc:-iaL Thz-t's ·,',':'1 you don1t sec 6061 called 

~:; c:; tnc spar or fuselnGe e~~ trusic;::.s. It wouldn! t be safe to 
"''-:~:.-:-~:~. 

::::..::", -.:;"e :oaded in cO:!lpression pri!t.aI'ily, 8.S are bulkheads. }lr. T'norp chose 
£':'6' - ::''';:;s, due to its cC:::lparaUve ease of forming by beginneTs. At 
:.::.::: .:::ii :.':le co~on F~e.ctice was co :::l,.J:e ribs and other compot:.nd curve 

-;;-~ 

:"~. 

_: of 2024-0 (dead soft) anf. then teat tre&t to the T3 conditiOn. This 
:.'.' ',:::: not satisf:;,ctory for bc2.dors t::at ::'ive6 &-way from heat treut 

. "~_ >:: r:.:,d in addi t:o!!. there were :9:,ool,,;;",s I'.'i t11 warpl:Ge fro:-.'L i:-:lproper 
_ a:.~ c.orrosion resista:cc€; if tte F~e alUI:li:r:."-r:1 coatine; (Alclad) 

:: 8.:::'1..::ion ;;::. tb tl:e alloy r:a.trix :1'0::1 i!':lpro;er beat application. 
::-:: ;:;v,:r. ::a.c.e it easiel" for teciLr:ers by shOwinG an entio';.al method 

:::==,:':-;t;, using ;rel~ef ct!t-outs or. the nOse rib flanges. 

~' !:l.ght be noted th<'.t (6061) ~::s ar. \l:!1ptable cor-clition and 
':;:-=-~'-.,' 3.£e ilardens to 6.061-li v;:ithln 60-9J- d$ys, so usually has to be 
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specinl ordered beca::.se of li;:-,itec shelf life. 
Ii ttle ardQr, bu~ the Et,5Y way for lJo{;t 
rics 2" dash fr&ffies 2.!'8 two of the' a: .. ::d 
EG'C Cif W6i Gr.d ;,,-ou 
Con t t b:.iY ;-'JHlCCS ?<:rts tf: !:€:.t ::::-e"t 
rOUc;e or ".:so relief :"fi.'iC -:.::. 't" 
d.eep &r;c close tO~E't;-,cr. Ttcy ,;,rco8bly i:,t(.riere with ri'."ct :'::·:e.;:;,t.:.c. 
If you use :rolie! cut-oc;,ta 1lr.yy;here be sllre t!11'i-t they cer.'t deac.c::.;:; :":: t;;'.,: 
area a13 they ure likely to crack :l.nder forninc str€;:;s. :;,,';. ~;;e:: 
on out f' nt area bl!!fore you stop c.rill the er.d of the rel::..~: c:..:-:;. 

t:<:l'iDI:;G EXTF~STO;i: Several new bcilcicrs have asked for on €.xp2.a=..at::"c::; ~::" ::;:'«' 
to be!'.d the sr,r;ie ext:r<lsio:;s used in the fuselage. It I S really !lC ti£ tee.:.. 
Sit:lply pu~ the extrUsions in a vise and Give the:::. a 'tap l.I:i1;h an:;;':",:::, =£1.10-: 
en cae:: side of the vise, then slide it ",10:12: eI'. inch or sO &r.c Z'E:;-.2ZC. :::;:::." . 
sl"U~ it r.:nd try to ret the desired cu:,\'o 0:: tne very first Fass. :::: ~;:"': 
a little b1;.ckling [,oing on the co:;:presDod side ta.";:e a ball peen ::'",-~"::2= 

your rivet gun) and a buc,dne; bar <:"Ild wor-k :"t out flat. -,.,'itn :he &::.:..:::'J z~,,:, 
blllkl:.eads clecoed to,sethcr you can lay the extru.sion agai::.st t:"e C:::2:~:: 
of the skin to establish the bend contour. 

If you want to 110pen t!pu thB atr;le of the ext:::usion a fe';7 deg:::ces ,,:.ie:- ".:-;~_-,~~ 

the r:or:r:al 90
0 lay it clown o!;,. :ne vise D.l'.vil~ so that it 1001:5 lik.~ 1'..:: :"::7;;):::';.

ed '!lB.':'.d tap it on top. nov:!..:lg it <:>.lop.g as you do. If the s!:~}.> tc-=-::cr ':i:.:;Ccz) 
of 1;:,8 .i~vcrted V is sx:dsd cff, so tn&t it is parallel to :-he i:::.::e;- ;-.:.'::.2:: 
rati~s it's even easier to cio. 

JOCGLI!,G EXTP.USIC'll: ';'h",re are several places where the extrus:"o::s ::"';S-:' 'te 
jcCt::'..cc. or d.o"ble jO';:Gled in the fusela[e. It I t; qUi te easy to co ~::::..::.s ~:t 
a lIjoggle fork!! in a vise •••• providing the sharp corner is sE..r.cec :::! (a~ 
in the paraGraph above). AlWE..ys use a joggle fork tbat's ~~:"cker ~~~ ~~e 
jO[gle ~epth desired, allo~~ng fcr so~e spring back. Tiis ~8 a S~~;:~ ~e:~~~ 
that v:c:::ks well. A.'lother method is to oake a t::ale/fer:.ale d:.e set-,,-:; ~o ·';302 

ie' a \.-~se. out this takes a let of pressure applied 810''<.'1y. ~ 

~ F~S':' you III r,eed a variety Of jossle forks for t:s.e va.r-~c~s ~ate=:':2. 

thic?.J'.csses. (Soo s}:etch of a tYT:'c&l one). Dimensions a!"Bn't c::'i1::"o;:;':, ';;':t 
all eeiGes in contact with the 92.!'t to be jo;r,led shodd te rG"~'.':'''':' ;::,:: ,,:~::. 
polished, so that sharp edges cion' t Cit; in &r.u ma~k the l-ut. :s.:..s::.::.:.l:y E.. 

jogGle for~ is ncthi~g oO::'e than a scall rectangle of metal, wi1:~ a z::::: ~e= 
the C81'-ter. :'he slot is of sc:fficient heicht to allow fl"-!'.;es a::.c. ,,::::::.:.z:":.::;.:; 
to be inserted. The slot should be s£\Teral ti!:!€s wider tr.<:.::! ti::e :::::"::"C.:::.,02.3 :;: 

the p~r~ to be jOGC1ec. 

In ~ <'I the for~'I: s';;r",tidl s t::'e area ':;0 be jo[Slcci and :"$ ?t:: :::. "- \-~;:;e 6.1::': 
t)le SI<'S sc;,ucezec. close u:::::::.1 the jOc£le fo!'J~ le;;s ue ~.=-os-:; ;c::'::"s:' ::;::, 
the lange bc:::"r.& jog:sle 

ATTACH:;.J;G 3i:XT::n.:SIO;:S TO SKI:;: Over the years there has te,,;. ;;;C::1; t:::~=:;\-'e:-.:::, 

as to wheth.er extrusions s::tocld ~e pre-be~t be!'cre rivctir.; :::.e.::: ::: ::'2 
ski.:: . .:t was smd that ri ve~i:::l€' tae c;{trusioz::s to the s:-dt' :":. :..!:.s r:.,,:, 'Ii:. :::.

o"t 7,re-be:-:di:o.g st!'e:-chec. tte sk:..n tichtly between "Cue !ra:::es 2.:: O:&~ a. 
superior ::,C'thod. 1-:: 1$ bee" c.or.€ both wr:..ys ar,c. II!:; no':; st!!'c "~':.S'.; -::.S CC: . .2<::.!:.:""s 

of o:pinion is, Cllt it does see::. cert2.i:-, ti:a-: flat ntt<i..c::::::c:-;<; \\--::.~:. i':::2;o';: 

giv.;: !,lat spots betwee,. i'ra!:es, as verified by layiq; a st:'a.i.;:::-:: e:.;e ';:e.:;"~';:;"~' 

fTZ=C~ and ey0bal::i~b i~. 

Ttere is a midc.le groJ.;XLc. tl".at several builders have used :..:: tb, ?as:'. 
en~~ls pre-bendir.~ the large lxl extr'n) but the othe~s arE !~=s~ Zfi.~C 
drilled v.~ th the ski~ ar:,i ~hen clecoed to tee ski:::. In t:.e :::el:-;; t=~se :''::e 
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::-....:=:..:.-i:..-~-.:3 ce att2.ehed to -the SY-..ihS, OI'." by Qr.c,in order, f:=,o::: One end to 
:..::.: _. :.o:=,. ::"'::"5 ber.ds the ext::-usiGD-S g:r-.:ldD.ally and also stretches the skin a 
::":, :.;0. I Gia. this cr. the last f'..lsela,<;e I Dade ar.d I believe it 1s the 
:.:-:::~: way. I :.r-.ink the best riveti!:S procedure to follow after t,his is to 
"':= 1~ t,;.':: -i::c;le and work ~oth ways away fro1:: the niddle. 

?:::::,-::--: E.e a,DIe L'1at when you drive a rivet that the s;un aro:tnd it is 
::..:..:.:~,: c:.:::. Soc.e and the skin will grow a bit in len,:th. The I!>ore rivets in 
c:: ::":':I 1:"::.0 t:Xere are the !!".ore you are li;rely to ~otice the acc"X':1ulated 
3:':-:::,::":.3_ Cvcr-d1'ivin,;; rivets accer.tuates c:::r.is, of course, b:tt do::'t under 
-::':"'-,'; ~-:'..vetS just to have a :::lore plcasir:g side .:;kin, either. 

;..::"':; ::.::::'.. -."i:::.S the rivet, leave the bucking bar in place and st:!ack the factory 
::'£o-=..: ,:., ::. iO. ::-;;.ccer :::a11et. This bumps out the depression left in tte skin 
::::::. :":.veti::s-. If you'll experi::::ent on scrap to find the best combiNJ.tion of 
"-~:: :,:-: :.:;..:;.'.:..=-e to the eun ar,d blJ.cking bar weight you'll oir.i:nize t::~e problem. 
J..:' £..:. :::-a:e plee.se den':; plaster up rivet heads with body filler ir, an 
~:':-:::-.;: t.) i::::;::ress the troops • .All you are gOing to do is add a 1&.1. of weigh t 
-:;~::-'_::Y as :::Clch as 25-.38 Ihs. if you did the whole ai=plane bat way! One 
<;--:-~':·_~.::"e:' ::-..:i.lder ;-:eished ::i.s airplar.e befere and after pai.r:.ti!'..g with 
:..:;-::..: ::::..::c-:::.. a!:d it carr..e cut 30;;:- heavie!" ....... "ith :.0 body filler. 

::2.: ;;:::.::rs. ::'ller wt. will o:!ly ru:.se your landi:1.g speed, lengther. yocr take 
c:·: ::--~::, ct;.:. :."~u.r rate of cli::b, etc. The saG. part is that sooner or later 
:.: .':,, __ cc::e- off in chU!'.ks. Eody fillerD are sirr.ply resir..s with :"nert fillers 
~~~c: :~ e=tance their sar,dir..£ qualities. Polyester resin is kno~ to be a 
:;::;:; ~'.;:e:;:'\"e ur:der ideal eOr.ciitio!!.s 31'.0 epc:.;y is ?.nown to de-bo:1.;:: in the 
'":::-"'--",::~ :: ::o:'stt<re. Resi,:s will continue to cure ar,d shrink as ~'J.ch as 6% 
"'. ~~:.~<;c:'''d to prolor:g0c e:xposv.re to SUnJ.:'5ht ar.d !leat, popping the paint 

"'::-.e-. :~e ::::01'9 filler in one a.-rea the worse this becoJ:!es. Vibration 
~=: ::~; :~_~€es do the rest. 

_: i;e'll cover core ite:ts for beginners. In the meantime why not dl:q! 
::;£ 2- .:.:7, i:-. .:i:"cati!1g what cl'.liloing areas that you'd like !:lore ir.!"o on. 
~:..::-: -: :; s.ll, tho I. go back thru the older N. L. s and chances are you'll 
::..::.: :':-i:: <".!:2JOer there. By tl:e way, have any of you had a chance to work up 
E. ",--: ",.:'ex for the concensed version of N. 1.s #1 thru #44? If so, plz 
;0,,_: =~ ~ cv?:" 8.!'..Q w0'11 run it as a separate page. If you run across a 

:.) solve a proble::!, se:ld it in. It 'l."oulc ::::a.lte :uy wcrk easier if 
;~~ ;:::.-:;", it up in tn.e :!'orz:.aJ: we use al:,d all I'd have to do v:ocld be to 

~~ ~~other sheet to Ca~e the pl~te. If you can't type, don't let 
:r;'.;l, tho'. \','ri to it up the best you can and I'll re-I";1'i;:;e if it I S 

:. .,':.:J" <.2 I ty>:e it up. 

""'~~-'-'-~-::.:_~; ::'1:::.5 ;"F?~ 1 5 1O:,G Y2ARS! Dca!!. (255 Ee::;lock st .. P-"-Qo...,f"-! eJd 
..:..::...~_: __ -~ __ ~~ ::.as ,-10,:: .se:-ial .'i'31 ar.d in .112.::'. '79 tis b:.'..;-c.. was airtorne for 
::''0 :---..:-.:;.: ::"::e, to ::.is ur,re.st:-ained deliGht. :-:e ::'t..s a 1 EO hoss Lye. in it 

::~ :: :::::..2.1 C-ossidy's "?aces"tter 200 11 ',!voe pr-cps on it. E!:-..pty wt. is 
.-::.: a::"::" a::c. wheel par.;:;s. ,?e says, "It cli:::~s like crazy a!:.d see:us to 

:<::- -;:.::.; 2·:Ci..:.:' 170". Ai;; sco:) as he .Gets everyt::i.r:.g settled ciaw" he'll send 
:.:~~r::tc :;:eri data. ;:8 s&id t::J.at Eill Gassidy cO:l.::.ented tht.:: it was the 

:~:: :::.e i2.o·.n in 'C-r.a age-harciened conditio:r..! 

_'e,,--= :.s a=. cld, old friend fro::!; back in the early T-t8 days and we u.sed to 
• -~ __ • i; ::'c:; c:;. '.::J.y !)envBr layovers when I ·.:a:o:: flyi:;.£: do:nestic 7075. Ee sold 
;:.. _ 2:a:.:;less stBel c!,os~-over exhaust kit l~st year (are t2';.ey 5-:;i11 
"'"''--.:..:'~::-<:, :2:::',,?). I was verl p:'oas0c wit:" t;-:& 0:::'<0 I got. fro::::; r':'n. 

,,::~ :-.as said over a-c.o eVe:> th",--:; if yo" dor.' t have a cross-c-..er ex::J.aust 
::= -E. :yc. t!'!at you DIe d:eati:-:.g yOQrself c:tt of us :::lUch as 10% of 
. - - .:.::-2 0::;:Oll.·sr! Ar.other i:ay of sayi:;.& it i5 "A cross-over e:d1.aus"t w:lll pay 
:~: :':~e:f i~ fuel in short order and give you better performance in the 
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CHINO FI,y-:n:: I werlt out ot Chi":1o lu.:]t month an"u3.1 Fly In a:;d sot to lOck 
at a bunch of fi:lc '.:'-18s nnd vi:::oit with a Great bunch of guys. Don -::',,':10r 
sot a now reco!'ci on D. rO'..lnd trip flitc to us VeGas. The T-18s '-o'er", t.~ 
:nost n\lnoro~s tYfe th!2::cc, but "r:.'ll:Lfornia Buusr.i!J.e" really fouled ~p t:-.e 
\;'orlco und kc?t c.J.J:Y u:!..rl)lo.nc3 away. 'fhe ceilinG Dnd viz didn't brealc both 
day" until noon. 'I';:te, . .:.t 1 :30 they clozetl thc field for a nuch too lons aer 0 
-bo.tic ?!'ogrru::l. 

Tl:'.e hiC::'li::;:,t of ny trip WD.S flying Ken i:nowles wide-body, foJ.dinS ~'i:;s '.:'-18 
on it.s retcrn t!'ip to Coronn. I flew it in the air for awhile and I si:::?::'y 
cO'.:.10 not dctcc:; ;;.r.y siC!!.ificant difference- oe-tv/eer. his T-18 a..,u e..::-.y of the 
other 21 I' vo ::'own or flown in. Evon wi th the shortened aileror.s tt2 ;-oll 
rate ar,d cor:trol al.:~:::crit.Y Vias up'Ure T-18", whic;, is saying t::at it is E. 

delight to fly. tho extrn 51! of ft:se:!.aGe ler:gth increases ar. alr€5.c,::: 
Good pitch .:md yaw a sl!lall a~ouut, bllt I hO:J.estly cOl.:ld not cetect 
it if it d:!..d. :r1·/~ n~VD:· flown any '£-18 th::lt had .:l:1.yth:!..nG ot1"'.er- ihat: be2.t:.t
rul control o.:.d. st2.i.;i2.ity, but it WO·,11ct be :;lec.ni~1.:;lens to rate one £:.i:-.;2..::.6 
abO-inst ar..ot~er i .. this area, as control f:'iction, c. g. positio:1., etc. 
wo~ld v&.ry sonew:.,at from one airplane to another. 

WIDJ~ EDDY: The v;ide body '1'-18 is noticeably !::ore cODforto.ble at sno'..ll:ie:r
heiGht:, CV0n tr.c' ~;c" has 1" thick upholstery .... bove the W. L. 42 e;.:t:r:':'sicr:. 
I'm a hefty 235 l·:;s, so I don't re::;.lly sprawl ot;.t in fl.:11 co::-:fort :.=:::"",s:::: I'n 
in a Ci:crc:{(:c, etc, b;.:t the l,'i.B. see~~s f'retty ISroal; to 0,.0 =y size. ::: ";e 
f:..mm a eOl:?l.c of '1'-1.0$ tho.t !-"lad -chid: uphols-::ery up 2.8 f;:!I as H.c i:.:. 1,2 
oxtr'u ar:.c. jus:. cloth r;lued to the skin &.bove ttat pOint a::d tW;) of 1.:£ :::y 
eizl) wore fNst co<;fo..-table with ·that al'r-ang8::18ut. Of!';:.;et (b6=t) stic:-:.:: ,l::-e 
r.:ost helpful for- t:1at little bit of preciot:s le:;: roo:::., too. rId reco::::e:-.d 
thc:n. Even if you ,(;).""son::.11y are trim and sli;;). you r:.i:.:.ht wr.r.t to e,;}:::s:.cer 
that so!ne day w:-.en 18-"::' sell the airplane tn&.t the buyer •• ill pr-o:s..b:y be 
6'3" unci v;eigh 258 lbs.· 

FOLDI1-:G WI:·:S: Tee folding- wing has extra flap erea a.'1d I was t::ost cJ..;r-i~·":5 to 
s{:e wh.:::.t t.::'i3 \'::;;,:.12 co to apY1'oach speed a:-.c. 5li':'e "ath ar:g:le. 
w:'10 bu::..lt t:-.z, v::':: froe;) parts ;{en Q[,de. haC. wr::.t.te::. ::;0 t::,;;.t t;:e 
Weighed 20 l":;:s. :::Ol'e t}-:a:l the standard win~ ar:.c. I WO;)derE;c. if tl".c 6:.:-:;::-a 
fl=::.p would r.'D.;(e ::.p for th<:lt e);tra •. 'eiGht. That e;.;tra 20 Ib:>. "U50;S 2"::)-u.t 
1 sq. ft. of wi::::; area, so nere ~ [In increase i!!. t:,e (:1:::,.:: s:;,c '1, :::!::. 
eU0Gsinc; the fl9.?peo. stall cO.nes O'J.t abo'.;lt even, 2.11 else equal. J..::...::-s:;:ceo. 
indIcatcr;;; <.>.!" :"c-::ori.o<:.sly inaccu!"D.te at hi~',h s'!'.[les of a.ttack, -co -,,:,~::"~~s ... e 
oalibrate it s.:::C do tosts under ex;,ctly id8r:tic3.1 cor:ditio::1.3 w" are 
co:::r-,a:::'ins -::0 0:'2,n;:O;88. ?c .<::;U1::narize I~,y o02e;:VDticr.s, ::0::' ::r:.:! :':."" 
speed clc~t::. 8:) p:: IA5 0;). fin0.1 to corot:;:;., ;;:i.t:-l ,,0 visi".:ole ::"::crE;;:,s" ::.:". 
sinl,: ro.te a,.d i.:. .::1';.: cood. o.nd solid and tl:.cre '/::::"13 cve:1. e.. lit.tl.:: 1:-::..';. c" :2.0'-.':
::.:: t;rou;:~ e:ffQCt. eft \'Ihon ho flared. He feels it flier:; as 2.ens;; a,s ::l::'~:"/ 

~s t.he ot:-.e;::- 3irp ,",r.C, but 1'.0 conclucionG should really be d;:-a.w~, fro::.::. Ot:.''" 
t::"rr,o observat::..o;-:.. 

N~~;S OF 'Z';:S :,;)5-2 ,~I?:FOIL: From the !:luil I've received so fGr t e ::a:G!':!..t:, 
of bulldc:!'s EX", Ol~:i::::; to build tr.c foldiP..G (;:2.:'dGn r:!0, com·c!"ti lc) w::.;.~ • 
.t.t lccst ?, :-:;:;'Vo2 o.l!'c.:;0.y flo\'.'r.; [£,::'_'~LJJ}~iG Fest's, 2-rlo. "'ill ':i)' .. 1::, t.:.:: 
seve!'".::l :;,0::-8 2.1"0 c;: t::c .v(:rr;E of flyinG t:-:a,t I %;.~h· of. jl.:::t ta:.--;pc. ';..::; 
EOrl cfter r",-.:::-:< f;::-o", Cl,j,no and he enid Ch," s :::'3'":; ;,ad ;c:s;;. de::":..vc,c'. t:-." 
).:ev: wi;:[; to :;::at 1'/0.'; 'J:.tilt Wit:.,: ,the new LDS-2 airfoil.",;;:; -:;"-:2.t :-.e '·;:::'3 
hOF:.r..c to bBve i:: iit:ted. to tho air!>~G::~ t.he :-:t::c;; day. ?hi.'J wac L~0 .".Eo';. 

of winGS that C;.::--i::; has bUilt, incic.c.c;t"cl:"y. (!':o:::"c 0);'. hlm next l.:-.y 
way wo'll DCO;' :-• .:.!.vo :::;C::16 anGN8rS 0.1 ",'::l::~", tho ncw <::irfoil w:!..ll co <:.t 1(..",.. &..::c. 
hiGh s.ocoG.c. 50::\0 peo:;lo doubt that we ;-,.: .. 11 bo abl., to tell e.. .... y :::oalJ'-lrcabla 
difference, while ethers arc !.~ost optit.1i.:;tic. 

c: ;:':~ 

~ " - , 
'.;';-~--.. -

.~~~ 
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"'--05+ weeker"d. >Nhat !!':2,Ue :. t- SO S-"CClt: was J-''-:1:.::J~'' 

a::i several oth'~r hO:lc'builts and factory "p 
t,t:e Linde A.irpark at 11B.E1 in a surprise birthday and cover-dish 
l>.;.:-.c!:eol.'. ::'!'. honor of John Thorp's 67kh birthday. 60 persons showed 
up to show their respect and admiration for their good friend and to again 
express their bI'atitude for his deSigning the world's Best sport airplane, 

I :':'1cl'/ O'J.t to LAX on Ilrnniff on Friday af'ternoon and Geri Kn01iles oat !:Ie 
an~ c::::-ove us out to CoronE" where Ken was all set to go part way in the, 
!"e::ai:;:'..~,g c.aylif,ht.. ':;8 wc'e loaded t:p to gross, ',,'ith all our bags, ca::neraa. 
fas, etc., D'.lt I got a pleasant surprise as to how quickly the 160 hp und 
cis prop co~~inatioc fot us u? and out of there. I was also pleased with 
o'-:r T2.tc of eli::'::. to 8500 ft, averaging a little over 100.Q...l.b1~n. @ 120 
~:; lAS. !\:en doesr.' t have an outside air temp gause in r;he new one, sO I can 
o::::"y guess at the te:::;:p. It was cool, thol J as the inward operU:J.[; cockpit 
ye:<t in the ca!!opy al:Jost nade it too cool~ At cruise Ken pulled square power 
of 2"" a"'::! 2-..:00 r::;.~ .:me. we were indicating ~t~I thpn 1 E? "'ost of the time. 
I cor:' t k:',o;<; \',::~t cr~ hp we were pulling or what our 'fAS was, but we made 
tte 215 ::::ile5 we flew to Vizalia in 1 hr. 15" from takeoff to to:.:.chciown and 
ttat co!':es out to ::.:'..ghty close to 180 mph, ~r:cll!ding cJ1::;b to ";00' and thEt 
.. as a~a.:.nst a fo;::,ecast tc::tciwind cOl':'ponent of 10 ktsl 71:...&-:;"5 :!lighty good perf 
in ~yonels book, I'd say. 

~Tino crz I was exper~oe~ting with pitch stability by raising and lowering 
~~8 ~ose a few dcg=ees and releasing the controls and seeing how m~~y long 
ys~iOC oscillatio~s i~ took for it to return to trim spee~. OUr c. g. at 
~;;'e ~i:::e wus pro;;,ably fairly close to the aft limit, with about 15 gals. of 
£::,.,,::, ~e::aini:;g. a:.d I don't thir'.:~ you'd wi5:1t any better pitch stability. 
:~c~~~S t~e r~dder to def:ect the nose 10 would zero it back out after a 
cecreasing series of 3 oscillations after release, also just about perfect. 
O·~~ really pleasa;;:; sc:.rprise came at the end of the return trip, where Ren 
.e::2.1led t;he airp::'a:'.e. carrying abo\1t 1500 rp:r.. Without flap it \lias indicating 
~?~ when it brot:8 very G:~;'l'LYr with LO"'S of pre-stall buffet al'.d very 
foed aileron control rec:air.ing at the stall. The pitch down was about 15°. 

!io"" .;ill these fi';;:lr8S are 0:11y the very first s&r:tp1intr of nu::!bers and you 
s:-.c:.:l::n':: c0:-.sic.e:- t!1e::o cast in stOYle until mor-n d~ta can be acqu.ired and 
it . .st:r:':'::0:::ta-::::'o;:. ve~iLLed, but i:: (lu::aar? that the nel'; airfoil dOesn't hurt 
orz s:peeG a:;':: it stalls perhaps 5 ::1pJ::. slower tha.'l the regular airfoil and 
it cces !-.ave tette:r st.all wurni!1g and desirable pitch qc:alities it seems. 
Fe::".",::'::>!?r ths.-: -::-.e .::-ew s.ir~o"' 1 is or; the ().1.lJe:::. l'i'inr;s or.1y and t:-.e flow at the 
t:::.:.e.:i:d 'creu d.i(::t be a big factor- in stall characteristics. Tuft tests 
s:,:,"ld tell us several things, so again, until we have hard facts and figures 
2.z:' s :".ot jt.:.!l? at too s&ny :;:;onclucions. Ken and I were both very pleased 
... 0::.::-. it;:; OV8r all perf, but both of us are so crazy about how T-18s fly that 
:: '::: S'.::€' -c:lat ·~e cc,,;,2.d be accusDG. of just a li.ttle prej~,Hiioe. 

(.::r return co!;sis:.ently showed a groc:.nd spe",d of 180 mph or better when I 
c..:.~ :i::'.9 chect:s bat,n:e" check pOints. We were at 7500 it. and Ken WaS using 
22" a:::~ 2::>00 a:-.d i:::dicatir.g 1 ~O average. 

:: was a,:ain ta~d.r,; s. look aT. aileron effectiveness at crz. I cO~:Q squeeze 
z. ~i1l.Y bit of aileron pressure on, with no detectable moveeent of the aileron 
(:refErenced the 7.L of the wingtiP) and get a roll rate of at 
les.st 5 0/se::;. ::ac ti::2 to obSErve several things enroute a:::d cr.e of the 

;;:-.0.;; is ';;0;;;-::-.'II::i18 is the "joGGled" stick, where one curves one way 
ot::er -::-.e c;}?osite~ ':'hat w:;:.y no onels l&g gets pinnee land:ing in a 

s-:.:ro~5 cross';t;iud operation. 
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It's a real p180.SI11'0 to be arOt;n.;;'. the~T-18 ga:::.g 0:; o,~e of ;;hose Get tOGethers, 
:Sncil and every ona of them are so:::.cthins special tc ne. I'Ve heard ot!::.e::-.s 
s"y the same thinG. we all 6;',erate 0:::: t!:e sa:;e in why 'We 
cho~,,;e the T-13 ccsir,nin first :;:t S-2C:;;S t~at all of ;:,::;e 

&1wuys wi111:1& --even eng8r-- to i;;fo::-:,:~t.:.o:: :0 ";.:::e ne:n :?'-<i. I'Ve 
noticed other Gro"c,ps are closQ-3.outheu or 8\,0:::-, a Ii:. tl,;; t s::r2-y :i.n t:-.at 
respect. It seens they let their pride of "~.:"~::~,~~~.:~t i:::.flate their tat 
size, but I've yet to ~eet a T-18er with that 

I would GO into gro:lter detail about John's b'l:.t§'"'~"'''''' 
and his w'ife were there (both writers and 

so YOll'll be raadinii all about it J!!",~~'ff-,,"-'¥¥,,:' '~~~~~~~:~~;i:~: 
"rd pi '1 ot, a~d possibly other nags, so ,; a 

that is was a tr~ill to see t:at up for pix. 

I W&S sicl~ when I got home and discovered t::e co:;'c!' fi!:. i •• =1 ca::era Lc,.:l 
jarr..:ued iE the factory carton and I didn't get a si:c[le picture i~. color. 
rtad another car::e:::a v,ith E&W fil.r:! in it, so I dic.~·t gEt sku:::.kec 1 1n:.!. I ras 
looldnG forward to sO::le color shots to look bG.c~ on so::.-.e day~ 

OSEKOSH 179: You've prObably already seen the wnOU:lCc:::2i.t 
abot:t t!w .2r,c. A.."1.:l:wl T-18 Euilc.er's Lint,cr, 
forr::e::ly of ;:eerw.h, WI, but now a :resic.e:::.t of :-x. 
be held on ":,uG£;c:av • .Jul\.' 31st, at 7:00 P::: at :s~-:;.(;:-,'s A:::c~;n' 

Ar'zo:;a st •• just off W. 20th Ave., on the !;.:!:. s'c.e of 'i,it::::;an Field . 
The first ::18etir,g brought over 100 T-18ers toget!:er a.'1c. '~-e tac a 'call. 7011 
can nake reservation on the T-18 Flight Line at OSS or in advance by 
contactinG either 

sandy Ccrcoza 
3 Juniper 
.'.'00 da!lli , CA. 95695 
(916) 666-9106 

or 
furtara Wal ton 

tenpcrary-?O.Box 40307 
Eo;,:s"to:c. "1'x. 77040 

call i~fo for ;n. # 

Prospective T-18 build~rs are \':elcone, too. It's a 0:::'eat 7>ay to get acqli~r:t,,:;; 
with people you'll enjoy k~.oVling over the yea=s. 

Bob Dial: Those of you that know Bob 11>'111 be ca:;py to know that he's 0::1 t!:ie 
wo.y bc:..ck fro:;:! the heart attack he suffered earlie:- tr-.:.isvYE:-ar. :!e says l::.e 
will be at OSH again with his 'I'-18-with a legal PoLC. of course. 

Ci:ris ;cast: He, &lso :!.S :::;af.J.ng excellent :r;rofress 0:::1 recovery frc:: his 
nC&rt pr~ble~ ar.d he, too, carries a leGal ~i~ot. 

!!;~~f2.~~:~I f::;:.'i: Oats at John's part.y and he 1:.2.:5 hopes 0: a :;,~c. 
before too lOUE:' Cats did::'t have an a-:.:tack. t::£j" C3.:":'::::;; 

hiD trouble on a trend:::!ill :sKG lUCkily, for tis pi:;:-in; ~~s :;;ractical:"':r 
cho;u:d off. Cats flew ;}r,-lJs for "JA1. 

We were ",,11 delighted to see Johr: ~'1d Kay in [ocd ~edt~ a.::c .':;:5..!':::':;8. 
I don't think I' va ever se c:n John sc::ile so r::.uch one c.ay a~.d Kay W5.3 
positively radiccr.t. l'r.l sure that Joer, has O:V2!'",-£2:: gett::.::&, ;; 0;:- E ::':'s:;-
a"ce ce.lls a nitc sir.co the desisn Ca":'l8 cut .o.r.c. r.2;:-h~P2 so::::e ;!=cc:;:le 
t:,::":I:: S~le ',;c::;.ld [et bi:.t(;!' ""t the COr.SUJ.:lt i:-.t::-'.;.;:::"0:;'., b-..l-:;' :'1 5.':0 6e2S ~<i'; 
TDsl::"y c.ocs:::'t sn071 it. She's al·,v:::.ys be2h :.:ost .::.:-acio'13 te, all of us ·,;e:::':r;;.o 
airplar,c n;.:.ts. 

Perhap::; .s.bC,l1t nCw you're i.;~'yinZl "I tho,-,ght t!:iis nCiislettc1'" w.s.s -:c 
be 211 b.ow-tc-do-j.t-st\1ff". Well, there's a vcry ploas::.r::~ social :'-::, 

'Gart of the fur. of it all. 1,,,, yo:! ::--:.0 ... I':::. ;:re ::.:_c::" 
a n"t or. ~ fo= hew the T-i2 flies, but I also e~'J.ally e 0:0' 

the T-13ers well and I t:'i,.!;. :;.ost of yo" [",el -;: ;; ':.&:,". 

TLis n::.;:kes :::.e tnir.:'-': of so:;;.~thing %en Knowl"'" told :r.e aocc:.t w::e.::. :to :;:.:.::"2.;; ~3 

f~~st airplane that's worth passinS along. 
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::::e Ea:.C. that te \I:oy~:ed on his a1rplar.e ...QI;..-h,y on r,:on. J Tues. Wed., & Thurs. 
aLd s2.".e;i FYi., Sat., and Sun. foy activ=-ties with the facily. Looking back, 
I ce.z see t::'at st;ch an urranGe:nent would keep do~:n p.::oblez:!s with the WiV8S 
ar:c. c::..ildren. Sc:::.e 1;0:::::.e::;, get to Viewing the airplo.ne project as 6. rival for 
t:.8 ::..:s::a:c;d's af:fe~ticn I..-ith 'predictable results. 

L"I, ~::::?:::~,(2:'2i 23::: Ave. l ... j·!cl-1!'ic. Ill.-Elill) is vOr'y c2.ose to flying 
is :-1<: a.-.c ::.: ca!' . .?ro~..ise you that it will be exccller.t. I sto:;ped in and 
OC:':'6::' a~ his project or: the way to aSH in '77 and the workcanship was 

ver;: r,=o!'essiona::' loc:.c:1g •..• as it should be. Faul's the chief honcho in 
csi:::te::a:.ce for the ~~oh!' Deere Co. 's jet fleet. Here's his thoughts on the 
b-...:.ilc.in£ of wings and fuselage: HAfter reading the earlier N.L.s thoro-
t:g::::.-, I decided to dr;:,ll the VI.L. 42 fuselage strin[;ers in the flat position 
witt: :'::e sic.e skins as ter:!Flates, as yecom.mended. Thin v;c::';(ed beautifully 
:;:;r <;.sse~':;ly, but u:;::on installation and riveting of the side sir.ins they were 
c:a<'""!l z:':'.;::tly. so t:::'at t:::'e full curvat:.lrE; of the skins >I:as not obtaineci.. I 
.0-:':':::' :::-e:::c=::er.d to s.::YO!1e eaking side skins to drill anEles upon installation 
of ,,:::'c s;d.::.s to rrevent the flattening of the side curva.l:ures between the 
b"-.l£"'::c0.c.s. It was c.ost pronounced in the cockpit area betv.'een the dash frame 
~C t:::'e roll bar.uFrig~t. I doubt very much if this will affect performance, 
but I':: S1.U'e that it will be noticeable with a shiny coat of peint on it. 
::::e s.::.:i::.:;; c.re dru.:l tigr.t." 

~ ?a'.l: has t:-.is co::::::-, nt on 'wing installation: n A tor reading so much 
a::;;;.:.: "'~;:b 'ttist ar.d ye.su tant vicious stell c:::aracter sties, I decided to 
fO 7';;;::2 s:'ep beyor_::'¥i:l b'.d. ding .my wines. A simple vert cal jig was !':lade to 
s::.~:;;)=:: t:;,8 center ';:'!:I; a the inner and outer attach paints •. An incidence 
~ _z,s cut o-.,;:t of clear redwood. traced from the airfoil teoplate. 

'.:'~s :oard, ala!:..§; ';,~th a pr-opellor protractor, borrowed frc::!. our shop, was 
USE;:;:' ';;0 ch<:c~<:: the ;r.~r.& for twist durine fabricati,:m &"'1d the extensively 
dt::::'::.,; r:' vi.':ting. ':"::is procec.ure ,was also used for the outer lIdng panels. 
:r.e:'2: ;;;as ::'.0 r::easua1:1e twist ir. any par.eL 

',;:E;::' ::':-.s':z..lli::,s; the ;;;in6 to the fuselage, the ir.ci':'cnce bcards again ca:ne 
:'r.:c :;.:';;.,y. 1/3" pilot i:oles were drilled in the rear spar attach fittings at 
::'.1.l~:::i.':""c. sta. 91. !,o !:loles were drilled i:: the rear spars the.:::selves. The 
f:':'':i.'::';;.:;:-e lIi\"iS lo\'ele::, tte '>Fini: main bolts installed and 'tightened. A chalk 
l~=e ~~s struck or. the fleor and make shift plu~b bobs taFed to the Leading 
2:'f£; c: :i:.5 ,dngs to ir.s.u:e a straight L. E. The protractor v"as zs!'oed out 
or.. :':::e :e,,'sl i'.lselage, using the W. L. 20 strint;er, a:r::.d t:,e:: the incider;ce was 
.se:: ;;e;' ;:'::'3..'1$ a".:i t::'e ::'ea spars were cla::!:Fed to th.e attach fittings. The 
"':'::.s-:::.::..; pi:'ot hole.;, !!C. t:n.e fittings were the::"! extended ir:to the spars. They 
'ii6::'e :::2:-. drilled ;:,oa:ly 1;0 size, reamec and bolts i:1stalled before clareps 
we:'£; :"e:::cved. I::cioence is exact on both wings. This s~e procedure was also 
-..:ss:' :;:, r:'6 the c::.-tey ;:ar:els. 

li;:: .. :::'a: :b.e '~it',gs .&:-e leveled and set, one final job re:::.ains: The install at
ic,_ 0: ::.2 flaps. 

:: ::::-;:,,-,-::-;:-,; ::.;:,S r:.;'PS: In my years of atlJ:liring the ,T-18s before I took the 
;: :':-.~0, c::.e ::ajor c.:.scre;a::cy stood cut: The flaps never see:::L to ali.<rn v:i th 
": "- z::,:~::-or.::;! etc. : r-eal:'ze that the left ;tlap is used for :'ri::::eing in roll, 
o o;::-.::.:e. 

:,-;;:,,:: ::.:1;.o.c:t_:.:::[; t c flap hir::Ges, a to:!lplate was used, however t;;e:::-e see!:leda 
le:: :::=.0 :::.s.rgin or error, so again I drilled a pilot hole in tr.," wing for 
~2:f :: :;~a fitt "S <iI.a didr;lt drill any holes in the flap hinges themselves. 
Tb.e ::"_c::'::"':'.oe boa:c. was again clamped to the wing, the flaps cla::lped in place, 
n:-.::' :::.e ?ilot holes d!-illed into the flap hinges. This allowed the co;!,yect 
1::.0:';;':2::.c8 az:.gle to also be set into the flaps. ':'hey were ther. re!l"loved,reamcd 
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to size and then re-installcd.A 1/16 11 spaoer .. as put on the leati:-.g e:i,,:e c::C 
the left flap v.-hen the riEging 'rias beinG cone, to allow the left flap to 
be raised hi, he!' tha,'"! the riGht one if requirec. 2.uter for ro':;'l tr!!:;,. 

I firnly beliGve th<lt the wing i:-.stallatio!! is t::e ::Io:>t 'critical > __ ;:,,')ce::~e 

~~~C~d;~~; ;;~i~~3:~~~;:~~s:n;r~;~u;~C~~1!~i~~;~ t~~ t t~a rC;~;;~~1!e~~2;~0C~~ l 
matched hole toolin; alone- is used. I'll be one ver-y unhappy fellow :'f I e;:c:. 
up .. lith bad stall characteristics or a win.G ~le.s.vy cor.dition. T:"1e S2:I:e :!..r:cidc.:.c: 
board :.p~ocedure was used to fabricate the ho:::-L:c!".tal tail. 

'.':1-";i.le spea.'ting of flaps. I hs.d the pleas\U'c of tein; 1m::!. ted to [0 .. ::.. ~ 
Bob Dicl in his T-18 when in Detroit for ':::ly !.;:r.:lt~erls ;('edci~g. ?.is 
see:::ed to be r.:mch larger than ar.y T-18 r3d becr. :.:-. and. for ;ood re<>.sc.:l. :::e 
had installed c.r. electric flz.u ::otor, re[::qv(',d t~f> fO::''.I'ard '::'r"''''l, &::.d -"""""" 
th2 c.ft tun,leL Tne flap Cloter v;as a ver~y·~ s'::'::_-:iJ i::stallat::'on of E. 

windoll; !:Iotor and sector geu (See pictures we Ya::l. l<".st issue in 
has le'ocred his flaps at 120 l!lph iI-"ith no proble::l.5 while testing 
ation. (Jo~n recom!:lends 110 !:I~~ for flap extension). 

CO}l;'1Ej;T 0:; ABOVE: Well now, gents. T!LA'.:' , S tl::e f.ind. of repcyt we need !::c:: 
you O:.lt there. I ask that you 5e"d ir. 2!:vt':lin[; on the building or o}:€ro;:tict. 
of tr.e airplane, or your thoughts or que-st:s..:::.s, c.oir.G's of I-los and :'-1':' 
:people, etc. Just because so::eor.e olse has tole. 1:0 ... · to cio so:::e:b.i::.; ir. :i-.G 
pasl: N. L.s, don't let teat StOp you. 1'el1 ;':3 :;.::;v ~ did it. Fa"l's =~'::.::c. 
above is very bOaC. and you certainly wO~'t fC w=o:,.g if you ta:~e that :.:-c.~te. 
Eefore so:'.!oone else rises to the defense of ~2.:'::::€d hole tool::nlZ a::d :;:.::i:.,,:;; 
out that quite a few of the estimated 300 'i'-lEs t.:at have f::'clirT. have teen 
built [;omnletely with matched ::010 tooli~g a::ti. ;>;"ithout jigging of ar.y Y"::'r.d 
and most of then fly st:.perbly. In all fairness, tl:o', the incide:::oe CC&.rd 
method has been Widely uDed for ::any years ar.Q is the si::lplest way to ~ 
if a struct1.U'e is properly aligr.ed. The win; ri'v'e~ing ::;equer:.ce 1I;'e cies:::=:..:ci 
i;:, I'.L. #45 used a I:!odified matc::'ed hole toel:"::£" FYOcedure. Easical2.j' :.t:!~ 
it mear.s that it's a way to chock o~ the effect of accu::lulated hole "5 ~;;.". 
!.. 1/8 11 

rivet won't fit in a 1/8" :::'ole, so a sLg::':;ly larGer hole, (;:;;':: is 
used. The toler~co around the riVet can t~st st::'Uctures durir~ rivet :.gJi! 
care isn't taken cur:'tg the =iveting. 

~D?:;c:E~: 
we say i~cidence 
of it belew • 

I know SOl:.e of you dor:' t knc~ .. 'bat we .&:-e talking a];;c'.lt w!:.m 
board, so to .o:ave a '!;b,cusa::c.d w::.!'::s !~ll :ua'.;e a little s::e,:cb. 

(rotate paper 9C/·) ::'..[):.te:::,.;ns toles sho.,,-::. 1:c.r 
cla!'it:.r only. 

;IE' f 

r;.,hf/ I , 

Ca:tpcnte;:'s le',,&l or bubble protractor l<i.id 0,_ 
upper Su.r!",ces (w2:icc ::ust be perfec~ly ~~a:::''''l 

to t~e choyc 1:'no to deterF~n8 &tS1c c= :c 
co=pare engle at one cr.d ~tn the £:.€:e a~ 

the ot~er end). Bse airfoil Frofile 
to 2.ayout. Eo.:u:c cutout !:It:.Sl: L t 

p::.-o:ile 2.ayout u,:.th c::.ly =a:l 
a::O:.lnt of ;:lay. Only :::c:--:::'c:-. 

o!' sir..in shown for c:'E.::-:':.y. 

rO/~;~ , ',,~ 
/?/f1Jn-5r,~: '\, ;4" 

P
'~ " 

O-'(~ m 
~_ ... /w'c:.oD .i>;( C,.l....l\''P~z;::;> 

- ,w I' ~ I..J I~, 
':8'''' 0' 110 ~, 5\'\.n- - '

1
0 ~ 

::4,~ve:s ~i f;,1 . AT . , 

~ 1'1. 1:;,..., e: - =-: 
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A good electric trim o~ the stab-
flown two new trim I:md I wa:3 

~~e2s,;;:;" 1"~~" it. As :nost of .:'-'0'.2 ;;lreudy J:..'10W it's ;)0 sweat to fly thE; 
"i-:::::.:: :::=-.-::. so i'a:'..lure is no proble:;]. 0::;8 0: the ',;S ran tte 
::a;;; :-~_ ::",'161 ]);.:11,,0 t::e alb. sO that i;;: ,,'22 trir;med tail 
:: ;'::'::0: :'~:~.;:,"c. a:.rspsed to 120 ",:,d could :-:'avo f:'o\G1 all day wit.h it, so 
de:;:! t -.:::"':"'::"-0: 0. ru:",away !Lctar to full tab travel wo:.::i.d present any big problem. 
.; si~::_e -::..:::: traY:.sitl! light would warn the pilot if it continued to run when 
tie s\\.-:,:;.:: was released, so the clb could be pulled long before full travel 
.... 0.5 reS-:;:::2c.. :"i.::Lit switches WOllId be desirable, of course. The pickle switch 
;::c:.:l:i '::r~ ::::5talled on top of the sticlr or in th" vicinity of the prop/throttle 
co::.:::r-::::'. 

O=:".;i::~_:r :: t W",,3 found that the headlight neyelicill motor fro,," a '67 Ce.maro 
~as ~::.::: s.:.::~t :;:'erfect for weii;~t and rp:n. 'They've become super hard to find 
&: C::e~' :,;~~!'s and cost is ;;25-540. Ken l:orp-i]ll, 439 Louell.s:..L.-:":turst, TX.76053 J 

f'::::'::Q a ~~~::e =otor that may be even bet:er and it's readily aVailable for 
$12. :;:: :'-:::2 about 1 0/S80. with no load and if tr.ut was u bit too fast a 
\~:t~~a ~~~;ins resistor can easily be put in tLe circuit. It's s=a11 and 
light, ::c. :',Z'ite Reroach and Rademan, 401 EErie ;'ve, Philadelphia, PA, 19134 
&.::,:! te:"'::' '€-= lOU want a gear head r::;otor, #1';·:21 K038 , 12 V. reversible. 

::\O::;t is=:':.a :'11 have at :east one circuit th'awing fo);:' the installation. 
:::::'s!"e::-~'::: :':8=£1'.6 one frot!! J,.l Bosonotto. 32£25 3e-n.s.on Dr.,Westlar.d, 1-:1.48145. 

t ';:-0.s2f" ~~---~""~~--Lfmlr-5W-.Ji-Sf'-~L------",,------------____ _ 

_,_±..J]:._iJ. ~ J--"l.AP :s:tV,~"~'.n",-T_. _____ _ 

-::-,v;~-------- i!A" ~L $-r--~-"'-'~~--------
-i--- "">l ~,c ~---~"----------

""""',"-~"' u ""-,~---

! Llm.ILSl.lLf>..2.-SESL__ _ ____ _ 

J2 al.o:: ,:c;.~:2 ~e is desi[7ur.g a rnicroproceS'sor contI'Olp<-L"lel that will monitor 
. ;10';>:, e!'!.[. hrs •• C~T, EGT, r;:'ime. 5:,:;ee":, c.istz.nce fignres, c,nti a 

\InIOn fllel, oil, elect., or v&cnu::; :<:.11 out of specs. It should 
_ifl.::.tl 2 lbs, 2.~d \'.'ould net rep:ace a.;:,y gauees until it 1 s been 

~!"C .-.::: .. Sounds gre,s,t, AI. Keep us Ul)-c.z:te:: c:: it. 

L~-:::\::::~,(::'::-::: Eoward.Eenderson a.'ld sylvan Keeble!", both of st. Louis, have 
:'::.s::o:.:'>:::.. :L:idic autopilots (winG levelers) ::hat they built. They a.re having: 
;t',;;,. ~ -.:' ::'.It say t::'ey are "cra:::11~y" at this stage of develop!:.ent, but 
~::'l '';''::'" ::".0 i:::::;::roved circuits. !,:ore or. t:,ese after OS;!. Sylan a::'so 
:'",3 e:::-£::..:':':: ",;;!"io an:i electr-ic fl;;.ps .s..r:.d II:: ~o:;i;;S he'll come tnru with a 

2"-::";:E. O~ both. :;i.owarc. is usin£: the new aJ..r-foil on his new wl::.g, but 
:.2".-:':'::: a. :;:::otle:n. cor.vcr-tine wing tips. Hels been ea:dng new molds, etcc. 

"C~ e.G.",:,:. :':en Knowles solved the problem veJ:y si=:91y. Ee slit the trailing 
:~ :':.2 "ir.; tip fcrll'crd about 6 or 8 i::.cl'.e.s, and inserted a pre-cured 
c: :':":2::.slas in t~e slot and l:ituck it all tac:;:. together with resin. I 

:00:-:',,:. .=.: _:: closely 2.~_d ic; fits beautifully ••••• :i3ack to autopilots •. ~ 
;0::,,',>:::-,:. :::7 Shell, };idlalid, Tx, 79?Ol)has a:::; a,,~o1Cilo:t: in his T-18 and 
':::SE ;:=:.:::.:...:;",i 21.::' a:-ticl€i Md sketctes on its ir:staLc,atior .• WaIve got a lot of 
::::.e';f :,,,";:~,:,?=",,nts to ya.~ about in corinS issues if 1.'6 just g'"t the input fror::; 

:::":::b,,,:::-;::;. 
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I sa,,' one movable aileror. triE< tab at LOG aLe. 
by nExt issue~ ':,':lere 1',us so~e c.iscussicr. there 

llsillL the SQ.1:e of $.:;' sod!.?l ai.rpla..:-:e S€TVO operatl::g 
via D. tin.y 1.5 oz. ;:r;otor i::side control sUl'faCe ::.ts"l!', ::0 
oper&te 'both ::-u::der a:1.ci ailer0n 1;r':'::: t;"bs. 'j'he ::o:o1's wCClld r:;;m;-.t. c:: ::::8 
forward spars of tho con"~rol surfaces in order to not dete!"icrate sta::ic 1:.2.1-
anee. 'l'here!s no de::ying: thnt such tri:n taos con:'rib.:te ;J. GrCE.t teal ~o tt.e 

r:.t of fl." airplanels best fli[~,t characteristics. To :::e, i1;l$ a ;;,ain 

lCVeler~~~.:~~~~H: d~!~~:~~~~~. ::t~:~~~~~;:~:~' i~~~~r :~~~~lI~t~~~;~!·C~slY 
we could use ~hQ::: to trim 211 "three axis, then t'.U'r::. ::b.c::n off !:.::.o.r.ci il-:J 
tLG ;;.irplc::nc untLc we wanted to relax 3.:ld look nt a ::tap or rc-t::ir:. f",;: sc:::.e 
other conditio)"! of flite, Ild really like to cave 017,8. Also, 'to be rc,;..:..is:i-;;;, 
such a unit !:light be a. life saver if H.e untrained 'Pilot l::2.unde;:-s .:'..::to I:-r; 
conditions. Let's also be nware tb.;;.t pilot seizureG in flite ;;.re::l.'i; .. ::-Jr"",::-,::,':::' 
and an autopilot would ens.ble the prObably nor.-f:ying passe!l;er to set cn 
the radio ;;.nd f;et SO::';.8 he.lp. It wo;;.ld probably ena"!:>le be::! to fly to 2n cir;-cr-: 
and possibly eV€ir.. ::ly an approach. It · .... ould Give s-:.:ch a passer.5er .;,r<?tty 
good odds if they had had a few trair.g landings, but were not cJ:::,ent. 'r::..:;.:':s 
your opinion on the subject? 

INSTALLII1G CH:O?I-::S: 'I'tis is o;:,e az-ea tlmt wc need. a LO'l' of in:p'",t, so 't::.:t 
we can explore f.'.orc than one ~e;;::oci of doing thing.s. Jon:;J. F. l:':en:;Oc;, 16£11 
126th P!. S.B •• RC:1toJ.:, ,'fA., 92055. has sent in this very ex::eLi..cr.t ::::00:;:-.'::';: 
of fittir.g the C2.r.opY fra::::e to tte ai.rplane. Here it is, ,;,;oro. for "li"orc.: 

PRI;P/[:?A::'IO,: &IN.sTALLATIO,>i OF :rHE H50 CAliOPY 
P:r-ior to install:ins canopy onto ai!'cr2.ft deck, position fr~e or: .. ~ork. be:::c:::' 
as per sketch. 

Using 2 straiGnt edges (use extr-us:"O!1, square tuci:::g, etc.), p2..ace to :":::~ca:::-d 
sides of rear pine & aft rollers ~ara1lel to each other u::::.d full le:::[:;c c! 
canopy and secure with clallps (4 ~:'a::es). 

Note: Re::;ove screws retai~g roll('!"B & cut dowels instead, to pro .. .-:..ce :flu.sc 
butting of straight edbes to rollers • .I.lso cut 2 pcs. of 3/<.:. :z j.O t! 

vdde by 36.00 scrap lumber and position between frace s:"des fcr re:;a:::.::.~:::~ 
forward trB.cking di::Js (di::10nsions). Secure with belt, rope, or el'1.ti1T't. 

No'.v meaSure c.i::ls to outside of bot:-. rurullcl strais~.t edges at p'::'r,s (,; !"oller 
locatio~. S~ould be identic~ • 

~: My aft pir..s to oll;;;sic.e st!"aiEht ect;es was ...!.,1", D':.l.t ::.y aft 
rollers v:nrc ~'" ••• Rcplacing .090 spacc::s • .rite. .215 19t:: SPE;.ce.:-.;': 
bl'oq:;i:t ~!:.e ro .... _er!> to s&::e di:ns a~ pir:s. --

Now measure di:l.s from inboard side of c",nopy fra:::e at fwd end coc:t:;::.t ~aa 
L/P. sides to strnight edges. Sho~d be equal. Otherwise it still won't t~a~~ 
freely. 

You l:!ay haVe to B}lri:::.g t~c fra;:le to agree, b"t ut the se.:::e ti:::e :::'c::,e. t::'e ~ 
inside dim. 

Prior to instal:ing tracks l drill #40 pilot holes in the aft deck trscLS 
ONLY (in detail part only). 

To install trp-cks, position canopy f!'a::te onto d(,clt it:. closed ?ositior.. ar.d. 
'i"sc!"t fwc. COCi,::>.::.t t:::"<::.ck onto rollers and cla:c.p to skin, also ir.sert c"c:::' 
tracks onto rcllers temporarily. 

l;ote: U"o .200 s::~:ns to hold cleara:J.ee between deck a.:ld canopy (locate .at 
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(~cca~e at top of seat fra~e). 

::C':" :";:c: trnc:C.s as high as possible, b:.:t holding 1/4" dim edge distance for 
1/5" s::':",:,. ::-:'...vets and drill #40 pLct holes 8:;,d cleeo. 

::~S:"";,::'C~'. "':': :racLs v;itl", 3rd rivet 1:01e locaticn 
CQ::::,,:- :ir.e cf :::571 fra:::e. top flange, sta. 119. 
5ecze fwd e,.Gs only to deck skin. 

from fvrd end OVer rivet 
• Using masking tape 

7:ov" 0,,",::010;; to open position a:1d seCl,;.re track aft end with masking tape. 

~ove c~,-opy B nu~ber of ti~es to closed and opcn position, rearranging the 
trac:;': ;:;'$ r.eoessary. until no bind::.ng is evident. 

:s.e:::=-e:::~: :i&.:' 3rd rivet hele fro:: fwd cz::.ci Of track with center of ;;:571 top 
f::-a:::e :-::..2.::;e, ..s,a.-..-l19 .• If still in line. ililot drill ..f'±.Q. hole and cleeo 

~01i e:ill :0';''"\ p':'lots ,:H-,o<:-- ,S- "'!'"d f .... o~ {"-it er:d fro::: each track thru deck 
s:,:.i~ .:.., cleeo f::.-o::: undcz-neath to allo',', :::Lr'.OPy :::.over:ent fDr checkins & tracking. 

?r~:::!" ~o f~ll size drilling z~~e brackets A58o-16-2 with 2 pilot drill holes 
10. Ea::.g€ co::::::on to *572 f!'E::e only and draw rivet center-line con:mon to 
ceC:-: ;:.ct.:::. (use :nask{:-'.g t",pe s,r.c. pellcil). 

Locate detail.l\580-1 E.-2 in position 
E::;c-::.i::i: ce:-..ter line with track fro::!. 2 eacn r-re-drilled pilots, mark with 
;'1':::'0':':", r",::0\'8, c::ec:.t. or.. be:-,cb. and <irill 2 holes each bracket. 

:::,e::;;:.::i-:i".'.l::.~~ bre.c;{.;.:t3 & cleco fro:;: underneath. If still tracking 
sa:::",,;:':2.cte:ri':y fir.ish. drill rer:aini::g holes fro:1\. aft flange of bracket 
:.:-.::::: ::ra.-:e &, track thru deck s1-:in. 

!~e~;::s '.~;~~j !;n~;rted 
::.:.::':"6:2:;:";0: :::-.usr ite!! fi!9, 
~:-1':·,,3 ;:ec listing) 

-, ~;;~~\~;;*'l;, ?~;~ge 

c1.AIY]P __ 

"J:i.f.e.e (4) pLcs 

. r ::>C,:" to 2J.5 
1 

", ~ .. /~ . - ~
.1::4. 

RIG";T. SIDE... 

it 
"I II 
,III 

3' .. ~ sPl<c.Ll.S: 1 itl.\ 'E.QI"'I.~ 

. ;11 Iii··.·! 

1-- Explan' n: 

WB cha.'1EeS co::cern the 
r:oving of rear spar 
attach bolt hole to 
allow better access ·I.'i tt " 
~-\':alled socket 

• ' wrenches at I'.ing sta. 
:~ 20.5 
L,. 

L t: ~ T" ~ n:::>lO .. 

I I 1 sP';CE.f-II 2oAe:D,S, 

f.~::i~ I, r .11 / ·~I:::.~~=-.... --······~· 
t 2.\.o~ ""Hc.1!.~ \, c=3 ~ix;:'.I2.t::> t-~-,.-.~,-.,,----,- .... __ 

U· 'I lY ............. ' ... I .... c ... "_,_ QJWoP'I D ':-' 
I-:"':':"':':':":=-' 3t....<>0 ... - ~_~.~E:~,I+.-,.~r/Y~ .. _._. __ , 

..... _-" ~\,,~ FVU<\":'--"'--~ ,SI"bE.. UP 
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Tho.r:ks fe=- a rc.:;.l2.y bcrct:.G:!1 write-up on install::"::&: the C2...!".cP/. JG;:', .. :'::&t 
Wo.s very ;\"211 dO::0. I',," Sill'C it will be thorou,-hly &.p;:;recia;;",c. ~::. ca;:'..:~J 

ha::.~ bee". o"e a:::o", we! ve ncglectec.: to cover :..:: Q0 ta:..='. if. t1:3 IS.::::'t. ::;ow <:,'::<;:..;t 

lLore of you writi:r.S of canopy i::2tal.::'atio:. 0;- &.....--.:,. :n;.,c:: '::.:.!'.s' 
cor:cBr:,i::-:[;;' the litcri~lly doze,s c: '~'a:{i2 :;2 e.o e:ve::/ ~ct, 
and it would be of if we could ta~~8 a loa::': at c':"::::e.:-e:::t ';5.Y5 C;'- i;:;::":::£; 
things. 

Rie!1ard RaIl cr, (544E Con:!10cticut Ave., 10. ~·;eBa, CA, 920:':1 ~ se:.t :.:e a!l ar-t::"cl'" 
for the :i. L. about. tourins t::lC h~Eh Roc,~::..es ecu:-.:.ry 1::. :;':;'s 'I-le, i.:::.clt.:.::''::'r.i 
landins at a willicy:-.ess airstrip, w!!icn woald hs\'e bee~ c~ e}:cept :c:r- t:::e 
fatiGue fail'Q!'e of all 4 axle attach. bolts ocettinG 5::":::.i.:.ltar;ec',,:s:"y. 7b." :"'05S 
of a w:':eel PlJ.t hi;:: OV2r on his 'back. It's too Sood to :::oard. for e::: ::.1.,50 
I've se"t it 0:. to Spert Aviation. If Jacl~ Cox doesLlt ru:. i:: ::'1: :;::''::'::t :'t 
in the 1;.L. It ha.s 50::18 points wo!"th :::eci.itr.tin, c';e!" i:: ':'::. 2id: h.as ::i.s 
bird about ready to ily again .?no. new han a ]$0 l:oss lYe. i:.<':::Si::f;" ir.. it. ::6 
has ar, "extra" en,;ine tr.at te was SoinS to put i" it ::0 r~~::'a=e ,,::to 0-2::;:'-:; 
whc!l- tr.e 180 ca!.:c available. He'll sell the extr-a. 1 EO :.;: 0"...';2:0 323 e::::;;i::c, 
with t:-.e cnGir:.c I::o:.:r.t, hor-shoe rin.;;. and Lord :::;.oc:.:,t biscuits, for S2fCJ,! 
believe. lie r:::.:;..y als.J hays a prop. 'rhat se1'"ics er.sir:e '~·il:!. E..ls:: c:a.'c.e a cis 
prop. It's i6E::1ticG.l to the one I C;;..ve c;n ny 'I-1,3. ·:::'",::e'3 a ::..:.::. ~:.noc.~:.::..;.: 
she€t !;;.€:'.::l plUG i:l :::1o.e end that na3 to be re~o\"ed ar.':: a :'iS4 i:c..ser-te':' :..:::. :::;e 
sha!'t a cO"..:.91e of i::.c::'es back to divez-t oLio to ,::e £o·:e;-r,.:::-. 

TodaY is July Ltc and I'm. tr;yin,<; to get this U.L. fi!:is:::'ec. e....,-c. i::: '!:te ::...;;.:.1. 
so that everyor.c .. ·.::.11 get their copy by Oshkosh ti=e, t,;:: ':':;' s ;::i::g :'c :.:.~ 

ni? ar,ci tuck. I :-.8.V8 to do it all by ljyself. F!"i::1ti::1[, ;;olla::':::';\.osta,;l::":::s:, 
m~cL~5 adciress labels, etc., so I'll run off so=e extra cc~~e8 to t~.e ~~ 
OSt! fer sc:;:,e 0:: tl-.e last :ni:.;,ute. joiners. I'll also brir.;s: a S:;acf.. cf '!:':1B 
oo.ccu,:e cc;;;;:;;art::.e:r:.t dr,::wincs, &s g~ttins the :cew plate :::a~e ·;r:.11 de2.,sy :::':'s 
2l'. 1. an': ! '11 j:.:..s:' run it the next 'ti~e. I';:: ::;o[:':::::i::.::. :0 Gec 52:::", L0';;': 
info ar,c tirs ir. fo;;:- future N.L.s, so ple&.se do your part ':::.:: .. -:-i:;e :.;:.: .I,::;;'~ 
yo:;. have done or, your project ••. even yocr :r.::"st.c..:~es. ;','e'1:" ':-. .3.1:0 a!:. 2:.c:.:,-:;,c'..:s 
colu!!:!! of "Don't co I':l-,at I did". 

FOR Sl .. Lr CC::<';E?: ';,-e 111 c~ry for sale notices !"or r-1E- ~:.;".S. :::e::':os:rs' :;:!"ojec".c 
ane ':[-15 z-2.2..6.ted i~c::s if it doesn't get to be -:eo :..:..£ a:: i:e:::. :t ~::.:.. ";:,e 
on the honer systc:::. If you sell a:1. itl<"lll beC8\;.se 0:: tt" !'.L. ;;01 re;:;,. .... est :·0>; 

mai:c <:< s::-.8.3..1 ;;;:o::.s.tio:-\ to our fur.c.. We can't a2:::_::e ~n:r :-".s~o::.s::'1::::':"ity _c:: 
q:..;.z.li:'y, b-:.J.t if yo',:. r.~VQ ite:us that u.ie;ht net co::;e t::;:, to acee;,;e,: s::.::::.::.::.:r::.s, 
plcase · ... sa 'I'Yace-A-Plc.r:c, etc. 

He:.:-c's a I':id" body, fo2..dinG wine project built ::';,1 ~r, A:;:, :.:-0( ':':'". ;.os:;::..t"'"2.. 
P:::-ice S'-!58C. ·::ir.S3, ailor,:ms, flaps, controls, co:::;:2..e:c. :::..:..2.. £::-0''::;:; c,::::,:;,:,;;:s • 
Ft:sc:asc s;d.:::.z, for:.:.;:r::;, 10,.[;8::0;,3. 0':: 1:and, r:c \\e.::.<; co:: .• J;.:!.so C\\·:':'::.'::. 
wh€;el par:ts, fas ta:::::-\., spinner, prcp e;,:t'''l 0.:: i:.:.tr.e. :&.1 ,.~.s ,)_ ';2::::-.:::':', 
1-502-245-9479, 41C Se.:muda 'Hay, Louisville, KY, ':;'0243, C? !'"'..::t e:r :::c .. a::.ls. 

f you :-'2',e pla:,s for sale m) xust have the seria2. ::;~t,,:;:" C!" ~'e c<,::cct c;;;.:.::: 
he ['.d. ::: yo:.:. :r.ave <"T. airp:';'ar.e f;)r sale yow. s:::,c;;.:,c :':.:.::.::"z:: t:':e ;:':":.3 ;-:::::. 
t. If :(Ol< cave .;:.a::ts, plev.sc specify ,·,';;0 :::ade -;;:'10::. ?:"e.;.s.:: ~:0e:;: L~ s:.:.;:;:;. 

notices as trier as ?ossible. 

That's it foz- t~2s ti~e, gents. Plz excuse ~y t~~nc so ~o~~ to GC-;; i~ cat 
ar.d pI" xcz !:lY terr:''Ole typing. You car. reco£:-.:'ze ::e .s..:; CS;: as tie c~e ~;.::S8 

index ::i"ge:::-s a..~e ViO:;:"" down to the first Y_'1uc}-..le. 

You guys j~2t sittins and looking at your planz, Ild li~e ::0 £~cw ~ ou're 
not bu.:..lc;.:::..C yet. :·:aybe the !{~A.S. C~ help yo ... £et lX,:;,e:::- .... ,5.y. Let 1;", ;':.:::cw. 
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214/351-4604 
is now histo::-y u.'Hi !1m :-.oping to get this issue out by around the 

£.: a..'1G hepefu:'ly YOu will have it in your hands by nrour.d tne 10th. 
: .::.:.:'.:'0::: ~~f .:: .... '- c:: 1( J:1LY 79 a,.d ::ost of you had tec'd it prior to 0:';''1, b'"t 
~,: yc-;;. :!.:';::,.'t ;:;lease let !!i.e know. I printed up quite a few extra copies o~ f;.46 
:c:- :.&':& ~Qi,:.ers. etc. I'r::. sor:::-y I oantt Eet these things cranked. cut a lit-tle 
:.:.3:;",::-, ";::",;,..: It:::; having to be a one man gG.::tg for writing, typing, printing,collat
:'=:i, :'c:di::C. stspling, adc.ressing, :r:cili!:&,. zip code .sortinE. and a couple of 
c-::">~:- tl'::',.gs(ttat Lu & }:lU'ilyn did for several years), so you'll h~ve to be a 
l::,,:le ;aEc::t ",.ith me until:::: get up to speed. On issue t/46 I ran into a week's 
c.e:ay i:; · .... si"5 the chapter urinting press ar:c the delay came at a ti:n.e when it 
l.'t.,s a:..:-'32Gy close as to ",cete-.er 3rd class ::tailing would get ther: delivered to 
y:u :€;"cre eSE. 

O;,:r :-13 t',lrr.ot:.t fo!" this yeDr wa::; well below '73 ar.d '77,:in 
a b~~ner year for the 7-188 in the award area. I had to lea~e 

:::: .,"':.. :::0r::.i!".e;;. so cid.n't have 'Cit':!e tc gatl':er in the official results, ':::.,;.t &:. 
c. ?:;~-er £.!!d. 2C-':: I;ial tee.=.ed up to cloo:,>; 2::::3 ",-ph on the hiEh speed leg of the 
;:::;::.' .::.'::':e co"te;:;;; ccurse cf the Lo,,·ers-E',::,:'c!';.-:;EU-:cr Efficis!:cy R&ce! :'::e cc,.test
c.::-;:s -,;e:-e allottee. 22 gal:!,ons fe!' the raCE: a::d if they exceeded that: ar:C:"':.t thq;r 
1{s:-e c.:.sl:!t:.alifiec.. ',J,-it:., E0b fl:;'1ng B. C. IS lti.r,plane they only used 20 c:allons! 
Ci-.,:: ::'o~ altit'..:ce,too). ?:.at's 25 ~i1es to -;:he [dlon! After the hit;:: sp"ed dash 
w.::s :':,,!, "iey flew 'Cr.e :-est of ~:-:e course at a lazy 130 mph for t:ax ;~t;el econo~. 

:: :::::':. ;';:,0; ::o't;' t:le ot-::er cO!ttes':.a,.ts ca:::e out, but Bob said they l'.'E;xe far' a.~ead 
c: :::"'::: ?aser's fast !':u.sta.!lS II-by aboCi:: 20 .::::;:-,1".. Perhaps ot~ers in t::e race had 
a :'':':"!a:ce::-.t ga:1e plar., O:lt 2.02 ::::;;:, t.!'-d 25 :'!FS isn't too shabby ir. anyone's book 
is i:;? YO'l'll read all c.et~ls in Sport .t..viation, so I won't dwell on it at 
':a:::'e::- :!.e:.gtl:. except to say cc::::gratulatio:r:s to Bob and B.C. Very well done! 

':::5!'- ;;:-:':r to I-eaving I lea!"r.ed that two o!:her T-18s there were top awards winners 
'c'.,:..: ::.:. :!.T_fcr::>~!'.t waBO'.:. q\l.:"':.e certain w:::'at for. ?ichard If,, Schaefer, 5842 ',,'est 
::::;:~, ::'JS :"::,01<;z, CA, gOOe;.S (5/,': 82) fiel~eQ bs ::le..gnifioently appoi,.tGd r,'41RS 
:::. .;:",.:o~:".'6t::". .... il:. top 1:.0r.O:'5 :",;!" tl-'.e bEst '1'-18 there, It would be hare fo:- anyone 
t:c ,:.;;::a -..:t- 'lOit!:. a fir..er ct:.sto:: b;.;ilt airplc.ne than Richard's. I had seen it 
es.rl:'er &t t~e Chi1:o :::'y-in a::-,ci h::.d aci:-::ir&:i it then. Its conservative, classic 
e:l.esar.ce Eave it the 1001:. of a distingli:!..shed thoroughbred, which it "truly is. 

:'::e c:C::'er 4ir:::cr was reelly a st:'rprise! It ;'laS officially listed as an AT-19 
a:::;: -';'z.s ;;:;,il~ 'ry Gnle /-.":;;,,15, ~lCO 6th St., Tcddu, Colo. 80302 (5/1; f(6) • 
S:ri~::'.J' zI-Ni.kir:..s, it is !:.o: a rz-18. It II'Z-Z b2sed on the T-1'E desigr., jat it 
::ss a ':-2~ :;.'"c.l a:;d h::.d ex:e;::Cc:::, tal)ered o·.: .. ~er wins pan,ds. Each outer pa!!el 
a?;e~e::: t:o ce nearly 2 ~~. lo!:;er ttun Et'~ ~nd in addition had an_e~tra flap 
.s~:7::e::: .:.::Ju:. a :'cot 10::-.;. ::'::8 "xtra sc;::",::t '!.'E',S actuated by the i1:ooard v;i::g 
:-:'ap. ::'::8 tie :-12c v."i::;;. '::.e :l,;.selcGe a::;:;:eal'ed to be st1'etched a few inches 
a2sc. :~ was a b~autifully ct:.L,t airplane, with excellent workmanship. 

I lost ::.y r!c:es on it. as well as tho details or. Schaefer's airplane, but I do 
re:;~::.~~!' :<_r. Abels telli:",s :::e he was a :::'i<;~. country sailplar,er and co:-.sider<ltions 
0: ::'i;:::: al..:i::ude ar.d sail;:lar.:e desi,:;n p!'ac";:ices strongly influenced his c:,a:;2.&es. 
:: 11'2.5 ",.:::.:.ttedly Ii little d:.::::ictls"of t:::8 or.:Js:;:wind capability in a s'l:ro::'g .:ind, 

~~: ~:~; ~t; :~~~~~~~~: 2 r~: ::'~~:~i:l ~~~:~~~~ :~!~::~~~E~:=y~~e~pf~;~:t~~i~:;~;-
;':-::2.:.::.;- i; a fut'oU'c ne'l'{sletter,too. so I won't elaborate on specs a" this time 

c.~-.,:::,~:~;'} :-185: Fer:::aps a A'crci of expla.'l.aticn on T-18 judging at OSH is in crder. 
--<.:; /8"-" 3 e)Terienced T-t3 builc.ers wore chosen to act as Judges. Xo!'-s had an 

a:.:.c;:2.:.", a~ OSH. LLoyd Toll) :a::.l l Cox, a::-,d Paul Kirik served this yea and each 
sccr~~ e",-:h air?~ane inde~endent~y, so t~a -;:hey couldn't influence eac~ other's 

-2.- 1-1e nE>,~SLE'l'l'ER "# 47 

scoring. 19 ite::s were exaf.lined ar.u £iven a score 
<1ir scocp. ex:':;;:.:;;;:. gea);' fai.ring, cabin fresh air 

: 1 to 10. 3;i~e:-, CCW~~6' 
:;':;",-:-<;e, l1>:':-,c,;,:::,c:'c :i 

CDJlOllY, etc.- :;." 1 lO.c,t , every i;J;iepe:1c.erit ite:::! 0;. t):" ;!'::; 
fit, appearance, ;vori..c£.r.ship, cri&inali ty, and haJ"::c::y ::.e .:..:.:-
pl,:-,nc. I~c:r,z li~c tD.;')l::s or (;;ufflers sco!'ec .s.x::-s, Oi:·,-::5. ::-=-e·.-:.;;;~ '2:;:-

winnC'r.s were for jucGinC, so 1"-::::.1J ,,',"l-'.it.s"s ;:',,2t ":::;:::$" <..::: 
CorQcz"ls "!Jeauty co':,;ldr;'!:. repeat this yelO.!", accc::C:i::; ::J ::::'e [!'o:':'::G 

An award for 'the T-13 there v>'ith the lL.ost hours 'll'as gi;'6"":t.~C5;±i:f~::~':? 
a Kebraslw, !'adioloC"ist, who has floy,,,,- his T-18 ~o:: :_~"i ;: 
the ltost pri::::i ti ve D.,'1C rOUGhest strips, i" a1:;' }r~'.;:;'5 ~ ""-2a .. ::t:r ",tc''': 
of tho2e hours. ;;2?9V looked a little \,;orsu for '!,,,ar i::-. c::'::'::;a ;ai.~-:' s.:::. 1":":", 
but structurally it didn't c.-ppear to have suffe:::-"d. ?,o:':;<:.l :!'~al s are l::a: ,. ' 
airplanes. ?roba:::l:'T :1o:;:-e thon any other factor. :::.:.t Joe's ::ir::' ~ic.:.'~ ;:::.':e s..::' 

~~~~: ~;'~~~~z~.a~;~:~~~;:~tj~:~' b~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~~?~~~~ ~;a~.~:;~~~~Yi:::'6 ;'cr J'Ct; '-~ 
"-

Our 2nd Ar:nu::..l T-18 D:.nner was arranged by $2:1'" C::-::c:za <,-.¢air!. t:!=.is yea:, o:i:t 

~~~;~~~::~~:c~_ i~~;~ b~:-,~O~~ v~':l ;~~ 1 i~O~~ t;;d~~~'e ~ f~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~,,,,;~~; ;~ 
to an acco-".t c: :;):e c.ay's race by .!job Dia~ e.:::: ?Ct;-'E:". :-.:::::. :':,:::'Cl:' \.~ a 
short accou.:-.t of hi£hlirrhts of his two rOund th '11"'::::-:'.:. :l::..[.:::.-;:s a.:.c. :::..:. .,'~ C"" • .n,:;:: 
also Eave arc abbreviat€-c corr:.mentU'y of his :fli-S t.s: arc:;':.i r.:!:a ;eri::~;::- ,-;6-
At:.straliar. cO:-itiI;.BL'i:. ar.6. &lzo his round trip fl E,.:-.-:. ::' .... = ::'·.!~.e:l 1:0 Lc::.C::o::,. 

I'd like to recc::::::to::c. Clive's book (lIC::,;:,rlie Eike C"::a:lia"; as or.,~ 0: t::a ::cst 
intercsti:::'; a:-,ci e:-:~:.ti!1C COO/;,5 you'll e.vcr .:-e""c. :-:s's a ::-<:::~::.:::.;: :,'",::':;r. :,.;." 
book literally :P .... ;;s c::.e inside his heaci, with YC:; ::':-.5::":'e ;:is =-;,: ec:::::;:'-: f:,;, 
an increCible serie.':> of high adventures. Perhaps :-·c:;.'· .... e bear.:! a 1:.i;; a!::~:.:: :::i.s 
set-to wi:;h 4 S:rria.'1 Higs, bent Cin shootinG hi:;;. de.",::. ';'c:;YLl !-:"y t!:::-:.:. :::;~!:$:;D:::S. 
desert SRr:ostor::lS, fob,over oceans, jun~les, deser:", ::.tr:.: t:~::c:::c.e:-s~c:-::s SJ .:::<:,.:. 
he could just :"1:="".& 0,,, I think you'll aSree t:"at ::-:;": c:-_:";;: :'3 :"e a !~::.e ;:'..:":;-:,. 
but thG.t he .:.150 ::as the !'sre Gift of pai:::.tin.;:: 8. \,,:;!'d ?:'::~::.;r2 :::",': :'0 C0 c;:,:::.:,::i.
etely abs;:,rbi:::.G th<.!.t yO:.l won't bo able to put it cOW'::, o:::cc y;::.:. stz..r!:. ::cu':'l 
have an eve::. gre.s.tcr appreciation of v:hat a ft!.ntz3tic.s.lly f:'::z air:;:la:::a tne '1:-~S 
is. Clive's 100:-:' (,'o;.s :;lllblished in Australia a'.c. he ::'a;; a ·:;~e::..:: at ::;':';:;, ;;;';.).t I 
don't lmow v:i:ethe!" t::'Cl'B will ce further dist!':':'t;:;:';:;:::. c! ,::'e ::;Jc~:::,:, tl'.e ::. 5'1 
but I cer-ta'::'nly 110:;013 so. If it's not ac.vertis€-c i::: S;c!'t _!.',"ia::'c:::. II:!.l &"a:; 
details 0:1 it fro:-~ Clive, His address is 3 :,(·0,,'5 So'..:.r',;. -"'a.;::":;";:::';::1,. ',;::,c::;_'~_2" 
AustraliE.. "5y t;le "a:;, Clive was also a ,=,'.:..:i.ti-;'.;:;~ i:. f.,,::, C:'.iO 0: -:';::::,,13 ::.. .. 0;:'::: 
this yea:. :fe's clse 0. £:'1:8 eentlcca:t, a ::::a:,. YC'J.'J.':' :"::::B-;::o;.::.~ly :!.:'~:e. 

~:y old :rie:r.d, ?c1:ar Eod·"2!1.'J, was t;-,ere a.::;ai::: <.:.C ::-.13 ss.:;.c; :::.8 ::-;~, iE o,~i:,,;
built in co:',.siCe1's.":;le ,.u:~bGr.s in Austrv.lia aile ::8· .. :ea::'~~- 2.:C''':~ £;; :;::rc~c:;Jts 
adc~ed to t:-.0 30 ;:07; fIYi"; there, I thinl~. Petots :::::-. :::'::'.:0 2c:i :-1.7,. ?..::" ,,- ~-~:'. 
of !,:idd} riseX, E!1R:'aytd, was aI.so presen t at tia c.i'.'.2!' a.::::: :'e ::;zit: :::.::.t a:. 
present he is ;;he o:,:'y t!.ctive T-18 builder in. Grea!: 3r':':;a:.::., .:.l~;:c' 't-:-.sre are 
other pla:::s r.01cieZ"s. ili-,en his T-18 flies there'll :;:;.:-c·::;."::y =E 0;. ras!: of r;:B-r 

starters, as ~;:e s::.::;nt of a reul live T-1S.0r: tt.e g;::c:..:nc. v!" i:: f2.i.;::::t, 5"",::,S 

to alw2.Ys start a :;::::D.i!'ic ::irc of sorts. 

AUTO?E,O·?.s >c:;::; ;';:r;.::; :'?V·.::~I.:!-::'~S; AutopJ.':ots a::;.': 'i,inc, _0";::;:'2=3 'i;i.':: 'te =C:-0 .c..~;ol 
J.10re ir,;:.r:-C:"~G.,.t ,fc: b·":ildo:t's in the future. Last yea::- :"::-;0.:.: ?C:'''-:~:,c. 
St., l';iulami, Tex., 79701) fielded his T-i8 wit~. a :2=:;:;::-' ",:':::0;:'::":.;:; 
ation a-:: OS::. :t was very sir.:ply hooked to the w.s.lj..i:.g ::ca.::: ";:::f us:::'::; a 
bolt tn1'~ t~e rod end bearing, thus tiei~g the ac:ua:~!' a::-= Cl t::2 J..? ~Q 
AC control syster::.. 

Tr.i.s yea!" displayed a clifferer.t a:;:::;;1';:ac:: t·J :;le :;;!'o'.:le::: i::. tr.::o 
fluidic built up f.:coc serate:::', :. -::.r:.:.e "?2.:/-:y-wi.re'; S:,.s;";:2;::., 
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i-: by;::;.s.c:es t::e ailercn control.system and actually "flies" the aileron by the 
:::e&::$ cf a:l elec~:::-o!.:.ically actuated servo-tab, that is added to "Che tr",il'::"q; edge 
0: -:';.2 a:;.le!"o::. ?r.e 1.5" x 9.5" servo tab is positioned by a tiny, featllerweight 
:::0::'2::" o::'.:-:;:::..::e se:-vo (reversible DC motor), that is rr.Ol.:llted or. the backside of 
-:.;:s a'::"':'".:-::.:: s;:u. t. ti,-y bellcrzil:.k and push-pull tube a:;:;ply the< r::uscle to move 
t::e -;:a:·. -::-;i)- ta~ i-:.self is balsa. with .016 alt:n;. epoxy-boded on both sides for 
a :::C .. € :i:,:,=c..Ole t;.nit it'. its exposed position (to ground-pou:;.dinE; type gawkers). 
~:e a:::.ci 5"':.\'50:: :-:eetler have both installed these units on their T-18s and both 
:.::: . .:.:-.::. :":2 ..;:::-(;~€::.~ tab size is the mini:Ju!:l size needed for cc:,.trol authority. 
~c"a::i F:-o::isec to .... -rite a full report on the installation for the N.L. "soon", 

~c1fe.::='·s ::aster co:::.trol panel for the wit was a tiny 1" x211 piece of laoinated 
;::'::'5:'::"C ;:c·..;:::.ec. at ti:.e bct;;oto. edge of hin ins't panel in acd-on fashion. It had 
:;wo :':::'::.':',;. :~e to sgle sri tC!1es: one was power On & off J and the other was a sel
e.:::tc::- ~· ... :..tc:: tc co==.c. eit:--.er U"..lto:n,:tic wing leveling or si:::ply to use .:..t as 
&::;. "".:._,,::-~:::. tri::. ta"t to pick up a heavy winE. The latter ;;:oue is called ":nanual". 
~e a2..s:; t.ad a co<.:":)le of little rheostat :..mobs. \',·hen in tb.2 l:aLual trim n:.ode a 
li":':.[ ~<:.:: ·:2 :r&iset or lo .. ered by oaking the desired motion Il,j.th the k.'10b. (i.e. 
tc :"o·.f"::- :;~.e ::i[::t v.i.ng. turn the knob to the rignt~. This knob is labeled 1!trimu 

a:..:'.. :;.e :;';:1;.8:::' :ilcelcd "g.s.:..n". The gai.n knob inc.reaBes or 2..o .... e.rs tne rapidity 
c!" ::'E·~::C:::S" 'to e:.tner ::;a..',ual or auto::catic si[nals. The bea1!tiful pa.rt of the 
~:::::::"e 5;"S:1O:; is i-;;s wei[ht .s..n.d cozt. The \·.1:01e thine; probably doesn't weigh r:lUdl 
C7er £.. ;c".:.."c., =d. : believe Eoward SD.id thc wt.ole ttir.c; could be built from a 
~:..:..~ s'_;:;--:":.ed ty (7) fo.r well l.:nde.r S100! CA.t present! con't know the name of 
:::'e $·..:-;:;':"e::, or a.;:.y o;!:c..r r.:etai.ls. ::;0 if yo" C6..1l't W;:':"t until t:::'e ne:{t N. L. 
'.:'";; z:; -::;:'::'.; c:-. o~"', you ::light call Howard for details~.Ee lives at 444 Bryan 
Lye., ::i!"!.:.';l;occ, !-!o.J 63122. :.iow.:trd is doing SO::le further testing, tho') so I'd 

.re.::c::.:::e::C ':iOU c:.:..rb yot:.!"" cu.riosity for a little While longer. 

~c.~~ le-;; =e pick uF the sensor (which he mounts under his seat) and rotate 
:..-;: ;: ;::'e left a'ld. rig::'t , si1:!ulating the yaw to the left and right 01 the 
:.'::,,00. : ",¥&t.:::~.e·:::' the ta';) as I did this and the servo rcacted im.::J.ediately in 
;~c;~c~iC~ ~o t~e ~ove=cnt of the sensor box. Tho box itself is abo~t the size 
::.: .: c:':;z....t" ~cx • 

: a.= =:nt e:J.-:::::~s::"astic about the little wing leveler and. its potentialities in 
::'2 :-::. It 'i.""i.:': be i::valuaUe for normal vrn XC fli£ht to pen:.it thc pilot to 
s';:~:;.. __ ::::;':;:5 ::.:::-e o!ten, etc • .t..ltl::.6' ~:c;i;s.rd says it is not adequate for "true 
I::, '::::';:-.': ~::... e. t!"B.c::.i •• C racials, fl:ying an I1S. <""d ot::er ve.ry p!'ecise turn
:..::...; :..: ",c:.:J.C:~e B. yalu.c.ole "co-pilot" to perrdt the pii;)t to use bott:. hands in 
::'c::':':.;; ra~io ... ·c:::..:, c;:3..!'"t st·Lley, etc. Its :::.a!lual mlero:::. tri::: fUr.ction makes it 
.".:=~:-. :":5 ... e::";::: ::.;: sc:'c, particularly for t!".osc with electric flaps. The sa.n:e 
~.::..:: -"::",:,,,:: c::;.:.,:,c ";;;e ap:;::lied to the rudder for centering the b.:.Ul a::.d fatigue 
.:::. :..;:;:.£"::.= "cc:lci be ;ractically eliminated. By eli=:':-.atine;: the front 

::." electric trio for the stabilator, one CoS." :::cve 'their feet 
~.': _,,;5 fc::, cc::!"o:::-t. You can \!.'ell i:J3.[ine how autonobile passengers or 
cr:.\."";::;;;; ;;::;lc bOl':l i: teey had to keep their feet ar'.c leGS in one position for 
]::.':::':'=05 ::: c::,:';. :::e :'-18 is a really super XC machine. but t!'.at doesn't rr.ean we 
E~~~:~ Ea:r:'fice all tee c.r~atu.re comfortc in the ¥rocess, cocs it? 

5::':: oS::c:::e::, ":;;,,;:-.. :::.:. c: a ·,':i".C leveler that .cost peoplc do::::,'t "a!;.-:; to think 
e:'::-.:.: i.s; :~e ;0':;3':":i:;:":'Y of i,,-ilite ;;':-:.cnpo.citatior. of the pilot. C::'viously 
c·..:;:- ~;:,£.o"':-.£":::-s ~ be qualifiec to land t~.e airpla,.e for :::l[:.xim:.r:: s&:fety. but 

: ~ -;: :;;: :'~~.:: f~~""; ]::.~C~r~~~n:r~·;.ii;-~~~~~~a~e~~~~~ t t:~~~~ ~~\\ ~~O~t~i;~~i~o~~ 
~!" !:el:;c. ::::"0re .io";lld t);.cn. be the }?.roolem of navigating to an airport,. etc • ., 
::..:-:; .s.-:. :e.:..s:' :.t ..".o·..;.2c. bt:.y tne:. eo~e valuable ti:Je a,.1i en!1a::.ce their che.nces of 
s·~!""';::"'."s-. ?-::-c:J.;.;e:::.:'l.:r an inC3?a;itated pilot \"-ill revive after e.wnile and ta>:.e 
y:;.: :;;~ '::":..::c.:..::,;. ~'ie recently lost a lecal T-18 when the ;ilot lost conscious
;:".855 -:;.z~ .s.f:.e!' bret..i"..:ir:g ground on a takeoff(solo). lie.tight have sl.:.!""vived if 

(\,. 

1 
~ 
:;., 
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he hud had. a winG leveler and had !.ic::e to l'eccn::r '::::':0'::': 'J.s::;.e 3$ , altho' t::.::..s .::..s 

~~~~e=;~c~.~~t~~~;l~~O~;~~~ ~~~806v~~r~~~~;\~~::~~:~~~;~~t~~ h~; :~~~ ~r~~~~da' 
The t1.<:::":'. =d pi tch o.::,[le (down.) £rac.t:r.2.1y i:::c!"::.::<::':' .:..:-. ~~.2 cl;:ssic s1='i!'a1 ;:vds 
9...'1d tr.e &i:-plan.e :""::.it an the :-i.Ght wi!1.s; tip, ,s;:",-=, :::.::::. .2f:""::-.,,r. :·;r. Cl.s.:-dJ's 
head st1""t:CE.. the dash !ru::r;e well to tcc .rig-at c~ c"';:-:':::;:-. s:.ro::.G'::":t inG.ica;ir.g ;;'e 
was slucped to the right at impact. 

Survivc.bility: S\.i.ch lessons as above hi;hlis::'1.: :::'i' :'=;::::-;;a;:ce of 'iiea.::-i!l.g sh.c.~c.:.:. 
h&rncss. _!.c.:J'.l t tedly. it's sO:::lev;hat restric ti ve, ::....: i:.' s sc.-::etning you'll ge;; 
used to. ',,'e used to compain about the:::. ir, air::"::.e IrC;:'::' 1tt'.en. they were first :::.z.~;:. 

::l.andatory, b;;.t we SOon Got used to the:::!. 

As we po:'r.'ted out :"n ;;:'.:;5, the ;'-fra.::e gear :'s .a ::.:-c::.,::::;:c.:.s ;lus in an 
that it not o:.ly p:revGnts penet!"a"ti;:;n c: t:.'" EO:::'.f.:..::2 ::..:.:0 tie ta.:1k ar,e. 
also abs~:,bs a hu.ge =01;.)1t of er.:.e:::-gy ir: t:::'e de:,,::~~.::.~ion 'p::,::cess. 

i:::::act, .:.:::. 
coc~::·::.:;,_: .~. 

~ 
~ More on se&ts: In the area 0:: su!'v:.vub::"lty. c..::::.:.'~ :·.·s=lc:;:{ the i:::po:-tance o!" t:-.e 

~ g~~~"g;~:g~~~Z~~::~~~~~~:~~~;:~r:i:'i~f;~~::'.'~ "~~~~~;:f~~:~~;:~~11~~;~~;L 
~ ~i~i~~~t ;;~~~s W(~t!~ :iio:::'~~; ~!~~e~o C~e v~~~~~~: :.~~;~:::. O~o~5~!g~~~! ~~;;~: ~~e 
~ You t:i.;:..t war.t to tMe a long ha=c. look a-:. :::-..:.s :. :"-::.. 

~ sever~l yea:s a~o ~ w~ote ;~.!\ .. a;:1:~c~e _;~ :!:: .:-~::_ ':~_~~::\~.""i:t~~n"e:~:::::,,"':' 
BiscollI"se 0::1 Seats, _n whJ..c ..... c:.e_c __ cea "'" 5_..:-,,"_-. ___ ,"_ ~a~_€o ",e",~ ac __ c .. '"-._ 

~ e.lso described certain features thz.t :t:~e se.s.ts ::::::.:::=:. tQ!"t:il"e ra.CE-5. 7:"1(. '.;'O . .:y 
\S. worst ty?e of seat is a. sIs';) of fo·a1::: witb. sb.eet :;C2..: c= ?'ly"l':ooc. s<!p:po.:tir..g :.::. 

~ ~~~~:~~~;~!:~::~!:!~~::;~~~:;~~~~~~g~~~~~~;g~:~~~;~~~;~~~~~::~r~::;~~~~;~ 
~. nylon lacings tr.ru eyelets iT: tne ca.-.vas. ?::e =a;::~ -::':~ec. forwa.:'c abo·..;t 1;;- .=.t 

~ m, ~;:~~:~~f;:~cmr :n~!~~;~~:'~~~:I~m~~: ~~~~~~:~mL ~~;::~;~:'~~~ '::,~, 
~

j used a E.c,"lp::urec foa.'1: and zue.terial slip-c:!. "3;::: ... ' ::=::..=.:.;.;:- co::fort ,:Cr.:: ~'::·c 
I appeal. ?:'e sj:r!::.si!lt:; e!'fcct of t:-.E fo£..::. .sr.:: :.:c:::. . :::2.ce i't pc;.:::-e l~x..::-:··. 

0\ ;~~e~i~~,.~~~~s~~~c~[~:~t s~~:'r.y;~ t~;c~~~~;~ ~~: ;~:~ ::.[ u;i~~~";~~be;~ ~; ~~~ 
I drawi:!€; was correct in scale a:1G. <L'lE:es S~C1";' •• 

~lf~~:~~~:;~::ij:~g,:g,~~~~:g~~j~~:~:m:;;;~:E;~f~~om:~::~~f~~;~:~2~z 
~""no. 1<1 __ ::'-..", . .I., tOO, Not:.la a,~c.. \ie~t",-ca.l.. '"'~::c-;c--~ _":;;,5 t .. e b ....... ~J..er -_....-.<:. 

l ~~i:~~k:~~~:~~~~t(~~~;;t:~f~~g~::;~I~~~:~~~::;~~:;t~ri:~~::~f~~f;: ,~~" 
~ was lid:.e tei::.§; s'..:spendod i!i. a i:.s.:::.:::cck l 

~ HORE C;C;·;?-:?.."\':'S 0:; OS1j T-13s: ',n:ile at CS.:! I Eo.-:, a -;::a:::...::e to talk nth se\"(;.:z..:.. 
i builderz "-1"".d go c.-vcr t:"oir e..i.rp::'z.::J.e ir, 5.t"e.s."C c.c:.a::..l. r · .. a:.tec. to do .:;;.0 ,,-:;':.::" cz.c:: 
~ one of t::'e::., but t:x.fo::'tur.ately I coclci::: '-: alllia.:;£ locate a lot or ti"!c::: "':.",,::' :. 

~ 
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l;e,S i::. t.~.e~c area. I buess the;r were tr2J[.ping up and. down the lines whet: I was 
arc'.l::;C:. 

\I:-.i:i..e :-16 Oc::";-:rc.::es co,,:cr;:;: closely to p1.:.::.:s ::'r. :~o:ot caGes, ::: w;:s surpr-

~~:~i;~S~::: c ~~~~0~::'dal!r.~t~~~t;;·o of tn~~r~":;8 f~~L~l~~;W!~d P~~l'~h" S;~~:~!li~i~~:~: 
l,'e!'" ae-: .. &2l\" 2. tVLes of cowlings .. I e;;nected tv fir.d a \\~c.e spread in 
:::s::e of :;;-cr~ a::d d.iffe;-enc~~ in diam:etc::, and pit~h, which I did. I also did 
a:.t::ci:r;ate ~:::6.~ t:;'cre would be a ride nix in WOOd, metal l and constant speed 

~~d t~ere were, but I ~as really surprised at the variety of spinners there. 
s\,c!"/ cirseoop was different , ditto airboxes and air filters. Oil cooler 

,~:;c. i:.5to11atior;. va..!'iec.. 'i,:idely. 50r:18 had oil filters, SOQe did. .. 't. The 
e:.:i:a:.l<>:' S:"3~0;:;;S we::-e all differc:1t. too. The exl;.aust exit tubes ca:;e out of the 
c;::'''2. i:. a. \'s::"e~y c: places at very different angles to the airstre~, too. The 
c2,:rb~::ct.o::- a:'.c. ca::i:1 r.eat syste:::s were all as different as the !i !!uz"be::-s on the 
i:.::iivic:.:al &':-r:;:1r,,,e5. l!:t.err.al exhaust support brackets and cla:::ps were no exc
e;tio~ to the ::est of the ite~s. 

'h-.,,:s"::, I bot to i:b.e electrioal systems it was again the same s ory. There was an 
a1:::cs:: eY6" ~visior:. cetween .;enerators and alterr.ators. Eat ery a::.c. starter 
;:;:o2.e"c c.s ~e::e al: ever the place. )':ost 0.2.1 see:r..ed to l1cree ~at -:::e vo:"tag-e 
rer:.;::'~ ::::- s:.;;.~;: be at ':hc t:p?cr ri,;:ht corner of the firew.;.l • I \'<'&8 su=prised 
to :i::'. t::.r.t :.ct toe =.2..::y had "blast-tubed" their ::lags or £e:1erators and very 
few C::. -:.::<;'-:5:: t::'e t.::'c"ble to baffle efficiently ",round alternators or E'er.erators. 
:S':e:-::c~e was a little ciiffr:rer.t on their fuel filter. AlsO all tr..::-ottle, r:d.xture, 
a~d neat cc::trols ~ere sec~ed at the ~d-point in a different way. 

:::':Jf::'r:: -"&.s o"e :'=e-::':'ate- ':Jenefit of all this eagle-eye routite: An i::'.ch long crack 
c;.d::e clo;:e to tne fla::::.;e was found in One exhaust system. That points out the 
... &2.:.:.:; c: a £:::;od :>=::-e-fliS!:t inspection of t-he er:gine cO:!:!iart::!cnt. ':::at's one big 
1'eEtse:: :::: ;:2.:::ic<.:.1a.:<:.;' :E,yor JO:~.r. ':'];01''0' s cov:lir.& c.esig::. Re::loving or re?lacing 
,-hs"c1ee;:.:>" ':'s ;:.:i.c~: ar.d cas;.: a!'.a the entire en.sine ar.d accessory a;-ea ca.'! be 

ea..:::':'y a:::.:::. there is plenty of light to see little thi:-.t;s ;;;efore they 
:0 :::e 'tiS t:~.i::,.g;s. ! f you re-read the previous 4 or .5 paragraphs you can It. 

O..:.t c::::e -;;0 -:::e conclt:::>ion that as far .s.s engine installatior.s are concern
cd •••• €-<:;.ch ::-13 has a G.ifferent desiGn enGineer and cO;I,es out of a "factory" that 

t:'ffere::tly to tne next one. It's )!lost ur.likely that al2. of these 
'/::i2.1 be 100;'; trcutle free. Therefore it follows that f1'equent, 

:.l:c::-c~C::: i, . .:;-,ec~:::"or.3 arc c~llec for. 1'1'.0 Thorp cowl also al2.ows 11. eO:::sic.e::-able 
a::c'.!.:.-: of ';"::;'::-1: ;;'0 be dc~s '~itho"t re::;ovins the top 6.."1U bottO)!l part.:::. IncidentalJ,y 
:: :-,2,-;",.1 -: !'.cs:ci ::::-0::' re7 response to the :eeler for a po:;;sible new 
F:-O~\;'C'-::'o:-:. r".l.!l of t::::." or even an e::;ti::!&.ted price. 

,',-:::e::. "'i!e 1: ~e:: at ':::ra:e ::;yc:;et;:s and. gea.r fairir:i;s it was t.he sa~e tory. Wind-
3:~el~s::...-: ca:;.o"Jies (:"n part:'..cular) sl:.owed the incividurU tOuch. :-,-:ec::.r.ae and 
p:'..:c:;!s-:a,- c s:(ste:;::s 1i;":e-,":"::;e. 'I'reatmer;t of floorboards and fcrwar area sound
;:::'-00::::':.; a s;:. ::.-a::1 t::e £;c.::ut. 

:':Oo5t E2_ of ~ eee :'<':\3:::s have eeen cOV0!'ed in the ne1,.'slctters, b;:.t t:.s~2.11y only 

0:' ~~ ~;;~,~s G~~~i;~~~ ~~!~~::.~~~. 0~~~:s~0 m;!;e~~l~f c~~:~s ~~ :~ys 
s:.;.cce:;;s:u1 a.r::' sa.tis:yi:r.S to t::eir bt:.ilclers. If yCti anci ynU 

,,;.ll :0:'-: ':':';'.";: an~ dcsc::-ibe ::'11 det<::.il ::ow yoU solved t:::e engi3e i)J.stallat:ion items 
i:; ,:;:;'.2;: us enO>,:,;;::: rr.ate:'ial to keGp t:::e N .L.s GoinG for years r..nd it would 
!'€3.12.:,· t:-.8 :::.e..- ou:!..lcier. All of YOU knOw why it takes 6 to 9 :;;.o:!t:'s to make 
<1::1 \3:-.;:'::e :'r:stal:Rtior:., c:cn't ~? Hoy,' about it, D..'?lig'os? Wil2. you de your bit 
'.;0 ~c::o vf -:':::at f=ee :':::fo you ;received tiru SO!lle genero'.l.s EiJ..er·: Hare's 
"-:::2.-: _ li~:0: 11::;;::-':;'s h::;w I fitted r:.y cowling M.C at-;;ached it ••••• 11 a:::'::: !!Herels 
~,:-.e z..i.::-z,~<:::cp ;;:'2::;1:" I c:-.Q::;e a.-:c ne::-e's tl:e 'W'ay I fitt;ed all air fi::'te.r ir. it" .• 

~;:"~:~~;.\.:~t a~~~~~ ~~i~~:. i' ~~~t~~G~~; \:~;e~a~; ~:'!r~?i ~yw~ar;o~~~. ~uffs 
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;'.nyw;;;,y, yo,," ::00 :'.iea. Plack und white pictuI S ~..=-e ;;rea ,t00. :f you tc..:::"~ 
aboJ.;.t ::e;;:;·~ioLl W;l1o,t h8 dw:::,re you liS8G., ow :'0,.& a 2.ex cor. rcl \,-a~, 

where yo::; cost, etc. ne of the :;:os-: " ~e=-y :::ee~e _ .. "...-, s 
for baffIi:::£:. \'.'ou ci gladl;' ?G.:i "' rec;so::a::le fee :0.:>,,','8 
time ::nc ;;:'o'J.~le. :l:r you have such patterns;>1::':-,:':e no::e s~ec:':'::"cd2.:y w;~,,'- .;;'(.~t: 
of 8n.[i"2 1::'::; :!.'G.::', as thc:::-e is considero.ble v2.r:'~,::ce betwec: ::C)C:els. 

1980 T-18 Flv-:,,: After talir..inG to most of tl:e builders preseo-: at aSH ~::..;..:; 
year sne t<l.tu::'a-:iq; t::e rS2por,se to the trial :021100:1 i:1 K. L. ;':L5.it w;:;"s c':>:::.'-i 
to fo:;-e.;o ~i.sc-..;ssio:: 0:.1" a T-·,8 Fly-In at ocr &r'.r:-":'sJ. ci:::r:er ai:'a:i!'. It was ~dt. 
that perha?s t;10 ,.u::loer of ;:eople thEre rrobu'oly 1';o'.lI~'t ::-e;ri'se"t a tru~ C;:".;):;'.:'
sectio::: 0:- '1:'-12",;-3 2.Y,d <:'..100 any ciisCliSsiQn a.":.C; vo::::'::.:; ':';0-..:.1::. C~ e:~cessi·;ely :.i::.e: 
consuDi::::;. :;:t ;';:13 S'.lCccst€,d to me that we send oc;.t c::. opi::.:'on sl:J:vey :o::,ee't ';;:. :.:. 
the N. L. tilis :-al2. 2.nd if a s'.l.fficient respo;1se r0s~2.tcd ';;e "'o~:ld ::'''-.'':.8 
from that s-::anu:;:.::.:.:::.t. If the su:'vey fell flat. welt! jus;; have to forcer; idee. 
for that yea!' a-: l€ast. I'll try to ,"-dd the qucstionaire to O'.l:' next ::. L. (,:'!,.-': ~ , 
so ple,s,se be tbi:.:-:ir<t; of it in the mcantioc. 

As we ?;;.e::,.tio::ec. i:~ ;:.J.,5, it y:ould be a Great t::::':15 to ~G.ve all b:.:11c.G!'s €::cv," 
their cO\-'l:'::-.[s c:.: t-!"e SO,XC tir.;e a.nd thG ne\,! builders coule. '-;0 c:c~;n t::e i:-_\? '.", 
see how every ::"t8::-. t,-:at ViG ::;GY'.tio!1cd O!". page 5 ::.a~ bee!". t!c:.~ ::;.::.::i ;::",\'8 ";; '" ~'-1 
owner ;:;.nswer <!.'.:e.:>:io::.s or. e2ch subject. etc. If 2._:: or",.s.r...:'..:oec. efic:-t was F,;-: :!.'c:-,-::" 
I feel thllt we c;:)'J.ld easily have 50 T-18s 0;: hJJlc. t:::e 1 st :,'ear. az:.d Y;e cc'..:2.d. 
likely h<i-,:e as ::2.!'.y .::.s 300 to 400 builders ",r;d potc:::.tial t .. .;:!.ldc:rs. We cc:.:2c t.sVt; 
forw:n;<;: and se:l:ir:ars on r:;ost every subject, as \l'c~l as sevs::a:i. ;,c1':~::;~OFS ... e c::..:.:'::. 
h .. ve :'r.tGrvic'.\: ci:::-cles ,",he1'e the builder a;:c. his ai::-?J.a::e CQ'.l:'~ :;e 2.:::-:::-oc:.:ce':: 
in detail £<.:-.6 :;:~::;:;);;raphed and a scr&.pbook t:r;e of :}'.1::<.5 :::ac.e ':.::; fro::: t.::'::"z .::,,:"'. 
.In sno:'t. \'.'e co':).::'::: have every feat;;.:;:e_oJ C-S~, but a~c' _of i:: ~~·clvi:'E &.Ic::"C: 
one tv':)c vf a::':,:.'::'[,,:c! 7:Hne is a big diffe:re"ce 1;;e:l';08:::' :>=:';;e c.::-c$.;:;;s ace:;." s:.:.:-.:: 
a projec:: .:.:-.:i -';;~.8 a.:::tual plar.ninG and or~a:,.i:.i::l6 t:--.a: it ',0':'2.::' ~<: .. -:e. ?:'...::'st c: ti.:.. 
it rcquires a def:".i:.c co~:::::it:::er.t fro:1 t:ae ralli:;: 2,:::C f::le ';;::at 1;:.2;; o:e l:r. f~,·:c.::' 
of such"" ::"1y-:.:,. a.-:.c.. that they will be ti",ere and SUPFort it. ;. Flac;: £:.r::':' '" :'<-'~2 
must be sel<)ctcci., :;.otels surveyed, ca::J.psites ",r.d otl1cr physica2. :'.s.ci_:"-:ies c~:o::>";;;: 

out. etc., sO let's start with Step #1 and see w:-.at the :::ajc::;:-ity ... ould :;::refe:-, 
via the questic:-.aire. 

~~~s;a~:~~0;1 !.~~:'~~~:~~~~r.~d;hC ~~~~~~' (~~~:!) , i~2~~ );i~~~~~e 7~:1 ;;~1~ 7 ~~~3;:"~:'\c; 
1oo:dr,s io1' ::.ew '.':::.:::c.s -:0 ccr:c:.ue~'. Lurin,s (:;:::'1\0 ?ly-:':-: ti::02 :'.e BS:: :. r.c;: :':-:::-i 
i11 c.ia8s :;,;r :;"08 to Las 'Je.Cas ant: ret:l::':-.• ;:0 1~E.2 :::C;';' :;:':"r..::.:-.,,'c. .s.r.:t;~s:' 
long. lOllS; ::1':'5::-::, :,efo::-8 he can ::::a:<::e defi::ite p1s.:::s !'d!: ::5:: :-.eee. of ;3. :·.6'~' 
sponso::-. ':'t,';1'e c..;:-0 a lot of expenses o';.j;er ~r.<.:.r. £;':82. to co:.s::'C,,::- 0::: s:.:.::::: <- ":o;:::'-..:::..'€; 
and are beyo::c. :::::"s :;:;cr::cna1 buc.get &5 an Air Fo:rce ret::'ree. ?~::-::aps E 
k.'10W of a or eve!] an individual th8.t spc!".;:;c::- s-..:.c:. a ;~: __ it" 
never h:lrts ;:::'51.:, you k:1ow. If 111o~S t::.:.s l::.::e 2.."1:: :-.:eG. 
more dot&i.ls :1,:e :;:,0:1 a Y:;list18. 

As you p::,oba'::::i :':.;;:OW, :::0::1'8 T-13 has intS/;r 1 £;.:c2. t2.C:1-:S. e :.:. '~::::'e 
so-ca1:i.ed v:et to set t::'e rar.ce t::at .: dOBs. ';:;':..:.i t a :8"; ._<-.--. ::..:,: 
wistf-..:.lly at .::::'8 of lcn~8r r&r.Ge :01' -: 0:::'::- :-;0, 0:1 -::.-0; :;;,.0::i'::'C2 -::.':' 
project G:€ el:.;si'/o to the:::. Don W8:Jt to Jc :: ':'r,c::-r: fer a:i·."i~0 "t:.er;; !:~ :L;'_::-~:; 

built his '"e;:; 7.:'r.; &r.d followed his reco=c!;:iaticr-s \I;::'t:::, o':> ...... io;;.s s~cees.:::. I:.r. 
promised to c.esc=:::.be ir. det.c.il whaVs ir.vo1ved in a.:l artide :-Q:: 0<:'= F. :.. ::'r. 
the very near f~.:~e. Any other builders that have gaLe tbis rC"J.te a.re a:'60 
requested to w-ri -:-t 2_,:article about ::'t. Not or:!y the specific steps ;"r:. cc:::.:;;-:='c:<:;-:
ion, but also ::::,:;ir evalu;:;.tio:J of it in sG.1'vice experience. 

Thon:,,:ats c:: f'':'2:, ::'::. t::.e 'I:ir,,~'s: One of the problc:::,s that eg: . .:.::-ise ·";:'-:i :-.:.!::: :,:::. 
the wi::.,:.;;; is :;;:c.:; of later;::;' unbala:lce.if littl0: or no fuel is i=- OI:.8: ;;:::;..:.,:; .:.:.:.~ 
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';,':3 cl __ .':.~!, w:..r.::- is r,,2.1, or :;cCi.:"'ly sc. G"::v:..o'..:sly t~jD cO'.llci bec,,::!!; c:--":'t.::':..al ;:::~ 

l,"::"l.;.,- :::.12. .t-:".c could be co::P':,,:,::' .. !! :..f a s~r0"g c:'o3~;wi::cl cX."' .. St.CL. 

.~=- _:i..>" .0,':':,::"" tt i";<"<vp circ-..:.::::.n.,:;!;ac :::.::.:;; Fr02lc!~ ';;it:'" t?,~.;~ :;0 t&,,:-.!~ -~:-; ,:'<::.' :_~il;:';: 

,_'": c;',:::;:; VE.:"O::o., but tLeir :""f':"sG :i$ :",,\cl 7,l~":'I:.:~.5!_::!:' '.-,'-;:;0:, F td.:.:-: C':: ,;.~.." 
..::.. c f<-c~;; ar.C: t:-:'e (lUe 0:: C-;:';-',e;, ;::18::.::1't you've gOt. a F;:·C"'::'<'~ :;.,: ~,c:,r ,_-": 
.:-:,::e:..., .. :;:.l~'. :'':'v;:c!' fuel ::;:;.r.D.i:"C::0::~ cr. c. s:i::C;lc t-.:!..Cit i:-.volve s·.(itch.i:::: :'':0;: O:':!<l 
';:::.:- :-,;-.:'. to ~he ether 8',;~r-:' 15 ::..:.:--.. ..:.u5,-,if you don't have- the ::a:::;;.bi.::';.y ~~o feed 
::'0:: '~.,,:: :n;:~~B s:.:-;\,;ltmleo:.",ly, E.S C"s~n3. cous. ':'l:.o 15 :l:"-.l'..:te bit · .... 0 .. ;1d 0,,:'.:( 
::;:-ad:..;;;.e ",r, c.v"r-aSc 12-H, lb. '':::b:.2..u,.::c, allo,;ihC a controllnble -"u;d fa:::'rl;; .!'.:y~_ 
s~;:-~;;.:).l ~oa~':':-,:_o for la::'G.l?,:!:; • .;." ;:;:o;".;:..,):'y would ~eo.n u landi.'!; e:J.r:l,:'e: -chu:l tr . .s.t 
0:-i:-1:,0.11: ;':',w.:.e;i, teo. 

'"c:' :':. ' ~5 1s "ce:'.·' =":.::.(,,-=---- :;":1 ;'l:!..t<3, ;J.,s ~~ar .:ts po::.::..tlve G's s'';'':I::;. !::. 
0::;,,;- ~,:'r~:.:o .:.': eoc::::--;I-c l;::C:-::':;:';': :.: o,,;:o;i:.!.:-.z:; lou';;' (,1: the spur :i~. ~':ite, :':"'~'" 
:>."'_. ~.r.<l':. :::"';;;';-; w'):'[;nt i:>.si~~::::f ,';", f'.l.:;.;:lage w;)';.:.:i.d do. Eowe'JE;r :r.r,;;'l:;,; w:::.t::: 
;:;. __ ;;: "'.;-_: ~,-t:--.~ ir, t::,- ~'::",,;s ::..e.;e..'..ive GiS) cou.ld ca\,;S0 str'-".::t:<!'i'.'.2. c.'::=:CQ 
:::':' e :,,1: \i::;::- "'-;)B I: ri. ':'::0: '::'::0';;,; 5-:a.-~e:;:Qnt iB a €er:e:::-<ol"7sti0:1 ;::,r:;:-.. :::".snl~ ::'::t-
;;:~ .. ~" '~.) ~(: E :!: C £t4::'de, 5::::;2 0: ~}\.:;sa thi!'l£s aro u:-j..:nCv.'.:., "£ray R-~UiS", in. 
vi.J'~ ,-': be .... CD e:,::;;c::--:'2:--.. ce c_:-.:: :.t ,';;Juld be wiso to c(meu.2.t w:i.~h. -:ie 
::.:.:;;::--,f:. 0..: .he 3":":-~(;C-;;. !-: laaot ur.til t~c:::e i:;; a larcer ::,-.;:.s.~:'v;Ji.r of 
::,""~"'i;;·-, (~:;:".:"t,'."," ::c. .;'..;:-a,w u:,::::::. 

c:--,<; ~" ',fiO ~:'..-_:<.?':;:: a::d s:::st ty-oub1c f::-ee oxt::-a. tc:--.:-o::age syste:: 
:;~ __ " l.~,.k, :;';;..;;:;,:2: s;.::.r:wise :::'n s"itatly shapeci. :'-'vles 
--':-. '-..:, .. , of 1:~.0 ::.:;.::c: ''--:::':--. .;. '2';,e zir.lplest for!!: of 'this 'ce 0:...."":. ::"::::;:-i-

:-. ::;"C" (:i;;,.::;e-;:.e::- ::'9$,'0 ~;H'.:1 :h",- ~:;:ar height. A 5" di~ •. pipe ... ~ll 
y»:;;; -;'c:Z; ~Clo~ c: le:::[:.:--:, :: dor.'t have £.ilY "u:,~t,,:rs or. :..~,~btt r:.y 
1'0,-li:,,: ':;::'(',--,1.:: C::"ii; ab;:;-...t t" vf rib 'web above ar.d belcw t:-,e ?:".pe, 
2_::'0:--':: -,,:,!.;, :-2.,,::':8 ':::-0':.1::-.';;' t:." :. C::1,;;;:::::"::.; tales to !!:'operly S1;J!p0=~ t:.€ t.J.~. 
~,~ ,{ "eo;:,; ~.:}~ld:-,.' .. UD'" :..!: a ,;::.::'-:;""'":-: cf the l:i.va.ilable s?ace il: -:;:1(:' :.:>':8 ::ib 
",t.~ -.. ~;..:.l(.. t;c;, ',:;,,;: ,,;"';2. i:-. !ieee;: C-::;.c-::ially sO if tr.", ir:tiC:ltio:l pipa :.z 
C'''c.:' .0;2, A:.;;di~ o::;al r.')';;" :':;':05 :2 desirable. An a~b:r£'v::.o<ted le:::E;::~ of 
.sl':'~;"':';, V..l,;: co\,; d also 'be :':'Jfii i:". '" ,)·)rtion of tho o'J.ter wins 0:::: the ~"a~ side 

":-''-.' ::r;:.'~. 

:i::' r," :'.;;:,d ~.'" _!-!,j,e:a'_iQ:: ::'';:'9 :::'" c"'- ~'aBte:\ .. l of space il.:;.d weiS!".t, :;::e::-!,-",;.;:; a 
t2:::, s:~".!;"c. 1..:..>; 7;,<:' 10",,.:.,:,:: e'::" c-. 2.;:-ca 0:: tniJ ',dr:.c and c,:;je of .O:;'J 6,:61 , x:"':h 
a s:... :;;:l.e '.wCL:iCd. .... cu:.d be a bette:' a:i.tar',.;1te ::':1., \\'::':' ;i you 
:':::-~ ~:\c:-; a :·.Il::'Y. :;2::;d t:;e :"crncr l'Clur cory,-"r, :2..':-':"::-,;;:, c-.:-:: 
(', ::.,,": ';~'~ '~..i.':.::.:'<! ~o 8:::';:.8 1~:;)!""). The:;. f.;)r,:-, ~ G t::::.. D t:'~ 

::.< :::~ ;;:..,c ~:: ':., .c;s: ::.<:s ci' 2::,-',::': ':;:::-.j~. of ji.,;,B:' a fa\': dcgrci:>.s of ';:;c::.::i .s.i:::' 
_'F_C: _;: :.::._ :::. t c::-::; ,;", ~c ':;;: : he -J"ertica1 :::':'0..::' "t:".:,,: '",::::'::'''. '':::-:::':::: 

n;-.:: ,':c::'::! ~:-_E :;<:0.::'. ~:. :'. :c 
~~:~:os. ::.':; ~~= ccn~~~~re~ ::>C::. 

'~:".::,,;- S6Z'..':': i::S:l'T; D ?:::e-f",:::r::"c.::.,,:d ":e.c~:" c! 
;:;;',.;;ticc: t.) w(.:::,c. baf::'cc co ::. t.:..~.;~ ",:-.:':::..:~'.), ;;J.S 

t,~ :_~ ~ ~~ :~c;'~~; t~,o~:~'~ ~~:~c S;~i~; :; ~~~C~:~~1;:~'~o;~U;1b~~';;~~Y,~::i S~~.~;~:,~; ;~~~~. 
~:: t7 ~:~~:. ;~~ ~,~~:~ t~~"~=-~~~::> l'e:.[:' t r ~;;~~c~~~~ r;~\~~~~~),S ;~: ~~~!l 

:.::.r. ;',::'-.c:::' ; .. 8~;. :::;:_,-,; . .:..::. ~',J::':: :~ c::.c c:',:!, CG;~ir:0 o'J.t l':;'~~'h ~:..~::-, -:. '" ,'::,,:; 
't.~? '.l.~~_.,:, ;"'..::£,,,,(;(; .. Do:-.'"- :';)"'EC~ :::' aC:::' z.n e;,:tcr:;:u1 t;::"'1k drain ",,-1:; ~;-_a ':',,,,.51:. ~c.:.::;.. 

(~: L~) 

::-;,~ (; .~.::.t ar:y -,,--:,:::. ~"';<;2. i!'. t!:0 c'c't.:J::" !:aV0 a I-'::'1:3::,J2.C LC:d=-t.::cn-
,'::.::-.;:-:::',:,: '";,f;: £ere3- .. --::.,::; ::-iC,;::,,·::--y. 

:'~ 

:::::. __ ,\',:~, b~~1.8~,",_::'::'i?",-..Q--'-:":1>E:: ... ~'"' v,)5:.tr::'::.2~(q-t'.:""j .:-:-''!:,Z~,_ r;;,~j -:3":7~:j-
::: ... :.f:'L-' _ (:"A~<'S __ ~~_~£~a-~~_v/,I:",)C~~ ~ ___________ _ 

e S.· ':'-12 ~;,:::,-.:L~::':~;: -:::""7 

~ ~~cs:.ic~ tac ~ecn 
'c",c,',;"<,." .'""";"'~,c"c,c.-,;'.'·c=""::.::: ':,,:::-t:,:::'cn). c. ":;:; 
::":~ _l-" ,<~: 

to..:: c;: 
ttc:-c 

01' ;-;:;':.:l~,; 

'80:':''':;: 

fcld 
~,3.\'C '::0 

t::'" wir~.::; 

::'::",,--, c-:;~::c: ..:.-;; 
~2 :-L:_ l';""es? 

t.!is 1i.::..; 
',\:;"~-~ :::y :~el in ::t 

:...: :'0:Ll :: c:,.;; 

::'::":;l\,;: ::-:'e p:o __ :_' c' fo:"::";".'":'-
;'CO::: :::'!' ;;::. ~ ~ ~ . :':..,; : -,,- ::::. ( . ~, 

:'~~-~-j 

.-~:~c~l ~o 

i' .• ..0..::..;..., :.:.crc' i:.; :--oc::; _;;,- "', 
:0 :0::'::'. :::':, ,,:::..~.C. It '.'0:'::: :-.::: 
a~:':' ::'.:fi.i:;el:.' ::.::-: to t.:-c:,,:;:-,:,.;': 

;-810",,::- VS ?2''::':':;V,; __ ~lD ':~.'i3: fl _ _ 2W of t:;:; c:;;'~'.\::·:':'2;l£ ~,--:::.;:. :.___ ;:':::'.'10 '::2::: 
't~'.[:t 1..;,B:;" :.:~.:;:: ::.0 i:::.:::.:::, '::.J f;:;l,-;::LC:i: :>~c;-:J.!,:::,."-:: ,s~~':C:::J" ,:~'" ..:~~. 
;;he:; il.;;i if ;.5"":."::';;-' S~'~."f' ~::;c. ;:;ec o;.:·~ 0: 2..:..::" ':':~ .... :..r <-.: c: s_.:;~ ,:;.:o.::.c. 

i:e:: :0;; ::-,~:.~;;,: S;:o,,"-. ":C::':,,> c:::-:€.;:-.; :: ,:::, ',:: ~_";i:: 
:"::;'~';:->:' "'-.:: L :::~r;:.", ~~ :c.;:.;\':"':-,_ ::.0.: '!.:',:~ ~:':::"<l 

~ ~'i'I::" ~ 

:.: w,J:lld ::'0 "',! 
t:-. .:: ',';'l'.':;-

:-:~ '--). :':", C:'i7. v,~:J(,:.: 0:- ;. :;;:-.:..:..:'o~~ (.o;:~(,~ -:..: _. 
t'",~ '~c.:r ' .. i0.:.h ',<'i;;;1 t.: G ;;'8:,,:'(,:- '~"i:-. .:::- "tt[:-::'2:':'). l;- C:.:· u:.:::;'t i.e:':.c ~_~" ::-~~ ::-"~ 
.~ ~~;r~b~~~~:i~~:~:i~~:";';;l" :.:f ::-e:::oVinG s.r:.c. 3.tc;:,:,c:;:::';.f ::-,t' .. ::,,-- -;:-~ _:::' <-::',:_,,::: ,;._ 

l~ C::e Of 1..l'..:, .:t;l :::::,.::~ 'i.:';, ::'·_:'::'::ic:-.~ ,~=-::." ~ 
~ ~ ,-"':: S:;. ;:::.-r":"c ::::::, .. :=--'t. ::::_ 

~ [i~:~E~f;g"g?f~:~~~:g: c;;;;o~ . '''"_C.::~~~~~c" ,'_.co;:" 
\ I ~.~~(;~:-.r~~~~~b=~o~~? ::~~.::;:::- a::::. v::'lc't:-:s:::-:c ~s<' t~.'~:::- :;:';0;:;'- ~~:,~~~~; ~~' ';: ... : .,::- J~ 

l.c ::::.c::'-
'/ . ~ i;~;~::i:iii:f;~:;:~~~i:i~'~~;~~:;~;;i~ii:~~f~ ,; ':~c: =' ,~ .. , ~ ':;:'.' c. 

~ !f~~~: I ;;;;::~ :~~; f;~;,;~~;~"-:;~ :~C2~'~;"_:':C_~ -:' :~.~~:::_,~~ 
l!;g~/;~:: ~;::;~,:, ,~/~;;':,t~.', C~~;~:Ih~L ~-'~~:, ~:;; _ if:' .':. '."~;;,-

: :. ---;.:;, '.:: ';;:2';' 

;j 

l,; C,).>::::.-C:::'O:,;:; ;'I,,;:e &11 ::c.':~;;:, __ ;:::"f':. ::(; ':'::.-:::-l:;C. 

q :ie ';;;:'0'.'" r:.€ d;:,w:;. to ;:''';' '::'=-~.--:cr: ::i:;,., '~;-:~~'" D':':'·· <.C: ';;::':,. :''::.('':: 

N 
~f 

;..i,:, ·~':'t:' lot2 of q-..:.c;·. :::--.: c:: ;,,:;, ~_.:.::';; :.'-:,' 
: ::'c~:;c::.;;;' a 1c: ,;. ::':',.,:;: c~>::, ~: ... , ',", ;~" '.~_~ ,,'::. ;'" 

',--.' ' 

>L:, air:;:l1:<:',0. '.\'8 ;;:;;; . .-:0; :..:; .:.::; :.:::: b,;: :i~:::: ~·'-:..:--.C C-;C', ,_:~ ::::::.: l:';C,:;:::_::,.., .... 

L:o;:-C'..:.C:::!.y Z8.:":'.:;[=-,:-:;' :.::.:.-: (.2 :l&.::' (._:..::. ... E;: (;.;-C:;-::"0; ':.::.. ,- -;:'c'-'':c 
0':"'.-':'«1$ :::':--,;;02:-:_,:; "r.::' C;;::E":--:..::.~ic;~, ~:':;:::'2 :;J:~_ .::' ::;:; ',':,::: :':'2. :-"~_'..,,, '.~,' ~ 
~~~ l~t~:c :::._~~ _ ._E 2_t~C~~ ~::'c~t: A~ 

_V0:' ~:.0 >.£:.:::- .::.. '~i;~ .:..':''.:- .::;: :'.c.. ";,j.r, 

.... ':.::.:: 2i;rp:'br.;:o,S-:S,r:c.::,:-,.: ~::c:;:.:.: C:.:,1.. ::,,::;: 0: ; . .:::.~ 

~ 00"" ,<0 ~t·'~~~:';;·;~-~~;~:;;";:~Gi:;~~::'.:~~;,;, 'L ... 
~, 

~'0-< 

"''-: 

t~! 
'~''::-::: 

"-:'. 
~ '''.::. .. -

, :--::::. - :: (. :. 

,,:::.:.- ::- ---. 
~;a:: ::. .. c, ,'.:: ,,1;.:: 

"~:.i :: "{c. : ,:.:., ":, .. .:;t; ',' .::-,,~ -;::;;,:::'::.:. :: ,1::....-:;''' w:;. ~:: '-~ 1':'" _::. (; ~: -: - ~ -'--'--~ 

~ _~.;~(:":,~:~; :"/::,~C'.~;~~~" 
..... ~~; c ::i.ll. ::10t enc:J.[U Cf>:i.::'::C:.C .~,-, 

'~1 

:'>_C. 

,C .. :'~!' 'j. ~ co2 ~.: :';/' 
-~-">", ~,:,::l. '-,~ :'c::., ":::. :. ~c~_·:::,::;:: i:: ;J, .0':;';': ,,,;:..: 
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:::.::G:e a s::':1't flight with it aro'und the field to check it for trim and engine 
cc::;::.::::S. : ::.",-::'e sall a~o~he::- ta.'{i run ',",ith it and it felt so gooe: I went back 
a:;.:: f::':' _.. brea:.:e!" 0'.<1=01') iy, plr..ce aI:i:::' lit the fuse. I took off west 

:_"' :,.:. ';:::...;:-.:::. 10 to 12 ;c;cts, swin,:~nG u:,our:d to the north. This put me out 
0':8':- o~::;).:. O~t·::-. cc:t::try. By :::a:ung a.30 turn to tbe right soon oiter I broke 
g::-:::.:.::.:.= be,;::<l..l: a teardrop :pattern

1
0f 180

0 change of d:Lrection,that could have 
22.l:';;e;;: ::'0' :0 !"etl.U"n to the field for &.n east landing (after 300-400 ft.) if 
e:.:::..:.e Or o::::er proble3s arose. It also put ~e into the wind a little better if 
s:::::e:.::-..1::; :l;.!'::.ed sour "J..."l.Oer 300 ft. 1;0 such :.:aneuver was necessary, as the bird 
:-:e;;; wr~:; ".,l:: 8ld everyth:!.r.g was solid. No te::lperature indication was Ol..<t of 
-:;::e :;::::,-:. so :: bent it arour.d ane. CD.:ne bi~clc to the field for an east landing. 

c::. 2 :;:'..:.::-:;::£e1y :~..igb, final I very Gradually p:.lllcd full flaps a few degrees at 
e. -;::'::.s, =e:>::;.; :0 G.t<;:? thc:: i!' :!.t started to roll. It was a little lady, so I 
:.,,::. ',,:::. ::";y,;:-, 2.!..'.i "C:lt ar-_e:;.d a!Od Pl:..t it on tr.e T:tu:lbers. T always see:n to luck 
0-":': ".::2::",r :~c.:!.:::t:s I'.-:"-;:h a little bit of cross~'.'i:"d to contend with. Perhaps I 
.. c.:~: E.: i::. a I:!. t tle boarder -;:0 Fat it on the <.4pwind wheel out of the forward slip 
8.:;:-:;:r::,:2,C:;;:' . .1::.:.yway, :Sud was one happy guy to find out the.t he had &; good airplane. 

E..::.5 a:..:-t::£:.e :!.s -;:;owered "it}: tl::e lEO hoss Lye. and it $"I'd.ne;s a Sensenich wood 
;.:c:; 0: c~ '::;'a. f.:;d 78 -::;itch, ;':hlch is too :::uch pitch and lugs the engine. I 
c.::.:":,' .::.:': Z:C: ::-r.::. on s:.atic run-up anc. in ilite it was still far below the 2700t) 
:-:.-::::; ":,,,,.:-e :::c c.::.gi,.e is rated <it lEO Cly:::'esdales. That pitch would appear to be 
:::'C0'2::- :c :-::'{:',~ for 1::;0 :::p. I wO:.lld guess that a 66-76 would be a better prop. 
:::.::-:; .. -:.,:::, :'0l: tow "ell i t. wort-~s out, ---

_ ~_~_ £:: ~ ::'e~ter fro::::; Eud and he said on checking wheel alignment that he had 
tc a:':' ::. ',liE" ta"perec. s::-,i:1 to his riGht wheel and now it is a real pussycat for 
::..:..:: :: ::::::::.:-;)1 on the ground. €V<ln up to 55 !ltDb., so now hels even r::ore pleased 
'l"i:!:~ -

~:..:!i .:;'3 i;·.;;.::::::s",d to ,sa': sc!:":e dunl on a local !':ustanS II, but his friend bent one 
0: :'."." -"'~ on the first deoo landing and wound up creaming it completely) 
:::..:: :::'s <: . .::.:' d':'dn' t set hurt. 

y:..;:f:'.!_ 2 :: C'::::-is Fest: Exce!""pted fro:r; a letter' Cr.ris wrote me several weeks agO: 
:..,,: co::;pleted a pair of outer .. :inc panels (folding) for Kenr:y Knowles 
:';':'1: to the new airfoil coordinates. Will d~liver then tooorrow so Ken 

::e ",:.3.e ~o fly t::e::: to CS2 this yeer. 

:-."":"z. :':0 -:.:."'..h!h Get of ':'-1 C, W' ,:,.;cs I r.2.ve bl.\ill a);'.c. w1_11 say that the :::-i veting 
Ee,;.-~e:: 2 ;;::";' cesc!"':':ec in l~.i,. :7!;-5 is accur.s.te. Let the spars'floattur:til any 
-:'0;-:'::;;-:' ::. ::-e:;:G':ed (ilscally by s::i:::::::.ir:& between -;:r:.e :::ain spar and ribs as necess-
a:!'j'~ 2::. c.:.::.ll the s;cr holes last. Ar,d, yes-the lap joint on the outer wing 
E~:::':! : -;.:.C~ .is r.:::: prcble:a v:h~n overlapped. 

C'::.e =.:::re t:-.':'::5 you !:1i~}:t c.isc1.4sS that may be bothering some of the boys is the 
:;:!""t::~::'3.'.;:'o:: of t::'e o;;::e::- v.-':'nZ; spar caps vn the"C"Viing. These have to be sl.i:.il
oS,,-re:: :.c s.:.ze ~~ron the ov"rsize a1'.[1e, as fc:r:c.ished by Ken. The smdn2; !""elieves 
:':::.:e:::.::': s:::-es::::es ar:.d ::roc:. w':':-.::' -:..:p w.i1:::-.o. size~ble curve--both direct:!.ons. I have 
f..::-;.:.:: :::a: '-'~" beo:;t v;c::i..,tc b:-i,;-i..S. t);,-e_~ ~~cf:~.s1;r._qi:ht..._:i.s_:t9,_~:r.d.S8a!re" t':J.e:n_·,I'itn"",, 
.-' '_,~~ :e-:. _" .. _'" rivet n . .:n a;:-s.~r . .st a s-:;cel e.r:.E:f.~_~,?M the ed.k~L";1f_~'~~k_bench-
=,-,_=-.: cc.:s_c.c. :. ~o overeo it ii.."l.d cause a ;::.:.!'ve in the opposite dir-ection. You 
::'S/ ;:.:"'c :-:::"::.':' at ti:e apar is sliGhtly curved after riveting the caps to the 
~e~- 5C 3:.~2iZ en it again by the above nethad before skinning the ~~ng. This 
:'8 :'=-::c~':;a.:.:. i j-'ou want gecd wing align~ent (A:::en-Ed). 

).':0-':: =y s::-.:..?, ~ 
";~:"f:::':.-?':"::t; x:!..t:-, C ~;-inbs ;:::;::[,i:r.e 0-290 GPD. conver"tec. by John Thorp with D-2 

p':'stons, 7:1 Co:t.ll. ;:a"tio, 135-H.O hp. 

F:-c:;,:- ;::e:..se::'::'c!l J.:Q.L:c::·y.s-3-71, E9" dia. & 71" ui tch. 
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The prcp was vibration :;ested tv deter::lir:e critical P.PI':s (test s::eet to ::::.'.'6). 
My 0-290 turns this :prop 2200 s::atic at S_ L.; 2400 on cli:::b out, ';:::i::: €i....,~s-
1200 fp:n with fcll lc£,d. 2~GG <l t 5000 t anci l·~ar;. ?=-. cf 19-20 -:: e 2!:::!..;: 
cruises out at 150 S!:;;. '-::1..5 pCJ;'er) which is the :;:-0);'01' I us:.;a2.l:,- ;;'':6 t;.'-:c-::-: 
in a hurry to get sO:::'Jwhere nnd it burns 6-7 Gal/P.r at this power. ':"'O? ~t 
S.1. was 180 lAS tUl'nb.;;: 2875 rpCl with t~e st.s.r.dwd "'"in.:;. Raven't :rie:;: _:. iY':"::-. 
the new wing yet. 

Instrument panel i!'.cl".J.c.ez,; Elect:--ic T & B, vac. gyro horizon,and D.G., Ge:;.".::'c 
Alpha 200A nav/cor:r. rad.io, win!; tip strcbcs, etc. 

About chris: E-6 yrs,old. a::d still t~inkinG and !'eeling )'ca..-:8. Ee::i!"e::! ;; ;'-::$. "'.~: 
after 40 yrs. witb. Dou5las s Quality Co,.trol J.d:::J.ir.i.strato.:-, tr<,-"l.s:;:c:-:, a:!.:t:;:;:.~ 
I,ow 11m enjoying r::.y ho::!;; \,;0 ks:c.op, bu:!.ldi::g '1'-18 asse:::blies for :::y 
mostly for Ken, and r::.y A&? :!.ce~se and r::.y private pilot l:!.cense vcre 
1935. 
I had a prever.tative !:.~r.te"e.nce triple by-pass OnC on :::y !=.ca=t a.r:er;'es 2 :.--=$ • 
ago, so my med certif::'C1"!te is still u:J.der "negot atio!l" l':it!:": '!;he Fecs. ! i~;e 
to get it back t!:.is yr. J an 2 yrs. scem.s to be ~e :::[',5ic ;J.o. blao, ! :;;..:;-: 
passed all of tt..e- tests, ir;cludir:r; a treac.::;ill test give.,. ::6 0)' tl:e ?LL, co:.:_-:;._ 
iologi3t that sits 0" ':::-.c review bCD.!"d in 'Hr;.sh. DC. I'\'e :'03t t::a::.::;.:,: \:<..:'s 
~ .and. I'd like to ~ve :.1::: so::e of the- info on t!J.is. I:,. tb.e :::ea.::-.t:'::.~~::::...·:s 
a pilot with :ue v;!i.e:, fl:'-':'r.g, so as to not b!"ae..k the law. }i"ped to :::a,;.;e C~~ ::~.:.:.. 
year, but a conflict c~~e ~p and ~~ll ~ss it. 

About the T-18 Fly-ir: :1'0:':' :::le~tio:r.ed. but have :'.0 su,sg6sticns fo::.- t::e :',;;ca::';:;:--, 

it at present. tlBest resa=~3. Cx:lIS. 

Thanks for a fine letter, C!'.ris~ a.'1c. especially th.n.ks !'or t~at ti:: ate',:: '-::2 
strhichter.in8 extrusions cy::asr;a(;'ir.g "the!:: w:'th tr-_e rivet [1..:.",-. Se'.'''::-=-l ~·"2.rs a~ 
I used my rivet £u'. i!1 a :'::";(e ::a.r.ne::- to get tile ccrve i:1. "t::'e f~~f':2.c" t::;:~'!":., ·c:.::-: 
good results. I also haC. ~sed. it to straighten outer wi::g S;s.!"Z (c), t:..:.t :.:; 
didn't occur to ~e -;:0 dc i~ or. the caps. I I mado up a little g::.zzy t~ E:!'a~;:;:e 
the riyet heads on tha S:;;<ITS, so as not to overdrive tee=:. I "J::ed a ;:..<);;c 
of 3/4" thick alU!:, a'!Jout 4" l0l:6and 1.5" wide anc. sav!ed « .:-l.:lt :.~ :'t £:.c 
deep e-nough to clear t::.c ri'.'e s. DriVing a lur,g line of r:'ve-;:s stre:c::es -:::" 
metal a little bit aro-':r::i eac !"ivet hole and t~l!? accu:::-.:latee str>:::-:~:::2.::[ .:.:.2.:. 
cause a part tohf:--C;;;"'"c-:ice,:::.·~, ;i. hence the Cel::-V". 0:::: E, lc::g ::'i::€ c: r:",·e::: ;:;;. 
sr.ould ~r s'~art dri\-:',.,s: at one cr.d ar:ci go d;::·.'."!l. the: l:.:::e. S:d.:-: G:C,:";.:: .::.:_ s~.::.; 
sort of order, or else yO;1 t::1. find that prc-d!"illcd Lol es "\lie::;' t ~: c::' :.::: ;I;::;' -:;:" 

line. 

Tr.at stretchinG 0: tl,e et.s.l aro1l.'1d 0. driven riv(;t isn1t a reZ-l ;~c:'2.~::: if v-~ 
<ITC E\war'e of i-:. !:ext ;; ::c :'G:J.':::-e arOD.."lQ a ~'-12 Get well cut :':: :::-c~,-:; c:' ::':: 
where you can eyeb~l i fo::: ali;r.::ent a."l.d youlll see a ti:;y b:.t c:' :i::';:~:..:"-.l 

in the horizo':ltal tail. If :iO ... :. car.'t see it, ;;:)casure it. It'::; t:_'.:O::-e. !t' ;:;,:.:.e 
to one less rivet Or. t~e ~ct'.;o~ of the fitting than on tte to? so c:::e ~ ~e 
stretcne::; ::or0 t~.ar. t:~e 0t:,:S:::-. It,a:'s r.it-picki:r:g, b:.lt it's a ;'re;;-;.:: c::;:: ,\'". 
to be aWa:'B 0;:- t::-,e :::-2;:;-..:.}.t.:::; ::::.;:- stre:.:::hi,.C' 

:l~C f~~~l~~i~t;~~~~!:~~~t iEW~~~~ !~~:e:~e;;~ i~!~i~u~e:3~~~~.2~! a~~B:: ~~;{0 -~~ 
~~~~i~~,~!J;;~o~3~a;;~~~~~~~i~~ ~~v~~w s~~;c~~~~;c~ni~:';o~C:;e :'S~~~f~;::- ~~~~;-"~ '~; 
of Using a cut-CooN:. ::etal :;;:::-op. Your choice of a prop is 0::6 C :!:.c :::-$ i::.;::::::-:
ant c.eci.sions )'0\.:'11 J::a£.e i::.; your life! YO;.tr very life C~. c.e:;; ::0 c:::: ~:. :<;,~, ':; 
blindly buy a J.:c,tal EroE' 
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Note tha-:; pabe 11 is the c:::t..:-t 0::: C::!"is Fas:;fs ~ro? vioration S'JrV6Y, ;;;..5 cc::e 
by Snecil'.1iz;;d Testir:g Service, 10758 =u.:,~"-"";:": ::;'v;i!...1 !'iorth. :-;01 2.', .. 0 od. 0 •• 516:)1 
phones: ('[:rice 213/077-'7317, res. 34-4-1::;51 

Note that the cnc.rt is a plo;; of Cvcles roe!" :-.:.:-:;:". vs. ~ (or? YS .. !lJe.s t:;ey 
denote it. Hodes 1, 2, &3 refer to y;l!ere tte -;:-~,"<; (non-Vil::rz.:i::l~ poir.ts) a.:-e 
located ~~th relation to the tip. Again :-e~e:'=i~G to LuIs article, you car. ne
cipher the chart quite easily when you lear= :~c =e~~i"-g of -:;he ~~ious s)~to:a 
in the equations. If ar.y of you do not ha .. ;e :::-0> !\ov. 1972 Spo!" .. J..viE.tion cC.d 
me a dollar to cove!" costs of posta,;:e ar.C ):e:r;:X:':lg u:,.d I'll se:-.a )'0-":' a CO?y--
--or if enough of you request it I'll rep::-.:;;;::..;;e cl:i "' pages of Spo::: ~viz.:i:;.;: 
ann run it in a futa:;-e N.T .• Or. second ,\;;"0-":';:,: ::'2.1 do t~at:. as tl:..s.t a::-t:'cle 
should be a vital part of y01!r reference file 0:1. t:;:'-,e T-18. so scratch t:::e Ze;:-c:;.: 
offer. 

You may not0 that due to less da=pi:r.g at :~G~~:- altitudes. w=ere tte ai;:- ic ~~~
,ner, stresses on a prop can bo as :nucll as 75;;" ::.i.zher above lC,DOO ft. tha:: t::;c,se 
below 5000 ft. Be aware tb.at on the "bad" !.:~.:,. ;r,:,p,cut dO"l;:i to E8':r. :;"at t.';.€ 
allowable ctress of 4800 Ibs. pe!" sq. incn ,.'i.'.5 exceeded by E;::Jt::er 2JC)::I?''5!::.u 
when the prop V:D.S tU!':!'ing 2630 r?z. ~ .... 

?hesc danger area rpns spread o~t to 58 r?~z eac~ side of tie cr~tical r;=. se 
it is absolutely es~entjal that yo:;. utive ~ ,::;=-:::~:rgte tach! ?o ver:"fy tac::' acc
uracy easilY,rur. the enGine at nigr.t ~~th a :~:;,crescent li~ct nea= the Fre:;:. ~t 
rml tiples of 600 rp!1i the strobe effect fro::! '":':.0 EO cycle Cl.:Ire!lt ',,"ill ca:.:se t::.::. 
prop to appear to be stopped. 

It's too bad the owners of tie T-18 that ::!'tis::ec. ii. V:ashir.gton a re.,.- ::ont:-,-,s 2;:'0 

weren't aware that t!1is il".fcr:-:atio::. 'Gas a ..... ~:a:tle. ';o;"r: :oy C.=ifir.all:l :;;u.:::..:t ~h;;.. 
airplane, pov;ored wi:h a G?,J, ane.'!:e do::.atec :.t "Co the I.;..~ :':"':se.-:=. so\-er2.2 Y02::
ago. The nuseUt:1 sold it to ',:ag-Aero, ..,.-;:;'0 :'!". <:::':-!'. nol:':' i~ t:J a :::. c::=:..;:::.~ i::;. 
Galif. It had been re-enginec. >;;1';;:' a 150 :"yo. ~;:. a cut-CO'l.'!l ar..t :o:-e-?-it:.::"e6 ~r-C? 
from a Cheroltee was in6talleci. 

When the prop failed over Ya.U!:la ,,:::..-:i a 10 d ,,:,:plos:::"on the .. ,:':':-2.-:;'0:::. s.~.~t:e=,;';: 

the left side of tb.e windshield ar:d u:;l"tc ec. toe CS:lo.?y. s:':.di •. g i:- ':2i.'.c:":. :-:=-. 
Hallstro:n, the pi::'ot, was prcct:!.cally ;;.:-.a1: e <:;:: see becaaze o~ a:.r :':'as:' 3,:".(: 

~~r~~;_~~t~~da~~s~i~iu~!\~S~~~1~:~ ~~~J ~=;;~~t-~~;'i~/:f;~~~;·~~ ~~~~. 1:~: ~~~;, 
~cl s~~~e~l~o~io~.~~c~~~ida~~:-a;~~=~~~~=~;S~~~: <:~~~ ~~!~::e~r~~'~ S;~=~ ~~;:'~~rs:!~, 
He went thru a cour--le of s::al:i cl"~err:; 1:!"ees .s:.::' the:::: over or: ::':"5 cae?. :'e::i ::'a:~ 
found he had hook.ed a steel ca"::ile o!'. s:-:'ort final (a 318" :!::.ic:-;; :':-;:i .. ed c"",:, ca::le~ 

He and his wife l:ad so~e di!"fic::.l ty 5e-:-:i::£ ot:.t of t::'e i!ln~=te __ ;! ~ • ";) :; ::8 -c 
out and triec. to lift t.he wi:::; -::0 ::-€e ::is ·;.::':e. By t1:is :':'::0 a ':"r ;:.s. 2::.:.=:e" 
and passerbys he::',Ped :!-lin ge: ter 0,,-:;, altio' s:'e s-..:.ffored b'..1r:-.:3 :: Eo!" G S :.:::. 
the process. 

Jon:: visited th" acci;;;cr,t s:':o a.:;.c. :::-.spczte;i th" '>'-::-ec::Cu;-;,," i;', c.s":.~:!. a:::.c.:'-' 2:_:: 
the Hallstro:ns a!'C cO:r.\'ir.C8G. ~!;,i.'.~ o"-2.y tr.2 r:.:£;ed cer.:;:::-'.:.c:;::'o;. 0: :.;." :-1 :-:::;, 
this from beco~ins a real tra::;ec.y a!:.c. bc,j' z:..il th':;':1,;od ~'o~.:: :;.0:---:: ;or s:':c 2-.:. 

excellent design. 

I think this sto::-y s~o;;ld l!;a.'-w o:::e =.d all rea.:.ize the se=::'c:,:s::eS3 o! 5e:,.",::'"::'::& 
a prop for ar. airplane. As we pi ten :.;:ro:;:;s :::!ore anc ::ore to reac~ hiE::'G!" c=''':':'s:':.S 
speeds we ere inde<)c: tic:din tr-.e tai:i of a :'c&rir.g drago:;., as ::,0!'';:1 s.s.ys. :':-0 
repeat, HSelecti,J: rt ";:;-:;0';) fe ';O'-.U' :--12 is ::roba'\:;.'y tr.e '"tcst i-'";c=-:"~'";. s:':-.:'e 
decision you've ev"r cadell!! 

Is a metal -p!'op safe? Obv:!..ot<sly it is or you I d see \Io'ood props 0::; fiictO:-y :.~:-:: 
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a':'!"?2.ar:es, buC;- Q T",q8.1 '"',0::> -is ";0"" s,"fe iJ vou haven't had a static vibration 
s"'"v'12~GYl or. ito' Dc~'t 1e-: flYl','one tell YOU otherwise. Si,-.ce ::.ost 0:: :'[.0 rcewer 
:'-1'::''-:; ,;:..:1 p.:-osably ha,,'," er:r:;i:les of 150 hp and up it'£; even nore i;:::;::orta ... :t. The 
fc::::;-_=-a t::_at tells ...-!':e:: a ::cte,l prop will fatigue and break is very sir::?le: It's 
7 :<: -;. or l'.QI..£.8 ti::.es ~. 

:-:a::y of tb.e experts :·.i:':" say that a woe den prop is only about 90% as e:ficient as 
& ::e7.RJ. 0:18, i-;u't -:Oi1~ C;:ossid,,-ls wood Pacesetter prop pulled a Hustnn£ II thru the 
:rO",::5 "-: 225 !!:.ph on 150 or 160 hp. '.:'nat sarc.e prop on my 160 hp. T-13 gives :!Ie 
a to;: of 1)6 ::i2h TAS, as ver:!..::!..ed by tioed runs. Show me a factory built airplane 
-::~.a~ ·,v::.11 !::stch that J.-"':';::d of perfor::a!lce, gear up or down. Grayel and ::,ai~ are 
pro::;;:;::; 1;::'. to. a;:;.y prop and. !::ore so h'i t:: wood, but you can buy two weod ;rcps 
-;:::' -..-t.:;.:, :(ou'd pay fc.::- or.a GOOD ~etal one, and you ~ repair gro.vel da:::aSe on 
a -,;'::;-0::' 3':-0;0. you :file :::e:o.l S(;o.y on da:::1aged metal ones. If you feel co::pelled to 
i::; :"::'. ::'2.i, .• perhaps yo;;.'d 'bctter be thi!'Jdng about a consta.'1t speed cc-:d oc.e. 

::-??"_:-:::.' :r::C:~ :':C',',',"\?J E"":'::::::;:S:::::: Just rec'd a note fron: Howard after CSH E.nd he 
saic :::--.e '.v:"r,6 1'- veler ','::::':';-;:e.:! fine in smooth and rough air on way ho::e froo OSH. 
;:e o::l:t used i--:: for s::,,:'t pe!'iods to tlap read, he Baid, as he thinks tr.e servo 
:::a.s a l3:::::::ew::at li:~i't-ed l:'fe. 

::c~:~.r::' <'.:1d I had cisc:.:.sse::i t!le possibility of the servo tab beco:ri~f t:.~0c:';;'eci 
",::::. ::-":'-:":e!"i:-. .s and !.::::. ..::.::::: exciti!::..€ the aileron to flutter. Ee said 2lE :::'a': talked 
E.'::; :'c:-,s:-th .. -:it:-. an e;q:e:':'f:::"ced ae!'"odynamicist Il'ith ;,IcDonnell/Douglas &..,,;c. ~::'at he 
&.;:-eec. t!".at oy r::akir:[ ':!1€ t:.:.b extre::ely liS-2t it would proba::ly buzz at s'.lc!J. a 
:c..::.S::::' freq'.,e!1cy that :.::'e ailerol'. ',~oul:i not respond. He said 1.75" x 9" 'Jio;.;.ld be 
:;. S;;::;d t<1b size. 3 to :.. I'Os. of stier. force "i.ll easily overpower f1lll tab. 

:2:;;0, n ~;0st of the t:,o"bles O!'. -=-y installation and Keebler's can ~e traced to 
':2..riatic::::,s in airflow. I use a s=a11 :::otor blower and Keeb uses a neeCJ.e valve 
s.-::,.occ::ed to i".is vacu~ sc:;rce. ;-';y original cheap ootor was n;:Jt stable a=.d Keeb's 
:-.·:e-c.:e '"alve I:(';ecis to be c:-,a:;.sed to <;. model e"gine type valve." 

:::.:.:- is c:;;.e gadge..: :;: ::::'.;::ly !'eco:::;.:!e::-.d.! CSure sounds good). Ee says 
5. :-.:'<7::: :;:~a2.i ty ~ctcr a::-.ci s..:abi:ity is no',. ver:,.- good .. He enclosed a 
::-.B tab cross sectie::., S:-.O'~T, below. 

!:6 :;.ow uses 
&te~ch of 

. '~.L-' AiLE..~N . ~-:., tG;. ~l-SA, <#.ectJ/J F'o(J.FJ 4:. ""', 
~RT "P,~CG:;. ~~"" . 1(.. ALvM 

0;:- t+';';::;'G !" 5AVG' /.UT'. (",=."],:g;;;=p.c£.,'=/ __ _ 
:::ac;';' we ta::.::"c:i a~ot:t a 10n8 row of rivets distorting a S-:::-1.:.C':::::-6. 

ecces of :-12 co:;:trol sc:.rfaces are u GOod. eXa:!:p:!.e. Pt:c ~ve:."se" 
a cY.l?le of .;:..:.:£-rcr:s cecal.:sc of the curve he h.s.d 0:: the .~ .Z. ?'" c=e 

1i solution -:::1i: ...-or'rteci p!'ctty v;ell for him: He bent up a p::'ece of .01;.0 
:,::to a:: a!:lsle. ¥.'i.-;;h o;:e leg about ±" a:r.d the other about l!! and used :.t as the 
i'::'~:e:- s~rip bet~'ee!; :.ie st:..ins, ins:ead of the flat piece of .040 z:or:::.al:y t:sed • 
. '-..f:",,;: .:::::.vet:.c.;; 1..<; t::e ::'. :.. :"e cu:. t~,e s..:anc.ing 1" leg off end dress£-:.". :.t ::'.own. 
:~e z,::;:'U:'."'S2 of tl:e s';.~.d:':::G lq;- :r.:ept it fro::!! bOwing, 

;.. :'e:;;.::.l that ;:,&1 escape :'0;;' is the skins lAc,d fille= strip do,,' t lay fla~ to
",;,:,1.e::3 t:'1e to;:: 2..:'.d 1;o--::t0:1 ski:: are giver.. a sli&ilt llkiekll in a b=<G:e 
'oe:'.:::'i:::,;:. 50::::e ';:;;;.i.:ders have also epoxied 'the three pieces togctier before 

:-:";C::".5 a..-.d £;o;;,e bac:': e.:'::.er the epoxy has cured a..'1d riveted it up_ '?!:i.s also 
="::':::i::.:'zes curv.;;.ture, ez;ee:'ally wile::. the *'scatter ll seque::lce is usee. :=.e careful 
a::..c. e.c::.'t overc.':."ive ::-ivets. too. 

lQ! 

~i 
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~' 
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}jore constr1Jct~D:r. ti-cs fro:u Eud Iverson: Be:1dinV' FluCl s.u:;:s : .3'.:.ci Got 50:;-,0 s/.ir. 
bucklinG in the :~:,c. .s.!'ea of -;;he leading case 1':11c:1 he be:-.-;; t.:.? :':'05 
center part of ".:oy .s:,c.:~ will t.enG. to bend less t;-.an the o-:..:.te:' cf 
uneven stT"Etcn:'r.J. :;::"..:c:--:li::G t;;ay occur if ons o.ttc;::pts ':C 'i;.:-a?- t:,e 
ribs. Bud's 50::'::':'::'0:. -'::0 t;:;is was to add t::'ree ::01"e !'.ese !":'bz. ';;e 
does have a pair of st:..?er-5traie-ht flaps now, I ccr. testify. 
flap sitins that Xe:-, :\::'1cwles sur,plies 1--,<:\ve nearly 2..r: extra :::;..::; ac:':'ec. 1:0 
the trailing ed~~e of top and bottom skins to facilitc.:e be!:tin,; ar,Q for e:·:a:1:1.,:: 
locating: the center of tho bend. The two rear lines of riYe':: ::o:!.es .arc clecoB.i 
together nne. tee S~"::";lS be!lt just like the wir..!; sic.r.s, by laT.-nE l'. 2 xl.;. across 
and sho'vi.nt"; down 0" it. It is VERY difficult to get E..'1 exac:. bo2.e ~atcb.. ::;ecal.i.s-2 
of tho difficulty of ber-ding an exact L. F.. radius. I'!:'; Sl;.!'C it \\,Ot;.2.C:l';; 'be as 
much of a proble:: if .020 sl-<-..in was used irrsteed of .025. SC!:::ev:',8 as;:ec. :--:-,orp ;;:.::::,;, 
using .020 ut',d te saie. it s!:ould be okay cr.d that he c&11ed ::;c;.:; .C25 50 tL.J.':: t::", 
builder wouldn't have to buy a sheet of alu:n for t::'at one p'..:.!"pose oz:.ly. 

Still another ::::et:::od 0;:' bending the leading edge is to put a 5-10 c.ebree"~:i.ck \1 

wi th a brake right at "t::'e very center of the .1......b pr.ior to a::::-:'.lalJ,YwrF-,;:;:ir.g ;;;::0 
skin around the r:'bs. Ag&in, you snould have extra metal at ;;;~e ~.~. tc be c~: 
off after asse:::::ly. 7!.D little bit of strGtchin.:; at -the L.::::. dv=:o :::.' ;.!B:--~':": 
takes most of -;;b.e :~::.;::::.--:: ou~ of the skin. (You can! t see or :801 s;.;.c:::' a bc::'.d;'. 

Rudder ~4s.se;:;.bly (]:·:"r50n;: Eud had difficulty Get..:ir.g .:it tn.e ;.-556 n:.c.cer r:.b to 
buck .it. Somco::;e tc:6 :::i:: to turn .it upside dc',,'Il sr:d he sa:'':::' ::'1;it ?:~r!:.c::'. i::'::e. 
I made a note en t:-,~ top rib that I can't decipher. I I'i!"O;;'~, "OJ: top =ib, one 
flange up, one co .. ;;:., riveted together", sO I'll get Bud to c1=>ri!y for US€; in 
a future 1;. L. 

RiGGing the stick to t~.e stabiJ.ator (Iversen) ~ Eud sa::.d he bti2.t an i:J,v,,=rtec. "'::1' 
shaped jig out of ~'coci t?lut cl.s .. cped to #601 and ;;592 bulk!!ead5 to cla=.,? ;;;::,e 
stick to. The air-;:l:.ne was put in level !lite posi-;;ior. ar:= :::e 7 c.e[r€.e a::.~2.~ 
was dral'l::J. on t1;.e jig to t-lie;n the stick v:itil • .t.not::-.er b:ri.lc.e!' ?1.:.t r::.;;.s~:.i=-£ t'::";0 
on the fuselage s.:.c.e::: jt.st ahead of the L, E. of tn6 s-cac:':".,:;:.or to ::.;;as'C:~c.,,!,:

ection 

steve Riffe, 5208 J\s,;oria, Ac::arillo, Tx, 79109, c~e up wit):: t!:i.s O!le !: E.n 
that was too s::::a11 ,,0 -:.:.se a ha>::mer to tap the nibbed 1,1:.itr:.ey F:.:.::ch a" ez.:;e 
punch mark, he t:.t ::ioski"s: tape o~ th.e other pa:-t and si?!:ply na:::c p:.:.s e :l:e 
into the tape. t left a:n ir.dent in the tape ar.d accurately locate~ t e !'lole 
center. Vc::y GO :., 3:;eve. ':':-:2.:"s a hc.r.dy one. 

urea 
a 
n:' :. 

~ 
. ~ fji:~;~~~~IA~~::j~~;';~~~: :~;~t~~;{~;~~i~: ~;~~~:~~~;~~~ii~~'~!;~~I~:~:: ~~;';~~~ 
& send me; a iU,.L:- :-~~~~J " .. t!ic sh_p ••••• soon. Seve~_..l..Y~"'--'-,s, '-'co -'- . t_.~ ~~,,-;; 
~ prototype. 'Im:..c,. ::'G.:::, ar. 0-290 G?J in it. It had a ::lcd.l.fl.ea .'-'.]..-1.;. caro 0:: J..t, (1.,:~:.~," 

~\ tg~~f;~:~~~~~~,C~~~'::~:S~~1~::~gx;fl~J~~~~;~:m~;~~~:~;;~:1;~~~":' 
~j quite expen~ive. TI- to2.d that ,a uned HJ,.-1;. I'rill seE for_S~5;; to !i3?J •. =:"5.':: ':';:";:B.:> 

,'J! the Lake ~..,c ?~"s;~~ 'Cr~t:y goo~ bu?, fo:: ::.~ O-~90",~~:J"~. :: ::.a;8 ~./:::';:'\.;::-:.,.::'_~ 
...... "1 had a bra"d ne ...... «-..... e (.0_ a GF ... ) tnat .L dunk .• e ~'-.l.l_ tus, _ .. _ ",0_,- ~_ "-_-

I plane before ha co::2c. 1'.s1;.«11 1t. If a!lyone is i:;terestec III fir..c. eu":. a;;c-:.!.t; 
~, it. It's new cost wa5$150, but if he still !:as it a.~.d you :;;.ee .:)~e ::a>te ~:;:. a;::: 

~
~i' offer" 

., 
~ 
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.:..._.::-::~:::: :~:H,,~ In I;. L. #46 I l::adc "ote of a loll' cost, light weir,;ht, 
>": :-.::::C::= ::.a:: "cos :.ust about ideal for electric trim. I just ,;ot :'l0tes fro:n 
";;-,:-::: ~-.:.::":;:;)=" :'~at tad ordo::-:ec. cot:.:rs fro:.~ the co. listed ar.d t:10Y are out of 
$-;;:::::::-; 2_:,:" ::.):::'t eXi)ect to have th.e~ later. Drat it! 

At ::.:;:..:: ;-,,_' 2:;," Ec:.nt h.::!.DdEd co a Xerox of an almost identical spec motor If.ado by 
Varo, I:::~. :t is available (I thirrk) from their Eloct:rokinetics Div.! 402 E. 
3 :l;"~:":;-e:; '::.! Sa::ta :::arba1'G, CA., but I have no o1;her info on it l).1; pro30nt. 
'i,a1::"::;,:" ::';":":;;0 i:-.c2.:.;.de:: a Xerox fron: A~ rbo::-:ne Sales CO'I_§~9l-St~}1-ar ~t., Culver 
ri't-:, :::.~:::c~'-9I:-.Z.2Z7, QQ2~O) and t!:ey have new, ourplus Varo :'l)otors for 
51'.:;,*;': ea. ::.e:"...:- catalc[;"ue -;; is...l!..Z.2.r... 

5::y .. a::::.:.: 0::8 of you Calif. boys that live near Culver City goine by there and 
c='''~i''':':,€ :ito:.:.:. as to the !).u:::ber they have on r..anci, hal\' fast tne shaft turns 
on 12';, "tc. ~d let cue know? Also if anyone else cottes on a source for a 
c::8a;, :"':.,-;:::t r~. lZV revErsible motor with a gear box that turns very slowly 
::.,,-: ::13 ~:-"O;" P:'2. 

:2: ,-- __ ", ... , 2';2 ?:-.;.c:r...~~f-EJ..1 ?i~~.sb'..lr;::! Pa.,-.1;,2L;1. is an old frie::d 0: ::line from 
:E:.:~C: i;; -::::..: E~~l:;· c.ays of the :::-1G in 19t2:""1Ie bougb.t plans t? sin, but because 
c: :.':'2 ::"caV;j sc::edu1e as an airline pilot for }.llq;-he!!y ano so~e 15 years as 
a ::C::;::E:- of J..1...?A' s All-'Seather Landing S:;"stec:s Evaluation Tea::t, he !!ever found 
q'.::':":e e:-"::~5h s::are ti:::e or energy to finish up hi::; project. Persistence pays 
o::f, -:::0', &.5 he nO"" toSs a -?-18 to fly (and pet) until he gets his finished. Ed 
c;:'-:':;'::':' ':::e J:: -18 that you saw advertised at OSH for 10K and no j\:.!:lped in it and 
!~2.e .. i~ !:c::e. ;'-:e got a real bare:ain, too, a.s it very well b\.d.lt. 

:;::; ".:;';::,8': 2-:':': -.;iat it was the 2nd T-18 built by Eob Kv.ertsard, who lost his 1st 
or"8 ::':: '" fire, Ar.yway 1 !' 0 delle];. ted that Ed nOW h",s a T-18 after all 
t:-.e-::e :,·E.s:;S. called :::e the cther nite to tell ::te hO',I' Duoh he and his son are 
e:::;:¢j--:'::£" :::;.-:i::::.; it and to t:"an% me aeain for tellinG hi:n about it. 

+++++TRADING PCST+++++ 
?:"c'ec: ?;:;:- :;ele: :Sob Lanoue, 1'>, ;·:attabessett Dr., }f<:.riden, CT, 06450 has gotten 
,sc-e ":c.::, :::e'liS about t~e ~.:::ount 0: his upco::ling reti.!'elJl.mt inco:::e, GO he has to 
~~t Ui~ ;~c:ect On the blOck. Se has the two outer wings (stld) finished and 
sif::ec. o:f ;:;y t~e :A.A i!', Oct. '78, entire fin. rudder, and st,,"bilator from 
'";<3.::2 ;:0:', -::::01'0'108, a wide hOdy car,Opy fra:ne fro::: K,:<., ;;:522. #537-5, 
",::i ;:0::::;: tc,- sc'Cs) fro::n Dewberry, plus aileron weights a:Hi 11499 bushings 
a:.'::' bas a nev: set of plans, in which only 2 sceets have been 

, "'~_ ;;~,:t:. Lef{sletters, anD. refcrer.ce file for r;:aterial. Wiq,;s are flush 
ri·.'e;;~-;i "iC.:c: ;'::-::'2-1 pops that were press fit after ori,;inal drillir.g of 3/32 
,:.,!:c. ':":':::':::'0 a::;:; 6'illeo o'..!t to .*30 (good). Wing fittinGS were a.2.so press fit. 
;::e !-.&.E- $1,3.0 ,;;:-r-:b. of 1st class parts and asse:::.blies that helll sell for $1000. 
7~.a';; ',: '"- ;:2....~::. [OOC. b-.:y fo!" 50:::'20r:e. 

? :22_ ~ -0 :::' 22., S f~~~i;~~ :i~~S;~i! ,~~~ d D~tl~;)··{~~~:~~o'?:x f:LZ5~O !~;l ~~)~~~gi~·~ 
.ir:.s, v:ir:z bea:::.s (unc.sse~~bled)J clecos, etc. He was informed 

0: ":::'C:::8:/ J:l" pro~ects that ca::;c before airplane builtli:1g and so he 
[.:o.-;e '-< ::''::':Z:::t ir:to a fac:'o:ry tyre Ghip. ;·;':'It ie very busy a!lc r.e.rd to 
.:;&tc:::' i:.:.::' :::.OW::B ',1{&nts !;E50 for t!le fU3el3.ge and fin, b"'-"t I don't }mow about 
ti::.e :res: cf tce ite:::s. If yO'..l are interested give me a call so:::)e nite and 1111 
i;6-r; -r;:::e ;:c:;e C::-. the:: in the oea!lti!~e. 

::'E: :'c.,'_:: :€ft-overs: If y01.:. have decidc,d to sell yo:.\:- project, an er:.gine, a 

:~~: ~~ :.~~~~~~~~~~~a;~~~, a ~'-1 b~~~~!;t~~~~~ ~:~~~. ~:s~i~~~:: ~~~~::~e I~o~;~nentEt 
r.=":e :'::,:-. .:..:::.",:, y0'J.': air?::'a~e aroc. wa.>;.t -';0 sell Y0ll!" clecocs, c:J:::prcssor, rivet 

'..:..::. e-::c., ~''':G ____ list it here. If n.e N.L. Balls it ma.l{,e a little co:::t1':"b~tion 
Q :::2 f~;:. :;0 ju.."'lk}:;:>lease •• ~a.nd please, fellows, let's take pride in. t"e fact 
b.a -;;:::e :-113 E~A.S. is an outstanding ex.r;.nple of the Golcen Rule in action. 
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.9.. c.n;::. A: 11~"-:1;'- are ".ctunl dimensions sIlo"....:::;. 0:1 so:::;; :;::21'';S, 'i"i1'.i.2.e cn :::'CSt of 
then you 1 l1 :-:'avc to subtz-act ono water li:io 01"" o::.€;- s:a-.;.io::. li:,e fro:: ar;ot:::'D!"? 
A: ..• '::-.e ?.:-,r-:;s \:hat are NOT i:1 a pu.ri22:r\'0!'"tice..l s'Uch. a.:; tbe ~'i!"€;- ~a':"::, 

the dasi f~a:::.:e Cir seat b8.ck frar.lo rcqu.:..re 8.ct"..lal as a2.1 W2.:'''Z-

lineo, station 1iJes, and butt lines are in planes to eac:::' c-:~e:r-. 
Anythir.C; ::et in these planes of reiere:J.ce '/,o'..lld ;;:or~es?QLd to ;;ne bypo:en:':':;e J: 
a tria:-:cle. 

,f?1".,-,:;.:ers ,:-,S E. siDe tool: The hand held 1.5 as ::;0::::::0:. ,.ow as CO;:0:3 
a shirt ,:-,::.c. jt:.st us :-.a:ic.y, too. Fo::- these yo".:. Y:Y:.i:: 0",:::: 1a;:·0:..:. \>0::-4.,:'-:: 
is 8.;1 esse:-.tial. I was helPin; so:;;.eonc lay oc:.1; <:;. 3. ,;h,i':"e tac:': an a;':;:e::-
subtracti:-.,;; 0,,6 water line value f1'o)4 a....'lo'(;!:er or. cC::.l,;:.:.ter, we ler t::e "'-.:.;0:"-',,: 
in the CO:;;::'1..;;:er, which WUB right in f::-ont of us, as '1i:C laid t!i.e Fart c-...t. 1: ::::..i 
to thiY".k r:ac~ to the !fold days!! when we'd cio al2. o~ -::::i.c cO::1:;:::.l;:atio!i. r':'t:::"t, C;'. 

the dre7IiY"_i,; ~:". a vac.s.nt spo'c. Repeating the ,.~~.:l:e~ -:c ;:,·..;,rselves we'd .:;:.z.:'-:: to 
lc.yout t::e ;c.:;;. SOn:e:iow ever once in a,,:r.ile we'':: ::.eac;· ... !"e a ".Ton; c.:::c:·,.s::.o:::. .:.:::: 
the wasto c0..'>ke-;; would get D. new pa!"1;. ':'0 put '(;:;.c cc::,;:-..:';e:r- r::...;=.t ir: :;:-;;;:::.: of 
yOll.!" scale <::.c :1:.8 work it'd be a lot l".arder to ::::..~~e a t::of. A:.o-:hs::- t::''::'I:..~ -;;::;.:;.,-: 
aln:ost b"",a=ar:-:eed. :hat you'd ma1.:e a l!!.istc£e \1as t:l j,.:;.,ve a Visitor tali-: to :;c::. 
as you wor;;'ed. Anything that breaks your COl'".ccr:-::"a.-:ic:: causes :::is~akes. 9;; .. Q! 
the .ruineC :;::ar~s are caused by measurine so:::eth.:'..:::.c: =0::;1'0. 

ProtGct~:;,- al",..: It's aT. almost foregone conclus':'o::: -:.:at :,0:.:'11 scratch e.2.;.;.::: 
ii. th" p:::'ccess of building. Unless you are gO:':-:-e tc :-. .o..';c a:: -.:::;ail::.:ed :-13 ~::.'" 
scr.s.tc!:..e..-, a.!"0 ;:.':: biG' deul if they aren't dee::; • .0.3 :::'c)' c~ I::e .;:.:::'is2:80 or- s.s.,,;:;',d 
ol1t'wit:;" Scotc:.t::-::'tB { a pot scrubbe::- pad :::'b:ie :<: ';::,o;'=;::"c a.:::c ::::-:..:r:c. at 61':CO:-':"-J.2 
&JH; Ear..iv:D..:::'e stores) or sandpaper or Sa"csc.ree::. ::.,,::-20 a!"e st:-:"r-off pl",.<::i::: 
films c.v~:i.a:'le t::<.:;t are sprayed on GL'1c. 2.a::.e.r :;;:f as a sheet.~:-.3.: co a 
good ;;oc ?:'otectir.[. against scrc:.tchinG. Or::e :3.::':::-:':i2.= {':;:,<.:.r-;:;o pro<l:.:.::t::).J...:::.o~!:c:-
is nspraylat-:". \linch is highly reco;:;!:;e::c.ec. to :;::-C~ECt; t:,i.it :::~c.r.d ::-:.ew ca:;:-C?y 
fro:>.: scra:.:cnng. Cne of the -places it can be 10:':'';-:-:': :"3 at as:'.::: ?a:i!:-ce!" s:;.,;:.dy 
house here. If yeu live in arr a;:-ea wr.ere sucb. ;:-,::;::.:::'5 are no';; c.vailable :;0'.;. 

!::'Ght wa2t to just go ahead and put a tl::i:1. coat of :;-.:::'=e~ on. ;:a-:u..:ully, yo:..:'ll 
want to Scotci:brite it and thoroughly dei£reas~ it :e:c!"e ?a:":r.ting. ':hore "- se,'e::","~ 
good 2 l:-aI"t pri::::er::> on the f:11U'ket, t!J.at a:-e ::::.;:;::: ":;8::2:- t:;'",:. zi;;.c c!J..r-C::;;a,:;e 2.': a 
p::-o:;:;e.!' :pal::.": b3,5'" I'd get an etching pri:-.er. 5:":.,:;:--;;-:':-.-·,,:':'':''1.2..::.8 =d :J";;;:'''"'t b(:·~:_ 
hE-ve exceL. Cut 0;;.05. 'Ihere nre other good or.:.!"".c.E, -;;;:.::;. Z:"n.e cr .• O::::'at8 is \'e:',] 
dangerOUs to i::'tnale and as a result yQll can or.ly :-..::; spray ca.::s of it: at :;:"e€~:'a.:.

&.ircraft 21::;:.:;.1:1 !:"G'.l.ses. Paint doesn't like 1;0 ",".:"eo". -;.::; al·,,;,:::,. as -i-~he oil t~.:;:; 
use on t:'e ~oll2rs at thEl mills cet.s ir.to t:'e c~ :'!:.t" :::e:a1. A s:"::.::ple te.'O: 
to see if ':iou'·.--e properly decreased is to :;-".!':. "'-:'-:1". water. Ii it be",~2 
up 1i;":e ;;0-"": ::':.8',-,1:1 Waxed caz- does you'd bette~ re:;:..:,.s-;; :::e ;rcceSG. 

:·;ever leave :;:a?,,:;:- "Js'(;\·.'een $to~'ed s!leets of .::.:..::. E."~2::;:-:S :::C;';;-:'2"e :1':>::' '::. 
ai:' D.,.ci \-"e:-:,:- SOO!". :.'OU"!8 Got a cr'.<ce [a:,:= a..,c. BOOr: :;C:.2'lJ.. £:V" 
co'~rroGio;: 0::::. "hose :lew sieets. lIve 2oe" 5 eot:2 ::':::. 0:::13 :ia:;.·' s ti::a. _ 
alum is kept elea . .-, it doeSli.1t hurt it to 50 "',,:;. ::'3 E.ls:. " :;:: e:t.:r [COC :';:;":a 
to :-:eep alcc::c::" 5..!'ot:nd the shop to wipe 0::· :::,:::£:,c-=",,:":':::'2 e",c:-;. day. :::::-.e cc:.c. :.:::. 
yot:!' p~~s:,:-_::.rs.tio:l 'Io'ill q,uicldy etch your 1l!:"i:n;s ::.:.::. -::.e: a:'.:r:. :;c, I :ie::-.' 'C ;;::':":.k 
boU.!'bor. wo",J..;i do, but it miGht be handy to have ,s::;:.:.:;.c. if JO":;' Leed tc c-;;::::..';';ole 
Yo1.:raelf after go.::>fir.g up a part. 

:lo...:-:~r:,- :;;_'c:c.o~r C2blc-s: Pg. 17 is Bob D:'al':: s!:e-;;::.::-. ;;: :-:.:.::c.€:- c2:2..e re-r;:;'.:::':,:-
::: :10',: ::2.V0 z. cc;;::-,,;:;i,:;:.c wl'i:e-up on it ~cr ::;.e);:. ::.:::.., " __ 2 -.:a~~~,:;; s,:::c:. ~;Ti:e~t:?.:.: 

0:'. elcc-::ric flc.;s, c"t welre o;;.t of spa,:e fo:::- :::':'3 :-.:::' •. !.:SC :C.c..';e 2 
2.::Jd \vyite-c.:.?s c;: :3tep-by-step spinner ins:;':.:., .3 ;;;Scz cf .:::.:;-ecs 02 "'ff"'" 
T-13s now- ::'yir.gj D.1l excellent nethoc. of layir.E -.:.::: c..c. ce~::-:ee c-:.xv,-,s, ::;1",.:'8 E. 

several o-;;b.er goodie subjects. I do need yoc;.r -::i:r.-;;, c:::.::.e:::.5, e):?erie.'".c.es, :,'c::= 
?e.!'lo::-=.ancc sI-i::cs •••• anythir.£i.. We'll keep :'::"5 £c:"'::';; as le.::.; e..s youse S'..lY.::; s.::md. 

in iten:.s~ 

J: PlAN To NAVcz t,J. L. tt4B IAI me /y!,ftL AfhcJT /11'#"" 1-/5' 
6=::> WCK.. ,0/« 
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C::::~'cKGP:G ?ROP3 AnD S!Jr;;,;::;i?s: Some of you will pr-obably have ths Ettle :;::.-cb':'i:::;, 
;::J solve one of ews') C2Y:J. so the follo7,ir:i; o;ccour.t :::.ight be of i:ttc:,est. :::e=e 
a:'e other ways of c.o=-ng this, bl<t this :::etb.od ,,'0'::<<;:0[. for !I.e 2'"di it!s 2:"::;,;;2.0 :,:; 

ca. The pictures of it are sequenc!:o in aoout ::he order of dOi::§;, tJ::.i::.;s. 

Hi'iher: I changed o:1Gines on l:ly T-18 I also c::ant:ed props. I wont from a S",":'::5e::":'.:::'" 
:::otal prop to a Cassidy Pacesetter wood prop_ Tne c.;.ssidy :;:rcp was 4.L7" '.:-:~c:.: 
a;; ;;:!1c :'lub, CO:lsidcra.bly thiclter thuD t:'10 :ne;;.':.l or,8. ':'his ::eant t::.,.t t::e f:G::::: 
::t.:.lkhcad of the s,::;in,.or was now moved forward, .st:; would new be too :a~'_~e t:J ::::: 
::'::3ioe the spinner Bhcll. The blade root ?rofi~e WaS totally dif!'ere,::t, -;;0::. 

?:,a::c"s Richard::;:m needed a prop an;:: s:;::.r.ner- for tis new 1'-18 '/,"itn ~he 125 ..::? 
G~",;. ;:;0 1 scld .:;hcsc to him. I had a bla..~~, u~d.rille:ri spin~er ttat :'d :-c".;.;::..: 
f=oc John Tanzer back in '64. so I decided to go freo scr~tch witt it. 

SC!'atch it. was (bead scratching, that i3). I b.~d to reduce the size of ::.:: 
':l~kb.ead ~ trim.ming the old flange off a..-:d ac.Ci.ng tabs te be rive:ed ';.0 :. e £.:.:_ 
ar,i bulkhead. The nroble:n W&S to c.ete1'::L:-,e the e}:act size of tae !'orwc.:,::'; ~.,.;.
::'co.ti 'iT'. its new jJosition.. 

: dUb" cut my J'~r.. '7~, coPy of Sport AVi r.ti0'! ;;.r.d re-rc<ld ':;0:;'1 ::::ir.r:e:!.-< ::' c:::<",_"
<=.::ion of installir.s spinners. It ""as cxc,,2.le:c:t, but it didn't cover::.:i :;::=o:;:~:::-... 
I al.<:;o went bacE. and re-reao Bo'o Kaer;:::aa:c's acc;)unt in 1-1.:3 :·~.A.':; . .... "''',,'>~-I'
",16 (pi;:. 4). It, teo, was an excellent .s:;.i.c.e to spinr.er "sse::::b:iy, bu:; .::':'5':: "EE,S 

r.o he::'p in re-sizing- the ft-ont bulkhead. 

I could add up t:'lf· width of the rear b:.:~:"\:;~e,::::: fla.'1&6, t1::.e p::-op t::;'ic~::.€c.2. -::::2 
:::;lc. C.OVIU plate or: tie ;.~ront of <:.be pro~, ~0 ;et tb.e r:e:\' po.si;:ion 0:: t~.2 y;.: 
:, l;\..~ead, but simply :lleasuring that 01s;;,;:.::;ce o:c: -;;2::e ir"sic.e wall ,,;as::;.'-:: ",::,::e::::
ale, c:-':.e 'to the s!'.cll taper. T~s was t::-.c ecy,::..valent of :::eas:.l:'ir..g 'the ::')"Z-<:.:.e:-.':"""; 
o a tr-ian.gle, instead of one of the leES. ::/ ca':i;::ers weren't th&t b.~£, so : :::':=.;: 
-;; do so:;;ething else. 

I "b_it ot'. H.e idea of the idea of an !:xte:".al ?eferenc~ ?:ra..~e. It ccnsii3.~s 0: c 
flat p:'ywood base \"ith a co:;ple of vcr:ic&..l ::-:;.sors spaced a :::..ttle fe.r;;~:c!, &FL~: 

~~at the diameter of the shell. I add~d a cross piece a~ the top to stabilize 
t~e verticals ar.~ carefully squared it all ~;. 

:;:-0::; ~h8 base c.f th:.; I ::leasured t'ce -:.c::a::' :.:-oiC%:lC<:;S 0;: cil ite:::s <:;:,;;i ::.:c.::-::_::' 
i::: 0:'. both lec", cf verticals. i'iit::: t~:e .Jiel:!.. c t.ere;i bet~;ee!". ::::e -:~:-t::.:;::..:'_-

;e~~~s~~~; t~~~7Z;~~;~he t~J~e t~i~;';e~:o~f ea ~ ~~~ c~;. e:~~i~fci;~: ~_,~.'-~,_ ~~~~~~~";",. 
t:o::.&t ~otnl fro!:'! the total dist.:lnce cetwee" ::: ever cals Save n:0 an acc~::-,,:e 

:::::'~etGr for the bulkhead's new pOsition. 

y cL:,::pinC a piece of ext:-usion across ,,:1".e \'e!':::'ca:!.s a::j 
:: : cO'.l2.d &.ccU?~:'81y locate t)<.is point c:-. :::::8 c,,;:sid,~ of 
:".'" shell. 

1':0::'0.::' t!.Z; "' ~ : ~_" 
tti.' s;~cll ::0~:' 

:,:~i~~;~f:~~;~~::~;;~~~~:;i~::~~~~~,:::~::e~~~;~~~~:~;:~;i::!i,~s~':~~f:;~, 
2" larger ir'. diaLet8r t:'an the s})inr.er s;;"l2. b&,se. d..iviG.ers. I .sc;:::":;"': c. 
c::'.:'clc on it the C:Kact dia. of the Spi!l.n8r. :,~e:: Llrl1 cc ::0:- :;JoiJ"t I 2':::-::' 
:':':-.e8 tr,rD. and bCY0r.d this circle, la:rir.S Ct!t; li;.e" .105° apn.::- (vi.::l. ;:::,)':.::-!::'-:~':-'" 
= could t:lcn sit 7.f:.C shell do>m, on "t?:..iB ci:-cle a.",::I. t:cansfer hose :;:;c:':::t;; -::.'" 
.s?.i~e", .s::tell eus'::'ly. 

?'0 e.G -:}".o :s:::.r:e t:-.ir.i: fox' t::t8 :Cront b' E,' d : -::'-,;:;;;':'..0:),'
t.::at ! cut the circle out. Thin left 11 "cc::'~.::" t:.a 
<>:.c.. allow ;::,02 to acc~.at(.)ly "pac€: the attac:: b.Jlts. 

;;: ~~:-_e 2.:::0'1 

.. odd sE 
cot:.ld :::.::::: 

P:::CCEcC-';:C c,;c -_ 
or: ove:!:" "t~'2 .:0:.,,::'_ 

x a po::'nt C~ t~e 
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#179 FLIES! ROGER WESELMANN (4054 Suburban Drive, Waterloo, Iowa 50702) called 
me Saturday, September 22nd, fairly bubbling over with the news that his son had just flown 
their T-l8 and that the fact he was delighted with it was the understatement of the year! 

Roger"s T-18 started back in the '60s and it was ready to fly in July this year, but the FAA 
put his final inspection off 2 months because of priorities. 

His airplane weighs 875 lbs" empty, is powered with a 150 hp. Lyc 0-320, and it swings a 
enich wood prop and is closely built to plans. It is unpainted and without upholstery, 

Tadio" or gear fairings at presenL He feels his empty weight will come out around 925# by 
rhe tim,e he gets all those things installed" 

Iils son flew it out a 2000 ftc sod field, using about 1/3 of it for T/O and 2/3 of it for 
LDG with no braking flapsL It stalled clean at 70 mph IAS and a bit under 60 IAS 
with flaps, It has the COERR cowling and has the fin-mounted pitoL His son had 70 hours 
total, most of it on a 50, but had gotten tail wheel qualified in the process of taking 
aerobdtics in a Great Lakes in recent weeks. Roger says he needs to take a physical and 
get a few hours of check out time to knock the rust off before he flies the T-IS. 

So, congratulations are in order, Gents, along with a gentle reminder to not get overly 
enthusiastic with iL While the T-IS is truly one of the finest airplanes ever built, it 
does h2.ve limits that should not be exceeded, It" s a known fact that the really good airplanes 
sometimes lead pilots to assume they can do anything with it, but we all know this isn"t 
true, I w911 understand this, as each time I fly a T-IS I have that feeling of exhilaration, 

THIRD SEAT, I've had several requests for detail s on a 3rd seat, or combination baggage 
compartment and child" s seaL DR, JOHN SHINN (835 John Anderson Drive, Ormond Beach, 
Florida 32074) sent in some excellent drawings, which we are reproducing in this issue, 

KEN KNOWLES has an opened up #669 deck on his airplane and when I flew up to John's 
birthday party with him I noticed that it was very handy to get at things (like maps) in-flight. 
He has it all nicely upholstered and it didn"t seem to affect noise one way or other, On the 
other hand, loose objects of any size in an open baggage area could be lethal if the airplane 
came to a sudden stop. 

The uncut deck makes a good spot to mount radio speakers, so like everything else in a.1 
airplane, ya takes yer cherce, Ken has speakers mounted on each side of the cockpit 
sidewall, pretty close to one"s knees, He cut out the top part of the seat back frame 
and replaced it with a bolt in tube (I think). I'll have to check with Ken on that for details. 

Here in Dallas, KEITH (MACK) COBB, has done his fuselage deck cutout very similar to 
KEN KNOWLES, except that he used a T-section extrusion of 7075 as a seat back support 
and rivetpd each end to the W,L, 42 extrusion, The t-section size was about 2,5" XL 25" 
X,063,1 
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#512 (N512S) FLIES! Lancaster, California has to be one of those T-18 hot beds. As of 
October 13th there are now 7 T-lSs flying there and 5 others under construction, The last to 
fly is 0-360 powered bird and it went off like a charm,. He had AL CHIVERS 
and LYLE FLEMING flying chase on each wing, DAN DUDASH also flew up in his T-18 to 
watch the 

Hank hadn"t flown for 6-1/2 years so Al, Lyle, and HOWARD GINN gave him a thorougl]. 
check out in their s so he was ready, 

Hank"s bird has a constant speed prop, the long gear, an aux gas tank (16 gals max) under 
the deck and has electric trim (with the "67 Camaro headlite motor) and weighs in at 1036 lbs. 

W, did his weight and balance and the CoG. fell right in and no ballast 
was necessary, Construction time was almost 9 years, 

Even at 7:30 am he had quite an audience for the first blast off in the chilly desert air. 
send performance figures, etco, later. In the meantime Hank, we offer sincere 

congratulations for sticking to it 9 years and for a thorough job well done. Hank's address 
is 45528 Newtree, Lancaster, California 935340 

DANGER ITEM*** A local Starduster builder had a power failure on 1st takeoff, due to 
blockage of Aeroquip fuel line. In installing the fittings on the hose ends it"s very easy to 
cut off a little rubber" doughnut" that remains in the line and will block it if allowed to 
remain. Blow the line out, look thru it, etc 0' but make sure it" s not there. The builder 
also inspected oil lines to the cooler and found them blocked alsoo A local Buecker builder 
flamed out on his first t/o for the same reason a couple years back, so donUt overlook this 
item! 

HARRY WHEELER, 2 Marion Road, Salem, MA 01970, recently bought N394AC (#1087) from 
AL CRICHTON" the builder, of L. 10, No Y. and to say he" s elated with it is an understatemenL 
It has 150 hrs c on it, is powered with a new GPU, has an Anderson (7) 68/68 prop, which 
gives it a cruise cf 150 mph lAS at 2450 rpmo Weighs 840 loso empty and has all mods and 
updates. He keeps it at Beverly, MA and offers a ride to prospective builders in the area • 

. He asks two questions: (1)" Is there a concensus of opinion as which prop is best for the 
GPU?", (2) "Has anyone come up with a tail wheel tow bar rig for ground handling?". 

#1 really can"t be answered, unless you ask, "The best prbp for what? Climb? Cruise? 
Or Compromise 7" The diameter should be 66-68 inches and the pitch in the 66-70 inch 
runge" If I Believe () II 

Can anyone come up with an answer and sketch for the #2 Question? I'd like to know 
myself, as I am reluctant to do any pushing on the vertical or horizontal taiL I have a 
slight incline into my hangar and I've been known to wrap a rope around the tail skid and 
pull when I have to ground handle it by nlyself. 

FITTING FIREWALL AND DASH FRil.MES; In the fitting and aligning of all items between the 
#603 dash frame and the #604 firewall, I've found it very useful to make a large transfer 
strip (template) that covers the entire flat area on top of those 2 frames, or about 8 inches 



ADDENDUM to 1'-18 HE\JSLETTER -~ff 16 

~otico :: ~;lso ru~ ~. clc:- '::iL( 
"'-',-,lcn of th~ ner:slettcr ill t.hcir ~.otice :':;0ction~ 

h//;YtJ;: &J/~#G ~QV~ _________ _ 
In the ['leantil'le I had ell occasion to builci up al10ther o'J.ter p2_nel (st'd) 
and I a[:'Ctin ti"led the v~rious operations \'Ii tIl iC:G~-; tical tines I 
reIiorted ~11 the nGv:~31ctte:r, sO it ,sceu.s tilDt a r.-'~e~:end 1'cr outeX' 
panel be at least a bench rnarl: to use tn eoti;'- ti:(lc nocG:eci. I 

record our ri vetins sequencer' l'ihich follows bGlow., 

to t~he skin. 

2., r:ivet 110se ribs to 31:.1n .. 

Eivet front spar to skin, top and bottou. 

I{i vet rOar ribs to the and i~3 nose :ribc (thru sI;C1r vJeb) ~ 

rear 2.""ib,;~ to 3kin,. 

6$-' Cleco i.n roar Epa!' c.nn rivet entire DottO::: 

711> Hi vet and rear ribs to rear SItar ~ 

3 .. Rivet spar dou-blers to rear spar ;-J:1d 21101'02: 

9. Fivet 

10. Insert 

11. Insert 

and real' ribs to ,'J~;.il1~ 

Gnu {4 EOS6 ribs and r~vet to G~:in6 

an6 {4 y·ear ribs c:nd rivet to s~:::Ll1 .. 

12. 

13. 

14· 

Eivet front and rear ribs tosether thru s~)C\r neb ({ fittint .. 

Final cloLure: Rivet ent:ire top flal1b6 of 1"82.r ":':))0.1' to s~'Cin~ 

Stand bac>: ,)nd o.dnire your v,-ar}: rihils 
have left a couple of clecos inside .. 

In the above ~<'~~L,~e, ;;:1 rib is the iliOst 

ontbc8Td one@ 

Our sincere tha12ks to :IrB~ FegSy cutler :'Ol~ our co:;):; ;~hi.s ~::onth. I 
v.'ri -ce ELJJOut 30 ~~-)8.ces of leca1 size lonchanc. copy cctch laonth for our chapter 
168 Ler;sletter &l1G tly \'lade:~ thru all ::h~?<t verbic~~'e ,""l1e turns 
it i~lto c ty~:ed COIJY (not li,~,-8 this ga,--~e, <~<;hich I earl. Cnilty to) .. 

I l'ioulc &';:'iprCci2te it if ;:lOU ~:uys "C:onld feed the kitty r;rOl!lptly, as I'm 
foo the bill for thi.s first issue and \vi th over 12QQ holciers of 
record ti-::.e E~nc~ n&ilinL costs for tilis i:,,:;SU0 ViiI} be in excess of 
~;;330 to ':370 ,'}hen J'OU 2end your chec!;: r;ould be G coa tiLIO to send j10 a 
little noout ~-our -1:-18 and 80';:18 C_DC: "'ihite ctures, too .. 

p" S .. The cOf.1!.:;&rtrnen t dT·awing V/&311 f t ;sui tnble . for reproduG tion and 
Viill bo re-drav:n and included in the next l1evlS1etter. In the meantime if 
there :is SOL18 subject you'd li~~e to see c-_8veloped let me knoVJ", 

DICK 
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on either side of BoLoO. When I make the flat layout of the skin above the tank (#580-2) 
I simultaneously drill in all holes for this area by laying transfer blank under the skin" 

Such a 
above the 
aft 

template allows access to the forward and rear ends of the #528-2 channels 
for match drilling with the dash and firewalL It fixes the fore and 

the two frames and also holds them squarely in alignment. Mating 
28-2 channels with the top end of the tank cradles can only be 

are clecded in position" 

If you are building a wide body and split a standard dash frame at Lo O. (for splicing in 
the extra 2 inches) you'll find the template invaluable o s also a super-aid in installing 
your #526 a,ssembly accurately" If you use matched hole tooling and use pre-drilled 
#40 holes in the of the side skins and outer edges of the you must be accurate 
in the II flat area of those 2 frames. 

I always start at B.LO., working outward with the drilling and cleco every hole. When 
I reach the outer limit of the flat area I remove the #580-2 skin and stretch form it to fit 
the 2nd degree curves on the dash and firewall. This greatly facilitates match drilling in 
those areas of curvature and is truly essential for proper fit around the two frames c 

STRETCH FORMING THE #580-2 SKIN: The radius of the dash frame is larger than that of 
the firewall, so you are developing a tapered segment of a cone in essence o I've found 
two simple methods work well: First, "shoe shine" the area to be stretched over a smooth 
edge of a wooden work table. Practice with some scrap so you don't get a kink in the 
skin and I would also recommend you have an assistant or so that you have explained the 
procedure in detail to. Put the firewall down on the floor and by holding the skin up verti
cally above it you can see how close you are getting in the forming process. (Ditto the 
da sh frame.) 

The" shoe shining" method \von't quite get you there, so you"ll have to wrap the skin around 
some obj ect (of smaller curvature) that's cylindrical to arrive at the final forming. I've used 
paper tubes that come in carpet rolis, etc., with good success. Here"s where you'll really 
need an extra of hands or two to hand form the skin around the tube" but be alert and 
CAREFUL that you or your assistants don"t squeeze too hard in a localized area and kink 
the skin. Bend a little and check, bend some more and check again, etc., and don't get 
in a hurry! 

youell find that attention to detail in this area will result in a first class fit and excellent 
alignment" 

FITTING THE COWLING: If you use a fiberglas cO-Hling you'll find that the rear edge of 
the top piece sticks up higher than the #580-2 skin over the tank. The reason of course is 
that the average fiberglas part 'Nill be from c 050 to .070 in thickness and your cowl attach 
coublers are only c 040 .. 

You"ll need to add an extra doubler of some thickness to coms out flush - or you'll have 
to abandon the use of doublers and rivet a series of tabs to the front of the firewalL If 

you do the latter leave the, 040 doublers in (for but cut them off flush with the 
forward face cf firewall. 
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If you add extra doublers you should also ~stretoh form all doublers prior to the matoh 
drilling of the skin and firewalL Adding doublers, or extra doublers, inoreases the radius 
of curvature to the extent that there will be a mismatch any pair of predrilled holes. 
For that reason I never pre-drill holes in the dash or firewall in areas of curvature (only)" 
I zinc chromate the dash and W" flanges and then draw a thin pencil line along the center 
line of the rivets 0 I can then look thm the pre-drilled in the skin and make any needed 

and aft adjustment to center the line in the exact middle of the hole before drilling. 
(The zinc chromate enhances visibility of the line.) Plong the ourvature, remember to drill 
at 900 to the skin at that point, too, pointing the drill at the imag inary center of the radius 
of curvature" 

Always use more fasteners on fiberglas than metaL The object is 
to !j;ir;jrnize the effect of vibration" Any hard fasteners will have some n slapH around it and 
iiny movement 'Nill cause the fastener to eat into tllJ;!--RFG matrix. The glass particles around 
the steners then become very abrasive and ~5t-;allY the hole, Increasing the 

d/_ 
number of fasteners restricts the-Arfltial movement .. 

~-

-Whenever possible, s rec~d to use a~ ~s~;t~r~i.p~;O~f~~;{i~:~O the back side of fiberglas, 
too, especially when ri1P~9c The clamping a is spread out away from the 
;:.1ucktail l thus re,rJ>'i'e;,i1g~ localized pressure 

~,,;,:>.' 
.r""'~<~~ j 

DRAW ~ebR-RECTION: I guess John Thorp really human after alL After all these years 
_>",ocake in his plans has finally surfaced! "Drawing A-SIlL shows the -S rib for the 

A,,2norizontal tail tab drilled and tapped for a 10-32 screw. A-S21 'Tab Linkage' 
-5'" shows the screw to be an ANSOO-8-6 (8-32). 

Since an 8-32 screw will screw into and hold (a little bit) in a 10-32 tap, it is a possibility 
that they could come out in £lite, thus inviting tail flutter. " 

The above is from FRED SWAFFORD, of 120 Leewood Drive, Arkadelphia, Arkansas, and he 
has received an acknowledgement from John about the change, so check your project thoroughly. 

UPDATE ON METJIL COWLS; Excerps from a letter from MARC BOURGET, P.O. Box 88, 
Stockton, CA 95201. He pointed out that John Thorp spent months on cowling deSign, via 
integrated polynomial equations of pressure distribution that dictated the shape, as inter
related with the rest of the airplane. It was not a simple eyeball design and not only is it 
the most efficient cowling design aerodynamically, it is also superior cooling-wise. 

The metal dies for the cowling cheeks disappeared when the metal stamping company 
went out of business c The rest of the tooling is still available. 

Marc says it will take approximately N orders to justify re-making of the dies for the 
cheeks" Right now he is soliciting committments only, no deposits as yet" Deposits will 
only be accepted after he raceives quotps from fabricators. 

This is a NON-profit project with Marc and cowl cost will be based strictly on labor, 
materials, and costs o When the minimum number of "orders" is received he will 
initiate fabrication ,"nd deposit checks will be requested. INhen actual fabrication starts 
he'll then ask for the balance, with delivery guaranteed within a specified period o Priority 
of delivery to be established on a first come, first served basis. 
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Cost is conservatively estimated in the $600 to $800 range, but it comes out lower the 
difference will be returned to p'lrchasers pro-rata" This is a and a gilt edged 
investment for those that 'Nant the very best of everything to make their custom b'lilt 
airplane a e of the finest craftsmanship" 

He says i- yes is J but v'Jhen the fiberglas s 
and a new Cessna Cowl costs $2757(1) it's not out of line~ Marc 

and s this JOb to the T-IB reputation for 

;'J, ,1 cowl cost $400 
already has his metal 

excellence and quality, 

So, in summary, if your et \\li11 stand the gaff s your chance to get in on a deal 
that won"t be at this c Come to think of it, a metal cowl might be a good 
investment to "rat hole n for the future, probably than CDs. At aSH this year one 

told me Ea.d been $1000 for his several years old metal cowl c 

=='-"==2 called me a 'Nhile back to me about his trip rntc 
Connecticut the dC1Y after the tornado ·/'lent through the and out the Bradley 
Field Museum and many other airplanes. Sadly, one of the casualties was DAN CULHAt\JEs 
T-18, which was wadded up in a ball and totalled. 

I met Dan at OSH this year and his quiet sincerity and dedication to the T-l8 made him an 
instant friend to all of us that met hime Dan has a large T-l8 was done the 
hard V'lay \vhen a. extra vvampurn vIas available above needs ~ 

To cap it off, s the original hard luck guy, too e When he went to his Credit Union to 
borrOVl the money for his engine he \Evas mug;;;ed and robbed of all of his engine money 
right on the Co U c parking lot! And now this to happen" 

My heart goes out to Dan. I can only imagine ho# heartsick he was to see his once-proud 
T-18 a crumpled mass of junke I don't have the damage and salvage report as yet, hut I 
for one would like to help Dan get back in the air and some of you also feel the 
same way. If a bunch of us would contribute a small , or s few , toward the 
rebuild of his T-18, I know one red-headed guy up in the NE that would be eternally grateful 
to be a member of a very unselfish group of dedicated T-18er5,. I'll be glad to act as a 
clearing house for d like to donate., I" 11 publish a report and full 
particulars in the next N" L", issue~ 

I was also very to hear that CHRIS FAST has just received a final tum down from the 
FAA on re his , even tho' he's now in better than 95% of us" He says 
it means that he'll have to put his superb T-18 up for sale, even tho' it grieves him deeply 
to do so" It! s one of the best Duilt ones anyvl1here and it has a brand nevv set of con\"ertable 
(folding) wings, built by a real professionaL You can call him at 213-454-9852 or write him 
at 50} Almar Avenue, caGLJ.JC Palisades, California 90272~ 

Chris also sent in some more of his excGllent construction I as follows: 

°It has bsen my expc,rien that the most 
dependable method of producing a trailing edge is to use t\VO 3/4!1 X 3/4 11 extruded 
angles of 2024 T-3 stock (0063 thick) drill 1/2" holes in them, matched to the trailing edge 
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rivet layout (1/2" holes ~il1 take a cleco fastener ok), clamp them on each side, back to 
back (on the trailing edge):" with only enough clecos installed to hold the To Eo together. 
Use only #40 holes up to~this point. Mter the angles are clamped in place remove the 
clecos, You will find that the #40 hole alignment 'Non't be perfect at this point, but will 
clean up when you drill them out with a #30 drill for final rivet size. 

Next, with the angles still clamped in place with 2" C clamps, install 1/8" soft aluminum 
rivets with a hand squeezer 0 Be careful not to oversgueeze, as this Nill cause the T. Eo 
skins to open up. DO NOT use heat treated rivets and do NOT drive with a rivet gun o Your 
finished T. Eo will be straight as a die!" 

Thank you, Chris, for that excellent tipe I can testify to its effectiveness, as I was given 
this tip by DON WINCHESTER (a professional metal worker) a couple of years ago when I 
was having problems with the T. Eo of the flaps and called for help, We used a slight 
variation of Chris' technique, leaving every other cleco in and then installing rivets between 
the clecos before removin9 theme 

NEWSLETTER INFO: I'll have to leave Chris' other tips until next issue, due to space re
strictions in this issue" You will note that we are reprinting the last half of the #45 
newsletter at the end of this NoLo The last half was chosen, as it contains the page de
tailing the riveting sequence to be followed on wing panels. The first half of NoL. #45 
will follow when #49 Nolo comes out. #49 will be mailed just after January 1, to avoid 
problems with heavy holiday mail. Sorry to have to do it this way, but I grossly under
estimated the heavy demand for newsletters and didn"t print enough, so hopefully we"ll 
get everyone up to date this way. 

I'm beginning to get some good response for N .Lo subjects from several builders and I'll 
use them all just as rapidly as space permitso Coming are long articles on laying out a 
2nd degree curve and an excellent discourse on landing gear toe out vs. toe in, by John 
Shinn; a series of articles by Bill Johnson (Boein9 Eng"r.) on developments and test results 
with new low-speed airfoils; and several other good articles. Keep them coming o Vve 
especially need detailed accounts of how to build the rudder, l::uilding the stabilator, all 
systems (brake, fuel, instruments, wiring, etc.) installation, so you guys that have done 
these thin9 s please sit down, take pen in hand, etc 

RIVETING TIP: Here" s a little gem I picked up from a pro riveter: When a rivet is driven 
just enough to be perfect, you will see a shiny rin9 appear around the outer edge of the 
shop heado It has a polished look and is about. 030 wide" If you l.mderdriwo it, it won't be 
there and if you overdrive it the entire face of the bucktail will get dark and rough looking" 
Try it and see 0 i' 

Dick 
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Here are some abbreviated descriptions of projects for sale. If you want to sell a project, 
engine, prop, accessories, clecos, tools, etc" we'll list it here. If you sell it we ask 
you make a donation to N.L. (Honor System). 

JIM PATTERSON, 2917 RIDGEWOOD DRIVE, HURST, TX, 76(l)S3 (817) 498-4426 has a 
raised round back fuselage, 0-290-D2 (135 hpj 0 Since To~, ,sensenich M-76 Prop, Extension, 
Ken Knowles FG cowl, wheel pants, scoopo Engine installed. (Fuselage on gear nearly 
complete, controls in, tailgroup finished. Wing parts complete but not skinned. Many 
other small partso Asking $5500. No time to complete. Call for further information. 

KEITH COBB, 1400 SEMINOLE, RICHARDSON, TX 75080 (214) 234-4387.. Airframe & Wings 
complete & signed off by FAA., ,032 skins for 180 hp engine, 24 gaL reserve fuel in wings, 
completely flush riveted making this a showplace type of T-18. Ail fiberrJlas parts, 
Gee Bee Canopy & windscreen on frame, Cleveland wheels & brakes, Maul tail wheel , SS 
cross over exhaust system, SS mufflers w/AI heat muffs, 4" prop extension (can be used for 
metal or wood prop), Cassidy Pacesetter Prop, AI spinner & backplate. No time to finish 
due to JOD demands. $9570. No time to finish due to job demands. Call for more info, 
KEITH also has for sale a 0-360-A4A (180 HP) Lycominq Engine, 188 hrs since new, 
accessories, factory log and operators manual. $1000 .. 

LOU FALCON, Aero engineer for LTV, being transferred to Boein;J Seattle for 1-2 years. 
Can't afford to move or store o 150 HP 0-320 installed o Needs paint, upholstry, finish 
wiring to be ready to fly. Asking $8500 with radio. Call me for details if interested 
(214-351-4504) or write and I will forward to Lou's new address in Seattle, etc, Leaving 
for Seattle November 15 0 Ship was Degun in 1963 by Merle Soule. has high back, and older 
style canopy. Is zinc chromated inside and out. 

Dick Cavin 
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by Dr. B. J. Shinn 

It is my contention that in TAILDRAGGERS toe-Qut of the main wheels will give a STABILIZING 
effect, while toe-in will be an un stabilizing factor. The reverse is true for nose wheel 
aircraft. 

Attached is an analysis for tail draggers. A similar analysis for nose wheel aircraft can be 
shown to prove thc converse for them. I have had a lot of experienoe with Luscombes (8A, 
8F, UA) and my own T-i8 with toe-out. The stabilizing effect is quite small, considering 
other stronger factors and the major concern is tire wear. 'With the original toe-out on my 
T-18 I wore out a set of tires during the first 8 hours doing taxi tests. I have had to use 
successively larqer shims until I got it so I had uniform tire wear, (toe-out causes excessive 
tire wear on the inside edges of the tread). 

Taildraggers with an unlocked (swivel action) tail wheel are inherently unstable. Any side 
force oauses a swiveling action of the tail wheel , resulting in centrifugal force which rein
forces the original side force. In short, taildraggers with s'Nivel tail wheel s want to ground 
loop! If you have a tailwheel controlled through springs it will have some swivel action. 
The weaker the springs the more swivel action. 

The ",mount of effective caster in tailwheel swivel will also affect stability. The more caster 
the more sensitivity to turning from side loads. Another consideration is the amount of wieight 
on the tail wheel and the coefficient of friction. For a taildragger which is almost balanced on 
the main gear any side load will cause the tail wheel to skii side01ays and aot somewhat like 
it haC! swivel action. Since grass has a lower coefficient of friction than pavement it will 
be worse than a paved runway. On the other hand a soft field with the tail wheel digging in 
will be more stable. 

Finally, you must consider the amount of "gain" in your rudder and tailwheel deflection 
setup, This is mainly affected by the lenc:th of the tail wheel control arms. If they are too 
long, the amount of turn" authority" (or control) is too small; and this means you can't 
turn very small circles. AIso you mi:;ht have to make some highly exaggerated motions to 
keep control. 

Too short of central arms mean higher pedal pressures and also high gain, so that you might 
tend to overcontrol and "get behind" the airplane action ... especially if you also have soft 

tailwheel control springs. 

In spite cf all these ,factors the human is very adaptable and learns to adjust and become 
skilled with a wide variety of controls. I think this is the biggest factor in the said I-18 
becoming a "pussycat". NO I-IS is a "pussycat" ••. you've got to keep on top of them and 
show them some skill. I think JOHN THORP did an outstanding job of balancing all the design 
factors and produced a very maneuverable, controllable airplane •. My two b::JYs soloed my 
T-18 at 16 years and my 15 year old dauyhter is now flying from the right seat. 
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ANALYSIS OF TOE-OUT ON A TAILDRASGER by.; B. J. Sninn 

Original 4 Direction of Turn for ..;,,---- "" 
Direction of __ -\'",\~_,~;tfI Weight on Right Wheel 
Turn by Rudder _ ( 

~ (C. F.) = (n;V2j = (Centrifugal Force From Left Turn) Ci-'-... 
/0 ~ Note: '"", Resulting Center of 

-&-- ------

~ ~ Locked ' C; Turn for Right Wheel/ ,-- --- --+ --- --Tail Wheel_~.i' Tailwheel Combination 

'" FIGURE 1. DETERMINING CENTER OF TURN 

(1) If the aircraft weight were only on the right wheel and the tail wheel, Figure Ie shows that 
toe-out would cause the airplane to turn to the .right. 

(2) If the left rudder is pushed (or ii somethin;; tries to turn the aircraft to the left) centrifu;;al 
force developed from the left turn will force more of the weight on the RIGHT wheel. 
This weight shift will cause the right wheel to have more traction and the left will have 
correspondingly less, and the aircraft will turn to the right as influenced by the turn radiu, 
as shown in Figure 1. 

(3) Once the aircraft starts to phase into a ri9ht turn, the centrifugal force will tend to shift 
the weight back to the left wheel, cancelling out the right turn effect. 

(4) Note that this action is stabilizing;, i. e. , it tends to oppose any force that would keep it 
from going in a straight line. (This is something like dihedral in wings, stabilizing 
the flight path. r 

Caster Action 
(5) 

(6) 

Note also that this analysiS assumed a locked ,(non-swivel) tail wheel) • 

If the tail wheel has some degree of castering the situation shown in Figure 2 will result. 
Since the center of gravity (C.G.) of the airplane is behind the main gear any side force 
will cause a castered tail wheel to swivel. Unfortunately the direction of turn is in such 
a direction as to create a centriIugal force which reinforces the original 
rorce. If uncorrected, a ground loop will occur. With enough initial momentum (and 
assuming no wing would drag on the ground) the tailwheel would swivel 1800 and the 
aircraft would end up going backwards in a stade condition. (Sort of like a U nose wheel U 

airplane from thpn on.) 
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, 
" Castered Tail Wheel 

, ~ 
FIGURE 2. CENT~@~URN FOR CASTERED TAILWHEEL 

(7) As shown in Figure 2, a force to the right causes the castered tail wheel to turn as 
thou<;h the left rudder pedel ;1ad been pushed. A new center of turn to the left is 
established, which causes e centrtugal force to. the ri'Jht. This is the same direction 
as the original distrubing force (which could be caused by rudder, brake, or other). 

(8) This analysis can be extended in a similar manner to show that airplanes with swiveled 
tailwheels tend to ground loop if they touch dO',m 'Nith a craD angle, while nose wheel 
airplanes which land with a crab angle tend to turn and stably align themselves with the 
direction of ground velocity before touch down. 

* * * * * 

I think you'll all agree that the above was aT! excellent discourse, on a subject that has been 
misunderstood for years among the homebuilt fraternity. 

Another factor that also radically affects the behaviour of a tail wheel airplane is the caster 
angle of the tail wheel fork. We are speaking of the vertical pivot axis ahead of the tail 
wheel axle. We won't go into a detailed explanation here except to say that the upper end 
of this vertical" axle" should never, never be aft of the lower point. It should slightly 
incline forvlard. 

We also should point out that any and all assessments of gear or tail wheel alignment should 
be made with the airplane in its all-up weight condition. 
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I will have to say that the press was in thei:' coverage of 177 accident at 
It was properly described as a stall type situation that could have llci!-'!.)eHt.U to any desi9:1" 
and that even it probablY surviV8 if gas popped out. 
Anyway s all now and 
treatrr,ent, On a note c:'l~lliU.".~-±~!.Lilllli.YLLDC.:!.JLL' 
at 

you are an owner: builder if or 
Wyite us on the eeL" 

Thi S OH'ct s of .'RtlfiLSand -,=':""'-i 

that it b(~ in a al.rrE~rE!Ut 

and Cessna 172 ovv-ners 

Just 
ViSUdllLe 

what a wonderful 
you 

controls! 
ramps 

day cf 

instrument nT.N)p 

on the subject 
t but above all please 

r one suggestion 
a idea. The Bonanza 

succeS~.'"H J too. 

to say 100 

, etc. 

s lined up, 
cowlings 

, fuel 

Also, 
a 9 
The 

it onp)" to list and compare the dozens of the props in such 
same instrument s? Or stery? Or radio installations? 

L:u.,,,,,eS would be an to those with projects in the nest, 

A nice touch would be the nr,~nrlr.~ti of a T-l8 .. scrapbook" or yearbook, oomplete 
with of the individual and the ) and a detail box that would list 

a book and memorial plaque 
m,~iCe a nice wouldn't it? 

The formed would 
days at Rockfcrd, when it was 
enough to know and 
siasts" are 

the arerlte So It would be like the" old" 
and small 

number of fellow enthu
of such gathersing 0 

to nF'm'b'" towns and ~+hr,~ semioompetitive flights could 

As to WI1{'fP we'd 
terminal, tower 
as I doubt if there is a 
Force Bases in 
and hangars 
a must, since VCillljJLHCj 

in advanoe, 

It would "eem that the 

on hard to do balances, etc, 

the T-IB 

pr,obatlly wouldn't 

v/ant to a. airline 
service isn"t a major problem, 

deactivated Air 
and large ramps 

space would be 
ldICLl," •. ,"" prepared 

way to seleot sites would be on a state state basis, 
the ai:mlxt and oities that meet a certain tm.IIIHtJu set of 
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We could speculate on sites and not , so how about you people 
that live in Iowa, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, and North Texas - any of 
the states close to the Mississippi river) taking a at airports and town in 
your area and checking them out and sending in the results of your survey? It might 
be a good excuse to fly or drive somewhere and take the wife on a little trip, hey? 

Let's try to choose a place that has a minimum • of runway, with preferably a 
good runway, too, and adequate paved parking. Check with the Jr. C of C, 
a good manager, the airport manager, etc o Make note of any local sightseeing 
points that might be of interest, too. 

\'\Teather should carefully considered. The whole Mississippi Valley is 
well as "Tornado Alley" and with good reason. April thru midJfune there are 
violent sq that go as far south as southern Texas. After mid-June the weather 
moves and in late July stagnates static weather fronts of low ceilings 
and fog in the morning and large areas of thunderstorms in afternoon, from northern 
IVIJL:;"O{lH to the Dakotas on the west and to mid-Illinois and Michigan on the easto 
(This is a problem going to aSH). We can't s the weather months in 
advance, but we might try to give ourselves a breako 

Now if you, and you, and you don't at least write in your views on such a fly-in there 
won't be one~ We'll have to assume no one is interested if only 10 or 15 respond, so 
it certainly wouldn't justify the effort involved. 

As an after , do you think you would rather fly into to see the airplanes the 
first day or so and then fly out to say Rockford or somewhere else to the south of aSH for 
2, 3, 3 or 4 days? That might be the Simple way to get whole thing off the 
ground the first year and then we can all get together and shake it all ouL Anyway, 
please write~'~ 

Let's remember that such a fly-in would not only be for the owners of flying T-18" s, 
but a1 so for those that are building and have to come in by car, rented plane, or airline 0 

How about hearing from you builders? What, specifically, would you like to see and do 
at such a ? What kind of forums or workshops? 

Like I said before, tho' , if you don't write there won't be a fly-in. We'll just have to 
assume that enought people aren't interested" 

BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT 

The subject of the baggage area is a little hard to make a decision on in advance and 
because the important question of aft C.G. is involved it might be a good idea to defer 
it until the airplane is given a preliminary weight and balance check o 

Battery weight and location come into the pictureo If your T-IS is powered with a 180 hp 
engine and constant speed prop you can be pretty SUfe of needing weight aft, so your 
battery will probably go in the bay just aft of the baggage compartment. If this proves 
to be so, entire depth of the baggage compartment can be used, as long as a 
tunnel the push-pull tube and the rudder cables are protected o 

I have a wnJvl prep on my airplane and my battery is in baggage compartment 
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bay. My, remote Come'a and inverter are in SD a is 
a musto 

In order to have access to linits under 
A fore and piano hinge forms the dividing size segments. 
The size 6f the rold-up door is space above, , and behin? 
The flop up and over the other access to the 
battery, or if access is desired in the entire entire floor can be easily 
removed the dzus flush fasteners. l A baggage floor support 

Don't tOJ:OEJt to 
#571 a E1~~lf;,r 
J)20 

back 
being an At'tPr,tiVA tiU'U11UJ,UY 

The ones on the side are joggled, so that 

i 
and to close off Bulkhead 

If you have some. 016 or 
"HffE'nE'n and pop rivet them on the 

This baggage area from 
milgl1.i~:1ied noises in the tail cone area. 

COCKPIT CL Utt'TER 
, '-, 3/, 

I don't have a radio speaker in my airplane and my microphone and earphone jacks are 
on the side of the dash paneL I normally use a Mark II feather weight 
microphone/headset combo, with a push-to..;.talk switch attached to the switch with a 
wrap around fastener 0 This leaves both hands free all times. I despise the 
big, heavy "pillow" type of headsetso ',I like to leave my ear uncovered to hear 
the passengers conversation, along with engine sounds. been used to this for 
years and I can hear the radio loud and clear via the little piece hollow plastic 
spaghetti and ball shaped" nipple" that sticks in my left ear. I recommend this set 
up, but in case you prefer the heavier, bulky headphones, Telex also makes a double 
headset with a fixed dynamic mike. My unit has an "elecret" mike with claimed 
superior canceling qualities. 

I was recently ahlin,n PAUL KIRIK some left side time and to him from distraction 
I used the', cross-cockpit mess or cords made me wish for a mike/headphone 
jack on the side, too. Like so many things, it would be pretty easy to do before 
installing in seen a couple of T-lSs with headphone jack behind 
the seat on the and this looks lik~ a good way to reduce cockpit clutter. 

You might also 
communication 

into wiring set up irito your comm system o Easy, clear 
your passenger without yelling is a definite plus. 

On the , had you thought about one of the newer Alcor dual cyl. head 
and EGT gauges? In these days of low lead 100 gas, it has been proven to be very 
essential to the engine in a proper ,and precise manner to avoid the plug and valve 
problems, that are a definite problem with the fuel now. The cost of the dual 
instrument is the same as two separate instruments, but you save some instrument 
panel space and weight. 

PAl'lEL PLANNING 

While you are your are you doing some defi11ite aWL"\) on your instrument 
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panel? First of all you should do some serious soul searching to determine 
whether you will ever make a practive of flying on IFR, making VOR and ILS 
approaches. or if your flying will primarily be VFR, 

If you are going to go the full IFR route you are looking at probablY 25-30 Ibs. of extra 
weight 2 to 3 sq. of your 86 sq, ft. and the stalling speed) 
and adding a considerable amount of cost and • You should (must?) have 
fail-safe, back up or dualization for all systems radios. A separate battery should 
back up alternator failure, etc, In easc of pewer loss, would you have a sufficient 
electrical up the vacuum instruments er vice versa? Are you prepared for 
the maintenance cost periodically instrument accuracy? 

Perhaps you simply want to your own "airliner" , 
to enjoy and maybe practice with now and then. 
the game and so you are aware of the weIght and 

a well equipped cockpit 
and pleasure is the name of 
cost 1 have at it '" 

If IFR is your cup tea, take a look at the basic airline nT" panel .. adapted as a standard 
instrument arlrallg,err,er1t long ago. publish a and plumbing and electri-
cal is sufficient interest. 

I can promise you that you'll like the way your airplane flies much better if you don't 
heavy it up. My T-18 weighs 927# empty and the empty CC sat 20% M.A,C. 
It's a minimum equipped airplane but I can safely at 80-90 mph, it stalls at 
60-6200, it will true out 200 mph, it gets off in about 800 loaded, has a 1500 ft/min 
climb with a Cassidy 68-66 (71) wood prop and is powered an 0-320 B2B 160 hoss 
engine o radio is a Genave Alpha 200B and I have a remote compass with peanut 
inverter that powers the compass and cyl. head temp. I do have an Alcor EGT and feel 
that joint use of the EGT and CHT are pretty worth while to properly lean as per AVCa 
bulletins c 

TCP 

I regularly add to the 100 LL fuel as a bulwark against valve and plug troubles that 
plague so many nowadays. 

I'm in preventing troubles in that area. as st year after my return 
from aSH my GPU swallowed a valve (on the left rear cyL) on my 1st takeoff after 
returning. Luckily r had another airport 2 miles straight ahead and had just enough 
power left to stagger in. The fuel was 100 LL and I run out of rcp. 

You may have heard that the Embry-Riddle flight school in Florida put rcp in half of 
their trainers and that half had no problems, but the other half had valve and plug 
troubles galore on the 100 LL. Results were definitely conclusive. 

Because our printing set up is different from previous newsletter we won't be doing 
drawings are acent to the printed copy. Sheets and descriptive 
drawings will be added at the end of the newsletter, sc you need to to "Fig. 1" 
etc., just turn to the photo or 
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I've already which will be published and 
maUed just-==,,-.u~ 
during the holiday 

aE outline for the next newsletter, 
, so that there will be fe'wE,r mail thaE 

Here are some of the subjects to be cClvE;rEld: [dJild,U,:m on the Wide 
Filler cap door and flush neck: Scupper drain Access plate for fuel 
quantity sender Heat muff and muffler Placement and 

newer instrument , allow room for radio installation in the panel ahead of the 
tank; SL[q'~ested IFR instrument groupings; SHInR2 ot'SEJfV'atio,ns on battery 
cablf;s! size and I location and types of solenoids to be Location and 

cabin New in baffling air the c;uw j,We; 

Additional Location accessories on the and proper uLVLC;!UHelJ" proceallre 

and sk,etc;he 
tail 

, Comments 
access area, above the tank, 

ro:rwara floor, outer s, and tool access to the #522 
on N .L. #34 re the of stick, stabilator, and trim 

for flutter prevention and material; Reprints 
of Sport Aviation articles on ,. Info on new brake line material; and comments on 
routing of Complete commentary on room by removal of 
forward and rear tunnesl (covering the installation electric trim, electric flap actua-
tion, rudder relocation); Ultra"light weight aileron and rudder trim; and 
some on fitting of canopieso In addition, to cover some of the 
unique relating to building the folding wing 0 

I solicit your comments on any of the articles we any criticisms (con

structi ve or ~ 1. e speciall y_,a?-.k .i'2.l! t'2, C;;'2,1]tr!,t!ute,c:!)y,S:?!,,1l~r}l;:::!iont~E~~ .. ~HJ;l,:E},:t 
freehand sketches accounts oi12Tgblems you and how solved 

, W.'LLIHL and balance diagram s, good 

We would alsc s of your cocpit, cowling, 
engine installation f etc" I as you can manage ~ "l,'CiC,h. and white are usually not 
sharp and color pictures lose UcnclU when converted to black and 
white" Don't write on the back pix, as this will often on reprinL We 
would like to start a complete H rogues gallery" of all T-18 s and their builders. 
It would be a nice way to your accomplishment and an way for builders 
to become Detter acquainted with others. It would also new builders to get ideas 

figures I etc ~)" 

and many other items" 
hours to date, engine 

Please 
hp, prop 

U",'cLllS on the ship 
, performance 

This wraps it up for now, amigos~ Please send comments and other material to me at 

For the 

payable 

U 
# 

send your donation checks ($S. 00 min.) to Lu or me, but make them 

to nT-18 Mutual Aid 

Best Dick 
IH' A PART nF TT 
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T-18C 
going 
surfaoed 

The 
from 

would 

a new 

bolt 
tube is 
more ---The 

T=18 

usea 
,:T'aJik" that f s mOllnte:d 

the ga<p between 
Il1USt now be moun ted 

spar was 
be 1ino'l;chedH 

this 
the bolt hole 

You should of 

rneans that the::ce 
and at ne1} 
near full 

hole 0 

at thIe 

so this shouldn't even be 

NOV 

before 
tha.t 

mast (actuator 
of the center It 

where the 
it was soon S8~n 

and the re£1l' spar 
doubler rtveted to 
has been dec:lded to TIlal1,B 

ai-lercn travel 
~ll~llg'e$ I can"t 

even in very 

is 
the ends, 

ever 

The other 
of the 
fit, 

B. ,iT:. !tsalldl,-'¥:tch H 

the inner and outer To 
terminate the % rear apar material even w:lth the 

last rib and continue it out over the 

Lu has had John check out and approve these 

On the 

of 
to 

vert:Lcal 
j two between B%L., *0 and tV!O 

four enl each side ***"It-* if you are too 
material~ ~ In a recent letter to Dick 
l"lr", verif:Led the above and also said that 
to beef up Web inboard of B~L$ 17" D:Lck 

mod EJ,nd we 11 j~t next month" 

See AIRCRAFTfl 
cle on NASA 

airfoil 
There is also a 
and another 

It 
en the newstands} send to Werner 

, 
There's 

Sui tei 00, Santa }lonica 1 
SOTee 1].1-18 in that issue 

with the next 
be to half size, with two 
enable me to do mere stories and 
more sketches and 
now} If 

no need 

web 
HI, 

a nice of 

for Lu Sunderland's f:ine art:i-
he tho of the 

w:Lnd tunnel stUdies" 

a copy, 

of the copy w.ill 
sheet" This 

issue" As it is 
have to do much 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER NO. 50 

No doubt most of you were wondering v-ihen N.L< ii50 WilS corrdng ouL So was 1. 

About the 1st of February I started getti in my r~ight wrist and it got worse each 
day. To make a long story short5 the Doc a disease that affects the tendon 
operating my thumb. He chose to put the hand ,:lnJ a(rr in a cast for 2 weeks. That brought nearly 
all my activity to a screeching halt, I cGuicin t ~':rite, dress myself. tie my shoes. etc. 
Boy! Was that a drag! I couldn't go fly~ work in my • or even do any work around the house. 

Now it1s the first of April and I'm not Jl!uch better eft than I "'las in February. My wrist is only 
very slightly better and it's still 1 to vtrhe and it looks more certain every day that 
I'll have to have it operated on, to it off - I hope. Right now I'm 
looking forward to flying my T-18 California fly~in April 26-27 and getting to-
gether with some T-18 people. 

While out of the circuit I did some fEfilir;g of 
90% of the T-18 M.A.S. members are either bun 
accoridng to letters received. About the saff:e 

·!etters In the process I noted that nearly 
the c0i1licrtib1e wing or are planning to~ 

al~e also building the Wide body. 

In view of this we will desiClnate a specia1 secti 
building the folding wing and wide body, 

in each N,L to specifically deal with 

CONVERTIBLE WING ITEMS: 

In N.L. #45, making a pro and con assessment 
20 lbs. of weight added (over the standal~d 
I didn't know was that when the steel fittings 
an extension of the original G toler-:ance up to 

I was told that the aluminum fittings on the 
the factor that limited gross weight for 
assumed. 

Even tho' your T-18 CW is good for aerobatlcs 
to review some of the thoughts on page 5 of N 
you read JIM ROBERTS'story this issue (re: 

TIP ON ASSEMBLY, OUTER WING (W) 

f the Ct~ I fr.ade the statement that due to the 
that toler-ance would be degraded. What 

\'12t2 designed for the CW that this permitted 
a 1430# gross weight (6.6 Gs). 

-18 Here closely designed and were 
" rather than the spar. as most everyone 

up to gross weight of 1480# it might be well 
Le #46 before you indulge. I would also suggest 

fig the canopy in fl ight). 

CHRIS FAST recently passed on this single littie change on assembling the outer wing. Normally 
it takes a super long arm and long buck·ing bar- to get at the most internal rib, but if you 1 11 
reverse the direction of the flange .on the 3rd rib out from the wing joint {#201 Lor R} then 
it 1 s the identical set up that you have on the standard wing (as far as flange direction is 
concerned). This way you never have to reach inside too far to buck the rivets. 

Lu did the CW design a couple of years back but he's just now getting around to building his 
CWo He 1 s getting close to finishing it now and is looking forward to flying it and making a 
precise analytical comparison in performance between it and the standard wing. JOHN THORP 
is still skeptical that the new airfoil will noticeably improve low speed performance to 
a Significant degree and of course as yet we simply do not have practically any data to prove 
or disprQve anything. one way or other. However, the softer nose (larger radius) on the new 
airfoil definitely improves the stall character. It is a slower developing stall,certainly. 

Until we get several airplanes with the new airfoil on both the center and outer wings. and 
some hard numbers can be developed, it would seem to make good sense to control our enthusiasm. 

Here's still another cOllYl1unique from our HOld Reliable" CHRIS FAST: In doing the annual on 
his CW Chris noticed that there was some "f1ex" in the aileron control system when both ailerons 
were restrained. The excess movement was traced to a wee bit of spanwise flexing of ribs 
(#210, #310, #320) holding bellcranks.while a fair amount of force Vias exerted on the stick 
(even thaI there is a vertical piece of 3/4 X 3/4 extrusion on the side of the rib opposite 
the be1lcrank). Altho' the vertical piece dnes do a pretty good job of stiffening the rib, it 
has been decided that the "fix ll is to add short pieces of extrusion (1.3° long) horizontally 
at the top and bottom of the vertical extrusion but on the opposite side as the vertical piece. 
Chris has found that this completely stops the ng of the rib. Lu said he felt that 
probably there wouldnlt be enough play to invite flutter, but it didn't make any sense to 
it and gamble. 

:. 



SKINNING THE OUTER PANELS 

I've received several letters askino for an sequence for the CH outer panels (such 
as we published in N.L. #45). First of all, It even consider doing any spanwise 
splicing of skins. Accurately forming the leading edge of a piece 6 ft. long Uby hand" is 
very close to impossible. To even approach the ease and accuracy of forming pieces 4 ft. or 
less in width would require a great deal of extra material (aft of the spar) to be wasted and 
later cut off. 

There is an easy way, Just wrap the skin chortiwise, as 1S done on the center and outer panels 
of the standard T-18 and work from the 1nboulG end outward 4 ft. After the ribs are cleeDed 
in on this segment you can go ahead and j:e:npo(_~LtIY Rut soft aluminum pop rivets in the outer 
rib. FlusJl rivets are required, as the outer 2 fL wing skin segment fits on top of the inner 
skin segment at that rib thus making a neat lap splice over the rib. After the outer skin is 
clecoed to the outboard ribs you can then go ahead and match drill the skin and rib simulta
enously. The rivet holes for the outer skin segment n fall in between the temporary pops 
in the lap rib. 

Take note that just as on the 
front or rear spars until the 
between 1"1 bs and spars [ I tis 
each rib in place. 

standard wing outer that you do not drill into the 
entit€ wing is leveled and any twist taken out by shimming 
a good idea to repeat~ check the wing for twist as you cleco 

After all ribs are clecoed in to the skin, ahead and match drill the skin and spars simul-
taneously;to lock it together without twis 1 would also emphasize that you put a cleeo in 
every hole to discourage any build up of 'Islop" 

Now you can di sassemb 1 e the outer portion aDd ,~~.~;T~ dri 11 out the temporary aluminum pops 
in the lap rib. I personally prefer to use rivets, rather than pops, and then 
when they are drilled out you can then clean the hole out to a #30 just prior to the final 
riveting of the skin to the rib. 

When the outer skin is again put on for riveting, D"fhaiJS you might prefer to use monel pops 
at the lap rib to keep from reaching in so far to rivets. 

If you will study the sequence carefully and mentally rehearse the procedure you will find it 
very easy and a very accurate way to build a without jigging it up. 

One other little point: I have found that 1t 1S best not to prepunch the lines of holes for 
the top and bottom of the spars (in the Skln) untl1 a11-:r1bs and spars are clecoed together. 

At that time you can very accurately locate the lines of rivets so that they are in the exact 
fore and aft position as called for by the plans. If the prepunched line falls too far aft 
you 'll have insuffi ci ent edge di stance on the spar .. and if it I s too far forward there won! t be 
enough room for bucktail of the rivets. 

live found the easiest way to do this is to make 
piece an inch or so wide and as long as required 
step off the proper rivet spacing with dividers, 
strip~ clamp it in position and center punch the 
Wh itney punch. 

a transfer strip (template) out of a scrap 
to span the skin. I scribe a centerline and 
After holes are drilled in the transfer 

hole locations on the skin with the nibbed 

!I.ve also found that I can eliminate this last step and simply use the transfer strip for a 
drill guide if I use a drill bit~ ground with a sheet metal grind, if I am careful to drill 
900 to the template. A regularly ground hit should not be used to drill through a template, 
as the point will wander and "wallow out il the holes and ruin the templ ate. 

Back in the "old days" I made up a set of fuselageskin templates that we shuttled around from 
one builder to the next and only charged a fee of $3 to recover cost of material. By the time 
around i5 builders had used it the template was ruined. In spite of large printed warnings 
against drilling through the template, some did it anyway. I guess we should have required a 
damage depos i t. 

SETTING WING DIHEDRAL 

A builder recently wrote IiHow do you set wing dihedral so that both sides are identical?iI I'm 
sure that there are several ways to do it. The way I've found to do it the easiest is when 
the spars are ready to get the fittings put on. I lay the spars out on the work bench and block 
them up enough to give C clamp clearance underneath. r then C clamp the fittings into position 
as closely as possible on one side. 

To transfer the angle between them to the other side I take a couple of strips of scrap about 
a couple of feet long and a couple of inches ~1ide. I join them at the end with one pop rivet, 
which acts as a pivot point. I put the two pieces against the top of the pair of spars to 
duplicate the angle between them. I then lock in the angle by C clamping the strips together. 
Another pop rivet or two makes the angle template a permanent one and itls a simple process to 
USe it to set the angle on the opposite side, 

.' 
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Perhaps some of you have another way of doing it. I'd like to hear of it if you do. 

FLAP RETURN SPRINGS 

The forward end anchor point of the flap return springs are shown on the CW drawings, 
but the aft end anchor point details aren't shown. You can refer to the standard 
wing drawings as a guide. At present this is a detail left to the builder's option, 
but we'll have at least one detail drawing on it in the next N.L. In the meantime 
if any of you chums have solved this problem on the CW give us a whistle, huh 7* 

PUSH-PULL TUBE CUTOUT ON SKIN 

The assembly drawing shows the shape of the cutout for the aileron push-pull tube 
as it penetrates the bottom skin. However I you probably ought to mock it up 
with either cardboard or scrap metal before you put the skin on. Tape the cardboard 
to each adjacent, rib, slit the cardboard and gradually enlarge the opening. 

MORE ON BILL JOHNSON HBl2 AIRfOIL 

In N.L. #49 BILL JOHNSON gave an excellent report on the effect of "strakelets" on 
his wing. Space didn't permit the entire report in N.L. #49, so here's his method 
of extending the root rib 5" mathematically (take note that this formula takes into 
account the tapering of the fuselage between the firewall and dash frame sections). 

Foreward: The accompaning drawing is an arbitrary curve, shown as an example. 
The objective is to obtain 2. .5" extension where the leading edge nose line intersects 
the fuselage. 

(l) Draw leading edge full scale. 

(2) Mark off vertical lines at one inch intervals. Make the intervals 
less than 1 inch near the nose (as required for clarity). 

(3) Multiply X values by 1.29 to obtain X" . 

(4) Replot X points on the Yaxis, 

(SEE DRAWINC PAGE 2A) 

Bill also sent a copy of the ordinates for his HBJ -2 Airfoil and we are also printing 
them for your information. 

(SEE ORDINATES PAGE 3) 

Thanks, Bill, for sharing your most informative experiments with us. 

On the subject of wing root strftkelets read JIM ROBERTS' story of his T-18 
elsewhere in this N.L. 

.' 
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l;l!;'.rHOD 1'0 EXTEND LEADIl:G EDGE: &Y BiLL JoI4N.50N 

Ic EXTrND ~~.,- :5"AT 5i05; Of eo.DY, f.xT£!".f) 
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HB (J) 2 

(STATIONS AND ORDINATES GIVEN IN 
PERCENT OF AIRFOIL CHORD) 

PAGE 3 

UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 
STATION 

0.000 
0.270 
0.715 
0.954 
1 .441 

2.670 
5. 145 
7.635 

10.129 
15.123 

20.122 
25.126 
30.130 
35.136 
40.142 

45.147 
50.150 
55.151 
60.149 
65. 143 

70.133 
75.120 
80.102 
85.080 
90.055 

95.027 
100.000 

ORDINATE 

-1 .000 
0.0 
0.570 
0.755 
1 . 1 22 

1 .784 
2.738 
3.463 
4.050 
4.970 

5.637 
6.106 
6.401 
6.530 
6.491 

6.299 
5.973 
5.530 
4.991 
4.370 

3.682 
2.984 
2.286 
1 . 714 
1 . 143 

. 571 

.000 

L.E. Radius 1.440 

Slope of radius through L.E. 0.072 

STATION 

0.000 
0.500 
0.880 
1.HO 
1 .675 

2.913 
5.294 
7.458 

10.678 
15.386 

20.357 
25.324 
30.209 
35.253 
40.217 

45.182 
50.150 
55.119 
60.091 
65.067 

70.047 
75.030 
80.018 
85.010 
90.005 

95.003 
100.000 

ORDINATE 

-1. 000 
-2.050 
-2.300 
-2.500 
-2.690 

-3.05 
-3.550 
-3.890 
-4.250 
-4.710 

-5.080 
-5.316 
-5.457 
-5.410 
-5.349 

- 5. 1 09 
-4.767 
-4.340 
-3.849 
-3.431 

-3.017 
-2.595 
-2.177 
-1.633 
- 1. 089 

- .544 
.000 

Note: 'I'he above airfoil section \'ias the second of four modified airfOils 

in the series that Bill developed. The HBJ-4 i.s viewed as a state of the 

art advance over the H}3J2. 
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BUILDING THE OUTERWING MAIN BEAMS (ew) 

The front spars present two unique problems: the nesting of the stub (doubler) 
extrusions within the inner radius of the outer spar caps I and the required change 
in width of the spar caps via sawing. 

The removal of material from the" sharp" corner of the extrusion is the biggest problem. 
If you donlt have access to a mill youlll have to resort to either filing or sanding. 
I've found a portable belt sander does the job quite well. 

Put the extrusion on the bench (with it forming an inverted Vee) I drive a nail on 
each side of it at the ends to keep it from moving around arr! go after it with a 
coarse grit belt. I made a profile template out of scrap and by holding it up to 
the light I could see how close I was getting. Obviously it should nest tightly. 

The excess width of the extrusions is easily removed by sawing. Pve always used 
my band saw , but it can be done with a saber saw, too, in which case it would 
be well to clamp it to a board and then saw the board and angle simultaneously. 
You could also do it with a skil saw or table saw if you were careful and if you 
used a non-ferrous blade (Sears) with no set to the teeth. 

In any sawing of aluminum iti s best to keep the blade coated with beeswax. 
This keeps the hot chips from sticking between the teeth. I also use it on 
rotary files for the same reason~ It comes in stick form. Use an old candle if 
you canlt find beeswax. 

I've found an easy method to assemble the spar caps and web. I split a 2X4 
down the middle and use the pieces to prop up the caps on the work bench. 
The caps are supported" on edge" so to speak, so that the web can be laid on top 
of both extrusions in its normal asse 1mbly position. It's necessary to "sculpture" 
the wood pieces, so that they conform to the inner shape of the extrusions and 
fit snugly. 

Clamp the web to the caps (extrusions) at each end on one of the caps. Be sure 
the web is properly positioned with reference to the outer edge of the cap_ Start 
at one end and match drill the web and cap together. The cap should be eyeballed 
for straightness before doing any drilling, of course. If it is bowed from the 
sawing clamp it to the bench top and "massage" it a little with your"livet gun. 
You'll find there is quite a lot of flex in the caps and itls quite easy to spring 
the caps with reference to the web. 

After you've gone down the line with one cap repeat the procedure with the other, 
springing it into position before drilling holes and inserting clecoes. Use a 
good set of cali pers so that you keep the spar assembly straight and the specified 
width exact all the way. Your spar should be the exact height of the ribs or you'll 
have a bump or a flat spot on the wing at that paint. 

After you've match drilled the spar caps and the web, disassemble and clamp the 
doubler (nested with the caps) to the cap in its proper position. Then drill thru 
the caps and the doubler and cleco. That's it. Actually, it's easier to do than 
tell about it in several thousand words or less. 

WIDE BODY NOTES 

At Chino I had a chance to look more closely at KEN KNOWLES wide body. One 
of the new wide body builders had positioned the canopy frame in line with 
windshield frame (actually strapping the two frames together) and he discovered 
he had a gap of about 3'1 between the lower front corner of the canopy frame and 
the forward track and he was a little shook up, thinking a giant boo-boo had 
surfaced. 

Ken explained that he simply drops a longer skirt from the canopy frame down to the 
forvvard track. The canopy frame for the wide body has a 5" long flat arm that goes 
from the forward lower corner downward (on the inside). The forward canopy 
'j,0yllt1{J' ,7§~ 1;p1tetd tQ_this flattPiefeb' The canopy skirt is stiffened (as required) 

1lttle U Channe s 0 ent-up sheet metal. 

.' 
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The wide body windshield framE- is rai:.,;cci up about 1-1/2" higher than the standard 
T-IS windshield frame. This in turn faises the canopy frame. These changes 
allow more head room and permit the lise of the standard plexicanopy and windshield 
without excessive deformation. The CoLOpy must be positioned a little further ~ 
on the canopy frame than on the to allow it to be as Wide as the widened 
fuselage at the aft end. This in tum cc;\Jses a very slight break in the profile of 
the windshield canopy just aft of \-ViDc;,shield frame (and I would emphasize 
slight). You'd almost have to hZi'J0 it pOinted out to you to spot it. 

I recently wrote about Ken's 'vvide open b(JJJ~;age compartment. Having that area 
accessible in flight is a big plus, Ksn cut the top off the seat back frame,even 
with the #669 deck,then cut the deck out in a smooth arc back to the forward end 
of the aft canopy rails, rolling or bending a typical flange of 45° on the cut edge. 
To pick up the lost strength of the cut sc:at back bulkhead and deck, he uses a 2" 
diameter tube that goes from onc sidE, of ~he bulkhead to the other. He has it 
attached to the front side of the 4t598 ;)uli<hei:ld, but he siad he'd attach it to 
the back side if he did it again. 

This tube is a shortened version of the long elevator pushpull tube. Fittings are 
riveted in each end and" bolted" te; thE: S-'S98 frame back together. The tube is 
mounted about even with the VV" L" fo2 extrusion and Ken has his pip-pinned at 
each end to facilitate quick rem.J'~ldl for bafJ02ge loading of large articles. 

One other little point: If you 1'1i:u;](: T.be· IDt'/Jard end of your seats on bulkhead 
#592 (so that they will tip fon·vard tel permit (;asier access to the baggage 
compartment) be sure and check t;"('1t the seht back frame isn't so tall that it will 
hit the roll bar in its most forwacc: position. lUso, don't forget that you have several 
cubic feet of very valuable ;;t(;ra~Jc; space 'lr:der the seats at a most favorable CG I 

position, an excellent depositor)/ tcr tools, -::1e down kits, spare oil, etc. One 
builder I know says h0 pulls !,is rClciios oct ;:md stows them there when he has to 
leave it tied down overnigbL I-Ie al ;:;0 l()CKS the seats down in some manner. 

Recently I was demonstrating my T~12 tc i} new Luilder and on landing roll out 
he commented what great rudder control it had. I enthusiastically agreed and 
vigorously yawed it back and 10rth at 15-20 mph to demonstrate. After 3 or 4 
of these it surprised me and took off for the boonies and despite full right rudder 
and brake (?) I couldn't stop it. It didn't go all the way around, due to our low 
speed, but it got my atiention, as I could have dinged it some if there had been 
a runway light there. 

I later simulated this in an open area and sure enough it did it again. I first 
suspected my Maule tail wheel had sheared the locking pin (as Dan Dudash's T-18 
had done when I was riding with him once, He came very close to losing it then). 
The Maule checked out. 

I had first thought I'd lost my right brake, but what I found was that it was very 
nearly impossible to suddenly get any brake application with full right rudder 
applied. It has been known for years that the brake pedal will hit the tank cradle 
under those conditions and can be corrected by notching the right brake pedal. Let 
me strongly recommend you do this f even if you move rudder pedals back an inch 
or more! When taxiing in close quarters, to make a sharp right turn I've always had 
to apply a little left rudder in order to get the right pedal back far enough to use 
right brake. Needless to say, my right brake pedal now is notched. Now before you 
say to yourself, "Pll just move the tank cradle," take note that it affects the channel 
over the top of the tank, the skin it attaches to, etc. Donlt do it. The notched .' 
rudder pedal isnlt unsightly and it gives plenty of room for even a big foot like mine. 

Incidentally, Dan Dudash was so upset at the Maule that he took it off and replaced 
it with a non-full swiveling Lang. It takes a little more planning to maneuver in 
close quarters and to push in and out of the hangar f but he feels itls worth the 
"extra peace of mind. The Scott seems to be the best and perhaps the extra cost 

is justified. 

One other fiery important item: Tail \A/heel Steering Springs ~ 
Use only t e so called compression springs! These are double action and have 
one inside the other, acting like '3. solid link when stretched so far. 
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On my recent trip to Chino, I let Francis Richardson fly the leg into Pecos, Texas, 
where the wind was west at 30K. We landed on the West runway no sweat, but 
when he turned up the North runway to get to the gas pit he couldn't hold it and 
it would weather-cock into the wind and go on around in a super low speed ground 
loop. This took place 6 times before we got to the gas pit. The culprit was the 
single action tail wheel springs. They had stretched and had caused my problem 
the week before. 

I had an extra set of double action springs with me, so we pushed it behind a 
hangar out of the wind and changed them. Boy. what a difference! When I 
taxied out to the runway I had perfect rudder control and never had to even touch 
the downwind brake/even with that 30K crosswind. 

I talked to several T-18 owners about this at Chino and found they had all changed 
over for similar reasons, so, amigos, if you hav~ single action springs throw 
them away and write Ken Knowles for a set of compression springs. 

One more little item on the folding wing: FLAP RETURN SPRINGS* 
Earlier in this N.L. we discussed the,'anchoring of the flap return springs at the 
rear. Ken Knowles anchors his to the bottom part of the flap actuator fitting on 
the vertical member of the fitting. Simple and effective, easily inspected, or 
installed, so that disposes of that problem. 

KEN KNOWI,ES now has the complete folding wing with the LDS-2 airfoil installed { 
altho' he hadn't flown it yet "vhen we got to Chino, but he has promised a flight 
report soon. 

He now has t'l'~ ~~r ~ete wing (with the standard airfoil) for sale for 
$4000. It' s~e fcl.gi~i~g I tips, ailerons, flaps. strobes. antennas I walking 
beam installed and ready to bolt onto someone's wide body fuselage. Held 
prefer the buyer to come and get it. Itls painted, too. Ken also has a new Hartzell 
CiS prop. with spinner and governor for sale for $1500. It's for the 160hp engine. 
All these items are excellent buys { money-wise and quality"'Wise. 

Last N.L. we mentioned COREY SYLVESTER. Since then he has moved, left no 
forwarding address. One builder made a trip to Louisville to check out the facts 
of his offer to supply landing gears and other items. If any of you have sent him 
money and not received parts I'd like to know about it. In the meantime donlt 
send him any money. When we locate him weIll attempt to find out what gives. 

Discussing this situation with others I have come to the conclusion that unless 
I know the person and have personally seen any of the for sale items He. t we 
wonlt carry them in the newsletter. An ad in Sport Aviation is inexpensive, so 
it's better that way. 

T-18 FLY-IN 

I had several conversations with PAUL POBERt(ZMV relative to an all T-18 flyin 
at Rockford, Ill., the day before aSH started. Quite a few builders and aircraft 
owners had made this suggestion and at first glance it sounded like a great way 
to initiate an annual T-18 get together. The gyrocopter people had done this very 
thing for several years { so I got down to some serious and detailed planning 
along that line. 

The subject of liability soon came up and it looked obvious that an insurance policy 
was mandatory unless some "left handed" way could be found to circumvent liability. 

The Association has really had the course on this item, Paul said, and to make a 
long story short, anytime you extend any form of a written (or even verbal) 
invitation for such an evert you incur fullliabil1ty. Too badJ 

I felt that since fuel costs were so high I plus regular convention fees and other 
fia IY

J 
cs~sts that are normally incurred at the convention, that the cost of insurance 

1Ioro\' ot"P!ioge
et ,tsO\\ethert at Rockford could well be the straw that breaks the back of 1-1 pl, uoge camel. 
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It might be an item for discussion at our annual T-18 dinner at Oshkosh this year 
tho'. Incidentally we I,ve recently received quite a few letters and calls saying 
let' 5 make out T-18 dinner much less formal and without much ceremony, so that 
we have time to meet and know more people and do more hangar flying. In accordance 
with those,-ideas we'll keep all after dinner formalities to an absolute minimum. 

In the last N. L. (4149) we published a letter from BILL COX, 419 Willow Lane, 
Baytown. Texas 77520 in which he told of a gear extension he used to move the 
wheels forward 1. 4". The quickie sketch I made of this at Oshkosh last year 
was in error. It should have read that there are.§. (not 4) holes in the extension 
and below is a 'correct sketch • 

• 'TO' VlilW • 
·0 

Here are further excerpts from a recent letter from Bill: 

A few other changes are necessary to get the CG right without excessive ballast. 
The battery was installed forward of Station 139. This is about 15" aft of what is 
on the plans. The installation hardware is basically a mirror image to the plans, 
since it is mounted on the front of a frame rather than the rear. A Sftlead bar 
is mounted at Station 195. It is bolted through the bolster plate for the steel 
tail spring. A 3/16 AN bolt on either side of the spring secures it. 

With the CIS prop and 180 Lycoming I but minus radios I upholstery and wheel 
pants/ the Weight and balance follows. 

Empty Weight: 
Fwd CG 
Gross wt. 

92341 
62.1 In. 
165041 

Empty CG 
Rwd CG 
Baggage 

1650# Gross requires 2-20041 people and 10041 baggage. 

60.7 In. 
70.6 In. 
10041 

2-15 we flew N3WC to Louisiana. Takeoff weight was about 1600#. We climbed 
at 125 mph for visibility. 9-1/2 minutes after takeoff we leveled off at 9500'. 
At 19" and 2300 rpm' (about 55%) we trued 185. Fuel consumption was 7.9 gph. 
I have EGT and CHT on each cylinder and lean to 500 on the rich side of peak. 

I am looking forwar~l tq, getting the fairings installed and making a small cowling 
mod. I believe cruise ,will be about 200. 

*** 
Again, thanks, Bill,., ,for your report. That's very valuable info. 

Now here's a report in its entirity from BRYANT ROWLAND! 1007 Shell! Midland. Texas 
7~ 

Hello Dick, 

Just got the newsletter and as usual, read every word. 

The subject of my letter is the use of full flaps on the T-18. Please pass on the 
following in,the newsletter as it well could save someone a very bad experience. 

Some T-~8~J mine included, has a very violent downward pitch, when full flaps 
are applled, or when speed is increased while full flaps are applied in a forward 
CG condition. 

.' 
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The airplane of course is at it's most forward CG with one pilot aboard I full fuel 
and no baggage (such as it would be for test flight) the downward pitch is very .... ' 
rapid and is totalY'un-controllable, not something that you would want to happen~··-· 
down close to th'e ground. 

My airplane reacts this way: 

J) With one 17011 pllot aboard, no bags and more than half fuel which gives me 
a total weight of 1351 and CG of 63.2 In. Rapid downward pitch upon 
application of full flaps (300 ). 

2) With two people on board, less than half fuel (and some baggage prloie,m,cl) 

3) 

no problem with full flaps, meek as a lamb. This loading '.~·.d1l'*~t';:';i'.···· 
total wefght ancfa CG location of 66.1 In,. 

When the CG Is something between the two above conditions, full flaps 
may be applied at a slow speed (80 MPH or slower) but will pitch down If 
the speed is increased. Stick buffet is the clue. If the stick buffet' 5 

with a forward tug, better get the flaps up or have a very t4Jht seat belt 
and be ready to ride through the first half of an outside loop. 

By the way, my empty CG is 61.6 In. and empty weight is 1013#. For flight I 
call 150011 max. with 62 In. forward limit and 70 In. aft limit. My weight and 
balance is good, I have double checked it on freshly calibrated aircraft scales. 
What I am suggesting to New T-IS pilots is to explore the full flap and CG locations 
at altitude before any landing are attempted. 

All of Jhis has proved to be no problem to me, its just a limitation that I have 
lea,rned to respect. As you know I I fly airplanes for a living and have for most of 
my life. I fully agree with all the good things that are said about the T-IS and 
wo~ldn It part with mine for anything. 

I will be doing my annual inspection in April and plan to take the pictures of the 
auto-pilot- installation while I have it opened up and I will send them to you with 
a small write up for the newsletter. 

Will give you a call next time I'm in Dallas. The MU-2 has been down for a hot 
section overhaul, but we are flying again now so should be over that way before 
long. 

*** 
Not many airplanes have encountered this problem, but please note that the 2 
conditions necessary to overpower the horizontal tail are a nearly full forward CG 
and excess air speed. I've known of one T-18 builder that always kept a 75# 
tool box in his baggage compartment, primarlly because of the forward CG he had 
as a result of the heavy cis prop he had and a battery located under the seat. 

It should be emphasized that every airplane is different and j u~t because you have 
a GPU and wood prop doesn't automatically guarantee that there won't be such a 
problem arise. Check it out at altitude several times, varifying the speed. 

Now here's a letter from GLENN YOUNG, a gritty young man who doesn't let a 
little thing like M.S. dampen his enjoyment of life in general and in particular 
for his enjoyment of bull ding and flying his own T-IS. Equally noteworthy is 
his wife, ~, who not only helped him build it, but also has learned to fly it. 
She is also painting a large painting of the T-IS in the air and hopes to submit 
it for a Sport Aviation back cover soon. 

Glenn had to tie a rope to one of his feet to lift it sometime back, but persevered 
and got the T-IS built and now files it since lis leg is better. , 

r" wonder if their story doesn't say, IIIf you really want to do something, you'll 
find a way". If you get a little discouraged with progress on your T-18 once in 
awhile (who doesr/t) pause a moment and think that Glenn and Ethel certainly 
had moments of discouragement many times. 
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Serial il802 started in September of 1971 when I developed a health problem and our 
doctor advised us to sell our Jurca Tempete, as he felt that the chemicals from the 
glues might aggravate the problem. The Tempete is an all wood single place, low 
wing aircraft, designed by Marcel Jurca from France. Ours was past pre-cover and 
we were covering the wings with plywood when we sold it. We looked at all of the 
metal airplanes available and thought that the T-18 was the best one for us to 
build. 

My wife, Ethel, has about 260 total flying hours, and about 25 hours in the Thorp. 
She helped with all phases of the construction. We used AN-AD rivets for fabrication 
as the cost was less than "pops" and it brought Ethel into the project from the 
start. She drove the rivets and I bucked them. 

We started with the ailerons to gain the necessary expertise. If we ruined them, 
the cost would be negligible. We soon found that working with ;netal was fun, and 
not as difficult a.s we first thought. The airplane was built as close to plans as 
possible. The first flight was July 14,1979 by Glenn and the final inspection was 
November 13, 197:3. Both in3pection.s were by Ron Wojnar of the Chicago engineering 
department of the FAA, of who"TI I have great praise. As of February 1980 'He have 
55 hours on the Thorp. Power is from a Lycoming 0-290-G with a Sensenich W66LM74 
wood prop. Static run-up with full power is only 1950 to 2000 RPMs but climb with 
I person aboard is between 1000 and 1150 ft per minutes. With 2 persons aboard, it 
is about 900 It/min. This was timed from lift-off for 1 min. at 100 miles per hour 
indicated airspeed. The temperatures were around 650 F to 750 F and the field eleva
tion at Litchfield is 1116 ft ASL. Cruise RPM is 2250 with 21" manifold press. 
It indicates about 140 MPH to just under 150 depending on the outside air temp 
and the altitude. True airspeed appears to be near 150 MPH. There is a nice buffet 
prior to stall and neither wing drops off first. We do not have any stall strips 
on the wing. Stall occurs at 58 indicated with 2 notches of flaps and about 60 
without flaps. The empty weight prior to paint and sound proofing was 842i1 
and after paint and 3M acousticai tape, the empty weight is now 860il. The empty 
CG is 15.1% of chord. We have basic instruments but no radio. The paint is 
Sherwin Williams acrylic enamel, with the hardner added at the time of spraying. 
The primer is Sherwin Williams Vinyl Wash with a sealer primer over that. So 
far, it appears to be sticking well. 

The only bad habit that we have found with the Thorp is that when flying solo. the 
CG is more forward than with 2 persons. It is within limits, but it causes a 
pitch forward and a buffet,on the elevator when 2 notches-of flaps are extended 
above 80-85 indicated. Below this speed, the buffet disappears. A call to John 
Thorp on this confirmed that others have had this same problem when the CG Is 
forward. John assured me that this would probably dIsappear when I put 2 persons 
in it. With 2 aboard, there is no buffet below 100 indicated. Both Ethel and I 
usually use i notch of flaps when flying solo as there is no buffet or pitch do""n In 
that configuration. The aircraft is based in Litchfield, MN, which has 2950 ft 
of asphalt runway. We frequently go to Paynesville, MN, and they have 2300 ft 
of sad runway. The airplane does very well on both ~unways. 

At present, we are putting together an angle of attack indicator, desIgned by William 
E. Brown, of Wichita, KS. His article on this may be found in the SPORT AVIATION 
magazine in September 1975. It gets the indication from a light and photo cell with 
a shutter in between. The gauge is a milliamp meter. We hope to have this 
complete by the time the weather warms up, and will- send more infonnation on this 
as we learn from it. 

As with all projects, we had a great deal of help and advice. Ed Tvrdik, a close 
friend, gave us much help with the technical aspect and almost all of the machined 
parts. Ed is a retired shop instructor and has a lot of experience with milling and 
lathe proj~cts. Ron~immerman, now from Bloomer, WI, ha's given us much advice 
with II how toll projects. Also, Ron provided us with wing tips and cowling all 
through another builder in Minneapolis. Ron also gave me some dual in his T-18 
and let me solo it before flying ours. Fred Davis, Chapter 25 deSignee, until his 
death in December 1979, gave us many hours of counseling with both projects • 
. 'T'.he newsletters are very valuable in all areas on construction and flying the T-18. 

" 
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We feel that it was a group effort and that was part of the fun. It was an excellent 
family project also. Ethel did a good share of the work and the kids helped as 
much as they were allowed. We feel that the T-18 is an excellent airplane and the 
people that we have met have all been great and very helpful. 

As for my health, r still carry a medicall year at a time. The problem appears to 
be Multiple Sclerosis. I have had some problems, but have regained full function 
each time so far. With "Gods l1 strength, I hope to be able to fly for many more 
years, Ethel flies the Thorp very well also so we should be able to keep it in the air. 

*** 
I first met JIM ROBERTS at Oshkosh a few years back. when he and his wife made 
a 1 day visit at the convention with their T-IB. They were on the way home from 
a transcontinental trip that had taken them to Florida and the Bahamas from their 
Van Nuys homebase. 

Due to the short time they were there, I didn't get to study his airplane like I 
wanted to, but last year at Chino I spent considerable time with Jim going over 
various features of his unusual T-18. I prevailed on him to write a story on his 
T-18 and his experiences in the pin feather days of the T-18. After some persuading 
he agreed to, so here it is: 

Hi Dick: 

I apologize for not answering sooner. As you so pOintedly put it, "Today is a 
good time to write t" even tho' ie s months later. \ 

Dick, since our last meeting at John's T-18 reunion party, many changes have taken 
place. The company I work for (Volpar, Inc.) has been bought out by another company 

a nd we have been going through growing pains, overhauling and outfitting Boeing 
7205 and 7275 to executive configurations. But back to the subject of my T-IB, 
N249R. 

To start at the beginning of my love affair with the aircraft, another man that worked 
for me (larl Love) and I started construction and flying of N299V which was 
bullt for DICK HANSON, of Volpar. 

During the early days of testing and EARL LOVE was flying It. the flutter problem 
surfaced. Earl was (prematurely) doing a high speed run when he encountered a 
severe vibration. Fortunately he reduced power soon enough and by having a 
constant speed prop he was able to come back in one piece. The only casualties 
were a bent stabilizer and a badly blistered hand ca used by the rapid stick movements .. 

The spar was reinforced and the problem studied while John put a 180 mph temporary 
red line in effect. The flutter problem came to a head when a Texas builder lost 
his -life diving in on an airport at far over 200 mph and encountered tail flutter 
(Documented facts later showed the builder had not complied with recommended 
changes on the stabilator in several areas I 1. e. I ribs were not even riveted to 
the spar - Ed.) 

At this point a full blown flutter investigation was initiated by JOHN THORP. STAN 
ROSMUSSEN and SANDY FREZNAR 9(vibration experts) were summoned to do the 
testing. Strain gauges were mounted on the spar tube and the tape readout unit 
strapped -in the right seat. I performed the first series of flight tests, whtch were 
done off the coast at Malibu. 

My instructions were to set the speed, tap the stick sharply, and flip the switch 
to "record" increasing the speed in 5 mph increments. Before I started the actual 
tests I searched out the highest speed that I could still open .the canopy to get 
out in case of an emergency. 

John indicated that there is an aerodynamic forward reaction on the canopy. I 
found I could not move it back above 120 mph, so I took along a big steel wrench for 
breaking out the canopy--just in case. 

.' 
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My 3 trips up expanded the speed up to 180 mph, where John took over. He wanted 
to take the risk himself above 180, as he felt responsible. The fest is history I as 
you know. The results showed a definite flutter at the higher speeds. 

2 fixes were called for -- one by moving lead weights to the outer forward surface 
of the spar from the center (or embedded into the leading edge). We chose the 
L. E. The other was a beef up of the tab rib. 

The second precarious incident in N299V occurred after I installed the flaps and was 
making an approach to Whiteman Airpark at 90 MPH lAS. I set flaps to 400 (300 

wasn't in the system then) when suddenly the nose tucked down steeply, narrowly 
missing obsturctions. Only by dumping flaps did it recover to normal attitude. 
After this incident John suggested the approach speed of 90 MPH was too high for 
the 400 position. (In short, I ran out of elevator effectiveness.) 

(This subject discussed at length elsewhere in this Months N.L. We might note 
that a maximum of 300 flap extension is now recommended. Again, take note that 
the nose down pitch is a combination of too much speed and a far forward CG that 
overpowers the horizontal tail - Ed.) 

Dick, I did a serious study of a few things as I was planning my T-18, so will 
briefly outline them. Above all I would express that these changes do .!lQ1.reflect 
any criticism of the standard T-18 aircraft. 

In my calculations r discovered I could increase elevator effectiveness from 10 to 12% 
by just lengthening the fuselage 1211. With this change I could have more baggage 
area, or 2 extra (limited weight) jump seats - up to 170# within the CG range. Also, 
I would be able to eliminate the need for lead weight in the tail to static balance 
(common on Ale with constant speed props and big engines). 

During the ground vibratory tests on N299V data revealed in the natural frequency mode 
that longer fuselages could produce more flexing I but 12" was acceptable (with 
proper reinforcement) . 

Another study was on the wing. One modification was forward sweeping of the 
wing leading edge at the root (" skewed" as you called it. or II strakelet")' This would 
move the center of pressure inboard and slightly forward and would also produce a 
small definite buffet 5-6 mph before the stall, with all indication of lowering 
the stall speed, of which I'll explain later. 

This extra area also provides fuel space for 14.5 gals. each side. The span is 
increased 3" on each side, but this small increase in span with no beefup reduced 
my limit load of 6Gs to 5.4 Gs at 1250* GW. 

Flush NASA type air scoops on each side of the cowl (just ahead of the firewall 
at about foot level) supply fresh air to the cockpit (via ducts and ueyeball" valves) 
very effectively and will flow well on the ground with the prop turning fairly slow. 

During the early development of the cowling John furnished the top and bottom 
contours and suggested easy access to the engine for frequent service, so I 
designed the first cowl by mocking up th'e forward cowl rings using styrofoam 
coated with a hard coat, then forming by hand the first set of metal cheeks. The 
rest was done by filling with straight lines coordinates, yet with the appearance of 
curved lines. The first cowl assanbly was Johnts. Then I tooled up then fabricated 
18 cowls in my garage and sold them from $225 to $275 each before I turned the 
project over to John and Fred Barnes. 

They refined the cowl and retooled with an even better looking cowl. 

My cockpit area features several advantages, such as form fitting seats that are 
easily removed in 5 - 10 seconds. The instrument panel and supporting bar is 
quickly removed with electrical cannon plug on each end. All this to reach the 
fuel tank. An oxygen system (22 eu/tt) capacity with 2 outlets installed. It 
sure is a comfort to have. 

The performance of this Ale is still uncertain I as I have not accurately performed 
an airspeed calibration using a it t b 

I did in early days was to pace J~h~' s ~~~r~~,a s~:~~~~e~t c700ur~~h t~~~u~~l16~h~~~. 
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Below 70 is unknown, so I cannot make accurate claims. However I did some 
close speed checks and stalls early with LEE HAMLIN as passenger. I started 
at 8000 1 in slow flight, 200 flaps, approaching a stall, holding the nose jw t 
above the horizon, with just enough power to stabilize. I then waited for the speed 
to reduce. To our surprise we were still steady at 50 lAS. At 45 a slight buffet 
was felt, (trying to stall at the wing juncture and fillet area). I plan to tuft the 
wing and check further some day. At 39-40 lAS it started to break and I caught it 
bE fore the max pitch down. 

Dick, as I've said before this is not a valid set of numbers, because of the static 
system. The pitot head is a Piper and is mounted under wing and the proper 
position could be off. It does indicate steady up to the very last, tho'. I think 
I will try flying side by side with another aircraft and see who hangs in there the 
longest. 

One expression about the airplane so often used by other people and myself is that 
it is very docile! BILL WAJlvVICK is one person to have flown it and he used that 
expression. 

My aircraft now has 570 hours r 5 trips to Orlando, Florida, the Bahamas, and the 
greater part of the States with many happy flying hours. The average running time 
from Van Nuys to Orlando is 12.5 to 13 hours. The longest single flight was fro:n 
Van Nuys to El Paso, Texas with tail winds, my takeoff weight averages 1800# 
the long flights. This includes 57 gal. fuel and 135# baggage, plus my wife dnd 
myselL The first hour is slow at 184 mph at 8500 ft. at the end of the second h0U~ 
the speed picks up to 190-194 mph. As we know, the lighter the aircraft ths faster 
we go any my aircraft is capable by space and fuel capacity to carry more. 

Well, Dick I I really did say more than intended. I hav-e tried to be conservati"'-
in things listed and some day I will have more legitimate performance data. 
pair;t is deteriorating 1 so will be repainted soon, maybe with new styling too, 

Enjoy your newsletters and am looking forward to the next ones. In the mear:.tj"no, 
care ( yi here? 

Sincerely, Jim Roberts *** 

Thanks a million, Jim, for a fine report and for the bits of history thrown in~ There 
were several real gems of wisdom still applicable today ~ 

r believe Jim probably has the very best location possible for his fresh air intake. 
He doesn!t pick up heated air where his scoops arelocated, nor exhaust fumes either. 

I'm interested in the details as to how he makes his instrument panel fairly quickly 
removable. Thatls a pretty tough problem to be easily solvable. If you have figured 
out a good way to quickly tilt the panel back or remove it how about an account of how 
you did it along with drawings, sketches, or pictures, if p6ssible? Itls a lead 
pipe cinch that sooner or later you'll want to either remove the panel or tilt it 
to get at something on the back. 

Jim also interested in what Jim finds out about the low end figures when he calibrates 
his airspeed and also how he comes out in a "who stalls first" contest with another 
airplane. 

T-IBS AT OSH 

We would like to repeat GALE ABELs suggestion that on Monday (at OSH) from 12 noon 
until 2 pm all T-18s will observe "COWLINGS OFFII. I think that's a great idea, 
even tho' on some airplanes it may be quite a chore (mine is) but I'd certainly be 
willing. At least we might remove enough of the cowling to permit the new builders 
to take well lighted photos and make sketches. 

There are so many decisions for the new buileer to make up there in the engine room 
that everyone needs all the help they can get. So let's give it a whirl, hey? 

MONDAY 12 NOON to 2:00 PM 
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Here's a set of stats from LYLE BROOKS on his T-IB. 

LYLE BROOKS, OWNER, 12015 S. Circle Drive, Whittier, California 90601 

THORP T-18 

Engine: 
Fuel: 
Rated Max Cont. 
Oil Pressure 
Max Temp 
Prop 

Wing Span 
Length 
Height 
Tread 
Fuel Quantity 
Empty 'vV eight 
Datum 
Mac: 
CG Limits! 
Gross VJeight 
Started 
Completed 
Purchased 

SPECIFICATION DATA 

N2751 

Lycoming 0-360-AIC 
91/96 
180 HP @2700 
50 - 90 

May25,1976 

SN 300 

Cyl Temp 5000 Oil Temp 2450 

Sensenich 76DM (Modified) (Metal, Fixed Pitch) 
Length 68" 
20' 10" 
18 1 6" 
51 1" 
63" 
27. S Gal 
872# 

Pitch 83" 

EWCG 60.7 
"vVing Leading Edge Stat. 55 
50" Leveling Means: Stiffener on Side of Cockpit 
61. 0 to 71. 0 
1468 
1965 
1976 
3/78 from Jim Fleming, Builder 

*** 
Thanks, Lyle. Vvhen you yet time to run some accurate performance tests on 
top speed, stall, R of C, etc, , let us know, please. Another good item of 
interest would be to get someone to measure your average takeoff and landing 
distances, solo and loaded, best rate of climb speed, sink rate at various 
speeds, etc. Fuel consumption at various power settings is still another valuable 
piece of info. 

M.A.S. COST INCREASES 

For all cf you that sent in $3.00 back when we started the new news letter series, 
most of you said "Lemme know when and if you need more money." We're getting 
to the point where weill be needing to ante up again, as most of our original costs 
have just about tripled since we got #45 out and the P.O. Department says they1re 
going to raise postage again soon. A lot of you have sent in $S, $10, or $15 to the 
general fund and you!ve certainly done more than your part, so Ilm not writing this 
to you guys and it's not meant to be a dun to anyone. We'll continue the newsletter 
as long as we have something in the kitty. 

There were several of you that sent donations to the DAN CULHANE fund, combined 
with your contribution to the T-18 MAS. Dan had insurance and was grateful for 
your help I but now I need to return your donation to you. Please drop me a note 
and tell me the amount you sent in for Dan, so I won't have to take time to go 
through each and every letter in the files. (That would take me weeks.) I file 
each and every letter I have received and that includes the ones I got back in the 
early '60s. 

I was gabbing with a mechanic servicing an Aero Commander I was flying that day 
and his rich British accent moved me to ask where he was from. He came from 
Barbados in the British West Indies. He saw my T-I8 and told me someone had 
built one of those airplanes at Barbados and he took me into the office and showed 
me a picture of it in his scrapbook. I remembered corresponding with GORDON BUTCHER 
there in 164, but lost track of him. It took him 7-1/2 years to build, but he's done 
quite a lot a flying in it and has been most pleased with it. It is registered as 8P-BGB 
The 8P is the Air Registration Board's number for Barbados and I suppose the rest 
mea1!s I Barbados Gordon Butcher. 1111 try to vesualize the discouragement in building 
~v:'-rl,~rdGtnera reTmh'eO,!re islandtand, r also think about how much of the flying would be 

"- v-.. neares neIghbor isl d' S V' 
about 110 miles away over water. an IS 1. Incent in the Windwards and it's 
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of both fatalities. 
would 

cap (i.e., 

thought as I've been 
type of gas cap was 

know that a lot of them are 
tank from Ken Knowles. A 
on the copy of a page from 
in question depends on a 

inner cap. The 
squared cam-shape of 

This is adjustable by an internal 
or lock for this tab such as is 

caps (e.g., T-33 wings and tip 

pop out simply by dropping my 
my lawn. I should mention that 

for maximum compression in the 
s allowing room to remove when in the 

do not whether the subject aircraft in 
same of cap, but if it did, the 
not a surprise based on the casual 

own tank. 
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Page Two (2) 

In order to improve this situation, I 
.." fl h stop on my us cover over the cap 
rests against the top of the tank cap 

on way the cap could come loose 
cover would be as a result of a combination 

force vectors and significant 
enclosed sketch might help to illustrate 

It is my ing that this style of 
to s type of release. 

A pas lock on the cap itself 
modification to my cover for the 
It is that the simple stop, as 
greatly reduce the potential of this 
all circumstances. 

1 tank 

Has 
sugges 
subj ect 

any other discuss 
in this area coincident 

accident (or others). 

or carre 

What do you think? 

JGW, db 
Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

. ···/4~·~~ 
___ ---- ohn?{L~al ton 

T-18 46 

LAlli;' Mlhli'fe Iti§l!>F'f ON AVAILABLE SPACE: 

. {- . T. c.lon. 

vulnerable 

action. 
will 

t 

Glenn Young, 703 Park Ave, Litchfield, !<linn, 553')5, called me the other day to 
tell of an engine roughness problem that's come up with the advent of hot wx. 
His 0-290-G has an 'oo. oil pan (which influences the quantity of flov! in the 
induction system) and his HA4, 10-3678-32 c".rb works fine in cold wx, but is too 
much in hot wx •. John Thorp told him one of the I-IA4 carbe that were used on the 
wartime 0-435 Lye would probably be better. If any of you know of a 10",3323 or 
a 10-2827 carb he'd sure li:,e to talk to you. If you have one, he'd accept a 
collect call. Some 0-290-G users have fitted a piece of tubing that fits in the 
induction throat of the carb when using an 0-320 sump. It is machined from a 
piece of tubing and reduces the inside dia. from 2. fJ to 1.812", as per the 
drawing on pt;. 95 in Don Pridham's book, "Converting the to an aircraft 
engine". If any of you can offer your experience with this problem, it will be 
appreciated. I once n' aa' a . 1 slmi_ar prcblem • on my RV-l. 

sol ved by induction air 
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J NEWSLETTER #510 na-p'e ____ 0 

.WHERE DOES IT ALL STOP? Ayear ago a Lycoming A 1 A ( list 
was $7464. One could buy that same new engine from Norm Bender, Inc. for a 
delivered price of $6375, which included mags, harness, , carb,fuel pump, 
and starter-no vacuum pump or alternator. The saYlte cost $8420 list 
and $6895 from Bender this year. He advised '1e that 1, 1980, . that the 
list price will probably be 9685, an increase of iii in one year! That.s a 
15% increase. Norm said his discount would be in line \'lith years. l:orm' s 
address is P O. Box 30343, AHF, Nemphis, Tenn. a.nd tho is 1. 

I c;.test info on metal cowlings: 

FOH YOUR INFOHMATION 
Dear Dick, 

My research into the cowling project has ,'eveal the 11 informa on. 
It is of such significance that I felt this letter was necessary. 

John's original cowling design was a simple fairing over the eng ne case, 
leaving the cylinders exposed. A further devel Via the add on cowl 
"cheeks". were considered optional at the tin~. i t tests demonstra-
ted their need and all T-18's are so equipped 

To restate what I included in earlier letters, 
tooling to form the inlet "cheeks" has been lost. 
regarding the replacement of this tooling was in error. 
ered pess! stic at 2-3,000 was proven laughable 
Our good Ith estimate failed to consider recent 
metal stampi facilities. (similar to that exhibited 
This, together with the fact that the original ing 
led me to ask John about possible forms of reli 
inlet cowling is superior aerodynamically. nee a 
may be used tooling costs are back to our ori'lini!.l estjmiltes. 
fully allow the completed cost to remain within the $6-800 
contemplated. 

og process 
is 11 hope

re I originally 

Although I have stated a design "change", the cowling will be John's oriainal 
desi n exee t that the aired inlets will be moved to a single inlet below the 
spinner. This change will allow for easier 01 coo er lnsta atl0n an better 
lnductlOD filtration. Everything else will remain the same. I am noV! planning 
to handbuild an example and hope to have it on a T-18 by the end of summer. ThlS 
Change will have some effect on you purchasers. Some may V!ish to have John's 
original design only. ,Unfortuantely economics have rendered it extinct. To 
facilitate rther.progress I request that yoJ send me your opinion on this new 
development. Whether you will pay up to $800. for a cowling. Hhether you 
would pay more (indicate amount). 

I still request that yo~ send no money. Just self sed stamped envelopes. 
(5x9). When I get firm prices f)'om-suppliers and tool makers, and after I have 
assembled 1 or 2 to get an idea of the time involved I will set the price. I will 
then ask a deposit of $2-300. with balance a set period before delivery. This 
fir-t production run will be for costs only, Later purchasers will have to pay 
fair value. 

Thank you for your continued interest. I look forward to your responses. 

. ····/ilarcB6urget 
P.O. Box 88 
Stockton, Ca. 95201 

Very truly yours, 

Marc Bourget 
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T-18 ~V,IS1~1'/rTER .jj -" IT page 

We had to revert to thB olcier format thi issue} 0,£; our 
by mistake on legal size paper and when we reduced it to 

put tvlO pages on one, like last issue, it was too small to read 
I have a considerable amount of material On hand for the and I 
will begin assembling the next newsletter t as soon as this one is in the 
mail I to have it in the mail no later then lst~ The P~O~ 
has 14 to deliver 3rd class mail, so if you don't get 20 July, let 
:11$ know$ 

I had d this issue for a few to allov; tine for 
ent;r,;}ver to find the double photo page that got lost in his files 
So far tit E still lost} so I [nay have to 

the 
somewhere. 

Glenn Bill Cox, Bob Furrer, and Hank n&a.. Ii Q 1 ike to encourage 
of you w:}, th flying to send a (black and wIdte pn)forred, 
a very shB.rp one in color will sometimE;s dO) 21H1 a 

and of your airplane .. If you 
the 

still 
like to have a r~port & photo, What 

it how it , any encountered4 
'I Tit:; tel{en in it 1 how you 

Next iacue I 11 have a very 
good one fro;;; 
everyone'f s 
interest 

';'/a1t Giffen", We now have the sp<:1ce B-VdU,{A i1'; the ~L~s to print 
8 so take pen 1n hand} etc! 0 

2X{OJ'_O,'~lZ e to you for so 
,it t:3 

fIl 
fiVe 

been a year sO far, but no ,? that 
be able crarLl{ out about four more L"G the 

better I thtnk 
the year £lIld 

mer£?$"» ",if you guys keep in material .. 

ne:xt issue vIi11 have some dope material 
used to fill gas tank cavities Harlo HcKinty 
will haVe 0_ booth at Oshkosh and the 
it .. Harlo also have samples of a spac age foar:: used fer seat 
cushions", Both products are excellent and I hn sure YOll v/8nt to learn more 
about them Dnd see the real thing". 

LASIE HTNUlrB I'I'E:n FROB KEN KNOWLES: Had a note ::-rolU that he had now 
flown the compfet~e' wing with the LDS-2 airfoil and finde that 

• slower than the wing with the LDS-2 airfOil on the outer 
stalled about 5 nph slower the.t his wing Vii th the standard air 
storts to buffet about 10 before stall, very good wavTri 
gentle and mild break .. He thinks he may have to at the same 
before, as the sink rate gets higher at the elower and could 
bounce if one flared a little high or too Vle'll have more on 
when more has been accumul",ted. 

!fhe FOLD=LCW11 r:;:IS'l'F,Ul':iENI].! PJUrEL drawing shown was 2,nd built 
Snedeker,who lives at 53-102 Ealal St. in Hawaii, 
retiring from Aloha Airlines in a couple of years 
before then. All airline equipment has quick-tilt 

and a very 
as 

ve a good 
later 

for quick change of J..nstruments at short stops .. We have a bit different problem, 
true, but it shouldn I t take ae two daye to at -;he back of our and 
this area deserves a lot of thought .. Frallkfs solution l8 a step in 
the 1'i direction and \'58 are truly grateful, Frank" 

fl'he ne:.:t icsue VillI also include a reprint of an article I \vrote for our 
nev[sletter} called "Understanding .F'lutter H ,. I doubt if you f 11 nndCl'.'3tand 
after it, but if it makes you more cautious arid respectful 

it will have served its purpoee ~ 

t ;: 

chapt. 
fluter 
the 
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Thar;;';:s Pctc~ .At 05:;i a poll i"dica-;;ed tna-.; t!:o lOD,i:0r ,:;20.r .s ::;~,C:l :::::::c; 
desirable:. Several sa::'~ with -::.ho z!lo:::t 0:;. cQt:.J..c t. 0 -:;.::.1.1 ;:.:.02: C:. 
D.nd fly clear across t:.o 2iY'I,Gr-::' with ~:,a':"l:. ceai:" " ;' :;:;:::' £l'0:':':::'':' .:.:.: 

13talling the airplane, I fool landinG G.Gcele:a.tion is ::1..\c:" ;:.cers ::'c;:;ic. ',:2.:';-, 

10nGor gear u:-:.d defi:::lf.:-i,;eely i~p!:,ovo.s shCl't n;-,.i 1'1,;,i'i 1'icld pe;:,io~'::c:.:;CG. 
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:-10 ;;_~ :':;::":'::-:2 ;,:51 -pnge 4-

~;~y:.:::"=:,:,:.? g:::x 0: SUillEG'Z' i>IATT:::q D ,HP:,;XSr:'I'ICH C?!EJ: 

Feb.5,1980 

2a, :c:-:, 

""e"r: Y2:.l for si2nj:::; the ne\\'slettc~rs out so laSe, 

re;-,::'ly a:;:pc2c:'ate it. I have just maje a quick index on 

-:r.2 e3.~~ie:;, N.L. al~:: since I h3.ven't stilrted construction 

ye"t :'::: r.o:; s-...;re w!1ich of tj-,e iter::s supercede older ones. 

'$ :1.;''' :-:elp tr,ouC;h here's a copy. '!;<v t.~'· 'rJ?.V "7" r,,"f'e r <:; 

~;'-,- ~_~""-;_,,,o-J ~LT, "'f'1_J2, 

;'.:'\':-'.;.l.;:":\ \ 

. _. 
. "","'0'",:-21::'83 : 

x-J1 

,35-7 
,J~-5 

5~~te~y 30z: 23-2 
:;-;,;:;: see 
03: x-22, 

F:!:'5J;)2S 

CO· 1£-5 
s:: c:' ::C2.vi Yeasuren:entsl 26-2,27-7 

::::::;.':.:'r,p;: ,16-1 
~ P:cop. Info: x-l0,16-),18-4,19-2.21-7.22-J,26-1. 

,31-5-9.)2-3-7,))-4-6,)4-1,35-2&5.)6-3,38-3.39-8 
.41-6,42-),4)-2,37-2-6. 

_x. ::...:st : 15·-3,19-2,29-1.32-6,44-2.J7-7. 

~~~~;~~;?r~~~~~~~:~~=~,32-8 
:;::.+- .<:,.';\ :'2-1 
::::::-:: : :<2-& 

:::::~- ,1)-),17-6,21-1,22-5,28-5,)0-2.34-5.39-5,4)-4. 
:0':' '~2:S ':.2:7:8 [.; :"3."}.: ;x24&31, 21-),22-2,29-) ,36-5.37-1&5, )8-1 
":2e~lre ?ra~es:x-8,13-J,14-J.17-6. 
~_ : 28-6.42-3,4J-5. 

::': 1""-2,17-2. 
_7"".'::::-''';;: :-:': ?a!leJ.: 20-3,23-2,39-8,41-7.28-7. 
:;~~:~? 29-5.35-1. 

: 35-9 
:~~ 8ear:x-21&28.28-1.J1-7.32-3~J5-2t39-1. 
~;-;::.~~ Lig~~: ~2-2 

'1-18 t;~WSLE'I.'C'EB //51 

:(2in--::ey;3.ncc;: 27-9,42-6 
;,;dte!'l?l :J~,stl ':<:-17.35-2,;;2-9 

-95.68 4.4..-

r"~oJir'ic2tions: ;:or~zontal ':'ai1 )9-),27-1.)0-1,)2-4-
Fuselage 4-2-5 

Oil : 25-1&').26-2,J5-10,)7-2 
28-3,32-1,24-2,38-4,41-4-8, 

?itot : 37-2 
?rop0110~: see Engines 
Push-?ull '.rubel 14-) 
Ribs: x-5,21-1.)O-2. 
::\ivets & RivetinSI},:-1&10,18,20,23-25,27&'29. li',.-4,i6-5 20-2 
24-5,25-7,26-5,28-6,3 0-2,J2-1&7,38-3.40-1,44-2. 
Sea~5: 20-1,26-J.32-1.J5-9. 
Skins: 

.4i 10ron 
1"in: 
,:<'laps: ,21-4 
Fussl~ge: x-2,12,22,24&]1, 27-1,28-4,29-332-1. 

-', 
,25-7.32-9.J9-6.~2-2,26-j . 
tlP,: 19-2,24-7.4,4-3 

1 System: 29-2,34-1,41-1,J7-2.42-5,40-L~-6. 
: %-1,3&5,35-1 .. 
x:3,6&12.42-4 anc 9/73 issue Sports rlvia-;;ion. 
em: 16-2,32-4,J6-2,41-7_ 
13-4,24-5,36-1 . 

;iJel~_iT:;G: 29-2,34-6.39-4. 
25-5 

: also see ,Canopy. 15-4.31-8.32-7 
Wings: 

Rear Snar: 15-7,14-4 
FlaDs:'15-) 
r.:ain Beam: 17-h 
Attach Solt: 41-7 
G"" COVeT: 25-6 
602 5'i tting ;x-)1 
Tbs: 16-) 

Worki~g Tips; x-J.6.-9,)3-1,35-1,38-2,39-7. 
ZZZZZZ: whenever you can fin=- tir::e. 

I'm sure I missed some other things -:;hat :r.ay be nee~]ed but 
anyone that is interes"tec. Eoncugh in 1::uiLiing "the ?-lS will 
surely r'eac. all the N .1.s any-',,·ay. 

Tha:l.ks again Dick and I hope ~e'7~ you at Cshgosh 1980. 

~~.:-
Bob Jaege:t 
24D5 ;,:elrose 
relrose Pa:;:-:>:, :;:11. 60164 
312-455-0787 

You miGht wa~.!' '-0 uhotocopy these two I!""dex page a:.d P:J.t thee::. as pase 1 '""::~ : 
of you; not.:.:"d

v 

v~l~o of T-18 N~v;~let~~rs:- ;;otB'C' :::at t!-".e nE;W !";:.ewsletter ser::..es 
fZ'om #1;,5 or. ware. arc n.£1 covereu :.~ tr..:..s :...ndex (~ .) 
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-0~,::J,!;~ 

~il so ,:-~ ~077!-- ',.:;,-:-c:- TO i0J" 

":,c-' "'X'~~","K:7S ?,y~;~'2~-S 2;'" :love ,),).:,' 

',-, .::;:- " "uS at air~ID~25. 
,<;r-. "j ',C; '" r-:-5 : coer;:;r1 0'", _ ~ ;:;;-05S0\,0r 

-,J.,' :"0,:;8 :-<:~;'s 0,")C; .:n ;:;",r"'0r-7 5u~p! '/ i "G . - "c r S-: . 

~,,~ 

:'" 

~,2; , 

~~:., . 
--,8 

~':: 

'-, -

"-2:7 ";-c::-" '-- I r:- ~,,-;- ::<05:(. -.:;':',t2;,-<JIlC0 

-:- s-:-i, Icc..;s -:-,-,,,1 0S 8s:1:":os", 
~:: -c,r ',,"I"' f2irip;::; ':S~c,e T:-,]5 

~,-2r ~:::;[';:;S~ r1>o i " ,1"'87er. !7 1 S 
~,- J 

:! ~ 

cr" ~8:,' c"T:' ,:,r", -;-Zlil:,;>~ ~y ,,~_ '>,):-0 
i"", C)'1 a!,J 'i" :1e,)~'01'- "",:-n Sr,OL'n "nesr 

,S '':;Ki'i Oe, !2-:-dcwc;. 

--:"'-5 ['~i7S .",:1 "',;re i~ ~',~S EL"v,,< "r"-:c:;. 
,,! ~",;-'c 0~, :;::> 1,'-'1 nc',s TO -: i (j '(0:
r'~;:;"c;r,0:; oi Jr.'r ~(;~f.)r~ 0: n,:!; ZlS :lis 

~,e ,,:' '.8:1 ,-, 0"T or, a CC'C:CJ'7"8r' -:-~2 ;::2,o,j~-y ",'-
-c r_ 

~- ,: C~(;;Ce" ",irs~o'"s in ,\";5. ,,':-;-, ,rc;) one 
- +,"- ,0: ,6;::, ;~';" s f ",e;, s : i ~e ' C' ~',ar,o~'i",rs, 

e;'-- ~:le ,'"";) to -;-no'< ~cster;~ slc:e ""ve,al '7";::85 
s::.~ ,S '~-"'--G'~:r,~ f:yir, ;:;0112J" aT ,-" 

,,,,,,' ,'2.3'S "T i, .. :; ,0 i~ursc _~s:::::) :J~) or 
S;::~2 ~OC..;=, i I Tn",r,_,'" ---':")c\;" is,; 

',S '_", T0- CG~' ,':::C,',," J8~-iCO, 

2 ';:\8" ; >,8 ": I: ;;G 
. -'c,,,:; c-~, ;;(;'~'---

::"o;o,i;:;; C.).'A~'" :::,c;,. ii 
~: c: ::/5, ,';:r ~,-s ~O,'I i'lS I -:-:llr'" I CD,", S~:'i J2~ r05c;

'-0, :;Eo7,er 8-:c,nV'-ly, c..,,:nCi frcrl -:-")8 ole scn001 
'---'158'" -;-0 

, :',0S 

:; ~, 

;:; I ::::;,~ -:0 

-,2·,:~I2.'S 

r,,:1 -Isrv I C,~'") ":;0'.-'8 

.:;; "':,; c-7ri.8~Oii95 ( Cc, 

c.e~ -;-,,:5 ,(;7,2r T sc:,.mJS ::'OcstT\.::. ! c:)r,-;- ::,8,,:: 
2'7', ju.s-:- --;-[:::,;20C Gl_nj CC Til':')k IiJ5 clevCl:-

;:::~-~ J." 3:r;:lc"," ,7 'y'ea-s c::;" 7,'1~'~ 5-:-;,1 sl:i """ 
::::ssiCy S::l:C iT ',035 -:-;'0 only piat',8 ever T8stfl0'"n 

-.",;;::, cor-d:'iQ~. 

'''::;2: _J ;('22, ~oc Dr, 7;-,8 ~e'{::;;'"t-;-cr, 

J.~st ReJDr::s, 

o ,"OJ:": Coer,ran 

Q-",~ 

-Inq:,:;e 7-
~-12, '=''::.L~ _D ),51 -,cn,Ge 7,\-

'::-.oy st.;: -::'12-t -1::10;1 it r:::i.ns :i.t po:;.r.s. l ''':'C!:; :,t..:'s :;';';1:: • • \:'':.c':::- y.::;::o: ,~.' .::;-C:..:,, 
":1 J~,:": -:0 (~c:'C- s ,:::c 

;,,:::(;'::x 0:1 

of.: v\ ".'i::~l:el-::: -;;;0 :~~~ 

::, t 
':;;c,: -'-:~~cx ;;::: J..i.-.._ ~--.~ 

'" '" ~- " .. L, ~c~ lC;:;, ;',!O _, .:C'::. .-
0,_: 1.:,; ;"" :cx c:.::-.C \,:,3 ::.:: -:;.:;0 ~ ~'':;: Cc~ '.- :0::-.:' 
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tn:);---,': :' u YO',1r 1.';i~~c h.;:,d, trot.: Ie ::':-, cO=,;:::'::'i~~--" :;;8' ::.. ::;-:;s. ~:c 

21p in resea~"chiug a S\.i.t co: or i'::',::iir:; Q ;::_::: C1.::.~: c.~'<:,·.;i'-";' 

;::=-.'.:-;'0: ;;'0~' 

;:" "c 
E.S ~C" -0:':0 c("jiY'.c<;. 
;;';,(el: s-:&;';(; nlor.G~;'-:Qe 

;'\8-:;:':0 , ";~:.Lnc c, 1;ox 
t1,a-:: 0~ J'.C'..ve so,~c 

o"t :'.:-. ~iC 1.:ir.-.c. 

11 ->Ie " :''':''2.:;':-'_ c;:"b::'n,,:,~ l:: ::,y ,;;,:c:; 
::J>';'::'c~:' c;. -:.'::8 '':':::;:~::: :"e;":, 

-:'1:0 El,., tel" :::"8 .-L:';0::':22, C; C0'':':'28, o'.:.t ~:':'::'2 ::'.3 :;:::: 

~~c C~ :i.ntt C~~ lcc~ ~C~ I've ::;oe~ o-:;:s~~ ~sc 
Id be: It O'j'~ c~ .:;c:-~, .':~c~ ::01' -;: -;;1.:2':;'::;::;0_ .' c ~.-
i:~d8xes 1:-C, rei';;:: to :':' _ ';;;'8 c, 31:C'..';': tc 2-:; ~ ;:;~".' .. _. 

...* " ... " *:::E8DED*"''' ~ .... " 

':;;:..c::: 

1-.,"C-;: :er ite::: Vo'l) neBd an u" -:0 ::;;,te :::1,i.;;;e!'::,i;l :Lis:,. SC~:8 C;- jc,:.. 
-;:1:1::':" ,:,:,''0 en,-;.:;c;ed in ~'-1::. ::":,.~-:; :,c'"' :'or 0~0 re:,,:;c,. or- ,~;.c::(,~ 

t:,::(; rc.·,'; ::2:.:;:;::'..al 0I' :~esGec. :"~)::- ':~ . .st 
really help. L3 2, ::::,:;;85-:;io:::, :"i;,;c.:~" 

rec'.:.::'.:;:,e=c!'l;':~;, con't. fori':::,)';; to c.llcw ;0:' :"l'::"~_~"e;::;, c,-:;c., <:l.!:'::" ~o 

::,,~.-::-es-:; :'tcc",E[.'lc Slze. ".;--.8:::8 ·~;lC:rC arc ;:; \,~,;:3.:;" idc;~~:..ca::' ,0X'v:;' 0. :_, 
POi>31.-;:;:ie 'to S1::1Ie :;;. .J.~t: ::,-;::.¢:;-::..~l"b:J SO::C ccv("~~' ___ ;,,::c:. c:-

par-::.s. If there nre =.i:. 0:::-:..;:1 v.:::;'o,.s (:'.e. s:'..(e, ::::.''':'':'1 -_::-_:..c,~-

; __ :1 L:.e :L sLlll ge;:: qcC.~t.:\,0l . .c; o.t0:':-:; ,-' :'::'v~-:'s -::'2::-, ::.0:::2 0-; -:::;" 
buil'::'c1""'< it okay 'Co Dubs~i~:\'::", ",:5.,::C::-;:::" ".,;0-'--:3 c:::- L_-~~.,--8.::-:L '-i' "')", 

£.a'-;;8 :~;e tools can Get ti-;.c ,~..;:::;:;. 6::> a,'.ca 0.;;:;:; usc t::c.::, '::'~:')y 
2r-e ":'~,:e 32'\78'('S, \' hich is -;::ri:l<\rily ';il: J :,::,,'.0 12:;;. 

IV8 :-;0:" 80!:-.0 exL-'a, -;;i::» r-::'.".+~ '~'; -:;c c;: -::0 ::::--:,,::-:'.s.l ~;"2:' 
::-.c,,~ only be ,-~:::. '::;:.;t; s ~l:'-'(: '" :;-::i.- 0-,_.-:,,:':> 

fimili= wi -::h. 8::'1::' :,he &:::'ts ",-,0, ,',;--.",-t; 
is :':'3 d ::::'~l "sse,,;bl:i, part D :,~btrB, ','::;.,/" t.oc; s z.;;e .-;2 ::8::, etc. I:' ;:; 2.i.,;-: 
tc '1:0 '-'.;:'"eer for 80;;:C of th. s,plcaBe \',c:::':e :~'e a~d =, ::. cCO:r-~;~3te Co:: r,;:,:; '-~"S 

w;,;;;.t- rL':;i::-:.;:;s. In that w:::,y t WC:l't be :00 ':i::''' a t:.:.r c;. fc.::' 2-:,:'- cr:" 'e;c';So:"," 

~~~~~;;:;;-zi'~:;,,:":;';:'~;t tcrqc:e is i::::cc~"tt;..-.-:; ,;:: a:':,o~t all <L:'..::-Cl':"!-: 
1, car. t::<,,"':{e 2, -::oe::', t;..t :::':;'': ;;::" 
r.o,- .::'s.s:..:'y eXl'",ri <'lcco. i-ctd be a}::::: ::':0': to ::::":J- C, tc::;, e .;-::-C:-,C; 

If y;:;:..: nav8 a ".<,cha:,lc bct~:.ly J?c::rh",ps ~';:;:.:. c:.:r. ·~c::-rc .... ' ';;::;'12. :;;xa.:: __ ,,::'e: :::,0 ::0'''; ":,'"-;,,, 
hew ;::;,;,ch to torqt:.e Ute prop bolts on i::;'C:;.:'.li.:.'.b a woc;:en ;rc:;;? ~'o!,::;'l;,,, 'c:: __ t::;;:; 

n::ucr. a d you'll crush the wood fibers. ';:oc ::'i'\;'(;10 ar.d i'(;'ll s2.i;; ",;.d c:'~ -:::.e 
wood Vi ,"rc iVs in contact with tie ~ro? :1;:r.£e. :'ce ,answer sive:"; i:. :;:;,'" ::'(;:';:;1,

a'::.lCS s.:;dbook is 200-225 in./lbs., depe;,::i.::.s en der,sity of .. ooG. t:scd l~ ;':-.0' 
prop. 

Cover :?ietnre this H.L. is Glenn and :;:;tiel YO'.i::g"s ';:-10. 1: ho-ce -;;0 tavG ., • .:... 
---"-2 
'~, in 1;he '-!:!s.il i2 about a n:onth. Adios. 
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j 

':,~ ila.:;:, )Id Strc2~C:;: 

, 29"19 

//1./ 
,:::;'::::,.:.~:. ~ rCi;cr.:;.J(' r ,)~ 

'~~~ ~o~::: !etter of 
vers pJo2.c;an: visit: "'~ 

'J'L;:u~ks c' lot :or 
t'.nd 
I 

)::;;::, _t' 
over :et",l'T first Cl.nd 

-::.hcn \'0 oot:, SOEe '''0)',-"y;,-q 

(),~ ";-,8 n,\;-;;2 of 
__ 's so nucb t-'tc~;;jJe 

0, ~ l :;, ~ s c:-; p2?cr t:-,Cl t I tl-.. oLlgh t I'd let yo~; ~",a .J' t:') 1 
\,--="-':~~; be a J.::::-':: c2~.1C';: fo,,' '::0, if yc~; ~:0;)jt· ';;!..-j ~:. :::''10 

~~'; 1':":;':::;'8 t.:;:'O~:018 wi.t~', this r8COY(~c:'; I' 
':'::"-,-:::':'C' _rst sc~:-:-:-;e;-;t back iJ.nd see ho\-,' it is. 

-:::0 play 
O;;'ay 1 scc~s 

~;(',c:: I ::-:::;.rold. 

']0','_:",:',2.;-; you net ;'ro:] .Srkar:s2s ,<-.';f,e; 

o2e -:::::,~.» a'.i3.~cr, a builC::e:- Eru" h'ilY 
:'C:o s:..:rc :,,=-~ ;;; lot of crct.::-,·,' good suq~iC,-,-'::iG~l~~--D rCJl 

I~'ol:l, an 
,d,C;:: gc:y. 

"icc ty!.)C" 

(:<. ",2 C~'" ",Ie (;(",]t \,'iLn ,0S(: '):~DL;:,\ I >,0 
:r c:::-.':. ':.,,,·c e c;;2d,css b,;::-
c:::-:-- :;;;: ;,:::1. qive t.hdt. 

2.;" ' ;':~je 

~':--, ,: 's '-,,, i-- G c:.ct:. I ;ot it t;'\c ~~:"i:?77t."'.;";7"'fiT" 
c::-- ",,~;.;, C;Jifor:--.i::o. l:y :. 
,:.:::<", =-.: -Sf I C--..d(:L·;;~~.;mc~ the 

I-;~C--

b_: 2~ s~;c it is still i~ bu;;i~ess bocacse It S 0. 0:::'< 
sold 

Lttlc 
c::~_ "~ S\':l'C \-,/;''10(::,'21' :_0 "'0::::-: 

c--:';, c; ::0 ~:,: )~ 
i:-St::uc;,:io~s, bu;,: Ju;;t in case 

.~?, :;'::.: Z,C., __ ;'_1 th their cc;:---,;:)C;UI1GS 

-::::"""::,, 
ao:: tel yOG 

t.!-;oL H,i 1. 1021-:, 
J..cclve L alo;'~c. ~~,,::.- s :-:>.'0:' >c::!.es. 'If i7' _is solid 

r~,"::-

c2.~<,:-,>~' 
t:: ,-' c, 

, ~; 

~et21 as cla,n as ::j- i;',k 

c-,,:'::,:: 

(),~' So;',c:;,_;;.Lncr l.-i.k,') dnt. ]lrlY\>;i1Y dsk t:-:c:" he,,-
so that: t,hl'd,r r:12t.c.,-i21 h'il~ :\0';,' ".;~cre 

s::cot.. o~ :-"0:.;:;,1, it's ;': c~olid "h,--,c~~ ~.\nt o8\'_:~:usly 
Co':'t 30 C,{/t:::i:--,S.< Uo it'. Just :>.'2')~' l,~' t:::c :"~e.~e 

;':Zl.V0 Lec' -r2t'y car:8::1l11\' nsi;'.? l~J,C ':'.C '%:-'.C\-. 
0::: so 

'1'; is 

J~:s:: -':'0'0. ::~'~e~:- "eal2nt Qr'.c ',,'hero you don't usc 
:.:::;.::" "'3 c~e<:~n .-:et21. It's inside thc· tank--it \'.'cn't rust. 

-'--: ::.hcy fo:;c;c~ to 1:1211 yO~l this, it'" very im?o:c~:i:lnt. 

~()E'-_ ~ c:~ J.. 1,0:-:C; '.l'E;i~ 
~_ (;;-J 74'C ~ 

_s :::~::::-"t t:-,e sC;-:';~CO~\0S out 0: the tOIl of tr}e ~ib 
::,:t:-, ~,n ;:"-S:-;2,;:::cci fitting, do-.):, >-lith u. p1aGtic tube aDa o:;,t the bottor.l 
::: ::;-,c, ti? <3>;o-::;-:cr L-s::ape2 fitting th2.t pcin;:s ::on-:2r3 l[;to 

',:. -."" (~~). I thin:: it gives you a tiny bi t of pressure a::-,d 
::;':'-,,,, :.010 .'->iziJ is only ':f" --It's not very big. p.nd that's ho;..' I 
\,2:;':;'28 tJ-.C! outside leao.ing cc:ge. 

~ 

~-,-- .I iF: i~C::' .n 

'~'hcn \,:c~,;" :-~~ ~:-;t' ::,:," i,;0: r _: b nC;):-2"~L the f ,:sc_1 dr,'" to',<, t:--_2.t, 
an(: \::-,C Vl: ,'\' 

I pt:. t i1:~ ();. 

DOCie \,'>,: (';:1 ~c:<,,-~ 

I t do~\~:, ,,: 
I n:;tC~:;JC: rig:, t:, 

Q ~;; C()LrSC,-~ it..--s~ay:i~c CUt of h~ ~j~' 

Cj,x.'s ":::::"d'"n~~t t;)c"O;:c' '';2:' <;:::;Cti :..:::; 2-
"::_0;; t:::; : :-;(' in;;or lS ~',.--, 532" 

',,,-:1'," is a ,t:7"-- ::;:0 ',-,,'''- I::' 
,'\ so;:c of ," },";o:J. ;!~'iC::;' 

Ecrcc~:' :::::0;:, !':Yi'Ul l:c1'cor: in ('-C cy ceo",';, 
t. ~; ;;oc:' ill EOU1- yeLl):" ('i;,C; J,t'S '-,;0_" :·(~S::'S~<:. /:.c' 
res L~~:,): '0(", /Oi.1 the,l-", ac1('~]css 1" just;:, -:;--,;t '" c'";,,, 
wunt to ilS0 of Cdiinc; . : 1,("li(-'\"{' It; S :i/S" (;i2Y':','(':' 

1!Z-;-"i 0;'. ;':i.c;, is tiH-' C,C:;S{!;-,: 1y, c(",te::~ "r_ ';:::;-'~1 

o:.::t: ;:;bo,-,t :r~xe'!;.s--t.:-:c i!:',;;:" :.:,~ 

~,:!2 5,,2, iD t;~,c:,,~;t--,·i2' co~;; 2e~: :;';-;':" 

r j, Vf t~·,; :J.C since:: ,C_;'1 ,ie;" t,e; Dd::"C; "I..:::;--,' t to] 
yOll set ,'J.ll~0~,t 

oute:: rib 
t.here 

C0',::1 :,() t:;'.,; f:'"~; i::-:~~-'''-:,h2 

--that's r~b 53~-- con't 
CL~ ,'. cj,:cu1a:;: 

on r,y 
\ole l" 
'G~;c,:b}c. 

the 
thi1t 50;-:'000;>;' T::e 3C;lD S2~'S ::.0 -:;;D 

i~:;;C; n~ "C,:;;,,;' s Lt'C';) ok.:,,:'. 

ce;;t.c'r \,-i 3 buoYs [0,\.'2.[2 0: -::h"-

t:o ,,;,l:1c):-15 0: \"-:1:ic;~ 
this, 2,1so .be had ":) to 

size lL,rscr. :t'or i,Ds;:;i-~nCc '~: ~') 2.:1 \:32. 

'-.:lJ· 

a:::c: 
:0 ":'s 

;)0;<t 

}~0\1 _if ;c, i.."ib is 0:)0, 10,,\'c it ;;10;'\ ,~ 616:-. I t 
qo :::::01:'. 032 co a~y O~O ribs. 3~t , al;cs '''-:;:. "''-;::::'';):>:;,,::: ::,te:;:co. 

hc['c (('ow the 
inlet t<,':-11,C2 f'i:lces the 8 
in t.];(' bo~-.~_om n~ i; 
high pcir:t 0 i3.; 

I mean the loV!cst 

:0,,,-0:::(: 

-rc;; t.'i: 0: 025. :;:r; '-:'1 c, "be :.L0' 
::'c-, '::":e:':; ",:::;::;\;,t, 

t,:-:' c; 

of t.his t:2nk --t)::;t, the "JC;::I:i.m,;:--; O~~~_ 0: the 
rad"Lt;s--j_s j;lS-;: oJ:::": tLc bott,o;:;', t;,::ere. ~;'~0 Ci. tc::: 
panel to the ::0'.'; there is r:o f ~ 1J.e:- C2? i" 

i",,2, FrobJc" ',-io;S ;;0\': to ~;ct. t:i"" it' o,:~ c:: il. 
I d:'.(;;-; t ;,a\'( 2:1 oe::lc:t, '" vcr;;:, ;::,e :"a:,:', '.,,~;,;_: '.C,"::'-: ::::c<;lly 

J" Lt., 2,nd that P0<';;-;S thuL tj-.e --'i;J t:,e cc:~t:c::: sec ie'.5 
i.s for:,;;c: by t~:--,c i'.sicc ribs--:.:!~cse 2~-2 '.'.;',c 5:,,: ';s'-
never vel~t: pro:~c":iy ,)'r::('; t.he ton~; v;r)cL,d nc\.'c)" :",11 2~: t:;~f' 1.,'.'1,/. 

So \"li.2t 1 c;ic \-;;}s CO;;\C cn:t.--'I'n ti'.]:':i:~ :1(.'\" ,J8(l\; --=_:-.5i; 2 :cis 
fO,,,,,}al<,:: ()f~he ,it's 2 5,],4 eVe,:-Y -,..,' (: fi~1uroc 

for t.he pla[,c :'eec It. \25 '::;0 ::'::'1 ",-itD 
t_r.e ti;-,i: c;c,,'n, but it. ":Ch'~; ir: leovel :} So i;: i,:19 DO'·: 

about t~2 S~4 rib n0~' to t~e :~sela0e ~n t!e :Ea~i~~ 

~~~;c~~ ~~i~~. t~~ ;~~~~~ ~;, ~h~~~}!r ~f~ ~~r~!~r L,~~,~~ ":i-~ -;:;r.(2 ;::C. 
PDd the:;, go a ~,):e i:;; ::~e :,:5e1::'S2 
and tha,;:: ,,02S v21ve t~2.t s::'t.s (:c~,:;" t~~':eC:1 r-," 
f8Ct. A1:d i,,:'s the S2;-:.0 an :2otn s.i.(~cs. [lIlo. t:-:r,n ::: pc::: :10.3<? a:::r05s 
wr.ere t~-ley ;neet dw C~11"istiansen V'-',1\"0 and t1:-.e ::'::c' :';-.e,:c. I Ct! 7,9 

around the outlet of -::hc Christiansen valve -- ;':2.t' S 2. sinsle oL)."tlet-
it COhlCS up in a U-s:'a?2 \·:ith a un0-1-:ay valve 1: i;: ;\.:5:: so the 
main ","'ill :lever ieee: back ir.to the "lir.q-- ar_(~ t S2:S '[,D a '" :::it~i:;> 



< 
C.:~ 0';:' -c.:c:c na5n 

':"--::C? '; _;~'cs tile::: to th",':::,e .,d 
""-' On8-\'!'''-1' 

v,'~ ;C;. 

~~~ it ca~'~ flo~ 
~~s otha~ sicie of the 
:::i:;:0 \":,-,11 to the main 

? (lOSS ,-:~_01E_ 0:-1 [,):c:n 
t;--,;'CC,; ::eel( ~~) 
:';C'.i ~:-.;:o~ :-,;Y,,' I c1id ::. t. 

.'::-_:"0:-'. C'::~0 ":-J c: ',,(:,,; to -,'cnt t:'lC':" 1c-::c\:,nc 
o~:~ .~5_~S SGc~io~--:his 532 soccion. 
~:.: 0~ O~~!2t st~2::'~ht Emot_h(:~' 

-: L 's ;,;-, :;:side :::iL, fO::\':2::'~(~ of. 
2.>--,".; -::-.2 G'.lt:l!2'C. F:::o:r: -:;.::e:re I 

;;;:-;d on'e 

': :'0\\: 

---':-:;s 

2. ~e: 1~~cJ into ~h? COC~Eit. the:: ~~ nio:':;. 

'i-

:':'c i:_':c;-:;--.~:::-- ",,0..', ::'0 do ':'OU i':lsl:ed 2-D:')U-::' t,~is in 
e:,::, ::,::.:::-: :::0 yo\.;,:"lette:;:--. It 

to 
"AEo::-:cr 

c;~' ~".-:i:1q ..• 
in. Oshgo:'.,h 

";::'" ._-:~c;, ; __ STC the 2;:CCl :o!'i:an:' 0: -r.:-:e be:.:" 
2.. 

;,.:",::c. 
,-G- <; -: \·c 

::';--.0 :h-O ~,c:'-':. '-~::::;;OCl::C: .cilH y,,,_s, I C.l_C t.;1i; Hi:: yo;.) 

::.:> 6;- 2d~it.a:a: ~ib u;, 
~~Q~ air vo~~ i~to the 

c-::1'.'':'. ,e::1::', c.cll 

o~ so ~ro~ -::.he "~S2] 

cocl:2it." ~his is a 
LO\-,' to Vi.;:1~~ this sect_'..or:. 

~'~ ~ll ~O~~ b~2~ -:::0 0,0 ~':ha t ,<12 
,"'2Ct!.O" , 

to v:et? 
2.\-,d ~:ox:ward 

, no-:.-.', 
\'-':-_;' t:c(' 

;::z' to h<,,;','o <1. 'IGn~ i1" 
no~ jll:-;t: CG;,2 Up--7.r:2~·C'S " 

o "";';' ~ :) s iro;i" the insL:c rib Dext to t~{'! 

:; ::: S:':t -e.o t.:->2 fns2l",]0. t·~hc"Ce t;,c. yubb0.x s02,1 

~,::c' :_ r,'O-: :2::: __ ~1~~.:~~~e 0~ ~~~t!~;r 2nd ~i~ 
,1:;-:: L:? .J::"' jus-::: C(;;-""o oct tb::~ tor at t 10 s};in some'd::l3re. 
;::,,~., "::2:' CC:0 of sl-:in has got. r.o sLr~'tch2r in it. It's si~Dlv 
(:";0:::1:.,:: _.:-:;~: a =i~ anc set tin:; :!18xt to the £t:se'l2g0 to seal it. 
,~.;;~-,,;,":.-' l;-'ha,t I did on s.i:1€ l,taS, I \'!2nt--you 
cx:' I i-,:ent i,-;to t.:·,c: &r:)~;n(;. 

~;:~~~~~J~d ~:;t b<'1ck t~~o~~~h m~h~!g:~c Tdent :~~set 
2::2 i;:, :.:? ::'0 tl-.c to? of t]12 fl1selcs:e behind l1:e a,~d then 
,2c,:'" :':-S:-:2.F0C: b~;::::(: \-ij_th ,-,y plcstic tubi:lc; again ar:d out 
t1l0 l:.:_:-::c::-.. 

----';0-:-<:;"------ . 
iiJ'irJ/"tF' /M;W/) 

... S3S t:-.",- 0'''; c:::;:.'::: \·,'2t -:,;;8 b,,~ck of t.ne spa:::. This a lot 
~):: ::>t::'" :::- ::;--,~ :'t,_:,,~-'" ~~ .• " ,':01',;: c:o(~';n't. "::cc::;---:."<::r,c: ':. T'" 
'."e;'.'.. -:.~ :::-:." t:-,e C0.r,':e-:: S2Ct.i..C:l, you get an aCdit.ioiUd 10 0::1 each 

~;~'~ ~~:: ~~~:==';"{2' 10~: Ibo~;i~e~ 0 ~h~h~~~;e ~3e~~!~~ :~i~~ns. 
::: C~O:1'1: k"c-" ;..'hat, 'Chis ,,-ill do to your CG bBC<ll!Se-, like I say, 
I :-:<.:!vc OC::G!: I"D,:~el aft ·",:eL. But don't do this, it's way too 
~:::c·:~. ;'.Gt sG.re hOH !7luch 0xtra ::1.'..el you \vanted, L2t' s see. 
':'~,,:t g'::'\-05 ,/0::" 50:-;-'<", ide<.:. of ,,:;at I did. 

le<: :-:-.2 rL!:1 through 50;:-.2 :niscellaneous stu::f. I'r.. back to 
;.. 522. Th.e 5':;~ ribs £rOr:1 the spar forwarc, they are also 
::':1 t.::0 ::'o:':to::".. I had put in bet'·'een every rivet that's on the 

~}}rinc a;-,c:.:her rivet. I doubled the rivets on the leading edqe 

-t" I' 

" .. -
:::t's t-c'J ::2.:::0 ,,0 ca t;;iC:': ~COnln? clca> 0;, :.::; al;-::o.'?,~ to tLc );)0:;2. 

right 0.r(),;~,c1 U,p ,;0802 :tFlc1ics, bu::' f:T;;;; Cl-e 0:'_ (1,,'::-: to t;---~e 1::.::tto:--: 
th -:Y 2:>' .: ~~; ': ::' '/V CL," :\O\'i "+ ,- 2. 

'~o 'L;- 3" bo.ci-,-1.Jp p1:.,c d: c:,:- :,":0 ::.:~c .s; c:::;:' LC:--, 

LC off each of ~he 

cadinq oJgc O~ thlS 

-:;,);PC:P ,-~;-<2 t:-:;-C0 

}!o\";:'Y ,,':,s 
o ; 1.lC,j l:", ;:,;--.o 
cC~S:,,:-,;ctic;;. 

You have to S0,,1 the P?C [ron, t.1,c ir:c~i(;,~ 0: ~~2 ta~l}:, ;;ot t),Q 
o\,l~.sick. h:,c-r; ~-O;.l sci:'.TL layin9 the s,;,::';' ",-~';" tb: ::c::: 0: t;;c 
,~."" S~)~· ::::: l-~vct ye,; 
you CeUl' t pl.:::_ 't_: 0' scalsr:t In bc~ore yo~ rl '(,'-::. :::t i l~ :::os;;:' '"~c 

I :-.O?C YOU, 
s 

un'loss :/0 ;-,2.\'0 -;;;,)-;oso t,hr<2e 
looked un er tl10 botto:n of 
that I v:e --tha.t' ,; or. or.e 

con tr,-iC~_~0', :':,olc3, 
'e.' nq b,;ca. :s,'~ CC,C~ 

t v:ou1,2 !::>L: 3 I:; t -,c lC;D~i.r'0 eese. 
inboard, 3 in c_be cd\,;c outboa d and 3 ::\ t e ti'.ic:: 0:: t;':1c cute::: 

t's 9 ins,l(;cti.on ho e~; on e"cl~ s (,c--j ;::2.:':$e 22cn 
an inspect.ion hol c; 0:: cons-::n:.::-t: 0:1. t loc':.s li.k8 :C,',ell, 

t2Y;C your t,ir.", unci lFClkc ~,~e b,,"" -c.:;:; ? ,,:::o,,', rig:-:.t 2::d 
'::lush :)S<o, -2' .~:·.'2"::. 

But 1i};;~ 

(lid bec2,:se 
Joh~ su<;,gGsti" nobo;:'> ,,'0-::: -C~\C 11.1, .. 1 ,d";-v,, ::'i:e I 

cach siGe, it'9 t::,]:("o,o-" a:-:6 
1.ot of trOuble Zl.;,Q there is no neee:'. £0,- i-c t:r:;,E5S 'IOU ~:.:l:1t 

go OVE!:t: 1,000 or 1,200 miles_ 0-:: course 1 'have -c:--"o :regular 
t.21nr; L)o, also. 

Part of that -'-:3:'.1C Lad i.l bile spot in :.t i).:-:e Ci;,:-:'t =e~e:--.:ber 
"';oat I said t)-;e;:"c so I Idll qu,i,ckl~' Y0vi",,-,,' 

en 

Co 
mait: 

\'~hen I t_hat vent 82:.\:e0:-: t:-,,:, irn0r;"'cst 
'JP, be c2.,(c~lJl t.:-,2..t yo~ co:~'t ',7ct 

it in a :flee ;,azi).rd 2rea. 's goir.g to haVE '7z,soli:-18 '_~':')o-,c-; 
ther0. It be C\ baa placo £0:;: it. r'_AY;;:C yc,; au.:;;':; ::0 ru: 
it t_h]~ou(;:-: Llse12~F' z;:lc1 l:hc.~~ 2ft-. bac); cl{:<",;, :'i;r,::::vJl~ :::he. 
so:ru.:;"..'l-;,,:10 ;:,:-c.': a::t 50 yOel C.J:l ~;0~'. :;:2.::: 0;:: tb; \-i1~\"_-':;:; ;J'.-:",-y :ro::-: 
the 8n0'i.;~('. ,_0" uri" -1,-,): Lei" 1, _-,;:: aX';: 2.:~(": ;;:::2 ;j:) FrO~:'2:7 ,,0 

;J8 Ci.uc.-:ul ·,.;i~h tL;-t Sll~)'~e5L:ion J j~;s, S;,\'·,-' ,/::)c;. I~ :. ':';ot 
be too ~!00(; Soe -clio ~oint is, you :'2\-0 to 've:-,;:: ... G\\ :00.::0 

goin,] t.o Ket the oLitt:r panel, you've (jot t.o VC:-'.t it: i" s;.:;ch 2. 

1".-a'l th3t e,i":' ver.t .is !TIllC;~ high0:C thaT} the tip -::'c set t;:-.e c,--,;-,n 
t.hing out c.Ld its Sot. to be irom the insic<:; ... ::::on the, i:1r.sr 
panel too • 

:r' 'Ie: gO:lC ove:::- and yo,--" ha:.'G a:; E:>c,t'a " i b s;·,c· .. :inS 
u;c ~ (;. cio;: L: ~~ c,:, \",:·o;-.q , c'_ 'L C:::: i ~. 

1 don't think it is nc:ccss2ry to put. t_ne: ezt.Y3 -;::~::> i:-, t::-:2-;:8. 
But it's possible if you put it too clese to L;e fL.selz,Se if 
t::10re is any ben(hn0 at that point in the ;-.ai;; s?2.r for c.r;y 
rea.scm, tr.en it night hit ti1C £c:se12g8 2,r.J -"ree:: tLe 5::in a 
little bit. By the way, my ::useli.lgc s}-.;in is 032 also. I.:l 
other \-lords, the airp12,nc bas been bec::cd U? 211 'the \\'ay a:;:cufiC. 
I think this is a good idea. 

I think in the bad spot my \'Iife said that i,t ~,as the nar.e of 
the tubing company. This is plastic tar,k tubing. You can get. 

" __ ~_:::¥ kind you want, just sp~_c:~i.iY~!~_~!=: you want and ho'.¥ yo~ ,,'ant 



.,'. 

air 1a~c dnd it h0d LO bp f10Xib:~. r \~uld lik,? 0" e throush 

~~2 d~ ~S2 !;ll t, ~~y s~~;~ ~~~J a~~ ~~;0t.O rc~:,~~~ ~;~ ~~t<F'C -k'l.::S 

is s;:,,\:::,f. :;:'\,C ;},::.:1 it- i:1 thl"?:'c '-1to<.:::: sot~e\,'hore 

0'.2:";:; 02;:;;; :-,0',,;, .,;; cant.:.c:: '"',,,5 J'o~n j{, Bcrr,ie:::-. T;"e co;;,;:;,,;;',)' 
:'3 P:O-=-~ ~::::s i ,1, be; :-ba:1k, 
22:,:::~~: iu. 0150:;. 7hc 9:-0;\£0' j,s a'.""a 2;3-

:~2 t3?C'S b22:1 n little 
::';:::0':-,5 ;:,n3 CQr:~,2n teo. 

bit bet.tel'. Ilere'£. some- rare rou~ih 

t :c~::; 2,:: :c 
:-~ >·;:<:.C~' 

upside' (}::;1',::; 0;; t'dO ?c15(~GI 
C ! ~j~ ~as I st2;:t~f 

sc:-\):'o:t'ses I as 

:-': .. c' :::'C:: :-:-:0 ;:-;:l::: ~ 0::1. 2.::0:;:-;:1 ... C",-,"78 0:1 ~~roL~'::', as I did i ~. I usc,:: 
)::':'V;:'LS fa::: t.his bee,,;')s t!1cy see;'1(?J to 50,,1 bc;tt,0L 

so:,,' t cut hol.es n t;,e main spars or any of the 
::0 saie' it ',':C2 en 'Cho It 1 s possible 

C'- & :;c;l", i:1 2l s;)a~" D:1;~ 'Cl;,:t a bie-; plal',e 0n it 
\: __ ~ G :-";~2 job, b t :. don':::. ha'/(; 0.;', 

'::.'10 SO:: t1,8 il,e , thc::.;e are no holes in r,'/ 
a 2 :::~~S. I (}r lIed enough 5IT~11 in the~ 

'':01 ]',;.s;: 1eCl}:s :::-0:';;;:" frof:', 0:---,2 bQy I-c's a 
':: ::,:, s:;':;y.,". I 'c.' ' .. :o~llc: :1",'<'0 r"",t a fcv.' rc,O,:"(> ;-'012S :'n 

.i.~. 50 th2.'C '"t level tl'l£' f<.~81 \·:i_Ll run 
-::::;:-c~":.~;:-, i'r"c:;; t:-:-2 .~,2;-"e1 ir:to the. panel. 

"'":-2:: t.cs~(-';:'i L:-,C 
"'::-,:::: ::--E::-.0:c.:::'8r-

'.0 ::Z, : da 

tan:;, 1 \.ls'2d \"ateY'. I useel 2-2~; pot:nas o~ ,,':otter 
ris-ht, r.y hose \·::.:3 l;;) 6 or 7 Teet. SO::T8t:hing 
it so t;--;,:: \,:i::::; ski):!] ,;',::2rtocl to b~ll~;e :",li':.Ih;;l1' 

"~:;",:-(, ',:2:::0 DO lea~:~;. t;,e "":elY, I u":;",d \,'(;1;:.e1: ;,)cc<luse it 
2",C: <:'''~:; 

2. '-: 2.;1(;' 

;:-,,,,::::-: -:::>:.:~ 0: ;---;;. 
'::':'S:O:---:)::'G:::;- ::}y 
b~c~ ttrc2 ti~es 

I c.ie: 0:--"2 ?a:1cl t::c Ei:cst. ti::1.e ,vitj sasoli:1c, 
it Y2l": all o'_'e:: the g:t:::<:gc floor--SC21re(: the 
;.; . .r' I also hac to go bi1c~: through these 
t~,,:icc_ 0:; ead:. 0:10 Cl~ lenst. On on~ I J:no·c: ,','snt 
t.X':J'i;-:.S ::0 set all of the little holes seal",d. 

;-,.::'5J, \,';;f':-e. yo:.:r rilJs 
ar0 not 2C2.:-lt to 

in, t.he 'day t.ho dn\\,'ill<:" of t.h2 ribs are, 
S('0.182.. ':t'Ol: :1.3.\'>;) gZl?S on both o;:"s, 

c:-; a :.::ib thilt oe5 to , sa/ a ;;;;:"i:1 spaX', es?ecial.ly 
1~2::: :::-::;; ~:lC the i :lC:::- rib, bc_c~,;:o;e it hu.s to be sealed 

~:'::, ; :-::c;~:e l:'ttle r.2ta ~luS ir:.se::::-;::s 2nd in there, and things 
~:0 t;-;,z,t, ":c:.::' re goi"g to have to be a clever about 

S[ _ 52.:-.1::'n3 :,:~ater.ial is r.ot. r:'.02Dt, to sea,l big holes, so if 
':~;: :'2\'e a l:;:,S hole, put so:",ething in there, some kind of material 

:f i~ 's ::0\:::1(:, 1 pt;t an aluminll:1\ ri,vet or I put 211 alu:ninU:-:l 
soc sc:--.·=t;:i;)~; lik.? that, You'll sep Hhere silc's goi.ng to leak. 

_;:'~ ~~i~r ~??~::e:1;::. 

=::.:.. I ever your let.te: and I tj--,iak ttat these aTC somc 
:-:ot ill1 DE the;:"; by a"y ;r:cG.ns. l,nd if you can meet 

::.~" 015(: \olho h2.s sealed the Hing, it '-'G'-11d be good 
~;: ,:::",,2.:. to t:--.2::: t.oo. I had go03 t.h mine, and 1 don't think 

1,)-

: ',:2,'-':2.':: ai1ything i die, 0::: I Houldn't do it any other way. 
:--::':;~.'s the best reco:":.'.mencdtion I can 9ivo you. If yael have 

;----::':::-2 or ?l'Oblof:'.s CJ:::" what.not, just '-'rite me another 
or <;;:",-e ;-:-,,:; a ca.:2., T hope this has helped a litt.le bit. 

3:::, c;;:,:)::: ::'-12::, \;2'11 see you lat.er. 

~,';< -,,>=< ~'a}, this is the enc. of the tare and there is nothinC] 
:;:-:. -::);2 O::~"2r side. Hope it's cle",r enough and i;: will help you 
c...:::. E:>?e tc: .see you i •. Os,b,Kosh ugain later. Good iuek. 
=-.-et ",e knc'.; ]--;0;;.' your Hing cO::Jes out. 

'1'-,8 r;2'J!SLE'?T~:rt #51 

7-18 i'.rrJ'I'J/,L /\:r:: SOCIETY 
NE:\,'S1ET'T'l::R S\..i3J2CT II;:::,:::::): 

Aproba~ics: 27-3,~2-5,46TS 

.Ailero"); 4;~-5,':' 7-13,48-5 

Air COr7lp::"ps~,ors: 1·~24 

/,irfoils: 4S-5,50-2. 51-3 

Jo 

A1i8"1~c~t: 17-2,46-13,47-14,48_B.50_2 

A1U,<1i'liJ:-Tl; 2~-S,41-7.42-3,46-7 

Alterrh"l.7::0l"S: .:1.5-3,25-2,30-5 

A'1odizi'1g: 17-5 

Autopilot: 46-15,47-2,47-13 

!! 
nA.ggao:e Co;r.p2rtr:-;S'1-::;: 45-10,46-20,4g_1 

Bsttery Box: 23-2,23-7 

B<?tter">, CE,tle: L:3-S 

!:\egi'1"1er's Corr.er: 1-17,3:;)-1,36-3,39_5,-46_5 

Books: 26-:1. ,49-1CA 

Brakes: 19-1 

Brake Pedals: 1-22 

Bul:'::hcads: 1-5,29-3 

-P&glJ 10]..-

Buildi'1g-GeDerBl: 1-17.13-1.29-1.2S_7.31_4.32_~,32_:.33_2, 
3-4-3135-1,36-3.38-1.29-2t39_5,~S_7.42_5. 
~3-4,46-5.47-14,47-16 

C 

Ca'1oPY: 23-3,23- 7 I 2-4-6,24-7.23-2.31-8.32-7.36-5.46-16, <43-4.1>. 

Cabi'l l-lea~:: 49-::';::;.'" 

C2"~~"J:!:'.lLtor: ~7-l4, 5C-~ 

Carbu:,e.tor ~e2.,": 26-5,40-4 

Clecos: 21-1 

Cooli'18: 33-4 

Coordi'1ators: 43-1,44-7 

Correspo'1de~ce: 42-4.42-5,43-3.44-1,4S-:.4S-9.45_i3,46_1 

Corrosio'l.; 16-1 

CO\>:li'1g: 19-2,20-2,21-5,25-2,34-3,46-4.48-3,48_':',5G_18 
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o 

_~S~; 2;-7,22_~.~2_2 

;,:-"" sig'> ?ars..-.eters: 42-2 

:::.. ~,~li ".;: 2ee R1 veting!Dimpli '1g 

.r>:-c";:i"":g: :1.-25 

E 

:::::ec":;rL::21 S:;5::2;-:-,5: 4S-4(Back of Page) 

::::,evator ?:.;:sr:-?.;ll ,::ube: 14-3 

:::'3:1.2: :~- ,18-3,lS-1,19-2.19-3,21-7.22-3.2S-3.26_1,28_4, 
2S- .3)-2,31-2,31-5,32-3,32-7,33_4,35_3,37_5,38_3, 
40.-

.:.,...~:..'"";,: '·:o·.;"ti";:: 1-'"-.4,23_1,26_2,39_8 

--~~~ C!:.'=ac!i~z: 25-3,28-3,35-5,35-9.37-2 

;:X:-:<"..:st Sys-:: e-:~: 15-3.1 s_ 2.21_6.25_2. 29-1. 32~6. 35-8. 3 7~. 7 • 41-8. 
4':;-2 

" 

?::'''O ::-2>.<:: s. ?.s-::-ts; 1-3l,l':'-1 .14-5,16-3.17-5.21-3,48-4 

:,::::r;--::s "::,>g;: ::5-10 

?i::-P,I,e.:,J..: 23-2,32-8,48-2 

?i -:-::: "1gs; 1-::> 

?:'d":.f;;> ;:''''':,,i':',,,, :5-"~,17-5.22-S 

,. _2,{:>5':: 1-22.: 5-3,1 '7-2,21-4.22-2 t 28~ 5.34-5, 4::,~13. 4 7-14 ~ 48-5, 
50-2,5:;;-':;/-. 

?:_,,-:;:::s (::::ec-:::-::,cl: 46-141~9-SA,49-1C.t. 

?::;:;,)::-' .3~,c,::-,J5: 1-22 f 16-2 

?liZ:C t ;:f:;;:sl"''ts/::-lyi ng: 1- 2C', 14-1 .21-6,22-4.2/,·.1,25_1, 2S-4, 
2 7-1,23-2,29-3,30-1 t 30-3,32-1,33-1, 
3.'::-::,34-5,35-6,35-7.36-2.35-4.37-8, 
39-5,40-5,41-3,41-8,42-4,42-5,42_5, 
~3-1,43-3.44-3.44-~,44-7.46-9,46-::. 

~; 7-3,48-: ,48-2. 49-2A. 43-'3.48-9,50-5. 
50-6. 5G-6.~ 

?or:-. Blocl-:s; 1-2.1-4 l 4e.-6 

?:)!-,,"arC Floor: 49-10 

Fuel Line: .-:8-2 

?~~: ~a~: 14_5.15_1,18_3.21_3.21_5.22_2.29_6.37_1.37_5,38_1, 
43-5 

?~el :ank (AuxilIary): 25-6.29-7,47-6 

?;;el ~arJ< Ca;,:·: SO-3f.. 

'1'-18 j;'j-,'.'SE;'T-':':;:;:. t"51 

:Fuel System: 2S-3,36-5 

fuselage; 1-12.,1-22,14_3. 2C-2, 21-'7 ~ 22_1 J 28-5 

Ft:sel2ge ~x~ru.sio'l.S: 1-9,<;6-3,46-13 

Fuselage Skin: 1-2,27-2,28_4,48_3 

G 

G€1'1eral Descriptior,s: 4~i-2 

H 

Hel".":; 7reat U.lu:ni'1u,"n): 2B-6,42-3 

Heat Treat (Steel): 43-4 

-:;;i2':;C 1: A-

:--::orizo,.tp..l 'It:i 1; 1~1-2, 25-3 23-6.26-6,27-1.3:'-1,32_4.34-5, ::;S-3 I 

40-4, 

Horizo~tal ~&il Installation: 14-4,18-1,25-2 

r"cid2nce 3o?t'd: .0:16-14,49-6 

Ir,spectioT) Fle.tes; 49-10 

I 

I1'1stru~e,ts: 1~-4.24-6135-4.39-8.45_11 

IT)strU~e"-:: ?a'1el: 20-3. 23-1 • 23-2.38-9,39-8, <'. ::'-11.50_9."

Ir.strU;r,e'1t CalibratioTl (Airspeed): 2S-4,38-4,40_3 

J 

Joggls£: 2S-5,2J-6,44-2,46-6 

"" 
L~~cing Light:42-2 

LF.'1di ..... g Gear: 1~2: ,1-28,1-31 1 16-4.21-5.20:1-9.28_1,28_6.32_3, 
35-2,37-2,39-1148-~150_5 

LG.:1di r,g Gear (Retrac-:nb1e): 26-5,31-7,41-2 

L:O:Z ~oor,: 1-30 

1init8.~ions: 27-3,50-1.50-5 

Li&hts: 29-7,35-2 

Lubri~ation: 42_6 
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:':6.:',":,:e':0.-.:::e: 27-9,30-... ,41-1 

Eass ?:-::::;::erties: ':6-1,23-6,26-5,27-7 

':C':'::e,iz,: :.:::-::: 1-17 

-::od::ic2.. :-::'0"$: 1";-5,15-1.22-4. 2~-5. 25-3.29-6,34-5.36-5,37-1 j 
38-" , 3~:-3, 41-1,4 2-5. -46-2 ,45-4,48-1 i ;'4"9-3A~ 
49-4,50-1 

Eoc.ific,,"tio"',s O:a"datory): 1-31,13-1,27-1,28-4,46-2,43-4 

I; 

?~Qise ?e:::l1ctior:: 44-3 

9. 

E. 

• _ ->- • T' _. 

- • - -;:c,. 2~-2,28-3,2~-3133-4.~1-4 

·.~ .. 2el): 25-5 

. -;:;e: 3C-2,:n-3. 33-3 ,34-7.35-10.38-3,39-5,40-3,44-': 

:.. i :J'c ::";'::2: 37-2 

?:exi,;:'2S2 Ct.;',:: -::i '1;;J J:-i l:i '1£: 36-::" ,41-5.43-5.44-3 

Pro~~~lers: 14_5,17_2.21_1,2:_5,28_3,33_2,34_1,35_4,35_5,36_3, 
37_2.37_6,38_1138_2.~O_1140_6,41_6.42_3.43_1.43_2 
~4-1.44-6,46-3.47-12~ 51-2, 

?ropel:er 3ala'1.ci'1.g: 43-2 

P!'opel:e::' ?::'D.."1ge; 31_9.35_2,40_6 

?ro~el:e::, I'1stallatio'1.: 35-2.~4-1,-47-1S) 51-7A 

Q 

E. 

RadiD/;':ee.:::set/!hke/Etc: 45-11 

;c,ib :':;.::::-;..;'::42-2 

:;i 0 ?c c.: "":3:: 1-3, 14--i, 18_2,21_1,22_1,24_5.26_1.28_5,30- 2. 
46-6 

R::'vets: 1-: ,14-4 ,17_5,2.:_5,30_2,44_1,44_2 

TIi '.'e-:s (?c:;J): 1_23,13_4,17_1,17_2,18_2.20_3,24_10,26_5.28_6, 
32_7,33_2,44_1 

8. V?t: '-'.;'/ :i::-.?li"g: 1-8,1-10,1-18 I 1-20 ,1-25 ,16-5 ,18- 2.20-2, 
21_5,25_6,25_1,38_3,44_2,46_9,48_6 

R;;':::':::-2:-: 19_3,47_14,49_1,49_5 

Rud.c.er "::<=.tles: 47-16 

T-I2, "':':;,',S;-,,,J""----,, ;/:;;1 

Rudder Pedals: 50-4 

s 

Sc:f'etyi'1g: 25-3 

Se2.ts: 17- 5, 20-~, ! 26-3 ,35-9.'~ 7-4 

-Seat Belts: 33-2 

S~,eet j,:et2..1 3;:,ake: 17_4 

SOU'ld Proofing (Also See Nois~ Heduction): 19_2,24_7 

Spline Curve: 1-2,~ 

Static Pressure: 19-3 

Stall Spo~le,$: 23-4,25-7,26-1,28_7 

:£ 

1 ,>::. 1\<1110e 1 : 29-2.:: 4-1,37- 2.41-1.50-4 

'fep: 45-12 

Third Seat: 43-2..<:S-5A 

Tie :10''';'''.: 3<1-3 

-;:, '''0 i 2,.;,-

Tools: 1-3,2E-l.26-5128-4137-5139-2,39-4,39-5.40-1.~2-<,<3-5 • 
46-19 

7ri:n Syst e:n: 16-2,17-1,23-2,25-3.2 ::'_7 ,3 2-4 ,41_7 • '::2-6.4';,-2 

T:-irr, (:E:lcctric;: 45-15,47-15.4g-10}-'. 

'i'un'1.el (Aft): 13-:',35-1 

Tu~nel (Fwd): 24-5 

Vertical Fin: 1-l3,14-3 

~I'eigllt & 13ala1""J.ce Ja-:a: 44-4 

\';eldi.-:.g: 1S-3,2;--2,34-6,39-4 

V:neel Par:ts: 4:-1 

Hide Body: <i4-2,L5-10.50-3A 

Wi~dshields: 15-3 

" 
v 

H 

Hi ng (Cor:vertible ~: 42-1.43-3.43-4 I 4 5-7 ,45-10.47-8,47-9. ~ 9-4. 
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1n31;n] 1fl1.J U'1, Tni] (;"HI' 

fipri'li1, 'I'Ll!l G~[l.r 

'1'011 Spr'lng, Henvy Duty 

(FA! rings) 

Whee I Fnil',i:r'Jg 

Bracket, \-/hcel Fairing 

Instnllfltlo'1, Gonp Leg Fnlri'1g 

Fairing, LR.'1cling Genr Leg 

Fuel Ta'1K 

Fuel Tn'1); Assmnbly 

Outlet, Fu~l Tt:lnK 

End, Fuel Tank 

Sheet, Fuel 'l'anJ< 

Filler Neck, Fuel Ta'1k 

Assembly, Fuel Filler C<",p 

SC1l1:l,'1g nt'lft, Fue} FJ:.l],'r CF.lp 

Cover, Filler Gap 

Plate Army, Filler Cap 

Plate, Filler Cap 

Wing Nut, Fill8r Cap 

Fuel GaW3 Sending U'1i t Inst~~l1ation 

~ 

Engi '"Ie Jnr::tA.Jj_~ 

(Ellfli ne Hou'1t) 

Dynafocfll, E'lginc r·;ount Ass), 

Ring, Dy'lafocal Engine I,Jount 

Jig, Dynafoc"l Haunt 

(Carburator lIir Box) 

Assemb}y, CC1rb Air Box 

Seal, Carb Ai r Box 

Hell, C::u~h Air Box 

Vulvo, Cnrb Air Box 

(SpinnE'r) 

Spinner J\ss0mbly 

R!!o.r Bu]ld1C'Rd, f,pinncr 

Spinnnr Shell 

Front Dulklv;ad, ;;pln'lnr 

(Extension) 

Extc'1sion, h~opel1C!l' Slvtft - Lye 0-:'120 

Driving J.,\lr" Propeller Sklft Extn 

Ext~mJl on. I'ropcl]()p ;;tnft - Lye 0-3UO 

Driving Lug, Propf'l'l'0)' ~~h;~rt 

(nuttcl'y nox) 

InS1.;nllnt1.on, Dnt1,r'1'y nox 

tU Gf:cl1 nn,'()l!:-J 

E::i;onu].on - nuhlJLng ;,trlp 

------~------ -,- .,,-,-
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]-'-':' __ ]C:~:':-~]""*q'""K],z:,.".n~j?G.-\N, llj 9 LJL::-:U.,,\ r.:~: _, H Ln.~ST. T[XflS 
": n~ is ;lV0il"t:" or. ~jost 

.int;:;.hcd. 
its sC:Jrc:'ty 
hi) V(' CPU er:-

2.; - ~f"t it is;J fl'li,' 
F~'_-''':-:' :-;,; i;~:Cl('st ;\(1"0 h-or; s:':;""-;, i~~ tr~e j,r1':iN' JUl' to 

2'ri",:i.;_i~Hy of Sf'i!,,' p:1r~s. 2'-~'p ;-1}, b~;i.l(~\'rs 
Eo, ol;"ti::)I: i:-; t:~ei::" Jirci"ft. If ,so, foLJO'~'.ing: 

::):i '<,.,'y :t~- of SCl7.(! valup. 
'~A~ T ove1 ;1 instCllll,d 

:c -
~~~ =. cy:i :~rs 

sP-':-;~:i of t e cy 
::,12~<?~<:p. ;):-1 't 

t ittH' s inee new. 
of th" bottom );: 
th€ pC/v.'('r pl;)l1t. 

f'~C'('SE;:.v(' \,,,;V(, StTm to valve 
CPU r':;]:luJl Of' ';~" L':tCi1lPr1('C' that 
ovt'rll,n:l ~af:~,J for ~uide to stem ,:;: 1(' 

r- (" !H'"rC~ fo: rt;:;~~ce'f,?nt par to; ( i"take and 
F,',-. :'C'.t: r ;;C"'''t':; sU ) Ui-!nl fl (HI tlw typi-
::2' ~ist j::~,rot to t:-:~, ~;:;lvJ,:i' y,l,"(~!; ·,t:C!r c:~,'f' sold Gn] engines 
<' 31',~'C ,ilrts, G~~~~2l~F.l('r., inflatirn is c:",i:ipitely with U5, Ho .... cver. 
;:.' :{'r :'\');~,!:'. (:':l.TPnsiv(' 5ho;::;;ing the f:lllC'.¥i:-_; ::O:;1'(,[,S of supply '\,'ere used. 
_t, ::. i"\Jrr:i:"h~'(' ::::it-t.'01'tr:y cC);7,pone-ntf;, <l':: t:,e IT,,l:5t ,r-'a,.;tln,;b'e pr:ic<-. 

1. 3~C tl)p S,lske, Sf't ",as :1Un::>8~ed frt:rn Mr. C,nl F. B2ker, 
,'..t>tn" St., V<;n !\uys, CD, 91 1;:J, PhQ:l(" 213-780-3.120, En

"':'e1=' ,",',,5 ('xcc;llent with S,~'"f.0 (;2;' ~Lirr"::t of p'JTt~;. even C.O.D. 
:<r, £,,'~~r ill~G hz." S:<ir;C27C ;;(irc: cft if {1;:"~:ited. 

CYli re:J'.:orc<-,rc,l'nt f,.-::',!:, Ls iiv;;il,lI:::',,1c fro:) ,\ircrdfr Spruce 
:];::'1> 1,,, .;: 1:;,,; in I,),' Jt:OU1: $ 30.illJ, {mel posc,ibly 

i~'."U:-;::lCF Y01.: 1 e,!:'; t't:y. They also n3V(> ttl"!' 
h:'(;fr rec,u:rt'd if rill' is t::H~d. 

3. \'alve~ ';Hld gti.tdes we-re purc)-;a5~d £1 R0ilO l\.vii1tion. 
~:} F~;.o. Okl.;;~',O'q. These are" 0,j'~~in,~]. CPU \,alv!''j; ar.G perfectly 
s"-"l~e-: to, aL:craft u~e. Jo:-,:\ 1:-.0;7 has indicat~j thl?se VJ!v.?-s 
\<::-,', 1:', r.i,; u;:>Jnio7l, eq;:"l to !lirer;;{: quiJ1ty valv('S. £1 RI:'~o 
h:s f.-G:t other p,nt re~;.:i::;;,j to ::::0:1V~n:: l'If;c/nr oVf'rh'-lul the 
:;::'J, Thh luc~r, ite!"g :;",en JS til!:' IH':-<-:es!):ory CB3e, r.ti:lg;<;, pis-
:c~,'i, ;'0(;:-; <,~.c: GCJrings, a:)c otner mi~c. COcp\Jnents rl:'t;uin:d 
f0r G?U conversion. 

"i:':::p~':ly "t:I:'~ i:l Llkd'1<."fit trip to Slln Frar:ci!l"CO zr:o had tlw opportun,i.ty 
:0 vi,s~" \o"i,il JO~;11 ;;",C Thorp. I ~m to nqJ(}l'T tht,y are iloi.:1g 
very l-.-el.! ~nl JC1h-:1 it lrt c\J.ty :enllin;;:; to inqu.lr:iel>. Th:i!); v:i!;it 
~11'!: C;'f!'J'11 c~-n!:' tr0.~ for mt" <l5 I h~c w.;>ntl'C to T"'.'rsor<111y meet thi.<:: 

"t>::"Jll ;:lI"C t:~~:,.k Lin 2i:'Cl';:;f!. hi' hiI!i gh'?fi to 115. 

;;,;-;- COlr1-'EI:>3ciDn, )--;"is f'x",l~ri"nr:(" \<.'i-::h the GPU 
'"~, ~~_; "·n-:.;c;-:.::l ,:,ve:-hil~ 3:' to ~:] ("'ng:in(~5. His cpin-
i0T 1"'_::5 &>~1 YS ilnd • GPU a}.::5 n-n otltsrar,ding air-
e:::: ~"!.;~;- p::O}:,'c'; ly o\'("::-rdvli::c <lr,j r.? ~\"!ir:cd. '.'Iith blC' co~t 
-;:,: ':r1: P!'gir;c'5,going up CJ.ily, it ~o!y be 1: ;:Ci':: fo dust off -;:1:2 ole 

<, :-':'3 Froject :teas bee!'! Ol1 rhr' taCl< b;;rr.er fot· nl':'!;)!"t a y~.1.Ir as I hi)ve 
'C'7I~ thh ri".e on the rellt()!·;Jtic;'I. of <:n eOlrly St;n:dus;tc-r 2-p12('[' bipe. 

:;,;:'~ \..'I;:i, r=c; h:el'\ C01l~11t'tt·c .old 1:r.::: :'-.:S ~-('\'er j~ aD;;ilcing once .:Igain. 
::":<:'''<')\: ~t,ltus is: Fu,\;l~b!) riv01't'c ",~d Oil j2;E'ilf, Verticlll fin H;Xl 
r_,>:tc Ho:izcn-::al tail re2cy to <isse:ntle. Electx'ic trw in 
:..:~? '~.igh cOil1p:-t'ssio!l 15G HP engine in crate with 1176 hrs. 
ill g-:::: fo!ciJtg .... ing. but 110 coopor::"l-lts or !!'.iI>tet 1.:11 i." work. I vote YES 
or n,,:ir,;:i>l T-18 Fly In. --

7Y;~~p",t£1l,.f~ I r t:;z, t:/-..?9V' ~?, 

~ 

t; GI' 5:2 

121 ~ 

~I ,,-' 

~ 

When 2nd if we £8~. 1). cO::~T:ete :0:;.11 of :::;,~t.cY'iD.1B, a.c.<i i~' ~;-,e::'e ;:,;" 

sufficieLt intel'cst. 1 11ll do 0.11 the lr;dcxc::; &r:;c list _ '-'~=-~..£. ~n 
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1'HeO 

have 
lt1t$ bllim tho 

to Hava.ii 1n 
retil'od :tn ?C 
our :rstiX'Ol\Wn t 

do 

plans of m:ice and men., ,,~wellf [,"jW,t!15 
monthE,. Ny wife and I took R. much 

had vacation trip sj,nco I 
:'lltall I.Jj,rline pnsD fee it didn't dent 

I F'V81'J ;1..ntonl;:,ioh of 
'" tax'tolL [1 .nJ..ce 

'( \'IUD .in the G1lleJ:'g-etu,y 
mucroQ""" opend:.i(m to r 

t:;nl.l bL:vld$l' 
tlH) 

of 

yoar$ 
me dOWJl 'Ii 

two months. 
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waSIl 1 t 

'1'-! B HBVlSL:E;;L"l'2R /152 

A 3SBh}JL"{ Fl·~O CBDUH8 .. _,.1§I!1:I CAL..£:1lil by "'''''~-''''''''' 

1 '" Assomble the -2 doublers to main beam (lnd per ~56'6 dwf. 

2", Punch or drill 1\11 holes j, n #561-1 skin eUS'(l //40 uunch 01 
use a drill ,yhere a punch can be used. 

3" C18co tnJ.iHng ec\'(en t088ther with /140 clocoa (silver) 

1+_ B. 

ovor thD~~rii:id\n" 
:rib l,,)Adinl:; edge 
both sides to'l)T 

{0.pprO)(ly lH x 1211 X 
until it conI 
1d2,a,~,~,_.!lY~ 

5 .. Positiol.1 the '~2 pla.t,o on the #565 snd'rivet tho twc 
11010B s.n1y. 

G. Install all 

'/, 

1L 

and. cleeo 

,wing t.1D.lllt,~ 

should 
on rib fIal1[ 
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out of the flap rib shape. Neasuring from the center line of the trailing edge 
rivet holes 011 the ~ side of the skin to the center line of 1101es(punched 
for the express purpose of mating with a like series of holes on the botto.'n 
skin) I added exactly 10 .. 00 inches. From the center line of thG trailing edge 
rivet holes on the bott'Oi'Skin I added.l.2..!2 incheS. I had a local :3heet metal 
shop layout man verify these numbers before I nado ill;)' template and I also made 
up a 6 H wide clecoed the trailing edges, and bont it up and. the leading 
edge bend wl1ere it was supposed to. 'i'he whole procedure is identical in 
principal to what we used on bendinG the wing skins to properly locate the L.E. 
bend. 

If you make &. te:nvlate and go the matched hole tooling route youwill 
be exceptionally accurate in laying out all lines of rivet holes, or 
will wind up with!) twisted flap, und you. durely donlt wa.nt til3,t. it 

with l£\leral trirJ ul'oblelllS from nOw on out~ Be sure 
in one Ulrect:i,on are ab$o~utelY parallel to each other 

that the other li.nes are exactly 90 to tho other lines. 

have to 
else you 
could 

lines 
nnd 

wo,rtl1 for the flo.pn. 
l'ho 

T-18 NEI'iSLETTim #5? page 3B 

prop extension (it's built right into the reduction unit). If fuel goel 
~2/gal. as forecast soon, it'll save you at least S4/hr.! That'd save 
onoufJ~ to buy a complete aVionics pnckaE;e in a couple or three years." 
pay for your insurance, etc. In fact, if this little eneine lives up t( 
ations, I can foresee people removinG their gas hoC; engines, selline; tl 
installing tho Javelin ene:ine for the considerable economy of operatiol 
know people right now that have dra.stical1y cut buck on tho hours they 
because of ruel costs). As to overhaul costs, they obviously would be 11 

You could even scrap the block assembly and get a new one for k less~ 
would cost for an aircraft engine mbjor overhaul. 

What will it weieh? 'l'he whole packaGe, with plus ~ 
coolant s;.tstem: l w211 weight ~ thB!1 a cOllrp&.rable hF 
Lye will weigh 2'1871 EJ;:.;i. the Javeliu weigh 2'10#1!!! Th 
of the Lye as ,c,iven may includs (saures. Jane's)~ but t 
of the Javelin includes radiator. 

You can safely ])t'''O;d;U:~';8;o:fo;r;;;~l~~ 
Javeli.n), hut an B s 

in H cooled 

the potcntinl 

L 

(1.7 in t 
;jus 
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:a Priv .. te 
:l<rl' C'Wt;iC11S '':{ ei'tf'ckinp: 
,;/.$ SPCTI L!'~ flyj,t!!' )"''''Jatioet" ',m!'1Y'{)V-!5. 

~I~,~",,:::!,:!!!:...",~ 'on tl'_Cl 

3<1.",. Jan b iIl1:Y'e I. h:illf. 
D1 : .;,mj, te end1 of;.J, Dr()t.n~r lenl,d:J'L , tube. 

Y!i'!ml::H'lY' land th~ 1,(: the himFI':Q 

i-tiv"'L the 
Attacb 
V~rtt, 

1\1, 

( V(\ 

C::lnop'y with iinnrcpri;;;j'f[ fcrkll or cxn 
c"D';:i':.v t,urn""~ 1:'> crl tilt' ni 1 81: 1,"1 tel ;H(Y d!"~:irt.!J(l 

veft'i:, (:P h 41,\t\@> 

£~£~~:!lE,,_E~ 

"r@tol" ,Jilir fn:m 

~~ 

The br;;,;ke heck-up 511p'I:,ested en 
Go. 1979 c::;talcg W;t~i ilccQ!ltplished 
cylind~r~ with built-in re~ervcirs wrr$': 
lanD cyllncierE !lil.lv_r:ed from It Dlerckf;>1) 
<lfter millinJ'" approDriOlte lTlcllnting t .. bs 
base. It wcnid h .. ve beeN, much 1".5i8r t,(,) 
the rf!'!!ulting !lY5tem wcrk!! fin!!'. 

Breather Lin~ 

12L of Aircl"OI ft Spruce ~no :;;)1r.ci:; l ty 
the "'ir]ll.ltllC ";il,$ ;;;'~l'leI1lbl~(L Scott 
u!!ed (111 th~ pilot!1'I !Ii "', Gl~vl'l
'..rerl> u!!ed O'll the \:1;<5' 
from their normally c 
ill3tall durillp; c[")1~truct,icn, bnt 

To k~~p oU off th(" b!illy I<l'Id red\lc~ the l'!umber of tUQI'S eXTlNH'd, 
I like mlU'Y oth@r5 .hict~d to run the bre .. ther tub .. dmrl1 .a f,"";or l~f! 

'4_tt• .. 

d,!'ftt 
SiN(:f1 

at 

carel$2~ fue:l atL&r'oiint knocked tntl :r1cai, ocr ITrf 
do 'lly own r:,~ \l'"; I .J.Yli(.) Tn crd " to 

1 r~~ljpu thermu: botti.tl 
thin arm, Thl' t.wo corks Yi'?.':'~ 

mrn'l'l"'i",tr. w!l1.1 c;;;.rvl'\(; n.t their 
Ilhel ~iIlC" I\ftel' thTI 

r&;,;ch thnnlEll fi I. ti!lT neck @l1cl 
:arm hJ,'l hel. 

, , 
",ue, 

lued 

i?lf:!J1id ,11,1"' 

r~,'F1("oYJ nn: 

w;,,, c'iven 

TTd heck. n'lf' <I.1rcrnYt 
7;;ip:f' 'e;crks 

win'! eCl1Ktructed 
fDa 'C,u5hi0h4, 

;,;,;'~:~!'~~~,;:~.~~:~i.~~.~1 •. ~~:;~:::.~~;;~~~~~~!;~' i)\l U 1lJtY'3 ~J~"'1!ll the t"e,"!.r mUll!'. The 
nC',1'!i.' rfMl keY't5 held in rlcsiti(n by a I'\ut,<; and'l{.RKh",f's 
t'ti c'«.ch ."!id'll or e:.ch d,t tc DY'oper' After c&l'eful1y 
l1cJ'iu!l,tinl!' fcr :{,!'ro twist rivet hole'" w~rl!' liJlle-dri"i.1!!d through :skim, 

.!Ir;;lr. After Grilli1!!", tht! ,~kiM w;;;:'! removed for ciebuY'T'iJlI'; ud 
difll,plirtp: ( .. nd th@ threOl.d~d rcd W;!'J l"1.'!mrwed). Aft!!r r1'!-.L~~'"'mbly .. nd 
ri.'leting th& 1'1'J31Jltinr 1·11'1,1'; pi.",ml.s hOld virtu;;tlJy l'IO b:illt and .a drum 

..,kiJt. Thi5 apfTCil.ch W;;;1l 'ju~fe:'\ted to !'II" bv I,:lrry I,,;.rcom of 
Ohio, il.n <;,;,rly 'I-H) builder. 

.d;;;trp,'~p:e ComD~Ttl\'lent 

DetOl.i,!,$ "re e::wl;,d,I'I<"'d on the &Uilched ~htch. 
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t I'e'l1.~i.re dyn:1.focal :l::'i'nw~("'e~:;ii~~~~i-i~S-~ifs~~;±~~:fi~;!:~' 
wi .. T,ycorrn.nr; S~CI~ 

I - ' .. " , or tbe "t Yj [l1d Z IoC[i:t1.0D 

n .. hl.c,uler • 1,180 ,12 fl1glJ.1€l' ",,'m, '"WG 
2 1& peLds 18 neceSSc1l'Y beCd~l~"f 

dlam~ rOD 211 x l!!l .7S0 n 
dXl]}OQ f'tir en61n;' bo<:L<ts. LJCOmlnc; LoS 

3) The :5j16 tlj ig' hole cellterr~ :,:;t -:;~ E:ur'fuces) aro 
diameter cir018 centered th<t-y direction 
of the. 733 drawing,' n'om thrust line 
on thl!~ig ~ur:fG1,Ce. 

4)On the ',,1.33 tJ in the two top -2 pads and the: 
two pottoll:!- and dOl'm 1'e~n)ectively t: 
center of the eenter circle~ us in 

5) 

Bushi,rtC; cOIllpt'es~,ed dimensions 
different dimension 
in all dime'nsions , X, 

affect -c,lle 
will o.lter 
Y and Z. 

in 'the 
Teepee 

nr.d th"r two 
the center 

1'-18 

locations. A 
pad. locati~ 

Due to dif'fer,ent mountiu,s, dimensions, dif'feren"C length englne mount 
bol ts are requiTed. \Vi th t11 'enSions de tal} ed above nd. on my 10-320 1UA 
WIde deck en£?ne, I need bol ts wi ttl 3 1:3/16 h f,Tip and 4 19/3Sb 

Ion&;* t 

After \Yeldin~ up the ~l ,-2 asscmb},ios l)c.[' dn£!; .f 727, I bolted them 
::.m "G:;'.,-, J:,odU'ip.d ji;:; 733-2 lc~,ds wi'1h Cl of u,sbestos pD.per betr,ee,a 
lJ:.Hls .r'd sriocU's. I beLt, Cllt L,nd Ground the 727-4-5-6 tubes to rit 
the 733-1,-2. ;spoo1 we}dments. I tllck welded. tubes to the spools, I 
reI:lQved the, ~,ck '"elded ring from the jig a-'1d completed welding~ After , 
weI dille; I' r'efi"t the ring to the jig pad.s by heating und bending tho ":1 

top -5 ttlbe tD, correct 'Nelding distort. ion us required,. I bolted the t,wP ,1 
s!Jools ..mL,.,.ei t!18T end of' the -5 tube to the 733-2 pads and reheated tht'f 
-5 tub€"'"to D. cnerrJ red in center to rellheve any tightening strain~ W:Lltiher 
the tv/a -5, tuJ5~E;"till bolted to the pads I made similar corrections. . 
in the -4 :::md' -6 tubes to brine the spools at their ends in alignment . , 
wi th the oth'er two pads. I bolted these last two spools to their pads 1 

and finished by helo:.tinD the -4 :llld -6 tubes to l'elieve any bolting d 
strain. Aft~l' the 
try I on my e};1,;'ine ~ 

co, .. "'''"'00 '"' "" "c • "',",, h': :::J 
'" ~- -~ 
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Thanks very much, Paul, for a very complete report. I know of sBve:t'al buildel's 
that have had a great' deal of trouble getting an etlgine mount to f:Lt in 
that series engines. 

To answer"'your unspoken question, no,,, I do not know. whether Paul WQuld be 
willing to build 'a complete (or tack welded) engine mount for anyone else. If 

,he sends me further'il).fo on' the subject 111:1 be glad to",publijJh it, his phone 
no., jlrice, time for (l,elivary, !:ltc. ' W 

'rYFICAL ELECTRICAL SYSTEH SCHEJ.1A':!:YC: See page 8~ 

'l'his one -was Gent in by John Vial ton, 5'126 Boyce SpringE Dr. ~ Houston, Tx, 77066 
John said he worked 't;his orte up f.rom the on", shown in ;fony Blngelis I fine 
book, liThe Sport plane Builder ll ., He originally sent me a drawing that was two 
pages, but we couldn't readily reduce it in size and muke a1;l details clearly 
readable, so John re'-drew it to fit our N.L. page and we are' printing it full 
size so everthing is readable without a ll'ta,gnifying glaas. 'l'hankB, John. 

And thanks, Tony, too. '.rony is also u member of our H.A.S. and hiB fine article 
each month in Sport Aviation is a gold mine of 'information. His book is aven 
more so. I WQull;l strongly recommend that each one of you have a copy of his 
book in your shop library. It's an uuthenic reference on a wide range of 
subjects and is profusely illustrated. Itls no 3rd hand re-hash of some WWII 
training manual. Give yourself a birthday prosent of Tony's book if you lve 

boen wanting to do somethIng nice for somebody lately. 

~..e:.-TerV'r!s "'12 {AI .;i:eoff MrIfUt1N 
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ch1.1.t. 

;;:S;YiS.i'",:::'~Tl:C:i ,I,')2 

ar" 11<, 
!;bout; :iloun ,:.;,,;,;' lhut-

that I,'J o..LiminatG 
:nDuntBd if; ttle hot om of 

fuel () tile 
lJr"lc\~e.t .OciD 

of ,'lOu that hC\ve mov1'~d 

t. 1 ,C',\ whole e,,"{;,ior to move the rudder en,bles on 
bu:i.:l stand you C3.1'i get 

In,s all nailod 
]leLiSbt of the 

tl'lt:ln 
to move the 

marked 'i.t on the Qu'\:side. 1),C the olein. 
the lower corneY' ~<x trllsion dr\{i 

string to hi\, x:udde,T ~'J.agt 

0:ri"nr;ing j,t forward ll.8.r!i.: 1'01." the bar 
he 

~tllowed for 
hz"""LG, of cours". 

Toc£tte tiw b,eitSht of the 
'ol'ing:Ll1g the c&hle 011 top Df 

[u)d t" TLnc; '. t 

"!£"'_"'",,'''"'~'' Ir?AWING }'Ol~ IfLSPlnC'.l'ION DOOR! (cont j from jJ;2ge 

John ~ 15 draw:iud; 
:.:ne q,WC;. 

'i;:tC:r,,",e other 

sen'c UD was labe:.'LBo HActual ,<iZt0t1t d,,) .. ncc wt, 

of the (l::Ll:len8:L':;~lC~ 

oll(pnriDo.n wi til -:i'Jns8 
L h81ievB 

dimensions 

... ")8(,,-10 

INSPf'L\",D~ HL 1'eP~ Sc.£:.JSv,,; ",~:;:;k.J:' 

S~tiJ CdT'::lLJT ~~ 'j)ZJoR.. LiC/ri.. j:)Q j,:.,.{ £ fV},~ 

Eke J-:.::c,/!... :Lk::>'1::ue C L,s l:; IL,tO. ",j C.,l::~ 

;,11G:;;'," 1.11'" """'i'~7,*,~'":;:~'"f" :H'~O Vi () 1 know Lll,} aJ'e 

Kenton, I'(entnn, 

'rhore probably bre othe.rl;>. Would I 

;'-'i 

flc:wn lOt' 1st 

Cl,ud Judy made :J 
L:18 newslettcr 

!'o{' the:.ir 

wet'e 
c,fJmwehensi ve 
the ~ whole tll:Lng 
About t'lolln:r' p81:' 
o.nQ 1\' 12, 
a;mut 

1.",,1 the price. 
would COSt.", 

1'1 

HOllston) 

his 
W':\i:;oner,O!~ f).81; ,.Ln 8"u'1y Itd,1. 

CDJ,11) 

his ::.ns. 

W\'H'j~ 

r;,w reg",",LL 

HA S. ,::L-3;2c:l,*~: Wi.chita 
,it ~ too. 

ilse, 

Ln your aX'tH 
Lsd:. tnB lenoy;, 
had wl'.'1 t ten 

old O.rlfrp £:,0 T ilnve 8. SJJB:re. 

he'i behl.nd Dll orcierG j so d t!}lSc:tB j,,$2)! t too 
apl)0a1s to :tlB {~bout wood px'op;s. 'l'lw othl~r 

'chree wood prDp~; :t\)r one r;lBtl~l 01113 

The ':he 11l}ackbollc1l 

of the gaa tan1:tM It 
:'(H~ei ves the top {wle of the lanrii,ng Q;ear at the Bnd and L:Lee t1"'1 1"<111 
bar 'f.:rsun8 'it the reiiJ.r. It'l~ a Sood i,den pre-drill the hole 'that 
mAt os wi t.tl the 1andil1C \.I,nti} have the ,in pos:Ltion, oJ: 

have holDS. GenteX' hole lvcatiorl and 
the geD.;r is p03i t10n you can thru the hole In tne and 

chee!: :for 
&1.1 ion ~ t 

VI} already it and' th~ holDS don l Jllat.IDl 
1 '\:,ile hole well (')ve:r.Bize~ make 2. steel 

drill the hole In the ulup;~ usinp; the pross fit in it 
ilS a drill g,'Uiue • hole ::n Lhl2 plug ,'IOulct 

Most $veryone :now 
on ~h(- chin over 

iuC; 1t j,n f1'Ol1t 
~<~e,xL ~2here I s 

enouc;h .C<)om between 

o.nQ 

::kin accomod[\Le the 
tuu0 down und buck to 

";he llttle 

it :,lalres 
slip 1,:,Jl8-

wo.\ti,ng a l:H')llorato 
blem with 
tllbc of 

the 

:L8 to move the C1;'nte.r 

of 

3:0 maKE LilliS 'ovo::l" have to 
that fit on the aft cnd (}f the so the 

ho:.L108 that ;n \te the roll b&.r arB i:1Qved downward ;,t l1 ). ITH:lybe 

Com:Lnc; 
stock i1 

come u-p wi,til BOl!lething; clever t,o keep Irom remaking' the Ij,ttlB ,:mB"1o. 

the tlBXt 
:nore pointe 

-.~"'~.-,--,----,~-,-

18 an article by )).G.Roemet' t:ha.tl~" 
your (~BteeJU~ ",-,~,,~---
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s the "Hot. lclndinq T-

A 1 that! n 
ane til 

dDesn~t mean to I hop In, 
1 t s time" liD. 1: orne OM: 

fhen qet self checked out 
5 <in 1 t ure tt the h')qh [1ucket 

re very easy to f1 v 
~PH sure is qoi to 

80 another thlnq' r 
fir.st 0 takeo 

11o~ hot. is 1-18 1an nQ 

How d 1 LU::iLtt:: 'f 
tnt 
no t"ilkes 

What' the worse condlti pssih19 to land a 

f 

pl'ob leln" 

lB? 

~*' TI~.i'ri:7;i;;i+i+;ii''''''f' , and 0 new h e 12 i U ant t () " rst vaulte how could 

I landed with zero brake the 
on bare blacktop. 

The result was nne worn rei 
up of the main runway at downtown 

nur home port is s and Is not 
on the round normal 
in the brakes we have 

life. assured. it can and 1d.--

<" + 
'\'-, 

And ncked brr)ke np the Dn.tr:t ... 

COp 
jet port 

the tvino 
n ~,jirresota, 

snow. We Ilad about 58 
em. however~ the snow gets 

soaked 11 inas aive no h0aking. 

d 

The 1 ft broke b was 1 and the 

created 
vlQ1ent n hut 

'Cn nel h 
could the 

3 4 

de 
situation except oPp051 

brake 

to 
Jocked 

" 

!Uectrtc triIQ" ,new 

Ii marblY' 
lllets.r 1 fuel flow 

tnsttts" Intel'ior is 
'no whit<1 diO\Elh. "iLl POSt lites. 

vinyl-£o2..'U PrieD 

C1L 

Dr 2G2-9'769 ~ 
Bqui,pped and thin 

21.5 
Lni:'l't 

Ind' 1 whQ Ltlso flew his bD1,il,ut:,j, fu,l 
for htB hiI'd and. will .13011 

his prc:.wut wing fo:c C" "r"ting €~ [jh:lp.pinf~. It hi 
etc. t JUDt; llkD i.t thy; 

chuUJl. :::f you have B 
could the ail' E\ lot quicker, 

P.O. Box 195, CoLorado C:Lty, CO) 81019, has a flaIl Dotl"r 
1),,30 plUG GhipPJ.ng. 1:-:; to UBe an Yankee flap 

I:;O'1:,Or iU3Lcad. Ho aLw nilD Get of fox'w blocks that lwlll let 
Ul:.10, as \'!el~ as NH't of the rib form blocks. Fr"\nl\:. just rett:red and i3 
a flaUGe and re,s.lly 8njoyl,ng lil'e in the mountai118. 
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1.> ;.;tj LlOli' :,;1 
':t t~W tit" ; 

'",*.;,_ .. 1'''0:~J; ; :·o,.l,~¥£:C~l""'~Sd~"Sil t h 1;1 iJ i' 
0, /, ." SB1D.)..-'1'etired 

'BEU' 

ad in 

it hUV8 
Y' f:i 1;;3 
(-;)1;; tho 

BI} 

1 i1 fLLrtill~l' 

(}Uc1:ii,t,,,, 11 He u 
0J.'f l'liG 

nuout 20~ J unless tho 
uphill, 11undle is als,) well ;snowl'l 

and 
thB airplane <'30 it wi,11 

j"t wa," 110D8 ne~w:y nnd left 
balance for and I had 

care of" ~:he nose heaviness. j';Y E.W, 'lB 
it;:u, :om 0-:160 Lye, 2, e/3 prop), ~ 

to 1+00 fL iJ,no cli;:Lbs like H 
indiciC,te 21CJ wide open :l,t 

no,ll,H) terrible 1 

Ibs" 

wind &.ud o.lGC ill C;.OSS w'.i.nc\:s 
or !:h0 In, lJement 8i );hoJ:'. '],he 
LlJ'anc8 the Ed:"pli,'m(" 

i;aXi:"ng.fhi.G 

;;ht 2U' ,e i):'om 
V81"J 

ho 
Ld the 

:30 1-
COll::,Q 

':h-2 ,·l.U'p:! 'U1D, 
from l1:'L;a 

the weight:,J, ,,,nil changes t 

S88 at thj.D He ilQD D, 

h,3,sic row:,. 
bIm, 8, grl'Hiunl 

,just below L~oed ua( k ;:U'l SOLli,; 
cowlj d;J,J;'k blue diamond <,).t the 
blllO Htt'ipo X,'uns frOt\ j~i:? of the 

front of the ,~owl under ttl" Spinll,B,r and it's 
;';atching: I.Otr:l.l)80 on thG tOp of 'the vertical 

0. nUluDer of 
uf explanation 

of art, as to modern imiu;"tri,c\l desie;n. it 
as to what sees. :rhe idea is to draw the eye awa;y 
e where lincn and mBGS are not truly and 
that the eye BONi 28 pleasing. Bein,T tho 

at west of UB o.Ten1t 
;:O);).es thl'U as too IlflOr-i; for 

llajor a1'e(,n of ma.ss out of proportion to ,,:~djacent areas. 
Looks too lone; and ouL of balance with the area from the 

:.'/'lL'\t the no!',e 
firewall to 
pe (01' £;roup of 

Lhe eye Gees 
in proportion 

tho COLjplt~ ile said tuat this was why a wide 
tS at the very front of the cowl breaks ulJ 
,'; it runB back tile full leng'tn of 'the airplane, tapering 

I; i'x]. ekn c S1 ,S 

~1hue1 

anti mi-l,ke ,-, 

p:"-go 1 

:-)t\;~GU the c;ni>iX'B file npp8a:r 
1 

the 

i-Ie 
.~ 

',9,1,,0 
ho W l(; co;ub.:Lna l';iol'ls Q f 
Zll fotlnu out wilY 
lie few people have 

schewe and h01 
U l'-i,\nit. wra000r 

112 ai:CD ,,,H,8 ChO:::i8 tD bUild, did 

throw ~t 

on 

[\'0 to 
s.tr:i'i-10S -and 

OX' fX"iend te:,1..l tz) 
:Jirex';:,d''!; have n. 

if nave severa1. Dchel.11BS 
'in coIo!'s, !)J'opox-tiO!1s, 

hncl them 
thei,t' h()h8~,t its 

J'1,)£tction. TeIl Btl it j 8 a 
node1 builder friend, him 

paste on stripes» (ltC\!, 

set 
cOl1Gider:.Lng. He is a 

i\.nd 'Jihen you zero 1n 
138veral ±'.riBxa}s 

want their 
that if 

end and cake 

'l.'h81'8 1llI:L(::h, mucli :nOTe 'Ni'L'lt 11 '.f(-l dOWn heX's, :r tried to to 
sit daYIn ;).mi v;:r.\.'~£', 1'0'"" he Baid 

l:w.int, schemes and tllut D:lre~\6.'y 

their fBBliuiSB hux't J,t' 

cl.l:t'ner " :rig'11 t;:e ;:~;:.;;;;' ta.pe 
n::aybe I can 

mOX'B of 
hi,si observatiDns. 2>111'0 wi$h lid talked to him before my airplane c;ot paint,ed. 

of those with natural 12 year old 
on Johnls 'is e:Xce11ol:lt, 

is a wide tri~ 
to rear '.in Very 

DO:ile us 'haVtl .Lt and 801[,t) of us 
have to 1!;8t yOUl'lr:: Lee to desiL'.1 ;c,y next paint job. 

Host of the buLLders 1f/1tr1 V0l'y t'\tt1'2ct,ivo BCneme!3 I t~_d_ked to at OSH 
IHwe used either DuPont 1 r;; Hlmron'1 or HAcrolid H• Both are 
uretiHme two-part look vTILllout chalking, \V11at 
brands ,mti out there used and What, are yOllr COlntUents? 
rIm t.old for n, ;£-18 paint job (with either of 
the t.wo brCtndG o.oovn) will cost about ,1,00 (,,~t todaysls prices. ;'lhat abou.t SOme 

th8 that some of JOU have used. 'l'lwy are almo"t universally 

used on '~~~~;;:L~;!'~'~~'~~~~"~~ it seems and are probably less e:t.rpensiva. In 
P aircraft job on an airplane the size of a cessna 

$3000. I thLs is too steep for most homebuilders 
do the COClt themselves end get it all for the 

final spray coat before it to one of the pros, cost very 
drastically. If you lwvenlt a cO!1sidel'able i,,~ilount of spraying itls 
not recommended chat you cut your teeth on the final coat on your T-18~ A 
good :nany 'boys [0 to a l()cal body and paint shop and make a deal with one of 
the pro painters and that makes pl'etty good Bonse to me. 'They'll have their 
own production t.)'pe sIlrs;y gUh J tOOl not ono of the J.lickey House ones you get 
when you buy a compreSsor. 'l'hutts ;n25 to :0150 Y911 won!t have to invest, too. 
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lUJ.",S 'oy ;)veX" 1 00 m:l'les J 

1,;OLl~td get '!).t'ctty 

1 c6\11Dd ohort t.ime a.n,e1' he fiEld bne>;: fron Austn\l:,ia anci 1 t( ',Ld. 
him my ('))3.t ;-raG Qfl t,Q h5..m :t'OY even beinD to sit; J.n ;:\i'rplanc for I 

hUnt'G 1 ml1ch leG", verythitlf'; 
t,o the ILB. a cliff 

b,,) tiidll' have an accurate 
,lust; I~O mi,leB so ..l.Duded Half HoOn iJay 

.8. U/:)1::: 

t.hen 
'" t'8cei ved 

her fi,moral to 
!,0Ut,C homB J:-u~' ::1un 

l!.£l~;C:l1Zl:} F"mni,!1.G..t.. d,0~,!?-£:0J!_~1 

Don :::.laid of he hune; 

:.LB,st leg -.t:yo:::t l:! 
i3Pl'(),8l,i <:loxi; 

push::"t 

tT(:CS, to 
5:EnH,r",to:r ':!2JJ th0) 

th8!~, U9 two 
~uld 

tt:;l!::d:1dd are lJl'(.]t.ty t 
cu;nulUB C101.1(1(1 Lo C;;lst 

said he ncarly did ;;;,:1.$$ oue and D,e WD,8 

one of the ones out Lhc;t2 una you 
of Witt:uan aSH. 

s(',veral 
mtl(,s out 

1000 m'lle2 
,vheu there 

:L t co.:;;:? to 1:1i3S 

few m:i1Bs aWay. 
cOi.llu put I;i,re 

Weather becocne,3 mOl'!? 01' a f,"~ctoT as YOIl ;:qlXix'onch 2quator. ,'I:lD lutel'-
tl'opiChl Couve:q:;cnCB (.',01\i.';ratcD wid01':1pread thUY'.derotorm act.ivity aL cor.'ta:in 
times of the year. 

DonIs 
110tmUl')J'. 

and hac>-, 
I!m £lure 

to write n boo:{ about h:,lB trill;] Ullo. it. 
houg-ht s booit ttbout hi3 

and the most axci tin,!,; 
Don's book vd11 DEl equ£\lly .:,';riPPing. 

pulse 

and 

AnYVlay, Don, our sincere congratuls.tiOr.s for a trel".lendous ach<tGvemcnt. 

i'-~ I litB 

t\<.,'i )).[(t de ovor 
li).(l:" Describ.tq; the 

:'ia1vl ;;tj,,(::': Ll'p ,'!l1~ch UbO\iO tilp GHT,rv-t,D. 

hold forefinGer to 
tt, 

',[';:a t t;JJ1.:.r: 
i~el'1 r",i"l.l.""''' 

1:Y';)('i;'1 

\~1.lG11 DOli ,',0 he made ita wee 
Left Ho.lf Hoem 

t':.ll1i-;: ••• one Q f 

1 underi:"tand 
othc,:t' f{\llitlU;,'l 

to Ule Smi.thson:iall MuseulJl! to jo.i:n 
.it r;LgLUy auould. 

"i.'.ll:1C 

GXC(pt:Lounl 
l:\irpJ2u£'i, is a stable 

ld .. nd of 
confirms we 

"d.l'} .l..anos 

evoJ ",oi into n 
and ;:ontiJlents. 
'1..~1 quit-i:l ,;1, -;;:riol1to 

I 

15..comi8 

how Bueh .fliri;llts d61nGm,t1'a"t8 the 

lut 

tll1'nBd 
Jr" 1'rom 

leO 
has 

o CGan;; 

cb.nng'ISEi 

I ,'''ill 
time we 

lnJtlillBG:I.'i 

bnck :i.n 

t}Hl J.'1"B ,StU-£' Val1bJ and Vie 
• B. i-lj"bbaJ:d 

HE 
u::>in,g ~:::, •. !c~~J~, 

'C'I'iO 

'2h8GO l;r01.\nts CO\\13 one sidB smootli t tho otlH),):' side 
two d:l.i'j'el'()ht dial':-;Gter:s Or~ the GJ;:,mB :cuober 
whore t1H:1 st:n)BD iB,.. of tho 

bottom. TheBG G jolly 
to La me that; John ci.il1ed thesc Oett 

~"",,,,,,', ~ll0 tlmt the enc:ine probably WQu.Id 

stOl:.PCU off in l,!olino and sat in 
and 

nnd. of the 
bUDhilll'£ 

in (,;he De1':('illf~'el' 

have leGs v-J.brn.tiolh 

";~[7~~:;r';!;~~;'f'Ne've covered till,s befaTe l but we continue to 
j the dOn t t qu.i te und0rst8.nd~ In waking the 

bulkhe"d " 
must 

off tILLs 

thinGs 
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Y;~~~~~~'t!X~.~n;lJ)~o):n:.~! t lmow whethe)" you noticed the article i1'. tiL Oct. '30 
i abo lIt 
U],'e avai.l;;\b.le frO;,1 

would ~,trong<i.y 

i;ost A & Ps nowdays 
now thnt we 

parac;raph #2.. 
worse than an 

vo:Lb\!so re[,;ulatoX'l'>. 
I am to leave my present nmmetoL' j.n the 1)fme.l 1 lmt rewire itt GO that it 

the of the little metorB as a .loadEleter. Inci.denta.l 
are very close to achVcl size (about 
sIde by side. 

x~, • I pItH; to mount mino verticallYj 

(lnO the no 
size and C2U oC ,.tt:taciled t(l 
and costs about 
car. Yih(),n I 

wrist watch 
It! [J bijttur}, C';lCr(;(,~ 

t t in my a::i.1.'Dort 

ta;t{wff" 
burn W:Lttl 

;".'izo ;'211 :x 

sho.rt. 
they!11 fit 

WBit.~h over 200. $o:ne i"re 
nre i30veral taLL and 
fiLtinG Inside" I aL30 
their rudder peciE'tls b",c" 

gu.ys flyJ.nc; thoJ.r 'r-l 
0\,1 of GElve1.'al that are 
a little and made 

my a 
O-;~,90-G wi th a :prop x p:L tell for I;he 
11 d li>"e to w'; til someone need more pi t ch and 
liko to trade. to go baoh. to pitch. 11 

In of 1 he h,,,d .5 hours on it and liLed it better.eci:ch time he fJ.O\V 
it doesD His paint Bcheme ic basic white. It ntls double dtripEl do\'} 
tho dide of the one blu.e and one red. Both ,sweep at 
the tail and wid0H • His .no. if;; 61.(.6'28. At that time didn!t iwve 
wheel pant,,,, installed.. '1he canopy wus tinited und the cowling appeared 
to be a 'rho.rp t;y:pe. HiE; t tube is mounted tile vertical fin. 
he spoke of was WOOd, to be fiberElat,; ti'Dpinf'~~ 

the (luter aft stripe, His corum 
ust ahead on skin, which seems to be a 
ocution. de had D.11 QAT fro~), the windshield 

canopy latch handle. J; located at front 
the callop;,'. 

was mO~H1ted 
standard 

an external 
left corner of 

." 
~,-
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his 
the 

2512 S. 
finicdTE)(i 

ho u:c,,; on it and I 
beautiful.ly. It!" 

'p:'op (IiW6GLN) 
True 

a full 

pa.ge 15B 

So, 

his COlllln antennae jnst 
and a Scott ta:l.lwheeL 
is unpainted. Host of 

hLl'ine around 
tan: it wide whi ·teDtl'i pe 

J-Lis 

I 1'1.l!IH'mber havine a nic() visit with CJ..i:ff at aSH in 1'19 and havinG him show 
vuri.ous featUres of hi,? bird. He lw.d an 0-2.90-0 
x 70 ~:his gave him a '?5}: power cruiso t 60 

climb 1 $010. ili,$ battery was mounted forward of the firewal1~ He 
had an too._ I rB1!!e;,:ber that! as I had "",.n HA4SPA caX"b on 
mine when I in it. r LIsa remeillb~lr he ha,d an extra center bar 
at the rear as an extra guide and hold down I think. He also 
had it insulated wi·th that!:s about all remember about that 
j. t was He a181J had a Jacll;, Haines and 
lH.\ had !!lade his himself, u:sinc; wat.er based 
and he also had at the r)ase of the 

for the 
saying some'thinG 

about it remember somethinG nbout 
him havinc a a Garlemd Root 
canopy cover. P8.:rty that 
ho still made an a complete 

a 
tile of ,,~ 68 x 71 iOU' He Must 
be doinc it ri2,'ht, tho (, aD a 'j:-l wi til his IJrOps. 
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I::i"\e :0 

Em 

tuiui!, in ttl.e 
ilJ ur -;;he BXB.(;t 
{d. bit and tlH1ll. dQ 

wake a 
runs to {,;e t 

put 

the total ;and then til vide 'by tho of 
DiuaIl Gl'rot's 'in t:i,mlng, Don!'!; 

COlllJ:la1"tlilBnt,~ An w1LL f1y 
toward til$ aft you knew. 
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A recordinG: stop watch tilat measures fractions of a second is 0cs611tial if 
you want to be accurate. A 1 sec. error On a COUJ'/3€1 in the 5-6 J:1i. bracl~et can 
ma.lte an almost 2 mph difference in Als. Also! to moot accurate, use 
little calculator and plug in the forJ:lUJa: 

as as Poasible, to 
3600 in ::he formula is the no. of s8conctc in 1 hl.'.j 

WVVV,",","",. When you get all thru. ask your Bonanza friend to 

Heasure G..nd record 
nearest t~nth of 
in case 
let Y01.) ou the same course 

TAB actunJ,ly iS t and 11m sure h.2 
feel (and l'ightly 

You may be 

80) that you donlt; lleed to klloW how aCGurate 
airspeed i8. You ii,nd 8. uUJllbel' on JOUR dial it will ,stall l and a 110. 

nnio to npproi:lch to tnf.) .. :'tS utes!:) turns at, etc. and 1'01:' moe"t eve,ry 
even a cr08S 

good enough, ,lor it; X'1'tally 

llanl-;:1s '1'_1 was about; yrs j"n "tho 
to build whon he gave a 1:":1,do 

clohulz 
and he 
v:ith 
deel;:, 
stripe 

11 yX's, and has over 
plates and 
with an 0"'360 

}lav 121 g, 
a white 
front: • 

HDmcmbsx'" " 

" 

in another' Ha.:nkhndl1 j L 
Hank a lot; 

Lo Sf-ty, Hank 

him 

prepl 'l'horp met~\l 
an aux fuel tank under 

palnt jOb with a yallow gold 
the 

of T-18s out there at Lancaster, 
and they have a 

most of them at the surprise 
closo to i'lyin£j then. 

I a letter from in Dec. !80 and he had just 
he s convinced 1;11e '£-1 is tho most tr()ubl(~ free a 
Frances have had seven;1 really nic€ trips} where 

annualed lJ512S andhe said 
in the skies.He anci 

wont in formation with 
races, anotner was to others, One was to for ! '1'oad! 

WatsonviJ,le & Cruz. Also 
were on tht'lir ports of call. 

.---
,~, -

" 
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LYLE FLE}lING: All the Lancaster people agree that Lyle }'leming is the chief 
T-18 fomenter and agitator in that area. Here's some excerpts from Ii letter 
from him: 

ItI first flew mY' '1'-18 in As you can .sec; it's been flYing 
13 years now. In 1978 I hud 900 hI's. on That 1 s a low per year average, 
but I have been traveling 3 months each summer for several year$~ Which has 
cut in to my nying time. 

It han been a lot of 
and flew 20 hours there in 

fun and natisfaction. I was in 1968 

believe I have 500 
probably closer 900). 

and the, 
anll an 
woll remember my 
oarly t 60B. It 

0):' c.:;tTelBss" 

tire OU'!; 1,lUlcaeter 
20th £*10 

SL:i,ll aKlothm,' 
Gillan LuncBsto:t t 

and wo were 
L'\sk$d they decided 
Hillell! she lets me 
Iii'(, in i t* I thinJ.t 

Qus.lifie.s Mil >iX's, 'r-l 
and . closely and Elhe1s 
the T-l make some magazine 

to future '2-1 builders. I 
what Ills budd:Lo$ tel1mo) it!s 

to 
N252F. 

~ft 

in on a :L,mciil1g :r 
tho 'r,-18~ he 

o""",ionelJ.y: She 
)0 hrs. herself 

th,,-t much time in it. 
wi th the bird. Her 

flip. 

logically is painted on 
and a pincapple j l1atche:l'ly. 

ether very enjoyable trips. 

~~~~~~~~~~t".n~-t~ Fox Field and 5 ethers ~~ is the other one I haVen!'!; 
Ilird)" All in all J I'd 

how to enjoy their T-18fl to 
"'is a very important part pi 

one of the most rewarding " 
almost fraternal relat1oa-
other group of builders 

judgem.en.t and gOPQ taste our 
s best airplane designers 

~r'.t:? 
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.Haw? let!s ,scrat:,h that stCltemeut and Bay what we all R2ALLY tnink •.• He!o 
the world's best) not one of the best, a.nd lid be hard. to thiD_k of a 
personal type aL:'plaJ:l€ th,~t is clUy better j wouldn! t, 

sdnt anoth81' letter a few 
Geveral others had :;lade over 

they stopped 1n :,~aglesl Roost) AZ, where Bill 

teEing of Jitill anothor 
and on the back 
some other ers 

from I'orrance a1'8 plannine; to do their roostinr; in the 
said there are 30me beautifu.l homes and han€:;ars there 
looks great. 

golden ;rears and he 
8.1ready and chat it 

Hank also pitched out an idea that he wanted to see what ldnd (Jf it 
generated in the Ii.L.B. He anyone tried to form sorw of overnite 
lodging system, for '1'-18 \'Ie have ~m extra bedroom that would be u~::e-ful 
for this purpose and I have an idea most everyone has one, too" I!m sure most 
T-18ers would be interested 1n such an arrangement. It would be a way 
to to know other '1-1 bel'S well and would be a great service to tl1Ut 

traveling in their 1'-18s. At s motel prices, one n:cght 1 8 

a full tank of gas ( who of us wouldn 1 t rather bu,Y 
h,Gteeci of paying .so much ou.t for just a place to hang 'OUT Ed.) U 

Well 88.id~ ilank! Sounds tiki:) a to me. What do you til'ink? 'falk it 
,3,iO,[ it, ~1B QV8.t' I'rith y,Jur h~lU$fY'au and };ither ~dGh it OJ' 

you frefer. 

11(lV8 D .. dvanced the i,dee. that tile,I'o oliGht to he {1, 'j.:'-18 0\1111e1"8 
do think',? :~early <,:\11 t,he hu,i1 t hnVD sizD,ole 

O\'I;;ter c:h0re 'be ';wy Ilarticulc.I' of a SB!:J8X'{1te B-BLi j n 
Vie no\'! a certain ",mount Qf ,Lrom 
• I Lion! t know who ther woul d 

lllcJ:ease retard the 1'101'1 of info smu Ijd li,,8 to near Dome of your 1deBG on 
the 

Q 

L:Lcn until O __ l'e to 
;~~~~~~td:r(')vnd and VTovide12, nomE1 l:tl:: i~g~,;G:;l:a::tt~B £:LL'J.lnoU t 

even It requires ;;11ip 
and is much str'oTlgcr C01108i ve. 

to llr1~-

El,:n the 
keeps tho 

betWeen the shin. t':t11\l iT, 

iob .Ls G0l;Hnoniy used in 
c,"!,can up after rivDtj __ lll:; 

c;~t%;:'1;'i'Ii;;7'w,called last nite to ask a quostion ana in the 
( discussed his aux tanh: in detail. It',';:l a 15 
mounted underneath the seat. Harlo is the one that had the b 

coarse of the 
tank and i.s 
at aSH thLs 

year to demonstrate Explosafe fireproofing hon.(lijfo@inb material for 
fuel tanks and also Temperfoam, that great new controlled resistance foam 
drew so much favorable com:r.ellt for its use as a seat cushion foam from OSE 
visitors that tried it at the booth. Harla has agreed to write a complete report 
on both the aux tank and the seat material, SO you can expect this in N.L.#53. 

Great News from Javelin: Dave Blanton called last nite to tell me some exciting 
news about the EBcort engine. Ford engineers had called him to tell him that 
the Escort engine had just been tested on the dynamometer (unasuirated) and it 
had put out a whopping 182 hp •••• not the originally estimated 110-120 hpl!!! 
This was at 6500 rpm, the rpll1 that previous estimates were based on. Dave said. 
to think in the terms of SWEPT VOLUME~ not cubic inches. 

The other news he had concerned the resumption of Ford in the racing program 
and the il'lStitut1on of a class that fits the Escort engine exactly. What it 
will mean, he says, is that 1QQ. race car Owners Will have Escort engines in 

'1.'_,1 i'iE';iSLET'l~>;n #52 

their race cars all season 
thousands of hours of the 
pOUl' :in the experience pot.. 
Civi.: pistons, valves, beur:'» 
rpm and more. 

rage leB 

and at the end of the year thex'B will be 
st sort of treatment Lut. enGine can stand to 

You can well imag.lne what kind. Of testing that wi n 
crankshafts l etc. when those guys turn lem 10,000 

OPEHA'rION, and 

::?f:. 

Ihe additional 
10 Ihc JOljnwl 

i. pl'IJprilvr i'll' 
jor SOL<;cnir'h Corp, 

Sf'ns('nich wood 
manufaclun·d ft{)m "" U an '--!U<lllCY 

Yd!ow Birch and tht' lamh ' 
havv hH'n bondrd wi!.h 

" 
D!1PWpr-iHt0 I mus1 lw 

ho]dlng 
i t','lh0 I lnst.a]blwn of the 

11'",]uirr ,\ frout fu('(' platl..' 
J stl!fness and with 8.n l'Jr('U <!pp)"ll),> 

~ , to Uwt. the 

I· !Lange, a n; 
, in ROllie nl',l'~, alld i.l Sf'( 

M boll ~\ of the propt! I finn t.hat. 

inlo C(lUnll'f 

i~ not CUrrt'ct. rontllC( 

L'nj,drH' n1ll11ufactun!r In ohtain (!il' 

proper bu~hing~. 
An ain:rafl eng-in(' impart~ it!; 

driving torque to a wood proppllN 
throuI!h th .. statiC' frktinn which is 
available hetw~'en the ~tcel flang(' 
and the f(lce of the propeJl('r hUb 
bo~s __ Then'fore. maximum en!-,>in-e 
torque can be transmitted if thl' 
wood huhhnss has heen prc·IDadpd 

FLANGE CHANlCSi11.FTS: By Robert Bristol, 
(from Aviation Hechanic!s Nov. 

--:---~"'-~--' 

1..0 tlw maximum compressio:l which bepJn to t()mprl's~ th",. __ \.\-__ 0£,d 
it em withst.anq OVH a long period th?abo'l.'eexamph'.3'h·24UI\F 
of time, Although the drive bush· should be turned tl020·X--24 
ings provide;] 0,48 turns after the front face 

the hubhoss, ilnd thp steel flange me 
in contact. See the <,xamples be· 
low: 

Lahorat.oryl)! Genenlly recommended wrench 
for Yellow Birch wood shows torques \0 achieve the o,;:\ffil" corn--

~~~~~~~~~e~~~~~ pression are shown in the foJbwing t.able. However. Lll\' ! able ,1s~;umes 

+ctlC'i."",'c'5"""c And dol'S nm ;:tJ. 

thick 
!.inn siwuld be ,00nm:""d 
U,ilOb equnls 
thkitness nf incbes wilen 
:;,:;Hvd), Knowing the hub thidltl('sS 
;md tht' 11\l11l!li.~r of 1hreads pd' ind] 

('r1.UTJON: (hel'>tighlcning prD-
pellEr aUl1chinf--( bolt~ will nlllSB the 
wood of the 

~~~~lI:~n~'~8ti"~)i~"~g~~~~~~~~ , ;l~hr',;f;i~O~\S~h~;'~~~~~~fE~~~~' 

llub Thickness Hults Towl Compression Total Wl'elJ(:h Turns 

:1.:375 ",~;},'8--24U)'\F·3 
F,_:)7:~, 3IH·24UNF--3 
:U75 1I2--20NF--3 

(H)2025 
0.03225 
0,03225 

AIHCHAFT BOLT 
Speciflcatiun Diameter 

(inches) 

HECOMMEl'\DED 
Wrench Torque 

(in.-·lb,±25) 

AN6 
AN7 
ANa 

-.:rr- 3/8 
7/16 
112 

200 
250 
300 

(HNG 
{usa 
0.62[1 
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~~PrOV011or~~ cant 1 d: 

pru 
t'1idl.1res Hre recommended: 

1, L<lCot.e tlH) propeller Of! engine 
crankshaft. in most n.mI'H~i(,'nt posi
tion for hand cranking. 

;: Hemove H 

cylin(i<~r, 

en 

1mI'D ClH:h 

all 

as 2 

:2 A void rUllnilli::'uP in ;1n'<lS 
(:nntllining ]un',I' ,';Ild j;l'ill'd 

;{, 

bruises, ill 

and metal tipping, 

,s, P)'otecl your 
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wb,Bn he nlDdc • 110 .snowed. 

'He 2iEmi; me 
to g,ct 

other 
not as 

and he te}ls mer 

1 
:Lng us 

(;J,S I am n.'bout w:t':l.t.ing" 

f0~~d 

8 
is llV. 

and 
were 
from 
and agaJ..);l" 

and 

'he 
i.il 

.i\lLhe l I make no clE\,im on 
WOTl',.Ul'G en "i~-13 p,:,u:t,s ;for 

8. good :LSj';, (;81' wri,tBr I havE! 
one 
it 

b~)8n faithfully 
down 

CA.:i.E for 
.,/it,h hi.nd 
you CQ\ Iii 
';lstaJ... 

'; ~)r()ve nent;s and changeD 
to the 

nnd 



/u:;o 11 t f;~'~*~~;,;',;?' ;~*!1'~'~f~.~i~; .• '~~h/~;Fl;j,~':~:~. ;ith , 
tBJ.k0;Q ;,0 oth(n: PdOllj,8 tho.',~, i:lO:V(!; t'sw-::lv,d L\'l,,~ ;JHW, 

in :1.1'1. wid, c!] (-j,!.l1J L 

,,',t'D" It t8 

tho ::::G'l' Ci.r'i' 
c 1,(,),]{) tt) 

dIrGct 

,;;",""",' tUG,;:, ],l'1p:.'l.e :Ll'l'iGl'l,l,(;'!8JltC Dt::< tlU\t 

JO\, 1j"z~e 'l'hor'[\ 

but ill" Ullin i t 
prQblems. he,vB} 
£;Qoti olld 2m 1001-:1;1,-',' 

One worM 
lot;te:t 

:: <\i0cOlmt 

UG 

you 

01' 

J \10:" 

tilS 

t, ::~;', t; 

.. 

LUM neWi:;; 
~,lGC thilt 

j"n.i'01,'i~i',ltioD 1.dD,;U] 

:1101,'0 l.W WJ"ll,illf< writs 
cmd s]1.nro ,icieuL1. 'l'hallks G.cain. \1 

the other bui'LdeTG to take ,1 
(;f Bome :~':Ll1d for the ?Li" If 0;verYOhe just ISCt, 

!::ione 01' 
some 

l'ID':Lted for the 
to send '},,11 :JWl.:-eriul, the l'i0;w.sle'btm;' would. 

Qf materiaL If 
areu it; would 

jt,?I"!.l/~;'b_f~-''''M'''~\f$i''tlfuM.'lf~i-

intii:rfBrBn:~,Q 

thE rwb~ On 
Bll1L rank piv:)t uft 

,l)~fl&~ 

if yot.! }\i1eJ:'t.lt'l ,Meat 
cmlf~"dctl","Bed 'st"''lped 
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"'" ' 

''''-J'<-L.~ ES /)WIf?, 
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'rhe !Irecedi).lt,; VUJ}; 1;\ buLLetin from the 
convertible \VilJ.(~ (C'!J) and the 

r hnv8 

at that stuted tnat et'J.'Orts were 
tn'ice 1:ould \\ithin t.ho o.Ld. cowl pri.Cd ra111£o of 
converso.tion with John I aGKOU (link if he of any 
iliade Oll tho unci replied. tiHlt been 

the :nee',' cowl 
a.nG 

I 

j,).2.E;",~"t "c;,9j~~£E£~~;:-1 

:L8.S11C 

for 

png'c 21 A 

of the '1'-18 
f'usclag"" 

in J:'e~ 1:,1,'r(.\ 
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F" , Box 
1800 
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r'0quests for lifJts of builde:r::., neBr them. S.'ms would be 
on Un iDdiv:~dual bCl£;j.6) but a"" time and llermits 

of :<lAS membors. If I the p21'SOn an 

li0,',:ex'vOir 

and. addrGss. e,we,r€·-' there are 
record. of. 1ill tTY to "print 

i:~re Lh(~ trlGtit 1HUl1G!'0'\12, by 



::'-13 ::L,S::::',:::::':: 53 hUr'n 1(,1 pucc lA 

~ _,,,. :;:'2:: ~;c':r;.c;C 

::::e lau.::.cl:: of 
~.::-;,,':i; ::::',\'2 to 

CZgtWQ;:",>l, r:nGre :l.hou::. a t'.~"ll:i,Qj~ of -Us [,dths;:"cd 
s fcsteBt and bi£b. 

yo:.: how be2.<.:tiful I'o-eIrery and 

'to I'i,::,tch 

1;Y2::':.~; •. 22:C::"0 .. u:::; I:~ a th(~::"r ',·Ie 
0;:-.. :'~:0' Ii:s':; l~·f Of 8, tGur to cclslYi'D.tc his recent retir0)J"llt 
f:(').c; :,,-,,:;'5.-1.. /,"53:;; a beautlful atT},,,; anc he l1~lLd :':ost oS yOl1 will have to w,-,i t i:n-;;il 
:~0-~e .",j:, t;,ct~ 

:;:::;:,<~jE; d 2,~ .tll' 5C001) fo:::' you: I just !::L1.;:ed to who live:.:; in 
;::"'~'~(::"~z, ;,,:.:::~:;::c.:::'-c, ene: he t·clc: ::J.8 ~ ,at othe:A' Aussie hocz:o-

of a QUc"-,,,ta;:; 
I'~ I), -;-;-:.',h 8DO-:.:.t 260 :"~l!..l\ 

", .... $ :-:-.-2 :f:":::,C::ot 1i"c. Clive s",id thax 
;;~:,,~y ccil __ i,,;;-:. c;nc.0r) i" t::"u.ly {, $.;t(!W 
"~:-.2 ::',:::8, so ;:~. C&J.,;' to Clive CG:':;~C "in at :-::b,",rr aSGt:1b;nt. 

Iv;.ve Clive!s 

::> 

tlle way, 
he round trill to 01'0:;.'; 

i'c. 1 CelD- ~;"2r;:lnteG yo;;, th(,-d,; you \,iQ111t Pi.1t: it 
1'. :{B recen';:,l] mmt a S~li?JLe::;,t oi tlH;l 

;).J::d I a0.::'t kilOY: wh;:;t the l>.::~ce will 
pine ;'u:::' is L cliff lla.;'cr,er aDd 

s )i',: ;~(O;'E.:' ~,C;£, coo:, o :;]..::c r:,(~Ql"liG). 

=-;:::"?"'~~:-:;;~:,:"O:c"GlCCW~:::-o::lt\' ~,l'(,: 'liIS;;' line c.~;.rll".'; d",:fli[;ht hours and 
,?~z:) c.;:,; <;;::0 i;S",!;: e::::d, .sa if a::lj of you ~lC,\18 ':"-1(j problem:'; you need help 

_., ,_-2 .. c - Y::;'JJ: ~2Y a:;c r;ici',; '9:;o;::e n~~':b"rs ana. PIl JOu 0.)3; Boon as time 

"':::2i,~13 

lI~:::"'~-:;B!' 

;;0 £0:; :.t..cs r:.8·s218~t8::, £'..i1'(:'o::,:-,:; ~Q!'or0 th~ :r.iddlc of when I hUV0 
'.;:D ~::8 ;lospiL~~l for r::ore s\,rC'2ry 

tO~, i'YO;~ D. 1~·2.1], blc:-c:tier 
1:0 ;::).uke a permo.ncnt 

'l'j'lC 

:;.'o~~ =-onti~s e.f-::cTvi!o,rd, so 
has told 1'10 to 

another ne I'islet tel' cralli:ed 

," 
(; :' 

F~ile 
ol:-crp or s'2..J':fraZl-2 

your ir.put on tilly 
tbe he.s been 

If SO:18 of YO:1 ::&CC ?:,tt0:r:::.S for yOCU' b,:1.fflinG! about 
-::,0 ::>o? I'll l!!ci:e so:!" ;1.12,1 2ize :L::'o~~ them and 112VC tim'! 

t;i.z.c co:::':',,,,:' I LaC'e DCCC-OS to 
J',' -';;.:.;.r;:o :/011..1:' l'''.'S, terns 0;: CC;":'c::;2. ',',i t" 

~'0::2,,~G5 

):;,Q;:e tl~':;n c,v~ilDb.1e 1:0 t:,C 
over 300 'l'-1(';D h2.v::,l'g f.1o'l:n, 
two i):f YOU wou1d. :;::ve b:;,i'flc 

"~.o:. ;:,,1:; "_3 2-.":c, ~e ,Y::2.1inG 
,,'c:..;.ld O:B-::U: t::'~Dt 0;),,' 0:';' 

:':0 :'\..:'s h::, t; 'co heIr Ot;: :1.io 

C ,_' 0 t~.c F:.or,c-t' 'i'-;(; rn:ilc'.c:ts" ,','f,02,8 a,irpiaI1c 01 
r,,-:;:;"0;.n:" :::CC:,{..;C:cz '.ne e.G":; eles, is flyin 

:::.,~". ;.:::~ c;:;. :~S':>: k,::':" a fC.V0ri 8 with sl] Wf;0 
c,,~ ~o ;::;0ve::-2,:i. ::82.I'"' 2~;O l. Gri0Vf.'Q (0),1\ of 'J.B, ~",-;; in r8ce"t months his 

e:~ ~C,,::: L;..~'· :::;'r,(') i.t.'t.o ;:"8;:~,:::[:3.cn ;:",c. ;10 i:: c;-p,?iG..ly rethrni:':1G to [ood lwslth. I calle 
; .. ::: S;);"i;:;-.s h;);:0' rece,:nJ,y 2.:H: he sOcu:'d:'J ,1nd S2YS 1:0 has bee:J. 
:,,_0-';."-;:: :0 :-,.:.s 2 10:; past few !!).o;;::ths, BO tiwt 

£:::0::' ::2'\",-$. ::C vi,:;il:ity ,'/:len he b1.tilt hiG 7-18) 
';;',~",::"c:: :;;z..s '.'ii:;~l 0:;.0 of ,,0;:;.::1'2 G:P:; cc::'.;cTsiO;:l c:r.g;ines, Ilnd was well known 
it::- :':"8 !r: ~',-2,;c.l worki"t;. ;';hen ~':c rcc:iY'cd he moved to P:;lil:! S9riuss. If a::l}' 

:;:;,. ':0:': era 2.:'. t;;'e CU"01:C lie s;).r~~ LIe v;Duld ::"0 deliGhted to hear from yon. 

c;'-':;''' nb.:..i ;.;v\\ ~'-Y"'c.. ";";;'" v ...... 5 Sun equipoGl'lt up to the 
i::. :L<:ld.i, C),., and. \\'ill soo;: :-.,,\\"0 ::.. t speed ""so-in. He had 

'" _~ 0- (:o.:::.crs'.$ floor pct:.red :in t;r.e ole' ba:::-n "Ct>.eir .house and in the 
Y2~~i :::'88.1' !,'::;;''J.r8 tecro ..... ill be sone lucky ':.'-1 bu::Lldo:'X's happily turning ou-;:, parts 

ii 

:::0t 
:::a:ce, do 2.:1'.0',1; ~b:.I, w~:s::; ::-~£ '::as 
in the ::::;:lO:P like bus~f :IOU 1..D,a:, &.rB 

in .o:enereal are and ,,;auld to sta:::' t·w::ld.itlg ),c:;x 
of Old :,:as".;.er ,You'll neve;: :::2V8 '" r.:C<t'E 

you fwd tho:..:.;;ht of vaCi.:1::i,0J;, cc.n 
one stone, so to Einci. :Nu, ti:tat p,} ;2 :~~ .$ 

without John'e knowl.CO.EC, but kr">wlL~ Il.S ',\'811 DoS I do ::: E...);)OW 
;-;hen a new '1'-18 )3tcrts. IC1c:i,d0i,t;:~J.J.y, :p12.J:'c sales hBV0 nc" :;:n:ss0c the 
a"d 
the 

&;:8 

;'-18 1 [; 

to incref1sf;' D t a ~;;;.t'?t'isit:'i; 
";,:,e11 0:;:;0 :;:;oJ;sic-2::"'s 
a littlc:: 

;;.hat 
ra:'c. ~n,r,t sp<:::roc....o;,s I)r'0'.:;'.::; 

!i.O 

~1ir.:;" 

C:i:C:::i: 
\;'..:,'2.1 " 

tonic fDr him. 
yC[~rs that ... he s::op ~;as T8&.2..1y ":leo!:! "" 

Itt::; hard 
but ,,0 (oubt 
HDd ecollotlic 

lo,ctoY"s i:~fluenc::'IlG 

pi U8 7 r,s hangar c;:m £;·,"S::' 

wondeJ:' BOlte at'e ::;;S:;0::"'t 

,,"'" 

:::;:2: 

C1':;:";;': -;; :8r8 r.-:"2.1 

::ccc~::.ly :;c.,.lci to ;;'812 :~c: :;:.G~C: :~:[ ;'0:0<:: 8r,_~-

t;el. ~1i;:: :11il~ c.~'.tl:: ::'!~i:,·.-~(;,:; 

}~scor':': enGine and tha-;; 'i t n2:c' p:.::' o-:.:.t at test on 2.11 

It hr!Q a sci."l C,"L":lS~1a,n 8.J;Q :it wou.?,c ::::c p::"c .'It::re draw 
X"'?:::, 

) but it 1 S ex: t:'a1 o:f th::"s Ii;:' tl e:o.ci.c:co, S:i. 
ur..dsl"Gtated. rsqCii.::"e::::el~:s ave been relaxcd tc ::8 ;:0~;:t :; at 

it now anp0.[',rG certa:'" tnat the EGcor>: e;c,;:"nc wilJ. be f?!v;;.:.lable ttl E :~r."l2. ,,':;":, 
the f2_ctory i.r.stalloc. Porsch-2 5~~.1.'1ercj1rcrr;f'r. :;::J t:\C :'.0s"~ine ev"r~'\b.::,::c: 
schedule in the 
1c:i.n[ ins'tc:dled 
C('~;':;";:l 15:: t, 
wee;t ill Nay. If 
of 'teSl: Tl::::e OD 

plla.sB at Javeli!',. Onc of \:l;.", , ,., 
::.Le 

bCf~ in 
~~,::;::. :::::;'e ot~ 

:(:,1,.'(' c:X?ccts ::0 
no pro:':'le.':.s ffi'],SG h& :;0;;85 :0 
j"'~ , 

11'::'...2..1 be 'i.::.s:.a: _0C, :.:-.£ 
te2';;1'; ',':::..;;.:c. ::l~:_: 

,ri't:: ab?::t r 5:::' ~:':5. 

I WY"ot8 a rotn8T louG ar~;icl,,': On it ;;cr the April 131 iss e of ":~cr::e'::'~,lt )":':'c:::z:t. 
;,jv.GDz,i:::1c H ane. :Lf 0.1"::1 of :\1'8 i::::t;ereste0. l:1 C2r? (;5 0;; ;;.~,o.:: ..:.;;~,-_;c 

can send ii.> to t:l:;eD at '~'i:::_1sr,:.'..l'c Elvao. S,:2.I:C 1 SL::J. a :,;o~:,ca, CA, 
c,r;.d "";~ i:-, 3':;:C:G. ~e.::,S, ::..-::1.7 

__ ;~Q c:, ,\,,- "-( ·,':s:;:;:::d. -;:,::c::;8' cay.;, ::;'" 
I:L.T:;:"Z.!::8S :>2C:::",~' 2r. :: :::,-:;>a). 

Our nOld Fo.iL'l1'ul" tas cO:::,e c:cru ",ez', YC:': ,;:.l.l 
see :::::e u:'c 

th", o;,::'...:-.ior;. o~" 

Dany seq,t8:1ce is :;;:::e;:J.ica:;ed 0:: :::.<:1 
USB of :::',<',,!:y you kno"s, ;::ot or..)..] .r.:e c:::e 
:rivet also thE; sf.i.zc.C, 5e\'eral i;:,c:'es as:ilO' ;5 

'::::-.e':;;8 li"es of :-.0108 13..?'0. &.::'~0c' ;:0.:- "~::.6 so:"'::, 
:;:s2..2. in tho riGht place. I~ is :: ... .:c:,. :::.:::..:'e 

the o<;:Gc. to exactly co,t:fo:r~ to ti:e .cose vi -::'::'0 ri;:;;::; 
than on the wing s;dns, Lot only becau.se 01' the of tae be;::;!) t:.:.t also 
because the camber difference between the top ar.d s:{.in i2 so [reat. ::!::e 
main idea is to add enough material to tile flat bottom side to ~a£e top ~d 



::--1:" .,;,."s::....:.._~_.·, ".;;3 1'''-G0 2A 

b~';. 0:.1 ::;',;:::":a;;:.2'es lCf; tical. Fo :;c::JdinG: purpose;:; it cO!1vorts it ;::0 a S Qotr:Lcal 
~!' c::'3.. :.".::'s e:-:cecs s t:,en c .. off after '::Jenciin£ is ~o;;: lett:. 7110 rlor zontal 
:.;.d ;:;;,:.i:,.s a.:-c sy::-.et:' cw ai:o:'o ls, so we don't )1&\'0 to 2 d al~y for b,)]1 iug. 
5::':'.ce ';,:1, . .:::c,::' ::;:;orc. 8 80 ::-"ucr. less t:::an t!::c v;ir-,~ cfiOrc. t'S!1 cess::r;') t;O s.c.j 
Tea.:::-: <:" ;i\;c: ,0 e2:cb. cc-:;e in orC:c::: to ;e;; e-o:; oe;,c :1{; levcrc-ce via 
:':-.Cc ::: :;'':--O:.:;2G:::' c.o:':l :0 tl~8 1. '2., etc. :::0,::-e'8 C::.:-is .,,-ccc,\ic::.ce EO';:: 

1 • u~~ z.., t!'i:: -;c;:Z-l S~::1. aT.C ::i!'ill (or :p:.:.:~ci1) all heles >:;1.;;:~ ,~.:.40 drlll/?<1r,ch. 
:::::s: ~,0 :,.::::: ::e.G._-:C i-:~f34 [., ;·'S35 ::::'r..[fe crt,cAet c;;,to::.t;o c:n:il af':.er SE..ir. fOn.l8d. 

2. C:1..228 ecce of S;2.:: -:;o-:;i:'t:~er at forl:lir..g i::dc-x line (cleco every othe:' 
:tol",) it do',;;::: :0 -:!:e appro:;,:-i,::atc :o!:.apc of a nose rib by <.:.sinc; 

J02.rci 1" t~.ick :x 12" wide x 4~5 ft. lonE. (Remer::bcr that tile 
2::::::'S to crush fas:c!' tl:a..'l -::::"8 ceriter, .so don't get your lU18CS too 
c::'C3e c':: 2 e,.ds)~ ! :::.;:; ,\'~l: c::..ve ::>,0:';' t:lC D.c:n1'o}:2.::~?,to form you want, bu':. 
:::::;t ":::::::'1'2 ~-. See t:!::.c !:io:c:; ':,';;c ",::'8:'S. 

3. _:""-.8 t:::e B~:i::! 1:20;';; to :he :'i::lal trailing the ,!;I"cilinS 
2:::" ~2 ::::::' ,,-'> ::';:;,;8-::::.01' (li:::8 

4- the 8;:i:1 a V!E;:.r. s~,21l a!'!l.ount.... er,ouG!l to chanCe 
leL'-c.inE edge to Give -:;he nOS0 a good fit. note! If 

y:;..: ,ro,',ir, i-::. =ai cost )"oc.. E. :lCVI sLin. It c6.n' 'C be unton::l 

5. (';:"0:: :~,2 5.::". c:.;:C: i!'.s-'.;::ll (rived ,:,11 of tl:c -2 .stl:':Gl,Cr8 Curr:::c::" & lower). 

?,'.o-c:',to;:::> ::::'c -:cce:;:'lcr •• ,::::'0 :;0',:' i;,8-:3.2.1 -:;te _L, .01.0 filler 
8"r::';: ;"2:~ :;.:;e :7-:"':' 

7. :0 -:;~ -':;0-::; USinG ,~O bo:es 2,; cleco8. Tten ope," holes 
118,"3.11 c:'..ecos. before E.ttnchinG tr:e 1;636 

i-::. ;';il2. c ::ecess;:;.;;-:y TO to 2:::lci Oo':;,to;;. flanges 
the SE..ic1 cc!:.to'J..!" ?c:rfec-:;ly. Con!lGct bo 1;0;:). flanGe and s,tin with 

to l/S" as On the top 3:-"::'". I: VZR try to go thru 'nth 
,:-::. -;;:, crill ! ! 

:'::,C,,:('Y'2 - c-;::,: :::e2..":, 3t-;;2C:1 :'662 !:.ose 1'io assc::::bly to be;;.!;) with c1ecQs und 1'6-
:':',.:::-;;:o-,::i.1 ;,;.::::-, :;,;:;sc::-'dies i:'. s~".':'_::.in order -::;0 lecate ~! £62 no.:;e rib in S:C.i.n 
fer ::::':'."'-- :::;)2.es~ "''''''''see :,.o':c end (:SJ) 

~~ (:::.8\'2 :;:'2~:~::-.D e::;i;~' c1c:::os &::c. bG3.:: Dsse!:·::Jly, deo:lr!' [',:,d c.i,;::p1e all holes. 
;:',:":-,c c -,::::;;,~:...:e 2,S :::ece.:;s&-ry. 

10. 

11. 

') 2~ 

,3· 

,-:-:... :.;,-:::;.2.::' ·--636 oe,:,";; :, ;"66,;: ,.(;:82 rib &: e.;;t.5.ch to 
)..:: -:::";e:s if'. :r-.8 s:::'n. ::'8 y:::. t:: the 
::>:::c::-. :'::,::: e.:::cc"s ::c;c:c.:::::.~ bar this ?oi::::.. 

u;:':p"r 8;,:.i:n. l.'se 
trcili:lG cdS8 

CLse ::::",:...li", e:: -, (o",i .... 2. \',"'~ ::-, rAJ cl('cc::; 2:-,C ";i:::' ::5 -4 filler st;~':...p~ 

f..::L:::: :'''::',,-'2:' ~,~-::::..;. to '00 :';0'::: r2.-2,:-.[C of r;,~' '.:6:.(. b8:::;:~ >,,'::'-:;h c1ecos U:ld rive'~ 
'::l:: .. .'~.'--=-- ',iV2ts. r.is ~e::,od. propor alic;uC:'.er::t as lonE a8 it 
:'5 ~:::e ~~ the 1.2. c eC02~ 

:;;:;',;' 
.8 

'i:i.:::' : .. :S ;:;:63G. 'te= :::-:'v(":;i=.:; 
-:., :'i::"Gr s";.::::'.?, 8-;:::..1:1.. .,:::::.::..::; 

a-pc:: :,:~, ";.::e trai1i:cg CI:~£O &nd 
2.: clocos. 

flt 

1!..,. ~.:.&.;:~' ::.c :.:::. to ;;. s-z;r,,-i,:}:: ':'.2;:'V~; D.lu~:.ir.-J.;:; :::::;::10, c.::-illcc. 0'",;,'(; to ;;:\8 ':!'. E. 
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T·-13 JiSl863 (?le::s "'';6) ,,·as test. 'f.i01'"1". by Dc"l Hainley and D,le};" 

Cav::';": dc:::ir:g ';a::,ua:y, 1981. Tte a,rcr"aft was built by Job" 

walton, with ;,:1::e help of his sons, over a seven year p01~:LoCL 

Plans 1:;46 passed. through the l;ands of at le~,st 2 cliffe.rent 

owners before surfacl.ug again in a classifi.ed advertisement in 

SDo:cl .... 2,:'::~.1aticn sho:tly after the 1973 oshkosh Fly-In. Some l'Ctay 

recall that that was th(~ yec.r that John Shinn arrived in Oshkosh 

... ith his ceautiful :-;478';G, which won t,he admiration of all as 

Kell as aD E,::'.A best 0.p::olstery award. 

Jon" Kalton has been an E;;A melT.ber for several years and 

t:ad talked about as 10::<;; of bui.lding 2. T-18. John Shinn's 

aircraft c.'lid wife Barbara's reminder, "You had better do it, 

you arer.'t ,;ettlr;g ar:y yeunge!',!" fir:ally cast tr.e die. Plans 

,.46, alor:~ with '1'-18 newsletters and some aluminum Here soon on 

the Hay to their ho~:e ir.. ~l"eer'.ah, Wisconsin. By ~Tanuary, 1974, 

with generous help froQ J"onn Thorp and Lu Sunderland, the pla!ls 

2".d !lewsle"tt.ers ...:ere brought up-to-date and the early hesitant 

steps of constxuction began. 

'l'his project ",-as to be accomplished in tl1eir basement. 

Success:::1.:1 stories about getting boats out. of the basement.s 

cDO:';r.C, ar.d '148 all knoK tho.t: a boat is larger and clumbsier than 

a T-18 l,.t. any rate, this \4aS a scant problem wheT'. construction 

trhlr~,p:"s ",'":;::e t;~e co;-:-,plctiO::l of a few ribs, a practice rivet strip, 

a~Q the f~rst Aileron. 

Gracually, the assort:ncnt, of pa"tts began to evolve into 

fir:i.shec asse:7i\:::.lies, as :T.any builders alreeldy kno'd. Son Bill, 

then ir. h::.;1:: school, hac 1e21"000 to be an excellent rivet bucker. 

Youngest sor~. I.ee. 2. toddler when the T-18 began" has gL"O\m up 

with Ler ar:c. has c0en ve::y it:\."ol.vec i.n helping \-!ith the flna:!. 

stcges of. cor;structicn anc asse:mbly. In fact. the final colors 

ar:2 pairo"t.i:1g sche8e- was deSignee 2nd supervised by Lee. He did 

s:.:ch a !':.ice job with t1.;e ':'-18 that a Houston Rv3 builder, 

co~~issioned hiQ to do the paint design fer his ~ircraft, now also 

flying. 

T~'18 {iZWSk:'.I"2:::3 ;:"53 
."---

pags 3E 

Co::;strtlction progessed steadily ouring the :nicl-seventies, 

with tine ou't for a house additi.on project a:-:d a major re8uild 

for oce of tbe cars fol.lowing an accident. By 1978 the baS2:T.ent 

looked as if it had grown much smaller. '-;'"he fuselage was on 

its gear, wit.h Lycoilling llanging up front, and wings 2r:d tail 

bolted in place. It filled the construction a:r-ea, and suddenly 

looked very large in that low ceiling base;ner.L 

The following Spring, the Haltous ,,,ere- to ""ave to Houston. 

':'exas. The time was thus forced to make good on tt:€ p:o:::ise 

that she wou.l.d indeed come out of their b;:,s('''ment. Fortu:;ately, 

the window framing in Barbara'S din:i.r.g room was 3/4" wide::.-

than the T-18's standard fUselage. All that:. remained to co waS 

to roll up t.b.e carpet and remove the floor, which easily gave 

way to a pOHer saw: thus making at:. adequate 4' X 10' openit:.<;. 

Tilis \"2S no proble:.\ for the T-·18, she car:te out willingly ar:d 

without a scratch: although the inflexible real estate people, 

trying to show the house, imagined a wide variety of omir.ous 

problems toraug-hout the operation. 

T:"H~ fuselage, 'dings I engIne and other components were 

carefully crated for shipment on the moving van~ The cr2.te::; 

eo.sily ol:tHeigi:1ed their contents several ti::les over, as they 

were built to protect the Tborp from 21;';1ost any disaster. 

Everythi.ng arrived i.n Houston in perfect condition. Before the 

dishes and cl.othing were unpacked, the Thorp was out of 'her 

crute, {after all, they needed all that plT",ood to deck the 

attic}, bac'k on her gear and at roost in the garage shop \.'hioh 

h2.o. been pr'e:pared to reCeive her~ Durir.g the final sixteen 

months, Engine hook up, Wiring, brakes, plexiglass, upholstery 

and painting were complet.ed. 'rhe uphosl te:::y \·;as cor;e Hi ttl the 

help of a cOfl':.mercial walking-foot sewing machine rented for 

2 rr:.onth from 2. In,,,\chine dealer in Houston. This rather fecred 

phase of the project turned out t.o be a lot of -;:un and zu:ch 

easier than John had expected. This was 2,chievec through some 

valued coaching from John Shinn, who is a rr:.aster at this task. 

The big day, the move to the airport. wnS in October~ After 
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assc:-.::::'y a:-:d taxi tests, John Selgrap"h of the San Antonio 

?.s:X) 3:':;::",0 her off in !\'ovember. One note of caution to 

:.:.:::.:..:-.::. ::::.ateC fut.ur·e builders. The ne,,'sletters are full of 

CO:-:·':-'o':-.'":::; ·"arning of the te~dency for the Thorp to be 

sc;:,,:.:::-e::"y in slow taxi. This is especially true with 

po" .. '€":: :::::. The controlability in this situation is to a 

CO:-:5::'-:2::-2"::;::'e degree, affected by the a:;10unt of tension put 

Oil :::-_'0 ::2il w!leel sprir.gs. Don't leave them sloppy - they 

s:-.o-,;,::'C: oe co~p;:-essed about ~ of their original length. 

~air.ley and Dick Cavin kindly performed the test 

fi:.:;:::-.::s" 3;)':h have been a great help in evaluating the aircraft 

c":'::.l':.:; t:-.e test period and their assistance is deeply 

a:9p:::-0::::6-:86. 

:--;'2 "'~6 is confiC;1.:.:ced with the stancard -::uselage and 

s":a.:::::2.:-:: ..".:. ng . (It should be noted though that Barbara gave 

Jo::.:. 2- 5-2-::' of Lu Suncerland' s folci.lng wing plans for Christmas 

198:. i '7::e landing gea.r is extenaed 2" and the canopy roll 

ea:::- =c:38C 3/4". The baggage compartment is converted to a 

5::-_.'0:: :;:253e::ger ju:np seat, similar in concept to tr,e 

ces'::'::::;:-:::'C:1S in tile t-::e,,'sletters io!35 ar:c NL ;;49" The seat 

-"-tse:':= ,,'<=-5ily sr.aps out to provide battery access or to remove 

"::-.2 ::-2-:;;:;;2:;8 ~loor installed over tte flap rigging. 

:-":-.8 371 frame is bulkheaded with removable panels to reduce 

t2:1.C:::::2 :::oise. The cockpit is fully lined v,ith 1;;" foil-faced 

U:::-2':::<;'::2 ~::sulation/sound dampe:r:ir,g. sn2p-out panels of .016" 

c,;,~-· -- - 2o\Te;:-ed ,,"ith lig~tly pacced 12p::Qlstery fabric complete 

t:-:~ CC2:':pi t. The seats have fold forward backs and are up

:-.0:5::.",.::e::1 ",,:'th matchi::g fabric and flar;-,e-retardent Naugahyde 

~::-i::-.• 

:;-,'2 Gee Bee 1ight-;:,c;-.oke tint ca-:-mpy and windshield were 

:::it':0:: ""'1-C::-: their cove::-s overl<lppec. cC: c:he roll bar as 

st:-e.s.s02 ::.\. speeo.-a:ctlst, S. C. Roe:T.e::-. The C2r:Opy frame 

alse ".:.",5 -:;·;0 acditional h;::lld-down lugs i:r:stalled to mate with 

::':::;·.:el ;,.:.:-.5 at the 571 bulkheac.. when it is in the closed 

POS.l-::::::'O.::. 
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~;any of the cor,cpo:-::e::ts we:--e supplied by Ken and Gerry 

Knowles. These .include the T::orp cO'l.'l, tips, fairir,gs, 

p2,€;e 1.,.3 

Dynafocal 0ng.:.ne ;;]O"c:.nt a:'.(3. lc..:,cing gear. !\eec.less tc Scy, 

the T_lB :1G' .. ;s}.etters were ar:otl"',e::- lndisper.sable contributor 

to the final cor:figu:catlon of -.::r,e aircraft. 

The exterior paint is DuPont D1ROi'; because of its 

durability and flexibility. T'his \o,'2S applied over Alodine 

surface trc2tment ar.o Colar- zinc c1":~0:r;2te epoxy jJr-:rroer. 

The pilnel includes 2 Kin; 1705 XClV-CO:-:1, tr2;:spo:-:Cc,::, 

the usual co;;]plement 0:: flig;-;t instruments .dth gyros driven 

off a dry vacuum pump. Engine instrur;1ents include CRT and 

EGT. 

Cod:pit ver:tilation is pro\'ided by two leg level 8yet-all 

vents b2-eecir.q ou~sia0 air ::ro::', win-:; lec-ding e:::~e ir:t2.1:es. 

A vent is also instolled in U·.e back of t:,e cc.r;opy. Cockpi': 

heat is"dl:cted from 2n exhaust p:tpe r.eat exchange.::::. 

A Hush-a-Com heac.set/ir;te:.:-co;;', system supplied by ~e\'ere 

Electror:ics enables a high degree o~ cockpit ear comfort a~a 

normal voice level conversation while not interfering ,,"ith radio 

comrm:nicat.ior::s capability. The transmitter is keyed tr:rol:<;h "'

switch on t:'e left sUd:. 

T110 Lyco;nir.g 0-320-E2;'. carburetted er.gine s"'ings 2 68 X 72 

E_76 Se:lser.ich propeller. This prop ,,'as vibration-testec. to 

determine its ha;::-rr.onics prior to ir.stallation. 

Vi t.2l St2-':istics: 
Emp::y Hc::ght 
CG S:.1pc::y 

929 lbs" 
63. £7 

CG FO:;"h'arc. 5'; . 50" 
CG Reor 70.97" 

(72;'; Baggage Lir-:it) 

(Ur.cal.lSr2teC) A::r speed Date -

St,., 1, :\0 ?lcps 
Sta L 20l)?laps 
Cre; se, ~Pr-: 

Tup .speec. 
R2.ts cf Cl::";-:l8 F'"I/ .... ,'/..1 

__ ~_' Q __ hlPH lAS 
5'1 M.P~ lAS 

;.?~. 

19::l:· Mp(./ lA'S 
I ;)('),-:; SaLt::; ~ .'DUAL 

As of January 20, 1981, tr:e aircraft has £10",,7; 14.0 hours. 

There have been no squaHks DC!:" r::oc.ification requi::::-ec. to dcte. 
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7n,?,~ you for most of!~ 45-49 which got here O.L I have got cCTlies 

~::."o::;. ?or. ~'ille::." of P"'~ts t!1e postal services destroyed. Enclosed is another f, 5~ 

.k:::-o:::dir;;c- to') the s't2.lllpS t~ey cOst r.:.ore th9,n t 5 to send. 

~~en T ~RC ~s.2e all the flap parts anrr read everything I could find I still 

con:!.:: ::::n see ;:ov; to relrrte be~ ~nd ribs accuY",tely to the skin~ I think I bave 

r.Oll fo.~:::: :;, V:3.y. 

::se ~" cow"l cl"-:t:ped over the 25 thou* sheet to r::ake the first bend for tbe 

Qk:~ RS 3 ~~C~ in di~RT2~ 1. Use rouni roa terta1. novin!'!' the 

clz::::?ir..;r '!)'!ock ·bacl( as 01:.8 does so to ~chiev8 E.n 3.ccu:tate section. I used b:::-oOI!I 

l:.:..::::Ue "':~en tT."o ?:::,og:-essively la:::-P8:- sizes of plest,ic plu:::bihg material. 

,,1'8 c7c:-eful y::m C?!'l get t"l.'O flap ski!iS out of a 48" 7:ieth. 

If you 

!.':~:.::e t':'::J '\ccura te nose 

o~ 'l-" x 2" ba~i~ood cut to 

ribs of'~" or thicker hr:ror.ood a."1d saw a toUr,TI. Tliece 

c:=::::-. section a few thou. smaller than to i'it 

i=eiiately behine the "tlerun. Screw 5 pieces of "it l x 5/8" h~rdwood to. this false 

'::B:":::' ':Ins botto81 skin ic; placed on B flat, true 1" or ~." 

;:5" "'!loa.":' .... i ":!.l the L."'S. pRrallel to one edge ~~,,"d cla.'1iped to it "I'.'i th the dummy noss 

ri::2. :::e:::...."':. 3,: f~lse be?...::!! ss sho\':U in diag.:-a:::l 3· The nose ribs should be opposite 

;;':::.8 Q ;~e::' 5/3" ~!:ick blocks according to whetber you a.re building the outer or 

ir.bo?rC. se.e=euts~ 

;::CO'8 7."e'~ges betl':een the false be81Il ,,-nd the clempinp bloo\: at_YLwith the two 

12,:""£1"2 '} ::::'":::;""')2 2"ripryiu€, li?!1tly vie :mothe:r true ooocrd. :rou mG.y need to 'tnke it 

s-l2. 2.,,::.::'1: ".:;:::~ c-:: 'L:) TO:-~'.: h~;:c~r:;" 2.€"-i!1 ::ut fin::lly ;ro'.J. \'";i '""I euet, up '/,-i th a good £1 t. 

0::;(:5:: ;r:t~;' vC::::1icr sho;:s t,'::,8 s~;:::;"' ci2t9,l1Ce x both sides note this and ~u::,e 1 t 

:. c: -::::s o:~:::"" fcc:- .co;';' :cur 2e~e'~ts. ;:0/ t::e c}~"::-;Jslc::.n be tightened. Using the 

PMt::"'.l::::":;::,;;- e:;::':':.s 

~Q!:"'S :::-~s. ';r 

of t~:e f:.l:o,e be~;e:;: 91 'i::i%ee (f::cce "At) 

is your l'ivet line for the oe2.1:). Drill 

:ill - .:::.c: :::W :::::~ i:i ',". o:~ t:;e f"lse be,::; }.tlSl:te the sk::":1. 

as ::t guide. meaBure {"" 

nod cleco (no. 40). 

:':.::'::'::::1 c2.J'efully e'~[;e t~e wf:ole is:Juc :o.",:::;.r::s until you !1[:vc BTl,-,ce to 

1'::;::::.: :~~<>'" ",t!' 0':1 the Wl£5l_:;:, su"f"",c"'. Cla~~ nIl up agGiu l replace Kedges and 

:::-ees-;",::::::~:i c.::;:;e'1sion x OQth sides and. line up th" nqr:..:.s inside the sk.in. with the 

f,ds€ :::.f':~. si§.'"ht.ircg; C&.TCi'Ul1yt: along the UO;1 unsupported face to make sure it is 

:no-;, '::'!:ist(,;i :,efo,e c::cilling anc. deoeine up tl1e lover face of the "Deam. '1'11i£ 

:<:n: ,"::"ll .. o.:::..::",-~~2.: .. __________ _ 
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Using th(, bet,m rivet lint'"" erect pel""pe'.tiicul"Js as f",r as the ::~Eo r~e:;e 
ribs p .. nd stiffeners go. 
su!'face and 7 ~I'r on 

fl'om the beam riYet lines on th.e up:;er 

und rule $pan~se lines~ Sight almr.€ 

these, bringing the T.E.Ss together where they coincide ar..d cl=p Ul'. '!Qur 

.fl::tp sbould be without twist. If it is it Can be aCj~sted wben you drill t~€ 

rib :s..'1d '!'. E. hole., 0:::' when you drill out the baa::.: attacb...'":lsnt holes to 3.3::::.--:::. (r:o~30)~ 

Tap the :.:;ibs firmly towao:-ds the 1.E. an~ t::'8 e,.c.s of the ::nainsp4.r or cIt,::'.? 

a 'wood block to the edge and lever th~rn. Use a V€r!"'..ier or c.epth gaugB to ~:"l5Un 

that the edgeB of ribs 2re parallel with the rivet lines before drilling ~~d 

deecing. All the upper clecoes can r:o~ be :--emoved, releasing the harCf,·ood nose 

ribs. Tne already ~ssembled al~minium nose r:bs C2n be i~sertt~ at t~e cor~ect 

s"tations p.nd drilled. If you hri,V€ pre drilled tce hir:.ge atts.c!:.::::ent holes in t1::e 

!'ibs it is easy accurately to make tee holes in the s~in. Ue2sure :rom .~e edge 

of the skin to the outside face of tile rib~ .Alid ~15" end make a pencil line 

pa'!?llel to the edge of the skin. Use calipers to oeasure fro:::l the att,,"ch.:::ent 

hole,S v.he:re the fore and aft faces of t!l.e hinges will CO::!8 and ;;:.erk t:t.esa posi t.ions 

0" the ribs. Sight alo5.g a square ~o 1:",r',:: ~bese positions ou tte line pa"!'allel 

with the ed.c~"6·. This sives you -the cent::;-e l.ine a,."l.Q. edges for~!! holes. 

T must say I found making good flaps easy this way with thBl mini~ of jig.:;ir..g" 

I hope this may help others. 

Tb.s.nks a ::lillion fOT a 
illu8tnttion t}13,t 
efforts. I cer-ta: 
contr,ibuto materiaL 

Beat wishes r 

~" WALLY.!< 

Ji:::., aLa 1.".\].,S0 ;'01' ~~e e;r.c",ll"nt 
do fcpv::.',;;cia-;:e :i0'JJ: 
to core builders to 

1 t! $ $0 easy t.o G.S;)UlClG th3t Kr,:;'';,'::< ::;o~~ '.:0 :,~&.::e a 
fin, stC)ll, but DV2ryo 2 ~O'i; :::_S,t ~ ?il:~_::i also 
t}-18 fact tl~01'C are core;; :.:.:::: t~'i';;- ti"E(18 to b1:ild. :;-:U::::::3 £u-.c- 1::';; 0.!18 
method is necessarily b8ttGY t 8.:'. :::,::ati::.sr. It:. a::y case, sucb. ',',-:.1:" 

enrich your knowledge store. ::1: 221 "L!".2 II ve 1l3S0C:!..Qt0C. lti..::.:: 
T-18 buHders one fact has s;,;.rf:1ced: b..ulde.r is .... 
very illi;;e:nious person and ever. thol :prols hava told tic!, lIyou ca.c1t GO t:.a,;;M~ 

he'll figu:r2: 01.lt 8. way of dOing it~ 
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e1~~~,*~~~7~!sl!f~F~~'t: I had intended to have ~his fi2"slei"!;e!' i:::. the 
r:: ir. late .::ay, but I gl.ler::s t:':'t:t too ::a:1y !:.i~~::'er 

p~iority items got in the way. I've just had cy 1000 ::i1e c~ecf.~p frc= t~e ~~~ 
and he Suys everything is ok and on schedule today (June 23rd) ~d if ! ~eep O~ 
beinG a Good boy I can go fly my T-18 in l'!'.1d-July. At any rate:;: ho,::-a- to get 
this li.L. mailed before then. Thanks for your fatience in the ::c&r.ti::e. 

;;~G'''2;:;;''t2[Ic~~h~;;~r'~ 'h;~n;e R~:~~1!bO~~6 =~~~ ~!~~'~;~ 
~~ I added a.'l. e]: ra nos£) rib just ou-cboard of the a;;t.;::ch '!;:&.:::.':., ;;0 

have to ,,0 in 0 the -.::ar.:Z in the ft:.ture if I had tn re:;:. ve :'::E: 

reason. Aviat on. l'roducts, Ojai, CA (a6.dress ?) sells a geod l~::tle 
sealing cf i,l egral fuel cells £,.YlC they also sel: ti:.e 5C :;;rouuci:; t;:",t is ",sei 
by all ID,'illufEctu;:,crs to seal flonts. fUel cclls. &.::c:. presSJ.:'e C2::;':':1.S. :;$6 
B2 for all iurin; surfaces and 1422 1.2 for o:!"ush sealing. Also Gi2~ "-
of !·lEi: to use for cleaning, as that stuff sure is nessy! Also 'Gcar :;o:.;.r 
apron because it will :i"OT co.:::c out of clothes. Pcp rivets will leak. ~::-i\'e::i .:..::: 
rivets will •. ot~ I sealed all the fayinG surfG.Ccs wi::h the 32 c.s I asz0::;;:le:1 oz.::e 
wing. After- it had cirino.. for &. \';eek I leak ~8stec. them • .::: only had a c~:l?2.e of 
seeps to re-seal. To do this I used a hole saw to cut OOlOLG t:!i.a;;ed s.ccess ;:o:!"ts 
in the bottom of each section.. 'I'nrough these! ,,-seC. the A2 lioer.E..lly ,,0 sez;2. all 
the places where it coul;';. leak. You can thin the A2 with l·z.:{ a!'.ri it ..ell r-;.u: 
down in hard to get places~ 'h1e g.EK will then evaporate, leavi::f t:"'e 2C. :b.c 
fillor neck is at the outside rib (gishest pOint). I attac~ed e ?iece ci .25 
alu::n plate to the rib and :lseu a 45 fitting I picked t:;; at a c'.lr;:ll .... s "place :'n 
Wichita •. Access \'Iill be th:u a door in rhe ;'ling -:;ip. Iusiee -:;b.e t~,; I P:l; an 
.040 doubler at the top and 'botto:;:;. of ti:.e two i::sice r:"bs for .. he f;;,el ~;:c a:"r 
to go thru after I cut 1" holes i!'l. them. 'rile tani.;s fill oi:ay =c. I z.'::'sc ;':J.t .o:r;. 
air vent at the top of each outsid'e rib by ::he filler neck. c::sin.S ..;.:; fi-.:;t.i!l.fs. 
Each tank holes a little over 9 gals, roughly 2.25 gals. per ran~iL[ foc~ i~ t~ 
standard ,,{ing. Tee access holes are closed and se",led usins :cz se;ll<S.nt <t.":.d ::akiq; 
covers with tJ3 I:I.etal nutplates ana shapine; a piece of .025 to fit tl:.e catollt fo:=
streamlining. 

I hope this will help SO:le of the other r;uys that :c.eed tl::.at extra f:;.~l. :or tne 
180 hp er.gine. n 

A very Eood report, Tony~ In case you didn't quite unde~s-:;~d ~l tbe e~t~ls 
you can probably reach hin at night at 504/ 641-8152. Ee the acc~ss ~~~rs I 

. a:>SU::18 he meant oblonG plates of .040 were cut to be abo;;.t 3/4" :'zr,:::= t::a.."':. ti":.e 
hole, pU3hed thru the hole and bolted vd.th tJ.-:.o .,:.:3 n..:t;platos to tl.:e ::;:::i.:l, ;·::.:'c 
the .025 c2Iefully cul to the shape of the o.cccs.s hole, to f:.t f2...:.sh ;7"_':;" t;.c ou 
outer skir., ard. it is probably riveted. to the .OLO~ Ill: ch-2c!:' t::::is c:..:: ';....:.-;:;:: ,,:o::..y 
and advise later. 5:ony sclc. t::is part of the opc!"atior: "'·-:~S t;t.e ::'8St :':':.::0:::" i1.t
e:;.sive job he'd rotten into yet on the project. I 1ve also ):1O'arc:: Ot;:'e::-s :-:<.:.2;:", !:)':1Ct. 
",tatcGc!lts .. Some FAA people r:icht insist you r;'.lt 8. tE..:.-:':: dr~..ir: at t,-::c lo;-r 
to drain any water ti1at ::isht accumulate below the fuel outJe:' :;::c:"=":- 2".c;' 

botto::.: sk.i.n, as water could pool as cuch es r" ceey tb.ere~ ;:eeci2.ess to s<J;!. <1): 

adeqaLte screC:l strct.ine= of rustproof ::"ctci is a 2'.lst at L>:.e :~:lGl o:.:.t::"e!; :;c:..::t. 

A variatio!l on Tony 1 s ::et:'lod I've seen is access ';;&""'1e18 (re::ova::le) ::'C:.L.'1.t0G. ::'n 
each rib ':d.th nutplo.tcs. The ones on the oute!' ribs usee a ':lat r:.;"::'".>e:;: ;-&.s:-':ot 
for seo.l::.::[";. :>hese pl&.tes ~;ere ","ountce. on ":-he o'-'.-;;sice face of i,;:::~ :-:.'0;;.-, rz..ti.er 
than the ir.side li}:e ':Cony did. but there is .:::.0 ::-.:;a:;O;:' ::hc.y cC:,:'::':::~lt lc ",,;;t<?-o:_,:,:3. 
to the inside of the ribs, using PRe seala..'1t like :'011] uc.. :l. C,0;:'-;; :::'2ve 2JJ.y 
authori tati ve info on the relative rr:e:!"i ts of the access coor loc2.."tio::., co a::.y 
of you? ______ ~ __ .. ____ . _______ ._. 
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:":;::-'-:;c0~!~~l;-.:l,f;:+;:CI0,~~-'-:~·H I '::ac fo.ced ':!ith tUB ,~,~mQ c:l.lemna as 
sr~v{') a buc::'s here ;;:,1,0. t:u,re to &.pply on the 
rriced Clln;ir.cs for -::;.y '1'-18. 'l'bc 
or :frock scc::1ed li:tl$ 10< pIece ::: 

labor. Afte:L" t::tl>:i!1!'~ to aircl""1J.ft 

of " 
few 

2.1: .. -;:::c I decided. to :::8 a ri g f~n (i 1 e:c.rn 
I :iGITec.. I ::::i;;ht le2rn a new Eldll in addition to 

':;'"!:c.e :::::-3-: tb.i:::g I ~ea:rned \';<1$ that tho [!:.os!; cor;;fortable of torch had 
e'-i.Q cf t::8 and not at thc hose fo,me that 

:Wt; ~:la;::;ic as a lot of 
Tot:l~ h:s.VB z. lot of practice up a lot 

.0;:: :::.0 s:::cll l;:scc. in also Got a lot of in the 
::~":::..::- of Tarts of steel. 

3$.c!: I loo::eQ at a lot of sources of 4130 tube, includiu5 the ship 
.s.::::d c:...1 hsre i:c lIew O:::leens. After all that ti:::e and trouble I found 
-:21';) :WS-:;' as far as :price and. deli vory GOOS 11'.2.3 fro::!. 3thcl Ferree at Air-
;.:.::--':s ::..:: City. I used =.y y 8 .-:ork table lor e. jig C.:::'l~ laid laid it out 

-;:0 ::r. 2'i~or:pIB I 10arr.ec that you shocldn1t cut the 
"t.o :2:;.2 le;:~;t:"l :.:.ntil you howe fittei all other pa.l'ts firBt~ The grinding 
.::"2.::..::; "i:"EtS ::.:ads very euzy by usiur; a Sears Eeavy ciuty grinder. YQUi au abrasive 
-;;;:::'''0l :::-.at ,""II t:::e shops use~ It is to tah:c 0:::£ too much of tl:e 
!:it;;!!2.- ::.: >·';)U C.0;:lt -,:atci I tacked tho on the table and then 

",,:i::;:;,:" i....-:: ::he or::1J place that \\·0.8 hot WQS tho inner-outer tube 
c:..::::t~ I ·:.L,"e::i a ,;'4 tip for v:elding ar.d. &130 torch (very largo) to holp 
:-e:::'ea-:;;~ ;'::30, ·,.:he!! welding the pads to the lees the legs t-;.·;isted BADLY. After 
::'2 :::.s.'::' :;-,""i<::tco' ::;0 bad I dic:n1t ';'leld the otr.er. I used the g.!""inaer QJ1d took off 
ic 0::":: .?ac. ~;elc.. 

I C2.l::;:.::' ::r. ::;':::rp a..""lC as:~ec hi.::! about 30::0 CO!::c:ents t: local pro welder told n;.8. 

:::::e -::;02..6.0::- saic. :te '"celc.s chroe:soly tubing or. r:lotorcycles wit!"! a. low hydrogen rod 
F2-t::: y<:.::-y :rcs-:.;.l--.:;.s. John sc..id that the best to go ";TaB to heli-arc the 
;a:'s c;::;. c..void as :~uch fwat G_S pos~~iblc, 'hut he thouZb.t the low hycirogen 

:;;:o-:J.2.i be This st2te::s"t was an ~ only. wit::: tht') final decision 
left <l.p to ;nc. Johr;;'s o}linions uc \·fOrtb. their ·:lciGht in gole\, 

1:::;:. : ~7C:;.:!.ci tate sO;'.eOU8 to te..;:e one tilUt I OIL as bein5 the recoomcndat-
::'s::. ::-c:;:: -::-.0 rlcsi;:::er 2S ;::;. \'.'2..::; to do so~~et.hi!'.g. hc.c been too unseli"i.Jh ana 
::::-8£ ",,-:"-:;: his ti.~e for ;1S ;'lO:::cebuilC:crs for anyone to read sonethinG into his op1.,,", 
:"0::'3 -:'~'.s,-::: ::2;;" 0:: ::z,y 1':ot be '~hcre! (Al::ten-I:d.) 

J:::t,,!, -:l:e for B. to ;W8.t treat i . Dor.,iny in Dallas 
co pL,ces in j;ouston ':-,n they ':r~iUld do it 

:~:- -:::-.'~.- ::::il"..i:::.'.1:: ar..d. tc-J~e a cOllple of v:ceks 0 co it. These places 
t.0:.'.i:. end t:,ey &rc r<~B.l:y set up -to h&Hdle iL As it 
;;:';:'::';0:' h8'r.. CI'.olif,'h .. :;: se:-:t n to 

o.ateri"-l. The heat then 
:.;.:;:-: ti::e i t c::~ec:·;eC 42 o.ne. L,5 on tue 
_~_:::::',,,.:..:.. .sale (C). ::iiCI:!t :':a!'.t 'co fool \~ith it m;.y !::ore. so they didn't 

:::-::: ':0:' ';;;:ci:' .U;,:;o the cca::: :-:'0.0. 80:.:.e :-,ice bows i:::. so I put the 
2(2..::: S3S 1.43(;,d to ::;trci~',--;ten prop blaces <:r-,6 finalJ.:: zot straiGht or 
:-.8;;:: to 2.-::. Tne only wo.s R creck at the cute::- tube at the bottom 

c of CT0-.C::S :'n 0,1 John .::L-:.d he ,]aid the best ''.'[If 

,:.2 to ;;..::.::e&l, Ee sdd. to ;-e:,"love all thcold 
,s "-;;_ s -=2-·,-,sld::,,;~ I h.i::: ",JOU:; us::: '" the heli-ac, ,~~nco the leGS Viera 

;:2;:S-::- ::.;:,:..;:. cal::'ccc. for G...."'l::i 1:8 saic it l,rob;)."::;11 'i!o";lld be .::.lricht if I chocked the 
~:2":::,~::035 0': ::"t <:;.bo'.1t + ir,on fro::: the welds. After tal:dng to the welder aGain, I.e 
:;.s.:.:-:.;:;c. :::e :1;:';;0 tile low b.ydro[on way again by so.yin,; that tb.ere would be less heat 
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\7i.tL 
Bai..:l 
sor:,o 

th;;.~! Devere]. '.'i'itb. t~8 hc~i-e.rc. Also ZG:-~ 
it that there ','C".:.r.: :'-e 

the not rtesit&te tc co 
it 
tl.ccuratcly 
sb.opsv 

I f2i.led to l;C1' :';:\.on t1w.t -;;.h8 
by using a hori2{)~~t2l timd caw 

<.-':::::: 
,.;:);'k:.:.::::2: 

:::Q.c2-c, P2 iE tl-:c 
f~rparts n&s the 
as you know, ~d 

Qf overhaulinG ~;J O~3E'J cl'~,sine. : finO. t;:.sc'C S'.::<n'r::"c:;:'" 
00 ':':,r-r.!'; -::hey LXO in i..::cis0r.~:~..) 

new oxham~t valves =0. etc~ .::tt very [coi ?r::"::c-s* 

sb.ootinc fl.t flylne this CU::l:Je:t'". I s!:.s.rted the 'project 2 :::.:: 
i::.now l I work as a pilot and. Birector of !-fB.ir::tc:12.::1ce O:J. ;::!:c. 

and I co.n that the aVerage :oo::::ebuilder '~b.o has ccq._","" 
co,""l"t", a :rretal has f: greate!, 'so:;;,fJ.ng knowledGe 

I tal.:-: t;0* 

It I S really great to read th£: I'lL and take of so~oonc else t .s 
John Thorp, Lou Sunderland, and you have boen so w-i~tb. yO'.U' ti::o t!!c::'D::~ 

-:b.e life of the T-18 that 1';0 2..11 O~e yOt;. all a d"bt we can never ITi;a:-"'~ 
see you in aSH this ycar if I c~ ge~ ?chn 2arcy to give =e a riee ~n 

Best regards, Tony Russell 

TllO,fu':S for ~ll the kind. words, 'I'ouy. but t::"ere ::'s a -.;ay t~at ;;.11 of us ca::: :::fr::&,y 
ou:;;, d0ct •••• ar:.d thC.1;;I S to Pc.ss on Ol:!' l-:.>;.o--:;lec.;-e-;:.ci experiences to ::.;:.e ::::e-.; Z::y, 
just as you just did in the two excellent :::-e?orts above! 

I would like to a6.d a fe\"! O-or:ucnts 0::-1 :u.il~~[ t:.c ;Soar: Abeu,; ten yee.r aso 
of us pooled our labo.r &nd l:lOney to build .5 ::oney ';;""iS0 we cl1;,~e·o t; 
a bit better tha t::e store bou:.;ht gear. b'-lt t1.1:':tcd 0U,;,; to b~ a lot 0 hare 
hours of war?:.. '."ie ;-,aci brief ·:;ith the heat t:rcat co. he::-!? (Do:.:iny) • . c.t :: e i"i:::'st 
atteIilpt they careles81y throw a~·:o.y t:::e 0:':::;::::,e:::-;; ji.';"s we 211G. f'::ster.0c ~o ::.t,s.:::: ;:c 
prever-.:; ~'arping and tho ex."-,,, Q1;.t a :::.e5S~ ::e :..a:'8 t::te::: E.::-ll;Cal the:~ &.:;'..::': co 
it all.over t,:::t~ , thej' ~c cll of ~t.~:;'. C'i.L::" •• , '.:'~eJ' ca'::e. ~'..:t ~::;;:.y 
this t::..r:e. We nad hao ours hell-arced al.!. ;:;ue cay a s.'.::.. ..... 1c''::' "9:-0 -,.:e ..... c.8:' ... ::.&.t 
wOTl:'cG for cno of ou:' trio. t,J,l [oars ;·:c.-rc t::e e;,:tra 10::':; -;o:-sic:r.s (q. to .:--:- in. 
longer. as per- ir,clividual) and all of us ta?",:,e::' the oute!" tuccs. I !'6tci::lecQ ::::'c 
inner tabe w;:.11 thiclmecs clear dov:n to -::'ee E.:<::le, :'Ib.ile ;;''::;e otl,,~::- t~o 
the i::oncr tu~c so:nc dcv:n to the .::.:--:10* :';8 all :i.E:'.:; a "ca::l21or. ::.JoD.t;i:" 
very botton of the outer tube, ::or reS:'~.3t2.Uce to CTE,c:~ng &t 
All h&ve held up finc in s'2rvice. :;:: T:O~--,-j 

ge.:J.r i:: every way. I also believe t::'e Gu:;:r e~:t;:::-"sicns to sl:orter iCez.rs sre 
a 6c;.'i:::"-::'e lll'J.s, sl't;::o' I h:;.ve:rr!t flo~ C::-_e. ::ost Qui':";::"rs a,:rse a :o::;:e1"" t:car 
r,et cnly so:'ter, bat allows slower, s;-:o:C-:'c:, la:.~i;1Gs c.::c, t.L::eoffs. 

'l'he r::ajor drat':b~_c\ to :IOU!' or::). ;;CEI ::.:'",:;:;8- (.2YS is t.he 2.20.-: 0:: :::':":'':,0;";;;::'2 
heat treat facilities. (I ade. r.e2.ie.'::le tc t:'Lt, too). Lu 3'J.n:2;:,1.s.::::. ,",'3.::: 

able recer.tly to get 5 or £: gears llout treated. "':;:;y sc:::.e fir:::: in foci.!;: <::re", &:",,)::c 
I thin:.;. t:::;'cir -work turned out o;~,").y. : -;:;.~,,::.::.:: -=---: ";:'oul::' 0.180 be ";,ell '..;0 C::;~_.3':';;.,:-r 

pieces (as L1;.'s c:::; .. ::-l::.~·; i:> 2,1 G[\~l:i..er bec,;.:..;se 0:' 
;,he a hc,',t OV8:!:l 0; s"Q:f::"cic:c.t $-=--:::e to t:~2 

gea::: buildinG :"-c;:r o~ v:;; it's the oJ.::: o:;-:,:,,"st:.'..o:: 
of whic:: Gr,"rnn.ar you ;:larch to. Do you -:::::,;;,c.c ye;;:;: ti2C fc:- dolla:-::; ,,"i.-::2 
possib:iy llGOr results. or do you o:;;t fo~~ 3. ]r...::.:.c"-"c:' of profo::::s::'onal lE'. 0:' 
fer ~hat at first seems like nore shekels ~t~ should be??????lf you wac to 

get tJ:w '1'-18 airborne qUickly, the choice is oO'!iO"'.lS .. 
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C':, .--,~,,' :,:?i.:::-:- :;::U!T·Z;I::G: Bob Dial, 5175 Win.e Lal~e RdO'. Bloomfield Hills, 
~:..ici •• :..S;:;',.;; ',~.J.. ... ,,"'. 

":'e2 :;':::"CE.. Got your good .452 I;L today a."'1d thouGht this a good ti!:le to make 
SO::," .:o::::::e~.t;s. 

jU5t ::'eac. Paul Shifflett's excellent and very technicel article on how to make 
~e ~ctor ::1o-:.:r:t ve.ry accurately. I well appreciate the ti!'.le and effort he put 
:'.to :::ct cr::'y the artic::'e itself, but also the ~~ount of study ar,d research he 

v:e::t :;c. ::e ':C.;:y o:;vio\:.sly is a.'1d cnc-ineer a.'1-U no;;;.t cocpetent at r.is trade. 
;::o-;:;-eve;:. I cc .... :c.::.' t help :out reflect that I could:l't have !:lade my mount from 
::is tec:::.ct:cl cescriptio:::. as II:.:! just a plain ole' farm boy and '::ly r.lind goes 
i:::"o a:..:.:.o:::",:.ic "reject!! if so:::.etning seens CO:::l})licated. I guess I really look 
for t:::'e eEls:,-' lazy way out. (That's understandable, Bob • .l\ll of us that have 
:.:ee=. ;:,rciass OEal pilots all these years obviously are lazy and felt that it 
:;:2.8 Dette!' :; a::. !:.aviuG to 'Icrk for a livi!!S ..... Ed.) Instead of the precise 
::eas:::e::e::"ts a!lQ co::::pounci M[les, here's how I did .it. 

I :-i:::'5:' ':::.Zce a plywood ::::oc::-up oi the fire"-:rcll. Using scrap anGle extrusions 
I locs.::c:i the lar;.di.!lS Gcar attach pOints like this (sfe s~zetcl: l)~ I then bolted 
t:::'c £~cr 0::: this for::: a::ci set the whole rig n:c the end of r::.y \'Io!'k table like 

_~~~,"--"",,~,,~~i..,_., __ 

T-18 Ni.:VISLr::TT.zR 1f.53 
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• E/JC;J~ rY:.1 
. CAs£- "\:..c)--

~.~ 

-;;::i,;:; (,,"'''' "::et ... :-t 2). After ca~:i"g sure the llfirCiiall-la.-,ding gear" wus properly 
;::sit:'o::e-i, ::: si:::ply too;: ;::;'J enzine ceGe a:ld positioned it at the proper dist.:.nce 
£;:0:: :';:2 :i;:€.~:s.ll. \':ith tte ?!"oper amount of down thr-ust an~lc and riGht thrust 
a::.~:e. :'!:o case- ce::ter line :'till Give you a !'eference line for ri[ht-left angle 
!:.~<:...st::e=e::.t, :~~le a :Jocii:ied broo::.stick i:-:. place of the cran:whaft sives you a 
£~c:: u:;:-c.o:\C'. ref~re::lcc. I !'.ad already cade up pads, v!nich I bolted to the enGine 
=::::....::.t i::::::::es :'n t~e bac;'" of the case a!'.Q I hed bent up tubinG to cake the !"ing 
:,.-.s':' co:::::scts t::'ese pads. I tack Y:elderi the tubes to the pads right on the enr;im, 
Ccs.=e:1:l ::"1:':-. <:::'8 torcn) thus it had to fit uerfectly. (SC!iW store bought mounts 
t1.0:e <:. :ittle extra pe::ost<adi:r,0 tofit 6or~eti;cs). I then sinply cut tubing to tiE 
:;:r;-;?er le::.c-:.:::' a:::d.'laced' the enGine to the firewall and landine: gear •• • no raeasur
i=-f~ •• J::(j s::eat_ •• and everyt:-..ini:; fit perfectly, because it \':a$ all done .in place. 

SAlJD ~ <2:'~ .. ("::::7 __ _ 

:::1", ;;:;,-,~::o::: -:::.ay see::; crude, cat it is easy, re~uires no jigs or fixtures and very 
2.it~le ::es::;:':'::-i!'lS. It has ,ror::od for ovcr ten years for ne anci uy Thorp metal 
c0:': :-i~ pe:::-:ec-::'ly a-::' tb.e spin::er openi!:g enG firewall.!1 

:ee s~:e':.c:-:es cn -P8.ce 83 fo~ :-urther details. 7he !::lothod Bob details is a time 
::.c:::::re:' =E_hod::sed 0:;' ::e.::-.J. ::cny ty;:es of airpli.',nes af.o you coule. have every 
co:-.:i::.e::ce :'r: it if yo:.: chose to use iL ::cre is cie::lonstratc:d the value of the 
:::e~:.s::'et~ers to :'::0 cuil6.0!', v."1th tv:c different r::ethods of Gettine from pOint A 
:0 ,;c:.:::-:. "3 eel!!,'; 6:s::lon::trated. Iio l:atter V::n.cIl r.;etiloC you cnoose your knol'llec.Ge 
,<c.C':.i9::~ :::;.s :::e;;;-::-. raiserl by si~ply studyi::lg bct!1 :::etJ:lOds_ I again u::'Ce you to 
c:,::tr:':""":-:B '>011-- '-::;.J 0:: tio:',,:; 30'::\e o:;;,e!'a':;ion. Also, dO!l't be bashful about telli::J.g 

',-.::': -: ';:c;::: ',;::'0:'.:;. too •. ~,12. of us :-.ave :~D.de nist::i:.es before doine; it risht 
--C''': ::"c:: l :; :rcnl-::'y bo:!..:'.cve t:'at, j'..tst taL: to aIi:/ bt<ilder t::at has finished 

e :-1 
:::. ::::::.zc ;::;,-;:2-Z:::;:;--2.et;:--ils -0:: eli~inatinc h s ::'o::-.t tUH:rel ;';J1Q rc-locatihpj his 

-.::2..::5 ::C :::::::: C-.;::,.::r::::: CF ':E'::: :,rr..:S::U :: " I was fortur.:lte to have wcldec. 
;:c, t:;.:::: c:: -;:~e e::.c.s of o:ly ri::';:lt rt<c.cie::- pc cis r:her. I first built my airplane, ro 
-: -;'-::::0; z. ;o:i=:o2.(; :::",-tte;:> to use the!:!.. I t~:eh .. ;ao.e u lin:,;;: out of .063 41.30 that was 

.e-,;~c;;:-: 2" :'0::[ to 2,CCO'J.!,.~ fo;:> t?le additional lenGth neeciec. for r.;oving the cables. 
:.:::.. -:::<0 :r.c. 0: t::8 cable is att;::.ched to the other end of the link." 

:or c::;tai2.~). :'0:' .:::.so saia. he i.s '::or:-dns on his second 2-l3, a partly 
:9~c5ect he tOCl,),t, a::ci he hopes to fly it late t1:->.is SU1!l:iter. It also hffi 

i:. ':"COC:2!'. ?rop. 2e :.:..ay se:!.l one or both, depencnt; on how his appli
:00:::':'0:': :.:::~ get~:':lg his p~ysical bac~ goes. 'l'hanks aGain, :aOb, for the info. 

IAbD .&l>( 
ETc ' 

T~ Su1'"f';$RT 

£:~iJc 

iJv7 ~ 

\ 
,SEE f.JE[JSLD7ERS -#- 47 . .:t #C 52. 
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June 15, 1981 

T 18 1>:L":'UAL AID SOCIETY 
10529 So:::erton 

Dallas. Texas 75229 

Dick 

our telephone visit very much ~'1d hope that by now your 
hC'~C~," time is allover and that you are doing fine. This is a 

later than I Intended 1 but this. seems to be a busy world. 

.'.!'he 7-:!.3 has been ""nearly-itcompleted for nearly .5 years and .,L1L.J;;hf.. 
sec;o!:-: 0':' three eirplanes tns.t I built,. The first was a Jodel and 
t~e last a ;";"l."r> 1 eze. The fu!'ther alliey - that I get from the-bUilding 
the less ~he problems seem to be. Thst/and that the problems of 
the t~ree see~ to run together. 

I sti.:'l do rem8:nber the ;ep.daar, the l~~d~ing edge of the flap, and 
:'::':':J;:;;--o":;'3-:t t:_uselatre 13k!!) lust below tht;,,_98CJSo I just remember the 
:;::::"'():.">:~:: t,ut a:.n afraid to say just ho"'· I got it done as would be 
3~re tc leave out some important step that would goof someone up~ 
It gee::ei like I tended to make everything: over befor.f:.......!,t suite9: 
~~ :1 wife seemed to think that I was too particular and made a 
s'Us~es:::on that I might try if' were going to build another homebullt$ 
~'l~~~ ·-lio of +he] and the pa~ts that didn~ite suit would go on 

..::..::.I!. .... ~ ~", ... ,....'"'~.n..d then after YOU know how make the pieces for the 
.!ii!:.::..c.:::"' _,Q1l.~ Se~l the first 9.ne B:,s .it .w'i5"'U.IdPlease most people 8..""'ld 
.k.§.~p the Becond one as it wou;ta- suit me.- s-he··ls£1"'£qllft-e-:rfgnt-
ttou~~ 8.5 I have seen T-l~hat were several notches better than 
mine. 

ta 72 is p:-etty n:uqh built as Thorp's plans. I've never quite 
hew Cessna let th8t", ~~172 number get away. Anyway, it has 

np non dyna~ocal rnOlL'1t engine with ~njch wood p~ •• 
I probably get out of my grass strip better with 76 pitch 

is sure nice after one gets off. Rate of climb never was 
o~e 0: my top priorities unless of course there were trees do~~ 
at t~e en~ of the runway. ~+~~yl fli~ht with full throttle at 
4CIJS ::sl ;,;~~n5.l.l:I~,i11 turn 29QP:......-t.EE.. 

Cv~::- ::':'9.':!~::-ed d iste.nce at fulL.!.o1.T...9ttle it will go l.9Lmph.....T..A!L. 
Cal~~:a~e~ ?({ Of rower (2~2~ ::-b~) it will go l1~r~T~~_. 
;:;ve:-:,-:::;i'.f: sou:1ds nice to t1e at ?iQp ........ ,'rry and at that speed I 
g2:: !6; c:";'h TAS. It hes a dry eT!'J1.tv we'l.:rbt of 955 and I did all 
,,"y ::.e::-:;l~yins and testing at 1""0 :':Z'03S. That gives me 412 los of 
.,""'.<',,' 1 c",c. after it i§J:sll_._cf fuel_f!.J:l~~l. I regularly fly it 
eu:: 0-:- rry Z5QQ.Jt. 3000 ft altitude ~g farm strip. When testing 
I f:!2.;'- it out at full gross on a bO degree Pi''::On a warmer day for 
sa:-ey'9; sa'~e oz:e would need to either ligr.ten the load or put on 
e. le"2:- pitch prop. AT least those are roy safety numbers .. 

! va::ied f:-o::: ':':,orp's plal'1.s in the follOWing: 
I d~~~·t i~stall the battery ~~t11 I deterEined cg and then mounted 
~ t C~ tr:e firewall as I saw. a. },ooney: installation. I dMthisfor 
t .. o reasons, oIie::THked the -c-i··flgur·e-i--be"tter but_}11g.!?t).Y_"t<L,!'l):J9rten 
tte starter cable. Several T-18 owners had told me to get a BeaTed 
starter "tecallse witnout it was difficult to get engine turning. rl 'Afi 
tho:t;;c::.t tt-?.'t the long 'Qattfg'Y cable was the problem and I guess >1> 

T-18 lm',';SL;~~i"l':'~I-I 1.'53 2- PA::;::; SZ 

fi$ mine turns the engine better than th.e geared starte~ '1'-18~5 Ic .... e 
seen. 

I beefed up the tail whe,el fuselage attach1ng point and used ::.±:.e 
steel spring. I Cigure'd -that r-n-eeaea .... '"fcl,fi'.)tnaToecause of ";.!:e 
regularly used grass strip. Also mounting the battery on the fire_ 
wall helped to keep the cg right~ 

I thought that the engine ran too cold on cold days $0 I de~~~~~ 
.anjLJnrt_.~9rLt:·9J:{1_J.J~os on the gill otlenings~ Haven"t had ar..,y tc:-cuble 
with them and does keep the engine warmer on the cold. d3YS~ : 
didn v t have them on when I was doln3' my speed checking 8..'1d h.a.Ye never 
given them a good spee~ check. However if they increase the s;ee~ 
it wouldn't be much or I would notice in my regular flying~ 

Trim control is pretty much Thorp except that I used a ~~ __ ~~~ 
gJ.,Y"e and a couple of flex joints. See,'med to have less sln::k :::--4\t 
way_ Would still like to have some system to identify the t~i~ 
setting that would work on my system but still haven't co~e up with 
one. 

Instead of using the metal strip at the base of the wlncshleli. r 
built up a fiberglas stript blending it in with the fuselase. Looks 
much better than the metal strip and has given no problen~ 

I sort of went overboard on ~r.Q!lf..1.n.z; w!iich probably a--:ce:' 
J2.r..12 Jbs to the e~pty weight. I used ~ alu!::lnc:.::: tape ef{ 
firewall and single C7er the entire cockpit as well as the bsesase 
compartment. Glued the Ken Knowles insulation kit to t~e ou~er 
skin and firewall~ I then glued 3/4 in, fiber glass to the li ~016 
inner skin including floorboard skln~ Must be pretty effective as 
the first thing my homebuilding friends talk abcut when I tak~ the~ 
a ride is that it 1s the quietest hop~b£llt they ey~r ~o~~ i~ ~aybe 

though they just haven't rpde in many homebuilts. 

I put a landing light a~ both the right and left wing leadin~ eige as 
well aswingtip strobes. 

I used countersunk rivets and filled them with a filled enoXT a...'11 
sended smooth. Took a ,1.{)~of work a.rlsLI......PrJ"~.1:"a.P1.2_:KQ.l.l'.-1n·+ Co .... ;.."'+ 
~n. Pa.inted with Alull!igrln and thfl.t 1s ~h~X;" I fogm........§p::::, 9~ these 
bull~~ln~rsons system a..'1d YOU've got probleu. 

I only get abput 25 l].curs a year on it. l,,;'ith three hO::Gebuilts: a!"l;Q 
one family eessns f hours on anyone plane don I t build up c'..:::::-•. 
Product liability h:wsuits keep me from selling the ho:r.eb~nt;S B!ld. 
I am reluctant to tear them up and sell the parts. I probably ¥lll 
do that some day soon though. I COUldn't afford to keep tt.e= r.cw 
if I had to pay ha~gar cost8~ 

Dick, 1"11 enclose a picture of the three of them and give yo~ ny 
impression of the three different airplanes. I know that e,e:-JD~es 
impression would be different but thought you might like =ine as 
we are about same age. 

r/1O¥'f.,. /c/r,.)G- l2Adl.'.;' .If 7/i?""' . ...,.;,~.;:/VdER... f" 9t£~& (/'>"';T~~',""./o..~f:; 
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?he first homebuilt waS a Jodel D-11. I had no airplane building 
eIF~~ie~ce ~~d no knowledge. In fact I had never seen a homebullt 
~til I r~ this one done. The Jodel ls, of course, a wood plane~ 
It r~s a contp75 hp engine, razorback covering, and covered the 
plywcc~ fuselage with a light fiberglas and polyester resin with 
a lot of red color in the resin. It isn't palnted;only the red 
res:~. Pretty nice as there are no scratches as pDint would get. 
r flew this to Rockford twice a~d to Oskosh five times without any 
F!"oble::n.. It haS about a 30 u.i per hr touchdown speed and 105 mph 
C::--.:i5e. I put on big J-3 tires and this 1s the plane I want to be 
in ¥~cn the engine f11es apart., 

AS I"ve gotten older and seen so rea~y low time pilots building 
,;:c:'f:s I've about decided that the Jodel type planes are the one!'! 
t:'ey sho~ld be building. One would just about have to fly into 
so=e~hin6 to hurt the~selves in it. It has an empty weight of 712 Ibs 
! fO~Fot t~e gross but there isn"t room enough in it to exceed it~ 
~he o~ly things that change the cg are amount of fuel end baggage 
is....''l:: t!-.s';; very little. Pilot and Passengers sit right on eG. 
A .... e::1 C:lllt and excellent low time pilot plane. (after they have 
c!":.eckcd out in tailwheels) 

'":'::'e last !",.o~ebuilt waS the Va.rieze. I built this one mainly because 
Z r-e.c.. c'.lilt a ... 'ood airplane, a metal airplane, and wa."'lted to try the 
c~lJ c~~e~ ~te~lal left. At the time I bought plans. Rutan was 
a~~e~tisir,5 a lCO~hp Cont powered 525 lb empty weight plane with 
e 1050 gross ~eight. Sample cg loading in the middle of the envelop. 
:~is ~ave me nearly as much useful'loed as my T-18 had. Needless 
to s,l'!-'V. the finished airnlane ne~~_Lp'a!!,~_g.l.9_S~~_.1t:L@'y._QL.th1-J3..,. 
Al~hc~h I built this plane as skimpy as possible without cutting 
strDctural strength, 610 Ibs was ~y empty weight. In order to 
~~t~~e cg in the middle of the envelop (both Jodel and T-18 in that 
::-!U:[e) J_h&Ltg-.-£;~lps in thlU}~..to the 6tL.f2JP~..Eht. 
":::c:: a fu:'l fuel tank it '8 6 "'j .... >:'"Je sested plane wIth a lot of 
=a~~~;e TCO~f unless you want to cheat en the design weight. Xuu 
~ __ ~:t at anLf]' .. .!J,D...~_nd watch guys do that_all dgyJ.QJlK. When 
I &!':£ t::e!!'. about it the answer I getis."Ohl it'll handle it",.and 
I ~~ess ~tey do. I've never seer. B Varieze lighter than mine and 
~~e~ : ~atch the~ I'm using my empty weight se they are even more over 
,;:r-css U-.a..'1. I'm figuring thetlo I could spend at least one page telling 
yC~ ~C~ seric~~xY noismning is. JL~other one on how difficult 
to '<;.se Euta"'s ne",' Sefty Epex. It doesn't poison and se~~s to do 
eeo=. )i'e:-:: if you Ca:l take the difficulty. I could tell you about 
1s.:::-:!~ . .: e:-:::l taJ:eoff bein;r like drivina: f'. car looking out the side 
-;;:,.,. '::;'" E'C ei:hty miles flY'. hour. fakes good landing though just 
T-",_ • e .... _ Bcking. Eg._'Lt_ 1:.'Ulld~t:.l2:? there is no w<!v to build fUl 81 rp] ane 
=c::::'. fast. 

It rds two great things going for it though~ It goes 
~~ ~.i it dre~s a crowd every time I fly it anyplace. 
twc t~inss are ones top pyiority then it is the plane 
?o= zyself these two adv~~tagF~ nver T_18 aren't near 

Nc:::-r.all Buehler 
BE) 

fast on low 
If those 

to build. 
enough. 

tel )16-872-)019 Scott City, Ks 67871 
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Dear Dick: 

page 103 

Lyle Trusty 
'hOO li. A 'hI;.. A 
Lancaster 1 Ca~ 
53534 

2-17-81 

Remember a couple of yea-:"s aso you asked me to I:lc.ke a dI'''ow
ing of my <>iJ.8"'o:l tC"im t8b instal12t'; o!l? Several otne:- peo~:-:ce 
have too so I fir.ally a-cteoptcG. to put it all. tosether. It 
turned out to be a big~8r job than I tnought. It took ~e lo~€ar 
to design it 'than it took LEt) to actu3.11y build it! 

At any rate I'm enclosing a sample of wDat I ended up ...-itc 
and, rather than puc; Qtlt part of ttle inforn-,(ltion and set $C.;;:.i:;

one in trouble) L,,):~_k,Ei:.s!.Y..en Knowles to sell a corimlete SAt ,,( 

nlsns and Drovide tue !!)otor and materials at reasonBo}e e;ri,:,t'S, 
which he a<rreed 'GO do. 

r:'b.8 plans consist of fi'li"e 11" !,." 17" drcl'Nin':!s, incl\;.c..ins: 
a wiring diap;ra!!;, and will stoll for ~;),l ;>q. Ken i:::te!'.cs to i:"toc£ 
the motors. etc., >,'lhicn will -appear in nis next catalog:. 

I suppose I s:J.ould say a few ':,'or:is about the oper9.tior:3.1 en:1 
of the installation- ~5l.L'l' requires a trim change between t3.~:e0ff 
and cruise airspeeds, d1'\-; to wir;z t'Nist that C3:'!:,e -nith t:..<:: wi::& 
skin t;c:nplates so I icac;ine a lot of 1'-18' s have the sar:c.<:: pr;::;"3:<'t::'c. 
Secondly, T ~A.\·e E5 Doum!s Of fuel in the ri",ht side c~ tf.:.:; t",':'7-

..a!:t? cor:mart'f_ent, _n -, SO D""le or t",,'C C)L:.ce rar:6.o:nly a:::; c2:::':::'";_,_c3:'.Cl 
sidcr8.ble b8.'"~2.&.c:e ;::;:s c;:::;.e '2[:; sioe occ2sicnb_:U','. '2'r-.e ;:;';:-1:': t: r ;~:1.S 
handled all kinds of 5.s.,YIillll.;tric 10.'16.5 ~,i tn or.ly about llikL.L;",,",,~. 

I'Y-:' never r.3d. to tri!: to tn,; li:w.it of travel for <in~'-
out do want to retain tne lir:li t swi tc.r.es as sood insurance "-::::2.i::-.st; 
the illotor tearir.€; up tnt; pla:S8tary '<;-2&1:'5 Que to a :::'ec!ldr.ica::' 
at til0 2nd of t::2 jacKscrew ~ravel.The ser.sitivity i;;; ~:;-co.:: 

the tab as Gesi:;nect i:1 that you r:8ed to hold the s<':it.cs. Is,:- t-NO 

or three seconds to .:::otice t:::e difi'er~nce. This let.s JOi.l tri:: to 
a 'hands off" cor:aitio!1 easily 'i'.'.i~;:'out overs::J.ootiJ'g. I U':;'Vi;; ::::'c ;::, 
851LT for over 700 DO~S "Iittl ts.is installaticr. and. !13V€':::-::; .::.a 
a single p!'ob~em. '/!era rr,'-'intensIlce. I recorr.r.:enc Bymusl l'J.or:.::a -
ion though to keep the reliability nigh. 

One last ite:::, wr.oich everJonB. can try for tntI:>sel'J'cs, is 0 
deterrdne trilL '::r8g due to flap uxtension. I massa~ei t:s.e a: er
ons per mlwslet:;er so the ai:'craft flew nands off .. dth 1:0 t:- ;:; 
and two people a'::lQz.rd. :: tr.en had just er..o~'sh "flap t;:!:':':;" to 
compensate for Z',c, sir.gle piace. I found it too_k L-:::c ') cc~-::'~es 
.Q_LjJ:f~.J,3,;';) e:x~nsion ar.'::: it cost ~e...L!;;o 4 C;li§Ll2 De~ ;.-,..;.,;" 
cruise speed. Ir: other 7'01'US the airplane would pic it ;,;p ;;0.6.1:. 
much airspeed if I just cranked out tne trin:. 71hen flyir.e:; t':l .::.yseiI. 
I still carry the trim knob as a manual backup if tne ::::oto~~; , .. :::.. 
quit but have never had to use it. i 

l?est personal Rega.:-ds, :,;;.':U;1 .. ::.'usty 
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Ln.:::: TRUSI'Y LE1"l'ER COl,T'D 

Cne ot~!" iteU!~ •••• ~. 

an infoX'I:lation sheet on a new 2i:!. inch 

f:+i~~~';;'~tr~i.~n:~strUI:!ent which l' v-e ir:stalled. in my 'I'-18. 
1. and ijiv,,"s you the ability tD really pin down 
en?:~ne o;l-er9.ting tel1.peratures and the efficiency of your cool
iLg; sJs:>=.iZ! as well as precisely lean the engine for best power, 
best or wnat6ver you want. I found I after tedious cal-
ibrB.tic!: I had an 18 degree error in my original CRT geuga l 

f::-o::c 32;) d.egrees to where I did'nt need it. 

fl~l of ~ a=e very grateful to Lyle for taking the time and effort to 
:::::i.:e '~:::e aileron trit:l. cira"inGs available and to r:1ukG arranger::ents with 
::en K:::c-:rles to stock the drar:incs <md the parts. If you haven't flown 

'1-12: ac yet, and .if so yeu Day "ot fully 2ppr0cinte what a great 
'::::.i.s little £izzy is. 1'0 not "patting down. U John's slick little 

n.E? ::-".:-::.::iq;: r;:ethod of l",terally triul';linb the a.irpla..'1c, but it does 
n2ve l~~atio~B, as everythi~g on an airplane docs~ First of all, the 
=c=e~t c~~:: is relatively short~ so it takes quite a lot of deflect.ion 
to co t~0 :00 ~cd this coes result in a notic8&ble increase in drag. 
It also l.ac1:s authority to handle very much and causes a bit of yaw 
"hen ~ost of the trim is used~ 

:'b.is =rc;: see::1 like a.."! insicnificant thing, but it really can get pretty 
t:ireS~:F":;£ on a lone; cross CQU1ltry~ A good many of us t:hnt have flown 

'i~':~~:e";;~~'~~~; over the years Eot a little spOiled, I g-aess t as all 
'" other lar'f0 airpla.'1cs are tri:""c.&blG ou all 3 axis, so to 

t-elishtec to Bee Lyle takG his plans avcilable is the under
e',;' ; ... ;.; of the year. After I Get rr;y plans from Ken! want to take a 
lcr.S lGc£ s.t the fensability of adapting ;,;he unit to the rucider. also. 

7~w ot::e·r 'C-r.i.nc that Got :.:.y attention was Lyle'.'] enclosure on thG combo 
:::::7 z.r:C C:l' ~·,"ith :.he cigite~ reaciout for real pin point accuracy_ The 
2-1;:- ire;: biG too • .f'"Bl1el spnce for instruoents and radio 
ge'.:::; for eVGryone, $0 Gvery inch saved adds up, The 

>.:,;:;e oi' D. co~,bo Cl'L'I justify its cost several tin:es over in 
_:'£8 e::tcr.siot'. in l,or;~ul o;::ec:;;"tion of the airplanc~ It Goes without 
,:::'st it iE an ir,valuc..ble trouble shooting'tool in any sort of 

i,'=,,,~.l,~ en:i~e operatio~. 

I ~ t;;,ve included the operating inst::,'uction sheets in this nL. ~ 
. _"" ..:.~ aLecL:, qfiite s_all a:.::: SBthitl't Ie.lei "tael! be e:ny 

::'':'0 

t'Qt 
=G1'-

~ _ci_e:";or:~ 

b:rcc:::..:re coosn tt; specify whGther more than 
I :e81 pretty sc:=€ that th!.':y ho.ve !llultiple 
c..i c:-;:~ can be :loni torGd in each cylinder_ 

ono pickup :is available, 
pickups available, so 

Eo;:: if this isn't enough fron Lyle, ta..lte note of the next four pages: 

• 

~I...; 
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Some fuel system busics by Lyle Trusty, DeSignee #520 

There are several things missing from your plena 'Wben yo.u 
open them up~ l·1a.ybe you've noticed there's no. fuel syatt:lu, sche
matic (let alone plans) no. electrical Qlagram and no lne~rumun~ 
hook up lnformation~ No matter. that's a lo~E ~ay orr~ R1Eht? 
The reason given is because everyone is going to have a peculia.r 
engine installatlon~ unique to. bis (or her) airplane. Well. that 
kind of unloads the designer but it doesn't help the builder in 
finishing hie alrplane~ Here are so~e helpful blnts, tiP. do's 
and dants concerning a gravity feed fuel system like most ot us 
use. 

1. You need O~5 psi at the carbu~eter lnlet~according to V~rvel
Schebler in oreer for the carburetor to function properly. What 
that translates lnto is; witbout that amauui. ot ;lreasuZ"':' yf>U wont 
have enoue7~ fuel flow to run the englne at full power tor a 60-
around 9 ( 14 gallons por hour 1s about 15 ounces per mlnu~) 

\'l1thout cODsidering ram air preseure t it takes about XL 
inches vertlcally( The heigth or the bottom of the fuel tank 
above the carburetor inlet) to provide this bead pressurc~ 

Ram air pressure will provide 1/7th of a nsi at ~~ (~14 
psl) but the rest has to come from head pressure or fuel 
pump~ Starting to get conf~slng~ hub? Let1s unscramble ~ltb 
a neat little trick thats easy to understand~ 

\fuen you get ready to run your engine up before 80105 to 
the airport, block up the main gear. lower the tall wheel 
into a ditch or '",butever you have to do to get the airf>lano 
into a 12 to 14 ce ree s roach attitude. Put a gallon of 
fuel into the 't<;.iik. put a conte. Ol..'r UDcel" the carburetor, 
disconnect the fuel line at the carburetor and see tow lcng 
it takes for that gallon to run out. 

1.4 as 1 , Therefore N;;; 1 x 60 :;:; 1.; .28 minutes 
60 ii --y;;-

or 4 minutes and 17 aeconds per gallon. 

TOste "bat lt tak~L!.Q~:sg--.J:1_~f:.¥_~P9!'.§l.r LYcoming at sea 
leyel,i'ull th£o~tle. In order to avoid problems you really 
should tlow about.l5Q1 ot tJi.a.t reCJ.uired to run full t.l!;-'"0:.tle~ 

2. The abov6 is the end result of huving built n good !4el 
system. How do you get there from bere? Her~ are some rules ot 
thumb; 

All f~el lines must be at least 3/8 lnch~ 5052 aluwinum line 
ano 1L~ 6 fittinss. te~s) elbows and etc. make a eood cocb
ination. 

A short plece of flexible bose at the outlet of the fuel 
tank ~ill avold cracks at that polnt. 
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Coot mount the fuel shutoff valve on the bottom of the 
~. bach tiwe you turn it on or off your! e aLI'a1nlne: 
the tank boss and eventually it ~111 crack out of the 
tank. l:ount it; '!Inert:! you can turn it ui"; .i:'l.'utiJ the seat. 

'.:':'16 fuel line lilld§..t run dowoh111, wit.hout ruonlnr uph111,r 
all tbe ~~y to the fuel strainer and the fuel strainer 
~ust be mounted at the lowest point in the fuel system. 
It .J:ll.l.lLt be ]Qwer than the carbureto~c>at bo""l 1n ora.;r 
for any water in tbe sV_~Ltem to flow to that polnt(and 
not on into the carburetor.) 

You.rn:wi1 bave a strainer or eascolator drain so you cao 
drain water out of the system. It bas to be drained on 
preflight each day 80 make it easy to use. 

You have a finger strainer in the bottom of .J;t§,.Qj1 
t.ank tbe outlet. Tbis i8 a MUST, rIVe heard of cases 
":-C,,l'e a flake of resin or scaretilocked the tank outlet 
causing fuel starvation ~hen there was no fineel" screen 
installed. A friend of mine 'With a Stits Playboy learned 
n,ls lesson the hard way. 

There .m.u.sJ. bi:! a tank vent. It should corne off the top of 
t:be tank, vent overboard where it cant re-enter the cock
pi t and aoave all - FACE FOR\'IATID The ram air pr(;ssurc 
cant get into your .fuel tank unless the vent faces for
ward and can ir. tact suck a vacuum on your tank at hiEb 
speed and cause fuel starvation if you bave the vent fac
ins to the rear. 

li~ver use check valves in e:r<lvity feed synteu;s. They 
rarely work like theyr! e supposed to. (Takloe: one out 
of John Thorps T-18 solved a problem he'd beeD fightiog 
.fo~ over a year.) 

If yo~r tank filler neck is recessed 1nside of the 
fuselaEe you ~ build a dam and provide a scupper crain. 
This is so fuel ~ont r~n into the cock9it when you overfill 
the t.an~t or the cap 1s left loose by tr,c line boy. 

;;.se beat resistant lines or cover th8ffi \tlith rubberized 
nS8estos sheatbin£ from tbe strainer ~o the cnrburetor. 
l'!;::'S could e;ive you tbe time you need to shut off the 
fuel and avoid one heck of a fire in the even~ of an eOe
inc cospartment fire. 

Dent skimp on the components, use aircraft sh~toff valves, 
fittines, strainers and alur.linuIT, tubing. NQ f~UtQll)..QQ1l§ 
~~_eylre all 45 oeeree flares ane a1r
DIane stuff is 37 1/2 devree~) Your fue) svstem hus a 
£reat potential for harm. inherent.ly, boUt from lack of 
fuel wbere you nee,) it and the prosence of fuel '1IlJere 
you dent 'Want it. Put it together l'lc:;ht co you'll never 
nave to worry about 1 t. 
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ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL 

DIGITAL DISPLAY 
FOR PRECISION 
TEMP HATURI:: 

MEASUREMENTS 

2V. INCH MOUNT 

FEATURES 
UQUID CRYSTAL DiSPLAY -DESIGNED FOR IMPROVED CONICAL VIEWING ANGLE AND EASY 

READi:-.lG IN DIRECT SUNUGHT. BACK UGHT fOR NIGHT OPERATION. 

111 1M PROVED ACCURACY - ec-1 DIGlTAl DISPLAY RESOLVES 1"F MAKING LEANING FAST AND 
ACCU"ATS AI-J.S!ENT TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION ASSURES ACCURACY, 

# EN SU HE SAFE PERFO RM APi CE - ACCURATELY MONITORING EXHAUST GAS AND CYLINDER 
Hl~AO 7EMPERATURES ASSISTS IN DETECTING CONTAMINATED OR WRONG FUEL, SUPER COOLING OR 

C"YR hEATING ?ROBlEMS AND iNTAKE MANIFOLD OR tGNmON SYSTEM PROBLEMS BEFORE THEY LEAD 
,0 IN(,,NE FAILURE.. 

,. IMP Ii 011 E FU EL E CO N. 0 J\" -PRECISE LEANING OFYOUR ENGINE RESULTS IN CLEAN BURNING, 

REC·L..C:O:D OSPOSITS AND IS THE S:NGLE MOST EFFECTIVE METHOD OF REDUCING FUEL CONSUMPTION AT 

A GiVE,., POWER SETTING. 

• REDUCE ENGI~E MAI~TEMlinCE - fARLY DETECTION OF ENGINE PROBLEMS CAN 
;,\'0:::) 80STLY REPAiRS, 

OTHER FEATURES INCLUDE: PANEL SAVING 211. INCH MOUNT BY 2;\t INCH DEPTH. VERY LOW 
PC\~ SR DRAIN, 12 OR 24 VOLT OPERATION.. UNIT INCLUDES E.G.T. AND c'H.T. PROBES AND EXTENSION WlRE. 

OhE Y£AR WARRA"ITY, F.AA APPROVED. 

EG-1 -STANDARD MODEL 
E01 A-t.ON BACKLIT, HEATED Mooa fOri EXTREME COLO CLIMATE OPERATlON,{eONTINUOUS 

OPERATION BE~OW '1S<>C) 
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from the Deo.ignce file. Lyle Trusty. D.r. n 52: 

A Master Relay wirir.g diagr-am filched fr= a production aircra..""t: S8:>;",.rice 02.::J.ua.l 

shows a couple of important items. sc:t;etimes o'lerlocke6.. The diod,e pro"'.:ects 
radio from large D.C. vo!'t"age spikes (in the order of a cOl1ple of hundred ~lt,d,""C 
you tU!'u off t!:-.£:. master switch. with the rad!,os on •••• and the wire \:0 \:be nastct' 

r-

switch J.p,;;. wire" 'wh;-ryn makeS' It: 1faU silit • If h chafes t~u.gh on a OOlkhead 
it doesn't and st:art smoking ••• it just keeps on warkins. 

1, Battery Box Lid 
z. W!ns- Nut 
3. F1llcr cap 
4, Battery 
5, Bolt 
11. Grommet 
'1. B:l.ttery nox 
4. Sprint' CUp 

BATTERY SOLE!'-."OlD. The ba~tery solc:wld 
!.sooJtoO to the side or illQ l:cltery 00x. The 00l'll:Qid 

\ Ill. plur.ger type ecn!:,;.ctCIr whid: is act=t.eC by turn.-
L"l' the ;:tU.sUlr SWitch 0;). Whe:1- t.'iG ;:r,.."!tch til' 

~ ____ orr, the oo.ttery 1s ';lsCoMectlXl !:-om electrical 
,.,. iI)'~tem, A sWeon diode !/j Ulk»ct 1.0 

C! tnruJ!etor"..z",d rad.!o equipment. Th:- ~;:;a 

, t:U of ilie diode connects to the l2.ttery lerrnb:i.l of 
the txlttery oolctlOic. Th-& lll'llll.ll te!'1::llml or the diode 
~d the master mirltch w'.J:'e com..>et to U!e m1=s tcr
!rI!.na.l of the ooleMold coil. 

9. Water Shield (Some .Ale) 16. Wa$her 
10. Power Cable 17. Win' to N.2.8ter Switch 
11. ,Jumper Wlre 18. Lock-",<-.shtr 
12. IY.o:I'" A.sp~:,:,:,l..l .. 19. SUS','c; Cable 
1:. Nut • 20. Grwr,:i Strap 
14. Star WlUIMr 21. L'1.S\lJ..;!.:';>n> 
15. Battery Soleno~ 22. Clock Wire 

23, G!KI. ~1"V Ree?t Cable 
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EL.ECTRONiCS !NTE~NATICJNAL.. 

EC~l OPERATING JNSTRUCT10NS 
EGT 

lE}.j",,~ ).'" t~." :<Iat.w£e is gri\du,,~l,' l~a,.,oo frt;J:> th<o full nO''' 
,::;;:;":, ".-,~ .Ct::f"',"S't u~ul ~ I"'-:"-~ <~"clng '~"~""",,"cl. i\,"".y [,,(the; 

u,{! 8"h,wst G"G Te,"p"t,,~ut" 

;;...-::" ,,'""'"':::-,-;: "', ~~" " il=t-ty~" CMCo.'t<)t"d ~~Sl.n" iii fr"qu\'ntlr b('C81."'e d th" iwd/i\i~ 
~nt)'n{'" t',,,\d 1(") op~r&t~ ,"~~ - "'"'~. 

,,,:,":x;,'"" 

",,' 
~,,,,!:,,> 

or. t"e ri~h $J.d~ 

;,v-"",,, _ A:.. ,d U. '" 

Df "',J hc"""p'-")"'~' ,on" 
_c ,;,,",',, :0 

"110'",,, 10~~'n; "" i",~1; at. 75). 
~:;:. ~'l " ct(,cc;< cln'v~ ,;~p"_'Lc'd "Loc,. th" ~j"S'''0 ",'1u" 

xcwi .. ''::c0 pt=,'S~r~", It.:;.,; ~~"'0 "I:, •. [XlW", 
~~G.hd to' ~OOl tL,' a,oj iwt,i-kn(Y.:;i< e,\~,'bll'ty the' 

'~F,."V{;\~t ,kl.":"'t;"n :n'" =c,"r'~s' <-\1. thQ t;';'9,~~J pYo'~r sett."\",, 

";)...., 'S -C"_ ,~~," '''' u.,,';:'" 9~~t";", ot tS ,,,c,,,,",v>ndl'G ,"~.,~t~l1"DS t. ,- ",,>ttUl'e "t the b""ecl 
~ "'~,,_,"'" tU;;],,,d,-,S cf t.M" "'~t~r"', "orr 'ens "',"", ",::M'," ~~d ,'1 ,', ""~"ibl,, 

::.>' ; ,:::~"" en';'~" t~",,,'t,nur,," V)..,",t\,~, Av,nd 00'" ;:='<",'--!';1.':;~ ~?e"'G de';"c",t~ ",·:,,,,h "";_' "'hu~t cu,',ide'" 
c,"'_ 1.'-

;. , 

:,-~ 

" 
~:o 

11-'EORY: 
:;,00' 

cr;:;c~l"d cjlind~~ h,,",'" ~""'5 ~""_,".,.,., "~lv~", 

~~ii'''C ~'Ht"S ;'\.\('1 n"edl<.'~$ly ,o~,o tc'~,,~' t" r~" 0" n,~ ,"qh ",cl" ol>"""oy C,"~t.lj"(S 'J"hr"~i"'~ 
ot 

"~~,, rlu'J 
"cc,""'~::>' H' "~,, 

:,:w r", 
,Y-).o-~"t'o" 

1_,.";,'" c£,l_"ln ""~Gt"-COC," t~,c";e dQ?<"'"t', 
.,-,\S "-, cr~l"" 2~~'>q cool or cold '}{,~d'u 

~,c",,; ie,',j"( no; .ot r.,"U!$~ ""J {h('~,; 
,,~ ",,,lc,ccd "0\],,, Gnd~C~ C-,,~U\, (;'o0d 

",,' h""t 1",,01 tkpo"it,~ o~ the 9'~tI;m" 
~",,",~ i'c"-,~,,.t"',._ ~n() h',q"'" r:1aCM~~"nc'

"mS'D~ ;',~d 0'; tc ,'p~t,'t'''C~ W 
'~'''L''l' "1)0 ~dd" '''''''c, u,~ ln~ """"; ~o ~"~?0<~~0 I;h, "''-It". ~,\J ~cd~ O'~~ or th 

"'S'~~' C~J,c~g "U~t ~n'l C"HO$~"". 

Mt0 "<In,,UJ ?lOO"~""9 ~ GO'"",WS:,,()n v,"'-"' 

s"'c;~ 
;=0,' ~",d.& ",,,, tr,,,, ,i,'i't ,4 

·c~ 7M'Q',' 
"', inc:,,"-.*~,'i' ?c<,K 

-CHS 701,L.'~", ,~,~.",';.;.o~ 0:: t~~ "";':cur",. 

.~~ ~:_,~ = "c do,,-.c:ly ",,~~,,~0 to t~", 

,~ ;, ;f ,',t." "r,\1'~" H, not 
'""'.. ""-',~l"-,'~_(>Vttn'.) t=l ~" 

h,du"~d, tI'." C,"',l,.l"tlOr, tcnpN'''tun, '$ 
cQrr"c~ :lljX\UI'e of fuel ~nc> ~H ",,,ich 

nor, t~;cP~(,t~,1te, ~t l~ ~N bd;,c"tion c>: th~ ~"'l"""" atlllity 
~1 tloe ~O'U~ct =~"C,t ,-,; I.h~ r:G-r lm'tt\.!"f'~t ",r.n be 
en ~Ml\' "'~r"""9 "y~t"'''' engin", f~,lurv ('",cur~, 

CHT 
CE::l.A."---DN: 7u' ;'Y];',..£Qr hed "~;;:;x,,~t~'" (C':' tn" ti1""~t 
Co ~~O ,c~,~~, l'<>$~ gc'",,"sJ. ~q~tHm det,,,-;:-.,nOO 
t, f~"."\ :';'$:~, .'!,n""~;" CI;;' $,~ov~d "'" 1,,,",:_ u,,c "','xi.,"_~ i~ ",,"st dHG<::t d,we nc,~,~lly 

;-,'C'! :,:'~= __ n-; ""o"n"t g S""",,, of tl'," nigc,~, ,-G'n'~~G~, ,,<>,~ "c,~,?lN' "nSl~t,g h"'Hn" " l''''it 
",~:;-,,,~~~ t:,~s<, ~,e ""n'C',~~, ~nJ ;:..lU"L" ll','i.t<>, th", sf.odd O'[l<,(~t" ~h" <m91~c "t 0,,,",, t~~"'" 

--c~'_.,,::,,:_,e$ L~ O'ta"" t.o ~Chl~"~ t~e c~""~t,'d "von'~lll ot the H "ould t", no_o-"ll allr~ 

'"~ ~~:~,N' c?",,,-~.c~s en cl,'",b ~"d cr'_'"~ ~o "~C ,-.i'_'" ~Q;:-.F~"-':;:~~s l~. ;~n';" 0[ jS;;'"~ ~" 

:;_~:,v :o=_.cs '" ".'~ Or. 1$ "- tha: lS (,0,-"0" .. 'h "i:--;,f.- ""C,;c~". Thiu ,(, C<lus"d by ["st tl"$ce"'.,, 
"'""-'", ~.~,:t ,,_r = Tz,is Jtoy r"~', -'OO~ om, <0 e"h~u~t v"lv~~ tl;Wllnq, 

~~.;; ~=;,c,,,. pi,;tcm Onss, c~~cx~'<l cyl'nders .~ ~M-m plug <lnd v~l"'" [K'rt5 and ",,-rp<>d ~x· 

T."'i£C-ny; 
~~ _ c 

~'.J 
;.:c,~· 

:"~ ~v",-d th~"" rro(>l~"s, <lo n<)t ~I.lo~ th" Cli'7 ~l> =r" .,,?idly thiln lOp every 3 ""'0""')" 
t D?,"'~~l"'~. 

,~ :,0." t~,t) cD,,,bun;.c:-, 0';; tht) ,,,el/ai, ",ixLut~ ",'oduclng t~"\?<',

go.;," i,-,to h""'ting the cylinder h~~o" <l~" to !;)dt
.-ngir,<, hy ~.~" ,,,r [1"" O'''~r t.n~ cylindor h"",;ls. 

t-"" tebt being s",.kfrd ~"~y, th" <::yl~r.d~! 

;_-,o:;:,,~ :'"",~:." ~f:'''''t~r.; t:w CiT is R.~X. ~,e"'!ln~ lU'K C"~~~~ s:"""', pi.ston "hi<;h ~llOl.'s "c.~i.ti=-
~l '--"'" ,~; ,--"" ~",c;=-":;t'"'' t~oi"'ratlJr~s to tra~~"'''t '"or" h"~, l~~O t!w c;,lind~r 'therefor", high throt~ 
::. o"~·.""·;~ ,;:~" lew R?!-I c~~ns r-,.gh~r h.:0 tt)"'iXr~tutC5, Con~,ollin'i tl',e CHT to "ithin <)""'''~in<; 
.;,:.::.~",~ ~~ ~£:~~n~~, $0.,..." ""'t~,<Xls to ",yhnd", hoad t"'''';>e:atll!:cs atl" 

o-,.-<>c, c=: f~~?$ (._~c(~a$<><1 airflO>l 5l"AS ""'(~ h,,"t ~wa'J fI:= en'iiM! 
2, "'"_0;":'_10" ::Il;,;~~r~ (r~""c~s <::=.t.ustion te,,?<>rature) 
J. :""""~.o,,, .".~ IIltho,.t ,,,,,,,e~s"n9 t-,~,ottl'" ~et-ti",g (~",,:c.uO<l ~irflo" sinks mo." t>,,~t ~wny rr= frngi.nu) 
4. ::";C~~....., ~ "'"~t,,:"H incre~~in'l throtU" setting (.!><luces I><>at e;wr .. y tt .. ,."",itt<C<l intO' cyl1ndH hO<>d~l 
~. i<.>C=. <""'"', (r~:;\,""e,. cCQb..l$ti.Qt\ U"'-p<!utur",) 

'1'-18 1,--" :Sk:'':'':'l:h :,'-53 ;;.,::- if 

EC-1 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
EGT PROBE: 'the u;r prct>e ",hould ba ~,,£t;II11ed in tr.<> c-l(M":."t St"C~ of tr,q l"a."Iu~ cy.iinJer. 'l"t:l~ ~::.tm

IT_ation ~s i\v~il<lbl" f.CIll trw "~r~:;'a."" de<iler's l;~r\ltC(\ ce;>att;:;;a:oto 

Drill il. inch cli""etet nolo in the "",h<iu~t st.-,o:~ 1 ",,,0. 1/2 inch trOOl tho ",,-I,~"St; Y"'<l """" ~:; ""'."... 
~to:', d'"'' clip en "'he ~n etw a~ac~, H a;:>p,o;G"'" 

'tighe"" <01"",,,, any "XG"~" uil. ~?c"'l ell? "",,,,,,l;! 
and t,,~ "tack. iJress th~ BeT "ir" from th .. exhau1<t "u..::k<" cyl",,\u:- M",h; ",-"j "flY 

plug >lues. If \_na l;';Gt WitB i~ :00 ""'''''" ttwr=l =,,?h ""'~N,~'Qi', ";H" W :~"$_1:-

"''''',"02. 

CHT PROSE: <1,,0'''''''' ~bo f,?"-;:~ ,11'-'9 O'n th'" t\Ond;~ ,.""n,,,,] c:.-1iOO,,"'. 
\'_~¢ ,1j,r~r"-",Q d~al,"r'z ",,,,,lCo l",?''<''* ~'.;; ~\Y-"" _~"".,~ ""ttl t!)¢ Ch'7 p"o-t:;,e M,';: ,~~",.. 

s::il.U th" s?arl D:,~$~ ~h" '>11,',-) trC'"'!\ "-',~ ""'l"~'_0t t",ws ",""IS u,uh"~i",""d 
"park plug "i~"s. toh" CH'~ \JH~ ~" too ,,::cl"t 1;.h"!-0hl~ """"",,,1,, ~"C""",~O<'\ ".~'" t<) r~""':" 

lNSTRUMENT: :;:h" 
",,"0\0""('\ ftc;.,." 

~C'O"~ "j,th "he 
",,"11Ml" l:u;(;~F.CN~CS ;,,'7Ul.'lAT'10Ni-.;:', 

for '>I~t" <;onn4cti<)"s ~,,,, tM~ c~"'Jt"'" ""1",,,. 

EC-1 

UNIT 

WIR!NG DiAGRAM 

~~:::;:;:~~~~:::~,3t::::::=:::::::~~~~~'~~>-~"TPR05E 

~~::~~~i;~;::~3t::::::::::::::~~~~~'~~>-EG"PR05E 

NO'l'J;:, W" do hOt- .\!<:~"<l ""nLn<,j (It ll-?Uc.iJ:\\l 1'lw tb,u~ COU?l.<> "irou. 
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_~ _ :;.t:":; ~''::::''':'2 2ci';;::::-e :::;- :::"ccc:c.t visit 01':' 
:.::2.::;=c':,,:; CC, :.:lc'.7 bis i:1 ::0:' {:, ,;u:d 
':;'::;::::..oc $':': 0::: ~ui:'dr:; Ee saie. he 
-:::e :::e,:slet-:er ·,-::2:1. ]::8 Lot :-.o::,:c anu sure er.ou'::,h. 

c~ ?20e 175 is liis ttil ,:b.eeJ. tor: "tlar erz..7.'i"g 2.;'.0. it is very m::ll done and looks 
l'::".8 i:; ,-'c~=-;; '::0:':-: li~:e a cha!:l~ Pete also ir.cluded a 5 !Jage "scroun.se H list 1 as 

e:r 2:.is li':t:.e!" Delo".':', b'.lt sp2ce r;on!t pcr::1it usir.,:;: .it u.r.til next I:L. 50 clso 
e::t ire c.!:. i:::ic;o: 0: c.::-u".'ir:.gs tb.at I'll need to rc-typc a.!1d update before printirg 
:-. a la:;,,:r :'.s'::;'",lC. ':han.::s Co ::.i2., Pete. -;:0 £.£ appreciate your cifo!'ts! 

:::cr.: 

~:::clos~~ is ~~e ~W1nf for t~e tow bar that I built. 

It wc::-!:s very setisfectorlly. es?ecielly on a hare. su.!'fece. 

EZ?9 you c~ ~se i", 

Pete 

?:. Lls:), I = &. co;,:?:!.e of :!.n~ex t~2t I ce'7elo-pe:l while I ;';as 
:'.:.:!.l:!i::,:; =:: :i!.2..::;.e. r:..ay be sli:::T.t out c'et\?c, but :::-.a~·be not too 
=0:-. ~o '~e c:' s::ce use to ot:.81' bui:,c.ers. e9:1eci;::;1Iy as e ste=t to 
c=~:!.ete o:."".e of t:-.eir o.m with t::e ::lo'ser pla:1s. 
: :.~7e f'OT:c. it usef:.ll for locstiDC fl plate for refe1'er:ce even to 
t:::'1.:;; ;:l:.te. 

_:: a:,!.ii ion :'::::; !l:lclosi:1f, Y;he.t I called t".y"sc!""our:;-:e 1ist" when I 
'-:85 :J:.U ::'1:::g t:.';l ;18.!:8. :':1 occesio:::, I !tiCht :'in':' :r.:,'self in e. pIece 
-::-.r:-::::r- ?'y:er.tielly t:.2efu.1 :::etel, such as a S!:.C\11 ?ieee ai', to then, 
$;::-:,;:: • :;J EJ24 ;lGte tort by c2r=yin; this :!.io;t ,>itc :::e, I could 
i::::.::Jc.i'.O 81:: :e';·3::--'::::e 1:' it ':;(:'S too s::1'..ell fori c<; out "f'..S it '.lsaful, 

=-: i-:; cou:lc. C3 '.lsec. by ::::.e. J: ..... :mld p'.ll"'e~.ase or "oee it froI:l. t!-'.er::., prefe:rebly 
::;2"'" 

;.5 c::. loed \·,'i:cdc·1I b'.lil'de:r :tse a s::".E pia co cf .25:) 2024 
e.:c~s::'. '-;"'s :::05icelly tee s:::~,:!.1 !'"o::, 8r.T:;~i::..C" :::,,,, :::i,:;.'ct ':le r:.cn2.fecturiU;3. 
=- '>1::'-3 ED:!.'" --;;0 surc:-.sse ~11 :::.y .2;;8 202.t~ e:lcl!;'.e. f::;;·;;o: re,,-ui::'e:::bn"ts :!':rorr; 
~ ~c= t~e -::~e~ jWiL~ y:rice. 

:: t;:.c.:..:;::::.:-.: c: s,"~.ii:~~ -;;:.i5 -;;'0 :!(lU whs" I ':ms usiFG -:;::e copy pt,\'th.e I 
:.:'!.c. =.::-.c.e oi' ::-:8 ::(n;s~e~te:r ir.cex ~'or tr.e secor.;! or thi:'c. tu.e end 
::,es::"i~2-:' ::,,"11 -:;:::'i5 1::-.':e:: i;:: ~:e-,;sle-;;.ter ;:·51 had halpei!. r:e, 

.:-:.o"i::::.C ~'uU car. use 50::-.8 o:r ell. 

~-•.• .::. =-.:.is SC::'Oc;.:lC2 list is i:::!co~_:·'let'l. bu: 1: ttin": "t:.st t::e :;!ortio:l 
: :::.,,~ co:::?le-;;ec. ;:::it;:.t ce '.;.S'3:t'llfr... Sa:::e cay I ::£y c:3::.plete it 
fl'C:::: :;::/ ::W-::"S. 
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::c." 
::s': ::;ct;~S ~". 

c.::C;:; 

F',AL.~ 1Ft, 
l02ttt:!", cc:.;.::te;:;y- of Ch;;,~;. ·\o~~·81!3or.[,') :;: have used. this 
if: !:::; c.:-,i:c.ion it'::; "iD ~J way to ~rD.tcly use a 

th ::3\,::'1:;:; to usc a ::cr~.:ul3.) 

ECW 'to Fa:}{ l"l."'1'AL ACCl1U.!!ll" b:r Charle5 T. Vogelsong, EAA 10199 

Fe:: ~-e I r.are bee:'! pa.5sing alcng to other homebUldera, throagh !O:N:I:l8 at F:lJ'
i!':!I, ch.s.s i."l3t.ruetia::t, a::d chapter lectures, tJm ai:;ple techniqt1e of aCCllrQ.tel;r 
be..'l~-& ~t..!.l. I ba.n "tried to ~lain it at a. leYel that a..von" can 'l!Ilderstand. 
b:r b-" ....... ",..; it dO'lotO futo 3eTe!""8l ~ie prOCOOl!l'e5. If:1"0'1 mnt to l:Ulderatar.d haw 
lSi.::;~ :.t :.s to be!-.d neta..l acccrate}Jr:> read and -cr-.cerst.a.nd ea.ch Btep of tbe fol.l.mt
!:'...,;; b'::~~ ::0"f"'I...ng to the next part of t!:o.e discussicn. Ra:.r..e:nber, llOd.el"'5ta:ld 
t.:::.~.!"."X:::..:: ~t'0"!'"fl ~0T'....n.g to the next. seq~ce! 

Fcr:::.:::.g a. l'!!%p:.e lC',.gle. (pis. 1) We need t:I!o: bit.e or i..'i!ormatioo: the dilneneicc 
o!' "!" v::.::. tb.e d.b.e:t:sicn or liB" (~....g. 2).. To keep th:i.ng3 ~icple and e8.8]" to figure 
le\'s ~Te Cir::.er;siw ".A" eq"ila.l. cae inch and dimensim "Bn equaJ. ane meh on tbe 
!i::.i.s::oc a:-.,g2.e .. 

F":-cbl=. # 1: For-'-.ing dinensicn "A", vhich is l!. one incb leg an the angle. 
(?c:-S'!~ "3" for the tbe being). firs"\. make Sa:.;:)6 tor.::. blocks, using wod,. 
:::.t:t..a2, ?:Js-:ic or ..mateTer 15 n~ce3SU'1 to 91:Ip-1'O!""t the tJpe of metal ymt are 
be::.1.:..::.fJ :.e it ~-::tl::, s-:.e€l, or l&.ateTe::,,~ Tlro blocks rl.ll be necefl:!:ary, ooe 
rith the FO?!lr ra.:!ilU'l for the metal 1011. are go1ng to bend, (Radius rl1l be 
e.sCl;:.M~ lat.e; ve are ccncentrating on bendir.g ltccurate- dimensions nw) lllld 
cce tv l!J5.e as 4 back IIp block. (:Fig. ') 

j(e :i:::::.~ ).<e ~,t .. 1'"'"...r:.i.s=-ee. angle a:e inch en each leg. ~ need to know ooe 
o~~ !;:..~ c! in!o!"""...3.tioc nw, the tb1c}mese o:! the metal we .are go:lng to .fom. 
Ag-~ U:l keep t:i..gu..---es. 8~leJ It'e If"i.-ll Me 1/8 inch a:! a d.itl.ensim or thicknes8 
tor ~:.::p::..!..:it7 ot figuring. (Do yO'd. tmderstand the abOTe? If not reread until 
JOlt ;ic!) 

, B 'I 

i{r e 

~-S. 1 F"'.....g. 2 

C"/ / 

BAC)( 
-t..'P 

""" ?// 

AADti~/ 
, ' '/ 
,FOR~ /i 
. BLOCK 
/, /,'/, 

Fig. 3 

I' /" I/MAR< 

I. 1!:' 

Fig. 4 

ae.;e S"'"...q: letts take the piece of neta.l th&t ve ha~ selected to OO---....d lfhieh 
15 l/e: i::.cl:. tllcl: a.rrl C11t a p"iece tlfO inchee wide to 'liSe M: a te<>t piece. (Le::lgth 
:!...3 !l.:lt !--;:C!"""" ...... 'Tt he:r-e !er this part. of the p1"ob~. ¥.A.ke it two inches lang 
i.f ,.~ \1"';:-.0; 0::" ur::J' crtcer ls.r.gth!) The !il.t l.:!Ja:rt of this strip sbtr.tld be afl 
s~c>C :!..::. !~. 4. 7":l6 cr.e inch is ci::I:;.en2iao. "A'", No;:r Ye need .:. "scrap" of the 
~ ::.z--Al y::.icl!. i!'I 1/8' meh U..ier., Place it i. .. tJ::e to!"o!Jng b1ocl:a ldrleh n.re nc· 
c~ c:" Ul>OO :'..n a Tise. (?"i-.g_ ,) Notice thltt the SCl.'";2p piece rlth 1/8 .inch 
tb.ic~ss is placed 00 the fom block und the l3Ul:: lined 1:lp with t·he top of the 
1/8 i=l:. ?!e.e!!. Cl.s!:lp in thi~ pesitioo. (R~ and understand!) 

ii~= ~s-;:: ?c.:::0'V"e the 1/8 1Le!t 8e3.p p:!G~6 md ~ tlCtli avex fern. blcck~ 
(r~. 6; Si.:l:ce -:.he pi£....~ to be :!"on::.:;d ia J.js inc;:" t!ri.cx, ")('3 bn:fa mOTOO t!:e 
:-~ .::.z..r-i:: .:va inc!:! abVTe tr.S !o.."'"'l1l. block by ~ing the scrap o:f the 5tz:.e ms.teria.l.. 
c-s: t:.':e sc::a.p piece 15 recCTed and O'itt' lS.st.a.l put is. bent, the allcr.rnnce tor 
the ;;a"t...!:-'....a.l thicJmel'!8 ~ disphce<! .md tha resulting f~ is (!(.lwU. to <iliaensian 
"Ali" e:tZ-"tlJ" coe in.ch! (~-&. 7) (Do,-au. ~el'1Stand? R.eread -unt.il ,-~ do!) 

-5-

I- Ji3 NEW5LC nc Il ;'/ 5'3 

MARK 

i / ..; 
>{} /%/ 

/ " 

STEP 

;'ig. 5 

SCRAP PC,) 
1-'8- THICK 

STEP 2 

Fig. 6 

r-r~GE. !8S 

CB B 6 ,,\; "~Ef{ F7i-6C 

1 (7.. I 

--' -. 
It 

[///'(1/ ~J'/E 'I---I-

STEP 3 

!"I....;. 7 
ncrd" at thin tke va better e;,::pWn h~ to cC-asur-a 1.!.CCU!"2.tol;r befo...-e ;::d ... 'S ;;r.:r 
further.. Uni,.""lg a :rule th.n.t hZ:I 0. Bli"'~""g: cJ.:i;l.l' ~ D::et.:J"".il'<J ll.S follc:';-s: (!'""...g. 3) 
Slid:) the clip dc·..m, <:T..d 1"0t.d on t!-:~ rule; thi.:; will. b;! c:l!J i..'1ch §E-c-o:.J:; if 
p:-Cvicus ir.:::;tructicns \1."01"0 follo:.1Y.i e;::::-.ct17. 7his is t:.:.::: :.>i:::;;l.::::::" ... --:::' ;;;.::S"t 
~ccurat0 war to ~eesuro .. 

Ue- now h<l.c ~;:ns:!.c:l 'iAn fc:::-.:::.ed to c..,-:;::ctly" 0:;.8 inch on C'..l1" test pi!;~() ..... -:.1. ~...J.l 
now e;;;pl.:::.i.'1 he;,.;' to fcrr::. di:I:ensic t~B~ to ~e i.· .. lCn. - - _ U:d ... ""!g tj-.~ ;:b:;-:'3 ::.-st.hod 
of m!J.:lZur:ir.g, rCTGr3e tho te3t pic:;e eo tr~t ciir.T.sic::l Uf.': !..:J c::l c-.:r .:l.at 
reforenco surf.::.ce and :;:,B~u.r3 ll;:;'1 £s ::'hC':~ 1..'1. Fie .. 9. .~0;)jn to l:i::3? f':';-':"''''03 
sfupla, lDt1cr Sa;'! l-.'e find !lx'1 to ~ 1-::../3. inch~ '!'!::o:;;-ei"c:';) 1.fo! £=.(.6. 1/3 ~c:h 
duo to tho r=:.d.iu3 of tJlO rom. blocl:. Eit!1. t~..is i.-.fo..--:-..z.tic..i. .. -e. C;;"'1 ::'0,; l."\. ...... :::::.t 
0'lU' or:i.sincl D.."lgle in. the flat patter:! "!.i:ich 1:0-:ilii be tiE nnc...;:n fu .ri.:;o 20 a:-.tt 
form M b~fcre to e..~ Col!" perfect di.:.::.'.C.t'.s.ic...'1. of Cl.::: ir.ch Co., aceh be c~ -;':-.C ;:.-..,;::'e

j 

(Fig. ll). He sUU .... .:;w i:it~ .a t~10 ben 1.'"i:!0 tc:·t piece t..'":.c the llbCTil 1:3".:.tc.! P:'CT<,,"--:! 
\:'U .fll·i~ 1/8 inch dte to bending, there!O-'""e by ~btt".:>-ct:L--:g 1/8 bch -!:c::. c-.:r 
flAt l2yout, .it. 1-7/8 inch piece ld.ll bend ~cur,:d:;.ely to cne inch Oil c<:..:n ;u:.,;le k<:;. 

Ir--DlM'~" , 
~(lLLDIM' '" 

'f::LA-/ D~ki~ 
FJ.e. G 

I t' "8" I 
Fig. 10 

DIM:'X'" 

/DfNl,"A" 

Fi>;. 9 

~--n~ 
,,,1 II 
i~lr _____ " 

-.'-~ " ''',' "./-/ /1 

i //,- '. ,L./, " 
o b/'!~:/,~;;l 

I ~<';;)/"1j'-<,,/,! «>//i~~' /I'Y~ 
"f!..;;:. II 

Fomine, other s)->.ups::J usir..g tho 5~9 technique. - - _ To tem a C);:;;:::d c.r.e:- "
block "Y.0 do tlds! let '5 Sn,y we n~ed a cn;::"""1t'.el with t};C3!! f::....'1i.8~M d::'::2::S:!.C::-..s: 
TIm ;i.."1cneo en the t.-eb "W".i.th one inch fl.a!:.r;es~ !r:. this C,,3e lot In e;;.,. ..... ce z-e~ 
to be fo:rr.,m i!l 1/16 inch th.icl:. fur fe!'".:!. bb~:t \,QUl:! then be 1-7/8 ::';';:;::es \''ide,. 
(tKo incheD n::l.:j,w tl-ro L".d.:li t1>..ic!::nCr>BC$ of lI16 incb.) ;:nj a tb.icl'r.C;J!J c::: c::.o 
inch or nOrD (rige 12) .. 

rirst ':l.g.u.n ~'."U nt:o.rt x:.th .:\ tc~t piece of 1m,,:.,:) di!::.~iC::!s, nir .. cs"""8 ;:C'.! ~l"<} 
a. di.f.iercnt ferm block.. In eull cr.s6 of a di.ffcre:-.t foT":.l blc.-c!t: t..'e :cr...::;t ";:::-vroll 
cur Ilbe..'1d ill{n.7.Ilces ll with a test uiGee. In thi:l C2.$O 0""..:.::" test pio.::o C"~'1 be 
four i.l1ch~s k'1g (two bches plns ~~ .. e inch plus cne i..-:ch). Center t~J.s pieco 
over 'the form block, bcrui, nnd .s..cc:!rately ~st:..J.:·e ell.Ch fk,;e to f:':-~ b)' !:.ClI 
rruch it e.::coede tho coo inch dhe::sim (Fi& .. 13). If """ f.i!:d th:w t.o be 1-l/s 

-6_ 
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inch it 'IrolIlld JltIIUlXi 'J2e gajned 1/S inch in saclt 'bend or 1/4 :!neh ('M:;l'~ '!hero-
fore O\'!l" !l&t l».yout lfOUld 00 IW a~ :1n Fig" 14. 

. 

l'1g. l:l "Ve" ~ 2· 

~coc,.",-~,. ~] 

. 
Fig" 14 

'Y"no aOOTe ix:!o...~t,io:n C-I'Jl. be nsad for ltsriet;r of ohnptH;}@ :t"'Ctll£-:&Jx'i1" 

tls,'!" 

"" wet piee.tl ~ 
~'1C13~ 

S.:lfft:>::rc::'\S f'tXt':m blc,.ck t,o deternms i:J1re 

t''';;'~5 to a fc~r of -""'4:~'."-"~-

l-xs:nd. ths SR.':U.l two pieces we ued $.S ~1ei:! pMYiD'W:nl;r, 
Cut test piece of l!tateri.al tlro 

is to OOJ;' brwke OS:' ~Q'.C.~UJS!l! . .!illW' 

&~ ;;t";;~:~~~~~~~~;;~L:~;.,,,~l~:8.1-;.ott1d be chsckJ:::xi ~0.-1 

l'1g. 15 

MARK 

A I" 
'8::: 1"" 

l'1g. 11 
l'1g. 16 

~ted ~icnU ~ '1"hiu ie the ct:l6 irn::h aeatioo of the 
'thia "war.too dim:::m>ian:tis ~ pJ.::.eoo. imdtU- t.lw =hcJ.d. 

J:;.U'ic en the hi:;geline (Fig~ lS). Nem bE.""1d tile teat piece 
9',,) capes the 'lea! ~ J::Bll-~ the 'anted ciirJ:'Sl'l!5ioo~ '::"his I:!h~ be me 
belt,. If it ia ~ tl:!s.u me inch, ~ atH,')ther Ut'lt piece laid out ro;;a.etJJ" as 
be.fat"6~ 1'" .. is. t:l.me p1aee the mark Illight17 aver tho hinge llna (tQ'.lmI'd tlte hold 
d~) equal to the l'OWmlt that the tint test piece vaB na~ of the ltm1ted 
~5icc.* NOlI this ~.J.1 gin ua 0I.tr e:.nt.ct d.:i!wnsion far flnnge I'AI' ~ !gain 
~..!l'5 the rem.:in.ing .t'l.a.nge of the wErt piec6p wd if thifI wO'ttld show 1-1,Iil 
inch t.3 in the ttiU"J..1m:" e~la, V6 then meN' that 0'I[t" "gain\! :is 1/S inch per bend .. 
Tlle:Nl!Q:N tho fut lsJaut u:ould be as. shOf;tll in Fig" 19. S.in.oe the CtH.l! ine.h part.i<m. 

-7-
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ill the "wanted. dimen!lion" of om" nngle, this l(cn.u,d be pl.;:.cad under the "hold 
do.:!!!.'l ~ t'/hen bent, tho gldn of 1/S :!nch errol" tho nose piece vill t::a.ka fla11ge tlBu 
c..xa.ctlJ' one inch to f:1n:ish our one inch by one inch angle~ 

Fig~ l.S 

Fig" 20 

New to If..;l1;i ... cha."U':cl (Fig. 20) 
in the s;,t:;;:.o b.."'S.ke, ':!.'1bg the esx'1 
ness piece "hlch giTes ::u1 1/a inch 

:::- 9V degree bm'id, t:r.rr' flat 
'It'J,,ld be c.n e:hC""~71 in 

I, I"J§'· ; I ooe inch "w"rrtod 
di::;.C.'lSiC.':1u is pL.l.c0.i u::l.er the hold 
dcr..m ad ':>:!:1:'~ '?i;.(J.:J. ~.::;CTi'I n..rxl 

Fig, 19 

bend in O">U'" cD2l1nelj 

le;;U'~ Thc:t"0fore 
1'.,,"tlre our p0rfc.ctly 

'1-"112,1; ift tho iN: ~e"=b::;r ('",ch 
diffc::'C'nt of: l:Cetal 
DCl'.:'i ;illcr;-;':}JJco.. t'lt.l1 t':;f hCC\8 L~::.ds 

inch r2il.it:.S on tb'8 nc-:::c I haT,:s fc:::-'d. 'L"'6 
foUa:d.ng bend .u.J.r..·.ta.nC0t1 for T3 Alcl<.i.d eheet 
e.h;:'ri.rru.:";1 : 

~"d all~~~ce 1s *100 per 90 degrees 
,liO 
~L"W 

",220 (t:.ose piece &iced) 

I l.t.a:vo faun::'! the is udcqu;;.te :to'!' all tliz-cn 
.,05'0 al\::r.;ill>!!u~ for sh.,,-:ying a n0SO ttl. a 
b1.'\21oo or en a for!':!. ;:,s tcllQ";';s: Ta1::o a scra.p of u=ir.", sheet 
about ane inch Bq\l.~~ inch holo in ttc ce:1ter. Cut Q',rt;. a quat""".,.er-
s.egment 2I'id yo'.). have;:; inch radiw:> ~e.1' F'ig~ 22 &. 23" 

l'1g. "" 2J 
Y .. :t"¢ HoL.E. J FINISHED GAUGE: 

~~ r ~ -~;:I (£).vk. 
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:S:;'.'..'::';::: ::.;.::;:::..:",;.7, ,,,,\5 \;0 CO:;THOL OVER THE ?t,;;.CE~:E~T O'f' ITS PRODUCT IN 
:::::X:?::?:~2::--::'.;--=-- .~.:::?,C:'''\.F7, 2~"T'I.OS;-"F'E ASSU}-~ES NO Rr;SPO;JSIBILITY OR LIABILITY 
?:x,\ .!._':f :':'::'"_-?':;;c;c", OR CC:-':S2QUE~JCES T:-!.'l.T }!.".Y ;;}USE FRO."1 SUCH PLACFJ.1Et.'1'S 

::,ST;..LI.ATION OZ' SX?LOS.'"'!'E 

2);, 

::c C,;:"S ::-"'-::::.:i::0 a lJ.t.t.le thouqht tind p1a:-:ning ahead to adapt to different 
5'-._;:,oi t-2.,"J.S, :lo3.t ar~ilS d:::ains, fuel pick ups, etc. In planni;J.g beforehand, 
't.-".=-:-_"- ,;;: "'ioc:,,,,::01i,.g a 50::: es of blocks 5ha~ec ,>.no. placed in proper sequence 
s,' J,,, ;;c:; "':_7n', ;, pt"act cal p:1:tposes, a co:t'.nlete fillin-g of the ta:-:k 
·.-::;~':"-2. =-.:~: c: ?,Lo'oJ ';;h~ lac('~en';; of one ba:, to kee? you from havil~g 
::'::::(~.3 :::> ",:.::':1cr ar,"a. f you r.,,-ve 2.:1 OGG sl-"l::ed tank, you meW wish to 
::-2:<", s::v;:-::;::::;2..-:: ;-:;,::ck liPS 0 tJ-;e shapes prior to act'-l.ally clittinq the 
,",,,,,:: ':'2.:2 ~":'T_S. 

.::S :::'-~.;-_::. or s';;itcni;')g of t'hc batts ;,;it:.h alu.':1inu.~ rOQs Or silfety "ire 
b.::':::c '---_2.~'"'- g or cutting, aids i:1 keepinc; the batts together, and 
1::.<;i.::-:;;.:;-;,:;.::- '::: eir shape. The safety wire or alu:r,ir,t:J;', rods can ba left 
it . .'0::;2::: ::_"-:;,.~la::io".. ':he foil co." be cc.:;t to accurate shapes to avoid 
~:::...::::;:"' ,~_d~l ilre,,'iS 1.I'::'t.h Wi~ste foil. 

3. 

3 , 

EQUIP!·!E:-<T ~!EEDED: 

~::.~:;;~::.~,:; needle - 13" 10;')'1, '~'it.h eye c.ril1ed in O1)e ene, or in son:e 
C.c.5"'" , ::::-,8 2.l1;..--nir:'= rods that come ""it:: tr;e batt TI'.ay be all that is 
~2:;";~:::"'': if the U!1k shape is sirnple, a:"ld doesn't require odd shaped 
:;;""::::5. 

Sa:2~y ·~·::.re 

Kt"it .... "" 
~r:<~~"E!. 

~~ I:J .. ' 
S::.:o:l :.ec'dle~'nQse:r pliers fo::-: j:;,endir,q alur;',inutn rods into U shaped hooks 
C-, <:;-.(1 [,:".ds to hold compressed batt. 

;:-,ate:::ial: eit:-:er thin ;;:8::al sheets or thin stiff cardboard, 
S:::~,6CL; fo::: c\';::::::1."0 the ::e,,"?late. ' 

>~::''!:":<.~r,c; Z-'"2n (f"l>;;. :"<,.,I:-;:;.-':'ot or e::;:::.~va:8::-.t). 

~ 
~ 

~ Ii:. 

~ 
g 
'>-

~ 
~ 
tL 

~ 
-Z 
<;: 

"" 
~ 
~ 
,~ 

K. 

wi th ~y.?2"'sinq blade"'"lc, ______________ _ 

r------'~ij ;c-~tc'C_f,;;-~.~:"~~~h:o.S Che.;)S2G Q qr2at deill si:;ce la5-:': yea;:; tJlI~ oriai:-:i' 
'4'0.5 sold a:-,~o tr-,e ~c<,,' m<:::-:u:ftc'Cl<:::e~' is havi:;g lots of p!"oble;:1.~. The cost 

':-e:: 
;:;'2f(;n~; nmJ it is r::'dicl;lo\)s, a:;d it no longer :r.,eets F .A.I< .. specs for fire 
:cr.c,' i!: ce:::-tiric"tec 2..ircr2it:. 

;,.'as 

:::i02.:ly ;~:l'.·e :0 )--:&ve .sa:et'/ il:-:~ cO;;-,:o:::t at lln:,' cos;:, it ;:O"~' (;o,,;\e i:-. o~e inch 
_C,::'-:-:: 0: :::he 50.:-:':, !;',edi;;..'11 "r.C :-:z:.rc a:~::: yC,l pake tr.e~ t:p :::0 scn.t y,')ur :1divid;;il-l 

.::::::;;. :-:--:2 very £i.:::;;: botto:.-. laye::: cc:::es only in 16" x 18" x :". A 3 nch cc:shion 
.... ~:2. c(.,st a::o,,-,:--,c $45.00. Hopefully, so:r:e other manufacturer will produce a siDilar 
?;,:-o::',cct at a l~o.:::e reasonable cost. 

t-'i.;5 /~...;..J,.'~~ I. • .:.:.1« :.r.i' __ ",..) .- ,-;":"-- ~'-,-

STEPS, 

1. Plan batt sizes, shapes 

2. C<l:::Ecfully usc l-:',ittinq r.L:c::!10 to tr-.,:",,;i ~~fetv I.·ire ~h,c\.;g~ ~)--.e :::att, ;;:Jr' 

carefully thread the aLL-.~;-'.',;:t'. rod t:-:::::cL.ch t:'12 caet or: Doth sice,S 0: t.:;-,8 
proposed cut. This is to keep batts :;'>1 desired shapes after out'Ci:-.". 

3, 

4, 

5. 

}leasure, I:',ark. a:-.d Cl.:t t::e batts. :: r~ecessar-'.', step L'le cut befo::e it 
is cCIT.plete an,"l fasten 'Clle C'-lt ?O:-~io;:; tOS'.:>th.:>r I.·i't.-'l s.).£ety •• ire or 
alu)p,inu-']", ::ods befo:::e c(;ttir.s it of! cor::p:etely, i;-, order to no:; lose the 
r01ationship of the layers to each Other. 

After cutting, shake batt to set ou:::: s;:-",ll par::;i.cles. 

Te.:\iplates - "here one b<::tt rc.\,;st sli'::e r,ext to a,,_o:::-.er, cut a 'Cc,;-;.:->liO'::e 
the siz0 of tj-,e firs:: catt ::::0 <;lct iOS a c::'viaer. After p:acinc se~'C::;::l 

b:;tt, slide template O:.l'C, o! course. ;;. slioht co':pressior. 0-: t.."..e t;.a.::ts 
is desirable, but do not 62form tr.E:r... Si"_,,le sr.e8ts pay be laye:ted, 
rolled, or fanfcldEd as r.e::essar'/" 

6. Filler Open.l.ngs, Qc.:;ick D:::a-=-;-;~, ?:.;el ?::'cit Dps, a;-;ci ?loc.t t-,re3S 

It is necessary to iso1a~e the flo:>,;; t";;'2.vel are" so tr.a;;: t:-:c ~lc",,;; 

at no time can C0::18 in CO;ltact:. ' .... it~ t.. .... >e E:.:plosa!e. Fo=,2. :::0:;:-;:: or 
square box or tube of .01G, 5.1.;;"':1in1;..";", or ~c.:;ivaler;,;; a:ld :'ast:.l;o:-; i::: 
securely to accomplish '!;:his. Several 3/8 or 1/4" :-:01€-5 or sl-=-1::s ;..d.",1 

be placed top and b,::n:tom to allow an <1.'1',ple fuel f::'o'..;I. A11ol.· I·' 
minim= clearance for all !~,oving parts, drair.s, a;-:d aCcess .op""ings. 

While small loose Explcsafc particles aloe nO'!: 2. T.",ajor p,o'=:lE::'., a 
16 mesh fuel pick up s'Crai:1e::: s;-,o,-,ld ah;ays be ,.sec, <::s 1.'&1.::' as a ~'-'e: 

£il ter in the li"e. 

110' 10M as Ex"losa:€, :ills a::. 19' SE- ~Q.:L£f.._tt:.~::.£l~~e ":.c.;::,;, 
!he safE-tv fc",t_~:::e" <::";;'e :--.0';: <::0;-':-:::-0:-, sed, ;:;ut of co·"rse it -=-s b-'.:.",-:; -:;0 
fill the bnk as cO;:-Jpletely as PDSS b12. 

Prior to fas'CET,ir-,s yov~' last accEss p"';-,.8:' lr. ;:lace:, ~e s:.:re '·C': :'--.J.';(, 

your fuc;l tar;k siqn<)c 0:: ~y -:.::·,8 ~-h..~. ins?ectc:::. 

You now have a tan}, th3L "ill r-,ot !::>'-.li1.d up st,,,:ic elec":.rici-cy, \:.~ 

is I.'ise to be S H', al"- f,-,€-l t,";.1.:s are Srou:-:::l<l c~u;rr.ally) a::-,3. c,.o: <;.:-.3-:;:; 

p:::ovides a sios a'Cter.c.:;,,~::.c:-, ty a :actor of f:::);"-;:y, b"sH~es F;:c'.·~c:':T.= 

a tr~~en30~s sa ety fac-:':CT in t~e event of fire. 

2xplosclfe ba'Cts Q!,C "::;C:''':r.:oc by VUlc.::::-. :SL-r!-i:C~ ?'L":<;6.-:-~;.", 

Explosai;,; I)ivic;io;-:" ';;1:' :,::::'"c':: ::::::iv::!, ",\<:di,'~C C, 7_2.;':-:0, ::;cr-.• :-'.: 
to !-',o;r,eDui12c:::s 't!"-!rO\;S:-: ~c-",]:t, 1.310 !Gy~"> ._,-:,' : 6,-;" ,<" 

~IWl-C: a:-: [,rtic:c c::: .• :: c~;t: soem l~. 
on L=irlv 1-.'0211. ::;-:ce:'ieQ)ble ;-,;:"o;:;\;::t :r,'O 

your tz:.r.;;:s 
It -=-s 

.;." 

("S5ct 

!"~:--. ~ 

~~~~~~~;",,:, '0 c"''''cc,,:, c-
course, :-Oc.:;,- it C<1:-: be :::a:L~ .i' '-:'~~r'2 
rr,easJ:::e~.ents of yoc:r tanx;. "''''s::.", to t:-.t :;,;',?e 0::: ::.r-,2 
29 gallo" '.:.'-18 tar-,)e It only d:;.splace3 I% of the vol\;::;-.e, a.:1d ,.;'''is: .... s ::.2 :~;::;. ::Cl 
7 gallons. 
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was stZ'icken rd.th 
con.t~:'ibu-:o:: 

the l~lODt cr~,th,;s:iJ',~:.tic l.YJ.ild.on:L ;-lic 
c;::;t :~c'U.cJ.t: 

2') ,,0:,( 2. rco.;rly (;1)~":,)lt;tc( ct:!.rL"C\iJ0 for ,,), ;','oTk:'D),,~,Lir the-

2.:'S: 

, ~ ,~-"' 
" " -'". 

>2 c.c::,,-x:r-cc. ~" 

2-Lc! 
~,.nce :0: SOC.SQ::1C ::0 

:.:.::' ::-;2cil~ic C:c-~:ails. 

:':rc~: ~,s c::collcnt, 
co:.:plcte 

Le s,,.::/s. 1;;10 u!=' o:~ 

firo\'lc,ll n.xt, 2nc. 
cr. Cull hi,iJ for 

conte'ols 
c 

in 1:'X'ctty ShOTt 01: 

the D.vcraCc GUy abo\.: two Y08:,1:$ r;oX'~z, at le:;,;8t~ 

T-18 ltE':,:SLZ'.:"Z':;':[! ,::':S] 

'C':--, 

bchim; 

. ',0" 'li 
f20g,~;lI~::l8c l\Z·,','g.J2n~'i,. 

Ev L:1. SJ.:::derl2::":;i 

"o~ 

:"o~' ;:/C. ,SO- d~:J- (\",-- c: 
2.::l. c_: -:: elc- :::;; ~::(: 

0::: ---: -::: 

See 
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hs per ~sual r!'.~ :rpo:'ogi7.ing for being so tardy in gettin.q out th'2 
~c~slctte~, tut it has been ~o~e tha~ a I1ttle hectic since Oshkosh. My 
,>,:':e's .':st:,~,er di,,<:l i" 2i:,rly O::t. ana evp;:ythi:lg C(J!":llectea with thF.i':.: jus:: 
Cl::OC.t , • .'~ped 0:';:: a W(;OJC rr,::x,th. Any-: .... ay, ..... e bave i'l lot of good info fa:::: 
this issue, so here goes. 

P,'UILDSR S LIST: I" h'.L. ,t5~ \yco. 3.iSt020 some of thE> builders f('1r several 
cf t~.2 stcC:(>S, ~::e .List::.r:q was er:t.hus':':Jscically rec'o, so here's so;ne more: 

:c.E:..:t::~·.:;RE: Ko::::l:e::::t Hc.:;terbers, RD4, ;';ox 705A, Dovl2r, DeL ;[9901 
FWr\I::':'.~: La:n<s:::: 'l'urner,RT LBoX 410, DeFuniak Springs, 32433 

Dick ;.;yr:ga::der:, 200 Park ["..,\'& ,N Winter Park,32789 
John starr, 1I20 Hallamwood Ct. ,Lakeland, 33803 
"''.C .. Saders, 2I78 Whitehall, Dr. ,\'linter Park, 3279/, 
F.R.. Schmitget"'l, P.O. Box r326, Pa'.metto, 33561 
Russ Riter, Rt. r. Frostproo::, 33843 
',';',-:' .. Rose, 2150 Si1 a9th, :'-h2,r.',i,33Hi5 
:si.ll Passi~os, 940 Lighth0cEie Dr., t.;'(?3t Palm Beach,33408 
:<.~chard Nozina, 3400 S"\'; 100 AVE'.,Hiami,33165 
Al Kaster., 652 t{l's StH"'lSFt Dr , StuArt, 33494 
JOE' Jin:;rle, 1340 Holt Dr., Merritt Island, 32952 
,]"ak," DeHaan,I052I SW :;:24th Ave., HiamL 331A6 
L2'''''r0nce Dreye::::,S8GG Melville Rd"Ft. Pierce,33450 
R:'.~ES D3.".lis, 34r SE 8th St., Pcm;:Jano Beach,33060 

GEOR·:;lM: ?ai~;mr;d Frost, 5487 Iris Dr-. ,!<i'loh·ton. 30059 
221.p;) ?c·.-.'elL Box 'I.37h, Keysv':'11.e,308r6 
F2:.;1 V. Sch:r.iot:, Rt.r. Falcon Field,h'hitesburg, 30185 

Ir.cEa"",; ·:;::.1 CCCik, RR. #1, Box 353, ;:'e}~ing~ot.1 47138 
,J,:;0:1 l<:lebcr, 2:r3 Sheffie16 ::'r., Dant'"ille,46J22 
Da;",!"31d :'lize, 805 E. 300 S, r.,i:<f2yette,47905 
2c:::e::::t Poeh~er, 607 Amos Rd.,Sh(>lbyvill'2,46176 
Edw0:rd Wiggins, 6938 I!."onwood hve. ,Gary, 46403 
J"c}; HErrlL 20I6 W. Ir:dic-lna, El;';:hGrt,4('SI4 

rl.:'inois-:':"':':::s. \·;ci,,'.:;erg. RR#2, ~::. Ve;."nor.,63864 
';;)',c· R. \':'-~::;c, .:")G2 :1. C,::;ss S'c., Rocir,2or:, 63454 
:::.::;1.';..::-, Tl.;.'pC'tt, 203 S. cTacK:so:1, 1;Yilu"kegur., 6GOaS 
h'~,. Tect("~;::;:, 9~.G Y.os'-.:::re Trail, E:1Sin, 60120 
,Je,r:' ':'ur'.<:r, RR :ES, BD:': 132, };<s!:"ion. 62959 
Ric-hard Secrest, 134 Natt",:;'· ll\re ,DeKalb, 6(iI15 
Rer. Sassaman, 9;'1 r5""~.1 St , Rocr.eL.e, 610G8 
;;~th:::,y F;epeta, 4200 K. Ma.rine Dr ,l.?t.I704,Chicago,60613 
Ke~~eth Rho~des, 175 Hickory LZ,,9, Far Hills, E.?eoria,616I1 
Alle~ L~rie, 505 E A=~stronSI Pe'oria, 6I603 
F",'..:l Ki.rik, 29::?:;: 2&tr: ,?;'VE!. ; .. " 1-:01'::"<10, 61255 
:'vr:2l:; K3DE'S, 3t,275 :ceil .l\d ,H12zt Chicago, 60185 
"Eo!"' Jaeger, 2';0:' i-!clrose,[.Jelro!S€' Park, 0016-1 
,,;2;11a::2 H,-,:;;:.. ross i'13za !:)r , Rockford,6rloe 
Ro:::~rt H:.lDbarc, 437', Firsi: St ,LaS3l1e, 61301 
Y:::1. Giller" 3223 Br-08km,,,ad Dr , Rolling Neadm",-s, 60008 
Al~r d Co~sineau, 8332 N. Octavia Niles, 605<.8 
Keit C13ypcol, 826 H Broadmoor, Peoria, GrGr'; 

to C(>l.acd Do;-,a d Byr:;e, Jr.,IE Ar.tbony Circle, Newark, Del ,19702 

:~~~re ,:,s2~es wi 
::2::8 :''-:::0 ::rc.::J. a 
aEe l~. Also, a1 
a gco5 idea to g 

1 ho'.!€' rr,cre builder listing;;.I don't have enough up to 
1 b0ilde::s tv be able to ir.di~ate what stage the projects 
addresses listed mayor may not be current. It might be 

ve the builders ar. advance call if you want to visit. 

'.i-I8 NE\~'S:'ETT2R # 54 __________ ~c2'~c2,e~t~ )t~ 

The latc Dr. John Shinn was alw,"ys one of the 'f'::"=-st to s~l:::m::..t b,.:.:3.ci"g 
ti?s tor th@ N.L. s C::1d the following Wi'lS C'ne of the last OP. ser.'" i.r,~ 

~ --.l:.Il.PFUL !::ii~_ F:'o::: D.='. J;;h:: Sl'i .. n 

WHAT: Quick way to get AN bolt size for any desired tali grip ief'lgth. 

HmJ: Remembet' a sirr.ple number sequence (5.7.7.9~9) for thre.:.d lef':g:.h 
adders. Add to your desired grip len9th, ar!.:i the Pi length is 
obt<1ined directly. Note bolt length must end 1.1;; in 1/8 ~r.cr. 
inc!'C:ments. 

(Diameter) AN #3 4 5 6 7 8 9 (1116" c'~~:2-:"r) ________________________ ' __ ,...L;;; ~S 

6 7 9 ' 9 11 12 
7hri;ad length 
adder 0/16" 
increrr:ents) 

y 

~ 
EX.4!'JPLE: 

sou.::nON: 

REI1HISER: 

"j 
Need t: 5/8 inch~51l6" dij:. b0lt , 

-use ~ ;J 
5/16 dia, is AN5, therefcre ~thre&d adder of 7 

Desired grip (\'lith dasired washers) 5/8 
+ 7/16 

TOTAL 17/17 = 1-1/15 inch 

R0l1r.d l:!.2. to full 1/8 inch lncr.;;:;;;ent: 1-113 inc;: ~~-
(use an extro ·1/16" \'ic.sh(:':r on assB;T:i.l;y). 

In the AN nU;Tlbering syst~i.1. the digit in the "tE::'1:;:" p~·sitior. 
is II'I1Ole mm:ber of ir.chcs, while the r. ... ,-nber in the ""nits" is 
the-2dCfltiollal number of 1/8 inch incre;t.ents less than a ':,"f:Gle 
inch. 

Thus. fOl' 1-1/8 inch ic:!";)th, the AN "~<:sh" P.wTI~cr 'is -H, 
and the cesired bolt is: 

The AN bolt is then ob:air.~d: 

..... 5/16" dia. 
·b 

Ai{ 5 :.rl1,"\ 

1" l/e" 

(Simllarly, a 2-1/8" length wou1d be designated N;:-Ll) 

6. 7, 7, 9, 9 - and you c~n be AN expert!l 
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c~;- :::S:\~:SL~.TI9:: T.:?: Kh2:1 ir:st2l11ing t::e cow:ing it is essential that 
::':-.2 ::::~;,:: e:-.d be helc securely and Dccurately positioned. Here is one good 
:>e::;;c:::: to precisely locate the front of the cowl: 
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Questions from Grover Rahiser, 5:7 \"en EL:ren S 

re what shorter builders have ;~~'~2 t;o.;f;'c;."-';,;. 
the cowl ar-d re2ch rudder a:1C 

E,'2:-.5 City, ?;.., :"'::;: 
~e seat to 1:::etter 2>22 '2'.'er 

J2QD.J,ankford,_ DenlsoIi, TX, \;~_:: is a:c-cu-: 5 :::t. 6", had ar. eX::::2 :~:-:::,.: 

cushion made for the pilot's sea-:. Be 2;'SO had a c'..:shicn 0:: ::es.:::'O'-: ::-.:.:::~:
~ess made(to r::atcr: ) and "'hen ::,,:'ler Dcople fle\>, ... :: ~e 81-::1\ "'"~--"::''''::: :-e 
cushiC!lS. ! thc~ght that a very ;ood idea. So-eoay :v~ cr ~o~r --_::~ • __ : 
sell t:-te airplar.e probably, so i::: would ce ""'ise t() "eep t:tis i:". -::-.:":-,0 · ... ':-:12" 
o.pproaching such problerr,s. T::e aees are that t::e pers::;: tr-,at \,;i:: "":2:"_: :0 

buy the airpJ.ane will be the exa:::-: physical OFPosite cf ycu. I= ::::::. -,..:;;:-_: ::c 
move the rudder ar,d brake pedals ;;;ack to fit your legs, tr.Dt' s 22 i:':,' "::c,:".e 
with no problem, ;;;ut before Y,:)''': -;:-'''-;';:2 s:;ch 2;";, ir:st:21lat::..or. ?c::.'::-... "-.i::-:: :-.;:)t 
fi.-£§.Upunt the_j2J~.5l§1!L_£_L_§.t.Z::::"""Lc:-. ::~c ::-12:",5 an::: t:--:,?:-. if ::::-:2'1> ;",'2::-':: :::: 
moved forward later it would l::e .3 5i:;.:!1e matter.A f':at steel 5':.::.':;:: ,,,::;:;:;.d 
suffice to ler:gtr,en ehe ruade:::: C2=:~S - to U:e most :o:,\-'arc ?C2i;-:;'c~.·::" 
"standard" seat height is pre~::y fer- rws-: :::20p:'<2 reo\-.' , s.::> ::: ~.:-..:: ::-c 
wise to use a st'::: seat cusr:i.c:". E.:-;d jt:5t: p:.l'!: a c:':oSh:'.c:~ c:-. -:c,;: c : __ 
until you have a chance to really see ,,'hat yot.; neec. 

0-290G !\e",,'s:~o:l"t COUilt out: ':.;-;e 0-290 just yet. l :-:20 a r2ce~:: -::'s:.': 
from Jake SaueTh'ein, who lives :-: :,as \:e925, ~"',r, at:G he tela '7_2 :---.2 :--.:05 2 
highly modifiee ') 2g0 in his 7- S a;,d ree gets 2ro:..::-:d 2:):;:-;p 2::':::::::: c:: 
3000 rpm, which in turn gives:, ::: a too saeeo 0:: 220 :::.:::-;:', :.c:", ,-,:"00:'2:" 
forged pistons i;: it ar;d a S?€'2 23..-:'y ground Col:i::s C2:::. 'I'he c:: 
ratio is raised to 8.5 to r, at, timi:-,g is set tetv,e€'n 3~ '::0 :;

before TDC, Jar, pistons are ",,'2. :ie:::" :fer strengt!-: a:--:c s':.clliC:2_ 
installed. J'ugs are 'toree ter: o'.2r.Head te:::? ".,'ill run ?to~t 3':J- 2-: -::-.e 
cruise rpm of 2700, which ,eives ::ir::, 200 rom!: on a Senser:ich 0=:::;[5;:; ,01 
I forgot to ask him what~'car~b -he had on it and \"hic~ .:::rz.:;.'i(, e-::.c. -'" ';.~ 
that put the e:-:.gine together for :'im felt that the er.gin€' wcdd :;-::; S':': ~::->'_ 

between OHs. Poe has about 200 :-:rs on it r:ow. I dO:1't t~i:1k he -:~:. C ~e '!::-:e 
fuel consumption at 2700 r.pm, i:::.;'!: it probacly is 10 S?:: 0:::: r;;(:~I>? :'j :;::<25S. 

Jakes serial # is 920 and r.::..s pr.a::e is 878 949" in case yo:.: get :;::.': =-.-:;; ",.:;:::. 
Oh,yes, he s0id his R of C or.:y ::":1oicates 2000 :!:'pn, b:.lt tl;at h':':;; 2;::'::'22. R c: 
C averages far a:::ove that.':'1~2t':;; ~~e ki:".d of periorr;;ance tl:at ::-.2::20; 7-::::,:rs 
thir.k they are in their own P-S:. ',o;c,v~ -'.' 

Along that same line, I've::;2 a tr2nd :lEW 0-368 for 0;:-0<;:: " :C:::::- :':.3::: 

I'd been rat-holing for the n2,,' '.,' de cody CW I'IT, buildi"g I a3..sc ;::::::'~;h>:: 2. 

constant speed Hartzell from Ke:-! ::.'ock ar.c a dyna:::ocal mOU:1t 2:-::: ?::::~ 

governor at the Same time. I've :5ecided :-:m: to go ;:;head 2:lG ,>':::: i::: :'.:-: 
present airplane ar:c f:y ,,,,itt -:"".2:' i.n it :::or the L.r:e ceir.g. ~\::'2;' 2~:" 
results are in or:. the Escort en:;::":-,2 I'll :;take a cecisio:. or: :'.:: 2t ::".3::: 
time, DavE' Blar.::oC"s develop:net:<;:: ;..;crk or. tr.e Escort got ala'!:'" S::3:':: '::::5 
fall when he go;: a rush orde:::- =r::':7\ Cessna to make a \,ater tar.,<e::: c..:: 
one of their cit2tior:s to use to certify their airpla:1e-s :::c:::- i.e:':-,:; 
bility. (The tanker flies just in front of the otr.er 2irp10ne ax'.'", 
freezing level and sprays wc:ter to ice up the cne in trail). :i-1 EX '3-::::2;- to 
start flight tes;:s ",ithin a :r.ar:'!:!-', so we"11 have SOl7.E' r.e .. ''s on -: ::';' ;:;~- . 
He has invited r.1e to come up to I T and fly i:: at that tirr.e a:: c c;:;s:::,,>? 
I'm quite anxiot.:s to see hOi: it 1,-: :1 perform 

',.,'EIGHT I,ND 5.;:""'.NCE C.;LCU!"::>.:'::C:--;S Recentl\' I've talked to 2 C:: 
bt;ilders that ,",'cre ready to weL;;; heir airplane and do ::he CG cc::'c'..: at:::::., 
but were unSure as to how to procee If yot.: have the I ~hru 4~ se~ c T-:2 

6J,c NEEI? ,1"0,17>= wr t B4-f... G4Lc.vL-.lrP;,M~ Fi"?aA1 jJWflcse<:;., I!.{,EA:iE 

::2J;;ND IN )1,ytf'S td~ OLL!/PT IT IS R:V/A~'.LJ ____ ·_-
/ /'-
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x:',,'s::"~::~e~s,l?o~ a;'"N L ±"27~ peg!? 7, and you";~ see that.Lou ?und~rlar:.d 
s,.::::;· ... ·e~ 2 :;::CC:\. COOK type 0", exam?le of compu~~ng CG, us~ng h~s aJ.rplane. 
... ·::ti"! c::e cf be nodern h5:1d-h21d -::alculators it"s duck soup to run thru 
~:s ::e also sho·.,'s examples c::: several otber T-IBs and how their 

cu'c., so p:'actice running thru these examples 2nd yeu can soon 
;:eCC:7E ~:::-c':icie:1t with ~t. Note ti:lat ~t really isn"t. r:eceSs2.ry for 'the 
air?:ane ~o be complete to do a CG on it. As a matter of fact, it is really 
~cre Gesira~:e to do it~ locating your battery. If you are usi:1g an O-S 

_ 29J 2:,::3 a '.¥'::od prop yo~ can probably expect the airplane to be a bit toward 
t~e tai: 1":e2:'.!:: side if you ha'Je the nm/-commOD steel tail spring. If you 
are i~stel1icg a big e~sine and ciS prop you can expect to have to mount 
tr.e Z':::Ct:2=Y cehind the lugg3ge compartJ,.ent ar:o ?Css-iDly add some lead in the 
::2::'2.., teo. 

;..';2i~ re:erring to a N.L. from t:he previous ",pries, ti:!B~ page I~ which 
","3S a :-e;::-c:-t cf a :'crt.:;r, at RFD. John Thoro answered several questions that 
· .. 'ere :s:-c5e:::. C;.e asked, "'\':hat shcul~. t'ne .9ofG li;c:its be, since thev aren't 
o2.E~~ -:;:.::: cr: ::he plans~T~Qr-p- "The theorpH~al ne.u~ili.:l:-~ 
L:; }5'L,~:.C. t;-299V (I80 hp & ciS prop) d'~monstrated a neutral stability paint 
2t: .~.:);':.i~·~,i:;::;. 9':;'~ lbs~ in the baggaqe comnar~mer:':. This forward shift in the 
:;e:.:~=al s':E.:::ility poir:.t is a;;parE:tlt1y due to U.e high fric"tion ir. the 
h::;::::'::::;;;:-:::;;.} ::c.~l bea::ings. 'J,'he l~q:.-~:.;-__ '::~~s _~r~_ction, the more ~FT .wi11 be the 
,~e.~'="'_§-:_"=_i.:.ity point. It would be better 'Co use arn::i-fric tion bearings 

~_::=:'2cr.::al tail pivot, bt;t it would be ad\:isable to enlarge the fitti 
if they were used. The fon,>2.::d CG :l. :'::;i tis T5% " 
again like to emphasize that the accuracy of a CG computation 

-:::at'. ::e s-=-:2rely cotr.p::omised unless p.CCURATE scales a::e used. Bath!:oom scaleS 
~ =~ ::e::ed co. Kote how much of an error yeu oan get by standing too 
;:2.:::- :,:::r~-5.=d c.;:- back,.,ard~ If you pos~tively car-not find platform scales in 
yeu:: 2re2., co KOT try to \-·;eigh one wheel and then the other. YoU will need 
i. p3i::."5 0: eathroo::l scales to do it right. You Hill need to put 2 pairs of 
scal.es :.;;::::er each main wheel with a 2 x 6 bridge between each pair for the 
Y';:-:i',:?J. ::.::: =-est o~. (Don't forge:: to subtract tte ~~.::yei0ht of such a bridge 
·.::;e,. each wheel .... 'eight). You'll also have to make some sort or a 
::::'xt:;.:::-e tc the ::ail y,'heel up in a level :light position~ and of course 
y;)::'::': ::=.·/e -::0 again ta'-'E.' th2 ta:::e wt. of tr.e fixtUre off. 

Ee C"""":-2:''':'~ that t~e 2irplar.c ~s leveled ver\' accllrat",lv fore n aft.You 
ca" I,.;,se a 1'0".",1 taoed to t.hE cen~.?:c line or t!'Je 1'l\'et" 00 W,L n 42.0 to do 
:::c t:-:::.s. ,;~~ there is no teocency fo::: the a':=!ilane .... 0 roll forward on 
t~.e s;:::les a:'.j be in a closed area cut of the wind. Also level the ship 
l~':e:~':':':', ~-::;o, ~Y ac!ustins air.in the t.ires, ~o',,; ~our plumb bcb>to 
c::e ::.;.::::::- ::.:;,;,; t;}e L • .::... of the wJ.r:.g. Eake a IT.ar."': oc: rloor on ea. s~de 

a.;::: :::'225'.:=e ire::J these ;:"arks to the axle center line. Drop another plumb bob 
~-:: <:':-,12 -.:<::.i::" ''''!:-,eel axle elL and r'2cord the distance from there to the first 
:-:.~r:<:;,. :::::<:;:::~2e from tr:e L. E. (datlim). Most s~and3rd 'I'-I8s will measure from 
~60 -.:~ :::63 :':-,,::;hes, £c.2£:..'...din£.on the make of tail wheel, etc. ':f'P"£"_~2_~_~_~~ 

..£~~-,.:::::~:':_;:"_"?:.~y._.fus.'?~~s:~_"~~_~}_ .. s:h~nge."this figure. Expec'C a tail wheel net 
'I--'e:.q~-.: cf ":3 ::0 48 1 Ls. Your ~1?Eti: CG {zero xuel) sho~ld fall pretty close 
~c 6:'-<:=- ·t.:;::'~s {fuse. St"". no.), Ji:t_:.;:'G abell'':: 7 O.-7l...i'Lc.he5, and ;F'or;·,grd 
-:::; 5~_::;:'::::: ::c :?:::0tty closE.' to _62 <: ~ ... ~nc!-';eB. All. these figures are 
'-~3:' ::"'r> :,.'.:-';:"'rs only'. Ii' your calcu:l.aticns are,,'t pretty close to these 
Sta. ;.c. s ;;-'0'..:-0 better re-check everyt!1ing agair,~ starting with the accuracy 
of y~~:: sca:e readings. Compare all your weights and measurements to those 
l:"s".:e":' :"n t~.e t.able in ';;.L. ,,*27. Take note of Lou Sunderland "5 corn.":lents 
abcu~ t~e di£ference between the readings of platform va. bathroom scales. 

@ 
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Recently abuilder called me and asked me to do a .... ·t. & bzl. fc::: hir:: 3:-:3 
gave me a set of numbers to ;-'or}.; wit:h that he'd gotten by y,'eighifl? · .. ;1t::-. 
bathroom scales.He had a Lyc. I8J ~n it a"o a C?S prop 2:)d ~he r.1.:'T.;;"?rs 
weren't realistic.He first g:'We a to::al 0;;;pty ""t. c:i 230 1:::5, ·,,-i::;'; 3. :::-::"" 

tail wt. I asked him to re-wei::;:' ... ·il:-!; tt:e best scales ~e coul.d ",CC3:;>:; 2~.:: 
tbis time his e:c.pty wt. was 970"'" <ina his tail w-.:.. "".a5 3.::. 1=-2: '!:-~0.t ',,?:.s 
quite a significant di£ference:--sut. SJ;ch errcrs a:.:e :\QT unCO!'C:1:::'<, ....,:tr. t:::':::", 
::hat use bathroom scales. Be aware that a <1ose heay'v airola;:e could 
likely be a candidate for the f~rs:: ha1f of 3:) c'.:tside loop if t~~e 
~ere extended at a bit too much sneed and flare caoabilitv 
comp=omised. A1so, a good possibility ex:'sts th2t 'I--,i~h st.:ch a cct.:iition t~a 
pitch trim capability would be grossly deficier-t. 

l~~_~~.~~~ f ~!~~E~~f~e ~E~~~_~irL~_~,,~_~~~~~~g"~~E (l:'~~~~ ~~~~t~~~"" ~ea:: ~~~~, 
I am writinq this letter I p:.:c:;,.ise~ yG'.! last st.:::\:":'.er. Key,' that I l;ave 
finished my foldable wing I have a little more <::i;::e cn xy har,as. I 
i;)cluded herein the riveting seqt;et1ce for the cente= ";ing sect::'::>T"l c;. tr:e 
"c" wing. It allows the builder to fabric2te U:'2 ·..:in:j with v::'rL':2.:2y rJ.J::; 
solid rivets 2nd prevents him frem getting backed into 2 cO::-:'2r 3:-,;;3 [:e:;:03 
to insure absolute square ness of the stn:.cture '.,'hile !:i.vR.tiflg, ':;0 !-:",::'t:' J:::'C 

(NOTE; It is assumed all p:re-::ivet ng \.,;o!:"'" has beer: :':2:-:'.;::'...::'--".:2(:, "h·rc-;:,s::.c::-"::'.. 
es completed. Also NOTE that the r ~s i"!ave bee~ :re-r.uffi~e:red =or E2S2 2= 
reference. please refer to the £01 owing diagram.) 

3 A 

'f!M41N~ 
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I. Rivet nose rib #2 to the skin. 

z 1'> 

:\ 

:l 
: I 

2. Install oitot-static, na!.f ant",,,:-,,a cable, and other electrical ca::les 
thru #2 ~ose rib. 

3. Cleco rear beam in place. Posit::'o" main bea::1. C12cos eve=y 0~her ::ole. 
4. Rivet main beam to upper atld 1ot..'er skins fu11 length (except rib ;'ol(-'<,). 
3, Remove r2~r beam . 
6. Bolt on main spar fittings (steel fittings a<:. wing joint). 
7. CleC'o #3 :lOS(' rib in plClce. 2:'1.'02-':' to skin. 
8. Lease posi'!::ion #2 2:-10 :f:3 :::e2.:': :::::':::-,5, 
9. Bolt 226-1 s·wpFC:::t to rear s?:=.r, 

ro. Re-?Osition rear beam v..'/clecos. Sivet to lc;-'er skin only ( all r:cles 
full length, except at rib pcsitio:1s), ---

II. Bolt 226_2 & -3 flttings to rear ~ea~. 
11. Cleco #2 & #3 rear ribs, plus step Flates & suppcrt angles in ;;lace. 
I3. Rivet rear rib #2 complete. (R.e;7;",~;:)er main and rear beaiTI rivets), 
14. Rivet step plate support angles to skin. 
IS. Rivet rear beam #3 comple:::e, li};:e :;:-2. 
16. Positio:1 #1 r:.ose ribs w/cGt;ble~ str::'?s. Rivet co~pletely. 
I7. Rivet =e~r spar to top sk:':1 & doubler. 
18. Position .032 spacer & rivet the most. aft rivet row. 

-Er."'1J-
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(2£~~' ::1<,::0r, cont'd) 
;..;"'~:, DicK, I hepe> this will help same of the guys aut. I h<1Ve a rivet
::-,::; -",,'=:,"12;'02 £0::'- the (, ft. oute.::- w:r:g panels, ,,;hich I'll mail to you for 
a s;~se;~ent newsle~tE''::-. 

(,}.:::-:-., ''';'2 ere in your ce~t for the axve infc and you can bet it REALLY 
.... :i::..l ::e c,f a g.::-eat: deal of he::'p to C~·.' wing builders. We'11 also be looking 
:c~~~=d to the seS~ence for the outer panels). 
Cor.tinuing: "Or:. t!-:e down side of things my wife has become the victim of 
a i'\. I. F. (reduction in force) and therefore I must rcgretably sell my T-I8. 
~~~"~,,,,::,::-~~_21ease __ i,~£~~~.!J:e foll_u,d:ilg __ ~~_~_,_ the ~~ewsle'Lt_e,r'+';:C;7i;-:--C;==:-__ 

C r-" ~':7,"'_' Thorp T-I3, 200hrs. TTA, Lyc. 0-320 E2!), Navcom:KXISO; Imron 
p2.i:-,':. C·"r: be purchased '",ith either the sta:ldard or the convertible wing. 
?:r_iC0 S;:7, 000 ,,-'/"C" I>.'ing 0::- 15,500 w/ standard wing., Also for sale: (I) 
~:2:l~2.::-j ~i~g, co~plete with tlaps a:ld ailerons $3250. (2) One conve::-tible 
~c~ ccr;-.?lete $4500. All prices firm. I\'ill build other T-I8 COIT;ponents 
c::.:-; basis. Interested :s:-arties may write me at the above address 
c= c311 me a 3I7/272-3584.'· Si"cerel'/, John Kleber. John also added a 
~cotr:cte to the effect that he enjoyed building about as much as flying. I 
t!:i:-;/i: r:-,c.st of us can relate to that, too .. ~:ly",ay, we're sorry that you are 
-:::;: :::c: halte to sell your biro, tut the buyer ""ill be getting a good' un. 

::.<: ever at OSH and not e,,,:ly ·.-las the wo;:-}:manship excellent, but I 

~ ,~~~ ;~~:~ ;~;.: S.~~E;a~~-:,~y v:~~e:~~~~'eP:;i-W~~~::;~R;~~( T~j~iS S~~:;:~L J~~~d, 

~ 

?~':e:::-':-:::':'0 .'-'1), 20P';0 hOlS all parts fer center and outer wings finished 
.:.~S flaps ar:a 8:;",e tail parts. Illso has optional V-8 er:.gine and Airesearch 
''';:<:::-::<: !:arger. Also has wingtip, spi!lner, and nose bowl molds {or pieces) 
rice was $I600 w/engi!le, $I200 without. 

E,,-'~ !+::-Ki!ltv posed a question:"~ allowa!1ce be made for future s..€!.tli~s 
::::' t~0 0!lc:: __ r:e ~n ~.i.2: fittir-,c; the ~ ~ s~" Ans: I't se0ms 
::-.::0::' ;::-,c~:t 'I'-I8s do develop SO:I1e a:roop as they pile up hours & cetainly the 
Lcrc ;'-.O;:;;H:S cO comt:ress in service, so it seems sensible to make some 
a:2.~',,·~'":ce, but I dor:"t r,ave any r:umbers. My;~t~'s drooped abOut ~" since new, 
::::::t I've seen SO:Tle with 2 bit 1':18.::-e. If you have the big engine and heavy 
cis p;:::-C?, I'd think it w.?ll wore:!, cor.sideing. I'd like to hear from some 
0= you athe;: tl1.::i:.ders v;ith a couple !--:undred or more hours on it. 

--fj- ::r:::~):~'~ 5"csD!1, 1207 \'alesw2k P:!.., Glendo.::-a, c.~, 9I740 (let~er, quote) 
~Dick, Er:jo'/ the r.E'wslette;:-s. I figure if I glean one idea from eccn issue 
!':.. tGat r::!Jch fa:'ther ahead. Evo?r, ' .. ihe:; I reac 0:: something not ne .... ' to me a 

::e3.l 0-::' confidence is instille'::: in iT.1? to learn of SO!1eone else that's 
:..;.; the same thi!1g ..•.. Kow for a little description of my project: I 

E:artec 2.xut 8 yrs. ago (plans ~819) Picked up an 0-320 with only 800 hrs. 
S~!0. I cverhc:uled it anyno,,'. I took one semester at !>It. San J\ntonio college 
;,--:;,'2;:- ?lant ,-"a.inte"ance ar:d did most of the ""ork in class. (a great place). 
Gl3.sS :::e2.d blasted case, honed & balanced everthing to within % gram. Only 
thir:g I b.ad to replace Has t!le ca.::l. Got a factory re-grind from Lycoming. 

I tou;:-:t a ?a~2.'/ tur!:)ocr.arge,.- salvaged i'rom an .~ero Commander.~\ounting, 
:i-:::: {" pJ.l:.,,8ir.g \,:as Q bar:::el of scakes. Ex~aust system tricky, too. 
=:= a cf cuttir:; and fitting. Ende'::: up with 2~ sets before = got it 
2.l1 (ir:cluding ",'aste gate)inside the cuwl. H"'-ve 4" prop exter.sio!1, Corvair 
8il coole:', CfIT or; all 4 cyls.,EGT, Senser:ich 66-78, and a 't>']';TER/.:,LCOc-rOL 
"';;:""C~IO~: 0:: BY m~ DESIGN .•..•• I use a polyethylene water tank that is 
;:::2ss<::rizeo by a light I>.'t. nitrogen bottle. It's activated by a computer 
s ... ·:.t.ch 0:1 !7\y par.el that energizes a mi!1iature- sol.enoid vaI\'e in line to the 
ca:::~. The injector is mounted in a plate between the sump and carb •....• 
Flc· ... ' tes:s came r:'ght out to my calc:.:lations. Expect to run 30'h E20/~;lcohol 
at. 3 psi th:,u a:1 .03I orfice.This'll crop cyl. head temp IOOo an d let me 
tC9st at altitude. All mv plots and graphs falloff at 39,000 ft,so can't 
· .... a:i..t to find out: what the ceiling will be. Expect or.e hell of a gooe ground 
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(Ken Ha~t:i, ccr,t' d) 
speed @20,OOO ft. with th,=, prop r:ave .... As you've ;Jrot~bly ;:.:e5sEo !:J~' 

now, I have an oxygen tank all p t;.:::oed in ...•... Am cuild:'ng t:,e :'016ir:g 
'",ir,s, si.nce I only 1i\'0 3 miles !:'0m the a iq.-'Ort , so I've ;:;2:::"'?'-:"'::; SC-:TE' 

of the old wi>:!,; pa;:-ts ..... I've rc:.:J:':::ed off r:'.'! re,,;:- dec:":: .. ;::; ''':5::-::; ::":::~:-:;::'2S 

b;.1cket scnts from a dU;1e bJggy, ",·ith a pai::: of rt.ini cu"s ie, '::.:.,:I::.C:.:':: :::c·,·:,. 
and braced the bulkr.ead ber:ir:d tte front Seats ...• could 90 C:' . .5,; ::;:; 2!x;:.::: 
the masssive amount of wirir:g behi;-:d the pa:1el, harr:esseo !-:e!:'e 3C':: "tj-,'::::-0. 

Lighted push button r<.ike s" .. itch 0::: stiCKS, entire ;:;a.:::el ir,::i:::<?c'::l:i Ii.';: 

g~~t~:\d:~r~b~~~t~~a~~~:::-~:r;g~~a ~:n~~~~t~ t~e ~r !~'~c~;~~t~~~l i:ap5, . ~~~~.:~~_ 
r:cd mv ol>.'n 101>.' fuel senso:::-. It >"o:.::r,cs an electric boe!='e:::- ::'2SSt-;ES a:-. 
LED @ a pre-set level. T:--:e ::;,.; 's grot:p has a co;::;'! oi ':::-.'-8 :-;::"' .. :. It's 2-

b::'t stalemated ;10W, since I aor:"t tne :-7\::;ney, back':;-.:; ::;:::- :::7.\:.~ ::::: ';:;:'::5;; 

it thru type certificatiO:1 ...•. So:::e ;u::th'2r aet2.ils 0:-; :-.'.' :::::::::-':; s\ ;,::t~: 
I'm picking up air thru a 2's " dGct, j<::st in fror:.t o£ the ;:~l:'~:::le-rs or: ::-::: 
left bank. This is routed to the turbo outout of the turci,.e, is dt.:c'.:e:: 
to a pressure box. I oought a "deep draw::'" alur:1ir.um bex ir;:;;::-:, Zero ~:fS', tta':: 
is complete with co\'~er ... Did some hole cutting and iosta:'l>?':: :;',,';:; =lap?2r 
type doors in the box that 2.:'2 linked together with a turr.::::.::c'::'e . ?!-;e 
other port is ducted to a "not rod" air clea.ner that: :-,3.\ ... <;" ~::-·..::-,te':: cn ::r:0 
inside of my cowl, so ,,'hen or:e doer is closed, the Ot:-"2:' :2 crO':":. O:,.e ,,~,. 

is filtered <lir for g:::our.d operaticr:, the oLher is ra,-" ai::- & :t.:::-::'.:: 
Fuel is fed thru the box thru a ~ulkhea::1 fitting, as ·,·;o2l::' "'.;; 2" .. 

'dater injection [, mani':old S0:iSor. I have a Holly !'liSr. ;0::-:::cr;,-2::-:::-<2 :t.:el 
pump. This is a motor c,.i\,p;- type and beats the r.ecx cut c: ':::'e ;::::.:122::r.::; 
type. It's capable of 14 osi ia' 90 r;PH, so the ,.·-, ... ·llc-~.,. 'co :-f',..;:?,~t! It 
has a built in regulator and a:-J independent or.e in line ... ,,",O::'\: gc H.tc 
detail here, but manifold press'..!:"e f::::om my pressure box regul<3.tes fuel 
pressure .... The tur:::.o has '::0 r.av0 oil pressure fee to it to Kee;::: ':::5 ::',3.:';-, 

bearir.s floating. '!'he hot rod boys are tDrning them u? to ~2::; oec' l':::--: ••• 
80,000 is nor!1'al ... The turbo ho.s to be mounted high encll>;:-: tc: .:;et := dece:--,:-. 
drain back to the sump ... 'above the r.orr.tal oil level, i::-: ;025 i::.::, "'. T~,(' o:--.l~· 
other alternative is a scavenge pu:;'".p (s0methins else to ::;:::. ·;.:::c:-:;:'. :::-,is 

':'~l~r~~r~~; ~t:~~~k~~ ~~:r~~:::. ~e~:~s~iil d;;~~ t m~~~\~:; ~~.i.~3.~~~~~~,~~r::ki~-; 
injection syste::l in a later letter:' ..... Sir.cerely, :~er:. ...... 7~.:..s lr~:t0r 

£,ot lost in rr.y files scmel:o'{", as I ::>2C'O it: last year. :\:e:-1. c-:", 
enclosed 3 photocopy pictures that are llnsllitable ::0':· "2;:~ !:; 

cut if we can get SOLe good, sr:arp!J [., '."I p:'z ',,·0":'1 sere :'-..::-. ::~. 1-0 __ :r COl.:' 

say after re-reaoi:1g Ker:"s letter is tha;:: ar.y;:;r:e th2:.t .s~'~·s t:-:sc :...: .. :_ 
are unimaginative and afraic to experiment ",'ith aO'J3.:'lce;:; '.:e2":C;,:(,"':-:-s 
concepts just aren"t up to date ,.;ith things. ;'ny'",ay, Ker:., tha~.t-:s: a ::':"c.ch 
::or sllcn an itl-::o:,~atil.re letter. Just wish more would fellcw \-:;u~ ex,;::::-ple 
in sending in details or. their p;:-ojects. 

In recent months I' \.'e received several COIT',:T;ents on tt.'~";,,.P'~+''::-;-;:~~-'':'--'~. 
the A frame lar:eing gear (5545) as supplied ty Ken ~ r~9~~-
of the follmd,ng report by P,'1te ?eck should serve to ::'l:;':.:::-.i:-.a-;::e s;::-e c: 
tne r,lisu:1ae:rstar:di::g that has arisen, Prices 0:1 everytl-:i.;-,::; 21-02 0:':1: 

of sight (been to the grocery lately) ar,d when we buy ar:yt:hi:1S scr~<ec~e 

else spends their time a!'.d labor to fabricate, invests T:-;21R ::1C~r.2-y in. ;:2:: .... 

materials, pays the rent and utilities and taxes and ir.s:.::=a~ce on a 
takes the time and bears the expense to package and delLl'er ::'::;r 
it certainly see~s reasonable for them to expect to ~2.ke 2. pr8fit 0:". thei::
endeavors. Remember, toO, that when you pu::::chase a fabric.3.ted iter:'. that 
you are paying a certain amount to eliminate the gamble of ~nsatis=actory 

parts. 
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--"-~--.--.. ~"2UF,r-:~G yet?. O'it~ !.ANDING GEAR" by Pete Beck 

Mr. & Mn; Peter K. 8eck 
8112 Queen Elizabeth 8:vd 

Annandale. VA 22CX',3 

Di'oa.:" ;:lie>;:; 

~_S~ a note on a 

(;'.60''/'£ 
f 
~of 

A 
items W0 have discussed recently! 

"_~:.-, Co;' ~..? COSTS 

, 
A:: :;: :!:'e~all. Ken Kno,vles gear is 00\'1 q) to around $550, B..'1d Inar,y 

a::~' consicering bl~ilding their O\\Tl. gear. I would like to offer 
<:'J ::;',,:;;, on this, h80_ng now travelled the build it ar.c t..'1e buy 
::.: .:-::c:::es. ;.y 1'-18, ~Q/:;r originally had a standard "boughten" gea:', 
~~:"'-,;;' ::::x:: 'J>e cays when '"e all t'10ught 5220 Wi'U'; a bunch* Last yei:.':!:' 
_ .;:::-c::--:.:::' :'c:;~d tj-,e T-18 off a highly c!m-med and bent my right 
;;-2"-:::' :-:,::-.:-:, or.d had to re!::>;Jild the whole qea.::-. .:.t or not, there 
","",S i'".: ;:::':·.2r ca:::-.2ge to t.'lE' air::.Jlane, a1thou'=lh it got stood up on its nose. 
:. c~~ :::y:..r.g t..'1e !O~'7:e prop w;d eve" today!) You, Dick, kindly 

~ ;;5.:"'" :;'" T':,~ sear y~~ ha~ bel1t a slinil:".r 'flaY on the theory that I c~u1d 
c-.:_ a;2.:7 and res?.l.::.ce tbe t..'1e two good nalves, bu-:: that was not poss:Lble~ 
(:;-:.;e ;:,.:: -:..'-;e~.r di.fferent le.-.,gths.) Ir-,stead I woufud up remanufacturing two 

:::.'<c3i> ::",,:''10$ of tw::> seacs, or the equivalent of one gear. For reference, 
te...."e c...:-.-: "t::)e cost,::;! 

2~~::::£ 

:;:=ic 

'I'ubi."1g (E&F Aircraft Sc.pply, O",klmVD In) 
\lelding 
Eeat: Treating 
Snipping (to and from beat treat) 

:l.:! or62::. 

1141 
175 
126 

-t.'1e ;:lost availc.ble ar.d best pr::'ced t.ul:::ing for 
.;::: ,-~t le:;s;: as oi a ye:;:: ago. They 

:",::'::: in .] :JL:.nC.'1 haC!: "nen 'l'- W<O. ""'-''-' '''"." ~" <.-'''~ Kcn Knc"les 
:..·~.s;-.'t eve."1 ~t: busir.ess. Tn,"~x p;:ir::e3 ,1 yeur ago beat ev~'r.yone else's. 
cr.c ~,ei::: pe~' foot COStS include cutting 2.-'1d drop chc.rges, ave,;;-aSi"'d 
:;','0< 81 onL~rs. aud these charges in 'WheT: you arc 
--::; '=.l.is ;:<':;;;::.::9 -

'"' ..... ~,- ,", ,,,,-,. 

iii 'f!'?lding the g2ar WilS not sQ~et.'1i:ng I ","'anted to tackle myself _ I 
;.~::: "eithe.::- t.'1e skill nClt t'10 A certified airc:::"a::t ,.;elder 

:..~ ;;::0;: ::-.0. - he~i=ces, CJ.sh on no checks, at a redc:cec rate, 
e..-.:::: ::'r: sti2l \Va5..'1't c.'1eO\;>. It m;Jr-~)0:':>'<7 -':" ~Q'l-let", a:::::i I 
~'.: it ''1 ell 1"cced UD, etc. l·;y tha.~ .. \:s to Paul Shiflett for the loCh'" 
<:: z..:'s jig~ It turned out beautifully - better beading and pe...,etration 
L"'.""" :':;en's gears. wr.ich are excelle."1t. 
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• "BUILDING YO:JR O~~ LARDI~G GEAR" (co,.t' oj by PETE 3"'CK 

" Heat treating is the real irnpedi:r,ent to doing ya;.r 0\.r,:"J. gear. It is 
nearl:{ illlpossible to find so .. .eone 'Who: 

has t..';e size oven needed 

car. schedule it in wit'l ot.'1e:::" \<;ork ::-eqt.:.::'r~; -cr.0 S<:'"Ue 
hea.t trea.t c:':':',es, te:i:1perotc.;r0s, etc. 

\,rill do i-:: ~-O:!:' i'l renso!1",:::'-le :;.::-::':.:q 

Tne ~ n:.ason ::: got the price I ::'ic. ;";;]$ "diat :....c:, SlU:~e.::-l2..,d incl1;cec 
it in a lot of 6 gears that he was able co get C9ne ~ ~~~~. 

• Other than t.'v,-::s.o, t:rivia.l matters, act,lal fiibricat:;.o;} -::00;': but 1? 
hours 0:' ;;;:':<' 0\>TI tiIr.e. 

• 

Fr.,; ".'8L,2,Q 

:0::-02 

Qil SA::-~E~ 0::' F':SlG;,~ IT:':X f 

~ 

* 

01:0 01" 'C:'.0 T-:6s in ~'1is "u'ea hac;; ;r-2,sh2? a:-.d ,;::':::-ed ot:t his ;-e~ '" 
couple of months 2£8. ;'k pu:"ch2:sed 2 new ;;c,,;: ::'0 .c"p;.:::':0 i-:. =.:': exo;_ .. -.::':'~:..r.:; 
the darnsgcc <;;e?:,t:, 

~,oreover, ti-:I?~' ::By 
t'::r_t b moun'::':-~<;; 

tile (,xIes tc tl:0 o'.v:le,:: r:Gci f:n"ccd t:J t:sc ~" ~Qlts ::on 
the tcpt ... .'O hGles bec,,-'.)s;::" tLe )',010s 1.'1 t::e ~:2;;r \-/0;:::2 r:ot 2. ;1.;.11 
5;:6". 

-:"'--:::'3 ?=::;:c:-" ;-:0 ::::,'i': 
on all axel ;..:~. 3:::;,;::,;'", 

::"'1dicate-d thiOt ::hey :T.2.y use aT:. ~:':e.=-si:::;(.d }-;c::'e t:;J tj--,E, C;"'C2::- r;r::'or 
welding, bc;-t that try to be s::n;, th"t it is O?0..-,~ C\;;;. :':;';;'2;::. :, 

co.se YOClr o'-lght ti;: thOSE: hole s.!zes on ne',,' O .. :--L:c":""::'-::'-"-
are opc.)"'ed ou'C~ :ris.--,d wasr::'t as iOrt1.;.fGte 0.::; l<.";-:."",,: ;:;e,,-=-

gave Hay, he ski-cdcd tile nm\'lay 0:::: his nosC', bcP.t ti,e cr3I'~\; ;::,d has 

0. complete er-,gine ;.-e~uii5d job 0:-:' his hands ::or a ~~':;;':,-;~",,;;!~;'i;~;"'C2 
While the axle bolts ~not r.o.ve bee.'1 ';;.he p::::L'Td.::::2' CciUS2, 
appears t.'1.at they ,,'ere contributory. 

All 1/:0. best, 

(;,/
~ 

f;{ter 

. . a 10-~1 ~ ~q I had given Pete an old gear that had been q~ven me::::,'! _ "_~ ~_~~ 

builfe:r that had let his son fly ar;j had crou:1dlooped it PL-'{ ·r;-
- - J TUMIi? co-r71MT IT VIP;J'--r $llcl/Ei tV/)! Ar.y 4"cAE'l. 
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E,,:;:'::;se.= re draw;r9s on the ar,gle of attack indicator that we have installed 
i;: c __ r T- 8, ',':Y):Q. I did c(;;:-,plete the A.o.A. that .. :01'"':(:0 on the.Jilio.to 
:::ell a"1~ ic:ht. but before mounting that one. I saw this one on Mr. Pagel's 
T~er..;e II. r.e explained it and sent r:le a unit that he had for testing. 
T::is .."rk.s on a ootentiO"leter with a vane directly mO\inted to it, This sends 
a s~;;:i!l thrcugh a c~rc:.r:t and amp. meter, The meter is than marked for the 
iO~;1e C7 at::c.ck. ~~r. PaaS!l~.!l_.!t~neer for the ROSS-::Q:mt Corn. and they 
:;;::("; ir:s'tn,;:--,ents for mili::ary planes. airlines, space craft and many other 
';·::;:"est1~; thir.gs. His address is: Rov PaC:21, 6324 ~lo:"'<lan S. Richfield. MN 
~:!2:. r~J!r ~Lt!r_".~-i!i~~J£n~cr7,.,cJG) 
)o,e :-':Jr.:.ec our angle of atta:::k p:-ior to Oshkosh las~t~y~e~'~r~.'-cItn'~S-;;q~U,~t"e;-
se-5~::"'e- to turbulance. 'f9LCjl.B..j!djust the .r:eedle both at the cruise end 
2r: :~e $t~11 end. Once 2djusted, Green, Yellow, and red strips can be 
;-",t c;- tr.2 ~uO!ge. h'e have our A.'J.A. adjusted so with 1 notch of flaps, 
2 ;ecp1E a~:::2rd. approaching at 95. it is just in the green. Our sta1l 
ccc:"'s at :he low end of the red. We want to co SOr.le ;;:ore adjustments in 
:~.::: ::reO!. ;',:;otr_er thing tI,at is noticed is' that with different weights, 
:r.2 i:~;1es ... il! be different. I-Jith more weight, it will take a steeper atti
t·..::" ~ b:2P the sa::!; angle of attack. Tr,e flaps will also change the angle 
COO ~~:2:1:. fjith the vane r.1Cunted on the outer portion of the wing and the 
f:~:s :~. the ir~~oarc!. 'too'hen flaps are put on, the nose pitches down and the 
2);;:e cf attack goes dOrm also. I a;n nct sure of \~hat to do with this. 
:;"',2 very qC::>d thing that it shows is. that with increased load, you have 
i.,;erE~s-=d angle of attack. \-Ie have sloy,ed to approach speed and banked 
s~;c:"":::!y a!1G watched the angle of attack go quickly in:;o the red. This is 
s.:'''::;':"'9 ta..;sht in training, but when you see it here, YOu remember it 
t:o:te" 

;.:;:--;2r area it is handy is on c1 imb. }Ie have a spot marked so that with 
:;-:.;: -:.:.17' fuel and Ethel ar.d I aboard, we clirr,b at 100 I,;PH indicated. 
i:~ f:/:l f"el and baggage, to maintain the same angle, we had to maintain 
:J ~ 115 ~,?!1, 

e fE':,1 t~at we have a lot to learn about th1S. but it has taught us a lot 
t~a T-13 and h'hat t1e wing is doing. I ~tOJldn't;o so far as to 

.,..,> :;;.;t the. aits!)eed, b~t the t.O.fl.. is a handy teol als0. 

:'::s: ]2=':"' I ~er,tioned that ",'hen '",'e have full fuel and just one "board, 
:".~: ',,;::h tr.e airspeed 90-95, we get a buffet on the elevator and a pitch 
c,., c:n :re rrCse. \.Ie added..L£.J.:.Q!J.illis to the tail to try to ~ove the C.G, 
a t~: c:ft. fie eu:: an inspection hole belOW the elevator 3\" X 51-;;:" and 
li5e~ 2 ;:ieces of 1;0" thjck lead plates with a piece of .040 alum on top of 
i~. ""his ~s t>clted to the lower lonaerOI"!S with 4 #10 bolts. This moved the 
r-::y C.::::. tK:ck .75 inches. This helped but ~Ie co:.;1d ~t111 feel tne buffet 
.. ':- :~~~ Lel ar.c cne aooar(!. ethel telt tnat it 'too'as !,;";Jre cQ::1fortable to her. 
: ::~.: ,,::.'1t to go 'to::> far aft as we don't have fiJll fuel that much and with 
~~_.:; ,..~ 1 ~ 7IJe 1, t",ere is DO buffE't. The mai n reason tha t we notice thi s is 
:"~: ::::-;'2; ar.d ! are both quite 1ighL She is about 125 pounds and 1 am 
13::; :";t;..:-.cs. 

f::.r t:".! r,ealth, I just got out of a plasma exchange and am waiting to see 
: it c':e$ for me. They took my plas:na out and put sw..e sterile plasma 
" "ii .• ; can't complair. and have !:een Going pretty gOOd. He hope to make 
<'0,,:'- t~,-:s year also,"Lora 'rlilling". ( It is lllu1tipie sclerosis that I have.) 

?If; tt:J{f3);~;J;(d;/fri7Le1?®~1 
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:,r-.3.:·_ks gai.r: Gle:l:l and Ethel for the info. It's' greatly appreciated.l,n 
·!.-:-Sl.-: s .;';:t2CK ir.dicator wculd see::1 to be a very useful item. There are 
:::';:-.'25 '," e:--: ... ·;2 tight · .... ant to fly ,3 little slower than Vs+ 30X. on approach, 
::.:':: -,,'l-:: t::e :rather poor pre-stall bu:£et that most T-ISs have, most all 
0: us t.;s:.;ally pad t!";at figure a little,tco.My T-I8 indicates 58-60 at 
s::a:"'l ",;it:' b.-a people and I r..ormally approach at 90 until about 200 ft. & 
::!-:er. ::: r.;ay .. ·;ork it back to cross t.he fence at 80 if I am going into a short 
=:.elj. r~cicentally, I feel that to go in and out of any field of less 
::.;--,;:;:; 2::;00 f';:. with t,,'o people aboard and an average 10 mph wind is using 
:.:.? :-:-.os::. of our oorm~l saiet.y reserve (and that" s a field with no abst.:::' ns 
2:": ei::::el:' e:1c;. Kith r80 hp and a cor-.s::.ant speed prop you might safely 
:';:-,8C~" a co:.;?le of hundred feet off that i'igure and the ne", .. airfoil mig!":t 
t;;::,::-:: a,.c::.r:er hundred more off. In ':ery hot weather, ligbt or no wind, aod 
a ;::~rf fiel~, a 2100 ft. field is my personal minimum, unless it's aease 
c: "na·"e to". I'd be interested in hearing how other T-IS owners feel 
or; the aXve. I also ","'onder how many of you make a practice of using a 
f~::· ... ·3rd slip en aPB::oaeh, with flaps extended? My airplane slips very 
", .. ell with ~u11 (30 ) fla]?s. John Thorp doesnWt recommend (or approve) or 
tr::.s, b\.!t I've done il: hundreds of times aod some so steep I've had to 
-.;se ::..:11 rued",::: and MY airplar;e lets me know when I am clOSe to the max 
ccnt:::ol li,;'.it. {I'm not advocating it for anyone else. Just curious). 
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6) DIMENSION lJPDl',TE, DR)"K'7'~G =-485: From Dick .l\ms:Je:1. 16';3'; Co:-:cc::-d,F::-2SC:, 

Q 
!f
A:. 

d) 

Mich.,98026 
He says:"we purchased C:evelo.nd wheels and made cur ax:;'es c.cd r€:::;;i e::$ ::0 
the prints. The drawi~~~::_4.8.?_!},,-. lq,!1oer has the correct o. D. :J::':;-~;-,s on, 
as the seals on tott: s:"des 0-: the ",'heels are the 5'::",e size :":c\o,'. T~e • £'3<;-
1.658 dia. should oO'l<'::e :!:.7S0- 1.754". 

He also refers to an 013 newsletter about scmeJ'''-':-i.''-;'",,'',.'cC'''''-"-''::;+,2::':-'l''':" 
fuel tank cradles to kee:J the tank fro;:! der,tir.o 
done ...... A!'JS; "No. I:: ',,'as an isolated i:;s-cance anc ,,-as 2 :es:.:: c: t:hE-
Luiloer's Wlureto p:operly tighten the tank str""ps." ::;ick a s:) su.:: 
a little sketch o~ the toO skin "cap~, that is an extens~o~ of ~e to~ s 
ano sits on the toe :)f -575 & ~57G tulkheads (u~~e: t~e base;:: t~e £l~ 

He wants'" to SPli!: it :::,,,.,, the- middle to provide ir.sre2-::::8~. 9:::':::'0'2'9 i:1 :::--9 

~i. ~~ ~ ~~"~}N~;2"~~!;; ~~': i 1 ;~;:;"~~" ~~"·~;~~~e-i-F:~-~ ~:~t~e~: -~~'~.~=~~:~ ~~e 
make the part easily :::en',ava1:::1e(or openal::;le) a:1d <.:l-:ey all 8.;;-e::-. to .... crk 0-"'::: 
okay .... Some have t.;sec a length of piano hinge <led .90:7:;: ;;2':e t.;sej t\o,·O 
separate piece-s, with ar: overlap taking i:1 tl-:e erlti.::e top s·..;::,,;::e. SOl::2 ';:~ 

or fastener, screws, ca~lock, etc. then joi:1s the overl2~?ed pieces. This 
is a spot that you ca;; 1..:S;:: your ingenuity ..... 

Minium cost J~,?o::- the cockpit: PIS I also ecit a:-:d \o,':ite ct.:::- :;';),-al 
chapter N.L .• I thouS~~ this ar~icle 1:::y one of o~r ch~9~. ~e~=e:s ~=~!~ 
1:::2 of i~terest to T-I2e~s: 

"vihile preparing ::cr a trip to QSH in a Cessr:a, it !:e(:c.!7.e 
we would be more cor:::fortable if we could COrr:::lu;:::'c2.te "'"i~l":oL;~ 
started with this l::;2.sic ijea; If I car. put audio frat":": ;.,;' ca.::!,....::::;; 
the othe: 600 ohr.. he2.dset. a"c vice versa, I can ~3.ke a sir;,ple :':-:~ercc" .. 

It would be nice to be able to switch the pilot's >:".:'f;2 t:J r.cr::;--.al ::-.=;dic 
function nad haVe rec'c audio in !Joth headsets. This also a1:'ows aucic ircr 
an AM/FM ro.dio to be piped in, which is nice on a len; XC . 

Use plugs ar.::: jacks to :natch what your installat.ic:" 2,;:-02-::Y :-.3S 2:--.6 ':.'0~ 

will ce able to rev;::::: back to normal in case of a"v ;;i-:::.cu:'t:v \o,·i::r: :::-;E' 
intercom in flite. Eut: since there are no transistc~s, c:: a;;v c:::-;sor 2C:::"le 

devicE'S in this interco:r., reliability should te very, very S~c;:L ::--:e- ::c,,_·· 
level ir.to ~he headset' ':5 about all a person wic:r. r:cr~31. h",;;;:: c;:n: 
but since it l~ a passive unit, it can't make up fer a hea::i~S _~55. ~e 

no trouble commu:::icatir.g ' .. .'ith this Llte:com .'One t!;e p::ice · ... 'as R:;:Gr."'T. ~ cij 
not waste audio ;:::O',,'er !Jy putting my aL:cio ir.to my O'l<·r: h22Cset, <,-::;d vice 
versa, since I felt tnere was little to spare. Tl-:is takes 2 little getting 
used to, as it m.'Okes yo:.:. thin", yo:.:.r '(like is .:leou, wi::~o-...::: tc-:e s 20':.cr,E'. 

Since this was a :::emporary installation, I Fic~ed L:? "he:::: ·.SC :::':O:<:l tl"-,'l 
cigarette lighter. I::i:)r.'t: omit the- filter ci:ipacitor, or ycu 'I<'i: r.ea.:: all 
the hash on the DC buss. 

See page rOa 
for complete 
circuit diaSra~. 
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i?.:..':':::':'s 
:::ea.=:;:-.:>;-;e 

:::.::;il::.::.· S 

;0''';;':;::-::.::;:-.::.:"", 

:c;:':'::'Ct.' s 
:oea=;:::or;,e 

?:::::"$ 
:-,...;,.:;::-::.:;::-.;:;r;,e 

o v ~,l r'~h n '" 1 ' " lti 

W
yo,ll J\3 

I 
w R5 '"T~-'~';W 

n vol C~ III 
lti 1ft-----. 

J 
VDC 

"'-;i,"" 

o v ' L 

::::C.-e:::;:;::- S· ... :. :'c:-. 

~ -<>---..r v ~ 
, , 

~..a:;:::.: 

5.:::f/12V F.1 828..1t 1/2 \>"att 

5::-.::/:2\" " 82:J .It. In Wat.t. 

C3 :2000::\:!16V " 39C..IL 1/2 "att 

" 39: .n.. ::./2 "'an 

,,5 12..Jt. l/2 ''<It.t 

;';.::::io :::r:. 
Fro:;:-, Racio 

o:..J~y£: 

S .. :.t.ch 

!'like .. ?7.T. 
'::0 Racio 

'l'!:'2 a::x<:e '"as cesig:led 1:'1 Ed Lawrence, a Chapt. r68 member, and also 
k:-.::>,::-. 2..'0 ::;;SSv,'D for you com!:lo haml f>< T-IS buffs. 

\<11':0 lh-",5 in SlidelL LA (Kew orleans) tells me that he 
B03 ~::OORE., w!-;o recently moved to Slicell fro;n Los Angeles, 

eyes :?O?;cec '.<.'hen he saw Bob's highly modified ~-I8. It has a 
?::::o.:-::':lin and 3 bl?oe cis 2E:2.E.!. a tri cycle ret!:'actable Gear, electric 

0'.._" 5. ::::-i~, !2J2~l_l..ay."-s, till-metal cowl aGd wir.q tips. The wiGg has 
:::e2~. ~ve::! for,,'ard .;." to compensate fer the extra wt. in the nose and a 
C:::::-:==:.~ :::-. 025 also been added. Tony says the ."mrkm3.r.soip is superb. Bob is 
a ::-2::_=~;:: );"ilVY aircraft mechanic. Tony says he'll get some more dope on it 
:'2'::e: 2.:"",::: ?erhaps a picture. Tony's 'i'-I8 is also gettir:g pretty close to 
~e: ; re~ay to £~y. After Tony saw Bob's metal wing tips he decided to go 
::~2 =8~t2 i~self and said they came out to please him. He says they are 
"'::: ::'''':r '::c hi..~ ones 0" a Grumman Tiger in shape. He's sending me a pattern 
=c, i:-,s::ect: 0:":, Hare on this later, 

• An alternate me tho'; of ELECTRIC TRTM is preser;t:<::;:; :::elo\.o:, 
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<9 

M~ear Dick, For once I'm not Writing you about needing a missing N.L_! 
Seric:..l;s~,::" you have a thankless job coordinating and publishing the N_L_ 
a~,.:! .. ? a:l appreciate it, but seldom thank you for your efforts. 

I' \'€ enclosed a sketch of the accesS panel for -the FUEL TANK SENDER~ 
:' \.'" ,,;2ec_ Obviously if one plans ahead early er.ough and moves tl;e sender 
::'cca :.~~ s:igh~ly the cover plate would end ~p totally round. I was able 
to s i? t::;e .040 doubler between the skin and the 528 char.r.el and then 
::e-:: \-et:. 

A~ct~er tip I'd pass alo~g is my method of ~ending the .090 4130 steel 
• fo.:: mY 500 x 5 Goodyear brake and Rattray wh?el pant bracket. 

The main problem is jogaling the 
steel at tr:e fwd end. I needed a tight 

down and then up (or an in and then 
out) bend alor:g the 5" wide stock. I 

ended up by ?u~ting a ~aw kerf halfway 
.thru the tl,ickr:ess by re-sawing on a band 
sa ..... '. The bends are then very easy. For re
inforcement I then skip-welded across the 

Doul3J...E:I7.. ~... __ 

~040 2.C.':t"l-TI~ 

-" .. 0 
/.> -----COVE:12. //4 

.02..'r 4o,t.;:-p3 / ..... ~' 

/ 

/ l& // 

~.2.S-1L;> 

I ! E'O\.l~T'!"',"" 
~ ItWl£r:;: (T"'~) 

....... , I 

(/).. ,?-, 
,'\ 1 
; " 
I \ - '-

!JVh V 
kerf to restore the needed stiffness. 

Back when LDS was doing the N.L_s I had a few of 
~~ the Corvair coolers and filter brackets. I've been 

/ 
/ .'1< 

K " " \ 
l \ 

• I 

~ able to pick up a few more that I'd like to clear out 
a:: r.ly garage . 
'2 £lIter adupcers I'll sell for SIO.OO each, and 5 of the ~E 
OC5703/3I54~53 at S20 OQ pa., and ~ of the finer tili9~ee type 
S0 at 520 00 ea. E2ch item ~~us a $2 UPS fee or ppd.All coolers 

.:ore 2" x ~"x 6~" st:::lncarc Corvair parts, cleaned and pressure tested to 
1-rc;.t'S :;:: ?s:_ C'.':'.e are a little dented, so first corr.e, first served with the 
I ( j ::es::::.'::: E' lot. I only Lave one of the larger 12 plate coolers, which I 

a:::l :':;st=~ i:-'9 C>l mv T-I8. 

2 ;:-"R 
!sou 

--~;:02"'::-:9 0:;" cDoI'e:::-s i.?:",doil system -'lum!::;'::':-:g I'm a bit confused on the 
sizE' c:: cil li:-,e8. I g'uE'SS the recommended sc!'.e;,;"e is !:rom the fitting above 
~~2 sc~~~~ on ~~e rea:::- case thru the filter to the cooler & return via the 

?2.:': c:-: the case. If we close down a I/8 ~PT fit:ting at the screen to 
::::: ciB. I assu;-ne the .rest 0-: the plumbin::j can be 1/8 NPT with AN 

::-,::::S;:,,, 0:: -.; "'~2e. 1.'0 this th~) concensus? Some c£ the olde:::- NL's spoke of 
'-< ~;?:- ::::'.:;';;;s a:;o I can't see why- if we·ve rest.::icted pressure fitting 

I ::c 2~~~C~ . 7 -.IOO d~a. The eng~ne 2S an 0-290-G4, by tne way. I'd l~ke 

, 
AH '!tC.k-Si'';l.-L \ 

R-I"'I(.~-.ot.. t-<u' 

(~ fC''''€) 
, , , 
~0 

- --

l 
::.::: -'1.e .Ol.~ ccm"'e:<ts. "Sf:r: Cp"Yl,""""r51/r S Ck/ h;;. A-N '{LID-I.( 

c- :;:'e l"'GucL.on s"~"'(m: Do yeu know of anybody maklng the #751 seal for GR,\\I£r:. 
':"~ C2::;: = ... r box? (; rs. ,""a. Do anv of vou?} Is tr,e Thorp lnduct10n system (Pr'I...AU;-~) _ ~ , __ 

s::::_ t-= ::~cC;":llns:oe"~ 'O'l' ~o? I assl.::ne tl-e care neat 1S pulled 10 ~rorn l..f.2~- B.c. C. rvfil. TArt." -5 .. £"i.Pff4 -::'-2 tc_:; c: ;:~'" cu.'''' ana wlt:hout a_ defu;~t~_ r::~~_-:'...'..l'" or snroud around, he ;:=0 p _ 
-=-~-_": ~_cc'::.'" :=e:.:::"G::>I-1M6V7S;f! OA/ pC 2Z4 _H~6rll\... l Ac.c.~tS I...,I;.-r:::._ 

---- ~-::--:.:-""::- :::~:li:;·;;;_('-;:,t. on .X1:}CVAL'iE-AC~C.LSEPOR':' o:'-\\1-<EEL'J5A'R'I'5' may be .:!.n ...),Gl...~'R."'&-IH - " -- -~ 
I ::::-,:",.::. : '-:3.·.·02 Rattray "jet flo"," wheel oants, ';"'!-:ic~ are quite tight around 

~ 

~~e ~~::e a~d w~eel. To get access to the valve stem with an air hose(to 
~;:: ,;: low ti::'e) I cut a 2" dia. hole forward of the outboard attch 
2.;::: r closed the 2" hole with a plastic cap plug(samples from local 

S~;?:::':;r. The plugs snap in place and grip t!1i';; fi!Jerglas. Much simp;Ler 
:::-.=:< a hi::ged panel like Cessna and I trust they will stay inplace during 
£li.::;':;'::. a:;:! landing, but no confirmation of ::his yet. 

?c::, actl.:al valve/air inpl.:t I will screw 0" valve stern extenders (auto pa 
?2-.::t:) ~t3.:: are long enough to penetrate a 2" hole. 

T::2t"s it for now,Dick. Best wishes fo:::: holidays & I look :torward to 
::,":;t:::' cc:::::e:1ts_ Sincerely, John" AGAI,u / 356# ~l1?eWrr'~ ~ ~,{A 
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POS.; c..::'.R3 F8R 0-290G: 
1 '\'e r:iO.a several letters and phone calls the past few months from 

~ui16e=s t~a~ are planning to use an 0-290-G or actually installing one 
i::. t~e:= ;:r2ject a:-:d all seem to be having difficulty locatir,g ar. ~J,-3 
cr ~::'.-..; .:~:::!:;_ .; £'2 ..... seeIT'. to be available, t.ut the price is out of sight. 
C~e sc';';,;::icc: ::!ay be the POSA C.i:l,RB. The price is certainly right. Pete 
GO~Z~:2Z. :3:8 Server Dr., Colorado Springs, co, B09IO has had an 0-290G 
1.\"'. t-,is T :3 ::0r quite a few years and his comments on the POSA will be 
ci ccr.sider2tle interest: 

"fjear :)1c%, I have been flying the .E:.a.sa....with no large problems. The 
main or:e right 1.0'" being the' different mixtures that I get as the fuel 
level in ,,! tar,.k changes ... too rich "}.Den the tank is full zno onlv slightly 
=ic~ '",":-e~ :;:' 2 O;);..'n to ::Jy pe:r-sonal feel mini,;mm (6 oal100s). John Monnet 
s.::ys t.:",e .:: 3/'; lb. re:;J'u1a;tor, but I can't see it working u::less a fuel 

is :.;;;:ed,since :<lax fuel p:::'essure with tank full is less than!.;: lb. 
ca~'t S20 the regulator being activated at any time using only gravity 

feed. 

Oni? cf the local fello .... s ",.'ith an 0-290-G had a Lake injector on it 
3;;0 re;;:;'aced :.t vnth a posa. He feels he is getting"'"5'efter results with 
::he ):OS3.. 5e also ;:'I?cently installed a Posa in a" 0-320 ~n his E.,\A biplane. 
'l':.E:::'2 is ",Iso ar.other in a Cassutt. HE? says the 0-320,develops more static 
aQd per:::::;.:::;:',s nicely in the air. (Wrm 7f.!E ilbs~ 

n2 t.:: ~een burning a mixture of Av gas and no-l~ad auto gas in the 
C~S::OL:'.:t .... tr; no problems. Just the other day he drained all the fuel from 
t":-'.e Cass',,:, t and replaced it with straight regular with no apparent change 
in performance. 

;,:: €::: !:e t:ad placed the ....E£3..on the biplane ;"'ith the 0-320 and adjusted 
t~e - e:::i~; needle to the optimum with Av gas and flying it a few times, 
ir:cl;.;::; ;.? pc:;'licg a homel:::uilt Cherokee glider with it, he tried no-lead 
2~tO sa in i:: with the result that it ran too rich, forcing him to re
adjus't :-.2 r:eedle to a leaner setting. Could it bE? that the gas industry 
~s ~=2: r:; ;.;s en the 'better' quality of Av gas? Auto gas runnin 9 richer 
with no loss of power ... I wonder. 

;'.:te::: :')-:i C'x?erience he placed regular gas i:1 the 0-320, adjusted the 
:::'?te:::.:-·S :-:eed e or.ly ~ turn cut aele flew it for approximately ~5 minutes, 

r.':::e3, c:.::. -::: e engine and pulled the plane of:: the runway and rer.lovea the 
? . .,:;;;:. :'::-.e~' ·we:::e the proper color and the inside of the stacks were no ... ' a 
;. ce ~::a:.:, i;;stead of thick, dark, sooty black as before. Field elev.6880. 

;';;O;::;2~ :e11ow from a field near Alamosa (7700' MSL) .. his own .•. has a 
Paz::-,2::y PI.-I that v.as built in Taiwan during his military duty tour there. 
Ee sc.a::c.ec ''::::'i,.; :10 lead in his 0-290-G about. a year ago. Since he only 
has tip t;:;.:-:ks ::0 uses a fuel pump.Altho' the e:1gine r.ever gave him any 
;:::~c:::<:.e::,.s ~e -:::old :r.e that his fuel pressure ,"ould drop to nea:rly zero each 
':':':::<2 :--.e =:.;:ated on T/o. 

:To f) 
S·nor~:'y after he started usir.g the no-lead he decided to use regular 

from ~.is 0' .... :1 .tank. Getting the no-lead specifically for the airplane---was
too ::-,:.;c:; bother, ?lus the fact that he was worried about what the add
::ives i~ ~he fuel might do to any ribber or neoprene items in his engine. 
:::e stated that now the engine appears to give r:':'m slightly more power and 
t:-.at t:,e ':eel ::reSEure no longer fluctuates on T/o, He has been using 
tr.e re~~~ar :cr slightly leES than a year out of this high altitude field . 
• " •• ;;:'::;.""2.',:', t:;ocght you might oe interested in the above info, not only 
o~ the ?es2, but also on the use of auto gas and the experiences so far.¥ 

s"..r·7dtt 

/-:; ... 
C'o" :1$ B ----
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HO,~_~_ ON DRAWING THE: 80% SECOND DEGREE CGRVE: For these 0: you ::r:o.t: a:::e 
bwi1ding your own fi;:,e·,.,'all and dash frame, the follo",'ing let-:::e::: fro;:", 
JOHN THORP to DICK I,';!':.J ;C!:., 1230 PE!';R AVE., ~OD~TAI!\ V:Bi, c.;, 9';:)';'3 
will 1::e of ~nterest:. ~te.-: 

'\r:ear Die", Brawi~g "'" 504 does "sr.ost" the o::a';"i"S o~ tr'.e 3::;0·; ::oe:::.:;:-.:: 
deo;ree CU;:,ve. 

The Control Point 8.40 inches out:::oard of B.L. 3.8~97 (E.L. r2.2"::;'7) 
and 6.IO inches above the intersectio:-l of the firew2:"1 ?la.r,,,", ':::'.0 w.:'. 
42.0 is at a po~~t 80% of the length of the dia~onal 0:":. ~~e dia~~nal of 
the control trao~oid. 

Since you are given" the coorcir:ates locatir.g the cG~trcl point Y::;I; 
can fotget about the curve being of the 80% variety ar:d :\;st: '::'::-2',,' a 
second degree curve t:,:::ol.<Sh E.L. 3.3':'97, the control poi;.t. ar:c \.\".L. :;2 
projected on the firewall plane. 

Drawing a second ceg:::ee curve is covered in Chapter X(?g. IS!) of 
Roy Liming's took, "P:::actical AnalytiC Geometry With Ap;:;licatic;-; t:: 
Aircraft" . 

The graphical construction of the second degr('e cu:::ve is si:::;;:'e, 
although it does invclve quite a few lines. I had hoped t.hat t~:e tt.:"i:'':::e.:::s 
could rollot..,., the li:;es I had "ghosted"itl. I'll try to give yo..: the 
steps, although it ;,ow comes hard to Inake my hands do r;y biddi,:1S (?a::~i;;s.::;-. 
's Disease): 

The 

::Jraw A-E and loczte Control Point D on it.. (6. I L:r' ?:).Gt f.L~ c:ver:. 
Draw li:;es S-D and C-D. 
Draw a nu:r,ber of 'rays' A-F 
Locate int.:::section of lines A-F and E-D 
Locate intersection of lines A-F and C-D 
Draw line a-B 
Draw line C-b 

(J?O i nt 1:;) 
(fX)int a) 

Where lines a-B and C-b interseCt is 2 point on the second deg:::ee 
cerve. 

Repeat tr:e exe:::cise fo:c as many poi:;ts as yOll feel yeu need to 
provide a smooth curve from connected points. 
following draw~ng example sr.ou1d clarify the procedure:~ 

~~ 
c.o.....,~\... 

llD" 
""-

:\P!,.-;-r ,_ 
! erJ if.i:;;; 

;'C'f0~ 
OJt;6 

1"'". 

F 
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7:'"i<::7.~ John for the Ie ltter and drawing and to you, too, Dick for 

the info. 
7::2;.C;' s 1:::een a problem for builders from the very beginning, as most 

ef ~s ~=j only vaguely heard of a second degree curve. 
-z: ; ... ",11 remember what we did when we were trying to lay o8t our 

'.:<2::-;::2:::"'5 0;"] the original airplane. We drew carefully spaced "grid lines" 
0-:09= :':'='2'" .. '3l1 and dash iramr-orawings. We then took a close up slide photo 
c= ;;:c::: cr;':';o.'ings and then projected the picture on a large piece of 
ar::::'st's ;:csterl::oard, on which 'We had prelliously drawn in the top Water 
L:'~?s c= ~cth parts and also the Butt Lines in the proper location (Full 
SiZ2, cf course). We then traced the projected lines on the cardboard 
d:-JC this Sa'.'-e us an accurate full size pattern to make our template from. 
Ey =::::::1::-.; the projector fore and aft until the p:.-ojected water lineS and 
::::.::::: ::::es lir:ed up exactly with the ones dra ..... 'r1 on the posterboail)we werw 
2=:~ ~~ ~~~e up with an exact full scale projection of that area. It must 
~a:"e :::ee:: mighty close, for when we wrapped the skin over the tank it 
:i': ;:'-~=::-2ctly. Some other builders had some problems fitting that skin, as 
'C;--.e:-e -.. '2:.5 a bit of a compound curve there, due to tbe shape of the WL 42.0 
:'c:'".:;e:-c:-. (as viewed from above). About this time several of the builders 

extending the external r/8" x 1/2" stiffener clear up to the 
in oreer to hide any puckering of the skin between rivets on 

'.>.-:. ';2. -::c.e ::c the com?ounc curve pl.:oblem. Most everyone seems to go clear 
_'-' _ .. ~ :i:-e ..... 'all with it nowadays. 

~~"'Iy'c:-':,~"S .::::S RUDDER St:ILDING: from Geo. Durkota, 629 wilcoxson Ave., 
S:::-,,:::::::;:, CT, 06497: "A:ew days ago I was finishing up my rudder and I 
'"c, . _~; trouble with the #585 rib. r couldn't get inside it to buck 

~3 •• ,.that is I couldn't until I got your newsletter suggesting 
:.. ,;;l-..,"'t r;b. It REALLY works! 

"-, ,':: like the hole in the front of the rudder where the #588 
':':,,:;; ":. c =S3~ beam joir.ed, so I formed up an .025 alum doubler to close 
it: c: . ~:-: case ar:v cf the other builders are so inclined to do the 
same :::'::3 r've enclosed a full sized flat layout template below:" 

~'.i"V-) . , " .... ~;~ ~1;P6f7?.:> _./ 
r41>.o~~ S/JIP To N.L/:; A ~JcJ Pcw~'1> 

"',<> 
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': a:-.;':5 ag in to Pete Beck for still ar.other exceller:t submission. 10 
"" "- :i~:::::::,. 0 Fe".:e's Short Course in Prop Design he ...... rcte the following: 
~ · .. '=cte he prep article about a year ago to go in the Chapt. r86 N.L. 
l!: ~o:.·e ::::ecided to rE''''rite it and submit to S?Ort Aviation, While I am 
~ :);is I '''':-::!.:!. re',,'rite it t:.sir:q the T 18 as an exarr.ole and I will 
~ y:::t.: a !:e';:"sec version st.:1-table :::or rer:n:-o in. the :\. L." Inciden:::ally, 
:!:-.. Pe-:2 52:-;': IT"" a copy of Harry Weishar' s manual to look over and I cgree 
~ "'i-::: :'ir:l that it is excellent and the best book aroL:r\d on props that I -5 ;'a'.'S' seen. It didn't cover a generalized desig:; procedur<2, tho', so Pete 

t;.:::-:-.e:::: out tta.::: ?2.rt in fine style. Raoul Hoffman's writeups in the BAA 
~~:=~i=2~ions are really too sketchy, altho' the nomograph is pretty useful 

~. :::::= ;;relim work. Pete further said that he had hearrd from Dick Hovev, now 
1'4 i:--. ;::;:;:'8 , and r,e is :lOW building props for the Varieze, u~;J,.ng Pete's write
V1 --:9 65 ~. S ce::sr:. te:{t: He cla i",s the resul tir:g props c:re r:1o,re, ef '::ici",nt 

'-.:....r:::2.:": 2::' r.er 1:'~l~~<:L,?SJdy' s p""ops or those bu~lt from Harry ""e~sha2r' s 

fl 

"" 

® 

~ 

2':';S::':,:--.5 ::0= thE V3:::iez2" 
?ete's research in tte prop field has led him i~~o a study of the 

pcssi::le use c.: a SCI~ITAR PROP for his T-I8 and he has talked to quite 
Co :f='.,,' eX2erienced people around the country, includir:.g Steve Nittman, 
::\:2" S" .. :O!i,:, ilr.d the St. Croix Prop 1?eople in Lake Osv.'ego, OR. This is back 
:::..:r:-;.:r :::o;ht ;-',C' .. ' ;.;ith Pe-:e, due to his Job and t~me ava~lable, but he'11 
t-e ::~:::::'( cn it soar: he thir:ks. As most of you may kr:ow, a scimitar prop 
( 5 s:-;2S'ec; t;-,ecn:'tically COl'i1bines the best of a fixed ?itch and a cis 
, " :::c;t tr:e cnes :t',ace of r.letal ter.d to break afte:c a.while. In recent 

-,~.ere :-:2.'.'.0, ::een very encouraging results with wood ones, so we'll 
,;:::;. ce,relq::r.,emts with great interest ....•. This is one of the things 

.;~, ~:,:'. peq:le. Someon£:" in the group is ah.ays pushing the 
:!': -.('thing or other tack a little .. and sharing that experience. 

__ --..: __ ~ ~ ?c-'.CESE1"fER PROPS IK DENVER) calied me recently to tell 
:ce r~- -.3d ..;".:.~ ;';,,,,;<1ng props and had sold all his machinery, stock, and 
;:;'-,5:';;;.S to scr:oeo:-:e in Oregon and that Pacesetter props would again become 
2,'s::2.::1e "'iter the first of the year (· .... atch SfX)rt Aviation). :sill had 
:'c, :;::.-;'2 it __ p, as r.e had becomc so al1ersic to the .,. .. ood dust from sanding 
t;:a-: :-:-2 cOl:l:::r:'t take it anymore. Too t-2d. Bill is a _'cry talented person. 

: :':;'8t gc'C a cdl from DAVE BLANTON and he said the Ford E;.ng'g Dept. 
)-:2::: .::.::.lled him to tell him that Fore is NOH makina the TUREOCH.~RGED ESCORT 
2~;::~;::: loT THE R.~'1'E OF 800 oer day. At present th~y are storing them in a 
·,.:2;:::0:::J,,8e lir:til the new 5?Ort car design is ready. There is a very good 
;X;;::;::::::ility thO!t they ,,;ill market this car by early surmner. They are also 
:::;::-:-.:,:' cc:t with a...Y.::.Lthat w.ill put out 200-220 np in tr.e Jd.Il8spirated 
\'2=5::'0". It:, tee, ""1-11 be one of the new generation of thin-wq,lled steel 
:::10:::-:3: lii<E tr.e Escort and is only about I2 Ibs. heavier than the Escort 
i;;~.j ',;ill ,-:ei;:: (complete) less than a Lye. 0-320 (ISO hp), by IO-IS lbs. 
:;0 ':":-:£0 yet or;. whe:1 this cne will go i;)to production. but ~t 1-S even now 

:-.e'2::;:cir.q e:.:te:1Sive testing .... So hang i:1 there, troops, it sure looks 
:.t:e ·.;e' re sonna have an excellent Ford l;owerplant for our airplanes 
e:::::::-e tco,rr,any r.oor.s go by, >~'hat' s r.lore, we have a choice of horsepower 
=::::- :25 'Co 220. DB e promised to call me to come u? and fly the Escort 

CesS:-,a ISO L:.st as SOO;) as it's ready to go anc the results will be 
sean as possible. 

:;::::'s a1v.'::>:/s the "little" things that get you' i:-:to trouble in an air
;::":.",:--.2 2:1C o"e of ti:ose little things that so oHen is neglected is the 
~Se of a :ir.qer strainer in the fuel tank. It's a ~mST to install one. 
It Gees:)"t take much to choke off that fuel outlet--and FAA's accident files 
are :ull of reports about engine stoppage from that one source. John F. 

JOHN F. KENTON 
16&11, 1:26!" PI S. E. 
fllt.TO'l, w;;, 9?;)5'> 

T-I8 :\E',\'SLETTEK ",,54 pa;,;. :-)3.. 

.f- 9 - 21 
(c..,n-'p) Kenton has contributed an. excellent hO'I1 to do it articlE- on ma-;';l:-:g 0t:E' 

and \<'e are very grateful for your takins th.e 'time and :: c~~_le to ::.:;r:-: 
out such a fine piece 0: vo=k. John. 2::"2.:) con'C:::':.',ut!?;];} ir.0 ar".:::o:.:"" c:-: 
canopy installation for a previous N. L. , so :::gain, ';0 :;, "I" :::-.a:::,< ::cu. 

• "vEL ,-PNK ;::,,)GEi<, 5,£o;··.I£f'. 
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. Tr!2 ':ollowing is an example,of an ~ell€.ht project reoort. r'd like 
"to er:.ccu::::age all of you ,to submit such reports for the I':.L., especially 
~'0ta:led as to "'hat you have done in the._ enain~ __ jJl!:!..!:.~}_lation area and 
i~st=\.1~o~t panel area. Exactly how did you go about fitting your cowl, 
lay Gut :,:o .... r ~t.:!nE'"ts & in what location, how did you ~.Q.1lL..t.S.dio 
& r.o· ... ' di":: you wire it: & install the antennae, what hardware did you use 
~·he::::e, ~tc. Be as specific as possible, with sketches, too. 
De"r !Jlck. 

I guess it' oS high ~ime I t ... he .l. few- minutes "'Ild let you know of 

lily "ro';UEiI on 7-18 .#1093. I <UIl building.). T_18C with wing Beri ... l #15. 

~!J project st ... rted in .<pril 1£'75, concu,rently with FrE'n Sw ... rfordB project. 

~-e 1>c,rf.e;! closely, sh..lritl;; tel!l"l ... tes, ide",s, ~of' ... le, etc. until Fred 

. t.r"'nsfe!'"reC: to A,b."nsds in J ... nu",ry 19i9. .\.1, thoJ,t time both projects yere 00 

the ,;;eJ.r ..-ith !fings ,~od LoJ,il Eurf ... ces complete oJ,lld signed off. 

I L:(llr h..lve my Q_J"0<:JD (with BenJix :u ... gs) instcl.lled "lJd running. The 

e .. p .. e i .. illSh time but I ioteud to fly prior to .n ... joring the eogiue. 

l.:.->.'-e ;::ern,,;.s t.he L .. st Sense!,ich 66~S:r!} .'ood prop with pl<l.stic tipping ",lid 

TIil: c,os_,c':er ex!':,,-ust s\·stco. I h"ve inst.J.IIod cl. cQilver1hi G\lC .II tf:'rn.~t€r 

- tv ':.c ~ero- tlnd it .. -orhs li:ke d ch ... rm. 

;,o.,':;':I:od ,,-nd built :ny own ,.if" box for the ~LlASP'-\" ccl.rb, using tl ~ 

__ , ""d i,ul1)nu he,.tf'd tlir directly from the CrOS$Qyer pjne .thoye 

tl,,' "l'er. 

I h"',e recently instAlled u. c,lbin he,~t box ')cr the sketch enclosed. 

It 10v1.s g,-cd .l.nd fi1,5 g:Jod. I'll let you Tmol!' if it lI'orks~ 

1 b.\"e used an ,-\irc .... rt Spruce & ~l-eci ... lty nose bo!>-! (sf}lit vertic,lIly) 

",od t::eir corTesj..onding belly p.lJ:i. I stretch formed the J.ir !;Coop from 6061 

<1;.;d -':~J.d,dj it to the belly f"-'on. Tbe ;1JuLcowling ,,-utl f\lIly openin" hinrTed 

"j<i? -'j~'or.~ ..trl.' formed from 2021 T3 M;d L,stened witb c,l.'nlocks. 

'~.e .-,,-,tlre (lif"fr,,-,ne structDre, \(iu,},s, «od t,dl surf ... ce" !>'ere CO,ited 

WItt. ':h.!l.cr.t' 3 l:nron e"oxy l,rilJer for the "l ... ximu:n in corrosion prOLeet1on, tl.t 

the I.'X.->e4Si' of d fe..- i_ounds. 

Ihe ",J.cel is (rom hen l.uo-.cles <lond is r;-et .~ft <;!-hout 4 inches (at ',:L42) 

"':Id i;;; fully s:lock meuD~ed. I h,.ve tried ~o l,eep the pMlel quickly rt'nwve ... bl~ 

""..! ,.11 )<1'111::; is routed through q.:,;Jc], diScO;)ilect t;vpe plugs. The panel 

C(nt"l:;;S \'~cut:"1 gyros, electric 1,urn ceordinc1tor, lX145,<l.,lio, i'iestach engine 

~:~",,,n,,"",":::1S or1,,!"! fIJI Mod. CIT S,dLCh~!.L_lo ,til 1 cylind(~rs. The U;rottle 

~il..t.L:re --,,-,d c,~rb he .. t controls ,~re mounted in ... sub r,";le1 .J.tt..J.ched to the 

lc.-e-r e':.!e of t'o.e instru:nent r .... nel so thlt the'" c,m be quic!.l..,. dropped for 

,~_,'l rf'-;:;~'~l" 1)1e lush pt:ll controls ,Ire rm-CeI_."L,~!;i!i.l.crl ,end ,~\py')J'tel1 h'l 

.. i'.~"': rt::-lrang up to 1::(' tv'. ce:;tt-r li!ll' 0::' tho ":::'1"1:" f"uc:;:;" 

·.'he ("-I,clY L.tch ilo' '.1 (r;,'",. I thin!.. it 1001,,5 .;.n.d liorks .,:,reut, ... 1. least. 

0:, ~~(- ",n.;\·:.'::': I j"H'· added ... srr'J.ll rit<ce of ,')/1 .,:,,:'le <.lr,: ':rill"c: tho 
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(DF~N ADAMS proj~ct report, c9nt'c.) 

outside h<illdle .tI:d l"liI;10 fer use of .. !;<", ,;:"t( ",{~locl,. \'er:;- ;Sit'i1(-; 

Fee .~!.ot(t.. 

I h<-l-ve added "'£.S.~i::.,:~aels for ~hc 11'01 ,.: .. ,1';(' $(.'11 Ii ;;'c t",i t ,<1,'; fr,. 

th" Q!ev"tol' tr-l-r. ",d-.:ll"_,: 

Tbe '.i-lEe 'l>iL:C$ '.ere "- tit ciffi.;:{.lt for rr, to st.!rt ,'~~, - ~f-.e fi1'~t 

;:hase of a. first tin(' ~·r('Jen,. ':"1(',,- \-(1'(' ,'(1.(' cr;{"'<> ,L"1-

c.orrected. ~\'e (S . .J.fforu ,.:.d I; f(·] 1. " ',it ::;1-... ');:f}l""'''',~ ,,' ~' 

j; «' "c ~ 

. ,~>'. "'., 

1'<-1 l./-'r ol.tler .\lIb ,)lI, " ... :i(c ,,1". .,,,-,, , l,,",,;r; ], "c,i;,t,~, 1, fl.Ll,; 

fl~l{(l Ct" ii-JOICil •. 1.'" \-;,,:(1' dec lr-,,'.: -Po ~f!:fY' "J'L' : .. " :1._' 

,"!,l~(;(' c;rn~<'L;c if: :i~ cf''' ~'"'.:;. 

~o fll.r, we've done ;:;,e,~rlJ'" eyer:--tLir,..; trc- !-: _l'! ,,;~ 1(,,, .... ;,. h.i it L.;! 

Leer. li lot of fr~ L --;''21)' >,.',U.cf:':l '" :n.jl?(t. h"'l'C high 1:o;)es or 

COIn; .. lC'iion Has .,,!~ra:-,er. 

I l:,.ve flo::."!: '~'-lE'l:: telor:bh.g .. 0 !'eL P'-'lliell:: il, f:t:gene, 0!"~.;c.!'1 J..!".c! 

l.lDyrl 10:111 of P..uzcr., ,~r;'",nS"'8. 

I re",d d.r;d re-rc .. d the newsletters every so oftn:. I"l:> "c; .. :;:.ir'i; ./'.O'l' 

If,u-ch "nelO''' info:rw.oJ.t.ion i-ic.l. c!"every t.ic;o thrQu~h~ 

Yee;, up the good lI"r~~ ~"'e Luilders 'e.<Ily .... ,,,reci., .. !? ",,\:- >,;(0.t5. 

.4,~ 
e ... r; L. ,'"l"T_,~ ~ ':11£·1 

I Gr/15 :;;.E. S<i!Z~r ~',';l·\G 

:'vrt Len,! , (''-''''t; r;_J, 

;~l;' .~ :,1 t~~~'~~~E ~c;?f~ ~t;~~~t~{/:: r. ~~,:~a~~~c> ~~a ~o~~\p~~~!na~~u~~l:;h~e~-~ pe 

as -, :1~ :,(;X !:FL:S allo\<!s. This in,:r-eases 'the amou:)i: 07: r2. :..a-ring S?C.Le 

-XPoS"(:,',. i:-,,,,i·,,, -rt':e '.{)..{. BE SURE A:-;;D FABRICATE CABIN HV..T BOXES SO T,,~T 

TffiW CAN FE ?ASILY DISASSEMBLED FOR INSPECTION OF EXH.AUST PIPE.. C:;:t:S':)~; 

MONOXIDE IN THE C.:e.BIN COULD RUIN YOUR DAY I!'1 A HURRY;!! A recent ii'$Dec:t:i.cn 
of a ':'-13 D';re (nel-lly a::::rived iron FL) disclosed a hole the size c: ~ 
,"iI'Je in the (automotiv2 tUbing) exhaust. It's a gooo thing the 'iQ: :;-,23 
bre"'''' l!lild, OC we' " r.ave had one of those messy, hard to explai:1,a::::::3.:::";,,t;;s. 
Such as th<-o dWV,; ,'o(;;sn't make 2utomoti',re pipes that much 0= a ~arsair. 

in my wok, ;;;ut just ]:;ecause you have S.S. steel pipes, don't r.eglect 
:frequent inspf:·ctions. 
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C8\::::in "eat ::ex (a:::..cut 3 x 31,~ x 8" in size). 2affle forces air 
2.:'-o;,:.";C a~,8 over Exhat.:s~ pipe-. Bo;:h halves assemble over pipe and 
se2;: c;-: as::es as s als cut from hydraulic hose fire sleeve material. 
Th'.? asserr::':'ly s!1e d together & secured to pipe :Cy 2 tose clamps 
over anSle (:';1 ps :::: l:'et2c to each er.d. (Eop€' it ""arks) (It will-Ed.) 

Sc:::;::it'tE'C by _;:;~~~.; ;:..r:.;;~·lS, 16575 S.E. sager Rd. , Portlana, OR, 97236 

;9~, bM'r t!aI ~ ~ tJ.<. #!:,o: C-:: 

A'J"X F"CEL TA~K by HANK Sl'EIGI~G}" ~552S KEh'TREE, LhXCAS'3::E?., ;:;. 
933:-:' 

B 

T.-!B tV ... ;1'2,..:1 
!J,'lilH£R. :DECK AUX. FUEL TANK 

V"GfJ r 

~r 
i' I' 

I ,~" ,I 
I :: T"r 
jt r VI£~ 
li@ II 
'" - I I , , 

Virf1-£5 

cfli'JI-lNE.LS -IlJFD 032. - 2.'i iJ :r>(v·D,-t,cs 
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.s/~n. STRAPS 

/--7 

~ 
/'IliT t.. ptO ,)CJl- H n 

TJII1£,;.JJIC- Alf /i1'?R.Cx.., 

rf}5rI!c~ r~fi/--r j,'//APE rc 
r i0 r/lE,V MFG. 7/JAIK. 

, " I ~JI , 

< Ii!??'!' I1F..Cr..'AJJ) I.i 
51,:;;;';: CAlE:.-P'-:';..:e 

""r 
~--'il~----'~'--~'-l

L.~cr.I}J~ 
Ii ftFT 'I 8" 

vlEJ;/ / 

9 ---:::., i' ;7~;r.s 

fli/6il'
.5c~w. 

, I, 

b...,:i r! tl '''IT 

( ~tJ'(. IA,.J K 'j{; LJ< 
t G Hank's cescri t ve ',rite-up ::c:ll:J'.-'s: 

To VALVE "The top of the tc:nk is £ a Gr, t:-:c ;:0t.tOr:'; is :::oe:-::: .. ;t 'C:-.A 
'::'e<2p0st poin.t it is 8". You m g 'C -: ir:% 'Cr.2.:: ;:;;.:.s ;·.'oulr' p:::.~I.'C,~·:: 

GcceSS to the aft end o£ the ;.;:sela 2, but r.o': SG. At 6J ,,'r-s. :::: 
",2.:-; sl':'c'ie rr.y I75 lbs. oE ::lub~er e2..1y ? r-ast ;::,,,, ':"e!::t siG€' ;." the 
tu:-:nel 2n:: into the aft fuselage. :\::1". :i. ! C3.:-; cO it: I ~c'.o,,,, Ie'"- :!C..1:".q 

sk':':::,.:, -::.c::::keys ca.:1 do it, too, (Bc:t: :-.0" "::-'::~': ''':S :::1·:; 6" \';::- ,,~-,'1 
~ . -' -
..,UZZi':.!:'ClS 'dith a. Orotrudi:1g a.1"nir.a C,ler CC!:' ::-:rc,,:: x!:'cr.?) ~ 

(0JN11IS:J,fD) ')l 
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The tank is helci up to the canopy track char.nels using two .032 x I" 
s~ainless steel str~ps 2nd t~rnbucyles" The channels are strengthened by 
.032 2024 T-3 d:ar"nels (see sketch). A flush filler cap asser.lbly a 1a 
K?:J :.z,,;)'..;les is rncunted in the RH hip skin aft of the l:,::n;k~:i:t bulkhead 
2t :::;~ )::;o;::k cf t;,o l::.gSage co;;:partment. The filler neck exte:10S out of 
::;;e cae;'" 0': t;;e ta,.k ano is connected to the filler using a 2'5" hose 
a:,.~ cla",?s. A 3/3" f',;el lir,e is routed on the right siGe to a 3 way valve 
IT'..::::::<ted ' .... here the trim ,,'Leel normally goes. (NSI2S !':as electric trim and 
I leve it). Yo:.:: can select'main' or 'aux' or 'off'. (Does;,'t fly too 
· ... el1 i;-:.. the 'off' position, but sure glides nice). The vent is teed into 
t~e main tank ve~t. An 2UX ta;,~ vent is also provided. The tank holds IO gal 
plus exr".ansioG. space. Personally, I think a flatter tank holding about 8 
ga:Clc:'.s \"o'-lld do mcst folks anyway, u;,less they have exceptional !:lladder 
ce.?2.ci::y , 2,.:::: es?eci211y in co-pilots. 

I o::;,ly use the aux cank after I arr, leveled out in cruise, never fo= 
ta'k.'2ct:, eli:;,.:::, or la,.ding. altho" I have tried it out in shallow angle 
CX-U':S2 c::'i;r,;:; and it "'arks well. Both tanks are strictly gravity f~ 
Ko ?~::;ps in 'the syste:n ..... 'hatever. 

. ; StC'·,,3:::-'t-",,;arr:e= sending unit is in the ta "!r •• A single pole, double 
threw sw~tch selects fuel quantity on the tank desired. Tank material is 
.O~J S052-H32, best for fuel tanks. That's about i~. See diagrum for 

€'tt .. ~,r.1y a ,produ;::ed no ;;~eded 
::::c:;-:::-e ~::'8ns, ;:;~:: 2£;:;12:;- the ll-rSt couple of hours c. slJ.ght, ;:''.It persJ.stant 

D!t oil:::"1':'1 af-:: ot the cooler turned out to be a leak in the cooler, It took (' '!C~ SO?S nitroger: :tefore cubbIes for;ned (cold). I have sillce found that the 
~.:...r;.'\.J CC::'!2 r !>:o;;za coolers are scarce. Fortunately r found two new ones at $70 
~ each. I talked to John about this and he said most of the guyS are now 

replacing them with Piper PA-28 coolers. The price I was quoted on tfhese 
\~·3,s SI3r. 50 ... 1 ,,·anted to get it back together soon as possible, so I used 
t':;e Corvair coole::. r used ~" soft spcnge rubber l::et;.;een it and the left 
fc::-... ·s,rc ta-:fle. '"1." ... '0 3/r6" bolts hold the bottom flange. Two stainless steel 
S~::-2.?5 lir:ec "'"ith l;;" Spor,,;e rutter attach to the fon;ard Im·'er flange, 

..... ·X-2~;2:::: :.:? ar:c aft ol.:er tl"<e cooler and attach to the baffle, I hope this 
le8s ::~gi8 rDun~ing will prevent futUre cooler failures. 

p'as ar;'1o:<e resea.::c;;(>c the possibility of repai.rir.g leaky coolers? At 
O\ler $70 it "."o:.lld S02m wortt";,,'hile to repair them if possible. "Harrison 
Ra:::'atc::" i7.Z<:<uicctured the:,:" If I can :t:ind thei.r address I will write to 
th0~ a~d ask if they ca~ be repaired.lncidentally,~I taped over about 85% 

tr:.e o;::e:.- ar.c or:ly raised the oil temp from 85~ C to 900 C. John likes 
tc ::;~ to cock out moisture( We NEVER have that problem in Texas). It 

l:;:'or:s l Ke yo!..: could almost tape it over conpletely for winter flying" 

I c:.~ '.<,'el,;' relate to Har:k' s oil cooler problem. Whe:< I had my RV-I I 
~2j 0:1 cco:i~g problems and so installed a Corvair cooler in the inlet 
ra~p z2ff10. It started to leak in less than 20 hrs. I tried to get the 
lear: re?2ired, cut the repair station made a mess of ~t ano I had to 
jU::k it:, I bcught a Harrisor; cooler and made .063 brackets to in "tall it 
j:':5~ ~elO",,' tr:e sp:n:;er, attaching it solidly to case bolts. I had no 
::.::::-t er ?rcble:::s wii:i; it. I don't know whether I got a bad cooler ox- if 
tl-,e eak occurred bec21.1Se of the comparatively flimsy mounting in the 
:::,'l.f;; e a:!.:!.O'..rec it to shake around too much. 

The subject of where to mount ail coolers, what kind and siZe, and the 
various p::ablerr:s or lack of problems, is something ..... ·e need to poll the 
troops on, particularly the ones with several hundred hours on their 
T-I8. How a:bout YOU writing a little note about your..:..,installation???????? 
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• OIL VAPOR RECOVERY SYSfEM by RUDY h).;LER, i ie'';!'''' :S::Qacrr:oor, 
92276 Fa':;:::,,: 5p:::io9'8, CA, 

.. 

.. 

It 

Rudy writes; Dear DiCK, Thank you so mllCr, fer -:::-:~'";'se ki.:-:d ",'orcs in tho 
newsletter. It ,,,:as good to get the T-IS after so IT.an'] yeiHs. 
I'm sending you an item I submitted to last ~o' .. 'e::-.t::e::. 

Chuck Larson's acknowledgement sounded 
preSSes, but i"steac he lost it. I have r,;J"'" 

This low cost breather system, oil sepa:::3.i:c::, ci.': recovery SySt2!':l, 

or whatever we call it simply draws the oil ~ack into the engine instead 
of getting on the belly of the airplane, as ?e:: usual. I have ilow!1 about 
22 hours since installing" it" and the breat!'.e:- cutlet rer.lains ccr..pletely 

dry. 
I 2m still staying on top of this r.D:,",~l2y '::01 :;:.'/ !:::a 2;';: , havi.r.g bee:; o:f 

all medication, etc, for bette:: than ';:\o.'a v"e3.;:s :::;Y.,·, ::'.:t I'm r.c-t S2tti:1g 
much energy back. As you can see, I ha\'en~ t c2e:"'. pc:tting r..uch time in 
the air. 

I have now installed a wood propellar ",3,ce zy the Great AiT'.erica 
"propp'lor Co., with between 3 and ~ :-rare inctes 0': pitc!:: t::,a~ my forme:::
metal one. I'm showing the same 'to? speed ( . ..::... .. ~ ;li'}', likE the );;;.ock 5."::YS) • 

I am .:L.mQb ~ter in cruise and am sac:::-ificing or-.ly roo :Epr:: ir. clic::!:, 
~g this with 300 to 375 TESS RP!<, ::c;:; to ;-;ler:t:i.cn rr.:.:.ch 1128,0 
noise. It is also rr.uch smoother., nat to ;1'.2r::::";:;:" t;-,at. it saved De :::J,-; 
pounds of weight: .E.£:£l.rr1_ard CG r,o,,' is 2S,,;; c:: c~S'=~, "..'hich is or.e h2.l: 0:: 
a percent less than the original we.:.g::t a;-:c ~::'3.::ce, to.'ithout all the 
additions, like starter, alternator, i"l'.'ic;'\ics, e"l:.c. 

Hope yoll can get out to Palm Springs one of t!'",ese days." 

I hope I can, too, Rudy.' I'm planni,.g to ~2;,kc'> at"lctr.Er trip to calif. 
this year and if it works out I certainly will ;;lan to stop ir: P""lm SFri~ss 
and spend a couple of hours or so catching uF' 0" cu.::- visiting. This tri;::; 
I'm not going to hurry t9 get so meplace a.t a certai~ t~r:1E.' 2.r,d will ta,..e 
time to visit ..... ,ith several of my T-I8 friends 0;> the '\';est Ccast. 

Thanks again, Rudy, for the drawi~g a:-:d cc:c.rr,e"ts 0:1 ~'oGr :::i::-o, 7hat 
new prop re'l.lly sounds good. I'm su!'"e you are a:"so tlp.preci2.ti.r.g t:-,€ :.:el 
economy increase, too. Especi311y so sir.cC' S2S prices ',,'er.t Uf' S8 ;r:t;.cl"; 
while you were so ill and couldn't fly, p!l? 

The oil vapor recovery syster;:; looks prett:,..' . II":' s certai 1.:' 
something needed. I've seen some pC,>ople r~n a froIT' t~e t:.rea her 
dm.m one of -::!":e gear legs, but tl",e::e are 0'::-2;.·,,·::a;:<";2 to that m2":.r:C ':c;:;.. 
Some have eve" run a line all the way bad: to t::',,' ta:l ",,,221, ,'),,;: t:~2-::,·.5 
a lot of trOl.:.ble to go to it would seem. See R:.::::v's o::3.\,·:'n(; on t:ce :""p'.:'.:. 

.J2S..2.e, Rudy doesn't specify where in the engine .:'o~partmel',t r,e loc2t"s 
it, but obviously- it is close to the oil fille:: tube.!' lot of the r:e,,·e:: 
tubes are plastic, so you'd have to rely on epoxy toattach the "ell'· to 
the tube, 

One of the little problems I have is that tc 2Cj oi': I hi"n'c ;::0 use 
a funnel witt a one foot 10:10 flex tc::::e SOCCi: ::C ::2t at: \:·"e ::'llE::: :-,Co,:::",,-. 

opening and that's a pain to have tc c:s.rry along ',.d~",r:. I';;t c:; a x:. ~e.':e 
to put it in a plastic sack, etc, store cnder t:'e seat. I' \'0 );:;e'."(": trying 
to ,come up with SOr.1e sort of a clip setl:p inside of: t·ne cm-.': to r,C:C6. "it, 
but I don't Lave all that much extra space. I don't have the T::C:::P co',.;l, 
but I've noti.ced that severe.1 of those that do ha'le to notch Ol:t tl-,e 
upper piece to enable the dip stick to ce pUlled str-aight up. '1:1:\(2- cc',.,.,l 
cheek covers the notch up, so it's no proble~. I'm going to ir.stall tte 
fiberglas Thorp cowl I got from Ken Knov.'les "soen", so I'll have t!,.at 
problem to cope with then~ too. The trouble is-I have so mu~h run :l?~ns 
my T-IB that I hate to have it out or service for several weeks, 
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In numbers 0:: T-:i:8s pres"",';,,t in '81 ,,'e ""2;::2 COh'!"l a fn, :::-:::-, ~.::-e/:c,,', 
year, but we made up for had SO;7li? 5:":_2::-::_ 

crafted T-I8s there. ""E~~'~;~'''t:;;cc';~ii.'ii;"c~C~lf~f'-C'c'f~7;±.'''7'~'c'': as you doubtless ).;:nc·,,' :~:::C::;:-:7 

Pete::- Hodaens T-~8 \>.'25 0V0:::V t:;2.:: the :'::":2:':':-,2" ,,'!',::'C:: 
won the Grand Cha;:-:p':'c,. 2\·,,3.::0, 2nd tt",a:'s -;'ct taki:-lg a:-.:,"::::-.:":-.;; • 
award winner, eithe.::-. fo:::: ::'t trul:,' was d finely bt:ilt 0.::'::;:::""':-:0. 
I don't like gaudy pair:t Gt;s 0;: excessivE' c:;',rome plate or. a::'r :=.:-.2S cr 
cars. Those t.hings slT,acx: C0 ",t:ch cf t2(';; a~e=' s het reds, ",,'::,::;: '2 "iss::;:) 
in life seems to be a;-~: aut ~ffart to draw a:tenticn, rQ~a::: ~E-SS c: 
whether or not it's ie', as I said, that's 
and I guess I'", 2r. old ? lot c:: ·,:ays. 

one t.hing thE1~ 0::::-::'0i,,2-;:;eo W'itr:it. :-:'3.2 '::::e::c"':':-:-.C' 2:l~;::c 

It 2. tradit.ion in b,o yea.:.s ::'s 2 ~'_oc'" 
deal of IT.X.Y favor2bl\? 
not T-I8 aficianodos. 
of the fly-in. I knov.' 
of immeasurable tel)? to cew cuilde.:s o;:,viously, ~;\.1t it is ;.:s:: 3.2 :-:-c:cn 50 
for those that are al:read:::-- Someone al,,'a':,s co~es :.::? ",-'i-::-; ;-:-.,,::~e " 
little bet.ter ,.;ay tc jo so You C3.n see 2\.:C:--, ? -c:;: 
airscaops. carb 2i::: x,xes, eX\";ac;:':': 5~":=-::::-2':, ,,~,:~2:::2, 

baffles, fuel syst:e:7.s, oil ecol0:' e',<;:::2 cc~~-· -:~>, __ ~;, 
etc. that this one fea::u-:e is ",'orth the ?rice of tr.e tri? ::~,;<e ::0 ~', 

of us. Just seeicg whe:::e other builders put things in =he s~2=e a~2:: 
is worth a lot, toc. I took,a lot of ?ictures again ti:is Y'22.:: :':.c r.c'; 
accumulating quite 2. file of' engine ir:stallation pix to go "J.::!;, r;-,y filE; 
of cockpits and i:,t.rur.1ent ;:;ar.Gls. I \-.'ould really like tc e.-,:::-:::':::2';<, 32.::. 
of you that fly i:-, next yc:ar te participate. Eve" if yoc: C2:":'': =i? ::::;:-:t: 3: 
the airplane at Xor;day r:C;on you can delegate 6. T-I8 l::,GC81 :C ::2~,c::li? It. === 

see 

yOll " -.:::" :: -:: ":.:~ 
airplanes don't h3ve 2 si~S::'c of .~ :l::" 
work this out luter, j~:: I think: ''lS as :::'''' 
answer to a lot c: :olks need £e:: a very versat.ile a;-;c p::2;;::: :::'2::' .3.~::;l2'.C, 

in the wir.gs. "I sa\.; :;:.c:" i:1 :::c:::,b <:;-,e eu'::er and the ~'~~~'''-: 'o~":f 

standard wing T-:;:8 "rca r saw the sare thinq in tr,e ,~,:'c'~:'""~2C-';~,, 
Since the CW ca;T.e c;,;t. a ;;t.;;n!::er of t!le bc:ilde s v:ere 
feasability of c:si~g the t.E. of the outer w ng for 

::[;25. 

-:~e 

debate was gelin::; C:"" sc:::e of t.he othe.c-s quiet' y ·'.'ent c.~~_:;: _. :'::-
and did it well. teo. 

one of these -,,'2.5 c:'. 2,;'1 oldet: 2.irplan0 built :,~"'"' S::_ J t;' 
Olmstead St., 02\;""Oc.;.:l, II., 6:::858. Eob's sor: 1 r:;). _s .. -: 
plane is :,,2377. 0'::;:::: l::;;.,;il~ a nc,' C;,' ,,'l;;g ::0:: t a","'" -,;;--:;:' 
p.c-ocess he ,vet t:-:e cc::"':: :'E. rC', th0 C(?[; or e3.o:', ;.: ';;2:'" 

the bottom sidc Bob a.r: access pane, so tr.2t a:::0:: :::~','~ 'A" S 
finished he cou::'d get in there with the sea: ~t. These 2~::e~s ~~-e:~ 2:::~ 
circular in Sh2.pe.2.:-.S of ',:0':.:::8e have dO''':':''',~2rs 0 .. , th-2 ::-,S:. -_::, G.~,:,G2r~ 

accesS plates tc '/:,2 ::::li ~j "t.:t:s. Bob took p!-":otos 0:: 't!'12 ... ;~~:; ,,:~:~,::: ::0::
struction and sus:p~':2d ;:,~e -"'ith 8 ?:::etty good det2::~ shoc:,s. :f c:::.:~ 0::;:3','1;>1': 

·~i~h g~ge~ ~~~r~h0 H:)D~~,Jf~~\ ;t~a~!r ~~;\~a~~ ~?~"~~ -:: :~'~~,:~_ ?,':;~ 
~h~~;;h2G~1l;a~~ff;:i~g gla~gc5 i' ~~~-~~a1:l~:; ~~~\:~!\~~:::~~~~~ ~{"::;'2 : ~ 
~nvol\:ed, but I won't go Out on a limb right now. I~cide:;tG::! Eo);) ","'", "'-

(CO/'Jr'P) , 
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the pix, I note that Bob has t,,'o fairly large lighte;:ing 
;-'.ole::: of the r.ose ribs and three smaller oncs in another. He 
~as also added bent up angle stiffeners vertically between the lightening 
~.cle2. I can't quite make out whether he h2.B some small boles near t~,e 

bette::: of the ribs. If so, they might be about 1;;" in dia. He has also 
acdec an additional rib in the LE and it is at the root end and it appears 
to start abcut where the wing attch fitting ends. It is a full leng~h 
~i~, nc~ just a nose rib. Between that rib and the next nOS0 rib to the 
::i;;:: sice he has added a stub spar and this is added about 6 or 7" aft of 
:".OS>2 c:: tte wing. Anyway, I can't do anything but guess on things, so stay 
1:-:::".-2d '..::-:::i1 next K. L. 

S::i~l ar.othcr hne T-I8 there WilS buIlt by Bill Bracket of 235 Qck 
~ Hills, B~tler, PA, I600I and it, too, was an award winner. He had just 

a;x:n.Jt everythir..g on i'C bLt the kitchen sink. The ir:struDlent panel was •.• 
.. . __ n;,lL £ablllOl:s.lt was full IFR, with everything in the way of aviorics 
o.;;d t::e '"F;;clstery \."as First cabin all the way! His Quter-
ce:-:tp:::: ·,.;ic:g juncture lIL_that b0 uS,~;aPQ hi nae on t,?,'"b 
~..9.;:: 2~_G bo-::.tom s,,:ins (betv.'E'€T:. the snars onlv) to secure the gaD. When 
t~:e ',,'i,:'"::;' in the "fold" pc,sitien hE-;ti,dn't heW€' to_disconcect trp fu o ] 

~i'i;tc~~f';~"~i.'~;.;e;tlir:\C' car:':e out just in front of the ~ spar and was 
: pinching (",'he;). in flight position) by larger diaI:leter 
~ __ "'s, C:':0 of ,-"hich slip?ed inside the other. 

=:::.'1 2lso had a rugged s"tee'i tuEiI"ng"rackto ho,"rdott}h;;e"w;n,nncgO,C"",rn;;-Ft"h"e",Cr~--
t;:; :'o~3 Hhile he pulls the airplane on its own wheels the 4 miles 

to ::rc::-. his house to t.he airport. The tubing is arranged as a'saddle' 
:;:""..c'"".~r:c..rt..s..~~~.,~,d __ ng_._weigbJ:_un. __ t.he ... ,_t01? ski 0'5 of the fuselage via braced 
~~;~~2:::: a~~s that go out to the wings. Tight fitting dual tubing goes 
aro;;::-;,::: '::~e enti:re periphery of the airfoil and are connected to the out
r~~;e~ ar~s. I asked Bill if the last part of his N number (N872WB) stood 
for 'W~de , but he just grinned and said in some quarters he was 

were 
t~ere_ It's just that ve misplaced (lost) 2 pages of my OSH notes and 
I'm :00ki:19 at pictures and jogging my m0mory to gRt this far. I do 

(f; :::e-::".2:::::2-r seeins an older airplane that had been completely Ye-cone, with 
~ ;-.C<" ::!';::q:: cc,:l, r.ew wheel pZ:1ts, new upr:olstery, new instrumem: paneL 
2<;:;; 2. ::e,·; p3::'~.t job ·",ito a veq! original cesign ir:. deep orange, witt a 
'",'':':52 ye:lc,,' cream strip be9inning at the rear edge of the cowl cheeks, 
;.,'i::~ 2. :::?.rk b=o;""1, wide accent stripe in the middle of the crea.m one and 
cele:::: 2:::::::C,.ts of brown 2rou;-:,d on the airplane in other spots. Ca",'t re
;:-,0::;;::;2:: ' .. :::'02e it ,,;as, but I do remember beir.g shocked to find out that it 
\',C!2:;'t a br2.:1d new one. 

:: cIs'':> re;;-.e;;,t:er an"all-white one, newly completed, that was also very 
e '"Tll c::::;,,' 8,':d ,,:as a stC!!1dard T-I8 and had a wood prop, no airscoop and I 

t:-:::':-:';.; -:~:2 ~; '.t;:;",bE.'r ,",'as G9SB. 
!' k0pt ge i ,:g tack and ag"Oo1i:;n"g[bba~c'k"t"o';s'e"eJp~p". t~p::lHi£o~d~qg:gcro~':;s;::-'C' ttii'e:::;c~y~c;. =tt;;e~e;;o;:'C' .:-

e 

?et~' telling me with a perfectly straight face that his brother, Lewis. 
h?.d at": ever. :::2tter T-I8 tha:1 his. Yeu never know about those hussies 
c!:':c ";;;'.2i1: sly sense 0:: humor. Any'ltmy, the closer I looked at the eetail 
,-'c=k he'd done, the more I appreciated the time and work involved.He had a 
clE:-~'2r lit.tle denountable man tab] e that \.;ould be a slick addition to any 
;:;2::::=;::;1";,,1 ,'3;i::-;-;,lane. It would even make map reading a piece of cake in an 
c;>?:-: c:;c~:?~~ type. 

K~e~ Pete and I get tcgether for a bull session I told him he ought 
~o ?~~ o~t a set 0& olans for some of the unique things he had done on 
h~s ai=?la:",e (I was thiDking about his rear mQPoted allx tank and his 
g':{::el~e:;:: caffline system, in particular). He replied that he DID have 
sc~'e=a1. component drawings that he had had to submit to the Australian 
p]J.J,. 

((.:>))r1>) 
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I asked Pete to send me whatever drawings he had ;";l';,,,:: he got cack to 
Sydney ar.d he ag:reed. Long about the Ist of September a thick erlvelcpe 0:': 
drawings arrived from Australia and r was very plea sec C!~i ~~?=esse~ 
with both the quality of the drawings and their conte~~+ Eere is 2 list 
.oL_t_l'l_E'.orawi nos: 

5 drawings (about 9 x 12) 0<1 wheel pant attach aeta 2.5, (v.' '.::~ :ull 
size templates for attach plates) and landi~g gear e9 ia rlng (also 
with fdl size flat layout of the fairing) .One 0: t ese s eets deta::"l,,::':l 
the attachment of the upper and lower fairings on ":.: i? gear leg, dm .• n 
to the last screw and rivet. 

ADVll1oA~L 

I (9xI2) sheet detailing the Thorp cowl installatio:l, cressover 
exhaust sys'Cem, carb and cabin heat muff locatio:ls, and cowl flaps. 

I (9xI2) sheet drawn half scale of the carb heat ::X:;:X anc its ir.st' r:. 
T-16 

OI)f/bIJtNT I (9xI2) also hali scale drawing of carb and cabir. he<'lt :;;"uf': details. 

I>LMs 
UST 

I {9xI2} drawing of all the baffle parts (15) it. t!le flat and the 
material call-out for each. 

I. (9XI2) drawing of the cowl flap installation :.::.c de;::ails~ if'-clt.:.Girlg 
controls to the cockpit. 

I (9xI2) sheet of engine hook-up and controls. O~e teac-on viE-w 0: the 
firewall shows the location of all accessories a:',0 ·,,-~9re eact ccr.trcl 
comes thru the firewall. Also has side views for f:;:;:t::her clarification. 

I (9xI2) sheet of full size drawir;.g and details 0':: eil filler eeor & 

top cowl support bracket. 

2-2\ ft. X 3 ft. drawings that are full size flat layouts of the 
entire engine baffle system, complete to the very last detail. These 
drawings ffiake ba:fle fabrication a breeze. 

4 (2 ft. X I.5 ft) drawings of the rear fuel tank ~r';,d its installatic~ 
These drawings are also complete to th2- last cet2.;'l, 'Nith 82me of 
the d~2""':i full scale. 

I had offered to act as Pete's U.S. agent for these cr2~ings (at ~o cos':: 
to him or the U. S. cuyer. I 'would enthusiastically re::c::::::enc any T-I8 
builder purer.ase these additional plans. They could S2.~'e you wee%s, may;:'!.:? 
months of work ( ar.d who kno,,'s how r:1any rejected or c::::!:b2.ed ;;:p ?arts), 

Let me quote from the letter from Pete that accompanied the plar';,e;: 

"Dear DiCK, PleC!se find enclosed eDDies of rear :c:.el ':a,,].: crawir.ss a:-:d 
baffle systems, plus various other" dravlings carried out to satisfy 
out D.O.T. 

-.,..... Fuel Tank Drawings are $35 and B?f"le Drawin~~ ~_p~71 
Don't know when I will get time to make drawings fc~ the traile~ (that 
he uses to transport the T-I8) and some of the otr.e~ parts, :::;;t I will 
see what I ca~ do in the future. 
It was great ;::0 hear from you or: the telephone. !t:: ::::ought back fond 
memories of Oshkosh. I still can't believe the G~eat ,;cve:".t"re is 
over. Cheers for now, Pete. 

In case some of yO'-1 haven't met Pete, he built the 1st :nmebuilt in 

AU5TI(.4uA '/!IIl5 /}v;f-T '1M? 7'-1$.4 :;,/~ '7YC'/(/ A~ / ...- . 
(CCAlTO) 
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~ timE' to check with local blueprint people here to see 
if ?e~e' s ;:;;::a:,.,·ir::::s C2;, be reoroouced here and what the cost "!Quld be. I 

.. _____ ~l",::E{{:. :~~t t€6{~ ;:~~e o~; ~~ig~ ~'~~i':::~·oe.f~h~~~~O~!~~ie and sure enough 

Ii> 
they (:2:-:':-:;:: :::.-e?:::.-oG:;ce ::rom these drawings without taking them back to 
thE' 1 traCing pa?er and the cost per square foot is $2.65 and 
then · .... c::d_d be a cost per sq_ ft. for each drawing run off, so for 
:10,,', at leas::, ;..'e'11 have to get the prints from Pete. I'll check with 
him a:-:.d see ho.". these costs compare with his and see what he wants to 

___ -'C~10~.~ I ' ::. 1 "";;:. j~':, s ~E:_~,~,~t..~S'._2ec:~.!._E .~L_ :..),,: 'M"~_ ~ __ ,,_,,____ _ _____ ,_'" _" ___ • 

In 1::.2 ::-,t"'i"'.::i~e if y;:;u ,.,;ant to order drawings from Pete, get a U.S. 
"'ic"'".-'~~C:'=~"';c..(r:ot a check) mace out to "eeter Hoc'le-ns, 2 Weerona 

'" 
:\ S K , 2229", (The N.S.H. is ror NFl." South Wales). 

C3.:-; se-:-:j it c:'re.::t:ly to ?et0 or to me and I'll forwarc it for you, 
Co::-re-ctic:; 0:; t;;e above address: It should be "Caringbah", not Carinbah. 

ALS:? A:;>D Aus-r"zALl'A 70 We fiop£esS 
-----1.~ji~~~.~;i~·~~~~~f' ),~"~;i'~j~~.~~:T;-~r~8s~d~i~n~nce,:. ~i·_· ·';;;r';t--mm-wa s agaIn-a- se II-ou t 

people are pretty much 
have been a lot of what will be 

::rie:-:js~i::;s forraed from our association with fellow builders 
ar:d thr~ our 1'-18 Mutual Aid Society. The rt),S is fast becoming 

:-,,::-'.er'.5 Association, too, inasm'-1ch as there now about 350 T-18s 

e- C;;;:.C:.i"';-"0_::: ~ t~at ~2:~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(~B~Y~tihie~~~~~~!~~~~~:~~~~~~ 
(;> 

<!l 

I) 

('('::0",00ies at the 
Butch's .to"cho:: Inn. \1e also have agair: reserved the ~ 

::here :::or our' 82 dinner, courtesy of John '~'alton.Don 
0: !:is flight to and from Australia superS. He- filled in 

'" lot c: :::i?::"~cE-:l-the-lir.es details that most of us hadn't heard or read 
2b.:::..:t. Yes:: 0: us C2.n comp:rehenc the couraqe such a flight demands, but 
::e',,' car: really ""Fpreciate what is involved in being in the cockpit of a 
'tiny 21:";:;-:i.2;;',e ".:itt or.ly the V(2ry minimum of navigational equipment out 
c"e;:; ~:--:'" ::-.:"':::::'e 0:' tr:at BIG Pacific and trying to hit a ti;;y island atoll 
t::ot :-ni:;:x ,,(:t t:e suc~ lsrger than Lake Winnebago. Can you apprec:"'ate the 
co~tl:-'.C"';S CO;;CF:":LrC.ti~:-: this requires for hours on e"d i:: \'ery cramped 
C:L=-::t"€:',,? ,':_:::-":':':'::0 at night with seve::.:al hours 0:: :::2.rkCleSS ahead 
;:,.,,::; ' .. :c:-,.:;":::::,:-,~ YC.l'd do if the electrical system domincej and the only 
:C,'>d: s::;: -:c see yo:.:;:; i:-:.strut:lonts was a flashlight. How caul::: you maintain 

a Fr~~:.~~.~~~~~~~~ :~:~~:lBa;~l~~~~e t~_~~tF~~~~ ,~:H-~~~!~fh~~~~V~a:ll~~" 
as 1.,;5:";21. ~:0t: teo r.,uch in the Hay of new problems or subject miltter were 
:);..-e:i.:: e:--.. !,~::s:: E".'e:rytn::lg brought up has been touched or. ir, the> N~L_s 
2ilC ~:s 2::''"·'''~·s '::.!':e,[£> ,,:e:re a lot of either brand new builders there, or 

" beco~ing an inst-
it:u'::. ::",:--.. -::-'.::':0 year ',,' hac 2 o:-:e ::':::-om Ft. t-;'orth, 
:::,2 rc::: ~:,::.:.ll(':-., ao, one from TX. v,'hile we ',,'o,;::e co'",n there .t.hB 
i;'2,' 1::"':::::'-2 ",:,::::-'ect G 20:1 all-T I8 flv in carne UD 2,(;"'". I:;cu::::-red liability 
'".::":;:"'. 2. sc::-t: of ':e::::-rTl2.1 irwitation is issFJed has stoppec l:S cold in the 
?--,"5t. s:::::;"utio:-. t!-iat has been advocated is :!:o.r eve::::-yo",? to meet at or.e 
cf t::Je ~2.:::::r (t!-',at is cover"-:'o by insu.-::-ance) a:;c -:n0:"l make a mass 
:-:ly-c\.:t: -:0 2 c:"'ty_ No invitatio:ls would i:::e :...ss:Jed ar,d -,..'Quld be 
D/ · ... 'cr::: :::: each one' 5 liability would :"':Jci\.-iG:.l2.1ly be 
CO ve:::: e::: tl-',eir 0',.::-: ins',J;:;ar:ce. Some have Objected to this for ass, as 
t;~ey ::c:--.' " . .",:-"t; to r:<iss out or: anything t!1at goes on there- a valid !zoint. 

;;~:':. just rr,aybe i::: '" bunc:' of us car.1€' into a pretty good sized regional 
::::'y~i:: li;';:2 Kerrville a"d one ofll~appenl2d to mention that his wife had 
heard a~~l:t a super-good re-staur~nt over in a city about 40 or 50 miles 
away 3;.d t~,at r.e bdieved he might go over and try it a",j if it tu::ned out 

til' 

to be a pretty fair place to eat I might just st.",)" ;..-,-e::-:-:ig~~ at: cer'.::ai:-: 
nearby moteL that: he'd also heard was pretty ::':'C2. == SG~eo~e e SiS' 

just"happenec"to overhear attd decided t:~at ::;a'.:: "-'2:" 2. ide2~7''''''~ 
and up and did the same thing,why tr:at would:1't: :::'" :...: a 
bunch at OSP. all decided to drive cow;: to }~}.::s 6~:: :::::: 
of course if they all decided to stay there OVi!:::::":=--~'" 2;,:; :::':0 t2,c" t:::e ;:ext 
day, would it? Jl:st because they all happened 1:2 ~ ,;:::-i"'2 the 52.17>2 22}.:,::' c:: 
car surely wot:ldn't make them liable as a g:::-OI.:p \,,';:::::::'d it? J'-1st :::e::.'3use a 
bunch of friends :-,appened to be together in a st:::",:--.qe ~O,,-;'1 ar:d ate j,,-,,r:.e-r 
together doesn't seem to imply anythi;:lg as a grc:.:~ eces :"t:? .;5 a ~3-t~er 

of fact, any time \<.'0 as individt;a:!.s Ciec:...ce to SiC ::-.:: 2::-,::- ;;inc 0: a:-, ",vi3-::::"';:;: 
event (that has their own insurance, of course~ a::;: :;et: X::20 ",:"d qc 
somewhere else on uor own, just whose business is ::.'.:: a::~-"'a~'? Ccrr,:ner;ts? 

.l\s a matter of fact, I have hearc of sene 2X;;;~~:0:-:--:, G2-:C;7,a~~-;':e}-;:::2;; 
restaurants about 30 mirlutes flyir,c time a\<.'3V :::::-:- ?\e:C:C"l.:le a:-.c si:-.c€' 
I often get bored just watching so;eone e-lse~ 00 2i?,;::;;;:ba::ics I just Ti',:ght 
decide to do something a little diffe'Cent next yea:-. l)):1't )(:'.ow ',,-hat yet 
but I'm going to see what I can £ir:d au;: ctL'O\1t :::."-t: :;lace ir. the ",E,ar.ti!:le. 
I 
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?:::c::-. ?::-~ ;..:, Lar:ier, P.O. Box 195 Colorado City, Colo.': 
'J :,& -G e;-,gine , QSl>lOH ($I600) I 6"f"Xl)S metal prop 
2'!:.2:: :'!::-d icselage cleco'd (frames, skin. longerons) 
:"::=='2'::: 32sembly 
.0:::2:_:;,,:::::: gear, axles, master eyl' 5, brakes 
:c:: ~ar, 526. 527 fittings. C-I50 seats 
i~5::rL~e~t panel, C-ISO flap motor, oil cooler, motor mt. ring 
wi~; .:::ibsm , fittings, some instruments, p:::imer, master switch 
g~s~c1ator, vacuum pump. vac, regulator, modified spar (horiz'l tail) 
se'l-2.::-al .025 sheets. plus set of plans. 
h=c~~ $5000 value, sell for $4000. 
I; ;:.2'::e SC<l'.e notes over phone about this project. but made them in 
" =~2~d of shorthand & ~'m not sure of accuracy. Ed ~ggins had 
s~ar~~d the project in Chicago with Frank, but now must sell , as he 
is c?e:-.i;-." business. Call Ed at 312/536-6660 day or nite, or write 
0::: 2211 Frank to verify prices and items) 

-{'=':::::. ::::::-.:-:' ',.,'alton.5726 B0...i:ce SP_.r:J._f1g.~ Dr., Houston, TX~ 77066 (7 IJ/440-8093): 

S":":.,,,'O'::ic;; metal prop (M76) 68&' dia x 72" pitch. From Santa Monica 
F.::-C? S:-:op, and has been vibration tested. $400 

:;:0:':': -.-er:-;. ?eD~rd. "c/o Geomap Co .• P.O.Box 30008, Dallas, Tx, 75230 
;;h. i=:;~769J:"92I4 o£ITce;--or2I47369-7934 heme. 

Eas b:::ana new Sensenich metal prop from santa Manica Prop Shop. Was 
Irit::::ation tested. Still in crate. (Put constant sp€'ed prop on his 
I5J ~? ?Cwered T-I8 while new prop enroute to him). $415 

?r;:;r;: ?.(;:'. ;,-. ·:o~"Son, 8760 Snearhead ~'ay, Reno, NV.89506(702/ 972-72I6) 

:-::;'S :v~~ss?"; Marvel-Schebler Carb and a pair of st'd outer wing panels 
(:i iS~ed, but not skinned) for sale or trade. No price quoted. He 
':'2 :-::;:-atient ar,j would like to buy a comple::ed set of wings, standard 
?r -0:,:.'::;ly, from someone that has just finished building a set of 

:;.=: ·,,'inos to reDlaee the st'd ones. Give him a call. 
-:.,::v'.'_ : ;::;::T::: S'S£l$'s a;::ticle on designing: your own prop was withdrawn from 
t:-.':'$ s'!':.e c )-:.is request, in order to update it nad make some changes. It 

n ~;L.+55, so watch for it. It's outstanding. 
2'\'2 ~'s questions on oil coolers and wheel pant access for air 
,.'::52: ::'::-:-12 & spa.:::-e limitations too tiqht this issue. Again, see N.L. #33 

7-:;:-5 ~.:_·:-·_·.::'T .; 'II: SOCIETY FUNDS:As all of you knm.:, postage costs have been 
rece::-::l::-' l.~.:::-reased ane hits us where it hurts. At our present level of 
cost ;:;2:::: S.L. issue, He have enough funds for only 4 more issues. A lot of 
~':::-.:l ;;0','0 2;..;;:;ressed your appreciation for the NLs and said to let you know 
• .. ·:--:2:;. ;-:-c.re :'..lncs are needed. Quite a few have sent donations of $10 to $20 
'::.;a:'.d i::'s strictly because of you that we still have a NL ), but there 
ere $t::':"'-. ::::\J::.te a lot of you that have ne'J'er contributed beyond the original 
s3, s:: 2:;?arently you don't find the NLs of appreciable value to you, ~ 
c: '::!-::3 :3",,,,,,, v,9ur name \-.-'ill be removed from the mailing list. Your 3 bucks 
1:.<~''':,,~r.t .... c:..: IO ~;Ls of 20 to 40 pqs. ea, so I believe ev£'ryone will agree 
-:::!-.2!t's a ;:;r~tty good value at today's prices. If you don't, I'll be glad 
tc ;""rsG~ally refund your 2 bucks. For the benefit of the newcomers to MAS. 
'::~:.s ':'8 a :-.on-p.rofit operation. Any·.,:ay, I bope I hear from all of you that 
3:::-2 C'~ ti"',e an"Ce and that we can keep our NL alive and eventually 
:::-:ase .::.to a 7-18 Q:\'NE!'{S ASSOCIATION. In the meantime I'd like to wish 
all ci a;-.d your fanilies the very best of everything for the coming 
yea.: ::::?e all your fondest T-I8 drearr:s corne true. 

$0 IS -rUe t?cQJ!:"SPf"l> Mt4f-1Yl?J 7?:tIlll ~ZZ;:;.rL 
PP?/J1G<f~ l' ;:-

n 

C:l:;' ,~,,/ " 

(';;;GZ'~ i,jJ 'b;$ld~ EXPERIMENTP.L AIRCRAF!' SFIX:--;::::RS 
1v.ATERIALS 

ONLy" t 
BULKHEADS _______ 6Q6l_Ti+ bare not a:icl2..~) alt:..":"li:1Ur:: s::.eet sp...::: t~ 5:-.2.-;'2. 
SPINNER SHELL---c061-G bare not alcladl alUlT'~"U"";", sl-: .et s.., .. ~ ~'" ,,'r~_'" 

teat treated to age ::-;a:,c.en to t:-.e ?:.;. cc~C~t;"cnI 2.:".:: :'e
.§.ffi.l.n before age hardenJ:'1£_ <::.9 re:nove t~e c!s:cr:::!.o::. 

~. 

3U!.KE:::;"~S.. ,_:_, J /~. 375 -2'-~" ,/ ;:J: --,v "',-..:,/. 

S?A?>':DARD E.i\SI;-JE BOLTHOL!:: P;''ITE..qNS FOH 

4.0~O - ~~ A, 4.3I5-~~, ~'Z50~:S, 
B.". ~' ...... ', .... ,~. 3.". --3-'~'-&- ::. ...... -::;..- ,-.: 

/;. ,,, j' ~ " /'~-'" 
::..C. ~ _",' 

.375 _.' ~ -<:'" 2.2S0~:;,;.:: 2.5:)0"""'-' c; _ ' 
5/16" Or 1/21> BOLTS '-<./8" BelTS ~!W ;:::.QT,IS V3" :.;-z::-:-S 

Otr.ers will be made available if de:::a:1d wa"!.'rar:.ts. 
CHARGE for counterboring rear bulk.'1ead for engine drivir.,s ... 'c.:gs----- $2.CG 

SPI~NZR SIZES AVAILAEL:t:: Al\'D PRICE 

CASSUTT------13" long X l2"diame':;er- 'n'ith a 2" nose rad~t:s. 
lJ:~pol1s:r.ec--------- ~ 
pol~sr.ed- --------

• ~ Standard proDeller hub thicknesses are 2 3/4" ar: j 1/2" ~ 
othe:eE a:ee 8"980131 "ith e;".tFa elc;g>ges t.3-~ ___ !;;-'_L d, 

39.CO 
45.0:::' 

T-18.._~ __________________ 14 5 8" 10::.g X 121/2" dia;;:ete:-- ... ·it~, a 2" :;0512 t'adl:.;s 
v,.FO sr.e;; ------- i ..;,:/,,,,v 
P,)lis:::ed----------- .$ 4S.00 

Standard pr:Jpeller hub t;-'ickr;.esses are 2 3/4" an':;' :- 1/2'" I.i.:;' 
others are special wi~h extra charges to be q~ctej. 

CONSTANT SPSED 1s furnished with a single .125 thick rea:--
bulkhead only. E:X'I'RA AD:::';::'':;; TO ABGVZ------- $ le.:::; 
T-18 fVS02-2 spar end cups machined to size old or new tuoe/pr.1. 75 

rv:USTANG I & II---12" long X 16'1 ciameter \~·:::.t:-' a 1" :;OSE' :,a:i~,us. 
Ui",;pol:!..ar:ec--------- ~ 5.4.'):) 

Standard proneller 
and 4 1/8" ail oth 
be quoteci. ;;'r ------------- -~::-:~~;tt-

MAKE OF 

Polished----------- 60.00 
tjl.icknesses are 23/4'13 31/2", 3 7/8" 

e special with extra charges to 

CHICAGO, :r:"'LI~~OIS 

--------------------------------------------------
GR DER FORr·; 

~~~,~:~; :!.:;~ ~i ~~~.: :~::?:46 
ENGINE I p'l MODEL DESIGNATION ;-:.f., ____ _ 

~ J I -
PH OP El,LER H Ui:) 

,.,.,p~ 

~il .... :-;ESS (make and model net wanted). 

SPINh-"ER TYPe: / :.n:pclished[ Pol1s:-:'ec~ ] 

COUNTER BORE BUL~~ZADS 
$10.00 ;;:ir:i.mum 
in full before 

FCR DR IVING- LUGS[ ] DIf;.Ir.E".Tl!:R (deci.."r:a::") • 
deposit .. rith order~ specials r:n,.;.st; oe paid 
work will be started. 

ADDRESS NAr<'iEl~=~==============;;;;:========_ CITY srAri. ZIP ____ _ 
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p,s, 

n you have some spare time you could do a sketch of 
just in case Borne of the boys have a problem 

write up. A ,clean pencil drawing is fine for any of 
these things, I have a sharp pointed SIC fineline Office Marker that I 
USe to draw over pencil drawings, so they reproduce better on the Eyetek 
plate I have to make for each NL sheet. (I've become so efficient at 
operating their making machine at the printing plant that they have 
offered me a job!Last year I made 680 plates for this NL and our local 
chapter NL) 

sends in his ences 
ng sting as to the problems 

several people have had with the of their landing gears. I have 
run into the same thi I have been unable to resolve it.Making 
the gear was no big th ng for me and I sent it to in 
Orlando, FL .. They appear to be the only one in th s area capa e a handlin 
pieces of this length (I made the two ece gear), They finally called & 
said they could not heat treat it-it would not harden, Must be the material 
they said, I have certification on all the tabe and mil spec on the sheet 
stock. Macrostructure check at snother shop seemed to indicate that the 
material had been heated, but cooled in air-a quench em? Since I was 
going to Long Island, NY, to visit my children, I with Burton 

in heat treat it. too, were unable 
nee I have no loea how many times it has 

been quenched, I have decided to scrap it and buy one (OUch!). 

There have been several articles about making your own gear, but I believe 
the first step should be to find a heat treat shop that will be able to 
handle the size of this part and will work with you to it right.From 
the I once a shop they don't ever 

r ng your 
someone a batch of grief. 

ilT@ 

Well, we've had a good cross section of the pros and cons on 
making your own gear vs. buying one. 

, " 

BACK ISSUES OF THE NL: Just as quickly as I get this issue off the ground 
and in the mail I plan to go back thru my files of letters and assemble 
back issues for all of you that have been eked on by the P.O. Dept.and ~ 
there are enough of them to satis their minimum number for mailing I'll 
make a separate mailing via 3rd class. If not, I'll try to work out a deal 
with the local EAA cha to include them in their monthly NL mailing. I 
wish we could afford the luxury of first class mailing, but if we mailed 
the next NL first class it would probably out the kitty that's left. 

One of the things I have on tap for NL 5 is a detailed check list to 
use in doing your annual inspection on your T-I8. 

We continue to need your input for materisl for future NLs, Just because we 
have one or two writeups on a subject, don't let that stop you, That might 
serve to further verify a procedure or technique. The T-I8 MAS is like a 
family in many ways and what your NL is all about is the exchange of 
information on building and fl ng the T-I8. Esch and everyone of us has 
received some benefit from the NLs, thus incufring a "debt" of sorts, so 
you now have an obligation to repay that debt, not in currency, but by a 
letter (or so) recounting one or more of your experiences; good, bad,or 
indifferent .. , .. and there's no time like the esent: 

(I have delayed mailing this NL until the first of the 
mailings won't conflict with the Xmas r 

r, in order that 
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,T?:-p:i TE8R.P; Quite a fe' .... of you have :::ecently inquired of the state of 
Jon's health. I recently had a letter from him in which he said that 
his condition {parkinson's disease} had worsened to the point where he 
could no lange::: continue builder support and wantea to discourage new 
starters from buying further sets of plans, etc. He said he had been 
approached to turn over plan sales to someone else, but at this time he 
.... 'a5 r.ot inclined in that direction. I know that ever since he was forced 
to hi:::-e a la;"yer to defend himself from that ridiculous la'dsuit he has 
~eer. very gur.shy on the liability angle, understandably so, too.He once 
told me that he felt that simply selling the rights to plans 'Hould not 
automatically absolvehim from liability. \',hether that's true or not, I 
dsn't X:1ow. 

It pains me to learn John's physical state and outlook on life has gone 
tac£~ards. I'm goir.g to be optimistic and hope that at a later date he 
'\o:ill see fit to turn over plan sales to some responsible person that 
wculd be in a position to give adequate b:;:ilder su?port and advice \o,'here 
ne'2oed. The T-18 is sir;,ply too finE' a design to simply drift off into 
2.ii.1.x and fade into obscurity. I'd also hate to S'::'0 bootlegging of plans 
get sta:::ted, as they have on some other designs. The very fact that the 
aesisn has evolved f1:om a plain Jane, no frills, open cod~pit, minimum 
airplane, powered with a surplus engine of 125 hp, into a sophisticated 
high speed l1ercedes of the sportplanes, with the capability to go anywhere 
in the ..... orld, to flv at 26,000 ft .• handle weather encounters as well as 
bigger airplane counte=parts, fold its wings and go home on its own trailel 
handle a 200 h? e;-:gir:e and constant speed prop, and fold its 'l'>'ings and go J 
hO:7,"" on its o'l'>'n trailer, is the highest of :::ributes to the basic T-18 
C!es:'9':1 concept. St'ltis'tics published by Aviation Consumer magazine in 
21 recent survey of tile relative safety ()f homebuilt desig~s put the T-1B 
at the top of the list. What accidents have happened ha~'e shown a very 
hig:: degree of survi ',rability, certainly due it:. part to the ro10 the rugged 
labding gear plays in very high energy absorption and the protection it 
afforcs th~ occupants from engine penetration thru the firewall. 

"--- "-"-"-"-------"--"---" ----""- --"- --"--"","---------"------
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In any case we'll ccntinue to keep the T-18 Newsletter going for some 
ti~e yet •.•• as long as there is still a need of it. I'm happy to report 
that since the last K.L. Has published (in 1,dlich I made a request for 
all !!'.embers to bring their minim:..lr:l contribution l(",.'el up to $6) that a 
ccnsiderac1e number of you have responded and several have sent in more 
tha:1 the requested minimum, so we now have enough in the "kitty" to 
keep going for a fe\o,' more issues at least. A few contributions are still 
trickling in, saying "Sorry to be so tardy, etc.". 

In case you are wondering why it has ceen so long since N.L.#S4 was s,ent 
out until this one is cecause our chapter offset press that I use to 
print bas been out of Eervice s~nce early Jan. A part for it was accident
ally lost and it has taken all this time for the mfgr. (A~B.Dick Co.) to 
get a ne"'" part to us. Having the N.L~ printed commercially was out of 
tJ:e question for our budget, so there was nothing to do but wait. Sorry 
it's taken so long, but it was one of those things. 

-----------~--.----,-, ,,-,-----_._._------
Along ..... ith expense money, one of our constantly occurring needs is a 
ccr-stant £10'" of IN?C?,,":,l,TION FRQ1.1 YOU THE BUILDERS: The following 
letter on ::he next E'age is an excellent example of "'hat we need from 
t:-:ose of you with airplanes that are now flying. This letter is from 
XX TnO~':SEK, and I have reproduced his complete letter as sen 

April IS, 1992 
112 Station Ave~ 
~orth Hills, PA 19039 

Mr .. Dick Cavin 
T-1B Mutual Aid Society 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

Dear Dick, 

This must be the fifth or sixth time I've started a lette:- to 
you and never finished.. First I wish to thank you fo:- tr,e 
super job you are dOi:1g with the T-18 :<ewsletter. I 'ha ... ·e al;:1cst 
300 hours on my T-18 and still learn so~~thi:1cr f=o:1\ eacr. ::,:_ewslet":"?'! 

In the last issue you said S0r.19 v9r::-; ki:>d ",,:'rds aOOu,: an Q:-a~?e 
and yellow T-18 at Cshkcsh~ this-was n;int-., tha:1k yeu. 

I fly from a 2100 foot stria and would like to offe, ry !Solution 
to ~if>JJL.~~.. I have found a hiGh, :;lQ_':L.320:'~"<"~ ""1, ... "" 
f111U1.SE.§~.§.....;~>f-LJ2.;:_,~~. A on "::,0 co; '"'ph fiilal, decreasi"S' to 
P,O to P5 mph over the fe;)ce ... SlC'errs about riqht. T::e :cate 07 
decent is controlled with power. At liqht '!':eight the:-e is a 
little float, at heavy weight alnost no float. ?h"ee ?Oi~~ la~d

ings are uSed exclusively • .E.l?:...S~~~"::3S~sL~S: ,.::ouc~"d:::-;~·:: 
~.X_}; .. -ittl'L.P.!~25lE3_1~-}_:?~~.: 

, 
Most rrodern aircraft are flown tc the flare with power. I affi 
uncomfortable trying to land a T-18 as I was taught in a J-3. This 
may not be the best approach for everyone Dut it W'orks for -m'2. 

I lost the form you gave me at Oshkosh so 'nere is some data 
on N-S9DT: 

Standard wing and fuse lace 
Empty Weight 932~ 
Engine Lycoming 0-290-G 
Frop Sensenich 68-70 
Static RPM 2150 
Max RP~ 2S0J 180Y:PH 18A.S. 
Cruise RPM 2500 l60~p~ I.A.S. 6.4G?~ 
R.O.C. lOIJO-llOOFP!<1 Gross ·,.;reir::rht 
~.O.C. 1500-1600FP~ Avg.weight (pilot only) 
Best R.O.C. speed 100-110 ~Pn 

Eauipment: 

Full Gyro Panel 
Dual Nav Comm 
Glide Slop'? 
1'1arker Beacon 
ADF 
Intercom and Audio Panel 
Wing Leveler 
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(CO*,",p) Ce~~er of G~avity 16.82-30.26 % 

T~.'2 ::. s.. ....!..::..1 s~ay in ra ::qe ',.;ri th load :!.:-lC" J-7 5= :,aC'~a~e , 
3-2? :::-all'J:-\s 0= fu,,":i., and I we)..::-:, lSIJ-if. 

:-.e a:!.rcra::~ seers to exhibit nqUf.,;;;l "''';>'~ a': aLl. loadinqs. 
'~'--,e ·,.d::? 1'27'21e;: (:>:.>Ug Sar:;er' s desig~ · ... ·i '::" :Ty vac-.::;, servos) is a 
;::-0::::':. ::'?lp c:-:. cross C:0\'::1':.:;i'O'5, I am 'h'C'~ki,,:;- 0:-'1 a :;::!':.c:'!" axis 

. I 2;:1 also .lCCY.l:-::; for a:-:.y :,:-;:!;'o,r::'ation 
::::-: a:: ::;::,r0gel18r t·:,.:'l':. ',:0t:1'3 ::i':. :cy 0r.-;i:-t0. 
.::.. ,,,,,~21 :-.t::: '...':. '::" wcod 0;: cc:--;Cosite b:C",C::es -,;c~Dld ":::e ideal. 
:-:'0!'€' is :-!'s ieea 0~ ex:"o:.us':: heat excrc::v:.:;€r2. The di=ferenc:e i'1 
a-::-ea cet· .... ee:-; t.:--e G.:), 0-:= "'_"'£ pipe ar.,.:t t.\-.E' :.;). of ":.:'.0 1"'utf 

_-'-':5': e:;-1Ji'l1 ";,:,~ 2.r"'a c:' tr0 c=.!"!:;ura,:or i"~-J.!<~. fl. la!"c:-er area. 
!';"ea;:s less :-.eat: t::!:'a::s=er, a s""'Clller area 5t2.!"ves '::-,0 enaine. 
::"1 C:!:'d'?:!:' ':0 :;-e':: "Cly:i:-~;~ ;"937_ t,i'lnsfer, t~~ ai:- '::0 -8'2 reated 
:-:,·-.:S~ s:::rl.lo Cl."air.s":; t':'.e e;-,:-aust pi?p. 

HfA;r ~:~~;;, ~g~ 3·~-::~i::~~::f~~;\:~0\-~~~e e;~::~c:~~; t;~\t~~ ; <>~~~IE-!rAT 
MlIf"fS ~.:,; G~~~t;, ~~~~;e~r~r.~,,: i:~.f~f s~~~o;~=: '1\0 i~U t~;::;t~~:-t~e;~ anqles "'v..'fFS 

! ~~: ;:;~;;~i~~:~ 9~D~~~~~:s (~~~~;~ ) a~o t~~e l~~:~~~~cc 0ie~c~~ ~~~90rt. 
1 'i~-lp (:'-':'.i!1k 3.r:ead a:;,:'! position the do!")uts- befo:!:'€' you weld.) J ! ,';:!:'ap a piece of .032" 6061 around the donuts a:1d rold in 
) · .... ith t·,,·0 ",os"? cla,-.ps. io:::at~,2~:,:· .. ;el~ tr.'2 ir.!e,:: ?.nd outlet 

! e!~~~:~de ~:~~~~~~"~1:~.~X~~5:~ pC2siblc, I -ade one on ,=~ 

~IGli1' 
:.fItS 

:- 've ,;ained so much fro;-t tre newsletters over the years I 
h:::;-e s~r"€on,,:, C3.n ben":'fit fro;., this idea. ;:;,close:::l is a 
Go;.ation to the fu~d keep ~he newslet~ers cominq. 

~.inCfrel~ 
(, ',,- ~-' 
" ., ,(''t.:"-....:..::-c:~~, Don' Tho:rsen _____ " 

As ·",'e S'2.ic cefore, that ",-as a superb letter, Den, a"d we really do apprcc
ia~e Y0:1::: ta:-:ing the ti:ne to gather all that i!"!fo. I J::eartily agree ' 
\o.'it/; :"Our '::echnic;ue ::or short field la:;,cinqs. 1'8 :::y way of thinking, thClt' ~ 
t:;e ~ s2.fe way to 08 it. I've always I:ceen oppcsed to dragging a 1'-18 

(0::: a;:y othe:: airplane) in in a very flat glide path. First of alL if you 
h3.ve any so:;-t of paTNer less you're in deep, dE'ep trouble. Kost T-18s have 
;r:.inir.::al stall warning ouf:et and flying thE' airpla:1e close to the ground 
and t::e stall at the sa:ne time is a form of gambling that's in the samE' 
catecorv as ~assing cars on the top of a n::Ll .. Klt;, a steep approach you 
ca:-t precisely control ycur a1rspeeo, sink ra'::e, ano glide path with a 
de,;ree of accuracy t~at' s sinply not attain2.ble ,,'ito the other method. 

~-- ----------- --------- --- -------------

~ 
I sive a conside::-able r.r;:::ber of BFRs and if the::'e is anyone thing that 
is CO::hl\O:1 in nany pri~'at:e pilots is a reluc::a:>ce, or timidity, to use 
;:':2'05, ::!:f you ""ill pay close attention to U:e \.:ay hi.ghly experienced 
?~lots fly an approach, you'll see full flaps exte:1ded on all landings & 
ycu'll see lanoings ..... ith minimum float ..... ·her: the piLot knows exactly 
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where his airera:::: will touchdo .... m and he has t!1e ai=?la"E' ce::-:terli::,"c 
on the ru:r,.;ay he then only has .:t::::.Q simple p::'oblen;s to sslxe :::::: " s2::e 
and smooth la::-3ing: wh3.t altitude to st2rt his flare 2,.8 ~:::-,,: ::'2.p:e::.~· ::8 
l'1.2ke it, If we ar.alyze the difference l:::etv;ee:1 a no £. a? a:,.:::~:-,.:: i',o.?. 

max flap lana in" it's nothjnC" TIcre than tr.e ti::-,e fac or. S?'.'.'e2..,. 11 dec:.;,. 
more rapidly '",ith flaps exter:ded, hence ::he flare r:::.;s be eXec'J::e ir: a 
short.er ir:te:::Tal. 

LAND "--~ Ii P5 
When I chec;";' a :1"""" pilot out Dn the T-18 the firs'!::. t:,::,.; : s::c:·,,· ':~"'.'.'~ 

~(before ""'0 e'_'e~ start the c:;gi.ne)is wr.0re tr.e horizQr~ is i.~ '!::.::e.3 po:'r:t 
:position {r,.,-:;i::::;;' is fairly close to the stalli:;g ',,-i:17:' 0;;: 

N(, 
tJ~~~ 
/(Ir~ 

most T-lSs it ,;"ill be pretty close to t:-'~0o'",,2~"1'i'c;-'-;::~~±S'-;:¥,'t 
£'t::n.;l. I point out that if they don·t 0;_ 
landings th2.t they won't drop it in l2.~8':'-.:;5 :::'0 
good ones,ana at the most they might get a li'.::t.le ski? I ()2 to say 
that as onE' ::eels the mains first roll. to bring tte stic:<: ':'::-:0 <,,' 

back. I also rave them record t~at horizo:1 pcsitic:l i;-: t~,ei:, ::::':-:::5 c::' 
use as a quic;';: guide for a safe climb 21:1,;112 for takeo::=s a:-:= ·,,:;':<,'0::::: S. 

I'll also pass on a little tip I use, to use on pilots :::r.2.': 5'O'e::: '::0 ~"'.·e 
a problem i:1 =ccusing their eyes the proper dista;:ce a~e~6 

~ (which usually is the primary reason he'll flare tco 
~ I try to get them t9 notice hm'¥' far ahead that marks on 

blades of grass, stop blurring from our s?eed and CO:;,0 i,.t::-
and I try to get them to zero in en this at what 
of altitude. I also usually ha~'e them fly 6 v:: 7 app::cac:;es c:-;:''''t! 
feet without lancing and then fly most of the ",'ay de;.;;: tt;'2 ::'t::-:.,..,3.:,' a.-t 
that altitude before climbing out. The T-l8 should ~ ::'2 =-:<.::rej a::'C','e 
that altitude and if you will take care tc do these tnir:;s ',,'::'2:": ::'-'ou 
first fly ycur airplane (including the series of approac:;'Eo2 · .. ·itr:ct:t 
landing) you shOUldn't get into trouble. Until you gE-t ve::'::· ::sec t.o the 
airplane and get a boun~e of a couple of feet or more, do~'t ~es:t2te 
and try to save it, get full power in and 00 around 2~d co ~~ a~ai~. 
This time try to improve your airspeed control on £i;:2.1 2:-::: c::::-::::e:-:tra'::e 
on your flare ..!l.e.iill and rate. 

It goes witr.o'.!";:, saying that before you do all this • .... its. a:','?"",' a"i.::?lar;e 
that you should do a series of simulated app::oaches at alti'::~de tc 

lib investigate any peculiar characteristics that might be fcu"d .... ·:-:Erl -the 
flaps are extended. You are going to be approaching the F'c:::-;,·3.::-cCG lirr:it 
on your solo test flight or flights, so remember the pite:: ::c· .. ·" "',Ii'::h 
flaps is a combination of Fon.;ard CG and too much ai-::-sceed. both of: i 

which are not :,ard to correct. One T-18er I know c;:)r. .. "lly c~:::-::-ies a SOlb 
tool box i::: his baggage conp2.rtment. Other ob'ious s:::l:.:ti::::r:s 'te t::r 
mo''''c the battery further aft or add a reserve fuel ::a:;:-: :':: '.::;2 

comp't. 

OTFrEFCiIRST FLIGg:r-'TIPS: At any time you co any fast taxii::; 1:2 2;:s::;:'utei 
sure THAT BOTH YOU AND T'rlE AIRPLANE ARE READY TO FLY ARO~ .. :XJ ::::s ?IE:.,r:;! Il 
know of three accidents and onE' hair raiSIng incicen-::: that r:a;:pe::e:: '",'he~ 
the airplane got airborne ""hen the pilot was not expecti,,; i'.:: a::d ~~"::en : 
insufficient runway length remained for landing and stoP?i::;. I~ onE' cfl 
these cases the airplane ran out of gas just as it was c::cssin; t~e I 
field boundery cn takeoff, causing major damage to t~e 2.i:,?~a:1e. '?;;e pil 
said his thrcttlE: stuck open and it rattle:] him sc t~at ~e -= ::; t t:-.0 I 

switch and mixtu1:'e. A couple 0:: years back a T-18 pilot :D'.::: h ;r:sel£ 1::1; 
ft. high, the airspeed indicator not hooked up, the stick cn y tuck in 
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the socket and he had drifted off the runway to the side .•. AND it 
looked like he didn' t have enough rum-Jay left to get back on and 
stopped!!! Guess he had no choice but to try and somehow or other he 
did get ~ack on and stopped. altho' it encea up in a hair-raising. tire 
screeching ground loop out in the grass at the end and nothing got bent 
except his ego. -r; ~/..--" - --r~X' ~t<=aSE>:'----------

e I have r::ixed feelings about the worth of doing high speed taxi runs and 
mcst of those feelings are negative. If the pilot is ~~RREN~LY a 
~S~~Tc~~~T tail dragger pilot he should make every effort to put in 3 or 
4 t:curs :c:iniIT'<.:m of ta}:offs and landings (n0t touch a:1d go w!>eel landings). 
T;;e 7-.i3 is qc:ick cn t::e r1.,ldder ar.d that takes a little getting used to. 
If }-oU have only flo·,."r: ':.ri-gears .. it might take a lot of getting used to. 
One thing I always ad~'ocate ANY new T-18 pilot do is to get on a wide. 

A'iJ .r_Dun:.osed rUnv.'ay or taxi strip and starting out at VERY slo1;,' speed (5 mph) 
i' ~7V make erecision taxi turns of say 300 on each side of the center line.Do 
let-. t~is up-~;ir.d, down .... ind, crosswind for perhaps a r.alf hour ... at least '..:ntil 

;:t.... you are t=t:lv proficie::t with stopping the turn EXA.CTLY the same amount 
,..- on each s'oe of ce:"ter. I have noticed that ne-,." 1'-18 pilo"ts doing this 

.. .;ith me ridi:1g shotgu~ , .. :1th them that they inevltably slight the turn to 
the rigr:t', only go:'r:g 2XUt 200 . ! foumd out the re2son ';o.'as that they 
were usi:1g the SRi !"]:'er to sight the turn, not an invisible sighting line 
parallel to the CIL of the airplane. When I stuck a piece of tape on 
the :1ose cowl directlv in front of them :'Zod had them use t.hat for their: 
front'gun sight' and that ended that problem. As you become proficent 
doing t~is at 5 mph you can gradually increase your taxi speed in 5 mph 
incre~ents, but as your speed increases to a maximum of 25-30 mph it 
is' advisable to cut down the angular devia~ions from the center line to 
perhaps ao !':lore than 100 at the high speed end. Khile this exe;::cise is 
best cor.e using..ill2... brakes, you certainly should h2.ve your foot in such a 
position that you can immediately use brake if the occasion demands it. 

T-18 TAKEOFFS: The T-18 has a marked tendency to turn left as the tal~ 
cc~es up on T/o, due to P effect. This usually starts the pilot to over
ccntrolling the ruode;:: and getting one oscillation out of phase with 
the r:ese s~-Jinging. Fortunately the airplane is ready to fly at this time 
eefore the pilot e~b~rrasses himself too badly. The airpla~e is acceler
atin; so rapidly 2nd the rcdoer is becoming so sensitive with full power 
s:i?stream that there is a very natural tendency to overco~trol on the 
I',,!dder and e\-'en eX?erienced T-IB pilots will also GO it if they haven't 
::lo-,.;n a '1:18 for a';o.'bile. 

The cure for all this is simple: Just let it fly off in the 3 point 
DeS; tion unle~s you are very heavy and on a very short runway. 1 ... , my" 
ai:::plane flying solo I carl' t tell the difference in the length of the 
takeoff roll. On a very hot day and with a load I have found that if 
I :::aise the taih,':\eel :10 l7'.o:::e than an inch or so after I a:-n about 3 second! 
i:1to the takeoff roll,tha~ takeoff roll distance and acceleration after 
lift o=f is about op~itun. In this way I can take full advantage of the 
a'Jailable tail wheel steering, which is much less sensitive than the 
rud:J:e::: alor:e. 

I::: y8'.J. a::::e inclined to ~e of!:ended by such elementary advice as above 
it is:"!'t ir.t.endec to offend. Hhile building one's ow:"! airplane is a 
~::;t'?· .. 'orthy acccmplisn::ne:;t, it's wise to be e,'Nare that our ability to 
p=cperly and safely fly our creation is completely v~related to the 
cuilding process a;1o the first- flight should be approachE'd with an 
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attitude of humility. Tempering that attitl;ce ';o.·ith a l:.':tle bit 0:: 
kno· .... ledge coming from p:='actical experier:::e ',,:ill help to rec'-lce the 
number of surprises. 

SAD XENS DEPT.: Ir: _adcitio:1 to Dr. JO~ S;:r:;:;:-:.;-'s rece;,';:: p3.ssir-.g, anc~;-,er 

of our regular contributors to the N.L~, :S:;:LL JOEXSCX, of 913 Cherry 
Hill st., Kent, i.;'a. recently suffered a SCio:::en ar.a ra::2.1 heart attack. 
Bill was an engineer for Boeing. He had plans serial =272 ane his T-18 
was one of the ea.::lier ones to fly and i':".ace its na'::ici:21 ::l~'-ii' ce:::;.t 
at Rockford. Bill ',,'as an inveterate ar:d ic:ct:r:able E:xpe:;:-i::;e:-.te:::: a,,:: his 
experiments with l::)\-.'ering the stall speec c: the T-2.8 a::::e \,'t?:;'::' ::cc:"::;:i2:1'::e 
in P'3.st nEMs:'e-;:".:e::::s. :aill also aesiqr-.eG ::"i.:::' :':cil".: a =e'::::::ac'::a~l.e l"".':::i::; 
gear for r.is T-18, a project that qot so i~vc:i':ed tta':: ::e ai.ce szid it 
would have been easier to have built a ne';o.' airplanE> ::::::0::1 scrat.ch. As a 
matter of fact, he did a complete re-desig:: cr. tr.e T-18 anc called it 
the Eagle and had i"tended to sell plans. ;:;:.t as far as I kno· ... · he never 
did. Bill did an article for Sport Aviatior: a few years back 0:1 his r.r;. 
T-18 and in it he Dentioned that it wO'"lc cruis'" ri::-'.1t \.:.D 0':'. the reo 
line. We'll all miss Bill. Soort Avi3~ion Ca:1 ill af=c=o·losir.c neoDle 
of Bill's cal iter • - ~ ~ -

~Di\fIN" of 1209 t.'i. Evans St., Flor:e~ce, S.C., was ar:cther of the 
early day T-18 builders that passed away a few months b::ck. He 2.1se 
succumbed to 2. heart attack. Bob had storeo his T-IB awa'.; :or se,,'er:al 
yea::::s, but had gotten it out and flo';o.'n it q'Jite a lot the ?ast year or 
so. He wrote me about a year ago, telling me how much f:.::" 1":e ';o.'as h::,,'ing 
flying it again. His \-.'ife put his T-18 up fo~ sale <l:ter he died, C1.,lt I 

_______ h_a v~.~_t_h_e_a_r_d_w_r_.e_::::~_o_r_.~::.: i ': so~..:l~d~.~ __________________ _ 

.~b 

(~ 

QUESTION ON CO\'iLISG SAG: In a previous N.L. HARLO l-1c K!~?Y asked the 
question as to l..,:r:ether to allow for futu::e er.sine sag~ resulti"g in 
a mismatch bet-"ee" the top of the cowl a::a the spin;,er. Here is an· 
excerpt from a letter from ohE~of our west dependable sources of auther.~ 
information, CHRIS FAST: 
"Regarding Harle's question on spinner rr.is::;atch, my T-18 r:ad the 0-29OG 
with the 3/4" !:crs~oe plate fa::: an engi:oe w:::c:nt (the sQ-:;?lled flat-l.::ac:'C 
engi!1e mount ir:stead ,,;f the dy,~a-foca2.). I ;"'2s;'erea tr.e L; .... 'er, leqs cf 
the engine mou::t for ... ·a=d a couDle of ti~es the first 200 tou::,s to re:nove 
the sag. This was "'-'hen the rubber mour.ts ';o.'ere r.e',,' and this worked oct 
pretty well. It ['.ever changec after that ar.d is still goir.g OK ::oday~ so 
I would sav to allow about a 3/l6th" mis::1"'tc:h bet\.:een tr.t' prop spin:1er 
and the s;:qwlina ,,7"hen ?Cu flrst set It U:J. 0:1 K.::.."":N B::tOCK's SDlP tnat I am 
just finishing I have left the spinner 118 ft high. as it is an a 360 (180 
hp) ~~th,constar.t speed prop and the dyna=ocal mount." Thanks, Chris, 
for ~ne 1.nfo. 

What have so:!',e of the rest 0= vou four.d o'.:t on this lir.e? h'e ';o.·culd all 
____________ acP_p_"_e_._c __ iat:~:_c_r ___ c::._"_e_n_:_s __ a_n_d __ op~ni~o~n~s~.~ ____________________________________ __ 

Another area t~at we are constantly in need of your input is in the 
engine hook-up department. I recer.tly got a letter from a n~,." builder 
and he says: !tHo .... · about askinc some of the builders a:10 A & P' 5 cut 
there to send ::.n 58me ::ietailed inrcr!':1ati'.::1 2.~d s:-Cetc:-:es o~ ;-.:;' .. ,' t::e? 
~~~itu~ca;,:bEeat flex Cedes £rO::1 tne fire'.·,aJ..L ::o:::-~:'"-rd 
and \~'here and hm·; s!;ould 'IOU cIart_o the;:,; 9:::::0:::te to t::e c2.r;:'?" ~;o·,·; :'.ere 
is,a chance for Scme 0':: you that have ri::is~ed yOll:=' ci;::d to ccr:trit:;.:te 

________ -.:a gO"::~~~:_2:'"two ~.:::._~~.~_.r;::~_~E::..c:~_OK? 
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The follo'ding letter from Gene Sloan is reproduced in its entireity. 
(Further cOr:'.nents on page 4B) 

;":r. Dick GaviTI 
1-13 !-lutua1 Aid Society 
10529 S0merton 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

Dear Dick: 

Er!closed is S15.00 for "re!lewal" of my T-18 ne .... 'sletter subscription. r've 
3??c€ciated very ~uch the information the newsletter has provided over the years 
2C1d wish to continue to get it. The sketches for 'the firewall cabin heat box 
2'~'hile b2ck were a great help--I no,de one acco::ding to the sketch but h"ve it 
o::iented horiz.:mtally instead of vertically. IIy project (Serial fleOS) continues 
to make sIn: progress. All of the structure is nm .. closed, panel details finished 
(full lFR). caQO?Y fitted etc. Currently fitting fiberglass wingtips. Still 
have cow-lia?;. "cr~ to do, prop installation, C1any details in engine conpart:nent 
O.3-20-G3ii', '?;1-~·t!~, -t~im, etc. I have a Cherokee lilO tho.t keeps me in the 3i-::-
b:.:t I'd like to get the T-:8 done. 

I have also sent to you via L'PS a copy of a thesis I '(.,'rote a little over a year 
ago in cor.ne-ction ',;oitb a UJ3sters degree I was working on at the University of 
Te:'.nessee Space Institute.. The professor that was my adVisor, Professor Ralph 
Kicbe~lin. is an active test pilot and I had several courses under him dealing 
,,;ith aircraft ?erfo,~.ance, stability and control, etc. His opinion was that a 
thesis s~o\lld be a "fun" thing so .. ·e did it that ·way. I:1cidentally, Mr. Kimberlin 
has bee:', one of the "lectu:..-ers" at Oshkosh and Tul:ahor:',R "peaking about aircraft 
?erfOrr2nce a:1d flight testing. AnY',}ay--tlle thesis deals nostly with performance 
testi.:1g of hooebuilt aircraft. This part WaS not a good thesis area but there 
...-as ::tethod in ;:;]y madness. h'hat I did was outline a test program to develop 
"f.2ndbook" tYFe pe:c£C'r:!::'2.uce curves for a homebuilt aircraft using techniques 
available to the c:verage honebuilder. The example used ,,'as a "fictitious" T-18. 
::~e real "thesis" part of the thesis dealt with a mathematical way of developing 
~p ensiyE' :cerfor::lence ch3rt t.:hen only the horsepo:'le::.- vs rp." vari<ltion is kno ... "D. 

iht you don't have to read th<lt part. 

A cou?le of news lette::.-s ~ack there was some discussion of airspeed calibration 
llnd if I reoer::ber conectly I think there was a slight error in technique suggested, 
h.,:;":ing to co with the way t .... 'o-way speed runs are averaged. This prompted me to send 
the thesis to you but it has taken me awhile to get around to it. 

I feel that the homebuilde::s could clean up their act sane by better documentation 
of the perforUJ3nce (and maintenance features) of their aircraft. I plan to do 
this ' .. 'ith nj' T-18 follm.ring the outline in the thesis. If you think it might help 
50::1e other T-lS'ers, I .:ould give permission for it to be used. 

;: myself am e:::"loyed by Calsplm at the Arnold Engineering Development Center, an 
,\ir Force R&D center for wind tunnel testing, where I supervise an operations 
e.ngi'H.'cring group. 

~?l~-A' 
I.E Lillard Road 
:-\'-.:rfreesboro, no 37130 
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The copy of the thesis Gene sent me was rr:ost impressh'C' and ',1C'::y 
professional looking. It's rr:ore than an inch thick and contai~s aC0~ 
200 pages of double spaced copy, charts, and ;rapi:;s, plu:: 2~ 1.-P:-0SS "'0 
list of reference material that he used in cor:-;piling his data. I '_:is 
I could reproduce several portions of his na'::eriaL oc:t inasir.~ch ?s 

it is copyrighted and I don't yet have his permission to do so I'~l 
have to defer that until I have had a chance to discuss it with r.i~. 
I will report on that at the earliest possible moment. I will also as~ 
Gene about the possibility of Obtaining complete copies of this very 
scientific treatise. I'm well av-,'are that rr:cst people arer,'t all t1:3-t 
interested in doing a truly scientific analysis of the pe~for~ance 
capabilities of their newly completed bird, tut then again I };::1c·,.; t:-::3t 
a significant number would find this sort of infor",atio:1 fasci~ati~g. 

T-18 PARTS SUPPLIERS: I've had a couple of com~ents that ser. ly took te 
task for only metl,~loning Ken Knowles as a supplier of pre-fa parts. I 
apologize for this' oversight, as I had no intention to slig!; Ret'. Brock' 
most excellent quality of T-IB parts. I of course assu!;,e:J that all cf 

rffC you knew that Merrill Jenkins had retired quite some tilT,e bac:'( and 
"OIf(L.-I that left only Ken Knowles as the only major supplier of T-18 parts 0:1-rr roff'.I(an exclusi'Je basis. Ken Brock's Co. supplies a considerable ",-=::::1::er 0-:: 

tlfl1£"""'assorted parts for several makes of home~u.ilt airplar.es e.G::] gyroplac:.es. 

$U1
1 

Recently two former employees of Merrill Jenkins have resu~ed T-12 ?'lrts 
fabrication (no wide body or folding wing parts at present) under the 
firm name of "Leisure Aircraft Products" and t!1eir address is 16627 

,t-t# 

Parks ide Avenue, Cerritos, CA, 90701. Their phone no. is 213/926-4545. 
They also handle v·arious sizes of sheet stock, alumir:um plate, ext:=:.:sion, 
bar, and tubing, plus various hardware options. The o, .. ;r.e.::-s (John .;:,ca:::5 
and_ Mike Hanich) invite you to write for their catalcque.As far 2S I 
know these three firms are the only ones supplying T-:S pa ts in a~y 
quantity. I think it only fair to point out that the :::ixio 0= ~2rts , 
from one supplier '"dth those from another might not rr:atch n hole reg:'stE 
so please be aware of this possibility • 

SUPPLEMENTARY PlANS STATUS: As you mayor may not have noticed in a 
recent classl.fled ad In Sport Aviation that Pete Hodgens (Aust::::ali2) is 
advertising his supplementary plans for various T-18 items, w~tr. iu~ds 
to be sent to him direct. Those of you that sent me funes for plans 
be advised I have forwarded then to Pete, so no doubt you'll hear fro::\ 
him soon. There is still an area of uncertainty as to ",'ha':: price he 
wants for the various options, but it will ce clarified $oon I'm suce. ---- .... ---.----~--------

,I. 

¥~~ 
-(-1'1 

NEW T-18s to look for at OSHKOSH: After l.l long years LEE SK!:;:'L'!.:'~,cf 
7 Worthington Lane, pan:ersburg, WV, 2610r (our T-18 dlnr..e::' :':C 13.st yr.) 
got to see his T-18 fly and fly perfectly it did! Lee has liv'ed a::': 
Over the country in those 17 years and the project went with hin C~ 
every move. There were gaps of many months, when things '",'ere too hectic 
to work on it, bu.t he never gave up and kept plodding. There ,,'ere a lot 
of things along the way that were bitterly disappointi~g at the ti;r,e 3r!d 
required backtracking and sor.,etimes it was two steps fon..'ard a!id ene 
backwards, but the month of May saw #294 with daylight unde.::- its wheels. 

Lee was fortunate in ha~ing Ed Burke, a long time US AIR ca?tair. who 
has his own T-18, to do his ir.itial test flights fa::, hirr..Ed flew his 
T-18 o~er from his home in Pittsburgh, PA, for the cccasion a~d was 
truly delighted with how perfectly Lee's airplane flew. SinCe Lee ~as 
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~~s net tailwheel qualified and actually ~aG done very little flying 
in the past few years he was most agreeable when some of his old friends 
s~~gested he approach Ed to do the initial test flights for him (Ed 
~~s just one of the old friends making '!:.hat suggestion). Here's Ed's 
letter that he sent a few days after the test flight: 

~ui :lick, 
Surprise! A real letter! As you k~o~ from the phone calls how 

ela~ed ~ee Skillman was when his airplane finally flew. You should 
elsa k::c',.: hc''': proud I was that he asked ::'Ie to fly it. It was ~ clean, 
~ -:rt::ly alisned, it £2 and flew so stra';c~t: Very few factory aircraft 
b'.l:"l.t on super jigs could match it. 

the '63 or '64 Rockford Conve~tion. Our workbench was a cc~?le of cl~ 
wooden folding chairs in a tent and we had no electricity. Rad to use 
hand powered breast drills and we used pop rivets to put it to~ether. 

I'm most anxious to see Lee's creation at OSH this year. He sent :::e a 
couple of color photos of the interior ,,'hen the shin ""25 t::,'.asser;-.b:!.e':= 
and it looked plain gorgeous e,'e:-:. then. Lee callee r.,e agair, a cc:.:.p1e 
of '",€eks later after the tes~ :::ight to tell r.10 t:-:at he "\,:2.S r.ow :l::'i:1;
it solo and getting alo:1g ve!:'y ..... 'ell with it. He also said ;:e p12,.r:€c ~o 
make two or three fly-ins with it before QSH and it ",·ouldn't su::p:·:'se 
me to find out he had copped an a·.."rd or tt.;o in the p=ocess. 

Lee has promised a complete story on the airplane ve=y soon, so in the 
meantime we'll just say, "co:::g=a-::.ulations, Lee,. not 0:11y fer a jet: 

:~ ' .. 'as a simple tasi<: to check out his £::ie::::j" and instructor, Charlie "'-ell done, but also for hangi:::; in the::e fo:: 17 lar.g :/ea::s:" 
?~ckering (who really could have flown it t::e week before). so that Charli. _____ .. _, _______ ,, __ "_" ... ___ ~c..:c.:.== _________ _ 
::::c;;l~ get Lee checked out wh.:?n I Ie:!:'!:.. .sE.E.IAL..A' FTTES:~CTS BT'·tt_';:;,~ 26:)8 N. ';oh"so~, :;)e:1is"J:1, TX, 75~2Q, 

~cis machine will be a REAL competitor in many fly-ins and it will . 
ce!:"tainly be a real credit to the T-lB design, but its real beauty and 
:=3.:ts",ar:·.:~ip c<;tn ?nly ?e appreciated, in flight. No shims, no trim tabs 
~o .-::eep 1<- stralgh.:: .•• alJsolutely true. 

T:-:e ac'!:.uel first flight was a TV eve:1t, ..... ·:.~h 2. big front page story. too. 
:~ wi~l t2.ke six months for Lee's chest ~o =elax and wear the grin off. 

I !la-.o owe you my profound thanks for t,,·o things: You told me about the 
Keearg~ard T-IB for sale that I bought a~d. then p~t me in touch with 
Lee. Th:"s is truly the T-18 Mutual Aid Society~ 

Sc~e ti~e ago I told you ~na~ Ken ~o~eman ana 1 naa pu~ ~ne gear extel 
i:::~'" on ct:r t-,,'O airDl~'les (both with the sho:!:"':: gear) and ,,'hat a GREhT a :'::-.::c=o' .. e~e!",t thev n2.de. I have since learr:ec to fly the ship into ~ 

/";,!}.'. ~ s:-211e!:' st=ips and naVE' also learnec to ·.·;::eel land it. Please extend 

:~!:;~tJi ~.~~c~i.~~:=~~~~a~~~h t~ ~~:a~ol~=r~~:~~~:'~:sf~~e~'~ch 
"< 

a simple device 

c.. . ~t:> 
-J-
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T~e airpla:1e now seems to sit up in a \Tery :;:ert, saucy attitude, similar 
to a Cessna 180 and by presenting more wins a::d :::uselase frontal area 
i:; t~is ::isher 3 point attitude it definitel·J ',."ill slow down much gllicker 
<.-;it:-.c'Jt t:,e use of brakes. Hayl:Je the best }:oint of all is that I no 
ic::ge~ get '!:he tail "'he:?l on first and the;:, bang the mains down as I 
did before ~,'hen I did full stall three poir.t 12ndings. 

-=::e Sensenich ""ooden prop you recorr',"",endeo (G5di2-72 pitch) has a2.so been 
a real i<7!p:rm"ement. Hith the 0-290G turning 2550 rpm wide open at 3000 ft 
Or'. a warm day, with full fuel and Jody a:)Q I in it, we are now indicating 
163 r::ph. '~!i thout gear or wheel fairings. '·;itr. the gear and wheel fairings 
i:::;o'!:.allec "we almost certainly will pick up 50 rp:n to get full rated power 
c:: 2700 .::pm and p::obably another 10 mph, tee. Kinca has me thinking 
ax:.:t a conical mount 160 in it one ef t:-:ese days." 

::::5 "·;e::t or: to say ho .... ' s:::rry he was to tea.:: a::oc:t Braniff and how it hac 
really ge~erated shock waves in the airline piloting profession. 

Ee's a~ old,old friend that goes back to the pin feather days of the 
T-15, when we (five or six of us} built a 7-18 fuselage in 4 days at 

.! iff '-

A~~ 
O~e 

finally flew in May 1982. =1 has a long history. D, B. Ur<:e::" ... ·ooc, of 
Dallas, bought John's first set of plans. I laid cut a set of skir.s fer 
him from my templates and made him a set of bulkheads. D, 5's fortur.€s 
teok a turn fer the worst, so he sold the fusel2.ge to ar:other builde!:. 
who never got a rivet in it either. I acquirea it in a t::::ee handEd S-,,":l.p 
a few years back. Francis decid~c to build his secend T-l& a:=e~ 
that. He was being discha!:ge::5 :ro:n the Air Force afte::: 23 years 
service and ve~y soon e~rolled i~ college to finish his deqree in A~=c::a 
Maintenance Management and ::he T-18 ..... 'ent to sd:ool ",-ith hi", for a:~e:: 
hours werk. After graduation 1;e took on a b!:"ie£ sti:J,t 2.S a =a~tcry H'? 
for Northrop in Irar., but Iran SOO:1 ,,·asn' t to his likinq anc he ca:::-.e 
home and went to ""ark for Texas Instruments leoking afte!:' U:eir fleet of 
planes at Dallas. This kind of work was a natural fo=" hi::;, as he r:ad 
m2.naged large det2_chments of T:l.aintenance people for the .:'I.F ::0= all thc:;oe 
yea!:s. We had run across each otte!:' in Bien Hca ",-hen! C3.7:'.2 in -::'l:e:::-e 
on a 707 MAC flight and we got caught U9 on some cc,,"cent:::'atea ,,·i2::.tis.:; 
in the two hours I was the:::'e. 

"\\hile he ",'as wi-::h TI in Dallas he and I get togethe:: nearl::: ('~'e!:'y r:iS~~ 
in ~y shop to build two sets of the folding wings. I alsc ~ac ano-::te= 
fuselage standing by for a set a:: ,,'lngs, so ,,'e fou:1d as e2sy to 
make th10 of elJery~hing as we we::,.t. The big steel ·,."inS' 1,:,,::0' t:-:0' 
hardest part, as we didn't l;ave access to a metal cutti:-:q t:ancsa·,,· a::;:; 
had to rely on an outside party to cut them (which s':a::ted a c;;aiC'. c:: 
headaches). Francis chose to leave his wings as quic:':ly :re::-:)"Ja"!::lc, ::::athe 
than folding, as hangar rental in the Denison area '.'2S st~:"l a ca:::::;ai::. 
Francis moved back to Denisc:) ·,,·~e:1 the -",ings ,,'ere fir.ished, as ~i'" •.• .. as 
was thoroughly sick of big city traf:!'ic by then. He tad t-:; c-:;:7::;letely 
remodel his house and commute the 140 ",ile. rouCld tri;:t to Dallas, so 
working on the airplane was fer,,· and fa::: bct ... 'een. To eli;::i:1at0' the long 
commute each day he transfe!:'=ed to TI's pla:1~ there, b:.:t it ·,,'as Nci<: to 
school 3 nights a week to get his deSree in Electrical Ln';' g tl:.is ti:::-.e. 

Little by little, all those /:.:;ndrea lit'::le jobs gct oo;:,e and finally he 
took it to the ai::?0rt to fly it. Because he took tr:c t::'~e to CD all 
these so-called little ':.hi:>gs so thoroughly the only s:::;1..:.a·",·r: he hac a::ter 
his first flight h'as to adjust the idle mixture! 

Francis has a unique T-18, inasmuch as he does not ha\re a sliding c2ncpy 
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He has a:1 all r::etal, fixed, super-str~ctu:::-e built '..!p in the general shape 
of t.he ca:-:op?, but he has forward opening doors on each side. He has 
:o::"de a~a aft. ",,·ir.dc",,;s built in and the e£::e8t ::"s q~ite pleasing to the 
eye. It :: :::inds ,,",0 of the Heye:::s 145 ca!1opy. FO:::!':'.ing the door frames of 
.063 "\.,;2.S touqr.est ?art. P,ll of t:::e ' .... :indo'.>n:, :~2.ve co;npo~nd curlles in 
t.:-.,?~ a:-:::! s l':'!€'2ont :T:2o)..:ing ?2..aste::: ~o~ds fo:: ea-=::. (;/0S, :-:12 made a spare 
ss-t or so e2. 8:'1 , " \;s': in c2..se"). 

=::is O'<<'1::"s ::,cstl? met21 at'.d looks to 12e \'e:::-: c2..05e to the Thorp cowL 
:: ::-:a e hi;,;,; . ...;p SO;;",;;' :'iberglas pieces for the fro:-:t. end part of the "cheeks" 
b'~t he :::est 0:: it is metal. The cor::pour:d lines of the belly cO'ell are 
~s':; diffic:..:..2..t to do in metal, but he came o:::t · ..... i'::h a reasonable facsimile. 
Yeu r.,ay ""'o:::;e:: how he did the tap piece in ~eta:'. It.' s actually made 
it: b:c pica s, a top and a front pie(:e. The top ~iece is made of .040 
2..:-.:: .,,'3..'" '0::: .:..:: a s:;ect ralls= to fc:::::" :::~e Cl!=ves to mc:.tch the 
ccr-r-.'2::s c:: :--:'2 firE".vall and circle at t:;e ::rcr:t e:;cL 

To ::crm "'is ::ront piece 1::e :nade a c5 ... rcula:: for::-. lock a,ld clamp block 
::::.: 12"z" is .. ::o m2tch the rea:;::- of his spirlr:e:::. :"s :<9 .040 6061 T-6, he 
:::ade a c r:..::.::!.a.::- blar-.k of 14" in dia. and sp2ced ~ dia ... holes all. the 
v,'.:o..:: a:::ot:r:::; 0;), al::'C:::t 1" centers. The Cl!ter ecge c::: his form block was 
2xactl:-' e-.'~,:;, ',,;i'::h the cent0::- of thi.s ring a:: holes. He next took a pair 
of s'lea:::s 2.:-;.::; cl::"pped aut a st!.."ip oi metal ::::0" t;;c outer edge to the 
e::3::res of e2Cr. of t~e \" ho:!..es. T~is left a se::-ie-s of tabs approximately 
3/-;" wice 2::;" 2::0U"0. It was then a simole rr.iJ.tte::' to bend these tabs 
da""n on ttc ::orn blocr:: and then ::ivet t1"]e oa::::"!: to t::e top piece. Of 
cOT.,lrse this ci=ci.:la.::- piece -.,"as cut in tvlO a:te.::- ::or;;-.ing, so,that one of 
tl:e halves cC'-lld be used for the top picce. and the other for the bottom. 
If you s:-:0t:1:::: c~cose to go this route to fo::::m these pieces, don't forget 
\':0 :::'.ake a:-: a::::eql:2.te radius on the edse o£ the forn block and use a 
s:.:=fici~T.t r:~~::-_:::er of clamps to. hold t~e fo:::m bleck 2nd clalTlp block tightly 
:'::.S;;0T,l-;",::,_ ?' ::2!1 ri'lets should also 1::e usec. A 50:":"0 dis!: of metal is 

attached to eit~er the top 0::: bette"," CC"dl. The other part ::"s 
':::--:e disk ',;,-ith cal':'!lvck5, ::utpJ .. ates, '2tc., making both the 

:..:p;::er and 2.c~,·e.::- halves of t~e cowl 8<:Dovable. 

?:;::-ancis bt:i:,t c:p his 0-290G engine and overhauled it. He has a Sensenich 
;:-.etal prop 0:: it, (M74m.i., 70/68) ar.d gets arout the same performance out 
of it t~at Ec 58rke gets out a:: his. He is especially impressed with the 
larqer flaps of the L~v in shc.::-tenir.g the la~ding roll and steepening the 
a?~::::oac~ ?2t~ .. He also has the longe:;::- gea.::- on t~is one.He also says he 
':::2.:: ::ell :co ap?reciable differe!"lce in aLi.0rC!"l res?C~se with the shorter 
G'; 2.ile=o:::s. ':':'0 airfoil used is the stanc2.::::d one, :-:ot the LDS2. SJ more 
co~g::atu:ations are in order for ar.othe:::: well cone for Francis' 2nd T-18. 

---'---~- -~ -~-.~~------.--~-----~--~~~-.-.-~--~~--------------
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2\:;,other or.e ::lies~ .••. JO!-m F..A::tDY, Rt. 1, Box 292?':, Natchitoches, LA, 71457, 
also flew ~ 5 7-18 in late May and is :nost pleased ·",ith it. John's 
fuselage 2.!': ",.,ioss C2rJ;e from this area from one of the original gang of 
28 7-18 D:.li :::e:.:s ..... 'e r.ad ir. the DAL-FT:'l area :..;::-:pteen years ago. John 
pic:':ec U:::l a '::-1...:n o'..,t IO-320 (160 ~p) f!."c:n 2. '1","i:: COi.!anche shortly after 
::e got the 1::2..re ai.::-'::rc..::J.e and zero timed it. It also had a 6" prop extension 
on it a:;'Q the regula!." c:c"stant speed p.::-O?, too. (Stacdard equipment on 
::r:e 'J.".v. Co:-:.). 

Jo~n has~'t. tad a chance to really nail down his performance as yet, as 
he's Z1a?ing sc much fun flyinr,;! it to :::eally get serious yet. You'll see 
all t:::-ee c:: t!::ese gents and their oe',; airp12:1es Clt aSH this year and! 
will cor~er them there for thei.::- promised specs, wts. CG, etc. for 
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inclusion in N.L.~56, which will corne out very shortly a:ter 053. T 

would like to get a coS'.pl.ete rundo;.m on each and e\'ery 1'-1:; at c,s;c; 
in '82, so if you a.::-e pla!"lning to fly your T-18 there t:-:is yea:.: i '.:. 
would save me a lot of ti:-Je if vou would sit dOv,'n 
and reco:;::-d all the vit21 statistics: Engine, prop,""~~"-'-'"-=--"'~""~ 
stall, full throttle (alt. & te7.''C) , rp::-, & :-l.P., c.::-uise at -50s :;;x::"~,,::. 

• battery locatio", ne-'" a.::- ald a.irfoil, type of paint us'?'::::, ::::;:::.: c: :::: ... :, 
... \~'r ~r,..exrau5t type, Darb air box details, allionics, etc. In ::2.::"::., 9:"0a22 
\V plIT any a::1d all details thc.t ,,'Quld be of interest to -the t.::-ccps. I:: ~"o::: :rt something a little diffs:;::-ent please do a short descripticr: 0:: i-:;:~ You 

;..~,,;( ... n don't halle to write a fancy article. Just scrato!"; it out ar-.:'l 1'1:'" :::s 
I' .... t"pt'.v glad to rew:dte it if "eeGed .••• ~f.:~SE DJ YOUR P;:"?.T ::::: ::..-:"" S--_-?r~'.:._=~:::i 
~t"" ~S~EQR TIrS ~ L ...... A lot of you have said, 'r 2?~::::e::::"2.::E' t.:-.E' 
, time and trouble you a::-s goi:-:g to to get the X.L. out, sc :-:-2e;; it. ::.:;::, 

...• but the N,J."",_C:,?~'l_~t_,L;g.?':) cgiD~...D if v_ou 0'.1'/5 dor:"t ':?~>? :':-:0 :::-:::: -c: 
write your exper';ences!';!!I£ yOG are at a loss as to .,,':-:0:."::. ::::: • ... ,.:::"::.e 2'::....::;'...;....: 
go back over the r:ews2..et:':e::s a:1('] ta'<e note of the SUbjects -::~.at r,2,-o2 
been covered. Hany of those thir;gs are 0:11y one perso,,'s eX:;::-2'riE~ce5 .. 
Even tho' the quoted rr.ay be t:'1e best, it mig:-:"::. r:c"::. ;::;0 :::-.0 
easiest for everyone .. It's of valuE' to newcomers ::0 2..'2,"":'::-:'. C: ::---::::-E 
than one way to do so:nething. If you oan't think of a;:yt:::"r:,? else, sit 
dOK" and make a detailed sketch of you:;::- brake sytem £::8::1 t.c;; tc ;:'::'::-:::-:-:;. 
Callout the specs -for tt:bing a,,(l other hard~.;are, w~at ::::?I? C= ::-.25:e::: 
cyl's used, how mountea with brake pecal, etC .••• ~Anot~2r S~::;s s:::~:e::;t 
is your fuel system .•.• ag2in '",'ith cOr.1plete callout on 211 ~a:'::-&,.,·2:.::-e. 
What type of fuel ta"k cap used, scupper drain, how vent lir:es lcc~t~~, 
fuel tank sender used & how c2lihrated, hm," accurate? All of t::ese, :;::::":':5 
you:.::- personal opinio" a:1d recomr:-,endations ....§LLQf cree!. .... ,- ...... ,on. 7::e.::-e 3-.::-e 
a LOT of uncompleted T-18s out the::e and many of the:::'! are in ~es:;::~=a'::e 

need of the very inforr:;ation YOU could supply .. No""', "': CO:::=2e :..: .:..";:'L' 
never asked John or any other pe.::-son for advice on so:::e ;-2::t 0: c:"::'::
airplane (,,'hether it's cct'::::>:i.etea or not), then the 21::;(;,·e ::,,::es:;'t 
to YOU, but if you dcr .. "t £iJ.ll into t~2t catec;o:::y ~-cu r::is"'t ""2.r,-:;: ":.c 
note that you ha'v'e inc:.lrred an obligation to make pay:r,c;-J': i:-: '::b? 22..::-.e 
type of "currency" that you "borro'wed" in. New in case ::-·c:: ~r:in;"; yo:..; 
might be a little embar::::assed i:' others kne',.; about sene c:: :,,·oClr ':;2C::S' 
along the way. please re:nember that each and every T-18 ;::;",iloe:':" ::2..2 C:,2.je 

a bunch of them along the way, so let's put that crutch 2',,-2.';:-' ::cr s;cc::. 
----~.----~~~---~---------.-~~~~~-- .~--~--~ 

\~". 
1"_I~ 

~r~ 

p 
"cp~~, 
~v~~~ 
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'82 OSH T-18 FORm1: For some reason a 7-18 form:l was 3':r:' sc:-:",:::;l12::: £::::: 
0SH in '82. I don't knm<l ",.hy. It's hard to believe it ,,'2..2 s::':-,?:"'y a:-: 
0'J'0!."sight. No doubt th'O' 7-185 '."an't be ;:he ::lost nu:ne.::-c:..:s ::~.C5'" 
present, as they have 12een in past years, but when c\"e;:- 330 .2. t:,·;--e-
have been built, ·",ith another t_housand under constructior:, it. ::::-0S:-.' t 
seem very likely that it was simply overlooked. I can't help b:;t ge:: 2.. 

little hot under the collar at the way HeadqGarters ~as see~ec ~o S;.:";~ 
the finest design of them all oller the years* 

We will have au::: annual T-18 dinner at Sutch's Anebe.::- I:::: 2.t ':::-:'0" :.:"':::'·...;l"': 
time on Tuesdav elleninc, wi-th a cocktail h ... c.:.£:t.::::.......Ef...E':::0d::..:"',:::' _:"'.':' :::::::-.== .. 

Also, as per usual on Y,onday at 1200 pp""n ·"'e Hill agai7! l": e C".lr "~r::':'~ 
Off" disolav. This is one c~ the most educational things 2.t 'ta::e :;::12c;:: 
out there on tile flight line and ~ir:it vour cco~C'r", :::-: i:-: - :":::":".:::' 
it a 100% effort. I kr:o';<l some of you halle the Rattray cc, ,',,':::":::-: s 
more difficult to rerncwe, but pe-r!:aps you could re:no~'e tl":e x,:::,:::::::-. =.::: 
without too much trou1:::1e. It RF_~T.J,y IS appreciated~ If yc,..: :=.::e "::.2.;-: :-:-; 

pictures, you mig!it ' ....... ant to \.ise a flash for better Ge:.2.:":. 

-.PJ,~AJE~_P9.<1'r..EJ~ixIJ IUd M"p/.l?j.y 
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M::lRE ON TURBOCHARGING: Excerpts from a letter from our old burlrly,......aQL 
~.5l75 Wing Lake Rd., Bloomfielrl Hills. Mich, 48013: 

Kr am motivated to write specifically afte=- reading about Ken Hansen 
and his turbocharging efforts. It should be CLEARLY and FORCEFULLY 
pair-ted out that aerodynamic damning of the flutter reqime is a f 
Q"" 'i'Rp"1:' AT~SPEED and t:.ot JJiDICATED AIRSPEED, as you well kno,,'. Jo 
pointed this out most emphatically and the T-l8 has NOT been tested 
above the present maximums of speed. Therefore, at altitude he would 
still be limited as to maximum top speec. (Actually, the maximum speed 
~~uld be lower than at sea level). 

If he would contact TOM BACSANYI, 18815 Blue Skies Dr., Livonia, Mich. , 
42152, he could obtain IT,uch valuable infom.ation about turbocharging a 
T-lS. Tom desigr..ed and built a "controlled leak" in place of a wastegate. 
This eliminates all the complications of a mechanical wastegate and 
simplifies the cockp~t controls to the simple. single throttle lever. 
He installed an intercooler to reduce inlet air temperature at higher 
altitudes, thus eliminating the very real danger of detonation and 
inc::easing the density. He has his "calibrated leak" set to develop 31" 
at T/O and he can hold 31" clear up to 24, 000 ft.! From FL240 on up the 
M;P decays, but at a slower rate than on at:. ur-aspirated engine at the 
lo;"er altitcdes. Service ceiling is'some,,:be::e above 35,000 ft~' He also 
cesig~ed a scavenging pump for the turboc~2::ger, which works fine. I 
believe he has never flown the airplane above 25,000 ft, but he routinely 
flies at 18,000 to 20,000 ft. He abices by Joh~'s speed limitations 
::eligously and his biggest advantage in addition to cruise speeds of 
220-230 mph is the phenominal fuel consumption he gets. with 180 hp and 
a 30 gallon fuel tank he has a range of about 1000 mil es! He has several 
hundred hours on a proven system and since he is an engineer with a wide 
background in turboch3rg~rs I believe his ccunsel is certainly worth 
werth listenina to on its m~rits. He has ~uch ~ech~ical and engineering 

on his svstem and you might be able to get him to write something for 
the ne·wsletter. 

I as sending along a simple schematic of a wiring system fo~ the T-18 • 
It needs the adrlition of radios. etc., ~~t maybe it will help give 
sor::;eone sane ideas to go from. This sketch ',,'as by courtesy of Dick 
Pe:J.::Ian. (See page 7B). 

I'~ also including a couple of pictures of the 450 lbs. of equipment 
that .... ·as installed in my airplane s€v·e!.'"2.1 YE>ars ago when \\'e did the 
p=op vibration tests (see older newsletters about the tests that were 
done to set guidelines for a safe metal prop). Ny gross weight for 
t!:ese tests was 1981 lbs. At that ",eight I had to co stalls, 2G pull-ups, 
vertical turns, dives to 220 mpE ~s, and climbs to 15,000 ft. I'd like 
tQ get these pix back .... 'hen you are thru .. .:it!: tt~o::m. 

I'~ still working on my #2 airplane a~d ~cpe to finish it this corning 
su~~er sometime. I will sell one of them, but I haven't decided which 
one as yet. I'll send pictu::es and in=o soon. 

Keep your airspeed up~ 

BOB DIAL 
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Thanks again, Bob, for all you:: ,,'ords of wis o:n OD. the flutter speed's 
::::'xed ::elationship tc the :'?rE a';rsoeed. I s ncerely hope one and all 
clearly understand the inhe::ent da:-:;er assoc atec with foolishly pushing 
t!":e airplane's speed up to or be~icnc .... ,hat. is k"own to be safe. The T-lS's 
s~eed 2nd c8otrol response :;-,ai<:0s :'1: a~ exhilerati;,g- airplanQ to fl~' and 
in 50;;;<;; this als':j se:-:e:::'2tes an cverv:hel;:-,i:-:g surge c:: "Look at ~'2, 

.... the S~O· .. I-S=:: t:::ae, to be ?lain ai::o:;t it. Mcs,t 0: us can 
:resist that urge at 10'.,' alt:'1:uGe, !::ct be alert afout Vne at altitude. 
Don't e'Ter aSSU:1:e yeu could react fast enough to stop flutter after it 
began. You ca:!' t. I inter,,-ie-,,'ec t: ... 'o eye wi"!::nesses \o,'ithin 15 minutes after 
tr,ey sa',., tbe start of t;c.e tail f:"utter until the airplane self destructed 
in mid-air and t!lev Dc_!;"t,,_acr:eed the? total t'me inte.:"lTal was consider:ably 
T"'-'SS ..... "."''' UC'CC:1:is; 

I:: y0U. CS:l.'t ~;:ne 2:-; ('<;':- qa S' it'- your 2.i.:":;:,lane Ferbaps you ought to 
sit down a~d figure r.ow mue ess your airspeed indicator will read 
:::or each thousand ::eet of 2. tude you go LiP arid i::ar.:e a little ehart to 
!<.:eep i,·. the ai:::;la"e 2::'8 .. re sr to. You can use stiJ.,.dard temp drof'Off 
-:i.gu:::es 2:18 be prst":.y 01c2""_ Riq:-:t -::C'''; you sno\)ld also be aski;'.g yourself 
"I \o,'o~de:r ho',..; accc:::a'::.e ~<y i:;dica'::ed airspeed is?????" That's a pretty 
good arSu:T£:1t fo:' ::i:'.C::i~g oct jus-:. ho',,; accurate your airspeed is. Right? 

;'l>2Ttc"'S a letter (i:: part) fro::< T.J.~':cCo=:TIick, Box 105, Ro",-la:1d, NC,28383 
is. which he says:"! ha'''E' been working DC! the horizontal tail. The left 
as.d right sides are ~ade and I used ~atched hole procedures as you 
suqgested and it worked out OK_ The ~iggest mistake I made was to lay 

'

out th;:: #613 beam te:::,.plate ::or the 1:101es real accurately. I was sort of 
..:I ~ " .... ' ... .. • • •• scare", 0 ... ::",.~~n,,! a ..... ::n7 ~~,:e :o:::~"d1e~e, a:1d sp~n .. " ex .. :~ br;,0 ";lth dlvlde:s. 

D\'V etc. to gel. 1.<: );;S'_ :::1.;:,,;:: • .:.. t .. en r.a:; a harc t:u,;e lGentJ.fYlng the posltJ.on 
lwr V whel:"e it should go. ;;:':~ryth:'ng -,,:as narked, but still this thing gets 
~1A\ touchy ' . .;I:e;: the t.,.,·o s::02ets are drill0d at one tine and one has to be 

,.,t.:.;,,"oeCi .. l)\n2:!'; to get en,: right ar:d one left elevC!'::o..::-. Anyway the elevators 
a::-e clecoed togetr:e::: :-:0,,",' and now I';:: up to i::stalling roth to the tube 
spar, etc_ 

I am learning though. I Quilt a Baby Ace back in 1958 and ~ still have 
it. I also built a Pitts Special and have it licensed and it has 12 hrs. 
of test time on it as flcv:n by a crop sprayer friend a year ago.I haven't 
flown it :r.yself ye~. It r.eeded a fe'", things to finish and now I have 
all of the~ done.~cw I car! conce~trate on the T-18. 
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that an ordinary drill bit is prone to drift out of tr:at "ti. y pu:;ch 
mal:"K that ~{ou needed to hit accurately ... especially aft0:C:' ;:eq0.n to 
get a little bit dull. 'iVith such bits, yeu sinply can::ct ?2:: ectly I 
reproduced the hole layout that you have center pu::.cted. ::-:S S::eet ~·:etal 
Grind bit t::akes it possi;:'le not only to hit t1:e 2xa:;t ce:::'::.e::: c:: tf:2 
punch ma:::k -,dth t;;2 center of the pilot drill ?a.::'::., ::c::t a:,,:; ':::-.e L,t 
will drill s'::.raigl-'.t a!ld true a:--:d ""'on't "walk". It aO':<.:2.1::':: " . .,;-:::::ks like 
a miniature hole cutter, as the outer flutes cut out a pe:::fe::t ciisk~ 

HOW TO GRIND A SHEET PeTAL GRIND BIT: T. J. contin~es: HI 
how to grinc sheet metal grind drllls, also. I ?layed wit~ 
various ways a!ld four.d out that if you SU?:?Crt a r:re:::el 
",'ay (I put r:li.ne in a vise) and use a mounted ,,;as 
about 3/4" dia_ ar:.d l/S" wide) _ t·~ount a C-2::: '::.;:e ""heel 
so vou can see and dress the wheel so that it t::e 
d:::ill bit so that it has a ce!1ter pilot. ,,'hic!l is s::a:::? a~,6 about. 020 
to .030 long. Then ve=y Carefully grind the lips at a gcoci ~:'ting angle 
and you will ha'lc something tbat will drill a 'Ie:::y acc'..:rate :::o'':01d hole~ 
Look at it tr.is way:with the sheet metal grind :5:::il::'yc:.: :-.2.',0: a cer:':e;:: 
pilot to guide the bit and with an ordina:::y eriE. :::::.~ "t::-,e c:",::'y pilot 
you cave is the tapered point and it Has groll~d to dri2.: s'::", "': , r:ct 
aluminum_ Consult anv shop mo:tnual and it \o,'ill say ::0 ':::::e crill •. ,'it 
a much snarper ?Oint~ and give it a lot of rake a;;:-le_ ~::eet ",et,,!! 
grind bit does not wander and does not have to na,te a ?<:;:\.c::ed 0:: dn.llee 
undersize pilot hole to start accurately, but -.. :e all kr,oH yo:.; :::eally
need a pricked point dimple to be very accurate_Take a lock at sc~e 0: 
the FLAT type wooo bits that are used for larger r.ole sizes i~ wood and 
you've got the idea_ 

I also found out that a high speed air drill .... ·orks :7:".1ch =ettel:" ti":an an 
electric drill, iz lighter, and you have a wide speea ra:l.:;e ::cy cO:-1trcll~ 
tn€ air pressure. 

Well now that I have my 
get at the riveting and 
sometime in the futUre. 

hole drilling problems ",,'orked Ollt, I'n ready to 
I hope people won't be laughing at :r.:t ri<. .. eting 

One more thing on the drill subject: The drill bits 
to grind t};an the regular ones." 

Sincerely. T~J. 

are r::;;.c:: easiel:" 

T~J. that ",'as GREAT! If it wasn't for those li;:e :T-''.: t:,at ::2.ke tne bull 
by the horns and go ahead and do these things •••• a~d then pass on what 
they've learneo, the homebuilding movement \o,'ould have died en the vine ~1 

Coe problem I had Vv'::'t:-. ':1-:e !'8?CH3D FlOI,E TOQL:;:NG ',,'as with the t::ansfer 
pUrlch (the #30 punc;, ',>'ith t::e nib). The nib, or center punch part of 
:nine is too roundec 2;;d it leaves a mark that is too sloppy to center a 
jrill or pt!~ch in. I made a punch out of a l/S" punch and made a good 
sharp little in the center that works very well_ The taper on the punch 
matches \o,'itt: the #30 te:npl~te hole and no tight fit has to be made like 
with the Whitney punc~. I find this more accurat'? (I'd like to go over 
this -",ith you at OSH t::is year, ?J. and ;;:3.xe 2. ske"!::ch for the NL). 

______ years ag,:..'-. Anywa~:-':::"<:~~: ___ ~~_rr:.~:,~~~~~~_T..:.~: 

qv~ 

~~ 
~IPJ) 
6r-6 

The subject of SHES':' !-ETi'lL GRIND DRILL BITS has been mentioned several 
times in the NLs, bJt there see~s to be a great vacuum of information 
when it comes to sc~eone telling in detail exactly how to do it. I get 
[:line thru a~other ~'.lilder, w!>o in turn has a machinist friend r"ake them 
in his spare time.In case yUU are just starting a:1d have just discovered 

Just below this I'm making a crude sketch of a Sheet metal cl:"inc drill 
bit, just in case the writeup still isn't cle0.r. -

'I 
lOP 
v/n.J 
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A'I:>·OL"1' ?-Z.ADY TO FLY: Fa'..!! Carabelli, Address unknown, Los Angeles area; 
70nv R'.1sse1l,406 Cardinal Drive, Slidell, LA, 70458; Lou Fc1coni, 1917 W~ 
Free'lo.'ay, Apt. 5, Grand P=ai::ie, 7X,75051; Tom Kerns, 4218 Ticino Dr., 
Arlington, TX, 76016; Ken Brock, 11852 Western Ave., Star.ton, CA,90680; 
Bob Dial_,{#2), 5175 .... ·iog Foot Rd, Bloomfield Hills, :.u,48013; Cecil 
~dric~s, P.O.Eox 68097, Seattle, .... ~, 98188;plus about a cozen more 
in tne "maybe soon depart~ent", that I have:1't had any info on recently. 
If any of you know of an advanced T-lB ?::oject near you or have heard of 
so:::eor:e who recently bm;ght a flying T-lB (or an advancec project) I'd 

! cPE.r~e~_~~:~_-=--=:~~_!.~~_:'"~~::"~::~~he de~ail_s_. ______ _ 

-(-IS f.. ri 
~0s1 

~;;;§~~I§~(contin<!ed): Repeating, if ! k;;ow that or.e of those that 
are listed as T-18 :v:,.;s ",embers has an airplane now flying I will ~ 
1 ir-e b'; s name. I'll alse do the same for any that might be flying in 
the very near future. Add~ess changes from previous listings will be 
updated as they co~e in. State ~!:ae __ ~i~~r:gs began in 1\"1, #52. 

~~ 
'h'm. Ayres, 761 Stinson st .• Independence, OR, 97351 
Dean Adams, 16575 SE Sager Rd., Portland, OR, 97236 
Ron Arnoldson, 1539 Rc=erts Ck. Rd., Roseburg, OR, 97470 
T.V~Anderson, 2235 ~~ 16th st. Corvalis, OR, 97330 
Larry E'Jerst:leyer, 4725 St; 207th Ct., Beaverton, OR, 97007 
Rone·rt Furrer M. D~, 427 oakway MalL Eugene, OR, 97401 
Renald Gerrard, 85 T St.,Sprigfield, OR, 97477 
v,a:;,r:e Heigel, Rt. 3 Box 140-E, Sherwood, OR, 97140 
Ro ... ·ard Nartin, 10270 S"'~ 80th, Portland, OR, 97223 
A:r:os Ranck, 3536 Poir:setta St. NE, salem, OR, 97303 
Denell Zander, 13700 S;.; Hall, Tigard, OR, ,97223 

MICHIGAN 
Richard Amsden, 16434 Ccncord, Fraser. MI, 48026 
h':n. BeswiCK, 7144 Heathern'ood Dr., Jenison, ML 49428 
Al Bosonetto, 32625 Be~son Dr •• Westland, MI, 48145 
Douglas Boyer, P.O.Box 236, Eastport, MI, 49627 
Bcb Dial, 5175 Ning La:.;:e Rd. Bloomfield Hills, NI, ~·8013 

Ar.thor:y Dac.=:owski, Jr, 3104: Temple st., Mus?;egon Hts., PU, 49444 
Orville Green, 34 \'~. Dale Ave., Muskegon, ~G, 49441 
~tldgins, 2502 Le.roy, Flil'.t, MI, 48502 
Don Hack~ey, 6647 Hatc2ery, Pontiac. MI, 48054 
I-lark Lamos, 25687 Kilreigh Dr., Farmington Hills, MI, 48014 
Xerlin~~iller, Rt,David Dr. Springport, MI, 49284 
Roy Oberg, 8040 Shacybrook, SEt Ada, MI, 49301 
D':ck Pe:1;nan, 5918 Borc~3.n Re., Dryden, 1'H, 48428 
Vince!1t Reno, 11483 Ker:.nebec, Detroit, 11I, 48205 

OHIO 
Larry Baker, 4330 Chip:?ewa Falls, Jamesto~m, OH, 45335 
Francis Boehlein, 6206 Timberlane Dr., Indepenxence, OH, 44131 
Craig Cihlar, 3407 Revere Rd., Richfield. OH, 44286 
Carl Cole, 7927 Heatherglen Dr., Cinncinnati, OR, 45230 
.... ·alter Gif:::in, 4277 Ke,,:rr:ont Pl., Columbus, OR. 43220 
Pawl S. Jor,es, 302 E. :,;::in, Oak HilL eE, 45656 
Jas. Xach, 7274 B'-ltte:::n:.:t L:1., Plentor, OH, 44060 
Robert Keit~an. 4017 Glenheath Dr.,Dayton, OH, 45440 
Jas. Paine, 4240 \o;'asroe:::: Rd., Dayton, OH, 4:5440 
Kenneth Patsch, 2102 Jeanetter. Dr., Sandusky, OE, 44870 

Clifton, Redden Rt 1 
, • ,609 Wise Rd., Lynchburg, OR, 45142 
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OHIO (cont'd) 
E.L~ Starcher, 10588 Norwalk Rd., Litchfield, CE, .:!4253 
Ted Williams, 640 St~, Rt 314, RD12, H2.nsfield. OE. 44903 

ILLINOIS 
Kurt Ayres, 5951 Guilford Rd., Rockford' .. _IL; 61107 
Alfred cousineau, 8332 N. octavia, Niles. IL, 60648 
Kei th Claypool, 826 VI~ Broaa>r:oor Dr., Peori2.., Ii" 61614 
Lewis Corbett, 8202 Grand Oaks ct.,Gu:::on0e, IL, 50031 
WHo Gillen. 3228 3rookmead Dr., Rolli:1.g Neadc ..... ·s, IL, 60008 
Robert T. H. Hubbard, 437~ 1st St, La Salle, IL. 61301 
wallace Hunt, 1658 Plaza Dr., Rockford, ~L, 61183 
Bob Jaeger, 2405 Ne1rose, Ne1rose Park, IL, 60164 
Donald Kames, 3N375 Keil Rd., Kest Chicago, IL, 60185 
paul Kirik, 2921 28th Ave.A, , l'~oline, II." 61255 
Allen Lurie, 605 E. Ar~strong, Peoria, IL, 61603 
Tom Harley, 5721 N. 55th St., Chicaqe. IL, 6063£ 
Gaylen I:.eCc:.unt, 301 E. r,1e~-':-. st., G?org'2tcr...;':;, I1." 61846 
KennE.!.~l{hoacrs, 175 Hic.~:ory Lar:~, Far Hi:i.ls, Peoria, IL, 61611 
Joe Robinson, 602 N. Cross, Rocinscn. IL, 62454 
A.A. Repeta, 4300 N. Marine Dr., Apt. 1704, Chicago, IL, 60613 
Ron Sassaman, 931 16th St.,Rochelle, IL, 61068 
Gary Smith, 512 S. h'ate::::man St., Aflbgtol"\. Ee':gl:::s, .l'.G~ 60(Jcr4'" 
warren Spence::. 1512 No!:"th Ave., Crystal :;:"ake, ILl 60014 
Richard Secrest, 134 Matte}; Ave.,De Kalb, IL, 60115 
Bernard D~ Scola, 1823 Palm 0::::., Nt. Prospec::, IL. 60056 
Jerry Turner, RR#5, Box 132, Harion, IL, 62957 
Rollin Tippet, 208 S. Jackson st., ,\.;auxegan, ILl 60085 
Thos~ i1einberg, RR #2, NT. Vernon, IL, 62264 
Joe R. Wooo, 602 N. Cross St. Robinson, IL, 62454 
Bob Yaung, 512 S. Olmstead St. Ca~~oo, IL. 61858 

(Other states listings will follow in f:)ture !~.!..S) 
-----' 

-" 

UPDATE ON BACK ISSUES OF NEWSLETTERS #45 thru =54: 

As I mentioned i N.L.#54, r a~ it': t:-:e P::OC'2SS cf ~aki.ng a cat:;plete 
new set of print ng plates for ALL of the abo· .. e :-;.L. sand riSl:t after 
OSH I will run 0 f about 100 copies of each of these issues. I have 
kept cad: ano every letter Gnd postcard that any T-18 member has sent 
me, so I do have a record of the ones that h2o'.'£> p.ot received O:1e or 
more of the N.L.s as a result of the Post Office De7Jt. caJ:"e_lessness,etc. 
It's going to be a time consuminq and weariscme jeb-to ?r~~t, staple, 
collate, address, and mail all these back L"s:.les ene si'.ce I have to do 
all this myself I would appreciate it if you"a gh'e n:e a little help 
and ~~teJ:.L.3:-ft:?.E-2_:?.~ou would (agei,") !'t.""l me a s27:':ole 'OOstcar! 
saying, "I ~eed K.L.s 'f"' ••••• & •••• etc. Tr:at would sa,,'e me a goed rr.any 
hours of precious time if you ,,'ould take a couple of minutes to co thi! 
All back copies ·,..,ill come in the large ~ailing e:-welcps like ... 'e ilOW 

-are using. We have found that the P.O. Dent. is n:uch less likely to "los~ 
them, as compared to those that are just" folded and stapled and the extl 
cost of the envelop is worth it . 

one ~Qre thJ2g: I inadvertently sent out my "Master Copy" fer :~. L. 
£2Q to 50"'.E'One. I would appreciate it if you ',,'ould check your 7"50 N~L. 
and if it is TlrEu instead of orinted.that is it.If you happen to have 
it,please send it to me PDQ. If I have to re-t}~e =50 frem ene of the 
printed copies to make the ne' .... plates for it and re-draw the sketches 

in it it'll use up,a Week of time l:::est Sfent ot.~~ 1!/.!fA)I(~ 
!~-----------=---=-~=-'::=---':';'-----'---":"'=-:"-=----
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:,~?::.;,.:':;:; • 82 OSC'l T-IB FORm.::: I talked to ?i'es sch::lidt today (who schedules 
-::-.2 ::crums fci the con',lention) and asked him for an explanation as 
t::: ...... ;;y there had bee;; no T-IS forum scheduled. I never really got a 
sa'::is£'actor'! a;:;s' ... :er. ;,'es said that NASA had come in with a lot of 
::c;:-',,;:;:s, sc:m~ of them to ruC1 twice. Nhat it boiled down to was they 
sa:':: ;.:=.; r.adn't contacted then. He finally of::ered a spot ilt 9:00 to 

";C:')') ".1>1 on Friday, Auc:ust 6th. I ve-::.y relu:::tantly accepteCl, as I feel 
>:"cst of the people 'dill hewe gone horr.e by then. I' \.'12' had quite a few of 

call ~e (some pretty hot under the collar about it) and when one 
at the forum li~e-up a;;d sees fcr~ms O~ Pietenpol, Pixie,CPR, 

::lc.ppinq ·,.;i"gs, Flyi~v] Fleas,The Flyi~C; Companion, etc ..•. well,why 
::::.-::' t ~'Jt.: loc:'- it over 2.;;C 2::2.' .. ; your 0-'·.'::' cO:iclusions. You might look a~ 
-:.:.:-:=~ list: and as,,- yotlrsel.f ;:ow ma;;y of -:.:.l"lc:;se programs called EAA and 
asked 1'5:Dl to put them in a forum slot. You might oheck the forum line 
;.IF • .... ·hen you get there. We just might. '."ant. to make some arrangements o~ 
c:..;:::: o· ... ·n •••. perhaps som<?tbing like an open-air aUditorium meeting on 
say, 7ues. I;1orning (the one just south ef the antique area in the woods 
i:' :"::::-:.:. ~lse). 

F:7'"::!:G T:~E ?IP.r,·;ALL AND :i±6:}3 IJ.i.\SH FRA.;.IT; TO r.<-IE SKIN OVER TEE TANK: 
20:::.:::'q 2..- :?0r~e~-:::i~:' a::rt.i;"""Sc::: fn-of -:':'-~-se F,,:O-tO-thesFin--2-S6~ve isnt 
':'2:::~." eas~:' i::. :,:,ost C2SCS, ·,.;hether yo~ use ;.latched hole tooli"g and 
p:::-e-.?l:rc;'2.sed parts or no::. Sorr:etir;'.es you will have a series of little 
'flats" between the ri',let holes or sometimes you will have a series of 

'.1t. :;;""P."5 that lE't you see caylight around the fi-::.e'·:al1 or dash frame. You 
J1'Aff,V cz· .. iousl:/ don't ~:a::.t openings whe::-e funes, heat, fire, or noise can 
rfl'· ~::E'trate t::e cabin area. Some F00ple bave made thin shims to fit the 
111~ q,,-psc, etters ha",'e caulkec, etc. 

" ~- .~.. 13"7 C f· ,. fla F < 'X 7"034 <th .1 ~,a:-nl.j. ~0:1, :J am le..l.O ,', y, rlSCO, .... , ;) ,came up W1. a 
.14lYpre::.ty good ',,'ay of getti:1g a first class fit all the way . ~e is using ""tf{t{.Ar ::-,:e:-, ;("::,o,,,·1..es perts a:1c all holes matched p:::etty welL He first drilled 

Y"' e~·e:::-:rthing ' .. :itn a ±.40 ;:;ril1. checked t;,e fit, and found he had a series 

AND -::= ':hesS' ..s:T:aE S"2.ps. P2r~ of the problem is that the angle on the flange 
c:: ~:-:e ::i,::-s··:al1 a::d the '":'S03 must ;:0:-:ti:10\1s1y change ( a small amount) 

I""U as it I;1a~:es tr:e cur""es at tr.e upper corners of these two. He then 
l"I1,,., ·::;::-i::'ec :::-:'1 the ~::Jles au:: ·tc ;#30 size a:;c rec!-lecked to sce if this would 
VII :::co<:::',? .. ·e t~e "":'T"o:!:;:le:n. :t dicl:;'t. He l:ad clecos ir; EVERY hole, teo. He 
CfJAl4fj ;-:-2'::0 a ~a.:."c-:".·:(.od :';"::hi~el." c:.:'::. of a:1 cIa h2.::1IT:'?!: handle, sanding down an 
flV"'" e::;q0 OD the er:d c:: the "chisel" that had arout the same radius of the 

rajius 0= ce:1d of the flanqe of the firewall and dash. Getting inside, he 
ta??eo t1-:p other 2r.c of tte chisel while the "sharp" end HUS held just 
=-".::-e2..::· on the F!"'~XGE sde of the bend radius. In effect, this makes the 
::::'::",,,·al1 ar.d dasr. fr,;:.:::te fIe.eses a s:nall a::,our:t na.rrQwer ar:d the verti cal 
::2-':'-"": c::: tr.e~, a·-I":i:~~;:f0-·::'2"lle=. The sal\'a:,.ized steel of tr.e fire',·,all is 
2::-:.:.~a1..':"y suite ma:le",-:'::::'", a:;c relathrely sc::t, so it is quickly responsivE' 
tc '.:::e chisel strokes. 'rhe dash fr21:1e is s:Jme·,."hat less responsive, but 
it, teo ..... ·ill accept the li::;ht refor:::i:1g ,,;i::h no trouble. At the same 
ti~e this is taki:;g pIa:::e. the flanges are re-shaped to toe exact angle 
r.€eced to ::latch the s).:;:':'n.. Using the same ball pein hammer he had used to 
tap the other end of the chisel, Ken used the small end of it to drag 
i':: arcund the radics of the flange, usir:g he~ hand pressure. This 
: rthe= softened and blended the new bend radius area. Ken says the 
: ~al result of all this is such a tight fit between the bulkheads and 
2 that you coulc hardly FOur "later beb,ee:1 the~. 

: ba:: pt"el.'iously warr.ed Ken that around the fire ..... all where you have 

3 separa::e layers of metal to tightly pull together just before the 
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rivets are inserted for driving that yeu should USe lis 
threaded)~achine screws to pull the pieces together as c'c"- «< 

r/J possib;e: The firewal~ nan.:;e. ~as ~~:h more nO,~~cab::,. "'7-""- .~", .... .=."':::-:~'" ,,11 the fo_mlng process t.,an alumH,um .I.._~,nges and ... neC! ~ .. i',e""_,,, ___ ~ ... ", .. - .. _ 
;,..JfJv...nt; skin and the vertical .063 doubler it looks ",'ery wa' .. -y. r ce:":,cH' ::e::.'$ 
:Y"' tJ.... US0 of the wood "chisel" could well be used to adva:l.ti:\;::-e i:::. t:-ris 2;:-e:? 

' .... ,!.J= £~ a1so,to minimize some of the effects of this over-st:::e~cr::'r:::;. 0: 2"::::,::::,,0 sr. ...... ~~; if YOLl use this method here, it would be best to do it :"Cl.: 1'# match ?rill the doubler ·,."ith th:- skin an.d fi.!:"e-...:alL -:':'0 ~·:S. :0. ?C::::s~::.:": 

, ~~l~i:~s~~t~~g~;~~,r"~~t~e~~~r:~~ir;a~:;i;;~~~· o~ ~~:o =~~;"~~~~ .~~::~~;;~ 

V101(1(i~ 
(o~~~ 

little machine bolts, so there "'ill 1:e no shiftir:g of :~Q:;'e :0=2':::,:::'C::'2.::: 
think you also should use washers on each end of the T.achir:e belts tc 
squeeze as large an area as possible. If you are ne· ... ' at riveti:;:; ~'c,-, 
should be aware that a rivet will try to SHell up i::let-... eeD t-,,·c shEets ~;. 

the upsetting process if the sheets are separated ar:c c-: ccc:::-::e t:-::o.".:'s a 
no-no. If that happc:-:s, drill it out and do it right. 7::'a~'s ' .. :r:::-> :*"::':.: 

shol<ld be dilig2nt about deburrir:g before ::-i·,leting. 
~--.-~"-.---

DEE.URRING TC'8L: I r2.'1 across a goed little deburrinq teel :::ece::: _::. a 
Tru-Value Haro'.·.'''':::e stcre. It is made by GS\S:i\..I:..L r.r.?:c,·:;·::::::- Y?:'. c ci 
NYC, t."'Y, 10013 and is called a "S"."i\·el head deburrir.::; tc~l" -;..-;. ) 2:-.:; 
the retail price was $4.79, It can be used in holes by rotating t cr 
on sheet edges by a straight pull. It's about the lengt~ of a re::.ci1 
and has a little joggle at the business end. 

You can make a very geod tool for deburring the wire e:; e :::::c::-. stee'.:: 
stock by taking an old sere"\>,' driver and making a 90° te d i:; t::e S::2:-:" 
about an inch from the enc and gri:1cing a sharp Vee in he ET".d. 5:.+ 
dragging the Vee toward you down the edge ::cf the sheet yC:-'..l ca;: peel -:':'::e 
standing wire edge off ne1!tly. One used to see knife 5:-:a:::-:;:e,.e:::-s ~de 
like this that worked on the same principle. 

------CJ-oCmClN--,'-s-c.C-S2 BIRTHDAY P;';;;-~-~··~'~~~d to JO~~~-~-··~~-:~~· s~ a::te.::- tis 
:Last-birthday party (around June 20th) and he said aboct 60 

showed up for the nm,' an:lual event. Bad ",'X in the LAX a:::ea 
a fe"/V' from that area f.::-om cOI;1ing, but I think he said 2.9 
came up and 2 of them ,,:ere Skooters. Several were frc~ ):crt:-:e:-::-, '-'", ... ,..,... 
John was delighted with the day and to be with so m2r>.y 01::: f::-ie:'.:!;; a";2;i:: 
I believe this onE' was his 70th birthday, At my current a~e of 65 t~2;t 
doesn't seem at all ole. 

------~-~,-~-.-----------------------, .. 
I-,!!S$ 
I~R 

ePUv 

tJD¥ 

A1/t~
tlma;-

FR01~L"C.BRt2-.E.l1ST' s LAST LETTER ALSO: chris said he has the :8:::: 
the '*751 air box seal, that. he has made many from, 2.nc r.e t?.s 
it to John first for $SJ (since he dC0sn't pLan to r:'.a·;;:e "::".:::::-2). :;::: 
doesn't ""ant it someone of you might. ?he hot air inta:<:e is :;:i6;."''':: ::;? 
via a shroud from the crossover exhaust just aJ:.xwe. Cb:::is 0.128 sai:: ::::; 
remind the troops that tb.e_~~'::'.~€'~L£Q5!:.Qr over JJ.575 & """'"'S76 ;:':.:2.::':':.::::2.;0 -~·?s 
st~f§:E..?_E:9."."~~'Lr.:£'!:"_t:9-.9".~o fa! afield in this respec-t::. 

-------< 
As a final note for this issue, please be aware that as 
ne"\>"sletter is presented as a clearing house for ideas a:-:c 
and anyone using these ideas or opinions does so at thei:-: 
discretion an.d no responsibility or liability is eXF::-essec :::r i::-.;::::''2::: 
and is without ::-ecourse agai~st anyOD€'. 

-----"«---<--««<-""«- <------« 
:.~ I plan to fly my T-18 up to OSH again in company with se~'era::' cthe:: 

:.~ T-18s from this area, so hope to see all of you there_ 
_ ,,~.:=;J __ < ________ «««_ <_ 

#'S(, vJ,1L f!,NE $e!6I,'A L "7J7c:"TJ ,J1'(:;5. ~ 
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_illHiJ-;Q§H '8] is now history and a pleasant memory to the T-18ers 
that made it there. We had one of the best turnouts of T-18s that we 
have had in recent years. We had 41 registered by Wednesday and I 
be~ieve that no more came in after that. Here is a list of those that 
were registered: 

TAIL # 

N78DF 
N88:,B 
N45J8l 
N600HH 
N9008Z 
N679JB 
N55P 
CF-¥EI 
N1BZ 
N199MP 
N57JB 
W4PV 
N139G 
NJ70G 
N8952 
N3764C 
N2287C 
W109K 
W49PW 
N2111 
N5l863 
N18GR 
NLLG3 
N9379 
N2NE 
N13P 
N27DW 
N99KK 
N46806 
W7l5C 
~5GL 
N2377 
N895S 
N44LS 
N8812 
NIBVP 
N12055 
013020 
~49l0l 

C-GRAF 

._,._""~~.~5: _9~"_?~l::_~ ___ ." 
DONALD FRAZIER 
JOE FORBES. 
JACK HAGLE· 
HOWA RD HENDERSON 
STEVE HAWLEY 
ANGUS McOONALD. 
JACK HULL. 
BOB AFFLECK 
MICHAEL CHARLES. 
HANK BEAMER til 

JOHN HARDY 
BUD VANDERBOS .. 
ROBERT GRIFFITH jill 

CHARLES SHUSTER. 
EARL ODY 
GARY COPELAND. 
HILLS JOHNSON G 

OLIVER SMITH. 
RobeRT HUDGINS 
ERNIE BACSANYI. 
JOHN WALTON 
GAR ROOT 
GARY GREEN 
GEORGE LEIDER .. 
NA TE EA STMAN 
KEN POST 
DICK CA,IN 
KEN KN"OWLES 
GLENN LAWLER. 
JACK BIGHAM 
GA'lLE LECOUNT 
ROBERT YOUNG 
BAUER-STREATOR 
LEE SKILLMAN 
OON THOMSEN 

'VERNON PEPPARD 
ED BURKE 
CECIL WILLIAMS .. 
GREG McBRIDE. 
ROBERT pROEBEL 

_<;_~"'£X_~JirD STATE 

NORWALK, CA 
FRANKLIN PARK, IL 
ROSWELL, GA 
KIRKWOOD, MO 
VALENCIA, CA 
SEFFNER, FLA 
BLUEGRASS, IA 
HA RROW, ONT., CANA DA 
NESBIT, MS 
LOCKPORT I NY 
NATCHITOCHES, LA 
ROLLING MEADOWS,IL 
HAMPSHIRE, IL 
PARK RIDGE. IL 
SAN PEDRO, CA 
WILLIAMSBURG, MI 
AUBURN, 'IL 
OOWNEY, CA 
FLUSHING, MI 
NORTHVILLE, MI 
HOUSTON, TX 
CARMICHAEL, CA 
S;trn ANTONIO, TX 
LAKEWOOD, CA 
KIJ1BALL I NB 
RAPID CITY, SD 
DALLAS, TX 
NORCO, CA 
AUBURN, AL 
ANDERSON, CA 
GEORGETOWN, IL 
OAKWOOD, IL 
WINONA, MN 
PARKERSBURG, WV 
NORTH HILLS, PA 
DALLAS, TX 
PITTSBURGH, PA 
COOPER CITY, FL 
RICHMOND, VA 
WEST HILL, ONT •• CANADA 

We also had an excellent turnout for our annual dinner at Butch's 
Anchor Inn on Tuesday night, which was again emceed by Lee Skillman. That 
was at the same time that the terrific thunderstorm and downpour hit 
Nittman Field and when we came out after the dinner we were more than a 
little surpri~ed to see all the water standing, etc. Several transient 
airplanes were blown over by what may haVe been a small twister. but none 
of the display airplanes were damaged. 

I .LEFT <m" "-01>\ "8R"WN, SU_U/LU, S?:-:-,-jJ -t:=FI;>O;;;;-'i\!IcoVif 
LIST. I Al."o "BELi",Vt 1:1£,.,,,, CI:>c><{""AoII, 8.f't<:\O\F/EL.!> ,caLc. N' I t:>c, It!A5' AQ!,;'; 
'"7l4tlle IIJ/nt illS '/-Il!!!. (.,z w.~ ,.,. IJ.'i1T Y'!'IIZ?' 
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'82 T-18 FORUM: For some reason EllA HQ failed to designate a slot on 
the Forum schedule for T-18s, which upset quite a few people. When we 
complainedabout it we were given a Friday time in the U.L, area. At our 
Tuesday night dinner we announced that it would be held Wednesday after
noon at the open air auditorium in Ollie's Woods (just south of the 
antique area). This was a last minute makeshift arrangement and the 
attendance was a little poor, as might be expected, since we had very 
little time to pass the word. Hopefully next year we will have a Monday 
or Tuesday slot. 

..M.ll...NIDiI;LJ~_E.£8.Rl'.112II,.! FRANCIS RICHARDSON, one of my long time very good 
friends and a very enthusiastic T-lBer from its pin feather days in '62, 
died in a stall/spin accident in his T-18 on the first leg of his trip 
to Oshkosh. His oldest SOn, Danny, also died in the accident. He is 
survived by his wife and another son. 

Circumstances of the accident, as related by an eye witness (a pilot and 
the son of the airport manager) at the Neosho, MO, airport: Francis had 
called in on Unicorn and advised his intention of landing there for fuel. 
Weather was no factor, nor was fuel or engine stoppage. He entered a 
close left hand downwind at fairly high speed, but somewhat lower than 

~ overshot the runway centerline (extended). TO._ correct back to the proper 
~ approach line he made a very steep bank (!.n...-EO'-?<~es.!L9_f 600 ) at an altitude 
~ of not more than 200-30~~. The airplane stalled in the turn and spun ~ 

normal pattern altitude (estimated 500' AGL). On his base leg turn he 

~ over the top, making two complete turns. Spin rotation was stopped just a 
few feet before it impacted in an almost vertical attitude. There was no 

" 
~ 
~ 
~ . , 
" i 

fire. There was no fuselage damage aft of the cockpit. 

His airplane (plan serial #1) had a standard fuselage, except for a mod
ified canopy. with forward opening doors. The wing had the standard 
airfoi·l, but was the folding wing configuration. He had about 75 hours 
on the airplane and the engine and had had no engine or flight problems. 
This was Francis' 2nd T-18 and he had flown the first one over 300 hrs. 
when he lost it in what was either a departure stall or a violent little 
dust devil.Francis went with me when I flew my T-1B out to Calif. a couple 
of years back and I had him fly every other leg.On each one of his approa
chs and landings he had a ~n of overshooting final approach3 at too 
l~~_an altitude, with incorrect rudder and aileron inputs. I talked the 
matter over with him on the ground after each landing, pointing out the 
potentia] lethal resul~s of even a slightly accelerated stall in the 
turn from base to final, as verified by hundreds of such fatal accidents 
in nearl.j!_ .. ~!?_'l~_~ type of airplane ever made. His main problem was that he 
couldn't accurately project ahead in computing the angl~ of bank that was 
required and when to start turning base to final,to accomodate to the 
conditions of wind, altitude, drift, and speed. I suspect this was very 
probably the reason that he made this final turn so low, that possibly 
he felt he could better judge the situation at a lower altitude and closer 
in. This is a judgement decision that all of us have to learn by experienct 
and really cannot be taught by an instructor. I always used to teach a 
new student to start the turn when the landing target spot was midway 
between the nose and wing tip (an angle of about 45 , more or less) ans to 
start with a steeper bank angle, shallowing it out as required. This was 
a very mechanical method and in the beginning I even suggested a pre
selected bank angle to correspond to surface wind velocity. Most people 
rapidly learned to visualize the invisible track of the airplane ahead 
and their "computer" Soon stored the necessary information for future 
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but with :-.1ll deflection the down aileron will causE.' ~ drag than it 
. The increased ",frective camber will trigger flow separ~ 
aileron will tend to slow that wing up and ~e~ 

F"~'lU.~',~~~ Result? wing stalls and it will auto rotate to the 
wing (l)moved backward the ball bank would show you the 

21ll1;L,tblr:::: as ]-F yoq were holding left rnddeL .• it would be on thf.' far 
rigbt side 8f the cage. In oth&r words a ski1J.t which in itself is a 
speed ~maneuver. 

Now ask yourself what else might have happened as the airplane began 
to unbank? Remembe,r when you were practicing stepp turns and as you rolled 
out what happened to the nose? Unless you applied forward stick the nose 
would pi tc:'Cj up sharply as the shed their G load. If the airplane was 
already close to the stall angle attack that little extra pitch up 
could do it. Right? 

Now a pilot is making a perfectly coordinated turn and the 
skid in the center, but his entry airspeed for the turn was too 
low for his '..reight, the degree of bank, and the number of G's he has 
pulled fer the particular angle of bank. In order to pull X no. of G's 
he has had ~o pull back on the stick and increase the angle of attack. If 
he exceeds the critical angle of attack the airplane will enter an 
acc(?lerates stall (trying to force the wing to carry more- load than it is 
capable 0: at that moment). Now .•• which way will the airp~ane spin?. 
ClUe: Go c0t and stall your airplane with one wing say 10 high~r than 
the other and see which wing will fall at the moment of stall. If there 
nooyaw at t.h8t moment it 'I:L-i,U,.Jaq~,Q.fI..J;..g~ard the high wing, Try it with 
20 , then 30 , then 40~ank and see how much more rapidly it will roll 

\: 
~:l 

~ as the bank increases. The answer to the above question is that, yes, the 
" airplane ""ill spin over the top in the direction of the high wing. Of 

course if you experiment with any of the above (which you probably did 
during your test period) common sense would dictate you be well almve 
3000 ft. AGL, be prepared to spin and recover promptly with throttle 
closed. Don't let your speed get out of hand on recovery. but be very 
gentle and don't horse out of the spin recovery into a high speed stall 
or bend the wings, etc. Also avoid the tendency to pick up the low wing ~ 

\~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

with ailercrl. 

One other thought on the SUbject: The S~hN loading of the T-18 is on 
the high side, ThiS isn't too worthy of consideration~ you increase 
the angle cf attack, such as in a climb, a glide, or a turn, and then it 
hurts.' As ~his angle of attack inc~es more and more lifting energy is 
siphoned of:: by the wing tip vortex. More of the high pressure air on the 
underside c5 the wing escapes towards the wing tips and the result is the 
same as if some giant had taken a pair of scissors and £l.i-.:QB,€P,9ff the 
Q.1l,.t§,x,_:fe"""~_~.§!: of each wing. and it loses a large amount of its potential 
lift.. TD compensate for the suddenly increased sink rate from this loss of 
lift tbe pilot either has to increase_ his speed (thus generating more new 
lift) or ir.cre!'l.?~e his angle of attack,. Well, you kno", what also happens 
when you increase the angle of attack to get more lift. The drag also 
increases, so you are in an ever increasing condition where the airplane 
1.o..s.e.s_.s~!;_\;L.s.t. a rapid rate. 

I've heard new T-18 pilots comment on how puzzled they were t.hat the 
T-18 ,>!ould lose speed so rapidly in a steep" mentally comparing it to 
other ai.t'planes they had flown ..•.. particularly those with a much lower 
span loadir.g. The subject of span loading doesn't often come up in the 
average bull session, so many pilots aren't really too well versed on the 
ifs and ands I guess. At any rate, be aware of the limitations as you 
start to enter a steep turn. If you don't have the airspeed yoU need 

.lE; ,-.,4>1 
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decision making and most of them soon learned what adjustments to the 
bank were to fit the real time situation ..•. But r also 
found perhaps 10% these people took much, much longer to 
project ahead ano a few of them were extremely deficient. I also 
that these same sub-standard ones badly mis-handled rudder, aileron, and 
speed coordination in this final tur'" even tho' their coordination was 
accept;:~}:~,!,~~.,~_i!..':'~~ flight turns. To metnls1.n~dica'te-(r they--had 60e~ 
many "balls t.o be Juggled" at 'that time, thus overloading their computer. 
What has really surprised me over the years is that many experienced 
pilots carry those same bad habits right aD. I've had experienced co-pilot: 
on the airline that show a sub-standard ability to project ahead on enter_ 

the final approach course from base or downwind (in the airline 
it's REALLY a no-no to overshoot final and have to make a bank i'1 

excesS of 200 ). In such cases I've often wondered whether the fault lies 
with incompetent or sloppy primary instructors or whether a certain per 
cent of pilots are genetically unable to handle multiple judgement calls 
in that segment of flight. . 

. 4N'At.Y!7I'~ .. ~""$.'¢"'\I 
In any case the ,.E~rJ?9se.of t,his discussion is no~ :to, be" critcal of 

~"!1S1.?",, o,r" anyo~~:se'! ~ b"ut""Fo" ,?_~ll a~te_\1tio~":!_O ~a ,E2t~~"g!?:"gy~TEtfhar 
situSl.1:;},RIL. __ t9:£ ... .l1_E'_>:<_.,Ef!.,Qts on th~~_T-=.t]'_.Jand also for those that might tend 
to get a little carelesp,to~ This can and does happen in any other type 
of airplane, but high performance airplanes like the T-18 haVe different 
characteristics than the run of the mill factory built. First of all the 
pre-stall. buffet is either minimal or practically minimal in most of the 
T-18s I've flown ano .t.hs-t;' s why John Thorp ,has recommended_ the installatior 
&,);;~q;u, _l?t-J;ips on tn.e ~~9g 1~~9inq edge ..•. to induce' a"~mor:e"-complet-e-
stall at the wing root before it spreads out towards the tips, thus sendin~ 
more rough air back to hit the stabilator and ji~rn she. pilot. I've talked 
to builders that have tried them with widely varying results. Admittedly 
it takes trial and error to get them located perfectly, but don't get 
discouraged. Let's be aware that there is only~thing that ever stalls 
an airplane .•. excessive an3lJL.Qf attack .•. ~Jling ,the. stick _bac:k tgQ 
J:!.l.lJ&h....fQX.,,:!;h~ .. g_Q.D.qH,;i,ons of._!::l1!£ .. t.!l9ment. very rarely will we ever stall an 
airplane straight ahead on the final approach{unless it is flared too 
high). It's the accidental stall in a .:tJll.:n.... ••• the s.£S5,:lgf_?t?1. stalL ..• 
that's the killer.If the rudder or aileron control is being misUS2d when 
the airplane is stalled in a turn the airplane will spjn The direction 
of the spin will depend on which wing stalls first. To avoid a spin it 
follows that we should not stall the airplane, but in order to have a 
trained reaction to avoid a spin out 0: the stall it follows that we shaule 
r&ally know what causes one wing to stall first and trigger the auto
rotation. Give yourself an honest little quiz and see if you really know_ 
or are you just guessing? 

Let's take a hypothetical case~ The airplane is in a steep left tank, 
turning from base to final. The pilot has let his speed decay in the tur:', 
and now he attempts to unbank, llsing aileron alone (or mostly aileron 
alone) and he has applied the opposite aileron control rapidly and very 
strongly, Since the airplane is now very close to the critical (stalling) 
angle of attack, which wing will now stall and which way will the airplane 
spin? What will his ball/bank indicator be telling him when he has applied 
full opposite aileron? I'm sure that 99% of you know the correct answers, 
but how _lll~~C!:t"yQD_~~~!:-g __ .§.t5?E.~_~.Q.~ t"hi.nl<;~.,':l)?'9,~.!..,-.-t~_ a few moments? Any ene 
of us can get rusty, but that"s one situation we should stay super-sharp 
on. In t.he case of the T-18 you remembered that there is a differential 
throw built in that causes the ~ aileron to move ~ than the ~ one 
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tor a comfortable sa f ety margin, £.2.!:I~t" .l:::~,_~:t.i_l!l~_9."aJ)9\1_'t., __ g!:f,i;:.!o~,f!g_tJ)e power 
ilLJ,i,:t;]!lJ.y, If you've waited a little too long to start your base/final 
turn and it's apparent you'll have to do something drastic to get back in 
the approach slot, why that's an excellent time to rollout and .99-"~S"Q9.,u.9 
the pattern and do it right the next time. Besides, that's good PR if 
yOU give the ground bound troops a good low level fly-by in the ptocess! 

--------
UPDATE OJ:J "BACK ISSUES OF THE NEWSLETTER: Those of you that have missed 
part' 6£ all' at" some '-ba'cK ri3sues of newsletters #45 through #55 will be 
happy to know that there is no longer a problem. It has taken quite a 
lot of work to get all master copies updated and offset printing plates 
made, but now the job is done and in a feW days I will have a complete 
set of 500 of each one of these back issues. 

The actual printing and collati.ng of these 10,000 sheets appeared to 
be an immediate impossibility up until a couple of weeks ago, when one 
of our local T-18ers, "Y£.ElLI'&.Epard came to the rescue. I had counted on 
using our chapter offset press to print them, but it has been down for 
repair and parts replacement, so I turned to bids from a local printery 
for the job. The bill would have wiped out our treasury, so I began to 
think I'd simply have to pull the plug on the project and say, "I'm sorry 
fellows, but-----", when Vern came to the rescUe. One of his businesses 
has an in house printing facility that serveS all his various business 
interests and needless to say it's very busy at all times, but they are 
going to squeeze us in sometime in the next few days. The plant also has 
an automatic collator and this, too, will solve a major labor problem 
we've had in the past. Past issues have taken myself, my wife, and two 

'V~ grandaughters the better part of a day to collate, staple, put in the 
~ envelope, apply address labels, zip code bundle, etc.,so'you can see that 
'J doing ten newsletters would just about eat up two weeks (even if I could 
\~ corral my grandaughters for that long, which I can't, as they now live in 
\,~ another town) .All I can say is, "Vern, you're a lifesaver and I know I 
" speak for all of you when I say Wli'" re deeply 9rateful for your offer" 

~time permits I'll go back thru the stack of requests for back issues 
that I've filed and I'll mail them with this issue. I've always got a half 
dOZen irons in the fire, so I may run out of time between now and then. 
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If your requested back issues don't arrive with this issue I would 
appreciate it if you would Send me a ...E.2....~.~c~ requesting back issue$ X 
& X, otc (not a letter, please) and on Jan. 25th I'll put all back issues 
in the mail. That same day I'll mail you a postcard that will advise that 
X & X have been mailed, so if you don't receive them in 14 days go to 
your post office and make some waveS. About 10% of our mailings are not 
delivered by the PO and this gets to be a BIG problem. putting the NLs in 
the envelops has helped some, but th;,s is extra expense and work and adds 
up to a lot of unnecessary correspondence and telephone calls. with all 
the other a;",·tivities I'm up to my eyeballs in, I simpl~ can't keep up. 
Half the time I can't even anSWer the stamped & self addressed requests 
and for this I apologize, but I have to put first things first.Hopefully 
the situation will be easier now. 

MO~,_.9J:'Ll?.tJrI;"PJN~L:rJjE CONVERTIBLE WING: Recently I was talking to 
i!Qb..tLJX§!J..1;;Q.!L in Houston and we were discussing his progress on the CW 
he was building to replace the standard wing he's now flying with. He 
brought up a problem he'd encountered in aligning the ~,fLl11...12ill.:: 
crank brackets for match drilling. I was on the way to California when I 
talked to John and when I got to Los Angeles I visited both ~J5D9.~J~L 
and .£.!JL~§_.f~ and talked the problem over with them. Back home I had 
occasion to talk to John Kleber and he , too, had run up against this 
problem. The next few pages will identify the problem and present different 

ways to solve it. 
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EXCERP'fS FROM JOHN WALTON'S LETTER RE THE ALIGNMENT PROBLEM: 
-~D';a"r'- D·:rck·;~ .... " ""- ,-" .... -'-' ---, .. -.. ".~-~. ""-",."---- .. ,,-"-- ,--

Enclosed are a few assembly pictures of the inner wing. This is 
a pretty obvious operation, so I didn't know what to take except a 
midway shot of the assembly. There is one operation, tho', which I think 
is important and I have a few pictures of it enclosed. Call it. for 
want of a better labeL "AILERON CONTROL SYSTEM BELLCRANK AI,IGNMENT". 

The plans locate the aileron"'control-bellcranks precisely. The bell= 
crank' brackets have detailed hole locations and centers for the \" (AN4) 
bell crank pivot bolt. Before proceeding with the final riveting of the 
inner wing and any assembly of the outer wing I feel it is wise to mock 
up the interface arrangement. The purpose of this is to assure oneself 
that the INNER and the OUTER bellcranks are located in such a way with 
respect to each other ~.!.b!n:._Jnte-!;""face properly. 

I found that when I clecoed my parts together that I did NOT quite 
have a concentric alignment at the pivots. After making a t/B" x 1/4" 
bushing for each bellcrank pivot I could install the bellcranks and 
actually see the effects of this slightly misaligned condition. What did 
happen was that the bellcranks interfaced fairly well in the apprOximately 
middle 1/3rd of their arc, ~ .. ~"t.~~~~J1_._('>,~·~_:t:I.e_'!!.€."~l/~_ .~hey Were either loose 
(play) or binding- in such a mann~r that even with beefed u.£..2,:einforcement 

or-t::E,~:=ff!"5_J:"~~Ji..£oUld ~run9' Such a conditIo'i)" Tn-'·a-- finished air
craft would set It up for a metal, fatigUe occurrence I would think~ 

Let me describe how I set up this bench test (so to speak): The inner 
wing was partially riveted, but with the top skin still clecoed.The outer 
wing spar and a dummy (or the real thing) rear spar fitting were bolted 
(pinned) in place. The inner rib of the outer wing was also clecoed in 
place and 2 triangles of .032" (measuring about 8 or 9 in. in each dir
ection) were clecoed in place on both top and bottom '(to act as the skins 
for this operation). Obviously these triangles were transfer punched f~om 
the actual wing skins, so that they would pick up around 8 rivet holes in 
each direction. 

A 1/2" hole was made in the overhang of the top -skin of the INNER wing 
(where the skin continues outboard of the outermost rib of the inner wing) 
This hole WaS just eyeball located to be about in line with expected 
projected center of the bellcrank pivots. The 1/2" size tole gives plenty 
of room for a drill bit down.thru it. 

I found that my outer wing~¥c~nters were displaced about. 050" from the 
inner. In addition, the two sets of fittings were too close together. 
There was virtually no clearance between the heads of the two bolts, and 
without correction (.110) the arms pushed each other in an AXIAL direct
ion (I may have made a slight error in locating the fittings-on-the ribs 
.••• working from (knowles) pre-formed ribs as I did, all of the reference 
dimensions have to be "backed" (7) in). In any event, I displaced my 
fittings slightly (.110) and replaced the 3/4 X 3/4" reinforcements which 
already had 1/8" holes. Unfortunately they were in the wrong locations. 
This was a simple correction to make, tho'. "," 

The result of all this hassling was that':I· finally"got done with the 
right side (10 hrs.), my bellcranks interfaced snugly and smoothly thru·· 
out their entire travel. Having "gone to school" on the right side, I was 
able to take my acquired knowledge and complete the left side in 2 hrs. 

The most important thing is that when I put the outer wing together 
I will know exactly what is the relationship and behavior of these 
bellcranks. This would be very difficult to do with the outer wing also 
together. However, because I am a belt & suspenders type, I will very 
probably check it all out again before riveting down that upper skin on 
the outer panel ... just to be sure .....•.• (End of comment on his CWl. 

:X". Jc>#,v ,f/te&<-..?.s MFrYol> 04/ ?G. CIA 
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liQ':i .. Q.i?r? is .J9~,J~J;>:e:.~~R~~. apt?1:".c.:,,:'S~. ::5?, .. the-.? .. ~.!~~p.E.?~m: 

~~ygR)).?L1:: :Wl.~G: [)!<l ~l",:U'l.G. !f!E 2.1) _ i!.nd .. 1.~ ~ I':~,~~E~P.J'!K. ~R~CKET$ IN-LINE. 

b~-dCkN s. 
213 and 311 bellerank 
holes must be located 

vcrv at(\lra~cly "nd 

One method of drilling thise holes in-line is to drill through the top wing skin, 
d:-\d both s(>tS of brackets, all in one operJ.ti(m. This method, however, leilviO'S a t" (or !.s") 
hole in the vi-ng skins. There is another way o[ accurat.ely drilling these brackets 
~ .. e.Li.mi.uar..e.£_.t..iu:'.._~..I:.h.e-~. It t1lkes a little longer to do this 
;>r0cl'SS, but the end result is worth it. 

7\:" following proceSs is 
assembled 

ished AFTER the center 
----;;Ception of the 

and outer wl.ngs have been 
and 210 ribs. These 

riveted in place yet! 

L Assemble rIb 210 cbmplete with 213-1 & -2 brackets. 

L 

J, 

c, 

'} > 

Drill (on drill press) 213-1 & -2 bell crank hole·s. To prevent bratkets"from flexing 
during drilling, fit a piece of wood snugly between brackets. 

Rh'et 210 rihs in place to complete the center wi.ng assembly •• 

'::('CO 310 rib ;lssembly in place in outer wing p$nei. 

>low you need a ~" dia. rod with a sharp point machined on the end. Total length 2~". 

b. ,'lace this !" rod in 210 be1lcrank bracket holes, point faCing up. Make sure rod 
,;,1n turn and move up and down freely in bracket holes. 

'tiLlp ,about {, feet of heavy thread around rod. Leave ,.orne extra thread extending 
:.:lrward. 

~ , ' 
'oj t>. Attach out,~r "'tng panel to center '.ling. PIN securel.v in place at ALL THREE ~. 

'~ 

" ' tt 
~ 
\J 

:;0'" yNJ'r" reJ.dv to m,ark the hole tenter on the 31:-2 bracket. Slide a table knife 
'JndC'Y the ~"rod. Lift till point of rod touches 311-2 bracket. Now pull the 
string t,0 spin the rod. 

0etad, :Jllt<~r '''ing panel. Remove Ji0 rib. 

',:el1ter-punch 31l-2 bracket where marked. Using a snug-fitting piece of wood 
1-1 & -2 brackets, drill (on drill press) bellcrank holes. 

[ns~Clll bdlcranks. Pivots should now be perfectly aligned. 

,3> GOOD :"UCK. A:iY QUESTIONS CALL JOHN KLEBER 405-728-1650. 

(pretty slick little idea for a rotating center punch, John) 
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~ MORE ON THE 213 and 311 BELLCRANK ALIGNMENT PROBLEM: I rec~~ntly -~~-
~ a trip to California and while I was out there I visited .,.>'ith both 
~) Ken and Gerri Knowles and also with Chris and Wanda Fast. We went by 
~ Chino Airport. where Ken keeps his wide body, convertible wing T-18 
_\&~ and Ken showed me how he had handled the alignment problem. He had 

~ ~~ basically done the same thing as John Walton had, drilling the 1/2" 
~ , 'b holes in the skin overhang of the center wing, on both the top and the 
,~ bottom skin. He recommends the procedure because of its simplicity and 

~ tt:.~ its contribution to accuracy. 
~ ~I~ When I went by Chris' house I got to inspect another CW he was in 
~ ~~l the process of building and sure enough, he, too, had done the same thing 
'"' _ ~ that Ken and John had done. 
_. 'N. '_ I think Lou sunderland has now completed his folding wing. but I have 

- \ not had a. chan.ce to. check With. him. on hO. W.he h .. a. ndled this operation. 
How abo~_~ !-.~."f.'~:st nOf. yOd ou_t there that have_.!?g.,:t.1t the CW? Row did YOU 
2liL1t? Even .u.. you also __ l.?-.-!=-h_~ _~~!.'::l! t~~,.f29..!. ~e t :!..~.P.P.!_~.~~.£...it if you 

~ would drop us a note about l.t.In fadE, l.t wou1:d be most H1te:cestl.ng to 
~ know just how many of you have already built the folding wing or are in 

the process. The CW is a whole new ball game in several areas and we all ... 
~ 

~ 
~ .... 
,\j 

~ 
~ 
" 

need to know what problems have cropped up and how they have been taken 
care of •.••.•. so if you'd take pen in hand and run off some notes on 
your experiences, a lot of fellow builders out there will be very, very 
grateful. I have literally hundreds of letters on file that say in 
essence. "I couldn't have built the T-18 if I hadn't had the newsletters 
to refer t~'-so·-yourex~;errence.:·--·rrt combi'na'fion with all the others, has 
become a very valuable thing. Please do your part. Remember there are a 
lot of people out there that have never had an occasion to learn some of 
the simplest things that you take for granted. 

A majority of the T-18 builders and owners have told me that they do 
appreciate that putting out the newsletter is a big job and they have 
thanked both Lou and I for our efforts and both of us appreciate your 
thoughts in this respect,but the very best way to thank us is to show 
us your individua~h.~.!l.E.E:Q.r!;;. h'y'.sendinSLl..!: a how-to do article. If we don't 
continue to have a running flow of information the T-18 NeWsletter will 
cease to function ...• at least as an advisory for builders. Probably we 
will eventually transition to a T-18 Owners Society~ as we already have 
quite a few owners that were not the original builder and certainly the 
present percentage of these will increase in the future. Again, I ask that 
you make an effort to contribute SOMETHING soon {like now! before it 

SI>~*N~-~~P~~6~O'Er~CW-:~'-CbrTs - Fa·SE >Ts' 'u~sTng-a'-2frfIerent method O"f closing 
~ the gap between inner and outer wing skins on the new CW he is building. 
~ Plans call for a riveted assembly, consisting of two nose ribs and a 
~ narrow section of skin attached to them, with the skin overlapping both 

inner and outer wing skins, with the unit held on by a single screw thru 
~ the leading edge. Chris' method is the same as many have previously 
~ used on the standard wing, in which a strip of skin is wrapped from the 
r". trailing edge around the leading edge back to the trailing edge and is 
~ secured and tightened with a bolt/turnbuckle sort of set up. This strip 
~ also overlaps the inner and outer wing skins. Chris feels that while 
~ this method requires you get down underneath the wing to remove or install 
\3 the gap cover and also takes a few seconds longer to remove or install it 

1! 
that it eliminates the somewhat tricky fitting of the skin overlap aft 
of the main spar (as per plans). Here is another one of those cases that 

~ you take your choice on how to do something. There are merits to both 
~ points of view. About all I can add would be the thought that while on a 

cross country and to share a buddie's hangar for the night dictated that 

~ __ ~~~~~~~~.~ .. ~_.,,:~:.~_.:~_":~~~~ .. _t~,~~ .. ~,~~ .. ~~ans,,_~e_~h~~ _~O~ld be a little ~,~~ __ 
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TO NEW T-18 OWNERS: Even tbo' you have bought your '1'-18 and didn't 
bUlld lt yourself, we'd like to hear from you, too. Here's why:There 
are always a number of people that buy their plans, build their airplane 
and fly it for a little while and sell it for one reason or another, but 
no one hus ever heard from them since they first bought their plans. Even 
tho' the airplane has been inspected, annualled, and flown for years and 
a lot of hours, it mayor may not contain modifi.cations or construction 
errors that could potentially be expensive to correct .. or perhaps even 
dangerous. Since FAA people and A & Ps that haVe looked at the airplane 
aren't REALLY-knowledgable about the T-18 design, it's ""ssential that 
yOU sho~have a complete set o.f plans and newsletters and become ~ 
familiar with their contents. One of the most important things should 

know is whether the stabi~tor has been modified in accordance with Mr 
Thorp~_s __ ~!?.:r;.:.l-.§.!;,Lo~£Q..m..!n~JJ,!h!.:i.Qn.s. (A homebuilt designer cannot issue 
a mandatory directive to modify or inspect and repair some part that has 
any legal "teeth" to require conformance. He can only advise, request, 
recommend, or even plead with owners or builders to comply with his 
advice ..• nor can the FAA require such compliance). Mr. Thorp has emphaticaL 
-ly stated that ALL T-18 stabilators should have the complete modification, 
for safety, ~"!X9.~"~l?£l"_ 2,f_!:.h!,_...E:Qwer plant or cruisin.£L§.E!t.ed,.Do you know 
how to inspect yours for pre-flight? what about ~_l?!:"!?_I!!P? Have you a wiring 
diagram of your ili~!:..fJ-cal_ system? Have you ever traced each and every wir. 
in it or gone over it in detail with a competent A & P? what about the 
.i1L.:u. system? And the ..£...:l;Lhaust system, including carb and cabin heat muffs? 
How about the engine ~9ntrol system? And flight control systems? Or the 
indu£i.iQll~,ill,? Has your .£i!:9_Q§.!:~!:.~~ __ 1SJ(stem been, ohecked out •• ~ana have 
you verified your indicated airspeed by accurate check over a measured 
course? What about your seat belts and shoulder harnesses, Canopy fit 
~QQ~? Don't forget your engine baffles either. what prop do you 
have? Has it been resonance tested and documented? Some models are VERY 
dangerous. Have you ~ examined your .l$.!'!k~ .. ..2Y.l2 . .-8t.m in detail? Are they 
adequate for hard, emergency braking? Have you had the~l._lLgD.Q.,.J;:x:~s 
off to dye check them for cracks, clean and re-grease wheel bearings, etc? 
~_q.Q~~L_~ .. tl.Y:} HaVe you checked n.~"p' ... §i~:Lill.~ron rigging? Have your 
engin.€ . .:iP9t£.UJTI~9te. been bench checked and calibrated? 

As you can see, that's quite a list, but be aware that serious incident~ 
and accidents have been documented !QL_~a£h __ "~_r:d,..'itY.~E:LP.t].~ .g.t. of the ~s 
..1.i.§..t.~2..02'y'e. All these and many other l-tems have been dl-scussed"Ti1 past 
newsletterS. 

Some of the new owners have taken older "plain Jane" T-18s and have 
refurbished them with new paint and upholstery, making them objects of 
real beauty. Some have done extensive modification or replacement of 
components and systems, changed power plants, etc. Some of these things 
are needed improvements, Q.9.:L.?Olpe.S9_u.Jq)?!? ill-advised, too In any case 
it would be of value if you'd sit down and list all the specs and perform
ance figures on your airplane, the changes you've made, your experiences 
and impressions of how it fl.i.e~.how it's equipped, etc., who you bought 
it from, when it. was built, etc. Some of the new owners have made some 
significant performance gains by cleaning up a series of little thjpgs 
and certainly these items and the performance gains from each would be of 
general interest ..•. so you see, ~ can be a contributor, too. Just don't 
put it off, tho', for if you're like I am you'll forget it if u do. 

So, ~ ...•• LET'S HEAR FROM YOU SOON 
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The following report from STEVE HAWLEY is very well done and we fully 
appreciate the time and effort he made to present such a fine example of 
the sort of thing we need more of. steve has always been exceptionally 
generous in passing on his building experiences, etc. 
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Dick Cavin 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

Dear Dick, 

As I promised at Oshkosh, here is some information on the induction 
system on N9008Z. 

During a visit to John Thorps shOp in early 1972, I saw several all 
metal cowelings hanging from the rafters, I asked John if any were 
for sale, they were and I bought one. I built a plywood box for it 
and stored it away. Later a ! yearning 0-360-83A was purchased and 
installed. The MA-4-5 carburetor was installed and I was dismayed 
at the thought of cutting up my beautiful coweling. In desperation 
I called MarveJ-Schebler and asked if there were any alternatives to 
the MA-4-5. They said not for that particular engine"p'!!!~~ 
produced a horizontal carburetor for another 180 P en ine. It was 
ca e an - and used on various Grwmen Amerjcan and .Beec.hc.r.af.t... 
airplanes. An aircraft salvage company was contacted and a horizonal 
carburetor ordered. I suppose the time spent fitting the thing and 
making it work added several months to the project but what is two 
months in seven years!? Enclosed are some drawings with notes that 
will probably answer some questions. 

The elbow was purchased from an oilwell suoply company and is a l;j" 
wall short radius 900 , 2'-;;" 10 mild steel gas pipe elbow. The two 
bosses welded on each end are .125, 4130 plate. They are arc welded, 
continuous on the inside and between the attachment holes on the 
outside. The short adapter between the carbo and the air box is a 
piece of mild steel exhaust pipe with .90 x 4130 plate gas welded. 
The air box itself is fabricated from .090 x 6061T3 plate and con
nected at the corners with 3/4 x 3/4 x 1/16 2024T4 angle. This 
method provides a nearly perfectly square box with sharp 900 internal 
corners. Ball bearing assemblies are rivited to the sides and carry 
the split shaft with the butterfly plate rivited solid. A connected 
box was bent up out of ,025 2024T3 and rivited on to provide an inlet 
at the bottom for the hot air. An assembly to hold the dry air 
filter was fabricated out of mild steel and installed on the top. 
An aluminum "can" of .025 2024T3 was rolled and the edges rivited to 
provide an air cleaner plenum. The top two pJeces were layed up with 
fiber glass using blocks of styrofoam for a mold. The path of the 
air is very smooth and 1 doubt very much if there is iWY significant 
efficiency loss due to the induction system. The entire system has 
been 100% trouble free to date (325 hrs.). I am turning a fixed 
itch metal pro~.{68" x 86"). This system precludes the use of a 

constant 2£eedecause the air cleaner is mounted directly in the 
way of where the prop govenor shouT(rmQH!1t 1n the _~~,=essory case. 
The system is very good for checking and cha~ng alr f,lter elements. 
Four V' cap screws removed between the carbo and the adapter tube 
allows the entire air box and filter assembly to drop out. It is 
about a 30 minute job to change the filter which r do every 100 hrs. 
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An interesting point is that the HA-6 carb is a float type carb .. 
!!RUtill ha.~...J:Q., have abQ!!t1.JLP.si to run above 1000 rpm. There
fore a mechanical fuel pump with with an electric boost pump as 
backup Ts"-lnstal1ed, Sure am glad I instaiTeotIi'"e electric backup 
pump. The mechanical pump failed on the return trip from Oshkosh. 
A new one was installed in Alburqurque with no further problems. 
(It sure does get quiet when she quits.) 

Some information you might find interesting. The airplane was 
started in Nov. 1972 in Crescent City California. During the 
next 7 years I and my family (The T-18 was considered part of the family) 
moved 6 times in 4 states. They are from Crescent City to: 

L San Jose CA 
2. Lompoc ell. 
3. Valencia CA 
4. Buena Vista CO 
5 . Aberdeen Mississippi 
6. Skiatook. Oklahoma 

The airplane was finally flown in Skiatook, OK.on Sept. 1. 1979. 
I flew it myself and had to hold about JQ - 12 Jb fprward pressure 
~ttcl_.e.Y~lu:~:itb ftlll down trim roJJed io. After about 30 
minute5 both arms were tired so 1 landed and figured out the problem. 
The angle on the 3/8" trjI!.!._'!!"1)L_~_Lfhanged and it has flown hands 
off ever since. 

On long cross country trips I cruise at 2250 rpm, 175 mph (true) 
and burn 8.0 gal/hr. With that kind of performance and economy, 
J don't figure a constant speed prop would help much. 

My wife and I really enjoy the "long legs" the T-18" gives us. 

Very Truly Yours, 

5L.JL"rI) 
Steve YaWle/ '~--I 
25158 Ave. Ignacio I 
Valencia, eA 91355 l 

Thanks ao-"in, steve, for t!J_e __ 2E:ov":_::-_w,,e really apprec!ate it.~ 

(See dra-h'ir:g of Steve's system on page 6B 
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for Bell Helicopter :-0~e and now has another excellent '1'-18: 
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Dick eavln 
10)29 Somerton 
raUa$. Texas 

fear Dickl 

1'om Kerns 

October 28. 1982 
42113 '1'1 ci no Valley Dr. 
Ar1!ngUm, Texas 76016 

Thank you for your support ann. advice on my first flight Sept. 3. 
It WAS 8 great comfort to have had the opportunity to fly your airplane 
before testing mine, ~n~ to discuss the '1'-18'$ flying characteristics. 

T will not send a performance summary yet as T have only begUn measuring 
An~ ()'llibrllting. My a~~phne is a ·stock" '1'-18 with standard wing, canopy, 
ge8'r length, anrl fUseh"",e. My cowl 1s fiberglass from Ken Knowles, 
the engine is an Q_?CC' D-2. and I swing a Cassidy Pacesetter 200 
@,---1;, .. £1.' Empty weigh~ wHhout Paint or upholstery is 845 ycunds. I made 
numerous detail cha~e~ in the airplane with an eye on cruise perfomance, 
Pond I am pleased! 

Enclosed are write upe of some of my con~truction details that would be 
of use to other builde~. with the understanding that it is the builders 
responsibility to deternine the imp3ct on safety for his particular 
airplane if these cons~~ction details are incorporated. 

------------------------
Wing Alignment Ihave seen some beautifully built T-18's with awful 
roll trim problems. ~o airplanes in particular had wings that were 
aligned ann drilled i1:. beautiful steel jigs, yet they do not fly 
strai~ht. I believe ~he distortion i~ due to inadequate support during 
the riveting process. 

To eliminate wing t\./is~ in my airplane I built a jig table that held 
the wings in alignmen~ ~uring both the drilling and riveting phases. 
The jig table 101M bull ~ from a 4' by 4' piece of 3/4" ])'1rticle board 
bracerl di_a~lly underneath with well seasoned 2x6 fir. The braces 
Were carefully planec ~:rue to asSUre a flat table surface. The wing 
panels rest on the table with C-clamps securing the outer edges of 
the lower skin to the table. A 4 foot spanwise s~cer block of appropriate 
height ann taper suppor~s the wing below the main spar, and a taller 
spanwise spacer suppo,,"';s the leading edge about .5 inches aft of the 
nose. 

The ~ to this table ~s drilling J...:.i'.:.. diameter holes in the table 
top at pO:5itions co~sponding to every second or tb1Td rivet in the 
lower wing surface, '7'he hOles allow clearance for deccs during the 
initial ~lignment, and during the riveting process the belts allow 
~9.f~!'l._...~~_onj.,£!,"~.!~_.~~v!.t"~~n_~~£!L~X".~i_~!tJ:h~ __ !0:~ __ 
clamped_gown flat, After driving every third rivet in a bay, the wing 
mBy be lifted off the table and remaining r1vets for that bay are 
driven wHhout fear of a shift in alignment. Clamp the wing back on 
the jig'and rivet the ~ext bay. remove t6 drive remaining rivets. etc. 

2 
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If the table and s~cere are built true, a wIng panel clamped to them 
is sure to be straight. 

I built my wings with matched hole tooling except that I dirl not drUl 
the holes from the upper Wing skins into the ~nd rear spgs. This 
left the winss free to twiet after being clecoed together~ The wings 
were clecoed, cl.a..J)ed to the table for alignment, and the spar holes 
were drilled ttrru. 

Gas Cap Retention The e~ndJng",.nllllltt .. gas CAllS most of u:s use ~ 
be blown out by overpresSUre in a relativly minor impact. Positive 
mechanical retention is required and the lightWeight gas cap doors on 
most airplanes are not adequate load bearing structure?. 

My solution was to install a swinging am of 0.10" X 5/8" 2024 t-} 
supported by 8-32 structural screws tapped into the gas cap outer ring. 
The ann piviots on one screw and slides under the head of the opposite 
screw, locking the cap in place. A block attatched to the inner face 
of the gas cap door drops down behind the arm to prevent the arm 
from sKinging open in flight. The block also insures that the swinging 
arm must be latched before the gas cap dOOr can be closed. 

,'~~ / 8-32 \Jil?llEe rifAD ST~tJCTVRAL SCRfWS 

, I {/ ~, ~S"-? 5TRlItTOl(AL SCRew 
" ,,- ~ ~ ~LA~G( WASHt'i!l-

i "--~-J' &~ 5Tt!;L BUSHING -@rr:::3 / F"i-- Lf'.~GC WAS"'''" 
-"'.- ',,___ f \' ---l~ASCA-P RING 

'-..~( ~-~WASlf(;1Z 
--- -..,y'--:;£LF' l,LX-KIf\.G NUT 

~ Oil Pressure Warning I added an oil preo;mTe warning l1gfit to ger--------! my attention if the oil pressure should slig. and realized the added n ~ benifit that if l leave the airplane without tu:rning rrry M!'lter switch 
~ ~ off, the 011 pressure light glows a:s a reminder. Standard automotive 
~ <lit oil prM:mre switches are 1/8" pipe thread and trigger at about 10 pSI. 

}. I iMtalled one at the foreward top end of rrry engine case by removing 
~ ~ the 1/8" pipe thread plug which cloees an oil capillary acess hole 
\;)..s used in the manuff1cture of the engine. I ran 12 volts from a circuit 

breaker to the warning light, ann from the light to the sensor. 
.'----,--'''---,,--- - - ---- .. -~- -, .. - --.. -----,-- - - '--" ----- .. 

,,~ 

~~ 

{!!~ 
~~ 

Cowl re~oval Removal of the standard '1'-18 lower cowl can be difficult 
because of the need to elide forewsrd to clear the landing gear cuffs 
before dropping downward. I solved this problem by sawing off the aft 
6" of !.I.\!....~F cow1:..!,~I}.~Llll!'l.erting a 6" metal ext ens' on on thO) QlIer 
fuselage with is:32 screws. The cowl attatches to this extension with 
camlo~k~s~. ________________ . 

Brake Lines When I priced the Aeroquip lines and fittings to plumb 
my brake system, I felt a strong temptation to sell rrry airplane as it 
sat. There is an alternative I Followers of Burt Ruttan have been using 
1116" NylAflQl!' plast,c tubiM with the aaeociated brass fitt~k 
plumb their brakee. I installed it in my airplane and hlive not. had any 
trouble in 16 hours of taxi and flight testing with OAT a:s hig¥!as 105 degrees. 
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-rOM iI,IfI/JS (C:7Nrl» 
TO hook up :lIY brakes with a remote resevoir, I used 8 90 neg, elbows, 
(, straigh~ connectors, an AN917-lD tee to split the re"ov-oir supply 
to tvo ~ystems, two AN916-1D elbows for thru-firewall fittings, ann 
about 15 :eet of 3/16" Nylaflow tubing. My 1982 Aircraft Spruce-& 
SpP.cialty catalog lists this at $33.00. 

I made t.h::-u-fiI"€l'fall fittings by riveting a .090" alUDinulll plate 1.0" 
in dia~e~~ to the firewall. A hole is drilled in the center of the 
plate. threaded \dth a 1/8" pipe thread tap, and a 90 degree Nylaflolf 
elbow-is :;;cTelfec into the tapped hole, Enough threads erlend through the 
firewnll t.o plck up an AN916 elbow or an AN917 

. __ .. - . ..:.. . ..• --.-.. 
FUel Lines 1: spent several hours trying to find a satisfactory 
layout for liY fuF'l system, so here 1s a description to save someone 
else the troJble, T used Aeroguip 601-6 lines and 816-6D fittings 
for my 8ys~em. Both lines foreward of the firewall are covered with 
AerOQuip ,1,..£102-12 fire sIeves using Tinne~_~,"~J.122-10-1J (NAS 197-10) 
c1a!llJl at each end. I use a standard metal bowl gascolator. My tank 
outlet is e. welded AN816 flamre with a..J.: b~"finger filter screwed 
into it. A _'.14822- D 90 deme-'elbow hooks to a line approxbatlyl1.'S" 
long wich runs fOreward and to the right, arcing back to the left and 
joining a 90 degree elbow which screWs into the top of tho fuel valve. 
The arc gives sone extra length so that a shifting of structure in a 
crash will :lot strain _~h/:! f~J,:~ .. l~,~_e ti~tingE_' 

~he fuel valve is mounted on the firewall with the inlel pointed up, 
valve ~h~~~ aft, and the outlet face pressed against the firewall (W.L 
'27.7. BL.,.l, 50 The valve has two 3/16" mounting holes in its flange, I 
bolted the valve to the firewall by FAssing AN) bolts foreward thru the 
flange, th-~ Appropriate length spacers, and thru the firewall and a 
,010" reinforce~ent plate. A ~ elbow threads into the valve from the 
fOrewATD si~e of the firewall and a. 15· ,. fuel line rune from the elbow 
toward the right of the airplane, doubling back and downward to $ate 
a AN-Pl~ r.~pple at the gascolator inlet. The gascolator is centered below 
the fuel valve axis and strapped to the landing gear cross ~ember with 
two Adell clamps and an appropriate steel bracket. The gascolator 
outlet. ha:'l a AN-822 90 degree elbow lIith II. line about 11. y' long 
connecting to a 90 degree elbOll at the carburetcr, All lines and 
fittings drain downward to the gascolator. 

-----,~ 

Fow do you reach the fuel valve? Extend it 2 feet and m.ount below the 
instrtl'llen";, t:>:inel center. A Sears Craftsman 1/4'" drive universal socket 
will slip nicely onto the 1/4" square shaft of the fUel valve. Drill a 
1/P" hole thru the universal and valve shaft for a roll pin or cotter 
key to keep it from slipping off> Slip the socket end of the universal 
inside a piece of 1/2" X .032" wall tube left over from building the 
aileron controls. Drill thru the tube and universal for two 1/8~ roll 
pins to hold the socket and tube together. I ran the tube to a bracket 
on the bottOfll of my instrulllent p:tnel and installed a handle cut froa 
1/4" plate stock', The handle is horizontal and unobt"rt1sive with the fuel 
on, 1ll"lC! hangs dow-n vertica.lly for the "offY position. 
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Electric flaps My airplane has electric flaps powered by a Ford window 
operating mechanisM (d.ilar to Bob Dials). My mechanislt is frolll a J..926. 
full size ford, newar motors are probably similar. Flap travel fro= 
G degreesto30 degrees takes 2 seconds at 110 MPH. The attatched sketch 
shows actuator geometry. Attatching the flap"cables at 1/2 of the sector 
gear radlus provides the motor with a 2 to 1 Iilechanical advantage and 
causes the sector gear piviot to share 1/2 of the flight lOAds. My 
sector gear retains 19 teeth (20 notches) to provide 30 degrees flap 
travel. No limit switches are reguired~ I let the motor stall when it 
runs out of sector gear teeth ~~.!'L!!l ~.tU'L!!'-!i..o!;Q.tJ..Y!LiDSta] 4t ion. 
T repla~ed the self tapping screws with aircraft bolts, and I modified 
tha peened sector gear plviot by drilling it for a 3/16" AN bolt. \that 
remained 01 the original pivlot ~as retained as a bushing. The motor 
lies art of frame 5$ on a horizon,ta.l .032" shear web which is SUpported 
by two 3/4 X 3/4" X ,062" extrusions. One extrusion runs fore and aft, 
bolted to the center belly longeron and the other bolts to the aft face 
of the bulkhead which holds the wing aft atta.tch fittings (bolted 
thru to the exlsUng latte:ral extrusion). 1'he center af:L.x;ul.ley~s 
a~!'I!..qg!'lj,eg _at, a shallower angle to line 'Up,JlHh._truL.:t:l.Im.1mtor. 

@ .r-rLAV ~I\BLES 
I~ /,CABL<5 AlT>t"<-! AT I/z RADIVS 

-' 5£CTOR GEM CUT DowtJ FRoM 
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'-"Y Lu ~underl@Q 

Hifre1Di1 checks :"~ be ~()ade on 9 'on T-18 before its first test 
ill.c.b..t • 

rainj I ,sie thB fir:.:t test flight on Jim ~1ockenbroQkta 0290-D 
rei T-l:j at Lewistown, FA., :ny chil,ihoQ,l hometown. Before the 

rst fl1f:it I lid some taxi tests anJ short lift-offs. Everything 
fsit quite goo,-j Incluling the tri" stick forces $0 I t')ok it up to 
3000 feet aD'1 c:'1fJcked it O'lt unj,,)!, cruise an.1 hieh speed conut':ons. 
2v':ryt',ing W8'2 ij'lite satisfl'ictory, L,B engine ran well and the 
a1.1eron tri:n ha i s:~fficient range to trim it in roll. The pitch trim 
~lcwewer, ran out of trHvel and it took considerable forwar"l stick 
T'reS~':lrf~ at t' . .111 throttle. 

Af'-er Inniinr,: we nlJt a bubble protractor on the horizontal tail 
;'.od iiscoverel that wit:l the pitch trim at neltral and with the 
hori?Qntal tail tab perfectly aligned with the :lOrlzontal tail 
chord 1 in.:;l , it hai an angle of incidence with 'iflA? of 30 legrees. 
tra 1 J in". ejr'~ UD. Accoriing to the drawing, this angle sh'luld be 
0;:;1:; .fJ.ve degrees trailin&"'" e ige up. -,'Ie removed the horizontal tail 
tab arms. heatei them with a torch an1 removel som9 of t!1e bend .to 
"!lake t!1e system agree wit:, t:--te drawing. Then on the next f'liyht the 
?itch trim :"1$.1 alequ.ate travel. ~ 

Here is t ',--; :roce1'..\re for checkine; the rigging of t~e T-18 trim 
systc:n: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Turn t:,,," citch trim wheql in a nOSe 10wn direction until 
it lits the stop. Then put a 'Gark on t~e tri:?l whe01 and 
tUr'h it in tie opposite iirection. c~)lU1tihf!" the number 
Qf revolutions until it hits the opposite stop. 
"ccoriing to the print. the tra\<el sho-,ll,i be fiye 
r,Vol'-lt:ons if there is a 1:1 gear ratio between t'1e 
',<;heel and the jack SCrew. 

;)1'il 18 the total turns by 2 and reverse the wheel this 
a:u:Jq"t, thus setting the system at neutral. 

Align th0 :1orizontal tail tab v;ith ti,e trailing edge of 
':!-le tail tip. 

';ii tb :-.he tail whe'3l eleva ted to make the \'/L42 level, 
usinl! a 8ubble protractor, measure the angle the 
horizontal tail C:lOri line makes with the horizontal. 
This anp'le shoull be f'ive d8grees trailing edge UP. 
If' it is not possible to ietermine the chord line of 
:he >,orizontal tuil from the moll line on the tail tip, 
cut out a template from har-l cariboard or plywood w),ich 
will fit over tje tail and establish a reference line. 

~he rigging of a~lerons ani flans s~ouli also be checke~ before a 
fir'st flirrht alt :oue:h their positioning mainly affects jrqa.pert'ormance. 
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TRW ST)'l'';;'li QlJEC'6 aEFC,."i2 ?IH3T ~IG11T (cont'd) 
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Have someone holj the trailing edge of one aileron in alignment 
wik, t:1e wing tip whil8 you check the opposite aileron for align
ment. Adjust push rods until all trailing edges are in align:nent 
ani check that the st_tq~ __ ~s in the verticle position in roll. Use 
a carpenter's level or a bubble protractor for this c~1eck. ;,:ake 
certain that the fuselage is in a level position bef'ore any a-ijust
ments are maie. 

The bottom surfrace of the flaps ahou] d make a straiC"ht lipe with 
the bqttom Sllrfage of tr.e aft portion at' the wing. It is quite 
cO)U,1l0n for builders to have a problem with flap alignment because 
of' flal) lea"iin ad 13 interference with toe win rear SDsr. This is 
due to the Illifficul ty in arm ng he ap s n ea ing e 1ge rad11us 
exactly accorJing to the lrawing. That is why I reCom:nended in past 
newsletters thdt the final drilling of flap nivot holes in t-'_8 h!orns 
be Jane after flap and wing assembly. If' tie flap trailing edge 
pE}eds to be raised for proper alignment after t-:e pivot holes have 
be0n lrilled, a small amount can be gained by msssaping the flap 
leading elge with a mallet, espeoially where it mir:ht interfer wIth 
rivet heaJs. 

The main disaJvantage of 1'1ying with dro,?Qed flaps is that it adds 
drag. 

._~2.e:-__ .~._.~_" ... __ e ••• _. ___ •• _____ ". 

GIL CuOLING 

~ (By III Snnder] '-P'i) 

~ ,Ii e ligckephcMk's T-18 is equir:;ped with a large size Corvalr ,~. oil cooler in the nose bowl Uhler the left front cylin l>:lr. Tolay 
~ was rather warm with the temperature about 'iO 1egrges. :.m a climb 
t~ to 3000 feet, the oil tem;)eratu1'~ wouli 1'api111 cl.Lnb to red line 
\) of 250 Jesrees F. ?10~. thro'Jgh the c'):)ler was re:-::].at;wi by a 

.090 inch orit'ice in the oil Une. ,',ht;n I first flew :1{ T-18 ",it!l 
the same oil Cooler arranr-ement, I al so :,a c1 a Cooling problem until 

~ L lrilled the orifice ou:t to a .125 inC:l 'iiameter. Nov; 1 haole no rt cooling problems. The oil temperatCl.:r'e rarely goes ov~!:' 200 degrees F. 
'-J The oil pressure on my GPU engine never falls b8low safe 0perll.ting 

limits "'lith the full flow cooling. 

We all owe Lou a huge debt of gratitude for his years of 

outstanding work on the T-18 newsletter and tech articles in Sport 
Aviation. Thanks again, Lou, and also thanks for your efforts in 
the Christian education field, too. We DO appreciate ALL the things 
you have done for your fellow man! 
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The follc-","-r.q paqes are from a letter from Jobn Kleber and w~th th~s 
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-l.J~ .. 

and his F= ':iOU8 N.L. contributions it's cb\:'-icuswe owe John our most 
sincere -:;:. nks and praise for his tim€' and effort expended in our behalf. 
As you ~:; t suspect, his workmanship is as meticulous as his reports. 

S('ptcmlwr >:'6. 

Pfar Di;k 

Encl()sed l)le2~2 Unci two of the thre'i' ;Jrticlcs 'l said ~ >"tr.1td s<0nd yDU. The 

third drt lch'. c .. "", on,' on forming the 2 in\:h radius o'C( t:C_i! fL,ps, 1-;; not yet 

.s.2!nf!"L~'l,i'.9 ' t:2~, KnOwle$ is sending me SDme flap test 5~;:- os so ':all provide 

bu i 1 tlers ,,-. ;:::l'.;1.'durC5 specifying exact figures and dimiJ':l5iDns. wi.11 

,Qmpl~te ",1-/, Lde as soon as I rl'!ccive the t<est H!::i?s---hopefully soon 

cno\l~jo (.0 :'~a<~ ;~10 next newsletter. 
(Not in time for ~56, but we'll really be 

be looki~? =crward to it in #57. That's a tcuqh subject. Ed.) 

l'lc'ds(' incl"d" t,;,\<:, followLng add ill \.he newSletter: 

11(' f cr,' 

:!h' .;,,, 

p:Hl5 

I'l PI' 
Day,,: 

New ai,:oil. All 
cnromated. R~!T;() ell ;t' Sh,,.btl 

$3.950. c,~ C"~ Kleb!:;::, 
or Nights! l_L )- :S-1650. 

(fits standard fuselage) 

(W/IJ <1, 
NoW 
fL~I~G) 

-',' c(\nv~tsation 0;1 th(, price l't D\!!~ci:"F a. fc"':~'~ l.Iing---

~t Ken Knowles caL,llog it tah's at,~'1J:, 53,':'00 to ~0mpl!:te 

l\lc!lng tlpS, hardware, and ailerc:1 (cnrr~' sygte;::. This 

Wct:>:) n' :.:::g a good deal for sonwon€ wantill.g teo sv"eri t.lp thi.'ir- project--

\:le! h';,' j'.)o" "()(l ov,~r (ost, might s,n:e a builde:: sc;),,-,e 1:)c;)!"l\,'Y ill. the long r1.l11. 

",10k i 1 ,';:''''<' 5eei.ng you October 2. Will call yQ\l ;ose,:o t.hat time 

tG m,;\.;.,o ::1d~ ",:tiingements. 

;;;r~l.&fP 
J<"hn K. c', _ 
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,\ ~s. lDEA: .kL.John Kleber 

SlKP:"E BUCKING BAR: Here's how 
~n ":Kpert rtvet bucker in 
from ~ cold rolled 

See Not~ 1 

t.o tllrn our wife (if she's willing) or il friend 
5 nl nutes. The secret is in the bar, made 

MiDe s 15k" JOUR and here's how it looks: 

Elt1M "r1'W"~ Z 77 // / t1·T~"i. 7 GAR //" ././ /' /' . '" ",/ /' / a 
~See Note 2 

,.. 
i~ 
. ~ 

~~ 
~v 

~ ~ 

Note 

See Note 3 --' 
o.Al fbU5#,1JG 

Tape t.he entire bar With duct tape to prevent scratching your *l!uminum 
parts. Put extra tape on the front end bf the bilr whE're most. COntact 
wlll oc~ur, 

Remove the first. 3/4", of tupe from b"ttom pf har. 
),4" X 2" on bottom frtl!lt of bar to set riv~ts. 

Pol[Gh a smOOth face, 
The smoother the better. 

3. Corn.lgated cardboard (abou~ total thitkncss) is t"pcd t.o bottom 
aft end of bar. 

Now h"r<:'5 how it works: Workpiece is supported hori:;:ontally on work table • 
Holes to be riveted extend off the edge of the table. Bucking bar is flosttioned 
perpendjcular to the rib or beam to be riveted. The polished face is 
over a rivet hOLc with the padded end of th~ bar rest in;: on the skin. 
bar supports itsclf squarely over the rivet, -hi' b'-ker's jgb copsists 
of ilophing slight downward pressure and holding th~ h;J.r from sliding sideways 
~s. The rivet is then inserted ::!£ i:1to the hole and driven. Thus, 

the ri-l--cter h;lS his rivet gun and PSI's working for him, ,1tld the hucke,r has 
him. This results in nicely [armed rivet shop heads, less skin 

rivet. set, rapid prOgreb5, ,,,s,, risk of riveUng (!C<;ld",nrs 

(har slJ?ping off riVet., or b<~r being dropped ;c;: "kin), and a buckcr "'hc will 
noc get sore arm • 

1 use thi s bar t() buck items: 
rudder. fLaps, ailerons, 

d. icte[lOr ribs and beams to wings. 
t.ail, a:10 fln. Try it Bnd see how <,asy riveting 

can be J:!\-en in those tight. Spots. 

This looks like a reai-~f-~ shcp tip,gents. Take particular note 
that it makes a pretty good rivet bucker out of an unskilled one. Also 
note that the one driving the rivets is sitting down on the floor. with 
his rivet gun pointed straight up. (That's the reason for extending the 
workpiece out over the edge of the work bench). The bucking bar size 
isn't cast in stone. The idea is tc have enough weight operating on the 

_______ end 5.:....>~:::._:~~~~ .. :~.~,?_~~,~~>~~:~~!_r:Y __ ~.~!~.::~.!:?~_::R,~::,~ . ..!:~:ivet head. 

Cr)MM I!~ .:5N;t::/'1'1!'t> 1"~'1M1 USQf(' 
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Please note the following: For some of you that can't find the time to build 
on your T-l8, John is offering his services bUilding a most difficult part at 
a modest price for his labor. 

'1'-18 Rudder Assemblies. Complete and ready to install. All interior 
parts chromated. High quality workmanship. $210.00. Order yours 
today and save time on your project. Write or call: John Kleber, 
11209 St. Charles Ave., Oklahoma City, OK 73132. 405-728-1650. 

'S~g~::d'"R'i~'~9-~~-18C Outer fugp~'eT~---;---bYJohn Kleber 
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1. Cleco the folloWing items in place; inner <\ outer skins, nose ribs 1, 3, 4. <\ 6. 
milin beam (314-1). and rear beam (314-2). --

2. Check for zero twist. 

"~! 
). Rivet main beam full length, top and bottOm, less rib attach holes. 

4. Uncle(o and remove rear beam. 

5. Insert rear ribs 3 <\ 4 and cleco to bottom skin only. 

6. Reinsert rear beam. Cleco in place to bottom skin only. Rivet full length 
bottom only, less rib attach hoLes. 

7. Cleco rear ribs 3 & 4 and rear beam to top skin, 

8. Check for zero twist. 

9. Rivet rear ribs 3 <\ 4 to top and bottom skins and rear beam. 

10. Remove nose ribs 1 <\ 6. 

11. Rivet nose ribs] & 4 complete. Don't forget riVets through main beam to 
rear ribs. 

12. Clcco in place nose and rear ribs 2 & 5. Rivet completely. 

1). CJeco in place nose and rear ribs 1 & 6. Rivet completely. 

14. Ri,",t top ~kin to rear beam· 
NOTES; 1. Rib numbering system used in above sequence correlates ~ to below 

draWing. 
,1<.11 rib' and beam sub-assemblies must be completed before beginning this 
riveting sequence. 

J. Installation of any electrical cables and/or pitot/Static lines must be 
incorporated into the above sequence. 

RIGHT WING PANEL 

51 " 41 611 " 
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The follc;"in.q is from Pete Beck,871? Queen Elizabeth Bllle1., Annadale,VA. 

22003. "':-:c: !;as Nl02PB back in the air again after extensivE' mods; 

.\, 
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THE fQ)R MAN'S 
MILJ,m:; MACHINE 

i"ast winter I decided to build the Cricket from 
scratc::. Because the Cricket is a finely engineered 
airpla.-,(', deSigned in France to metric specifications, 
a m.t1'[)€<~ of aluminum plate parts are either called out 
at a ~::lckness not corrmonly available in this country, 
or rt'q'.:ne a flat, shallow taper. Reducing plate 
thic\;':-esses, cutting an angle shim, or a flat taper is 
no task for a file, even if you have triceps like 
~"'>E'ye's, and most of us just can't gain regular access 
to a ;:'illing machine. 

:aci<; Bdtwur of Ra.'f'tc", VA, a fri2r,,:; lons falllO!.1S 
for [,:2 precision craftsr:'.anship supporting NASA wind 
tunw,: experiments, demonstrated this poor man's 
milL,>:; machine to me. The business end of this 
build-it-in-a-few-hours device is a common router with 
a ca::::~de bit. It is suitable for allllTIim.lJl1 and brass, 
as we:l as other machineable materials such as micarta 
or p!1e:;-:)lies. 

o::t~~,':GION 

:~;are 1 shows tre machint'o It is a tilting table 
set :ce:"'€en two parallel hardwc>od rails. A board, to 
whier. ~:')2 router is mounted, rides on these rails. The 
table ::.ali be set at any angle, and the depth of the 
route:: oi t can be set very accurately. The work to be 
taperee or planed is cl~d to the table, the table is 
set to the proper angle, ttl? router is set to the 
prOpe:: depth and ttl?n passed back and forth over the 
work, :..ISing only finger pressure to gUide the board 
mountej router along the side rails. 

:-:-.02 table is constructed of a piece of eight inch 
0;:: $;: · .. ~je alw;;inl1"n or steel :::Z'.ar:r:el, 1TIQ!.1nted tc tv.'o 
supp:::: angles using two 3/8" bolts. The channel is 
3/8" c:: more thick. 'lDreaded mles are bored and tapped 
in :))2 table tcp to penni t work to be do:,)ged or clarrped 
with :x::~-down clarrps. TI-R table is mounted about an 
inch ne:,ow the tcp edge of t))2 rails, depending on tte 
thickness of your work. 

!\,'l 
1.,:\ 

~& q 
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USE 

The table is set with a protractor or otter lTeans 
to the angle required by tte work. 

The carbide router bit should be used. It smuld 
be set deeper and deeper with successive cuts until the 
piece is the proper thickness. Single cuts should not 
exceed .030~. Simply guide the router asserrbly resting 
on the parallel rails with your fingers, ITB.king 
successive pa;sses over the work, like an end mill, 
until tte desired area has been planed. This d:les not 
require extreme pressure or ferce, since tte carbide 
bit does all ttl? work. A:3 leng as thB cuts are shallow I 
the bit will not grab. 

Jack maintains that any aluminum can be milllXl in 
this way. E£ claims that re ha.s even shaved the heads 
of steel hold-do'Wn screws occassionally, and the bit 
seems to take it in stride. He doesn't feel tluugh, 
that he would want to mill whole pieces of steel in 
this way. 2024 and 7075 aluminum alloys mill 
beautifully and draw-file to a nice finish. If you are 
cutting 6061 aluminum, use talloW on the bit to avoid 
overheating and srloiiuling the metal. 

If you have a router, this 
and highly effective way to 
odd-ball plate pieces. 

-end-

is truly an inexr:ensi ve 
shape sane of those 

p"se 12 

Thanks, Pete, for the info and the drawing. Looks like a very Simple 
and efficient tool that would te very useful. 

InCidentally, ..J."!f:1L .. :l3arE2fJUr, that Pete mentioned has ruilt three 
T-18 airframes that are essentially complete (hulbriseJ, cut lack 
engines, instruments, etc. Pete says his workmanship is of the highest 
quality, too. Jack has two of the airframes for s~le- and they are 
priced very modestly. This might be just what one of you guys in the 
DC area might want. I don't haVe further details or Jack's address, but 
if you are interested you could write to Jack ~-~ and he will 
forward to him, or you could call Pete at (703) 578-0484 for Jack's no. 
(I believe both airframes are "standard", as per plans). 

-»;cK l!Al18aul< 's ~nl>f2","." 1('~'f'W 8~ <II, '/M1PriJ.fi VA, :l.3{,t, if -----._.-_._--------- -".",,-- -""-".-.---~" .•. ''''----------~.-. '-""-" """"'''--'''''''--_. 

Pete also is preparing a most excellent article on props that will 
soon be available. 

Like Pete, I, too, succmbed to the lure of the little Cri-Cri and 
have one of them gOing together. Like the T-18, it's a finely engineered 
bird and the plans (in metric) are superb. M. Colomban, the designer, is 
an engineer for Aerospatiale and worked on the concorde.(He doesn't use 

the .yz system, tho I. 
I ~IJI( "TlfE Afrt.fllAllle5 4""tlc P/?Ktrf) 4/!le<P"')o*,,-~'" ,PM¥5 
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FUEL PUMP PROBLEMS ON INJECTED ENGINE: The following letter is from 
EARL ODt, 28903 Gunter Ed . San Pedro, CA. 90732 

Dear Dick, I remember that you were particularly interested in the 
fuel problems in my T-lS that led to my engine out landing at Gary, Ind. 
airport. since several people have expressed an interest, r have written 
a commentary on the incident, had it duplicated, and am mailing a copy to 
you. 

I really do appreciate your interest and concern, Dick- not only the 
incident in which I was involved in, but over all T-18s and all pilots. 

I am enclosing a contribution to the '1'-lS Newsletter fund. Keep up 
the good work, Dic~: __ B~~!=~'1j.._s~~_s!,,_.~arl ~. CommentarY follows: 

Thorp T-18, N8952 has been flying for 11 years and 1500 hours and is 
equipped with TWO Weldon Electric Fuel Pumps in parallel with each other 
and both in series with with the en ine driven fuel urn., The engine is 
an IO 320, which requires 16-26 Ibs. in. s fuel ressu e. Ideally it 
should be 21-25 lbs./sg. in. (the engine will stall at 13 lbs./sq. in~). 
I have always flown the airp&ane with one of the electric pumps on AT 
ALL TIMES, since the engine driven pump would NOT maintain sufficient 
fuel pressure. 

It should be noted that the Weldon Electric fuel pumps are approved 
for continous duty and whether or not they are free flow bypass pumps is 
optional. ]2~H of my pumps were of the by-pass type. 

During our trip East in July, August,1982, Be~h electric pumps gave 
out at different times, On Sunday, July 25,we replaced the two pumps with 
a rebuilt Weldon electric pump in Cedar Rapids, IA. This electric pump 
was placed ~~~ries with the engine driven pump. Five days later we 
suffered a loss of fuel pressure over Lake Michigan, the engine stopped, 
and we glided to a landing at Gary. IN, airport. (Whew!) While in Gary 
we had a new engine driven fuel pump installed and a rebuilt Weldon 
electric fuel pump installed. At this point we installed the single 
electric pump in PARALLEL with the engine pump and found that the engine 
driven pump would maintain sufficient pressure for flight and the electric 
pump would be needed only for starting, take-off, and landing. 

We departed Gary on Thurs., Aug. 12, for Bartlesville, OK, with a fuel 
stop in st. Louis, MO. Upon arrival in Bartlesville, we found that our 
electric pump was pulling 15-17 amps and popping fuses as fast as replaced 

Between Friday, Aug. 13, and Mon •• Aug. 16, numerous corrections were 
discussed. but the decision was made NOT to fly until a satisfactory 
elctric fuel pump was functioning. Since I had a collection of electric 
fuel pumps by this time, I matched a funQtional pump with a functional 
motor and had a system that worked. I flew to Calif. on Tues., Aug. 10, 
y,sing only the engine driven pump in flight and the electric pump for 
startiryq. take-off, and landlng. 

An analysis and SOme conclusions: 
I believe I could have flown for the first eleven years with only the 

engine driven pump IF the fuel was not passing through one of the elect. 
pumps, although both electric pumps were the by-pass type. I believe 
enQ.gg!)" r.!"sistance was offered to the flow of fuel that it affected the 
~ supply to the engine driven pump. 

On our trip East both electric pumps simply wore out. upon returning 
home I foun~ the motor on one pump was good(That is the motor that 
brought me home from Okla.), but the pump section failed. The mechanic in 
cedar Rapids took my other pump as a core. I am trying to get the pump 
back, as well as the $290 that I spent for a rebuilt pump that lasted 
only five days). 

~ 
~ 

~ 
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(cant'de EARL OPY) 
I believe our engine failUre over Lake Michigan was caused by the 

motor quitting on the electric pump installed at Cedar Rapids. that it 
was NOT a bypass pump, so the fuel supply to the engine pump and to the 
engine was terminated . We put 12 volts to this pump in Gary and it did 
not work. I learned several things about the Cedar Rapids pump while in 
Gary. Weldon has not made this ztyle pump for 11 years, parts are no 
longer available, and that particular pump was rebuilt on 7/2/75. I did 
not dissassemble this pump to determine why it failed, as I have Sdnce 
returned it to Cedar Rapids. 

I disassembled the rebuilt electric pump installed in Gary ppon my 
return home and foun. that the motor had a frozen bearing; hence the high 
current draw and popped fuses. 

Altho' it's probably too early to tell, I believe that I now have a 
workable system with the engine driven pump and the electric pump in ,~<' 

parallel with each other I believe that the solution to the problem is 
one where there MUST be an adequate supply of fuel flowing freely to the 
engine driven pump. At this point I do not know why Lycoming 10-320 
engines (that were suppied to Wing Aircraft where Earl got his) have 
customarily had these problems. 

'EARL ODY 
P.S. Since writing this commentary T have received a check for $290 from 
the FBO in Cedar Rapi~s, the electric fuel pump which they kept, and an 
apology for their contributions to subsequent problems. 

-end report-

That was a superb and well written report, Earl, and one that could 
certainly save someone from grief. I well remember your telling me of 
the dead stick landing when you got to QSH and how close you came to 
not making it back to the field. I meant to ask you at the time what 
airspeed you used and what your sink rate was at that speed, but it 
slipped my mind at the time, I guess. I can't remember whether or not 
your airplane has a constant speed prop or not, but I think it does.It 
would be interesting to know what the comparative sink rates would be 
for one with a constant speed prop vs. one with a fixed pitch prop with 
the engine completely dead. r seem to remember a fatal accident that 
followed an engine failure (Burbank, r think), in which the airplane 
went into the approach lights and it was equipped with a constant speed 
prop. r remember discussing this with John and speculating on the poss
bility of using a prop that could be feathered for minimum drag. Do any 
of you with constant speed props haVe any figures on sink rates with 
the engine at idle? Or better yet, have any of you switched from a fixed 
pitch to a constant speed and ahd a chance to record the two different 
sink rates? It's a pretty good idea to know how far your airplane will 
glide, what airspeed is optimum, etc. Have you ever given serious thought 
to whether you would choose a road vs. a field for a forced landing? One 
our local T-18ers says he will opt for a road, every thing else being 
equal. with the 21 ft. span yoU could fit in most roads in pretty good 
shape and probably would have a better chance of staying right side up 
with the small wheels we haVe. I've flown coast to coast via T_18 and I 
find one of those big interstate highways to stay above when I can, even 
if it is a few miles farther. Giving yourself an extra break now and then 
makes the trip_ffiore __ gnjoya,bleand just might payoff someday. 
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MORE FIRST, FLIGHTERS: PAUL CAMBELL!:. 9243 whitaker, Sepulveda, CA. 
91343, a retired exec pilot recently flew his T-18, according to..!2e..n 

...pu{'t~§h .... :rsEN BROCK's bird flew for the first time in Oct., according to 
.c:.b.x.i1ii.~t, who did most of the work for Ken .... ~_RUSSELL, 406 Cardinal 
DrivE', Slidell, LA,70458, flew his for the first time in Nov .••.. TOM KERNS 
(see page 7;', this issue) also joins the T-18 test pilot ranks . .. iIQHt:L 
~16Gll l26th plaCe, SE, Renton, WA, 98055, also flew his for the 
first time about Sept. '82 .... JIM_BO~_~~, Box 3GI-A, RD #1, ReedsvillE 
PA, 17084, also got his in the air this past month or so (see page 9A this 
issue) . 

BAfFlE PATTERNS: We've sent out an SOS for builders to make baffle patterns 
that would be available to other builders, but until JIM HOCKE,,;eROCK 
sent some in the other day the result was a big zero.-:JIiTiSen:t ataiJej 
together folder of posterboard, with a complete set of full size patterns 
for an 0-290-G, that. were also made of the same posterboard. Each part 
was labeled, with appropriate note or sketch on it that identified it, 
where it went, hoW it was bent, etc. A .y:er:t" excellent wa1 to do it, Jim, 
~02 we otfer our most sincete thanks to you for an excel ent gesture. 

I would like to encourage any of you that are making up baffles to pleas 
make some poster board patterns at the same time when it is easy. Or, if 
you are pulling your engine down, that's also a good time. This is an item 
we need desperately for neW builders. Baffles vary from engine to engine, 
so if you can send in patterns for...9.l1y of the 0-320 series we can really 
use them. If one of you Calif. builders wants to do a good turn, John Thorp 
has a complete set of patterns that can be used to make up a set of the 
cardboard patterns, but his physical condition won't permit··him to make 
up a Set. If one of yoU could stop in at Lodi for an hour or so and trace 
around his templates it would be a most valuable thing for anyone that 
is installing an 0-360 engine and using the Thorp cowl (fiberglas or metal) 
John spent a lot of time engineering this set of baffles for maximum 
effiCiency. If one of you can dojthis3please contact John first to check 
on his availability and also drop me a line to keep me posted to announce 
in the NL. Whatever costs are involved doing this should be amortized of 
course and I know many would be happy to do their part in this area. 

On the ~~O patterns here, Illl be glad to send you a set. If you will 
give me a little lead time before yoU actually need them I'd appreciate 
it. I'm going to check on having them put on a blue print full ~ize, but 
if that's too expensive we'll hand trace them. Whatever costs are involved 
I'll make a note of it and you can reimburse when you receive them. 

Again, Jim, we DO appreciate it! 

iNSTALLING THE #584 FITTINGS ON THE #575 BULKHEAD: One of the problems 
Blat Worrl.es many bUllders lS tnst;,aJ,ling the #584 fittings with accuracy. 
as any misalignment (vertically) from one side to the other would be 
greatly magnified at the tips of the stabilator. There are various ways 
of doing this and here is one way that RON BOSTIC, 7334 Vallejo, Dallas, 
TX, 75227, did it on the next two pages. Ron is a new builder and has 
his fuselage just about finished and is getting things done. He is building 
the wide body, with the folding wing and new airfoil. 

This is a good example of some of the things we need get in the NL. 
As we have repeatedly said, even tho' someone has previously written up 
how, they made a certain item and another has written up another way to 
@-toe -same thInq:-:" .. st 111 t,!::!Q..:r.ru;g,,51~X.,,+:Q, ,m ,;1;1 ,IS .. Y.A..LUABL£: .. "F0F-)l..,NJ;:\:i 
auLkDER. For one thing, it increases his understanding of the problem and 
presents solutions, one of which might better suit his ability & eguip't. 
.'?9", ~g,§,ifu __ p.l@..~,!,>e sound off on how you solved problem x, etc. PLEASE/ 

•. , "",<,y<,' PO'!! 
- J 

VIA ~Sl!>~ F,"!"!?tJG 
IAJs7l+UAiT~ - f3>{ 'RPiJ EiOgnCi( 

In order to assure proper level of the #584 fitting, a 
center :i~er 5.L.O has to be determined on the ~575 Bulkhead. 

Using the 
and lower 
point'{A) 

template center, punch' ,at' the' uPler' flange' '(A) 
flance (B), drawing #1, draw a lne between 
and pOlnt (E) to set a B.L.O Reference Line. 

If you can not determine the B.L.D center punch marks 
at point iA) and point (El location of the Bulkhead. place 
a board on each side of the Bulkhead, measure it with 
a caliper, divide it by 2, and measure that distance from 
the ou~side in. It's best to do this in three areas to 
assure proper B.L.O when'you draw your line. 

Select any refernece point on the B.L.O line between W.L. 44 
and W,!.. 48 l£L also between W.L. 31 and W.L. 33.J.£) drawing #2. 

Using a compass I locate one of the center punch-.marks, on W::L. 
44.625 i[L, drawing #3, as determined by the template panel 
mark for the double extrusion. On one side of the B.L.O only. 
Measure the distance very accurately, from W.L. 44.625 J1U to 
Compass to the opposite side lEl. drawing #4, leaving one tip 
on point Ie) I match the distance from point (0) up to point 
J!l so that this distance is the same as from point (D) to 
point (El. Mark this point labeled point (F). Now draw a line 
from po~nt IE) to point (F) ~ This is your level line, W.L. 44.625. 
At the intersection of the vertical and horiZontal line, (A&B 
crossing E&~), place one point of the compass in the center and 
measure O'!lt .31211 on each side of this point on the horizontal 
line G&H, drawing'#5, these are two of eight (8) points on this 
line for the double extrusion and the #584 fitting. Drill these 
two points with a #40 drill. 

Mount a 2"X6"XS" in a vice vertically, place two finish 
nails in the tOp of the 2"X6"X8" I 1.875" apart, .937" 
from B.L.O (make sure the nail's head will fit through 
the two #40 drilled holes). Drawing #6 

Place a sI:l.all hand level on top of the nails, move the 2"x6"X8" as 
needed to aSS'.lre perfect level across the nails. place the 
#575 :au':'khead an the two nails, through the two predrilled #40 
holes. ~cw c second line must be determined in order to line 
the ".i" p':'vot :'101es in the fittings with each other. Drawing #7, 
CUt a block of wood any thickness, X, .750" wide, and place it 
up acainst the bottom of the 2nd. nail, now draw a line under the 
block of wood, ~. On the line B. drill 2 #40 holes, (one on 
each side of S.L.O). Place 2 nails in these holes and place a 
hane level on the 2 nails to assure once again, proper level. 
Nai.2.s !l'.ust extend atleast 1" from the surface of the #575 Bulkhead. 
place a \" rod across the two nails (check the rod for straightness) 
double check for proper level by placing the level on the rod. 
!~ake any ad: ustments to assure level by bending the nails, "slowly". 
Ta!<e the :oS?!. fitting and slide one on each end of the rod until 
t~ey are bucked up against the side of the #575 Bulkhead, clamp 
the fittings down in place and punch mark all 9 holes in each 
fitting, remove' and drill out with ~40 first, place the fitting 
back on and drill out with #30. 
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FRESH AIR DUCTING: The following letter from HARRY WHEELER, 2 MarioO Rd., 
Sal em M)\ n1 G7n and sketches on following page are solutions to one 
of the persistent pro,~ems that OCCllr repeatedly on the T_18 and similar 
airplanes .... that of getting an adequate amol)nt of fresh air into the 
COCKPit for ventilation and coolln,q, B_~re_ is Harrv's comPl.ete _let..t.ex:. 

D'2ar Dick, As per our phone conversation the other day I'm enclosing 
a sketch of my FRESH AIR SYSTEM and my ELECTRIC TRIM SYSTEM. Many thanks 
for your efforts on behalf of us owners and builders. Enclosed also,is a 
contribution for the fund. 

FRESH AIR:The 4" NASA duct and the (2) l~" eveball vents (ceiling vents 
from large airplanes) work very well. II 2nd TEE' was put in just aoove the 
right rudder pedal with a l~i" hole and a shutoff to direct air o~'er the 
feet, This did not seem to take away any air from the vents (eyeball), so 
I'm not sure just how large you could make that vent. The 2" dia, fees 
thru the firewall is just below the fuel tank and to the outside of the 
gear leg. The two Tees are made =rom fiberglas pieces laid up on the 
right size plastic bottle or cardboard tube. I used polyester resin and 
glass cloth from the auto repair kits and used wax paper for a parting 
agent, (Polyester resin shrinks about 6% on cure and this sometimes is 
a problem to get parts off the mold,A collapsicle or two part breakaway 
mold usually solves this problem. _ .Ed,) 
------"'---"-, .--~~ '''-''''-''''''-'''--'--,,,,,-,,-,,. 

THE ELECTRIC l'RIM shown in the sketch is ideal. The speed is the same as 
would be found in a production airplane and the unit only weighs a pound 
or so. The sear box is about J x 3~'i" and itt s approximately 4" long plus 
shaft. There is plenty of torque to turn the trim. The limit switch system 
shown was used, so as not to have to run wires and switches dow:l to the 
tail.r called the warehouse that I bought the motor; from and they said 
they had 13 mere in stock and they could re-order more. 

~ 
"'~f> _!~O __ ..... , ... 

CAl'l'OPY r..::U::H ',.;hen I opened the latch on my canopy (Thorp type) r f.our,:j 
it took a second effort to r(~position the latch for closing. I added a 
small right angle piece of alUlli llrn to the forward right hand COJ:r.E!t: of 
the body for the hook to hit aga nst w~en the latch is undone, This ',o.'ay 
the hook is repositioned for lat hing, 

~~oiJ 
1<\ • 
~(M 
o'f. 

ar,mRON 'l'lUM: The system described in the NL using the model airplane 
servo a:ld a 1'.; x 6" tab of balsa and fiber]Las construction is one of 
the best impr:o"ements I'"e mad.", b mv a::0 1a."18'. THANkSJ 

r hope :'lese ijeas ''''ill be of help to 
they a\;'2, :1a~ry) ?10ase u_se ',!:,a::~"2c 
well and c!'ten and is ah"ays a'/5. 

in t:1LS ,~,;,,""a. 30De weIll soon !',a'J'e a 
Ne\" Englanc-:1. -

someone else. (You'd bett",r believe 
)u tjin,; is of value. N394.I1C 
.1:'0r ("id2S tn ~)>::0SP>2(::tt/"2 

T-18 Air Force in this area c~ 

___ +_"_" __ .,~ __ ~, ___ ~. __ . .?_in2~~_~'~~:r:, ""B:..~~~~,::~~F ... ,~.~ ~~_" ~"_' __ . __ ~" _~ __ ,,,_o, _______ _ 
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TlIC!\ CAVIN 
10529 SOMERTON 
DALLAS. TEXAS 75229 

RE.: PLANS *5:,1 

DEAR DICK' 

page 1GB 

"L,G,,;;;. 71 1982 

LAST MARCH I SENT A l.ETTER REC'UEOTIr'C, 1 BE PUT ON THE LlS r TO 
RECEIVE THE T-'18 NEWSl .. ETTERS, ON RE:"':'E\.,':NG di NEWOi UTIHIS I"HLS 
WEEK'-ENII J REAUZE,D I FAILEV Hi Ll~~T MY r ... Pltl tWt1Bl.R 51] IH('I 1-, )-'f-..m-"L~ 

COULD BE MAOE. SORRY, I FELL t\S~_E r c.i!WLR li'( ArflH,ANl, 

FOR AN HI 1'1]:11 IT THIS w{',Y" I WO~Ui llo,,:- ~'D 

lHE PROBLEM OF GETTING 'jWO STRhIGHl', VIAMEfh,'lCHL,L,Y UF'FOSELI k1\)1:::-1 UNtS 

~ '" 
flOWN THE LENGTH DF THE. HORIZONTAL TAIL T -iDE BEA:1 (~';02'-3 j, 1 [AN'l 
REArl SPIRIT BUBBLES V!:.RY ( SD 1 LE-;- MOTHER Nt,IURE HEU: ME lrj 
ANDTHER WAY, THE, An ACHED HE F'RLlCEliURl. i. M NOi I 

~~ 
MUCH OF AN ARTIST SO I HOF'E I GO 1 HE: 1IIr~:; f~;:::RJBS. OTHeRS IN THE AREA 
HAVE USEr! MY "RIG" ANli HAVE FOUr,' 1-:- t.A3Y ,G ~J8T';IN GOOD ~\E,3llLrS, 

~ IN THE CWINION liEF'ARTMEtfl - ~, ... ' kE.VL:";:h:; OLD NEWS LE.I1t:kS ], FOUr'<j{, 
SEVERAL REFERENCES TO REPLACInG HIGH SH!:.A'i'i.. f...l<US WiTH t\N-'BOL 1 ~'3, Bur 1 
HAVE NEVER SEEN A CAUnON [HAl iH"" AN~)-{nL;:2: SCiUJUI BE t-'RUPLkLY fOklWt::l1 
WITH A TORQUE WRENCH. I'M A FIRM BELlE-VEe" : ri:' 'i' ALl~ BOLTS SHUULD BE. 
TORQUED WITH A TORQUE WRENCH AS FEW OF' us' ;;~;::. E..AH::rnENCED HlOUGH TO 

I GUESS. IN THE WING ATTACHM[Ni FITIINGS l'i .~;l ....,;E:.f-;'( IMFDR'lANl rHA'} ALL 

LOAD. IF ONE BOLT IS SIGNIFICANTLY TIGHTC.i': ,Hhli THE RES)' 11 IS 
CO&CUQMC£ lRAt tHtil BOll GuuG BE U:;~JnEU \5 tArCURE 51:..1 UNe lHE 1

,.. BOLTS BE TIGHTENED EVENLY SO 'IHAT ALL E{CLiS CS"f\'Y AN"E".VEN SHARI:: ,Uf" 1HE 

\:J N ~TUF;PR(JG,fE:SSIV[FAILURE III THE FlfTWG GR A'l LEAST LOUSlNING OF 
"l '<.. THE FITTING. ALL lHIS MAY BE A [1,1[[ IN iMc d'JE:K·"KILL CA1AGORr LiD1 
_ Q lORmJWG IS AN EASY WAY TO MINIMIZE ONE MeK!;. ;,.;·jUjliWN AND FLAt THE dA;-"!:.. 
W 1.1\0.... StIlE. WHAT'S MORE IT DOESN'T AIW Afj'( A[illI,IJ:AL WEIGHT! )--'ribL ~ UJ 
) ~~ THE EM MANUAL "SHEFf MElAL", V!'!l f:r LISTS ~,....,,~ H,(jf-'[R 'lORl1UE V ,";l!JUj, 

.:.J - FOR THOSE WHO DON'T HI'iVE THE' MANUAL. 10-:0:: N:...":" SHUULL! BE 1 ORl~UE.lI 'ILl 0' L% '1:' INCH PUUNDS (BETCHA MOS'! r{U rs ,1GH1 EilU, ''';3.. ;1:',O'.r, A l'ORClUt:, Wfd:::NCH Ak~ 
~ HAL.F AGAIN THAT TIGHT, ) 

~ THANK YOU FOR YOUR [lEliICATIm~ M)II HAF\'L, ,..-,)~t, H~ GETHr-.IL lHE. 
NE.WSLETTEkS OUT. IT IS A VERY IHF-tJRTANl '...1Nl; :1'; IH!::. HOMEBUILI 
MOVEMENT. 

JbJ~"j{.-DENELL'~ ZANDER: 4:551 
13700 S. W. HALl. 
TIGARD r OR 97223 
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SCRIBING RIVET LINES ON THE ::!0:..'-3 TUBi:. 

No 5C.ALE. 

"'P.>v 
D£NE'Lk 
lJiJDeR 

J..16i"fl. r:: ISH I}II Gt 
LIiADER 

5C2-3 

~ 
U!1rL TuRNeo 

TO TUes 1,0. 

\ 

'-141\ 
PtIV\{ LE.v~L SUfI'''iI r_ f ~:~tr 
SAw HoR~GSIC'tfAIK. 

~ BA,I::f. J ~1'-, PR.EVENT 
FR..ON\ 1<.01..1..1) .... ~ 

!!Nt> 'f'LoII'1'l!!5 

i ANY ICeASOI\/A SLE 
ill W61liHr «<?v"" 6N 
I'- BorN ~N()S 

""~-"~ 

~7" i 

/ 
; 

tt~ jfOJ.e@ 

Tu6l: 00 
ISOI> APfI~T 

'\1 
,DZ5' At I 

SefC.IS E I.JNe. 
Tfik..U CeN'T~R 

ROLL TU8[ ON A FL.A f SURFACE i'0 LIE rEel AN)' rum~: BEND (MINE 
HAD A!-10UT ,i)j~~ IN -I HI::: C[NicK). I UiUENTEU M'r TuBe 
F'OS! rIVE t'IH[:,lIRAL. -(WIS1 THt ENL! PLt.IES UNlIL, '[HE: LINE 
MATCH[S THE SCRIBE UNE ON E(OTH ENDS. Sf--:':A'1' THE F lSi-! LHU: 
VOWN Or' THE_ rUBE WITH ZINC CHROMATE.: Ok ,"-;tlY SUI fABLl::. f'AlrH 
(IiARr-O; COLORS ~5HOW UP THt_ LiNE Bt~frEr:)t Sf-'i(At'lNG FROM [HI:: 
W[I::, W'.)H~ING TOWAF,[I THt- :'ENTLk WILL F'ULl.. "iHf;:. FL':>H UNE, DQWN 
If- IT IS HIGH BE::CAUSE OF lUBE BEND. MFTf:.R fHE- r'AINl SElb 
FULL OlF hiE FISH LINE, ROl",TE lHE, TUbE 180 [It.Gi~flS us Wi; 
THE BonCM HOLE 10 ALlGN. CHt.C~, jC'LUMB L.l;~E':3 Wl l'H 1:1CI-\I£1£ 
LINES Al>irl REF'EAT THE SPRAY DOW/I. 

YUll SHOULLt NOW HAVE TWO S') RAIGHT LINE.S AS CLOSE '1 U I HE TliBE. 
itIAMETER AS CAN BE OBTAINEli WITHOm (,.'ERY t::xF'!:.NSIVE EllUIPMEN'(, 

This is anct:r;er example of a very excellent report (the kind we need 
more and tTI2t:e of) and we all thank YQu sincergly DenelL His solutio:! 
to this prcc:em forcefully illustrates that there are usually several 
solutions ::0 each "standard" problem that comes up, Pick out one of the 
protlern:_yc''':_~~..9untered and send in your sqJlltiOQ 
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PERfORMANCE: A short note from RIK KELLER, 5446 Connecticut Ave.,La Mesa, 
CA in which he writes that he's still enJoying his T-18, especially 
on relatively short trips when he compares flying times to driving 
times. However he says his bird is still gOing too slow for one with 
an 0-360, and he says he plans to tuft test soon and see if they can 
track down the problem(s). He submits the following performance figures 
and we couldn't help but agree that the speeds recorded are indeed much 
below average. When one goes to track down the speed sapping items it 
should be a stem to stern examination. The first area to put under the 
magnifying glass would be to eagle eye each and every item forward of the 
firewall ... the prop, the cowling, the baffles, the exhaust, the intake 
system, the spinner, and the oil cooler. Of course the engine itself 
should also be suspect. Airframe-wise I would take a look at the trim 
system, the CG, canopy fit, cabin air intake and exit, possible air leaks 
around flaps and ailerons, wing root flow taat might require fairing, etc, 
All gear fairings and alignment of them shOUld also be checked. Rik is 
aware of the possibilities of all these items, of course, and we will be 
interested in seeing what he uncovers, Here's his table: 

MP 
26.5 
24.5 
22.7 
20.3 

RPM 
2700 
2300 
2200 
2200 

lAS 
157 
145 
140 
127 

OAT 
i6Q F 
62° F 

ALT. 
3000 MSL 
4400 MSL 

TAS 
166 mph (7) 
158 
152 
138 

HP 
166 
135 
117 
99 

Rik's table didn't specify whether A/S was mph or kts. He also didn't 
say how his IAS had checked out on measured course or whether engine 
instruments had been verified for accuracy. It probably will be that 
several items will turn out to be the culprits. 
Oh, yes, Rik has a metal prop for sale and will accept any reasonable 
offer. It is a 67-68, metal, and outside of that I don't know which 
engine it's for.His home phone is 714/466-4762. 

ANOTHER PROJECT FOR SALE: Richard Taylor, RRI, Box 160, Defiance, MO, 
63341 (314) 828-5346 has an airframe 80% complete, on the gear, with a 
150 hp Lyc engine, 297 SMOH ••. Sheet metal comp., flush riveted, all 
fiberglas parts, cowl, tips, wheel pants, tinted canopy & windshield, 
some instruments, prop ext'n, fuel tank, misc. parts & hardware, compo 
set drawings, most parts to complete ..... $7500 •• Says he hates to give 
up, but doesn't have the money tc complete. 

Et,ECTRIC TRIM MOTORS •• ~ .AND ROCKER SWITCHES: Frome PAUL LERMAN, 517 N. 
Clark St., Mayville, WI, 53050 (Home phone 4141387-2285) (after 6pm) 
Dear Dick. Just a few lines tc let you know I'm still alive. My project 
is going very good, byt slower than I would like it to. I have my fuselage 
clecoed together, but not riveted together and it's not on the gear yet. 

I am sending you some switched to look at and keep if you want them. 
If any T-18 builder needs some the price is .75¢ ea. in lots of 3D ox 
more. To install theose you need a reoctangular cut out in the panel .55" 
tyHxxX¥XXJ by 1.125 (vertical). You can removeo and remount again,too. 

I also have some 12 or 24V electric motors such as I gave you at QSH 
several years ago. The price is ~a .•.. Keep your airspeed up. Paul. 

Thanks again Paul. The switches look very neat and nice and seem to 
work very well. They are made by Carling, have an und.Lab rating of 10 
A @ 125 v.A.c ..••.• As to the elec. motors, I'm sure Paul would be glad to 
fill in details if you'd give him a call some weekend. 
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,1'II,TERNATE TANKS (cont'd) 
Perhaps scme of you can think of a simpler or better method than what I 
pitched out. I Keep thinking about J,ll sUoderland's method of making a 
:nain fiberglas taok he detailed in an early newsletter(one thin layer of 
Jlass was laid out 00 a sheet of alum (waxed) and when cured it was 
~lexible enough to wrap arouod in the tank shape io one piece. Pre-cast 
tank ends we!:€ clecoed in place aod bonded. Then more glass was wrapped 
around the entire taok and ends until desired strength and sealing was 
assured}. This is a good method and perhaps a variation of that method 
would be better than what r suggested. As for Kleqecel and Hysol 9410, 
Dick Schreder (Schreder Aircraft, Bryan, OH) has been using both products 
~cr ribs with a metal skin on hlS HP serles sailplanes f~r several years 
~ow, with no problems. He does use a METAL rib at each end of such a 
structure to close the box and I believe it should be done on a T-18 
LE tank, but that would be no problem. You could simply leave a 4" 
"dry bay" area at each end, so that the metal ribs wQuld not require 
sealant application. Total fuel capqcity would be reduced insignificantly. 
I'd be interested in hearing your comments or suggestions. If you don't 
;.,-ant r.1e to run them in the NL, please specify. I'd like to experiment 
c~ slipper ta~ks the next time I have occasion to build a wing. 

Before you go to all this trouble it might be good to weigh all the 
cegative factors, too. Would it be safe to make a complete full fuel 
overweight landing at the higher stall speed and higher gross wt.?Sinee 
the T-18 gear is practically rigid for taxiing purposes, would taxiing 
ever rough surface cause loosening of rivets at the wing attach area? 
Is the additional cost worth it? How often would yOU haVe occasion to 
~se that much extra fuel? would a baggage area tank be a simpler and 
cheaper solution? Remember, too, that wing fuel reqUires the use of 
electric pumps, with attendant costs and possible reliability factors to 
consider. Also, be aware that proper fuel matl4"!Jment procedures would be 
:;ecessary to negate the possibility with having to land with one wing tank 
:ull and the other empty. How would you indicate fuel quantity from a 

tank? Also, please be very aware that wing tank fuel could radically 
spin recovery characteristics. A recent NASA study showed that 

the so-called "flywheel effect" was JUST as important to spin recovery as 
CG location .... even more so in same cases! Like anything else, there are 
,t:~,:?:_";.nd cons and YOU will haVe to make the decision in the end. 

::'-18 fot" sale: I haVe practically no details on this one. A new build$r, 
:';c?c;rqe Copland, Rt. 2, Box 12, Duncan, OK, (405/ 255-8349, evenings) told 
;"e that he knew of an older T-18, 0_290 powered he !=,hinks, and unpainted, 
:':~3t was at QSH (but apparently unregistered), and was owned by a local 
3:-: there in Duncan, who recently passed a .... 'ay. His ""'ife either has 
::: sale or: will soon na<.'€' it for sale and Geo. says he's quite sure 
:;;. can be bouqth on the low side of the rnarket worth. He'll let me know 
:~;:th0r detaiis when he talks to Mrs. Doolin, the wido;·,'. I called Geo. 
:~e builde~, but actually it's his daughter, Dr. Ann copland, who is a 
~adiologist, an accomplished pilot, and quite a beautiful young woman. 
5:-.e is building a wide body with the folding wing. Geo. is gathering up 

for her and having a ball studying the plans. He's an engineer 
charge of a research division for Halliburton, built a starduster Too, 

a~d flies his own Cessna 180 from their farm air strip near Duncan, 

LSQ FOR SALE: HarIa McKintv, 1310 Idylwild Dr., Lincoln, NB, 68503 (402/ 
64-0570) has a pair of .025 outboard wing skins fer the folding wing 
r.at he will sell for $.50 for both. They are the INBOARD skins of the 

c.:ter wing and are for the new airfoil. are formed to shape and are pre
G:;'illed. 

_~T~-~'~8~N:EW~SL:E:T:T:E:R~':.~5~6~ ________________________________________ ~paC2g~e~19~AC_ ______ _ 
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More for saJe items' From Jon Walton"s letter (pg. 3B) he made note 
that he has a Spare prop for sale, a 76M, 69" x 72", vibration tested by 
Santa Monica, has "paper". wasn't enough pitch for his 0-320, but enough 
for an 0-290. will sell for $400. He also has his present wing (standard) 
that has 135 hrs. on it at present, no scratches or dings, painted white, 
VOR ante~nae in left tip, nav lites and strobes, Cessna heated pitot, 
wing tip tie downs, complete with flaps, ailerons, controls .•.. that will 
be coming off the airplane (also standard I.o,'idth) in January are. in Feb. 
of '83 and it will be for sale at that time when his new folding wing is 
installed. He hasn't set a price as yet, until he has a fix on what his 
total cost will be on the CW, but it will be reasonable, John's address is 
5726 Boyce Spr"ngs Dr., HOllston, TX, 77066 (713/440-8093 eve.). 

This sort of deal is good for all concerned. There are still a goodly 
number of people that have trouble finding time to build and a lot of 
them haVe nearly completed fuselages, so this is a natural for helping 
those people get in the air much sooner. In John's case, I can attest to 
its excellent flying qualities. It trims out perfectly level and has a 
very well cehaved stall, and if you saw it at OsH this year you know his 
workmanship is impeccable. So if one of ycu gents want to get your T-18 
airbcrne before you tangle your whiskers i~ the stick. here's your chance. 
YOll car. still build a wing at your leisure and then sell this one later 
if Y9u __ ",'ant a cw: later. 

COMMENTS ON OUTER WING FUEL TANKAGE ON THE Gp': Recently John told me 
that he did not use the inner bay of his outer ",ing for fuel in the L.E., 
as this wO'J.ld have given him more fuel and ra:l.ge than he ever would have 
any reasonable occasion to use. He also saved himself a considerable 
amount of ""ork, as each of the circular access panels 011 the bottom side 
of the leading edge has 88 parts! This includes~rivets, nut plates, etc., 
but it invclves c:onsiderable time and effort per each. 
I agree with his thoughts on the extra fuel. Personally, I feel an extra 
10 to 15 gals. would give me all the range I could use (and stand). I 
believe 3-3~ hrs. is about the max I could sit in a T-18 .•. even with seats 
of Harjo McKipty· S "Temperfoam" ~ Let's face it ... the T-18 IS cramped in 
both first class and tourists section and when you spend an 8 hr. day in 
one you're ready to qUit. I'm always ready to get out and stretch my legs 
after a couple of hours if I have a passenger, but then I donlt have the 
Temperfgam seats like John does (yet). John really sings the praises of 
the Temperfgam cushions. It took us 4 days to get back from OSH this year, 
due to wx, and every time we'd tie up for the r.ite he'd tell me how rested 
he was ... and wouldn't even trade airplanes wit!; a tired ole broken down 

____ ,,_<~i~.~~:::.~~~~.~.o_~,~~_t_~, __ ~?_~_:_~~~.~~.bu~t:t:!:... _______ __ 

i THOUGHTSO~ ALTERNATE METHOD FOR FUEL IN WING L.E.: In view of the extra 
wo);k involv$d in the integra.l tank method, I keep coming back to the idea 
of a shaped leading edge "slipper tank". This ·.."ould be shaped to fit the 
interior of the leading edge of the wing and could be made of alum and 
welded, ""ith an appropriate, interior baffling .... or what might be much 

~ 
easier. to use the already bent skin as a female mold, laying up fiberglas 
in the "mold" and after cure Klegecel (closed cell, structural foam, that's 
impervious to hydrocarbons) nose ribs would be inserted at about 4" spacing 
for baffling and bonded with Hysol 9410, Which is also impervious to hydro-

I
carbons or colloidal water. After cure a flat strip of Klegecel would be 

~ laid on the back end of the Klegecel ribs (pre-shortened on the bqck side 
to allow for the foam thickness) and bonded to the ribs. It, too, would be 

"" glassed and the glass applied would have to overlap the glass on the front 
~' part a sufficient amount to make a leak proof final closure seam. In any 
~ "'t case the tank would have to be enough smaller than the LE interior in 

~ order to allow tank removal and installation .. 
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(Harlc McKintv, cont'd) 
t~-th;::-rtb holes from Ken Kno.,..'les on the new airfoil. HarIa is 
putting fUel in the outer wings, so decided to use .032 skins for the 
inboard sections of the outer wings. Skins have been clecoed to the 
ribs. He will keep his present outer sections of .025, but here's a 
real buy for someone.~. ~~ __ 

aPTWER1COWLING MISMATCH: CHRIS FAST letter excerpts ••• "Regarding 
Harle McKinty's question on pg. 4B, #54 NL, regard~ng engine mount sag 
causing mismatch of spinner/cowling, my T-18 had the 0-290G w~th the 
3/4" mounting plate dild I washered the lower legs forward to remove the 
sag a couple of times during the first 200 hrs. While the rubber mounts 
were new. It never changed after that and is still OK today ••• so I would 
say to allow about a 3/16" mismatch between the spinner and cowling when 
you f~rst set ~t up. On Ken Brock's ship that I just finished I have left 
the spinner 1/8" high (it's a 180, with a dynafocal mount)." 

Any of the rest of you have any comments? 
CARS AIR BOX SEAL: A] s9 from chris ... ~On the #751 air box seal. I have 

the tooling for this and have made many. I don't plan to make any more 
and I have offered the tooling to John Thorp for $50. However, if he 
should not take it you are welcomE.> to it. Regarding the hot air intake, 
it is picked up from the crossover exhaust thusly: See sketch below ••.. 

k'.w.. AlA. 
I , 

<k \V' '"'IC"" 

'ft../J/6 

Pretty crude sketch, but you get the idea. It worked fine on mine" 
Thahks again, Chris. YoU have contributed so much sage advice and all of 
us are greatly in your debt ..•. but, please ... DQN'T STOP THERE! There 
are still many things hat have not been covered { or done a different 
way}, so if you come across anything that needs to be covered or covered 
aqait! we'll appreciate it. How about some of you guys out there that 
come across a problem on h~ to do something, how a~ut you writing in 
and say "I'd like to know how to do xxxxx", and I'll pitch the question 
up tc Chris and some of the others that have contributed? Zero in on a 
SPECIFIC PRQ'eLEM, don't just say,"! had a hard time rigging my ailerons," 
(or some such). Chris also advised for the troops not to go too 
far a~ield on the access cover under the fin, between #575 and #576 bulk
heads, as John had warned him this area was stressed. too. 

PARKER MILLER, 15535 Edenvale, Friendswood, TX, 77546 (713/483/1732) 
wrl_tes:"My T-18 had 900 hrs. on it when I took it apart and I was unable 
tc find any damage anywhere except the doublers which connect the center 
secticn closure to the wing skin (?). All the rivets there were dangling! 
I ha\'e talked to Bob Dial and he found the same th~ng on h~s." Ihanks 
for the info, Parker, as this seems it might be important to pursue this, 
but I'm not quite sure of the exact area you spoke of. Could you send a 
sketch and perhaps take a guess what caused the loose rivets? Aerobatics, 
rough ground taxi, etc.? 

-B.El.,.B,~;~,~~;J\l~~· has some for sale items~ as' foll'ows [rrla'y- be'-gon'e ~~~o3~~~ 
Good performing prop that was clipped and pitched by Santa Monica 

Prop Services. It is a 76M. 69" x 72" , and is polished. It has one niclc 
$375. I also have a used Genave Alpha 300. working good when removed, fcr 
$375. I also have a new Genave Alpha 500 (never installed) fOr $700 and 
a remote compass for $100 ..... 

,----.-----
~tl£E: I hate to take up NL space to say this, but again, please be 
aware that our newsletter is presented as a clearing house ~r ideas,and 

, • expl?rie:nces only, and anyone using the expressed ideas, suggestions, 

$
(~ opinions, or experiences, does so at their own risk and discretion and 

~ \}I' no responsibility or liability is expressed or implie:d and is without 
. recourse against anyone. This disclaimer not only applies to this issue 

\ but also to all past and future newsletter issues. 
<--.....-'-,~,,-< --- ~,-'~--'--,,- "_-".-'- ... -- - --
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MAIN BEAM EXTRUSION: It's been pointed out in the newslstter that the 
main beam channel e.trusion for the center Wing has a 1 0 angle on it 
so that the shape will more closely conform to the slope of the upper 
surface of the airfoil. The previous channels didn't have this and it 
was necessaEg for the builder to file off this 10 , else it would leavE.> 
a flat spot on top that would degrade air flow. We had cautioned builders 
to use a try square on thE.> channel with a light be:hind it to identify 
which side had the angle, but recently a builder called me to re-check 
what he had done. He had mis-interpreted the drawings as saying the "lo,!-," 
side of the channel would be on the rear side. He had already trimmed it 
and drilled his shear web in and I hated to tell him he had done it wrong, 
but there was no other way. If the .drawings shouldn't be quite clear on_ 
the subject, think of it this way: The upper surface of the airfoil is 
still climbing when it crosses the front side of the spar, so the front 
side of the spar cap should be: lower at the front edge. Well, old .... 
has a new upper channel from Ken Knowles now, so maybe someone can use 
the Old one On spme QtMt:.Jdng""QL.9l;;::El~n.t'LJ'lQlJI~g.~.!{.,,. ___ ."" __ ""' __ ~_,,~. 

T_18 BUILDERS LISTED BY STAYE (cont'd from NLS #52, 54, & 55): 
MASSACHUSETS: - ----.~---.-------

John Cragin, 34 Smith St" Needham, MA, 02192 
Harold Wheeler, 2 Marion Road, Salem, MA. 01970 

NEVADA: 
Donald Derby, 300 E. Tropicana Ave., #10, Las vegas, NV, 89109 
Ron Johnson, 8760 Spearhead way, Reno, NV, 89506 
oats Tokle, 3483 Skyline Blvd., Reno. 89509 
Ferris Williams, 4884 Nettie Ave., Las Vegas, NV, .89110 

TENNESEE: 
Virgilee walker, 3324 Homewood, Memphis, TN, 38128 
Edward Waldo, 4755 Gwynne Rd .• Memphis, TN, 38117 
Les Seago, 2773 McCully St., Bartlett, TN, 38134 
Gene Sloan, 412 Lillard Rd., Murfreesboro, TN. 37130 
John W. Mills, Rt. 1, Box 500, Church Hill, TN, 37642 

IDAHO: 
Harvey Schumacher, P.O.Box 38, Lewiston, ID, 83501 
Clyde Grafe, Rt. 2, BoX 40, Weiser, 10, 83672 

UTAH: 
Howard Andrews, Box 195, Hunting, UT, 84528 
Robert Clayton, 1783 Harvard Ave., Salt Lake city, UT, 84108 
Frank Ellis, 2632 Foothill Dr., Ogden, UT, 84403 

Wm. Nicholson,1096 Eastridge, Sandy, UT, 84070 
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2';51 115th live. l',"W, Coon MN:, 5"1433 
3G~:'; Holx, 7017 35th AI/p. I North, /1N, 55427 

~~~;;~t\J~~504 Charlotte, Willmar, MN, 56201 
-:; Rt 2 f Box 29, Sacred Flea rt, MN, 56285 

1, Box 221, Ortonville, HN, 56278 
James Renneker, 8150 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, MN, 55420 
D.'l'.Sherder-., 819 15th st. NW, Rochester, MN, 5'5901 
Harold $treater, 68 E. 4th st., Winona, MN, 53987 
~,YQ.s..G£.., 703 Park lIve. Litchfield, MN, 35355 
2:'cm Sandeer., Hector, MN, 5'5342 

2332 So. 35tll Ave., Omaha, NB, 68105 
416 W, 2nd St., Kimba1.L NE, 69145 

1310 Id\'lt..'ild Ave. Lineolr., NB, 68503 
Da<.:id Petre, Bex L Benedict, NB. 68316 
MISSOURI; 
Ri:;:hard Edqar, 4968 Brockton Way, st. Louis, MO, 63128 
Ra~dl~JiQQlaway, Timberline Airpark, Cassville, MO, 65625 
Sta~ Eilotte, Rt. 2, Box 879, Excelsior Springs, MO, 64024 
ll£..;"'.~L(Lli~Q.qg[§..Q.!], 444 Bryan Ave., Kirkwood MO, 63122 
Michael Hammock, RR 1, Box 237, St. Charles, MO, 63301 
~ ... _J;.eJ}.u, 3361 Van Owen, Springfield, MO, 65807 
Ka~1 Lipscomb, 100 Grand Ave., Lamar, MO, 64759 K £Led .. MaKs"~.~-.:L 211 JUniper, Lees Summit, MO, 64063 

N"'. Ki:r ~ack, 51'32 .t;uriesville Lane, Hazelwood, MO, 63042 
" ;\'ISCONSI~: 

-··R~c~~Zlrrim€=man, Rt. L Bloomer, WI, 54724 
l'" Bo:: Pecic, 85 Dartmouth, Williams Bay, 'lVI, 53191 
t..,. ~to.;1_1Y:5F~~.on, 11530 Parkview Lane, Hales Corners, h"I, 53130 v-: :::"yle McC:.: 110 L1gh , 1525 Beech Dr., East Troy, WI. 53120 
'-! rx,'2!yr::e Mood, 11208 N. National, #108, Nest Allis, WI. 53227 
'-J fa\;;:" Lehman, 517 N. Clark St., Mayville, WI, 53050 

Paul }\ro;r., 27118 Sherwood Forest Dr., Waterford, WI, 53185 
~ Alle~ Koch, Rt. 2, campbellsport, WI, 53010 
:'<.. CKUoHOM.li: 
\C--;:~ _~il+~~ Rt. 3, Box 19SA, Wagoner, OK, 74467 
~ 1f'J:.,,)(J'ij'o.~:t;:; 11209 st. charles Ave., Okla. City, OK, :3132 
~ lLl,l,!lr: .C.\'!.~:.in, 2001 E. Steve Owens Blvd., HiamL OK, 74354 
~ :;"'rald K~r:tnan, 848 N. Robinson, Hoore, OK, 73170 

..... ,N Lerc\! Hel:;, Box 238 Savanna, OK, 74565 
\"1 Gec:"qe copland, Rt. 2, BOX 12, Duncan, OK, 73533 

_".::::;-;"''\.0_~9!LCJL~J. (upda t e) 
fo. 2:. Comes, Jennings Rd., So. Kent, CT, 06785 
~~K±MXRxKXi8xxxt2~i2x&axwXHxRBxxxN3XWBikxx~~, 
~"ta:::"" Drum, 64 Wade st., Bridgeport, CT, 06604 
;,);::-:--.ald Ka!.":'ler, 7 Gaylord Dr., Wilton, CT, 06897 
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I t~e next issue we'll start in on the California listings. As you 
m ']7.": eXPec":, calif. builders are the most numerous, by far. We'll 
a S2 !~a','e Texas and some other states as space permits. I"m a super-slow 

and ~he lists are really time consuming and I get cross eyed 
a ?age or two of them. Will also try to update the lists as new 

C:1eS come in OJ': some of the others, drop out. 

T-18 NEWSLETTER #56 page 2113 

I just got a call from Richard oribe, Rt. 1, Box 3D, Bishop, CA, 93514 
and he told me he had just recently bought RUDY ADLER's T-18 and that 
he was delighted with the way it flew and performed. I WaS very sad tc 
hear of my old friend's deteriorating health, tho', He said Rudy had 
suffered three strokes the past year after making a great comeback 
frcm his cancer affliction. Our prayers are with Rudy. 

NEHSLETTER #56 INDEX: In order to help you locate reference articles 
more readily r've decided to add an index at the end of each issue. I 
have also made bold lettering notes in the left margin on the past 
coupl (' of issues for the same reason, 

L T-IBs at OSB in '82 
2. Francis Richardson accident and analysis 
3. Inadvert .nt stalls and spins 
4. stalls in turns , span loading 
5. Notes on back issues of NLS 
6. Aileron Control System Bellcrank Alignment, CW 
7, Same as above (John Kleber) 
8. CW wing gap cover 
9. Notes to new T-18 owners, non-builders 

10, Specialized induction system (Hawley) 

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

Wing alignment method 
Gas cap retainer 

cowl Mod 
Brake system 
Fuel lines 

16. Fuel valve extension 
17. Electric flap inst'n 

(Kerns) 

18, Trim system check 1st flite 
19. oil Cooling 
20. Bucking Ear 
21. Riveting sequence CW outer wing 
22. Poor man's milling machine 
23. Earl Ody story re Fuel Pumps 
24. 0-290 Baffles 

pages IlB, 
pages 12B, 

page 1A 
page lE 
page 2.; 
pase 2B 
page 3A 
page3B 
page 4.:::. 
page 48 
page :;,,,,-
page SB, 6::', 

& oB 
7A. 
7B 
7B 

page 
page 
page 
page 
page 
page 
page 8E 

713, 8.~ 

"" SA 

page 9.; 
page 9E 
page lOB 
page llA 
l2A, 12B 
13A, 13B 
page 14;; 

25. Installing #584 fittings 
26, Fresh air d~ct, Electric trim, canopy latch 
27. TOrqueing bolts 

pages 14A, Bpage 13;'. 
mod. pgs. 15B,16A 

28, Scribing center line on 502-3 tube spar 
29. Gear heat treat comments 
30. Performance figures (Keller) 
31. switches, & trim motors 
32. Comments on outer wing fuel & methodS 
33, Spinner! cowling mismatch 
34. carb air box Seal 
35. LOoSe rivets 
36. Main beam fabrication note 

pages 17B, 

pages 191\ 

page 16E 
page 17;. . 

& page 18.::, 
page 18B 
page 18B 

& page 19B 
page 20;.. 
page 20;.. 
page 20;; 
page 20B 

37. T-18 Builders lists pages 20B 7 2B 
38. For sale items on pages 20B, 19B, 19A, 18B, 12B, lOA. 

(some pages have more than one For Sale items) 
End NL # 56 

Hope your past days with your families haVe been most happy. 

Dick Cavin 
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Osh '83 is now history and, as 
or less. Each individual can 
as he sees it may well be far 

alwavs, it defies in 10,000 words 
savor a microcosm of the total, so the spectacle 

I arrived 
arrival 

different from the 

in my T-18. had 
, but traffic was still on the 

me with a command to 
maintain altitude over 

wind for R27, 
R18_ Clear to 
quite often on 
using Rl8 and this 
spacing. 

rido", as there was 
eliminated 80me of the 

the special 
on right down

immediately and land 
Auusrent.lv, this was done 

pattern 
permitted looser 

Our to 
tied up at 
approach sequence had him 57 miles out 

but aSH I,X was IFR, so we 
~~!!l~ came in IFR, but the 

on the VOR approach, 
a time or $0" \<lALT which gave him a gulp or two when his ran 

GIFFIN was the first in, with Vern next and I was 

Aircraft attendance was 
heard it picked up about mid-week. 
considerably lower out on the 
this year. 

down in all 
The 
line. 

the next day. 

from '82 numbers, but I 
and Sunday crowds were also 

t the economy was a factor 

I don't know the exact number of T-Ids that were this year, but when I 
left on Wednesday morning, there were no more than about 25 and some of them had 
come and gone on the same day. 

l.Je hat! the T-18 Forum on l10nday afternoon and it was almost SRO. In response to 
requests from several builders, we the nontechnical. The 
main thrust was introducing various individual builders and having them do short 
thumbnail talks on their T-iS in and flying. 

One of these was VERN ===::: who has volunteered to put out a .I:::.lJ;l.QlllU:ilj;j on') 

manual. In the main, use from back issues of the newsletter 
that pertain to or Vern is the founder and 
companies and one of his businesses that serves the oil 
printing plaril" in-house. He has most offered to 
and distribution of this manual to all members in 

owner of several large 
has a complete 

underwrite the printing 

At present, Vern is in Red China at the invitation of the Peking government along 
experts. But the 
will go to ~ 

with a number of other U.S. and 
manual will be issued 
THORP for proofreading 

after his return. The first copy 
for accuracy. 

I know you all will join me in our to Vern for his generosity. 
I was at the point of up on the newsletters, had become a real 
problem - they were simply too much for one old to handle all 
by himself. The Post Office was to blame for a lot of this by "losing" newsletters 
which in turn caused a flood of requests for back issues. 
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\,e Sl;'¥_l"!."'l'~~~~",~n"diI1.!l. all n~wsl'7tters,first~las~.mall, which should end most of the 
nondelivery problem. We have had to increase the newsletter donation fee to $lo.go 
to cover our costs for the rest of 1983 and through 1984. If you aren' t up to 
the $10.00 level, it would be appreciated if you would feed the kitty. !Jack issue 
postage and envelop costs (for a full set) are over $3.00, so you can see it does 
not take long to add up. 

Also at the Forum, we asked for a vote on a name change to the "T-18 BUILDERS AND 
O~~ERS SOCIETY" and it was unanimous in favor. So, in December 1983, we will make 
the name change on the bank account and letterheads. Eventually, most T-18 owners 
will not be the original builders, so it will be essential to keep owners up to 
date on service dictated mods, inspection procedures, operating techniques, acci
dent analyses, etc. 

RIK KELLER (San Diego) was one of the proud T-18ers with his bird out on the flight 
line and he fascinated the forum audience with his account of how four too-long 
bolts in the axle put him over on his back at a wilderness airstrip in Utah and 
how he managed to wriggle out between the canopy and turtledeck. Some of the sub
sequent events were almost hilarious, in spite of the obvious miseries and dejection 
of a T-18 owner having to disassemble his slightly bent bird and truck it home 
for repairs! 

BOB DIAL gave an excellent discourse on the dangers of T-18 builders or owners 
exceeding the operating limitations On the aircraft. (More on that later in this 
newsletter.) 

PETE HECK (Washington, D.C.) also reported on a news wood prop being made up to 
specs of an Australian designer, who has achieved some significant performance 
gains with his prop designs. 

We originally had JOHN WALTON (Houston) on tap for the forum to tell all about the 
building of the new folding wing with integral fuel in the ouboard sections. !Jut 
John got stuck with weather in Boston and didn't get in until Tuesday evening and, 
even then, had to leave the bird in Green Bay. John was the T-13 rep at the 
Dayton Air Fair this year. LEE SKILLMAN was the T-18 rep last year, with !lANK 
STEIGINGA (Lancaster, CA) the year before that. Lee told of the fabulous treat
ment accorded to those attending as designated representatives by the designers 
of the most popular aircraft. 

John also made a side trip to Boston to see his mother after the Dayton Air Fair. 
He really got to evaluate the worth of all that extra fuel being available and 
he found out he had more available than was practical to use in most situations. 
Whereas his previous fuel stops were 2 to 2'2 hours apart, he no", can add 1 to 1'; 
hours to that and still not use full wing tank capacity. 

Hefore he made a trip to the Hest Coast a few months back, he installed TEHPERFOA:'! 
seat cushions and he sings the praises of it now. 
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I concur~ Fith me in my bird~ 
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One nice announcement at the dinner was RON MILLER's decision to move to the U.S. 
and make it his permanent home. In so doing, his T-18 project will have the unique 
distinction of flying nonstop from the U.S. to London and back before it's ever 
finished! Ron says he'll probably settle in California, where he can inhale a bit 
of fog now and then and cure any homesickness. Welcome to the U.S. rat race, Ron! 

T-lS LIMIT SPEEDS: There apparently is still some confusion about terminology 
concerning the maximum safe operating speed of the T-18. The VNE (NEVER EXCEED 
SPEED) for the T 18 is 210 mph. Do ~ confuse it with the VD of 233 mph. VD is 
the demonstrated dive speed and, for all practical purposes, FORGET IT! VNE means 
what it says - NEVER EXCEED. We've said it before, but let's say it again. The 
speeds are TRUE airspeed in mph, not indicated. Also remember these airspeeds are 
based on caTI'iit'ated pitotl static systems, so if you have not verified and_S1l~.kiJ;>.£i!11i.ll 
your airspeed system over measured ground courses, you have an unknown quantity 
and YOU are gambling. So now if you are thinking about installing a 210 hp turbo
charged engine and getting a 230 mph cruise speed at 20,000 feet, let's be realistic. 
There's no such thing as a free lunch. If something like that is your goal, maybe 
you should consider selling your T-IS project and putting that money on something 
like a Brokaw Bullet. 

w~ile we're at it, let's take a long look at doing aerobatics in a T-18. The record 
over the years shows that aerobatics in~ type of airplane is more hazardous than 
normal flying. Most of the accidents occurring were by trained aerobatic pilots 
flying airplanes specifically designed for aerobatics. So, if th';y-b7y-fhe'Tar;;;" 
occasionally, ask yourself how the odds are for an ~rained amateur in a super 
clean airplane that will go far past its VNE in a flick of an~ out of a busted 
maneuver. Even if you wear a chute, there's no way you can get a T-IS canopy open 
in flight. 

Sure, we see "pros" doing aerobatics in a Bonanza or a Viking, etc., but are ~ 
one of those that are ~ualifiedt It's a lot smarter to go out and rent a Pitts. 
or trade your T-18 for one,if right-side-up flying is too tame or boring for you. 
Right? 

FOR SALE: LARRY EVERSMEYER, 4725 S.W. 207th Court, Beaverton, OR 97007 just called 
me-to tell me he',g going to a CiS prop on his 0-360 T-1S and, as a result, has a 
brand new SENSENICH W68LYSO (68"x80") prop, the flange adapter, 4" prop extension, 
and spinner for sale at a bargain price. His home phone is 503/642-3753. (That's 
for 180 hp.) 

PITOT DRAINS: Talking to T-18ers, I find that I do not have a low-point moisture 
drain somewhere between the pitot head and the AIS indicator. How have ~ solved 
this problem? Please send a brief report and simple sketch ASAP. We need several 
solutions, so please help. 

TOHBAR: At OSH this year, viALT GIFFIN came up with a slick way to make a towbar to 
attach to the tail wheel spring and wheel. It is carried in the airplane and makes 
pulling the T-IS around a cinch. Newsletter #58 will feature a picture, drawing, 
and comment by Halt. You'll like it. (We 've got some sharp people in this T-IS 
bunch, I tell I) 
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This i.s the end of our OSH j 03 report ~ The pages are tures of our 
'83 dinner and a of names at the various tables. Since this newsletter 
is oriented toward the social side our next newsletter >.vill be full of 
some very excellent tech articles that I youtl! find of interest to all 
of you" It will be mailed no later than November 15~ 

MAC 
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• _____ w ___ ,.·.~_. ..• _--------
As part of thi8 n('"_,-s.letter will nott' ,'111 ollclused letter from Me. 
VER\' PEPpARD, in \~'hich he 118 the ploW for' a most important "ddition 
to 1'-18 Ne,,'sletter, a "Sdfety Manual", for w<'lnt of L1 bet.ter term <It the 
moment. This will te similar to the Owner's and Operators rnanuul that 
["ctcry built aircraft have and will be a very valuable and necessary 

.! <]uide tc s,~fe operation of the T-.l8 ...•.. Please note, tJlO', that this 
~k~rJtViS GCITl",thinq that XQll and YOU and '(QlLmust be a part of. rt'~, not somethin~ 

~" . that you can let GeorgE:' clo. Most of YOll are properly mot __ ivated when it 
comes to helping your fello',<,,' 'r:-18ers, but some of you are a little on the 
shy side ... or maybe you ,"lre a little like I am most of the time,.in the 
findi:'.q of time to pass 00 some of these gems of wisdom. Some experience 
yout</I:: had, some small bit of kno",'ledge you've ullcovered.1might just be 
the Deans of saving someorte'S skin ... and airplane. Just remember ... the 
s8fer ALL T-18s are-the more Y.9.l!.! T-l8 is worth and the more it will be 
held in high regard in the market place •.... and now on to other things: 

TEHPLE, TEXAS,_ OCT. IS_-16: Back before the QSH fly-in began, thE' EAA 
rlat5.o;-',,:'ll -conver1t ton-,,,'as' -held at Rockford, IL, and those were indeed the 
fun days for FAA people. MAny of us look back on thCls0 days with great 

V fondness, that's perhaps tinged \dth a certain wistful sadness. 

lsi WV As the fly-in became too big for RF'D and moved to OSH it lost most of the 
1<' WClrm camaraderie and close friE'ndships that were part and parcel of RFD. 
/16 JCNhile most of us really enjoy QSH and marvel at the international spectacle 

.1\1 .It Viy has becomE', we still long for the perhaps indefinable missing ingredients 
~UI that stamped RFD so indelibly on our hearts and memories. 

CP I've tried to analyzE' whDt made RED so much more enjoyable and it all comes 
('/,fl. out PEOPU;. We got to know EVERYONE that brought in an airplane, and a 
f' \. conslderable number of those that just brought a dream of owning their 
S.'¥" own airplane someday. While we jawed on the pro.s and cons of our favorite 
- 'o~ airplane .. our wives met their wives, we ate together, and really got to know 
.lr{;:;\ each other to a degree that it became almost like a family rE'lationship. 
1'\) Each year it became almost like a family reunion. 

Another big plus for RFD was the simple fact that most of llS were able to 
stay in the same motels or hotels,whcre we could gather in large groups 
for after-hour informal fUnctions, an utter impossibility at OSH today. 
UnleSS one brings in a warbird, or are an acrobatic performer, or a VIP, 
one doesn't"qualify"to rent a deCent motel room there anymore .... and this 
has Rngered a lot of people for several years. 

still another BIG factor __ in the RFD success was that the airplanes flew, 
and flew, and flew after they got there. There were buddy rides fOr just 
about everyone. We flew when we wanted to and the fly-by pattern was 
always in full swing. As it aTT mushroomed in size,safety considerations 
greatly restricted such activities. 

Boil it all down and we can see that it was a fly-in for US and ~. It 
v:as for OUR enjoyment-and not a 6 ring circus to attract thousands of 
ground_pounder type spectators. 

·~conclave·· 
Anyway, the essence of all the above was what made our 1st annual,'-
and social weekend at Temple such an overwhelming success. We couldn't 
call it a fly-in, as an invitation to such an eVent with the fly-in label 
could possibly incur liability. Ours was a simple invitation to join us 
for dinner, like inviting someone to your home for dinner. How you 

get tller0 i)lld 0hdt. you do with your vehicle after you get there is your 
own business. 

Our weather on th0 Oct:. 15 week0nd was typical faIl '['exus WX. Th£'r£' "-'as 
ec"lrly morning st.t'atlls, but by mid-morning it burned off and by noon ~t 
WClS b0autiflll. Our winds were southerly, 15 to 20, which made the- 85 
afternoon high Seom qllite pleasant (or was it the euphoria from just being 
around the T-18s?). 

Numbers-wise, we (ji.d pretty good for our very first annual event. By 2pm 
we had 12 pretty T-18s lined up along the edge of the clOSed runway 12-30. 
The Houston area fielded 4 '1'-18s: BILL COX aod guest_: l'Zl.RKER MILLER; STEVE 
HOLBERT and guest; and JOHN and LEE WALTON .... The Dall;Js continqent was 
VERN PEPPlIRD, with 'r-lB bllilder. RON ®,§1'IC, as his co-pilot; DAVI.12.....}F;NN 
FInd son; and myself, w_lth T-18 builder JOHN HAMST, riding shotgun with me. 
LEE REILLY and \-.'i£e camE' in from Wagner, OK; TON~eu::LL came chat:qing 
in from New OrlE'ans; and 01' JOHN HARDY made it over from Natchitoches,LA. 
JOHN PHILLJ;PS zoomed in from McAllen, TX (which was about as far a,,'i'lY as 
New Orlean.sand wagner)with guest RICHl'-lHD STAKES. GARY and .MAXINE GREEN 
of San Antonio had the shortest distance to fly. 

WE' had hoped that Houston's WORTHY tfARNACK, BILL McKISSACK, and PAUL 
STANT,EY would join us with thsir T 18s, but other things interfered it 
seems.We also looked for JERRY STALLlr.{GS, of Ferriday. LlI, to be there, 
along with_liQ1dARD HENDERSON(St. Louis): SYLVAN KEEBLER (Jackson, MS); 
LOYD TOLL (Hazen, AR); RANDLE WOOLAWAY (Cassville, MO) ;NATE EASTNAN (K:i,mbal 
N13);OONLANKFORD (Sherman, TX); BRYANT ROWlAND {Midlarl2l-;T--xr;-:BOl3MILLER 
(Ft. Worth, TX); PE'rE GONZALES (Colorado Springs, CO); ..JJ.EAN COC-UMN AND 
GA.b~ ABLES (Denver, CO area): DOUG FRANTZ (Okla. City, OK); LOU FALCONI 
(RoswelL NM): and TOM KERNS (Arlington, TX); and JIM LANEY (Springfield, 
MO). If all those had made it we would have had about 30 '1'-185 there, 
which would have been pretty close to the number that were at OSH: Maybe 
next year, huh, amigos??? 

BOB SUIGLE and wife (Clute, TX) had to make it to Temple this year via 
the family ChE'rokee, as did Robert and Dean SandersQn (Graham, TX). STEVE 
RIFFE (Amari.llo, TX) carne to Dallas via airline, then rode with ROBERT 
CI.!81lli {Dallas, TX}. Others that arrived by auto were BILL GARDNER and 
.'d .. :l.f!L(Alice, TX) and LEROY and HARY HOLT (McAlester, OK). JQHli AUSTIN and 
wife, 1.18B...'k (Dallas, TX) had to also come by car, as John has been having 
oil temp problems on his T-18. NORM BUEHLER and wife (Scott City, KS) 
would haVe like to have brought their T-18, but they wre in the middle of 
a long planned auto trip and would have to drive back home some 500 miles 
to get the T-l8, so thE'y came via car. 

GEORG,E COPUIND (Duncan, OK) and daughter, DR. ANN COPLAND (l-\1ichita Falls, 
TX) had to settle for the family CeSsna 180 this time, but Ann hopes 
her T-18 project will be there next year. She'll have no trouble flying it 
either, as she's a pretty sharp 180 pilot and has flown it to Alaska a 
time or so to visit her sister in Fairbanks. 

Our little clambake so fired up ROBERT CLARK that he went all the way up 
to limeS, lA, a couple of weeks later and bought an almost-ready to fly 
T-18 and trailered it home. He also has a wide body fuselage up on the 
gear in his garage, so now he can feast his eyes each evening on one of 
each kind. I can think of another half dozen T-18s in this area that 
might possibly fly before this time next year. 
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Last Mdn:b T flew out to 1,onq Beach to dQ a mag 
activities preceding the opening ceremonies for- tbe 
HFB-l {Spruce Goose) and I had called STEVE HA'Wi,EY 

a ie',,' earlier to tel.l him I would drive up to Santa Paula and V1Slt 
hirr, (,;,. after wrapping the EFE story on Friday. Southern cal 
w'){ :;';1;:; teen niserable for days with very rare thunderstorms and 
e'!E':'. a ::::ou;;le of Wi1t0rspouts that moved ashore and turned into twisters. 
Sat\;:'::I3:' ;,,'as only a littll' better, with light rainshowers and low scud 
ha:-1:;::~:; c;:er the basin for most of the day, but Southerncal T-l8ers are 
not e"l deterred '-'hen the call goes out for assembling the troops on 
the ~l of pretexts. The occasion was a Cover dish luncheon in 
S':::c-:e's ~aC',gar. The wx around Torrance kept that T-18 sqlladron on the 
~1rOl.::,j,2?: ",e ",'auld nave probably had 25 T-18s t.here. As it was, we had 10 
of t;:",~ ::~ttle beautie' there. (Nith the world's largest concentration of 
the ''';'2 ?::::1' s best sport plane,- It's no trick at all to get a group of 25 
0: '2--:. together on mighty short notice, it seems). 

I qc:::: new "Sweet Marie" for the first time and it's a 
beau:', as you (Did you see the cover photo at it & the 
feat.~ e the Dec. '83 isslle of HOMEBUILT AIRCRAFT mag ?) 
Or.e a ::he to greet me was DAN DUDASH, an old, old friend we called 
"r,:,>:" ''-':::'''':'. he lived in Dallas, Also saw PAUL CARABELLI's almost rew T-18 
for :':-:-2 :j,\:st time and it's a beauty, too. I always admire the sharp job of 
fl.y:~.::; t:--;at does with the -Family T-18. Husband li.QK.:o.RD says it's 
no 5P':::::'et:, flown it some 450 hrs. to his 150. (There's a 
,)rC2":; :-;'..1:;'.an lnt.pr(>,st in that family ... if I could just get 'em to 
put '::--:2 stats, etc. down writing) .Also on deck were DON FRJ;ZIER , L.J::I&.. 
f1~~~tpH~~Lt~it(itfrf;c£t~f!:~~::: *CULB"r' Nten really first class examples o jaundiced eye.*HONARD CULBERTSON 

Back ~:'. Palos Verdes that night t heard about a pilot doing 1m,,' level 
,'''ereba';: cs under a low ceiling that angered into a schoolyard in what 

#s 
@.I1LKJ39~~Q}2B.MJ.m .. l!,E}Q.:c-t:r~§L~,sX,a.C;Jl:~'pE.Qr.;;;; "Sens,,:,'tl i ch corpora t ion 
has appointed a distributor for all their experimental propel lars. He is 
JOHN W. BENJAMIN, 973 NISSLEY ROAD, L.A~CASTER, PA, 17601. He not only 
handles all W66LM (125 hp thru 160 hp Lye.) and W68 LY (180 hpj props, 
but also wood models for the Vilrieze, Longeze, 'railwind, Sidewinder, RV-4, 
and Mustang II. 

Sensenich is in the process of ~or type certification for the 
T-18 props, so this may help te required flight t(·)st period 
for the T-18 in the U.S. and shcr:::en the landing qear legs on Australian 
T-18s, which must now use standard length certificated propellors. 

Also, Sensenich just confirmed conte:\tion that the brass leading edge 
took about 5 mph off top speed a Cassutt racer with test runs the 
same day, they got an 8% increase and the same % decrease in 
fuel consumption with a PLASTIC edge prop, in comparison vd th 
an identical prop with the brass :"eadirg edge! They now offer an improved 
plastic material, which is less prone to rain erosion. " 

Sincerely, 
Lli ___ • ____ ~_ .. ~ __ , __ ' • ____ ._~"' ___ '_A __ "~,_~. 

Thanks, Lu, for the info. I assu:TIe they "ow have the type certifi.cate er: 
the props, since several mont;.,s r,ave :--:0,,' elapsed in the interim. I kno"" 
the reduced flight test time will be app"eciated by new builders. It not 
only is quite tiresome to so hours just boring holes in the 
sky to fly the time ofL nO""days t s also pretty expensive. After a 
certain point it's unproductive, too.I:1 most cases one knows what they 
need to know about a new airpla:";e (of a proven type) in ten to fifteen 
hours. I'm sure the Australians will also appreciate the removal of one 
more bit of red tape, too. I rather doubt that many will opt for the 
shorter gear, as it is now well establi.shed that the longer q-ear greatly 
improves the actual landing speed, as well as ground handling on the 
takeoff and roll-out, primarily due to the increased angle of attack in 
the normal 3 point position. It also puts more pressure on the tail wheel 
and helps to stabilize the airplane directionally. 

was p:'8 aely a T-18. He had just bOllght the airplane, was around 20 yrs.old. 
Proba;;:l was teachinq himself aerobatics, too. PLEASE, gents, let's do 
everyt:: :1q ,,'e can to make personal flying safer and specifically T-18 

flyir;:::; as s5fe as possible. 'ralk: like a Dutch uncle to the ne",' oneS that A . oved plastic leading edge ",,:ill indeed be a step forward. _LEE ~ 
come a::'0C"9 i'lnd buy T-18s. There's no excuse for accidents such as (~a ~mpr OK) flew a few minutes in what he called light rain a year d,?O 
thl.s c:-.e. I feel. we should stronqly aerobatics in a T ... 18, unless [) andg~:r~earlY had a heart attack a:ter he saw what it did t.o hi.s <;:assldy 
the 2:.i.c-t 12 ~x-military~ with a LOT of experien~e doing aerobatics in ...(10r.L rop_ It nat only ate up the H]:;er}las on th0'.tips" but also ate ~ntc; t~e 
clear., :~st ~1rplar;es. Wl~h a Vne EXCEED,SPEED) .of 210 mph IAS and )<::- \~ leading edg~~ wood. This was in spite of reduclng a.Hspeed and ~pm" ~1nC(" 
a ,"::;:31:. 1.S qood for +-oG8. welght doesn't exceed 1250 Ibs'/~'\'GS then I've flown a lot of extra miles to stay out of even the Ilghtest of, , 

''I:":~d of ser',se ~~(>'s i.t make a p<;::lsition to exceed one or }fJi./l precip. I suppose this isn't all tad, as it's probably kept me from push1.n"," 
bot);. 0: these limits in the flick an eye????? HaVe you lO'ver considered ~ ""eather and I've done the old 180 for an overnite of comfort at ~he mcte~, 
that d:.::f~re~tial aileron throw,AC<?ENTUATES adverse yaw inve~? Airplanes where w~ spent the time congratulating olJ;selves for such a ~ens~tl(' dec::~ 
rna)' !':a':e doclle stall characterlstlcs normally, but that does NOT mean ion(as we forced down a bit of steaK}. I've found tha~ In c~rcumstan~E' 
they \<.'cr' t be really nasty inverted, especially if the stall is accelerated. such as this that it's nice to such decisions automat1.cally made for 
Let's again note that you ..cANNOT open a T-18 canopy in flight; Also, aga1.n, ~ou. j 

wby :lCt So rent a Pitts if you're wormy to do aerobatics? ____ .. ~._.'_.~ .. k~ 

~. 
LYLE TRUSTY:~ lj.~~lHQ}, I don't krcw how many of you subscribe to Jack Cox' 
SPORTSMlm PILOT magazine, but i'c:.:'re missing out on some excellent flying 
stories if you don't. The currer.t issue (Fall 1983) has a two page article 
on Lyle's new wing. (If you send $2 and ask for VoL 3, No.3 you can 

All 0: the above is to say that T-l8 fly-ins are real fun for all and I 
just "':sh 'e1e will haVe more and bigger ones . .I.~?D,:t.§..."again to Steve and 
!h5'~~.?§.!:"_of the So Cal guys for all the hospitality! I'm beginning to 
feel t!-:at So Cal is my second home. ,lust wish I could tale my T-18 out 

_". ___ .th~!~ ::?re_ o~~~_~,,~!:.cl ".tQ~n the !un. . ________ "_ 
¥vJ r. \ 
WIP get one of these issues if you huq:y. )Jack tape recorded Lyle's account of 

the exciting perfox'manee gain that has been documented with the new wing. 

This erda the "social" side of this newsletter. Many of you have encouraged 
me to rr.ake social news a regular part of the ne;wsletters. I 

--,--""' ----, -~~--, -".-.~- ,,:', 
Lyle's wing retains the standard, non-fOlding planform, with integral aux 
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ta ks in the leiJding edge of the center wing. This gives him an extra 13.7 
ga of fueL the total usable fuel now about 42 gals. he formerly had 
a 'J • <'lUX tank behind the seat, which he has now removed.He now has 
a mile reserve, (an increase of 100 mi, )with a 45 minute reserve with 
thE' 3.7 gal. increase in fuel. There's much more than the increase in fuel 
ca~0city ana range tho': 

is tnt' effect it had on both the CG and baggage capacity. The 
capacity limit was 35 lbs. Now it's 195 Ibs!He says he very 

t go beyond 100#, tho', as he now has doubts about the tail 
\"~'22 's 2cility to take the extra weight. The wing tank moment arm is just 
ax':. an inch aft of the Forward CG limit, so if you have an aft CG and 
i?:";~ uel in the wing aux tanks it moves the CG forward. If you have a £Ore
",'a~d CG and add aux fuel vou move the CG aft, so this location ensures that 

do the right thing nc.,'matter what the original CG position is.Fuel in 
-"iogs reduceS the bending load on the spar, whereas any added weight in 

t~e :uselage increases spar bending load. Of course a landing with full 
",,'.:-. fuel would increase negative spar bending, but that's one of those 
i~;; cbable things.He is also acrobatic at 1500 Ibs. (which is unimportant 
tc 1-::\, but it's there anyway). 

YC'.'. ::',;cght think all the above was enough to justify all the time and 
t!:'2'..::::1E' to build a new wing, but not so. That's really just the icing on 
the cake. Th0 real bottom line is what it does to performance and flight 
c~2~acteristics. Read on: His new stall speed was 6 mph less, he~ineQL 
10 :.c: 12 moh in CRUISE (depending on altitude), and he picked up 130 rpm, 
E-C :;ow he's needing to raise his prop pitch to 85 or 86 inches. His present 

is a 68" x 84" metal prop. What's more, his head temp dropped about 
',,-ith a corrE'sponcling drop in oil temp. In other words he can get the 

eq;livalent speed with less power, less fuel, less heat, if you think of it 
that way ... or he can use the 25 hp he has gained from the 130 rpm increase 
to go faster, etc. Or you can also say that the decrease in drag was the 
equivalent of gaining~. (using the formula that says horsepower is 
the cube root of the difference in rpm the gain in hE was 25 hp). 

" .. auld "just" a new wing do all that for you. Lyle's explanation goes 
this;"People sometimes lose sight of the fact that thE' T-18 was 

ori;i~ally designed around a 125 hp Lye, as an open cockpit, non-cowlecl 
iJ,~,j unfaired airplane, whose max spE'cd would be under 150 mph. For these 
ccr.ditions a 63 1-412 airfoil was chosen, with a 10 angle of incidence. 
(T~0 last three numbers in the airfoil are the key. The 4 means the design 
Ii.:':: c::oeffieient is .4, \.;hich is what the airplane (:lnd its gross \-"eight 
reqc.:ired at 160 mph and 10 of incidence, meaning the wing would be flying 
at a plus 1° angle of attack at some chosen altitude. The 12 designation 
refers to the airfoil thickness in percent of chord, 12%). 

Khe:l one puts 180 hp in it and are going 195 mph there's quite a change. 
Lo~~ ago John Thorp announced such T-1Bs didn't need that 10 of incidence, 
ttat the fuselage was flying at quite a n~gative angle at thos~ speeds, 
whe~e you only need a 1.7 Cl' instead of .4 ... All adding up to the fact 
that you are generating a lot of induced drag by pushing the wing through 
the air at half a degree of negative incidence. 

In addition, the tail is up another degree than it needs to be, perhaps 
3.5" on the end of a long moment arm of 214", so you are now 2.50 off the 
optimum cruise angle for the fuselage, plus 1.50 off on the wing. The 
sum of all this is a lot of 'useless drag, which requires hp and fuel. 

('''''TOp) 
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My wing has a 631 - 212 airfoil tha's modified forward of the- spar. It 
also has a 50% increaSe in the leading edge radius, which greatly gentles 
the stalL I also built in a strake by increasing the chord of the incoarc: 
rib by 5 inches and the aux tanks went into the bay this triangle made. 
I also inverted the inboClrd ribs and if you'll notice a 727 or L-IOll has 
the same-thing. The reason is that this points tbe inboard portion of the 
wing up into the induced downflow around the cowl, which reduces induced 
drag. The oil streaks on the cowling definitely show that they all come 
down where the air comes around the side of the cowl. This shows that on a 
stock T-IB the wing root area is Sitting there in a negati'JE' angle of 
attack in that downflow. Also the additional 5" in the root rib strake 
increases the Reynolds number Significantly, so you get more lift out of 
the center section. The change in the stall characteristics it; tremendous . 
The old wing stalls from 12 to 14 degrees angle of attack, whereas the ne\-" 
airfoil will get up in the 18 to 20 degree range before flow separates. 

The max lift coefficient with flaps down is about 2, and with no :lap it 
is about 1.6 and that's a change of about .4 from the old O:1e.With the 
increased leading edge radius the new one doesn't haVe the secondary 
break characteristicp , either. coming down the back side of a loop with 
the old airfoil and you pull it tighter until you gE't the first buzz of ar. 
accelerated stall and back off a little. Just barely touch it again and 
you'll get a secondary stall pronto, but the new one doesn't do that.It 
also has a nice stall buffet, but the downwash doesn't stall the tail~too. 
It doesn't tuck or suddenly bunt and it's a totally new feeling to fly 
the airplane. 

I also believe the wing is much more stable in roll and is a much better 
IFR platform as a result. The harmony between pitch and roll is an even 
better match with the new wing (?). With the new wing you can take your 
hands off the stick for a longer time. Some might not find it quite as 
delightful to fly with the heavier ailerons, but after a few hours you get 
used to it and soon forget the other. You just know it has greater stabilit 
These changes are due to the change in the wing camber, including the 
reflex in the trailing edge, in addition to the higher speed. 

All in all, I'm tickled to death \-,-ith the resultand if someone else wants 
to go this way I'll help.I don't have the time, or the desire, to publish 
plans and sell them. I haven't talked to John Thorp about my wing yet, but 
I'm sure I will soon. Of course I want to acknowledge the work of Bill 
Johnston, Lu Sunderland, and Kenny Knowles, as they have designed or built 
different wings for the T-18 and I oorrowed heavily from them. (Bill \-;as 
the first to design a wing with the inverted rib strake and a new airfoil, 
which he outlined in N.L. #50-Ed.) I'm having Pete Be2k back in VA design 
a new prop for me that promises fantastic performance, so if that also 
works out I can do something about that 130 rpm." 

Thanks a million, Lyle, for that great wealth of info.We truly appreciate 
it. The late Bill Johnston was another that generously gave us a lot of 
information on his experiments and you might want to go back and review 
his work, too. Bill was an engineer for Boeing-Seattle and he would USE' 
his, computer to design a new airfoil and then go out and modify the wing 0' 
his T-18 with microballoons and resin and go fly it. Of course you WE'll 
know the story of how Lu and his friend at NASA developed the LDS-2 airfoi 
that Ken Knowles has o~his airplane. 

Lyle carefully flew baseline tests with the old wing at 3, 6, and 9 thonsil' 
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feet -':1X to dctet"lni.ne i1 Lrspeed, rpm, find manifold pr(>ssure, 
stall s?"c:<:s" and di.rty and ,,11 the ether items of impostance on 
basel::":", -:~'s~ing. After he insti111ed the ne"" wL'""lg he left th(~ old pitot 
syst"'C":" :'~'.,:"ct, '.lsing the scHr.e prop, too, so he could accurately compare 
the tes'.:':''::s, which really startled him (and us, too, I might add!). 

01.;3 >,~:":::,s, before you driV0 r ... yle up t.he 1;.'all crying for more info, 
1"",2.;-: ,:::::"'2 un.til next. N.L. issue please and l-.e'11 get mOre of the details 
thA. ','::~ :;;3:- v.'3.n.t. to start. such i1 wing on your C"'X1. Defore you make such 
a (Le-, '::ho' , you will wind up '-'ith a 180 hp airplane. If you 
""ill ::-: ~~E' range the results might hC' less spectacular on 
the 2:"";8. 

:~:;i''''''':'''::':'' 

I just. got an a::h"ance copy of Dave Blanton's 
Ford-Javelin aircra:'t engine conversions and 

th€'::" :2 ~'-:\.)r:; ~:.;:;\,:S from him for '1'-18 builders. The 1.9 liter engine t.hat 
Jave :':--, :::'l:lec the 110'1' put out 100 hp but it. turned out to 
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EXCERPTS FROM 'filE JAVEL/IN FORD NEWSLE'I"TER ,;;7 , r:~.-::::: =:lECEMBER 1983 
JAVELIN AIRCRAFT CO •• 1982 EASY ST., KIeEE'.;:", KS, 67230. (316/733-

1011) 

JAVELIN FORD }[ODEi:-23OV6 (231 cubic inch. 3.0 li;:"r). IIhtfi starter, 
a rtern-a tor , carburetor, o~l bIter, fuel pur::p, o1T4 pound flywheel and 
2 to I reduction drive, no oil, 387 pounds. Reduction drive alone is 
59 pounds, bare engine 328 pounds. This engine is 50 pounds lishter than 
the Javelin Ford l40T (four cylinder Mustan£, er,gine 2.3 liter), and is 90 
cubic inches more displacement. Only 62 pounds ;7'.,):"e than the 98T but 2.35 
ti",es the displacement, only 1,4 pounds heavier: t::2~1 the 0-360 L:ycom,ing of 
180 to 200 h,p. which, wel,ghS! _~!3 pounds. luI ?~'\::1.js LLghter than tne 
~ontinental--wFiTCfi.-wel,g lS'40S pounds. 7:-,,,~ ""eights we give on 3ir 
cooled engines a,r~, with e,~,haust ,syytem, carhuu:::,-r air box~~i."J2,affd,.§... 
An air cooled eiig"inC'.-ca-n·notoe-6p0rateawT[1i~l'se components. \hth 
the 2 to 1 reduction drive t.he s,,",'(,pt volu~e ;:>e:· D,~'::..C'l1cr rotation is 

1':,6\' -
\ 

be -; ::::2 ~C"31/ier than an 0-200 Cant., but flew 20 hrs. in their old 
CeSS~,2 :'3::: :~'st. bed, but the noise from the fo!]!" tuned stacks was unbear-

462 cubi.: i,nch~;_ The compression ratio is 8.8 :;; 1 and due to li.quid cool
ing, au~o:::otive regular can be used. The cylinder heads and accessa;ries 
covers-ireaTuIlHnum. The thln will steel block is lighter than an alumi
mm: block. The steel block is 3/16 thick as cC7"":2ared to S/8 thickness of 
an "block. This engine is known as a. • , since it is able, 52.:.3. The bottom line is that this e:--::;ir:e C."IN be pumped up to 

put C'-':':. :.~: !'i? in tbe T'URBO version, but nm" Ford has qui.t Illi{king it. Dave 
says :;'<;~', ::::; use it in other Qirplanes from Pietenpols up to Longezes, but 
for '1'-.::: <'3.SS airplanes he does "No.'r recommend it. The limitations of the 

i:":e s~~:2ced in thE test flite--plCogram, so he accelerated development 
:~.e :::::-~ .. /ersion of the ~S[ine (known as the Windso~~ as it is 

buict. ~:: :::::e Ford Windsor, Ont. plant) which is S;.c:t; used extensively in 
cars 0:',::: ::::-UCKS. They got an engine out of a .Ranger for $900, which had 
22,000 :::.:'.0,,, it. 

I've 2:j.~ej cr. some of t.he excerpts from Dave's net':sletter, for your info and 
I th::':::'"; ::"")1..: will find t.hem It that this greatly d€'-

CJ~~~~i:.;,;gi~i~.~o~uit'';;~~~~~~~~2~:L~ come out even in~wt. wr~ ; Take not.e t~rs-Is NOT an 
use At a l.Q.Q.....lu:Lcruise it 

SFC!, Toe onl.y eng-ine required in the 
camshaft and the gear on "This raises the max 

:"!:"'cm 2200 to 3600 (cruise rpm). r: ""e can live with no more 
~., 0-360 plus ciS prop it appears we may truly be 

on U:e :::;-::::e5I"1cld of a cheap, high powered for the T-18 at last.. 
Javel:~. :--.::::rently is preparing pricE' lists fot" ::our conversion kits, which 
will ra:-,;:e fr::>m raw material only to a complete, assemble'd conversion. 

Riqrt -c',.', ·,.;f:ile r was just in the midclle of .... riting this about Javelin, I 
qot a ;::,,1::' :rom Dave to further bring me up to date. He said Ford had quit 
buil::=---::: ':":12 1.'1 liter engine and they had no intermediate engine between 
-it a;-::: :::-:'2 ?30 V 6 (wh1-ch could put out as nu:::h as 1.lQ...Jl£..:)They have the 
230 r..::-:~:'c:g on the dynomometerand are ~ ;::eased with it. The reduction 

!:~,~ -:,,:::-;-,$ the prop at only 1.§_90 ,,~.woic~. '",'ill really mal<;e it quiet. 
,,:'s:: S \ .... orking On a Qf,9Unct._.?SUustatJ1e ,.Ere::: with Kevlar-reinforccd 

blae'25 ,,~~ are now testing their 4th modeL · .. :~ich may be the final product. 
He 3':. 23::.j trere will be a turbo model of -:1":e 230 out in a very few 
1".10.-, ;5. ~s;';ed him about the-sIZ-e-of the 230 ano he said it's a 1.4" cube. 
TLi'l It should fit in the present cowl, teo. The present cowl could 

:::'2 :71ooi.fi.ed to close off the cheeks a:"):J take what little air is 
a small opening below or around t~e spinner, possibly like the 

[)()ef r :::::::',,;1... 

The ;;.: e:;:;irw will be flying in a short time, using an old Cessna 175 for 

in the Ford plant at Hindsor, The production 
ra:e- is 250Q yer day and they are used in na:1: ... ".cels of Ford cars and 
trucks. Lo",' m~leage engines are avai lable fro~ ,,;reeked cars ;md trucks. 

!:-!ORSE ,PC,,::R: If you turn up a liquid cooled 0'og:'1:":", to around 5000 r.p<m, 
"WlcY11igh compr,:,ssion pistons and the correct cJ,':shaft you can gf!t l'~Y_:"E' 
pe"!."" cubic "inch. \:lith t.his engine that "Woul(-; be lQiL.h.~ The speciITc fuel 
cons-u.",ptlo';-(S,F.C.) would be .~": An air (o:..)le'': engine at rated power 
recuires"".7 for coolin~nd .78"with a turbochar-Fer-. Wit.h a small amount 
of suoe"!.""charging an.cr--themright camShaft,. tJj.~is.~~,,~s.led engine will E.~ 
~:!ce 1.6 h.p. per cubic inch. For this enpne ,:~at ":"lITbe..J:Z:Q:Ji:~ ,,~u~ 
at~.F.C. of.J 1-n orae~r-...t£ __ ~ool_..!..f.t.~,dome of t:1e pLst.ons. To get".yu.n~ ... ~~2.. 
fuel consumption we w_~J:,L£P.QE.Q.!=.,~ the model ':30 ~_lo~~ ",p.2",,'er an~ unSU2€X:: .... 
cJl~E&~ C > .:~i:~L,pav<L'!E:.!? i t..!..§.IJlY._2.i~~\JUl1. p. t 9.~_-..E ~S5:d , ~,~.'>_~ s .~ _11 ~E. .. _ 
Ler cubic inch, At 75% maximum cont.inuous cruise this is lSq",h.p. and at. 
aii.--s:r:-(;:-~3} this is 9.25 G.P.H. with the prop, a- T-TB,-l';ustang 
II or sirnular~airplane will--cruise very well on h.p. and if we can do 
this at 6,2 gallol1.!L..E.er hour on automotive ,gasoline we have accomplished 
50:::ethiog. 

. __ .. _, """"""" -1 We -encounter ?eop"le -i'hat think F .A.A. 
----requrfesfw6-sp-.iil"I{·--ptugs ·pei:~-cyTInders, there is ~~reguir~t on a 

hone-built, l?~~'y~g"""iO:l_J;.,£TJ;.ificated engine can no· ... · be approved '::lith a single 
2.2ilr? plug, We are going to use the stock L:nitio~ System on t.he t-lQdgl 98l. 
andC11e73O, vrbut with two ,modu,,1cs which we \-;ill call, left and right. 
S'?-,a rltpT u g s """"8:nirthe-cl i sea b"uTor- :20_ e1:"_.£ ail but :' ts_ ~gD"i.t :\.R.tL.Juo..d u 1 C",,_.ciJJL"'£a.il.. 
All it takes is a 4 pole-double throw switch. ''';e do want a stand-by battery 
for the second module. He use a little motorcy~le battery and keep it 
c:harged _"'ith ~ro~ ... ~~.~~~~~~!?~.!_E .. ~.E1"~r-"- -----"" 

·-:..::o~-"'."'--~ll~· our Hig"hi testing with the 98T' engiiH~ Sas bee';:- wi"ththe flywheel 
:g~Lt:OD system and it has worked perfect. But the cost of the system is 
$480 and ;.;e think the homebUilders will have be::ter success with the stock 
~1.tic:1 S".'SteI'1. With the stock system yo.u can ge:: parts and service:-WC' 
""ill add t:'.8 second module and selector SWltc1i~'---:::neu'fSf"iTOut-or'''''orr-the 
Esco!t is on th~ end where our prop shaft a drawing 
to snow he>.' to lnstall it on the other 

- <:wP-_~~";,,~~,:,,"_~_c:,,~~~ :"l,~ ""~~J22.,r.!,~ ... S:Q,.....{j,,,e ~~~ op.r:'~..r;!:!..~:::L~92, r:.:.,_ 
~.~·w,_,,,,,,-,,,,_,,,,,",",, ........... .,,~,, .. ,,,, 
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Dick Cavin 
T-18 Mutual Aid Society 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

Dear Dick, 

page 9 

You asked for it so here~sfrom a bu~er, rather 
than a builder. I bought Serial No. 279 w 0-360 Lyc. 
and fixed pitch prop. From back issues of the news
letter and extremely limited information from the guy 
I bought N3WB from I deduce that I am her fourth owner. 
Number three owner had installed a placard listing 
himself as the builder and the logs for the engine and 
airframe reflected same. In fact it appears that my 
Thorp was built by Bill Hart and first flown in 1971. 

It is a basically well built aircraft but had 
been messed up with tons of Bondo, foam and fiberglass. 
My wife, Kathy, and I spent nearly 500 (inexperienced) 
hours replacing wheels, brakes, windshield, gear and 

. wheel fairiI1gsLe~nQ~Il fiberglass cowling, wing 
.tips. etc. Then to the paint shop and upholstery shop 
for professional finishing touches. We had upgraded 3WB 
from a flying pile of junk to a third place custom 
trophy winner at the Northwest EAA fly in at Arlington, 
Washington last fall. 

During the restoration period (with the exception 
of the painting and upholstering periods) we had to 
have everything reassembled by Monday mornings as I 
used the plane daily to commute to and from work.-r 
Mwnave over 400 hours ln my 'f-18 and each fIlght has 
~ eeJ}rnQ J:'e~}lIl_i;hi1_l1_:ttJ. e last. ITTsa-rantasfiC--prane 
and I am indebted for life to Jonh Thorp, to everyone 
Tiivolvea·with--thenewsletter, to Ken Knowles, Merrill 
Jenkins and many others for making possible an airplane 
beyond the dreams of a Cessna jockey. 

Some observations:(keeping in mind that I haven't 
the foggiest idea how many hours total my Thorp has 
spent in the air). My throttle and mixture controls 
are routed under the fuel tank. They had worn half waY. 
~rougQ.thy ~~nkwall and I corrected this with felt 
.pads cementeo fo-'"tne--t-anK" ----------

My canopy had two-latches,one on either side. In 
flight the canopy lifted 3/4" or more and directed an 
unbelievable amount of rain into the cockpit. A new 
sea1--.a.Il_~.~_!Cen Knowles latch top dead center was the cure. 

The forward canopy frame wheel tangs were worn 
over half way through from contact with the rail. I 
made stainless shims and attached them to top and 
bottom wheel bolts. This restored the structural 
integrity and provides a buffer between the steel rail 
and the aluminum canopy frame. 

As I continue to pile up the hours and as other 
items come up I will send them along. 

Arch Maxwell 
1845 Mesa St. 
Redding, Ca. 96001 

C"-A~ 
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':h~~e~i"gg~e Pi~_b~~~Das~i~,~n~e~e,-,tI~5~2,"-. ____________ _ 

. ... .~ ~·II ",jJ!lJJ!(:;:<"5c;:C~c,e !T_ou_ ' --~lng qu~te gets your attention like a sputtering engine just 
ai':er lift off on your first flight or on go-around the first time 
yc:.'ye stretched it and your'e down. to two gallons remaining ••. -, 
Ye?; t:"at's happened lO<1ny times to an unsuspecting homebuilder be
ca~se n€ ne leo ted a fuel flow check riaL' to first tli ht 1--
cc~s~cer it an afternoon we spent or e peace 0 m~n you ~~t. 

?i~s~ some light exercises on your calculator. using the 
fo:.10· ... in5 conversion factors: 

Fuel weight ................. 5.87 pounds per gallon. 
" volume •.••••••••.•.•.•• 128 Liquid' oz. per gallon. 

" .... " ........... 3.785 Liter per r;allon 
••••......•...••. 3,785 cubic centimeters per gal. 

?~el flow requirements for a couple of popula~ engines will be 
, use::' as examples. 

.1 iJO . .efJP1{!.I( 'l'r..e 100 H.P. Continental will burn slightly more than eleven 
1V" 5a1::'0:15 per hour at takeoff power setting at seu level. (Because 

J _ of aD enriched fuel schedule which is to cool the valves in this 
leV srowt:J. version of tne old 6) horse Cub ene;ino;» 125 j, of that fuel 

. \ :-:'0-";, as a safety hleaSure, amounts to 13 ~ gallons per hour. This 
f)J{)J fi~>..:.:::,e s out to .23 gallons po;> r minu te Or 29 OZ. I or 867 cc' s pe r 

,-{, :.Di::\..te. 

~ :\':-.>2 1)0 horsepower Lycoming burns 11 little 
DeI' [.lour under the same conditions. 125:16 of 
?er hour. That equals .29 ~allons per minute 
cc's per minute. 

more than 14 gallons 
that is 1775 eallons 
or 37 o~. or 1.100 

Tt.;ese figures are far above thto normal ones your' e used to see in,'!; 
at cruise. Like 5.6 G·,P.H. for the Continental and 9.4 G.P.H. for, 
the Lycoming.and illustrat~ how the trap gets set and why you need 
to rio Tone flow check under worst cas~ cond~t~ons. 

So •..• set your tail in a ditch, hoist your nose in the HiI' or 
do whatever you have to in order to Eet tho;> oircl'aft .settin~ at 
the stall anGle of attack. NOW drain ul1 the fuel out" put t;wo 
gallons back in (to simull:ite that ~o-H.round with only 2 l::lllontl 
reml:iinin~ we lllcntionec. earlier) shut o1'f the 1'u~1 vdlve and di!::l
connect the fuel line at the carburettor inlet. UsinG u.ny convenient 
r:.easuring container, likt: a 32 ox fruit jar or a cc beaker time 
your flow rate. Normalize th~ time to fit the contul.nul' 1.1 you ]ikt:l: 

~as 52 oz. 
ov sec. ~ 

(60 x 3:?) T"" 66.2 secuuds T.. 'jCi l 

32 oz should. take: 66.2 Sl1conut) tl~~n. 

II you have installcd..2L§...incn [ut::l lines, U~ you anou1d tluVt:, 
and have number 6, fittings ull the way from tho fuel tunk to the 
carburettor, a.tiCl"you huv~ a high wing airplane •••• • fut<l will 
squirt allover and your jtir will rlJnntlth ovt!r. HOweV!:!', a low 
wing airplane is another mattttr'sinct: it dousn't huve tbo static 
head pressure the hif3;h win~ had. ThiR umolJntA to Hbout 1 pui foc 
eac}1_2,,L inches of fuel tank olevation abovt;l the cHcbllrqllQr:---Now 
couple this with the Marvel-$cnebler float typo curburettor spec
ification or 0.5 osi minimum fUtll prusuur0 required ~Jld ,)'ou'vt! 
~ot a ruel flow problem. 

-r-IBi 4/~c4' #$ 
- 2 -

/??Gc12 

§l 
~ 

~ 
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~~ 

iu<.lrp) 
~The Designee File: by Lyle Trusty, Designee #52 (cant) 

The reason most low wingers have two fuel pu;nps, one electric 
and the other engine driven becomes obvious. ~ither one will pro
vide takeoff fuel flow. 

You can give up here a.'1d put on two fuel pumps·or do a little 
more '."ork and have a core reliable system at lower cost. 

Pressurize your fuel tank through the vt:nt line, Which should 
be about 3/8 inch diar::eter and be facill..£i", forward, to about 120 % 
of stall speed"()li""8lla:rrspeed iru:rf"cator tee-d into the 1 ine your' e 
blowing in and again lr:easure your fuel flow. If it squirts the 
required amount into the container you know it would do that in 
flight too and you've got a good system. This is hOW the Tnorps 
get by without fuel pULp~even with 180 horse engines installed. 

Put a scre.~n, on -"your vent line though or a mud dauber Can ruin 
yo.ur1N'iioIedaYTTIt' 6 happened) 

A word of caution about gravity feed systems •. put in check 
valves, cut down the tubing size, use smaller than #6 fittings 
or install a super doope= fuel filter and ~ lose fuel flow. A 
gravity feed system has to be simple and tested for flow ~ 
it's all together the last time. 

It's worth the extra effort because something thats not there 
carlt fail and the reliability of a piece of tUbing is fantastic 
compared to two fu~l pumps. Sal kc~p i~ Simple and reliable._1 
by the check welve described-ana-eIl.ffilnate one more first flight 
worry. 

This is another excellent report by Lyle and we re~ appreciate this 
sort of article. It's hard for the builder to dig out this sort of info, 
yet it's something each and everyone need. So again, Lyle, our heartfelt 
thanks from all of us for two very timely and excellent technical articles. 

Here's a short note from walt Giffin about the T-18 towbar that I didn't 
h<'lve room to !::~t on P:J_~~~wi":,~, his drawing: 

T-18 TOKb:t.r 

}'(y T_IB tOht..r W'.'l fabrictted from :t..'l.'lorhd ~crtp lu.tDrhl h::n..r 
arculItd ~ .'lAOp. Tfte bl.'lic ida, .'Item.'! from :I. dlll.'!i". by Pete Gc~z,l.z 
widell tpf,urpd ill Now.'Ihtter iiS3 p. 17A. I Modified 11.18 d ..... if,I by 
CCllt.'ltructiar; • .'l:l1l'!pler tail .'lpriJt~ fitth.!; •• d prc,vidiJI.~ t .... o !':wivel 
jeilltll for u!ly malt'uverial:: •• d Illl1ly lltoragll i. my bAtr.,. CCl7Iptrtme.t. 
Tlte tCl,'b.r .... ork!! buut1ful1y ud Ill_kit.'! it 4 cheh to pull U'e T-18 
i_to the R.llgar or • ti.-d~~ .'lP_CIII without .'ltr,.'l.'lillg talll tail .'lurfacIII.'l. 

Thf> next two pages also contain some pertinent words of wisdom from 
our good friend, John Walton, of Houston,TX. I would like to encourage 
all of you to submit this sort of article for our upcoming safety 
Manual. What pre-flight items Should we especially watch for, etc. 

i.'.:; 
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WATCH THAT PREFLIGHT I 
---"~---'---- ----"---- by ~2li!!Q!L 

The experience described herein occurred re.cently on T-18 NS1~,,?l 
and pCltnts out once again th~~mpor_t......~,~'££--2.~_~~'!-J1..9!;9.~9_!l--EFeflight;"-1n

eluding inside the cowling. 

00 a recent flight a faint fuel odor was noh,d on initial climb 
out. Later, when landing,sTigFiUy--rouqh and irregular engine opera
t_lon threatened peace of mind. At the t.ime, a mental note was made t"hat 
naybe ,,'12 better check the plugs and eogine timing. 

Before the next fllght that mental note escalated into a special 
thorough preflight. Both of the Thor-p cowl checks were pulLed. Before 
pulilflg the plugs and checking tlming, a meticulous preflight was made 
of th<:~ engine and accessories. The Marvel-Schebler carburetor was 
fully inspected and everything appe~red normal. But when the carbur-
etor bowl was taken in a hand ana-twl~ed, it was-r0und that the whole 
~~sse_~@j~:~~"~}?'~5L wit:,.h the lnductiOn system was sloppy loose. <see dlagram) 

The fuel trace noted on the previous flight's climb-out was the 
result of fuel spilling out of the bowl at its gasket and sloshing over 
lnto the engine cOr-lpartment. The entire carburetor and induction sys_ 
tem, along with their respective control cables, were suspended below 
the throttle body assembly by four precarious 12-24 machine screws. 

The carburetor :i,n question 1.S an MA-4SPA installed on a Lye 0-320. 
It had 150 hours on it since being overhauled and yellow t,agged by a 
certified shop. The 12-24 screws bo .. 'l attach screws had tab locks in
s ... !'-!'1l.!,!:.d and the screws .E~e..E!..!Y were locked against turning. 

The entire carburetor and inductlon system was removed from the 
engine for inspectlon. Upon disasser"bly, it was found that the gasket 
V'as intact and that the s.£L'ii..b' .. "".J,9~}q,_ r<e_r~~gbav.in..g~r..o-pe.r:..l¥. Parethet-
1cally, ,it was also noted that thesE' four attach screws, when shoul
dered on their lock t.abs and extendlng through t.heir holes in the 
thr'ottle body assembly, extend only !:\" into their bowl tapping. (5 to 
6 threads}, 

The looseness of the screws see~s to have occurred due to a shrink
~g_ .. .2L!,~e_(:;L<!.ske~_" under attach ~crewswhich (possiQ!1.:l were lightly 
_~orqued to_J?_eg}!~~th. The resultant loosening caused some thread marks 
to occur in the attach screw holes in the throttle body, but appeared 
to have done no permanent damage to the parts. 

It was noted above that the subject 12-24 attach screws extended 
only !;-j" lnto the 9/16" de:"p tappings ion the bowl. Disa!?seml?ly of two 
2'!-J~_er ca,~l?~!:,etC:F-,~31nd~~~"ck with the overhaul shop confirmed that 
the short screw is "standard". 
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Although the carburetor W<:\S reassembled tiqht vnth these 3/4" 
screws; 1" screws have s~::S..E,,_?~,~n loc:.~!:..ed t~plact: them.!-_aE~~tlI2~ 
another 14" of the available thre~ue to some possible w\~ar In the 
E~r'~f~-¥"~ or~1T£~~2~~gtn--;"tnrssee~_~c: _~'~?,:"'E~,,~~'~-:J:~:~:~~~,~,~\?"~_~~E£?cau ~ 1. OD! .... 

The alrcraft has flown 3 hours on its retightened scre',,/s ...... lthout 
any appal'eot signs of loosening. All signs of fuel odor and roughness 
are gone. 

The hazards coincident with a continued ,,",'carloq Or posslble de
tachment of the carburetor bowl need not be recited, ,'l.nd it 1S sug
gested thaI:. all owner,,13 check, for this ",looseness on their next pre-
L~q!:,!:..~____ -- -------" .... -- -- ~------ -----------"--------

:34 -

l £V h?-,----l 

'L- L'f Sd<"ws (~l j----
Y.-"/TAt3l...0tk.S ~-> 0 ~--- THP-<,lTlJ;:.. ~(!),. AS.;'!'. 

I:!"-. S~q::'f-"T" \,v tj<..~D ------. 

) 

~ o-ASA-r:1 • lotJ,fl!'lI¥!S!i 
AT {fIr,; ;FNN-r, 

BOWL 

:rNlJLi~rIlW 
<'~ B,,,( 

-------ne-re""S" -anotnerexceJTent articie that certainly deserves Qu;r-Fhanks to 
John. Again, I would encourage ALL of you to contribute ANY sort of 
article, but especially ones of such general interest. Such sage words 
could well contribute to one's well bein~and ven6;SUdd n 5" toppage, 
with resultant bent or broken body parts. 

ct: c'-L-

/-/r ,NO-d,,} 

\ 
It-
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6/ As always, in past, present, and future newsletters, we would like for 
~~10 you to be aware that this newsletter is presented as a clearing house 
~&C for ideas and opinions only and anyone using these ideas or opinions 

Nol{ does so at their own risk arid discretion. No responsibility or liability 
is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 

** * * 
NEWSLETTER #59: I plan to publish #59 very shortly after the first of the 
year and I have quite a number of letters and articles from T-18 builders 
AND owners to pass on to you, but it won't take too many issues for my 
well of articles and letters to run dry. We need more articles on any 
and all aspects and areas of building. with so many of you building the 
wide body and folding wing, we ~specia1ly need your report on wing build'g, 
canopy fitting, control rigging, etc.As for owners, we need to know who 
owns what airplane, who built it, any problems, improvements, experiences 
flying it, etc. Our roster in #59 will have several letters from overseas 
builders, more Designee articles, a 1st flite report,ultra-sophisticated 
propel lor balancing, a pitot drain tip, an article on auto vs A/C alter
nators, cutting and drilling your canopy,checking the A/S indicator on the 
ground, a Canadian accident from their DOT, a rivet gun tip, and more. 

Please remember that your contributions of articles .. and money .. are 
the lifeblood of the newsletter. Most of you have sent in your $10 dues 
which covers increased costs of first class mailings, but some of you are 
a bit forgetful, as most of us are,at least part of the time. 

We continue to publish For Sale items for our current members at no 
cost, as long as we have space available. This issue contains for sale 
notices from several builders for complete standard wings, as they 
now have,or will have, changed over to the folding wing. 

JOHN WALTON, 5726 Boyce Springs Dr. Houston, TX, 77066. 7l3/440-8093,is 
asktng~300 for wing. Is complete, painted white, perfect shape. 
Peter Beck,8712 Queen Elizabeth Blvd, Annadale, VA, 22003. 703/323-7132,is 
asking $2500 for the wing now on his airplane, but will be available 
as soon as his other wing has been completed. 

There will be others availble next year, no doubt. This is an excellent 
way to get airborne many months sooner. At today's prices both are really 
"stealS". If you want a CW you could fly one of these awhile while you 
are building and then resell it. 

Frank Seats, III Chapel Hills Dr., Fredricksburg, VA, 22401, has an M-76 
Sen"senich metal prop, prop extents ion, and matching spinner for sale and 
is asking $800 for all. Prop is vibration tested by Santa Monica and is 
polished. He also would like to hire an experienced builder to update 
his airplane with a new canopy, add flaps, cut down the deck, etc., or he 
would consider buying or trading for a later model T-18 (Has no time to 
do work himself). PRoP I;;; 6iTx 7{, '" Fc::YZ 166 4p LYe" 

parker Miller,15535 Edendale, Friendswood, TX, 77546. 713/482-1732 is 
startlng a new bUSlness, So must sell filS prlzed T 18 to help tlnance. 
He is asking $23,000. Call after 7 in evening. 

--i5'§Ra?8~1i'fakL_3591 Sand st., Portage, IN, 46368. 219/762-7038 says: "Havea 
type II M~unt, large rlngs, for Lyc 160 BIA 0-320 $300, set 2l:i" 

Wes~ach FUel,Quantlty, Fuel press.Ammeter, dual oil press./temp sender 
& lltes. $225 for complete set. (CDN/AcT tff/ii foR FuI2Tf(fC!J.. 'SPeciFICS) 





SCENES FROM THE OCTOBER 15th T-18 CLAMBAKE AND CONCLAVE AT TEMPLEt TEXAS 



SCENES FROM EARLY SPRING T-18 "BUZZ-IN" AT SANTA PAULt;$ CAt AIRPORT 



SCENES FROM THE TEMPLE TEX~S T-18 FLIGHT LINE AND WALT GIFFIN's TOWBAR 
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To All T·18 Owners and Builders: October 18, 1983 

I am enclosing for you the rough draft of what we hope will someday become a safety manual for people who 
own and fly the T·18. This firsl draft is nothing more than an extraction and rearrangement of data just as it has 
appeared in the newsletters. For anyone reading this information for the first time, let me reemphasize that 
you must rely on it at your own risk. All of it is well meaning but you must not accept it as authoritative. You, the 
pilot, are the only authority when you fly your T·18. 

The material was arranged into eight groups: (1) Accidents and incidents; (2) C.G.; (3) Check List for the Annual 
(nothing appears here yet); (4) Danger Directives; (5) Flying the T·18; (6) Maintenance; (7) Miscellaneous; and 
(8) Propellors. We hope the final product will have as many sections relating to safety as each of you want. 
The enclosed draft is only the starting point. 

Now let me discuss my role in doing this manual. Typists, word processors, typesetting equipment, as well as 
all paper and printing, will be furnished at my expense, so that each owner and builder will receive a copy of the 
final product free of any cost. Dick Cavin and I have said in jest that those who make no contribution whatsoever 
to the booklet should be charged between $500 and $1,000 for their copy. 

What would we like for you to do? 

(1) Read this data immediately and write out any contribution in the form of information which will be useful. 
For example: a description of any accident or incident in a T·18 is valuable information and can potentially 
save someone's life. You do not have to type it, just make it legible. Rack your brain for anything meaningful 
you can add to any section and send it in now [ 

(2) Volunteer to be a coordinator for one section of the booklet. Each coordinator will be sent the Iyped 
information which has been contributed concerning their section. For instance, if you are the C.G. section 
coordinator, this is the only section you will receive. You will not have to type anything!! Legible 
handwriting for a typist is all that is required. If there are no volunteers, this is the last you will hear from 
me, because I do not have the time to do it all myself. 

(3) If you think such a project is worthwhile, lei me have your contribution immediately. If there is no 
substantial response in a relatively short period of time, the project will be abandoned. 

(4) If you will serve as the coordinator of a section, let us hear from you. The responsibility of the section 
coordinators will be to review the rough draft of the entire booklet before it is printed, as well as be 
responsible for their sections. 

(5) Once we have some coordinators, you may send suggestions on how the material should be arranged or 
what information should be added directly to them. We will let you know their names and addresses in the 
newsletter. 

(6) Mail any information you wish to contribute to: 

Vern Peppard 
Attention: T·18 
1100 Geomap Lane 
Plano, TX 75074 

Please realize that I will not be able to read all of the letters should there be a large number of them. I will 
have them opened, typed and mailed to the section coordinators. 

The data I have enclosed was done on the word processor and has been reduced in size for economy in 
printing. The final copy will be professionally typeset and printed in the same type style as this leiter. Although 
it will be expensive, I assure you that it will be a first class job. It cannot be done unless a fot of you contribute 
to the text or volunteer as a section coordinator now. If the response from you is not great enough and we 
decide to abandon the project, you will be notified in the next newsletter. 

Sincerely, 

Vern Peppard 





Reprinted for T-18 Manual with permission of "Aviation Consumer" 

Goodbye Homebuilt, 
ello, Your nor~~~!'!!!!!!! 

The legal travails of the Hiperbipe 
builders after an insistent buyer crashed and sued. 

R
emember those "You Be The 
Judge" features in the old Sa(1tr
da1j ErclIing Post,:'; Try thb one: 

You build an airplane, fly it to Osh
kosh, and win Outstanding \;e\',' De
sign. A fe\\- months later. you sell it to 
someone who seeks vou out; \'OU don't 
advertise it for sale,' A mont'; after 
that, the man >'OU sold it to has an 
engine failure; he's on downwind pat
terrl leg, not ~·('t opposite the numbers. 
This is considered by most pilots to be 
the ideal place for UIl engine failure, 
but our pilot "panics" (in his own 
words), and the airplane COIlles to rest 
amid a jllmble of boulders on a river's 
euge, only 30 fed from the point of im
pact. facing back toward the flight 
path. It b a quarter uf a mile, maybe a 
half-mile frum the runway. But it is a 
strong airplane, designed for aero
batics; the pilot lives. He sues you, the 
builder, for a million dollars. Can he 
collece 

It's almost a moot point. If OHr 

hypothetical case rum the same course 
as Saulie cs. SorrelL you, the builder, 
will !i\'e under that million-dollar cloud 
for five years, and you'll slwnd thou
sands of dollars defendil1l!; \'(}l1rself, 
which can also be define~l ~s con:-;tantly 
educating legal officials on the funda
mental laws of aerodynamics, such a:-; 
the fact that airplane's han-' been 
known to glide when engines quit. 

Cost of Characters 
Meet, then, our cast of characters in a 
bizarre story which affects anvone who 
e\-er built. ;nodified, or even ;nain
tained an airplane, then sold it: 

• The Airplane: The Sorrell S~S-() 
IIipcrbipe (for High Performance hi
plane); a two-place, negativC'-stagger 
eabin bipe begun in the late 'sjxtic~ by 
brothers John. 'vlark, ancI Tim Sorrell. 
with ach'ice and assi:-;tance from father 
Hobie~ finished in late 1072, It won 
Outstanding !\t'\\" Design at the EAA\ 
Oshkosh, '73. 

• The Defendants: John, 'v!ark. ancI 
Tim Sorrell (pronounced sor~rer) -who, 
In' the time the lawsuit was brought 
against them - hn) years atter the 
crash-had all quit various higher-

16 

Sorrell Hiperhipe scats along at a l60-mph cruise behind a lSO-hp cngine. Though the cabin 
looks vig, it V'(ifl olily tIFO. The aircraft i,~ fully acrohatic. 

paying job.':> to form Sorrell Aviation. 
The original purpose of the company 
\\-as antique restorations, but the 
follo\\u!' to the S';5-6. also called the 
Hiperbipe (S:\S-7) W<1.<' an e\Tn better 
machine than the -6. so they decided to 
market a kit. It b important to note 
that the plane that cra.':>hed was built 
by three brothers, !lot by a company, 

Though none of the brothers had a 
college degree or any real business ex
perience, each brought something 
special to the effort: John the wood
worker, Tim the drafbman, Mark the 
\\-elder. Each \\-as-and is-a perfec
tionist. Hobie, father of the brothers 
and Curu to the entire Pacific North
west home-building mOH'ment, acted 
as both mentor and laborer for the 
fledgling company. 

• The Plaintiff: Grant Saulie (pro
nounced solly), Attorney at Law. In 
September of 1 Di3, after repeated 
refusals by the Sorrell brothers to sell 
the Hiperbipe, ~1r. Saulie walked into 
their shop and commenced laying 
hundred-cIollar bills on the desk. When 
180 of them-that's $18,000 in 1973 
cunenc\·, lYing there in front of three 
high-sc!;ooi graduates, all recently out 
of worL so to speak-were lying there, 
damn near pul.<.,-atillf!" the hrother.', gave 
in and ,<.,old Saulie the airplane. to 
their eternal regret. 

Saulie took deli\'ery of the airplane 
and flew it [or a month. From here, 
the only llndisputed facts seem to be 

that the engine quit on close-in dov,,'n
wind pattern leg, Saulie flew away 
from the runway while hitting the 
starter (with a windmilling prop) and 
the primer (on a hot engine), the 
airplane crashed, and Saulie \vas in
jured seriously. After that, there are 
only allegations. 

\Vhen VOll \.vade into the two-foot
high stack of papers which comprise 
the legal history of this case, one thing 
becomes clear in a big hurry: a lot of 
people changed their stories over the 
years, Thus, I am unable to determine 
~vhether Saulie's accusations include 
one that the fuel gauges were defective 
(perhaps meaning he took off with less 
fuel than hc thought. and ran out?) or 
that the fuel :-;ystem was defeetive 
(meaning fuel was present, as in
dicated, but it was "unusable"). But 
that is the nature of this entire case; 
like so many adventures in our legal 
system, it is a vcry expensive and time
consuming way of using polysyllables to 
say "Did!" "Did not!" "Did so!" And 
like so many arguments, it soon 
degenerated into an argument about 
who said what at the beginning of the 
argument. 

Moral of the Story 
It is not my purpose to try the case on 
thesc pages; indeed, I purposely waited 
until it became legal history. My pur
pose is this: to point out that, through 
a series of legal maneuvers, someone 

Aviation Consumer, August 1, 1982 



might eom inee a jndw' that yuu should 
be in court defending yourself (\\'ith the 
assistance of' an l"xpemive la\V;Tr) if 
you so much ,b polished the \\'indshicld 
of the airplane you sold him, 

It all hinge" around a legal doctrine 
called fe." pi,,'a loq1litur ("The Thing 
speaks f'or Itsdf') \\'hieh can be il
lustrated this way: YOll'H; walking 
down a :,idewalk and a bale of hay falls 
out of an llpper-story window, injuring 
you, To collect damages from the 
owner/operator of the building, you 
don't have to prO\'e that the \vindow 
was defectively designed. the bales 
were negligently stacked, and so forth. 
To invoke res ipsa loquitur, the event 
must be ··one which does not ordinarily 
occur unless someone is negligent." Be
ing struck by a flying hay bale on a 
public side\\"alk h s\1ch all eyent. So, 
Grant Sanlie alleges, is an engine 
failure in an experimental airplane. 

Design Error? 
So:\h Salllie·s argument about the fuel 
system went something like this: I can't 
point to anything specific, but the 
engine quit, so there must have been 
s0I1H:thing \\Tong with the design. 

A similar argument attaches itself to 
Saulie's argument concerIling the 
"defecth-ely designed" shoulder 
harness: I \vas injured, therefore the 
shoulder harness must have been defec
ti\-c. That a shoulder harness wasn't 
eyen legally required to be installed has 
no bearing, evidently. (E\-entually, at 
the trial, Saulie's own witness testified 
that the shoulder harness installation 
resulted in less iniur~- to Saulie than if 
none had been installed.) 

To an\- unschooled in the \vorkings 
of The Law, Smilie's accusations m;y 
seem a bit far-fetched, but the point is 
that they VI,-ere not seen as such by 
various Judges, and the Sorrells c;mld 
not get the case dismissed. The years 
dragged as the case inched its \vay 
toward a courtroom showdown. :\1ean~ 
y\'hile, there \verc multiplying briefs, 
motions, "interrogatories," depositions. 

"' and statements, all 
swearing, modng, stating. iterating, 
reiterating, setting forth and making 
manifest various disputed facts, accusa
tion';, and allegations. The stack of 
papers grew at a rate of about a ha1£
inch per month for fi1:c years, at a cost 
(to the Sorrells) of around $500 per 
inch. 

\10r(; than a cost iII dollars, the Sor
rell brothers payed a cost in what \\;e 
might call '·stress" or '"mental anguish." 
These are religious men, perhaps more 
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{:OllCCfllCU with morality lhall with 
legal technicalitics, (John S()rrell 
rec(:ntl~- quit the company for a rull
time ChrL<.,tian ministry.) :\()t only \H:rc 
llwy upset and confllsed about Grant 
Suulic, \dlOI1l thc\' had comidered to 
bc a friend, but the~' were confronted 
with the ethical dilellllll<.t of selling 
plans and kits for the Hiperbipe., know
ing that if a million-dollar judgment 
went against them, they would b(." 
bankrupt. They decided on a no-credit. 
cash-on-the-harrelhead policy with S\lp

pliers. and a token-deposit policy with 
customers, Thus, if bankruptcy were to 
ensue. neither creditor.., nor customer,,", 
would be affeded. 

The Trial 
Almost six yean from the crash. the 
case carne to trial. Present in the court
room were Grant Saulie. Attorney at 
Law, represented by his lawyer. Then. 
thuT \\-ere the Sorrell brothers, \\'ho 
were represented by their attorney, 
Hearing the case \vas a judge-another 
attorney. The Sorrells felt-shall we 
sav- outllllmberecL 

'For da:-s, the trial dragged on, in the 
manner of trials e\Try\\'here, \\'itnessc<., 
gan: s\\'orn testimony which contra
dicted tht:ir \worn depositioIL). Some 
gave testimony that contradicted their 
statement.<, of a few minutes previous. 
Some were concise, informati\'e, and 
helpfuL One ··expert witness" became 
so confused that he withdrew into a 
nearly-incoherent monolog for several 
minutes, reminiscent of Captain Queeg 
in The Cain AIlltiIlY. 

The Winners 
Eventually. justice was done. The 
judge ruled in fa\e)f of the Sorrells on 
all counts. 

Ho\v can we protect ourselves against 
this sort of situation'r The sad fact is, if 
you so much as alter the upholstery of 
your airplane, then sell it, you might 
face the same kind of lawsuit. 

One \vay is to carry lots of insurance, 
and let your insurance company \vorry 
about it \vhen it happens. Another is to 
get a signed and notarized waiver from 
your buyer, (One of the Sorrell 
brothers suggested still another way: 
never sell anything to a lawyer.) 

The 1a\',: presumes that \ve all hm-e 
the duty to treat each othcr "reason
ably," and \ve can't \vai\'(~ that duty. 
Thus, if I kno\vingly sell you a car with 
a leaking gas tank, and the car burns 
up, the fact that you signed a waiver 
accepting the car "as k' is not going to 
do me much good in avoiding your 

la\\")lliL But a pr{)pvrl: \\'()rclcd 
\nd\'(;r~~assuming you an' adillt.; ill 
good faith. me-anilll.!; not em crill\.( up 
any knO\\'ll defect\--- might lH'lp get a 
case thrO\\ n out of court \\ ithout the 
\I,:aqt·d :'(-ar<., and dollar." im oh cd in 
Saulie \'Cr-"I.L<" Sorrell. 

Suggested Waiver 
A \vai\'(~r might read like this: 

"Buyer realizes that this b an 
l:'1olated :'1ale of seller's per\onal 
airplane, and that the sdler is not a 
manufacturer or dealer engaged in the 
business of selling aircraft to the 
public. Buyer accepts the aircraft a-" is, 
and recognizes that there are no ex
pressed or implied warranties a,,", to 
merchantability or fitne-"s for any par
ticular purpose. in particular, no war
ranties exprcssed or implied with 
regard to airwurthiness, matcriab, 
design. performance specifjcation\, or 
intended usc. Purchaser acknowledges 
he has made full inspection prior to 
purchase, and waives any claim against 
-"c!ler a\ a result of any defect in ' 
design. malerials, or workmanship." 

If you think a potential buyer might 
balk after reading sllch a wah'er. I 
hav(' a suggestion: Sa\'e this article. 
Show it to your buyer. If he won't sign 
it after reading this, you don't want to 
-"ell him the airplane anyway, 

f'our other hope is that when the 
engine quits on close-in down\vind pat
tern leg, your buyer ha-" enough sense 
to land the airplane on the runwa~·. ~~ 

Postscript; Tlti<.; article is tcrittCIl from 
the poillt of deu: of the Sorrells, ob
dow-ly, and their less'on could apply to 
allY homebuilder [rho ends up selling 
his aircraft. But a lot oj attomeys 
readiHg this ,s-lory might he nWJ;cd to 
cry, "Foul,''' and point to their role 011 
the other side oj the courtroom in help
ing inllocent aircraft huyers get 
sati,'Jjactiml from manufacturers tcho 
huild a defcctirc product that ench up 
causing them grief. 

In the case oj the Sorrel/so part oj the 
court's decision relating to product 
liability hinged around the decision 
that a manufacturer {)tees a higher 
degree of care to the purchaser than 
someone u:ho built an aircraft for 
him.leIj. basically. And the Sarrells 
teeTe !lot at that time cOllsidered 
7na n ujactllrcrs'. 

Also, 110 one should assume that a 
,s-igllcd u:aiJ;er is' going to offer protec
tion against negligence hy the builder, 
since that can't he cuntracted atray. 

-Ed. 

17. 
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OOPS :- \"ATCH Ti{AT I.INE BOY - IIerman Rassler, 98 Consti~uti.on, H~nd~rson,,,NV, 
-"-"-I'"~fon"tTnow-:rust"llow to 's~tart- thTsletter-;hu-t-Nay -zTst, {added;-nother 
chapter to T-18 history. Returning from a trip to Lake Tahoe, I stopped at 
Bishsp to refuel and the attendant left the oil plug off after checking the 
oil supply without my notiCE. I made an emergency landing at Lone Pine, CA, 
and o\'ershot on the rather short runway. I applied power to make a go around 
and got no re.sponse from the throttle. As there was a new ditch across the 
end of the runway, I tried to save as much speed as possible to jump the 
ditch. The gear hit the top of the far bank and thiB started the disintegra
tion of #24, About twenty fp_et beyond, the right wing hit a mound of earth 
and she started cart-wheeling and tumbling from tip to tip, After the dust 
settled, my wife and I crawled out of the wreckage with only minor Bcratches 
and bruises (for the damage done). The engine, gear, fuel tank, instrument 
panel, and floor boards were laying inverted about twenty feet beyond the 
mound and the tail cone, with the wing attached by one rear spar bolt, I>.'as an
other twenty feet away, inverted and reversed. The roll bar with one attached 
channel still OIl it and the canopy I.>ere between the main parts. Both the 
shoulder bel ts and the high back on the tail cone share the credit for the 
minor injuries in this case, None of the panels survived with no damage, but 
most of the tail cone and one horizontal tail panel are repairable. On any 
other bird it would 'be declared a total loss, but to a homebuilder I can see 
plenty of fitting which can be salvaged by carefully removing rivets. The 
engine appears OK, except for the crank and the engine mounts. Not a fin 
broke. That marvelous prop is just scratched and repairable. John Thorp 
called the next day to find out what happened and made the generous offer of 

tooling I need to get her flying again, and Lee Hamlin has offered me 
another set of glass to help, Sure makes me proud to associate with people 
like that, although I always have been one to go it alone, This time I think' 
1'11 accept all the help I can get. Even the wife says she will help more 
tbis time. I don't. think she ever really comprehended what I was building 
unt.il it was nearly done. A few trips over areas where we had spent days 
driving, convinced her we really had something that would go for us. 
this hasn't spoiled your day, but be assured she will be rebuilt better 
before, 

Newsletter #24 - 4/68 

Ron l!-~ermafl:.l,---.!J15 I1cKoi!1J-_~~ St, .NE , l1innea~, ?IN 55418 
Last October, my T-18 was damaged while attempting an unscheduled landing 

on a road. The cause developed from poor jUdgment by the pilot, followed by 
an electrical equipment failure, I was demonstrating the gliding character
istics to my passenger. An attempt was made to restart the engine with the 
starter. It turned through two compression strokes and ceased responding. 
~~en I realized the starter waS hopeless (later found a poor connection inside 
the non-aircraft battery) 1 I dropped the nose to gain speed for an airstart. 
I was a little shy of enough speed when 'J ran out of sky. 

I lined up with a road below without any traffic. 
down, the landing gear caught some unseen power lines. 
wires was very gentle and I didn't feel any stall. 

Just before touching 
The contact with the 
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The plane hit the ground just off the road with the .dngs level and about 
some 5 degrees nose dOI-.'n. I estimate the speed at 50 mplL The main gear 
spring steel legs (tailwind type) bent back to where the wheels dented the 
wing skin and bent one nose rib, The tail came up as the plane bounded once, 
overturned, and came to a stop. Personal injury was taken care of with one 
Band-Aid - thanks to luck and SHOULDER HARNESSES. 

Nost of the damage (and expense) was done from stopping bottom side up. 
The windshield, C'anopy and frame, fin, rudder were totaled, The fiberglass 
cowl and wing tips I-.'ere broken, The v>'ing now has two ne",' spars, three nose 
and one center rib, aU new skin, and a repair on one outer mail, spar. The 
damage to the fuselage can be described as "widely scattered mInor damage", 

Newsletter #26 10/68 

ACq~&NT REPOIIT - As was announced i.n the Nov. issue of ~~~:~vi~..!::.i.?.E, a 
second fatal accident has occurred involving 180 hp T-18's, Ut1ring- the South
west EM Fly-In at Georgetown! Texas, a T-18 experienced what is believed to 
be flutter of the horizontal tail, followed by failure of the spar 3t t.he 510 
fitti.ng. During the Fly-In, the pilot-builder was observed to make high speed 
passes across the field followed by abrupt pull-ups and zooms at extremely 
steep angles, The day before, a passenger reported seeing between 210 and 220 
on the indicator. A credible witness said that during the final pass, the 
tail WaS observed to flutter before it failed, The wing was bent down and 
separated Clnd the fuselage struck the ground under full power, killing the 
pilot. 

Prior to the Fly-In, the builder had parked his airplane in his driveway 
and it had rolled down 3 hill tearing off the horizontal tai 1. and associat.ed 
fittings . .Repairs were made and a new tail built, including the doubler tube. 
Three deviations from the plans were made. The ribs were not riveted to the 
spar, because he didn't think it was necessary. The 509 fitting was attached 
to the spar with a 1/4" bolt instead of rivets. 5/32 rivet holes were also 
drilled, but not used because the fitting has been positioned ""rong. This is 
where the failure occurred. It is evident this accident would no doubt. have 
been prevented if the red line speed had been observed. Just had a talk ,dth 
John Thorp on the phone to get the latest progress report on the testing 
program. He thinks they have identified the problem as being related to the 
bending frequency of balance weight arm. Everyone will be notified when 
tests are completed. 

John expects that the program will allow the establishment of a red line 
speed of 200 mph or sli,ghtly higher. He expects, however, to reconunend that 
a11 horizontal tails be modified to the new configuration. If you haven't 
built your horizontal tail, I \.wuld recommend holding up until we receive 
word from John on allY modification that might result from the test program. 
In the meantime, be sure to adhere to the present 180 red line, \.;'hich has been 
verified through tests as being safe. 

Newsletter 11-28 - 9/69 

~A,1l!.ION: A forced landing has been reported caused by throttle cable fail
ure. After two hours on a new T-18, the pilot was unable to reduce power, so 
he came over the field and cut the engine with mixture control. On final, a 
Cessna got i.n his way, so he elected to turn and re-apply power with mixture 
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control. Halo-ever, the engine would produce no more than 1000 rpm, so he 
turned back to the field. Unable to reach the runway. he landed in trees. 
fortnnately without major damage or serious injury. Probable cause - loose 
throttle cable clamp. 

Don't depend on the FAA inspector to catch everying, Get one or more 
designees or chapter members to thoroughly go over everything before you fly. 
You'll be surprised at the things they find. 

\·;hile we are on the subject, do you have a fancy push button throttle 
control that you can twist for fine control? If it is like mine, there is no 
provision to safety the end which screl<'S into the fork at the carburetor. I 
drilled and safety wired mine to the fork. 

Now we should never again have forced landings or close calls due to the 
following reasons, right? 

1. Loose throttle linkage. 
2. Loose oil filler cap. 
3. Loose crankshaft seal. 
4. Bad motorcycle battery. 
5. Injested nut through intake system. 
6. Bad airspeed indicator. 
7. Lost canopy. 
8. Ground loops. 
9. Broken non-standard tail spring. 

10. Loose bolt in brake. 
11. Fuel system failure or obstruction. 
12. Clogged fuel tank vent tube. 
13. Out of fuel. 

All of these have caused accidents or near misses. Can you find any that 
could not have been prevented? Very likely, the next one will fall into the 
same category. Better make this list part of your check list. 

Newsletter #30 - 5/70 

Burst an oil line from firewall to pressure gauge on third flight. Had 
small orifice in firewall fittings, so was able to get back before any damage 
',,'3S done. Advise builders to make sure of quality when installing hose and 
fi t tings. I took someone! s word and it could have been dis as terous. More 
later, as soon as I have the information. 

Sews letter #34 - 11/71 

NO NO'S - Now we have two more items to add'to the list of things NOT to do 
with your airplane. One is, don't do a slow roll on take-off, evffiover a 
beach. Second, don't buzz a lake, for there might be power lines stretched 
acrOSs it. r\o'o T~18' s just ended up "in the drink" because of the above. 
Fortunately, all four occupants got out. 

Newsletter U40 - 1/74 

A not so happy ending 
a week before Oshkosh at 
died of a heart attack. 

is the Mike Simkanan story. He crashed in his T-18 
Akron, Ohio. A subsequent autopsy showed that he 
We have lost a fine individual and a fine T-18. 
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Newsletter #42 - 4/75 

§HOCK TE~ __ ".!!9~~£.?- WarE~,J.,L~J:!_!L~ic~._, reports that he >.'ashed out his T-18. 
He was making an approach in bad weatber, when he struck a utility pole and 
went into a utility building. His son received a broken nose, and a few cuts 
and he got away with two broken ankles and a broken ".rist. Following this 
accident, two of his friends) who were quite far along building wooden 
airplanes, switched to 'I-18's. 

Newsletter #42 - 4/75 

I,OAD "TEST - Chuck Borden took someone from the local airport., ",.ho knew how to 
doa.~erobatics, for a ride in his T-18. When Chuck "as in the middle of a 
barrel roll inverted at 160 mph, his passenger, for some reason, yanked back 
on the stick. The result was a split S at very high speed and the g-meter 
registered over 6 g's. Weight was over 1400 pounds. ~rinkles occurred in the 
center wing skin and in the fuselage sides at the dash. The center wing was 
reskinned and it was found that there was no permanent set in the spar, except 
that the inner wing main beam (.040) became wrinkled. Thus, we have added 3/4 
x 3/4 x .062 aluminum angles vertically on the front face of t.he beam in the 
'I-18 -C wing. Two angles are equally spaced between the ribs ill the center 
wing and are attached to the beam with five 1/8" rivets. It would be a good 
idea if stiffeners were added to the standard T-18 inner wing also, even 
though design loads were exceeded in this incident. 

Newsletter #46 - 5/79 

ACCIDENT REPORT: 
Space this month doesn't permit full coverage, but I'll go into greater 
detail in a later N.L. The other day, I got a letter from an old friend, 
John Fay (3801 127th ~ellevue. WA. 98Q~, one of the original T-18 
builders. He told ho~' the T-18 he had built (and donated to the museum) 
years ago was destroyed in an accident, caused by still anot:her in-flig~ 
failure to a cut-down and re-pitched metal prop! This one ,·;as a Sensenicb 
from a Cherokee, reportedly. The engine was a .~~EE. 0-320 Lyc. and there 
was about .!QQ g.£~~ on ,~~f;;, PE9.E. ~ince ins~~.l.ati~. This could have easily 
resulted in a double fatality, but pure luck and the rugged T-18 airframe 
enabled the pilot and his wife to survive. 

Newsletter #56 - 10/82 

BAD NEWS DEPARTME}:!I: FRANCIS RICHARDSON, one of my long time very good 
friends and a very enthusiastic T-18'er from its pin feather days in '62, died 
in a stall/spin accident in his T-18 on the first leg of his trip to Oshkosh. 
His oldest son, Danny, also died in the accident. He is survived by his wife 
and another son. 

Circumstances of the accident, as related by an eyewitness (a pilot and 
the son of the airport manager) at the Neosho, MO, airport: Francis had called 
in on Unicorn and advised his intention of landing there for fuel. Weatber was 
not a factor, nor was fuel or engine stoppage. He entered a close left hand 
downwind at fairly high speed, but somewhat lower than normal pattern altitude 
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(estimated 500' AGL). On his base leg turn, he overshot the runway centerline 
(extended). To correct back to the proper approach line, he made a very steep 
bank (in excpss of 60°) at an altitude of not more than 200-300 ft., The air
plflnc --;tal1edi~"~thetllrn and spun over the top, mHking~ two'c~'mplete turns. 
Spill rotation was stopped just a few feet before it impacted in an almost ver
tical attitude. There \<"as no fire. There was no fuselage damage aft of the 
cockpit. 

His airplane (plan serial I!l) had a standard fuselage, except for a mod
ified canopy, with for;.,·ard opening doors. The wing had the standard airfoil, 
but was the folding \<"ing configuration. He had about 75 hours on the airplane 
and the engine and had had no engine or flight problems, This was Francis' 
2nd T-I8 and he had flown the first Olle over 300 hrs, when he lost it in what 
was either a depa~e stall or a violent little dusl devil. Francis went 
with me .... 'hen I fle\;' my T-18 out to Calif. a couple of years hack and I had 
him fly every other leg. On each one of his approachs and landings, he had 
a ~terE! of Q,:'_l7.rshootlE..&, final approas:J.~:, at too low~~~~ilude, with ~nco£=
re~,~_~udder and ~ile_~,~puts. I talked the matter over with him on the 
ground after each landing, pOinting out ~~l:~_i)-tial Jeth~!~E,~lts of even a 
slightl~ccelerated stall in the tur!} from base to fina 1, as verified by 
hundreds of such fatal accidents in ne~rlL~verY----.!1peOf airyl~~E5:£_l!lade. 
His main problem was that he couldn't accUI.'ately ££~,,~t ahead in computing 
the angle of bank that was required and when to start turning base to final, 
to accommodate to the conditions of wind, altit.ude, drift, and spe(~d. I sus
pect this Was very probably the reason that he made this final turn so low, 
that possibly he felt he could better judge the situation at a lower altitude 
and closer in. This is a judgement decision that all of liS have to learn by 
experience, and really cannot be taught by an instructor. I always use to 
teach a new student to start the turn when the landing target spot was midway 
between the nose and wing tip (an angle of about 45°, more or less) and to 
start with a st<.::~f£!:. bank angle, shallowing it out as required. This was a 
very mechanical method and in the beginning, I even suggested a pre-selected 
bank angle to correspond to surface wind velocity. Most people rapidly 
learned to visualize the invisible track of the airplane ahead and their 
!lcomputer" soon stored the necessary information for future decision making 
and most of them soon learned what adjustments to the bank angle \;'ere neces
sary to fit the real time situation .... But I also found that perhaps 10% of 
these people took much, much longer to really project ahead and a few of them 
were extremely deficient. I also noticed that these same sub-standard ones 
badly mishandled rudder, aileron, and speed coordination in this final turn, 
.~'y_en tho' their coordination was acceptable in level flight_",turns. To me, this 
indicated they had one too many "balls to be juggled" at that time, thus over
loading their computer. What has really surprised me over the years is that 
many experienced pilots carry those same bad habits right on. I've had expe
rienced co-pilots on the airline that show a sub-standard ability to proje.ct 
ahead on e.ntering the final approach course from base or downwind (in the air
line business it's REALLY a no-no to overshoot final and have to make a bank 
in excess of 20 0 ). In such cases, I've often wondered whether the fault lies 
with incompetent or sloppy primary instructors or whether a certain percent 
of pilots are genetically unable to handle multiple judgement calls in that 
segment of flight. 
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In <lny case, !J!...c: P~!pos,~ £! ,~hi~ s!,~,,~~"llE!:?2£.r: L~ ~~ !£ ?~ £EiEJ~ ~! 
~:!::-:n c ~,,:>_ ~ ~9,~ ~li"~, ~:!! ~ Ca U ~~B,~,,~ ~?, ~ E.9.t en ~,~,llx ~"t:':.!:!!..."!~~ s i ~"l~. 
!.io~ for _~e~ .l2i,,!ots 9_~ .!hc I..:l§. (and also for those that might tend to get J 

l.ittle careless, too). This can and does happen in dlly other type of air
planes, hut high pp.formance airplanes like the T-18 have different character
istics than the run of the mill factory built. First of all, the ~~~talJ 
buffet is either minimal or practically minimal in most of the T-18's I've 
flo;U- and that's why- Jo~ 1E,2E,E !!as £~~~enged !!,J,£ j.,nstal]~~!£.9: £i ~.:tll 
~.!:.!,~ on ,~~. wing leadi!.!.8: ed&£ .... to induce a more complete stall at the I,'ing 
root before it spreads out towards the tips, thus sending more rough air back 
to hit the stabildtor and ~':"E. !...~ @_o-.!. I've t,dked to builder" that have 
tried them with widely varying results. Admittedly, it takes trial and error 
to get them located perfect.ly, but don't get discouraged. Let's he aWare 
that there is only (mC' thing that ever stans an airplane.. excessive 
an&l~ of atL;ick ~1i.nR __ the_~ticL?ack ~oo mll~_.!~_,~he~nd~bon~ of the 
moment. Very rarely will we ever stall an airplane st.raight ahead all the 
iinal- <lpproach (unless it is flared too high). It's the ,Jccidental stall. :in 
a turn,.«the accelerated stalL ... that's the killer. If the rudder or 
ail'e;:on control isbeing misused when the airplar.e is stalled in 8 turn, .!:.b! 
i!i~ will ~in. The direction of the spin .. ill depend on which wing 
stalls first. To avoid a spin, it follows that ",e should not stall the air
plane, but in order to have a trained reaction to avoid a spin out of the 
stall, it fo11o\,'s that we should really kno\;t \;'hat causes one wing to stall 
first. and trigger the autorotation. Give yourself an honest little quiz and 
see if you really know - or are you just guessing? 

Let's take a hypothetical case: The airplane is in a steep left bank, 
turning from base to finaL The pilot has let his speed decay in the turn 
and now he attempts to unbank, ~igiLi~}leron alone (or ~,~!:l1,,_EJ:~~one) 
and he has applied the opposite aileron control E,~~ and very strongly, 
Since the airplane is now very close to the critical (stalling) angle of 
attack, which wing will now stall and which I;'ay >"ill the airplane spin? 
What will his ball/bank indicator be telling him "hen he has applied full 
oppOSite aileron? I'm sure that 99% of you know the correct answers, but how 
many of you had to.~,,~Lthi!:1L~bout it a few.--E!.~£!l!"~? Any oue of UsCan 
get rusty, but that's one situation we should stay super-sharp on. In the 
case of the T-18, 697 remembered that there is a differential throw built in 
that causes the !:!E: aileron to move !!!£E~ than thedoi:=n one--:- hut wi.th full 
deflection the down aileron will cause more draJr_~~n it i.n~rease"L..li.ft. 
The increased effective camber will trigger flow separation and the aileron 
drag will tend to ,slow that wifl:~ and speed up the_hi~ wing. Result? 
Left wing stalls and it will autorotate to the left. As that wing (1) moved 
backward, the ball bank would show you the same thing as_"if-1£u were holding 
left rudder. .. it would be on the far right side of the cage. In other words, 
a-skid, which in itself is a speed losing maneuver. 

Now, ask yourself what else might have happened as the airplane began to 
unbank? Remember when you were practicing steep turns and as you rolled out 
what happened to the nose? Unless you applied forward stick, the nose would 
pitch up sharply as the wings shed their G load. If the airplane was already 
close to the stall angle of attack, that little extra pitch up could do it. 
Right? 
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suppose a pilot is maki.ng a coordinated turn and the skid 
ball is in the center, but his ent.ry H t.he turn I,,tas too low for his 

t.he degree of bank, and t.he hos pulled for the 
ar angle of bank. In order to he bas had to pull 

the stick and exceeds the critical 
accelerated stall (trying to force 

is of ;'It that moment), Now, 
Clue: 

ot.her and 
there is no yaw at that moment, 

Try it with 20°, then :\00 J then 40° 
roll as the bank increases. The answer 

is that, yes, the airplane wi.ll spin over the in t.he direction of 
wing. Of course, if you experiment with any the above (which you nrobablv 
did during your test period), common sense would dict.ate you be 
3000 ft.. AGL, be prepared to spin and recover promptly with throttle closed. 
Don't let your speed get out of hand on recovery, but be very gentle and don't 
horse out of the spin. recovery into a high speed stall or bend the ~dngs, etc. 
Also avoid the tendency to pick up the low wi.ng with aileron. 

One otber thought on the subject: The SPAN_J.9..§.~_~P.g of the T-18 is on 
the high side. This i.sn't too worthy of consideration until you increase 
the angle of attack, such as in a s:_~i:!n..!:., a £~2~) or a "-!~r:E,) and then it 
hurts As this angle of attack increases, more and more lifting energy is 
si.phoned off by the wing tip vortex. More of the high pressure air on the 
underside of the 1,,'ing escapes towards the wing tips and the result is the 
same as if some giant had taken a pair of scissors and £~.!'p~d of~-'!l]._~",_~l!.!er 

~.~'.c.~.~~n',;~t;:,cI~f~;' and it loses a large amount of its potential lift. 
't suddenly increased sink rate from this loss of lift, the 
pilot either has to j,n,=-~as~_his speed (thus generating more new lift) :::E .... A;£
SJ~S,,:'lse_~.i:,.s_,~gl~_.~f attack. Well, you know what also happens when you in
crease the angle of attack to get more lift. The drag also increases) so you 
are in an ever increasing condition where the airplane 120ses speed at a ~id 
rate. 

I've heard new 1-18 pilots comment on how puzzled they were that the 
T-18 would lose speed so rapidly in a steep turn, mentally comparing it to 
ot.her airplanes they had flown ..... partinl1.ady those with a much lower span 
loading. The subject of span loading doesn't often come up in the average 
bull session, so many pilots aren't really too well versed on the if IS and 
and's I guess. At any rate, be aware of the limitations as you start to enter 
a steep t.urn. If you don't. have the airspeed 'you need for a comfortable safe
ty margin, don'""t be timid abou~ getti!l&..~E.~ ... J!ower in firmly. If you've ",'aited 
a little too long to start you base/final turn and it's apparent you'll have 
to do somet.hing drastic to get back in the approach slot, why that's an excel
lent time to roll out and &2...E..2..~g£ the pattern and do it right the next time. 
Besides) that's good PR if you give the ground bound troops a good low level 
fly-by in the process! 
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FUEL PUMP PROBLEMS ON INJECTED ENGINE: 
San pe~!..?~"~07J2 DearDIac-, -I 

From EARL ODY, 28903 Gunter Rd., 
remember that you were particularlYin-

(8) 
teres ted in the fuel problems in my T-}8 
at Gary, IN airport.. Since several people have 
have written a commentary on the incident) had it 
a copy to you. 

1-18 (Accidents) 

out landing 
an int.eres t , 

and am mailing 

I really do appreciate your interest and concern, Dick "" not 
incident in which I was 'involved ill) but over a II T -18' s and all 

I am enclosin2 a contribution to the T-18 Newslet.ter fund. Keep up the 
good 

with one of the electI'j,C pumps on AT fl,l,L THJES, since the engine 
driven pump would NOT maintain sufficient fuel p·ress;;:;:-e-.--

It should be ~n"oted t.h<lt the Weldon Electric fuel pwnps are approved 
for continuous duty and whether or not. they are free flow by-pass pumps is 
optional. ~QTH of IEI_~.E~E_~.£,,~,~L!!!~~~'yJ?~' 

During our trip East in July - August, 1982, electric pumps gave out at 
different times. On Sunday 1 July 25, we replaced the two pumps wi th a re
build Weldon electric pwnp in Cedar Rapids, lA. This elect!:ic pump' was 
placed i.E. series with the ,t:ngine._~,,:r:2.Y~~_E..!::!:~!E' Five days later, V.'e suffered 
a loss of fuel pressure over Lake l'1ichigan, the engine st.opped, and we glided 
to a landing at Gary, IN, airport. (Whew!) While in Gary, we had a new engine 
driven fuel pump installed and a rebuilt Weldon electric fuel pump installed. 
At this point, we installed the single electric pump in ~ARALLEL with the en
gine pump and found that the engine driven pump would ~maint-ain sufficient 
pressure for flight and the electric pump would be needed only for st.arting, 
take-offs, and landing. 

We departed Gary on Thurs., Aug. 12, for Bartlesville, OK, ,.lith a fuel 
stop in St. Louis, MO. Upon arrival in Bartlesville, we found that our 
electric pump was pulling 15-17 amps and popping fuses as fast as replaced. 

Between Friday, Aug. 13, and Non., Aug. 16, numerous corrections were 
discussed, but the decision was made NOT to fly until a satisfactory electric 
fuel pump was functioning. Since I had a collection of elect.ric fuel pumps 
by this time, I matched a functional pump with a functional motor and had a 
system that worked. I fIe\;' to Calif. on Tues., Aug. 10, !;!sin..s ~~ .!:..~£ 
~l!.gine. driven ~ in flight and the electric ~ for start.ing, take-off, 
~nd landi_l.:!,&. 

An analysis and some conclusions: 
I believe I could have flown for the first eleven years with only the 

engine driven pump IF the fuel was not passing through one of the elect. 
pumps, although both electric pumps were the by-pass type. I believe enough 
resis_~anc~"._(lJ~red t~LJ.:~e flow of fue_!_L....~h'.lt it affected the sup.PlL..~ the 
engine_,driven p~. 

On our trip East, both elect.ric pumps simpJ~or!._out:. Upon returning 
home, I found the motor on one pump was good (that is the motor that brought 
me home from Okla.), but the pump section failed. The mechanic 1n 
Cedar Rapids took my other pwnp as a core. I am trying to get the pump 
back, as well as the $290 that I spent for a rebuilt pump that lasted only 
five days. 



T-18 (Accidents) 
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1 hel ieve our engine failure over Lake ~li.chigan v,7;-lS caused by the motor 
quitting on the electric pump inst;) I led at Cedar Rapids, that it was NOT a hy

so the fuel. supply to the engine pump and to the engine was termi.
put. 12 volts to t.his pump in Gary and it. di.d not work. I learned 

several things about the Cedar Rapids pump while in Gary. Weldon has not made 
this style pump for 11 years, parts are no longer available, and that part.ic
ular pump was rebuilt on 7/2/75. T did not disassemble this pump to determine 
why it failed, as I have since ret.urned it to Cedar Rapids. 

I d:isassembled the x'ebuilt electric pwnp installed in Gary upon my return 
home and fOllnd t.hat the motor had a frozen bearing; hence the high current 
draw and popped fuses. 

AH_ho' it's probably too eady to t.ell, I believe that 1 now have a work
alile system with the engine driven pump Dud the electric pump in pH.ral1el with 
each other. I believe that the solution to the problem is one where there 
NUST be an adequ<'Jte supply of £\lel flowing freely to the engine driven pump. 
Atthis point, I do not know why l,ycoming 10-320 engines (that were supplied 
to Wing Aircraft where Earl got his) have customarily had these problems. 

P.S. Since writing this commentary I have received a check for $290 
from the FBO in Cedar Hapids, the electric fuel pump which they kept, and an 
apology for their contributions to subsequent problems. 

,',** That was a superb and well written report., Earl, and one that could 
certainly save someone from grief. I well remember your telling me of the 
dead stick landi.ng when you gal to aSH and how close you came to not making 
it back to the field. I meant to ask you at the time what. airspeed you used 
and what your sink rate was at that speed, but it slipped my mind at the time, 
I guess. I can't remember whether or not your airplane has a constant sI)eed 
prOp or not, but I think it does. It would be interesting to know what the 
comparative sink rates would be for one with a constant speed prop vs. one 
with a fixed pitch prop with the engine completely dead. I seem to remember a 
fatal accident that followed an engine failure (Burbank, I think), in which 
the airpl.ane went into the approach lights and it \<"as equipped with a constant 
speed prop. I remember discussing this with Joho and speculating on the poss
ibility of using a prop that could be feathered for minimum drag, Do any of 
you with constant speed props have any figures on sink rates with the engine 
at idle? Or better yet, have any of you switched from a fixed pitch to a 
constant speed and had a chance to record the two different sink rates? It's 
a pretty good idea to know how far your airplane will glide, what airspeed is 
optimum, etc, Have you ever given serious thought to whether you would choose 
a road vs. a field for a forced landing? One of our local T-18'ers says he 
1,,'ill opt for a road, everything else being equal. With the 21 ft. span, you 
could fit in most' roads in pretty good shape and probably would have a better 
chance of staying right side up with the small wheels we have. I've flown 
coast to coast via T-IS and I find one of those big interstate highways to 
stay above when I can, even it it is a few miles farther. Giving yourself an 
extra break now and then makes the trip more enjoyable and just might payoff 
someday, 
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~~",,"LII1IT~ - Don't get the forward cg ahead of station 61. Nost have been over 
62. rhe limiting considerat.ion is not elevator effectiveness, but rather 
possibility of nosing over on the ground - especially with a full tank and no 
passengers sitting on the ramp with gusts. Aft limit is 31% or station 70,5. 
Empty \o,'eights vary from 750 to 1050 lbs. Keep that weight down if you \o,'ant 
performance. 

Ne.·,'sletter l.i26 - 10/68 

CG !1EASURE~.sTS - Oue of the toughest problems in getting ready for a first 
fiight{~eighing the airplane and determining the cg. First is t.he matter 
of finding accurate scales with sufficient range. The airplane should have 
the tail raised to level the fuselage reference line and scales should be 
pla.ced under all three wheels at the same time. It is nearly impossible to 
get consistent readings if the airplane must be moved to place scales under 
different wheels. The reaction at the main "'heels will be about 400 lbs, so 
single bathroom scales won't do the job. If anyone knows a good source to 
rent or borrow platform scales, let me know. A poor substitute is two bath
room scales under each main wheel with a plank across them. 

With aircraft in a level attitude on the three scales, remove all extra 
articles and close canopy. The fuel tank should be empty and oil should be 
full. Now, read all three scales, Drop a plumb bob from the leading edge of 
the wing and measure the distance from it to the center of each axle. This 
is extremely important in order to find the empty cg. The angle location may 
Vary from sta 53 to 55, depending on the length and amount of deflection of 
your gear. If the 2 axles are not at exactly the same station, just split 
the difference. Locations for the various reaction points are: oil sta 28, 
fuel 48, main wheels 53 to 55, wind leading edge 55, passengers 87.6, baggage 
Ill, tail ",heel 214. Next issue I'll put in a set of sample cg calculations 
fOl' my ship. 

Newsletter #27 - ?/69 

CG CALCULATIONS - In Newsletter No, 26 I made some comments about cg calcula
tions and promised to include data for my T-18 in this issue. In order to 
assure accuracy, I reweighed my ship -- this time with platform scales under 
both main wheels at the same time and a bathroom scale under the tail, Was 
I surprised at the difference over the previqus measurements taken by first 
weighing one wheel and then the other with pairs of bathroom scales! Instead 
of getting an empty weight of 826 Ibs. without fuel or oil, it turned out to 
be 881. I knew the use of bathroom scales wasn't good, but I had no idea 
how bad> It turned out that our local airport had two pairs of ordinary 
platform scales like we used to use on the farm to weigh grain. If you 
aren't so fortunate, why not talk your EAA chapter into buying scales? 

Be sure to accurately measure the stations for the main gear and tail 
wheel as referenced to the leading edge of the win (sta. 55). Use a plumb 
bob for these measurements. 

The cg of a full tank is sta 50. When there is only a small amount in 
the tank. the cg is forward of this. 

T-18 (CG) 
(2) 

The following calculations are for my T-18. The table lists dat.a on 
some others which have flO\<"'D, Notice that I can lake onl\' 7S Ibs, in the 
baggage compartment "'ith empty tank and not exceed t.he aft ~g limit of stat
ion 11. I've verified in flight that station 71 is the neut.ral point, so 
don't pinn to exceed it. If I could find room, I'd move my battery from the 
baggage compartment to the firewall. John Shinn has located his battery under 
the right front seat. 

~Q,.CALCULATIONS FOR N4782G 

WeL&!!! Station Moment 

"" 
%C 

Main Wheel 1019 x --54- 55--;026 
Tail Wheel 43 x 214 " ~q2 

1062 60.4 64,228 

Fuel (27.5 Gal.) 165 x 50 -8,250 
Oil 16 x 28 - 448 

181 ~-;698-

Empty e.g 881 x 63 55,530 
1 passenger +170 x 85.5 +]4,535 
Oil + 16 x 28 + 448 
Fuel +]65 x 50 ~8,259_ 
Most Forward cg 1232 x ~93 78,763 17.8 

2nd passenger 170 x 85.5 +14,535 
Baggage 75 x 109 ~?~ 
Gross Wt. eg 1477 x ---,;s:y 101,473 27.4 

Fuel - 135 x 50 -~~ 
Most aft cg 1312- -7-1- 93,223 32 

T-1S WEIGHT AND BALANCE DATA 

MAIN 
SN OWNER WHEELS TAIL OIL FUEL 
37 Thenhaus 817- -36 ""16 -0-
37 Hamlyn 866 45 16 0 
41 Hansen 951 43 16 0 
62 Ferko 815 43 8 0 
68 Schureman 767 29 16 0 
77 Sunderland 1019 43 16 165 
79 Kaergaard 672 42 16 0 

196 Anderson 990 55 16 42 
328 Martens 1051 48 16 0 
390 Grammer 940 43 16 0 

Comments: 
~henhaus - no canopy, 0-290-G 

37 Hamlyn - Canopy, Pants, New Cowl 
41 Hansen - Const Speed Prop 180 Lye. 
77 Sunderland - 0-290-G 
79 

196 
328 

Kaergaard - No canopy 
Anderson - 180 Lye 
Martens - 180 Lye 

- 0-290-G 

In. 
a 

1.25 
1.25 
1.13 
1. 75 
1.5 
].0 
1. 75 
1. 38 
1. 38 
1. 75 

In. cg (sta) Wt. 
b EMPTY AFT IVll GROSS 
H~O -603 68~7 62.6 1450 
160 6]. 65 69.7 63.2 ]475 
160.25 60.8 69.8 62.5 1600 
161 61.32 70.2 62.9 1450 
161 59.6 70 62.1 1350 
160 63 71 63.9 1477 
160.75 62.7 71. 7 62.9 1300 
161 62.6 70 62.9 1600 
161 60.65 69 62.3 1700 
162 60.34 69.2 62.25 1575 

! is distance in inches from 
wing leading dege to main 
wheel station. 

E. i> distance from main wheel 
station to tail wheel 
station with fuselage level 
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'''~'' __ n'''''_l_'-'''''L'U1''_ - The flight t.est Rnd shake test 
being mailed out as fast as possible 

arc now completed 
Four modifications 

L The tail spar is changed to include an ollter f1111 length tube 
of .049 ilnd a shorter double tube inside. 

2. Two of t.he balance weights are removed and new bullet shaped 
weights are added externally to t.he tail t.ips. 

3. A little .015 stainless stiffener is wrapped around the inside 
front corner of the tail tabs. 

4< A stiffener is added t.o t.he balance weight arm. 

U~Ll""_,' <'1 - John Thorp urges all T-18 owners to make the No.3 modification 
InliTIediately, It had the most signifiGlilt effect in raising the flutter speed. 
It s-imply stiffens the tab by tying in t.he inside rib with the leading edge 
and hinge. Note that i.t does not wrap around from top to bottom, but rather 
from front to side. This is such a simple modification and so important that 
it should be done immediately. 

John is recommending that all four modifications be made to all T-18's, 
even the 125 hp models, just in case someone forgets the 180 red line for 
unmodified models. The new red line for modified l110dels is 210 mph. 

I~?"I.}~~R_OGRAH - John will probably be documenting the test program in a future 
art.ide, but I know you are anxious to hear about it, sO here are a few 
details. 

All tests were conducted on Dick Hansen 1 s T-18, N299V. Shake tests, 
flight test instrumentation) aod consulting engineering were subcontracted 

ty Testing Services, who drew upon some of the most expert talent 
in the field of flutter analysis. Sensors were placed on the hor

izontal tail and balance arm and outputs were recorded in flight. 
The procedure used was to make a modification and perform shake tests 

on the ground which identified t.he bending frequencies of the various parts. 
Then flight tests were conducted by John Thorp to verify the predicted j,n
flight characteristics. 

First, a new horizontal tail WaS built I.'ith the new two-piece spar. 
Tests sho""ed that, at about 195 mph, the horizontal tail experienced a bendi.ng 
osci llation at 31 cycles per 5econd with zero damping. This means that the 
oscillation reached a certain amplitude and got no larger. It was not actual 
flutter because flutter is defined as a divergent oscil.lation. That means it 
gets progressively larger until something gives. j The condition was not detect
able by the pilot, but showed up on the instrumentation. 

The balance weight arm vibrated with a 16 cps frequency. Figuring that 
this was coupling with the tail bending at twice the frequency, they added a 
stiffner to the balance weight arm. But tests revealed that this Im.·ered the 
speed at ~hich oscillations occurred. 

Next, the three lead weights were removed completely and John flew up 
to 200 mph with no problems. No>.', a word of explanation about the purpose of 
these weights. They WerE' not intended to give static balance to the horizon
tal tail to raise the flutter speed, Instead, they serve only to provide 
dynamic stability augmentation, or damping, to smooth out the ride in rough 

T-18 (Danger Directives) 
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air. You have all observed flow an arrow oscillates bClCk and forth in .its 
flight after being l"eleased. The trigger t.he feathers, the quicker the 
oscillations will damp QUt. An airplane acts the very same way \iv'ith its "tail 
feathers" providing the damping when gnsts disturb it. Now, I'ithout .1 balance 
weight the horizont.al tail would fall down at the trailing edge indicating 
that the cg is aft of the hinge line Hhen a disturbance swings the tail of 
(.he aircraft down in flight, t.his mass unbalance causes the trailing edge of 
the tail to swing up. This created downlift on lhe tall, which rotates the 
tail end of the airplane down even more. Thi.s effect. Decreases the dynamic 
stability compared t.o the conditions with t.he horizontal tail held fixed. As 
weight is added to the balance arm, t.he damping is improved. With the spec
ifi.ed amount of lead the tail is nearly statically balanced and t.he damping is 
very good, giving a smooth ride in rough aiL 'I-I'ith till' weights all removed, 
the T-18 flies fine in smooth air, but in rough air t.he ride is not so nice 
because the damping is poor. 

There is anothpr t.ype of stability called static longitudi.nal stability. 
This relates to the ability of an airplane to fly hands off. If it gets 
disturbed and later, on its own, returns to trim conditions it is said to 
be statically stable. But, when disturbed upward, for instance, if it 
continues to pitch up until it does a loop or stalls, it is statically un
stable. That is, if the cg is forward of the neutral, it has positive stabil
ity and if it is aft of the neutral point, it is unstable. The balance weight. 
affects static stability also. Nore weight decreases static stability and 
less weight increases it (moves the neutral point aft). This has nothing to 
do with flutter) but is only noted for your information. 

Back to the flight tests. Since John felt that the balance ""eight was 
needed for a good ride in rough air, he had to put the weights back on. The 
tests indicated that the weight '""as causing a flutter problem since there was 
considerable flexure between it and the tail tips. So, t.o get the weight more 
rigidly connected to the tail tips, the two side ',;'eights were removed from 
the balance arm and streamlined weights were added ahead of the tail leading 
edge at the outboard ribs. Flight tests were run up to 220 mph with this 
configuration, but they still weren't out of the woods. A tail oscillation 
would still occur at 25 to 30 cps. 

Next, the little stainless steel stiffeners were added t.o the corners of 
the tail tabs and the frequency went way up giving the biggest single improve
ment. Flight tests \~ere then rtm up to 231 mph .. ith perfect results. The 
damping from stick bumps "' .. as just as good at that speed as at 150 mph. John 
now thinks the tail would go all the way up to near sonic speed without 
flutter. However, his experts would not le.t him fly any faster, because other 
surfaces like fin, rudder and ailerons were not instrumented and there was no 
way to tell whether they were approaching flutter conditions. Since the FAA 
requires flight demonstration tests to be run at 10% above red line, that sets 
the red line at 210 mph. This is valid only for the flight tested configura
tion) which included all of Lhe above listed four modifications. 

Some people have asked whether a slab tail is more susceptible to flutter 
than a conventional tail. This is a fair question for the layman and let's 
face it, almost everybody is a layman when it comes to flulter. The answer is 
a definite 'NO'. Conventi.onal tails have the same problems as slab tails and 
one can be made just as safe as the other. If you don't believe this, just 
take a look at all of the supersonic airplanes. Nearly all have slab tails_ 
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So what conclusi.ons can be drawn? What caused the two accidents'? There 
has been no officl,11 announcement and we do not know for certain, however, 
there is evidence that they ""ere caused by flutter of the horizontal tail. In 
one case, there was strong evidence that the aircraft had flovm much in excess 
of the 210 mph redline. In the other case, there was evidence that not only 
had the aircraft been flo .. >n at high speed, but that the tail had not been 
buil t in compliance \<11. th the plans, 

T-18 OImers can now have the confidence that their airplane has been 
through perhaps the most extensive flutter test program of any homebuilt. 

Ne""sletter .f/28 - 9/69 

STAI.'~" SPOILERS - John reconlu'ends that everybody now flying re-read my article 
~~-P~"rtAViation on tuft testing and then add the spoilers. A recent stall 
spin ace ident, after an apparent engine failure, emphasizes the need for 
these. They don't hurt the speed any and are mighty good insurance. I still 
haven't permanently attached mine, but plan to just bond them on. 

Ne ... sletter #30 - 5/70 

,BULLETIN - John reminds all T-18 builders to complete the tail modification 
per the" plans. When disassembling one tail to make the mod, they found loose 
rivets in the fittings. They were 1/8" pop rivets. Of course, some ... eren' t 
long enough, since it is not possible to get them long enough for this appli
cation. John says the follo ... ing is mandatory: Use only the AN 5/32 rivets 
specified for attaching the 510 horizontal tail fitting. Use no pop rivets 
for this fitting. To buck them, use a seven foot long steel bar 1" or larger. 
It is also possible to use a shorter large diameter bar ... ith a handle taped to 
it. Gravity does the job of holding it against the rivet. John is very 
concerned about the tail modifications and wants everybody to make them 
immediately. 

Newsletter #34 11/71 

~LAP BULLETIN - John says that on T-18's with a foward cg loading, it is 
po-ssible to get a phenomenon he calls "bunt" at a 40" flap setting and at 
speeds between 100 and 120 mph. He thinks this is caused by a horizontal 
tail stall, due to high tail loading and bad airflow due to the tail getting 
j nto the wing wake. He says that while flying solo, he can nearly always 
cause a pitch over in N299V and occasionally when dual. I've never exper
ienced this, and can't imagine ... hat it is li~e, but then, my cg is pretty far 
back. John says that the solution is for all T-18's to have the flap travel 
limited t.o 30°. Consider this a mandatory bulletin. John says this is a 
problem for T-18's with the cg far forward and probably explains ... hy no one 
else has reported experiencing this phenomenon. 

Ne ... sletter #36 - 3/72 

FUEL S~~STEH - 1. D. Sunderland - After Jack Park and several others reported 
that they-got po ... er interruptions with several gallons of fuel in the tank, 
John recommended that a fuel pump be put on all T-18' s, However, many of us 
don't use pumps and have no problems, even with 180 hp engines. Before Bill 
War ... ick flew the first T-18, he ran a full power test with the nose elevated 
and there was no problem using up all fuel in the tank. 

I-18 (Danger Directives) 
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So, what could cause fuel flow problems in some I-18's'? Three possibil
ities - vent dogged or creating negative pressure, clogged fuel strainer or 
wrong carburetor float valve. If the vent tube face;; forward into the wind 
getting full ram air, the pressure increase is equhalent to that if the fuel 
level in the tank ... ere 7.2 inches higher. On the other hand, if the vent tube 
faces aft pulling a suction, it will be like lo\,;ering the fuel level. 
Depending on the amount of negative pressure diffey"ntlal, it could prevent 
fuel flow. What is ""rong with facing the vent for1,;ard'; It coLlects dirt. So 
it should have a SCreen to keep out contamination 3:10 perhaps more important
ly, mud wasps. An alternate inlet should be made inSIde the fuselage just in 
case t.he main inlet becomes clogged. Drill a 1/16" bole in the tube for the 
alternate inlet. 

My vent tube is made of 3/8" aluminllm. It corres through the .040 floor 
board near the fuselage centerline and extends out about %". The end is cut 
off at a 45" angle, v.'ith the opening facing fwd. PreeCl the tip forward making 
a small pocket t.o insure getting positive ram pressure. Air In the vent tube 
is virtually stagnant, except between the end and the alternate hole where 
water or dust will be purged by the airflo.... I've purposely run my tank very 
low (it's fiberglas, so I can observe the fuel level in flight) and I've been 
unable to cause the engine to even hesitate in a steep cl imb. 

If a filter or tank strainer is clogged, the soluti.on is obvious. Some
one has already had engine failure because of :'"OT having a screen finger 
strainer in the outlet of the tank. If your airplane doesn't have one, ground 
it until you install one. If you can't find a shutoff valve ... ith a finger 
strainer, you can make one easily as shown in the si<etch. The fitting, which 
screws into the tank, should be made of brass. Drill out the cent.er hole 
about .080 oversize. Then make a 2" long sleeve from brass or: copper screen. 
The sleeve ID should be at least as large as the original ID of the fitting. 
To secure the screen until it can be soldered, bend several wires into hooks. 
Tin the end of the sleeve with solder, tin the fitting, insert the sleeve and 
solder in place. Inspect to ascertain that the sleeve ID is as large as the 
original fitting 10 so there is no restriction, crimp the s.leeve and solder, 
If all homebuilders had done the above, there \<"ould be a lot more nice shiny 
airplanes around. 

I've been told that carburetors have different float valves ... hen designed 
for use with a fuel pump. Still haven't been able to verify that, bllt John 
Thorp tells me that there were some surplus carburetors available after the 
war which didn't cause a problem because the engine I<oouldn't even run without 
a fuel pump. 

What are the disadvantages of a fuel pump? If your fuel system con
figuration is such that a pump is not required, then its use decreases power
pl<lnt reliability. (AI Neuntaffel says his fuel pump failed on takeoff on his 
first flight. Luckily, he made a safe landing back at the airport.) A pwnp 
by-pass with check valves can and should be added I.'hen a pump is used, but it 
all adds up to more things which -cango ... rong. A part can have no higher 
reliability than when it is not used. 

While on the subject of fuel systems, I've heard of two T-18's that have 
run out of fuel, one in rugged terrain resulted in a fatal accident. We don't 
need anymore of those, so why not try making an extra fuel stop, if you don't 
have a one hour reserve? 
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:-;e'..'sletter li3? - 10/72 

Before the author installed both slip joints and ball joints in the 
crossover exhaus t sys tern of his T-18, during the fi rs t one hundred hours, the 
exhaust tubes and various supports cracked at least a half dozen times. This 
experience has been repeated several times by others. Several times builders 
have proudly opened their cowlings to show how they succeeded in keeping their 
crossover system together with various supports made of brake lining or tubes, 
but had to turn away with a red face when they found them broken loose. 
I."ithout a large dose of luck, both ball joints and slip joints are an absolute 
necessity in crossover systems. 

.\ewsletter t46 - 5/79 

TAlL ~JOD THOuGHTS; It shouldn't be necessary to repeat this, but there are 
stITlso-me I-ISs flying without the tail mods called out. The builders are 
U"kely telling themselvesthat, "I'm safe, as long as I don't go over 180 
mph." ~I. TRUE! Thorp says yOll are E.~ding i:....'pomb,,_:-'ith a light:ed fuse if you 
do. Altho' he had previously pushed N299V up much faster, he once got a 
"buzz" out of it at 165 mph! (Before the mods were done.) He now feels the 
stab is good up to 'sonic' speed, but has redlined it at 210, because other 
components of the airplane (rudder, ailerons, etc.) could enter destructive 
resonance regimes at speeds above those tested. Why gamble your life or your 
passenger's life - or those on the ground? An accident would give the T-18, 
EAA, Thorp, and yourself an undeserved black eye. Last year, I heard that one 
T-18 builder was cited by the FAA for "Operating his aircraft in a reckless 
manner", a careless act under F ,A.R. 's, because he refused to make the mod 
when the inspector brought it to his attention. As you may know, the FAA 
recently boosted the minimum dollar penalty for violations, as an aftermath 
of the San Diego fiasco, so give it a serious think, huh? YOll can well 
imagine .. 'hat a field day a lawyer would have in such a situation. I have been 
told that liability does not end if one sold the airplane. 

Ne.-..'sletter {j48 - 11/79 

DANGER HPJ - A local Starduster builder has a p01,,'er failure on 1st takeoff, 
due "to blockage of Aeroquip fuel line, In installing the fittings of the hose 
ends it's ~"EY easy to cut off a little rubber "doughnut" that remains :!:.!l....the 
line and .. 'ill block it if allowed to remain. Blow the line out, look thru it, 
;~ but make sure it's not there, The builder also inspected oil lines to 
the cooler and found t.hem blocked as well. A local Buecker builder flamed out 
on his first tlo for the same reason a coup'le years back, so don't overlook 
this item! 

Se .. ·sletter #50 - 4/80 

From JIM ROBERTS - To start at the beginning of my love affair with the 
aircraft, another man that worked for me (Earl Love) and I started construct
ion and flying of N299V which was built for Dick Hanson, of Volpar. 

During the early days of testing and Earl Love was flying it., the flutter 
problem surfaced. Earl was (prematurely) doing a high speed run when he en
countered a severe vibration. Fortunately, he reduced power soon enough and 
by having a constant speed prop, he was able to come back in one piece, The 
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only casualtjps \"ere a bent stabilizer and a badly blistered hand caused by 
the rapid stick movements. 

The spar was reinforced and the problem studied while John put 8. 180 mph 
temporary red line in effect. The flutter problem carne to a head ,,"'hen a Texas 
builder lost his life diving in on an airport at far over 200 mph and encount
ered t<lil flutter. (Documented facts later shoHed the builder had not complied 
with recommended changes on the stabilator in several areas, i.e. ribs \"ere 
not even riveted t.o the spar - Ed.) 

At this point, a full blown flutter investigation I;'as initiated by Jor.n 
Thorp. Stan Rosmussen and Sandy Freznar (vibration experts) were sununoned to 
do the testing. Strain ga\lges \"ere mOllnted on the spar tube and the tape 
readout unit strapped in the right seat. I performed the first series of 
flight tests, which were done off the coast at Malibu. 

My instructions were to set the speed, tap the stick sharply, and flip 
the switch to "record" increaSing the speed in 5 mph increments. Before I 
started the actual tests, I searched out the highest speed that I could still 
open the canopy to get out in case o-f an emergency. 

John indicated t.hat there is an aerodynamic forward reaction on the 
canopy" I found I could not move it back above 120 mph, so I took along a big 
steel wrench for breaking out the canopy -- just in case, 

My three trips up expanded the speed up to 180 mph, where John took over. 
He wanted to take the risk himself above 180, as he felt responsible. The 
rest is history, as you know. The results showed a definite flutter at the 
higher speeds. 

Two fixes were called for -- one by moving lead weights to the outer for
ward surface of the spar from the center (or embedded into the leading edge). 
We chose the I.E. The other was a beef up of the tab rib. 

The second precarious incident in N299V occurred after I installed the 
flaps and was making an approach to io.'hiteman Airpark at 90 mph lAS. I set 
flaps to 40° (30° wasn't in the system then) when suddenly the nose tucked 
down steeply, n<lrrowly missing obstructions. Only by dumping flaps did it 
recover to normal attitll.de. After this incident, John suggested the approach 
speed of 90 mph was too high for the 40° position. (In short, I ran out of 
elevator effectiveness.) 

(This subject discussed at length elsewhere in this months N ,1. We might 
note that a maximum of 30 e flap ex:.ension is now recommended. Again, take 
not.e that the nose down --pitCh is a combination of too much speed and a far 
forward CG that overpowers the horizontal tail - Ed.) 
---D~Cck, I did a serious study of a few things as I was planning my T-18, 
so will briefly outline them, Above all I would express that these changes 
do not reflect any criticism of the standard T-IS aircraft. 

--In my calculations I discovered I could increase elevator effectiveness 
from 10 to 12°.(, by just lengthening the fuselage 12". With this change r could 
have more baggage area, or 2 extra (limited weight) jump seats - up to 170if 
within the CG range. Also, I would be able to eliminate the need for lead 
weight i.n the tail to static balance (common on A/C with constant speed props 
and big engines). 

During the ground vibratory t.ests on N299V, data revealed in the natural 
frequency mode that longer fuselages could produce more flexing, but 12" was 
acceptable (with proper reinforcement). 
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From {g.!Q{~_~,!d{)~~~_,,~l?~~.3pri!lAs_~llous.to~!]L.l1~?,,§. A fe',.' 
months ago you wrote in the /'l.A.S, NL regarding the 1978 accident at Oshkosh 
in ""hieh a T-18 stalled on do;·mwind base in a low, slow turn to a landing. It 
consequently impacted inverted on the runway. A fire resulted after impact 
and this was, I believe, considered the cause of both fatalities. In the NL 
"d te-up you mentioned that the fire probably would not have occurred if the 
gasoline tankcap had not released (i.e., come out on impact). 

I have been giving this event a lot of thought as I've been completing my 
T-18. I do not know what type of gas cap was involved in the above failure. 
I do kno ... · that- a lot of them are like the one supplied in my alunlinum tank 
from Ken Knowles. A pictun: of this is attached as shown on the copy of a 
page from the Aircraft Spruce Catalog. The cap in question depends on d, 

to compress outward a rubber inner cap. The compression action is achieved 
by the squared cam-shape: of the locking tab on the cap. This is adjustable 
b\" an internal AN 365 nut. There is no detent or lock for this tab such as 
i; present on many military-type caps (e,g., T-33 wings and tip tanks) and 
others. 

I have found that this cap pop out simply by dropping my gas tank 
from a height of 3' on my lawn. should mention that the adjusting cap nut 
was set for maximum compression in the lock-position while still allowing 
room to remove it when in the relaxed position. I do not know whether the 
subject aircraft in the accident has this same type of cap. but if it did, the 
release on the cap is not a great surprise based on the casual tests I made 
on Uly own tank. 

In order to improve this situation, I have designed a restrictive "stop" 
on my flush cover over the cap in the cowl skin which rests against the top 
of the tank cap when in the locked position. The only way the cap could come 
loose with this top in the cover would be as a result of a combination of the 
necessary impact force vectors and significant skin distortion. The enclosed 
sketch might help to illustrate this description. 

It is my feelings that this style of fuel tank cap is vulnerable to this 
t'Y-pe of release, 

A positive lock on the cap itself might be preferred to my modification 
to my cover for the ultimate in corrective actiort. It is felt that the simple 
stop, as shown on the cover, will greatly reduce the potential of this type 
of release in almost all circumstances. 

Ne'v.sletter !ISO - 4/80 

From ~.BYANIJ~O\o,'LA"''D,_~007 Shell, Hiqland..1~ 
The subject of my letter is the use of full flaps on the T-18. Please 

pass on the following in the newsletter as it well could save someone a very 
bad experience. 

Some T-18's, mine included, have a very violent downward pitch, when full 
flaps are applied, or when speed is increasedj;hile full flaps are applied in 
a fon .. -ard CG condition. The airplane is of course at it's most forward CG 
wIt.h one pilot aboard, full fuel and no baggage (such as would be for test 
flight) the downward pitch is very rapid and is totaly un-controllable, not 
something that you would want to happen down close to the ground. 
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My airplane reacts this way: 
1) With one 170# pilot aboard, no bags and more than half fuel which 

gives me a total weight of 1351 and CG of 63.2 In. Rapid downward 
pitch upon application of full flaps (30°). --'---

2) With two people on board, less than half fuel (and some baggage pre
ferred) no probl~m with full q,~, meek as a lamb. This loading 
gives me 1397 total weight and a CG locaton of 66.1 In. 

3) When the CG is ~"t.:,J!l.e:lhing "bet~~Q the two above ~conditions, full 
flaps may be applied at a slow speed (80 mph or slower) but ,will 
Ei .. !:Sh down if the spe..ed is increi:~~' Stick buffet is the clue-.-ff 
the stick buffet's with a forward tug, bet.ter get the flaps up or 
have a very tight seat belt and be ready to ride through the first 
half of an outside loop. 

By the way, my empty CG is 61.6 In. and empty weight is 1013 iI. For 
flight I call 1500 I/- max. with 62 In. forw'ard limit and 70 In. aft limit. My 
weight and balance is good, I have double checked it on freshly calibrated 
aircraft scales. What I am suggesting to new 1-18 pilots is, to explQre the 
full flap and CG locations at altitude before any landings are attempted. 

All of this has proved to be no problem to me, it's just. a limitation 
that I have learned to respect. As you know, I fly airph.nes for a living 
and have for most of my life. I fully agree with all the good things that 
are said about the T-18 and wouldn't part with mine for anything. 

Newsletter 1/-51 - 7/80 

From BILL WA!\WICK: The boys in the PRPA came up with this a few years ago and 
it's mandatory on all the formula one's and Biplane racers. (He is discussing 
an Engine Restrainer, drawings for it are in the above mentioned newsletter.) 

The main idea is to give the engine room to thrash about until it croaks 
without breaking the cable, £~~,:!-'t snu!Li!:._up too ti&!:!.!. All it has to do 
is keep the engine from falling out. 

Be sure the lugs are bolted to the landing gear attach and not the enRine 
mount. 
---I've had mine in for years now. Gives wonderful peace of mind & cheap 
insurance. 

'~'Thanks Bill, for some very important advice. I lost a good friend from this 
very cause several years ago. He "planned" to put the restrainer on when he 
got back from the XC and had more time. He never made it. When the prop let 
go it shook engine, prop, and cown completely out of the airplane and it pit
ched up into a stall and augered in. It also shook one aileron off and the 
windshield as well. 

Newsletter 1153 -4/81 

From JOHN WALTON, 5726 Boyce SEring£_l?~, Houst2PJ TX 77066 - The newsletters 
are full of comments warning of the tendency for the Thorp to be squirrelly in 
slow taxi. This is especially true with power off. The controlability in 
this situation is to a considerable degree, affected by the amount of tension 
put on the tail wheel springs. Don't leave them sloppy - they should be 
compressed about 1/2 of their original length. 
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Frolll. LYLE TRUSTY, 7500 N. Ave. A J.ancast~r, CA 93534 Some fuel system 
basics: Here is a helpful hint concerning a gravity feed fuel system like 
most of us use. 

Io.ben you get ready to run your engine up before going to the airport, block 
up the main gear, lower the tailwheel into a ditch or whatever you have to do 
to get the airplane into a 12 to 14 degree approach '!ttitude. Put a gallon of 
fuel into the tank, put a container under the carburetor, disconnect the fuel 
line at the carburetor and see how long it takes for that gallon to run out. 

14 as 1 , Therefore N= 1 x 60 = 4.28 minutes 
W N --'-4-

or 4 minutes and 17 seconds per gallon. 

That's what it takes for ~ 150 horsepower Lycoming at sea ,!evel, full throt
tle. In order to avoid problems you really should flow about 150% of that 
required to run full throttle. 

Newsletter #54 - 10/81 

From ~VERY MICKELSON, 486 Nov~to Sunnyvale, CA - Remember BIL~_WARWIC~ 
!i£ about the safety cable, tying the engine to the frame, that was in a pre
vious NL? Harvery writes about his recent trip to the Reno Air Races, where 
one of the racers almost lost his prop/engine in a race, but the safety cable 
kept the engine in, altho' it was hanging dow"U 45 degrees and as a result, 
there was no fatal stall/spin, just a forced landing! 'Nuff said'. 
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Newsletter #23 - 8/67 

TRW IND.ICAT.o~ - John says there is absolutely no need for a trim indicator 
s-ince.-t·h~-stick force needed to overcome full t.rim is very light. It is safe 
t.o take off with trim in any position. He convinced the FAA to license the 
Sky Shooter without an indicator, As a matter of interest, one of the Blue 
Angels told me they fly all their performances with full nose down, trim 
cranked in. If anything happens this causes them to dive away from formatioD. 
This means they must constantly fight a 60 lb, force. The T-18 trim force is 
about 10 t.imes less than this. 

Newsletter 1124 - 4/68 

Bill (Johnson) had given me some good advice about handling t.he T-18. He 
s,1id, "Don't try to pick t.he tail up until it is ready to fly. Use 1/2 flap 
on the first landing and 3-point it. This keeps the tail on the ground the 
maximum amount of time and thus gives better control." 

But. I wasn't ready to fly yet. I wanted to take it easy and not. repeat 
some of the near catastrophies most of the other T-lB'ers have had on first 
flight. John said that close calls are the rule rather than the exception and 
recommended a couple of hours in a T-6 or, as second choice, a Swift. Since we 
have no T-6' s around, I got several hours in Paul Schriebmaier' s S""i.ft, 
shooting landi.ngs during the previous several weeks. Even with this exper
ience and most of my recent flying done in tailwheel airplanes while towing 

, I "'as still a bit apprehensive after hearing about how tricky a 
performance plane like the T-18 was on ground handling, So I taxied out, 

resolved to spend a lot of time doing taxi tests before trying a flight. 

Newsletter fi2/. - 4/68 

TIm ,,~IRST 20 HOURS - LDS - As I mentioned before, for the first few land
in~<;'~"y" did only three-point landings to get my tail wheel on early for good 
ground control. I found, ho ... ·ever, that these were not complete sta11 land
ings. w'hen I got the feel of it a little more so I could hold it off until it 
started to shudder, the tail ,,:ould hit first even with half flaps, One sunny 
l1;>y, when a nice thermal was coming off the center of the runway, if I would 
make a perfect three-point landing, it would roll awhile in that atti.tude 
and then balloon back up a few feet. So, under those conditions, I found it 
best to take wheel landings, There is no problem of direct.ional control if 
you keep on your toes and don't start waving at spectators or enjoying the 
scenery until it stops rolling, But then what conventional gear airplane 
doesn't fall into that category. (Or should' we tail draggers call ourselves 
"unconvent.ional lt now that. we are probably outnumbered?) 

Newsletter #27 - ?/69 

~"F:~Q.~JJ~~_I~ ,MY T=-~ BY DON ~ARTE~ - Vestal, NY - The keynote of this 
at"ticle is "Be Prepared." It is important that both pilot and aircraft are 
properly readied for aerobatics. Anot.her important consideration is that just 
as no tvw pilots have the same experience and capability, there are no two 
T-IB's exactly alike. This is especially true of power plants and CG loca
tions, both of which are significant factors in aerobatic performance. The 
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reader, t.herefore, should understand t.hat t.he aerobatic perforrnance to be 
discussed is not for 811 T-18's, but only for Serial Number 96 with the con
ditions as specified. It. is powered with a 125 hp 0-290-G engine. 

Is The Ai~£~,g __ ~_e.~~~? The red line restriction should be considered 
in detail. The first question to be asked is, n\>illat is the ,lccuracy of my 
airspeed systems?" John Thorp advises t.hat the red line has a known 10% 
margin of safety. From what lIve seen and heard about pitot-static syst.ems of 
homebuilts, errors greater than 10% are not uncommon. Serial lf96 was checked 
OIl a ground course and verified against a factory job that had a high confi
dence level. 

The red line has additional significance because, v,'ith J cruise CAS in 
the neighborhood of 150 mph, the red line represents only a small percent.age 
increase, Since t.hese T-18's are clean ships, that increase ,;,:ould invite 
exceeding the red line. That maneuver is conspicuous in its absence from 
those which #96 has performed, 

Is Th~"!,,?~,,,p'"~~pared? - It. is never wise for a pilot inexperienced in 
aerobatics to experiment on his own. This is especially true in the "Tiger" 
for reasons outlined above. Therefore, if the T-18 pilot is not an experi
enced acrobatic pilot) he should buy himself some insurance in the form of a 
good course in aerobatics. Such courses are offered by many local flying 
schools. 

Aerobatics In Numt:,~r 96 - Although I handled a number of T-18's in flight 
and Lu Sunderland g-;;n'erously let me do some air>-lork and make four circuits 
around the field as preparation for my first flight, I did not appreciate the 
beautiful handling characterist.ics of the I-18 until I v,"as on my own in #96. 
Although I've flown a number of aircraft from the WACO to F-Sl's and F-80's, 
I have never flo-..,.·n a sweet.er handling aircraft than the T-18. This state
ment comes from a pilot who prefers a very responsive aircraft. 

Number 96 began aerobatics with an empty weight of 730 lbs. (bathroom 
scale accuracy) and a pilot weighing 175 lbs with chute, Depending on fuel, 
cg would vary betv,'een 20% and 22%. A GPU was up fronL There is no tendency 
for eitht'r wing to consistently drop off in stall maneuvers. 

Number 96's pilot has been through the formal. aerobalic programs of CPT 
and Aviation Cadet training. In recent months, he had made- a oUJnber of 
aerobatic flight.s in an EM Bipe. Therefore, both pilot and aircraft were 
reasonably prepared for aerobatics. 

I will discuss the aerobatic maneuvers in t.he order that I progressed 
t.hrough them. In general, I started with t.he positive "G" maneuver first. 
I would like to point out that my interest in aerobatics is generated by the 
desire to increase my skill in cont.rolling my airplane and the pure enjoyment 
derived from them, I am not a contest pil.ot, nor am I even familiar with 
current standard techniques. 

Barrel Rolls - I dive t.o 160 mph and pull the nose up 5-10 0 above the 
horiz~tl;e~ame time banking about 20 0 opposite to direction of roll. 
Then almost. full aileron wit.h lots of rudder wit.h the roll and a lit.tle back 
pressure to keep you comfortably in your seat. and hopefully, the ball in the 
center. If the roll rate is relatively high, t.he nose won't deviat.e more than 
about 5° during t.he roll, With full aileron, #96 will roll 180 0 per second. 
I have done double and trip1e rolls by raising the nose proportionately higher 
at entry. I like this maneuver because it's comfortabl.e, fast, and presents 
a real challenge in keeping it coordinat.ed through recovery, One word of 
caution: start with nose high, up to 30°, on first attempts to avoid ex
cessive speed in event you dish out. This roll could be entered at a slower 
speed) but it would not be nearly as tight. 
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,~.?,?E - I enter my loops at 160 mph, with full throttle. Because of the 
\."ide range of speed in this clean aircraft, back pressure '-'ill vary cons'ider~ 
ably if the loop is to be round. Use lots of it in the first quarter, gradu
ally letting off to a very light pressure as you go over the top. Remember 
that red line aod throttle back in the third quarter. Biggest problems will 
probably be not enough back pressure in the beginning and too much going over 
the top. There is a natural tendency to pull too much back pressure at the 
top of the loop to hurry it up, but this is at the point where the aircraft is 
going the slowest and a stall or even a snap roll can be induced. Remember 
to pull those g's (2.5-3) in the beginning. 

Xmmelmanns - Enter a tight loop at 170 mph using even more back pressure 
in the~g'inning so that enough speed to roll will be available at the top. 
Rollout at the top can be either barrel roll type or slm, roll. For maximum 
comfort I like to barrel roll, which should be started just tH'fore going over 
the top. Full aileron and lots of rudder for the roll I.'ith back pressure 
gradually increasing. Perhaps the more proper method is the half !"OIl at the 
top. When reaching the top apply forward stick to keep the nose on the hori
zon, Immediately start the roll with aileron and rudder aud add lots of top 
rudder as the ",'iogs go vertical, decreasing as they approach level < 

§.£i,l?,,;: - Spin entry is normal and recovery occurs immediately upon re
leasing back pressure and neutralizing rudder, No. 96's roll slows slightly 
about every half turn with forward cg" No difference in right and left spins> 

§.n:,~p---.!~ - As a precautionary measure to keep stick forces light, I 
have only performed snap rolls at 80 and 90 mph, 1 use stick full hack and 
full rudder (no aileron). There is a slight hesitation as in a spin and roll 
rate is average (whatever that means). Recovery is instant with forward stick 
and opposite rudder. 

.§nap on Top_ of LooE - Enter at 170 mph and start soap about )0° before 
reaching the top. Nose should be about 10° down at recovery after 360" of 
rolL Complete loop normally. Keep first half of loop tight as in an Immel-
m3nn. 

§.~~---B..~ls and Half Roll~ - Start by vacuwn cleaning the office. A tight 
seat belt and shoulder harness will also help keep you from standing on your 
head on the canopy. Start your slow roll, after a shallm" dive to 160 mph, 
""lth your nose slightly above the horizon. Begin your roll ,·;ith stick and 
rudder together, From then on you're completely uncoordinated trying to keep 
your nose on a point. Top rudder is maximwn when the Io'ings are vertical and 
forward stick maximum ',,;hen on your back, I find that I need all the rudder 
I have and then some to keep the nose up. Except for lacking rudder, the 
Tiger rolls nicely. The only difference in the half roll is that all action 
is stopped on your back and then you go back to the way you came, If you 
get into trouble, just apply full aileron and you'll be right side up in jig 
time. Avoid recovering in a split S, 

"·anted an inverted fuel system so I could keep the engine going when 
I roll slowly. Number 96 has a poor man's inverted carburetor system and so 
I have to adjust the mixture when I go inverted. This makes things a little 
busy at this point. 

Ha!l1lTIernead Stall - If physical sensation is what you like, this is the 
maneuve;-foryo;:;-:----Oive to 160 mph, pull nose up as in a loop to vertical and 
hold her there until the airspeed approaches stall. Then apply full rudder 
and fall a\Oay. Your airplane will weather vane around to nose down Vertically. 
Then quickly reduce power and recover to level flight. 
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Conclusion - The high performance and superb handling characteristics of 
the Tiger--make it a fine aircraft for aerobatic flight. The 1 ight control 
pressures also reduce the fatigue factor. However. I am sure some of the 
pro's would have some recommendations if the Tiger was to be used competi
tively' To date, I've only tested the inverted capability in slow rolls Bnd 
sustained inverted flight. Inverted snaps and spins are yet to be explored 
I've already messed up my Tiger by leaking a couple of quarts of oil while on 
my back, .I'll probably modify my lubrication system for inverted flight be
fore pulling many more negative g's. 

I 'Would like to conclude with the keynote "Be Prepared", I should not 
have to emphasize the significance of the red line. All Tiger pilots should 
observe it religiously. Below is a list of "Be Prepared" considerations. 

1. Pilot should be experienced in aerobatics, 
2. Aircraft should have accurate airspeed system. 
3. e.G. should be forward for first flights. 
4. Vacuum office for inverted flight. 
5. Wear chute. 
6. Practice opening canopy in flight to be prepred for 

emergency egress. 
7. Have lots of air beneath you, .... like 7000 ft. 
B. Get off airways to keep it legal. 
9. Clear the area before each maneuver. 

10. WATCH THAT RED LINE. 

Ne"'sletter 1127 - ? /69 

HOW TQ TAXI - So you think this is a pretty silly subject. I assure you 
that you won't think so the first time you notice a gravel dent in the 
leading edge of your nice shiny new propeller. The fact of the matter is 
that practically nobody is using a 63 inch propeller. Mine, for instance, 
is 67 inches long and with a 68 inch pitch, is just perfect for the 0-200-G 
engine. It turns up 2750 max. at 172 indicated. With a standard length 
gear, this puts the prop close enough to the ground to pick up loose gravel 
if you don't use some discretion in ground handling. Of course, it isn't as 
bad as a typical tri~gear airplane, but it will still pick up graveL Here 
are some suggestions which could save your prop. 

L Never apply high pOI-.'er while standing still or moving at low speed 
over gravel. If you have to taxi over loose gravel, get speed up 
before reaching it and either coast over it or hold reduced power. 
Don't stop and proceed slowly thinking this will be easy on the 
prop. 

2. Choose run-up areas carefully, Even pavement usually has some loose 
gravel laying around, so avoid it, Try to find a patch of grass for 
run-ups on unpaved fields. 

3. When stopping for parking, such as at the gas pump, try to avoid 
gravel also. 

If you want to see how a propeller picks up debris, just watch an 
airplane running up over a dusty area. The swirl under the prop picks up 
debris just like a tornado, So, take heed. 
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Newsletter #27 - ?/69 

R_?_l.},3~f1!l:I_~_r~~L-.!212 McKi.~ley S,~~~L",nt~~,~~l.~,1...11inn~"_,_, 55 41~-=-
Back in October, 1964, I rode with Bill Hansen in his (N152A) new Trigear 

Tailwind to Mississippi State University. We spent d week there while Sean 
Roberts ran some tests on the Tailwind. They recommended nylon yarn for 
tufting. The tufts need only be 2\ - 3" long. They should be taped on in a 
staggered pattern -- this reduces the possibility of the slight turbulence of 
one tuft affecting the ones downstream of it. 

On the subject of stall characteristics of the T-I8, I experience a 
left wing heaviness both before and in a stalL The break was pretty 

straight ahead. There .. 'as little or no l,.'arning (buffet) before the 
stall. I tufted and experim,~'nted ,dth stall strips to get more warning before 
the break. I tried to get the wing to stall sooner in the area of the wing 
w"alk so the tail would pick up the buffet for a warning. I got the warning I 
I.'anted, but the whole center \>"1.og broke at the same time. I didn't think 
trading warning for a gentle stall was worth it, so I threw the stall strips 
a'n'ay. 

After re-building my T-18 and re-skinning the whole wing, my T-IS now 
stalls 10 mph (indicated) lower with the same indicator (calibrated) and 
pitot-static. At first, 1 wouldn't believe it, but the ailerons are not as 
responsive as before (in a stall), so it. must be going slower. 

Originally, I flush riveted only the nose ribs and main beam. \4hen I 
re-skinned, 1 used flush rivets back to, but not including, the rear beam. 
Also, originally, I bent the wing skin 1. E. around a radiused piece of 3/4" 
plywood. This required much sweat, 4-letter words (Darn, etc.), and an extra 
Set. of hands. The second time around, I used the method described in News
letter 1123, pg. 8 (1.7 dim). With this method J it can be done alone in ~ the 
time, during a church service. (Amen! Ed). 

I don't think the extra flush rivets did much to reduce the stall speed, 
but I do think I got a better L. E. contour on the airfoil, which might be a 
big factor in the lower stall speed. I am not sure how close the airspeed 
indicator was calibrated before the crash, but it checked out very close 
after. 

It is my personal opinion that. the L. E. contour and uniformity has as 
much to do with stall habits as unwanted wing twist does. A little extra 
attention to these factors should be worthwhile. I have my horizontal tail 
off now to be updated. 

~e",'sletter fi28 - 9/69 

Are flaps worthwhile? Absolutely yes. Not only do full flaps reduce 
stall speed about 5 mph, but they also greatly increase the glide angle. This 
significantly cuts the landing roll and makes getting into small fields much 
casier. If you are in a big hurry to fly. you can skip the flaps and then add 
them later. But I believe it is much easier to install them when building the 
structure, especially the fuselage parts. You'll probably just let them go 
and never get around to installing them. 

Sews letter #29 - 12/69 

TAXI TESTS ON 336 BY DICK WALEN - I have started taxi tests on No. 336 and 
have found that it's about more than I can handle right now. I'm not famil-
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iar with the tailwheel, so I'm checki.ng out on a 125 hp Pacer. When I get 
her up to about 40 to 50 MPH and reduce power, I have fishtail problems, 
I'm just not proficient enough to handle it yet. 

The noise level is surprisingly low, The cockpit is fitted with styro
foam 1" all around, with rolled and pleated upholstering. With the styrofoam 
filling the cavity hetl.'een the angles I the upholstery is flush from the seats 
to the firewall. Here is some data on construction and equipment: 3 years, 2 
months to build; $5000 total investment; 0-290-D2, zero time certified engine; 
full IFR instruments; Alfa 200 Genave RadiO; Prop from a 180 Cherokee, adtlpted 
to fit extension, 68" dia .• 70" pitch; ... 'eight - 950 lbs. Engine "'ill turn 2200 
static, 29" HP, with the tail tied down. 

Newsletter #29 - 12/69 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The foregoing comments about Dick! s t.axi tests are not sur
prIsing for two reasons. First, the difficulty in maintaining directional 
control, when the throttle is cut under 40 mph is t.~ypical. It is the only 
time a T-18 could be said to be even slightly hard to handle. Second, all his 
experience has he en in mosegear airplanes. For this reason, I reconunend that 
he find an experienced tail gear pilot to make the test flight. For making a 
first test flight in a new airplane, it isn't good enough tv just be able to 
handle an airplane. The pilot should be able t.o handle all t.he unexpected 
things which can occur without worrying about normal control of the aircraft. 

Newsletter #35 - 3/72 

MANEUVERING SPEED L. D. Sunderland Don Carter finally got 
approved for instrument flying. He needed to know the maneuvering 
the T-18. John says it is 172 mph, with 1500 Ibs. gross weight. 
speed where you can't exceed 6g. cr, max is 1. 48. 

Newsletter #38 - 2/73 

his T-18 
speed for 
It is the 

~l?EED INFO - B. C. ROEMER, Manitowish Wa~!.~"L,Wi~2454:2.. \.-i'e flew without 
pants at 3500 feet wide open down a road, noted RPM and air speed, landed, put 
on pants and re-flew the same area. We gained about 4 mph and around 25 to 35 
rpm. Tested the same as above with and without gear fairings and gained 10 
mph and around 100 rpm. Very surprising. 

Newsletter #42 - 4/75 

John Thorp has performed a stress analysis on the T-18C wing, using 1500 
Ibs. as the design gross Io.'eight. The wing was designed for the same design 
load factors (6 and 9 g's pas) as t.he standard wing, but I am not advertising 
it as aerobatic. Due to uncontrolled factors, such as workmanship and sub
stitution of materials, it is up to the individual builder if he elects to 
verify a safe operating envelope through static loading tests on the ground. 
The T-18 is such a clean airplane that it is easy for an inexperienced pilot 
to build up excessive speed in aerobatic maneuvers. For this reason, John is 
not pushing it for aerobatics. You will see why in a subsequent article. 

Newsletter #46 - 5/79 

AEROBATICS IN A 1-18: Before you go out and do aerobatics in your T-18, 
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consider this point: A 6 G capability is ordinarily considered as the MINnnm 
in strength capability for doing aerobatics., .safely. Had you ever wolliiered 
"hy truly aerobatic airplanes can take ~~,,?~? If your T-18 weighs over 
8501! empty, do you know how Illuch fuel and pilot weight can be added before 
your G tolerance becomes LESS than the 6 G Minimum? Do you KNOW how many 
G's your engine mount can take safely? And how about your propblades? Are 
you a smooth, competent aerobatic pilot? Are you REALLY competent to do 
aerobatics in a very clean and responsive airplane? Or has your experience 
been in slow, high drag airplanes, like a Citabria? Are you aware of the 
possible consequences if you excee? V~e if you fell out of a 'busted' ma
neuver? Have you considered the effec-t~ of G's on your gyro instrwnents? Do 
you think you could open the canopy at 200+ MPH? Inverted? After you've 
considered all these poipts 1 what do you think about the logic of flying 
your beautiful T-18 into a nearby airport where there is no FEO with a 2 
place Pitts for rent to those wishing to stretch their neck a little? 

A smoothly done barrel roll ~"?'£!!I..~,,lli isn't considered an acrobatic maneuver 
(from a practical standpoint only). but letting the nose down while inverted 
could result (and already has) in excessive airspeed on pull out and G's 
sufficient to bend the main wing beam. Let's not clutter up the landscape 
with pieces of smashed tin and bloody hunks of meat. It makes the environ
mentalists furious> 

Sewsletter 1/49 - 12/79 

}lO¥E ON FLAPS - I had a couple of letters for builders that expressed some 
anxi;ty--.sbout a combination of a balked landing and an electrical failure 
(thus preventing flap retraction of the go around). To put it very simply, 
there is no problem at alL With flaps fully extended, the airplane suffers 
no great drag penalty. It will accelerate smartly and climb right on out at 
a healthy rate. 

wilen checking someone out in my airplane, I always have them fly several 
practice approaches down to flare height and then take a wave off and we never 
touch t.he flaps until we have a least a couple hund,red feet of altitude and 
100-110 mph. It flies so \<"ell with flaps down that it might be easy to forget 
them. There is little pitch or trim change on extension or retraction of 
flaps, another feature that makes the T-18 a super-sweet airplane to fly. 
You've seen the TV commercial that says, "Thank you, Paine-Webber"? Well, 
every time I fly my T-18 I always say, "Thank you, John Thorp, for giving us 
the finest airplane flying today!" 

£,!::}GHI" TEqfNIQ!-JES: First of all, I k'ould rec'ommend using full flaps for land
ings in ~l conditions. We have always used full flaps for all landings in 
airline work and the very same reasons hold true for the T-18. Like ,the jets, 
the 1'-18 has a relatively high span loading. As the angle of attack is 
increased, the wing tip lift loss increases drastically'. The shorter the 
span, the higher the span loading and ~rcentag;;;:wise the- greater lift loss. 
In the high angle of attack position on a typical final approach with no 
flaps, it's analogous to having a giant pair of scissors clip off most of 
your outer wing panels. Thus the "remaining" wing has to "work" much harder. 
The only way the wing can compensate for the loss is to go faster or go to a 
higher angle of attack. If the angle of attack is already close to the stall
ing angle that door may be nearly closed. If the wind cannot compensate for 
the loss of lift via wing tip vortex, the result is an excessively high sink 
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rate. If flare height is approached in a super high sink rate condition, it 
might take full power to acheive an adequate flare cushion. 

I've seen some low time pilots "dragging" in the T-18 at a very flat 
angle, nose high, carrying consIderable power, and not using their flaps. 
This is a dangerous practice ~ Anytime you crown your normal safety margi.n 
as a standard practice, you are inviting big trouble> Sooner or later it'll 
bite you. 

The real purpose of flaps is to allow one to make safe, steep approaches 
over obstacles without picking up excessive speed. This translates to a 10\-"er 
angle of attack, much better visibility over the nose, less sink rate (per 
minute), and better speed margin over stall, and a sli.ghlly 101,.,'er st.all speed 
by virtue of flap extension. 

Many T-18's have little or no pre-stall buffet warning, so it makes 
sense to maintain an adequate speed margin above stall. Approaching in 
turbulent or gusty conditions, you should tack on just a little bit more. 
Standard practice is to add the minimum of 30% of stall. speed for approach> 

For the low time pilot, or a pilot just barely tail-wheel qualified, 
I'd suggest you use full flaps on approach at 90-100 mph lAS (after you have 
flown several practice approaches at a safe, higher altitude and have verified 
that 90-100 mph IAS gives you a 30% to 40% margin above stall \<:ithout flaps) > 
I would also recommend making 2 or 3 practice approaches to flareheight (2-
3 feet) wi.thout landing. Your first few landings might better be wheel land
ings. A wheel landing buys you a few extra seconds to ~9"Y"~ lower the 
tail and maintain directional control. 

Most pilots that are new to tail wheel flying get into trouble direction
ally, because they either aren't aware of directional divergence of the nose, 
or they wait too long before doing anything about it. They allow the nose to 
move too far directionally without correction and then they usually oveE..:::. 
control badly, holding opposite rudder too long and this allows the airplane 
todi"verge strongly in the other direction. By this time the new t..k'. pilot 
is out of phase with things and is falling farther and farther behind direc
tional control. All this time the airplane's speed is decayi.ng at a progres
sively faster rate and this in turn is affecting rudder response. 

I feel the REAL value of taxi testing a ne\,' airplane is that it allows 
the pilot to become familiar .... ith directional control requirements at con
stantly changing speeds. Obviously, it is also of value in checking gear 
alignment. I think most experienced T-18 pilots will agree that the new pilot 
should not get up to 50-60 mph and suddenly yank off power. This puts you in 
the wor;t possible situation, because of the rapid rate of speed decay and 
rapid change in rudder response. It makes a lot more sense to .&.radu~ in
crease taxi speed in 5 mph increments, zradually, reducing po\<'<er to idle. 40 
to 50 mph should be the absolute top limit of taxi speed. Don't advance your 
taxi speed bracket until you are truly competent to go a bit faster. Don't 
llse brakes for this practice unless it's really a necessity. Consider taking 
3. t.w. qualified instructor along with you on some of your taxi runs and let 
him critique your proficiency. It's perfectly legal to do so. It's legal 
to even take him along on flights, if he is a bonafide crew member. 

One other bit of advice to the new T-I8 pilot: Don't flare the airplane 
Llntil you are within a couple of feet of the runway. We've had several 
"incidents" and accidents that began with a too high flare. Most T-18' s 
"ill pitch the nose down briskly at stall. Even at 10 mph above stall the 
stabilator begins to loose power to raise the nose (without power) at the 
"ame time the very high sink begins. If this high sink is allowed to start 
md the nose is falling thru rapidly at the same time, a hard bounce, or 
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series of bounces, leads to big problems. If you make your flare and aren't 
on the ground in a second or t....,o, play it safe and go around. 

That's the reason that I favor a wheel landing atti~ude for new pilots 
and still another reason for using full flaps. VisThiri"tyis much better) 
along with better judgment of flare altitude. A slight ricochet from a 
wheel landing doesn't put one in a hazardous recovery situation, In case 
of doubt - punt - go around! 

I've used the term "tail wheel qualified", In essence, this really 
means "competent to control the airplane in crosswinds or other directional 
divergence conditions". Be certain that you can control (any) tail wheel air
plane in cross' •• inds clear do ... :n to zero mph. 

Don't feel that I am "talking down!! to any of you with the above advice 
just because I've been flying almost 50 years. I'm not. It's just that ~ 
tail \o,'heel airplane is a different kind of critter) and when you give them 
cause to bite you, they'11 just do it quicker in a small, quick coupled, and 
responsive airplane like the T-IS. 

I did a little instructing of a friend of mine on an American Yankee last 
year. I had never flown one before and was surprised to find that control 
response and sink rate characteristics were quite similar to the T-IB. A 
couple or three hours of takeoffs and landings in one might be a good way to 
warm up for 1-18 flying. 

In 48 years of flying, I had never accidentally ground looped an airplane 
until last spring in my T-1B. I had a 20 mph crosswind 90° to my right to my 
direction of movement. I \0,'38 taxiing on 3 parallel taxi strip at about 5-10 
mph, when my right shoe got caught under the top flange of the rudder/brake 
pedal. In the secoud or so that it took me to get my shoe out from under, it 
had weather-cocked into the .... ind and there was simply no stopping it, even at 
that low speed. I was amazed at how fast it went around. If I had been going 
5 mph faster, I'm pretty sure it would have scraped the wing. 

"WE NEVE~ GET TOO OLD TO LEARN" DEPARUIENT 

Recently, I was demonstrating my T-lS to a new builder and on landing 
roll out, he commented what great rudder control it had. I enthUsiastically 
agreed and vigorously ya\o,'ed it back and forth at 15-20 mph to demonstrate. 
After 3 or 4 of these, it surprised me and took off for the boonies and de
spite full right rudder and brake (?), I couldn't stop it, It didn't go all 
thf:' way around, due to our 10\0,' speed, but it got my attention, as I could have 
dinged it some if there had been a runway light there. 

I later simulated this in an open area and sure enough, it did it again. 
I first suspected my Maule tall wheel had sheared the locking pin (as Dan 
Dadash's T-IS had done when r ....,as riding with him once. He came very close 
to losing it then). The Haule checked out. 

I had first thought I'd lost my right brake, but what I found was that it 
was very nf:'arly impossible to suddenly get any brake application with full 
right rudder ap?lied. It has been known for years that the brake pedal will 
hit the tank cradle under those conditions and can be corrected by notching 
the ri.ght brake pedal. Let me ~tro:::g"~'y recommend you do this, even if you 
move rudder pedals back an inch or more! When taxiing in close quarters., to 
make a sharp right turn, I've always had to apply a little left rudder in 
order to get the right pedal back far enough to use !2:.Ki!! brake-:Needless to 
say, my right brake pedal now is notched. NOW, before you say to yourself, 
"I'll just move the tank cradle," take note that it affects the channel over 
the top of the tank, the skin it attaches to, etc. Don't do it. The notched 
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rudder pedal isn't unsightly and it gives plenty of room for even a big foot 
like mine. 

Incidentally, Dan Dudash was so upset at the Haule that he took it off 
and replaced it with a non-full swiveling Lang. It takes a little more plan
ning to maneuver in close quarters and to push in and out of the hangar, but 
he feels it's worth the extra peace of mind. The Scott seems to be the best 
and perhaps the extra cost is justified. 

One other very important item: Ta~l Wh~~1_Steer1n~ Springs: 
Use £E!-]..1 the so-called compression springs! These are Q9~~l! action and have 
one inside the other, acting like a solid link when stretched so far. 

On my recent trip to Chino, I let Francis Richardson fly the leg into 
Pecos) Texas) where the wind was west at 30K. we landed on the West runway 
no sweat, but when he turned up the North runway to get to the gas pit, he 
couldn't hold it and it would weather-cock into the ..... ·ind and go on around in 
a super low speed ground loop, This took place 6 times before we got to the 
gas pit. The culprit was the single action tail \o,'heel springs. They had 
stretched and had caused my problem the week before. 

I had an extra set of double action springs \o,'ith me, so we pushed it be
hind a hangar out of the wind and changed them. Boy, what a difference! When 
I taxi.ed out to the runway, I had perfect rudder control and never had to even 
touch the downwind brake, even with that 30K cross ..... 'ind. 

I talked to several T-IS owners about this at Chino and found they had 
all changed over for similar reasons, so) amigos, if you have single action 
springs, throw them away and write Ken Knowles for a set of compression 
springs. 

Newsletter #50 - 4/80 

Not many airplanes have encountered thi.s problem, but please note that 
the two conditions necessary to overpower the horizontal tail are a nearly 
full forward CG and excess air speed. I've kno\o,'n of one T-IS builder that 
always kept a 7511 tool box in his baggage compartment, primarily because of 
the fon;ard CG he had as a result of the heavy CIS prop he had and a battery 
located under the seat, 

It should be emphasized that every airplane is different and just because 
you have a GPU and wood prop doesn! t automaticall v guarantee that there won't 
be such a problem arise. Check it out at altitude several times, verifying 
the speed. 

From GLE.NN YOUNG - The only bad habit that \o,'e have found with the Thorp 
is, that when flying solo, the CG is more forward than w'ith tlo.'O persons. It 
is within limits, but-rt causes a pitch forward and a buffet on the elevator 
"'hen two notches of flaps are extended above 80-S5 indicated. Below this 
speed, the buffet disappears. A call to ~Jo~T'ii.orp on "IJiISconfirmed that 
)thers have had this same problem when the CG is fa (Io,'ard< John assured me 
that thi.s would probably disappear when I put t\o,'O persons in it. With two 
3board, there is no buffet below 100 indicated. Both Ethel and I usually use 
1 notch of flaps when flying solo. as there is no buffet or pitch down in 
that configuration. 
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Nel,,'sletter j.l51 -7/80 

ANGLE o,f ATTACK" INDICATOR - Glenn and Ethel Young 
--~·"··An-~)~;;gIe"o·fat-t-;Ckindicator can be a very valuable instrument for pre
cisely controlling minimum safe speed on final approach. Several T-18's that 
I've £1o'»n have practically zero stall warning buffet. .. especially if you 
gradLlally "sneak" into one as you mlght on final and were a little careless 
about getting too slow. We have bad a number of incidents and some accidents 
when some of the low time pilots flared too higb or flared too rapidly. Some 
lean too far the other way and come in with much too excess speed and float 
so far do,,-n the runlo'ay that they use up all the run>.'ay and hang their neck 
on hrakes at the last minute. 

S,idl an A of A indicator is also valuable for selecting the proper climb 
angle il~ld for speed control in turns. It might even save your life if YOIl 
had a ;,o.,;er failure and needed to maintain the best L/D without approaching 
an inaj\"ertant stall, whicb is almost 100% fatal at low speed altitude. It 
might .. ell be the best $25 any of us ever spent, especially if your T-18 is 
one of those .. ith zero stall \"arning. I plan to put one on mine) not only 
for be above reasons, but also for what it might teach me in cruising flight. 

If YOIl don't have a copy of the Sept '75 S.A. and can't get one from EAA 
RO, I u;:::derstand John Bergeson will photocopy specific articles for 20e per 
page H,.<s the one who puts out indexes for Sport Aviation and advertises in 
S. A. 

Nel.:sletter ft52 - 10/80 

From E. C. ROf'mer - A lot of the builders probably have the same feelings that 
I had-;:1-eIlbUTCding -- that perhaps I was building an airplane that I couldn't 
handle -- just too much for my experience level and that lId never be able to 
hack it. ~y advice -- forget that line of thought. This doesn't mean to go 
out. to? in, fire up and off you go when it's time. No.1: Have someone ex-

test fly the airplane. Then, get yourself checked out in it befDr;; 
you se_G, I did this and it sure beats the high pucker factor -- wet palm 
route. I-18's are very casy to fly -- ~~~",~~~£.~how. Anything that goes 
200 ~?;i Sl:re is going to fly different than a J3 that goes 80 MPH. And anoth
er thi:1g -- after you had your dual in your T-18 and you make your first solo 
take0ff concentrate on only one thing, -- QYi.I]LtJ!.,~,,:3_,~.?l!.~. aw~y' frc::!! 
!_~~~E __ ~_~t~, pc r~,~::! . Ge t _~.i.!ude ~n~.~,~,_ f ee ~_,_~,~ au ~~1~L~~9,~!:1iY.--E2:t..--=:. 
.L. 0 c f I ~ it e lL,~~oU 1 q.9:~<l.9"~ seta ~~, 0 ff L,,~~A.!:..!LJ2_.~~ ee ~E_iJ;l: and ,J:.::.!!:..din.& 
~g?_~~_".!'Jll i n~u.~s:.!.ea te~._,!'l.~<l~~_s:.~.!:Eol fe~~~~,~!L~E.i_3~!.'?------.Y2.!:! 
slo~:,L--~2£EY,~E...q_~,~J:.!]J-.gJ;;~_t the __ sam~ time; This is nol the place to be 
learnH,g how to fly a T-IB. Try this in the airplane you are used to flying 
and see nm.' yeu like it. Sure, some people may disagree, but it just ain't 
the place to be learning about anything. Add to this the unknown of a new 
machice (and anything can go wrong -- I had the elevator control jam at 20 
feet 0:1 :ake off, because a ,mike fell in betlo'een and blocked it, it was flying 
with cc .. .-er plates off) and y;;u really have to do a lot of sorting out in quick 
Urne to save everything. 

How he:. ~s the T-18 landing'? 

Let's take some cases. Landing normally full stall is no sweat. W!:<eel 
landing are fiD~ -- they burn up a lot more runway and you got to be-more 
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precise as to feeling for the ground or you get bouncing expecially with hard 
tires, but works well when you get it down pat. 

How' about landing with 5~I.11y. on~",.brake? A number of people have done this -
IllOst times there was not a problem. Of course, landing with no brakes will 
use a lot of runway, but should give no unusual problem. 

~bat's the worst condition possible to land a T-18? 

How about one wheel locked dead and one \;'heel zero brake? Want to ride 
through that condition? Firs'iyou' re probably sayir;g-:--"h~wcould that condi
tion ever exist in real life'? Rest assured, it can and did. 

I landed with zero brake on the !Eft and locked brake on the E"i,,&.~ on bare 
blacktop. The result was one worn out tire, a mild ground loop and the tying 
up of the main runway at downtown St. Paul, (a jet port) in Ninnesota. 

Our home port is grass and is not plO\oied for snow. We had ilbout 5" on the 
gcound and normally, this is no problem, however) the snow gets in the drum 
brakes \','1'" have and the water soaked linings give no braking. 

I knew the wheels were full and figured they would freeze in the air. (Tem
perature was below freezing), but they ah'ays broke loose upon landing in the 
past, but not this time. The left wheel broke as expected, but \"as iced up and 
the zero brake. The right never broke and created a nice curved black skid 
::nark unt.il we ground looped. Not Violent, but mild en turns). Thf' wing 
didn't even come up. I had to find some heat to warm up the brake drwn to 
unfreeze it before I could move off the runway. When r did, the locked wheel 
was worn through 3 plys of the 4 ply tire. 

So nO:::.2 __ !:!.£,_,~_"~~,~_o~ __ "af£~",~..1...~L the "hot }and~_.'I=.l8.-.:. 
"[here's not a lot you can do in this situation, except opposite rudder and 
\.;ait for the ride. 

Se .. 'sletter #53 - 4/81 

ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL: EC-l Operating Instructions - During descents to 
t~e traffic-pattern, itis reconunended maintaining the mixture at the leaned 
cruise condition with a gradual. richeoing of the mixture, carrying some pol-'er 
and at a sensible airspeed to maintain the most efficient engine temperatures 
possible. Avoid low power--high speed descents which may cause Slldden cooling, 
severe lead fouling, cracked cylinder beads, and warped exhaust valves. 

Sews letter #54 - 10/81 

:~.SGI,E OF _ATT~~IS.~DICATq.!3.: Thanks aga in, GJ enn and Ethel, for the info. It 1 S 

gceatly appreciated. An Angle of Attack indicator would seem to be a very 
~seful item. There are times when we might ,",'dnt to fly a little slol-'er than 
\'5 + 30% on approach, but with the rather poor pre-stall buffet that most 
I-18's have, most all of us usually pad that figure a little, too. My T-18 
lc.dicates 58-60 at stan with two people and I normally approach at go until 
about 200 ft. and then I may work it back to cross the fence at 80 if I am 
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going into a short field. Incidentally. I feel that to go in and out of aoy 
field It'ss than 2000 ft. I with two people aboard and an average 10 mph .dod is 
using up most of our normal safety reserve (and that's a field with no ob
structions on either end). With 180 hp and a constant speed prop, you might 
safely knock a couple of hundred feet off that figure and the new airfoil 
might trim another hundred more off. In very hot weather, light or no \,lind, 
and a turf field, a 2100 ft. field is my personal minimuJTl, unless it's a case 
of "have to", I'd be interested in hearing how other T-IB owners feel on the 
above. I also wonder how many of you make a practice of using a fOllo.'ard slip 
on approach, with flaps extended? My airplane slips very well ;'>'ith full (30) 
flaps. John Thorp doesn't recommend (or approve) of this, but I've done it 
hundreds of times and some so steep I've had to use full rudder and ~fY air
plane lets me know when I am close to the max control limit. (I'm not advo
cating it for anyone else. Just curious), 
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from DO~_ THO?1S~J.~,_Station AY_/;"~~~~-.l!~1l~_}9039 I fly from a 
?"~~t?E",~,~ and would like to offer my solution to !itort fie.1d lan~.~~. 
I have found a high, slow approach ~it~i1!ll fl~;-ks best for mc. A 
,?q to 95 mph final! decreasing to ,?,O to 85 mph over the fence, seems about 
r-ight.1"he rate of descent is controlled"'" with pO'..'er. At light w'eight, there 
is a little float, at heavy ",'eight almost no float. Three point landings are 
used exclusively. Flaps a~etracted_at touchdown and very little braking 
is needed. -,._._"'--

FLIGHT TIPS - 1 heartily agree with your technique for short field landings. 
Tomy-wayof thinking) that's the only safe way to do it. I've al",'ays been 
opposed to dragging a T-18 (or auy other airplane) in a very flat. glide path. 
first of all, if you have any sort.. of power loss you're in deep, deep trouble. 
Host T-18's have minimal stall warning buffet and flying the airplane close to 
the ground and the stall at the same time ~~...f.orm of",~gambl,~,~J:.:.~,!.~ 
~~~~ __ s~~eg00':~~sin~§.,_~he,J.~~L,,~, hill. With a steep approach, 
you can precisely control your i'irspeed) sink rate, and glide path with a 
degree of accuracy that's simply not attainable with the other method. 

FLAP USE - I give a considerable number of EFRs and if there is anyone thing 
t·hat~common in many private pilots, it is a relu£!...ance, o_r timij~_...Ese 
!,~q1?~' If you will pay close attention to the way highly experienced pilots 
fly an approach, you'll see full flaps extended on all landings and you'll see 
landings w'ith minimum float. \o.ben the pilot ,knows exactly where his aircraft 
will touch down and he has the airplane centerlined on the rum.'ay, he then 
only h,1s t .. 'o simple problems to solve for a safe and smooth landing: I-that al
_~i.~ude ~c: ~S~~I.~~S fla~~how rap",~,~lv to maJ~.~~. If we analyze the dif
ference between a no flap landing and a max flap landing, it's nothi.ng mot:e 
than the time factor. Speed will decay more rapidly with flaps extended, 
h~~~e tJ!e fla!~- must ~e executed in a shorter interval. 

L"'~I?,ING TIPS - When I check a new pilot out on the T-IB, the first thing I 
Sho\·':thelillbefore we even start the engine) is where the horizon is in the 3 
point position (which is fairly close to the stalling angle of the wing). 
On most T-IB's it will be pretty close to the front and top of the nose cowl. 
I point out that if they don't quite raise the nose that high on landings, 
that they won't drop it in and 95% of their landings will be good ones, and 
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at the most they might get a little skip. I 
the mains first roll, to bring the stick all 
record that horizon position in their minds 
safe climb angle for takeoffs and waveoffs. 
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go on to say that as one feels 
the '..'ay back. I also have them 
for use as a quick guide for a 

I'll also pass on a little tip I used to use on pilots that seem to have a 
problem in focusing their eyes the proper distance ahead of the ship (which 
Usually is the primary reason he'll flare too high). On takeoffs) I try to 
get them to notice how far ahead that marks on the rum,'ay, or blades of grass, 
~t~p blur~i:E..g from our speed and come into sharp focus and I try to get them 
to zero in on this at what they think is 2 .or 3 ft of altitude. I also usu
ally have them fly 6 or 7 approaches down ~tOTIe;t "'"ithout landing and then 
fly most of the '>.'ay down the runway at that altitude before climbing ouL 
The T-18 would ~~ be flared above that altitude and if you will take care 
to do these things when you first fly your airplane (including the series of 
approaches without landing), you shouldn't get into trouble. Until you get 
very used to the airplane and get a bounce' of a couple of feet or more, don't 
hesitate and try to save it, get full power "in a~,2"~&9~~9"':::~~E~_,9.~_~~",,,~&ain. 
This time try to improve your airspeed control on final and concentrate on 
your flare height and Fate. 

QTHER IlRSI_-.f.LIGHT"",TIPS: At any time you do any fast taxiing E!: ~!JEo]utely 
sure THAT BOTH YOU A.h,'D THE AIRPLANE ARE READY TO FLY AROllJ';'D THE FIELD! I 
know o£t:hreeac-cidents and one hair-raising ind.dent-thath".;;ppen,-ed"-v"hen the 
airplane got airborne when the pilot was not expecting it and when insuffi
cient runway length remained for landing and stopping. In one of these cases 
the airplane ran out of gas just as it was crossing the field boundary on 
takeoff, causing major damage to the airplane. The pilot said his throttle 
stuck open and it rattled him so that he forgot the sl-:itch and mixture. A 
couple of years back, a T-I8 pilot found himself ]0 ft. high, the airspeed in
dicator not hooked up, the stick only stuck in the socket and he had drifted 
off the runway to the side.. AND it looked like he didn't have enough run ... 'ay 
left to get back on and stopped!!! Guess he had no choice but to try, and 
somehow or other he did get back on and stopped, altho' i.t ended up in a hair
raising, tire-screeching ground loop out in the grass at the end and nothing 
got bent except his ego. 

TAXI EXERCISES: I have mixed feelings about the worth of doing high speed 
tax{ runs, and most of those feelings are negative. If t.he pilot is not CUR
~ENTLY a PROFICIENT tail dragger pilot, he should make every effort to put-rn 
3o--:r-z;-hou-rs-~inimum of takeoffs and landings (not touch and gO wheel land
ings). The T-IS is quick on the rudder and that takes a little getting used 
to. If you have only flown tri-gears, it might take a lot of getting used to. 
One thing I al;.,'ays advocate ANY new T-18 pilot to do is to get on a wide, 
unused runway or taxi strip and starting out at VERY slow speed (5 mph) ma~e 
EI_ecision taxi turns of say 30° on each side of the center line. Do this up-=
wind, downwind, crosswind for perhaps a half hour ... at least until you are 
truly profici~nt with stopping the turn ~)(ACTLY the same amount on each side 
of center. I have not.iced new T-18 pilots doing this I.'ith me while riding 
shotgun with them: they inevitably sight the turn to the right, only going 
about 20°. I found out the reason was that they were using the spinner to 
sight the turn, not an invisible sighting line parallel to t.he CIL of the air
plane. When I stuck a piece of tape on the nose cowl di rectly in front of 
them aod had them use that for their front'gunsight, that ended that problem. 
As you become proficient doing this at 5 mph, you can gradually increase your 
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lax i speerJ 
25-30 mph, 
1 i ne to 

in 5 mph increments, but 3$ your speed increases to a maximum of 
it is advisFlble t.o cut down the angular deviations from the cent.er 

no more Ulan 10° ,It t.he high speed end. \>/hile this exercise 
using no brakes! you certainly should have your foot in such a 

position that you cal'l~'inunediately use brake if the occasion demands it. 
is best 

T-18 TAKEOFFS: The T-18 has a mark(>d tendency to turn left as the tail comes 
----··00 'f/O~-(Tile to P effect.. This usually starts the pilot t.o overcont.rol1iog 

rudder and getting one oscillation, out of phase with the nose swinging. 
Fortunat.ely, the airplane is ready to fly at this time before the pilot embar
rasses bimself too badly. The airplane is accelerating so rapi.dly and the 
rudder is hecoming so sensitive with full power slipstream, that there is a 
very natunl tendency to overcontrol au the rudder and even experienced T-I8 
pilots will also do it. if they haven!t flown a T-I8 for awhile. 

The cure for all this is simple: J.(~,~.,~'!:~5,,~,.~U'y_,,2i.,:tJ!,! .. _~Jl~~p_?5~nJ:_,J?~i!.ion 
unless you are very heavy and on a very short runway. In my airplane) flying 
solo, I caolt tell the difference in the length of the takeoff roll. On a 
very hot day and with a load, I have found that if I raise the tailwheel no 
more than an inch or so after I am about. 3 seconds into the takeoff roll, that 
takeoff roll dist.ance anJ acceleration after lift off is about optimum. In 
this way I can take full advantage of the available tail "'heel steering, "'hich 
is much less sensitive than the rudder alone. 

If you are inclined to be offended by such elementary advice as above, it 
isn't intended to offend. While buildi.ng one's own airplane is a not.eworthy 
accomp1ishment, it's wise to be aware that our ability to properly and safely 
fly our creation is completely UNrelated to the building process and the first 
fli.ght should be approached wit-II- an attitude of humility. Tempering that at
titude with a little bit of knowledge coming from practical experience will 
help to reduce the number of su.l"pr:ises. 
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rlORE ON FLUTTER: Thanks agi1in) Bob, for all your words of ,,"lsdom on the 
flutter speecP's fixed relat.ionship to the TRUE AIRSPEED. I sincerely hope 
one and all cleady understand the inherent "dan-ger-as-sociated with foolishly 
pushing the airplane's speed up to or beyond ",hat is known to 'be safe. The 
T-18's speed and control response makes it an exhilerating airplane to fly 
and in some people, this also generates an overwhelming surge of "Look at me, 
110m-His",.. the _show-oLf __ ~£K~ .. L"to be_p'~ain abo::~~. ~jost of us can resist 
that. urge at low altitude, but be alert about VNE at altitude. Don't ever 
assume you could react fast enough to stop flutter after it began. You can't. 
I interviewed two eyewitnesses within 15 minutes after they saw t.he start of 
the tail flutter until the airplane self-destructed in mid-air and ~,!?.oth 
agreed the tot~l tilllE_,_~ntervaJ~ons;iderabJ.LLESS than 2 sec?.E.,~I.§..l 

If you donlt have an OAT gauge in your airplane, perhaps you ought to sit do"m 
and figure hOI·,' much less your airspeed indi.cator will read for each t.housand 
feet of altitude you go up and m;,ke a little chart to keep in the 
and refer to. YO\! can use standard t.emp dropoff 

Right no\.-,', you should also be asking yourself .';ri;;;;:;:;~~f~'io-"ii;i,a\'~;i~;~~t-=1~;t 
S:~~,~.,airspeed_,l0.?????" That's a pretty good 
how accurate your airspeed is. Right? 
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OILJRE?SURE - Some GPU engines will provide too Iowa value of oil pressure 
;:;-\;t~n' "-i"hol"lgh a 11 bearings, etc. , are within tolerance. This is probably 
beu:;s0 the pressure relief mechanism is set too low, This ca!~not be correct
<'<1 by l'I:placing the spring wit.h a st.ronger one. The problf'm-Cies in the cage 
that the pressure relief ball sets in. In some of these cages, the holes are 
larger than standard for aircraft. Remove the cage and replace it and the 
pressure should fall in the correct range. 
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H(?!EBL,~ LT HAINTE};ANCE - Now tha t you've got your homebuil t a 1. rcra ft flying 
a-ft~er-- those-- seemingly endless months of t.oil and sacrifice, you can finally 
rel.3.X and enjoy flying again on all those nice sunny days, instead of being 
cooped up in the workshOp. Also, you can do some of those odd jobs around 
tLe house y,'hich you've been promising your y,'ife you'd do "just as soon as r 
get 'ex flying". Wow, what a great feelingl You can even take a little 
snooze after supper without feeling guilty. No longer do you go to work 
the Gext day with zinc chromate stains on your hands, cut fingers, or burns 
fre)::!! a hot welding rod. Yep, you can just fly to your heart's content Or 
until the gas bill gets too big. 

And just think how much money you are going to save on maintenance and 
aEDual inspections. Isn't it silly all the rules the FAA has about mainten
Elnce on type certificated airplanes? Sure hope they don't get any i.dea 
like that about hornebuilts. That would be ridiculous, since anyone who can 
huild an entire airplane can surely keep it running. Besides, you are 
going to stay on the safe side and check it over good once in a while. 

Up t.o this point, the picture is all rOses, but it is all too easy to 
let human nature take over and give that ball-of-fire homebuilder a case of 
the "put offs," Since there is no absolute deadline on maintenance, it is 
casy to just relax and enjoy life and wait a little longer to do that 
prevent-at.ive maintenance. 

The disciplines and skills learned by the homebuilder are not neces
si1.rily those reqUired by a good aircraft mechanic. Before a person can make 
a part from new materials, he is forced to learn how to gO about it, otherwise 
he ;,'111 end up with scrap. Building an airplane is thus a mandatory learning 
process for the novice. He has nothing to lose but his time and money if he 
goofs -- and even that is a very effective learning process. Maintenance, 
bo'~'ever, is another story. There is considerably more at stake than time 
and money if maintenance is not performed until it is forced upon us by a 
fai hire of some part. Nuch as we dislike being policed by the FAA, that is 
really the reason for all the emphasis on maintenance and inspections. 

Current.ly, all preventative and actual maintenance on homebuilt aircraft 
caD be performed by the owner ~ith an annual re-certification inspection 
pf'dormed by the FAA at least once a year. Our FAA office does a good job 
on these inspections, but they emphasize that they are not. meant to be a 
sub~;tit.ute for good periodic inspections. Just what should periodic inspec
tions consist of and how oft.en should they be made? This is where the average 
homebuilder should resume the learning process. To know when and what to do 
he should, by all means, study a book such as one which is intended to 
peepelre a person for the A&P mechanics test. An example is the Zweng manual 
on this subject. If you can't ans\<.'er the sample questions that apply to your 
lype of airplane, then you should do some studying. 
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Regarding inspections, the homebuilder should discipline himself to stick 
to a rigid, preplanned program. EM chapters can help by devising such a 
program and take positive action to see that it is enforced. For insurance, 
ask each aircraft owner to voluntarily submit his log books to a designated 
chapter represent.at.ive once per year and thus show evidence that inspections 
are being performed. 

Here are a few suggestions which might be of help in establishing your 
maintenance program: 

1. Enter all maintenance actions in a log book, 
2, DUring the first 25 hours) remOve all cowling every 5 hours and 

thoroughly inspect the powerplant. If your co .... ,ling can't easily be 
removed this often, including the nosepiece, without removing the 
propeller, then it isn't designed right. 

3. Every 25 hOUrs thereafter, remove cowling, wash down compartment, 
and inspect engine mount for cracks, baffles, exhaust system, tight 
ness of fittings and nuts, jugs, and check oil screen for met.al 
particles. 

4, Repack wheels every 100 hours and check plugs and points. 
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\ALVE PROBLEM - If you haven't had a stuck valve on takeoff, you really 
haven't fiVed, This happened to me during climb out recently. FortunatelY, I 
\"as at 600 it. altitude and about at the end of the runway. I was able to 
just make it. back and land across the other runway, with only minor damage 
,,'hen I ran through the snow at the edge of the runway, Inspection of the 
engi.ne revealed nothing wrong, except that a piece of carbon had gott.en uoder 
an exhaust valve. This kept the valve from seating properly, and, with no 
heat sink for cooling, the valve got overheated and expanded in the guide. 
Even though the valve stem to guide clearance was ~dthin t.olerances, the valve 
stuck open. This not. only caused a power loss, due to one less cylinder, but 
it also caused severe backfiring. This must happen when burning exhaust gas 
from the other cylinder is sucked in through the open exhaust valve at the 
same time the intake valve is open. Believe it Or not, this makes a very 
noisy glider out of an airplane. John tells me that Bill Warwick had a 
similar close call when his 180 Lycomiing po\,'ered T-18 injested a nut from the 
induction system and this got lodged, jamming a valve open. 
Changing Spark Plugs - John Thorp says that it is very common for carbon to 
get lodged under a valve when spark plugs are changed, Removal of the top 
plug can break loose chips of carbon, which fall down past the valves. If a 
valve is open slightly, the chips will collect around the seat and \"hen the 
valve closes, it will smash and sometimes stick fast. Since the valve can't 
touch the seat, it becomes very hot and may either stick or start. to burn. 
John said this happened to him on three different types of engines, until he 
figured out what was causing it. He thinks that 90% of the pitting of both 
exhaust and intake valves is caused by this. 

First, he removes the bott.om plugs. Then, before removi.ng each top plug, 
he brings the piston up on compression, thus insuring that. the valves are 
closed. For added safety, blow ai r through both spark plug holes. John 
says he has never had any burnt valves over the years si.nce he began following 
this procedure. He has \"rit.ten to both Lycoming and Continental to bring this 
situation to their attention. I don't know whether my valve problem was 
caused by changing plugs since I haven't had them out top recently, but YOll 

can be sure that I will remove the bottom plugs first now that I'm aware of 
this situation. 
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\{HAT RPH--.!.~.RED tINE? John Thorp tells an interesting story about how the 
2600 rpm red lille got established for light aircraft. After WW II, an SAE 
committee meeting was called to set standards for engines aod propellers for 
1 [ght aircraft. Representatives from the various air frHme, engine and 
propeller manufactUring companies were present, including John Thorp and Fred 
Weik, Hr, Weik stated that it looked like t.he propellers in post war 
airplanes l.'ou1d be in the 72 to 78 inch length range and that for the wooden 
props then in use, 2600 rpm would be a good maximum. So, since that time most 
of the airplane manufacturers have specified 2600 rpm as the maximum. But 
this is not necessarily hard and fast limit, based upon engine or propeller 
design considerations. 

The Hughes helicopter uses an 0-360 Lycoming engine, which cruises at 
2950 rpm. John was involved in its design. The only problem which arose was 
that the valve mechanism had a shorter life, so they had specially hardened 
cam shafts and lifters installed. John thinks the 0-290 series engines can be 
turned at cruise speeds up to 2800 rpm without adverse effects. 

You have heard that propeller tip speeds cannot exceed the speed of sound 
and that this limits maximum rpm. The speed of sound at sea level is 1100 
feet per second, but you shouldn't attain tip speeds this high. A wooden 
propeller turning 3100 rpm has a tip speed of 1000 fps. The best maximum tip 
speed depends somewhat on blade pitch. So, for T-18 length propellers you can 
cruise at up to 2800 rpm. 

How do you determine the 75% power point for your airplane? Power varies 
roughly as the cube root of rpm. So, to determine the 75% power point, first 
determine the maximum level flight rpm for a given temperature and altitude. 
Your engine is delivering its maximum horsepower for that set of conditions, 
but you don't know what it is (or don't need to know). Now, reduce rpm by 10% 
and you are obtaining 75% of the original maximum power. If you assume a 
maximum of 2900, the 75% point is 2610 rpm. 
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COWLING - Be sure to have enough outlet area for best climb speed. Since the 
bestc?fimb for the T-18 is greater than 100 mph, an ejector type cooling system 
wi 11 give no advantages and is more complex. (At 100 mph at sea level the ram 
air provides about 5" of pressure.) 
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MANDATORY BULLETIN - If YOll sell your T-1B, give the owner the plans and 
notify John Thorp of the change of ownership. ~~y is this so important? We 
very nearly had a serious accident in a case where a T-18 was sold, but the 
new owner did not get the plans and knew nothing of the tail modification, One 
tail tab became fatigued at the root rib attachment rivets and the rib became 
detached in flight. The tab fluttered at 155 mph, but the pilot got down 
safely. He knew nothing of the tail mod because he didn't get the plans or 
T-18 Newsletters. The purchase of a set of plans licenses the owner to build 
one T-18, so, legally, you can't keep the plans and build a second one anyway. 
And since an owner of a homebui1t needs the plans to make repairs, they should 
form a permanent part of the aircraft records. 
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TAIL'I.'HEEL STEER"ING SPRINGS During the first ]50 hours on my T-18, the 
springs on the ~ilgearbecame uncoupled at least a half dozen times. I 
tried several different weight springs and bent the ends in more, but still 
they became unhooked. I finally found a fix that really works, and makes 
ground handling much easier. I simply restricted the amount. of stretch of 
each spring with an extension of the connecting chain. New chains were made 
about 6" longer than normal. The first link of a chain was hooked to one 
end of a spring in a link) I>'hich permits the spring to stretch about an inch 
before taking up the slack in the chain. The chain then continues on to be 
hooked to rudder horn. Since making this change, I have never had an 
unhooked spring. and direct iona I control is much improved. This, along wi th 
the longer, softer main gear legs) has really made a world of difference in 
my T-IB. 1 strongly recommend both. 

(Host people refuse to take my advice. You really should try it!) 
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The steel tail gear makes all the difference in the world, I have flol>'n 
Fred Kracht.'s Thorp CF-YEI a lot and early on we had the alwllinurn tail spring" 
on it. When I got my stee lone made up! we got two and changed Fred's as 
well. That aluminum one should be banned. 
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There have been a lot of changes that have taken place since the T-18 
design left the runway in 1962. In the intervening 16 years, the airplane 
has gradually evolved into a rugged, reliable, high speed vehicle, with a 
capability that equals or exceeds the finest, most sophisticated factory 
builts 1 costing many times more. About 250 have been built to date, with at 
least that many more somewhere in the construction process. Mandatory 
changes and "ADS" are remarkably few, certainly a tribute to the design 
expertise of J01m THORP. Hany of these airplanes are approaching the 2000 
hour mark and several are ... 'el1 past that figure. Some of these "high timers" 
have done most of their flying from rough, unimproved landing areas, which 
is even more evidence of design excellence. Surely an ~g.8:re&?:,~~~otal of 
100~O flight hours would be on the conservative side. Even the accidents 
have shown the T-IB to be very "survivable", as long as it isn't a stall/spin 
situation. 

The rugged "A" frame landing gear 
from the seat back forward, are mainly 
cupants from serious, or fatal injury. 
fuselage in that area is also a potent 
have discovered in Ag aircraft accidents. 

and heavy members and attach beams 
responsible for protect] ng the oc

The outward curving shape of the 
safety factor, as crash researchers 

With the gear acting as a "pylon", with the engine hanging from one 
side and the rest of the structure from the other, very high G forces on 
the airframe are greatly softened and slowed uP. thus allowing E..radual de
formation of the structure, the key to survival of high G impact. The A 
frame gear's ability to soak up huge amounts of energy before failure also 
validates its unique role as an effective barrier to prevent the engine 
from smashing thru the firewall and crushing the cockpi t occupants. I know 
of no other single engine design that has this very valuable safety feature. 
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rogr,1phic oil analysis run 
engine revealed three broken 

the Avia t ion Hagazines. Sounds 

OIL SEAL RET.;'d:tE~"S - If you v.'ant to buy some real cheap insurance) just add " 
retaTrle;----tO" your -crankshaft oil seal. Severdl T-18 Q\.mers have had pl"oblems 
I-"lth blol-"n-oul oil seals. You will recall Lyle Fleming's forced landing in 
the middle of nowhere and Hi"ll War\r.'ick had tl';O blo'dl seals before he dis
coyet'ed a \'asher instillJed wrong in the breather. Lycoming no,,' uses as stan
dard eq\Jlpment, on all englnes, a split retainer ring, which attaches to the 
fro:lt flar:ge on the crankcase lvilh four number 8 screws. It would be very 
easy t.o maKe such a retai.ner if you can't locate one. I strongly recommend 
that one be installed on all Lycoming engines. The flange on the 0-290-G 
case isn' L any too wide, but there is ample material to drill and tap for 
four number 6 screws, 
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~L·\I,,~;TE~I;A.\C.E TIP 1. For 180 hours, I've been plagued by a problem which I've 
nnilTT~;--solved: When at full throttle, occaSionally the engine would give 
a little jerk like it missed once, Thought it had to be carb j but it was 
b,ld mag, Hooray! 
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?1"ever remove top spark plugs, unlrss the piston LS at top dead center, on 
the compression stroke. Cracked 100se c,3rbon may otherwise get under a valve 
sedt., later burn itself fast and bye-bye valve. This advice was learned the 
hard I<'ay, through experience) so take all of it seriously. 
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<2.~l~~wnpti.9E. is a very important trend to monitor in an engine. The 
operator and maintenance people should knoloo' the general history of oil con
sumpt.ion during the life of the engine. It is typical of an engine during 
scating of new piston rings that oil conswnption may be erratic or high, but 
;lfter the rings are seated, generally ;.;ithin 'the first 25 to 50 hours, oil 
consumption should level off below the maximum limits established by the 
manufacturer Later, during the life of the engine, if there is a noticeable 
inu('ase of oil consumption \·li.t.hin a 25 hour period, this could be a possible 
,:!;l;;ger signal and calls for an investigation, The oil screens and filter 
should be carefully observed for signs of melal. l'iaintenance personnel. should 
ta~e a co~prf'ssion check of the cylinders, preferably using differential 
prl',",sure equipmf'nt, and also look inside the cylinders with a boroscope or 
gooseneck light to detect any unusual conditions 

Sc~~letter 1,41 - 7/74 

S[l-;','[Cl: T1PS B. C. !\oefl!~E. sends thi" list of service items he has found 

1-1b lMJintcDJDce) 
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necessary in t.he first 400 hours. You other owners 
items you may have. 

shoulrl also send 111 any 

1. 2~" rubber washers on landing gear failed, Replaced \'·ith belting 
type. 

2. Oil cooler bracket, carb heat valve, carb heal box and mixture 
control wire all failed or cracked, 

3. All rivets from skin to horizontal tail tube had to be 
they we're pops and he replaced with cherry structunl t.ype. 
number of pops in leading edge wi.ng ribs ""ere repI aced. 

4. Horizontal tail tabs next to rudder are flexing \-,'ith air loads 

a 

and need strengthening. (Ed Note: This is a very lmportallt POlIit 
and relates to the flutter modification. Ny observation is tbat au 
.020 thick tab is much stiffer.) 

It has not been previously repOl"Led that so many rivets have come loose, 
Usually, the only cracks in paint around rivet heads occur in the main spar to 
skin rivets near the fuselage) hut they have never seemed to really get loose. 

John Shinn reports that everyone should frequently check alternator brackets 
for cracks. It is absolutely essential that the nosepiece be easily re
movable, 

Newsletter 1141 - 7/74 

There is a slight twist in my outer panels, but the way it is t\"isted, 
expected the plane to have a tendancy to roll to the right, but just the 
opposite happened. Would like any suggestions on correction of this problem. 
I have heard of guys lowering their left wing slightly and raising the right 
at the fitting, {Ed. Note: I'm glad to hear that someone else had this 
problem even when they went to all the trouble to jig up the wing. I just 
built mine with matched hole tooling and checked it vhth a big level before 
riveting, To cure the left \.;'ing heaviness, I just massaged the aileron, as 
John called it. That means bending the trailing edge a bi t (up on the left 
ai leron and down on the right of course, for left wing heavy), This gives the 
appearance of flying with the left aileron drooped a bit, but it doesn't seem 
to slow me down any, 

Newsletter #45 - 1/79 

l~; I regularly add Tep to the 100 1,L fuel as a bulv,lark against valve and 
plug troubles that plague so many nowadays. 

I'm pretty interested in preventing troubles in that area 
after my return from OSH, my GPU swallowed a valve (on the 

as last yeat", 
rear cy1. J on 

airport 2 miles 
The fuel was 100 

my 1st takeoff after returning, Luckily, I had another 
straightath;ad and had just enough pOw'cr left to stagger in, 
LL and I had run out. of rep. 

You may have heard that the Embry-Riddle flight school in florida put 
'fep in haH of their trainers and ~.~~~~lJ ___ .!l.~.i_~~"pX9.2.l"~~, but ~:'le otl~e~ 
!!_aJ,,~h~.~'!l:::~~?_~~"~,,~.I:?.E_qJe~.JLaJ~"_~ on the 100 J.L. Resul ts \"ere def
initely conclusive. 
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Nore on };eals: In the an-'il of survivability, don't overlook the importance of 
t.he·~seat.-- S·cveral years ago, a T-18 pilot suffered a oroken back when his 
scat collapsed on i.mpact. A dust devil got him a few moments after t/o. His 
daughter was uninjured, except for bruises made by shoulder straps, but his 
seat failed down~ard. His additional body weight failed bulkhead #592 in 
compression, --His'fix on his next T-18 was to add short pieces of vertical 
angle on #592, just. below the 2 hinge points (that allow his scat to be tilted 
forward for baggage comp't access). You might want to take a long hard look 
at this item. 

To that se;,t, I would add a woven barrier below the seat for crash-worth
iness, The seat sling would !l~~.L~ never touch the ~" wide woven strips of 
aluminum pop riveted to a tube or extrusion frame. Its Q!:!.!Y function would be 
to stop the vertical movement of the body, if impact forces were high enough 
to fail like the sling and lacings. I, too, would add vertical support legs 
for the barrier frame. 

An outstanding feature of that seat design was the tubes at the juncture of 
the bottom and back were not a single, common tube, as is normally used, The 
bottom tube of the back was-well below the level of the bottom tube frame and 
also the rear tube of the bottom waswell aft of the back frame plane. Thus 
onels sensitive tail bone area never came into contact with a hard point and 
the effect was like being suspended in a han~ock. 
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JIII1 Rf'ed had pictllres of llle propeller blade f:Hlilo' Ivhicb caused the 
.h' ',',t in :--bry'!and He :oaid lhat lhe pcup hf\d been sent bilCk to S(,nsE'nich 
)'1,'(, 'l' strJ giltelling 2nd, tben, aft.CT being bent a second t.ime, bad been 
st) 1,ghtened ,~ver a cu' bumpe(. For this reason) it h'l)Uld be difficul.t to 
<it-;!W ,neanlngf,ll conclusions fn)m the incident. 

Nc~sletter h]] - 9/70 

The 0-290-G cTankshaft is t.he standard 0-235 shafL It diff('~I'S from the 
0,·2.9C1-D shaft In two ""ays; the sludge tl1be passages are larger and the pro
peller f1iltlge ~s not as thi(k. Although the sludge tubE, passages are lar 
and this does gi..ve somewhat less strength jn that area it is DOt known to 
a problem, rbe 0-235 shaft has a peopeller fliJnge 0.190 iuch thickness. 
SLHtlng with the 0-290-D and going up Lo the 0'-J60 180 hp engine, the flange 
is 0.260 inch thick. ALthough the:'e have bef'tl few problems with the G flange 
over t.he years, within the last. year there have been four cases reported of 
f'ithe, cracks or complete flange fililure when metal propelJers were used. 
'II,'O of these lllvolved (I" shaft ext.ensions. for this reason, the propeller 
and ring gear should be removed periodically, at least at annuAl inspection, 
for a closE' examination of the flange for cracks. The cracks start at the 

cdRE'S of the two 1032 tapped holes. These holes should be deburred 
the SLre\.'s should not be used. BVLLET~N; Take off ring gear and inspect 

It is eviden't"that the G shaft flange should be 
since mine was one of the four). Figure 1 shows a 
can be installed without disassembly of the engine. 

only ',..,-ill sufficiently stiffen the £lange so it will be kept below 
limit of t.he flange materi.al, but even in the event of complete 

, it wi 11 prevent tile propeller from separating from the air
pi ,JJi:,~ Due to t.olerance considerations, it is not possible to tightly clamp 
the split riog to th2 shaft. The epoxy is used only as a shim. Holes for 
the lugs must be precision bored for a press fit. The flange is count.er
bored because the lugs are only at maximwn diameter for .25" and they Jleed 
t.o be a press fit in bot.h flanges. I'm running a test on this reinforcement 
\,,'ith freqllent inspections. John concurs with this mod, but fcels it wouldn't 
need to be qUlte as heavy, but then he never had one fail. This may be a 
belt and suspend.ers situation, but then sometimes it's necessary if we don't 
have hig enough hips. 

A bigger problem to the homebuilder appears to be with propeller blade 
failut·es on I"-ct.al propellers. Recently, two cases have been reported when 
homcbuilt.s have lost about 16 inches from met'al propeller blades. This, of 
course, is not exclusively a homebuil.der's problem, for the factory jobs 
have their share of blade failures. Blade fatigue is less of a problem with 
lov:c[' cornprt'ssion engines like the 0-290-G, but the only way to be sure that a 
propeller installation is safe is to run an in-flight vibration survey t.est 
for c<H'h different propeller length and pitch, engine horsepower, and engine 
mQUllt combination. It is very expcnsive and complicated and can be run only 

sOlTIeone in this lypf' of business who has all the necessary equipment. 
are being made to run stich tests on aT-lB. (nore on this 

later. 
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Dependi.ng upon a propeller's geometry (thickness, \<,'i.dLh, length, pit.c-h, 
and shape) at certain rpm's) t.he bbdc stresses \·dll. be higher than ,It 

others. This is basically because the propeller is like d very stiff spnn~, 
and, l,h0n it 'is excited) it ' .. .'111 vibrate at. a certain fumhmental frequency 
like il tuni.ng fork. If the firing and compression impubes occur at the Silme 

that the prop wants to normally vibrJ.te, then the 1:;1.zC, or 
of t.he vibration will be much larger. Just like on CI playground 

swing: if you lean forward and backl-,'ard at the right rat.e, you wiI} make it 
lmt. if you move at. t.he wrong frequency or rhythm, it won't go. 

certificated aircrdft, there must be a placard agi1inst operation at 
rpm's ... ·here propeller blade stresses are too high, if indeed there is such an 

>;,-i.thin the operation range of a particuJar inst,al.lalioo. But with home
lts >;,·ith unknown propeller, engine, and engine mount characteristics, it is 

difficult to det.ermine t.he rpm's t.o avoid. Two propeller bl.ade failures have 
now occurred on 1'-18's, both with 68 inch long 74··D~1 propellers. Both were on 
160 hp engines. Consequently) John Thorp is getting very concerned about the 
need for a vi.bration survey. Acco.rding to John, all propeller manufacturers 
have Dave Bierman, Vice President and Chief Engineer at Hartzel do all their 
vibration surveys and he is the only one in the US which the FAA recognizes as 
qualified to do this type of work. He has quoted a price to John of $10,000 
for each combination tested. A survey involves instrumenting a propeller with 
strain gages and recordi.ng their outputs during actual flight. 

Newsletter #34 - 11/71 

Since writing the above, I discovered t.hat Bob Dial, I>'ho nearly lost 19 
in. of his 74 DH cut down to 68 in. on his 0-320, is already making 
arrangements with Hartzel to start the tests on hi.s airplane, a T-18. Bob 
now has an M 76 and it will be tested with t\.'o different. prop extensi.ons. 
Then Parker Miller "till have his T-IS tested >;"ith a 74 mL So, the machinery 
is all set up. Let's do our part. 

Newsletter #35 - 3/72 

.Hay give a fe,,' observations about props'.' An incident prop failure 
(due to vibration fatigue) cannot be detected by any inspection met.hod prior 
to flight.. Stone nicks, gouges) etc., are obvious causes for not flying, but 
a prop can be in perfect visual condition and still faU. 

The vibration modes which will fail a prop cannot be felt in flight. 
Injected engines place less stress on props than carburetor engines. 
High compression engines place higher stresses on prop than low com-

pression engines. 
The elastic st.ress fil,ilure on 2025 forged aluminum props is at Dbout 100 

million cycles. This is about 2400 RNJ x 2 x 350 flight hours. The moment 
of trut.h on a new prop would then be about 300 - 500 hours. 

The most. critical parameters are engine, prop extension, and propeller. 
Thc engine mOllnt, compression ratio, ai.rframe, aerodynamic exhaust. syst.elil, 
cowling, etc., all have some bearing on the stresses on the prop. but the big 
items are the ones mentioned. 

All prop extensions, no matter how ,,:ell designed or built, increase the 
stresses on the prop and the engine. 
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The propeller in-flight vibrat.ion survey has been con
Bob Dial's 160 hp T-1S was llsed for all of t.he tests. 

TI,cnty-tbree flights were made with three di.fferent. props (1'174 cut to 68", 1174 
(clt to 69", and 1'176 cut to 70 ll

), and three different prope11er hub exten
siGns (l070, 1072, Thorp spool extensior and a Sensellich type bolt-through 
b,Hrel ('x tension) . Hartze11 is sti.ll writing the test report, but several 
,onclusions have already become evident and should be brought to t.he at ten
lUll] of anyone using a cut-down Sensenich propeller. Cut.-down M74 Sensenich 
rrc'pdlers and light 1070 extensions, should not be used on ]60 hp I,ycoming 
engines. They probably should not be used on t:he 150 hp 0-320 engine either. 

A full report on the tests with information extrapolated for the smaller 
cnt:ines and on the effect, can be obtained from Editor, T-18 Newsletter, 
5 Griffin Drive, Apalachin, },n£., 13732, by sending a donation of $5.00 or 
more to help pay [or these tests. Twenty-seven persons have donated $575 to 
d"te t.o help pay for t.hem, but t...'e need to raise about an additional $1500. 
The report will reveal some surprising things about propeller extensions, 
engine timing, and cut-down props, which should be of interest to all home
bui lders. A Tailwind with an 0-290-D2 engine was recently found to have a 
bdd resonance point right in the middle of his operating range. 

},"e""sletter ft46 - 5/79 

Your choice of a prop is one of the most important decisions you'll make 
in building your T-18. Previous newsletters have spelled out what YOll 
should and should not do about selecting a prop and John and Lu's article 
on prop failures in Sport Aviation is >wrth re-reading. Perhaps we ought 
to reproduce it in its entirety. Above all, 5.L<::,!.1~J: bl~ndly £~ .:?: ~t:?.£' 
If you don't really J:9]_~, don't be afraid to ask. The ~-76 i~ ok i'Pparently. 

If you lose part of a prop in flight, you might shake the engine out before 
could get it shut down. If that happens, about your only hope of keeping 

from stalling would be to quickly roll it into a steep turn. I lost a 
prop on an old biplane in 1937 and I can promise you that you'll never have 
a more exciting time in your life. The M-74 ~s not! 

Se.,'sletter 1/47 - 8/79 

v;c<,[.<:, ~~_~!~~!l& ~Eis ~.ast' s £I£.E. ~_~ ~heet in !:...~_~ !1_,?wslr:::!ter and I think 
you wi 11 find it educationaL I would suggest you drag out a copy of the 
Hticle about propeller fatigue, written by Lu Sunderland in the Nov. issue 
~)_K 0£.i2.r:..~: "C".z.iU ~~i~tio.!!J" P.[~~, and carefully review the subject, -if you are 
'lSlng, or thinking of using a cut-down metal prop. Your choice of a prop is 
one of the most important decisions you!ll make in your life! Your very 
L!:-.L~ 5:.:"!E. 2E..E.~nq on it! Don't blindly buy a metal prop. 

T-18 (Props) 
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Note that. page 11 is the chart on Chris Fast's prop vlbration survey, as 
do ne by §~_~i,~,U ~ed ,..l~;s t iEK""§"~L~~~_~~~I_,tQ.Z2§_1!..12xban_~_,,,? 1 vd ~_L~~~,}!Ql"l,)::~,~2.L~..:\~ 
,2..!&Q.!J_£}:"'?E..£~",..:._Qfi_,~~ ___ ?"l~.L§_?"?"- 7 3 U.L~,~~1~~ : .. L§2! . 

Note that the chart is a plot of fycle..£ ~ ~_~!~!. ~,~. l3.Etl or !~, vs, 
N" as they denote it.) Modes 1, 2, & :3 refer to where the modes (nonvlb
rating points) are located with relation to the tip. Again refming to 1.u's 
article, you can decipher the chart quite easily I<'hen you learn the meaning of 
the various symbols in the equations. If any of you do not have the Nov. 1972 
Sport Aviat.ion, send me a dollar to cover the costs of postage and Xeroxing 
and 1'11 send you a copy -- or if enough of you request it, 1'11 reproduce all 
4 pages of Sport Aviation and run it in a future N.r.. On second t.hought, I'll 
do that, as that article should be a vital part of your reference file on the 
T-18, so scratch the Xerox offer. 

You may note that due to less damping at higher altitudes where t.he air 
is thinner, stresses on a prop can be as much as 75% higher above 10,000 ft. 
than those below 5000 feel. Be aware that on the"--''bad'' ~f-14 prop, cut do..,"!l 
to 68", that the allov;able stress of 4800 Ibs. per sq. inch was exceeded by 
another 2000 Ibs/sq.", when the prop was turning 2630 rpm. 

These danger area rpms spread out to 50 rpms each sid;:;: of the critical 
rpm, so it is absolutely essent;J.~ that you have an accurate tach! To verify 
tach accuracy easily, run the engine at night with a fluorescent light near 
the prop. At multiples of 600 rpm, t.he strobe effect from t.he 60 cycle cur
rent ",ill cause the prop to appear to be stopped. 

It's too bad the owners of the T-18 that crashed in Washi ngton a few 
months ago .. eren't aware that this information was available. ::!ohn F......£Y orig
inally built the airplane, powered wit.h a GPU, and he donated it to the EM 
Museum several years ago. The museum sold it to \','ag-Aero, ,,'ho in turn sold 
it to a Nr. Christian in California. It has been re-e-ngined with a 150 Lye 
and a cut-down and re-pitched prop from a Cherokee \o,'as installed, 

h'hen the prop failed over Uakima, with a loud explosion, the vibration 
shattered the left side of the windshield and unlatched the canopy, sliding 
it back. Me Hallstrom, the pilot was practically unable to see because of 
air blast and vibration and most of his vision I.'as only a blur until he 
touched down. He cut the throttle and mixture and stalled the aircraft in an 
effort to stop the prop, and this almost succeeded after two attempts, that 
also resulted in short spi.ns. He spotted a plol.'ed field and attempted 
to land there over a grove of cherry trees. He went through a couple of small 
cherry trees and then over on his back. They later found he had hooked a 
steel cable on short final (a 3/8" thick braided pOI.'er cable). 

He and his wife had some difficulty getting out of the inverted ship, but 
he got out and tried to lift the wing to free his wife. By this time a fire 
had started and passerbys helped him get her out, altho' she suffered burns 
on her legs in the process. 

John visited the accident. site and inspected the I>reckage in detail and 
he and the Hallstroms are convinced that only the rugged construction of the 
T-18 kept this from becoming a real tragedy and they all thanked John Thorp 
for such an excellent deSign. 

I think this story should make one and aU realize the seriousness of 
sdecting a prop for an airplane. As we pitch props more and more to reach 
higher cruising speeds, we are indeed tickling the tail of a roaring dragon, 
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as Thorp says. To r"l'w,'!l, t:,§'~]~~_~~~JI!~ __ ;! E,r:gL_[?_~ ,'lEur ~1~~~8_~"F_(),,/)_i~QJ_L t.he 
~~~~~ n'p2E~ ,wt.", ~ ~ ~l_gl c dec i sian YIJ2-1":",~~ ___ l!:'y~£~_I!!i~_dt~,,I:.,.~1.: 

lR a ffi(~t.al pt·op safe? OhviollSly it is or you'd sec wood props 011 
factory built airplanes, but a ~.£t.::EI ~~_(!E ,,~,,~ ~OT ~_~_~ if YQ~ ~,~~.Il.!!~_": ,~,,£I._q ~ 
~~,,~!ic :r5,,~E!lJ:_~2E! ~!lE,\l,~Y E~IE ~ i!:· P',?E",~~ 1~J: _~_E~LC:~E:, !,_~_~ Y.~~ :~!E"t::,_:r:.~lis~. 
Since most of the nf'\,'er 1'-18's wil1 probabJy have engines of 150 hp and up, 
it's even more imporlant. The formula that tells when a metal prop will 
fatigue and break is very simple: It's F x T or Force times Ti.:ne. 

Nany of the experts will say that--awoode"npr-op is only nbout 90% as 
effective as 3 metal one, but Bill Cassidy's wood Pacesetter prop pulled a 
Nustang II thru the traps at 225 mph on 150 or 160 hp. That same prop on my 
160 hp T-18 gives me a top of 196 mph TAS, as verified by timed runs. Show 
me a factOry built airplane that will match that kind of performance, gear up 
or dovm. Gravel and rain are problems with any prop and more so with \-;'Ood, 
but you can buy two wood props for what you'd pay for one GOOD metal one, and 
you c;an repair gravel damage on a wood prop. You file metal away on damaged 
metalones. If you feel compelled to fly in rain, perhaps you'd better be 
thinking about a constant speed metal one. 

Newsletter U51 - 7/80 

SONETHING NEW IN PROPS: While a wood prop is more easily damaged than a metal 
one,--it's much lighter and I can have at least 2 (and maybe 3) of them for 
what a new metal prop would cost me. Above all else, I like the peace of mind 
that it gives me. A cut-down and re-pitched metal prop can be lethal if it 
isn't tested to define the rpms that can cause it to self-destruct, as most of 
you well know, 
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_-NO:rI~,,-TsTANDARD~DISCLAnl£R)"As~~l~ays,-in--pa-s~~re~ent, and future nE'WS' It's bE'E'n sE'vE'ral weeks since I wrote page #1 of this N.L. and to all 
letters, we would li~e to make you aware that this newsletter is only -' of you that h~ve been wondering what happf?n~d to the T-IB newsletters 
presented as ~ clearlng house for ideas, opinions, and personal experience I must apologlze for the delay. About the flrst weck of ,Feb. I bega~ to 
and a~yone ~slng these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their feel really ~ousy, had no en:rgy, w:nt to sleep every tlme I sat st.lll, 
own dlscretlon and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is l?lus developlng severe. abdomlnal paln and a few other symptoms .. I ,",'ent 
expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. ln for a complete phys1.cal and found out that I had developed dlabetes. 

_". __ '~ __ m ______ ~ ____ '_."" .. _ .. ___ ~ ____ ,_"_" ",,,,,,,~~ ___ ~ _~ ___ ' __ ,,_,,'' ___ '''_________ It took three weeks more to get in to see a specialist and when I did he 
hospitalized me that same day. I spent a week there and then went into 

ttPROGRESS REPORT_ON_ SAFE!Y AND OPERATIONS .MA.~AL: First of all I'd like to 
call your attenti"ontClpage 20 of N.L.#SS:-·PLEA-SE take it out and re-read 
it. It is a full page letter from VERN PEPpARD, in which he lays out 
what will be necessary for YOU to do if we are to have a truly worthwhile 
operations and Safety Manual. Did you notice that Vern is underwriting 
the entire production expense of such a manual. It will be a bound 
volume, with the ability to add pages in the futUre. It will be a VERY 
valuable part of either your flying T-18 or your T-18 project when and if 
you sell it some time down the line and will be a definite plus for a 
builder or owner if a question of liability arises. It will certainly 
enhance the value of the newsletters to the oncoming builders, too. 

I guess most of you read that and said, "Yes, I'd like to help, but 
I'm in the dark as to what to write about or what category to volunteer 
for." That seems to be the situation, as only a trickle of response has 
come in so far. I well know it's human nature to procrastinate to the 
point that it disappears completely from your mind. Right:? I well know, 
too, that each and everyone of you guys that have finished building 
your T-18 ~l~ write down a whole volume of problems and solutions, 
experiences flying it, small or large maintenance problEms that you have 
encountered, and suggestions, warnings, etc., for avoiding potentially 
troublesome or dangerous situations ..• EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU. Every 
T-18 is different! No two are exactly alike, so you ~have SOM~ area 
you could write about. For an idea, perhaps it would help to re-read some 
older issues of the newsletters. For instance .•. do you remember EARL ODY's 
excellent account of his problems with electric fuel pumps? Haveyoo'"-
evpr had a forced landing or had to make a precautionary lancing in your 
bird? What events lead up to it? 

" Here's one of my T-18 experiences: I was checking out a new T-18 
builder on how to make power off approaches to accurate spot landings 
from the down wind leg. When I pulled the throttle back to idle, it just 
kept on coming back ... about a foot or so. The hard piano wire inside of 
the protective flex sheath had fatigued and broken where an improperly 
installed safety clip was secured to an engine mount member ..• and in 
less than 25 hrs. of flying, too. My new builder was pretty apprehensive 
when I cut the switch, but it was apiece of cake just flying a speed 
and relative angle profile. I even made it look easy by not braking it 
and letting it roll up to the hangar ramp at the far e~d. thus giving 
him a better measure of confidence. 

NoW this brings up a safety point that everyone should know, but I 
have found a surprising number of those I've done Designee inspections 
on that didn't. If your throttle breaks, the arm on the carb should have 
a spring attached that will cause it to go to the FULL throttle position. 
You could manage to fIyqulte""a long- way and make an approach and safe .. 
landing by flipping the ignition switch on and off. You could even make 
a go around if the first approach didn't look good. The spring set-up is 
required on factory types and it makes good sense. 

NOW does this remind you of something in your experience that would be 
good to pass on? Even if it pertained to another type airplane, but would 
be applicable to the T-18 let's try it on for size. Perhaps you have 
access to the newsletter of another type of airplane and come across an 

item that could also apply to the or-IS. Send it in. 

a clinic for another week, where 25 of us underwent 30 hours of intense, 
concentrated classroom instruction by doctors from Southwest Ncd School , 
who taught us how to live the rest of our life as diabetics and cxactly 
what to do to control it. It requires a rigid diet and exercise program, 
and the following of this program has eaten up most of my time since 
then, but it seems to be getting results. I lost my medical, of course, 
but I have hopes of getting a waiver for a 3rd class a little later. I 
may wind up having to sell my T-IB, but I'll crOSS that bridge when r 
have to. Anyway, I hope you all will be patient until I can get things 
under control. We hope to get at least the first part of the T-18 
Owners Manual out before OSH time this year. I won't make it this year, 
but I made 29 straight, so I can't complain I guess. LOU SUNDERIAND 
will be there and he, LEE SKILLWi.N, and JOHN WALTON will handle the T-18 
Forum. The regular T-18 Annual Dinner will again be held on Tuesday ni te 
at Butch's Anchor Inn, with Gerri Knowles and John Walton handling the 
reservations. DON TAYLOR will speak on his flight over the North Pole, 
so it should really be a good' un. Have fun, amigos. wish I could join 
you, but I've promised the family we would take a long delayed auto trip 

_____ a-'-r~oCucmcd'_the Western part of the U. S. 

• SOON TO FLY: KARL LIPSCOMB, 100 Grand Ave., Lamar, MO,64759 was signed 
off to fly in late May, so he probably has flown by now. Karl has a "'ide 
body, with folding w1.ng. He has a new Lye. 180 and cis prop on the nose. 
His wing is the one Kenny Knowles had on his wide body and is the std. 
airfoil. This saved Karl many weeks of work. Karl and I go way back. We 
both learned to fly in Springfield~MO in the early '30s and both of us 
flew for Braniff. He bought a starduster Too from me that I had up to the 
cover stage and finished it out beautifully. It was judged the best of 
the 'Toos and was the Too representative at the Dayton Air Fair a couple 
of years back. Maybe next year he'll get to go back to Dayton with his 
T-18, who knows? Competition will be stiff. tho',. Sure are lots of fine 
looking T-lBs showing up these days. Some of them are second or third 

.. 
ow~er airplanes and the new owners have outdone themselves with slick 
new paint schemes, .. ~~:~_ .. ~n_~:_r_~~I~~~_.~"~,~~.:::_",,~ew uph~lst_e_~?, etc. (IT fi,EWJ_ 
ANOTHER NEW ONE: BOB HIGHLEY, 211 Bloomingfield Dr., Brandon, FL,335ll, 
writes: "T-1B ser. # 835, N711SH finally flew on 19 Feb 84 after Ill" 
years of building~ It flew hands off and far exceeded my expectatlons. 
Quite a relief after bragging so long about how good it was going to fly_" 
Here's some specs on it: 

*Standard Thorp with sta'd wing. 
*Electric trim, electric flaps 
*0-360-AIGG (180 hp) Lyc, Hartzell cis prop 
*Empty wt. 984# with oil, no fuel. 
*15# lead in tail. 

Some prelim performance numbers: 
*High cruise at 1000' MSL, (24 x 24) 195 mph rAS 
*Low cruise (21 x 21) at 1000' MSL , 170 lAS 
*Top speed level flight at 1000' MSL-206 mph lAS 
*Sea level Rate of climb, one pilot, 15 gals. fuel, 4000 ft/min (!) 

*At 10,500' MSL cruises 165 lAS, and still will climb 2500 it froin 
(cont,d) 
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I have done some mild aerobatics (3~ Gs max) and find the roll and 
pitch rate very pleasing. As I fly the FIG Fighting Falcon for a living 
and it takes a LOT to impress me. Believe me, the T-18 IS impressive! 

will be looking forward to the safety and Ops maual. Thanks for your 
hard work on the newsletter." Bob Highley. (Thanks for the kind woids) 

e STILL ANO'I'HER NEW 'UN: FRED GINDL, 101 Broomfield Dr., Agincourt, Onto 
canada, MIS 2W3 says: "I now have 13:10 on my #558 "Tiger" as of 1 Feb. 
and I LOVE it. Was a little left wing heavy, but installed Norm smith's 
electric Airo-trim and it now flies hands off. I figure the last ten 
years were well spent." 

@ A 2nd OWNER WRITES; PETER LEFFE, 16 Ketch 1, Marina Del Rey, CA,90291 
says: "1 bought #126 from builder ROY Oberg. It was bought over a 15 
year period, with first flight in July '81. When purchased it had 42 hrs 
on it. It now has 125 hrs on it and is doing very well. ~ (he made it to 
OSH with it last year). Some specs on it: 

*0-320 150 hp Lye 
*67 x 66 wood prop 0 

*Max speed 2700 rpm @ sao' MSL 60 OAT 195 mph IAS 
*Cruise, 75% power, 8500 " full throttle 175 mph TIAS 
*Economy cruise, 2300 rpm, 150 mph, 7~4 gph 
*Rate of climb;solo, full fuel 1400 fpm 

dual, full fuel, 1100 fpm 
solo, half fuel, 1600 fpm 

*Empty wt. 950 1bs. 
*Has Rattray cowl, wing tips, wheel pants. 

~HBRRY ~~EELER, 2 Marion Rd., Salem, MA, 01970, another enthusiastic 
2nd owner sent in a picture of his new paint job. Design and colors by 
his son, with his wife doing the new nylon and naugahyde interior. He 
spent a year doing the complete overhaul and refurbish work. One of the 
improvements made was the moving of the rudder cables outboard (as per 
Bob Dial's sketch in the N.L.), eliminating the forward tunnel. He also 
was able to reduce the width of the tunnel between the seats by splicing 
on a piece of sheet metal at the top, whiCh was formed with a 1. 5" radius, 
which gives ~ in. clearance on each side of the elevator push-pull tube. 
(see sketch below). He didn't say whether: or not he had retained the 
manual flap handle, that little torture contraption that gouges one's 
leg on a long XC, but if so he probably made a saddle affair to mount on 
the top of the tunne1.Harry's mods certainly should help the in-flight 
comfort situation for large people. If you are getting close to the 
upholstery stage there are quite a few of us that strongly recommend you 
use Harlo MCKinty's Temperfoam for your seat cushions, even tho' it is 
expensive as compared to polyfoam. Your lOwer left and right cheeks will 
thank you over and over again at the end of a long XC. The standard T-18 
is admittedly "cozy" in width, but the above mods will make life a lot 
more enjoyable. You can buy a lot of extra comfort by keeping your 
upholstery very THIN above the WI.. 42 extrusion. otherwise the copilot is 
probably going to have to put his arm around the pilot's shoulders on 
a long XC and that can get a little tiresome. Don't just sit in the bare 
airplane and make a quick, snap jUdgement that there will be plenty of 
room. Get two of you in there and sit there for a couple of hours. You 
might be surprised at how things can "grow" inside. 

ArT 
-ruiJmL 

f'· "i l\I.v/os 
MoD 

1>Y~~ 
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The~'tollowl.ng letter from Tom kerns shOuld be of consl.oerable l.nterest: 

T-18 HAS 
10529 Somerton 
Dalla.s. Texas 75229 

De1l.r Dick} 

18 March 1984 
421R 'l'ieino Valley "!ir. 
Arlington, Tx. 76016 

Thank you for another excellent nelfsletter. I have been busy 
lately getting ready to move rrry family to Columbus Ohio. T have 
accepteo a position with North America.n Rocklfell as I'l designer,! 
an.'l-lyst in their navy fighter design group. I will move on !':arch 
29 then return to Te:xas to pick up my T-lfl sometime in 11 pril or 
May. I would like to comment on two Hems that appearen in t.he 
1.tl ~t, mllr;lett"'r. 

" MAt.'F.tJVERTNG SPE.'ED, V 
TThe lTlf!neuvering spee~ on rnge (; of the "flying" McHon 

must be in error. Maneuvering speed is the speen at which the 
dng 15 just ca]:Rb1e of reaching oesign lood limit (m"'x "Col) 
at stall. Theoretically, the airframe cannot be dam~~ed by 
gusts or abrupt maneuvering when flying at or below maneuvering 
speed. 

Using da.ta published in John ThorpS brOchure on t.he T-F\ the 
C

Lmr1x 
would be 1.31 'With flaps up. My airfoil tables and text

bOOKS show a :range of 1. 02 to L 34 for t.he airplane r'lepending 
on surface Toughness. These C yielt1 V "159 ann lR2 MPH 
calibrated airspeed respectivtrfor the d~sign condition of 
5.0 "G" at 1500 IBS gross 'Weight. This means that V on Ii 

clean winged 1'-18 with stannard airfoils 'Would be 1~9 MPH CAS. 

Many builders are using advanced airfoils similar to the 
',./'hitcomb GAW-2. A T-1f! wing with GAW-2 airfoils haa a lmlch 
higher maxi.mum 11ft which would reduce V to about 139 MFH CAS 
(baRed on 2-dimensional e

lmax 
of 1.75 foi- GAW-2). 

Gll "1'UCK" WITH FLAPS :DOWN 
i On lEge 7 of the "danger dir~ctives" section of newglctter ifS8 

there is an e:xerpt on Bryant Rowlanils violent pitch t'lo~n problems 
with JO degree flA.p ftnd fore .... artl e.G •. Bryant says that l<'Hh 
increasing greeo he p;ets stick buffct and a forewarn tug followed 
by violent pitchover due to stabilatnr stall. 

Y.y airplane (N1CYrK) has never "blcI<:eil" but it did show strorl,!l; 
slp;ns of onset which I Iof8.S able to cure. In my early test flights, 
I h~d triflnRUlar cross section wing root fillets ~tterned after 
those I have seen on many California T-Hla. I installed them 
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because builders told me the fairings would promote pre-stall 
buffet. They did cause a lot of buffet with flaps do .... n but 1t 
was due to turbulent flow at the flap/fairing interface rather 
tha.r. true ::;1:..1.11. \lith fl;lpS down flyil".g solo above 100 MPH my 
stick would oscillate fore and aft 1/4 inch at ... bout two cycles 
per second. and increasing amounts of backpressure were required 
for trim at increasing speeds. The stick cccillaUons Ilnd 
re'/en:al of stick force gradients were vcry dlsconcert1nr;. 

The underside of my wing root fairing directly above the flap 
was open, leaving a triangular cross section cavity in which 
turbulent air couLl swirl when the flaps were lowered. I closed 
this cav! ty wi th a "floor" per the dashed lines in my sketch, 
reducl~;7 ':u,:lUlence at the flap/fairIng junction w1th flaps down. 

With the "floor" in place, nry airplane behaves normally In tests 
up to 120 MPH. Simultaneously, tho buffet which the fairings 
gene~ted with flaps down disappeareo. The only quirk which 
rem'l.ins 1n flap down operation of my airplane is a very slight 
foraward tug on the stick when I slip w1th flalls down at forewaId 
CG. I will try installing end plates at the inboord ends of my 
flaps to see if they have any effect on this. 

Bunders with a tuck problem who use wing root fairings should 
try removing them or installing a floor aD I did. 

r.:..- '<;;IO£" .$KII-.I ~L--
t 

Tom Kern:;. sn. 71, NlarK 

-K ~""""6 , "v.-

Perhaps Tom's fix on the tuck tendency with 
full flap extension will alleviate the problem 
that a very few T-18s have.I would like to 
hear from any builders that try this fix ASAP. 
will also be interested to learn if flap I ~ 

, \", endplates "Ji 11 show marked improvement. 

I 
O-~= ___ J,:--,r:~J 

.----,~'FLOOR" ~cnfO TD c.LQ~1:'" 
(~Vlr.,.. PEel'S T~E: F'Ulf' 

/ "' FQ~M FL~P T~AIL'N(' E[I~~ -_-__ -_-_-_~~_=_~ C FIVO TO WIIJ(, AClH\ <;PAR., 

Ir~- 7 
LBELL~ ~KlkI 

·~-FLAP (1"-1 UP PllSITlQN) 

!iq,_~ (IlL £ 

We sure hated to lose Tom from 
our area. He's a very sharp 
young engineer, who has done a 
most professional job in the 
~uilding & testing of his T-IB. 

CfD) 
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Tom also attached the following note to his article on Va & flaps: 

~ "Dick, this might do as a simpler explanation of what Va is; 

~ 

e 

• 

• 

Maneuvering speed (Va) is the speed at which the wing will 
encounter an accelerated stall just before exceeding the maximum design 
"G" capability of the airplane. At speeds above Va, abrupt control 
movement or a strong gust could overload the wing, causinq structural 
damage. At speeds below Va, the wing will {theoretically} stall before 
damaging load levels can be generated. 

When flying in heavy turbulence the prudent pilot will slow to 
Va' or a bit less, to protect against possible structural damage. 

ThanKS again, Tom, for the articles. All of rcally do appreciate your 
sharing of your professional expertise with us. 

--,-----"'------------"'--
In 1963, when I started my first T-IB, another FAA type living less than 
a mile from me (Merle Soule) ordered his T-IB plans a couple of months 
after I did and it was natural that we built both together. When Herle' s 
T-18 looked like it coyld fly in a couple of weeks he developed sev(;'re 
health problems and was eventually forced to sell it. It sold to a 
cattle buyer in Waco, TX, who died soon after. The widow finally sold it 
a couple of years later to LOU FALCONI, an engineer for LTV in this area. 
Lou kept being loaned to Boe~ng-Seattle for a year or so at a time, but 
last summer when his retirement date was almost on him the airplane was 
finally ready to fly. Since most of Lou's flying was on sailplanes he 
wisely called on Tom Kerns to test it for him. Outside of out of round 
tires causing vibrat~on problems it flew okay. Tom finally checked a very 
nervous Lou out on it, but he needed quite a bit more practice to be 
truly competent with it. LOU's retirement home is in Roswell, NM, about 
400 miles west of Dallas and all agreed that it wouldn't be wise for him 
to fly it out there, so Tom and I used that as an excuse to go T-IB 
flying. We flew formation out there and since I'd never flown LOU's T-IB 
before, I made my first landing with it on our fuel stop at Snyder, TX. 
The airplane flew quite well and it was quite a nostalgia trip for me to 
fly a bird I'd helped build so long ago. I reluctantly said goodbye to it 
and Lou at Roswell and rode back home with Tom. I was also very pleased 
with the way his flew and how well he flew it. While each T-18 is uniqlle 
and different, they are all a delight to fly. To really appreciate what 
a great airplane they are, fly one and then get right out and go fly a 
Cessna or Piper, etc. 

Ol'---. I have heard from a lot of T-18 builders out there that spent 10 years or 
~ jmore building their T-1B and one fact stands out loud and clear: Not only 

is the T-18 one of the finest designs anywhere, but there are a lot of 
builders out there that are made of exceptional stuff, that. have taken 
all sorts of discouragement, frustrations, etc. \Vithout breaking their 

'-.i spirit and have doggedly pushed on .•. sometimes only an inch at a time .. 
"land to me this says a lot about a man's character. Some have had to sell 
o:s out when adversity temporarily won out, but a surprising number ha,'e 

.t$.}. started allover again when things smoothed out for them. While EAA peepl c 
in general are pretty super people, I believe that '1'-lB people are truly 
the salt of the earth. People like D.Jn Taylor or Clive Canning.' just to 
mention a couple. 

The next few pages relate to T-IB builders in New Zealand, but I think 
the subjects will be of general interest. 
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" BULKHRz\D FORNING TIP: from JOHN BURKE, 216 Tomswood Hill. Hainault, Essex, 
England. He says, " When laying out material for fuselage frames allow a 
little extra ~about .650") on the lower inside edge, which is to later 
be bent to 45 . An extra bend of 450 on the additional strip will take 
the flange to 900 for supporting a board or plank during construction 
or maintenance. This reduces the risk of splitting the flange during 
forming while trying to get it to 900 in one go. Don't forget to punch 
relief holes at A & B and be sure to SMOOTH ALL EDGES." 

A very good tip, John, and very practical, too. 

r---

A R c; -<~) 

J 
Extra .6~5l! .s-tr.l.n. 

-~ * ------- . -+ , / 'PlIO 45 deg. bends. \ ";;::-..... "-

j G.'),PSS ... :::>£'cTjO}) Vt£v .. : 

- --
(To balance newsletter space better we've put letters from two more of 
oU~""Eng:lish builders a little farther along in the NL) 

i--TAILmIEE-i. TIP:KEN RHOADS, 175 H~ckory Lane, Peor~a, IL. 61611, called 
a few days ago to tell me his T-18 had just flown for the first time and 
it flew just great. Ken didn't feel qualified to be a test pilot, so he 
got an airline pilot friend (who also has a Pitts) to fly i the first 
time. PAUL KIRIK flew his new T-18 down from Moline,IL and he flew paul's 
bird around a few times to get used to T-18s. He a1.::0 spent quite a little 
time tax;i,ing both Paul's and Ken's and it was his opinion that ground 
steering via tailwheel was much too sensitive on the T-18. A conference 
with a local Designee resulted in a simple, but very effective "fix". 

The solution was to bolt a piece of alum angle (3/4 x 3/4) to the rear 
set of holes in the rudder "mast" (the steel plate arm that transfers 
rudder cable steering commands to the tail wheel via chains and springs). 
The holes that the chains/springs attach to on the mast are moved INBOARD 
by 1" on each side. This meanS that it takes a much larger movement of the 
rudder pedals to get the same response from the tail wheel 

I personally feel that this is almost as good as a non-steerable tail wheel 
as far as making it easier for a pilot with little or no tail wheel time 
to mastc,r the lightning quick response of the T-IB to rudder movement. I 
think most new T-18 pilots get into most of their trouble in their over 
eager rudder pedal action that is usually too much and too late. This is 
another way of saying over-controlling, which in itself is an out-of-phase 
response to directional changes of the airplane, caused by crosswind or 
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6(TAILWHEEL TALK CONT'D) whatever. Most of this sort of trouble originates 
when the a~rplane ~s on final and when it begins its flare without all 
drift correction taken out and the airplane pointed straight dcwn the 
runway. I I ve observed even experienced pilots trying to point the tip of 
the spinner down the runway instead of a point on the cowl directly in 
front of them. I've even had to put pieces of black tape on the nose 
cowl directly in front of the pilot and another on THEIR center line just 
ahead of the windshield to break them of this bad habit. 

Anyway. I think this tip of Ken's is a four star one. Now take note that 
this method does NOT change the full throw of either the rudder pedal or 
the tail wheel. It simply means you will have to move the rudder pedal 
more to get as rapid a tail wheel response as before. If you are going to 
sell your T-18 it might be a good idea to put one of the de-sensitizing 
angles on for the new owner to use for awhile. Perhaps later the holes 
could be moved halfway between the 1" and the original position as the 
pilot gets more accustomed. Perhaps you might want to modify the original 
mast to have more than one set of holes if you are at the rudder building 
stage of your project. I'd appreciate your comments on the subject if you 
try this little mod . 

• CECIL_fIE~PB.!9{S (SEATTLE), who is the son of long-time T-18er, FORD 
HENDRICKS, frew hls T-18 for the first time this past year and he sent 
me a brief note saying that he had modified his Scott tailwheel so that 
it could be locked or unlocked for steering in close quarters. and that 
he would send a sketch of the details soon, so perhaps by next NL time 
we'll have the dope. I wonder if any of yOU have done that with a Maule? 

o STILL ANOTHER NEW ONE FLIES: PAUL KIRIK,2921 28th Ave A, Holine, IL,6l265, 
flew hisbIra~for-the -fust tlme back about ApriL I think. He called me 
before he flew and we discussed some of the procedures and cautions for 
initial flights and some of the pre-planning that should be done for any 
"surprises" that might surface on the initial flights and how to cope 
with them. The basic principle is to take each and every aircraft system 
and plan an acceptable emergency action if any part of that system goes 
sour. Paul had had some 15 or 20 hours of time flying a couple of T-lBs in 
this area, so was better qualified than many are at that stage. I had 
gone over his project thoroughly when it was about 75% finished and I was 
sure that he would have one of the outstanding T-IBs, if workmanship was 
any crpteria. sure enough, it flew beautifully in every respect and he 
was soon in love with it. He promises a complete report on it as soon as 
he has 50 hrs. on it. Paul is maintenance supervisor for John Deere's 
corporate jet fleet at Moline. You may recall some of the construction tips 
he sent for NL #46. You might want to go back and re-read them. An}~ay, 
congratulations Paul, Ken, Fred, Karl, Bob, and all the rest of you guys 
with new birds in the air. As you now know, there really is a treasure at 
the end of the rainbow and dreams really CAN come true. 

&-~~Q.~~.~~D:g:,CR;r~p;Y:lig._::!,QQ~_:_---.B-.Q~,_~OSTIC, 7334 VallejO, Dallas, TX, 75227 came 
up with this one. Recently he had an occasion to crimp some sheet metal, 
but had no tool. His cleco pliers were laying there with a cleco nearby 
and suddenly the light came on. He used the cleco as the male die with 
the fork of the cleco pliers as the female of t!lE' die. The cleco is 
positioned over the fork part of the pliers, with the solid button part 
doing the pushing of the cleco barrel between the tangs of the fork. I 
tried it and it makes every bit as good a crimp as a pair of store bought 
crimping pliers, so Ron just saved himself about $15 that he can use for 
something else.Have any of yOU come up with any handy little tools or 
jigs that can be a wampum saver for the homebuilder? A simple sketch or 
description will do fine .•. (hint, hint). 
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PLASTIC TUBE ALIGNMENT GUIDE 
From Ihf' Dillworth Chapter 34 SK}'WRITER 
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of,,!;,.-//(' tube 

ThIS method has been us",d by several budders. %" to 
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anI' type mk and a very ~man amount of liquid dishwasher 
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This answers my question on 
pg. 12 about converting a 
Maule. From Aug. '82 issue of 
Sport Acrobatlcs, available from 
BAA HO, OSH. submitted by T.J. 

McCormick, of Hamer,S.C. 

Altho' we are reproducing both 
these pages full size the details 
on the illustrations are hard 
to read without magnifying, so 

you may n~ed to secure a copy 
of the mag for clarity. 

"-

TAILWHEELS, AGAIN 

There are several subjects which s<'em to OC' perennial 
Tech Saf€'ty subject, and «tllilwheels" is certainly one of 
them. The following artide submitted hy an lAC member 
concerning a common tuilwheel malady iR l!~cell<'nt in its 
detail and instnlctions 

"Why Lock Up Your Maule? 

"I think l!Vl~ryone will agree that tht' Maule SFS is a 
great tailwh<-el for tm:iing around an airport, pUt· 
ticularly since you can st,~er with the rudder and 
because it is full swivel. Unfortunately, if you're 
landing a short, coupled airplane like a Pitts, on pav!'" 
ment, in II crosswind, it Clln he a real handful, especially 
for a low.time pilot. 
/~ >'So, I tried one of thl! popular locking 

#tNP." \ on tht: mllrket today, The lo('king tailwheel which 

"A IG"'~ J t>osted.mO". c the Pla.nr ex.t. rt'mely difficult t().ste. 'cr W.h eo rr n... thert: was any kmd of a WInd becau~e it wasn't 
rlHi- linked to the rudder, In addition, thl' use 01 a tortlon 
Wtf€&l- hl'r lO8tea~ spnng cllused an ommdm'dion"l 

bouncmg m th., tllll whIch I didn't like. It was a Illt,le 

i lightRf but YOll ll~ually nt:ed .extra.w~ight 10 the tad 
of a Pitts anyway; It. was aL~n mMe aerodynamiC, 

I 
but someone who needs a lockmg ta]lwheel is prohably 
not ready for unlimited competition anyway, so a f~w 
,'xtra mil('S pH hour dnesn't make that much dlff~r· 

'-...\'nr-E'. 
"To solve my prnblem, I dt'cided to try to modify the 

Mllul~ tail wheel which I originlllly purthas!"d for 
~t WIlS relati~'el simple and wurk!"d ('xtren 
well Sf> (,Cl e to a art' my ~xp"nenc,', u f>"';'ing 
iSaT:t ('xplanation nr how to ~'om'l'rt the Maule SFS 
to l\ lock tailwhl'd as I did, 

"The first step in the conv(>TsiOn is to rl'plaee th" 
ring on th\' st>oering arm. To remove the old ring, I u$!;d 
a milL Prior to welding on thl' n\'w ring, YOll must. be 

to complelel~ rt:move any rema;nmg brazing 
I used 11 san b!ast>or for thls. 

"Next, damp tht: new ring on the cmt\,f lwe of 
th" s(.-.-ring arm, Sine,> the ~le~ring arm is hard~ned, 
I recommend tig welding using Tlgted]C 680 filler 
rod, a product of the Eutectic Corporation, Weld SIZ~ 
should be no more than ',," Ul avoid warpmg th!' st.-~r· 
ing arm, To complete th~ sU'l'ring ~,rm. reasspmble thl' 
hx:king pin If1 t.hl' IlIDl making HUT" it. slides freely, 

"NfXt" 11 f1at must bf' machined into the i.!pp"r ~ur· 
12 AUGUST 19B2 

pugo 1.:1 

('P Oflh,' rastln' with" I" mill ,utl\,r. rem", In' H"lv 
('11O\lg] matprl;, \E) pr,·"·",,, "I -,,,r ,,,',' ," lh,· 
nHJ\jniiili:T'-J~lk io·;;<;f';il--~,;;irih;;Ting [)In 

"'''' [,,' ~(u.u,-,1 pO v,llh a , m]il <utl,'r S;." f 'gun' i 
]f' rill ,'\ ~ .. I mlbt In,' HI-' ",t] t t ,t!, ling 

{','nlt'r Ilnl' "nd mll~t be paralkl v,llh tht· ~p"'ng ~ur· 
fare 

'"Th,· mCluntmg bJ,,,,k r:,n n"", b,. ;'UadH'd to tl", 
u" A)\'{} h,,11 to a.'''Jr'' Ih.,1 nil p,"\.' will 
should 1,,· d()"" r,'{or,' th,· fm,d I,nlllllg "' l~ d!)n~. 

"If all Pllrl-, fit and nhlvP fn't'l.", th" nlnlHltmg hi<>ck 
nln 1:><.' \>razo'd tJ') ttl(' r,lsllng 10 (h( (O,II""lI\g maon('r 

bral"'g a!loy "I1<'t,t C:on )", nbWIIl,-(j fr"m y"ur 
,,,,·ldJ/\g ~u~pht'r Cut" J"""" "r Ih,. _,h'·('1 tn f]t 

l'x"c'lly und,'r th{' bh"k ('''I" g"""r<lu, ,1t'lH''''',· 
hoI!' 1'1,") f()r lh,' b"lt You d",,'t '''''It to brill_" til<' 
bolt in place COdt l~)th ~ldt's of tIl!' ~h"d IJbnally 
WIth f1llX, tfwn b"l1llw block tn th,. fa~\)ng, "mdv,]('h· 
ing the si!v\·r ~hl'l'1. h ... tWl'(>1l the two, Tor'lu(' lh" holt, 

want a pn'l""d on It. when th,· ~ilV<T ml·lts 
(, pntlr" assembly untll Rilver IS See" to flnw 

from under the block The ld~a IS U) h""t th(, HltJr<' 
block and casting m this area broadly find llmformly 
tu the Dow point of thl' brazmg a)joy, When thp silva 
is seen w f10w from under the block, you rlln add a small 
ilmnllnt W form a mIN around the block to 
relievt: stn'ss at tIllS pomt Thl' l'a~ting mllst bp 
down slnwly_ An ('a~y way u) a~, 
in3ulation ·around a brge can 
part as J300n as lhe bnlllng is 
be sandblUHt,>d d\,lUl after II Is cool. 

"Fmal A~s('mbly: th€' pUoh pill I cahle ,lOd "n 
hllrdware are AN qll«li!y and can be pun;ha~l'd fmm 
any aircraft parlh &uppl']er, MlO>: c»nw from B&F 
AIrcraft in Oak Lawn, llllO())S, Attach the rahll' in::ur;:
tht· fu~eI1lgl' u~lIlg t.y-raps !)"fety w1rp ;111 boltH Tb,. 
1',' C{)mprl'S~l[)f) 6pnng can Ix> founJ III any 

IJ- 6;D Ii! )c:.) 19/0. 
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illor", GI~t S(','('rn! silk'S of ~prings 00 you can adju~l 
th,> locking tt'n~~!U, A str(Jng sprinl(, "ide<:l by vibra
tion, will a'o'$\>'" that th" wh..,...,l IS lockffi on landing, 
ev!'n if you forget to lock it. Mine is this way, and I 
had to make a Jl(>!.Iitn;;-tOCk to keep it open while 
taxiing. With the tailwhf.'f'J l.x:ked, the tailwheel 
ronnector spnng1llll!ow full uoe of the: rudder. you can 
aho make small COrrt't'l>oDS wIth Hgtit bl'1lkmg. 

N'J1w> AN3 oo]t and slf.'f.'v<.' fOT the push wire are 
simply dJ:i!lt'ti 1\!1 shown in Fif:UN! 2 and then adju.(;ted 
with wa.~ht~rs. 

"If ytlur marhine wQrk is !!crurate, Y(Ju will have a 
tmlwht'el that mah'S Y(Jur airplu!!(" t.fack straight. If 
th" all-imp<:>rtanl silwF brazing and weJding wero 
dlOne pn)perly, Y(Jur tnilwhed will withstand evt'n 
the ffiO'St~'Sode «mw .... 

"My locking Mauk is on a Pitts which has twen 

m!"M1LL 

m , 
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land.-i! mostly on pavement. I had only seven hourn in 
a tBildragger before I flew my Pills. My locking Mault' 
tu.ilwhee! improved the landing perfonmmce so much 
that 1 C(ln Iwast of ovel" finy hoUT!:! and hundreds 
of landings withc.ut even being clmre to a groundloop.~ 
The above articl~ exemplifies the worlh of the lAC 

Te<:hnical Safety Program: a forum whel"(> we can all pool 
our experiences/knowledge for our mutual iJ.e.nefiL A latgl1 
lAC "thank you~ ;$ due the IAC'er wlm made the clTort 
to (I&.~mble the (loove article and (lhll.rn his knowledge 
and experience with othn lAC mcmben. Each lAC 
member should rt~memiJ.e.r that he is part of the lAC Tech 
Safdy Committee and that his input is IID!)eTItia! w the 
operation of this ProRfalll. 
Fred L. Cailey 
Chai1'mlHt~ .. : .....••.......... 
Technical Safety Committee 
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TtiJ. McCORMICK not only submitted the reprints from the Sport Aerobatics 
magazIne-on th~ Maule locking tailwheel conversion, but also the Designee 
newsletter reprint on the liquid leveling method, He also sent. in a 
stack of other goodies that I'll use in NL #60, as I will need to take 
some time (that I don't have right now) to type up the copy and draw 
some illustrations over to better arrange on available SDace on the NL 
pages. I have to try to use as much of the page as possible, so at times 
I have to delay printing someone's letter or excerpts until a later NL, 

int your letter or tip riqht away, iust be patient. I 
ITy do thank you T~J~ for sllbml.thnq all that l.ofo. It's qreat: 

~ sent in a drill grinder set-up for grinding sheet metal drill bits,a 
tool to bend fuselage extrusions (longerons), an exhaust tubl.ng flanging 
tool and 'method to b.t one w;Ltnln another!a safety Hem ,for,usl.ng pench 
~.ers, anS:1 a Shcf bHXe tool to bend a neat: 'll.t:l:le' t)~I; e({ge at a6Qu'f"~ 
a 30 angle that gives that professional look to the edges of sheet metal 
panelsl. T.,L built a P1tts before start1nQ the 1-18. so he 5 piCKed UP 
some goodie ideas along the 

~ AUTO VS AIRCRAFT ALTERNATORS: This article from Nov. 1983 issue of Plane 
and Pilot News and was submitted by an FAA certificated Aircraft Accessory 
Shop. It reads;. 

BE AWARE 
Differences between aircraft and auto alternators using a Ford belt 
dr1ven 12V or 24V Alternator for compar1son 

Aircraft alternators include features not found on automotive alternators. 
01. Altho' alternators are bi-rotational, aircraft engines turn oppoSite of 

automotive. This means cooling fans must be canted in the opposite direct
ion. Also pulleys and belt sizes vary according to coming in speed. 

&2. The through bolts are of higher tensile strength utilizing an anti
rota'tional device in the form of a lock tab. The rectifier assembly has a 
heavy duty diode with higher voltage and amperage capacity. Also, one 
excites at 90 PIV and the other at 150 PlV. Radio suppresion is designed 
for 108 frequencies and up, which is the VHF band, and 108 and down, which 
is the FM band. 

03. The brushes have a higher graphite content and they utilize a tin plate 
on the brush leads to prevent corrosion. 

11'>4. The stator is of the Delta wind, rather than the "Y" wind and it does 
not utilize the stator terminal. The aircraft unit also carries "H" insul
ation, which is capapble of 200 0 Centigrade temperatures. It is also rated 
at 60 amperes, instead of 55. 

.5. The rotor has a shorter shaft and a smaller thread size. Because of the 
opposite rotation, it is wound in the opposite direction. It. also utilizes 
"ROO inSUlation and Havel varnish. 

66. The front and rear housings are the same as automotive. with this brief 
description I hope I have enlightened you on the difference between aircraf 
aDd automotive alternators. Using automotive units in an aircraft creates 
a potential safety hazard, as well as shorter alternator life and unrel
iability. 
If you suspect an automotive unit on an aircraft, check with your nearest 
FAA approved accessory shop or your local FAA GADO office .•.•.• END. 

l"m not qualified to comment on the above, but perhaps some of you are. 
I do know that a good many homebuilts have used and are using automotive 
alternators and I haven't heard of anyone having problems. have you? I 
still have a generator on mine. with modern radios, which are practically 
no current drain, your greatest electrical load is the starter. You can 
minimize even this by pulling the prop through several blades by hand 
before activating the starter. Of course all safety precautions should 
be observed. 

('TH",vKS To ~~ :;5<Jr 7;'W.r / iI/ T2" /J1tE"') 
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D T-18 Carburetor and Engine do not match 

I bought a factory reman engine 0-320-A2B - ISO HP, Lycoming, 
u 

zero time, eqlipped with a Marvel-Sch~bler MA4SPA, part # 10-3678-32 

caburetor. 

After installation in my Thorp and ground run of 2 hours plus one 

flight around the pattern I decided the carburetor was not right. 

The ground run-up produced heavy soot, rich mixture and fouling of 

plugs. Leaning 3/4 distance made some improvement but not totally. 

I was getting 1950 max RP~1 on static run-up. (maca 7ipt!J Lou!) 

Called Lycoming in Williamsport, PA (1-717-327-7077) and talked to 

Ken Johnson, Mgr., who gave me the nearest Western Regional Offce: 

Aveo Lycoming Division 9841 Airport Blvd, Suite 1130, Los Angeles 

Cal.90045 (Phone 1-213-645-1760). After talking with representative 

Ivan Gunston and many calls back and forth with him and Don Lewis and 

Bob Walters I secured a loaner carburetor from them. This carburetor 

part # 10-5135 lmp1:oved e.E£ine performance considerably. After 5 

hours of flight time I was satisfied with the carburetor. Engine 

ground run on this carburetor reached ZIOO RPM's, EGT 1250, leaning 

mixture to EGT l400 increased 20 RPM gain and this was satisfactory. 

thoug~~, 

Then came a very disturbing event, The plane ran fine on Wednesday 

and .... 'as fine when shut down. On Saturday I took it up for a run, 

The first time the engine quit (as though no gas )when was about 

25-50 feet off the ground. It did not quit entirely but was on and 

off. After shutting it down to idle and landing it sounded OK on 

the ground. 

I taxied to the pumps, filled the tank (14 gallons), and drained 

and checked the gas in the £11 ter. Upon ground run up everything 

was fine, no misses. All seemed well so I taxied to the end of the 

runway, ran it up and as it sounded great I took off. got 0 ff 

the ground to 300-400 feet when it shut off. It came on again and 

thinking it would clear up I continued to the south, making the turn, 

still climbing. The plane was shOtting off about 3-4 seconds and 

then back on 3-4 seconds. This continued half way do~n tile downwind 

leg where it cut down to an idle and wouldn't run at full throttle. 

A Cessna was about to land in thepattern. I radioed "emergency" 

and came around in front of him which meant a short landing, ,er 

down halfway down the field at about 90 MPH, q.nd began braking 

it at touchdown and braked to the end of the field, With no choice 

and unable to make the turn because of my speed I ran straight: fon,ard 

onto the grass at the end of the runv.'ay. 

The thresh_hold lights ~tended across the runway about 6-8 

feet apart. 1 hit the middle approach light with the left wheel. 

The tip of the prop ticked the light and I broke the left pant: and 

bent the strut cover. Also cracked the right pant cover and 

scratched the fusi1age, thankful that no more damage was done to 

my new "baby". 

I hit the ditch at the end of the blacktop and the tail flipped 

up and the plane nearly went over. It righted itself and I~an 200-

300 feet down the grass where it stopped. The engine was still 

running so I taxied back to the runway with the engine sounding 

fine and running beautifully on the ground. I wondered \\'hat could be 

wrong with the gas: was it the carburetor, vent, gas line pltlgged, 

a plugged screen or an air block in the line? Why toduy when it ran 

so good two days prior? 

At this point I returned the 10-5135 loaner carb ..... , ..... 



~ 
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[ tried to trade my 10-3678-32 carb [or a 10-5135 with no success. 

Lycolning's explanation was my 0-3Z0-A2B engine and 10-3678-32 

carb arc mated [or the Super Cub, Tri-pacer or Cherokee 140 planes. 

llo~cvcr, tlley offered to sell me a ncw carb for $1.120.20, which 

I felt \,'as out of the question. then sent the 10-3678-32 carb 

to Lycoming in Williamsport PA for corrective action. After 

several months and many phone calls it was finally returned with "no 

service requi.red". The carb was in the middle of the performance 

curve according to their tests .. One dealer in California would 

takc a trade-in ~ for a rebuilt carb, but it must be an 

Ldentical part number, which I did not want. They offered 

a rebui.lt carb for sale outright, no exchange at ~ 

Whi 1e w'aiting for the return of my 10-3678-32 carb from Lycoming 

I found a used 10-5009 carb for~ 1 now have one new 10-3678-32 

for sale. Remember Lycoming said it "performs in the middle of the 

performance curve". 

After checking all other possibilities and finding no defects, 

the plane was back in the air after a 6 momth delay. It now runs 

perfectly and has been signed off by the FAA on 2-25-83 

My advice to a.nyone bUJing a Lycoming ISO HP engine is to make sure 

~~~t;et~g.-,_?_~)99 .?r la-SIS:' carb "'ith it Dealing ,,·ith Lycoming 

manufacture direct did not sccm to get results, after the fact. 

A used engine from a Cessna Cardinal with a 10-5009 carh, is running 

fine for my friend Ford Ilendrick~ T-18. 

I conclude by saying this \o,'hole experience was a most trying and 

unexpected one for me. 
F"~,.., 

~ John Kenton, 16611 126th PI. SE, Renton WA 98055 (206)255-7110 

.. 
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Thank you JOHN KENTON, old friend, for that info. I'm glad, too, that 
you didn't bend your pretty bird on the forced landing. 
John further added that he felt that this information is especially 
important to all new builders that are using the carb air box that Ken 
Knowles sells (which essentially is the same as the one that George 
Leider built and that we ran pictures on in NL #45). 

AIRBOX SIZE VS CARBURETOR JET SIZE: I can identify with John's problem 
wl.th the carbo When I l.nstalled the 0-320 160 hp Lyc in my bird I COUldn't 
get it to turn up more than 2000 rpm static before it began backfiring and 
belching out black smoke. I even tried it with the cowl off, thinking my 
air filter might be the culprit. The engine had been installed in a Super 
Cub and of course ran great. The fellow I bought it from, Bobby Osborn, 
even put it on a test stand and ran it for me before I bought it and it 
just did great. I couldn't figure out for awhile why it would run fine in 
one airplane and not in another, until I remembered that on the test stand 
run we had no airbox on it. That was the common denominator. I called a 
friend who had put this same engine in his Mustang II and had had the very 
same problem and it was solved by going to a leaner jet. When Piper had 
put that engine in the Tri-Pacer they had problems and there was an AD put 
out to change to this leaner jet. Yes, they had made airbox changes, So if 
you are about ready to fly a bird with one of the 0-320 series engines and 
have this sort of problem arise, you might well look at the earb first. 
Be aware that the shape and size of cowling airseoop could well make a 
significant difference, too. 

IJj 5:00 x 5 TIRE PRESSURE: I had trouble finding out what the optimum and 
recommended tire pressure was for 5:00 x 5 tires and in the past I had 
just eye-balled the tire, using a pressure that raised the outer tread 
ribs just off the pavement. I decided to ask TOM KERNS what he could find 
out thru his engineering contacts. Here is what he sal,d:"I have access to 
a Goodyear Aircraft tire application book, which is used to determine tire 
size, pressure, and deflection under load. 

Working with Goodyear design tables, I calculated an optimum tire pressure 
of 28 PSI for Goodyear Flight Custom II 5.00 x 5 tireS of either 4 or 6 
ply rating (this is for 1400 lb. 9ross weight. Pressure would be pro
portioned up or down for other welghts). 

The ~~ tire has a maximum inflation pressure (under load) of ~ 
and a maximum static deSign load of 800 lbs. per tire. The E-ply tire 
has a maximum inflation pressure of 51 Ibs. PSI and a max static load 
of 1260 lbs. per tire. 

Use of 28 PSI on a T-18 tire should give even tread wear. I experimented 
with higher pressures and I was surprised at how much harder the airplane 
rides •..• and bounces! Lower pressures will increase rolling friction. 

Happy Flying, Tom Kerns sin 71 NlOTK 

Thanks, Tom, for the info. "-10' re going to miss you around here, but your 
recent letter sounds like you are going to enjoy your new job with NA in 
Columbus, OR. Hope you make OSH this year with your bird. If not, perhaps 
you can make it back down this way in Oct. when we organize a 2nd Annual 
dinner and conflab of T-18 types like we had at Temple, TX, in '83. 

(We'll hit on that in NL#60, that will be in the mail by 1 Sept.) 



"""I-IS NE'~""S91",'aTr~ .. 
Shirrell Heath, 

Dear Dick, 

Southampton S03 2JN, 

Uni ted Klngdome 

Mid October' 83 

PAG,~ 7, 

Herewith $ 15 for the fund. I know it costs more to mail 

newsletters here. Sorry you could not make it here. My phone number 

is not listed but if you are this way again and require picking up 

from Heathrow or wherever (af'ter 5p.rn.) it is 0329 - 832754. 

Encloseo is a photo of my T - 18 - possibly the most advanced in 

Europe - certainly in the UK, taken during trial assembly a couple of' 

months ago. I now have it indoors, the vic has been heat treated to 
the satisfaction of my inspector and I am finally assembling the 

fuselage. I started with small parts - fin, rudder, ailerons etc, 

then wings. This gave an important psychological boost - always some

thing to look at as Signed out. It also made for easier storage and 

cash flww. I was able to keep and fly my previous homebuilt until a 

year ago. The cash I got from selling it financed my nav/com.,engine 
and soen, I hope, propeller, canopy and paint job. Had I started on 

the fuselage I would have had a lot of outlay at the beginning with 

little to show for it and would have had to sell my Nipper Mk3 a couple 
of years earlier. As it was I just had to fly the statutory 5 hours 

this year to keep up my licence. 
My T-18 is wide bodied with folddmg wings and 211 longer u/c. I 

have a Narco nav/com. and instruments for a complete IFR panel (although 

it is omly legal to fly homebuilts VFR here). I suspect rem a bit of 

an instrument nut but, having had two flameouts with my previous ~V 

enginec mount and having heard from my CFI friend how their Cheetahs 
with similar engines to mine cruise on 4~ (imp.) gallons quite happily 
when leaned out correctly, I reckon the more monitoring one can do the 

better for one's safety and pocket. 

My inspector is very much a belt and braces bloke. 

ion I am fitting an electric turn & slip, vacuum driven 

On his suggest

artificial hor-

izon and I have gone for a Hamilton vertical card compass - a real jewel, 
" "-"" this. He got me .t:;:ci:l new Cessna wingtip strobe:l"an much less than the 

price of one but I have jibbed at XKR fitting more weight near the wing

tips. The aircraft will be finished cream and red in a aimilar pattern 

to that of John Shinn's aeroplane (which stares accusingly from my living 
rOOffi wall when I eat or watch TV) but, in our crowded skies, I still 

reckon to need all the seeability I can get, particularly around VCR 
beacons at weekends. I originally went for the Ken Knowles fin tip 

.~!:~.9}o C!:~~1?J b~t~avApg_ s~en _it_,_i_n~.lJl~ck-:-_u'p_ ~av~ qecided it spoils the 
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chunky look of the beast and also, with VOR aerial in wingtip I wanted 

an anti-collision strobe on my fin. The flasher unit fits neatly on 

its modified bracket on the bottom longerons between bulkheads 576 & 575. 
This is not as accessible as r would like nor as near its strote but, 
like most things to do with aeroplanes a barely acceptable corr;~romisc. 

The rudder cables clear it nicely and their exit h~les provide ventilation. 

The trial assembly was for two reasons. Firstly I wanted to be 
able to position the wing fixings accurately on the fuse:lage. Secor,dly 
I needed to see what a T-18 lmtbked like at clilise quarte rs and let the l)FA, 

our eqmivelent of the EAA know that I had not Eiv~n up. 
When I put the fuselage together for the first time I onl;)' tal-'ed the 

'IP 601 bulkhead in position with a pointer to centralise it on the 592 

bulkhead. I found the Ken Knowles fuselage skins accurate but was not 

prepared to risk the 596 and 601s being too close - unable to get wing in 

or too far apart- resulting in stresses being set up drawing the two tog

ether. What Ii did was to assemble the centre main spar of the wing to 

the 601 bulkhead and drill and ream the 522 and 602 fittings together. 
Having centre drilled 3/32" the 597 fuselage and rear spar fittings 

~ I put the clecoed up fuselage on treslles and eased the wing centre section 

into place and supported it. 
itioned and parallel with the 

to 5/16" and bolted them up. 

Once the wing was seen to be correctly pos
stabilator I drilled the rear spar holes out 
I then bolted the 601 bulkhead to the centre 

spar and drilled locating holes theough it, the fuselage and the 494 Sr,Cs.r 

plate. When I measured from each wing rear spar to centre of stabi1ator 
spar there was only i" between them. I hope to be reasonably sure tll0t 
when, next spring, having fitted my Lycoming 0320 E2G, instruments, controL, 

etc, I take the whole fuselage outside for final assembly, there sho111d be 

few problems. 

I have gone for monel a/c pop rivets al:nost everywhere becu,we I am 

working Single handed for 99% of the time. If I were to get my wife to 
help I would be expected to moW the lawn, prune the trees and generally 

do the jobs non-builders do around the house. As it is she cheerfully 
accepts that I do not own an aeroplane - it OYmS me. 

Best wishes, --L-~ M ,YALLER 

Thanks, Jim, for your very excellent report. I hope the rest of you blokes 
here in the USA appreciate how much easier we have it in dealing with 

the bureaucrats. 



• In NL#60 I am going to include an B page article {that we have reduced 
down to-4 one-half size pages} by an acrobatic pilot, which records 

e 

his research results on a simple spin recovery method, a <';/DP t~o.r" three 
method ... that will work for ANY spin, inverted, flat, or otherwise. The 
first- action is to close the-throttle, 2nd, release the ,stick, 3rd, kick 
full opposite" rudder:-agaTnst-~-_the s-pItl direction. (Thfs- artici"e will be-'for 
fri'S'ertion--i-n-your -T-IB Operation and Safety Manual). 

This method has been thoroghly tested by lAC chapter members and recently 
the local rAe made a video tape of spins of all types, using a video 
camera mounted on the vertical fin, and r assure you it was an eye-opener. 
I wish all of you could see the film and hear the commentary, but I've 
been told it will be several months before such a tape will be available. 
I think it will first go to rAe chapters and then BAA chapters, etc. 

---------'-
A BEAUTY, FOR SIiLE: LEE SKILLMAN, whose T-18 you've seen at QSH and some 
-of toe clther fYy--=lns'iSrei"uctantlY (almost) decided to sell his T-lB. 
His beautiful bird was the T-l8 rep at the Wright Bros./nayton Air Fair 
two years ago, so that tells you a bit about what a jewel it is. Lee has 
been transferred to Mobile, AL, 36608 {6964 Airport BLVD, Apt. 82. His 
home phone is 205/342-3967 (ever:ings only). I lost the slip of paper that 
had all the vital stats on his bird, but r remember he was going to price 
it SOM~rERE in the vicinity of 21 or 22K, so if you are interested in 

a creampuff. give him a call. 
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Here's an item you should file •.• along with a reminder to tell you NOT 
to depend on your own 'ed~cated'sense of touch when tightening nuts and 
bolts and to USe a torque wrench. If you don't want to take time to do 
it RIGHT, when will you find time to do it over and do it right then? 

(f) TOROUE-"L:iMiTS-
By Dewey Ballard, Designee 1064, as priMed in 
TOUCH & GO, Overland Park, Karn;(l3 Chapler 200's 
New!/ielter 

One of our Chapter membel" mentioned thai he 
would like to have a convenient charl of torque limits 
fot use with the more common airframe nutfl und boll.3 
used in aircraft construction. The values in the chart 
below are for standard ~lldfIHum plated nu\..s with oil
free threads ond U&Cd ol!!Y. in metal.to-metal assemblies. 
In joining ~QQd, ':Hlles_IlJ)\i:B!jllli.'{ijJ.!e:~,,~i£!,nutaare 
torqued up 2J1.ly tight enough 14....llli:,~~_U:~tation of the 
bolt and withoutc\"Ushin~ the wood I}be,ra.ln the chart, 
cOlumn A is the torque range Tor" tension type nutg 
{AN310, AN365), ~olumn B i6 for sheer type nuts 
rAN320, AN364). The valuell are in inch_pounds. 

Tap Sire 

8.36 
10·32 
114.28 
5116.24 
318·24 
7116·20 
112.20 

A B 

Fine-\.hroud bolta 

12-15 
12-15 
&0·70 

100·140 
160-19G 
45(}.500 
480·690 

Cearse.thread bolts 

7.9 
12--15 
30·40 
60·85 
95·110 

270-300 
290.410 

8-32 12_15 7·9 
10.24 20-25 12-15 
1/4.20 4-0-50 25·30 
5/16.18 SO·gO 48-55 
3/8.16 160-185 95-100 
7/16-14 235.255 140--155 
112--13 400·480 240-290 

A bolt of the prop~r~hould have no more than 
_(lne or two threadS_ ·a1:!?,v.:,il!g .,;men tightened with tne 

proper torque. Checking (or colter pin hole al\gnment 
nfi.er reaching the low end of the torque range allowli for 
a bit more tumingt:O· secure alignment without exceed
ing the torque limit for \.he bolt and nut. Never back-oIT 
a nut to obtain hole and cast.elb.lion arrgnrr.ent. Self-
1000king nul:! (AN364, A..""f365) require no specific align
ment. They can be uaed on w-1.IJ.o4, OJ: undriJled--lJ.hank 
bolls. -

When using them on drilled-shank bolts be SUl"1:! that 
there are no buns around \.he cotter pin hole. A self· 
1000king nu~ uaed mOl"1:! than once, unt.il it can b,Sl 
!:!!rrlf,~ on oi?01iby finger pressure al(l.ne. Just remember, 
a self.locking nut must llQ! be used on a bolt which is 
SUbjec~~!-ation~ unless it happens to be one of the 
super. uper nul:! which have a self·locking feature ~ 
casleUatioEltf?r a cotler pin. 
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from "the Designee Fne: LY1:_:!:!'ustyl.. Designee #52 

Iif< 

@t 

Materials: Ten feet of clear plastic tube (inside diameter to fit out
side diameter of pitot tube.) 
One dropper. One measure (inches or centimeters). One 
stick or board. Water. 

Bend the plastic tube to form a skinny Hun about 3 feet long and attac) 
this to the stick or board. ?ill bottom 4" of tubo with water. Attach one 
end to pitot on airplane (water should be the same height in both sides of 
the uU M

.) 

Now add water, drop at a time, until your airspeed indicator reads 6J 
~h (S2 kph) tapping th~ tube to make sure all the water gets down. Then 
measure the difference in the heights of water and record your reading. 
Repeat with airspe::;!1 i~dic~t.~r reading 10 mph higher each time. Re.~din'1s 

should be close to those in the table below. CAUTION: DO NOT ALlDW WATER 
TO ENTER PlTOT TUBE. 

Next check for system leak by checking for reading changes after five 
minutes at the ~~~h~~~ r~~e~are. There should be no change. 

~lprr ::: miles per hour and. KPI! nautical miles per hour 
'PH ~ ~ in/H2O ~ ~ em/H2O in/H2O 

60 52 4.5 1 13/16 120 104 1B.O 7 1/16 
70 61 6.2 2 7/16 130 113 21.3 8 3/8 
80 69+ 8.0 3 1/8 140 121+ 24.5 9 5/8 
90 78 10.0 3 15/16 160 139 32.5 12 13/16 

100 87 12.5 4 15/16 lao 156+ 41.5 16 5/16 
110 95 15.0 5 7/8 200 174 51.0 20 1/16 

7£.>; <s AQJ!)i 70 L.}'!£"' -Z~C57'Y 
-~~~---- ----

This is a relatively simple way to insure a reasonably accurate ball 
park reading on your A/S in the low speed range prior to your first 
flight. It will also show up leaks in the pitot system, which aren't 
too uncommon. 

T,ACH CHECK: If you don't have a good speedometer shop in your area to 
-do- il"bencn check on your tach for accuracy there is another rather 
simple way. This is a ramp check that will be very accurate in a couple' 
of the rpm ranges you are interested in. The only requirement is that 
it be done at night. Simply position the aircraft in the light of a 
mercury vapor of fluorescent light. Immediately you will be aware of the 
pronounced stroboscopic effect on your prop blades. This is due to the 
60 Hz AC line cycle current.The prop blade will appear to be motionless 
anytime you are at an rpm multiple of 60 {120Q, 1800, 2400)etc. If the 
test is also observed outside the aircraft a two bladed prop will show 
an "X" pattern at 1800 rpm and if you could turn up 2400 rpm you would 
see a six-pointed star. 
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TilE WHISTLE SLOT: Probably most of you gents in the frozen North are 
~\ aware of th1S, but just in case you aren't .•.. There have been any number 
• of forced landings in bitterly cold weather when the breather tube froze 

over. This causes pressure to build up in the crankcase, so that it will 
eventually rupture the nose seal.When that haRpens most of the engine oil 
will be lost in short order. The results could be a badly bent airplane 
or a ruined engine. or both. If you have to relocate the breather tube 
where part of it may be subject to freezing, be sure and cut a little 
notch or hole where it will be in the warm area and the moisture that 
is being expelled from the crankcase can vent inside the cowl. If the 
exposed part of the tube should freeze over and block the exit of oil 
the back pressure forces it out thru the whistle slot. 

~ FOR SALE: A local builder, Robert Clark, passed away from cancer about 
a month ago and we are helping his widow dispose of his T-IB parts and 
tools. He has a wide body fuselage that I built for him, with just about 
everything needed to complete the fuselage and tail group. He also has a 
set of spar caps (main wing only). All parts were given a coat of zinc 
chromate and all parts were purchased from Ken Knowles in late • 79. 'fhe 
gear is the long gear and is complete with wheels, brakes, axles, tires. 
He also has a set of T-18 plans, newsletters, WB plans, and CW plans. 
Also some extra items. Mrs. Clark would like to get the inveQtory ('79) 
price out of it all in one pkg, but will consider parting it out to some 
extent. It's a good buy for someone. about .19% cheaper than current prices 
with much of the work already done. It is clecoed now, ready to rivet. 
If you are interested, call me at llii351-4604 anytime between 9am and 
~ CST (if the phone rings before 0900 my wife has been known to snarl). 

@ !fl\}:~T?ELL CONSTANT SPEED PROP: This prop flew on Hugh Grammer's T-18 a 
few years back. It 1S 70" 1n dia. and is for Lye. 150-160 hp and has 
full feathering capability and I think has been recently overhaulee.I've 
lost the model # and other details, but the price is $550. T-IB builder 
BOB YEAKEY,9729 Be1Iewood.Dallas, TX,75238. (Just found the specs on the 
'pro'p~-I't's-an HC B2X L-2C, serial # is 52-4-R, Model PC10. It. has a manllal 
with it, too.~ob~"~_PQrn..§:_phone is 34B-2947 (214), evenings only, please. 
His work # is .11-_4!3?"1.:;"l?Q2,"~. -- ------ --~ 

It's now the middle of July and getting mighty close to QSH time, so I 
will bring this NL to a close, even tho'I have a good sized stack 0;; 
all sorts of really good stuff that will have to go in #60. I feel certain 
that I can get it in the mail E-Y .. Sept. 1, as much of the material is 
usable as is and doesn't require typing or re-writing. I apologize for 
taking so long to get this NL out, but there haVE been so many things 
to interfere this year. The latest was my Mother fell and broke her leg 
in May and at her age of 97+ she simply couldn't come back and passed 
away in late June. Since then it's taken me an extra long time to get 
geared up to writing. I al~o had three magazine writing assignments that 
I had to get out, but I'm IIp to speed now and plan to have #60 at the 
print shop by mid-August. The Opxn/Safety Manual is coming, too. Please 
be patient. Sorry to miss OSH, but you all go around and pet T-lBs there 
for me. 

Best wishes for a great fly-in, amigas, 

,I , I 

cJU!/< 0:::Ylv'-~;~,-
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NASAO, 

(NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SPORT AIRCRAFT DESIGNERS) 

AIRCRAFT BILL OF SALE 

FOR EXPERIMENTAL-AMATEUR BUILT AIRCRAFT. THIS FORM SUPPLEMENTS & DOES 
NOT REPLACE FAA FORH Ac8050-2. N NUMBER (IF ASSIGNED:) "N ______ _ 

SERIAL N\.TI'fBER (OF BUILDER'S CHOICE:) THIS AIRCRAFT IS A 

FACSIMILE OF AN AIRCRAFT KNOWN AS A: 

This aircraft is ~t designed or built to meet~ standards of 
airworthiness~ as with a certificated aircraft. This aircraft does not 
have a FAA Form 317 Statement of Conformity on file. since there is~ 
FAA approved data to conform to. This is an experimental aircraft and 
the registered owner is the experimenter. The aircraft was not built 
in a permanent jig and parts are not interchangeable with any other 
aircraft of the same facsimile. FAA records list the registered owner 
as the'manufacturer of an experimental-amateur built aircraft. The 
registered owner is free to make any modifications or changes he so 
wishes. The aircraft is an example of the owners creative ability. 
The new owner of an experimental-amateur built aircraft becomes it's 
manufacturer. when it is registered to him. He becomes responsible for 
it's aerodynamic and structural concept. The new owner is responsible 
for the performance and fit for purpose of every part and piece on the 
aircraft. \-'~arranty is nc:t expressed o,,~ implied" for an~ature or part 
oft his e_~Eer !El~_tl~~l::,~~~ur DU:L UC,,}liTcr;:§;f C---. ------ --- -.. ~-----

I accept the terms of this Bill of Sale and all responsibility for 
the aircraft described herein. --------

~ [ ::~ss 
i SIGNATURE-____________________ __ 

"' ~ 
'" w 

I this day of 19, 
grant. transter, and del:Lvcr all rightS, 
interest in and to such aircraft. 

NAHE OF SELLER; 

do hereby sell, 
title, and 

[ 
ADDRESS, __________________ _ 

SIGNATURE: ___________________ _ 

This Bill of Sale must be signed by both parties. The seller keeps 
the original and gives a copy to the new owner. Send a copy of the 
original to FAA with the canceled registration (if registered.) Sign 
before a no::ary if required by the state where the transaction occurs. 
FAA dropped the requirement for notarizing in 1972. 

s~.~ IrLE EiILl.. ."·F :"'A1.£ .-' N<">T "'ECt·,~~-;Ar::\l y Ii J(;4L /;,'''7~'iMIEfi r 

~ 
w 

~ 
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TO ALL T-18 BUILDERS AND OWNERS 

THE FOLLOWING FEH PAGES ARE THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF SUm-USSIONS 
FROB T-18 BUILDERS AND OI-'illERS AND THIS SERIES HILL BE FOLLQ1;\'ED 
BY OTHER SUCH ARTICLES AND SUBMISSIONS IN THE NEAR FUTURE. 

WE REGRET THAT CIRCUMSTANCES HAVE DELAYED THE PUBLICATION AND 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE 1'-18 BUIT~DERS AND OWNERS SAFETY AND OPERATION 
MANUAL. 

THIS l-ii'lNUAL WAS THE IDEA OF MR. VERN PEPPARD, OF D!,LLAS, TEXAS, THE 
PRESIDENT OF GEOMAP, INC. MR.-PEPPARD ANNOUNCED SUCH A f.1,,''\NU./\L AT OUR 
FIRST ANNUAL T-IB REGIONAL CONVENTION AT TEHPLE, TX, LAS'r OCTOBER. 
HE IS ALSO MOST GENEROUSI.,Y UNDERNRITING THE COHPLETS COST OF 'rHE 
PRINTING AND BINDING OF THE VJlNUAL. I KNOI-l I ECHO THE SENTHlENT OF 
ALL OF YOU IN EXPRESSING OUR GRATITUDE TO MR. PEPPARD FOR HIS SINCERE 
EXPRESSION OF GOODVHLL AND CONCERN FOR THE \~'ELL BEING AND HAPPINESS 
OF HIS FELLOW M.l\N. IT'S AN01'HER NAY OF IUS SAYING, "THANK YOU, JOHN 
THORP, FOR GIVING US SUCH AN OUTSTANDINGLY FINE, AIRPLANE." 

WE ARE ALSO IN DEBT TO UJ\}iK STEIGINGA, OF 45528 NEi\'TREE AVE., LANCASTER 
CALIFOR.liIA, 93534, FOR S1:JBMITT-iNGTHIS 1'10ST EXCELLENT AIRCRAFT HANDBOOK 
FOR HIS PARTICULAR AIRPLANE. NE SUGGEST THAT YOU USE THE FOLLmHNG 
PAGE·S· ~S~A~_-_Gj.LiJ2t:--INTHE OPERATION AND INSPECTION OF YOUR Oh'N AIRPLANE. 
USING IT TO PREPARE YOUR OWt~ MANUAL FOR YOUR INDIVIDUAL AIRPLANE. 

PLEASE NOTICE THAT ANY AND ALL INFOR}1ATION CONTAINED IN BOTH THE '1'-18 
NEI1SLETTERS AND THE '1'-18 BUILDERS AND O~TNERS SAFETY AND OPERATIOKS 
MANUAL IS PRESENTED AS A CLEARING HOUSE OF IDEAS, OPINIONS, AND PERSONAL 
EXPERIENCES OF VARIOUS PEOPLE, INCLUDING ANY SUGGESTIONS EXPRESSED, 
AND ANYONE USING ANY PART OF THE INFORHATION PRESENTED BE AWARE THAT 
THEY ARE DOING SO AT THEIR ONN RISK AND DISCRE'rION. THEREFORE, NO 
RESPONSIBILITY OR I,IABILITY IS EXPRESSED OR H1PI"IED AND IS \'rITHOUT 
RECOURSE AGAINST ANY OF THE PARTIES INVOLVED IN THE h'RITING, PUBLICATION, 
OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE EXPRESSED IDEAS, OPINIONS, AND EXPERIENCES. 

UNTIL SUCH TIME AS THE BOUND HANDBOOK ARRIVES, HE SUGGEST THAT YOU 
REMOVE THE VARIOUS ARTICLES PERTINENT TO TIm BUILDERS AND Oh'NERS 
HANUAL 'J'l-JA'r I-IAVE BEEN PUBLISHED IN PAST NEI1SLETTERS AND PUT THEM 
IN A LOOSE LEAF BINDER FOR THE PRESENT. THERE ARE SEVERAL SUCH PlIGES 
IN NE\\fSLETTERS #58 and #59. THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATIENCE AND UNDERSTlINDING 

DICK CAVIN 
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For<E\.JOHD 

Till s Tilul"1' T-18 "Oper,:J.tor' 5 Il"ndbook" and "Service <lnd Inspection 
~hnuC\J" 11."),5 been l'xpressly prcp<lrpd [or 'the owner ~!ld/or oper~tor of 
T_ln 1':,)12S. Its purpuse is to familiarize tl.e pilot \~ith the airplane 

p(~'fl:i9bt <J.nd post-flight requirements, ground handling, and fli911t 

Cil,-,r;lC ter:i "t ies. 

Tile inspec1:iun and ll!20.intenancE' requireml'nts a,e noted in the 
"S"rvic~' ['.1"nuCll" ~ectLoll of this b.:wdbook. Feder')'l Avi"tiorl Ihlministr,\tion 
ill'i!,~'cti<)n n~quirelTlcnts in accord,-.nce with F.A.H. Part 43, Appendix "0", 
c"l1 be satisfied when all inspection items in the service manual have been 

c(J"lpiiecJ with. 

fI ,umplete set of blueprints for all inspections, maintenance, and 

H'l'a i TS ,,,,e pruvided. 

The (milder's 10osele<>.f·manual is also <>'0 important reference to 

;IllY P;I-rt of this airplane. 

IT IS ~1I\NDATORY TO OBEY ALL LIMITATIONS NOTED IN THIS HANDBOOK. 

3 

DESCf?]PTIVE lNFor,;'l!\TlON 

T-113 N512S is a high per[ormCl.nce flush r.ive1ed 20.11 met<>.l tWD p1.3ce 

low wing m()nul'l<>.ne with fixed moin landill~l ge;:\r having new ClcveJ~,nd wlle",ls 
and brak~~s installed. A new Scot.t 6 x 2.00 t"il wheel is instalJ~~d. It 
has a new certificated Lycoming 0-360-A2A, 1130 H.P. en9inc coupled to " 
new Jla,rt7cll light weight constant speeJ propeller. fI "Tlh)Tj)" .:111 !TIet<d 

cowling is installed. The \~indshield frame doubles <-.~ C\ "roll u<:Ir". The 
canopy is ,-. "Ccc Bee" And rolls forward <:lnu aft on sti\inless ste\~1 track", 
and bAll oear,ill9s. A c<").nopy latch and lock 2;r8 pro"ldded. \\'-ing t.ips, \~he\o'l 

p"nts, and fin tip ar(~ fiber9lass and are securnl with flush screh'S anu nut 
plates. Po"itiDIl lights and strobes ",re .in"Ud10d in the Wi!l~l tip". The 
)J}')'in fuel t,Hlk hoJcls 29 gallons and the Clu::dli;uy hoJd5 16 9.::<110ns. A 

selector v",lve directs fuel from either t~Hlk to the engine. 

i\ full instrUinent panel is ins'ti'l.ll.~d. Tile fLi~ht illstnlIllL'nt" .)re 
arran<;.lpd in the standard "'I" configuration. A new N;:u:co Com lIB, Nav 12, 
and flT50fl transponder are installed. The radio selector switch h,-\~ 3 
positions: "IIOT MIe", "lNTERCOl'ol", and "TRAN"S!'HT". "lIOT ~nc" iJosition 
provides jntercolll use without p.n~ssi1l9 mjc but.t.ons. All justt"Ulilents are 
"Bill "Johnson" certified (Van Nuys, CA). The panel .is light(,d and solid 
',tate dimmer controlled. Cabin h~?at is controlled by a pUsh-l,ull control 
::m the left side of the panel. A controllable "fre"h air vent" is provid0d 
hear the aft end of the canopy and is very efficient. The pitot i" luc",tf'u 
under the left wil!g and is h~~ated. The static source is locateJ on each 
side of the fuselage at Station 149 and W.L. 38. Landing li<jht is installed 
in the cowl. A 35 amp battery is installed. There are "w,).rning l:i911ts" 
for "low oil pressure" and "alternator out" mounted :in the p.J.nel. A 
"pitch tril.l light" illuminates wi)€n the ;:..ircr;).ft is trimmed for 'takeoff 
and landing. 

The controls .'re convention.'l.l except for ,1. one piece "all flyill'j" 
llorizollt"l stabilizer with electrically controlled pitch triln tabs. The 
stabl J izer and ai lerolls are push-pull cant rol J cd. Tile rudder and }.'nding 
flaps are cable operated. The paint is Dupont Centari with haruener ",nd 
provides a very durable high gloss finish. 

Tile empty we:ight is 10:36.6 Ills. imd the Uroo.s wp;ight is 1700 Il,,,_ 
The airplane is F.A.A. licensed in the "Expcriment.).l" category. 

The desiYl1cr, Jolln N. ""I\orp, flutter tc-st('d the T-iH ,,1.. 2JJ ~lPII. 

The "V" speed is 210 NPH. thus providing il. JO~;; sa[l~ty mar')]n. Tll(> "i rer;>!t 
cruises at a relatively high speed. The controls are light and sensitive 
and extremely well balanced and coordinah~u. 

4 



Air!)l;).ne ~l"ke i'lodel 

Airir.?llne Serial No. F.A.A. 1.0. No. N' _____ _ 

1 (10 HOllR 011 ANNIlAL 1 NSPRCTT0N 

CONSTANT SPEED Pf?OPELLER 

r·lt)clel No. Hartzell l-lC-F2YR-IF 

Bl"H.jp Pc'sign 76661\-4 
B I ;1<1,. Serial No. #1 _ C6J507, #2 _ C63530 

Ilul, Serial No. eN7S 

l-lod<:>} Numhpr Ik's:i9nation 

H _ Ilartzell 

C - Control12lble 
F _ J" skl.ft extension 
2 - ::: lJI{,des 
Y - Ty!.e bla.de shank 
!? - Shaft mOllllting 
1 - Non-f<?atlwr.i.ng 
F _ Cylinder size 

In<;t.,II"t ion 

1. 1ns1,111 spinner bulkhead using spacers. Torque 22 foot pounds. 
2. Clea.n slla!t and hub flange. 
3. Insert "0" ring piN PHP-909-6 into groove (coat with <?ngine- oil). 
4. Tnst<:1ll propeller evenly. Torque~" bolts 60 foot pounds. 
5. Wire safety pairs of studs t0gether. 

NOTE: Visually in"'pect propeller prj or and aft"'I each flight. 

100 1I0UY Tn<;p('\'t ion 

1. Remove spinnel". 
2. 1nsp(~ct hull ;md blades for nicks ",nd cracks. Remove all nicks, 

scra1ctH.~·s, and gouy",s in <'ccorda.nce with instructions jn pl"o!-,eller 
m<,nu~-\l. 

3. Inspcct mounting bolts for security and safety. 
4. Inspect for oil and grease leaks. Grei\Se z0rks spa.ringly with 

Texaco ~1a.rf<lk #3. 
5. ~I<lke "'ntry .in propeller manual log vcr.ifyiny this inspection. 

6 

PREFLIGHT INSPECT10N 

1. All SI<Iltch..:s off. Throttle off. Mixturl? ill idle cut off. \';101.1 
and set clock. 

2. Battery voltage: press to test wi.th mClster switch on (!2 vult;,). 

3. Inspect battery vent, fuselage, empennage, surfa.ces, tabs, llin~lc 

points, and tail gear. Check "take off trim", (till> control ",rln 
approximately centered betwepn "golu <1i alOUflLb") • 

4. Inspect left wing, flap, aileRon, <:1nd hinge points. JZclTIove pi10t 
cover. Rl~move left wing tie down. 

5. Drain fuel bowl and inspect for contam:in~U1t;, and correct type 
of fuel. Inspect landing gear, wheels, ,'I,od pants, tires <,nd 
bra,kps. 

6. Jnspect engine and propeller. Check oil and fuel quantity. 

7. Secure cowling. 

8, Inspect right wing, flap, aileron and hinge points. Ikmove 
right wing tie down. 

II 



FLYING TilE T IH 

START E'C CIlECKS; 

Tl\XI: 

1. 

3. 

Fl1cl o.el~~ctol· "~bin TaJlk On". 
>lixture "Full Rich". 
Tilrutt.lc "Ful t", returll to idle, 

-1. :,l",stcr >;witch "On". 

tllen set just 3bove idle. 

5. En~Hge <;t.::.rt('L'. \(el<2,\s(' when engine starts. Check oil 
;,rp'-;'o;lI fr? - 25 PSI minimum. 

6. \';<':Inn cll')inc dt 1000 to i2CJO H.P.M. 
7. ChL'ck :nstrUlnpnl~ fur proper operation. 
S. !,ltprnator swit.cll "On". 

Y. J.ic,dio "",itches "On". 

!ldvaJlc<:', throttle sljghtly and the airplane will begjn to roll. 
Din .. '~tiollal control is easily maintained with rudder pedal 
inputs tu the stper"ble tail wheel. Sharp turns are m"dc by 
illuividual use o[ the toe urakes and the swiveling feature of 
the tail wheel. 

BEFORE T,\KEOH' 

1. S~~t <lltimeter to "Field Elevation". 
;;. F L"lt-'s "up", or 10'" or 20° if des j red for maximum lift. 
3. ;'lixture "Full lIicl1". 
4. :-';,--,yneto check at 1HOO R.P.N. 1'lC>.x drop 125 R.P.N. 

r,(J (~.P.~l. m;:;x. dilfl-:'l"E'nce between leIt and right magneto. 
S. C11,'c1, c;uourptor heat. 50 R.I-'.M. drop. 
6. Check prop~>l Jer oper<ttion. Pull for 300 R.P.fl-l. drop and 

n~turn to low pitch (TN). 
7. Clll-'ck all [:00tro1s. S{.'t pitch trim for t,.keoff. Actuate 

trjm switch "Nose Up" untll trim light just comes on. 
t). Set clock "Trtke 0[[ Time". 
9. Cl<}~e C;)nol'Y. 

JU. i.}\,t,-,jn r,nUo tow{>r C1C,lTilllCP ",ne! "Look Spe". 

11. Sl"t direct.iollal <l.nd attjtude gyro" ali~W'ed with runway. 
12. Lean mixture as necessary at elevations exceeding 5000 ft. 

l2 

TAKE-OFF: 

Cockpit Clud en~ljnc checks C'o!llplete, canopy clos,'u. /\l'ply throttle 
9r,,(jtwlly to "Full" kecping stick neutT."ll. Steer with r\ldUl~T I,eu;:;lb, 
s\p<-'rc)llle tAiJ wheel. Puddcr oC'coroes .l.p.rodynamic.d Iy (-:ffectlve 
about 40 M.P.H. i,l wbich tilll'-! ~:as(! the stick forwanl rai"ing tll~ 
t;,il. At 75/80 ~l.P.f!. ease stick a_It and ,-.t lift off rela....;: b3Ck 
pressure to ,,11ow 110/120 ~l.,P.H. ind.icated air ',pel'd. I<-laintain 
110/120 1'1.P.II. for uest L,tp of cl imb. ALlju"t H.i>.M. to 2500 a.nu 
man:ifold pressuz~ to 25" II.G. during climb. 

C!\UrSE: 

Adjust propeller contn>l to desired !l.P.N. and throt.l1,~ to desireu 
mi'lniJ()lu pressure. Adjust mixture copt.rol to peak exb,l.ust gas 
temperature. T\\'pak plectr.lc pitch trim for ]pvcl f]io;:Jht. 

NOTE: Avoid continuous of!er~\tjo1< between 1')00 '-"l1d 230() H.P.M. 

UESCENT: 

C,lrhuretur be;'l.t ,'IS required. Not norma_lly m::-eLkd on Lycolliins O-J(,O. 

l\e>u~lce tl1£ottle to ] 5" manifold pres"llrc. Adjust propC'ller control 
to 2300 H.P.I<-J. Cylinder head tempcr"ture and ad temperiJ.ture will 
rem2lin within limits. Fuel "Nain T"nk Oil". Adjust mixture 2IS 
required durin,,", let down. Slow to 130 M.P.H. ~?nt('rin'J duwn wind. 
Propeller control fon~;\rd (low pit.ch). Throttle ap;JToximately 
12" H.G. Below 130 N.P.II. lower flC'll's 01102 notcl) "" 10 degrees. 
Below 100 N.P.lI. Jow>.?r [la.ps 3 notches = 30 degrees. 

CAUTION: 40 d(~0r",eS of IL,ps (4 notcll(-"s) 2Ire prohibited at 
low gross weights and forw~\rd CG condi tion!:>, 

Hold 8_~, III 90 fl-l.P.ll. on final, flare p;,-st tbrl"sllold, bold oIf ~,nd 

touch down ,"lrOlltlU 65 1<-1.P.H. Raise fL,ps, turn of[ strobes Cl.n\! 
unnecessary switches. 

S!IUT OOWN: 

I. ""djo,; off, turn coordin.:.\tor 01(, an,l IjSht,-, o_ff. 
2. Check m,'gneto,; prior to "hut, dowil IBlJ() H.P.r'<l. 
3. "la~Jneto "Gro1l1HI Che~~k" (1'1<:<9 ~wit(:ll !Tillnlt'ntariJy off _ engine 

quits - Oil a9 .. in and engine continues to run) 
4. Mixture to idle cut off. 
5. All switches of I (~b9s. A1terll<l.tor, master, etc.) 
(,. T()p off ftH'J as require<J. 
7. Po"t flight.. I<-bke ClI,b<Hy inc;pcction of ent.ire- airpL'uw. 

END THOlli' T-lfl (lI'E!?I\TOP'S nI\Nl)p-tX)!( 

(1l1.,\';1,. 1""-,,,,-· ill<,el:led f01· future infonn;,jinll, il 1lC'C'(,'>"-,l.ry) 

" 



THORP T-18 

N512S 

SERVICE AND INSPECTION MANUAL 

Airplane Make t-Iodel 

Airframe Serial No. F.A.A. 1.0. N(J. N, ______ _ 

2<; !lOUR AIRPLANE 

fiND ENGINE INSPECTION 

1. After last flight while engine is hot, drain oil, rc>placc Ij lter. 
Replenish with Aero Shell 40/aDW. Safety and leak ch(~ck. 

2. Inspect main tires, brakes, and wheel pants. 

3. Inspect battery and service. 

4, Inspect all flight controls. 

5, Inspect fuselage and wings. 

6. Inspect propeller for nicks and cracks and securi tV. 

7. Inspect cowling. 

•• Inspect engine for leaks, ,safety and security • 

9. Inspect windshield and canopy. 

10. Inspect position lights, stroues, landing light anL! instrument 
lights. 

11. Make entry in airplane and engine log books verifying this 
inspection. 

Return to service 

2 



Aiq)l>lIH? ,'1ilk~' Model 

Airfr')'me Serial Nu. F.A.A. 1.0. No. N, ______________ __ 

100 nOun Of! ANNUAL TNSPECTION 

(1\ lRFI<I\ME) 

NOTE: In addition to cOlllplying with the 25 hour inspection, do the 
foli<.)wing: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

C l \','an, i Il"pec t, and <;In'a.be- main wlwel bearings. 
(>l) Install and baf(>ty 

Clpan, inSI,('ct, and grease tail wheel bearings. 
(A) Install >lod s>lfety 

Rpmuvc wing gap covl?rs and inspect aileron controls and bell
cranks. Inspect flap return springs. 

!\eITlOVl ,;Jain spar gap cover and inspect walking beam controls, 
aileron and elevator push pull tUbes. Reinstall cover. 

5. Inspect aileron and flap hinges for safety and security. 

6. Inspect rudder for safety a.nd security. 

7. Inspe:::t horizontal tail hinges and tab hinges for safety and 
security. 

8. Reillove llurizolltal trim access panels. Inspect trinl mechanism, limit 
switch"", drive mechanism, mo'lor and wiring for safety and 5ccurity. 
Reinstall covers. 

9. Ins!-,cc t rudJer and urake pedal lue;::.h,,,nism ')..!ld cables for l>i.'\fcty and 
security. 

10. Inspect instruments, pltllubin9, engine controls, and panel mounting. 

11. Inspect vacuum regulator fil ter aft side of fire wall, and instrument 
air f,Uter L.ll. forward side instrument panel. Replace if necessary. 

12. Ins]),,::::t wiring, switches and circuit break{~rs fOLward of instrument 
panel. 

13. Prcflight ail'craft and test fly. 

14. l-klke el1try in '),irpl;\rle log LJook verifying this inspectiull. 
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Airplanc 1>1aKc 1>1odel 

Airframe S!~l'ial No. V.A.A. 1.0. No. N' ________ _ 

100 IlOUIl em I\NNI))\L INSPECTION 

( ENGINE) 

NOTE: Oil an<l f_l11'~r changes due evcry 25 hours dependin9 on Gtlst 
c()!ldit.ions. 

1. 

2. 

Fly 
(a) 
(b) 
(e) 
(d) 

(e) 

tu \~"r!l) up eng:ine thorollgh.l.y. 
Tak~~ !).il sillllple for S.O.I\.P. test. 

Periol'm differl?nt.ial c()1npression tpst. Il:ecoru rpsllits in log. 
Or"in oil iJ.ud remove filter if due. 

ftemove <:;nd in~l!cct oi.l suction and pressure screens. CI(~,J.n 

and reinstall and safety. 

r<:cplal'e oil filter and s,,;[cty. Rpplenish \"ith B qts. 40/BO 
i\(>ro SJwll "W" oil. Str,~i9ht mineral ,\(~ro Shell 40/130 used 
the first 50 hours. 

Spark P1t19s. 

(al !~<?InOVC sl'o.rk phH]S noting their Jocation. 
(b) Clean and gap if neces5l;1ry. Clean <.:(~r"mics and ci9o.H~tt\'" 

witn isopr.opyl iJ.lcobol <."ind swabs. (Do not touch c(>ram.ics in 
plugs or cigarettes). 

(e) 
(d) 
(e) 
(II 

i<otate plu(Js. 1m;tall and torque 30 ft. Ibs. 
Tn<;pcct "nd lub~' magllctoS. 
Cll\~ck magn"'to timing. 
NOTE: Every 400 hours remove 

keepers, and spri.ngs. 
rocker covers. Inspect rpckers, 
Repl.)ce covers with new 9asket~. 

3. 1nsl'l'ct. cnyine ;:loll pro~)eller for ftwl and oil l(~t\ks. Curr"ct 
as flcr:cSSi\ry. 

4. Inspcct en9ille mount, baffles and axh<:lust systl?llJ for cracks and 
security. Inspect cabin heat muff. 

5. In"p0ct [u",l systew .cor leaks. 

(a) Remove fuel bowl. Inspect for water o.nd sed:iment. In~J>ec'l 
screen. 

(b) Reinstall and safety. 

6. Tnspp('t Cilrl) "i " 1>ox, carL> heAt va.lve, linkage anu uuct 3ss.:mbly [or 
(T;\cks, security and operation. 

4 



100 Hour or Annual Inspection 

(En9in~)(Cnnt.) 

7. Inspect engine controls. 

". Run engine and check for fuel and oi.1 leaks. 

". Preflight and test fly. 

10. r-lake entry in engine log book verifying this inspection. 

5 

En9in~ Accessories 

Starter 
Alternator 
Prop. Gov. 
Vae Pump 
Carburetor 

Oil Cooler 
Spinner 
Mag LH (impulse) 
Mag RI! (impulse) 

Electric<1.1 

Alternator Regulator 
Battery (35 amp) 
Strobe Lights 
Master Relay 
Start Relay 
Circuit breakers & switches 
Ignition Switch 
Instrument Light Dimmer 

(SOlid state) 

Flight Instruments 

Cornpas 5 STrW 
Directional Gyro 
Att Ind (vertical speed 

indicator) 
Turn Coor 
Altimeter 
Air Speed 
R.O.C. 
G-Meter 
Clock (8 day) 

EqUIPMENT UST 

ManufactllT€'r ~ 

Prestoli te HZ 42()0 

Prestolite ALY-B403 
Woodward ~lod(d 321(8) 

Airborne Model 211 CC 
Marvel Scheblcr_ 

(MA 4-5) 10-3878 

Harrison 
Brock 
Bendix S4LN-21 
Bendix S4LN-2-1 

Prestolite 
Rebat 
Whelen 
Cutler Hammer 

Airpath 

5 

10-51360-37 

10-51J60-37 

VSF-7203 

~ 

3EOOO]{,5 

6COOOU)4 
11SIlU')3P 

ll\~:'OSIJ 

G-46-6.ux> 

A-42248 
A-41108 

0000028 



Elloirw Tn"-.t rUIllPlll <; 

:'-l.).n l'r~~5s GJ.ugc 

TtJ.cho!lH't.er 
oi 1 Pre,;" 

Oil 1'''''1111' 
Vac G<IU(jP 

Fu~l 0(1.))1 (1)13io I), !\ux) 
Vol tC\inllH'ter 

Cy 1 l],-,u Telnp 
[\..~!1 G;.,u,le 

~1 i ,,< i'] l"PP<J\I<; 

\'!lH.'els - ,\],<1n (;~.:tr 

Bred .. yo, - L'k'<ln G~<lr 

T.:u I \ .... hcp I 
~1ain Tirps 
I-l':lin TulJ",s 
Com R;I(Jio 

Nav llilulu 
Tril1'lSpOllUeL" 

Transmitter Ant 
lIecfO'iver Ant 
ELT 
PropeJ leI;" Constant 

SppF'd 

Tbrattl<!, mixtur.e, t. 
prope Iler controls 

Ctlt,in 1!\~aL Control 
Carburetor Heat Control 

EQUIP)\![,NT LIST 
(Continued) 

"lfr. 

Stewart \."tarner 

Alcor 

Cleveland 
Cleveland 
Scott 
/>lcCreary 
Goodyear 
Narco 
Narc::o 
Narco 

E.B.C. 

Hartzell 

6 

~ 

5:00 x 5" 

2000 
6 ply 

llB 
l.2 
ATSOA 

Light Weight 

.§Lt! 

76 

DII>lENS IONS; 

Span 
Lell9111 
I!ej ~1bt 

Tread 
Win<,J ChaTu 
Cockpi t I'lidth 
Prop,-,ller Diameter 

ArmAS: 
\\ling 
Aileruns 
Horizontal Tail. 
V,~rtical Tail 
Fin 
Rudder 

DTME-NSIONS AND ArmAS 

7 

20'-10" 
13'-11" 
5'-3" 
5'-)" 
4'_~'t 

3'-2" 
72" 

86.0 fl.:! 

6.H it. 2 

14.2 ft.~ 
13.0 ft.:; 
4.13 ft.; 
3.2 ft. 



POWER PLANT: 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
AND LIMITATIONS 

Lycoming 0-360_A2A enginQ rated at 180 H.P. at 2700 R.P.M. 

OPERI\TING LIMITATIONS: 

Engine - Lycoming l'>lodel 0-360_A2A, 180 II.P. 
Limit for all operations _ 2700 R.P.M. 
Maximum allowable temperatures: (Degrees F.) 

Cylinder head, bayonet probe 500" F 
For maximum service life 

High performance cruise maximum temperature 
435 0 F 

Economy cruise maximum temperature 

400" F 
Exhaust gas temperature 

Sea level to 5,000 ft. - full rich 
Auove 5,000 it. - 1500 on rich siue of peak 
Cruise - peak E.G.T. 

Fuel Octane _ 100/130 

Oil - 8 qts. of Aero-Shell 40/S0W 
Oil temperature above 60° F 

Oil pressure 
Zero to 70° F 

Maximum 
90 

" 

Desired 
180" F (82 0 C) 
1700 F (77° C) 

f'.linimum 
UO 

(Degrees C) 
260 0 C 

224" C 

2050 C 

M= 
245 0 F (l1S 0 C) 
225° F( (I07° C) 

Idling 
25 

PERFor~MANCB : 

Maximum speed at sea level 2700 R.P .M. 
Cruise speed 75% at 7,500 ft. 

65% at 10,000 ft. 
55% at 10,000 ft. 

Maneuvering speed 
,MaximulO flap operating speed 

Stall speed - no flaps 
40~ flaps 

10" 
30· 

with 

210 ~\.kl 

j')4 l'1f'11 

le7 I'>U'll 
17,:' I'>U'II 

170 l'>U'H 
120 r-1I']1 

100 l'>U'1l 
fJ7 f;U'J[ 

63 ~1l'1l 

NOTE: 40° flaps not to be used 
forward CG condition 

Acceleration _ G'S 6+, 3- at 1250 Ius. 
4.2+, 2.1- ~\t 1700 Ius. 

CRUISE Rl\NGE.: 

65% power. 45 minute reserve (37.3 gal. 

Rate of climb (gross weight 
Absolute ceiling 
Take-off distance 20° flaps 

(21.8 9;11. 
sea level) 

used) 
used) 

968 miles 
566 miles 
IHOO f·'.P.M. 

25,000 ft. 

1250 lbs. ground 
1700 Ibs. ground 

roll 600 ft. over 50 [t. obstacle 
roll 1150 ft. over 50 ft. obstacle 

750 ft. 
]600 ft. 

GROSS WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY LIMITATIONS: 

Maximum gross weight 
Empty we; ght 
Useful load 
f;lost forward CG - 15.2% (ius. sta. 62.6) 
Most aft CG - 32.4% (fus. sta. 71.19) 

1700 Ius. 
10j(,.li 1b5. 

6(J3 Ibs. 

NOTE: Maximum baggage allowance at gross weight 53.2 JLs. 
Maximum baggagE' alluwance with no fuel in 

auxili<HY t<mk 125 Iii;,. 
NOTE: See weight and b~,lance calculation» in packet 

located in alrcraft ;,eat pockl't. 

FUEL AND OIL CAPACITY: 

Main fuel tank 
Auxiliary fuel tank 
Oil 

9 

(useable) 
(useable) 

29 gaL 
15.5 9~1. 
8 qts. 



INSTmJ~lr~NT i'1i\JIKTNCS 

Cylinder head ten!l)er;~1\,rc 

Green Arc 
Red Line 

- Nunna.l 
- Max. 

R.P.M. 
Gn"en Arc - Normal 
y",11{)w Arc - Caution 
Red Line - M"x. 

~lanifold pressure 
Green Arc - Normal 

Yellow Arc - Caution 
Red Line - Max. 

Vacuum 
R"d Li He - ~lax. 

Green Arc Normal 
Red Line ~lin. 

Airspeed 
\\lhi tc Arc - Flclp aper. 
Green Arc - Normal 
Yellow Arc - Caution 
Red Line - Max. 

Oil pressure 
Red Line - !'-lin. 
Green Arc - Normal 
l<:ed Line - !>lax. 

Oil telnl'erature 
Green Arc - Normal 
Ret.! Line - Max. 

10 
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Late August '84: QSH '84 is history and according to all report~., it was 
bigger and b0ttcr than ever. Sure wish I could have loade it, but I'll 
hZt~e to admit that r wiJ;sn't up to it physically. I just plain ran out of 
9as I guess. Thanks to JOI-ID wAL'rON, who kept me posted with reports qnd 
some photos, and JOHN Bi:i1:"FlliGTDN'AND BOB Jl\EGER, who sent me tu-pes of 
lx,th the T-18 Forum and the ¥-18 annual dInner. I was able to cZtpture a 
lJoudly portion of the flavor of events there. Sure hated not to able to 
Vi~,lt with all you guys again. Really missed seeing so many of my good 
fcil'nds. Mu-ybe next year. To all of you that have inquired by letter and 
phoTle I deeply appreciate your expressions of concern and I'm happy to 
report that I am feeling considerably better. If I keep on this way I'~ 
hopeful I mLly crank up enough energy to make the Kerrville Fly-·in in mid
sept. 

Here's the list of T-18s at OSH this year that JOHN" WALTON sent me: 

N51863 John Walton Houston, TX 
9N?3HK Karl Lipscomb Lamar, MO 

NlSVP Vern Peppard Dallas, TX 
N89RB Dan James * * 
N88DT Don 'rhompson 
}Jl18GG Gary Green 

• C-GFPB Fred Gindl 
N12055 Bob Griffith. 

IIltN76KC Dan Culhane 
NSGL Gayle LeCount 
N8428 Pete Eversole 
N89SB {owner unknown, do YOU 

North Hills, PA 
San Antonio, 'l'X 
Agincourt,ONT 
Hampshire, IL (?O 
So. Windsor, CT 
Georgetown. IL 
Stoddard, WI 

know?)· * 
N8952 Earl odv Torrance, CA 
N583C Cecil Hendricks Seattle. WA 
N2NE Nate Eastman Kimball. NE 

eN130BB Jerry Stall.tngs Ferrlday. L.1'l, 

e N3124T Stelle Holbert Houston, TX 
N3706 C. Shuster • Park Ridge, IL 

.. N2819L Wayne Irwin Merced, CA 
N 3~'i'C Bill Cox Baytown, TX 
}<999bQ Harold Weeks* * 

~N31BD Bob Dial Bloomfield Hills,MI 
N851LT Lyle Trusty Lancaster, CA 
N50ffii Robert Hastings Modesto, CA 

• N69HC Harlan Cavin Miami, OK 
C-GRl\F R. A. Froebel Wcsthill, Onto 
N600HH Hm;ard Henderson Kirkwood. MO 
N (KONG) Bob Hudgins * .. '!' ••••• • MI 
C-FYFI Bob Affleck Harrow, Onto 
N1396 
C -GIBH 
N12055 
N3020 
N2KP 

Bob Griffl.th* 
Bort (?) Hamilton* 
Ed Burke 
Coc il wi 11 iams 
Ken Parton (?) * 

* 
* 

Pittsburgh, FA 
Cooper City, FL 

* 
The * follm-.'ing the name indicates a NON member of the T-IB Builders and 
Ownecs Association and we do not have an address on them. If you know the 
address (al_l or part) of any of these people please let me know so We can 
track' em dCA'rl and let them know of our group and its aims ... the furthering 
of 1'-18 safety standards. exchange of sevice problems. etc.We now have a 
goodly number of owners that are not builders, so it's essential we get in 
touch with these now owners 

CoNT'o ON PG.2. 

C. A6?v'£ :::: (ff -rIME AIRPi...AAft" A-r ClSH) 

---~--,---.'" 

(cont'tJ) ... o •• Estimates on the number of T-H3s that. have flow'n Clr1qr.' [rem 
450 to perhaps 600-70n. My personal wild gue'ss is about 500, but no 0l,C 

really knows for sure and it would be very difficult to find ollt, oven 
using the U. S. Civil Aircraft Register (which I understand isn't pu~lish0d 
any more). One trouble is that a number of them are listed as the ",}enes 
Special", or "Smith-Thorp Special". etc. Using listing from those tll,lt 
regis~erC'd at OSH (as published in Sport Aviation) we come up wi.th Clbout: 
125 and our records indicate about another 60 or 70 that havC' bclollgcd to 
t.he MS. 'rhere are about another 75 that have flown in Canada, Austral ia, 
New Zealand, Mexico, Barbados, So. Africa, etc. and perhaps those numcers 
arc on the high side. For some reason a siz~ble number of new builders or 
new owners never get around to notifying John 'Thorp~-K(,';;~"'KrlOwf(;-s-;~"LU~:'-""-""· 
Sunder,land. or myserfthat they have flown Ehe1.rblrds. If y'QU Knov',-()ra 
'l'""-"Ttriinywhere near you or one you ' ve seen at a fly 1.n someplace, or have 
even he2rd a rumor of one someplace. PLEASE [lotify us and maybe we Ci:l11 
somehow track down the owner. If you sell your a.irplane or project.,it 
,,>,ould be a big help if you would send US the details. Also. ~ change 
your mailing address I would appreciate it if you would immediately let 
me know. In mailing NL#59 I had 6 of them returned by the PO Dept. because 
it had been too long for them to forward mail t.o the new address . I WQ11 
know that at least 5 of those 6 will write me in a few months Clnd WanO"'l· 
why tbey no longer are getting lhe NL. 1 would greatly appreci.ate YOllr 
help in these matters. gents, as I have a heck of a time keeping up with 
correspondence in this area. I won't plead old age just yet, but I've 
noticed that when onE' gets to be 68 that they drop the ball a lot more 
often than they did before. I'm involved in several other vory time-consum
ing activities and sometimes it's a problem to squeeze in a couple of hours 
to cut my yard. so please forgiVe me if I'm super sloW, forgetful, or 
absent minded sometimes. amigos. 

Listening to the tape on the T-18 Forum I couldn't help noticing that thero 
were quite a few tips. opinions, experiences. etc. on quite a variety of 
subjects about build and flying that were sounded out and discussed at some 
length and there were several items brought up that all would benefit from. 
I became puzzled at this point: Now if you guys can get uf? in front of an 
audience and expound on these things, would it be too much trouble to set 
fl:aown-on-p'aperto~'use H~"" the"·NL???ii""'wen- know that-sorrle--peoplc arc most 
reI'lictant to wrIte anyth1.ng--;"··bUt usually those same people are timid about 
public speaking in any form, too. Anyway. friends, I think you qet the 
point without my beating it to death . 

If any of you have a complete set of color p __ cints of all the T-18s that 
were at OSH this year I'd be most grateful if you'd get another set run 
off and send 'em to me. I'll rE:'imburse you for them and postage. of COllese. 
I usually shoot a picture of Each airplane's interior Ztnd inst't panel,too, 
so if you also have any of these I'd sure appreciate. 

How would one of you like to own one of those sl.ick little handheld 7)0 
channel Nar~JD'-=§.9Q __ !-"r.anss..~~,::S'..rs?L:',_~sp..§'_s:._~~"~ i1;-"",,(]i~n' t cost yG~tl_ ~.~--
single pennv? .. !! Now have I got your-attention? \;jell, some- lucky paid-up 
member 0T0Ur T-18 Builders and Owners Association wi11 soon do just that! 
Here's the how and why: 

First the why: In order to expand our newsletter subscriber base, so that 
we can reach more T-18 owners and builders (like I wrot.e about in the pre· 
ceding paragraphs) and perhaps stimulate the ones searching for a project 
to build a T-18, plus widening our statistical base and increGsinc; the 

input of informative materiaL we h:lVe come up with a plan to accomplish 
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those goals ... iI hope). If this is successful it should also lower our ~ 
unit C05t per newsletter a bit. 

Here's the how: Everyone paying their 1984-1985 dues of $10 between Aug.B, 
1984 and Dec. 31, 1984 will qualify for a chance to win the Narco HT-800. 
Our fiscal year will run from just after OSH to just after OSH the next 
year. Each member will be assigned a 4 digit number in the order of when 
tbey send in their subscription. A letter containing their personal no. 
will be sent immediately on receipt and this letter will also contain a 
quC'stionaire sheet to be filled out and returned no later than Jan. 15,' 85 
ONLY THOSE RETURNING THE QUESTIONAIRE WILL QUALIFY FOR THE NARCO DRAWING! 
In-'order to remove any susp~c~on of hanky panky, 4 1ndependent select1.ons 
of the 4 digit numbers will be made by non-interested parties. (The 1st 
digit will be picked by John Thorp, the 2nd by an EAA HQ person, the 3rd 
by r-lr. G.B. (canopies), the 4th by steve Wittman. The winner will be announ
ced no later than Feb. 10, 1985. Incidentally the odds are fabulous in your 
favor, in comparison to most such drawings. 

Incidentally. if you'lle neller seen or tried the Narco it really works great. 
I've tried out several of them and I can work the tower from my car from 
5 miles away (loud and clear both ways) and while riding in 5 different airr 
p1Clnes lately I had no t.rollble working the tower 15 miles away, and all 
this was using the little "rubbe:( ducky'" antenna. It is a simple matter to 
attach it to the regular aircraft antenna via a B & C connector and you 
ca.n also plug in a remote mike and earphone. You can store 10 channels 
and tlS€ all the 720 channels between 118.0 and 136.0, too.It also has a 
scan feature that's pretty handy. We can get them from the local dist'r for 
$476 (plus state tax), but I imagine any of you can probably get the same 
price most anY'W'here else. Be glad to get you one, but better wait until we 
have the drawing. You just might be the lucky one. 

In case you are a new member of the T-18 B & ~ Association. please be 
advised that since its beginning in 1963 that it has been and is a non
profit group, with the newsletter costs entirely supported by donations of 
its members. Also, NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As always, in past, present 
and future newsletters, we would make you aware that this newsletter is 
only pn",sented as a clearing house for ideas, opinions, and personal exper
iope'os of both members and non-members in both building and flyigg and 
anyone using these ideas, experiences, or opinions, do so at their own 
discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is either 
expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 

On pg. 1 in the list of OSH T-18s, a brand new T-18 was chosen as the 
Peoples Choice and it was built by Karl and Mazie Lipscomb, of Lamar,Mo. 
1 was plei'l.secJ to hear this, as Karl and I go 'way back together to the 
very carly '30s ",hf'n we both learned to fly in Springfield, Mo and it 
';.:as my pleasure to help him get started on his T-18 in late' 80.Karl also 
built ," Starduster Too,that was judged the best Starduster at OSH~und WZl.S 

the SA-JOO rep at the Dayton Air Fair, 80 again, Karl, congratulati.ons! He 
was also a Braniff captain until the early '50s, when he temporarily lost 
his medical on a fluke. We'll have his story in a later issue. 

Speoking of aSH T-18s, another slick one was Nate Eastman's, of Kimball, NE. 
and he represented the T-18s this year at the memor~al wr1ght Bros. cere 
many that's part of the Dayton- Air Fair. Nate, like the preViCltl'::; T-18s at 
Dayton, was overwhelmed with the red carpet treatment of the sponsors of 
the event. (His story is in another part of the NL). Congrats, Nate! 
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"WELDING CANOPY FRAMES":" _ •••• contributed by LU SUNDERLAND 

When I recently went to show my new son-in-law, Jeff Van Gorden, how to 
oxy-acetylene weld a canopy frame for his T-18, I had to turn to the old 
'r-18 Newsletters to l:efresh my memory. It's been v:tany moons sine I made 
mine in 1967, but it looks as tbough I was too busy finiShing my airplane 
to document that operation. It was good to re-read the old newsletters 
anyway. After a day of re-learning aluminum welding, here is what I 
discovered: 

I did find a comment in the newsletter saying that aluminum welding is 
easy_ Don't believe it. The easiest welding is on 4130 steel. Next is 
stainless exhaust tubing and the hardest is thin wall aluminum tubing.I 
used to think, that only 6061 aluminum could be welded, but now I find that 
with the new rods available that you can also weld 2024 alloys. The rod 
specified for 2024 is called "brazing rod", but it is applied in exactly 
the same way a~uminum welding rod as far as I can tell. 

The problem with welding aluminum is that it conducts heat away so rapidly 
that before you can recognize that the base metal is hot to accept the 
filler rod, the whole surronding atea'overheats and starts to sag. 

Nhen Si:o:cting a [J::osh joint befot:'t" it; gets coatcd "lith fll:X, it is possible 
to observe a slight texture chang£' under the flame when it is hot enough 
to flow rod.But as the weld progresses, the flux makes an orange envelope 
in the exhaust flame, practically obscuring the pUddle. 

First, let's look at the materials used for oxy-acetylene aluminum welding. 
It is possible to use ordinary acetylene gas, but it is preferable to use 
hydrogen instead, since it produces a lower temperature flame. 

There are a number of types of welding rods available. Some are bare alum
inum alloy and some are coated with flux(or filled with flux). It is necess 
-ary to use a special flux for welding aluminum. It is more convenient to 
use the flux-filled rods rather than the bare rods, which must be dipped 
continously in flux. The only problem with the filled rods is that they 
are quite large (1/8") and after you decide that the base metal is hot 
enollgh for adding rod, it takes awhile to get the rod hca.ted. If you stick 
the rod in before the base metal is hot enough, the flame can melt the rod 
and a huge ball will form on the end of the rod. This must be shaken off 
and discarded before proceeding. Also the filled rod makes a larger fillet, 
which doesn't look very attractive. You might like to try it, however.I 
personally prefer it. 

The flUx-cored aluminum torch alloy rod I used was MG420, made by the MG 
.J'roduCt;L£Q~e..!l2..!!!Q!l!?.€'_.Falls~_h Tensile strength 1S 34,000 psi and it 
melts at 1100 F. Instructions say, "With oxy-fuel torch adjusted to a 
slightly cClrburi7.ing flame (excoss acetylene), beat work to about 10000 F." 
It docs not say how you know when you reach lOOOor. Her'e's how YOLl know.If 
it gets hotter than that the base metal will sag and possibly cause a hole. 
If it is under 10000F and you stick in the rod, it won't flow, buut will 
ma.ke a neat ball about like a glob of mercury laying on a table. The only 
real way to detect temperature is to try applying rod. If it doesn't flow, 
flick it off and apply more heat. The instructions continue, "Melt 1/4"of 
The rod; continue heating until the, aLloy flows out. Lower the angle of tbe 
'torch; continue adding alloy a drop at a time until weld is complete. What
ever you do, practice on scrap tubing before attempting the real thing. 

(CoNnN~t7) 
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':"!'~E: t-a.rc 1/16" rod is fairly easy to use, but you can't make rapid progress 
1:C·:::1\.:5(' you must dip it in the flux. 'rhe secret is to get a rod that melts 
at l":;'",' temperature. 

It 15 generally better to weld only a short distance at a time and then 
~~~~ off for a short while. (This is called "puddle welding with steel.' 
Ottcrwise the surrounding bare metal can easily become overheated. 

D('~.jlng the. 035 wall tubing for the T-IB canopy frame can be rather tricky 
cS~0cially the front member which joins the windshield framc. It can be 
de:-:,,' 'Nithout kinking if a 3/4" tUbing bender is used and care taken. You 
YG~ ::i"n ~lOon find that the tUbing can be worked through the bender with 
less tendency to kink if it is fed with the straight, yet-to-be-bcnt part 
bel forced oO\·m around the radius. If you proceed in the other direction, 

out. 

If you elect to take your framE.' to a shop for welding, it can be Pop 
riveted together oh the airplane, using sheet aluminum or steel gusset 
plutes across the joints. Cut out clearance areas in the gussets to allow 
rCCT;. for welding. Once the frame is tacked together, the rivets can be 
dcilled out, [A)n't get the rivet holes ,,".'here Riv-lluts will be lo'.::ated.1'hc 
:ac}.: welding can be done on the airframe, but be sure to use sheet steel 
pla=es to protect the skin. 

Tbere is no need to bend the tubing continously around the corners at the 
rear end. Instead a single piece can extend across the back, with joints 
at each rear corner. 

If /cu can't locate aluminum rivet nuts for use in the frame,J. C. ~1hitney 
[-,as them in boxes of 25. You'll need three boxes at $5.00 a box. 

Drilling the 1/2" holes in the windshield and canopy is a breeze if you 
car. loca.te or grind a sheet metal grind drill. Thes~ are ground with a 
little nib in the middle and the outer edges projecting down enough to 
cut out a disc. 

" ~-----~-"".-.-

Tha;,Ks, Lu, for still another excellent how-to-do-it article. We are very 
lucky to have a contributor with the caliber and talent that Lu has. He 
not anI." has the expertise, but also the ability to draw a word picture 
that is very clear. Thanks again, Lu. 

At this year's Forum, ROGER DEL'\)GLER, of Arlington, TX, passed on a very 
Good tip on drilling the 1/2" holes in the plexi. He used the Unibit,a 
~ drill, that is sold by many specialty tool suppliers that~ to 

nists and tool makers. I can also vouch for this drill. In addition 
i.t is r2a1.1y handy to have around for drillinq large holes in aluminum. 
So;~c builders havQ also used wood countersinks or various type 9d.nding 
stCf',es to drill the plexi. In any case, NEVER, NEVER USE A REGULAR DRILL 
Ot<.: PLEXr: A regular drill will grab as it goes thru and it only tiJ.kes one 
suer. grab to crCl.ck your canopy and ruin it. so don't gamble. 

We dre,,' a rough sketch of what a sheet metal grind looks like in N.L.#55 
in case the term is ne,,' to you. 7 

111 
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THE AIRPLANE FACTORY INC. 

7111 BRANDTVISTA AVE 

DAYTON, OHIO"", 

More info on the cutting and drilling of plexiglas (from JOHN WALTON) 

/' PLEXIGLAS HINTS 

1. Cuttingl An abrasive disc powered by a high speed drill. a 
Dremel tool, or a hand held circular saw is recommemded. We have 
found that abrasive cut-off wheels of aluminum oxide or silicon 
carbide provide excellent cutting results. A six inch disc is 
available at most hardware stores for around $3.50. A small 
grinding disc or Dremel saw disc will also give good results. 
Reciprocating saws like sabc-'>r saws are no,t,. I0commC:rl0cd "no ""111 
probably break your canopy. A tool that:progr~sses~Slow and hot 
to grind through the canopy is best. Tape a poly Plastic cover 
on the canopy and mark your outline with masking tape. Never cut 
a cold canopy. Allow the canopy to warm to 70 0 or more for at 
least an hour. Don't allow the canopy to vibrate or chatter during 
the cutting or it may chip and crack. Support your canopy on a 
flat surface so it will not twist or spread during the trimming. 
Duct tape is handy to hold things in place. F:ememberl cut ,slowly, 
don't push the cutter. Let the tool do the .. rork. Be sure to use 
eye protection. Plexiglas chips can be a problem in your eyes 
since they are clear and difficult to s(~e. 

2. Drillina: 'rhe drill shOUld be ground off to a zero rake angle to 
pl."eVent digging in, chipping and cracking the Plexiglas. A stan
dard drill bit, ground with no cutting edge pitch, is a sdfr:' lnct.hod 
of making holes. Be sure to make the holes oversize to <':!,l.low for 
motion caused by thermal expansion and contracticn. The drill bit 
should not be allowed to chatter or it will chip and break the 
Plexiglas. 

3. Cleaning: A damp soft cloth or an air blast will clean the saw 
dust away. The damp cloth will also dissipate static electricity. 
To clc'an dirty plexiglas use plenty of water and a non abra"iv(' 
fJoap or detergent. Dry wit.h a clean chamois or so[L cotlon. >;cvcr 
Use acetone, benzene, carbon t.etrac;hloride, lightt':r fluid, lQc~ 
t.hinners, leadcd gasoline, l'IindoH sprays or scouring compouncb. 
Gn,~ase or oil may bc removed with ;"or·oscne. white ya~jolinl', napthd 
or isopropyl alcohol. Small scratches can be buffed out \.;ith 
"hirror Glaze" HGH-17 and lot of rUbbing. 
Hard automobile paste wax should be applied as a protective coating 
and buffed with a soft cotton flannel cloth. Do not use cheese
cloth, muslin or shop cloths, they scratch. 
For deep scratch removal. procure a hand polishimg kit from a 

r might add one thing to Lu's words on tube bending. Years ~go I was trying Plexiglas dealer or your canopy supplier. 
t h [ld the canopy frame to fit the windshield roll bar, us~ng one of '. . 
? ,.,e. . 1 ~ . . d I f d. u must use a form block to Exper~ment w~th all the above on scrap plex~ before you tackl!? the r0al hlcke\'s that e ectrlc~ans use,an oun yo " 

bend to a shape accurately. Don't try to freehand bend if you want to thing. Like everything else. perfectio 
save a lot of frustration. n comes thru practice. 
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rhis Association met tonir,ht in Oshkosh for its Seventh Annual 
~!,:eting. Over 125 members and guests were in attendance. During this 
'WC'tidg the following statement was drafted and unanimously endorsed for 

"lU\ i:IG to you. 

Tlw Thorp '1'-18 Builders 6. Owners Association salutes John Thorp on 
lhi; t.he Twentieth Anniversary year of the first flight of the first 
TiH-)fr T-;8, N96752 (See enclosure). 

Yo,,)" Thorr T-)8 design has accrued over 120,000 hours of flight 
til1l~'; m,lking it one of the most proven homebuilts. In addition the 
fi\(lfP 1·-18 i~; widely admired and regarded as one of the premire light plane 
dpsigns, regllrdleBs of licensing classification. This acheivement would 
not !liJVe occurred without your considerable vision, design skills. and 

t(,tl.lcity. 

Tlds association takes this opportunity to extend its admiration, 
~ ;)m\ he'lt wi~hes t.o you. 

'i,w\,T\·lv. 

1 \:"1 P I-Ifl 

) , , 
l\uildefP, & (lwncn; ASlolociation 

';:./ 
11\ '<'!1I1 \,',111[»)1 

And Zl11 of us that weren't at OSH, we. too, add our deep felt 
John Thorp for giving us the finest homebuilt aircraft design 
world .••. and after over 20 years, it's still the best! 

thanks to 
in the 
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" TAILPIPE DRAGI A rule of thumb in estimating drag of f.l standard exhaust 
pipe is to assume thB-t the pipe extends 18" beyond its actual end. This 
extension a11o'/fs for drag loading caused by pressure differential generatec 
at the ~.llpipo end as the slipstream bends the exhaust plume. 

If hw 2.75" pipes exit the cowl at 45 degrees and extend 4 inches into 
the slipstream. the resulting crag at 170 ~PH is abO:.lt 24 pounds. Total 
drflg of a clean :-18 at this speed Is about 220 pounds. Those tailpipes 
inc COfUnf, e r.PH in ctragl Redudne the anele to ;0 degrees will cut 
c'.rag to 11.- pouncs or 5 MFR. 

In an effort to get the most speed from my airplane, I used "ejector 
stack" tailpipes on 11'11 crossover exhaust system. Use of simple ejector 
stacks should eliminate the drag penalty and add 3 to 5 pounds thrust. 
The price of ejector stacks is e, bit of fabrication effort and an 
exJ-;aust st.ainetl belly (my flush ejector stacks leave two trails of light 
grey soot back to the tailwhee1). 

~:y ejector stacks consist of rectangUI81." tailpipes dumping into rectangula.r 
nozzles cut flush into the belly of the fuselage, The fast moving exhaust 
gs s mixes with engine comre-rtment air in the nozzles and exits flush from 
the belly giving a net jet thrust greater than that of a standard tailpipe. 

The "nozzles" are rectangular ramps cut into the 523-2 foreward floor 
skin and the firewall. The left ramp 1s 4,6" wide placed betWeen the 
floor extrusions that are ei ther side of the pilots left foot, The ramp 
ends 5.5" aft of the firewall lower corner, and is as deep as possible at 
the forewarcl end, extending up to the edge of the 527-2 extrusion which 
runs across the firewall. Tthe D-609 drawing top view shows such a ramp. 
The r1.ght hand ramp is identical, located under the co-pilots right foot. 

The resulting openings in the firewall are 1.2" by 4.6", and a bend in 
tho lower cowling increases this area to 1.5" by 4':6". The 0.7" by 
4,1" (1. D.) rectangular ta ilplpe ends are centered in the openings with 
e~ds coincident with the firewall face. 

The "ramps" art; extended forewarcl of the firewall into the engine COrnplrt
ment by 1.5" radius .025" aluminum inlet guides to elildnate sharp 
Gorners of the fIrewall edges. 

Heat shields for the "ramps" and the floor skin were fabricatec from 
016" ahmrtml:r, (extending 24" aft of the nOZZles). A sheet of asbestos 

]?Bper between the .016" heat shields and the airframe provides insulation. 

'The b3."is of my exhaust system is a D!X crossover exhaust with ball 
joints connecting to my custom tailpipes. The left pipe is a st:raight 
run from the crossover to the nozzle, but the right pipe needed an'S' 
curve bent into its foreward end to keep the pipe exit p1rallel to the 
airplanes belly. I 
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•• I"NSPECTION lILERT: (to be part of the T .. IB OWners safety Manual) 

From E.e.ROEBER, Manitowish Waters, WI.: He writes, "I now have o\rer 
1000 hours onmy T-lB and when I did the annual this year I found nothing, 
but last year we foumd the steel reinforcement "L" plate mounted at the 
bottom of the rear bulkhead (#576), where the tail spring mounts on, 
was cracked in MANY places, including the bend! This is the. 060 4130 steel 
plate, that they put in in place of the original .040 one (which had also 
subject to cracking). I replaced the .060 one with one of .090 of regular 
flat cold rolled steel and I feel this softer steel will soak up the 
shocks better without cracking like the 4130 did. The 4130 cracked at 
many different rivet holes that were not even near the bend. It must have 
age hardened. Looked real good this inspection, so maybe the cold rolled 
is the answer. In case you are wondering, we have the steel t.ail spring, 
not the original solid aluminum one." 

~ PlcusEO' inspect this fitting on your airplane as soon as possible . If 
any 01 you bond a slmllar condltlon please forward a slmple report to 
us. A simple sketch of any failure areas would also be helpful. 

B. C~ further writes, "We find it IMPORTANT to keep the coil springs tight 
(the ones between the rudder mast arm and the tail wheel steering arm). 

When you put two people in it and possibly some baggage it will cause the 
geometry to change (as on a hard landing), causing the springs to slacken 
and steering goes to hell and direction control can get dangerous." 

Thanks, B.C. for both of those timely tips~ We all need to know about 
these things ASAP and the NL is the only conduit of information for the 
gceat majority. 

<I From LYLE FLEMING, one of the many T-18ers living in Lancaster, CA,writes, 
"On page 16 of NL #59 you had an article about alternators. I had a 
f.!otocola automotive alternator on my 0-360-AlA Lycoming for over 1000 hrs. 
with not one bit of trouble. 

I know the alternator ran backward to what it did in a car, but it worked 
just fine. I did not change th0 COOling fans, either. It was 35 amp capa
city. 

The landing gear on my T-18 developed a crack Just below the lower bolt 
at the corner of the fuselage, but this didn't show up until after I had 
1000 hours of landing on the ~"ro\lgh air~ I normally used most of 
the time. This might be an area that other T-18 owners may want to check 
pretty carefully." 

Thanks, I,ylc, for yOllr reports. I had my tongue in my check when I ran that 
ultcrnator <:I1'ticle, since it was written by a repair station operator. In 
any Cilse, it's good to sec both sides of a situation. 1\.s for the gCQr 
c"ci'lckinq comments it seems that the OCCln:cnce-s l:eportc:-d are probably iso
lated instances that show up after excessive rough field operation. Dr. 
Cottingham, who now has well over 3000 hrs on his T-18 , with 90% of his 
T/O <'lnd Ldgs. made onrough, turf fields, and he hasn't had any such problem 
Bill Wartvick probably has well over 2500 h1's. on 01' Tiger and he, too, 
bas bcen~ee of gear crack incidents. Nevertheless, such reports serve to 
highlight the fact that ·every T-18 is an individual airplane, even tho' 
they look alike, so it would seem prudent to not get careless and take 
t.hings for granted, don't you think. 

1\9ain, we solicit your prompt reports of ANY problems. 
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From our old buddy, BOB DIAL, who also needs no introduction to newslettc 
readers: 

(received prior to OSH '84) 

Dei1t' DIck, 

r~H:::,t your l~I";t Y,E'wslettet' E\ few da'/s ago a",t!. ~,~- ':'o"Uie":. 
done a f 1 ne ,J <=,b. 

>'H',0 

J have fi.,.-,ally fiYl1S,hed my ,..,,,,CO(It! T-18. PalYlt0'(~. 

IlC0Yl5ed and ready to go. ·--1 tho~~ht. 

I filled the gas t;:w',l( ",YIG r'a\'"1 th!,,' ",nDIne t':'f t'1l" 
tl')8 t,?;Ylk leaked b2ldl.V. I had as'0:UI',lE.'(' the ~"J~lc.e,
l')f"f'"S~".n--e tested It ar,d t_hat WA,':; a bad fl' ,<::ta:--E'. Co: 
to l",ke the tank ':::'U'~ ;'YIC '101) weI' \-<,t-.c'w -l'i:,at '.:-I"jd'~ 

UP bUIldIng a new tank and by the time I flnJs~~G 

1 n~- '~'f-;'C t p.c', 

"--l,-~.t - [.'12 ,;"c' 
::hF' - ,~c 

~F,r h~c 

, ",,-,~ ~ ,:0 co .. cr',c'rcCl 

t"'I'-' ;o.Fi:'t, '1'",,-
:-,ad tUr'ned bitter~ cold anlj I 0':<1'"1. t do r,uthlYI' ",t -'-y -li''''';-,,'1-" ~,ld 
WE',,,t:,e,'. ihe ti..'lnk lS sitt:iy,c; out at the :-,Cl1"<:,,\I" ,"fC,"'::>,- ';.:- ~I? 
installe~ 0nd the ajrplAne IS ~11 apart Cln~ t"At \~ ~~'PYE ~\lJ 
stay until warM weathe~ nellt 50Yln9. The alr~~anp 8 ~P0~~li 
h8{] the paInt Jc,b d.;::<ne p','offessl:q--'i"Illv 0:;,:; wL,,?:l as ~,L,e J l~' 

It: tUr'Yled out )"£'811y well. 
i'\nd 

1 s '01 : .. ~' 
,~n II'IJ "'''''''''C''" )'18ithe,- lIght n':,)" r,eavy. '" Sl 

R good basic Instru~ent pane: WIth pos~ lI( a new 
KX-155 state of the art rad electric flaps bu~ nco e:e~trlc 
["'1'1'1. It rlas "lJnnin~1 }i~!ht5, l~~hts, ::"'\0)"'''' ~12C:"~ ct',C 

inter'COil] .:,n both sldes. s,~lid state, D",vtt,-,n '-",ln1 hE',,,d wlth 
loco:;llzer, adjustable few other real v n~ce -O~dlPS. 
It is powef"ed with an '8 fp'st I-' !;,,;-I 'I; \'I-'-i-

all nEW 0cceSSOt"-1E'S, vac:JlJr,: :::'1)" st01l"t.Cf", 
gill ,,,mo 0Ite\~nato)-'. and whatever' f.~lsp t,:, rr1F\l-<e ,1.: ('S',,! ~<'-'0 

flt'st class. It 'is ," 160 hD ent:'ine. Rlr;:l,t nClw. h2'v'" nEt" 
Sensenich wood DrOD on it but I thInk I w:ll ch2nce t~2t t~, ~ 

1I181:-i;:<} Of'OO 
5 '21~ '_'er"',,,, , y 

my ane and I th!.nk that It wi:: bE C \ -:-12 "c,,,-t. 
I'll send ye".! piCtUl'<:'o'S 0S 5,:.,:n ""c· it pets pla)-' ",'0'1,;:::1-, ",d C'-:"I'~ 

fi'ee::e [I'ly buns t"dqng thel'll. 

I(,cidF'ntCllly, 1 ct:<j", add a lIttle? ~,~, thE' f').lstOt'Y ~,f-,:,'2C' .. ..c.~-",,-_c..:.,,,
",j,-;:Jl2;Yle. The 01)',-,,2Y,e wa.s bUl.lt bv [l1J: >.l,,,,-t het"p JYI 
he ~Qved to Rrlzona bpfore ~e flnlshed It. It W8S ~r - SI': tl~· 

":".10 t",7It 1"I[']'.:c!rod "1i:t=t~=if;_.:~:~~~:.'"..':. 
~§ii.~.i.i~ " '"iT:.;c"".; •• ," .>':-.:':-;' d n d ~ \')0'1-0 I'll '_"~I 

'~'1'1\.',; P~t,,,t',,,'lS Dn,' Blll O~l' 'c" 

oth~rs wet-e bought a~d sold many tlMPS and flnl~~pd hv ,t~~ 

bu:lc'C't'-s. All Sl){ \'iPt'e fl)'lally fi)'llshec' !C'ne C\'E.' -;:',l-, r t,:: 
IS c,wned by 11pre In DetrC'lt rr~t~p '~0~ 

<:\(,8 t 1"" f~IC'~II', by 1'" 

MlCh. ,-'ne,the)" WO'lS flnlshell bv \,c.., "',c;' 
has since been s0lc'. RI"ch has one. 

['(E' 
, ,,,d 

-, Ii 

Thel-0' at-e Dr'F2':£Ol'"lt1v 1'.A~'fel', :~',8": "t Dc,y,tlac «~, ,,-I L"" E-'. '''I 
i'll'e f'::'tjt" 1n I,,} ;'\2\nCdr'; r,line, B:~,l O:IVE'r"<~, D:l'; r'r"0{ n 
8'::d.wn1Pt'''s. Ther, the)'e is A: [,c'~ll'<ettc"s, Gi~t .. \o c.c::"!~'''')J~''''' 

f~rJlsdFY" '" ay,d one 1'1,,10 sc,ld last week ar,d WE'(,t tc tLJP ;-.W" t c" 
I hat C')',E' bel c<Y-,qed tc, 'liad.' ~':"_\Y'~~:':2:~ 
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wlll WI'lte t,:, Ve','Y, Pe;:;pal'd ar,d voluy,teet' fe,,' trH? C.G. SE'ctle.n of 
th2 P",~,;.)c;,';;ec.i rna(,ual. r have <3 tHee prc'Qr'2;r,1 that I wre,te fe,,' rlly 
C,,-,l:J',lt2;-' fe,.' ... eu;iht and bcdar'!ce fc,r' the T-18 <'u .... d if ar,yc'r,e h'ar,ts 
t,:' ser,o r,le thlE't' data I will f"~\r, It th)'c,lJ::Jh the c,:,r,lp'Jter' ar,G send 
t'-,21,1 a Y,lC2 :W1(ot out :ikEe tht? C,\',t' I am Ey,cl':,sil'-,g. The c,r,ly thl(!1::j 
I aSJ lS a self adcre5sed, stal~ped envelOPE. I havE' the capabilty 
,>f c.:':"'loutinq t'le wEight aY,Q balance fe't- i.'\Y,y ;-18 If I ar,) Just 
f .. ;;~nlshed the "",eight c·y, Each r,;ail" wheel, the weifiht 01', the tail 
~i~~:el, ar',d the max ;Woss WEi!;;ht of the ait'plaYle. WAR:-.IING! H-nS 
~JlL.!.... O~~LY ~~O;(K .~OR A STP'\;Oqrm ;-18. THE GAS TANK ~:lJST 8E p.! THE 
p-,]:c,:-;' 101\; [A~~_ED FO.~ ON THE ;::>l..;::l~S, EVERY7HI~l; M:JS, n;:: ,---oem ED AS 
Pf:R PLA:\S. THE GRS TAW''; CA;-.; f~AV~ .=t~y VARWUS C~PhCI nES. JU[')-:- U:T 
l>~E ,{~:OW. :f SC'[,lE' e'ne has a noY, star,dat-d o'r't'aYlger,lent, (eHt,'a g~;s 

t8nks. etc). I can stlll run It out for thEM but I woulo need all 
the v3'( lC'US 2<)'['1£ te, WC')'K wlth. 

=:JA.l.s-:, Dave :r6hy-;sc'1'.--"rt~c'm dowy, lY, Vl)'tlr'la called me fhe 
,:,ther da'l ab.:,ut buyil'Jg plaY1S for the T-18. l'efet'red him te, Y':"J 
a,';d It occur'S to me that rnaybe yc·1.\ cDuld ask s.or,~e c,f c!I.\r good 
fo1e[,lbe,'s tht'ou~h the y,ews letter' if they i-<ne.w whE-t'e p~an5 i:1,l-'e 
",,,aIlaDle "c'w that Jol;" is o'.\t c·f business. : ky,c,w that Ker, 
'",:,\.;1;;'"", ~IC,S the iflld2 b,:,dy VEr"3ic,n but I ss'em to gel; a l,:,t .:of 

c'-.le-,'ies abe,ut the standanj plaYls. 

If "y":'L\ th~'f,k tr--,Er'E wuuld be any demand fot' it, I wuuld be happy to 
CJ"~1W U,", sc,r,le sketches f,:,,' elect~~ic flafJ lY!st.allations and my 
'-Iel~Sl,:,r, of the iy,stt~'-lro1ent panel installatie'n. 

~antl 11'0 t'let"-e a'(,d let we heat' ft~ow YOl!o 

REgdf'ds, 

h.:r?-
B.:,b 

Bob also enclosed the following three examples of CG computation on 
his latest T-lB: 

MOST f<®o/APU> C, <t*, 

*)'-ii'~,[jn[lINS SL'I;i>~AHY*** 

i,.;EIGHT (LBS) ARM (IN) 

'. ,-(,,-,{ V!'::-'i~IIT r933 7f.f.0·1 
56.0.121 
34.75 
39.5Ql 

F~!~\'" 

l''' 
iJILOT 
c m_,SEr,IG::::R 
BAC,GriGE 

TCiTALS 

i-'_r.,;'~:~ IS 
C, OF G. 
[ , C,= G. 

174 
15 

120 
o 
• 

12-'12 

":-,"1::-' UMITS BY 

i£l.lZll2) 
1ZI.00Ql 

274.26 

338.00 LBB. 
S AT 74.88 INCHES 
:,-. ~,l; ;Hr:'~ U;1'lITS 7-:':,.5Q1 AND 83.00 

l"iOMEf\lT (INCH/LBS) 

G9\:.)5~1. 1.:.\0 
1'314.00 
521.25 

11941Z1.1ZI1Z1 
0.00 
121.00 

92935.25 
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tTdA X ee",£$ W/i'.IGH1" 
*'t~cnD:~G ~J~}~~Y~~~ 

: TEM WEIGHT (LBS) AR:'1 (1).) ','-:CI.~C,·,~' t ~. 

U1PTY WEIr,:HT 
FUEL 

'333 
174 

71.j. 0-~ C ~Jl 
6~.00 lS 4.e~ 

ell 15 
18e 
180 
30 

3~"75 c !.~5 

PILOT 
~,'RSSENGER 

BAGG,clGE 

33.50 ~73 ~.~~ 

99.50 1730.e0 
119.50 1~7~~. 

------------------_._--_. __ ._------ -.-- -,-- ---, ... ---_., 
TOTm ... S 

PLANE IS 
C. OF G. 
L. OF G. 

ITEM 

1572 433.21:. 

~JITHIN LIMITS BY 8. (10 LLlS. 
IS AT 81.19 INCHES 
IS WITHIN LIMITS 72,.50 Ar,m 83.00 

Most: 1/ Fa c.. G-, 
*'H:!....oADiNG S:"::t1:>'1ri;:;:Y*** 

WEIGHT (LBS) ArlM (IN) 

EMPTY WEIGHT '333 74.'201 
f--UJO:L 1.9 55.00 
OIL 15 34.75 
PILOT 180 9'd.50 
PASSENGER 180 '39.518 
BAGGAGE 90 119.50 
. - '--'---.'-"- -- _ ... _-,-,--. __ ... 
TOTRLS 1415 493.25 

PLANE IS WITHIN LIMITS BY 164.0ill ' .... B3. 
C. OF G. IS RT 82.85 INCHES 
L. OF G. IS WITHIN LIMITS 73. s:;,~ R:\;D 83.:2'0 

; :. 7i':. .~: ~",,-" 

~O'Yr:: 

G'jr!.>S,z.12,;:, 
1 :,1[1. ,")0 
5,,:1. ':;':'5 

i 791 "'JI;Z. 

17'3: . Z.'; 
1075 .0;"~ 

: 1 123·,. 

Bob, many thanks for the newsy and informative letter and for your other 
contributions to the NL in the past. You have a great wealth of T-18 
experi.ence that you have most generously shared and we all truly do 
appreciate it! Also, thanks for your efforts as an M.C. at the Annual 'f-lB 
Dinner and for the work that you, Lu Sunderland, and John walton did at 
OSH on the T-18 forum. 

Now that Bob is the coo:rdinator for the CG Section of our new manuaL I'm 
going to ask him to do a detailed article on how to go about weighing a 
new T-l8 and how to compute the CG location at various loadings. Now Bob 
is in effect an editor for this section and as an editor he needs reporters 
to feed him "stories", so how about YOU sending him your figures on the 
CG computation for yOUR airplane??????? 

(J1"~17 CG {-<lFe -tAl AIL. #(,1) 
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The follOi-/ing two pages are reprinted from the £All Designee Newsletter: 

Alk-fiA}"r ,-;';::'10 Rl VETiNG--~----
by (.'harles W. Pen:ry, from _ EAA Chapter Z-68 NewsZ-etter, DaZ-las, Texas , --~-

u--~ 

FlG.J· H~CAl rLAT HMO ~ET OrERATIOIt 

j--~ 's., 

U
-- , """:J~~' 

(J,r-ch , 

:::!: J- "".,_ 

i 
u.._fif«/M-I ,., 

~ 

"' 

r;::;: 
~ 

~" , 

-~..-,-"""",,.,.,,,,,, 

'" FIG,:, HAJII{l OHRAT10115 OM (.) BENCH 
nATL 1\) CUR'lEIJ SECllllN 

'::~'~o,a~ 

FIll. 1· OVIoL HElC HMO OP[RATIO"l 011 
A CUIt¥ED SECTION 

rIG. 7 soows BJ'I'I't!: lIAR oaILLElI TO ACCEPI' HIJIO OR S1'AHDUID 
.401 DIAkEI'ER RIvtl' sm' SIWIX. 

If<t"""'~ 

8 
l"J 

FlG. 7· &lTTLE BAR 

Under certain conditions and circumstances aircraft 
riveting must be done by hand. Hand riveting is 
simply upsetting the shank end of the rivet with a 
hand set and hammer while bucking the manufactured 
head with a hand set and bucking bar (Fig. 1). The 
upset head should be formed on the structural side 
wherever possible. 

Flat-Head and Countersunk Rivets 

If the parts are small and flat head rivets are to be 
driven, they may be placed on a bench plate with man
ufactured heads deem (Fig. 2a). When t:he hand c;?eriitio;'l 
is to be done on the airplane structure, a flat bucking 
bar is used to buck the manufactured head (Fig. 2b). 
Never drive the manufactured head with the buck-up tool. 

Oval-Head Rivets 

When the manufactured head is oval-shaped, a straight 
hand set and buck-up tool or a hand-set adapter and 
cupped dolly may be used, either by placing the set in a 
vise or by bucking it up with a heavy bucking bar or 
bottle bar (Fig. 3). Figure 4 shows buck-up set in a 
vise with a helper holding the parts to be riveted. The 
rivet is in place with manufactured head in lower set. 
Material is held firmly at right angles to set. Slight 
pressure is exerted downward to prevent parts from 
boUncing off the set and to keep the manufactured head 
tight against the sheet. Lightly tap the material on 
each side of the rivet to draw up manufactured head and 
to eliminate any sheet gap (Fig. 5). This technique 
eliminates use of a draw tool but care must be taken to 
prevent cutting material around rivet shank with tool 
edge if it is tilted. With flat hand set on the rivet 
shank at right angles to sheet, strike the set one or 
two blows to start the heading process. Repeat drawing 
operation only if necessary. Immediately after striking 
the hand set, it should be pulled upward away from the 
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flG. 4· HMII RIVETING I~ A VI~E 

rivet shank to prevent marking or "pulling" the head 
to one side by the rebound. If the shank shows signs 
of bending to one side, it may be pulled back by rapidly 
drawing the set in the corrective direction simultane
ously with the impact of the hammer (fig. 6). The 
remainder of the rivet shank may be formed with one or 
two additional blows. A ball peen hammer whose weight 
is 12 to 16 ounces works fine on 3/32 and 1/8 diameter 
ad aluminum rivets. Swing hammer to obtain blows sL~i
lar to that of driving a nail in wood. Drive shank to 
obtain the acceptable 1/2 diameter rivert shank height 
and 1-1/2 0.0. head. 

;1t~ hpC;;"'~~" .•• _ """' .. , 

FIG. 5· "ORr..'IHG UP" 111111 A flAT 
IIAl1tlSET 

T
' t-"~-"~.-: 'I, .... ~_ 

: is!ufi,'''~''''''''-:'1i:'' ~~' 
':"-""""~ :::: 

,., 
'" FIG, S" IIA~~·\n :IrERHIO'II. (,) RE!;Ul T 

OF IHlfTlNG HA~D SET Ib) WRRECTI~G 
AN OFf·CENTER (CLUB-HUOl RIVET 
WITH A flAT HANO SET 

165 lle1i!Blettel'~ Little Rock, Al'kansae 

The following admonishments vere garnered from a real avionics designer with "'hom 
I am honored to work at Arkansas Modification Center (and who I am endeavoring to 
proselyte! This is, according to Paul P. and SPORT AVIATION, the Experimental 
Aircraft Associ~tion_ •• even for avionics folkl). 

My pal, Al Wright, offers this for openers: 
f>lake sure engine block grounds to airframe and (-) side of battery. 
All ignition and generator ;md running light wires shielded. 
1\11 a:i.rfr0.!T1c metal parts bonded to ground (-). 
Inst0.1l yen-eriltor and m3gnet,o filters (RF). 
Strobe lights, usc shielded wiring and J':lust have ground bonded. 
Install static wicks. ---
Install separate circuit breakers and/or fuses (isolate functions as much as 
possible) . 
Be sure wiring is of adequate size --- use as few splices as possible. 
DO NOT use electrical tape. 
DO NOT run radio wiring in same bundle as battery or generator cables. 
DO NOT use standard hook-up wire (flammable insulation). 
Use fiberglas or teflon insulated wire. 
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(LETTER FROM DA N CULHANE) 

hello Dick 

I jUi'lt rec>.dv(,d the l(te,.;t n"wslt:ltt«r with your little rr.inri 
j L'(:cer or. th", bnck l2.nd I have to Hdmi t thtit I hnve been 11 
1i ttle J.elinquent in fil:in~ you in on the prOG"l"eSB of f[,y X-IS 
rrej')l.:t. ;;)0, here it goes. 

It was jU6t four years ago that you called to tell me of the 
T-1t pr"ject thfl.t Keith Cobb had :for sale und it waS in May, 
19£0 tLrt I made th" purchase and brought the project home. 
3ut n:tf.:r s'ceing Keith's nice big workshop, I told myc61f I 
... ould I~Ot build another flirplune project in a one-car C("eage. 
$0, I h'io a 24' X 34' building constructed in my bhck yard 8nd 
I finished tho inside including wiring myse~f, which nll took 
tilt.e. I' m 1:01: a very fast worker. I must Hdmi t. 

,,'c,ll, 1 ..cHlq-L .... y otf'_rted l'icrking on the T·~18 in the ,~pring of 
191:;'1. As you !:loy recall. the bnsic Rirfrtl/:ls ahell,with the 
exception of the fuselage belly skin,had been all riveted to
g(:othGr by Leith. 1 completed "the airframe with se/?t er.d 
bllc.,;uge cc:;.partment installations, engine installation, wind
chi DId <i c s'_Ilopy inst II, G.ii~i.nl..QQ£ encine cowl inst'1. fuel & 
"l€octricyl Byetem instil. made NLG fairings and fit wheel pants 
etc., atc., ,end finished up with a DuPont I~ron !,A.int job this 
FFst Au&ust, 19B3. 

This i.:; th~ first item that I have ever spray painted A.nd I was 
s little Lesitar.t .~t first. I read all of the helpful hints in 
the newGlettere. talked ;-:i th local EA..l .. ers who had painted their 
8ir1'\::~n«$ with ~:o previous experience, and bit the bullet. 
It d080nit lock quite aa nice as R Keith Cobb special ( that 
,,;uy h:; Good), but it is ~,rcsenta.blQ 3:. think. I probably :put 
too l'~l..ch paint on end suff ... r th" weight penalty, but that's 
tr.8 ;,rico of ti~dning: experience. One thing I underestimated 
w",-s 'the ,-:r.ount of work involved in Fainting en airplane, and 
r::y l)~lint scherr.e is a very siwI)le one. Enough of this; on to 
GQ:~e vital st3.tistics. Keith's reg. no. (N15KC) wus not re ... J.. 

t'-li!t0j, r k(1)t ;~'Y old T0f].. 1".0. h'76KC but it hos his initials. 

'.C-18,'JjH l165, H761..C 
Eu.ilJE:l'G; heltL <.;obb/DFln Culhane 

~tgnda:rq c<lJnfi,:i;uration' with, .032 side skins 
Ilin.;: configuration with .032 center wing skins and 

12 e-\'l fuel tanks in the outbourd ~'ling L.3. 
Ll.G: Lo[;.,:. c.:cp.r Paint: Ir;-,rop over Cer1ar Gi'OXY l;rimer 
"::r.;-ir'E>: ~,j'coi"i:,c u-36o-A2F Enbine (Jowl: hat"tray 
Yc'QP: SlO:'i.tOenic.:h 68 ..... YBO with BpOXY 1,.E~ 

Iu::;tr. 1':.:we1: Full gyro with Gomm. :r'av. '* Xpdr 
Ec:rty .f-t.: )B5 lbs. Er::pt:r lit. C.G.: ":.5" or STA 63.S 
F'"d (,;(j- ..... J-;tr€::';~: e.6"/STA 63.8 (.hlot, ¢ bag, ¢ fuel) 
i;.i't C::;' l::y.-t;"err.e: lS.2"/87A 70.2 (I'ilot, Cl', 60/fBag, ¢ fuel) 

(cont 1 d) 
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!-lax speed to date: 196 m.vh lAS .... 2000' r-;S.L, :2100 L"l'r;"" 2G.~"J...r 

45 F OAT 
Handline characteristics: Excellent. 

I installed a f'ixed tab on the left aileron to count'_,r;·ct (i 

slight right wing heavy tendency, but with u lcO" ,;ilut ~.;'i, 

is not required. I weigh 15011. Lateral Weight dibt~>iLu1;'::"Ol1 

does have an ef':fect us you well know. I hf~ve yet to fly >"i-:;;, 
the wing tanks fueled. 

I should note here that the pitot/static system is r;ot H/E, 
T_1B. The pitot i8 a Piper blade tY'J;:e mount.ed under th", left 
wing just inboard of the wing break, Rnd the stntic o;;on6istt) 
of a port on each aide of the fu~elage at approx STA 149. 
An tdropoed check was nle.de ulong eidn a Beech Don~ue,ZLt; (~t; thi' 
low end (100 mph) my reading w:-s aPl1rox 4-5 mph lowBT and at 
the hieh end (195 mph) my readir.g wa.s 13-15 mph lc:wer th~-.. n 
the Beech. A Bround s:peed check (no wind) was made which 
verified the lower lAS readings. A trip has beer, iw:,tk11Gd 
just u:pstreum of the static ports end nOw the airspeed read
ings seem to be more in the bl'l,ll park. Stall speed did I.Ot 
change. 

In retrospect, I must thank you age.in for introjucinb me 1:0 
If,,,ith Cobb. He did a :fine job on the air£rame'-- r.o COIT:_pl" intG. 

HAPPy NEW YBAR!!I Hope to Bee you at OSH 84. 

Sincerely. 

AVan ~ 
congratulations, Dan! As you know, I didn't make it to OSH in 'S4. so 

didn't get to see the fruitage of your labors. I'll have to admit. too, 
that it would have pleased me to see a beautiful flying T-1S like yours 
that once started out on my workbench as some flat sheets of aluminum. 

Thanks, too. Dan, for taking the time to send the most excellent loading 
envelope (note that they show both limit load factors and CG location for 
pilots weighing 150#, 170#. & 200#. with various combinations of fuel and 
baggage), We are reproducing these sheets full siZe. because of their 
importance. please retain these sheets for inclusion in your Operation and 
safety Manual. usIng Dan's graphs, you can construct your own loading graph 
by simply interpolating the data. Thanks again. Dan. Hope to see you at 
aSH' 85. 

(Note the graph pages are E2! numbered and are at end of NL) 
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(T,ETTER FROM RICHARD ORlEE, 5130 E. CHARLESTON BLVD., LAS VEGAS, NV(89122) 
since most all are interested in Loran C these days, here's a report: 

'-' .• " >, 

I' J • .3G:-un "fHi FInSI' .J..CCOU;H OF MY TRIP WAS LOST IN 
~H~ ;~AIL, 30 H~Hi GOES AGAIN, 

I JiPARrt:D .dISHOP; CALIF AND MADe IT ALL THB WAY TO 
PI~;:'K';<;. 3,D, fHi FIRST DAY wITH FUiL STOPS AT SALT LAKE, 
A;~0 :'iitlGA.:3l'IJc, flY (7 HRS FLYING TIME WITH TAIL 'It'lNDS). THE 
Gar 0.J..Y3 FLYI~G WENT FRaivl PIERRl!: TO DALLAS, TEXAS WITH A 
FU'::;L 3TD? AT HUTCHINSON. KAN, I FINALLY GOT TO MEET DICK 
AND S22 HIS 3IRD (AND GO'!' A CAN OF Tep -- 80 OC'!'ANE WAS 
HA2D TO FIND), FROhl DALLAS TO SOMERSET, KY NITH FU£:L 
STOP AT LIT?LE HOCK, NEX'r DAY -- SOMERSET TO NORTH-
CU,,"i3EKL.\:~D CO. AIRPORT, PENNSYLVANIA WI'TH A PIT STOP IN 
;"AKYLAi'lD. I SPENT FOUR DAYS VISITING FAMILY AT THE PEAK 
.5::iA30NAL COLOR CHANGE. THE FALL COLORS REALLY MADE AN 
nn-'R.::':SSION ON ME I'LL NEVER FORGET. 

FRO/Ij PENNA. SOUTH TO ROCKY MOUNT. N.C. FOR FUEL AND 
PHi;; NORTH MYRTLe: 3EACH, s.c. WITH DETERIORATING WEATHER. 
::;01' GLr OK IN THi WORNING bUT ONLY AS FAR A.S SAINT SIMl'l;ONS 
ISL}.;W, GA, -- SPECIAL VFR (THAT'S WHERE MY LORAN-C 
RiALLY PAE) OFF). I SA'I IT OUT FOR FOUR DAYS BEFORE 
HEADINJ SOUTH AGAIN ALONG THE FLORIDA COASTLINE - THE 
i,;o.sr FUN PARr OF 'THE TRIP l'HOUGH AT ALTITUDES LOWER THAN 
O:'lE IS NORrf.ALLY COMFORTABLE '~ITH, FORT, PIERCE. FLORIDA 
FOR FUEL AND THEN EASTBOUND FOR THE GRAND BAHAIllA. THAT 
,.IAS SPOOKY I I'VE FLOWN ACROSS THE #i:STERN SIERRAS MANY 
1'L,;;~3 1:3UT THERE'S SOMEThing about flying over water that's 
DIF?2RiNT. SEVENTY MILES BEACH TO iJEACH -- LESS THAN )0 
rUN. - THE LON3£S-1' )0 MIN I 'VE EVER SPENT. TO lfiAKE 
:urrzi1.S -wORSE I COULDN"r SEE THE ISLAND BECAUSE OF BUILD
UPS AROUND THEM EVEN -THOUGH IT WAS CLEAR OVER THE WATER. 
r,aAf,lI C.c:NTSR WAS wITH ME ALL THE wAY ACROSS, CONFIRMING 
;,lY LOR.AN-C DATA. THE RETURN FLIGHT wASN'T QUITE SO BAD 
.GV;~l'I THOUGH I COULDN'T .sEE THZ FLORIDA COASTLINE. IT 
"';UHE i'lAS GOOD TO GET TO Ft. pierce again. 

THE NEXT DAY SO/¥jE HARD FLYING. FT. PIERCE 1'0 PANAr.1A 
CITY. FL. TO ALEXANDRIA, LA. TO GRAND PRARIE, TEXAS ( AGAIN 
7 HR.;; FLYI;~~ TIM':: o'IITH TAIL n'I;tJ)S). TWO NIGHTS IN FT. wORTH 
ANi.) TKE:"l THE LONGEST DAY -- GRAND PRARI.i TO ROSEWELL, N.M, 
TO FLAG3rAFF, AZ. TO BISHOP. CA. -- THIS TIME WITH HEAD
tlIlW,; -- 8! l{RS -- MADE POSSIBLE PARTLY WITH TEMPERFOAM 
3EAT CUSHIO.'IS AND AN INFLArABLE BACK SUFPORT-

A 3HiA1' TRIP' ONLY T/WU.aLi ,'lAS #A'I'ER IN THE STATIC 
.::;Y:;r:::.'I! Ar'TER. HEAVY RAIN IN FA. (A GOOD WINl'Ek PROJECT IS 
TO AJJ A DR.AIN) AND MY TRAN3PONlJEH WENT OUT ON THE RRrURN 
TRIP. 

ALL TOTAL. 44.4 hrs AVERAGING 156 MPH AIRPORT TO AIR-
PORT (INCLU CLDiE AND ~INj)S). MY 1'-18 HAS BUILT BY RUDy 
ADLEi{ A:'IJ 13 PO,.'ERED BY A JOHN THORP BUILT 0-290-G, I 
AVEHA::;E:D 7 GFH GIVING 22. J N;PG. TOTAL FUEL COST flAS 
AROU~J $600. NOH THAT'S AFFORDABLE FLYING I 

(cont'd) 
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rr.y LORAN-C WAS THE r.1LX BY SRD LABS IN CALIF. dEST-
COAST RECEPTION IS GREAT.JUST SOUTHWEST OF SALT LAKE IT 
BEGAN TO DETERIORATE. SIXTY MILES EAST I BEGAN TO PICK-
UP THE GREAT LAKES STATIONS THOUGH INNACURATE, BY PIERRE, 
S.D. I WAS STILL 7 MILES OFF \THE f1ILX ONLY HAS THE SOUTH
ERN FILTERS,- T.H:E -NEWER L-NAV 25 WHICH I'VE SINCE UPGRADED 
TO HAS ALL THE FILTERS FOR TOTAL U,S. COVERAGE). vy 
HUTCHINSEN, KA.N, IT wAS RIGHT ON AGAIN. 'f{ORKED GREAT IN 
TEXAS AND ON ACROSS UNTIL MARYLAND AND PA. wHERE IT BECAME 
UNRELIABLE. NOT UNTIL SOUTH OF RALEIGH, N,C. COULD IT BE 
COUNTED ON AGAIN -- BUT FROM THERE TO THE GHAND 13AHArIiA 
AND AROUND THE GULF S-rATES IT WAS FLM{LESS (VFR FLM{LESS). 
JUST \'lEST OF ROSEWELL, N.M.. I LOST IT AND GOT IT 3ACK 
JUST EAST OF LAS VEGAS, NEY. FOR 'WHAT THE UNIT DOES AND 
ESPECIALLY THE PRICE I WAS REAL SATISFIED WITH II'. 

JUST WRITING ABOUT IT MAKES ME WANT TO GO AGAIN. AFTER 
ALL. I 'VB GOT TO TRY our THE NEW LORAN-C UP IN THE NORTH
EAST TO SEE HOW THE NEW FILTERS WORK. 

THANKS FOR ALL YOUR HElrP~ DICKl KEEP UP 'fHE GOOD 'HOEK! 

SI~CERELY • 

,,-vi/( c(Avi-l 

Thanks, Rich, for a most interesting travelogue. Hhat a great space ship 
John Thorp has given us, a solid and dependable air vehicle that can take 
us just about any place on the face of the globe (not only can, but HAS): 

B C Roemer".was probably the first to install Loran. They mounted it in 
the center of the top of the instrument panel, actually cutting out a 
section of the glare shield above the panel to inset it. I can't seem to 
find the note they sent me on it, but I do remember that their unit was 
a very low priced one (under lK) and that they W0re delighted with it. I 
have recently h<l.d occasion to use a Micrologic on several flightsin a 
couple of airplanes and I was impressed with its accuracy and usefulness. 
It basically did everything the quarter-million dollar INS sets we had in 
the 747s would do, with thE' exception of a coupl!' of functions, and ('ven 
those functions would be easy to plug in in future units. It is so very 
versatile that it cOllld actui'llly be used like a synthetic It"S, by llsing 
a pre-selected descent profile from a synthetic X mile DNE fix from the 
runway. (I've done it and it brought me down the centerline of the runway 
when I rai sed the hood to visually flare). It certainly wO\lld be a really 
marvelous tool for findinq any airport C1nywh0re \<Jht:"'n the visibility was 
(lown. It is possible to pre-program nearly every airport in the (l.S. felr 
in i':l.dvance of flying a trip and if ncc0SSary to deviate around v.:x cnroutc 
you just tell it to take you to airport X or Y and it tells you the headin 
and distance and your Ground Speed. It's a simple matter to get an ETA fraT 
those figures. If you are tight on fuc>l or are havi.ng an engine problem 
it would be a valuable help in decision making. 

Someone asked me the other day if I had to make a choice of putting in a 
Loran C or an artificial horizon in my T-l8, which one v.'Quld I Choose? I 
said the Loran, because the T-l8 is vcry easy to fly on instruments,using 
anI);' primaries {by a competent inst. pilot, of course) and since I would;;' 
dE>llberately fly IFR, I wouldn't need an artificial horizon. Depends on wha t drumm 

er YOumight listen to. --
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• FOR SALE CO&,\ER: 

LYLE FLEMING,46035 20th St E, Lancaster, CA, 93535, 805/942-2481 is 
building his second T 18 and has the following items very reasonably 
priced: Dynafocal Engine Mount:Gas tank;Fuselage (needs some repair); 
set of wheels, brakes, & axles;Horizontal tail assembly;Rudder pedal 
assembly:Lyc. 0-360 AlA dissassembled (crank NG).All accessories,mags, 
recently rebuilt,800 hrs. since rebuilt (eegine). 

Frank Lanier,P.O.Box 195, Colorado City, CO, 81019, 303/676-4142.has an 
engln€ mount rlng horseshoe(flatbacklwith pilot holes drilled for $50; 
dynafocal mount rings that can be us'ed to make up a dynafocal mount for 
$75 ea,;a 67-68 prop )SMOH for $175: a battery box $20 (35 amp). 

Russell Ross,Box 318A,RR#1, Sioux City, lA, 51108,has (all new) Rattray 
cowl w/gill fairings, prop extension, spinner, two fiberglas seats, and 
says prices are reasonable. 

John walton, 5726 Boyce Springs Dr., Houston, TX, 77066,713/440-8093 still 
has that superbly built std. wing for sale that he removed from his T-18 
when he built the folding wing. Someone is really missing the boat on 
this wing. He's selling it for replacement part cost from KK and someone 
will get some 1st class craftmanship for practically free. I've about 
talked him into building a new fuselage for it and selling a complete air 
frame unit if someone doesn't buy it soon, so don't delay too long. 

Lee Skillman, 6964 A irport Blvd. Apt. 82, Mobile, AL, 36608, 205/342 -3967 st ill 
has his prlze wlnning bird for sale (as per NL #59) and if you are one 
that appreciates excellent workmanship, you won't go wrong with his. 

PAUL STANLEY, 2012 29th st., Galveston, TX, 77550, writes: "My airplane 
sin 671, has been flying over 9 yrs. now, accumulating well over 300 hrs. 
on a GPU engine burning no-lead auto gas exclusively, with no fuel related 
problems of any kind. Several years ago a new set of win s were made that 
are similar to the current fo lng wlngs. It has an 8 ft. center section 
wlth two 6 ft. outer panels. I made the ailerons 6 ft. long, matching the 
outer panels. The flaps are about 2 ft. long, matching the center section. 
This arrangement simplifies the control mechanism with very little change 
to the flight characteristics. The flap effectiveness is really not very 
outstanding, as you might expect with only 2 ft on ea. side, but the 
original wing had no flaps. " 

Thanks, Paul, for that brief report. I'd like to hear more details about 
that wing. Sounds interesting. 

TOO LATE TO FINALIZE AT PRESS TIME: We are trying to possibly put together 
an all T-18 event like we had at Temple, TX last year if there is enough 
interest. It has been proposed to hold this year's conclave at the 
Holiday Inn at Sherman, Tx, with daytime activities at Grayson County 
Airport (formerly Perrin AFB) which has 12,000 runways, a huge ramp,large 
hangars, several FBOs, etc. Sherman is about 70 mi. north of Dallas on 
hiway 75 (DAL-TUL) and is adjacent to the huge Lake Texoma. The last week 
end in Oct. or the 1st week end in Nov. has been proposed. If you are 
interested in attending plz write me IMMEDIATELY and state your date choice 
(weekend, not your wife) and if enough commit we'll advise via personal 
letter or phone. Time is short, so plz don't procrastinate like! do! 

NEWSLETTER #61 will be mailed about Thanksgiving time. 
) 

I~~ 
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Greetings Gents: 1984 12 now almost story a of one thing I am certain: 
There were far fevJer hours in the c13\/ this last year than in previous ones~ 
That HAS to lJE the anat n for lc iper2d etian level~ Perhaps 
some of you have also noticed enomena? ~t any rate my intentions 
to get #61 in the mail Tha didn't ite make it. To expedite 
this issue I' 11 do it [nost y ps" of letters (typed) from you 
guys~ (I s trim the 'let er to fit our page and attach it with paste 
or transparent tape We then to u. t to make the printing plate 
and if the original t letter contrasts well it will come out OK. If 
it doeasn!t 1 we have to type t over so thank all of you that sent in 
those typed letters. It makes my job easier). Here's the 1st letter: 

HI::-::'11u D:i.(:i--. 

i III 

t-'J ,":"-r ~::: C! U', -CD 

i:Lk.::·:;' t:r", i"! -,_"c-, ;::,r!i;t:,i'--iC;;'i 

{i',J E' 'c:' k c- i -'i d 
Dr Lh:i d 1-,:''''''--' 

t- .i 

i t. v,) '-';. 

J ~,::,;O 1'''iF' 
\/ i i f"i .:J 

i- j, I.. 1 { i ( :-;:; ~_; ___ :; (,-: L ,: 

fL.!] J I i_ ch iT!:! 

i::_! If---' C':','li i:) 

'i i.(.ii"; 

1-- -I I. i,e::: L 1 ;.-

j ',": 

Bryant Rowland 
1007 Shell 
Midland, TX, 79705 

f' : 

-') ,;-:i!'" 

"I, 

oct 6, 1984 
<:i i :., ;,j !. r; 

L ! 

-,. 'i i Li 

j",I-',> "1 (nc:.' -j t,_ 

U_ j ,:.> (J ,c), C;j CC" ~J, ('I d 
<. ,=)" ,'''' .), J\" \I) 

,'-:,.' r ,:':'r, t-_ ' ,;.;j rj !" .l. :-n c' V" 

1::, \ "i ~:'" 

.L ,i i 

:j-ie! 

;j _1 d "',,-i, P .I_i'HO 

Ci: ! (;1 f::" :;-' n cI 



Dear Dick, 

I am this letter in response 
information on tailwheels and brakes. 

) 

I have had but with the Maule Tailwheel, 
both on my T-18 Pitts S-2. The tire not wesle evenly, 
chunks of rubber tend to come loose~ shimmy is J but 
worst of all, we have had two T-18's (one of which was mine) break 
the caster arm on a when the tail wheel hit the reflectors 
in the center of the runwey. I had a Scntt Tailwheel on my bird for 
a short of time, but found that it was difficult to 
disengage, I became tired of my around the hangar 
with the tail wheel , eo I took it off and rid 
of it. Next, I a Tailwheel from Aircraft Spruce (they 
manufacture them" I have on this tailwheel with 
absolutely no problems. It has of the Scott 

of the bad chose- tneLang 
for the gone first class with everything 

on installed a tailwheel 
made , P,O. Box 857, Santa 
PallIa, He likes it 
so far, but has less than 50 is still out. 
This tailwheel sens for the Lang and 
j2~58JOO for the SeotL our replaced the wheel 
on the Maule unit wi th a Lang wheel. I understand that this 
necessitates a sleeve and shortening the axle, but the 
people seem wi.th the results. 

One other 
compr",ssjon~ 

recommend using ,Dick. I would 
rather than on the tailwheel. 

popped out of 
CU.llaLeLY, the pilot was on the 

Our Pitts came with 
the 
brakes the 

I have the long Cleve lend 
putting them on the one we 

on my T-18 and am 
building. I compensated 

location of the hole in the 491-2 for their 
mast, In 
because of the 
to put brakes on 

there has been no problem 
urge builders 

snd may say that he 
is not going to check 
nice to sit in the 

anyone out, but if the occasion arises it is 
seat with brakes available if the necessity 

to use them 
in their 

has a diagram 
sides. 

I would urge builders to invest in an Spruce 
catalog. It has many hints for builders, as well as almost 
anything that goes into a home built. are available for $4.00 
(refundable with a $35,00 order) from Spruce and Specialty, 
P,O, Box 424. Fullerton, CA , Phone: (714) 870-7551. 

Enclosed you will 
up the good work, Dick. 

EARL ODY 
28903 Gunter rd 
San Pedro t DA f 90732 

a contribution to the newsletter. Keep 

Earl 

(Thanks a mi11i~':l.n, 

Earl.Good in~o.) 
, ,! 

. Jt;:" 



The folloVli 
2921 28th p,'/e 
commendation 
you to uSe "1 
Supervisor 
comments 0 

expressing c 
15 October 198!+ 

Nr. Dick Cavls 
T-18 Builders 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas J TSXGS 7 

Hi Dick, 

I 
T-18 lillPR 

Electri.c f 

the carb" 
Leider carb 

The aircraft [lew 
condition 
seat J it wC~J c· 

axis. 

Needless LG Sf~y 

It \Vas more exc~; 

pa 3 

Hlg nve from PAUL KIRIK, 
to give Paul the very highest 

and would encourage all of 
va uable to all. As maintenance 
hs is hi ly qualified on his 

] f you join 

the information on my 

Ib 63~54 in. 
& pass. 65 Ibs. baggage) 70.90 in. 

except for a lean running 
I had 

told me it "HaS ok for 
out '>lith high cylinder 

pOT·7er back and cruise climb
green fIrcs. 1 had to change 

have a 

t left Hing heavy 
DS" of sand in right 

sc::nsat.ive machine on the roll 

performance of NIIPK. 



T-18 

I now have ahout 86 hours on it and have not had any other problems. 

My first "'>las video in its , with sound, by Ken Rhoads 
of Peoria. 1 was 
at least 50 times 

Two areas of 
(1) Flap extension 

to them on the 

my aircraft were 
& (2) Stalls. 

\, watched that tape 

very cautiously, 

My flaps are limited to travel, but after 
about the tendency to tuck under, I addressed 

& so much 
on my first 
incriments on flight. I have electric 1 so I marked 10°, 

the outboard edge of tbe left so the can be seen at the trai1-
tng edge wing shin. 

I slowed to 90 MPH & extended 10° of & found no roll or tuck tendency. 
I increased speed to 110 MPH, then to 115 JVLPH. This was also repeat
ed at the 20 D & 30° flap 
attitude would occur, but 
\Vas adequate trim to slow 

At 30° extension a pronounced nose down 
no tendency to tuck under or nstick shake l1

, There 
aircraft to 75 MPH & probably more. 

The flaps were extended at 110 MPH at each 

I realized that 
so I increased 
ed the 

someone may extend the inadvertently above 110 MPH, 
airspeed to 120 vlith full flaps, retracted & then re-extend
There was no tendency to tuck under. I am considering add-

ing 10° more & the same procedure. 

The initial stall 
different T-18s & 
Some had very nasty 

I jigged my Wl.ng.s 
twist, so I 
pre-stall buffet~ 

'\'las also of concern to me. I have flown about 7 
2 or 3 of them to have adequate stall warning. 

tendencies without any "",nnn;;: 

to riveting & knew they 
straight forward stall. 

were free of any weasurahle 
I also wanted to have the 

inboard per Lu Sunderland's IITuft Test-
The strips were about 1/8" above chord 

The first stall Has pm<Jer off, flaps lip with the aircraft beginning to rum-
ble at about 75 MPH. Controls soft at about 70 MPH with airframe buffet 
& it stalled at about 65-67 indicated with a bit left wing drop, with 
good aileron control. 

I lowered the left 
The next stall was 
the right stall 

stall about 1 
just the reverse - right 

back to 

& raised the about the same~ 
dropped slightly. Moving 

gives straight ahead stall. 

4 
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I am very 
Illinois", a <N 1 
with me & said yOL; : (' 

with this aircraft _ I 

A stall with full 
into the stall 

pitched ~~~~~~~~S~~""' 
seat bel-t '!Jas t 

rapidly but recovery 
& just me on board 

Subsequent 
half fuel 

Does anyone elsE; 

All of my e,c, 
human ballast; even 

Steve is a 
left seat 
in it. 

Ny are as 

Stall-full 1)8 

Stall up 
Cruise ~ 
Top 2;500 

My cruise 
were instnl1ed" 
installed before 

I have a b:J.,,-
spar on the gap st 

i! 

c 

My static system is ~':":",i':',',:,:,!,,~, ... n<.i.t,,;:'::i!'':J.!. 
speed indicator R 

curate. 

The T-18 is 

I experienced an odd 
out of nose clOv-Jn t'rim 
[or'!. 

5 

I:~'fr« from Peoria, 
u(:robatics on weekends, flew 
drunk to get into trouble 
sty 

SLCP & 'tJhat a step! I eased 
ahead at 58 MPH but 

vertical~ I thought my 
aircraft built up speed 

I had full fuel 

in the seat & full to 

ballast rather than 
vcc Linteers~ 

over a 6 yr. period, was 

time, He has about 15 hrs. 
tor said he will solo him shortly 

Indicat:.ed 
Indicated 

that before gear leg fairings 
ference. vlheel pants were 

list forward of the front 

the fuseLege sides. My air
checks to be very ac-

iJliCraft I have ever flown! 

I ran 
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I suspect that the gear \}ere of such a that 
pitched the aircraft dOWIn-iard? ,0 them_ reduced this to 
a point NPH cruise that :more IVJd. trim vIas needed? I guess 
I will have to beTi.d the tab arms for more fwd = have any 
other ideas? 

The of the fuel shutoff valve , so 
here are my cornIllents. 

I am only aware of or~ fuel tank around the vJelded outlet boss ~ 
This was mentioned in a very news let tel' ~ I have examined numerous 
T~18s for fuel line installation Ex have found many of them with an alumi
num or copper line from the tank-mounted shutoff valve to the firewal1~ 
These aircraft had from 150~800 hI'S ~ on them & none, have shown 
any around the bottom of the tanks. 

In the event of an accident} it seems 
valve is (;{ 
torn loose~ 
stalled between the shutoff valVe 
these 

I also noticed that many or these aiT."craft do nqJ: haVe a reITlote shutoff 
handle for the tank ITlounted valve. 

ed my handle on instrument 
aluminum tube~ It '>mrks 
is very accessable. 

below the throttle 
load on the 

a ~t 

fuel tank & 

I have annualed several local 'T~18s & haVe talked the ouners of these air-
craft into 

Getting someone 
prior to first 

these mods 

ed. I have found the 

on T-18 structure to 
a used T-18, 

this type of 

l~ No jam nuts aileron s bolts~ 

2~ 3 out of rivets on each inboard 
rib that attaches it the main spar. 

3 ~ L;. non structural scr2vlS used in outboard 

your aircraft 
recornmend-

j inboard center 

attach fitt-

4, tunnel. to attach it to belly 

5. 
r 
0, 

7, 
8, Seat belts attached to 

aluminum 
9, interference in aft~ 

drive tube) handle, 

ribs. 
structure vTith 16° bent up 

tunnel betvJeen rudder cables, trim 
cables & elevator tube. 
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.~~ .••..... ~--- .. ~ .. ~ ...... - .. - ....••. -~-~--~~.~---~~~--~----------

10. 
ll~ All rivets 

except 
12. Rivet£; 

13. 
14. 

in 

I have taken tei 
Hho have flovm in Ety a1 c 

they have been lCl ¢ 

One of the 
I found the solutio;; 
Jet main gear door= 
attached to the 
the rubber t 

I have the Ken Knuh' 1.J~,c,: 
craft & Gerdes 
loflow high press, 
aluminum 
great. I have OVi:!' 

during taxi test 

I strongly reccmme.i:ld that: 
in this type of nircraf 
before your inetL'ue: tu 

I have a 
directional control p 
before get into a 
trol. I use the 2 
wheel j 

my main Vlheels to 

My electric trlIlJ j1';,otor jf;; 

It seems to be a bit 
Does anyone knc)\{ 

I have also enclosed a cOP" 
schedule. 

Many thanks 
T-18 program & the 8Upp{Yr'l: 

flying of NllPIC 

Paul J. Kirik 

8T tabilizer aft. spar doublers 

outboard clilcrol1 r:Lbs that attach 
cDDtrGl horn to rib. 

t of aileron. 
fi.-revJall putting full valve 

sea} the canopy. People 
single engine 

canopy was the track area. 
rubber seal from a Cessna Citation 

:Lt vJorks very well. It is 
the frame, inserting 

at the front edge. 

the left side of my air
connected with 3/16" Ny

to the firewall & 3/16" 
This system works 

the tail off the ground 

n T~18, vJi.thout prior experience 
brakes. You will really need them 

my T~18 &, do Dot have any 
teven did not f a taildragger 

h;;ld any trouble t~J:Lth directional COll
from Ken Knowles on the tail 

on the ground. I have set 

motor used on many T-18s. 
I would like to see about 10-12 sec. 

Balance numbers & loading 

ng effort you have put iDto the 
me the construction & test 
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pil ge 'j 

WEIGHT AND BALANCE fORM 

Aircrilft 

Address 

N I/f;<' 
i@;::P 

Date .. '3'-:)~>-$'3 
/-If? 

'A L' I-- WliGHII,G F'OINT I B --l (C MAIN WHEELJ 
WEIGHING POINT r- (C NOSE WHEELJ 

SCALE 

, 

A 

SCALE 

~B~ 
A-Datum for Horizontal Arm as defined by designc-r or builder 
B-Arm: Main Wheel Centerli;le in inches 
C-Arm: Auxiliary Wheel Centerline in inches 

Item 

Left Wheel 

Right Wheel 

, ~A-uxili;lry Wi'Il't:l 

Less Oil 

Fixed Ballast 

Scale 

...... --. ---~~~-r-----'r--------

Tare 
Lhs. 
Net 

Inches 
Arm 

In, Lbs, 
Moment 

.......... - -~ ... -. _ .. ---_.-... _-j-------+-

'f.J.3 

''l/(I,S-
_'j,]J. ___ .s.£~2':i- cd3,-.Q9 ?,. <29 

Ii I g~_._~~~31£_ _ .. ~_e'!.t2.?'f2_ 
4?)~r-------~----~~---r~~~~4_--li4~~~~-

Empty Weight Total Moment .. 3?9li96J.')'1in, Ibs, 

Empty e.G, = ~~t~:y M;:;~~ -c£{;:~<;"'1 .~3JO ... , inches 

5t'EOlrk:'R S (PE FcJ,12 ~}lV{./5?Z"]) C)y~ t.uc-76"//7 !?1J.,(JLI3S" 
FORWARD AND REARWARD CG EXTREMES 

"'~----.-

Item Weight Arm Moment Weight Arm Moment 
---.--.-- •.. --- ... -- ---~-. 

-----.~-----.------.-r 
Aircraft EW_81 ;(,U 63.()7 .50,,)6,.2"/. ... . 'fl'Jdj) 
~~_. ____ ~ /S:O.d-$.D. ....... 'fdL?c1_ ....... j£,O 

Pilot / </i£ ___ ,QC <~ I) fO. S-:D 1f?{)J) 

Passenger - - - ~_.L$.C>.Lt2 - ... _- .. -.-.--.. - .--~.~.--.-

Fuel / '7Lj, a ,S-ilL ... __ J;2Ct2.dL ~ __ ---.b 0 
Baggage .- .. - 6000 .. " - ...... .. - . 

Totals I ;)3/,0 0.5,,'0 (I /~)).), ')',/ /3.3[{,(J 
-.~-. ---.-.,,--.,~.- -, 

Forward CG Rearward CG 

Maximum ;:,dIoWHbh .. wei~;ht is: 

. 03,>'IIn 
10'10 Ills. CG limits (I[e 

.-. 

.L. 

____ 0_~JI S _ ill. Forward CG. nnd 7/,. 0 in, R,'arward CG 

£:'3,/!'J .,s.~26.d,''1 
d.i:,O ..... . __ .7'""a. {l. 
f?CS~ J,r~7CJ,O 

&s::s-. IS37!', a 
S"DJ) .? CI(), o 

/ ()'f-() '7'17 gS: (J 

;O.'iC' I '7'/5'6 ),,;{' 
70.7?J. in, 

Equipment installed whell weight.'d is as described ill Aircrurt MunuaL Equiprn{-'I1t List dated 

, ("xcept for the following items. 

Item 
Inches 
Arm 

Lhs, 
WI, 

In, Lbs, 
Moment 

Service Manual Page 14 
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~ WELDING JlLUMTNUf1: I 
f r j (0 '1 d ,LLDYD. ~ l'QI,I2, 

recent received the follo\vinq letter 
persoD211v or 

from old 
reputat ion: 

---~-----------

q HeJ 10 Dick-EncJos£?cJ is rw/ dues for i 84-85 MAS Hope I can 1[' that Narco. 
We T-lS builders who have oontributed so little have rec'd so much. I will 
forever be grateful to you, Lu. and others, who have done so much. 

Many skills and much knowl is required of an individual to prrperl\' 
build an airplane such as the T-18 Very, verv few of us are 2bsl11tlt0 

professionals in ALL of the reguired technical skills needed~ 
Lu mentions in N.L. 0 that someone stated that aluminum was easy to 

weld and he said, "Don't believe it". WelL you know anything is easy if 
you know how. It can also be very hard if you are not experiencedand are 
not completely knowledgable about what you are doing~ 

After more than 50 years of experienoe in welding in 4 different air
craft factories (14 years at Douglas and Northrop)and having becn certified 
in every method, on every metal thaat is used in ths aircraft industry. I 
say that aluminum welding is the easiest of all~ 

Here are some of the things that I disagreed with Lu on in his article, 
"Welding canopy frames": 

First. aluminum welding and aluminum braZing are two completely differeni 
things Hydrogen is the best by far over acetylene .... but not for the 
reason that it has a lower temperature. You can get a piece of steel plenty 
hot enough to braze with oxy-hyd. but there is no way that it will adhere 
to or flow on the steel. when using oxy-hyd on alum you get a beautiful 
controllable flow in the molten puddle .... But with using oxy-acet the 
molten puddle is much less fluid and it has an oxide film over the top of 
the puddle that makes it very hard to control. This tells me that there is 
some sort of chemical reaction causing the difference. I cannot,and no one 
else can do high quality alum welding with oxy-acet that hc can do with 
oxy-hyd. 

To my knowledge there is no accepted method devised to fusion-weld 
alum alloy 2024, primarily because of crack sensitivity and loss of other 
mechanical properties. This is why John Thorp specified the T-18 gas tank 
be made of 6061-T4 (35.000 psi) instead of 2024-T3 (65,000 pail.Let's 
hope that no one ever builds himself a T-18 tank using 2024. 

Dick, I cannot explain the chemical reaction that takes place, but I 
want to give you another example: In the factory we used a hydrogen burner 
we had to pre-heat certain weldments. It was also used to keep scale (which 
is oxidation) from forming on the opposite side of the piece you were 
welding. You could weld on the outside of a tube and with a small hyd flame 
inside absolutely no scale or oxidation would accur inside. 

I had a bottle of butane here once and used it to keep the inside of a 
tube clean on which I was welding.After had cooled properly I tried 
drilling the hole larger. It was as hard as glass. You could cut it with 
a diamond bit, but this was 4130 steel. Running out of paper, so Good luck 

several t s in his letter. I 
stand in awe of his expertise in welding.when watching him alum weld I 
alwa think back to when I was at Luscombe in '37 and just after being 
cert fied to weld alum I offered to weld a tiny leak in a radiator tube 
for a friend's OX-S Waco. My face was deep red"when I burned a big hole 
in the tube and had to get my instructor to repair my work.After a few 
more such experiences I decided to leave alUm welding to the pros. (The 
following pages from a weI's journal were sent to me by another builder 
and I think you will agree are quite a tribute to LLOYD. We are most lucky 
to have experts like LLOYD in our midst). We truly appreciate your many 
contributions to EAA and to our neWSletter, LLOYD. 
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Meredith 
TIG Torch 
donated to the 
MilleII'" welding 
collection 

The following report written by Jim 
Grist, Miller Vice Presjdent~Research, 
IS the culmination of a chain-of-events 
t;Ujll'!l1111Q WIUl Jim's eniilUSlaSITl for 

imer8ft And his attendance at the EAA 
CO!lv(;ntion This event is an annual 
fly-in i'lnd air show sponsored by the 
Experimental Aircraft Association at 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin, There, Jim rnet 
_Lloyd Toll, official weldor of the EAA; 
Mr Toil 81so an <lireraft enthusiast, 
tllrlle-; out to be (l marty faceted indi

VldlJ,li With <'111 Inlerestmq backwounJ 
and culorful pf.~rsonJll!y He files f'l 

plillW which he IJPrsonnlly built, oper

ates (1 weJdlll~J school 1f111i5 hometown 

of HaLt:n, Arkallsas and was a mem

ber of Mr. Russell Meredith's team 
at ..t:Jorthrup Aircraft Co., OC)1.'\iney, 
California. Mr. Meredith, 8S you will 
remember, originated the TIG (GTAW) 
.l£IIeJdlnq process with the development 
of hiS Meredith TIG torch, The Meredith 
torch and a series of collets can be 
viewed at the Miller Customer Center 
In Appleton, where it is on permanent 
(lisplflV Hpre is Jim's account 

At tile Experimental Aircraft Association 
COnV(;llll0rl at Oshkosh, Wisconsin, 
some 0/ Ow more popular stars were 
performlllq nerobatic gyrations In the 
sky, trailing plumes of smoke through 
wild loops, rolls and hammerhead 
stalls In home-built airplanes they 
hnd cunstructed In their bnsemellts 
DlJrill~J 1 he SIX -day aerial extravaqannL 
J))()n~ II1;)n ::)00,000 Visitors w8tchE:d 
iTo; lilly hlplanes and ql811t w;ublrc!s CU 

vortuJ <1~.F1JnSt il backdrop of blue with 
scattel'pd willte cumulus_ I watched a 
itllnbcrlllq 4bO horsepower Stearman, 
IllilttllH) Its WCly down th(~ runway at an 

80 db Iwise leVI,:!, ~FlIlllll~J Just enough 

10 

c- J T 

LloVd Toll (feft), pictured with Jim Grist. In the b3ckground is a MiJfer 
Syncrowave 300, the unit /VIr. Tol! uses for his pre5ent~d8y projects 

altitude to do an axial roil on takeoff 
Smoke billowed from hiS exhaust and 
the crowd qasped as the pilot flirted 
with disaster in low level antics 

Mp3nwhile, back of the crowd, In a 
tent labeled "Welding:' another star 

was perfon:0J.!2.fl He caused only occa
sional whiffs of smoke, and rather than 
a crash helmet, he wore a welding 
helmet. Behind that helmet and inside 
that massive 200 pound plus frame, i 
found Lloyd C. Tolt. He snuffed out the 
arc and lifted his helmet and you could 
tell immediately that he was an old 
timer Hl the business. I then watched 
and listened as he expiained to the 
assembled group iust how he manipu
lated the torch and the fiBer metal to 
come up with the beautiful 
beads which are characteristic of his 
work. Lloyd is considered one of the 
premilu:nweTamg8uthc;;TtlesmTheEAA 
membership, Each summer he travels 
from his [lOme In Hazen, Arkansas to 
o---sn-Ko--sh for several w_~~~.2~~ara
tion and demonstration a~tJ.he~1i 
Convention He'U do maif""!.~r:'~8nce 
.welding. rep~rs, et~.~~he~doz~ns ~!. 
vehicles~ implements and equiprnen_t 
which the EAA owns and operates in 
the business of putting on their annuaT 
COnv .. BJltion, Then during the show he~ 

hands-on dernonstrations for 

Bi!! Butler; a Technical Sales 
REWESI'I7latfve, doubles as rurator 

MiI!er histoncal weidtng eqwpment 
collection Here Bi!! the eady 
Meredith TfG tore!o five 
assorted collets 
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master of both TIG iGTAW) and oxy
:aGetyrer!e, Lloyd has been welding a 
long 10nq time. 
Q: How I asked him __ and 
where did he start? 
A: "My dad was a rice farmer in Arkan~ 
sas, In.~ when 1 finished high 
schoo! In Little Rock, I saw an ad in 
the Gazette about an electric course 
at 
They built about 
ning ill 1928 before 
during the dc:nresSi were ad-
vertiS!llg an electric course where you 
paid them) S 15.00 and vou went dOWI-' 
each night and listened tq a department 
head. Then you could decide what 
department you want to work 
in, Well, this friend of mine and I said, 
'Everyone wants to be an engine me
chanic or something like it ... let's be 
different, let's be we!dors~ I said, 'Fine, 
we'll do it; and that's where it all started, 
right there. So live been a weldor fC;r 

was it in 
those 
A: "in the early days it was a lot of gas 
welding vvith Commander 
Aircraft had about 700 people work
Ing thccre, and do you know I can hardly 
believe It but in the beginning there 

ek:ctric orc machine 
fo«(orv. isn't that amazing. the 

paqc-;-' 17 

"experimental aircrafCa plane which he persona/ly built and ffies between his home 
in Hazen, Arkansas and the EAA AViation Center at Oshkosh WisconSifl 

advancement that has been made since 
then? A big factory !ike thaI with no 
arc welders. Now every farmer, well 
practically every farmer, has an electric 
welding machine. But right there was 
a factory with 700 people and they 
didn't have a single one. \"Vell that didn't 
last long. We got them into electric 
welding alright. 

''A nyway, !t!l!112!2J:!QJEiQJ!J1flli1§1§9. 

was 
years during 
airpfanes were really fascinating to me 
and I still like them. !--,,-"-t"-?1"-C 

time hezwd 8bout EAA 
was in at Rockford, Illinois. Here 
were all these guys as~-;~bled v~rlO had 
built their own airplanes and were fly-

around. In fact, a Don j'aylor of 
California had budt what is knowil as 
a Thorp T-18 model and flown it around 
the world. It's a pretty sophisticated 
little aircraft. So I built one of these 
nine years ago. and I flew it to Oshkosh 
for three years, 1972,73 and 74. The 
first year I won "Best in Class" and the , 
second year I won "Best All-Metal 
_Workmansf:JQ:' ! stili fly it .. I love 
to 

I learned later from Lloyd that he 
had worked at f\Jorthrup Aviation in 
Downey, California as a welding tech~ 

nician. His group leader was Russ 

Meredith, the Inventor of the T!G 
(GTA\lV) weJdin~J prOCf:SS often n: 

ferTed to as heli{'lrc welding 
Q: Then you were there when TIG 
was invented? 
A: "Yes. we had three technici{'lDS 
John1< Northrup felt that magnesium 
was going to be the coming metal of the 
future -for the aircraft industry. It was 

and it was strong_ VVe were told 
that magnesium was one of the most 

elements on earth and that 
there would be plenty of it. He wantccl 
to develop a w:::!y 10 vveld it He CC)l;I,! 

do it With acetylene, it would catch on 
fire and burn It burns real hot So 
[hot's where lhey qot the Idr,(l II1n1 Hwy 

wouid do it With some kllH1 01 an inert 

gas in an arc 
"\fJeIL Russ Meredith, he W3S the 

enqineer there, got the project fJOWI~J 
and he developed the TIG larch ,md 
the process. As it turned out later. It 

isn't used nearly as much for ma~Jne
slum- as it is for alumin~m, stainless 
steel, titanium and steel and a lot of 
other metals. Magnesium just never 
;;;aJeitbig -in the aircraft business as 
they first expected it would" 
Q; So you were theJirst person then 
to actually weld with a TIG torch? 
A: 'Vv'eIL there were two other fe(lows 
there with me, we kind of alternated, 

11 
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but I was one of the first" 

usc 
300 now, and Cl modern lorch We pre~ 
vailed upon him to consider 
it to the Miller- collection of 
artifacts so that it could be put on 
permanent display at the Miller plant 
He eventually agreed and it has been 
refurbished to its condition and 
placed on display 

"It was a little crude of course, but it 
worked. We used a hospital regulator 
for thp qas and DC current straight 
DC. We'd weld magnesiurn With DC 
and heliu2 there was no. arqon at the 
tinlc. We didn't havE, high frequency 
start eltheL you Just had to scratch it 
a little (Inc] it would start. For awhile 

carbon rod You 
had to sharpen it a little like ,h'WDerm,u 
a pencil You had to sharpen it often 
because it wore down so 
very practical Then tunqsten elec~ 
trades became available 

"Well, frolTI there it Just took off and 
TIG weldinG was used to build lots and 
lots of parts for aircraft durin~J that V'Jar. 

«I remember us building a thing they 
c{1llecl the Rum jet. not referring to the 

engine on it but to the type of air
craft, It had four wheels, it was made 

was so little 
room between these two jets. it had 
three inches of solid steel on the lead
i:lfL edge of the wing and no armament 
It was supposed to fly into enemy air
craft and just chop their tail off, 

"The test pilot was Ray Crosby and 
I knew him wei! We used to kid him 
about the time made the plaster 
mold for him to lay in to fit his body, 
his chin and all. It was like a custom 
fit coffin, WeI!, sure enough, on his 
thi.!:sl fliqht he tried to eject and didn't 
make it. His chute didn't open, 

"They also built the P-61 Black 
\JVidow night fighter there. It went into 
production and a lot of them were 
made One thing they were used for 
was against the buzz bombs going over 
Eng!and_ They'd fly up along side one 
of those things and hit it with their 
\/ving and just tilt it a little and throw H 
off course. They really stopped a lot of 
them like that. 

"Today they don't use nearly as much 
mBgnesium, They had numerous craef), 
problems, structural failures and thingS 
like that': 
Q; So that was your introduction 
into the airplane business, and 

page 13 

you've been building and flying 
ever since? 
A: "Oh yes, I fly al! over. One Sunday, 
years ago, I was flying with my young 
son (he's 42 now) in southern Califorlll3 
I noticed a lot of aircraft down around 
the harbor. I thought to myself, I wonder
what's going on down there, So we 
flew over to the harbor and just as we 
arrived at about 2,000 feet of altitude, 
I saw that big "Spruce Goose" making 
its first f!ight with Howard Hughes ~ 
the controls, There I was, right over
head and no cameral, At the time I didn't 
grasp the significance of the event but 
I do now" 

Well, Lloyd looks back now on a full, 
rich life of welding and flying. 

The EAA is building a new aviation 
center at the Oshkosh, Wisconsin can 
ventlon site which will be filled with 
aircraft of all vintages. Lloyd is being 
called upon to execute his "miracle" 
welds on various restoration projects 
for this and other EAA endeavors. t!£._ 
also teaches, ~ runs a school for weld
ors in the Arkansas area. A busy guy, 
a skilled craftsman, and always ready. 
willing and able to talk about welding 
up a fuselage, or an engine mount or 
a set of tail~feathers, a busted landing 
gear, be!lcrank, wing strut, rudder 
horn, tailwhee! and on and on and on 

A smaJi section of parked "'fIV-ins" during the EAA conventiof). 
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•• FUEL INJECTION INSTALLATION ON A T-18: 

by __ _ 
1\·.I:i. 1 C! (":1 --j" 

Cl ~ F! # rCJt<LE 
Pc-:n n M 1)''.1'. 

jr1j2cteej j,80 1 .. /ccJminq will be of help to YoUr
fr! :i. [I! ": I::. b (:::.' c.: D r-, :~:. i d t'::' f" :i. r-I 1.:,;1 E:t ~;:~ i Hi J. 1 i E( r" i I"'"j ~~J. t E:ll ], El t i un" 

r-t::!,::\d(·2!'-~::' vJhfJ 

In c!.11 t.hE:~' 

vea~0 5ir11:e completirlQ the ir'lstallatioll, tny engine tlBS 

rj,;:,,~, +C!I f!IF'cl br.::,,':<.u.t:.i +t.!1 J \/" 
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T f-"I E·' + :i. r" ~:; t. ,':;( Y" t" i c J co,:' E!, r"f d F' i c t u r' F'\ '!::~ ~ .:::'( I:::. D u t rn \' E' r"l q 3. !""'I ('3 ~ ,J 'f !--'I C-"! . r' 
tb~ i-"i .. \c-l 1r"l)c t:.iur-·i t:E:·rn"1: V;lE:\t:~. ~.~Jr-lttE:,n t!.p il'"1 t.hl;;:.\ I.)E·:CE·~'lnb(·::'r 

19J5 Issue of t Aviatiofla 

ai r-'Cl C,\+ f- ! ,j but- iTlOr-c,:' i ITIPDf"t:.E:i.nt:.l:/ thE~ (:c)r'lt:i, nU.E·:c:I E,:ncuur'·;:;\qE,·"!rnE;'n-l::. 

frolfl JoP Pa! (l·f l~edwood Aviation irl Santa ROS2 q Califorrlia: 
C) E·: ( .:i c! E~ d ( .:';';\ <::~ thE: ~/ <:: E" \/ 'j. nth E,! C U f" 1-"' t:,~, 1'"'1 t:. v E: 1''' I", E( C \.t 1 E'.l·-·! 'r -l::. CJ IfF! u + () r 

it:.!" .::-tnd con··/(·:;,--t -!.:,r) i.nj'::!!ct:.ion" 

i (:) ,Co'(! i j'j VJi tl"'1 ~ I -l:.:r"',:)clc!d f1\'./ rlE;'~··! (}- ':S()() 

jrl'Ld~pc 3fld etc. '(01- the Ser-YD q pan, fuel 
1.,'1 ['-'f' fX-:'C k E.'d 'j (J." ':.(::,'"--,,, rh i';:~;:::f? VJE'j''' C ;:;if2f'i t CiU t, .:::"tn d 

C:E:\t'''b~ Dil p,;~:\r--I~ 

1 i nE;~~; .:-::tncJ E~t,:C f i C)in 

f" E:' t. U.!' n t:"" c1 .:::( ::s n (::., ~ . .! " 

1-1'12 I!J' ~\j p~n VJ89 installed cJrlly to firld ~ome F'eal 
I:) r C) i::! :I. ~::'-'ITI'::::, (:'-'li'l '"I n VJ E.i. nt, E:'ci I11c)d i + i c: ,~,:"\ t_ i Dr', +-. [) -1:,: 1'-'1 f::' d \/1'--1 i') -{ Cl c:: eel:l i'iiC)U.ri t. 
1'--r,:·ql..J.ir'·E'd ~;.i.J"ic:,r:' t:hE' ~,:~ic:'r'vC) hlDUld qi::'; r-'iqht thl'''L,I t ,I'"! t::o X'---'n!(~~'mbE:?lr' E;."nd 
,:!. 'I~ t ('-:'1' ()1:.. I"', (:''::-1'' ffl '::.d ~::'. '1.::.1"'1 F:' + i ri E? ,::\ 1 1 · .. ·fiiF:'t .E;l,:I. 1:'~Db 1;7;'1'-' t. Sf C Cil,~,! 1 !,"ID1...\ ]. cI n Lit 
tlav~ fi·t over l:he staill1ess Xu-over- exhaust 3ild inta~(~s. 

hi E·::' i':'-:' ell (-:':' ':s :::, +:. Ci ';::i '.;( \/ t,. I"'! E: 0 ... :::: C:) () I.') a n t~J i:l S f~ E:-'<" . j, n ~::; t -:::1 lIE:; d " 
Dis~ppointed, dete~mirled to have an injection systsln, J 
53t urlder the engipe .for a couple of days trying ,to i'igure 

KnOWIng hc)w sL!ccessful Pips)' had beerl with their ligtlt 
tl~ir1s, I...lsirlq tight c(jwls~ bringing inductioll Bir- Clver- t~le tlJp 
C),{ 1.:.1'''1 c: v:: :i. ndr:: I'" ~::" d (JI'-.tj'"·j t, h c:.; b.:';':l.c k Ell'--j cI in t C) thE' :-::)E't''' \/Ci ~ i L ~~J<!:i, ~::; 

i!npJ\/ ;:-", m;Eltt(·'·,·~· 0+ 1-"1 Clv'J tC) IDoL b~::(ck ft'-'c)!fl undf:.c~r" t.hc.::o cE:'Ir--b p.:::'\!"i 

for t~le !5erVO atLactlnlsrlt. 

~'!O!,lr~5 wcr'p SPS!lt lookirlq for a tiqht (clc)se) weldable 
':::\." FinD.I':",-/ .i.r'"i :J.I·j (':lId pJLlml:.i-in{J !~:,hDP~ t.hf2 FlU VF:-::;\~-' DId C)~~Jr'!E:'I'" 

!";~',c,l· HIC" iJi:';\,::::j-: t.hi'U. pi Jt:·:·:"· 0+ ciE,~br-'i~~, c'.rld 1;'JF·:n·t. r--il;;.lht tC) ;;;\ bc»~ 

j h "~' 1,' C' (.in t: "':'. i i"ll.::,d (':.:';-;" .;~~.c· t.1 Y ~'Jh c::t. tIn (:.;l f.:: d E0cJ " 
(1I'-0rl(:i sun) ()f $2.00. 
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r(IIIIG&$ 
rhc; J'h!?js 1/4" wc:i,Jl~;;, v-Jit,h a ':l~:j ,;,"It both pnc:l,::~~ T~""o/)ItJr::.~'r'e 

CLlt fr"oln 1/4" 4150 ::::.t.F:f.~l. rl---Ik' fDur' bDlt hDle~:~, ItJf?'l'"(';:? 

pr'OIJerlv [irilled in each. fhe flanges we~e ~Jut 0(') my lathe 
and opened up with 45 cJlamfel~s to nlate wittl the el. A 'few 
spots of epo};y held the t~lree parts, properly aligned, until 
the\~ IrJE,/"-'E: hel.i Ddr·ct~,;d by t.hE:' tDwn!:s b(-?~Jt.. Thi ~3 l·}.~Js.J..§.,gJ.£~"_J;'l. ~·Ja.5 

ttle key to the cOflversioll. 

1'0 have t~le servo clear' the pan and also for control 
hool:up, a ~5pi.."Icer-, available fr-om Lyc:c)ming, v-Jas used to move 
it back the right amourlt.. One 8fld of the spacer was milled 

'-ew delree offspt for an additional clparance. To the 
back of the Servo an IndLlction Air Bux was +a rIca ed from 
.O:?~3 2024 to mate the ::::;u ail"'- hDse from an air filtel'-. The air 
induction box has a spring loaded-closed, flapper valve, 
designed illto the bottom, for- alternate air in the unlikely 
event that one would loose normal air. The filter is mounted 
behind and below ttle left I:ylinders. I cut the parts and had 
tt'lem welded for' nle~ The filter takes a standard Fram. 

The initial test hop was flown~ somewhat reluctantly, 
with the Weldon electric on continllDus, due to insufficient 
presslJre from the mecl1anical pump. I immediately replaced 
this pump ~-Jith a higb preSSllre (22-~26 psi) mechanical pump 
required by an injected engine. Ttle Weldon is used as a 
backup for pressure loss and during takeoff and landing. 

Enclosed are some pictures that should be of help. I 
wish I had the one that shows the el, spacer and air box when 
I c:onverted my 0--360 to fuel injection. 

The stainless steel 601 -fuel lines, shcHoJn in the 
pictllres, were replaced with aeroguip 30~. Don't use the 
pretty stainless as befcire long they can become a sieve. 
Noting the location of the gascolator and the Weldon pump in 
relation to the exhaust stacks---stainless heat shields wprp 
placed inboard on the stacks. 

With a tight cowl and baffling system there is an 
abundBflce of air for-: Induction air, Engine cooling, and 
cooling for the Oil, Fuel Pump and Mags. Cowl pressure can 
rUfl into ttle 7 psi range. 

Dick, I hope this is helpful. Allpreserit T-18 drivers 
dfld those to be, would do well to Y-e-read a lot of the fine 
tips from your last book of knowledge. I really liked your 
tip on the simple task of pl'-oper engine runup before takeoff. 

Many, many thanks, GATS, 
problem several builders 
kind words. 

Dats Toklf:: 
Nl.t!lAT 

fur that most nelpful solution to 
have had to address. Thanks, too, 

a knotty 
for the 
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(see lower part of page 17 for further info from 
OATsTOKLE) 

!. 'L,? ~.-:-tdt ion nVf:?" 
r'l :',,--' t h j---ji 1 J. :':l-~ PEL 
L ':;i!ll_'_';E\ 

I'ill· ... ~ Die j.{ [i:3. y i '("I 

r-1B I~utual Aid SOcletv 
:I. (~!5d':) ~:;C:J'!lF::·(.,t DY-) 

Dct 11 i-3"':i~ Tf:::xas 

Hi Dick," 

Glad to tlear ttlat vou~re feelino bet-tern You missed a oreat OS~~. 

Iy) the last news letter you asked abollt wheels and brakes. 
Initallv I had exoandino tube tvoe brakes~ Bad news N the brakiy)o 
was nil and they had a habit of stickino on wheYI the olane was 
oarked Ol,jt in the t'ain (flO hanoer available). I rlever~ fiour~ed it 
Clut. Wt,eYi this haDoened it took a lot of oushino and Duliinci on 
the airframe -to make the brakes release. l'hev would release with 
a banD and would be ok until the next time. These were reolaced 
WIth Clevelands for abollt the same orice as a new set of seoments 
(lil~linos)~ The Clevelands were a oreat imoroveMent~ exceot for 
WE~'a'('~ I am baSf'!::d OYr i::i i~IZ!IZ10'} S")t;r'io arJd a lot of br"akino 1!:3; 

reoui~~ed on ever'v landinD~ The discs would rust between use then 
rJl'"'i'nd 3lrJ;?,\I the linino:;~,~ I'/jv solutic))"J ~..y€:\S to OY'ilrrd »1Z!IZl5" off f?3Ch 

s:~d('!:: of the discs thel;I'---chy'orne 1J1ate tllZ1llZJIl and [Jr"inc! tD the 
()Y'::.IJ'l-(I,;:\l SiZE?n 8efnr-'(~ thE-?: chr~·orrlE-? .. the liniYJo<:;;. la~;ted ..=.;::i h"',u~""s~ 

fhe oresent lininos hav0 been LIn fuur years and she.w very little 
VJc·:~ar". The FRr~l v.J<:1S a[lEtir'I~:>t ch'r"'orne Dlattno until .~U5t r·'ec(~ntl\/. 

tl,elr fear was that the olatina would oeel and lama Clevelar)d 
started to sel:L chrome discs recently. ~ askeo one o'r the:Lr 
salesman what tvoe of chrome they use ctnd he didn 1 t I~now~ I thinl< 
hard tool chrome is a better choice than decorative chror~e such 
as VuU til'ld on v~[ur CaIn bumoer. 

In a rpcel~t iSSlt8 of the l~ewsletter~ 3l.ttomotive alternator~s were 
dlSC 1J5Sed. I use a 35 amo F01~d alternator and reoulatoru After~ 

430 he'llrs evevthino wori{s finea The clnlv Chal~[]e I think is 
necessat~v 15 tCt 01i11 a keyway in the shaft and D~jl:lv and Instali 

the rever'be rotatlon tram llnSC~WlniJ til(;:: [)!Ji':V 

nllt. Wtlen truubleShootino an electrical urGblem ltna0 ~urned ou·t 
t::C) i::'IF: the? batte'r~v) it ~'Jas nJ.ce to huv a Y"I[~W voltaDe ·r~·e[ll.lJ.{CttOY" E,'It 

i·15 a Doint of iYltrestn 
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·'·-\'.ir,-' I' 

Those are two great tips, DON, and both are money savers, too. Almost 
everyone is using Clevelands and this certainly seems to have solved 
a problem we've all been plagues with It's a safety item, too, as there 
may be times when we really NEED to clamp on the binders and get max 
available braking. Thank you kindly, DON. We appreciatg. 

MORE ON FUEL PUMPS (Letter from OATS TOKLE) 
------f5ear J5icJ<:::-Yo-u-r-Iast T 18 letter was much appreciated. What a lot of 
work to put together. How do you find the time?After reading EARL ODY's 
problem and a fine job of getting it down deadstick in Gary, IN, I was 
reminded of my first test flights. Taxi tests at low power worked fine. 
When moved into runup for takeoff with the Weldon electric pump OFF the 
engine would quit at approx'y 1800 rpm. so turned on the pump to complete 
the runup and elected to make the initial test hop this way (reluctantly). 
The engine ran fine during a 10 min. hop and the only problem was an 
inop airspeed indicator. The ENGINE pump was removed and replaced with 
another pump delivering 20/26 psi.Since my engine is a feel injection 
type, this requires higher fuel pressure than carburetor types. The Weldon 
electric pump was also checked for free floww by-pass (so it would'not 
starve the engine driven pump if it failed). I only use the Weldon elect. 
pump for Tlo and LDG and occasionally even forget it even then, but have 
had no trouble since the first flite. Don't think an electric pump should 
be relied on for continous use (as Earl found out) ..... Thanks again, OATS. 

Again, OATS, our thanks for more info on the subject. OATS also sent me 
several very good pictures of a worm's eye view of his injection system 
and we will probably run them in the next NL when we have more time, etc. 

FITTING THE CANOPY: Sage, sad words by FRANK SNEDEKER, an airline pilot, 
'who Ilves some 2500 miles west of San Francisco on the island of oahu. 

who will be retiring soon and probably moving to the mainland. His trials 
and tribulations with his canopy are on. page 18, but he sent me another 
short note from Snohomish, WA, where he and his wife had traded houses and ( 
cars for a month to see whether they want to retire there. I got a real 
chuckle out of the following: "I'm having a real terrible time with that 
canopy and there are times when I feel like it would be good to invest in 
a chain saw and reduce the problem to non-existence!" Guess most of us 
have been tempted that way once in awhile, too. Take note how Frank came 
up with a "fix" for his problem and at least temporarily put off spending 
$500 for a new canopy. This fitting of the plexi to the frame is an area 
that we could use some write ups from you guys that have the experience! 
OKA Y? How about it? 
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Dick Cavi 

T-18 Iv1utual Aitil 
10529 somerton 
Dallas, 'IX 75229 

Dear 

I have wri 

page 18 

Frank Snedeker 
45-504 Ha'amaile PI 
Kaneohe, HI 96744 

October 16, 1984 

er'Ollgh. I wanted to wri te 
I returned from Oshkosh s • I missed 

contact 
that a 

you there more than you can know. You are my 
with the T-18 fami cohesive F0r~p ••• or is 
'force vector' my to the 

ect. 

ects I do Anyway, I am not 
have a renewed interest 
aSked me at one to 
canopy. I cannot. I can 

and am some progress. You 
write about how to install the 

write on how not to do it. 
I can only to cover it that 
will not be noti Not 
I tried it to the frame. 

where to cut the bubble 
(Mistake). Having to 

work aihonethe 
whilst 
pair of hands. 
the as 
opy the forward 
frame. I ed 

was the left side in place 
(~listake). Get a second 

the holes for rivnuts and in 
• On the can-

inches inside the windshield 
to obtain a new one and to 

start over. I shifted the canopy new holes 
and formed to fasten the 
outside trim 

end of 
like and thefra~e 

than normal. I 
More head 

still not with it so have moved 

frame. 'rhe 

is the j best se I can ve and am now 

raised the 
which I 
but I am 
.... ",which 
on the 

rudder , forward tunnel and 
I have dri to 

for removal. your last 
for room for the travel of rudder 
brake ri rudder. It be 

one 
nut plates 

shows details 
pedals during full 

check 
ue:c:ueu. I 

Enclosed is 
more is 

.00 for dues. Let me know if 

Hahalo Nui Loa 
A 

-' , 
;:p:/w.-J?
Frank Snedeker 

aj:)p,~eciate it... your efforts. 

I still wear a feather. 
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November 15, 1984 

'1'-li:l MAS 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

Dear Dick, 

page 19 

Enclosed is a $10 dollar check for the 1985 news letter. I 
did not receive N.L. #60. I borrowed a copy from Dick Pennman. 

I am very fortunate to have BoJ:L.Di,£l, Bill.._Qliver, Dick Pennman, 
-.l2ic:J~"Amsden and Gary Copeland a very active T-18 group in my 
area. We are based at Oaklan,sL Pontiac Airport in Michigan. 
As you can imagine there is always a lot of Hanger Flying on 
IFR days. 

N8AL is a standard T-18 on a standard gear. The engine is a 
0-290 GPU with a Sensenich 66-76 wood prop with fiberglass tips. 
Cruse is 165 mph. on 6~ gallon automotive fuel. Stall is 65 mph. 
indicated. The A/C weighed in empty at 905 lbs. I have a basic 
instrument panel. FLT instruments include VAC. ART. HORZ. and 
D.G. ELECT. Turn and bank angle of attack indicator, air speed, 
rate of climb, and alt. engine inst. inClude standard and C.H.T. 
The radio is a Narco MK-24 NAV/Com. I also have a Ford Trip 

___ ,..,..._ cornpu_i=:E?..r..Jnstalled providing time of day, date, elapse time, 
fuel flow rate, total gal. fuel used, anCl_.t:ota1 fuel to go. 
The fuel tank has explo-safe installed and, the fuel cap is 
from a helicopter and is double locking. Taming the Tiger has 
not been easy. I have had my share of problems starting with 
my engine. The oil sump was inadvertently sand blasted both 
inside and out. I thought I cleaned it thoroughly after, but 
apparently some sand was imbedded in the sump. Every so often 
a grain of sand would get caught between the oil pressure releafe 
ball and the seat causing my oil pressure to drop to abol,l1:,2:o.J12-. 
A engine oil and Hlter-change-every 5 hours has'eTiffiInated the 
problom. I have not had any problem in the last 20 hrs. My 
oLher problems deal with thc flying characteristics of thc '1'-18. 

When I first started flying my T-18 I aquired the services of 
a instructor with approx. 15,000 hours, most in a tail dragger. 
The plane had a violent wing drop at stall. And the stall would 
come with no wa~ning. My instructor even thought I had a flutter 
problem in the tail. After talking the problem over with Bob Dial 
we d~eiQecLto tuft the wings w.ith yarJ:L and find out just what 
the problem was. We had Bill Oliver flying chase in his T-18 
and went through a whole series of stalls. The right inboard 
"Jinq was stallinq about 10 mph faster than the left panel. I 
chanq"d thee anqle of ineitdence in the right wing by " degree. 
I haven't has a chance to tuft the wings' aqain but it stalls 
much bettcr. The second major problem I had was the landing 
transititon rollout. To say that I was allover Pontiac Airport 
when landing is an understatement. I just couldn't get the 
hang of it. Bob Dial could set the plane down and it would run 
straight as an arrow. When I landed there was a good chance 
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of me going backwards the last 500 fect. 

About a year ago a Pitts owner told me to lock the tail wheq!. 
I tricd sCHeral diffcrent ways but settlcd on the way described 

I ran the c c through the Tusclage to" ~ 
lc. I haven't made a bad-.-JJ'lndiJlg. s ince_. 

has made all the difference in the world. I now regularly 
go in and out of 2,000 foot strips with absolutely no problem. 

Well I guess this is enough for now I will write again describing 
my angle of attack .indicat£r. It works quite welt. 

I am enclosing a couple of pictures of my plane. 

Keep up the good work. 

Thanks, 

Al Bosonetto 

Many thanks, AL, for your report. We'll be looking forward with great 
interest to your report (and simple sketch) of the angle of attack indicato 
as this is an item that any airplane with minimal stall warning can use 
to advantage. 

HT-800 radio drawing: Your drawing serial number is displayed immediately 
after your name on the address label on this newsletter. The winner and 
winning number will be announced in the next NL. We'll notify the winner 
the day of the drawing. 

Addenda to the Questionaire: There wasn't sufficient space to add a questio 
about whether you are now using or planning to use electric trim or electri 
flaps. If so, what make and model electric motor are you using? Also, 
a question about what make of tail wheel you will/are using and a service 
report on it if applicable. Please use the reverse side of the questionaire 
sheet. All results will be tabulated and published in the NL. Please answer 
all questions that you can, as accurately as possible. The results may have 
a bearing on insurance rates, too. 

PRIMARY AIRCRAFT PETITION TO FAA: URGENT~ •.• URGENT; .... URGENT: .••.... 
Note the following attached two pages at the end of this NL. These were 
just received from EAA HQ. OUR INDIVIDUAL WRITTEN SUPPORT OF THIS IS 
VITAL~ Time is VERY short. ALL of us agree in principle with the petition, 
I'm sure, but the FAA DOESN'T KNOW THAT IF WE DON'T WRITE; Remember the 
results a couple of years back when the FAA (ATC) was attempting to control 
nearly all airspace everywhere????The volume of letters from EAA people 
defeated it. Do YOUR part ... Don't wait for GEORGE to write the letter. A 
simple letter in your own handwriting is adequate. They are really looking 
at the NUMBER of letters received. Again, this issue could have a really 
important bearing on both aircraft and life insurance rates. Everyone 
bitches about the cost of airplanes and aircraft parts.Here's your chance 
to DO something positive about it. If EVERY member of the T-18 B & 0 Ass'n 
will write FAA it will have much greater impact than you can imagine. Let's 
do it, gents. It's to OUR advantage. 
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T-18 Mutual 
Dick Cavin 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, Texas 7 

So ety 

Dear DicK: 

A mult2purpose Letter-

Find enciosed 

2 I am so 
October 

that 
the 

3.I am using Ken 
two and ahalf 

4. I am so 
wheel at 

$'1'v1 ' Clues for your 

in 
of November. 
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10-10-84 

news letter. 

during last week of 
In my T-18 of course. * 

master cylinders. I have used them 
hours. No Trouble. 

• No shimmy, but I replaced the 
it was worn so badly worn on one side. 

5 I am purchased Oshkosh. hooked it up 
to power aced the inel ed Antennae on the deck. 
We held it worked perfec to Omaha where we opped 

over night the response the next day. I have since 
taIled it workS in Kimball (Right in the heart of 

the Mid Can p) where it consistantly shows errors of less than 
a half mile on grouJlit or in the air. It does flash an:N~f;ri;l.llt;"Accuracy 

lrning"in this area it may not be right. I can pick up the West Coast 
grid here but not well enough): to make it work well. I will try it 

~when I go west coast this month. I am really excited about 
the results. better I expected. I used it both ways going to 
Columbus for the Pilo Convention. Worked well on both the 
Great Lakes and No , 
(Incidently-one of the Humpsters flew his Bonan,i;riza and they told me 
thathe has a FBO tructs. He was very upset because they would 
not rent a car-too old. Only 83. I didn't get his name, wish I 
haa,) Sure was a lot of "Old'C;uys" at that Convention! 

.. A late 
when you 
after the 

I am glaa to 
good wo • 

Sincerely 

18 get together 
it. I'1aybe 1 can 

rst of the 

would be great also. Let me know 
it. My wife is supposed to retire 

better helth-wise. Keep up the 

From Nate Eastman, Kimball, Neb. 

Our thanks, Nate. for that report on the brake cyls, tail wheel, and 
the Loran. Such info by actual users of various pieces of equip't are 
very valuable to new builders contemplating purchase of such items, and in 
addition are also valuable to other actual users who might be having some 
problems with an item, but who n't know if they got a lemon or not. 
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From Walt Giffin, 4277 Kenmont PI., Colnmbus,OH,43220: "Dear Dick, Count 
me in for the Narco Drawing.My dues check encl.You asked about brake cyls. 
I have ?cott master cyls. on the pilot's side and modified Clevelands on 
the pass'ger side(from a Cherokee). I milled the base of the Clevelands to 
fit the floorboard brackets. It seems to me that snme toChtljqUC (llsinq an 
(C'xtcr!1rJ.l mZ1.S cr reservoir would wor}~ on th0 left, too)*Kpcp up the' (Flod 
work and q('t 1 calthy",Walt'! 

From Diek [\mSCleD: "Hi, Diek: I'm the guy with TWO bent landing gears. (Bot 
are the 10n.cLg",.ars). My partner was trying to solo it, but never had 
enough time baek to baek. He had 18 hrs. dual over l~ years. I'm just not 
eonvinced the gear (long) is streng enough. Anyhow. after talking to Lu 
Sunderland. Bob Dial, you, and Ken Brock. I finally had the old Jenkins 
gear straightened and re-heat treated. Instead of Rockwell 39 (180,000#) 
like the old one, we took this one to RC42(l90,(IOcli?SIr:' It is flying 
again and sure is fun to fly with alSO LYC. Hope you are doing welL Dick" 
Thanks, Diek. We'll be interested to hear how it does at the new Re. I 
wonder if any of you have heard of anyone bending the long gear in landinq. 
(hard)? From what Diek told me on the phone there were a number of hard 
landinqs .... probably dropped in full stall from a good height.There's a 
limit as to what any landing gear on any airplane will take when dropped 
in.I personally believe that the T-18 gear (long and std) is an exeeption
ally strong gear, as well as being the #1 protective device for the pi.:LQj: 
and~airplane. I've seen gears bent from going thru ditches, etc., but have 
never heard of them bending as above. 
We might review a previous NL writeup on landing the T-18, whieh cautioned 
about flaring too high and/or raising the nose above the 3 point position 
on the ground. The airplane will piteh sharply nose down if fully stalled" 
so a very high flare could allow the airplane to be in a 45 0 nose down~ 
attitude. in which ease there would be a much more rearward force that ~ 
was applied to the gear.All this is ure sup osition, of course. 

or Sale: PETE BASHFORD,RT. 1, Box lS2E,Morrisville,NC, 27560 919/467··0725 
had a little hard luck on a sandy field where his T-18 stumped its toe in 
a soft spot and very gently went over on its back Fuselage is sprung 
Has an 10-360 snd Hartzell cis prop, both ok. Gear ok. Tank, cowling ok. 
wing and stabilator ok. fin and rudder damaged, canopy frame ok. but eanop' 
craeked. roll bar slightly bent, inst. panel all ok, controls ok, st'd 
wing all ok, seats, upholstery, custom shoulder harness ok, radios,antenae 
ok. Has 300 hrs. A/F & Eng. Tot. Very nice paneL lighted, near It IFR, radio 
is KX-14S, upholstery is tan Naugahyde, very niee seats.Electrie trim. 
Pete will sell the entire airplane for about $J1. 0,00. or may consider 
parting it out later. He has no time available to rebuild, is his reason 
for sellinq.Sounds like a good buy fmr someone. 
Another FOR SALE: 1965 Thorp T-18, 685 TT. 582 SMOH on Lyc. 0-320 ,150 hp, 
Sensenich wood prop, Full gyro panel, EGT, Genave Alpha 200B Nav/Com, 
$12,500. For details contact Catlin Aviation, P.O. Box 59906, Oklahoma 
City, OK,73144 (405/ 681-2331) Att: Gene Nailon, Sales dept ....... 1 
understand the airplane was originally built by otto Zauner, of Vineland, 
NJ and was one of the 1st ten built. At present it is unpainted. I' Las 
no tlaps, I ! I . ilk. It is an estate sale of an ag pilot, who lived in 
Duncan or Lawton, OK. '735"'3<7 

More FOR SALE: LYLE FLEMING, 46035 20th st E, Lancaster,CA 

W'" "'",.,,;; ~ 

6l 

is building his 2nd T-18 and he still has a LOT of T-18 
parts left over from #1 (that he's parting out) and the 
price is right. Call him at 805/942-2481 for details. 
Estate sale: Ken Hamilton, local builder passed away 
in Nov.His WB-CW project partially riveted will be for 
sale as soon as it clears probate Contact me if you 
are interested I'll handle sale for his mother. Wi 11 
probably go for inventory. 



N. L. Jt: t,./ 
Amigos. I have a little neWS for you that some of you alrea 
about: 

On a recent weekend Paul and Audrey Poberezny were in Dallas to 
visit their daughter. Bonnie. and son-in-law. Bud Judy. and also their 
new grandaughter To make a long story short. paul and I got together 
fc)r Qu.Ltc a long discuss n and as a result we came to an agreement in 
which I would soon begin serving as an Associate Editor for the new 
magazine. in addition to Sport Aviation. I will 
continue will do a significant amount of traveling 
to cover various events and projects._ In the coming months you can look 
for quite a few changes in the format of both magazines and I do believe 
you will enjoy the pnblications even more (if that's possible). While the 
immaculate show planes will still be covered in detaiL you'll see a...lo..t 
more how-to-do-it articles and columns. lots more about the people that 
make up BAA. lots more about the little guy and his projects. more info 
that instructs and educates. __ in short. much more emphasis on the area of 
homebuilding than has been possible in the past. Actually. there will be 
two magaziues with much the same content of subject material. Sport and 
recreational aviation encompasses such an ever-swelling volume of people 
and subjects that a magazine that of necessity has to limit itself to 
92 pages per month (i.e. Sport Aviation) simply cannot cover but a small 
per cent of the availa news. Like most news gathering organizations 
EAA publications must focus on "fresh" stories in the main. Stale or re
hashed story coverage would soon cool the enthusiasm of ~any readers_ 

My wife and a number of friends have raised their eyebrows at my 
taking on this job at my age. but I look on it as a challenge that I look 
forward to ",ith relish. All my life I've been totally fascinated by any
thing that flies_._.particularly any new development in aviation, so this 
will provide the opportunity to indulge my addiction of hangar snooping 
to the fullest. 

Will it affect the T-18 Newsletter or the soon upcoming Safety and 
Operations Manual? Not if ou ents will continue to communicate your 
experLE?n.cces in buildin and 0 eratin the T-18 1.n sufflC1.ent vo ume 
without too much arm twisting on my part.If I. as editor, can slmp y 
put your letters and pictures together to make master plates, I can get 
some local help on the printing, collating. addressing. and mailing. It 
will make life easier for me if you will type your letters. but if you 
can't do this easily go right ahead and hand write your letters. I have a 
fellow EAAer here that has offered me some help in this area. He also has 
a computer and has agreed to help me get a lot of the day to day record 
keeping better organized (which now takes up 90% of the time I spend on 
the T-18 Newsletter He'll be a very capable assistant. as he once put out 
the PL-4 NL until a health problem arose and he had to back off_ 

Anyway. you will soon read the announcement in the Hot Line section 
of the magazine, so I won'.t beat it to death now. 

Because of a considerable number of high priority things interfering 
with my intention of getting this NL in the mail by around Thanksgiving 
time the current time frame is close to Christmas. so now I hope to have 
this in the mail by.--. .... N.ST ... when the xmas mail rush subsides. Incidentally. 
to all of you that sent holiday greetings I truly thank you for your 
consideration and I'd like to take this opportunity to extend our best 
wishes for your good health. happiness. and prosperity in the da~ ahead_ 

Inasmuch as we are late in getting this NL out.we have decided to 
extend the deadline for subscription/membership renewal to Jan. 30th.1985,. 
This .. ~extra time will allow time for all members to return the questionaire. 
sheet that is attached to this NL. 

Please remember: YOU MUST FILL OUT THE QUESTIONAIRE SHEET ANRETURN IT 
TO ME IN ORDER TO QUALIFY FOR THE DRAWING ON THE NARCO HT-800 RADIO. The 
winner will be announced in February. 
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CARE NOZZLES/ JETS, JOHN WALTON's experienee .... "Refer to JOHN KENTOffis 
write-up in recent NL ... John went from a 10-367S-32 carb to a 10-5135 I 
( don't find this one in my Aircraft Spruce Marvel-Schebler table),then to 

a 10-5009 earb.Skipping the 10-SI3S .. it didn't seem to work too well any II 

way, but it seems the 10-5009 does ...... If you compare these carbs in the 
Aircraft Spru~e table you can see the principal (only) difference between 
the two (AIO-J~7S-32 & AIO-5009) is the Nozzle itself. (A47-773 & A47-Sl3, 
respectively). .., .My friend, Del Hainley, recently finished a Glasair& I 
had similar carl' problems (but he did a little more of his test work on 
the ground) (not at 50-100')!!! In a completely independent effort, Del ALSG 
ended up with the above A47-S13 nozzle in his original AIO-367S-32 carb & 
has had good results since the change. Nozzle costs $45.Regards, John .. 
John sent a copy of that letter to John Kenton, who replied, "He cured his 
problem in a more economical way ... replacing jets inst~ad of carbs. Please 
print this in the NL, as T believe there might be many T-lSers running 
their engines with mixture control pulled half out, and this sort of info 
is invaluable and might save a forced landing. Sincerely, John". 

I had a note I saved that said that Glenn Young (0-290-G) said on his 
airplane the MA-4 carb (367B-32) was bad and the 10-3323 or 10-2B27 was 
good. (The quotes above were for 0-320, 150 hl» ..•. Also, when I installed 
my present 0-320 B2b 160 hp engine, which had come out of a Super Cub,I 
couldn't get it to run above 2000 rpm without breaking down, etc. The only 
real difference bewteen airplane installations had to be the air box (the 
induction system). It was much too rich in my T-lB. A Mustang II owner, 
that I had done the orig'l test hop for told me he had the same problem I 
with his engine before it was ready to test. A FBO told him about an old 
AD on the engine that called out a nozzle change.T replaced nozzle (jet) 
#47-77-3 with #47-82-8 and it has run fine ever since. without leaning at I 

low altitude @ 75% power it burns B.O gal/hr. .. . Have some of you had similai 
experiences? Hcw about a report? 

MORE FOR SALE AIRPLANES: MIKE DEANER, P.~. Box 2472, capistrano Beach, CA, 
92624 has N71lRF for sale, $16,500. 200 TT, TO-320 300TTSN, KX-155,KT-76, 
strobe, Tmron, intercom, cover, plans. Would trade for C-182. 714/851-234S, 
day, or 714/ 661-S170 evenings. 

EAA Museum has the display '1'-18 for sale. It is the partially finished 
airplane built a little each year in the metal workshops. It is not painted 
and will still require some work to complete. It is pop riveted as I 
remember and because it is not a completed cream puff type, it has been . 
declared surplus I didn't get any details from Paul when he told me about 1 
it, so if you are interested you might drop them a letter. If you are reall 
interested, take a flat-bed with you to OSH 'S5 and bring it home, eh? 

I 
Another first flight, DONALD F. DERBY, 300 E. Tropicana Ave., HID, Las Vegas.; 

NV, 89109, 702/736-3726, plan sin 1423, N444DD (CW), flew the 1st time on 
S/14/83, and has a Lyc. 0-320 D2A 160 engine in it, with a Hartzell cis 
72" prop, King Silver Crwon radios, and it took him 3 yrs. and S months 
to build. Cost was over $30k. Has gear cuffs, and wheel pants and is 
exactly to plans, except for seats.It is flush riveted. 

Congratulations, Don, and we'll be looking forward to seeing it at OSH or 
other fly-in. 

The attached Annual Inspection Procedures are to be retained for your 
Operation/Safety manual. We have stiill another one for next NL. 

Please don't forget to fill out the qUestionaire, even if you did not 
enter the drawing for the liT-BOO .. Best wishes to all of you for the 
coming year. 



'r-l fl QUESTIONIl IRE 'PC" 
(MUST be filled order.to gUQllfy for NT-flOO dr~winq) 
-:JAN w for receiving questi_oa-Lres to qualify! 
Please fill out Bo'rn s s ()n all items that Clrc appl-icZlble to your 
project (whether flying or not) 

I. YOUR NAME,ADDRESS, ZIP, PHONE ......................................•.... 
. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 2. TYPE (s t ' d, CW, WB) ............. . 

3. DATE STARTED ......... BY YOU? •.•.... or OTHER.,(wbo?L .................... . 
4. IS PROJECT NO."l FLyING? .... lst FLITE DATE .......... TEST HOP BY yOU? ..... . 

5 ~ PILOTING EXPERIENCE: WHEN & \'iIERE DID YOU LEARN TO FLY? :.-.--:--:-: . -::-:: -. ::~ .... . 
License and ratings .........•......•....... TOTAL HOURS ............ . 
Hours, yearly average ...... Qualified aerobatic? ..... Taildragger? ... . 
Military experience, type of flying jobs held, etc.Any info about you that 
would be of interest. (Held confidential if desired) ..................... . 

6. AIRCRAFT MECH'L EXPERIENCE (SAME TYPE INFO AS ABOVE) A& P LICENSES HELD, 
Type of maintenance or aircraft building experience, how long,any special 
skills. etc ..................................................••......... 

7. Have you used Matched Hole Tooling on your project? .... To what extent? 
...................... Your opinion of MHT ............. What parts did 
you jig build? ...........•...............•...•........................ 

8. Were plans difficult to understand? .•..•. or easy? ....•. Same questions on 
the WE and CW plans if applicable? ..................•.......•....•.... 

9. HAVE MATERIALS or PARTS BEEN DIFFICULT TO LOCATE? .•... Your opinion of 
cost of purchased parts? ............ Your opinion of quality of purchased 
parts ........•................ Promptness of parts delivery ............. . 

10. What parts have you found the most difficult to make? ................ . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . WHY? .................................... . 

11. CAN YOU WiKE AN ESTIMATE OF THE NUMBER OF MAN/HOURS IN VARIOUS ASSEMBLIES 
(i.e. fitting canopy, fitting cowling,building and rigging flaps,etc)? 

12. HOW LONG did you take to complete your T-lB (or think it will take)? 

13. Why did you select the T-lB for your airplane project (or why did you 
buy a T-IB)? ......................................................... . 

14. Appr. what size is your workshop? ........... separately heated or cooled 

15. What do you have in the way of power tools? ............................ .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ha nd Too 1 s ...........................•...•.... 

16. Please check the items you have completed: All, .fuselage shell ..... . 
rudder ....... fin ...... stabilator ....•.. ailerons. _ ...•.. flaps ...... outer 
wing panels ...... center wing ....... canopy ..•.•.•• seats ...... control 
systems •....... brake system ....... electrical systems ........ engine control 
systems ........ induction system •...•...• exhaust system ..•..... oil cooler 
inst' n ........ baffling ......... spinner inst' n •...... cowling ..... wheel pants 
inst'd ...... gear fairings ........ wing tips ....... nav lites or strobe ...... 
upholstery ....... painting ....... radios and antennae ........... (specify 
makes & models installed or planned ..•................................... 
.•............. instruments installed or planned.J8/Sl ..... JR.of.cl ..... 
A.Hor'z'n ..... Alt ...... Dir. Ind'r (specify type) ......... T & B (or turn 
ind' r .......•.. compass .•.... VOR/OBS ....... accelerometer ...... fuel quan 
ind'r •....... fuel press ........ tach •...... M.P ....... oil press .... oil temp 
•.. , .. head temp ..... EGT ......• fuel flow meter .•..... amp/vol t meter .•.... 
Other (plz list) ..................•. What do you estimate your entire inst, 
installation will cost. $ ........ Cost of avionics? $ .......... . 

17. Please use rest of page to explain what areas of NLs you found to be 
most helpful. Also plz itemize what areas you would like to see more fully 
covered in NL Be as specific as possible. (plus any other comments you 
might have •. gripes included. Use reverse side if needed on any items.Thank 
you~ 





Thorp T-1R Performance Survey 

(1) l\ IRCRAFT N PLAN SERIAL # (IF KNOWN ____ __ 

ENGINE (MAKE & MODEL #) _________________ ___ HORSEPOWER _____ __ 

EMPTY WT. # T. WHEEL _______ # 

EMPTY CG ____ _ 

(2) PROPELLOR: W,KE ________ MODEL, _____ ~LENGTH ____ _ P I TCH, _____ _ 

FIXED PITCH (WOOD OR METAL) _________ CONSTANT SPEED ___________ _ 

STATIC RUN UP RPM, _________ MAX IN FLITE RPM (OBSERVED) _______ __ 

° PERFORMANCE: NORMAL CRUISE@75% POWER ______ IAS ____ ~ALT. 
RPM @ !JORMAL CRUISE M.P. ____ cc-" 

(75% power on fixed pitch-max rpm less 10%)~ 

( 3) ____ F ____ ft 

Full power lAS @ LOW ALTITUDE @ 7500FT. __________ (RPM @ 7500') _____ 1 

RATE OF CLIMB SOLO ____ FT/" AT OR NEAR GROSS ________ _ 

lAS @ STALL, SOLO ---- MPH (CLEAN) lAS FLAPPED _________ ~MPH 

@ MAX WT. CLEAN ---- @MAXWT.FLAPPED ____ --'MPH 

(4) AVERAGE TAKE OFF ROLL IN F~. OR SECONDS: SOLO @GROSS 
(SPECIFY WHICH) -------

AVERAGE LANDING ROLL (FT.) AIRSPEED CARRIED ON FINAL MPH 

lAS IN PATTERN: DOWNWIND ________ ON BASE ______ IN TURNS ____ _ 

AMOUNT OF FLAPS USED ___________ COMMENTS 

YOUR ESTIMATE OF SAFE CROSSWIND LIMIT FOR T/O ____ -MPH LANDING ______ -MPH 

(5) FUEL CAPACITY: FUSELAGE (FWD) ____ G. (AFT) ______ G. (C.SEC) ____ ~~.BD) ___ ~ 

(6) TYPE COWL:THORP ____ RATTRAY ___ OTHER, ______ _ 

TYPE EXHAUST: (IF OTHER THAN CROSS-OVER, DESCRIBE) --------'--
OIL COOLER, ____ WHERE MOUNTED, __________ _ 

AVERAGE HEAD TEMP:CRUISE °Flc CLIMB °Flc ------ -----
PLEASE LIST ALL INSTRUMENTS INSTALLED AND ALL RADIOS, AUTOPILOT, ETC. 

LOCATION AND TYPE OF PITOT AND STATIC(DESCRIBE) 

COMMENTS ON ANY OF ABOVE: (USE BACK OF SHEET IF NEEDED) 

YOUR OPINION OF HOW AIRCRAFT FLIES (CONTROL PRESSURE BALANCE,CONTROLLABILITY 
STABILITY,IFR CAPABILITY, STALL CHARACTERISTICS,ETC) 





Hr ~ Di ck Cavin 

EXPERIMENTAL 
AIRCRAFT 

••• flb4T/ON 
fVii IMAN Aik(IUU, OSHKOSH, WI 51903,2591 
PHONE 414426-4800 

T-18 BUILDERS AND OViNERS ASSN. 

10529 Somerton 
Dallas, TX 75229 

Dear Di ck : 

December 17, 1984 

You are probahly aware that EAA and AOPA worked with a committee of concerned 
aviation leaders to prepare and submit to FAA a petition to amend FARs to 
permit the certification of a new aircraft category, to be calle'd "Primary 
Aircraf t 1'1 ~ 

'rhe proposed amendments would perrni t the Administrator to accept airworthiness 
standards and establish certification procedures appropriate for EfiITL~ 
aircraft, including engines and propellers, based upon the degree of 
complexity of the design contemplated and issue type certificates for these 
aircraft, engines and propeller~e 

This category is defined to be aircraft with a single engine of not more than 
200 hp, seating not more than four people. They could be used for flight 
training but could not be used to carry passpngers or property for hire. 
OWners of Erimary aircraft could perform some special maintenance and 

inspections on their aircraft; primary aircraft could be factory produced or 
owner built from prefabricated parts; and certain standard aircraft in the 
normal, utility, or aerobatic category could be operated in the primary 
category, if the owner so desires .. 

If you would like a copy of the complete petition, just call me or Bill Fraser. 

The petition has been assigned to FAA docket #23345 and is still open for 
public comment for a ~imited time~ Because approval and implementation of 
this proposal is so vitally import?nt to the future of recreational and s~ 
aviation, we ask for the support of you and your membership in helping us 
provide the FAA with a_qr,,_at abundance of thoughtful, favorable comments. 
Here are some ngs to consider when writing: 

l~ Comments that contain your own reasons for support of the petition 
carry more weight than those that merely say, in effect, "I 
support the petition.· Your thoughts and concerns are what FAA is 
looking for. 

2. Individual letters are regarded more highly than petition lists 
with multiple signatures, or signed form letters. 

" •.. till' sport aviation association 
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3~ The J}'=--'[tf~Pl!.UJ;: __ !!!QyeTIlpnt has-.£~9_\(ed that safe, simple and economical 
aircraft can be constructed and flown with reasonable 
certification and compliance standards~ 

4. OWner assembly of kits for aircraft certificated in the Primary 
Category will make flying even more affordable for those who are 
willing to add their own labor - but who are unwilling or unable 
to produce homebuilts under the 51% rule~ 

5. General aviation desperately needs help. Primary aircraft (really 
a return to the basics) may provide the needed stimulus by making 
factory and kit planes, flight training and aircraft operation 

Jll.9.f:..§LE.tfo!=JL3ble and accessible to more and more people. It can be 
done ..h'.tt;:tlOUj;_--i!..DY sacrifice of safety 4 More new people will become 
involved in aviation and previously trained pilots will become 
reinvolved. Underused airports will become more active and job 
opportunities will increase~ Despite the limited 
owner/maintenance proviSion, A&Ps will have more work, rather than 
less, and eFIs may even be able to support themselves full time. 

6. Even though the cut-o~f date is January 3, 1985, comments will be 
accepted for a reasonable length of time (perhaps 2-4 weeks) after 
that 9..9"te. But please don't procrastinate •. It is imperative that 
your comments be on record ASAP! 

Your support is vital. Aviation must move forward and grow. Young people 
must be attracted. New manufacturers need to be encouraged. Please act now 

J~~i9..£~ __ .~t 's too late! Your help is appreciated. Thanks very much. 

lmt 

8i ncerely, 

EX PER;rMENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIAT ION 

. / 

\£~ny 
President 

Primary Aircraft to: 

Federal Aviation Administration 
Office of the Chief Counsel 
Attn: Rules Docket (AGC-204) 
Petition Docket No. 23345 
800 Independence Avenue, S.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20591 



THORP T-IS 

ANNUAL INSPECTION PROCEDURE 

CWNER'S NN1E ADDRESS 

AIRPLANE REG. NO. SERIAL NO. 

AIRFRAME TIME ENGINE TIME DATE INSPECTION CDMPLEI'ED 

A. OPERATIONAL INSPECTION INSP. B. PCWER PLANr (Cont' d. ) INSP. ---

l. Starter 15. Spark plugs 
2. Engine controls 16. Engine accessories 
3. Engine instruments 17. Alternator 
4. Alternator output IS. Electrical wiring & 
5. Arrm2ter equipment 
6. Fuel quantity gage 19. Control linkages 
7. Brakes 20. Heat & vent system 
8. Power check 2l. Engine rrKlunt 
9. Magnetos 22. Cowling 

10. Carburetor heat 23. Compression check 
II. Flight instruments 
12. Radio operation C. CABIN & FRONT FUSEIAGE 
13. All lights 
14. Heat & ventilating l. Skin 

system L. Structure 
15. Idle rpm ¢ mixture 3. Rudder pedals 
16. Idle cut-off 4. Brake system 
17. Flaps 5. Rudder cables 

6. Fuel lines 
7. Wing attach fittings 

B. PCWER PLANr & bolts 
8. Control sticks 

l. SpL~er & bulkheads 9. Trim system 
2. Propeller 10. Flap cables & pulleys 
3. Engine cylinders & H. Instrument plumbing & 

baffles wiring 
4. Exhaust system for leak~ 12. Electrical \"iring & 

& condition equipment 
5. Induction system 13. Instrument air filter 
6. Alternate air dcor & cleaned 

hinge 14. Drain static lines 
7. Carburetor air filter 15. Engine controls 
8. Plumbing 16. Windshield & canopy 
9. Fuel screens 17. Seats & safety belts 

10. Oil cooler 
H. Oil sump & screens 
12. Drain plugs 
13. Magnetos 
14. Ignition harness 



THOR}> '1' 18 

AJ1NU1\L mSPECTION PROCEDURE 

D. HINGS INSP --
I. Skin 
2. Structure (outer vling attach 

fittings & bolts) 
3. Access panels 
4. Push-pull tubes & bellcranks 
5. Ailerons 
6. Flaps 
7. Navigation lights 
8. Strobe lights 
9. Electrical wiring 

10. Pitot probe 

E. IANDmG GEAR & BRAKES 

1. vlheels & tires 
2. Brake linings & disc 
3. Landing gear struts & axles 
4. Gear attach bolts 
5. Tail wheel & steering linkage 

F. REAR FUSEIAGE & EMPENIlAGE 

1. Skin 
2. structure 
3. Elevator push-pull tube 

( 4. Rudder cables 
5. Trim system 
6. Empennage structure 
7. Empennage attach fittings 
8. Control surfaces 
9. Anti-servo tab system 

10. Electrical wiring 
n. Static ports 
12. Battery 

GENERAL 

1. Aircraft cleaned & serviced 
2. Aircraft lubricated IAVI manual 

lubrication chart. 

MAKE APPROPRIATE ENTRIES m THE AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE LOG BOOKS, 

Page 2 of 2 



* LOCATION 

l. Engine sump 

2. Brake cylinders 

3. Rudder pedal pivots 

4. Walking beam 

5. Stabilator push-pull tube (front) 

6. Stabilator push-pull tube (rear) 

7. Elevator trim jack-screw 

8, Elevator trim linkage 

9. Stabilator pivot fittings 

10. Rudder top hinge 

11. Rudder bottom hinge 

12. Servo-tab hinge 

13. Aileron bellcranks 

14. Flap hinges 

15. Aileron hinges 

16. Main wheel bearings 

17. Tail wheel bearings 

*See attached diagram for locations 

LUBRICATION CHART 

LUBRICANT 

Ashless dispersant SAE 40 

Brake fluid - MIL SPEC 5606 
or equivalent 

Lubriplate or equivalent 

Lubriplate or equivalent 

Lubriplate or equivalent 

Lubriplate or equivalent 

Dry graphite or equivalent 

Lubriplate or equivalent 

Lubriplate or equivalent 

Lubriplate or equivalent 

Lubriplate or equivalent 

WD-40, LPS-l or equivalent 

Lubriplate or equivalent 

Lubriplate or equivalent 

lID-4o, LPS-l or equivalent 

RECOMl1E:NTIED INTERVAL 

Every 50 hours 

As required 

annually 

Annually 

Annually 



, 
) 
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;

1 see I'm still running true to form as far as getting thinqs donE' 
on the T-18 newsletter is concerned. The Feb. '8S issue I hoped to 

\! qet out is now the April issue (if too many other distractions don't 
'{ show up h"fore I g(>t it completed. Sorry, again, gents. My good vdfe 

says I just have too many irons in the fire all the time. She follm..;s 
that statement by sayi ng. "Yes, and some of them seem to get cold pretty 
regularly, too. 

1111 have to confess that my edit('t:'ial and writing work for Sport Aviation, 
Lightplane World, and the Antique! Vintage magazines have kept me tar 
Dusle-r-'lnan""'Tanticipated. I've been gOlng at it hammer and tongs since 
a little before Xmi"lS, cranking out around twenty stories since then.Eelch 
one requires considerable time spent in research, follow ups, shooting 
pictures. doing interviews and then transcribing the tapes, etc. and 
when most of them have to make deadlines I have to rearrange my priororiti
es on an almost daily belsis.There are compensations of course_ I recently 
had to make a 4 day trip to the LAX area and did manage to squeeze in a 
dinner visit with old friends, Dan >~ Stella Dudash. I also did a story 
on Ken Brock. his plant. his lLilQiLJl?..k got to fly his 2 pla;::e gyroglider 
(was fun!). saw his home workshop (unbelievable) and his new 'f-IB (it 
had the most fabulous engine installation I've ever seen on a T-18). I 
also got a quickie look at his "SWeet 11arie" T-18 and his award winning 
stinson at Corona ,ll,irport. Ken has a hideaway cabin out at El Mirage dry 
lake, out close to Edwards AFB, where we flew the Avian and the gyroqlider 

~and while we were there J30b Hovey came in to Ken's airstrip in his T-18. 
~ I'll be going back out soon tc~ do a story on him and to fly Ken Knowles' 

§jJ,.P.QX __ lli~J..t.§.._Hawk u/L biplane. ~E!J:_ri Knowles incanted a voodoo witch's 
curse on me for getting so close to their home in Corona and not coming 
by, but I had to hustle and get back to LAX for the trip home_ 

~
Thi]t trip used up four days, plus another week of wri.ting when I got 

'<: back and then it was time to hit the road again for 81IL~ \"hich 
':) used up another ten days. I had to spend 95% of my time with the ultra 
lllights and new Very light airplanes, new engines, eqllipment, etc., ,so 
.< I hardly got to look at the T-1Bs there, much less. visit with the builders. 

I did get to spend an eveninq with John and Lee Walton over dinner. I've 
been hot at writing ever since I came-back home, along with doing the 
usual non-aviation chores, like yard work, painting, etc. 

Well. anyway, amigos, I really haven't been goofing off as you probably 
thought and I've had the best of intentions about the NL. I hope to get 
out three more issues this year if you guys will cooperate and send in 
stories of your labors and expe~ce5 building and flying your T-18. If 

~you can type it up so I can simply do a "paste up" on the page, so much 
~ the better! as far as my time is concerned. If you can't, just write it 

out in longhand and I (hopefully) can rFwrite it In any case, please 
keep the accounts coming or our well of information for the NLs will run 

'i.J.ldry. Plz remem bel', too, that i.~st beca"~_~~om~_~e "els~ __ b~~ __ written-,.an 
~';::'SS:~.:2!~,~.~~su~t~C::,!.~,2.!1~~_1~_~~,::_t:_~~"'19_u. It's of value to new 
bUl .. lders to learn that more than- one builder concur with the technique 

~Ior process and have used it successfully. 

r:!I' 

I was pleased to receive the survey forms that were sent out wi.th NL# 61. 
You also an: interested in who won the drawing for the Narco HT-BOO hand 
held 7~gc~,,;(f was won by Pe!=,~, Gonzalez, of Colorado springs, CO_ We could 
not have picked a nicer guy if we had tried. Pete has been a NL contributor 
several times. He has an 0-290 G powered T_IB and he has it out, of service 
for awhile. as he is installing a turbo in it. A friend with a computer 
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i" now wcitiw"J a proqram on all the material that was cov£'recJ in the 
survey forms and once he finishes that we'll plll~lish results of all 

'I 
the categories in the NT,. Probahly all of us wi 11 bp surprised Oil some 
of the items. I've already noticed a variety of propellors and the 
diffel."'ent diameters and pitches used. Corrclating that with performance 
in the various flight re~imes should be very illuminating. 

In fact. there will te a wealth of information in various categories 
that should be valuable to the beginner, as well as to the one that has 
flown his airplane quitp a number (1f hours. I am somewhat disappointed 
that in spite of the fact that filling out the survey form was a reauired 
item to be eligible for the !-IT-tWO drawing. that II of you failed to 

~ 
send the form in. I w?uld ~ike to encouraqt' you t.o take a few minutes 
to ,fill it out andsen·cl~TF·ln nol-.'. Most "all of you at one time or another 

~ have said~ally appreciatethe Nt.s [lnd wish I could send something 

~ 
•. in. but I can't seem to think of anything, etc", Well, now, here's your 
chance to do somethinq for the Nk_ .... _and it truly is valuable info_So 
PLEASE send it in .... before you forget it again. If you have lost rr have 
misplaced the form let me know and we'll send another. 

In case you don't read FLYING or overlooked it the,Hi'lY~§lissue carries 
a full page ad on "page ,9Labout another hand held 720 tlr that sells 
for $~~9~~"~paid~ It carries a 90 day satisfaction guarantee. you 
can charge it on tne visa 5: r.lastercard, and you can call them on a toll 
free 1-800-238-2300 no, (800,-323-036B) in Ill.) It stores 10 channels and 
has a 3 yea-r-·g'u"a-r:-anTee,-wit"h-j"-:rhour.servlCe. It appears to do everything 

I\the Narco HT-800 does and about the only difference I saw was the buttons 
and controls were in the top of the unit instead of the bottom. It sure 
looks like someone is giving the long suffering pilot a break. ""'hen I 
went to buy the Narco for the drawing ""'inner, they had jacked th e price 
up to $600, instead of the $476. Said that was only a temporary promo 
price. Maybe so, but it sure smelled of ripoff to me. I had several ham 
friends look at it and thev said it was identical to a hand held ham 

".JJunit that could be bought for $2S0 anywhere. tlnyway this co. is called 
~ STS!",_!?~tE!:,.~,~ite ~~£_h_no_logy ~~_rV:~'?t: .. s_ ?,rl,~L~D_~"tT,_a~_g~E"_SS i? __ ~~lO-.L·'Ll1iLl~ __ 
~Drive, S1: Louis. ill,63043. Just yesterday a friend of mine got one and 

let me try it. It worked great. He has used it in his airplane and had no 
problems working the tower 20 miles out. Now if we could just get a low 

_.cost VOR ....• 

~
AS a matter of fact, I'm in the process of doing some research on an 
article I'm about to write for Sport Aviation on an all new system that 
not only will locate you anywhere with a :::. I ft accuracy. but also give 
you an instantaneous course an.d distance to the nearest airport or the 
nearest large flat field .• _Plus literally dozens of other functions not 
available today. It will cost about llQQ and be about the size of a cigar
ette carton_ It's called GEOSTl}J3.. It may be available as ear)-)' as '86_ 
·Mark that name down_ You'll be hearing lots more about it soon_ 

GEAR INSPECTION ALERT!! ~ ~! BRYANT ROWLAND,1007 ShelL Midland, TX.79705, 
9157683 6617 ca:rreame last-we"ek to tell me that T"i'ltrleprocess'"l:..,""TOOTng 
a"n annual that he had discovered cracks in the weld where the gusset and 
the gear leg tube meeLCracks were abollt ;.," long and were on both the 
front and back side on one leg and on the front only on the other. He has 
about sao hrs on it and has never operated off anythinq bllt hard surface. 
The gear is a long gear. He thinks it came from 2:Ze_n",,!iQ~J ... ~.§., but isn't 

I
sure, since he bought the parti.ally fi.nished proj0C"t from an estate in 

~tas Vegas and some of the documentation was incomplete. 
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Bryant's as yet unsolved problem is what to do about it He can get it 
re_welded in Midland (Heliarced), no problem. It has to be re-heat treat
ed then and that IS a problem. There is a heat treat co h('re in Dallas 
(Dominy) that does work for Bell and others and has an OVE'n large E'nouoh 
to handle the gear in one piece. The cost is around $100. Several years 
ago (10 or 12) three of us went together and bui1,t long gE'ars and had 

I
them heat treated at Dominy f0r $2') for all (the minimum), but we had t(' 
have them run the second time, as they were very careless with handling 
them when thE'y camE' O\lt (1f the oven and let thE'm warp. Even after the i2nd go 'round WE' htld to i.nsi.st they use a large preSS to get them accurate_ 

II called L~Jl Brock about Bryant's problem, asking hi.m what in his opinion 

l

is causing cracks. He said possibly we should be asking Joh~Tho!J?' but of 
course I am reluctant to do that because of John's health. Ken said as 
far as he knew that none of thc gears his firm made have ever had that 

\D!problem, but he was i.nclined to think that the gear might not have been 
;:11 stress relieved (annealed) before' it .. w ....... o .. s heat treated. When I visited his 

~
Plant he took pains to show ~e that 9ver~ weldment they made from engine 
_mounts to l.<3.nding gears went into the annealing oven for stress relief 

\E befoEe teing heat treated. 

It's only a guess, but the cracking problem may be a combination of the 
locked in welding stress {as above),plus resonance stress,that is concent
rated at that point.Also suspect is the tendency for the gear to try to 

~Ibend ,:u?anwise at landing impact.Even slight spanwise movement at a certain 
~ vibratory frequency would tend to pull the welded seam apart after a number 

of cycles. Just like what takes place on a metal prop to cause its failure 
is Stress x Time, with the nodes of the sine wave crossing at a criti.cal 

point. 

~
whatever the cause, if any of you discover landing gear cracks please let 
us knm .. ' _wLQlQlJt delay If you make such a report it would be of value to 

"t: know as many of the pertinent facts as possihle: aircraft EW 2nd G\'¥', engine 
~ and prop used, whether operated off unpaved strips and how much, total 
\J airframe time, who mfg. the gear, any problems with wheel and tire balance, 

whether any previous problems with bolt shear where LG is bolted to trc 
attach beam on the firewall, condition of engine shock mounts._.in fact 

~anything that might affect the gear by unusual vibration. 

it seems that these crack problems ~well be only isolated incid
ents, as we have several T-18s that have 2000-3000 hours with no protlems, 

~Ibut I think most of these like BILL WARWICK's or DR. COTTINGHAM's have 
Ij the shorter gear, so the problem mav focus only on t.he longer gear. 

<\A few builders have made their own gear, some of them using gas welding 
Glonly, but I don't think it would be safe to assume that they would be 
fri'limmune from the problem just because they weren't MIG welded.Altho' you 
If} can't easily inspect the back side of the gusset area, you should make 
~ regular and careful inspection of the front side, using a bright light 
~Iand magnifying glass. 

Vi: .N'If any of you have opinions or suggestions on this subject, I'd appreciate 
"J. hearing from you and if you don't want your opi.nions publi.shed I'll 

Icertainly respect your wishes, or I'll simply say it is an anonymous 

l
apin ion. The fi.rst problem surfaced in New Zealand and was reported on 
in previous NLs, so you may want to review the information. 
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6£ommpnt~ ___ '?_!1 Sllrvey: I rocei-.'pd several constructive suqqestions on what 
the st1rvey form should ha\'C' contai.ned to be very valuable to a new 
builder. One such was. "It would be most helpful if builders would 

'-. 

record what size gas lines are used, the AN no. of fittings. what kind of 
wheels and brakes used, ",,'hether brake cyls. have own reservoir, \dwther 
they used Ni'loflow brake 1 ineS or the older type,what kind oil cooler 
used, where located, etc." I well understand new builders needi.ng such 
info desperately as they approach each new area, but I'm not sure if 
most builders would take t:~e time to fill out the survey. I guess one of 
the facts of life are that most people strongly dislike filling out forms 
of any kind and also have a r , aversion to writing. I had toyed with the 
idea of another survey this year, using one of the new STS radios in an 
incentive drawing again, but I rather doubt if the respose would be worth 
the cost to our treasury. What. co you think? 

Perhaps many of you that are new builders and aren't familiar with all 
the specific information on stlch subjects that is contained in the _Aircraft 
Spruce ':< Specialty catalocrue ($4 cost refundable). I'd recommend it.Also 
_TONY BINGELIS' monthly article in SPORT .. AVIATION is also a veritable qold 
mine of such info. His two books are also worth their weiqht in gold to 
a builder His monthly articles go back quite a few years. I sure wish 
he or BAA could put all that info i.n book form_ It'd cost you a small 
fortune if you had all those articles Xeroxed to put in a handy-dandy 
shop manual. r just can't say enough in the way of praise for Tony's 
skill and dedication in writing all those things and for thousands of 
hours of research he's dor.e on them. 

In addition to all the hours above that Tony has spent making 1.ife a lot 
eanier for his fellow man, he's a1.so spent a lot of his time maki.ng 
designee inspections and as a chapter officer. I would like to inquire of 
you as to how many of you are Chapter Desi.gnees? I am in the process of 
preparing a short series of art~cles for the EAA maqazi.nes which will 
cover the history of the Designee program, its purposeS, its deficiencies, 
its benefits, its total value to BAA members everywhere, and what is 
in the planning stage for its future. I have a 2 inch high stack of copies 
of letters sent to EO in response to a questionaire (there's t.hat word 

~jagai.n).and I'll be building the articles around those questionaire replies. 
R~ Worldwide, BAA has over 800 chdpters more or less active. In theory at 

~
~ least, BAA's primary function is education of the new builder, with all 

other functions secondary, and an old story is a new or prospective builder 
• joining EAA to get help and knowledge from experienced people in the 

building of his project.Manv times he quietly drifts away because he does 
not find what he came for._.and spent his money for. When we join R~A we 
take on an unwritten contract that says that in exchange for the help 
and experience we receive no,,",' that down the line we"ll agree to repay 
that debt in kind, willing and not under complusion, so let's not forget 

'K:Rh:::E~ :::. BAsht=L Rt 1 '~ox 15;-E-, ~~:~~-~-. s-v-~~~~~N~-:-;-;-5-6-0-P-U':---
hls T_IB over on ltS back l~ a sandy field and sllghtly sprung the fuselagel 
but not much else damaged Has and IO-360 eng & cis hartzell (undamaged) 
and ",,'~ll sell all for $11 ')")0 or mlght part out. No t~me to rebuild. 

"'l 

hli... .. .PhQ..llLilL_2.l9./. 46? 1912? Give hm a ca U_f Q r~ t",L~ __ t b er _~lli ~'7C7=-= 

would l~ke to make you aware that ~nformatlon presented 1.S only ln the 
llght of a clear1.ng house oi ldeas, opinlons, & personal experlence acc'ts 
Anyone uS1.ng the:i:e ldeas,oplnlons etc ~ .. :'':'-:'A-T r;:¥6",A.:, o,;,..A{) ZVsr:;;cC7?<7,A! J"(AltJ 

p(.,,,,. T"Git.",cc.e~ ";d!25GI'bY<$/,s,4'7Y ,,,,- k~$/C{TY IS C;:/'~ aL ,.41N/A' 

4<'''' IS «kfiiVur ~,q,- ~-i!sT A4Yd-c!6. 
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____ b.. fOT'"ard to for qUlt:e some tlme •... "~o..~~ WALTON has fInally complcted 
ur-r the plans and m2lnll<,1 for the _Jllls?.9J::_2_1,~}rlcI·fuCl tank and it"s GRETlT; 

It: has been proof read by several people and now is at the prj nters 
~ and will be available by the time you read this. It's about 25 pages 

of detailed how to do it, step by step, which includes several sheets t of dr(;n"ings. In case you haven't seen John's airplane at OSH the past 
~ couple of years,he has all the extra fuel in the outer wings in the 
\U lc:adinq edge' D' section, He has tested it thoroughly for over two 

years now and has n('ver hud any prorlem with it. Be carries an extra 12 
gals each wing C~4 qaL) and with the normal 28 gal. fUClelage tank this 
gives him a .1000 mi. range with a 3/4 he reserve 0l 8 gal. lilr burn. In 
fact, John says this is more fuel than you really neeu, as he can go to 
either coast with ollly one fuel stop and 5 3/4 hrs. is longer than most 

1 people want to sit ""ithout a pit stoP. He further says you had better have 
~ Temperfoam seat cushions, too. You can order from Ken Knowles or direct 
~ from John C?1 ... ~gQ..'i.':::~~rinqs Dr., Houston, TX,77066) or call him nights 

: iLL.1.1J.L.~t4Q-8pg3. The cost--r8STO ppd. and John says anythl.ng over cOst 
'ri will go into the NL kitty. It would make a good investment to add to 
~ your plans even if yeu never use them. This particular writeup is on the 
5' CH, but it could easilv be adapted in principle to the st'd T-IB. 

"TI-tA,o.tt:::3, ....k.?HN. __" 

J 
ILOR Sl-lLE: John Walton also told me that he still has a near perfect 
Sens€:nich metal prop that has be. en vibration tested by santa Monica prop 
shop and has about loa hrs on it and is in excellent shape. It is just 

Ul about ideal for a 125-135 hp engine. On his 150 hp eng. it didn't have 
.;:] enough pitch to keep the engine from overturning. It is a 76EM-8-8-72 

and i.s a 68 !.s" dia x 72" pitch ($400). John also had a machine shop make 
up 4 sets of ~ extcactors that easily remove the main wi.ng attach pins 

.. ~ 

; at the dihedral bl:ea>;:. He has one set in his airplane and just sold another 
U· set, so has two left. It cost him $49 J?er set and that's what he's asking ti; for them. Has no pla;1s to have moiema~r these gone. These extractors 

are not in the CW plans, so first come first served. 

John al. so told me a little trick he used to make the standard wing tips 
conform to the NEAN'airfoil shape. He make·s-a-male pll1g of balsa (or foam 
easil~' shaped) to ::it the airfoil at the tip and then Pl1ts the tip over 
the top of it and 2.pplies heat to it from a heavy duty hair dryer. This 
softens the fiberq.?Jl.s so that it can be stretched and reformed to fi.t the 
male mold. In case didn't appreciate this fact before fiberglas is 
a thern0~rlastic by definition a thermoplastic will soften when it is 
heated. There is 2 ;'i.mit to its movement, tho'. One way to do the abo\re 
op'n is to protect :he mold with Saran wrap and lay a 4" wide strip of 
glass cloth clear 2:·,-,und the outer edge ot the mold and wet it out with 
resin. The two hal ;?s of the old tip are split apart and laid on top of 
the wetted strip a,_~ taped in place. After curing the strip, which is now 
holdir;:; the two hal,·es together. more glas and resin are added on the 
outside at the "Gar' to fill the depreSSion and further bond the halves 
together, flush sar~~ng the excess after cure. The foam can be left in 
the tip if desireo :'or additional strength. Care should be taten when you 
install any wingtir in order to get bc:l .. th tips on at the same angle with 
the "'·i:-,::;, or else yC''': will have~a·i1'aTrpiane that wants to roll. I 

pHere's a little ti:- -::rom KEt-J2RO~.!5....that he showed me at his house: He takes 
a 1.0 ,-':- 12 ft. pie;:-", of heavy twine around with him to do a check on 
how well someone'!O- :'-18 flaps are mounted on their wing. Wrapping it around 
the "'.i.:~q from trai:::;q edge to LE back to the TE, holding it very tightly 

u..: at the i)ack, a pe:-.!;o.:'! out at the wing tip can sight the underside and 

Fl tOPsL-:'2(spanwise) ~~.',-::: easily see if there is a gap or protr\lsion.Slick~ 
, T\iL!'; ..... J'" f'.t.acLLFs~ riA't TO EfT y,,~ Tfit WII'G. __ _ 1---
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j 
PA1!L_KIRIK REPORr IN NT it6l." Several peoplcc have commpnted on tilE' very 
e)ocellent and prOf('SSlOnal report PaullilrlK did Oil lns auplane in the 

Y- last NL. I'd lIke to encourage you to also sul~mlt sllch <I report on YOUR 
T-18 Incl(lentally Paul's T-1f3 1S now out of the test phase <llld (W 

~ May 13th w111 fly Into the palnt ShC1P at f.laQllOketa IA to get all duded 
up for lts OSH debut watch for It 
I~-'-=-~-----~~- -- ----

10 P-VSSELL ROSS, Box 318A, RR L Sl.OUX CIty IA, S1108 wants to know how 

I 
many early 0 320 Lyc owners are stlll \lSlng )/16 valves S, If S0 wlth 
what res\llts? wants to use a cis prop on h1s 'r-18, cut 1S conC0'rned Flbout 

t= what blade dla (smallest) that they have used as he's concerned about 
~ ground clearance wlth the st'd gear (Gear extenslons are a big help). He 

also has the fol.lowlng "'OR SALE·. Rattray cow] prop extension, 
spInner. 2 flberglas seats, 2 SL4N-20 mags sell of trade He ,-,'ants 2 
SLN-21 mags wlth gears a"_n_d_a_'_;~O~'~l~c~o::::o~l~e~r~.~ ____________________ _ 

J 
III 
~I 
--I 

From HANK STEIGINGA: 
SOME FINE TIPS 

Dear Dick, 

Good talking to you a week or so ago. Thanks much for sending newsletter 
#59 so promptl y. I am sure I am up t.o da te on the news 1 e t ter dues, 
however, I am enclosing a check to ensure the possibility of \.,.inn1ng 
t.he Radio. r wouldn't Vlant to miss out on that. 

.9..!!.1:..~!ai1whg.£.ls, some fellows are using a Maule frame and a ~ 

.':".Q.~~l"""~~d tire. A .~.p?~ is ~eded !.~0y~r the w!il?"~l. Th~s iashup 
is consfdera5'Ty less costiythan Scott. Rose""ilfiai1filast.er cylwders work 
beautifully. Many builders use .1(8 inch NYLoflow tubing with Swage 
loco fittings. Some fellows th·ink 1/8 inch tubing is too small, but. 
be.lfeYt?,}TIt:'L.~t1.iL .. §.Y.?.tem...J'iQ!.!.U.!:!.2t. This system has proved entTrely 
satisfactory on many T-18's for the past. 10 years or more, Complet.ely 
leak free and trouble free. a 

rl As_for horizontal t.rim, I used the 67 Camero Rally Sport headlite motor 
recommended by Bob Dial. It's a simple bolt on unit. very dependable. 
FuJ..Ltr.\l,ye.l is 15 seconds,.., whi ch wOt:£e.sL.2.u'!"Q.Q.ittJfyJ .. iLQD...Jt'illi. L imi t 
switches were used to control full travel. A "nose up" trim lite was 

,\l 

~ 

~I 
r 

iJl 

used which illuminat.ed in t.he >'"\ding configuration. After landing, 
simply hold the t.rim switch "nose down" 6 or 7 seconds and you were 
in trim for your next take off. Another preflight trim check on N512S 
was 2 small gold diamond st.id1-ons placed on the fuselage skin at. t.he 
point of full travel of the trim arms on each side. When the arms are 
nearly cent.ered between t.he diamonds, take off trim is assured. 

-( -Thanks again, Dick, for a great. job on the newsletters. We all appreciate 
them very much. 

Sincerely, 

/'# de .fU{r' 71,0 

Hank Steiginga 

iHAcNKS AG"-.,N I-IAJ<JK f012- /l-l05£ 
I • ) 

rlNE TIPS. WE AITRELiA%. 

.'"1 
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e SO!,!:!:. FIRST FLIGHTS AND BUILDER EXPERIENCES: 

'1 

., I:red Hartman: "M)' left wing stalls a few mph hefore the right wing. I'm 
wondering if mv ciant "war surplus" heated pit0t tube (about 10" long 
and over an inch in dia ) could trigger the stall earlier. Anyway I put 
a stall steip on the right wing to balance it out" Fred doesn't say 
whether oe not it worked. unless he was very lucky, probably not.Findi.ng 
the exact location for the stall strip location takes a LOT of moving it 
around an eighth of an inch at a time up and down, as well as spanwis€', 
to find the one and only spot to trigger flow separation at the proper 
time and rate. If any of you haVe found such a location plz measure it 
very accurately and let us know. A piece of alum angle with some pieces 
of 02'i protruding out about an inch from each leg and riveted to each 
leg of the angle works well. The protruding alUm sheet is to have enough 
area to apply d:..;ct tape to secure it to the wing for testing. 

DON DERBY FLIES EIS CW: Quite a few of the CWs are now flying 

Firs t Flight 

T-18,,:"~ 

Plans SiN 1423 Registration No N444DD Da te 1s t PI i3ht 

Name Donald:C. 1:;e:'!J]" Stree t 300 E. Tropicana Ave #1-D 

99109 Ph 702( 736-3726 

S/14/83 

Make Lyco:!lbg Model 0-320 D2A Hp 160 Canst Cost 30k~,L 

...,iTime ;; yrs 8 months Prop Ha.rtzell Lenght 72" Constant Speed 

IRa.diOS: King Silver Crown Fuel cap: 30 Gal 

[Modifications: It was built exactly to plans except for different se9.ts 
1 
Wheel pants: Yes Gear Cuffs: Yes 

Flush Rivets! yes ~ 

- -------
JIM HOCKENBROCK, In Dec '84 sald, "I now have over 100 trouble free 
hours on N22JH and have enJoyed every moment of It (Isn'tthat what It's 
all about for all of us, Jim?) .... 1 brought It home last week to paInt 

"" ~ -I 
f}; , 

and upholster it during the winter. I hope to have it finished by spring." 
Hope to see you at QSH this summer, Jim. When it approaches 1st flight 
time comes the eternal question, "Shall I fly it awhile before I paint 
and upholster it?" Most pro painters say you'll get a better paint job 
with less work in preparation. One can accumulate oil and oil vapor in 
a lot of places that also attract dirt and are harder to get at for a 
perfectly oil-free surface. A good scrubbing with scotchbrite pads will 
get rid of the surface oxide and give better bonding. It would be inter
esting to learn how many of you have used what type of primer, whether 
you used Imron, Acrolyd,or some other of the newer paints, how they came 
out, how hard to apply, how well they've held up (chalking), what kind of 
touch up WU:.L.. tr.ey take without being a 'sore thumb', how much weight 
the airplane gair.ed after painting ... and after upholstery 

HouJ 413<)OT ~ -rr;OVG!lT> "AJ AM~ d).U6T{tJ}!S<: 

(MV ,j11'PtA« 64t,<l5p 3'O$S 4J(f."J FlflffE~ tdfTf{ s.ul • .4MdL(p 

., ifc~ ~~~~.~TfL~EF:1.- (copyofletT'c·r f rom-Dick)Tf2/ 2 7113:r~~-,Jl,- .---------

~ 
I 

'Dear Dick. I had the pleasure of watching my 1'-18, serial # 98], fly 
for the first time in May 1'], '84. I have spent the last nine"v('ars in 
building it. The airplane is completely stock, weighing inaT"9T'Slbs. 
EW. It has a zero time 0-320-0 160 hp a 66 x 76 Senscnich prop and a 
Thorp type cowl. The airplane is very clean and has a high cruise of 
i8'3 mph. The e,>::tr:":l time I sl?ent in wing and tail alignment paid off. The 
aircraft stallsUsFraTghtan-d clean and reqllHes no a~leron or rudder: trim 
tab. The only' "'.:wo problems that have showed up after the first flight were 
brake pedal and trim tab adjUstments. (??) 

Gary Copeland, a fe llow 1'-18 pilot, made the first flight. It was very 
exc~t~ng and Gary made it look very easy. However, after watching Gary 
fly the aircraft it made me realiZe that if the builder has the Slightest 
doubt about his flvin~ills, he sh9uld find" someon~ qualified to make 
the initial flight. Altho! many amateurs get away with it some do not! 
fA'M:tN";"--------r5TCK--:.-fne.y----Te1:-"'foglisn e9..Q...get ~n the way of qOOuudgemenEj lhis 
absolutely is no time for people to be kidding themselves that they 
qualify as a test pilot. '" 

I want to give special thanks to (;"~;:L£9.P,,,€,.~~ for his time and energy 
in testing my plane and checking me out in it. Also, a thank you for 
ITY good fri.end, Bob Dial for all his expert help and advice Also, a 
big thanks to you and Lu for producing the very informative T-l8 news
letter. •• ,Sincerely, Dick Penman, 5918 Bordman Rd., Dryden, NT, 48428. 
P.S ..• This plane is-equ"Ipped w~th Rozenhan brakes and a Ford albernator 
(60 amps) and has been performing very well." 

01 Thank you, DiCK, for a fine report and let me commend you for your superb 
good judgement you displayed. A competent test pilot pre-thinks of his 
alternatives and emergency procedures to cover every possible contingency 
from losing a spinner, an engine fire, a canopy flying off, a rudder 
pedal breaking in two, etc. ALL OF ~HOSE THINGS HAVE HAPPENED ON INITIAL 
TE~T FLr.c~HTS. Here's another bad ··sii:"uation: An airplane with a badly 
tv.':is-te-a- wing, a grossly inaccurate airspeed,and turning from base to final 
a poorly prepared test pilot could accidentally stall the airplane, which 
will begin a spin at an altitude too low to recover. With the same airplan 
and pilot1visualize an oil line break at the oil coole;:", which quickly 
covers the windscreen with oil. He can't see ahead and knows the engine 
will soon freeze and in his preoccupation with those problems he forgets 
to fly the airplane, desperately calls the tower, and the airplane stalls 
with little or no warning {which many do) ..... Yes, Dick, you did the 
smart thing. 

~~f2...RNE13L",?"."g,,~ord Dr. '. Wilton, CT, 06397 called the turn when he 
said I was a better aircraft builder than a bookeeper (I'm probably the 
world's worst,my wife says. I don't like it, don't have time for it, and 
won't take time for it ,unless absolutely forced to). Don has a problem 
with what he says is the combination of a Rattray cowl and a Merle 
Jenkins horseshoe motor mount ring.He says the combination causes what 
makes the front end look like a swayback horse, with the firewall being 
3/4" lower than a straight line drawn from the bottom of the windshield 
tothe top of the cowl just behind the prop. He says he either ha s to 
live with it or buy another motor mount, as he doesn't know who still 
makes the "flat back" (non-dynafocal) motor mount these days (Does 
Leisure Aircraft make them?) Can anybody help him? I know that the Rattray 
cowl requires considerable blending and fairing in to get the flow lines 
right, but it seems quite a few come out okay. 
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TABLE 1 
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'''~ •• """ it' ,I"" ""n ",Li8RATED AIRSPEED VS. PR CAIURE 
"",/ !!nlh/,."" III ./d", 

!"'!'form"N«' <""I ''''''IH'''('- '" ",,"!'form"N«' <""I ""'IH"'('- ,ii" ",',,"/ 
II"" TIS", F"r rh" " r,'!W,'r" 1111'" TIS", F"r rh" " r,'!W,'r, II ,Iii u 
IJrRt' (111 AnN/lOll., ;, ""'il"I,'oI ,I,' /JlJJ;t' (111 AnN/lOll., ;, ""'il"I,'" /,'I!"'i.! 

I,)r """'p"llfl" " ,'rllml" "I Ii, """'p"llfl" " ,'rllml" "I 11"'''(0'1«'( 
on "'''' "iIll"fJli,""'/ ,ulpiw" "'''' "iIll"fJli,""'/ ,ulpiw", Th,', 
""'I'!' Il," (I ,,,,,"'," I"r '''''I,' ',;<",1'!' Il," (I ,,,,,"'," I"r '''''II)[II'I''J.I 
"Iher ('IX' mrplar,,' "r ,nrn/" 'J' ,I 'er ('IX' mrplar,,' "r ,nrn/"'H'8 "I 
hll/ u'lth wn.,((llll:oi r'I"III~'(,5 'F ',in,' u'lth wn.,((llll:oi r'I"III~'(,5 II! '/m-" 

~p 

Inches of WaIN 

1.2 
I 77 
242 
:l.16 
:U!H 
19:J 
f'i 01) 
7 It) 

'11 L ,,!i,'.-eryont: l.llk_ .d}{JU! 1',',l<u''''''!l<'" 1\,35 
urn!: to mea,llr,' It ,\<'rur"u'i' IHIrIe; to mea,llr,' It ,\<'rur"u'i' rhi~" ~L6t\ 
developmg an'ur"\,, T"'rTOrmar I·j,,!t'~\;~pmg an'ur"\,, T"'rTOrmanl't: dml 11,15 
,'stlng "Ild f'<Jue,H:"tlal ,--\nd tt rJ;>Jr~, "Ild f'<Jue,H:"tlal ,--\nd tt" n01 ,- 127:l 
,!light thmk 11': :! L thmk 1-1 ,I 

TIll' wntt'r~ h,l',· bc"'11 ,'OJ '1,:T~ll' wntt'r~ h,l',· bc"'11 ,'otrp"pmu 161 
}ear, trading nlil_,' I'~rtormo "~,,UL' trading nlil_,' I'~rtormon~p dal IS,02 
C()ntmuou~ ('hM':;:,,~ ,.nd lmpr rlHll1;nuou~ d\M':;:,,~ ,.nd lmprOn'nlt'IlI 2005 
pll",d to Nlf-TT ;'w11 In B ( i,I:I'o" to Nlf-TT ;'w11 In B C R(Wf 22.1 
Waters, \\'I~c[Jll,m :,) tiw pOI 1;',r\ltl(rs, \\'I~c[Jrhm :,) tiw p"'nl "hue above dfll-a \s based on th Tj-.~ompreSSlble 
f(}rmance h;l~ lx-,.n '1"'-'.'1 lOne 1'('1 m,Ince h;l~ lx-,.n 'I",-,.'Iloneu hy m·rnoulli Equauons" ~ there ,, "I"I",OXI. 

m:rom the 00," 
mJeobatlc nuw 
wf 

much data I\.b .\;,1UWI'C'<t, II \I. ,'fJc<11 data I\.b .\;,1UWI'C'<t, II \I,b deca,te-ly 1'1 differf'nce at 200 m~ 
the ~ubJect \\a~ "n'rE'pmHt'. J IIi<; subject \\a~ "n'rE'pmHt'. Jnd It I~llly USl'<J cahbratlQn aSStimlni 
of intH!:st to (nh" 1h;10 1'·1:::' h" lor -n,H!:st to (nh" 1h;10 1'·1:::' hUIIe:!~," WH' 6.P ~ KV 2 

He-cording I'd; 1 hWt\lc ,Ill i" "F:"cordlng I'd; 1 hWt\lc ,llr~p\,,,,d , I 
senSltlVL' wa~ :,' mt'.,surc 1m) I ,,<l:rllltlVL' wa~ :,' mt'.,surc 1mpro"!:m 
deanluwss and i" I'roi:>;lbh' Or ~1~1U'Lluwss and i" I'roi:>;lbh' onllHsaJi llnome-ter construction detallo;<: m' not Critical 
!:nthuslasts; h)"", ,'r, Ihc aller ",rt,hllSlasts; h)"", ,'r, Ihc allernatt: n' "C" ~hap~ segmenl of .Ie,) pie astlc tub In " 
m thlS artltl" bN'n use ~1l-' trus artltl" bN'n used by Ply filled 'nth water ladd food :iall'ring for \'1,; 
l!:st englnee!">' 'l'a~, ane:!, H'~,< "nglnee!">' ,,'a~, ane:! can bt> le~sun~ 1$ thpo <1pphed to ont Prd of th~ 
accurate Crul&' ,,",'c,'ITnaDCe ('hil I_~I;: u 'ate Crul&' ,,",'c,'ITnaDCe ('har1$ I.' pant Input to the ine:!ic<1t,()l thlrDUgb a 

A R '. A R eg , \The indl<:ator ~hould belttllt ltl the air, 
C LIS AnON OF INSI HII',II;I C LIS AnON OF INSTRUMEJu~t apply the pn'ssun' to tl- ,c1rpl"np P1Ult 

Perfonnan,,,, :'-r~n'~ \...<Jken { ,"1 ,PI~rfonnan,,,, :'-r~n'~ \...<Jken din'!.'tly [,.) A convem,'nt pre~~ure S(}l,rob. is an t'mpty 
instruments a~ ,,::.'0 b,Idly 'n ri.n:;truments a~ ,,::.'0 b,Idly 'n error, ~p b.lt!ie conne-cu-ci to a tubl so,scgment and 

Thus It is n'''-''''''''''-Hry [0 ~allhl l', ':I~:J1US It is n'''-''''''''''-Hry [0 ~allhrate tht:by a "C" damp, Any )t'aks InH'd system must 
m!:nts b;:>for(' nW.J.t1mgful rom~J 11l1';Y;tll b;:>for(' nW.J.t1mgful romparlsons before t<1kmg: data, The 'dllTed l.ce In watf'r 
calibrutlOn pro..',...jur,'~ ar!: not ('I~ilWlltlOn pro..',...jur,'~ ar!: not compli<l the tubing l<'gs ~ho\lld be rs irded for each 
be carrilXi out ,>n J.n~ mrplan, 11J." c"JlrrilXi out ,>n J.n~ mrplan!: for wIirspeL'<i diVISion in the range h axpectlXi oper· 
fonnance dal;) 1~ ':(";(In-a ~[, 'Ifl,mce dal;) 1~ ':(";(In-a 

The fundarrW!'<lal ~OUfces of" T I' T~e fundam,.!'<lal ~OUfces of error inhe Instrumenl is caiibr;lted tc!: ISUllic port IS 
are: 1) indltat",. e-~)f due to lIT ",fill<; I) indltat",. e-~)f due to Imperfect I offender in ;lirsp'~ecl t'rrors aam it is common 
ment itself. an";.> $\,1\IC pn'ssll·t~,'"llt:itself. an";.> $\,1\IC pr('ssun.' !:ITCommercial hoys" to h<1ve ae "mstrum!:nted 
cation of th~ ",,..,:-al"t ~tatlC ):1 (I.~u!t.i:n of th~ ",,..,,al"t ~tatlC pr~ssuwne WIth holes aU over It tl")rpk to find a 10' 
error). Ordinanh 1~(>rt' are ne-~ ili:N~n. Ordinanh 1~(>rt' are ne-gllglble lich will give dose to «rree E wrnm" pressure 
ram probe. as k,,,,,,,:: "'~ It I, cl.>ar I ff'ulrPl ~robe. as k,,,,,,,:: "'~ It I> cl.>ar ofth!: fcondltions of flight, Since vel all 'w of us care 

Indicator e!'IT'."';' ,-an be dete 11,1 ludicator e!'IT'."';' ,-an be detennin!'d ,oles all over our airplane iVe h~~asier to ac" 
;ng" the indlc"t.~c uSIng a j-" rr~~gl'r':!the indlc"t.~c uSIng a homema we have and calibrate it. Cohatll the known 
meter or plasth: :dllng as a 1" (I'~'l!tl'T or plasth: :dllng as a pre$Sur"..... trailing conI', ground courrls -tower fly hy, 
gives the lAS :..' "-alN manor', \-V.rr.~, the lAS :..' "-alN manometer d"g another r\lrplan~ - the rnclnone, traIling 
sionJ i. ,n, I 'eferred for subsomc airplanes s pr 
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it l~ of[t'n de,~lrablt. Ji i, 
pn><','<.iur(' 1" d,.!A.'C! mlsta~ L~,'" 
meth()d IS the two way gro'~!;1j 

It ), I")-'~Ibl" Ii) a~'t'r<lgl' ~;'" 

up l(J lin' P"'- ~ent " 1 

N I RIT W<lS rro~s ~hech,.·yl I 
bNween an ouler marh'r Iml" 
hold, Carl'ful llm)ng ((',,\'d <.'1 

d)~nep"'l'Y whIch Wac, firf>'flUYI 
k" 'r,-" IS l!nu~u;,1 but 10 

are mar!: ",~ns 

will' ~u( ,f!; ~ 
large bv f\I"'it: 
~. don'l tW:'><'1 

stun' bought plane, for a;jc,,, 
In our cxpenenre, the tYlliiCl 
mdlcator 8houle:! read "si(,'>"," 
The pncl' and are of th" dirpll 
tor~ In II(TUr:>CI'. elthc-r Tin'r, 
plan~s Dl'mg w{th mdlcalD('~ sri 

Accu~aw power flgur~':s ,d 
s,.n.,,.d rpm aoe:! manifold ,,,res.' 
have some ral,hratlOll of (:;11\ I 
and t<1cnomct",r, f'robabl~"thl' 
I"'n can Ill" obtained at" ",nil 
hut th" Isn't alw;l\'~ COn,,~IJl€ 
be rheckPd by USing: a nUWI'ttrl 
scrob;:> light dUrmg a mgh;;:" ru 
propeller will <1plwar "SUlP'f,(tl" 
fllcke-r on and 00' wnh the '~)~;" 
mobile ~D£edornn('r shops :'"n 

it l~ of[t'n de,~lrablt· tu cross cf,~~~hJ ~uhbr"tlon 
p''<><','<.iUr(' 1" d,.!A.'C! mIstakes On", fJ]!A.'rnat" 
meth()d IS the two way ground tours!: 

It ), I")-'~Ibl" Ii) a~'t'r<lgt' ~p<',·ds over, say, H Sl~ mil" 
course at. a constant IIldlcaU·d Hlr,~p!'ed, us~ the av. 
el'<'[:" ground speed for tnw ,,,,,,pt'<:'d, and convert hack 
10 a cahhratt>d a.r~peed \multlply TAS by \.0' from 
F'gurt> 2, winch .s compl1n'<J to the obse(vhl md" 

Th" "wbl('Ill, ar<' hold,og a constant lAS, 

up l(J lin' P"'- ~ent 

'- of known d'SIM,e{' Usmg an aut(}
to 1ll('aSUrt' " fr!:('wny 

,<1n 

N I RIT W<lS rro~s ~heck,-d On the surveYl'd dl~Ulnc(. 
bNween an (luler marh'r "nlenna and" n.inwilv thrt:~
hold, Carl'ful llm)ng (('vl,,,l<,'d a thn'~ mile p~r huur 
d)~fn>IMn,y whIch Wac, finally trac!.'d 10 th", p'tol ram 
.". __ k" 'r,-", IS l!nu~u;,1 but It 15 known th<1t, SOme "bulgy" 

are mar!: sen~!t"'~ to anglr of aUiJck 
will' ~,,( off Hquare Also ram "blet>d" 
large bv m'5t:lke un some prohes 
~. don'l tjppend on the mdlcators In 

stun' bought plane, for accur<1te innlght romp<1rison 
In our cxpenenre, the tYPIcal Il!!ht planes' airspeed 
mdlcator 8houle:! read "slow", "fast". and "Jackpot~", 
The pncl' and are of th" airplane don't &:'I'm to be fae
tor~ 10 II(TUr:>C.l'. either Ther", ~r!: new $400.000 <1.r. 
plan~s Dymg with mUlcalDn) .':ir; off m crulf;e, 

Accuraw power figures dl'prnd Critically on oh
spn.'pd rpm aoe:! manifold pres.<;ure. Hence, It 15 best to 

have some ral,hratlOll of the manifold pres.~ur~ 
and t<1cnomct",r, f'robablv the most <1ccurate c: 
I"'n can Ill" obtained at"<1n Instrum!:nt repa.r shop, 
hut th" Isn't alw;,-,'~ convenIent. The tachometer can 
be rheckPd by USing: a nuorl'Hnmt h!lht as a poor m:>ns' 
scrob;:> light dunnf! a mght "run up", At 1800 rpm the 
propeller will <1plwar "sUlpplXi" smce f1uort';;<;eot h!lhts 
fllcke-r on and 00' wnh the power line rn~quency. Auu). 
mobJie ~D£edornn('r shops can also ch~ck " tach very 
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qUlck!y The manifold pressure gauge can be roughly 
chl"Ckffi by notln~ the ",d'catf'd pressure on th~ ground 
with the engine shut down Th ... readmg should be- equal 
to the current altlml't.o:'r settlng, less 1" hg for each 1000 
ft. field elevation 

GETTING CRUISE PERFORMANCE DATA POINTS 

\\-ith airplane configuratIOn noted m the lug books 
and the prop and !Hrplan(' clean(>{) up we are nOW ready 
to collect data. You "m,.ld thmk the technique of Oy· 
Ing stralf,';ht and level would no! teqUlre much .dlscus· 
sion for an OO'xpenenced pilo!, but we feOO'! obhgated to 
bore you a little With the mmu!e details In order to 

lpn' you more confid,~nce 'n your daw.. We will hst the 
do's lind don't..~ In a column to mak<,' ,t eaSIer 

:r -.' .-' ._=-1I:!hl.'j-v- -
:~~--- '~1f7 /;1/ -~. ,r--+,-=--~y~ ,. . :,::,:::t-:--;-

~:l-~~;~-~~-~ ~~~=-;--' .~= ~.., ~----1- // -* ?L--i-----±-- I -i--
a} I - //--' ' ----

.. L.' :;:.z -, ---- 'I - . 
I /~ ____ ._ I' 1-'-' ' ~., ' ~~-:-'-~ 
,_ '-.'" Ill:l:1.~.lj.IT.i, 

1 Don't Iry to gOO't data wah"ut a rate of climb Instru· 
ment 

2. Do "tap" the ro.te of chmb before !l,ght to deter· 
mwe it..<; actual zero POint 
Do Wll1t untl! engme IS "t normal tt'mperature 
\cold oil conSllmOO's "xtra horsepowerl. 

~ 00 get all data In smooth alt. 
5. 00 tnm properly Iball centered I. 
6. Do allow St'veral mwut<C~ for airspeed to stllbilile 

at rath power ""ttmg 
7. Record' 

a. Pressure altitude (set 29.92 on the alt,meter) 
b. OutSide (!lr tl'mperatuf(> 
c, :>lamfold pITSSUfe 
d. RPM 
<c. Ind,cat .. '<i airsp"ed (last! 

8. Do Oy lit II "'Ide range of altitudes and power 
St'Hmgs. 

9. ~~~~~ :=:~~ test equipm\'nt on the airplane,,Pr 

10 Do lelln the engme properly at altitude. 
WOO' haw found a tendency when trymg to get data 

on an airplane to always b(' In II rush to get back down 
on the ground, but II few more minutes and 1\ few more 
points pennlL~ you to ~throw aWIlY" the teal bad ones 
lind givO!s you more confidence in the data 

T·18 PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS AND 
PLOTTING THE DATA 

To begin, a set of thl'Oreti~al drag curves on '1'·1& 
having eqmvalent nllt plate an'as from 2.4 sq. ft. to 4.4 
!9" (t. ~_.I'.!.oUed. as.1I ['!ference [or com~noon.SceIa;we 
3. (NOTE: MUltiplying t.be BHP by Va- norm_liz •• tho,' 
curvo"lpr ,all-altltudnl. 

Vi (Indicated Airspeed In MPH) 

D{>tenninmg your own personal airplane drag polar 
IS don", by detennmmg the actual true hp be!Dg u~j 
Btabil,Z(>d cruIse f1lght, multiplying by \.1", (V,r 
denSIty ratio for the altitude and temperature f10wn 
which can be obtawed from Figure 2), and plottmg 
agamst, the corrected Vi, 

Hor~epower data can be Ob!;Unl'<i from the engme 
m3nuf~ctUrer ltabulated for dlffen'nt altltudesi. An .'X· 
ample ofdat<l on the 180 HP Lycoming IS shown m FIgure 
5. This data can be plotted at various pressure altltudes 
(I!xample, Figure 61 and the fiP selected from the plot. 

V460 ~ TS 

The "true HP" is the I-IP chart x 450 ~ T a 
where '1' s= Standard Tempentture for that Altitude 

and Ta = The Actual "O,A.T.". Incidently, this turns 

out to be almost a 1% reduction for every 10°F above 
nonna! 

The resulting data should give a reasonably smooth 
plot following one of the calculated lines, regardless 
of th .. altitude Some variation mIght be lHtnbutable 
to changes In propeller efficiency. 

TheoretIcally there should be a correction to lIP 
lind Vl!lotlty for chanr,l!s in weIght, but thIS compli
cates things more than necessary. For airplanes havmg 
less than 10':;' weight change, it is much simpler to neg
lect it (at the higher uu>oo speeds the e!Teet IS neg-Ii· 
giblel 

Superimposed on Figure 3 are data pomts of four 
different '1'-1&. The first one is the ongmal published 
estimate of the "bas)c" T·18, w>thout cllnopy or pres. 
sure l'Owling. Thl! second "sport" airpillne was John 
Thorp's estimate of the improvem",nts expected by add
ing canopy and pressure cowl. Nr:.OOHH and N18TI nre 
also plotlL>d and are described in T:Jble U lind the phol&
graphs. SF>ORT !lIflATION HI 

T~18 NE\~lSLETTER #(,2 

TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF TWO T-18s 

N~OOHH NUIT 
rNGINf !lNO PAOPElLER 150 HP lyo 100 HP Lyo 

HOM c,,1 ;\ D,lci>"" 76tM cut;\ p"oI>eO 
'0 &1.116 10 &El-61 

EXH!lUST SYSTfM C'O"Q'~' w,!~ C'o,,-"".e, ... 'IM 
2 '",011 muTII~ .. ~"T.cong P'P'" 

.nd dOwn !~cmg P'P<>< 

!IrA INTAKE SYSTEM (on"onhOM' bo. & LOtgB COfO 10110' ..-,th 
101'., ,nlet ,~o"'I' 10"'.' Co,.I'n~ 

l G F !ltRtNGS ,., ", 
P!lINT OuF'o,n, 'm,on ~.cq~~, 

WHHl PMHS & F!ltRINGS "' , .. 
RIVETING FI~,~ Flu.1> 

[P"haltv lolled I {opoxy hl!<!<l) 

TOTAL llMt ,N SERV'CE HIO HRS £00 HilS 

fLAT f'L!ITf EOUIV!lLENT 26 'q " 2,35 sq " 

!lIRSPHD ,,, FULL 
THROnLE!lT 9000 FT lT1 mph 1l'''''1 2G!1 mph Il'~el 

ABSOlUn CEIUNG 2fi.100" ISee Note 21 

SP£(O WITH 100 HP INPUl 
!IT SE!I LEVel 1&6 mph 16-11 mp~ 

MlLES,GALlON AT 140 m'h 
INDICATED AlRPSHD 20mp ga' 27 m p g"' 

FUrl 28 G.' 34 G.I IS~e Note ~I 

Toeo,e"cal o~'Y pa,l,al I~'ottle ,,' us-ed t>ecau"" 0' 0<0;><,1'", !ype 
"c'ua' TI'Q"t te" u,mg '.CO'd,ng ba!09'"p" 
Roem., ha, bu,lj.~ eola!9M tMk .... h"n .CCOun" '0' parT of 'ho goOd 'an9C 

Fi"uH' 3 speak, ~'olumes. NOII"e f()r ms1nnce, how 
""lh HIli HI' mput tbl' origmal alrplam' rru,~f>d Ul 12. 
mph and N18TT WIll crUIH' ill lfi" mph. John Thorp 
ha' rt'dhned th ... T·IIl at 210 mph A~ enn bl' H't'n. 'I 
ISO hp T-18, like Roemer'~ Iwnh a "frt'" brr:athmg' 
Inlet [:lvmj.:: the extra ram and p()s~)bl." "over revvmg" 
tf] 2800 rpm, resultmg 111 190 HPJ, f.sn ea.«il)' 11:;' red. 
lme ~tr31ght. and I ... vd 

Th~ ddferenc\'5 bl!tw~en N600!!H and NIRTI 'both 
rIuJciern \'.,r~wns or the craft' are wonh tl!r~rul ~crutlnv 
as a Ilttl", stud.\· m th,' ('fr"et, of d,'<lnlln<,ss ' 

Each majOr lmpron'merlt In ;\18TT W<l~ carefully 
nIght [('Sled hy nymr: full (hrottle OH'r a ~pecifll>d (ourse, 
l<lndlng-. putong on th~ !It'W f'<llrlnl< and r('!l~'mg the 
ld('ntlcal ('"ur"c wlthm;W mlnute~ The ubscr\'f'<l chang",,, 
)!1 lAS and I\P:o.l \hu~ gan' iln Hl'curat(' indTcauon of 
.'~"'ed ,hHng('~ (,lmlln;Hmg Ifw ~'ff('('\, of ,91mosplwnc 
':ITl:l!'on 

SPECIAL POINTS OF IMPROVEMENT ON N18TT 

a Canupy :lnd """ndshldd fit 'partlcubrly "t roll har) 
b. \rtH'pl panlg (3·4 mph, 25 rpm InCn'I\~" ()b~l'n'(>dl 

L G, Tuhe fmrmgo (tl· J{) mph. 7;\ rpm' 'al~() on 
600l!HI 
T"d whpd c()\'t'r f3·4 mph. 2" rpml 
:,\,,-t' ~rll1n<.'T fit 

20 M"AU' 19n 

pil.qc 12 

G""r tl!lw - wheel pnnt Junct'on fa'nnr:;~ (2 mph. 
smail rpm mrrf'''s.>I 
A,r lIll-aill' 
Low.'r Illiernn gnp ('{}",'r~ 12 mph, small rpm in 
cn,aSt'SI 
Flush w'ng tlP$ 
SUp<-'r fJ,"~h on wmg 
Exh"ust ~lil{'k OUllcl P()~'tlO() and dlr,'ctlon 
No eX\('rnal ",'ntun 

III :-':0 draggy ""ntdatlllg ""oops 
n Fa'rt~l cmn antenna 

Both alrplanl's an' Illish rl,'''t,'<i Both ha",' 11l.'ndcf1;on 
d .. ~lgn<:>d Intern,,1 WJng up "OR antennas 

A rang" p('rformancl! manual Can \)(> ('{}nstrtlct('d 
fro", thl' fllgh1 daw gath",n>d r"r Figure 3, St'" 
nlrVI!S. F'gur", 4, Notlc" MPG and range are t' 

for a gIven \' 1 regardless of alt,tudl! ,md can 
derived easily from the chart. It 10 SImply 

MPG _ _ \~ x r;-from chart IFlg. 31 

{d t. X irltll~"'-
~I 

from chart 'Fig 2, 

x Fuel A"",labl« x 6 
Rang" ------,- ;>'IPC x Fut'! A\'a11"hle 

IBHI' x \ '" x S.I,C 

-cJ-fc+"- . 
"'" ." .-I~.J...f':~-.. l-'.~'''::;~:~.' ;;.:,'" r'l";.'" - ! : I ---. _1"-'- '---
=~~:... :.'_ . -' '. :si.::J=: . .-=--= -_""..L52 ,-~,---

I I 1"'--
I ' 

=.' I ... "'" ~,,~""" ' 

;;,!~Tll 1- - --~: l' -~:::::- -I 1 '''~-, T~I 
~ 

.. ,.' -~ 
, ......... L I . I c~ 

I. ~:~-;;;--::~Ltitt-I . ···t·. 1;'-. >:c,o-ill! ......t· .-.---
-._~_:.I- ... ~ .. ~' .__ - I ' 

lV, _,..,.,.."0."", ... '0 

''"'" 
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FUEL A ... O rOWEA CHAAT - LYCOMINa<~l6O-A SEAlES, 

,47 lJIS/RPH/HR 
STD. 100 HI' - 55% RATED 
ALL APPROX. ruEL 7,8 GAL/HfI 
H.I1P. RPM & MAN. PRESS. 

~ l!QQ 2200 2300 2400 

59 20.9 20.3 19. 19. 

" 20.7 20 19 19. 

52 ~O.~ 19 19 18 

" 20.2 19 19. 18. & 

" 19.9 19. 18.9 18,~ 

" 19,7 19.1 18.7 lB 

lB 19.5 18 18. ~ 180 

'" 19. 18 18 17 .8 

11 19 0 18.~ 18 0 n 
27 18 18.2 1) 17.4 

13 18 18 1) n. 
19 18 17 .8 17.4 17 0 

16 lB. 11,& 17 16 

12 n 17 .4 n 16 

" 16.8 16. 

n 16. 

\~ 

V 
/ ~ ~ 

/' % ~ ~ 
~ ~~ ::;:: >-
.~ " 

" " "0 

.46- LBS/BltP/IlR 
117 tiP - &51 RATED, 

APPROX. FUEL 9 GALlIlII., 
RPM & HAN. PRESS 

D.QQ 2200 2300 2400 

n " ". 21 

21. 22.4 21 21. 3 

" 22 n 2LO 

22 21 21.J 20.8 

22 21. & 21,1 20 

22.0 21 20 20. 

n n 20 20 

21 20 20.4 19 

21. J 20.7 20 1, 

n 20.4 20 19. 

n 19 19 

19. 19 

19.~ 18 

1 .47 LBSI Bill' /IlR 
13.$ Ill' - 751 RATED 

APPROX~ FUEL 10.0 GAL/IlR 
RPM & HAN, PRESS 
2200 2300 2400 

25.1 24.4 23.9 

24.8 29 ))6 

29 29 23.4 

29 23 " 
290 23.5 22 

2J 2} 22 

"' 2)0 n. 
n 22 

n 

TRUE H.P. ~ HP at srd temp x 
TS .. Std temp 

FIGURE (, 
180HPLYC 

T ~ Act temp 

BOOO PRESS AL T 
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(Cow1e.y B c. R""m8'1 
Tailwheel fa"lrIg of N18TT. An example of the extreme 
effort by B C Roemer to lower the total drag coeffiCient 
of h,s T·18 

rCourte,y a C Ro~men 
Close-up shOWing the many lalrlngs. backward Slant
Ing exhaust stacKS etc lhat com"bute to the high 
speed 01 B C Roemer s N18IT 

iCov~.'V H"w",d Honde"on) 
Close'up of landing qear leg la,nngs and exhaust pipe 
ends on Howard Henderson s N600HH 

A 
b 
CL 
CDp 

'w 
o 
r 

HP 
2' UARC>l1971 

,~ ASf>£'n j{atlO '" b'IS 
\\'w;o S!>~n 
Ldl C",·iT!nent L'qS r 

= ParaSll,· drag coefficllmt '" _ 

APPENDIX A 
DEFINITIONS 

AllP 
MPG 
S. 
Sens 

~ Indun·d rlrag ('ffiClency factor for whole 
;Ilrplcm~ " 

= IndurI·d drag effiCIency factor for wmg 
Alrpl~ll~ drag 

" Fla! pl,I!" area equl\'alent to milllmum 
drug of llirplane 
Hor",'pO"H 

IV 
\' , 

"--r 

= Brakf Horst'power 
7 i>liI~" pH gallon 

Area o(-wmg 

Ifnr th,o; <trode) fW;('iag1' frontal ~ln'" 

EfT":cll'nr,l' If(>r this lHllde prop(,lk, 
(lene,') 
Alr.rl·rnolt,l' rat,o 

Aircraft \\<'lght ;- Lift 
\'"I()cn~. tru<, VI \ (T 

pm· 
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ratio of the 180 HI' engm~, 

tl,.. t,\(, ;nf
ImpmH'nwn' 
In lu~1 ,',on' 

,',. 3:1 Ib~. III 

Spt>rlfir fuel tOnSulIlptl[ln will Vllry ,>()m~",hat wdh 
[-pm. mamfuld pre!»JUfe and altitude. h{)w~"er. as long 
a~ Ihe p<}wpr IS n>usonllbly hIgh, t!H~ elTect ''i mlllimul 

In ,m)' ta~e. the accuracy of the MI'(; pl(lt~ lS lIn
pre~.slvp, NltlIT has repeatedly demon~trated :.;, MI'G 
on two way trips with I('gs of 1 hnur dUfHtlOn, by main
tainmg l:l5 lAS for climb, cruise, lind d('scent \\'lth 
"arelul I('anmg this p<:r[orm,"'c~ lws l""en remarknhly 

even mcludmg dimb~ to cru\~e nbo",' 12.0UO 

Ih"", buJldt'1O wIth uirpl,HH'~ ,,,ho:( lh,,,, T·Hls 
w1shmg tc, {'omplH(' H family or t!wo[(·tltal rur\'P~ 'ilmitar 
to F,g-un' ~l. ,\pp<:nd,~ A is mdadc'd at the clos~ (If til<' 
,Irtlch, glnng thl' basIc math and ch:lrlS lu1' ,my standard 
monOplane, Airplarws with \':,oabl.> ,ncldence, ~:m
"rd~, !))plan,·5. etc .. urI' beyond th~ s~opt' ()f the ~'mph· 
Iled t'4u~tlons, 

LIMITATIONS OF OATA 

ATheri' IIrc scn,ral pitfalls In tn'm!; to ~ath"r 
IhlS t~pe of datu. the mo~t unporlnnt bemg propeller 
,,!1IClency for thi~ arl,dc, a crUl5C pr"peller l,JIlcwncy 
<If 85', WI1S assum(,d :lnd since NGOOHH nnd Nll:ll1' 
botb han r'lirly high p,tched mew] pr()p~, of ttl(' samc 
dlam~t~r, cycn If the absolute elfiClcnc\' ,s not cxactlv 
,"5'( wc cnn "'1\'S5 lh:lt their dim,rentc I~ not I'ery grent 
1!QW<".Cf. ,1 woodl'n prop m,ght be a l,ttll.' lower. hy say 
2-4', FI,ght tl.'sis on t>:600HIl hn\"e \"f'nfu'<l thIS flil;ht 
loss In effiCIency '~ee Figure 7), ' 

B Horsepower "Sensitivity" to EXhaust Configura
tion 

ICou"~sy B C. R""met\ 
B C_ Roemer in NISTI. One of the most proven and 
high performance homebuilts In existence, 

page 13 

Most Lywmmg data IS ilssunwo to b., t'lk~n with ;t 
cros~over svsh'm and ,I I.Ir~,' n,uln,·,- Flight t .. ~\~ on 
6()OIIH ~h(;w ~"[n,· III' I".,~ "llh llw small tnUIl1 .. f A 
test "as rim (ompann" ,tw,~h! P'l"" to Ill\! sm;111 

and th,' 
2<l'k los~ In 

til<' ,malo)..,)' 
lieS 1twould 

ap~"r on<' l:lrge mui~h'r would I"" better tll"n 2 smnll 
mul1l .. rs; i.l' .. th~ <:11",11\'(' p"",,'r I,,~~ ,s analogous to 
th .. PI{ I,,~s In til" liI!H~. 1)1 ,·l>UfHC. a j"rge mul1l~r 
would !)(' difficult to in~tall In the T·) K 

An Impfovement ,n ctl"l'uv<' hursl'pow~'f "an also 
be ,1chwn'<l by d,ro~tlng tlw ,'~hnu~t gas<:~ art, rathf'r 
than down 1'1"" ,~du<' tv llw thn,.;t ''''HII"blo .. m the 
IlIgb \"f'lOClty "xh"u4 Hop"luHv W': {'1m gN around to 
nwdi(vmg 6()I)HH ,nnw d"I' and 'Iu<)1<' ~"nw numtlt'rs 
on this 

C. Engine Condition 
!gmt"'n tnnmg. ""mpn"" .. n :md ('"rbl'(':lon Il\U~t 

be normal lo mak,' <""mpan, .. n, I,om one ,"rplane to 
Hnoth<'f Ima~'b(· nul ,0 Hl1pOnanl j<>r nlmp"n~on~ on 
the Sllme ~!lfrh"ll" 

D_ Miscellaneous 
C~nter or grav!\y \,Hrllluons c;m result In 2-6 mph 

changl.'s m lOp sp"<:'''Ci (or the T·IB !/lIgher ~peeds for "ft 
e.G,\. 

A,rvent, nd cooler d\\~t. ,Illd cowl nap settmg~ all 
"Ill ch:lngl' Ow data 

Bug~ on I~,ulmg edges could d,'stroy any laminar now 
present 

Trim t<lb setllngS also lIlT"",t perfonnance 
Engine ac~('~~or\('s Ifuel pump". ,ac pumps, and 

generato~1 :lll usoc son1\' t'ngme hor"C'.,ower, 
In ~plte of [hI' .,bm'" anom,lill's til<' ",hn)e datil gllther

ing scheme ''')rk~ pretty w.,11 and much can b .. learned 
about small pc'riofm:lnCl' lmprO"l'ments particularly 
changes on the HImI.' mrplam' 

'~',"""CA(~~~ .. Nli» ... em- __ ' __ 

~ 
1 
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CONCLUSIONS 

m<xkm ,','f"",n, "I II", T,j~ ~Udl 
will md\t'al~ tWit,," Ih.,n :!Itl 

WIth 180 hOf;;ep()Wn, whlil' .1 
I(·~~ ~()m\' falrlllg~, such as H.'nd('r~on _, ,,",Ii 
mdicatt' morc than 195 mph Under tlw ""nw \',,"rLt"'n~, 
(lw onglllal "baSIl'" T·II! w,thout pr","",,' ,,,wi or 
,'')n()py would mdlc:1le 1.55 mph and tl". Cllo-fmed'Hte 
",port" would indicatt' 188. 

Our tests sh()w that th,>sc pprf()rm,I!", d'lfi'r\'n((>~ 
cun b~ al'<;ounted for hy oolh ~treamllnlll~ _Lnd ~Ilg-me 
d"(,,d~. The canopy and pressure cu,cI .,dd ab()ut. :l~l 
mph L:mdmg gC:lr tube fatnng:; raISe llop ,p\",oJ hv 1>-10 
mph, and wheel pants, p'ar tub"·,, 1"",1 1':\111 J""~tlon 
LlIrmgs, and the tail wheel ~pnn;; fHlrlll," each lll'('()unt 

2-4 mph The use or lower :lI1eron ~"I' ,n,(' .. ~ Hdd~ 
ut :> mph and down pomtmR exhau~! PlJH'S c,!~t a 

mph The use ()f a wooden prnpeller also costs ,'lor 4 mph 
Tog('ther th~ 5t"to:<l differences m OQUHH ,md un'!' 

acc()unt for "bout 10·13 mph ofa 15 mph plus ddlerence 
m St'a !evellop ~pe('<l with 180 HP input. The' remamder 
('an be attributed lo sm;tl!er deta!ls ~uch a~ 
windshield juncti()n, "poxy f'illed rJH't:;, etc. 

\";'nopy· 

In closing, we shnuld point out thllt anv ~mall an, 
prov('menls in air frame streamlimng h:l"e pron()unced 
effens in fuel I.'conomy. and operHtm~ (,O.<ts as w"lI 
as on cruise speed, For the T-ltl an mcn~a$e of only 10 
mph in top 5peed is the equivalent of n~Hrly 25 extra 
horsepower - which doe~n't ha"e to he purchased, 
maintained, overhauled, carried bv !he airplane or 
fed 80<: per g:lllon gasoline Not :l b<!d rt'ward lor m· 
vestmg In a few fairmgs and keepmg It d"lln -~ Of don't 
you dunk flying 1 hour free m every \IJ,~ 11 h'U<xl iliolll? 

m"",,__ ''-~F-' I 
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v , 
s.f.c 

BHP(n'qdl 

D 

CD
1 

CD, 

CL 

L 

- ![)d,c"t~d v~h)n\) itc>rrcc[ed ,ur~p,·~d r""d· 
,n.;' 
SI",e,r,c fu"i tOll,urnptHlIl 

,471bS'llI!P I!H for ISO HI' Lye 
~ .s31bSfBHPI!lR rClf ISO HI' Lye 

Vmph x 88 x D 

550x60x~ 

~ COt x S x .00256 V'mph 

~CDp-CD, 

C' 

_L __ 

00256 V'S 

_7:W 

~L 

, 

L 

CALCULATION OF "Ae FOR T-1D from K 0 Wo()ds. 

Alfplllll<' D€slgn. VoL I, Page A119 

Wmg ,lspecl ratl() ~ ~ '" 5. 
86 

paqo '1 i' 

F .. ntn Figure' ,),~" 8" for ren,ltll.(uiar wm~~ 

_1,_ .. -.L _ 1.176 
"w .Ii;' 

For the cOlltnbutl(lfl ()[ fuspl~ge \() ltldu<"<,d drag. from 
Figure ]0 

£', 

/:;, 

, /SfUS - "-,- II; 
(C fuo S'" 

Sfuo ~ a x ;1 9 sq 1'( 

16 x L 
86 

lola) L 71.J7G+ 16701.343 

--' 7~4 

-'
"Ae 

L3~;1 

7:x5x.i44 
()S55 

167 

From the "bo"e baSIC equatlons !l I~ po$~lble to s\lb
SUtut" your own parameters of S, A. PIC and crank out 
11 set of curves for values of f whIch you thmk migLl 
bracket YO'lr mrpianp 
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The preceding '3 pages were 
~\and were a result of the Je 
- builders. I think you """ill 

~WO'k. 

rom the March '77 issue of Sport Aviation 
nt efforts of two highly regarded '1'-18 
gree that this was an outstanding piece of 

The past year I have had several new builders and owners of recently 
purchased T-IBs ask me if there '!'fete any -guidelines available to properly 
evaluate the T-18 performa~ce with accuracy. This article is one you 
may want to seperate from t!-',e rest of the NL and insert with other such 
articles in the operations manual. (Hopefully I'll be able to find time 
to get it together in the r.ext few months). 

_______________ 0 __ 

One T-18 builder I talked with some time ago made a good suggestion about 
one of the things that would be most helpful to those just about to fly 
their airplane and that was to have a SPECIEI£. program to follm·,1 in the 
required test period, with all data to be carefully recorded. When most 
are asked what all they did in their test period they'll give you a silly 
grin, which says they didn't do much except bore holes in the sky until 
they flew their time off. Maybe that' 5 okay, as most T-18s won't have too 
many surprises, but just remember there's a good reason that factories 

,pay good money for production test pilots, so don't assume every T-18 is 
1 just like the next one. Not so. Every T-18 is different from every other. 

~.
Every T-18 will fly just a li.ttle differently from the rest and some will 
fly a whole lot differently. Just because the FAA has given you the final 
sign oft, donlt relax finding out all about your bird and say, "Well, now 
I'm gonna just enjoy what I've spent all those hours of labor on." 

----'-----~---,----~--~---

Another FOR SALE: One of 0'-1::- local builders, Ken Hamilton, died last fall 
and h~s only he~r, his mother, asked me to be a go-between in disposing 
of his project. Ken's aim ~'as to build the fines T-IB that had ever been 
built and had he lived he might have done just that. The fuselage is all 
riveted and on the gear. His stepfather. who worked for Douglas 30 years 
helped him rivet and I'll say I've never seen a more perfect job. All his 
parts came from Ken Knowles and everything is there to finish the airplane 
from the firewall aft. The main spar caps havE' been machined, but that is 
all that has been done on the wing. Everything has been inventoried and 
the cost was $7100, which included plans (st'd, WE, & CN), dynafocal eng. 
mount, canopy & windshield, seats, controls, tank, Cleveland wheels and 
brakes, all controls, a transponder, in fact, just about everything except 
upholstery, engine, and co\.<,'ling.They will consider any reasonable offer 
and might consider selling :"-:::'S. If you are serious about i.t give me a 
call at s and on bid. 

From time to ti.me we get requests from bllilders 
close to them, as some of them have never seen 

a real live flying one that is. Also, some of them 
help started, so a kindred soul is greatly 

a fraction of the membership, 
membersbip it would be a kindness if you 
the 1985-86 listing" We will pl1blish d_ 
members and later we'll publish a list 

for 

renewed for: en!?! reason another". T wish we sOmehQ"A1 a complet.e 
1 i st of all the FAl\ reg 1. ste red T- HIS. ,~='-'."'L':.:.~.~,.,,:c.::::,,::.," 
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Another Interruption~ Since writing page #18 nearly two weeks has 
zlpped by. I had Eo take time out to do two big articles for the Julv 
issue of Sport Aviation. a short article for Sport Aviation, and a . 
couple for Lightplane World and make a May 10 deadline, so when I get 
these assignments I have to drop everything and go like gangbusters. 

0$. SALE: Another local T-18 project just came open and it's such a~ 
uy t a it'll probably go locally before this gets to any of you. This 
standard} T-18 is a complete airframe for all pracFic.:t; puqX)ses. It was 

started by a Bell Helicopter employee and he has dcne professional type 
ork. He has an unassembled, but overhauled,O-290G en ine with it and a 

metal prop. There lS an engine mount, too, cowllng. It has a tank 
(in), windshlfO>ld (in), instrument panel with engine instruments and basic 
VFR flite inst'ts, seats (in)not upholstered, all flite controls (in), 
no upholstery or soundproofing,G_s!J '0 iitt. d 3M is d'l~"'PUk;:e 
~e, landing gear standard length, wheels, brakes,tires, Maule tailwheel 
and steel spring, horizontal tail (modified per ADs),fin, rudder, electric 
flaps (partially installed).Aircraft was started here in late '60s, using 
my templates copied from Thorp's. Original builder went thru divorce which 
tied project up about 6 or 7 years.Later got Alzheimer's disease and sold 
locally a year ago. Present owner's business commitments too much to have 
time to complete (has another airplane and only flew it 12 hrs. last year). 
His asking price is .$5495. v.ife threatening bodily harm if he doesn't sell. 
He's out of town much of time, so call me anytime after 9 amCST and I'll 
arl~~wer any other q's YQid,..,.p1ight have, as I know it well. (214/351 4604). 

IrEWSLETTERS Ithru 44: For newsletters in this range you need to send to 
LV SUNDERLAND, ') Grdfin Dr.,A~alachin, NY,13732 for them. He has a 
condensed package of them for 15 ppd. Many of the new ones joining the 
T-18 Builders and Owners Association write about these and sometimes I 
don't seem to be able to find time to answer. 

While in the LAX area in March a friend of Ollie Smith came by Ken Brock's 
house and said Ollie had decided to sell his T-18. L think his health 
was the reason. He has a fine T-1B that's well known there for several 
years. Don't know the price or other details. No address, either, as 
Ollie has never joined our group. Ken could probably tell you how to 
reach him. 

Ken Brock was supposed to send me a really good method of very accurately 
alignlng the main gear wheels. using a cord, a couple of chairs, protract
or, and a hand held computer. Most everyone these days say that you should 
set your wheels with no toe in or out on a T-18. A little bit of mis
alignment will soon show up in tire wear. It will also tend to make the 
T-18 a little bit too frisky on the ground. CG will also playa part. 

The following pages dealing with the bending of leading edge radius in 
wing skins and other brake bending of sheet metal is from DON WINCHESTER. 
who lives here in the Dallas area and is~oreman of the biggest manuract'r 
of stainless steel food machinery in the area. Don holds patents on a 
number of food machinery items and is an artist when it comes to metal. 
He is an A 5c p, a long time EAAer, and built an excel'lent T-18. I have 
learned a lot of little tricks with metal from him and the wing skin 
bit is one of them that's invaluable to know. .~ 
~ \ ~ SR. VAX~. /,(J Cl't'AR~ or -m()/Jt:x:T7~A!, AI 6T +ob-.MM,/. 
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BENDING THE LEAD1NG EDGE Rr,GI'}S IN WING SKINS: This is one of the most 
lmportant thlogS the fUllde~ :an do that wl11 determine how well t~ 
aIrplane fIles. Make that ra"'Lus too tlght and the wing will not only 
stall at a higher speed, tu: also the stall onset will te sudden . .. even 
vicious. Quite a few Dllilders report one wing stalling ahead of the 
other. The most likely answer is one of the wing skins has a slightly 
tighter LE. Bend the radius :00 softly and up goes the drag, altho' it 
will have a gentler stall 0;, TH.~T wing. YOll should take the time to do 
i.t as perfect as you can. ".<;- LE radius MUST fit the airfoil contour. You 
may have purchased a pre-pu,::::tlE' s ln from a suppller or perhaps you've 
laid it out yourself, caref~!ly trammelling it in all directions for 
souareness, but you still mc:st take extreme care to make the bend of the 
LE fall in the ri.ght place ' ..... ~th just the right amount of radius. Each of 
the 4 skins ( 6 on the CW) ',,·ill require prot-ably as many as five or six 
of the gradual crushing type tends as you progressively move the pressure 
point forward, dis-assemble aild re-check the radlUS, re assemble. bend, etc 

When you are doing it all yo:..;rself. there are a couple of ways to 9Q.We'll 
look at the easiest way first. FIRST/assemble the ribs and spars. Then 
shear out several pieces of scra~al about 3-4" wide x about ')-6" longer 
than the wing chord. With small clamps clamp tightly to the upper flange 
of the rib. Let the forward end project out in front of the most forward 
part of the rib LE. The idea is to be able to locate the point where the 
strip is no longer in tanger.:::'! with the rlb flange, where lt proJects 
forward as a s!;.raighF--rTne . where thlS beg~ns lS the AFT END OF THE L. E. 
RADIUS. Making the strlp out of heavier gauge material (1. e .. 040) makes 
it easier to determine this point. Mark this point carefully on both the 
strip and rib. Now mark the ::>oint where each spanwise rows of rivets will 
fallon the front and rear s?ars. 

Now on the bottom side of t~e ribs you want to basically do the same thing,! 
but now the airfoil shape m',;st be temporarily changed to a SYMETRICAL 
airfoil in order to get the LE radlus bent ln the exact point.Slnce lt 
is flatter on the bottom than the top we have to add X amount to make 
the distances the same, top and cottom. This time we have to start at the 
front, at the AFT END OF TH2: LE RADIUS. Using the template for thE' ~ 
flange to get the proper distance from the LE radius point to the rear 
spar rivet line we find the point to locate a New line of spanwise rivet 
holE'S. This involves addin:::r some extra len th ~the win skins, with the 
excess ater trimmed back tc the typical .25" ED from the rear spar rivet 
line After the skin is bent. This NEW line of rivet holes will match the 
ones above, so that when the two rows are clecoed together the LE radius 
will be in the proper place .... 'hen the sheets are squeeZed together in the 
classic method via 2 x 4 spac: .... 'ise pressure. 

To see this a little clearf'!". look at DNg. #547 (Wing Profile). At the 
bottom of the ordinate table you'll see a figure for the LE radius, plus 
a 50% figure You'll also see a # for the slope. which locates the center 
of a circle. Now take a compass or divider and set at this radius. Draw 
a circle and notice where t~e circle linepintersecl"S the wing profile lines 
and these are the points we :-leed for using the above procedur_e, 

Using still another piece c!: scrap(that will be about a 6" wide segment 
of a complete wing skin) lav out about 4 holes top and bottom and cleco 
together Now gradually maKe- the squeeze bend and test it for fit at the 
LE, using a strong light cer,ind the rib as you eyeball it. A 6" wide strip 
will only offer a fraction of the restistance to bending a complete skin 
will, so GO EASY on the ben:: Ct;WTp eJAJ 7'a.~ ;( ( 
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You will find in hending a 4 ft wide section of skin that the edges 
pffer less resistance to bending than the central part. SomE' have found 
that adding a 1\ or 2 ft long 1 x 4 to the bottom of the S ft 10n'1 2 x 4 
you use for bending will add enough extra pressure to thf' central part to 
make the bend more uniform along the entire 4 ft section. It I S a good 12 idea to add "stop" blocks on each end of the 2 x 4 to prevent accidental 

'.~ verbending. 

~ 
IF YOU OVERBEND THE LEADING EDGE YOU 
PIECE OF SCRAP .... YOU CANNOT UN-BEND 
TAKE TIME TO TAKE IT APART AND CHECK 

~ EACH RIB ST}OI.TION. 

HAVE JUST CREATED AN EXPENSIVE 
THE RADIUS AND SAVE IT, SO GO SLOW. 
HOW ,",ueB YOU HAVE FORMED IT AT 

":i The following illustrations may help to visualize the results of eith0r 
IJ) overbending or utlderbendi.nq: 

- (exaggerated for clarity) 
~ In both cases the skin doesn't 

3 ] EJ fit the contour of the rib's 
nose. Try this for yourself with 

:;: ~ 1<18 ~ /<IB a narrow 'tdp of ,crap.Overbent 
it will result in skin being too 

- short to reach rear spar rivet linE 
overbent underbent 

The above series by Don to be continued in NL #63. We are out of space 
for this issue and also out of time (now in~May). 

I/l N DAIL, a builder who is also an accident i.nvestigator for the OOT Nat'l 
!i: safety Board, just sent me a computer print out on all accidents that a 

~ ~ T-18 was involved in and also a print out of the FAA list of all civil 
~ . aircraft that have the name Thorp as all or part of their identity.Welll 
~ ~ start pUblishing these lists as space permits. I notice that quite a few 
'is ""'2.f......YQu have NOT update~address as reg'a by regs. Could cause you.l:.i.g 
I() ~ trouble if you had a violation filed on you for some minor reason. Thanks, 
f!J'l Glen, for the list. Now maybe we'll be able to contact some of the T-18 
-..::f owners that apparently haven' t heard of our Association. 

------
LU SUNDERLAND was here last week. Now has all 177 drawings for the 8-18 

Iil~completed ($lBSl.Part no.s .r.emain the same. S-18 is the WB & CW version 
_ -:t of the T-1B. Lu & I agreed we should reprint and update NLs 1-44, as the 
V\ print quality is poor. We plan to make a book of ALL back NLs. Some of 

you could help if you __ woulq TYPE an index page of contents of ea, NL. 

DAVE BLANTON is moving to new quarters at Augusta, KS. He will have ODe 
or two versions of his Ford engine Cessnas at aSH '85 and will be doing 
demos. Maybe he will let you fly one if you are seriously interested. NO 
definite info at the moment on "that. Hard to really evaluate the V-6 eng, 
as he has too much pitch in prop and it doesn't get up to power until you 
hit 100-110 mph vith it. I've tried several times to get him to try another 
prop with less pitch. STEVE HAWLEY has one of the "Almost constant speed" 
props on his T-IB now (story on that in #63) and maybe he ought to take 
a look at one of those. s-rc:vt:: LHo(5 tT (<Ses 'TIl<) 

Again, gents, sorry to be so late getting this out. Will try my best to 
get #63 out before OSH '8S. Have to go to Houston to cover USA' 8') next 
wk. then to Merced, then to LA again, plus a half dozen more stories to 
cover within 100 miles from DAL. I'm busy, yes, but it's a lot better 

than a rockin' chair, so I'm not comPlaining.(J l?/ltTyJ0B, 1fkJr~~6'"" 

!4s 7Z>WIT) ~r' ~ 
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FIRST NAME LAST NAME ADDRESS 

John 
Glen 
John 
Philip 
John 
Brian 
Paul-Ernest 
Grant 
Fred 
Ron 
J. G. 
Chuck 
A. W. 
Harrv 
John 
oiln 
Joe 
eiITl 
Joseph W. 
Robert 
~liorod 
Lu 
Hank 
Carl 
Ed 
Grover 
Ja~i!S 
John 
JaDes 
Edwin 
Robert J, 
Don C. 
Norbert 
Paul 
Leo 
Sa.uel W. 
David 
Hurant 
Bob 
Robert 
Carl 
T. J, 
iIlI. ~, 
C, E, 
Gerald 
Don 
Fred 
Joe 
Richard 
Feeo 
Al 
Russ 
6eorge T, 
Jerry 
T. g, 
Roger 
Allen 
Harold 
Walt 
Dirk 
Lewis 
CI i Iton 
John R, 
Ted 
Jack 
Bob 
Did 
Bil! 
Jim 
AI 
Ricbard 
Nora 
Merlin 
Orville 
Mike 
Nel vin 
F. E. 
Russell 

Burke 216 Tooswooo Hill 
Hougestol RR2 
R'.lngton-Gurney P.D,Bo, 23 
Ha •• r GPO Box 2508 
Warlond 131 Blyth Street 
Olney 2Il Brian Ave, 
Levesque 140 Rue St. Ger.ain Q'dest. 
Neal 516 Lynda Lane 
6indl 101 Brooilifield Dr, 
Miller 17 Orchard Wede 
Soi!n 47 Silver Ridge Rise N~ 
Schwarz 5113 B1 reh SL 
Fairbrother 17 Kwano"brook Rd. 
Whee I er 2 Marl on Road 
Cragin 160 Straford Road 
Culhane 146 Hillside Dr. S. 
Sauthi er 9 Kooal Dri ve 
Jordon 119 Canterbury Dri ve 
Layer 2Il S. Hillside Pl. 
Hart •• ier 8 Holly Road 
Litva~ 69-15 Ilueens Blvd. 
Sunderland 5 GriHin Drive 
Beamer 3862 Lockport-Olcott Rd 
Fetch. Jr. 142 6re;;nridoe Rd. 
Burke 240 FranklinDr. 
Rani ser, Jr, 517 Van Buren St. 
Strlckenberger 4344 6e~ Ct, 
Buffington 3MB Lancaster Rd, 
HockenbrocK R.n.!. Box 361-A 
Layt on HeR 801 Box bO 
Derby RD 1 ~o, 331A 
Thoosen 112 Station Ave. 
Hesterberg Rt, 4. Bo, 705A 
Shifflet! 143 W~ Farmington Rd. 
Perlaky 6301 So.erset Rd. 
Carson 8513 Rose Harie Dr. 
Johnson 2212 E. Adoiral Drive 
Kanbian 621 Woodstock Road 
Highley lB S.i tn Stre.t 
Wall P.D.Box 7 
Radcliffe Rt. 9. Bo, 23BA 
"cCarolck P,O,Box 105 
John.on Rt 3, Bo, 248 
Graha. 1133 Macon St, Drawer l 
Penberthy P. O. Box 1107 
Warner liB Faulkner 
Mahan !4t5 Glen Haven Dr. 
Jinqle 1340 Holt Drive 
Mozlna 3400 S,W. IOOth Ave. 
Hartaan 26b5 N. Ocean Bt vd. 
Kasten 652 ~W Sunset Dr. 
Riter RI. 1 
DanIels 330 Ave, J 
Tindell Rt. I, Bo, 6-8 
Clayton Rt. 2, Box 650 
Derby 3518 Kirby Lar 
Koch Rt. 2 
WhloP' 4179 Sunbury 
Gi If i n 4277 Kenoont Pl. 
furkenburg 5390 S. Ridge W. 
Avraaovich 1962 13th St. 
Redden 609 Wi sa Road 
Hicks 4011 Hilleooale Dr. 
Jaros., 2501 Sand St. 
l'!!!rrl i 2016 W, Indi ana Ave 
Dial 5175 Wing lale Rd. 
A~sd.n 16434 Concord 
Oliver 2369 Phillips 
Barber 3724 Pard .. Street 
Bosonet!" 32625 Benson Dr, 
Penl." 591B Bord~an Road 
Boldt 1804 David St, 
Miller Rt 2. David Dr. 
6r.0034 ~. Dale Ave 
iIlIlfe B2 Croix St. 
Folkerts Rt 2, Bo, 18 
Rogers 2512 S. Mulberry SI. 
Ross Eox 411, RRil 

cm 
Hainaul t, Essex 
Red Deer, Alberta 
Honiara 
srdney, NSW 
A tona, VictorIa 
HI. Pleasant, W.A, 
Ri Ii!lush, Quebec 
Ancaster. OntarIo 
A9incourt, Ontario 
WlncnllOre Hill 
CalgarYr 

Alberta 
Caapbel River 
Auburn 
Salem 
Needham 
Windsor 
CrO!l"",1l 
Ramsey 
Ridgewood 
Jamesburg 
Hoodside 
Apalachin 
Lockport 
Monongahel a 
Pi ttsburg 
Evans City 
Erie 
Erie 
Reeds'li lie 
Warfordsburg 
Montrose 
North Hill s 
Dover 
Accokeek 
Riverdale 
Ft. Washington 
Virginia Beach 
Virginia Beach 
Poquoson 
Wellsburg 
Parkersburg 
Rowland 
Leland 
Perry 
Albany 
Neo Siyrna Beach 
Merritt Island 
Merritt Island 
Miami 
Delrav Beach 
Stuart 
Frostoroof 
Wi nter Haven 
Pansel 
Millington 
LouiSVIlle 
Caapbellsport 
Coluabus 
Columbus 
Maai son 
Cuyahoga Falls 
Lynchburg 
6reenllOod 
Portage 
Elkhart 
Bloomfield Hills 
Fraser 
Berkley 
!)earborn 
~.stland 
Dryden 
Laosi n9 
Springport 
Muskegon 
~egauneek 
Rudd 
Si oux City 
Sioux City 

Sf SIP CODE ADDITIONAL ADDRESS 

ENGLAND 
CANADA 
buedalcanal, SOLOMON ISLANDS 

2001 AUSTRALIA 
301 B AUSTRAL! A 
6153 AUSTRALIA 

651 4B5CANADA 
L 96 2P6CANAM 
MIS 2W3CANADA 
N21 2DLLondon, EN6LAND 
T38 4P6CANADA 

Be II'IW 2S9CANADA 
Mil 01501 
ME 01970 
MIl 02192 
CT 06074 
CT 06416 
NJ 07446 
NJ 07450 
NJ 08831 
NY 11377 cia UnIverse Motors 
NY 13732 
NY 14904 
PA 15063 
PA 15241 
PA 16033 
PA 16504 
PA 16506 
PA 17084 
PA 17267 
fA 18801 
PA 19038 
DE 19901 
MD 20607 
ND 20737 
ND 20744 
VA 23451 
VA 23464 
VA 23662 
WV 26070 
WV 26101 
Nt: 28383 
Nt: 28451 
GIl 31069 
GA 31702 
FL 32096 
FL 32952 
FL 32953 
FL 33165 
FL 33444 
FL 33494 
FL 33843 
FL 33800 
At 36370 
TN 38053 
KY 40299 
WI 43010 
OH 43219 
OH 43220 
OH 44057 
OH 44223 
OH 45142 
IN 46142 
IN 46368 
IN 47514 
HI 48013 
HI 48026 
M! 48072 
HI 48124 
til 48185 
HI 48428 
HI 48912 
Ml 49284 
Ml 49441 
HI 49966 
IA 50471 
IA 51106 
IA 51108 
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FIRST NAME LAST HAIlE ADDRESS em Sf SIP CODE ADDITIONAl ADDRESS 

John Ko.alski Rt. 3, Box 123 Vinton IA 52349 
&erald Czarniak 4536 W. Norwich Ave. Greenfield WI 53220 
B. C. Roeh.er "anito.ish iI.lters WI ~545 
Ja.es Borq 15800 MaKin St. Anoka NIl 55303 
Ji!/IeS H. Renneker 8150 Nicollet Ave. S. Bloominglon NIl 55420 
John Hoi. 7017 35th Ave. H. Crystal MN 55427 
H. S. Streater P.D.Bo, 310 Winona NIl 55987-0310 
Curti 5 Kreps 921 Mary Avenue Wi 1I •• r NIl 56201 
Ed Ludtke 2301 Dartooor Sioux Falls SO 57106 
RIchard Brandiger RR 1, Box 1218 Rapid Ci ty SO 57701 
Bernard D. Scola 1823 Pal. Dr. "to Prospect lL 60056 
Chuck Meyer 753 K.arsag' El !!hurst lL 60126 
Paul E. Ri vers 190 S. CraIg St. Lombard IL 60148 
Bob Jaeger 2405 Melrose Melrose Park IL 60164 
Edwin Torbett 543 Center Ave. SycallDre IL 60178 
James R. Munsch Box 66576, A.M.F. OHare IL bObbb 
Ron SasSJIan 931 N. 16th St. Rochelle IL 61068 
Wallace b. Hunt 1658 Plaza Dr. Rockford IL 61108 
Paul Kink 2921 2Bth Avenue A Moline IL 61265 
Ken Rhoads 175 Hickory Lane-Far Hills Eas! Peoria IL 61611 
Robert Young 512 S. Olmstead Oakwood IL 61858 
Kia Nack 5152 AurIesville Ln. Hazelwood 110 63042 
Ron Hoel ting 913 Cresent Street SL Charles 110 63301 
Noroan Pauk 15 Oak Park Drive St. Peters 110 63376 
Karl Lipswob 100 Grand Avenue Laaar MO 64759 
Rand Ie WooI.way Timberline Airpark Cassville NO 6~625 
E. J. Laney 331,,1 Van O.en SprIngfield 110 65B07 
Capt. TOM Baarsch 2332 S. 35th Ave. O.aha NE b8105 
Davi d Petro Box 14 aenedict NE bB316 
Harlo MrKinty 1310 Id'llo11d Dr. Li neol n ME bB50, 
N. L. East.an 416 W. 2nd St. Ki ooall HE 69145 
Larry Bulat 122 Laie Park Dr. !lell. Chase LA 70037 
Steve Ada.s Rt. 1, Box 709 Keatchi e LA 71046 
Jerry Stall lngs Rt. 1. Box 19D Fernday LA 71334 
John Hardy Route 1, Box 292K NatchItoches LA m57 
UOtd C. Toll r.O.Box 303 Hazen AR 72064 
O. • Sutterfield Route 73, Box 148 Hountai n Vi e. AR 72560 
DOUr Frantz 1019 S. Meadow Lane hustang OK 73064 
Hal is Tholpson P.D.Box 961 Ed.ond OK 73083 
II Catlin Aviation P.D.Box 599906 Oklahosa Ci ty OK 73144 
Darrell Ked HI. 13 Box 224-6 Duncan OK 73~33 
Leroy Holt Bo, 2 8 Savanna OK 74565 
John Crook 804 Leadlng Lane Allen TX 75002 
John Austin Rt. 1. Box 205A "cKinney IX 75069 
Tho.as B. Anderson 200) lincol n Plaza, SOO N. Dallas TX 75201 
Robert Yeakey 9729 !leli.wooo Dallas IX 7~238 
Ken Mor~an 439 Lovella Hurst TX76053 
Bob Niher 604 Swayne SI. Fort Worth IX 76111 
Dave ~rton 3206 MarUn Bl vd. Wichita Falls n 76308 
John 5726 Boyce Sprin~s Rd. Houston n 77066 
Maurice Brooks 1905 N. Fisher C • Pasadena n 77502 
BIll Cox 417 Willow Lane BaytOl/n IX 77520 
Bob Sl~le 39 kobln Hood Ln. Clute IX 77531 
Parker Mil er IS535 Edenvale Fr i endswood Tl 77546 
Steve Hal bert 17643 Heritage Bay Dr. Webster IX 77598 
Paul Natho P.O. Box 151>3 Kerrvi Ue n 78028 
Kenneth E. Sal th 106 Laurel Ln. Uni versal (i ty IX 7B148 
6ary Green 1907 Buck RIdge San Antonio IX 78232 
6ordon Cronin 6823 ki ver let San Antonio IX 78239 
WI. R. oardner 1308 MadIson St. Alice TX 78332 
Tony Btn1eli s 8509 Greenflint Ln. Austin IX 7B759 
Bryant Row and 1007 Shell Midland IX 79701 
Dean Cochran 255 He.l DC' st. Broomfi eld CO 80020 
Wo. Ray CID Raviation 1410 6ar,ielo Ct. LOUlsvi lIe en B0027 
John k. Evens 1530 Valentine Way Lake"OOd CO BOn8 
Hal Ad'¥anr 721 9th Avenue Longmont CO B0501 
Pete boll" es 131 B Server Dr. Colorado Springs CO 80910 
Ken<lle ollson 30643 E. Barnett Ra. Pueblo CO 81006 
Frank Lam er P.O.Box 195 Colorado City CO 81019 
Paul F. Tho.psGn 1620 5. Mesa ~ontrose CO 81401 
H. S. Hibbard P.O. Box 195 Payette ID 83661 
Clyde Grafe Rt. 2, Box 40 ~eiser ID 83672 
Robert Clayton 1783 Harvard Ave. Salt Lake City UT 8410B 
H. L. Andr .. s Box 195 Hunting UT 8452B 
Edwin Poe 402 E. Br.aburn Pheom, AZ 85022 
Robert Praker 6519 E. Alre Libre Ln. Scottsdale AZ B5254 
Steve Hawley 7300 N. San Anna Dr! ve Tucson AZ 85704 
LOUIS FalcoO! RI. 1. Box 233 Ros.ell NI1 88201 
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FIRS! NA"E LAST ~E AIlORESa cm 51 SIP CODE AIlDl1lOHAL ADDRESS 

Bruce Tharpe 5317 Redberrt st. Apt C Las Vegas NY 89108 
Donald Derby #10

0 
300 L rO;:icana Ave. Las Vegas NY B9109 

Ron Jollnson B7 b 5p.arhea~ ay Reno NY B9506 
Ed.",d Dan.elsen 401b W. lbBth St. Latlfldale CA 90260 
Cris Fa5! 507 AI iilr Pacific Palisades CA 90272 
Ll!Ollard baine. 2327 Rue de Charlene Rancho Palos Verdes CA 90274 
brayson Haraon 14944 San Ardo Drive La Hirada CA 90630 
Donald Frazier 12712 Laroin Road Norwalk CA 90650 
Ken Brock 11852 Western Ave. Stanton CA 90680 
Paul Leonar~ 7449 a,yllne Dr. Stanton CA 90680 
James R. Vail lb6!4 Monte Cristo Ave. Cerritos CA 90701 
Paul Scholten 6338 Candor St. Lakewood CA 90713 
Earl Ddy 28903 Gunter Rd. San Pedro CA 90732 
Charles R. Patton 895 Palo Verde Long Beach CA 90815 
Gordon MacDonald 430 E. Randolph St. 61 endal e CA 91207 
Iiooard Culbertson 3408 Ger al d Dr. Nel<llury Park CA 91320 
Dan Dudash 4041 CartorIEht North Hell ywood CA 91602 
Raymond J. Hoore 533 Wayland t. ,1 ar ... ont CA 91711 
Ken Hansen 1207 Valebrook Place Glendora CA 91740 
KI!Il Knowles 5398 Trail St. Norco CA 91760 
Robert Hastings 7734 Jenn.nrs Road Modesto CA 91773 
Dan Hoor ..... 225 E. Base ine Road San Dimas CA 91773 
Eo C. Williamson 1530 SunrIse Circle Carlsbad CA 92008 
Dr. Brian Harney P.O.Box 964 Fallbrook CA 92028 
RIchard Brazell 9608 Framington Dr. Lakeside CA 92040 
Curti s ~kins 11537 Jess.ca Lane Lakeside CA 92040 
RIchard Ke ler 5446 Connecticut Ave. La Mesa CA 92041 
Dud Wight 7434 Golfcrest Dr. San Diego CA 92119 
Don Chrt stensen 47-202 Jackson Indio CA 92201 
JilHS Hunter P.D.Box 1704 Big Bear City CA 92314 
Don Tarior 44455 Benton Rd. Heset CA 92343 
Harley Fe ler S66 S. Lilac Ave. Ri alto CA 9237. 
Patrick Spaulding 1446 W. Mes. Drive Rialto CA 92376 
Ralph MillIgan 4344 Artesia St. Fullerton CA 92633 
Mel Clark 6561 Halifa, Huntinzton Beach CA 92647 
Dr. Stanley Hill 3015-A State Street Santa arbarba CA 93105 
Allan Chivers 4510S N. 11 th 51. W. Lancaster CA 93534 
Ernest Esteian 1414 W. Jack •• n Lancaster CA 93534 
Lyle Flelll1ng 46035 20th St. East Lancaster CA 93534 
Howard Ginn 44140 N. 6illan Ave. Lancaster CA 93534 
Alex 6. Si. 44516 Lostwood Lancaster CA 93534 
Hank Stei l.nga 3442B New Tre. Lancaster CA 93534 
Lyle Trus y 7500 ~. Avenue A Lancaster CA 93534 
Phil Tucker 1237 E. Avenue J12 Lancaster CA 93535 
Bill Jennings 246-B West Dru .. ond Ridgecrest CA 93555 
DICk wallace 1230 Pear Avenue Hountai n Vi eo CA 94043 
Robert H. Davy IB27 Pal.etto Ave. Pacifica CA 94044 
Too Hunter 8313 Mayne.s Land.n~ Rd. Hewark CA 94560 
brayson NivI 16090 Ble.field Hoa Monte Serno CA 95030 
Jerry Taylor 8421 Pardini Place Linden CA 95236 
John Thorp Drawer T Lockeford CA 95237 
Jao.s Crttchfield 1579 Sean Dnve PI acervi 11 e CA 95667 
Les Milberger 3202 Sankey Rd. Pleasant Grove CA 95668 
Bill Cordoza 3 Juniper Ct. lIoodland CA 95695 
Nor. Justus 2795 Sierra Blvd. Sacraaento CA 95825 
A. H. Ha,"ell, Jr. 1845 Mesa St. Redding CA 96001 
Jack Bigh .. P.D.Box 3975 Redding CA 96049 
Frank Soedecker 45-504 Ha!asaile 1-'1. Kaneolle HI 96744 
Greg Hal verson 2533 NE 11th Ave. Portland DR 97212 
Denell D. lander 13700 aw Hall Blvd. Ii~ard OR 97223 
AlaS Ranck 453. Poinsetta St. NE :ia em OR 97305 
Sianey Ell 15 P.D.Box 562 La PIne OR 97739 
Jaaes Fernandez 9520 '.E.Shoreland Dr. a.llevue WI\ 98004 
John Foy 3801 12lth Av •• NE Bellevue W!I 98005 
Wayne fie! gel 23023 SE 37th Street Issaquah WI\ 9B027 
Ja.es 51 ack 24729 12tn Ave. So, Kent W!I 98031 
Lennart EdVlnson 2202 Camas Circle SE. Renton IIA 96055 
John Kenton lbb11 !26th Place. SE Renton, WA 96055 
Jaaes W. Evans Route 1, Bo~ 1078 Vashon WA 96070 
E. E. S"OrnrUd P.D.Bo, 246 Red.ono WA 96073-024b 
JOhn OiKeefe 67!7 Fauntleroy Way S. Seattle WA 98136 
Harold Weeks 20120 2nd SW Seattle IRA 98166 
Cecil G. Hendricks P.D.Bo, oB09) 5eattl e WA 96188 
Jean B. U vlngston 3721 Harbel Dr. areserton WA 98310 
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LiKe Mark said, '''rhe reports of my demise are 
so 1.f VOl) thought I be in th2lt category beC"U~3e it 

last was m<:'ll leel, sucpcisc! Not ti'lut T havC'n't had 
best of intentions .• Course with good int:cntions 0nd :'1 buck you (;0n 

a cup of coffee anY'"her('. arc Cl reader of Ej,\!\' s rna 
s '"o/hy I am >1.ost oE the t inc since 
a full tim0' hours a day and at least 6 a 

week one) has invoJ.vco a amount of out of town txc';,ve.li.nq. have 
have cranke0 out 'HJmf.' SO stories in the past 11 months, not all of them 

lished We have to stay well ahead of the game for those issues 
t n0e~ "fi 1" articles that aren't especially time sensitive. 

If 'lOll are not already a subscriber to EAA' s companion magazincs::',,;"'i""r:'*'"''' 
plane World and The Vintage Airplane, I would hi.ghly recommend 
or DOth to your regular EAA mem~ip. The Lightplane World was formerly 
F.AA's Ultralight magazine, but with the 'flying lawn chairs rapidly fading 
out of the pictUre the coverage in turn is oriented toward proper little 

0S and soon will be featuring airplanes the size of the T-18. As a 
of fact, I'm preparing articles for a regular seri.es that will be 

very similar to the "Tinbenders Corner" that was a monthly feature back in 
the! 50s and early '60s. r'm also working on the story of t,he T-18, from its 
beginning in '62 up to the present time. It probably will be in sport Aviati
on and will be several months down the line. This coming weekend r'll be 
going up to Snyder, OK, on an assignment on a radically new type of 2 cycle 
engine that MIGHT be the biggest aviati.on story in the past year. IT might 
be the best news we've had in aviation for decades. The prototype wel.ghs 
only 44 lEs and puts out 85 hp and has a SFC of -.35 Ibs/hr, bas far less 
moving parts than ordinary engines and is FAR cheaper to build. They are in 
the process of building a 300 hp one that will weight about 1/2 Ib per hp. 
stay tuned for this story! 

The following story is from Peter Beck and is ODe that will g,?f your full 
attention, I believe; 

Dear Dick: 

promi sed I woul d provi de a writeup on my i nfl i ght canopy i ncedent. 

J 
First. T-18 102PB has been flying with its present canopy since 1980 - about 
300 hours. Installation was standard, except that there were two pins screwed 
into the steel roll bar just above the canopy rails. that protruded backward, 
parallel to the rails. and inserted into holes in the canopy frame. These took 
al1 the vertical loads of the canopy and left no upward pull on the canopy 
ra il s. The 1 atche s were two, not very sophi st i ca ted over-center type locks 
mounted on the canopy frame, low on each side, and had a curved finger that 
extended around the roll bar to keep the canopy dosed. The rear mounting was 
standard - rails mounted on the turtle deck per Thorp drawings. 

I do not know how the canopy broke loose - whether one of the latches slipped, 
or what - but during 1etdown at about 6000 feet and 165 indicated, 15 miles 
out from the field, the canopy simply tore loose from the plane and 
disappeared. The separation was instantaneous - the canow did not twist or 
han

a 
on as)ithi;S as it departed - accompanled by a mUffle expioslon from tl1€ 

sud en rus 0 alr entenng the cockpit. As soon as I realized what had 
happened, I was concerned for what the canopy may have hit on the tail as it 
ripped off. Apparently nothing, since the plane was totally under control. I 
slowed to 100 mph immediately - not hard to do with the new source of drag. At 
that speed, controllability felt good, although the plane was considerably 
less responsive te::, n0 11<16 1 power inputs. The turbulence over the fin and the 
_nJd~!" .~,€!~~!:>/~"t:.~S:~"abl e "th ro u9.h_~~,,!,:at i?!l~_n the rudder pedal s, a 1 though 
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the vibration did not have the regularity or buzz -o(,""lncii:l'ientnuHer. lnere 
was no noticeable turbulern:e over thE, stabilizer, was remarkable was that 
not a slng1e map, piece of paper or anything else n the cockpit blew out or 
was lost. And as long as r stayed behind the windshield, still locked in the 
shoulder harnes~, I never had the feeling that either my headset or glasses 
were going to get snat.chpd by the wind. Approach and landing were normal 
except for higher rate of sink. 

Once parked on the ground, I was able to look over the entire ship. 1 found 
that the rear crossbar of the canopy frame, the bar that carries the rear set 
of rollers and ri des on the canopy rai15, was still attached. The ends of thi s 
piece had ripped from the rest of the canopy frame at a point about 1.5 inches 
outside the rai1s. Both ends showed evidence of a single violent twist and 
tear upwards. The canopy rails were not distorted in any way, and there was no 
buckling of the turtle deck. There were no marks anywhere on the airframe, 
indicating that the canopy went straight up and blew free of the tail. Good 
thing my ejection seat wasn't armed; The front canopy rails were distorted at 
the front end. where the canopy had pulled straiQht up on them - the roller 
bearings had escaped off the inside llP of the ralls.The vertkal load pins I 
mentioned were still in place. These are about half an inch long. Virtually no 
other damage was visible. 

I never even tri ed to locate the canopy f1 utteri n9 down. We were over the 
Shenandoah National Forest. and they do mean forest. locating it from the 
ground even if I had seen where it landed would have been impOSSible. 

At this point I am at a loss to explain the . 
hav~ been encountered during the 500+ hours g:u~e -a~f pnor canopy problems 
trYl ng to get a new canopy fi ni s hed b t:er on on the pl ane. I am 
have a John Thorp standard latch Hav{ngs~~~~h smed.For syre this one will 
~ide rails, I believe the pins th~t insert into t~e lstortl0n on the canopy 
ldea. I 3fJ1 going to put 1 r' canopy frame are a sound 
are baSically 10-32 screwsoni~ro~gnheSa 1~ t~. assu~e posi~ive engagement. These 
steel roll bar. with the heads filed off. us lng, apped lnto the base of the 

Having 1.ande(j at the destination 100 miles from hOO1e 
home base sans canopy rather than disassemble and t >./ OP~d ~o fly back to 

~~{~e';seVne; ;herai~\ng O~haed~i\eandthEARt ~lugs is unima;~~e:~l:. A~/~~' ~he f;o~ 
had already gone. . ) e rlp was uneventful - afteral1 the canopy 

~best, 

~ 
1'ho.~'J-;s, P0te, for thAt re:")('rt. As ~-~l" .~s T 1.: [').y,,', therE 
has only been one other 1'-18 that lost his canopy in 

Peter 

flite and that was John 
fly. He also had no 
of summers back Ver 

Fay's, 
:0m 

t :'T" 

which was one of the first 10 1'-18& to 
the airplanQ wi.thout canopy. A couple 
ern Peppard's 1'-18 0voral times locally 

\ .. Iith tne canopy ,~,~: i \,·It.:' '----'.:~.'_:::"" (II: "rll'{'allon pro! (,inS. Have of 
vou eller had t.hi" pro;~Lcm, Dr k \0','" ,-,:' another T-18 hav ('.1 this em? I 
Sure would appr('ciate hearing ~com yOG C',," 

Eo\<' many of you hal/? f~o,,'n ''''_''it!, tl-]e ;:anop~' partially open? A ('ouple of years 
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ge r flGh .1 tik' ",21\' ha~'-: :';:'_';;\ .J H ".'l.th C3::CPY ope!: -,b(ll;:;: 3.r i~1CC '~( 
¥ ,-Ie 3on0 it iJ:,'t -",'det t,-- ;1: "'.'::" \,.3)". <2xperime:)t,"/d ·.·:it" l.'.3'Jin.l 

.J t apc'"' t~:" lI1u2h s,-'v<='t""al tim':'s 80 ot""e, '·;itf'. a C clamp mcuntcd ]Gst af~ 
:( ::;f the t""cller as a s'::,:p ... just it: C.3se. r quit llsing tho :::l3m!~ dltc~t"" d r couple of hops w:.th it. It '.~ f-,elp to ke('p 'JS cooL but it ' .. 3.S a Ilttlc 

noisier. Sine0 my "tatic vent '.>.'as ::Jselaqe it gav<2 m0 a 
(- mph increase in indicated airspeed. 

~ 
I would like to remind y.ou that your 'I'-18 could respond entirely differently, 
so proceed with caution. Also I know of several other T-18s that flew with 
their canopy off and had no particular problem, but anytime you do such 
things remember you are strictly on your owo. It would be interesting to 
get your comments if you've had experience with the foregoing. 

~ 
& 
i 
~ 

{ 
~ 

Pete also has his "old" wing fcr sale. It's a standard T-1B wing "dth 300 
hours total time on it. It was removed for replacement with the T-l.BC 
;l;010in1 "'ing. :r;t is complete, in excellent. shape, and is painted. H," is 
asking'$2500 for it. At today's prices that's a real bargain. If your 
project has been dragging along, naybe you might want to consider this 
to get airborne faster. 'Pete1s address is 8712 Queen Elizabeth Blvd, 
Annandale, VA,22003. 

Some have posed the question, "Is there a maJor problem fitting another 
person's wing to my fuselage?" Answer! No.' If the 601 bulkhead is not 
riveted in it's a cinch. Replace the 601 ,and match the fittings ana holes. 
ui'(~ builder I know h",('\ his 601 riveted in, so he carefully drilled out the 
rivets and replaced the bulkhead. Here locally, Ron Bostic bought John 
Walton's original standard wing and had no trouble mating it to his wide 
body fuselage. It worked like a charm. All he really had to do was do some 
trimming of the center wing skin at the inboard side to fit the wider fuse-
13ge.· . 

BONDING OF ALUMINUM TO ALUMINUM: Several of the newer builders have expressed 
;- ~nter",st ~n buddl.ng much or a1.l of their airplane using pop rivets, but 
;) .j112 to comments made in earli2r n~wsletters that pointed out the short,:::ominls 
.~ of: pops vs AN rivets, that they would like to have the convenience of pops, 
~ but were nervous about long term effects on structur<;tl integrity. They posed 
S the question, "Can adhesive bonding be used to AUGMENT pop rivets, thus 
-..l eliminating practically all shear loads that allov.' pop rivets to loosen?" 
t They make the point that not having to invest in a compressor, air tools, 
o bucking bars, etc_, and the elimination of riveting noise were potent points 
r: of considerati.on. In addition, one of their chief concerns was having a 

~ 
.~ 

~ 

qualified rivet bucker on hand when they had work periods available. 

whil(2 all these are Ifalid points, let's take a closer look at the entire 
picture: First of all, to properly pull a pop rivet it is desirable to use 
one of the air powered tool.s, so that requires a compressor. Secondly, the 
additional. cost of pop-type rivets over ANs WOuld probably pay for air tools 
an.': a compr'?ssor. Next, it is +:rue that i\r)GMENTING thlO' pop-type riv'?ts with 
w: )c~,C'sive in all probability WOULD eliminatp shear effects IF the surface 

~ is properly prepared ...•• ano that's a big IF, as most homebuilders don't 
~ have the b~chnical knov.'lcCgr' to do this properly. The !fA 9410 epoxy (sold by 
~ Monnet) is expensiv'" and m'''ssy to use. 

~ 
In th;o Jan. '~'1~ i.ssw' ("-of Hom'''l-'uill- Air':?raEt ma9i3zine ther'" is a sup"'rc 
art.i-:lc' Oi' the pcuccss of \)onding and it's an ",ducat ion on the subje:::t, 
as slantp(' toward the:' hom·"Luil,-)('c Its title is "No more rivets" a~d is 
writt"'n )~':' nti.' Holt, '\'0'" l;llilding a Moni. He makes an import"lnt point 
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that 'leu are bonding aluminum ()xi'-'l·~ to alumi.:1u:"l -'~l.'~'" no parent m~'tCi: tr 
1J p:JLe,,': 1",,,tJ.l. The prc-prcpar3tion of thos'" OXld2;3 ;3 .,11 mportant at'.':: the 
~ "scc:. f :led v.·ipe" method tint :nany homebul.lde~·s ,:00'2 J 'St', t go far c?nct.:;.th, 
~ fh' q,:ct:'-'s tests bJ naP] nq that showed thC'l.t ALL E,>:'XH::: PdiSORB ATMOSPHERIC, 

~ 
i 

MOISTURE, thus greatly d"t-erioratiny boro stL'2r',:t:': ... or pven causing 
cCr:'.r:L:>t,:· delamination ""i.ti, ~-lOmn epoxies. The Hysc: ?~; 94JO that Dick Schrec 
uses In the l!P sot"iC'>" ,,' "'dilplanes has proven '''''0'':\' s.lti~t'actory. The 
articlp is too long to summarize, so I suggt:'st yC.J 9<2(.: ,j, copy from Hom,,-,Dui.l 

't! A!C mag if you are interested. If that doesn't ;"crk out send me a buck and 
!( I'll send you a pho':' -::opy. If you are conSidering a wing fuel set-up, be 
~ sur€' and only use the recommended tank sealant and also be certain its 21110 
~ able shelf life is still valid. 

For the past year I've had opportunity to watch a Cricket being built, whic 
uses EA9410 to bond the skin_to Klegecel foam riCs. The whole assembly (i.e 

~ a fin or rudder) is wrapped in a sheet of polyethylene, taped, and a vacuum 
~ is pulle<.~ uC it ioe about 6 hrs. The vacuum llLl.li,zes atmospheric pressure t 
~ hold the skin tightly to the foam ribs while curing. This builder also m30e 

metal ribs to add to _the klegecel one$ in a 1 to .; ratio "just in C3S("'. 

'~ThiS same vacuum method has been used to bend the leading edge of wing skin 
~ The builder of the LF-L that I wrote about in the Oct. '85 issue of Sport 
~Aviation, used Such~ethod to bend his skins. :~ takes a strong vacuum 
~ cleaner, Itke a shop vac, to handle anything tha!: big and it also takes a 

3 
simple bleeder valve to modulate pressure, so that overbending doesn't take 
place. You must also allow extra length, (which is trimmed later) since the 
traailing edges are taped together. The bend the::> is at the ~ way point, ,bu 

fJ since it is longer over the top of ah airfoil than on the bottom, you have 
$. to, adjust after bending. The ,matched hole tooling method puts the benj 
~where it belongs and (possibly) ~s more accurate_ 

~. 

.... I talked to a new builder the other day that is gi.ving serious thought to 
~ using composite construction on his flaps, Sl,.,C'=' se many halle trouble in 
\0 getting the skin bent properly. He asked my opinion and r said I didn't 
.~ foresee any problem using that method if he had all the detail,S worked out 

l
on the actuation system. I also suggested he give som.e thought to usiD.g the 
v~cuum bag method to bend those skins .. I' ve never tried it, but that just 
mlght he an answer. 

GUS GORDON FLIES: I recently got the kind of letter I don't like to get. 
Gus told me of his T-18' s first flight by Bill Warwick and his subsequent 
checkout in the airplane. They put in their forty hours on the airplane 

>- and he and his wife h0aded for aSH. When he got to Alamosa, CO, they had 
~ some hard luck landing. He says his unfamiliarity with high density altitud 

~ 
flying was a factor in their accident. He didn't say what led to the rather 
considerable damage to their T-IB, whether it was a low stalL high bounce, 
or what, but outside of his wife's bruises from the shoulder harness' (that 
did its job) they weren't hurt. Th0_y hauled it on a trailer back to their 

~
<: Calif. home in Granada Hills. He's already hard at w. ark. repairing the: damag. 

and hopes to be back flying in a few short months. It was truly a beauty, 
too. with red. white, and blue striping ending in three large stars on the 
co141 chpeks, with the rest of the ship sprayed a silver gray metallic(at 
least that was the wy it looked in the picture he sent). We feel for you, 
Gus. That has fo be a king size trauma to cream a bird you've 'poured so 

'l\ much of yourself into for so long. He was getting good performance out of 
) it, too. At 9500 and 11,000 ft. he was trueing 150. The eng~ne is an 0-320 
~ E2A and he was cruising it' at 2400 rpm and burning: lust over 7 gal/he. Prop 

a 68 x 78 McCauley_ 
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SHORT FLIGHT REVIEW: This might be a good time to review a fE''''! simple little T-IB ND.'SLETTER #63 
hints for maklng the landing in any tRildragger easier and safer. ~Il~~ 

_____ .. "p::a::g,,0-'6'-___ _ 

you first sit down in the, airr,lane cancfully note where the hor;zon cuts 
aero::.<; the cowl. Take a mental picturt:'. That's the abo;olute angle that tlw 
nose should EVER be raised on a landing, since that io; v0ry close tp the 
stalling angle of the wing. Actually, if you stop just a tan shorl uf that 
point you'll touch with the tail wheel almost on the 9rounrl and if' the angle 
is not quite perfect 'the most you'll get out of it is a ll.ttle skip. 

It's extremely important to !lQ..t START to flare until you are 2' or less. A 
too high flare habit will get you in trouble on a landing about as qu~ck as 
anything you can do. Even tho' you're in ground effect a full stall from 
just one ft. high can cause you to hit hard enough to possibly damage your 

,_gear. If you keep your speed on final to an EXACT number ~ time you will 
g-et a good handle on how long to expect the airplane to float. Altho' an 
airplane,will stall at the same INDICATED speed at high altitude, as it does 
lower, you will find the RATE of flare will be different and will require 
adjustment on the part of the pilot. Remember at high altitude cruise you 
must carry a 'higher angle of attack than you would at S.L. to compensate 
for the difference in density.(When you reach the absolut: ceiling you have 
just about run out of angle of attack). . 

It's essential to get the airplane on the first 20-25% of the runway at 
altitude, as you'll often find wind blowing from three different directions 
at, different plac;es on the field. If you are floating past the aim point 
and pick up a tailwind at -that point you might wi.nd up going off t.he .other 
end. Also remember that at altitude if you have to go around aon't wait 
until you are almost out of airspeed and altitude. You can't depend on your 
ewpne to accelerate you out of trouble, because it is only developing a 
percentage of the po~er it would at S.L. In spite of what some fuzzy head 
people in a certain gov't agency try to tell new ones, angle of attack is 
airspeed and power is sink/climb control and momentary accelerat~on. 

You should also find the horizon/windshield mark that will give you the 
proper airspeed on final approach. Put a piece of tape there until you 
haVe it cold. You'll find only slight difference in the angle of attack with 
one or two pilots. If your airspeed quits working you don't have any sweat. 
While you are at it take note of various rpms and angle of attack vs the 
airspeed for down wind base, entering steep turns, etc. That's a pretty 
healthy thing to do when you are flying off your time. Do the same thing in 
your climbs. 

One more little thing: when you aim the airplane, use a spot directly ahead 
_12i-You. Do NOT sight over the tip-Gf the spinner, as you automatically 

~
·Id.r.e seve:ta::' degrees out of alignment with the centerline of the runway if 

you do-and touching down at an angle to the true line of motion in a tail 
.-'I,...",~~~ .. ~ e " ,..,,,,1 nn_n" T-f you are dr~ft~ng - -

ne you have a hook on your wing tip and drop that hook to ",h3.[2\:(o1" bank 
angle it takes to keep that hook hooked on the edge of the runway. Then 
squeeze in enough opposite rudder to keep the nose straight down the center_ 
NO\<: vou have a r.e .... · "neutral" position for the stJck and rudder and only 
small adJustments are nE'cessar '. ~ince your airspeed is deteriorating after 
an ~ng 12 controls are less effective, so continue to add controL not 

relax them, as you might have the habit to do in a tri gear. 

All of that is elementary and you've probably heard it all doz-'ls of times, 
tut I've flown with pilots '-"ith several hundred hours that have gotten into 

-:-Of' or more of the a=I:0' anei n's become a habit with them. Check yourself 

o!". tl-'"se things and bt.' your worst critjc. Be honest! 

CORROSION AND ITS PROTECTION: 

A number of you have ',.;ritten asking what thIC'r'ishould dc to protect their 
T-IB from corrosion. I've also had several letters and phone calls from 
new owners of already Oying T-lBs on the same subject. In th<?se instances 
the new owners had just stripped off the old paint in preparation for an 
all new paint design and had seen some evidence of pitting ur,der the old 
paint. Naturally they were concerned. One or two had crawled clear back ib 
the fuselage for further close inspection and weren't too happy with what 
they found there. 

Before we launch 'into a discussion of what corrosion really is and what 
causes it, let's tale a look at factory built airplanes that you'll find on 
a,ny airport and see what has happened to them over the years. Look for 
parti~lly painted Cessnas that are around ten years old or older. If you 
can get the owner's permission, take a look inside, as Cessnas are not 
given corrosion protection at the factory and you can readily see what the 
combination of ' the elements and neglect will do, especially if the airplane 
has spent most of its time within about 100 miles from a sea coast.You,l ve 
heard the old saw about wooden airplanes where the termites were holding 
hands to hold it together .•.. well. you'll likely find some of these oldies, 
where the metal grains are in somewhat loose formation. Perhaps your little 
"field trip" will he:j.p you make up your mind as to whether you should take 
the time and trouble to corrosion protect the interior of your T-18 or not. 

First of alL in these days of liability vulnerability, consider your posit
ion if an accident occurred as a result of structural failure that resulted 
from neglect of corrosion protection', Granted, such things are rare, bU,t 
they_ DO occur and you ~be wide open.Don't assume that just because you r live far inland that your airplane is in no danger from corrosion. In these o days of industrial air pollution, acid rain, etc. that' your' susceptabiiity 

U\ could be even greater than 'one near the coast. Since corrosion is usually e a slow process,it's probably human nature to downplay it, put it off. etc. 

n The Cause of corrosion is simple .. ~ELECTRICITY, in one of its most subtle 

~ 
forms! If you remember your physics or chern classes, do you remember how 
you suspended two different types of coins in a beaker of electrolytic 
solution, hooking the coins to a galvanometer? Remember, too, the lecture 
about how each specific metal type has a certain number of EXCESS electrons, 
which thus'"ae'terpine'd it,S electric POTENTIAL. and when dissimilar metals are 
brought close together IN THE PRESENCE OF AN ELECTROLYTE that there would be 
a current 'flow? And when this current flowed that you would have an actual 
migration of excess electrons (ions) from one to the other and that the 
result would be an eating away of the active (+) met;;!} 2.na an oxide deposit 
on the passive (-) metal? Remember, too, the chart list of metals in their 
descending order of active (anodic) or passive (cathodic) value? And the 
further apart were metals on the list, the greater their electric POTENTIAL? 
(Look at our chart at the er.':'l of t-his artir'!0 i'\~cJ ':-'0'..: ~2, S'C"~ >':!'_',' '.,'e use 
zinc battery plates or nickel-cadmium for batteries. The list dosesn't caver 
the entire atomic spectrum, only common metals). 

The more the amount of electric potential between metals, the more the rate 
and amount of corrosion that will take place. Perhaps you are already saying, 
"My airplane is all one metal, so I don't have to worry. WRONG! Metal is 
not a homogenous material. Aircraft aluminum is an alloy ~eral different 
metals and is made up of microscopi~ grains. These grains have been heated, 
sgueezej, [oiled, stretched, chilled, etc. until these tiny crystals are so 
tightly interlocked that it looks like a homogenous material unless it is 
examined under a microscope. So the POTENTIAL is there for a galvanic current 
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to ':'h 1 S 1 S 

In f':i~'t 

to flow! 

""hClt constitutes an ELEC'l'ROLY1'E? 
(atoms that have been stripped of 

" water lr1on-distilled) 

7 

i~ular_ cree 0n the surface in the 

or certain industrial areas enhances its quality, 
as it picks up sodium and other ions as it falls. 'rhus the geographical 
location, the met.al time of exposure, PROXIHI'l'Y of dissimilar metals, 
the heat treatment of alloy, and mass (thickness) of tbe metal are all 
potent factors that determine the type and amount of corrosion that could 
attack 'lour airframe. 

~~~~~re1~~13sr:;;;;{W~'or~i?~fJ~1f¥~~~~t,:h::a::t are considered the most ~ 

~:;'~;>'-",,,, oa,ffects them, so look on top outside surface or 
surface first-Once it starts it becomes self-generating, 
the amount of surface affected. (NOw would you EVER consider 

watermarked metal (corroded) in your ship?) 

What; i.s scary alxlut 1.s that 
hole that is man lar er 
able by ordinary surface observation. 'rhe winte epos1.ts on top of the hole 
are salts, fairly easily removed by abrasives, perhaps only slightly rough
ing the surface. CLEANING THE SURFACE DOES NOT STOP 'rHE PITTING! It only 
removes the tell tale eVJ..dence. A coat of zinc chromate here is an exercise 
in futility and will scarcely even delay the corrosion spread. Once it starts 
the ~ remedy is to replace thE: affected part, so bite the bullet and do 
it. More importantly, don't let it start~ (More on that downline). It should 
be obvious that unchecked pitting can siphon off so much strength from a 
metal part that it can fail catastrophically. It ~ happened on factory 
built airplanes that supposedly wre well maintained, so let's treat the 
subject with the respect it commands. 

Stress ,corrosion is the result of a fine {sometimes almost invisible) type 
of cracking in the surface of the metal that permits the electrolyte to 
more readily penetrate to the grain boundaries, sometimes called "crazing". 
It can be caused by bending stresses generated when i.nadequate bend radius is 
used and it can also be caUSed by vibratiol\.L fatiguing the parent metal and 
weakening the bonding in grain boundaries. Like pitting, once stress corros
ion begins the i.nitial or continued str.ess or vibrati.on will further tend 
to accelerate tbe corrosion. As the part weakens and more metal 
is now 1.n clOSe pt:oximity to corrosion the entire will soon 
faiL probably suddenly. Moral, 

The thi.rd type, intergranular corrosion, will occur along grain boundaries 
and is 0xtremely difficult to detc,"Ct. It occurs bet.ween the base metal (that 
makes up most of the alloy)and the "minority" metals it's alloyed with.The 
surface will blister in the advanced stages. Metal discoloration often is 
the only early stage clue and the only positive way to detect it is with 
the use of eddy current or ultrasound inspection methods. Fortunately, thi.s 
ty'pe isn't. often found, but remember tbat it, too, requires the presence of 
an electrolyte, even tho' the amount may be almost. microscopic. 

All of the above should highligllt tha.t the most important 
about corrosion is to pre-..rt0nt it startinq. This means keeping 

we can do 
potential 

I 

~ 
'1 
1:; 
'~ 

" 

.~ 

u 
9 
<t 

.. _____ pa::e3 

<:;'. 'Ellt 3ir, i:,dus';: _dl ['nme' ~l;'t, r't~:\l' ':lm:-' 11C'l:: Lor, 
',,"'lth visUt10 or invisible wa cc 2\1.,'a\' fl,em til,' vulr-,-'cabl.(' metal 
sucface. Go back now to the d0finit en ~)~ ,,(, e10ctro!.>t<, c: :OdS'o 7 and 

environment that yeu 
surface. Tbere are several 

l.selate aluminum l1'()TIl tl~2 bad guy elect!> 
proct~ss deposi.ts alumi:lum oxide on the 
corrosion process by reducing surfdce 

say that to be safe in a salt air 
chromate on top of the anodized 

anodiZing and it is 
subject are available in 

there is no compelling need 
unto itself. 
aries.· Suffice 
to"arm himself knowledge on the 

From the homebuilder's standpoint, unless you of I;:he big metro 
want to USE:' an 

Whereas the 
areas where there 

process l,nvOlvl,ng electric 
is an ing process, whereby a chromic 

is brushed or lXlL1:Ced on the pre-cleaned alum' 
available from stores and aviatio 

parts houses. One of the average 1 liter size Idill cover about 2SC 
ft., or about 5 sheets of aluminum on one sido You might also wan t to 

an acetic rather tban an alkaline 
surface. (Yes, bare alum .is considered an alkaline surface). 

That one fact alone might be wOl"th <'111 the other information about using 
alodine. Hopefully, it should be plain from the above info that everyone 
realty should at least zinc chromate as a cQrrosion protoction whil<;> 
building the{r airplarie. also is a protection against scratches and a 
mark on it i·s much more readily visible on it. (Of course you know that yOL 

should never use a lead pencil to mark on al-uminum or use a graphite lupe c 
aluminu;:u,--a-s it is highly corrosive, now that you know a littl.e more about 
aluminum and its ions, etc.) 

If you do alodine your parts, it's a wait until all parts are 
formed befoL'e doing so, You then cab easily mo 
a dip tank that will , using polyethylene 
sheet and scrap lumber for some sort of a frame. Don't. fet·get to make some 
provision for a drain, so that vou don't get aci(l on you or your clothes. 
Also, rubber gloves are must. In accordance with directions, apply the zinc 
chromate as soon as practical after alodining, too. Remember t.hat zinc chI:( 
mate is full of chromic acid and is '!.il.'Ei dangerous if inhaled, so ALWAYS 
wear a respirator and do your sprayinq out of doors. Use Q£!LY MIL S'i?'ECZin< 
chromat.e. The other types t,bat are called zinc chromatE' are nearly useless 
for corrosion protection. Mil zinc chromate is Jl!ll:L available from an 
airc-r'aft supply hoose, due to toxicity. Remember, too, you don't need 
put zinc chromate on so thick that it hides everything below it. It just a 
weight to do so and makes it more vulnerable t.o chipping. If you are about 
to paint a part, DON'T use zinc chromate for a prime". z/c is for al 
not s'teeL of the good epoxy primers. 
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(CorrOSlon cont'd) 

The subject of. corrosion in metal:.) i,; teo complC'x i1 subJC'ct to thoroughly 
cover in detail, with 2111 the irs, ands, and buts, in the fe':.' paragraphs 
above, but perhaps some of the basics presented will he of help to some of 
you. If nothing else,perhaps you now understand why the Air Forct:' stores 
their surplus 'irplanes in Tucson .~ •. and maybe you've wondered why th 
used lead and zinc in batteries and why you should use d:i stilled water 
batteries, etc., so maybe the discussion bas been worthwhile. I'm sure 
that most of you already knew all of the above, but if we' assumed that each 
one of you )(1'1.,1;,' all about 211 aircraft subjects there woul.d be very little 
nee'u lOr: a ne,,'sletter.so please bear with me .if we get too basic sometimes. 

As a final word on the of the 
T-l8 of dirt, 
oil., 

water You should check 
and sce does not stand places. Condensation of atmospheric 
moisture inside any sort of metal structure can be To sum it 

.Jill up, it's like they say in the NFL, 

Galvanic Flow from 
top to bottom 

AC'l'lY..,:S; (Anodic) 

~ 

FLOWS 
FROM 

+ 
to 

~ive (Cathodic) 

~" 

Magllc'sil1m, Magnesium alloys 
Zinc 
Alumi.num (1100) "Pure" Aluminum 
Aluminum 6061 T-S 
Aluminum 6063~T832 
Cadmium 
Al\lminum 7075 T6 
"~luminum 2024 T3 
steel; Iron, cast, iron 
Stainless Steel (Chromium type, active) 
Ni~Resist iron 
304 stainless steel (acti,·~l 

316 Stainless steel (active) 
Lead, ']'in 
Nickel, Iconel (active) 
MoneL Brass, Copper, Bronze, copper~Nickel 
Si.l ver sold(?r 
NickeL Iconel (passive) 
Chromium steel (passive) 
304 stainless steel (passive) 
316 Stainless steel (passive) 
Silver 
Titanium 
Graphite (lead pencil type) 
Gold 
Platinum 

(Note: Some metals above can be either active or passive) 

~ 

\<-1 
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Th~ fallo~l~g is NOT the kInd cf T-IB T like to write about, 
wrlc~ ~eople have a 

~g 1S now that the 
(More on tllis subject down 

;~u l ~;c:(>~,~. thl S thH? is 
sho~ off 
T-lS will 
strp~rnl. 

that t.h,-,'\' ,',;n': cant 
another ~ndescrvcd tlark eyc. 

Dick Cavin 

From; Glenn Dail 
3134 Clarendon Dr. 
Annapol is, MD 21403 

December 3. 1985 

(Glenn is a T~18 builder and an investi.gator for 
the NTSB) 

10529 Somerton Dr. 
Dallas, TX 75229 (MY&/JG KAliW 4iJ<Wr 7!W<: liiRJ'tIIlJe ~iL "!N~,,")Z 

19471 
Re: Airp'li-lnc !~S£~q§::J.t~: ? ), N471S, ]1/]7/85 at 1347l, 

FataT;lfo Passengers. 

Owner'jP')lot '" leland Miner 

Dick: 

The ilbove accident was delegated to the FAA. The GADO in Lubbock is 
it. The Inspector is Richard (Dick) Martz at 806-762-0335 or 

The') r addn,ss is: 

1 A'irport 
Rt, #3 Box 51 
Lubbock, TX 194(E 

Seems, Mi 11 er 
.1ll..J::Jho fl ell' wi th 
airplane back to 
apparent'ly where 

the airplane from Thomas H. 8ou9hn. of Holstcdn, 
leI' for in Dodge Clty, KS. tlll\er flew the 

TX. Mil airplane twice out of Level L.and, TX. 
it was kept/hangared or tied ~ 

the accident tlwee hunLers idenlified all dirplane of similar 
etc. doing acrobatics in pulling out low in il val1E:Y. 

the hunters thought the a'irplane had crashed. They 'Iook
for a short time and trave 1 ed about 2 mi 1 es, wi th no resul ts. 

what time- that ""il~, The c1~:~lan[> crashed that afternOQl', 
111 a resloentai area - about 2 blocks from Miller's irl friend's house, and 
not far from his home. e alrp ane a 1 u e was a OU 0 P us degrees. 
W'i tnesses saw the alrplane pass overhead about 800 feet AGL. 

An autopsy was performed. Tissue samples were sent to CAMI 1!1 OKC. Tox 
samples/results are not back. Miller was..!lQS an M.D., or Phd. There were pOlice 
reports concerning that subject,- his title. He had left or been discharged 
from some college over that same subject. 

That is all know. 

Sincerly, jJL .. rJP, 
~lenn Da11 

-tHAN K" GLeNN foR. 7JIl; ?,IiE':;/J7 i(&b/17 
" " 
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_::<::::.\ ;:~. th(' ~dX:::\l0: 
" ,~" " -, ~a 1,k ""iU-, YC1(! ,J,t OS1; this year. It '",'a~" :;Ultc .::In ('V'[:nt fcr- 111<.-

ndson, but no wort;' 
sedis a brie~ note 

indicated he would rUI~ ::1 

run it ir the T-1P NL. 

for me. 
sale of SpOt-:' Plircraft, 

Hot Lii'0. Perhai-'Ci )"lll, 

Inc. ,Jack Cox 
tee, :nay want 

Ken Knowles, well ~nown and respected Eupplier of narts 

for the Thorp 'f-18 Ken 

Aircrat~ __ Inc.L_to Phil Tucker of Lancaster, Ca~ All parts and 

supplies for the T-18 and 3-18 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

9nrl sold~ 

Phil Tucker has been associated with aircraft fabrication 

for 35 years, most recently as Hanager of 'rube }!'abrication 

and Development on the Bl-B program for Rockwell in Palmdale$ 

He built his own T-18 starting in Nov~ 1975 and completing 

it in Mar~1982 .. 

After cancellation of the Bl in 1978 Phil spent c10se to a 

year building T-18 parts for Ken While on layOff from Rock

well/which provided additional knowledge and experience of the 

T_18 1 s detail fabrication and assembly procedures$ 

The new mailing address is; Ken Knowles Sport Aircraft Inc~ 

1237 E$Ave~J12, Lancaster)Ca~ 93535,Phone (805) 945-2366 .. 

Cit',d 

In case you are wondering if Ken was forced to sellon account of a health 
problem, the answer is no. Ken is in good health. He Went at building the 
'i'-18 parts and kits hammer and tongs for 'a good many years and I think he 
just got battle fatigue and wore his tread a little slick. Anyway, now he's 
spending as much time as he can playing golf and doing some of the other 
things you do when you are "retired". Geri has also kept him busy doing 
gardening chores, too. 

There are a bUnch of you guys out there that owe Ken a debt of gratitude. 
A good many of you wouldn't have a T-l8 in the air today if it hadn't 
been for Ken. One thing I always appreciated about him was his promptness 
in filling an order. He always kept a stock on hand and most of the time 
the order was shipped the very next day and that's a most commendahle 
trait. ('1'00 bad the #1 aircraft parts house on the West Coast doesn't 
practice the same thing). In the beginning Ken made most T-18 parts himself, 
but down the line when he started getting swamped he farmed some of the items 
out. I don't know how many complete kits he put together, but it was a bunch. 
There are about 60-70 'r-18s flying or bei.ng built in Australia and New 
Zealand and I'm sure that all but one or two came out of his shop. 

I'm sure all of you join Wit:ll me In wishing Ken and Geri the best of every 
thing in their golden years. If you should want to call thE-m and say hello 
their new number is 714/734-3998. I think, too, you'll find Phil will 
break his back to please and uphold tho hi.gh standards Ken did. 
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{,bout gO%; of the new build0r~, these d;'IVS a 
~~i' 3dmittcdl" ji~~~c~l 

::uildin0 thn conv0~tible wing, 
~ulld than th~ standard 

thi~, is \'(',-::,H15e of the ~'lilet~;n ("upt:"( S\',;~ lC,U,-

John Kleber, and others have made" excc' step b~ 
writeups and John marie d!"21''''inqs and co 

-ailable for those that want to add wing fuel for only $10 & 

inq costs. Incidental John W. still has a couple of 
(a necessity if you tho wl.ngJ tor: tns cost of $49,. He was able 

that cost by havl,ng several made at once, so w60T t have more made. 

Here now is chis Fast's step-by-step writeup for assembling the center wing 
for the .,folding wing. so now you have directions from three experlenced, 
highly qualified builders, all of which have built at least Olle other st'd 
wing before. Compare all the articles as you build and it should be a piece 
of cake for tbe newcomer. 

T-18 CENTER WING ASSEMBLy .•.•• by CHRIS FAST (FOLI>I""-G WuJ,"") 
L Make sure all ribs fair with spars, both top and bottom. Punch out all ril. 

flange holes with a #40 nibbed Whitney punch. 
Check that rib joggles fit the spar flanges. Adjust as necessary. 
Attach the ribs to the spar w'ens with #40 clecos, but do not rivet at 

this time. ---
NOTE: Make ce,.rtain t.ha t the 213 -1 & -2 bellcranK brackets on the 210L 

and 210R ribs are NOT drilled for the bellcranks, as this must NOT be done 
until the outer win is attached with the matin brackets. BELLCRANKS MUST 

I HA VE A COMMON AXIS. VERY IMPORT NT . 
\s 4. Drill/ punch all holes in skin with a #40 before forming the leading edg( 
~ bend, 00 NO'r DRILL THE CENTER WING SPAR HOLES IN 'I'HE SKIN AT THIS TIME. 
~ s. Cleco top and bottom skins toget;her for formlng. CAREFUL. Be SURE and use 
'1 the proper index line or the L:E; bend will be wrong! 
IS 6. Using a 3/4" X 16" X 48" FLAT masonite board (or equivalent) CAREFULLY 
1t crush th~' skin down until it pretty closely fits the nose rib. '!''''--J!.!£;C; 
~ Check and re-check (It probably will take several attempts to 
'l right). Rememeber .•.. if you get too sharp a bend in the LE skin it will 

.~ 
adversely affect the stall characteristics. Also be sure the bend radius 
6f the left wing skin is the same as the right one. Also remember that 

\. outer ends of the skin crush easier than in the middle, so keep your knee 
R pressure in the middle. When checking fit, use a strong light behind the 
~ ribs'to compare the gap size. 
~ 7. Remove clecos at TE and trim skins to the final dimension 
~ 8. Attach skin to ribs and REAR spar (only) with #40 clecos, using an ice 
(J pick to draw holes into alignment 
, 9. Using a straight edge on the center spar location and another one a nth, 

rear spar ..• EYEBALL the two, They should be parallel. If not, remove the 
~ clecos from the top flange of the rear spar and uSlng small clamps~ shift 
~ tbe skin to spar position slightly unti.:i the straiqht edges are parallel.. 
~ Thisprocedure insures no wi.ng twist. 
IV 10. Once you are satisfied with the alignment, drill out all the holes to 
, 1/8" and inst.all 1/8" clecos as you go. (Do not remove too many clecos 

(#40) at a time and run the risk of losing ali.gnment. One at. a time is 
much safer. 

11. Check: ali.gnment one more t.ime and then layout main center spar holes 
top and bottom. Be sure and add a STAGGERED additional row or rivets 
between BL2L37S and BL4l.37S. top and bottom. This avoids having rivets 

get loose and working, as some have experienced. Also it is ;Ielpful to move 
FWD rivet line about 1/8" aft in the AREA OF THE STEEL ATTACH PLATES. TO 
AVOID INTERFERENCE WITH THE 1/4" ATTACH BOLTS. Makes riveting MUCH easier 

«:ON -r 'v) 
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(cont'd) page 14 
12. Drill spar holes and install clecos. 
13. Fit step plates and support an91es. 
14. Now disasser1ble skin and ribs. 
15. Beburr all holes in skin and ribs. Dimple all holes EXCEPT the main 

spar holes. These will dimple as the rivets are driven, making a very 
tight wing. COUNTERSINK the main spar caps. 

16. 

17. 

lB. 
19. 
20. 

2l. 
22. 

23. 
24. 

25. 

Zinc chromate spray ribs and inside surface of the skin. This is also 
the best time to rivet the step plates and -7 angles to the skin. 
Re-install ribs to spars and rivet fore and aft flanges to the spars, 

EXCEPT .do NOT rivet end ribs 210 and 201-3 at this time. They must be 
removed for access to some skin riveting, so install them temporarily 
with clecos for alignment purposes. 

Re-install skin, using clecos in alternate holes at least. 
Re-check alignment, as in step 9 'above before riveting. 
Remove #201-3 nose ribs at inboard end and completely rivet the next 

outboard rib. 
Re-install the 201-3 rib and,complete riveting the nose section. 
Remove clecos at the !£E rear spar and a minimum number of cleeos 

near the trailing edge to allow the top skin to be lifted enough for. 
riveting of the main spar caps, top and bottom, between main ribs 533-1 
and 534. Also rivet the BOTTOM flange of the REAR spar. 
Re-install all trailing edge clecos. 
Remove butt rib #210 and rivet #534 rib completely, also Upper and 

lower spar caps. 
Re-install #210 butt rib and complete all riveting. 

And there you have it ,gents. About the only additions I would make is 
that before drilling all the index and trailing edge rivet holes at the 
trailing edge that you leave every other one undrilled on the top skin. 
The idea is that if you do have to slightly shift the ski.n after the first 
alignment check only a few holes will be mismatched and you can then match 
drill the blank ones in w~th the spars. This may be hair splitting anyway, 
since the #40 holes will later be drilled out to 1/8" and most likely 
you won' t have to move them that much, anyway if you have been care,full to 
layout the lines of rilJet holes for the ribs in the. Hat skin. Those lines 
should be absolutely 'parallel! 

You might also want to lay a couple of levels (long ones) up there like 
long straight edges to ,cross check your eyeball look. The whole assembly 
must be caref_ully leveled up beforehand for tl"lis to be valid. The eyeball 
method is very accurate if you do it carefully. You might want to switch 
straight edges if there is any doubt ,that they have all edges parallel. 

You might also want to make a spar hole template out of a scrap piece of 
metal that's about 2" wide and as long as t.he wing skin is wide. You can 
position the template over the skin and prick punch the hole pattern thru 
the holes.- This '"-::'2' .. :2 you to eyeball in at the ends to see that your line 
of rivet holes is in the proper fo~e and aft pos~tion over the spars. It 
also saves layout time and lets you have a nice straight line of holes. 

Anyway, Chris, we are all very grateful for your taking the time and trouble 
for the writeup of this and other components on the T-18. You prObably don't 
realize what a BIG help this is to a new builder. Again, Chris, thanks a 
million! You're a super-nice guy in my book. 

Just talked tc Cbris and he says his health is reasonably good, even tho' 
they had to de a balloon angioplasty after his 2nd by-pass operation. He 
also said he is getting into some big RIC models and having fur. .... 'ith them. 

(-TIft: .4Sove 1'~/&'6S lk£·?~tP ,f'/§ t')if?A ,r""", 1'- ,f"~=S) 

'I'll .. follo .... 'irq addresses a problf'm of ccnsicl('rable Hl':;crest. 

hir. llic.ti: GRvin 
T-18 ;"utual Aid Society 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, Texas 

Dear Lick, 

~(!)M 0· uot~ell noss 
J\j{~i1 box 411 
";ioux Ci ty. Iowa 

i011GB 

(kJilrCh ?7, 1985 

Inc_Iosed is a drawing for a lock inc; gas cap on the 
T-18. I have a Ken Knowles 'aluminum tank with the 
cam operated expanding rubber seal. John Walton reported 
in one of the n€i'>S letters that the cap would pop out 
when the tank was dropped on the erass from about three 
~. I know he used a differant method to secure the cap. 
I used a piece of 2024-T3 -.187 by 1.5" by 3" which is 
the cap diameter. By sloting this plate and the original 
cap for an AN3 bolt this plate can be slid to one side 
allowing the cap to fit on the t4nk flange and then 
sliding th.e plate back to lock under the flange; .hen 
compressed by the cam it is securely locked in place 
and cannot come out. The original gnsket is cut flush 
wi th the cap and the expansion plate is also retained as 
a seal. See drawing. 

I have purchased a Sensenich ~1-76 metal propeller cut 
"to 68" with 14" pitch for an 0320. According to what 
information I have this prop meets vibration st~nd8ru~. 

2 
~ould like to know if anyone using this prop has had 
any problems. ftuuld really appreciate any info on this 
In ~he newslPTtpr. Hope to have mv T-18- flying in about 
"three months. 

Dest !\f~gards. 

".~' 

/ j:..p:.l ;< ~ -j4-. 

Thanks, RllSS, for the dral<dnq ar.d writ':'llp. Looks l:).;~ a 
?C'Cld m~thC'd. Good luck or: yC'ur f.-c',,· bird. 

tfIIr CP/77/l7~ c:!W ~ /I1-7C 1',<()? Z 
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Dear Dick, 7-27-85 

Copy of tIns letter 1.5 being sent to John walton for h1.5 prior 
iidvlce. 1 purchased a set of his plans for NThorp 'r-18 wet \"'ing" 
from Ken Knowles. The plans are excellent and I am indebted to 
John for them. The rework of my wing is progressing very well dnd 
feel very good about the direction and completeness of the plans. 

A further MOl) is necesary as my (folding) wing has a chordwise 
lap joint for the .!'Ikin at the third (from left) ~025 rib. 'I'his lap 
joint without additional strength would eventually leak with flexing~ 

These nose ribs have been replaced with .032 ribs per drawing. 
The MOD being made is to add a doubler ustng .032 mat'l 1!>z" X 15-1:" 
fitted into the top and bottom of ribs #3 and #10. (see Fig.l) 

(Note~ These ribs came from Ken Kno~leB with the wide spaced 
center punched hole !ocations* Drill and debur~.~all ribs and cleco 
in place~ (This is remodel-not new construct). draw a line through 
center of holes in wing. place additional boles midway. draw a second 
line parralel and centered over the doubler. Drill holes in the skin 
matching those just completed~ This becomes a template for the holes 
for the doubler~ Remove the rib6~ Using AN,460-3 rivets and adhesive 
indicated in f~9-~) attach the do~bler to the rib spaced as needed 
to draw the parts together for cur~ng~ 

A second MOD seemed desireahle and has been made to four of the 
ribg¥~.namely #1. -#5, #8, and #10.ti.tank end ribs4 This giV$8,me Fuel 
QUantity Indication. left and right and Low FUel Quantity warning by 
'<:lAY· of a l,iqht O,t: busser next to the respective guage ••• see Fig.2). 
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ikwt. !lic.h ann' L.yrm: 

• .., Jfc'Ot 1211A /'1.G • 

&:1£.evu.::., .J,{ ?d(;o5 

Z2 Jun..e 1985 

l=f. ~eff. \'"= T-18 ~\iNQ' ~ =u.ld add a l.i.t.t.b. 

even ilwut,;A my T-18 i.6 .lo"9 <4te/a l1U!.mOlUJ. 

A!.1. ik 'f"LVW J ~ /0< ik~, J ruw~ 9=' mu.cJ. tJwuglJ. D, ik 

eJI=i of f"Wrw-lin" 1""'-/0-= an ~ Iv>. il.ea.l4 dnmt tut. 'JDU j=t NwUeff. 
£'lH!Aij1lwu; fD/UUCl/W.. P)/1. inJuwii, ~.oome fD/1.. cLi.m.t and II.R..d.aced IIIOILe. toll. 
ow.i.62.. I<.i.nd a/ ~ ( /.0< ~ flWf4J and ~ f.Iw.f. WWj'. 

Will i.odm; J am go.inq 10 cluuup.. all i1w1 toIL iJw4e or ll.6 wM fl.C.I.)VI. fjOV£ .it 
mu.cJ. tJwuglJ.. 

W"= J ~ an ~~, .it = w.i.tA a Iv> n.al.hu; 01 85 "" 100 "" 

150 04~. J j=t !.o1.&l. on ik ~ moun.!;, ia-d On a f.V=i. p.i.tcA f"Wp 

( ~ ~ mu.cJ. l£.u. ~,/ Iht aab; if. \'"" Aw; j=t '!!!!!d and ~ f.Iw.f. 

J '}Ot !dl Iv> w.i.tA !dl fJvwi.tk. fk, dnmt ~ a 'JU'f k? I'/,; kdJuv" 11w4, 
f.inn.l4 /0"-""" ""- D, £&J. lAinlwu; a!.oat pMrw-lin'"' wIw.n A£. ~ an <U.iJu; 
a cnnd.an.t ~ f"WP an !..u, a.iA.pi.a~. 50 J dw; oat ik a~' <! monuo.l f=. 
ik Ue"",", 0-320-D (160 hpj and ~~. TAaf. ~ aab; d.=R.Lof"L> 

160 Iv> ai. 2700 ym. Pi.e.Me naiR. f.Iw.f. ik i.mpon.&m.t ~ L; ym. TA£. apAAai.o'"' 

~ fuM .6Omc. uem; ~~ duvJ..o, Dne. of.- wAJ..dt dww.o he (Wt J..{J'11 and tlza.t 
.w tAe d.wz.t we. wan1 j.oJL l.Aic di6C,udion.. 11'.0 calUul "Sea L~Hd PoweA- Cwwc.': 

A f..i.WL p.i.tcA f"Wf L; a =mpMm.W.. 50 wIw.I. dmu, f.Iw.f. =an? JI 'JDUD paDf 

twuw ik 0-320-l1 atli2Q "I"" /0< ~f.t "au a= anlq Qdti.ng 112 he /0< ~f.t. 
-lL!fDU/1.. fVWf' /!J/I)wj£j~ d..J..m.t. ifOu develop 120 he 'and 2500 IWf7l .w 04 126 he
WAaf. happenM D, ik 160 Iv> f.Iw.f. J paid fJvww;A Ik ~ f=.? Wd.!.,.it L; di.Lt. 

wa.i.l.iJu.i /0< \'"" D, <p.t ik "I"" up and .it ..u.i.!. k happ; D, a!..l.u;- w.i.tA !dl Iv>. 
WAaf. doM f.Iw.f. Juw. f." do ",w, a f..i.WL p.i.tcA f"Wf? A f.V=i. p.i.tcA paDf wi.I.1. aab; 
Lei. ik "I"" iu= 4D mu.cA /0<. a ~ ~ and will D,f oat at a ~ 

~ /0< \'"= ~. ;It <R.Df1,j !.oiM doun f." maximum "f'" i.n ~ and 

4;y_~'£ .. 3¥:!-l:b---.!:!--!Lr!:.'!! '?fen.. tJvwtLlc. Jt gnu diu; at 2700 Itpm max, iJu?n IJOUIl. iakeott 
.and ~"i!E ..u.i.!. k l£.u. fky; .. 2JQCLand '}DU wi.I.1. ruw .. q;d /!n!! he to< ~f.t 
and dUd. W/lJQj J5 WI/DI{. iJ: N/flJ JT 1'YJ5T. So wI.a.t. L; ik ~? 

A condnni. ~ 0/1.. vOA-idJ.e. pi1cA (lIWf. In. iJ.Dth. c.aa.e.d ifDu ~ & ~ 

"I"" f=. ik - i.f' d~ Ai f.Iw.f. fU'int \'"" final4 <p.t iJ", Iv> \'"" paid 4D 

<koA4 f=.. 
~ p.x..ed (U'J:.cA fMDf' ~ J have nud fuv, ~ fJwn. 0nA': (lItO(l and .w ~ 
~ kut!..U, nvd m.iMcl' '"oo,tct ;../ ,a, , JZ. ~- fU- fMD{l· '~'lr(" ___ 

,/ 
6'/ Ndthan R<)arJ K '.-,Iv,n han!1 -:0'-"1 FJ C t f"if'pl,on" j "02.\/; Telex i!X i'lt77 Cdhle Hvmt HongKong 
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HOTEL 

~~WSllmtJS~ 
--1Ij1'. HONG KONG ~ ~QAQ ·.2"_M~ "~'~', "Q~" , .... '" TUP "t" C:'B,r ",R'V'" 

~N ~550CIH( OF HG,(,,- '" ;;A\\Af' HAWA,j 

~ 

.f!:!W~, ~ ~ OU I.l.XJ f/W(U>-one {.oIL c.limt and anoi:luvL /.M ~-t.u.l i.l.; -6 =.it.fly ~ 
haM / D chaNJP. MO(W i.n /.!li;iM. . 

TJuw." """I' ik f.i=d p.i.tcA f"W~! I f!! i'.a; (j{[ ~ ~ = ~ 
p.i.tcA paDp and =joy !dl ~ ~ 01 ik ~ I'"" Iw=. 

A.lmad ali at ik ~ ~ on IwmJ.u.i.li ~ w.i.tA f..i.WL p.i.tcA 
~ ~ , " 

Anntluu h.i.n1. f=. iJuu,e ol\'"u .dw _ ~ ik ciw.i= 01 ~ ~ ~ 
ik '-fwnWuj 0-320 and ik O-J60. ~~' <! ~ dw<" ik D-J60 . 

1.0 k a mu.cJ. ~ ~ ~ al 65% MLf.erl. I""?' i.. ... ; ik O-J60 w.i.l.l '> 
iu= 2350 'P" &Jmi 117 he ""-09 8.5 ga11mu. fW'. /wa< W ik 0320 iwuwu; ik.-e l 
?1?Q.1ff!'_4! p dli'9 ""/ ""-4 97 be and ""-09 8.8 ,pltmw fM. iw=. l=f. a h.i.nt.. 

Diffi, J'm M.f..Uuui jAom NWA _. TA£. Jmu; /w""" on ik T MPW P= If.i9h.U ~ 
f.inn.l4 '}Oi f." "'I tad>. and J d=idM. D, M.i..iAe. iJuuu,. 'f"LVW =<.l.y i.n.o1=d. 01 2 
maJ= tad>.~. J di.Lt. /wld a 1 al claM ~ tut. ~'t f.ak ik in"'} . ~ 

/w""" ~ 
fI/l= 20 'f"LVW 0/ ~ and lu.i1ding ~ jAom ~, J f.inn.l4 

d=idM. f." 'F' D, <>dwal and i=m. ik w;..t WWj'. TA£. ~ ""'I" A£. wi.I.1. 
mah..e. a ~ .u~ Dt me tpd! 50 j.aA- d. .La a ~ ,c,oUlL6e and 

J h.igJt1.J; /1..CC.O!T¥I'IVI1i a C;J'..JWI...M!. in. £.a.oi.c cVta.ftin9 f.cm aru;onc wIVJ .i.e not ~ 
i.n ~~. J wiAh. J had do"", .u ~. J ~ ali I},J.,;! 

]; m i.Ain.h..i.ru; ot anoiJuvL Iwmdud.i. p!tO.j£d. (ill -6 a f-ala1-~ one. nevlYL 

;pd.c 0","" .it j=t ;pd.c """""'-) tut. ik 210 ~ on tA£. T-18 L; <?»1nff ""
~ TIw.. ~ .w ~ OVVl- 260 and th.c. f'Iud..t:tlVJ 2 14 245. 

J MM. =u.ld l.i.k up.. T =oL;' 4 ~ on ik wiliR. t.a4 u~o w.i.tA ik 180"e 

and 5' W"'P'~, l..ad.iJu; ~ .I:onlw and a ~ ~ pMf. J'm ""i 

a f=. 01 ik /oldiN; ~ ~ and a{i:= "f.edUuj" ik ~ in 

~n pw.l.i.on ~ ik dandaAd. and Ik /oldiN; wimjh, ,JUDiR. Ina ik 
.6-icvul.aAd. Ao J .om;, :t.Ac. 210 /Led .lin.e. on. fu, T-18 .w rvuwe.n.tiru; me ~ ~ 

0'"' 01 1M"" ~ f"WjR.ch.! 
We.' ue en..j.o~ iJUi! ~ lJOu luwe f.ee.n. wn..i..Li.nr; !»f1.. [AA and OiMAaJ &.ol 

01 aiL J =joy ik T-18 ~. '/nu /WV, ali of \'"= inoM i.n ik /i.n-'* 
al th.c. <5aJ7lIZ LiJllC and J don; t Iuww /u:x.J ifOu do lJ., £.u1. J .6U/1..c. am. i.lumhjuL! ].u1 
~ a .&t.t.vt oui. .w an. all. &u; -jnt. 01t me. 

&; ik WWj', .7 = ~,w.wv; a"hR.!r.A 0/ 0 fFV' COf' 1.Aai. J do4 /-wm J..vuui 

At Van. ~1.Mln. /lop-e !fOil can /U!,Q(1 il. &d pwm ll.6 ali 

"<I""",nl"l 1,.. t,!'HORD IN"f ANA TI',W'" "'''~¥.E TING SeA viers ,"C 
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(~~~~~~y ,'ont'd l 

Thanks a milliun, J'ohn, for the: !:-'c"C<.l(')C' twe 
of an engine is a sU~Jccl that seems ce WI 

people 

I'd like to take this time: to pay tribute to John 
ific homebuilders in EAl\.. I first met J'ohn in 
T~18, when he lived in St. Paul. I was f 

time and had a crew car available, so I went 
1'-18 project. I 1ateJ: visited him in SEJ\, when he 
just finished building a Scamp, was starting on a 
Varieze, He's now building tha all metal Durand. 

\M£LV ~T 
10 T<!>P 

f(;JflllaZ 
SHEET 

paqe 1 J 

TIK' tcue p0\Jer outpuL 
mi,,;uod('rstood by' ::;0 11121\)/ 

as one of the mcsl' 
days of 

tri.p at the 
to se,,' his 

was based there. He had 
P-Sl. Be also had built a 

r WHJf1 IJv
T 

-rjff!i-~~ ... F ~"f,E€ 
~r~~~vg~.. (PIA of 

R&P \ .:::::') 1 

~
o , r$·<lIJUR 

1 •• 511,'" 

L~\"'~bAS CAp 
'Sut;MI~ 1'3(_ .. -

l' ---"''''-~-''''-'---''''~-.. 
0CJ1iN kJY ;srEEL~AR..... 
-- ,~ -" -- - ~{.'fvR 7#.IC!<ER..

j 

AiSa LONGt'R /It ... " 
J;IA 6F fjVLe'r 

<:) d' ~ 

] 
T/lP /101£ To __ _ 

twrrtti Bs'LT 

TI<Rt'Al>Eb R.:>l> / 
DR &>t:r 0'TH ~ 
HEAp cur OF!' 

'" 

L~~ 

Note:iloles in steel bar a loose fir on AN-3 bolts;weld AN3 bolts to steel topl 
on assembly;Weld threaded rod to wing nut on ass'y;Tilt ass'y to Lnsert in 
fil ler neck opening. 
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Dl.CK C<:\VJ.fl 

BRIAN p, HARNEY, M D 

FOST OFFICE (lOX 9<'04 

I,'AlUlftOO"_ CALIFORNIA \l2Q28 

T£L(PHONE [tI,gl 723-1eJ3 

OWU;)NAH A"'~'<;~N ~O~"O Q" AN~~'H~"O'-'O'" 

November- 21. -1.,::,6':-, 

PraSJ..dant," !' '-16 BUJ..loer'G una uwner',s ,"U3SQC, 
10529 
Dalla.s, 

Dea.r DlCk: 

Pen-suont'" to our telephone conversatlon vesterday, all'. 
enclQslnq SOI'll-Q t'SchnlC1l1 J..ni'ormatJ..on dnd Dhot:os of my 
'1'-18. N2751. whJ..ch J..S for -ealE crt. 1518.000. The alrplan-e 
was put l"nto ~:;QrV1ce in 1976 and has 290 Dours 00 tt')e 
Ol-ri'rams and thB ov~rh"ul of' tha en9J..nG. It l£'> pow<;'lrBd 
by u 180 0..0. LYCOflllnq 0-3&0. 

The panel was redone about :5 years ago l1no lS t lnlSD8C! 
in tll.ock crlnkle paint. Instruments and quaqas on tnB 
top row ure: airspeed, turn & bank. V51, t~ch, ~Gl, all 
pressure. am.pE. <:lnd "q.' meter. 1"no">8 Or! tnE bottom t"O'" 
are: 01(0).<:. space lor D.G. <::ir!<-' art"-l±~cu~l horlzon, 
altlm.eter, m.l:lnifolo pr8s5ure. cyl1nder t8J1'1C', 011 tBmp. 
fUBl and 6uctl.on. 1 have "the ort_l:XiClOl horJzon ano 
D.G .• e.nd they Clln 8<::'1G-lly be lllstullBd. In tile uJ..I"cr-tlft. 

As you can Gee from the onotos. til€< I'IJ1'olon<2 J6 brlght 
rl!!O ~nd Lne paJ..nt lS In Good condJ..tlon. It h.:l.s o€<en 
hanq<::'lreo u11 ltG l,l.ie. A h€<¢ter fH1S oeen inst.alled "'flO 
the trlffi wne",l huE. be8D repo5J..tloned for ,f";:.r"_, ''''''5e of 
008r!:!tlon. 

r trust thot thlG lnforll1otlon "'J..ll DB nelDiul to YOU 11' 
conveYJnq apaclfJ..cot10n& of the Clone to potentLGl 
buyer;s. Thank you for ('lny nelp YOU con O!ler lr~ "~, s 
raqOrd. 1 nave a150 enclos.eo my ch'Sck 1.11 th" "-mount o-f 
s10.00 for renewal om my member:eh-lp. 

5JJ::-/y /6 
8rlan ~. h~~n~v. HI 

0Q 

P.S.: The radlO is an Edo RT553. 
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MUFFLER TIP FROM DEAN COCHR.Il,N; 
" Bill Flarity, of the MUSTANG UNITS CO. of Davcrpcrt, lA, sent a set 
of mufflers to me in '84 to test fer him. Thev arE' abo~lt :,," i~' c:iameter 
and about 8" long. They weigh 1.J;{ Ibs. each. We' \,IT had them on the bird for 
over a year now and really do like 'em. They get rid of that high crack 
sound and give the exhaust a deeper, more mellow sound. Th:Y don't seem 
tc h'Jrt perforn',.];"::"::" r should have prices soon for the fellows". 

Dean also wrote about winter interfering with flying in the Denver area, 
but that he had big plans for taking the bird over the Rockies to the 
Western slope and to Montana to do some fly fishing. 

ENGINE FOR SALE: The following is from WALT GIFFIN, 4277 Kenmont Place, 
Columbus, OR. 43220: 

Dear Dick: 

I enjoyed our brlef conver-satlons at Oshkosh 85 and was ple<l-sed to s<O'e that 
you are ag.lin moving around in the middle of the sport av~ation scene. As 
I mentioned to you then "I am plannlng to switch engines in my T-IB just as 
soon as my new prop arrives. My current engine is still flYlng in the 
airplane but I hope to have the switch complete by early September. If you 
have space in the next newsletter I would appreciate it if you would insert 
the following for sale notice. 

FOR SALE~ LYCOMING 0-790--02 (135 HP). ENGINE REMOVED FROM T~"18 FOR HIGHER 
HOR.SEPOWER INSTALLATION. 650 SMOH~ 1800 TT. ACCESSORIES NEW AT TIME OF 
CHROME MAJOR. INCLUDES DUAL IMPULSE MAGS, CARB AND STARTER. $3300 
WALT GIFFIN 4277 KENMONT PL. COLUMBUS, OHIO 43220 PH.614-·451 2126 

Thanks for the help. 

;1JdS. 
Walt GiffIn 
N78WG ser. 865 

c ~y -A-LP.6AD1 "B<' SoW. 

~TtGfi o'LL I iT) 

A REMINDER: If you need addresses of T-18 members, the last page of NL#62 
has an up to date list of paid up members. 

You asked for aome c.g~, calculations. My calculations, 
plus some loading charts I prepared are 8ncloaod~ Weighing vas 
done on 3 platform meales at a certified aircraft repair 6tation~ 
I bave an 0-290-D2 engine with a Cassidy wood prop and battery 
behind tho baggage compartment peT plans~ Th@ c.g. 18 further 
art than I would like it to bO

i 
although the only handling pro

blem I have noted occurs with ow fuel, a full passenger load 
and bags coupled with high eruiae power setting. Then I run out 
of noae-down trim and must hold gome forward stick pressure. 
Tho plane nov hAS over 300 hours on it with no major squaWka •••• 
a ro.~ delight to rly.~d displAy. 

The next three pages are from walt on his airplane, N78WG. With all the 
other examples of CG calculation in the various NLs, you should have no 
trouble with yours, if you use these as a guide. 

4 
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*from WALTiGIFFIN* 
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(Walt, we thank you very much for these superb 
charts and your obvious desire to help YOlle 
fellow builders. Certainly demonstrates that you've 
got the "RIGHT STUFF"~) 
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STANDARD DISCLAIMER!Plcase be advisee that since its beginninys in 1963 that 
the T-18 Newsletter. is an information exchange uetwto'cn mcmLcrs of the T-l8 
Mutual Aid Society (now known as the T-18 Builders and Owners Association), 
a non-profit group.We would make you aware that the T-lB 'las, is, and will be 
in the future .. a clearing house only for ideas, opinions, and personal 
experiences of both members and non-members on both building and flying the 
T-18. Anyone using the ideas, opinions, and experiences presented do so at 
their own discretion and risk, as no claim for their accuracy is made.There
fore, no responsibility or liability is either exoressed or implied and is 
without recourse against anyone. All of the above refers to what is called 
The T-18 NEWSI.ETTER. 
Sorry we have to take up space for that, gents, but in these days,etc .•...••. 

SOS ••. SOS ... SOS ••• One of our Australian builders, (Martin W. Beck, of 44 
Sheppard Rd., Emu plains, N. S. W. 2750, Australia), is gearing up to assemble 
a WIDE BODY T-18, the first to be constructed in Aus.and he's run into a 
snag with their Dept. of Aviatio!1' Seems they' ':Can't approve the project 
until they have the names and addresses of at least 6 owner/builders of the 
wide body T-18 that have completed at least 100 hrs.-of flying in it. 

Martin has all parts on hand to assemble, but he's stuck until we can get 
some names and addresses to him. I know of Ken Knowle's bird and Karl and 
Mazie Lipscomb's WBs, -but I'm at a loss to know who else of'you is now 
flying a Wide Body. If YOU are one of those, please let me know pronto, even 
tho' you may not have 100 hrs. on it~ If any of the rest of you know of some
one besides Ken and KarL it would be appreciated if you' s let me kn'ow. My 
records don't indicate whether or not it's a sttd or WE and it's the same. 
with Lu Sunderland. I -know I turned out several WE fuselages for people, 
but Karl's is the only one I know for sure that is flying. 

FUTURE OF THE T-IB NEWSLETTER: As I have written so often in the .past, the 
ONLY THING THAT KEEPS THE NEWSLETTERS GOING ARE- THE ARTICLES, ·TIPS, and 
LETTERS FROM YOU, THE BUILDERS AND OWNERS •...•• The problem is that the 
well is close to running dry for material. I only have enough material on' 
hand for maybe one more newsletter •••••. certainly no more than two.We have 
covered the construction of most every item on the airpla'ne and -some of them 
more than once. We have published quite a lot of performance information, 
comments on flying the T-IB, a.nd a variety of othe-r subjects, including 
r~ports and articles on the social £Ll~('tic'n side of things. 

If I haVe your interest by now, please consider this point: Best estimates 
say that probably 500+ T-IBs have been built. ALL of them have spinners, 
props, cowlings, baffles, oil coolers, fuel systems, wheels and brakes, 
wheel pants. gear fairings, throttles and mixture controls, engine inst'ts, 
rudder and brake pedals, brake oyl' s. instrument panels f~ll of a variety of 
instruments in a variety of arrangements. All of them have windshields, all 
have upholstery and seats, all have baggage compartments, radios, antennae, 
nav lites. flaps, trim systems. tai,l wheels, etc, •••• you get the idea. 

Now go back thru your NLs and make a mote of how many articles you have seen 
on installing spinners (1), the proper way to install wood and metal props, 
or how to go about installing cowling (3 or 4 types available), & what about 
baffles?(Only two have offeres to share their baffle patterns).Have yOU ever 
seen an article on the a step by step method to install wheel pants?,or gear 
fairing? Or routing of brake lines and the AN hdw needed? Ditto a complete 
fuel system and a list of AN parts needed? How do you mount a throttle and 
mixture control and how do yoU route the flex cable ~nd hook them up at the 

carb? Ditto th0 plumbing of engine instruments? 
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Anyway. the point is that there are STILL quit..., a number of subjects that 
we need for the NL. I have had calls asking my opinion on all the above 
subjects and a good many others besides. I've been able to answer some of 
the stock questionsand some I haven't. Tony Bingelis' two excellent books 
should be MUST reading for builders, oven tho' a portion of his material 
isn't directly applicable to T-18 building. His monthly articles in Sport 
Aviation go clear back to Jan. '72 •... 15 years worth, and there have only 
been a couple of months that his column wasn't carried! A fantastic record! 
I have been photo copying his articles a year at a time and now have an 
almost complete fi1.e of them. I realiZe some of you have only joined EAA in 
the past few years and probably don't have a collection of magazines like I 
do. Sorry ,I can't help you with copies, due to copyright laws. 

I would like for Af.,L necessary info be in our NLs, but one person can only 
do so much and when that person is within a few weeks of being 70 and his 
time is already spread mighty thin, the prognosis for getting it all done 
is mighty poor. Our T-18 OWners Manual is still in limbo for the same 
reason •••• because YOU and YOU won't take the time to sit, down and write a p 
page or two for the NL~ Almost all of you have said, "I really do appreciate 
the NLs aod keep up the good work, etc."~ hut fully 90% of you haven't 
repaid the debt in benefits you received by contributing an artic-le or tip~ 
If you don't know WHAT- to write about, look at the preceding list of subjects 
or look at every detail on' ,your airplane. We don't have any problem with 
having enough subjects available ••. just a dearth of articles. 

If you can send in an article, it would help me if you could ~ype it on 
a st'q size sheet of paper, with st'd margins, but if you can't type it 
send it anyway and I'll type it. I often have to scissor and Scotch tape 
articles together to make space come out even. Illustrations come out better 
if you use a fine point black ink pen 'and regular block style lettering, but 
here again I can go over pencil drawings with a pen and make a 'paste-over 
lettering patch with the typewriter if necessary. 

As to funds, I -have enough left over in the kitty for a couple more issues 
the size .of this one. I originally said in a previous NL that we would 
make our yearly, renewal date coincide witt: OSH, but since my NL production 
has been so poor the· past year, I'm sure some of you thought the NL had 
gone dOWn the drain and so didn't renew. Some of you have renewed and I do 
"'FF:"(?ciate your support. 

That's all for this issue, amigos. It has just turned '86 and for all of 
you that sent season greetings, I'd like to wish all the best for you in 
the coming year, along with good health. 

I hope to hear from all of you soon. In the meantime, GOOD FLVING.~ 

P. S. (Room for one more item): 

FOR SAI,E: An 10 360 AlA engine. Overhaul tc zero time specs, wlth or without 
a yel'low tag on accessories. will ac~'ept an 0360 core trade in. Ken Morgan, 
817/268-1834 (Ft. Worth). (Ken is an A & P and building a T-18. 

Our deepest co;:dolences to the family of Fora Hendricks, who recently passed 
away. An old friend, Ford was an ardent T-18er, an example of how we might 
approach and enjoy life when we get to the mid and high '70s. A fine and 
respected gentleman. We'll miss him. 
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Decided to add the following pages to #63, since I hadn't put out the 
usual number of NL the past year. so this'll be a BIG' un. The following is 
from Fred Gindl, 101 Broomfield Dr., Agincourt, ont,MlS 2W3 (416/293-9810): 

Dear Mr. Cavin: 

EV[F.'rfdjf'; (r' [fit: 'HOMI.>F~UI.i MfJ'liEMENT HA:; II ljf;:l:~t'f1j II; BfI'INf: 
HIS CRFA1Y(lN (n~ MY CASE, ~jy 11-1::IF'\'"' : l(l\ TO OSHK(L~'H. MY ]tli;'N WAS 
;-HE YEI~F' 1984. 

I STARTED BUILDING MY 1'-18 ON AU(,UST 11, 1972-"-MY FIRST nIGHT 
!.lAS JUNE Ii, 1983. "LONG TIME FOR A DREAM I > • 

AIIOUT MYSELF: MY AG[ IS 55, 1: WAS BORN l'N VIFNNA, AUSTRIA 
iGLIDDER COUNH.'Y-WHERE I STARTED SOARING AJ THE f~GE ilF i4). 
IMMIGRATED TO CANADA IN THE yEAR OF 1953. r MADE MY POWE'" FLYING 
LICENCE IN 1955 AND MY HELICOPTER LlGENCE IN 1968. FOF' THE PAST 
22 YEARS I'VE OPERATED MY ()Wt~ SMALL BUSINESS (F'0l YURE:Tl-IANE FOAM 
INSULATION AND SPECIAL f:flATINGS.) 

I ALSO OWN AND OF'ERATE MY 1949 'NAVION E-225' 
COMF'LETE OVU'HAUL AND PAINTING AT THIS TIME. 
A "ENSTROM 280' HELICOPTER FOR MY I1USINESS. I 
MY MACHINE DUE TO UNAFFORDABLE INSURANCE. 

WHICH IS UNDERGOING 
I OWNED AND OF'ERATED 
WAS FORCED TO SELL 

MY TOTAL FLYING EXF'ERIENCE IS 3,477 HOURS IN FIXED WING AND ROTO 

CRAFT. 

ABOUT MY THORP T-18 SERIAL ~55B 
CANADA REGISTRATION: C-G FPB --------_._._-'_._ .. _---_ .•. -. __ ._ .•. _ .. _.-
MY T-'18 IS ALL' HOME-HADE EXCEPT FOR THE ENGIN.G, LANDING GEAR, 
WHEELS, BRAK[S, PROf', INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS. 

PERFORMANCE ON FIRST INSTALLED ENGINE 
------------------.----------------
ENGINE' 150 HF'. l.ye_ 

F·RQF' BY SANTA MONICA F'Rf1F'. {.",EM 8-6·-71 - PITr.H 7j - DIAM. 70' 

Ale FMPTY WEJ:"c;l-fl 1,074 LB's (I NEVER COUL D nr;UI"f OLll I-I(IW I GOl 
st] HEAV·{!) " . .. ., • 

STAllC RPM 1,925 (1.PW61l. w,,"AJAd6~. Md /71oC/('/?72:/( ,?JAY~G'?) 

FULL POWER LEVEL FUGHT 1,000 AGL ST.DAY 2"SSO RPM--i93 MPH tNDIL 

CLIM" SOLO 120 MF'H 1,800' (l'>oilE' 1'!,~zcJ Rl<7?5J> @IW/fl' g;:?7Cd~V 
CLIMB PASS. 120 MPH i. "'50' 

CRUISE 2,450 RPM Al' 7,500' 14:' /"WH INDIC. 

·;TALL CLEAN .'14 MPH 

S I ALL FULL Fl AF'S ~,(I MPH 

AT FULL TANI< ;;11UJ 'to MFll.!A/(: WILl .. F·F:F:I"'()~M TNS1J)E LOf)F· 

THER!;FDRE, SElECTFD LANDJNG. SF'E.ED J:~' W) MPH 

---
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(FRED GINDL, cont'd) 

• Dill; . fJf AFJ[R FLYIr.Jr, M'~ f 1~! <'h HIJI.If;·Sl I DECIDED ro ,t;,[rilj\ll~ ')if 

AN FNGHiE, Al'lfJ j'·U'L.ACE 1. I W)'l'H ?I [rRAND ~JtW • i{.(1 l YCUMJ N 
'~LSO NE.[DED TO Be r'E-·FITCH[D, I REMOVED THE 15() Hf' i~.'Jr, 
INSTALLED THE NEW 160 HF' ENGINE ON ()C10ItER 23, 1'984. 

, TH~ F'ROF' 
iJ[ ANr, 

PERFORMANCE ON 2ND INSTALLED ENGINE 
-------_._-_._--------

ENGINE:: 160 HP LYC. 

PROP: SAME, EXCEPT RE F'ITCHED TO 68' AND BALANCED 
ALSO THE: PROF' WAS HARMONIC CHECKED (AVOID conL OPERATION 

BETWEEN 2,470-2,769) "JUST A PEACE f}F MIND" 
I.. ALSO REMOVED SOME WEIGHT FROM THE: AIRFRAME. 

Ale EMPTY WEIGHT, 1,054 LB$ (:zc> L6';) 
.rrA.qC~_~PM 2,250 I (+ 3:::z..s Rfo"tY\. $F 1!5!!)'~" 6A1~) 

FULL POWER LEVEL FL IGHT 1 ~ 000' AGL ST. DAY 3* i 00 RF'M 21 2 MF'H I ,'JD Ie. \ 

CUMBSOLO 120 MPH 2,200' ({"ito l""llf tJgl!i!pl? It.!; ItP @21oo ff/7/) 

CLIMB F'ASS· i 20 MPH i 1550' 

CRUISE 7,500' AGL AT 2,375 AND 18.5 MAN. 16:1 MPH 

STALL CLEAN: 64 MPH 

STALL. FULL fLAPS 60 MPH 

AT HIGH SPEED BY MYSELF AND FULL FUEL, SHE WILL STILL DO 
ACRQ[lATrCS WITH FULL FLAPS (1) r' M NOT CONCE.RNED WITH THAT, 
SINCE I KNOW WHAT SHE' ,r; DOU4G, I JUST APPI"fJACH SLOWEr.:' 

re1l"AI. TIME: ON THE AIRCRAFT IS NOW 84 45 HOlJf\ .. ~: AND r LOVE" 
EVERY BIT OF fHE 1-18. 

SF'EClAL THANKS TO MR. JOHN THORP, MR. LOU SlJ~JDfr..:l.AND AND 
MR. BOB DIAL FOR HELPING - 'MY DREAM COME TRUE" 

SINCEREL.Y, 

FRED GINDL Iif:ft 

,/ 
~ 

Ii{ 4A/ k' S' I FJ"F P, -rot< 7i'fc 
E~ 1'~/V>I-t.t.J2:' ~_A/ 

P.S. MY MEMBEF'SHT( CHEQUE FOR 198·S tS ENCLOSED 

1/ kKtvLo M~ 6;'"',: k ,,,&.;7/-«:: 7" ~ U;"'A T /iRr',: 

AIRP£!Alc M",vLI'? A'AYC: ~o.iJ~ oJ ~ /57 A'",P 6iY... /r #6 #t¥/) /'l/.<; 

frP7C;flE,o ~ 73f4? ~ 
tJE #6C mo£6 ?&;<:h3M1.,f#CE' /{,b-,PORT':'--PLEA5E ! 
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As per usual, r'm slow getting ttlf' newsletter out. 'fh0re just doesn't. 
seem to be enough hours in the day to get eV0I'ything done ..• or have you 
also noticed that? I don1t think I take on any more projects than I 
did when I was younger, but I S0em to take more time to get things dam> 
than I u,:;pd to. By way of explanantion to the new ones in Our group. I 
took on an associated editor job for Sport Aviation, Lightplan0 World, 
and vintagp Airplane a little over a year and a halt ago and my assignmf'nts 
have reall y kept me hopping since then. I've had good intentions alx"'ut 
getting NL #64 out tor several months, but sinc0 #63 it has been pretty 
hectic. r' m sure most of you have read some of the stories, so I won't 
comment, except to say that the Rotary Vee engine development is moving 
right along. The boys are now on Engine #3, which is a fUrther develop
ment of #2 engine (the US lb. 300 hp eng.). They have turned it as high 
as 5700 rpm and done some dyno testing. So far the dyno showed 90 hp at 
3000 rpm. In the process of thesE' tests they found pistons, which wer", 
made from extruded round bar stock, were not pC'rtectly round,as they h'J 
assumed. This caused leakage around th'? rings, costing (Considerable po'."~
loss. They also found the size, shape, and location of th~~ intake valv,-" 
needed "lome small changes. Because sculpturing the valve changes are v~r? 
time consuming, they decided to make a totally new engin", from scrat"r. 
They expect to freeze the design if #3 works out. Th~y ha~ hoped to m~k~ 
it to QSH Hith the engine. but it looks pretty iffy now. 

TIl€' boys in Oklahoma were a little disappointed that #2 'wasn't quite up 
to specs, but they have learned quite a number of very important things 
to date. The way I feel is that if they only get half of the 300 hp thp 
design formulas indicated, they!ve still got a winner at' the 115 lb. "It. 

Anothf'.'r story you may be interested in will appear in Sport Aviatior. 
:.... in a couple or three months from nOvi is a more or less historical account 
~ of tl!_.~ T-l '3, the accomplishments of the builders, modifications, and 
~ the transition to the .§.=.JJi of today. The article also touches on the 
V) Matched Hole Tooling technique that John Thorp wrote about in 1962, \<.,t>en 

the design first came out,and that in terms of homebuilt designs, the T-l~ 
~ qualifies as a Senior citizen. We also mae", the point that to our knowle0'J~ 
j} there had never been an in flit!? structural failure that was the fault 0:; 
,~ the des~n and it has only been careless, reckless, or inppt pilotagp 

i 
! 
~ 

. ~ 

that has cau3cd accidents. 

I continue to g0t calls from non-builder owners that complain they are 
having real trouble landing their newly acquired T-18. I always ask thpm 
if they have the newsletters and if so, haVE> they carefully read what 
has been wr.?:bten about flying the T-:'3 ? They usually havenft and littuQ 
question or

4
reveals they are starting their flare too high. This goes 

clear back to their primary instructor that permitted them to get into 
a dangerous habit of changing their angle of attack (flaring) at some 
other altitude than the correct one. Every time th0y pullan the stick 
they are reducing speed, increasing drag, and increasing sink rate~ The 
important thing is that when all this happens it determinos the B81JL 
that one will have to complete the rest of the flare.He's trying to 
play catch-up now as the nose is starting to fall thru rapidly. If he 
realizes whatfs happening and stops to prevent a full stall, helll 
probably wind up with a first class ricochet and too high a bounce to 
salvage it without power . 

(cont'dj 

~ 
~ 

~ 
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If you stop to think about it,the RATE you pull back on the sticl 
determines what kind of landing you'll make. (That's assuming you 
are pointed straight down the runway and have ~ compensated for 
any crosswind component you may have). I guess just about everyone has 
done a little experimenting on landings when you've had an extra long 
runway to play with. You come in with an extra 10-15 mph over the fence 
and you get it down about a foot high in good ground effect and you 
think you'll Just graddually wear out that extra speed at your leisure 
and just slick it on and stretch the main gear rubber clear back to 
the tail wheel, etc. Well, how many of those attempts have worked nut 
the way you planned? 5%? 10% ? That's about par for that course. What 
usually happens is the ~ of pulling that stick back was constantly 
changing, as it always does, but was almost imperceptible until that 
last second when it had to speed up radicallr. Then was when you dropped 
it in that last 3"or 4" -and it felt like two feel. Right? 

long story short, we can learn a lesson that's as old as when 
airplane flew. Remember the oft-repeated axiom of thousands 
instructors, "A good landing is ALWAYS preceded by a GOOD 
A good approach is practically always followed by a GOOD 

The part ~f the a~pr9~c? we are ze:?ing in on here is th 

In airline operation the pilot flying is required to maintain his exact 
airspeed all the way to the threshold~ •• with a tolerance of about two 
knots ••• a speed we call Vref. Thus the pilot ~ where the Ale is going 
and he knows reasonably close to how RAPIDLY he pulls back On the yoke 

, to get the same result time after time.If one concentrates and practices 
I airspeed control on~ approach they'll soon find that their landings 
t. are close to the same each time, too. I imagine all of you have heard 
J- this said many times, but when we are trying for precision we should 

~ 
~ 
~ 

always be our own worst critic. Right? The average T-18 with an average 
pitot/static sustem makes a good minimum float landing with an approach 
speed of 90 mph. I personally prefer to make the approach power off, but 
some of you will be more comfortable with a little power on all the 
way_ The important thing, tho', is to do it the same way every time. You 
may want to review the NL where we talked about fixing the airplane's 
angle in the 3 point position firmly in your mind by referencing the 
point where the horizon cuts thru your cowl. That's the point you always 
stop a little short of on the flare. Now make a mental note on each 
landing of how rapidly you come back on the stick and you've just about 
brought the variables down to an irreducible minimum. 

In case you hadn't already heard, we had an accident at the '86 Sun n' 
Fun affair~ The T-18 involved was from Florida and there were two fatal
ities. Apparently(from eyewitness reports) the pilot attempted to turn 
back to the runway after a power loss shortly after departing the airport 
and the aircraft was too low to successfully make the 180 and was 
stalled in the turn. with a possible partial recovery. The airplane hit 
quite flat, indicating perhaps that the pilot was able to make a last 
moment change in the attitude of the airplane, but not able to halt the 
almost free falling descent rate. Both pilot and passenger had massive 
spinal injuries and died either enroute or at the hospital. SUch injuries 
almost always indicate bodies being subject to loads of 40Gs or more. The 
sad part of this case was that the pilot had an adequate landing area 
straight ahead that he could have made easily. A prelim report said the 
engine was belching black smoke on the TID and an unconfirmea report was 

that the primer was unlocked. More later on this. 



~ 
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The following three pages are an excellent example of a first flight 
in a T-18, construction features, and performance report by JIM BORG, 
15800 Makah st., Ando~er, Minn, 55304. Jim has also included a fine 
sketch and writeup on fitting the canopy on the WB fuselage. Several 
builders have complained about this very problem, so this is welcome 
news. If any more of you ha~e come up with another solution (or even the 
same one) PLEASE give us your report and do it now while it is fresh in 
your mind. For some reason no one wants to write about what they le~rned 
while installing the canopy on either the T-18 or S-18, yet almost all 
agree that 'it is one of the most difficult and time consuming parts of 
building the airplane. How did you cut it, drill it, fit it tm the frame, 
adjust it, secure it, trim it, make a skirt, etc? How did you ventilate 
it, how successfully. install locks, what kind, etc.? Ditto the windscreen. 

Ser. 987 Flies (rec'd Mar. '86) 

Dear Dick: 

I have now 64 hours on my T-18 and enjoying it more every
time that I fly it. 

After reading your last newsletter, I thought it best that 
I write some information for the newsletter. 

~! 
I 

Construction started in the spring of 1976. 
typical learning curve to overcome, but soon 
metal very enjoyable to work with. 

I sure had the 
found sheet 

~. 

~. 

~ 

In the early stages, I built all the yibs and bulk heads. 
Later, I started buying alot of pre-fab parts to save time. 
I was very happy with both price and quality and deliveries 
were quite fast. I bought most items from Ken Knowles, 
Sport Aircraft. 

July 7, 1985 was the day that the first flight occured. 
Although the flight was safe and ended without mishap, 
one event deserves some attention. 

As I lifted off everything was normal. I had told the 
control tower that it was my first flight and they graciously 
kept a close eye on ~e. 

About 30 seconds after lift off, tower told me in a very 
calm tone that I was trailing lots of black smoke. I wasn't 
really panicked yet because I could smell no smoke and all 
engine instruments showed in the green. 

As I headed back for landing, my friend in the chase plane 
told me the smoking had quit just when I reduced power. 
subsequent experimenting with mixture control proved that 
I could control it by leaning. 

Flight lasted for close to one hour with no other mishaps. 
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Paqe 2 - Jim Borg report. 

Back on the ground and I started investigating what caused 
the smoking. After some mods to the carb air box, the se
cond flight showed no sign of black smoke. 

I'm still not sure what caused it. Might have been the air 
box or possibly some residual oil left in the cylinders 
from storage. 

Anyway the problem hasn't resurfaced since and the engine 
runs strong. 

The Airframe is the wide body fuselage and standard wing 
and air.f6jJ':.,.~. 

Instrumentation is about as simple as one can get. No 
gyros, but have cluster of 3-1/8 inch instruments as follows: 

Airspeed 
Altimeter 
Tach 
Electric Turn/Bank 
Rate of climb 
Manifold Pressure 

Also a cluster of six 2-1/4 inch westach engine instruments. 

Radio is Terra NAV/COM and has been working quite well. 
I still have plenty of room in the panel left if I want to 
add instruments later if I wish. 

Some performance figures: 

Engine 
Prop (wood) 
Cruise 
Full Throttle 
Stall 

Rate/climb 
Empty weight 

0320 E2A 150 H.P. 
69" x 76" 
170 TAS 75% 
185 lAS 3000 Ft. 
65 lAS Clean 
60 lAS flaps 
1500 ft/min solo 
877 lbs. 

I left the airplane all polished and painted the glass parts 
metalic blue. ,''''\ 

The interior was done by my very talented and patient 
wife, Loretta. 

The material is ultrasuede and is tough but very light in 
weight. The seats are done in diamond tuft with buttons. 
The inside of the airplane is my proudest part because of 
my wife's contribution. 

When installing the canopy onto the wide body fuselage, 
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I noticed a problem that other wide body builders have also 
had. Because, the wide body is two inches wider at all 
points, the Gee-Bee canopy doesn't fit the same way it does 
on the sta.ndard fuselage. 

The canopy frame that I purchased is also two inches wider 
at a11 polnts and tbls is where the problem is. 

The problem is in the aft rail. This caD be resolved by 
removing approximately 1,500 inches from this rail 
(see figure 1). This alloWS the bubble to be positioned 
farther forward and also allows it to set farther down on 
the sides, so that the side rails can also be lowered. 
Probably the most exciting event of the entire proJect 
was turning final approach at Wittman Field at Oshkosh. 

Being part of something that I had dreamed about for so 
long made the project all worth nine years. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Borg 

~J~~ £M" MI ~ ,Q6'IbLr. 
r***~***STANDARD DISCLAIMER: ********* NOTICE! 

In all past. present, and future newsletters of the T-18 and S-18 
Builders and OWners Society (formerly known as the T-18 Mutual Aid 
Society) and Association, that from its beginning we would make you 
aware that these Newsletters are only presented as a clearing house 
for ideas, opinions, and personal experiences of both members and non
members in both building and flying the T-18 and S-18, and anyone using 
these ideas, opinions, and experiences, do so at their own discretion 
and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is either expressed 
lor implied and it is without recourse against,anyone. 

******************************* 
I had planned to include a page or two of .T-IB photos this issue, 

~ but I ran out of time, (as usual). Hopefully, in the next issue I'11 
.~double up on photos. If you have a good sharp 

:fA 
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SEE LU SUNDER1J\ND' S REPORT ON A NEW WELDING ROD FOR 
ALUMINUM ON PAGE 12 THIS ISSUE. Here's an excellent place 
use the new rod. 
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The following from Hank Steiginga, Lancaster, ~A. ~hanks, Hank~ 

March 17, 1986 

T-18 Mutual Aid Society 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, TX 75229 

Dear Dick. 

Finally got in a flight with Dan Dudash in between rain storms 
here in sunny Southern California. 

I'm wondering if Pete Beck has pinned down the cause of the loss 
of his canopy. His article was very well written. So 

canopy flight. 
the canopy actually produces a lot of lift. On N512S, I 
installed a 1/8 x 3/4 x 2 inch clip on each side of the seat 
frame. Also, a clip with a 3/16 inch steel pin is pop riveted 
to each side of the canopy frame in such a manner as to engage 
the clips that are riveted to the seat back frame when the 
canopy is closed and latched. This system completely eliminated 
the upward flexing of the canopy. See sketch. 

"/0 HOL£. eflNOry FRflN£. (CLO~£:D) 

• 
• 
• 

• 

SElf!' BACK fJUlnt' 
boO k,J,u; AFT 

:l) )" 
.,.,c,.v ):f 

WtL1J Mb piN 

lif'td1> 

'A/U'" "F #-1130 Tl/A£ 

eIJLftP"&£j) VI£W' t'1'F 
CL.i PS FoR. CANOPY FRflML 

RlJrlll£1> QOo 

A simple suitcase latch was used at the top center of the canopy 
frame. During flight with the canopy unlatched, it would open 
1/8 inch. To close and latch required slowing to 80 MPH. 

I do miss N512S very much. To pass time, I've started a 
Star-Lite project, but honestly my heart is not in it. 

Will be looking forward to the next newsletter. I enjoy them 
very much. Enclosed is a check for my "86" dues. 

7/1MKS n4v.<;,Fal. M ~Si 1 I' ncere y, 
7I? ! uJ6 AI"M,;q~7?;:t ~ ~tr;'-r 

1?y Henry Steiginga 
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The following 3+ pages are from John Walton: 

TO: T-18 MUTUAL AID NEWSLETTER 

SAFETY-OF-FLIGHT 

It_is extremely important when building a T-18 that the 
plans are carefully followed. If deviations occur, a 
suitable level of knowledge and judgement must accompany 
such decisions, euS when one gets into the engine installa
tion and cockpit work we really have by then left the plans 
and are at our own peril. At this stage it is important to 
have access to the resources of knowledge and assistance 
necessary to enable the completion of these installation in 
a safe and air worthy manner. 

We All share a responsibility in this. Please consider 
that anything which goes wrong with a T-18 reflects on all 
T-18's. Let's do everything possible to get or make 
available the necessary help to builders and maintain T 18's 
in a safe, airworthy condition. Use your local experts, 
newsletters, publications or any other pOSsible good source. 

I recently had occasion to extensively examine a T-IB 
which has been certified by the FAA as airworthy and had 
flown for approximately 100 hours. This particular aircraft 
was completed by an individual who was not the ~al 
builder of the airframe. He was neither an EAA member nor 
a T-18 Mutual Aid Society member. He had never built nor 
~d on airplanes prior to acquiring this airframe and 
engine. The resulting airplane was in my opinion,qrossly 
~e. 

I am listing below the items I found in looking over 
~ this aircraft which I felt were incorrect, unsafe or in some 

way contributory to a less than adequate aircraft. 
Hopefully. listing these, they may be reminders or helpful 
during your construction or annual inspections. 

\V 
~. 
:s! 

"-

~ 
)l 

1. The fuel line from the gascolator to carburetor 
was an unrestrained automobile quality 3/8" hos,e 
on one-way slip over fitting(s): no clamp on dne 
end. 

2. 

3. 

The above fuel line passed very close to an 
exhaust cross-over pipe which passed behind the 
carburetor near the firewall. Under G loads it 
could contact the exhaust pipe! 

Throttle and mixture controls were restrained 
with muffler clamps to the above exhaust pipe. 
The terminal ends on each was fitted with an AN3A 
bolt and fiberlock nut. (No pivot bushings.) 
The heat had relieved the elastic lock feature so 
both these control attachment fasteners were 
virtually finger-tight. 
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4. 

5. 

6 • 

7. 

, The four carburetor air box bolts (1/4" 1 
attaching it to the bottom of the carburetor were 
not safety-wired (one was backed off 1/8"). • 
The air 
rivets. 
punched 

box was fabricated with l/a" soft pop 
Mandrels were loose in the rivets. (Not 

out nor sealed.) ! 
Wiring from the alternator was unrestrained. It I 
could contact the forward exhaust cross-over 
~~. , 
Brake Caliper drilled bolts (2) each side were 
not safety-wired. 

S. The constant-speed propeller governor oil line 
was wearing against the engine mount frame. I 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

One of the engine baffling tie-bolts was wearing 
into one of the cylinder rockerarm aluminum oil 
return lines. 

The air box was wearing into the bottom of the I 
cowling. # 

The alternator through bolt/nuts were in original J 
auto configuration; not safetied nor converted to 
metal locking nuts. # 

Propeller governor control linkage. AN3 bolts 
were used for clevis pins on the control end. I 
The cotterpin was bent in a double C. Could work 
out. .. 

EGT Probe. Positive (ungrounded) leg not 
insulated. Could ground on nearby baffling. 

Fuel Pump. Attach bolts to the engine were not I 
safety wired. 

Rudder. Upper and lower pivot cap screws were 
loose on their fiber bushings. Both should turn 
with the rudder. Neither fastener was safety
wired. 

II 
" 

Rudder and tail wheel cables. Cable ends were 
not clevised. The builder used AN3A bolts and 
elastic stop nuts instead of castle nuts and 
cotterpins. No bushings. 

I , 
Tail wheel springs were tension-type with open I 
hooks. These had come off in service. Builder 
never converted to the compression type as 
frequently recommended in the newsletter. 

, 

a. 

)...1 

! .. 
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18. 

19. 

The Maule tail wheel unit was attached with a 
single 5/16" nut/bolt in the non-standard steel 
spring; but was loose in the 3/8" hole in the 
Maule assembly. 

, 
, 

I 
Dynafoca1 Engine Mounts. All 4 bolts were too 
long. Thus, the nuts bottomed out before snugging 
up on the 2.1" spacers. The engine was loose on 
the mount. • 

20. Instrument panel. Many terminal and mounting 
screws were loose (no lock washers on most of 
them). The electric wires were routed in 
cobweb-fashion, frequently contacting other parts 
and structure. 

21. Fuel tank. An external metal part wearing into 
the tank's skin. 

22. 

23. 

Fuel tank strap supports (2). 
holding the tank in place 

Turnbuckles (2) 
were safety-wired. 

Ik>r 
Left main wheel axle shimmed for alignment with 
hardware store washers. No tappered shim, no 
relief from resultant hard spots. 

I 
• 
I 
• 
I 
• , 
· 

24. Wing Spar. Outer wing panels (standard wing) 
Bolts were too long. Castle nuts were used over , 
a stack of several washers. There were no cotter 
pins in any of the four bolts. 3 of the 4 nuts 4 
were loose. 

There may be some items I missed on my list; but the 
above should be example enough that we should not depend on 
just ourselves or the FAA to insure that our aircraft is 
safe. 

Perhaps it would be good for us to switch off and 
examine each others aircraft at fly ins. Certainly, during 
the building stages; it is important to do all we can to 
encourage builders to get the necessary knowledge to execute 
properly. 

Now, a story on myself. My T-18 was severely damaged 
in the tornadoes which just about wrecked David Wayne Hooks 
Airport in February. In tearing apart the T-18 to rebuild 
it I am executing a virtual O&R overhaul. I had prided 
myself that in all this work I had found nothing surprising 
which could have affected safety. Then I removed the 
gasoline tank. There. not hidden. but in plain view. was a 
deep wear cut caused by the braided metal shielding on a 
foot brake line - through about .035 11 of the tank's .040" 
thickness! , 

• 
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When you do your annual or talk to someone about his 
project, go to the extra effort to play the devil's 
advocate. You may not like what you find or hear, but you 
could save someone's life -- perhaps even your own. 

JOHN G. WALTON 
5726 BOYCE SPRINGS DR. 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77066 

S\LO\," 
Thanks. John, for such an illuminating report. We need more articles 
like this. I well remember in the late '60s when a lot of people got 
fired up on the T-lB and jumped in and started building one without 
proper information on building. Some of the metal wor~ was horrible, 
yet they were telling prospective buyers that it was built exactly to 
plans, etc. I've seen a couple in recent years that were licensed and 
flying and they were scary ••• truly an accident going someplace to 
happen. I worry about some of the new people that are buying T-18s, many 
of which are not too mechanically inclined. They need to find a GOOD 
A & P and go over every square inch of the airplane and the engine, ~ 
assuming that every thing is A-QK just because the ajrplane has flown 
with whatever is in question. 

FOR SALE: A last minute note from John walton ..• He has an "extra" T-lB 
and he can't fly but one at a time. The "extra" one is a standard T-lB, 
st'd fuselage and wings (wings have integral fuel· in the outer panel). 
The engine is a Lyc. 0-320, 150 hp, with Thorp cowl and Brock spinner. 
Prop is a santa Monica tested prop. Engine has 640 hrs. SMOH of TLC. 
The aircraft is currently ·disas~embled for rework of cockpit and the 
panel. Airframe has only 100 hrs. on it and John says the metal work 
on it is one of the best hets seen. (If John says that, you can beliBve 
1.t)! Also# you can bet that when he gets thru with thi,s bird that it 
w~ll be a creampuff in every way!) Give John a call (evenings) at 
713/440-8093 if you are short a T-18. He'll give you the full run-down. 

FOR SAI,E: Vern Peppard told me at OSH that he had sold his citation jet 
and bought a turbo Bonanza and is having so much fun flying it that he 
can·t find time to fly his T-IS much anymore, so he's decided to sell 
it (he thinks). I don't have all the dope on it, but you probably would 
recognize it as "Little Kong", as it's painted almost the same as Kong. 
He has an 0-320 in it, a new canopy. new upholstery. a constant speed 
prop, an aux tank (10 gal) behind the cockpit, and he has an autopilot, 
intercom. and just about everything you'd want in the way of radio and 
instruments. It's IFR certified and he often files IFR in it. If you 
are interested you can call him at his plant at 214/578-0571. If he 
isn't in you can ~eave your number with his secretary and he'll call 

you back. P.S. VefW 1It;;C> If",s M 6jr:FA MAlN-'C ~ (~) PIL 
'$AU. c;.!u.!'CIt- ;t7tY!?J/L.<;. ~I'CG' !J5WtJII/'m'/>. 
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The following from.l!!!-sounds like something aviation has been waiting 
for for all these years. There are several areas on the T-IB that this 
product would be a great help on. I'm anxious to order some of it and 
give it a try. Would appreciate hearing from any of you that have the 
opportunity to try it out ••••••••.. 
CANOPY FRAMES (L. D. Sunderian(j): One of the mos.t helpful 
things I lparned at 05h~ush 1986 was a new way to fab'-lL;ale 
dlumlllulH dsselllblle~'~. The Cascade 701 aluminum repaIr rod IS 
the greatest new development since they i,1vented wheuls on 
roller skoltes. ThlS flu;,'l~~ss rod melts at 728 degrees F dnd 
(,an be used to JOIn any aluminum alloys. Aluminum mQlt'j at 
1100 to 1200 degrees. Its tensile str!O?ngth is 40,000 psi, "",0 
It IS stronger th':Hl 6061 base metal. It IS far eaS1Qr to usp 
than any solderIng or brazing rod than I have ever trIed. 

You Simply clean the base m~tal wltll a stainless steel brush, 
and heat it wi tl, a propane torch whlle rubbing the barE' rod 
on the al"E'a to be "tinned." When the base metal hE'ats the 
rod to 723 degrees, the will flow uniformly over the cleaned 
area. Once tinning is achieved, Cascade 701 will bond to 
itself very easily, and you can build up a fillet. Even 
sizeable holes can ea<;',ily be bridged and filled. 

We just made a butt joint ~rom 3/4 inch x 0.035 inch 6061 
canopy frame material, using 701 rod. When the joint was 
tested, the aluminum tublng broke outside the edge of the 
fillet. This certainly is an impressive fabricating 
material. 

I also made a test sample joining a piece of 6061 with 0.025 
2024-T3 alclad sheet with a butt joint. It worked 
beautifully. This means we can make aluminum heat muffs and 
solder hose nozzles to them made from aluminum sheet rather 
than fabricating separate hose-attachment-fittings from 
stainless and riveting them to the aluminum. 

At an Oshkosh booth I bought 15 701 rods plus a stainless 
steel brush for $22. At another booth we got 32 rods for 
$20. You can co~ct CaScade Sales, 3316 East Smith Road, 
Ee 11 i ngh am, WA 98225 (206) 592·-5970. 

08-28-86 

your report on 
Thanks, Lu, for those words of wisdom. Thank you also for 

spin testing on page 13. 

UNBENDING WING SKINS:A local builder, Roger Dengler, recently made a 
wrong bend on the center wing skin of his 5-1B center wing, due to a 
misunderstanding on which line of holes to use to index the bend on a 
Ken Knowles skin. This put the leading edge bend in the wrong position, 
which ordinarily ruins the part. To try to save it Roger turned it wrong 
side out, clecoed it together and bent it this way, which straightened it 
out ok. Now he started allover and bent it right this time and he said 
it came out with a perfect fit on the rib nose. It feels and looks super 
smooth, so if one of you new builders makes this same mistake you no longer 
have to cry those big tears. Thanks, Roger, for letting us in on this 
little gem of info. (WOnder if this technique might work as a NORMAL SOP 
when bending wing skins?) 
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Pay ~ attention to the follwing from Lu: 

SPIN TESTING OJY L __ D. ~;u""t:','Jaf\d): J,,~,l I,ad d v),-,!!. '"Ill, 

1"11,, !-h("I' d-nd dl'~CUs',E'd d numbel- of thl,)tJ'" I"Liudl"q "'PI" 
I-"'>\.l'-"J' nl O'.:.III-u',1> 7,flIlH'o'one repUI ted Ildvlnq .-1'"le L,"~l'., 

IU \~ll!) 1 WIdE> body dUI 1"9 ",hlC;h hiO! he}.] I[) 1",It! f,,11 "n'",... 
d,,,~,, ~,t)LI and Opposltrc' I-udder for <:,O"l!~ 1.,,,,,,,, ill ,~fr,>( t ~, 

,'"CO",,",'Y. IiI'" ""rl~~,ne hLlrj qUIt durIng til,,, "'pIn. 1\)" <)"t" IS 
JVi'lll"I-,I,' on the.' CI.?nL of 91-avlty 10r;,'ltHJI\ of UH! p,,,-,-1..lc,,I,,,, 

,')"-'rli\ n,' wileth('·,- 1\ had a r;ut-down r.en fnowles luil,jp,- (I 
j"'_,\ l11~,co.;,'red th,)t fen ~no,~IE's hac, b,"en sf211lflLj T-18 

1 ,-,el,lt") ,_; tth,t ar'(" 
rudlle,- ~JIo'l th(~r 

rr;-)dlflC,lllnrl. ) 

"'~, ""s n,,,,'row["r than thE' ", tdnd,),"r1 
]011n Thorp nor I approve of thlS 

John 'lhorp advlses that spin testing on E.!."'Y n!2W ,nrcr.)ft 15 a 
5E'r10US business <'>nd should not bE' approachpd lightly. The 
spin char~cteri5tlCS of a particular airplane a,"e affected by 
'O,uc;h tillngs as cg location, "'Ing tW1st, unlformity 0-[ leading 
edge bend, and control surface size. Spin characterlstlcs of 
;ndlvidua) T~18s vary considerably. John says that it is 
possIble to get the cg so far forward that the al'-plane will 
;'lot pVf:n spin. The further aft the cg is moved, the i-lil'plane 
,~ill spin ~n a nose~high attitude. Most of us have air-planes 
that HIll recover frum a spin simply by neutralizing the 
conto-wls I)ut this dQes..!JQ.t mean that ~alrplane wi 11 have 
thl~ chdracter-lstlc. 

r1nvone who 15 knowledgeable in spin testing new ail-craft will 
tell you that it should-D..Q.t be done without a D"rdchqtE' and 
provlsior, to release the canopy quiCkly in case of an 
emergen~y. Each SUCceSSIve spin should be held only a half 
turn mQre than tt)e previous ones, and any tendency for the 
nose to rlse durlng the spin towards-, a flat attitude should 
be noted. Neither John Thorp nor I recommend that spins be 
done in the t-I8 or the 5-18 because of the complexity of the 
testing program required to insure quick recovery. 

Again, Lu, we thank you for ~hese two reports. 

.OSHKOSH '86 REPoRT: As per usual, OSH was a mind boggling experience. It's 
like trying to see what's going on at a six ring circus, with all the 
rings going full blast at the same time. Our T-18 Forum was most ably 
conducted by John Walton and Lu Sunderland. One interesting little tidbit 
I remember came out of it. Ed Burke was reluctant to put all those nut 
plates around the forward floor (to make it easily removable), so he 
measured himself and found he could squeeze thru an opening 14" x his 
shoulder width. This allowed him reduce the number of nut plates by half 
and attach that section of the forward floor to the fore & aft anles. He 
will draw a sketch for us for the mod •• soon. Anyone that's had to get 
down under that panel to work on brakes or fuel tank automatically gives 
three cheers for an easier way. Our annual T-18 Dinner on Tuesday nite 
was a sellout again and an evening thoroughly enjoyed by all. Our after 

J 
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cont'd 
dinner speaker again was Frank Kingston Smith, who held forth in his 
own inimitable way. As usual, Frank's W1tt1c1sms held his audielwP _spnll
hounrL 1-c1.~ truly has a talent for captiV'Fltjnq his audif>nce wP-II h; 
storips and recollections. Lee SKillman again MC'd til" event in Ill" u'HHl 
smooth manner until he made a Freudian slip while introducin9 Frank K. 
as Frank"Kingsfor<i"Smith.He realiz,-'d the slip when h,-,. mildp it, hut h,~ 
knew by thE>n that Frank had him ... and he did! 

~ We had intended to list all th(' T-lB builoers that brought their birds 
~to aSH this year, hut LeI" li~n't ~nn4 mn thp list in time. T did r('memb~r 

... one family th'-'1t brought 2 T~18s to aSH ... Cecil and Fanny Hendrix fl<"w 
formation all the way from Seattle. Fanny flew thp T 18 that Cecil's 
father, the late Ford Hendrix, had for several y"ars. c"(-il says she 

\.\). 

!\ 

~' 

do"'s a goo,' jo~_, ,'jLL it, too ...•. I'l1 try to print the entiu' list in th·· 
next NL, if possible. We had ahout 25 T-IBs there this year. This incluaes 
a couple that were parked down in the aircraft camping area. We also 
paid tribut0 to £~..Yl..!.LLQ!;;Qunt. who had brought his T-18 to aSH for 1,1 
straight years! I also remember seeing ,Tjm Alexandrp's silver beauty th'" 
from Canada, as w<>ll as Bah Highley·s. 

This year I had very little free time to look in detail at :the 'r-IBs or 
talk to T-18 people, much to my chagrin. I was busy from early morn to 
dark tim0 each day doing interviews, getting air to air photo hops sot 
up, etc. This year I covered ultra lights, ARV homebuilts, and other 
homebuilts. Got a chance to go along on a foto hop in Dick Van G~unsvpn's 
latest, the ~6, and to fly it some when fotos were done. It's a very 
nice flying airplane in most respects (see future story in Sport Aviatior) 
Jack Cox gave me the supreme test as to whether I really \<las one of the 
worst of the die·.hard "Tin Benders Forpver" clan when he gave me a really 
tough aSSignment, to COver, the Glasair that':was adjudged Grand Champion of 
the Kit Builts! Seeing that I somehow got thru the interview without even 
once asking the builder what thickness metal he used, he then had me 
cover a four place Varieze (the Two Easy) and later a French couple that 
were honeymooning at aSH in their Varieze! Some of the staff thought he 
had lost his reason when he had me cover those birds. but he knew what tv' 
was doing. (He knew my"T-lB History·hadn't gone to the printers yet and 
he had me boxed). Casting all caution to the winds he even had me cover 
three more composites (the Legeti "Stratos"~ the Gambit, and the AMD-Sl.U, 
plus a little all-Wood tandem two place twin engi~e "Culex" Lab"~r, 
seeing my weakened state, he said, "WelL okay. go on down there and 
cover Chris Heinz' little all-metal STOL': I also covered still anoth!?r 
composite, the Sun RaYland a very interesting little two place tandem 
that used the Rotax 532 liquid cooled engine (65 hpJ. It's about 95% the 
size of a J-3 and is called the BANS S 7'Courier'. I guess all those 
stories are going to be my punishment for promoting the dissemination of 
metal building techniques in my monthly column in EAA's companion mag, 
.L.i.ghtp~.N.ru:l.9 (called '~jn Bender's CorneJ;"i. The column takes it st,., 
by step thru the building of a mythical all metal, called the "Tin Pup" 2 r

,' 

a lot of the material will parallel material in the T-18 Newsletters, plus 
a lot of very primary info for rank beginners. In case you didn't know. yo 
can add a Light plane World subscription to your sport Aviation tab for 
only $15/yr. more. The mag is now transitioning to ARVs and 510/0 homebuilt~ 
rather than ultralight coverage strictly. { 

Anyway, I guess you can see why I didn't have too many opportunities 
to visit with my T-l8 buddies and ogle all those beautiful T-IBs.Maybe 
next year. 
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Tht;" following is from Light Flane Maintenance magazine, the Aug. '86 issue; 

EXHAUST SYSTEM INSPEC'frON GUIDEI,INES: 
Exhaust systems, let's face it, give a lot of trouble in aviation. In high 
output engines installations, especially, exhaust systems are a constant 
threat. Something always pops, corrodes, leaks, cracks, vibrates loose, 
and/or disintegrat.es before the engine makes it to TBO. The trick is to 
catch it before it becomes a real problem. 

If you read exhaust system ADs pertaining to turbocharged twins you'll 
note that they tend to require only VISUAL inspection of components, 
seldom dye penetrantants or other methods, a point worth mentioning. Most 
life thre<l.tening exbaust system flaws can be spotted with the naked eye. 
So use your eyes. Open the cowl and look the system periodically (often) 
at least once bet-...,'een annuals or any time the cowl is off for other 
reasons. Light brown, grey, or greenish exhaust stains are a tip off to 
problems naturally, but not all ','xhaust cracks are leak'~rs. Sometime'] it
takes a very sharp eye to spot the problem. 

" Stains, incidentally, are often remote from the actual leak site. Occasion 
-ally a jet of exhaust gasses will shoot past a clamp and stain an adjac
ent riser, or vice versa.A bad exhaust gasket will let a jet of gasses 
stain an adjacent stack clamp,etc.Look for the true source of the stain, 
not just the nearest culpable component. 

In dealing with clamps, it is best to remove the clamp, shift it slightly, 
rotate it one way or other, and .. starting with fresh nuts and b0lts .•. 
reinstall it to the PROPER TORQUE. Merely over-tightening a leaking clamp or 
gasket may not get you anywhere. 

Be alert for bulges in stacks or risers. Bulges usually conceal cracks 
(which mayor not be leaking yet). Don't throwaway bulged pieces, tho', A 
good aircraft welder can work magic on defective exhaust components,even 
when compound curves are present. Repair of burned out areas usually costs 
$25 to $45, new flanges installed for $31 ea., ball ends $39-$50, and new f 
flame cones installed in mufflers about $71 (at Custom Aircraft Parts, 
619/276-6954 (oo!)). 

When components are accessible from the inside, get out a spray can of WD-
40 and fog the inside of the component. The penetrant will leach to the 
outsi~e o~ the m~t~l v'herever a crack is pr~sent, making cracks too small 
to be seen highly visible in a matter of minutes. 

To check for larger leaks, with the exhaust system installed on the air_ 
plane, obtain a vacuum cleaner that will BLOW clean air and plug it into 
the outlet of the tailpipe (wrap rags around it as necessary to get an air 
tight seal), Remove one spark plug from a cylinder and rotate the prop 
until that cyl. exhaust ~alve is open (find the compression stroke the 
usual way with your thumb against tbe hole, then continue 1800 ). Insert a 
direct reading compression gauge in the spark plug hole. Then power up 
the vacuum cleaner and adjust the laekage until the system is pressuriZed 
to between 10 and 15 psi. 

Next, get yourself a trigger spray battle of soap and water and go over 
the entire exhaust system, starting with the exhaust ports of the cylind~r 
and ending with the muffler or lowest stack. Any frothy areas, of course, 
indicate leakage. 

~ 
~ 
~ 

! 
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Typical areas for cracks to form are any of the weld areas, around slip 
joints, and around flanges. Weld beads absorb a lot of heat and cracks 
sometimes begin forming around them from the outside first. These cracks 
often progress very slowly. Nevertheless, these should be attended to 
promptly. Again, this type of damage can generally be repaired by a good 
welder. 

wben exhaust flanges gaskets (at cyl. flanges) have been found leaking 
it is essential to effect a repair quickly, rather than con~inuing to 
operate the engine, since exhaust gasses a re hottest at this point and 
tends to erode tbe aluminum cylr~nd0r head material quickly! After rf'moving 
the affected riser, examine the gasket seating surface on the cylinder. If 
metal i.s gone (leaving something less than a flat surface) the jug will 
certainly will have to be remolfed fllJr weld repairs. if in fact it is even 
repairable at all!The exhaust pipe flange will also probably be warp~d, 
but this is an easy component to fix. 

The balance of the article concerned mufflers. Since most T-18ers don't 
use mUfflers, I'll defer the rest of the article until a future ML, or 
until some of you drop me a card requesting it. They make mention of 
wag-Aero's muffler repair dept. and an exhaust sytem catalogue that th0y 
have for the asking (I think). Anyway, the above tips on inspection are 
ssmething that affect each and everyone of you that have airplanes that 
are flying. Some of my hangar pals laugh at me for frequently removing 
my entire cowl and going over everything with a bright light and oftpn a 
big magnifying glass, but this paid off several times. I firmly believe 
that every new homebuilt should go thru this procedure about every IS 
hours the first 100 hours and from then on every 25 hours. You well knoH 
what a welding torch will do to metal in a short time. Consider what a 
small hole in an exhaust pipe might do to adjacent parts, lines, and 
fluids, if the very hot gases direct a focused blast at them for sayan 
hour or two. A very experienced mechanic I know and respect once told m0 
backs exhaust system nuts off every few hours and then re-torques them 
on airplanes under his care. He also uses a mirror to inspect backsides of 
items not readily visible and he very seldom has any problems arise in 
between inspections as a result. He says the torque wrench is one of the 
best inspection tools you can have and that you must be certain you know 
how to use it in an approved manner! In May this past year ~A sent me to 
Canada to the Rotax eng1ne distibutor"s five day clinic, which not only 
includes lectures, but also is a hands-on course in tear down, inspection, 
repair, and re-assembly of all five of their engine models that range in 
hp from 28 to 65, both air and liquid cooled. They devoted a significant 
amount of time teaching all of us to properly use torque wrenches .• ,and 
all of us thought we knew how before, too.One important thing I can pass 
on is ... Never hold the wrench with your other hand when pulling on the 
handle. Incidentally I was quite impressed with the quality of the Retax 
engines and Ron Shettler's Kodiak Research operatiQn. I'd now never ... 'orry 
about flying behind a properly installed, maintained, and operated Rotax 
engine, after going thru that clinic. (Ron is the distributor for North 
and S. America, AUst.ralia, and New Zealand for the Bombardier Corporation 
engines, the line includes a large number of other type engines mf'd by 
this huge multi.-factory, mUlti-type products, with their products ranging 
from locomotiv,s to aerospace and electronics). The Rotax story will soon 
appear in either Sport Aviation or Lightplane World. Kodiak also produces 
thousands of the most beautiful wood props you've ever laid eyes on and 0,.)'7 

did a story on their operation in the August '86 issue of Lightplane World. 
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l ~ FOR SALE: James Brayshaw, Jr., 635 South Michjgan Blvd East 
~ Pasadena, CAl 91107 (818/354-2746 business or J!!.§L449 64.:87 ~as 
~ several T 18 parts for sale (not listed), but he has ONE standard size 
~ Thorp ALL-METAL cowl for sale. Was built in John Thorp's Sun Valley 

~ 
shop by Freddie ....•..• his sheet metal craftsman. It has never been 
used. Assembles in four sections with cam locks, which are included. 
The lower section has never been cut to fit a carburetor or engine. The 
workmanship is immaCUlate. It's up for auction. Best offer over $1000 
takes it. Mop up the drool, gents. 

JIM FRENCH, of Wimberly, TX, called the other day to tell me about an 
"1'ri'Cid0nt"-rthat came close to being called an accident). Knowing hp was 
gAtting i"! littl'" 101." on fuel on the way back from OSH and obsF?rving 
scattered showers ahead, he decided to land at Georgetown, TXt and -refuel. 
His home field at wimberly was around 50 miles away, but he didn't want I 
to get in a holding situation with fuel on the tight side. After n'!fuelinqJ 
he taxied out and started the Takeoff. Just a moment or so after breakinq , 
ground he had an almost immediate flameout. He was able to stop in the ! 
remaining runway, but after rollout he tried to restart the engine with 
no lUck. After they got the airplane up to the ramp he started cheCking 
the gascolator, thinking he had gotten a big slug of water in the gas. k) Not only was there no water, there was also no gas. He couldn't get gas 

~ to flow out of the tank at all~ 

:~ 

f 

~ 
~ 
~ 

1 
~ 
~ 

He call ed a couple of days later to say that the gas line checked out ok, 
but something in the tank had blocked the outlet. They put air pressure to 
the line and got fuel to flow, so they drained the tank and looked inside. 
They found a couple of hunks of the silastic material (that had been used 
to make a scupper dam around the tank neck) in the bottom of the- tank, but 
they still don't know how or when they got in the tank. Possibly the hose 
nozzle did it during refueling, maybe not. 

After they got the pieces out of the tank they looked again and there was 
nothing in there ..•.. and that's the moral of this story!!! •.•. THERE WAS 
NO FINGER STRAINER IN THE TANK! This story could have had a tragic 
ending if the flameout had come a half minute or so later. 

We haven't established who made the tank, but that isn't the real point. 
When a builder installs a new tank he has a responsibility to inspect the 
inside to see that there is no foreign matter in it, yes, but even more 
important •... He should check to see if a finger strainer is in the tank. 
If not, it is a MUST that one be installed! If you are ordering a new 
tank from one of the suppliers it would be wise to specify that you want 
a FINGER STRAINER installed. It's little things like that that can get 
you killed. Rarely is it the big things. 

Now I hope that ALL of you that have airplanes flying or under construct
ion will immediately check your tank and I also hope that if you don't 
have a finger strainer that you will ground your airplane until you do 
have one. PI,EASE don't try to rationalize and say. "why I've been flying 
my T~18 for three years and 350 hours and I've never had any trouble, etc". 
That's in the same DUMB class of remarks we used to hear from a few of 
the builders a few years back, that refused to make the mandatory mod to 
the horizontal tail. Then they would bray, "I NEVER go over 180, so I 
don't need to go to all that trouble and expense, ad nauseum".I sincerely 
hope this type hasn't sold his T-18 to some innocent unsuspecting buyer. 
All of us should seriously consider what might happen down the road. Any 

deliberate non-compliance with known and documented hazards could come 

~ 
~, 
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FINGER ~TRAI~~RS, cont1d 

come back to haunt you if it ever came to a court case and there was an 
issue of liability involved. If deaths are involved, there could be 
charges of criminal negli~ence brought if it is proven that someone sold 
an airplane with a known angerous defect. 

Just in case you don'llt have a finger strainer, they are available from 
supply houses, like Aircraft Spruce, etc. If your tank has a 1/4" outlet 
you'll have to bore and tap it to 3/8" for the strainer. It's a big job 
to remove the tank, but it CAN be done on the airplane if you are very 
careful. with the tank drained and dry, you can put several short strips 
of duct tape on the end of a stick (sticky side out) and use it to pick 
up any aluminum chips that come thru with the drill or tap. Have someone 
hold the stick in position as you drill. Flush and inspect before you put 
the finger strainer in •... IAny comments on this item will be appreciated). 

For Sale: Ron Bostick, Dallas, has had financial disaster hit him and is 
forced to make a d~stress sale of his project. It's a widebody, on the 
gear, with Cleveland wheels & brakes, Maule t/w, dynafocal eng. mt, tank 
in & plumbed, roll bar and canopy frame installed, Cessna seats installeEl, 

Inl tail group complete" controls, no instrumenst.wing is st'd wing, complete 
~ with tips, nav lites, paint (wing bought from John walton for $3000 & fle~ 
~ for 250 hrs). Over 11k invested, but can be boU9ht for 5k if right away, 
1) otherwise will go in chapt. 7 assets. Call him at 214/690-1620. , 

~! 

~!!!:L'pH'±LLIPS, of McAllen, TX. has TWO T-18s that are surplus to him. One 
has been flying a couple or three years, the other is about 60-75% done. 
Prices on both are a bit below market, but I don't have the info at my 
finger tips at the moment. Call him at 512/ 682-9050 for details. 

If any of you are seriously interested in buying a flying T-18 or an 
Uncompleted project. give me a call any time after 9 am CST and 1111 pass 
on any I hear of. I have some others, but now out of time & space. 

In case you don't know, our good friend, Lu Sunderland, underwent colon 
cancer surgery jUst before OSH. At the time they thought all of the 
cancer had been removed, but a specific blood test later indicated a 
possible return of cancer. Going back to surgery veri fied the spread of 
the malignancy, so he's now undergoing chemotherapy. I am sure he would 
appreciate your get well cards or calls, but especially would appreciate 
your prayers for his full recovery. Lu is a fine Christian man, that has 
tirelessly given of himself in our behalf and has a Iso been a national 
leader in the crusade to eradicate the monstrous unproven theory of 
e~olution, giving hundreds of lectures and TV appearances to scientific
ally disprove the Big Lie of man's origin. He's an inspiration to all 
of us and we pray for his return to health. 

One final reminder, amigos. WE CAN'T KEEP THE T 18 NEWSLETTER GOING MUCH 
LONGER IF WE DON'T HAVE MATERIAL TO WRITE ABOUT AND THAT MEANS IF YOU 
DON'T THINK THE NL IS OF MUCH VALUE YOU'LL JUST CONTINUE SITTING ON YOUR 
HANDS AND NOT SEND ARTICLES IN. ~T 18 is a story in itself. every 
project is also a story. Type it if you can, but if you can't, just writ0 
it and I'll get it types .•.• (I·m really not exaggerating. gents.PLZ don't 
put it off. .. ). -me: INA:> t.UGU IS -'t/J>?=fP"-Y t::t3#rS. , 
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J. W. FRENCH & ASSOCIATES, INC. 

JJJO OAKWELL COURT, SUITE 110 
SAN AmONIO, TEXAS 76218 
512-826.6899 

Mr. Dick Cavin 
10529 Somerton Drive 
Dallas. Texas 75229 

Dear Mr. Cavin: 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS 

February 25. 1986 
********** 

52 W(x)OCREEK DRIVE 
WIMBERLEY, TEXAS 7B676 

SlZ-B47-972J 

Here a relatively new owner sets down nis 
thoughts on his T-18. It would be greatly 
appreciated if ALL you new owners would send 
us a report like this, even if you Cover exactly 
the same things Jim did. 

********** 

Enclosed is a check for $25.00 for membership in the Thorp T-18 Mutual Aid 
Society. I recently purchased a T-18 and the seller included all the newsletters 
from No.1 thru No. 63, only No. 17--and 18 are missing. I would appreciate 
having copies of these two if they are available. I really couldn't find any 
recent reference as to the amount of your annual dues. please let me know if it 
is more. If it is less consider the extra as a donation to help support the 
newsletter. Believe me, the file of newsletters has been a very valuable aid in 
checking myself out in the airplane. The information in the newsletters was a 
big help in compiling the V speeds and writing a checklist for the airplane. 
I'll be glad to share the checklist with you as soon as I have finished famil
iarizing myself with the airplane. 

The plane I bought is N23l9C Serial No. 62 originally built by John Ferko 
in Whittier, California, and licensed in 1967. It started out with a lycoming 
0290 G. The plane was owned by Wil Neubert from October 1973 to October 1974. 
J.R. Michaels of Sandusky, Ohio bought the airplane in 1974 and installed a 
Lycoming 0320-£20 150 H.P. engine with a Sensenich 66 LM-72 wood prop. I 
purchased the plane from Steve Sawyer of Mount Vernon. Illinois who had owned 
it since August 1985. My check out consisted of the cross country flight home 
from ~~unt Vernon. Illinois to San Marcos. Texas in the right seat doing the 
navigating. This airplane was Steves first tailwheel airplane and he had only 
had about 25 hours in it. The trip home included a landing in Georgetown. Texas 
with a 20 knot crosswind. From the ride home I had the impression that the T-18 
was a real handful on take off and landings. My first two trips to the airport 
consisted of long taxi runs starting with keeping the tail wheel firmly planted 
on the runway and increasing the speed to about 60 M.P.H. Next came getting the 
plane up on the main gear at about 75 M.P.H. The third day, Sunday February 23rd 
dawned clear and calm. and the drive from my home in Wimberley to the San Marcos 
airport 20 miles away gave me ample time to change my mind several times about 
whether to solo or wait for Monday when Harold Perdue had time in his schedule 
to ride with me. The weather was absolutely beautiful with a light wind right 
down runway 17 and not a cloud in the sky. N2319C and I took to the sky cau
tiously feeling each other out. I had my checklist and V speeds on index cards 
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with me and I had rehearsed the take-off and landing procedures and speeds 
mentally over and over. Directional control in both take-off and landin~ was 
no problem what so ever, and I made a reasonably good three point landing the 
first time. What I was not prepared for was the acceleration. rate of climb. 
and steep attitude on climb out. None of my previous airplanes with the 
exception of a 1970 Money Ranger, even came close to the T-18. The rest of 
Sunday consisted· of take-off and landings at San Marcos and then short trips 
to New Braunfels and lockhart. At Lockhart I made the ramp turn off at 1000 
feet without any heavy braking with plenty of room to spare. On take off from 
Lockhart my ground run was approximately 650 feet with 20 degrees of flaps. 

My experience in tailwheel aircraft includes the Aeronca 7 A-C, Stinson 
Stationwagon 108-3. Citabria 7 ECA, Cessna 120, and Cessna 170 and totals 
approximately 1500 hours of tailwheel time. My observation has been that tail
wheel airplanes are generally much easier to land in the three point attitude. 
This evening I tried my first wheel landings in the T-18 and to my delight I 
discovered it is much easier to do a nice wheel landing in the T-18 than any 
other tai1wheel aircraft I've flown. I can't imagine an airplane which could 
be more enjoyable to fly. 

As delighted with the T-18 as I am, 1 can see some room for improvements. 
The 72 pitch Sensenich will only let the engine turn 1950 to 2000 R.P.f.I. static. 
The 150 H.P. Lycoming should turn 2200 to 2300 R.P.M. static for optimum take 
off. I have talked to Bernard Warneke and the Great American Propeller Company 
this week and hope to have their recommendations for a different prop shortly. 
The airstrip where I live in Woodcreek Resort. Wimberley, Texas. is approxi
mately 2000 feet long. While the present performance is adequate. I think I 
would appreciate'a little more margin of safety for take-off performance. 

I look forward to meeting some of the other T-18 owners at the £AA flY-ins 
in this part of the country. Please let me know if there are any T-18 functions. 

Sincerely. 

e~!AJ.<J~/~. 
a0es W. french. P.E. ' 

Thank you, Jim, we appreciate it. 
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Arch Maxwell 
1845 Mesa St. 
Redding, Ca. 

Vern peppard 
Attention: T-1B 
1100 Geomap Lane 
Plano, Tx 75704 

Dear Vern. 

96001 

Although I am a T-18 owner and pilot I have 
never built an airplane. Also, I am not sure what 
being a coordinator involves. I am not sure I 
qualify as a coordinator. However, aa an owner 
who flies 150 to 250 hours a year I feel that the 
owner's nr safety manual should become a reality. 
I therfore volunteer to be a coordinator for 
whatever section needed, if it should happen that 
you don't get better qualified volunteers. 

I would like to pass along some alterations 
that I have made to my T-18: 

Instrument hose was used as brake hose from 
cylinders to firewall. These had deteriorated on 
the inside to nearly total blockage. Replaced with 
proper brake hose. 

Placed felt pads between throttle, etc. cables 
and fuel tank where they had rubbed half way through 
tank wall. 

Placed stainless steel shims between aluminum 
canopy roller tangs and rail after finding them 
worn two thirds through. 

Installed oil cooler on firewall after 
in flight failure of auto type cooler mounted on 
front of engine. Works fine and is isolated from 
engine vibration. 

Installed Ken Knowles nay antenna in wingtip. 
Worked fine BO installed com antenna in other 
wingtip and it works fine. 

If I can be of any other assistance let me 
know. 

Sincerely 

~~ 
Arch Maxwell 

Thank you kindly for this reportr Arch. It was forwarded to me by Vern. 
As always, we are indebted to Vern for doing the printing and collating 
of the newsletter. (In case you've wondered, his huge 55,000 sq~ ft.plant 
supplies geological maps for oil companies allover the world). 

Hope this NL will generate enuf nu mat'l for several more nls. 
Dick 

r'''~ """."""" 

:~ 
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--'--~(>~'~"eJ:day ~~~:~- ~~-:;-·Ma.r-ilyn Sunderland out to DFW Airport for their 
return trip home. They had stopped over for a day in Dallas for Lu to 
appear as a. guest on a radio show. They had been in L.A. before coming 
here, where Lu had appeared on two national TV shows. As you may know, Lu 

; maintains a back b:eaking schedule in pursuit of his goal to get the 
: courts and school ooards to present creationism on an equal basis with 
i the theory of evolution and he maintains the pace in spite of his oout 

)-....."with intestinal canCE'r. Apparently he's winning the battle, but has had 
\i)! some severe pains that don't appear to be related to the cancer. 

~! He reports that there has been a big spurt in salos for 5-lB plans since 
: OSH and the T-18 article in Sport Aviation. I've had several letters from 

\,,1, propspective builders asking my opinion as to Whether they should build 
.... ,.~: the 5-18 or a RV-6, since I did a brief write up on the RV-6 for sport 
~ Aviation. As an editor, it wouldn't be kosher for me to advise anyone 
~ either way. Especially so, since the RV-6 is in the prototype stage and 

any mention of deficiences or shortcomings at this stage certainly would 
not be fair to Van Gruosven, who I have great regard for. Most of the 
inquirers were puzzled at the considerable difference in RV-6 kit prices 
and parts cost for the T-18 or 5-18. without comparing item for item 
between the two, it would be like comparing apples to oranges. Actually, 
there is no available "kit" for the T-18' or the S-lB.I haven't had a 
chance to add up the total of all T-l8 parts listed in Leisure Aircraft, 
Ken Brock, or Phil Tucker's catalogues, but I've been told that it adds 
up to around £~~~O ___ ~:-,s $6800 for_"~~~_~_~~~~_~1. 

I'm happy ty report that JOHN WALTON's health problem seems to be better. 
John had a recurrence of his lymphoma (cancer) this past fall and has 
been undergoing chemotherapy and results look very good, as of this 

~ week. He's even been working on his two T-18s and hopes to be back in 
~ the air with his old 'un soon and he's looking forward to flying it 
~- with the 0-360 engine and cis prop (the eng. and prop he took out of the 
~ one he bought). He actually swapped everything forward of the firewall 
~' between the two bird~, along with rectifying the damage to #1 that the 
~ tornado did to it. He has also replaced the Rattray cowl on #2 with a 

fiberglas Thorp type cowl he made in my molds. The top piece of this 
~ cowl is made of metal (.040), which is rolled in a sheet metal roller 
.~ to match the 80% 2nd degree curve£ at the firewall corners. The front 
'); end is also rolled to match the semi-circular front piece. 

I -----~-~.~--,.- --- .---~----'"-.---~,------

: If any of you want to go this rout it's fairly easy ... if you can find a 

~
rol1er with a little more than 36" capacity. Otherwise you'll have to 
Hshoe shine~ the curves in by hand over the edge of a wooden work bench, 
which takes effort and patience. The front piece is flush riveted to 

~ 
the top piece. The whole thing matches out well with the skin over the 
top of the tank. The nose piece is made out of .040 2024 T-3 also and 

~ is formed over a form block, with bend relief cut-outs about every inch. 
This leaves tabs of about 1" in width and they easily form over the 
form block. Don't forget to drill the relief holes well clear of the 

\ bend area, or it may crack as you bend it! 

I GARY GREEN called the other evening and suggest we have another one of 
those great T JA re unions, like we had at Temple, TX, a couple of 
years back. His thought was to haVe everyone meet at Texhoma Lodge 
on the 1st weekend in Ma~d all have dinner at the ~odge dining room. 
It's a super nice facility, with a golf course across the street, a 
3000' paved airstrip almost at the door, and Lake Texhoma a stone's 
throwaway. (c0nt'd) 

--'.~.--
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It's a veqr enjoyable place. I wcnt in there in a Grumman Cheetah last 
year to an fly-in the American Yankee Ass'n held and later wrote a 
report on it for Sport Aviation. We can't call it a flv-in, because 'I of the liability angle and we can't call it a drive-in·, either,but 

~ ~y says he and Leroy HoI t are going to be there to have dinner, maybe 
- have a couple of cocktails, and talk airplanes and airplane people and 

if any of you would like to join them they'll set another plav€' at the 
tab10. Why don't you give Gary a call at 405/233-3186 or write him at 
2007 Ramona, Enid, OK. 73703. {Yes, Gary ~s back at Vance AFB. instruct 'g 

. 1n T-38s (tough duty) again. 
---t--~.---.-'----- -- -- - - .~-"'--.--"-'-.-"----

LEROY HOLT, who lives at McAlester. OK, is flying his T-18 now and Gary 
says he's doing a good job with it, except for trying to flare it too 
high once in awhile. He says the airplane is so well behaved on the 
ground that you could almost land it with your feet on the floor. Leroy's 

i airplane is a wide body, with folding wing and the new airfoil. It has 
I a 180 hoss Lyc in it and a cis prop. Gary test hopped it for him and has 

l
also checked Leroy out in it. Gary's T-18 has a 180 in it, too, but his 
has a fixed pitch prop and he is impressed with how quick Leroy's T-18 
gets off and climbs,but cruise is about even. Landing roll on it is 

~i shorter, because of the braking action of the cis prop in flat pitr.h. 
~IGary says he can't tell a nickel's worth of difference on stall speed 
;~or stall characteristics (58 mph lAS on both) and no difference in stall 
~warning. Maybe the new airfoil jUst cancels the extra weight of that 

I 
heavy cis prop, with its extra lift. lAS airspeed at the stalling angle 
of attack is well known to be unrel~able in most pitot/staic installat

h.ions and certainly varies from airplane to airplane anyway and a lot of 
'-..\, little things can affect stall speed. It would be interesting to evaluate 
~Ia couple of dozen airplanes for comparison, wouldn't it? One thing E've 
'1-:; learned down thru the years is that a lowered stalling speed and a higher 

: top speed don't come easy. It takes a lot of effort on either end and 
~you can depend on having to fight for even small gains.Anyway, we'll be 
~looking forward to seeing Leroy's new bird and admiring it. It's been a 
~long and rocky road to get there for him and we congratulate him for his 
~perserverance.We'll also be looking forward to Leroy's story on his 

Ibird. He had more discouragements than you could shake a stick at, but 
! stuck it out to the end. I think Leroy's airplane makes the 5th flying 
i T-18 in Okla. 

----~-+ 
iSPINNER TALK: I constantly hear complaints about the high cost of 
IT 19 5p1nners (about $250 at last reading). I've seen enough made to 
Ilknow it's not easy and the reject rate is pretty high, too. However, I 
I saw a slick little way to make a fiberglas spinner at a recent EAA 

~ i meeting. A solid wooden male mold was made on a lathe and a length 
~ of tubing was insert on the aft end to hold it in a vise, with the 

male mold 3 or 4 inches above the vise. The mold was covered with what 
~llooked like silver colored duct tape. He then inflated a fairly large 
'rrordinary rubber balloon and tied it off with a rubber band. He said he 

~
put several plies of bi-directional glass cloth on over the mold, wetting 
each one out with epoxy as he went. Then to hold the fiberglas tightly 

~ to the mold he placed the inflated balloon at the upper tip of the mold 
iand started gradually pressing it down as he gradually released the air 

Mout of the balloon. It went down so slick and easy and held the wetted 
~glass tightly to the mold.He said he could have put another balloon 
~idirectly on the mold instead of the tape (both of which would be sprayed 
~!with PVA mold release, of course). He then put a plastic garbage bag 
~~ver all of it and pulled a vecuum on it to pull excess resin out. Said 

\{llt balanced, too. (YOU'd need a pi3 balloon for a T-IB Spinner) 
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I had a fiberglas spinner on my RV-l that had over 1000 hrs. on it 
when I finally sold it and it never gave any trouble, 1 also heard \,,1 of a fellow that us('d an old phono turntable to centrifLgally cast d 

~ fiberglas object, so that the centrifugal force would evenly distrij}utp 
~I the resin for perfect balance. Might be something you would like to 
~i experiment with for fun. Let me know if yoU do, etc. You'd probably \t! need to get up to .040 to .063 in thickness, I'd guess. 

!flo You might want to balance your prop and spinner separately as a unl t, 
,adding lead washers on the back plate flange if needed. 
--------------"'-'_. 

I FOR SALE: I have a note from Lyle Fleming, 46035 20th St. E.,Lancaster, 
: CA, 93534, 805/942-2481 who says, "I have a standard T-18 landing gear 

\h and a standard fuselage that is a real good one except for the aft bulk
~i head, for the vertical tail needs some repair. I also haVe a set of T-18 
/-';" blueprints to go with it. In addition, I am also thinking of selling 
\/\" my standard fuselage, folding wing T-lB, with full IFR panel, including a 

,Loran C, encoding transponder, and an 0-360 engine, all 90% completed. 
~ Make offer for these." Lyle wrote the letter in late Oct .• 86. so a 
~ telephone call might be in order as to current status. He gave no reason 

: for selling.A picture of his #1 a/c is enclosed. 
-' ----~---. ----_. __ ._-- -- --,---- '-'--' . 
1 F.E. ROGERS: Formerly of Sioux City, IA, has moved to phoenix, AZ. and 
! he wrote the following: "Have completed move to AZ and in the process 

I
I and in the process have left 7lED with the sioux City MUseum. a difficult 
decision after 10 years building and B years flying. The lure of our 

I
, family and grandchildren prompted the move so we could spend more time 
with them. 

The Thorp T-18 has shared our affection for many years and I still feel 
! it is one of the finest, if not the finest of the homebuilts. It saddens 

rA; me to see the trend toward assembly of kits, rather than the actual 
~~; construction of the various parts from raw stock.Altho· I am no longer a ! 

~
\~iT-18 owner I want to keep abreast of all the latest developments and 

: information offered in the newsletter. My files contain all the newsletters 
,and I frequently thumb thru them to refresh my memory of the enjqment I 
, had building and flying the T-lS. please keep up the good work on the 

newsletters. Our hope and prayers are with Lu for a speedy recovery from IN: his current ailmenL" Sincerely. Ed. 

~I Thanks a lot, Ed, for the kind remarks and good luck for your lifeahead 
in Phoenix_ (I added this letter as food for thought for some of you 
that m_a_y_.~~aci~~_~~_e same problem o"n:e"--~o~f,-t:h::.::e"sCe,_d",,alY"sC''-__________ _ 

iUnder our present liability systeM in the courts the original builder of 

I
I an aircraft can be held liable for mistakes, deficiencies, etc. that 
allegedly might cause an accident. even tho' there have been several 
other owners in the interim. This means you might want to discuss your I alternatives with a competent lawyer before you sell. ~~nt_~ 

I
~~bject in depth in the next newsletter. In the meantime, if you have 

~ any thoughts (or possible solutions) on the problem, I would encourage 
.~ you to write them down and send to me. If you have a lawyer friend you 
~ may want to discuss it with him and record his opinions on how best to 

escape liability. This is an extremely serious problem that ALL builders 
of an amateur built airplane must address when they or their heirs sell 
the airplane. It goes without saying that you should write to your 
lawmakers about the dilema. 
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10202 N. 46th Ave 
Glenuale, Az. 8~302 

October 22, 1~U6 

DE.AR DICK, 

[,a'J.::"_'!._, 

~ I must apolosize for not settins my cues in on time, but the 
~I time sometimes slips away When you're tryinS to get an airplane 

~ 
oone in two years. Encloseo is the $10 of my OUes. If I owe 
more please let me know. 

At the present time I am in the process of getting my fuselase 

~
' reaoy to rive.t. By the time you set .this I shoulo be well on my 
,way. I have my flaps, ailerons, fin, ana rUDder finishea. I 

founa the rUGner to Ge the most 6ifficult to make. The hints in 
~~ the news letter was very helpfUl in ooing every thins so far. I 
~I must say thouC;h that there is some misGuioeo aavice that must be 2 
~ sorteo out ano oiScaraeG by the in6ivi6ual before starting a 
~ f-articular task. 
~ I mac.e my own lanains gear also. I weloeo it up with a ~ 
"':i weIner. I talkea to one of the"people"at Oshkosh before ooinS it ,I ana they sai6 it ~ be as cooa as heliarc if aone correctly. 

i personally I think it turneo out very _Sooo. The worst part about 

l
i making the whole thins was making the jig to halo everything in 
I place. 
': When making my flaps, ailerons, ana ruaaer I founa the secret 

to making straight trailinc.. edc,es is to "not~ cut the trailinG 
I edge with tin snipsr and squeeze the rivets. The way to cut the 

\0; trailins edge is to either shear it or scrape it in half with a 
~l sharpened hacksaw blaae, as oe!;cribeo in a earlier news letter. 
.::tJ The wri ter called ita floor man's sheet metal shear. Of cour se 

~ 
you must also hola the ease straight wjth a piece of anGle on 
each sioe while riveting, which was also Describea in a earlier 
news letter. I guarantee you will be satisfied with the 

~ results. In all the fly-ins I have attenoea in the past two 
~ years I have not seen but one T-18 with trailing edses as 

r:s. straisht as mine. 
~ For a power plant ~usi.E..9. a Foro V6 with the .Javlin C converJ:"i9n if I ever set conversion unit from Blanton. _ I have 

. had 1t on oreer for 15 months, but he has haa some proauction 
problems. I am usin~ the 1.6 to 1 reouction which he has yet to 
test. Accoraing to the information I get from Blanton there are 
several others consic..erinS the F'oro V6 for their T-18. If they 

i are reaoing this news letter I woulo like to hear from them in 
regarDs to how they plan to mount the ensine since it neeas a 
four point mount. Also where are they SOing to mount the 
radiator, ana how are they .soinS to route intake and e>.baust air 
to the raaiator. 

Yours truly, 

,O):"'W'/I//} ;:'//;,u~ 
Monroe Maxhimer 
serial i 612 

fl 
Thanks, Monroe, for the tip on the 

trailing edge and the little shearing 
tool_ Also, appreciate the comment on 

the Ja ve 1 i n eng 'i~n~e~. ~w~e~n~e~e~d=m=Q,,=r=e='=e=t=t~e=r~s~ 
_~!:~e 'r'?urs! __ ._~_ 
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Dear Dick, 

(nclosed my dues with gratitude for every word in every newsletter. I started 
¥ BaB, I think, in ,972 with a lot of on's and off's. J definitely have 8 

T-18 in my garage. 11m getting reedy to lock in pIece the horilontal tail 
tube. I started (using Ken's parts) by mating the center main wing section, 
on a good level surface with the 601 bulkhead and the 602 fittings. The main 
center beem was finished so I placed the attach bolts through the main beam 
fittings, the 601 bulkhead and 6D2 fittings, locked everthing together, carefully 
marked the 602 fittings to the 601 bulkhead, took everything apart, drilled and 
riveted the 602 fittings to the bulkhead, placed the 601 in the fuselage and 
finished the job. I used the wrap around doubler on the 601 bulkhead, but 
since the 602 fittings were in place, the firet row of rivets is impossible 
to buck, so I poped the first row and used an's for the second row. It 
seemed to work very well and everything is straight and level. Now to the 
horizontal tail tube. I intend to leave the main center wing beam in place 
and with the horizontal tail tube also in place, align the tail tube with the 
main wing beam using a Hewlatt Packard digital transit. I have a greet 
engineer operating the transit and I'll probably get more error in alignment 
by trying to drill the first holes in the lugs on the tail tube than I will 
in the initial alignment with the transit. My, this is wordy. I hope you 
won't consider this overkill, but it's going to be fun trying to make it 
perfect. 

Thanks again for the newsletters. 

Thanks a lot, Bob,for your 
report. Every new builder should 

~know about those pesky rivets in 
the 601. Just remember to ~ 

rivet the fit,,_=t=i~!"l~§=o~n='=s~t~"~&~~t=h::e=r:,e=' S~J 
~,;:9_blel1},. '. 

Respectfully, 
~//C"- . /7 
(5~~'~<-

Robart -clayton 
1783 Harvard Ave~ 
5lC 9 UT 84108 

The next few pages are from our indomitable T-lB builder in the U.K., 
.Tim Waller. and I know his account may likely increase your appreciation 
for the relative freedom from bureaucratic pomposity and, xxxxx that 
we enjoy here. (11"..;,-:,-:,<];>' 
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Dear I,uther, 

"}o~Birh{lVen" • 

Shirrell Heath. 

Southnmpton S03 2JN 

Mid AugU!'l t 1986 
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(,.,;329) 832754 

Herewith flight test schedule for my 'r-1B G-BLIT. l-erhfips 

you'd like to send them on to Dick Cavin for the Newsletter. 

Thanks to your letter of 23rd Dec. things got moving again. However, 

not having heard anything b~ mid March I assumed our CAA was co~responding 

with you. Anyhow, I took a day off work and went to see the Engineering 

Officer of the Popular Flying Association (our equivalent of your hAA) and 

G-BLIT had its first flight that day,17th March, remember I phoned you. 

Since I have only been flying the mandatory 5 hours required to keep my 

licence, apart from 3~ hours in a Chipmunk late last year, I gon a friend, 

'Barry Dyke, Chief Flying Instructor, Western Air Training to do the test 
I~ 
~: flying III tr,Qugh I flew it from the right hand seat from 24/5/86 and when 

~]we were doing the tests. 

~! The first flight was traumatic. The canopy catch failed on takeoff 

~ and Barry flew G-BLIT with his knees whilst holding the canopy closed with 

l one hand~ Note the modified catch drawing which I have enclosed. Now the 

: fun began in earnest since Barry Dyke fell out with Western Air Training 

~~ land went to another airfielc to start his own school. The Permit to Test 

~ : stipulated that G-BLI1' could only be flown from Thruxton with B. Dyke in 

,~ command and he had moved to Old Sarum some 10 nm. away. What wi th the 

_~ foregoing and continuo'.ls wet weather until the end of June to say nothing 

~ of Old Sarum being, despite its nominal 900 metres length, marginal, I only 

soloed G-BLIT for the fi~st time on the 18th July. What with my having a 

~ week away in Scotland it was only last Sunday, the 10th. that I was able 

..... ", to get down to the serio:ls business of' starting to learn to fly it. 

") Old Serum has a hospital to the north, the city of Salisbury which 

/ homebuilts are not permitted to overfly to the south and Old Sarum Roman 

[fort dead in line with its E to '(I single runway. It is within the R.i'.F. 

Bascombe Down Military Air Traffic Zone and a large Danger Zone (Army :::,ange) 

Ilies due 

! airfield 

east~ What a daft place to put an airfield. Not really. The 

has boen there for a very 10ng time £lIld just about everything 

I apart from the Roman bit, seemingly always swar:ning with sightseers, just , 

! grew up aroune it. Old Sarum does have two other setbacks, though. There I 
~ are three or four places where apparently ditches have been dug and filled 

a " 'acrOss the runway and it is ~ shaped. There is no problem for aircraft 

wi th well sprung wc' s capable of a steep approach but the Thorp loses out 

on both these counts. ~!ost of us here are used to short grass strips where 

you make (l glide api,ronch, hiCh f'or "~Dfety. and sides1ir off' exceGS height 
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A COLlIJle nr "ud ltlings, though. Thank:; to my mJ!,l'eading ';OInt) wor'din" 

on the l'e rmi t to TeO'; \. we missed a chance to fly to the I'FA C !'U!\f'ttc I <I liB 11 y, 

the biggcLlt ill h:urupc and equivalent. of' your' oahk()sh,hy one duy, I know 

G-flLIT wOlllrl hnve he en u senOlOition there. The edito!' of our cql!!v,dellt oj' 

Sport Aviuti<>11 ¥IUS 1101'101,( to do some air to Bir \Jhotogruphy on w, Bt Bnother 

,'ully. l)ome~iti", ]1r'rIJngemcnts fouled that one up. Last t,unriflY t.hc unti

eyclone whIch should lmve developed instead turned thundcry with very pOOl' 

visibility so I loat out on another PI<'A rally. However it was nlmost tl 

flat calm so I got in over two hours of circuits and am now confidently 

landing G-BLIT in well under half the length of Old Sa rum without heavy 

braking or bouncing. Takeorf is no problem. Anticipating the swing and 

not overcontrolling is the answer. I ease the tail up as soon as the 

contribl column feels light at sbout 40 kts. indicated, nudge her of1' at 

about 55 kta. and hold her down until she indicates 80 kts at which speed 

at 65 to 7or. with two up she climbs at 900 ft/min and ~olo 1,200 ft/min. 

Old Sarum is just 300 rt. AMSL. 

I have only calibrated my ASI by the manometer method given in the 

NL's and I have my pitot ro~ard or the Sbd. wingtip (see photo of Vale or 

Pewsey) but there oint no way I'm going to be getting much more than 130 kt. 

fully laden. I'm using a wooden prop made by a rriend. When I can a1'ford 

it I'll have him make me another but I think I've dropped on lucky first 

time with the ideal combination for conditions here. He designed it 66" t"'_*'~ 

dia. x 76" pitch and my Lyc. 0320 E2G of 150 h.p. swings it at 2700 rpm 

on takeorr. 

Old Sarum's one advantage is its circuit height 01' 600' (so that R.A.F. 

machines can pass overhead on their eaatward approach into Bascombe Down). 

When I first started rlying approaches 1n G_BLIT it took me a long time to 

get used to the long flat approach needed. I put on the first click or 

rlap at 80kt. and allow speed to decay to 60kt. over the fence after which 

I'm far too busy looking ror a bump rree spot to touch down and holding her 

tracking straight to know how fast she is travelling. Solo she seems to 

float for miles. I have only and w111 only ever use :full flap with two up. 

Surprisingly it doesn't seem to make a lot or difference but gliderS and 

non radio aircraft use the field. G-BLIT climbs happily with haIr rlap on 

the overshoot without much change of trim. When landing there is a sharp 

pitch down when applying rull rlap. I suspect that a rull rlap overshoot 

could be interesting to say the least. I'm tempted to blank it off. 

The radio aerial mounted centrally between U/C legs seems to work well 

and after many landings its rubber tip is still not scraped. The VOR with 

Ken Knowles wingtip mounted aerial also performs well. If I remember to 

take a camera I'll send some photos of what she looks like with the cowlings 

off. Oh, before I rorget. First flights were not pleasant due to an 

intense whining. This I traced to a tiny paper-thin gap between canopy & 
windscreen. Now cured by addition of window Beal foam strip. • ~~ 

Must stop. Thank John Thorp ror a rine plane for me. Best.~ I 

P01'IJI AR flYING AS50C IAT ION. 1"",\' 'I, I T/lfO 
__ ' _T.::-"~E~Sl,_~:,~~o~, ___ ~ 

--~""----'"'--,----~,:-"-----" 
SUPI'L!I>.' t-.Jl/,I\YI1IC,);r 11'>1 SCIl!()Ulf 

f."~~~,.,.'r>-"C" ;i01/C.; ~V5 Aj\e II.} KNbTs 
() . . " ADD 15% r;,~,~ft1Prt 

I [09lne cool "'9 On d,mb - Ih .. o"O:1ft ,ho"ld!,,, <:limbed at lull :hrc:lc for liv" 
minnte>, or 10 :',000 fro oUo"e toJ..." off point, .... ,"idw",,: 'e le'l, ond ,;\,~ ~c.'·owio:; 
dolo notcd,-

Time H., CylindlH heod I,,:rp. G;lle"'p, O,A,T. T J.,S. a 500 1.25 f'. 100 f. 6S f'. 80 k ts. 
I min, 4 00 430 140 80 
2 min, 2 3 00 445 160 80 
J min. 3 2 00 450 150 80 
4 min, 4 0 00 445 185 80 
5 min. 4 8 00 445 190 80 

On complelion of te~t the engine 'r.,!eila!:::>'l Ihc.'Jld b~ decked for a.'y ~igr,i ::;,f 
ovcrheating, abnormal discoloo'otio'l of cO'Ylpoocoh, siDr,~ of .::ho fir'9 0' rc?:d ,,_~~ c.'uc 
10 v;broljan, Doring dimb ony undue vibrotion tr,or ,,",_/ be prCII'nl ,hould,,~ no,,,d. 

Before commencing tests the Pitpt/Static/ASI inetallation 
Remorks:_wes checked .for leaks and accuracy using a manometer. No 

leaks were present end the readings (over 30) were consiotently 

(2) EngjnewJo~~tn~ df&m8!. ~bW·?rfl)e~~~'5~'(,r _ t1e aircraft sbuld !:>e rI~"m ct Ma" 
Continuo.... Crvjse Power (or in the case 0: oirccoft diaigned for oir rcci"g, 01 fuil 
throtlte) for the maxim"", durotion of the o;rcroft, less 0 row,onoble n~erve of fuel. 
The following dolO should De re-corded:-

Time of flight. 3-!- hre. 
Max, Cyl. Head Temp. reoch~d. 450 r. 
Mox. oil temp, reoehed, 190 .f. 
Total oil consumption in flignt, About 1 pint (?) 
On completion of test the engine irntollotio1 should be checked for ony ,j;::n; of 
overheoting, abnormal discoloJrotion of cOr.1po"en:-S, 5iSr.S of ch~iing or r.::pi:i wear 
dve to v;brotion, During the fl isht ony uo.::",e vjb~;::;jon thet may be pri;:;~n:' sho.)k' ce 
noted. This and all other tests were conducted with two 12; st. 

occupants & full fuel - i.e. within 50 lb. o:f maximum 
Remorks:- permitted all up weight. 

~, 

(1) le"e! ffjg~t {In ollo;n1"g ,toll !nO! o;r.<;:Oc .. ..! .henld decrcose 01 r.at mc:-e l;'on; rr.Fr-/~,-~:. 

(0) Pm'ler Off V "'50 kt. !. ...... ~. clean. 
Tcndency of eilrfe, wing ~o drop;- Sli~ht lert 
Is there ony nah.rro! WOrn in;; 0: Ih~ stoll." Buffet 
At what sp.:ed do<:s this oe':u'?"" 55 kt. 
Whot is the control effect ivcncs~ 01 stoll? 

1 st stagg flap: 48 kt. 
Full {40 ):flap: 45 kt. 

(i) A;!er('n~ "',Still effective 
(ji)Eb"otor '" Good 
(iii) Rudder'" Good 

Check thai the tnrottle response is sot;:;foclcry '" Yes. good pickup 

Estimated rQ<;~ of hei9ht Cu."in~ ",eovecy '" 1 00' 
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(b) Power on Vs =45 kt.!.A.S. 

Tendency of either wing to drop:- Right wing drop 

h there any natural worni!"lg of the stoll?:o Buf'f'ct 
AI whet ,peed does this occvr?'" 50 kt. 

What is the control effective:1ess 01 tlo!!? 
(:) Ailerons '" Good 
(ll) Elevator"" Good 
(iii) ~(.'dder '" Good 

Ch~ck lhat throttle respcnse is s..:J:i~fcc'ory = Yes 

Estimated loss of heishtduring recovery = 100' 

(2) DY/'lOmic steib - chcc\a shouk; be carried cv! a: ?v!1 Thro!hc or.::l in~cr"..xI;ole 
power settings in both tvrning fligh:- (60

0 
bonk) aod in pull out conditiom. 

Speed aod condili~ ot whic;h slolls were corried oul:

(0) Power on. 50 kt. 

(b) Power off. 55 kt. 

Behaviour in tfoll:- OpPosite wing drop 

R~covery:- Imtediate response to rudder d: elevator 

Is there ony werning present? "" Buf'f'et 

RotC'!: of Descent. 

(0 Measure rote or descent P"''-;C( off a: 1.3 V! {65 kt.} 

800 ft/rdn. 

Sideslips. 

(i) Power off at 1.3 Vs 65 kt. 

(The aircraft should be sideslip?ed 01 the op?ropr;ate powu :;"!ltin; an:.,; rid 
the rudder should -be releoied and the:'! the stick ~l-:o:;IG be relaose.:i. Tb:se 
Dctions should be carried 001 h-.dep_;";;entl)' of t!<Jcn other., 

Directional s10bility? - Docs airc,raft lu~r. Oul of si::.!C$lip? Yes 
Remarks:-

lateral Stobility ~ does wing lend 10 rise, $t.::y ~'eody Of increas~ !:.cr:k? 

Stays 5 teady 

Remorks;-

-r 

r,' 

Ji'""· 

',;-iil 

I • 
~~'*" 

r"·_······ 

""-- ' 
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(';)Powcronull.3V ct 60%T.O. Po",e,. , 
Directjonal stcbility? - co~ circ.--::lft tvrn oul of 
sideslip. Yes 

Rem<lri<s:-

Laterol slab,!,t:,? - cces cirLrort wing ,end 10 r;~e, sloy 
steooy or ;ncreose bonk? 
Remarks;- Stays steady 

Max. Spe~d T "sIs V ne 

Stick Forces. 

Weesured using 
equipment borrowed 
frw makers ot: the 

Aircra!t ~hoolc be dived 10 'Never Exce~' ~pccc and til" 
following poinls ncILci:-

V ne "'173 ktI,..A.S. 

Check aileron cffcclive;)e~s:- Very sensitive 

Tendency for control re"e,~ol? No 

JE IittkootKcbtic!< forces i:-. r,ig,"-t cor.:.!ilio(.s. 

. Edgley Optica 
observation aircrat't. 

I'I-.ox_ ::'p~ed. ! At OVC:"!i:'&ldt.1 At Cru:~~ • 

~~:~~!~d ,tick ,o<c!:?:<T><:r><! 
M"'oo (lb.) I 2 2.~ I 2.~ I 
Elevator (lb. pef" £i) 2 t 2. I 2. f 
!Wdder(lb.) 1 1 I ; I 1 1 

Simvlcted Forced Landing. 

~ 

With circroft Iri:n .. ed ?:JWC: o:f ct nOm".cI appr=ch speed ca~:y C;.It 

simulated forceC b~in£. 

Note:- Vidc:Hrl ;r~'n ,=odq: ,I - c~n ~!-,c .::p,:;:c.--:::!-l =:l vi(; .. :~ 
wH;'.c<Jt recc'';~''; 10 mcnocuvr?:s ",.j·,j:;;o cc.)tc L:od.>c 

Ic:;~ of ... ,,::/.'? Yes 

h oP?r:;;:::cl., I.;n' J!Y f!ct so C$ :0 T;)C:'e entry in~o ~rr.oll 
fide.:" ;'c;:o'=<:..>.? No (good flaps) 

Can Ivd ccck:, i;n'~;or. switcl-.t.~ on.! u)ne?1 r~le:J!:e 
be reeched wr,e:. tightly stro?~d in ccc:':pit? Yes 

Is there ony tendency to ~win3? Slight left 

Un~tick spe(·d? "'55 ktl.;',.3. 
Very stlrt' u/~. TendB to bounce 

nf"f" T'nn",h ", .. ",mil. 

I 
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londi~g. 

londing at 1 _3 V = 55 kt. , 
Tendency to swing 0 •• touchdown? "" No. Very controllable 

Tendency to Floot ? "" Yes but not excessive 

Tendency to overturn when udng brd:t..~? No 

Con on overshoot be mode scf<.!ly du~i.1g all p,c~es of the c,:.:-.r,:cch 
ond landing without recourse to cny Iri:r. change or :Jnusuol r;~r,oeuvre? Yes 

Behaviour of Engine. 

Tendency to ovenpecd in (i) L(:vel F;;ght? No 
(ii) In dove C1 ; t!-.~otl~e? No 
(iii) Ovcmnoot? No 

Longi!udinal Stability. 

General. 

Check stick free longitudinol stobHity - tri71 at ncrmc! cruis!: =.)ecd 
in !evel flight and measure stick force v J.A.S. 2~ lb. 

Cockpit layout. 

Can all instruments be read witr:out difficulty? Yes 

Can all engine and flight controls be operated without 
difficulty when properly st~cpp::-d in? Yes 

Visibility from cockprt - Remcrks:
In flight? Very good 

Toxyi:lg? Good 

Any special featu:-es? Quite a marked nose down trim change 
when lowering second stage of flap at 80 kt. This will 
be placarded as limiting speed. 

Stick force 1st stage: 
Full flap: 

2t lb. 
2...lb 

Aircraft can be tri~~ed out if necessary. 

(Signed) Barry Dyke X739 
Chief Flying Instructor 
~'/iltshire Flying Club, 

Old Serum Air£ield, 
Salisbury. 
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We are indebted to Jim for an excellent and interesting report .. If 
you carefully read the Air Registration Board Supplementary Flight 
Test report you can see that they aren't really such ogres after 
all. Their flight test syllabus is complete and well thought out. You 
would be well advised tocopy the report for your own use in the 
futUre 
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T-Itl /lutu.Jl Aid !)ociety 
1052'1 SOlnerton 
Ballas, rexas 75229 

Dear Dick. 

131(' ;j.", iLi,;u"l ii<lY 

rlcrced, C .. IU<ll"IH<-I 'Xi )!,O 
J)''!cehlbL'r ". l')u(, 

Enclosed is $20 to maint,1in the flow of newsletters. I hau thou~ht I lias 
caup,ht up on -dues and that you had stopped puhlishing the newsletter. I nll\ 
missing issues 61, &2 6. 63. The arrival of issue 64 WaS n surprise. 

: About Hl months ago I sent a Ion;, letter about lIly experiences building and 
. flying a 'f-18 for ,1bout 100 hours. No newsletter was received after that. 
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Were my observations that bad17(~4,1' !la@ f:J6a:;rt/~" ~YAkf{ Y'~,0L 

I You were unable to attend the 1984 OSH meet the first year 1 completed the 
T_18. \.ie met briefly in 1985 when I was director of the Herced Antique Fly-In~ 

• Time did not permit talking T-Hl. ,Your SPOr:T AVIATION article on the 'US 
Fly_In was greatly appreciated. Our 30th event in 1987 should be the 
lart~est ever. Last year I persuaded the judging people to give a greater 

: propOrtion of prizes for homebuilts. He sent invitations to all the EAA 
chapters in the five, western states and have had a significant increase in the 

i homebuilts attending. 
I 
'The T-lB forum at OSH this year was a disappointment. If I were a builder 
I doing a Thorp the topics discussed would be of little value. For those with 
flying .:lirplanes the content was of a little more interest. (The south 

'Texans long account of learning to fly his newly purchased Thorp probably 
scared off some potential builders.) 

: I have had an unhappy experience with Bernie \Jarnke of Almost Constant Speed 
,Propellers. The metal Sensenich cut and repitclied to 58 x 73 by Santa Nonica f) 

flrop is too [ine a pitch for my 0-320, 150 lip Lyc. I ordered a \~od prop from 
'llarnke askinr, for a 63' dia. and pitched to give me _~rl\.S cruise at 7500'" DA. 
The prop received t~ClS a ~t;s.t and it still oversped to 12.000'D1\ and was 

ltx; no improvcfilcnt over the r:1etal prop. I sent it back on his promise to carve in 
:4J more pitch. Upon return months later the prop was not noticeably dif£erent~ 
~I It was sent back_~n and he pramiGed to rework it ilgain~ It was pro"'i~c,j 
~, for July CG in llny of: :;6. n a recent tel can he not, is bcginninf, work to 
~ repitch it. I have no confidence, that it will be much better. He refuse:;; to ..... ) .. ----- --~.-~ ~---.----~--~--",- --- ~,----""-- ----
~;~tLrn.ful)5;t_,J;!Y___E12~_ ( Just prior tg ~~Frture for OS>! I few the bird to l.lakers
~ field prop in CA. I removed the'prop and carried it to the shop. It I .. as 
~ repitched to ISt:,.in an hour. I flew home that day and to OS!! nnJ back in the 
\\3; next two weeks. That pitch gives _~7g""I{\s at 757~) 

~ You could perform a real serVlce by publishing the l.nsurance narricrs who will 

~ 
insure T_lG's for a reasonable premiUPl. The f~rst l'~ years I was insured fully 
for $950 by \IV best in Reno. They were touted by the eM. Last April, four 
months Into a second year, I was cancelled becau3e I flew a hornebuilt. The 
broker found another undcrwrlter and I have been payln<; y650/yr for lU/IOOl: (or 
PL & PD only. -Eull _cove..!.~ac would have.",E,~,$;lOOlyr. Please asl<. the Thorp 

I folks if anyone i; "ctting good coverage at a reasonable pre~~YJ t.JItYNC/ J H/iv'E 

110" bird no\-! has 215 hours and runS grea/ on auto ~s. - lob ~"GE OF AN INS. 
"",,,,ly. i,\Et:!f/{;wvl/t·f;n Co. 71/IIr(5 ~"&e. 

(f }o ~F oF }1:tu our 7i?eAf? 
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~ 
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Di ck CAvi n 
T-18 Mutual Aid Society 
10:529 Somerton 
Dallas, TeNas 75229 

Dick, 

December 16, 1986 

JOG Brooks 
20913 Halldalo Avo. 
Torranco, Calif. 90501 
213 320 1398 

I purchased most of my parts from Ken Knowles in 

January, 1983. I received the part. by spring. Work 

started shortly thereafter. With the T-18 Newsletter 

and Sport Aviation, most subjects were well coverod. 

To date, tho plane is on thQ gear and 90X complete from 
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~ spinner to tail wheel. The engine baffles are of my design. 

The engine is an 0320 E2A with fresh chrome major. The 

__ ~ prop is a Sensenich mod. 76EM8-68-74 which Santa Monica 

) Propeller cut down, repitched, and had tested by Specialized 

Testing Service~ 10758 Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood, Ca. 

91601. (213) 877 7317. The C-W has its hang-Up!> for sure. I. The canopy is one. There seemed no slick way to get 
, ($lW 
I the !iitandard conopy l:~,~~ the widebody frame. Sliding the 

~i ple)(igla$s fore or aft just left a mismatched look and poor 

~ fit. Finally I bit the bullet and cut out two tringular 

cr notches (6") from the rear cornorD and the bubble alid in 

place. The canopy skirt was raised to covor the notches. 

~? 
~ UJ 

4 
BelieVe ~joc IS Rk>;f::{~'''f..'-K[NG -(c r~oNT EtJO 6, VvVC0( 
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i EVEN A it 10 TA!.ILL (R.,;vLAIt) CAN 
LISt:' A It v~ St/';C£i ,t}E71I? $It';I>, 

01<!tfj, 'J',,cnfo 7~ 

~l"cutting and dr""illing the ple~iglass was a pleasure with the 

~~~l \. 

~ 
I 

• ~I 
~. 

~ 
~ , 
~i 

j 

I 
~. 

l 
I , 

ilJi 

proper tools. Small tooling clamps were used to hold the 

canopy straight while the pilot holes were drilled in the 
. ~ 

ple~y and frame with a ~ drill and then clecoed. A hole 

pattern was used for drilling these holes (skirt hole 

pattern). Trimming and drilling from then on was by grinding. 

A 5" cutoff wheel and a 3/8 "bullet" stone were used 

exclusively_ No cracks have yet appeared. 

tI The baggage compartment is of my design. A spar was 

made to carry the load to the frame. Side pannels hang 

from the longeron to support the sides of the floor. The 

rear spar is supported from the frame and the rear blukhead 

The floor is two parts (split fore and aft). The rear 

bulkhead is in two parts also. The trick is that both the 

floor and rear bulkhead are held with camlocks to ease 

removal. With the battery behind and the electric flap 

motor under the baggage compartment, they will be removed 

more than enough to warrant the extra effort of camlocks. 

T~ ba~g"~.g"e ".~"~mp,~,r:,":~e'::'~, "~e_~"~hs 10 Ibs. Access_~,~~="~ 

~~~'L.L~ for me. 

~ Dual brakes were fitted simply by ~J}~abs on the 

right side like the left. Supports for the right cylinders 

mimic the left. A remote reservoir was mounted on the 

'!'-lB NEWSLE'!"!'EH #1,') pd.'J~~ 1 h 
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~ 

(J.~CRALl -;;Pj,ALl <::J'Pf<:[MI'LiXu!.oGUt H.'I'3 
]!{~G/II/'b fOR Dc>-I.' BRAKes \. 
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fIrewall. The cylInders were from22er ___ "~n.95061). 

The bases were cut down to fIt the br""ackets. and the shafts 

I-/er""e tUr""'::I"ed down and thread~d for clevises. A second set 

of r""udder pedals were procured and the masts moved to align 

with the "right hand" side . Aeroquip 303-4 hose and 491-4 

fittings were used as well as a fortunes worth of "AN" aluminum 

fittings. St'!..~,:,~~"~~_~"~_l __ ~~~_ w~~_.l:'"~~~ down the gear 

~. Hare "AN" fittings and Aeroquip goodies finished the 

setup. (Mandrels for the 491 fittings were easily made from 
~---- -~ -,."-----

al u..E:J"~!:J_~m sha.ft turn~e~"._~_~~~_ on a I athe and fitted in AN-

816_"~"iJ:~"~"~9~_"~t;:'~_~~"~ proper size.) 

( • The wheel pants were also fun. 

~ for center hnes and raised to clear the wheel. A cutout 

~ pattern was made and centered on the side of the pant. 

The pant was marked 

~! The original brackets pulled the pant outboard too much. .,:jl. ~.--"- "---"----_._--------, 
~ .. A new bracket was made with offsets to hold the pant 

I, 
i centered on the wheel. A outter bracket was bent up to 

~ finish the installation. (The pants add class to the plane 

~i just si tUng there.) ~.!:..._"c:~ffs are a poor fit at best. 

~\ • Under the hood, the oil cooler was mounted on the 

4
\)!firewall. "AC" makes a remote oil filter bracket used on 
I-~-

the Cessna 421 that is available in salvage yards. This 

)was also mounted on the firewall. The gascolator wag from 

i 'Jcf -11<£" tJL 6iJ 1M OUN'O)" erL Co:>L& olf} p/<qv,</.L. 

Re' 
~ .. 

NorSe TRANf:HlrS5fiW 70 lLJlfh 7 
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a Cessna 172. (I like the remote drain feature.) Fuel flow 

!" 
\~ In mockup from a near empty tank was two quarts per- minute. 

~Fuel hoses? lines and fittings are all 3/8 inch. The fuel 

shut off valve is in front of the firewall and cable op~rated. 

~'No fuel pump or vacuum pump was used on the engine. The 

~ baffles are "pressure" type wi th tight fitting fin shrouds. 

~ Thwse shrouds were stretch formed ~la ribs from soft aluminum. 

Flat wraps were riveted to the skirts. Making up patterns 

for the baffles proved that it would have been cheaper 

~ to buy then. (But they wouldn't have fit so well.> 

• Building the fOe" wing has been enlightening. Matched 

hole tooling worked for most of the parts from Knowles. 

~ 
~ 

~ The ~r wi ng5 •.• not qui teo The spars are fun if you ('Sa:: N',L, 

~ like to see straight angles warp from cutting tapers in l,hrrc-llf'S 

~ 
them only to fond that the center wing ribs are joggled ~~8::f) 
for untapered cap strIps. The most fun was the "tennls-

elbow" from riveting the spars by myself. (It took six 

months to shake off the pain.) Since the skins came pre

~ punched, the holes were drilled ~40. The ribs were lined-

~ 
up on the spar and drilled. All center ribs line up with 

the holes on the skins ~~cept for the fourth one out (where 

the skin splice is). The skin was clecoed to the center 

ribs and the four-th rib was drilled fr-om the hole pattern 

of the skin. 
@ 

The spar- was drilled after all else. The 

(11 

/:" : THE 1-<~E 01' '5K' <J "RIVET 

"IL ({~-'-'t) 
~ ~ 

(~ 

HoLES 0'" -reP e, 5"91R 
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nose ribs wer-e drilled for the spar ~ being fitted to it. 

With the skin clecoed to the center ribs and the wing jIgged 

flat on the table. the nose r-ibs. one at a time were fit 

and drilled to the hole pattern of the skin. My nose ribs 

~~d a$ ~uE:~ .. ~.~ 0.180 inch shims between the fr-ont of 

~e_sp'~!:. __ and the rib. Oh yeah. the skin was b~nt before-

hand as per all the good scoop in the Newsletter- (and 

the pr-ocedure~. The inner skin was riveted (3/32 

soft flush) to the fourth rib. The outer skin was clecoed 

to the outer two center ribs. The last nose ribs were 

shimmed and drilled one at a time. The clecoed outer wing 

is straight as a die. With the wing in cleeos. the inspection 

holes were cut as was the aileron pushrod slot.~MY push rod 

hit the rear sl?~ __ f?efore full "up" aileron. This required 

a 1/4 inch shim under the mast (bellcrank). The mast needs 

about 1/4 inch more offset (hinge pin moved forward) to 

aid this problem. A piece of 1 inch angle was riveted 

~d on the bellcrank rib to stop the outer bellcrank 

from going. __ ~.y~,.,. center (even tho i t ~ seem unnecessary). 

The wing is sitting in the garage collecting dust as 

I try to shrug off this cold that started last Sunday. 

<While I was ~rying to dope out oil fairing to cover the 

humungus gap in the skin for the aileron push rod.) 

A photo album of Poleroids (270 so far) has been kept 

r"XCE1.JfNT I) 
. Ibt5A • 
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of the progress and dates. SometImes a picture IS worth 

a thousand words. 

I think that I'll kick back with a hot toddy and let 

~ 
the world turn for a while. Enclosed is a check for $25.00 

to keep the fund going. 

~ 

4
jJ Joe Brooks 

Joe, I'~e gotta say that that was one of the ~ery finest reports on 
T-lB building that I have e~er read. About the only way it could ha~e 
been impro~ed on would be to have some sketches. In particulaJ... you 
might ha~e included a simple sketch of where and how you cut the 6" 
triangle cuts out of the canopy. The WE canopyseems to be a source Of 
trouble for e~eryone and anyone that has any tips along this line I'd_ 
sqre like to hear from 'em. Thanks, too, Joe for typing up the report. 

K.T.F (Keep Thorps Flying) 

• 
That saves me a lot of time, since I'm a two finger typist.Again , Joe, 
thanks a million . 

To belabor a point I brought up in NL #64 ..• We DESP£RATELY NEED COPY 
FOR THE NEWSLETTER~ ~ !I've all but run dry on what to wr~te abOut. We 
ha~e covered'almost'everything at least once, but there are still a few 
items we haven't co~ered in any detaiL CanQPL;i._~sJ;.~]'~ can still 
use more write-ups, ditto wheel pant installation, gear-Xfti~ details, 
brake_.s-'ystef!.\. installation, electrical system details, baffles, intake 
system, cowling installation. control rigging and measurement, fuel svsten 
details with wing tanks, upholstery inst'n, windshield inst'n, instrument 
panel layout and hook up details, engine control routing and inst'n, 
instrument plumbing/wiring details, rudder and brake pedal inst' n, 
fittjng and alignment of wingtips, tailtips, more info on electric stab 
trim, electric flap inst'n info, ~ •... you get the idea. Just pick 
one of those subjects, take pen or typewriter in hand and go to it! 
Now if~keep putting it off there will be no more T 18 newsletter 
after #66! I've got ,~~n9!!.g"t1_ m,,!!;-erial on hand for one m~. so 
amigos, IT'S UP TO YOU NOW .•.• you all responded superbly when we sent 
out a call for dues in NL #64, some of you contributing more than the 
yearly dues, and we now have enough funds on hand for probably four 
more issues ••••. But in all that pile of replies r 30t only TWO stories! 
SO. again guys, PLEASE help. Each of you owes a lOt to the help you got 
from the newsletters when you started and now's your opportunity to 
show your appreciation in a way that really counts ..... I want to keep I 
the NL going from now on if possible. so now the ball is in YOUR_court~ 

MS'L;jJ,~T'LC T-'"R5_~L{Q(}g . J3U'ill_ 
N6TiCE: We .:'.<\,0 )(,y - ~",'TMY Uj 
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T()NY BINGELIS' Jolt ,'st bo()k, SPOH'I'I'IANE cnNS'I'HI)(''!'T()N TFL'llN !'J1IJ:S, is 
r-;:';:::illy~". It's tlw thirdl)OOK'lt1~TiT-;; s('fT(~;~;"1,1"Ts-~:;:-Jcs ()l 
info th;~l's r~!dlly viLd rOt' allyone !Juildill'l elll ,llrl'ldIH'. It Yel\] 
don't have all lhrl'" of 'l'ony's books and arC' hllliditl'! an dil"!']i-lne,yull 
are cleprjving ynur;-;c'lf of somethinq that's worl!J it.'> w<'iqilt if I 'Jold. 
Much of the matl'rial first ap(Jeared in earlier lSSU('S of Spurt Aviation 
(no longer available)' updato:;>d for techniques and materialc;. We all 
owe a big debt to Tony fol' his·wl'itings, so I strongly urge you to 
add his latest book to the othel' two. 

Incidentally. Tony is now building an RV-4. would you belio:;>ve} After 
all those superb all-wood airplanes. he's havinq a go at an all-metal 
bird. Would you believe that he buil t FOUR trim tabs before he got 
one that suited his standards?As of this writing he has completed all 
tail group parts, plus his ailerons and flaps. You can rcst assured 
that it'll be a cream puff. If he keeps up the present pace we just 
might see it at OSH in '87. -r~y /IoU;o f'I.4':1 t\" ser oF'" 1-($ PINJS- (~(IKF 1'9.'S) 

~----

.GREG HALVERSON, 2533 NE 11th St., Portland, OR. 97212, was one of those 
that answered my 80S in NL #64. Here's his letter: 

.~. 

f::: 

"Dear Dick: Just rec'd the recent NL and thought I'd add a few ideas I 
found helpful. 

First, and I think most important is a comfortable work area. Ideally a 
large, well lit. and reasonably warm work area where entire assembly 
could take place. I have a full basement in my home, which makes it very 
convenient to "tinker" at any time I wish. It has really helped to speed 
up my project. Any money a person puts into a workspace and tools will 
be repaid over the course of the project. 

Another item I found helpful was using a many compartment fishing tackle 
box for ri~ets. I could segregate the rivets by type and size an d 
carry the box around to where riveting was to take place. 

In drilling the canopy I purchased a set of brad point or spur bits at a 
local tool supply store. In drilling the canopy holes I used a small 2 x 4 
block as a backup block and drilled partially thru the plexi from one 
side and then used the pilot holes for a center and again using the back 
up block went in from the opposite side wntil completely thru.It worked 
nicely. 

For getting at some tight riveting areas (in stab'r ribs. etc) I made 
a wood lever ""'ith a bucking bar at one end instead of trying to get my 
big hard in and holding the bucking bar." 

That bucking bar tip was a real winner, Greg. (see sketch below). 
are very grateful for your tips and we thank you sincerely. 

We all 1 
~ The wood spur bit Greg spoke of is almost identical to a sheet metal 
~ grind bit described in previous newsletters. 

~~~ ~ --- ... 3, 
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411 el,s<rANI)AHV nrSCIJ\JMeR:NOI'ICE •••• In all past, prescnt < alld flIt Ul, 1)('\,1 
let prs of tIll' 'I'~ln and S-ln Blllld,--'rs and Owners SOCIety (tannerl) klHiWlI 

as the T-IH Mutual !lId SO'~IPt~') and ASSO(latlon, that from It!;; \JcqlIHlI!l1 
WP Hlld milk<' YOll aWd[l~ thi'll th,'s( Ncwslettt'rs arc l)oly prE'sPllt"rl 'IS d 

CicatlllY House fOl Id,ilS, Op111101lS, olld personal experlcllct'S of lH)til 
meml 'rs and non-ffi('mbers ltl both blHldlllg and flYIng the 'I'-Itl and till' S-IH, 
and !lyone usint] th(~Bt' idf-'a!';, opinions, and experiences, do so at thvir 
own iseretion and risk. Therf-'fore, no responsibility 01: liability for 
the ceuraey of material presented is either implied or intended and is 
pre nte(L ~ithout -.f..£.£Q~.r§Q tQ_9..Il¥O-ne,~JEd.it.Qd. ,---,,- ------

Mr. Dick Gavin 
10529 SOllmerton 
Dallas. TX 75229 

Dear Dick: 

P. D. BoX 195 
Colorado City, CO 81019 
September 27, 198h 

i sorry to take so long putting pen to paper, but six years and 14 moves 
\u! leaves little tili/e especially when you're not sure about most of the 
1.1)': details of construction. N18FL is finally on gear and wired and the 

~ 
wing has been 1IIated to the fuselage. Hope to get airborne in the 

I next 4-6 weeks and I'll give details of engine and construction at 
, that time. 

\!)i Bead about loose bolts in landing gear and would like to pass on a 
~I trick about opening UP the gear A-frame 5/16 holes. The he~-treated 
~~ 4130 will ~ out if you use a cobalt drill or if you harden a carbon 

~
. drill by heating the tip cherry red and dipping it in J:lBrcury--do 
this ~ or with good ventilation as mercury is toxic I I liaS able to 

, ream through the pad, short gear extension and lIheel pants bracket 
! and got a good tight fit. Also, followed your advice about not cutting 
I threads on gear bolts--cutting the threads showed a lot of bad areas 

M when examined under a magnifying glass. 

~ No lfordt-can convey my gratitude to you and all the other builder
Z! contrIbutors to the newsletter--you're a great bunch and you've made 

; 

these six years a real fun education. 

Sincerely yours. 
-7 

I "~ , z - -,'-:" 
Stl Frank J. Lanier 
,\\(i (J03) 676-)889 

P.S. Anyone interested in any of the parts I've listed (see enclosure), 
'Please write even if you ca11--I'1II alllaYs in the shop. (sIlI11e) 

l'N<;rs AR<'; 7i1'1-3 Ci?\£R,71i'Z- WELL, 7'51 .:i<3,4L C/J&!FI) 1ff-I-f, 

19l-I sfje,L « A_ctItWf> HtIlTS), FRAN/< MS? !filS r1;>vi= P 
,JU"!8131< OF .:;,u1lf'U/5 T-rfPA/;r5, ']AoP fJ/iI1AAhrG CA ~/S,<
W/I"tf/dp p4 liST ~ JittC6i';;, 
Berr ubP:P;o 9.cl' ~=YO() 9tIJ. F,eFI<65 )0u-<,- W7;V~ 
WI?1lM -/ICtfiU;;r Dr you/2 7'R:>JGCr: 

'I'-II! NE.'WSI,E'!"J'I':ll. #h'> 1',1<1" 22 

lIP (A n,'~I"U() ()f tht:' "new" a.irfoil coordiHClll'S) 5-18 ew 
lDs-4-212 AIRFOIL COORDINATES 

..L 3L 2L 
1 0.0 .0661 •.•• 0661 
2 o~lOO .4737 - .'442. 
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Steve's letter of explanation WAS here all the time and I found it at 
the last minute, but DON'T disregard my remark about steve sending in 
a write-up on the prop and some accounts of vapor lock problems he has 
had. If any of you have had engine stoppages because of fuel systems 
PLJi:AFlr: Af'nrl in immrdi!1r-rl y (Tf you non't- WClnr your ni'lmr l1.f1C·r1, illst ildvR.) 

Dick Cavin 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas Texas, 75229 

Dear Dick., 

September, 16, 1986 

Sorry to take so long between correspondence. Yes, I'm still around flying 
the T-18. I'm getting fantastic performance with the "Warnke" propeller.--
200 mph. T AS at 2500 rpm at 2500 feet. I would guess that the top speed 
(2710 rpm) is around 216 mph if the air-speed is linear. I don't really care 
because I can't afford to buy the gas at 2710 rpm let alone at 2500. I have 
never had the tachometer calibrated so that may be off. 

A friend asked me to draw a sketch of the prop bolt locking assembly I have 
installed on the T -18. It was rather time consuming to fabricate but is 
absolutely positive. If a wooden prop is used, it is absolutelv essential that 
the torque be checked prior to flight. As the weather changes, and especially 
the humidity, the bolts will become loose and ~ bad things will happen in 
a hurryl It hasn't happened to me and I don't think it ever will. 

To check the torque on the prop bolts, the head has to be restsrained while 
the nut is checked. Unfortunately, we have all buried the heads of the prop 
bolts under a shiny spinner with about a jillion screws. I soon established 
the ract there had to be a better way, hence the locking device. 

As ever, 

~ 
Steve Hawley 

/ 
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Dateline 16 Apr. '87: This is indeed a sad day. Early this morning Lu 
Sunderland's wlfe, Marilyn, called me to say that Lu had died this morning 
at 3 AM. He passed away at home and his last few days hadm't been easy. 
He had been sUffering from Cancer for over a year and when there was no 
denying the end was near he took himself off all medication and treatment 
to hasten the end, saying there was no point to prolonging the inevitable. 

It bega~ wwith a routine colon examination, which found nothing. Just a 
few days later, tho', he began having pains. A more complete examination 
showed a small tumor in the colon that was malignant, altho' operable. He 
went into immediate surgery, witt an optimistic prognosis. Several weeks 
went by with no symptoms, but a routine lab test showed cancer cells were 
still present and he submitted to exploratory surgery, which showed the 
cancer had indeed spread. 

He went through the agony of chemotherapy and radiation treatments, with 
apparent good results. When he and Marilyn came through here the past 
January he had to lie down in the back seat of my car on the way to the 
motel, ashe was having abdominal pain (that he thought was something else. 
The very next day he appeared as a guest lecturer on three syndicated 
radio shows. Only a couple of days before he had appeared on local TV in 
Los Angeles at the request of two LAX TV stations and also as a debater 
with a prominent evolutionist. His research and undeniable logic totally 
demolished his opponent, who had to publicly admit total defeat. 

I first met Lu over 20 years ago when he knocked on my door one night and 
introduced himself as a brand new T-18 builder. He had read an article 
I had written for Air Progress about my first flight in Bill Warwick's 
T-18 and apparently my enthusiasm was highly contagious. Lu had previously 
built a gyrocopter and a stits Skycoupe. We became fast friends from that 
point on. 

The rest is T-18 history. I started the T-18 Newsletter and by the time #3 
had been put out Lu had jumped in and helped get the next issue done. 
When I had to give it up because of my wife's heart attack he took over 
and singlehandedly put out the newsletters up thru #44.Somehow in between 
issues he found time to author over a dozen excellent technical articles 
for sprt Aviation, most of them dealing with some aspect of building or 
flying the T-18. By the time he had put out #44 he felt it was time to 
cease publishing the newsletters, as we had covered nearly every aspect 
of building and flying. 

Lu was always an enthusiastic and willing worker at the Oshkosh sheet 
metal project workshops, instructing people on the building of a T-18. 
He also conducted most of the T-18 forums and was frequently the Me of 
our annual T-18 dinners. 

Lu was an aerospace scientist for General Electric, a top flight designer 
of advanced autopilots and complex flight systems for both civilian and 
military aircraft. I well remember his delight when in the course of 
developing an integrated flight system for Boeing he got to fly a 747 
in the air for a few minutes. He often came to DFW to confer with military 
contractors in this area. This gave us an opportunity to catch up on our 
visiting and T-18 talk. 
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LU SUNDERLAND, cont'd. 

Almost from the very beginning Lu recognized that a folding wing on 
the T-1B would greatly increase its appeal to potential builders and 
would enable many more people to be able to afford an airplane and its 
upkeep. After studying the subject for many months and discussing it 
with John Thorp he sat down and designed a simple, workable system. In 
the process he added steel wing fittings that raised the aerobatic gross 
weight allowable from the original 1200 lbs. to 1500 lbs. Lu also was 
instrumental in designing an advance technology airfoil for the T-1B, 
which gave higher lift with essentially the same drag. He also made a 
considerable contribution to the comfort of pilots and passengers in 
the T-1B when he re-designed the T-1B fuselage for two more inches of 
width at the shoulders, again collaborating with Mr. Thorp. In order to 
maintain the proper shape and fineness ratio: that Thorp originally had 
in the T-1B, he added 5 in. to the length, as per Thorp's recommendation. 
Since Thorp's health made it advisable to discontinue plan sales,Lu got 
his approval to redraw all the T-1B plans, modernizing them as necessary 
and incorporating the wing folding and wide body features. Since the 
changes we~e considered major and it now was actually a different airplane 
it was mutually agreed to call it an S-lB. If all this wasn't enough, Lu 
went back thru all the 1st 44 newsletters and updated them, reprinting 
them in a very readable bound volume form, also including building instru
ctions for the S-lB in the book. From all these things it's easy to see 
that Lu's main creed was to give of himself to the utmost,so that his 
fellow man would have life easier. 

Along this same line, I'm sure most of you didn't realize that Lu was an 
intensely religious man and for the past ten years or so he had carried 
on at a man-killing pace in a one man crusade to turn the spotlight of 
truth on Satan's greatest lie .... the QDproven theory of evolution. He 
utilized every possible spare hour and minute in this fight, writing 
books that scientifically blew the theory out of the water, putting 
together an audio-visual slide presentation that overwhelmingly exposed 
the Great Lie, lecturing to legislatures, government officials, (even the 
White House), tirelessly appearing on national and local TV, either 
debating with evolutionists, or expounding an eye opening string of 
facts that demolished the phony claims, one and all, exposing evolution 
as the greatest fraud ever perpertrated on mankind. He was tireless in 
his efforts to have creation taught in schools. When one realizes that 
probably 9B% of the people today believe in the totally unproven theory 
of evelution, with most of the scientific community linig up against him, 
one can readily see what kind of opposiQn he faced daily, but it never 
fazed him. He w6n a string of victories that you wouldn't believe. 

I am sad that most of you never had the opportunity to know this great 
man, Luther Sunderland, as I did. If you had, your lives would have been 
much richer. He accomplished~amount of things in his 57 years of life ... 
all with the deep appreciation of knowing it's much better to give than 
to receive. Yes, we will indeed miss LU, all of us. 

One of Lu's sons, Don, who lives in Phoenix, will get the T-1B. He had 
just barely soloed it. His son-in=law will have the J-3 Cub, for now 
anyway. Marilyn feels she can continue to supply plans for the S-lB, 
with others of us around the country acting as advisors for the new 
builders coming on line. 

In the name of the T-1B Builders and Owners Association, we have made 
a donation the American Cancer Society in Lu's memory. 
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After proof reading the previous two pages I caught several typos, mis-

~ spells, and ommisions that I should have caught and corrected as I wrote. 
Sorry about that, gents, but I'm in a hurry to get this NL done and in 

~ your hands by the first few days of May. I'm not an accomplished typist 
and I'm always too busy to take time out to learn. (I even hand write 

~~ 
my copy for Sport Aviation, Light Plane World, and Vintage Aircraft and 
the editorial staff type them up for me). 

,VI Before going on to our regular format for the NL we'd also like to extend 

'" 
our deepest sympathies to our old fr iend, Lloyd Toll, who lost his wife 

~ 
last fall. We b ut learned of it just the past few daysMrs. Toll had been 

~~ quite ill for several years. Lloyd is another of those that give of them-
selves most generously. Each year he goes to aSH in Mayor June and does 

\.l volunteer work for the convention, returning to his Hazen t Ark. home in ~ .. 
§S Sept. Lloyd also runs the welding workshop at aSH each year. He rarely gets 

to take his T-IS anywhere, but says he hopes to come to our T-IS reunion 
in it at Lake Texoma Lodge on May 9th, if weather permits. 

It looks like we'll have a good turn out for the event. Gary Green and 
Lero:r: Holt report that they are expecting about 20-25 to arrive in their 
T-1Ss, the rest arriving via car or personal airp1ane. t t's NOT a fly-in, 
but is a "T-18'Fami1y Re-union" dinner on Sat. nite, 9 May.Because of 
liability concerns, no one is sl2ecificall:r: invited. Green and Holt just 

tJ\ say anyone that wants to join them for dinner and talk T-18s is welcome. 

ffi 
How they get there and what they do after aJ;"riving is up to the individual 
and no liabili t:r: is eXEressed or imElied. 

~ DISCLAIMER: That's also true of our newsletter. NOTE:ln all past, present, - and future newsletters of the T-IS and S-18 Builders and Owners Ass'n 

~ 
(formerly known as the T-IS Mutual Aid society) , that from its beginning 

we would make you aware that these newsletters are only presented as a 
C1earin9: House, for ideas, opinions, and personal experiences of both 
members or non-members in both building and flying the T-1S or S-18 and 

',,- anyone using these ideas, opinions, and experiences, do so at their own 

N discretion and risk. Therefore no resEonsibilit:r: or 1iabili t:r: for the 
accuracy of material presented is either implied or intended and is present· 
ed w~thout recourse to anyone. (Editor) . 

WHERE IS LAKE TEXOMA LODGE? It's almost at the extreme east end of Lake 
Texoma and is on the north shore. It's about 10 mi. west or 15uranl:, oK. 
which is on highway 69/75, some 25 mi. north.cf Sherman & Denison,TX.lt 

l~ 
can also be reached by hi-way from Ardmore, OK, which is on 1-35. 'rake hi-
way 70 from there. There's a state park close by and is an ideal spot for 
a family picnic, etc.There's a nice golf course just across the street 
from the lodge, too, as well as the marina. Oh, yes, if you need to double 

~~ 
up with a buddy, the lodge will have roll-aways available. I'm going to 
bring my camcorder and try to get the whole thing on tape, so if you've 
secretly longed to be a TV star, here's your chance. I want to interview 

~~ and introduce everyone there and I want to have each airplane owner there 

~~ 
to take us on a TV tour of his airplane, pointing out its features, its 
history, etc. For those that live too far away to make it we might have 

\~ ~ 
some copy tapes made if there is any interest. We might also have a tape 
to show at OSH at our cocktail hour at Anchor Inn if someone can bring a 
VCR and TV. 

Now's an excellent time to write in what you would like to see covered at 

! the T-18 Forum at OSH. Don't put if off if it matters to you and don't 

~ 
wait until the last minute. These things take planning. 

~ 
(j 
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More TV talk: Now that we are deep into the TV-VCR age it's time for us 
to begin thinking about a TV tape annex to our newsletters, a simple 
system where MEMBERS can rent, buy, or exchange tapes of all the aspects 
of building and flying T-1Ss that we've covered in our NLs. From past 
experience, I know there are a lot of people out there that have never 

Vl even seen a T-1S, much less had a ride in one .. TV camcorders are getting 
\ll thick as fleas out there now, they are light, easy to use, and their 
D... picture quality is pretty good. We can also show the social aspect of 

~ owning a T-IS. If you don't have a camera yourself, you probably have a 
friend that does, so start doing some experimenting now. Tapes are cheap-

'> 
($4-$5) , so a member should be able to get a rental tape for a buck or two 
and whatever UPS charges, don'tcha think? Work on that idea and let's hear 

\- from you ... by letter, or by phone if you hate letter writing like 99~ of 
~ou aeearently do. 

Which reminds me •... WHAT HAPPENED TO THAT LITTLE ARTICLE YOU WERE GOING 

f TO WRITE FOR THE NEWSLETTER, HUH? THAT WAS THE ARTICLE WE TALKED ABOUT .. IN NL #65 ... REMEMBER???? THAT WAS WHEN I SAID OUR NL WOULD SOON BE A 

~ DEAD DODO IF i:'0u gui:'s DIDN"T WRITE! You all were very quick and generous 
when it carne to feeding the NL kitty and we have funds for the corning 
year, but amigos, out of the entire groue of over 300 I received a grand. 
total of 3 (THREE) letters and one of them was from the ever-faithful 
John walton! That's about .01%' response the way I figure it. Maybe I'm 
just not a very good motivator. Maybe we ought to do it like they do on 
the Q-2 NL. Unless a builder/subscriber contributes a tip letter he pays 
$25 / yr. dues. If he contributes, he gets that year's NLs free by rebate! 

~ I was in Canada at the Rotax engine nerve center while Sun N' Fun was , 

-Z going on, but John Walton did the T-IS Forum and said there was a good 

~ 
turnout for it. Five T-lSs were there, but not all at the same time. I 
am devoting one of our picture pages to their pictures this month, but 

"Z since I wasn't there I don't know who belonged to what T-1S. I recognized 
Bill Cox' 8, Bob Highley's, and Jim Paine~, but I'm not sure about the 

"< other two. One was N3020, one of the Marietta,GA, group of mo·::ified T-1Ss. 
".:) (You can always recognize them by the rounded corner on the bottom of the 
\j) firewall) . 

~ FORMAT CHANGE: In case you hadn't noticed, we have gone back to full size 

~ pages. We were doubling up to save postage and paper costs before, but 

l 
since everyone fed the kitty so well the past month or so we can now 
afford it. Several of you politely complained about the NLs being hard to 
read in the half size pages and I agree. 

ANNUAL DUES NOTICE: We are gradually getting everyone into the computer, 

~ 
which will record when and how much everyone pays. The computer is being 
programmed to flag the address stickers list when a year elapses from 

~ 
the date of the last check. We'll then s tam12 "COMPLIMENTARY COPY" on tbe 
1st Eage of the next NL to remind you.Okay? For those of you that sent 

~ 
in $20 or more we ~Qn't do that. We'll just mark you paid up for another 
year, etc. 

~ 

S-lS PLAN SALES: Since writing pages 1 & 2 I've again talked to Marilyn 
If) Sunderland and she has had second thoughts about handling the plan sales. 

~ She will be spending several weeks at a time with her children in other 

\i'i 
cities, as well as with relatives, so she doesn't want to be tied down . ..L.. 
have agreed to handle the #1 thru #44 newsletter book for her for the 

""2 foreseeable future, which will be no great burden additionally. I called 

~ Phil Tucker (who now supplies nearly all the S-lS parts anyway) and he 

D.. (J:)N-r'D 
~ , 
(() 
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was willing to take it on, he said. He and Marilyn will discuss the 
details tonite, so I am reasonably sure that they will arrive at an 
agreement on the details. 

~ For newcomers to our NL, you may want to know we have 3 main suppliers 
of T-18 (and S-18) parts; SEort A ircra ft (which is phil Tucker, a Northrop :;; retiree),104 East Ave:~ K, Unit G, Lancaster, CA, 93535. Shop phone is 

~ 805/949-2312, Home phone is 805/ 945-2366. Also we have Leisure Aircraft 
~ Products, 12120 Park Street, Cerritos, CA, 90701 (John Adams) .... and ~ 

~ 
Brock Manufacturin9' 11852 Western A've., Stanton, CA, 90680. Phone is 
714/ 898-4366. All have catalogues. 

~ 
I've said this before, but I'll say it again for the benefit of any new 
builder.uIf you are building an airElane the smartest thing lOU can do is 

~ get yourself a set (three) of Tony Bingelis' books on sEortElane const-
"ruction (Sportplane Builder,the Firewall Forward, and his latest,SEortElane 

,If) Construction TechniS{ues). All three books cover almost every subject you 

~ will encounter in amateur built aircraft, over 1000 ]2ages of drawings and 

~ 
expl ic i t ;l:y clear descriptions of all aspects of building. Look for his ad 
in Sport Aviation. All three books are about $50. They'll pay for themselvs 

~ over and over again. What's more, yo u '11 .KliI:QN how to do it RIGHT: 

NEW T-18: By the time you read this a new T-18 will have flown ... and it's 

(I) going to be a good lun~ DAVE EBY, a retired USAF Col. has been on his 
.... project for four or five years and at one time had two of 'em going, but 

~ a year or so back he sold one of 'em to John Mihaila, who isn't too far 
behind Dave,'maybe six months. They've built both of them: side by side 

~ 
in a hangar on Wichita Valley AirP9rt, just NW of Wichita Falls, TX.Dave 
has done crop spraying ever since he retired. His bird is a standard T-18 
and has a brand new 160 hp Lyc 0-320 in it. If no glitches show up in his 

-~ 
flight test period he plans to attend'.the Lake Texoma reunion, so maybe 
we'll all get to see it at the same time. 

Dave and John have a number of Earts left over. a set of pre-punched winS{ 

~ 
and stab'r skins, wing ribs to match, manual trim Earts, a Thor]2-tYEe 
fiberglas cowl and engine baffles, plus a number of other misc. parts, 
all at bargain prices. Call Dave at 81Zi 766-2523 for details. 

~ 
DON LANKFORD, whose T-18 flew 12 or 14 years ago, will be another at the 
reunion and he will have the shortest distance to fly, about 15 Or so 
miles from Sherman, TX. Don also has an extra d!lnafQcal engine mount that.. 

~ 
came from Ken Brock and will sell it for ilQ9. Call Don at 214i892-l943 
(~) or write him at 2]Z E 12<ltk st. Sb!;:l::!llao, TX, 75Q~Q. 

-

< 
Ken, Morgan.<l local bl1ilder recen.tly came over to my hangar the other 
day and cleaned me out of my stock of 0-290 G parts. He is putting one 

~ 
of the 4 engines he bought from me in his T-18 and will wind up with a 
whole bunch of left over parts. (See his letter this issue). 

The rest of this issue will be letters from various builders. 

~ 

.~ 
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TO: AJ.l '"/8 - l8ers 

FROM: Jonn G. (..,!alton 

TIS - 18 Forum and Banauet_ 

The annual l'/S - 18 Forum and Banquet are scheduled for Tuesday, August 
4th, dl.\)""iY'rg the r::::An converlt ic,rl and '::'ly-iY'r at Oshkclsh. 
=--
ThF'~ Fcq''''urrl will be c:\t j:::~:3!Zl pm i:':\nd 1:;; schedulE-~d to last tlv"r:f;:.D 4:00 pm. 
l'-!uwever"'~ th(·:~t"'e is.l1Q actIvity iVI that terrt foll,:rwiY"rg our FO)'''um, .. t;Q l't WILL 
be available fot" a lorroe'f' time~ if' needed. 

The tt"'aditil~nal TIS - 18 Builder~s and Owner!; Associaticln Banquet will again 
be at Butch' 5 Anct")ot"' Inn, as in pa~';t --ye-a-t~s-.'· Th-rs'''-'fs ;:7ur rerl~tn-a-nnual 

association pet tugetheF during tl,e convention. At tl,e pre~5ent time, a 
Master'" of Ceremonies and feature soeaker have not been signed, and your 
suggestions are invited. 

On th is subject, I want tel rnent lOt .. ! t!'"at I t"ave 1 itet"ally tak.en it uoon 
myself to schedule the FOt~UM an(j arrange tne Banquet In recent years. This 
has evolved oet'haps from back. tt,e the 70's when I lived in the Oshkosh area 
and a site fe.t .. the Anl""II.1i:11 BaYH:juet wa.s Y).:.t as e~:;tabll~:5hed a~5 nc.w. Although 
I have no reluctance in asslJMing these responsibilities; at the saMe time I 
DO NOT ~'\1isli to ft~ul;:,;tt"ate ()t .. pr(,;:?-erl1pt a'nyOYH~'? else iY"I OUt~ A~:;.sc'ciat ion wh,j 
would like to be inv()lved, Ot~ take on some (or all) of these chores. These 
activities belon!] to all of us, arId irl the abseY,ce clf the fot~mality of 
having Assc1ciati':.n off:icet .. s to appoirlt (en"' caJ,::.le) "Vc,!uY'lteet"'s"J 'this less 
forrnal at'ran!~ement Seem!5 t,~ work. I I,ave no big ego oroblems as far as 
these events are concerned, and I openly invite involvement and 
pat-.ticipatioYI by arry of yor .. t so iYrclined. My phone Y"rurrlbet"' eVeYrlYrg and 
weekends in Houston is (713) 440-8093. 

As a postscriot, let me report that the Sun 'N' Fun TIS-IS Forum in March 
was very well attended. We focused rl1uch of the discussions toward the new 
or' prt:,spc-:,?ct ive builder(s)., t:)t~ wl'"ich tl'''Iet"'e wet"e many in the gt"()I.lp. The 8-18 
(T-IBCW) designat iorr was exolaiYled as well as the SCtUt"ces of pl?Il'"rs. (T-18, 
used mat"!-<.et; S'-18 Lu SUY'ldet"'laY"ld). The cut"rey,t maJ.;:.t .. pat"'ts suppl iet~s were 
mentioned, with Ken Brock and Johr) Adams (Leisure AIrcraft) being in 
attendance. Oh ye5; a Forum wO~lld not be comolete witl,out a few 
"Test imol"'"dal5 11

• In add it iOYr, JClhn Starr"' explained why his T-18 wasYI't 
firfished.. I: He's mak,irl!3 Pt~t:,gt"es5, but is als,:, speY,diY"lg (";":\It:d:; elf time 
working on the Sun 'N' Furl year~ound COMmittee; ~s well a beIng Chief 
CustNIl B'Jilt Judge fe.,' the Fly-i"., J. ~4" 

GOOd ~lyiYlg! 

,j' 

J.:.hn G. Wal to"., 
"'-45 &1l'52 
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Here's a classic example of a builder report for the NL. Note the wings 
for sale at a really good price. Here's a way to get your T-18 into 
the air many months quicker. Don't look down your nose at the original 
standard wing airfoil, either, just be,~ause the newer airfoil is a wee 
bit better. It's only fractionally better from a practical standpoint. 

Hr. Dick Cavin 
T-18 Hutual Aid 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, Tx 75229 

Dear Dick, 

2/9/87 

For Sale: (1) set of standard T-18 wings. Original Airfoil. Complete 
with flaps, airleons, tips with flush position lights, internal VOR, 
walking beam, control sticks. Built in John's shop. Has .032 center skins. 
Unpainted. Also, has roll trim in right airleon per Lyle Trusty. Reason 
for selling: Building new wing per Lyle Trusty's design •.• wet wing, flaps 
as drag brakes, etc. Price on wing $2.500.00 

The 2nd bit of information for the Newslettter is that original T-18 
metal cowls are available thru the efforts of Gary Strele (T-18 builder) 
and John Thorp. Thru Gary's efforts, Mr. Jim Logan, ex Lockeed sheet metal 
wizwas contracted to produce duplicate tooling. John Thorp co-operated 
by lending his original cowling tooling for a period of 1 year. I played 
a small roll ••• I lent my metal T-18 cowl as a sample. The first cowl has 
been completed and it looks exactly like the original. Certainly the cost 
is higher than a fiberglass copy. To obtain a quote call Jim Logan at: 
408-734-8842 or 415-961-5883. 

Update on the Hunter T-18 project. Hopefully this will be the year. Installed 
a thicker windshield (obtain from gee-Bee) and am fitting canopy. Canopy 
is as everyone says tedious. Suggestions: Where forward stainless rails 
attach to roll bar, make attach tabs long enough for two screws, Run these 
2 screws thru the roll bar and put nut on them. Reason for this suggestion: 
when you get in and out of the aircraft there is much stress on these single 
screws and the rails and side skins can easily flex. 
In order to get a perfect allignment all the way around the roll bar and 
the front caNOPY bah' we fabricated tapered al. shims about 6 in. long and 
tapering from about .025 at the thick end. Additional canopy mods include 
a locking pin just above the fOrl,ard wheels ••• the pin engages in the roll 
bar when you slide the canopy shut. This accomplishes two things: first, it 
insures that the relative position of the bow to the roll bar is always the 
same so that your canopy seal can be effective; second, it insures that the 
canopy bow can not lift off the rails (if this happened you run the risk 
of the canopy being "pealed" off the plane.)Mr. Logan is assisting in the 
canopy install. At Lockheed he installed canopies on T-33's for a short 
assignment. 

There are 4 very active T-18 projects here in the San Francisco Bay area 
and we 1-]Quld be pleased to talk with any T-18 builders Hho might pass thru the 
area. 

Tom Hunter, 8313 MayheHs Lndg. Rd. 
7714AJK~ ?01Yl fiJlL M 6f!c¥~T NeHark, Ca. 94560 415-793-1940 

R 
I I 

~ORT ~D ~ ~-mN6 ~ r;&C~ 6;'Mt/U;) 
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Je'1.!' -:iCl~i 

c'1R'1%S for the copy of,/6S.Finally finished the bird (after 10 years) 
in August 'P S. ;\fter a ye~r an'l. a half of flying ( inoludinp; 2 trips 
1:0 '(1'0."1i 'l.Y]~ 0'18 to OS1',:QB11) R.llrl 1llainten8.noe most of the bugs have 
been iro'1ed out - ~nri nov, I a'll an 3:XPSRT. So let me oomment on a felq 
items in the latest news letter. 

P2, Sp inner Talk, I made a glass spinner over a male mold on a hand 
spun "l~the". I m~de it fairly thick. probably around ttl at the back, 
so I could counter sink the screws and so it would be "STRONG". Bulk
heads were alliminu'll. On a full throttle run during test a seperate 
piece behind the prop cut-out departed (with a bang). This was replaced, 
riveted to the bulkhead/and screwed to the spinner. On the way back 
fro'll IHami one of these pieces and a sizeable hunk of the spinner 
departed with a hell of a noise and continous vibration. After 
"cal'llly" noting engine instruments in the green we rattled into 
If,eridian. l';i. trashed the spinner. and continued on our way. ;~iwa 
home. RObbie Grove. designer/builder of Whisper aircraft let me build 
a new spinner in his,female mold - under his supervision. Some of these 
kids are pretty s'llart. Three layers of glass are strong enough. Keep 
it light. Weight and centrifical force don't mix. The new bulkheads 
are also made of glass. So far so good. , 
F4 Liability: I havent gone back to look, but some of the info yuu 
passed out with the"'T-1S Manual" issue a couple of years ago con
tained a story of someone's problems following sale of a homebuilt. 
There was a copy of a sales agreement therein that was supposed to 
be fairly protective. 

f7 Full Flap PitCh-down: ~hen I started on my project (early in this 
century) there was much concern here with the pitch down problem. 

~ The solution was to block off the full flap position. lout the full 
w. flap notch out. About the time I was finishing up. you had a letter 
~ from a young Aero.3:ng. from NoDonald/Douglas. He had closed off the 
~ bottom of the wing root fairing exposed when flaps are lowered. So I 

~{:) did that and I don't get any pitch down with full flaps. Of oourse, 
'l' if I want full flaps. I have to hold the handle in position. 

- ~ :;;, ~5-~-i~-~~~~~~~las: w~ found using regular -!paddle type'f bits ! ~ worked just f'ine. 

I r ~-:'-u-m---.-=-=7=7:4'--;":=7:-;Il-;:;:'P-:-Aj)p;::-;-U;:;;-::~=p.;;-:~:7/rl B=-I-T5--=--~-tt.-:----k---~---&'-7t-t«-'I'X---: -----

~M U!r/6!L Q~ ~6"J 
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~ -QW~ FMh/ p~-lJ-
~ I p ~ DU9.1 :3rakes: ',ve put dU9.1 brakes on our bird and plumbed according 
~ to the ~pruce cat9.10g, The master cylinders are on the pilot's side 
~ 'lnd, orLgin9.11y, were some I got from Yen E'1o~Jles L'l '03. \{henever the 
'-I uilot' S "hr'l)ces faile:' (every other flight) I cou1j! 9.1I-lays move to the 
~ right side 9.nd continue the trip. ~ventually I replaced the masters 
~ with :;level9.nd cylinders. No more trouble. Be sure to use proper 

fittings 'lnd hoses. preferably aircraft quality. 

In a'4n itioll to tile 1')rR,:("8 proble'"P, T/!8 l1f~(} persistant oil prob4.ern~
hilTh cOrtsl1mptlon, front SOl'll le9.l!-, RnQ leaks in general. ;,e ~he 
Lyc lfiOHP that you (Sick) sold to :tick Keller. "Ie overhauled it. fie 
did some replumbing and stopped the major le9.k, but we were still using 
too much oil. "e hooked the breather hose to an oil seperator, and I 
forced 'TIyself to not b'lby the engine, to use more RPM in order to set 

~ the piston rings. 'rhere was still evidence of oil leaks. Finally I 

~
:'t mt'hade 9. "i- OOd size oil seperator (fiber glass) into which I run(both 

. e eng ne breather hose and a hose from the wet vacuum pump into 
seper'lte tubes). 'rhe oil returns to the engine through a single hose. 

~ and the air air pressure releases throughe a stand pipe in the seper
~ ator. \Jow oil consumption is minimal and there are no leaks. I think 

the front seal was leaking because of back pressure into the case by 
the wet vacuum pump feeding into too small an oil seperator. 

I am planning to make a tow bar in two pieces, one of which will double 
as a control lock. 

I love my bird. 

~AI~ $dJ>I;fJ4. )0(}/L ('NJt1i16k<: 

A-#~ cb1'fJ1P47S &d ~;tIt: pc#-
1frM -#bl/JffM&. 

SincerelY'rt) ud 
:;arroll 11. ';light 

USING MOGAS? 

If you are, one of your real concerns is whether or not your fuel 
contains alcohol, so how can you know for sure? 

Get yourself a graduated beaker and pour it 10% full with water. Now 
fill up the remaining 90% with your gas, hold your thumb over the end 
and shake it up. Now let it settle for a few minutes and read the new 
water content level. Since alcohol has a strong affinity for water the 
reading will be GREATER than 10% if you have alcohol present in the 
fuel. If there is significant change, DON'T USE IT! Drain it out and 
put it in your car perhaps, but don't gamble on it in your airplane! 

If any of you have used auto gas (b 't 1 
how about a report on your flnding¥ fo¥e f 

the 
or in combination with avgas) 
NL? 
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GUS GORDON REPORT #1 

After 15 months of rebuilding, N633GG is flying ahain.My 2nd "1st flight" 
was on Nov. 1, 'S6 at Camarillo Apt. Everything went fine ... well, almost. 
For some reason my th=ottle got stuck and I couldn't push it back in! My 
CFI, Joe Biviono, was with me and with his experience we got it back 
down. We were doing some stalls and approach glides when the throttle 
stuck at about 2200 rpm. We tried to push it in .. NO GOOD ... then very care
fully we pulled a bit and lost about 100 rpm and left it alone till we 
had the runway made. Taxied back to the hangar, took the cowlings off,but 
couldn't find any problem. By then it was working okay. The next day I 
went back and took off the carb, checked the throttle, etc. and oiled 
everything that moved, and re-assembled it all. I still didn't find any
thing wrong and so ~ar the problem hasn't re-occurred.Sure wish I knew 
why it happened. 

Anyway, after a few more hours of dual with Joe, he cut me loose again. 
On one particular approach and landing I found myself flaring with the 
nose too high and my landing at Alamosa flashed before my eyes. A go 
around solved that. What I had done in Alamosa (CO) was hold the nose too 
high, the tailwheel hit first and slammed the mains down hard. I bounced, 
stalled, and the rest is history. I found a reference point on the wind
shield and if the end of the runway drops below that point, I'm too high 
and I do a go-around. It was sure a hard lesson to learn. 

Enclosing some pictures of my electric trim. The window is am '84 Mustang 
window motor and the relays are VW. There are up and down limit switches 
back on the trim torque tube. that interrupt the ground to the relays, 
eliminating a runaway trim. It works good, except it's a bit touchy,too 
fast. so I'm going to put in a resistor. I tried a 3 ohm 10 watt one, but 
that's too much and the motor has no power.I think a 1 ohm or ~ ohm will 
be just fine.The VW part # is 171 959 143 or 171-959-143a. Either one 
will work. Just a slight change in wiring and what's nice is that VW put 
a wiring diagram on the case of the relay. I made a bushing, drilled out 
'4" for the trim icubing & slipped it over the gear pin on the motor and tack 
welded the bushing to the gear. A split pin thru the bushing and tubing 
(safety wired, of course) & that's all there is to it.Next thing will be 
to make some sort of indicator for T/O trim position. 

I have about SO hrs. total on it now and I'm having a helluva good time.I 
get a lot of compliments that sure help to fatten ny ego.lt's especially 
gratifying when I tow to and from the airport. It sure draws a lot 0 f 
looks. Guess people aren't used to seeing an airplane being towed on a 
trailer by a 'SO Scirocco. Set up time 20-25 min.Ditto putting on trailer. 

~ 
~ I averaged 6;5 gal/hr at 2400 rpm, giving me about 155 cruise.Having too 

-1
, much fun flying to come up with specific numbers in performance. Later 
! maybe. 
--------- . __ ... _-- -----.---

i Here's a few bucks for the NL kitty. Keep up the good work. I especially 
'I enjoyed your T-1S article in Sport Aviation. 
, GUs Gordon 

A super report, Gus, 
One of the very best 
letter on pg. # 11 

and I appreciate! Your paint scheme is a knockout. 
I've seen ..... I will make some comments on your 
where there is some "spare" room. 
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60S .Gol<.k:JAi R~ff it 2-
------------------------~ 11312 hasLell P.ve. 

Granada l.ills, 
Harch 27, 1987 

Cal. 'J13 1:1: 

':.-18 :'P.: 

Li Dic1-, 

Just a line or two to let you know hhat's coine on. 

I'rl in the process of doinC my first 100 hour inspection. 

The first proble~ I encountered was excessive toe-out. There 

was 3 degeees on the left and 1 decree on the riCht. I dropped 

nlu~t lines from the center-line of the fuselace for reference, 

took off the tires and reinstalled the wheels and witll a cood long 

straicht edge, l~,arLed the floor and used strinp: to layout the lines 

and a protractor. Nothinc to it. 

I'm also installinc a blind encoder. What with all the rule 

chances for croup II TCA's and all that. Plus, I fieure it's like 

havinc another liCht on to be seen with. 

I've updated my Loran to the 6l2B. I feel I can find the needle 

in the haystack with this unit. Just keep the bearing and track angle 

the same Bnd you can't n,iss. 

I went to ITY first fly-in Jan 11,87. Got first place for ~ 

Custom at Cable Air Show, Just outside of Upland. Cal. 

I'm enclosine some pictures of NG33GG, showing the T-lB on its 

~ trailer. 
~ 

It's about a 10 minute drive to Whiteman Airpark from my house. 

)0< It takes bout 

A: 

~ 

25 minutes to load or unload. I plan on do inc some 

r·lodifications to the vline cradles on the trailer and that rlir'ht cut 

some time off the process. 

/eep un the C:ood I'Jork on tile newsletters. BuildchnC my '1-18 

viould have Leen rwch IT,ore difficult without all the information I 

cot out of all tIle newsletters. 
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REPORT FROM STEVE HAWLEY, 7300 N. San Anna Dr., Tucson, AZ, 85704 

February 24, 1987 

Dear Dick: 

It was good to talk to you again last week. As promised, here is the story of 

I
'what I think was vapor lock, what caused it, and what was done to prevent it 
from reoccurring. 

!The engine is a Lyceming 0-360-A3A, 180 HP, with a homemade induction system. 
[The carburetor is an HA-6 horizontally mounted. The details of the installation 
lhave been printed in the T-18 news letter several issues back. The incident 

~.Ihappened on a very hot day a year ago last August. It was about 90 degrees 

~
'Fahrenheit when my wife and I left Eloy, Arizona and flew down to Douglas, a 
distance of about 150 miles. The flight down was normal in all respects. We 

~visited with friends who are missionaries with Tribal Air, the aviation arm of 
~New Tribes Mission, a world-wide Christian Evangelical organization. After 

1 4Hlunch, we climbed in and cranked up, taxied out and took off. It was so hot 
~~ithat the metal buckle parts of the seat belt/shoulder harness would burn the 

'l,ibare skin. I would guess that it was around 105 degrees Fahrenheit. The 
~Itakeoff was normal and we headed home across the desert. About 7 miles 
~inorthwest of the Douglas airport, as we were climbing through 7,500 feet, the 

~
--'engine quit. Perhaps a better description is that it lost power. At this 

(point, we were about 3,500 feet above the ground. I turned back toward the 
!-.",airport and the little used state highway that runs between Willcox and Douglas. 
'4III knew we would have no trouble reaching the highway. During the decent, the 
II I engine gave about two one-second bursts of power. We made it back to the runway 

J]
!With about 100 feet of altitude to spare. The engine ran fine at 600 RPM, so we 
I taxied back to our friends hangar. I thought perhaps the electric boost pump 
:had malfunctioned, so we rigged up a bypass, using only the mechanical pump. I 
iattempted to take off again (by myself) after a successful run-up and the engine 
IlqUit cold just as I became airborne. I pushed it off the runway (plenty long) 

Dl.by hand, then cranked up again and taxied back to the hangar. A young man from 
~iphoenix was down and agreed to give us a ride back to Eloy. I removed the 
~icarburetor and all fuel lines and away we went for home. The T-18 was left in 

~!Tribal Air's hangar. 

iThe carburetor was taken to a certified shop where it was checked and found to 
!be in good working order. All along I had suspected vapor lock. Shrouds were 
I fabricated for the gascolater, mechanical fuel pump, and the electric boost 
: pump. One inch cool air blast tubes were fed to each from the top rear baffle. 
Radiant head shields of aluminum were fitted to the exhaust tail pipes shielding 
about 120 degrees of arc along both pipes for about 14 inches each. The shields 
were kept one inch off the tail pipes with stainless steel supports and attached 
with stainless steel hose clamps. All fuel lines in the engine compartment were 
checked for obstructions and then fitted with fire resistant sleeves. 
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When the loss of power was experienced, I had about 390 hours on the airplane. 
since then, I have logged about another 25 trouble free hours. 

It would have been nice if I had found something wrong and could fix it. 
is, I can only surmise that the problem has been solved. I now have two 
pressure gauges, one electric and one mechanical. I want to be sure! 

As it 
fuel 

The biggest problem I have now is convincing my wife that it is safe to fly in 
the T-18. She flew up to Sedona .for, lunch with me the other day so she is 
slowly coming around. . 

I guess a logical conclusion is that given the right combination of 
~~ circumstances, vapor lock can happen even after many years of successful flying! 

~Keep up the good work - we all appreciate it! 

trj 
> Steve Hawley 

dkve~1 
tJ ")vo8~ SiJ . .p.. 8-/D 

Another really great report from Steve and some real food for thought,too. 
All of truly appreciate your sharing this experience with us. It just 
might save another T-1Ser's neck one of these days. Appreciated your 
thoughts on road landing. The T-IS's 21 ft. span makes it pcssible to 
use most roads for emergency landings without hooking a wing tip on pcles, 
etc.Have to eagle eye for wires, tho'. Wheel landings probably best. (for 
directional control on rollout on gravel roads).Thanks again,Steve. 

TAIL WHEEL SPRINGS: PROPER TENSION on tailwheel springs VERY important. 
I recently heard of a check out situation that resulted in loss of direct
ional control on landing rollout that culminated in a full ground loop, 
causing damage to the outer wing panel and rolling the tailwheel tire 
off the wheel. In describing the situation later he said that you could 
not taxi his airpJ:ane using ONLY rudder pedals. He had to use brakes to 
maintain control. This strongly indicates the tailwheel springs have 
been stretched to the point that there was too much delay in following 
the rudder cable position. I don't know whether the springs sre the double 
action type, but I strongly recommend that no other type be used. 

I had personal experience with this situation a few years ago and I wrote 
an account of it in one of the NLs of about 4 years back. Mine got so 
bad that I could just barely taxi crosswind in a 35 kt. wind. Changing 
to the double action springs made a tremendous difference. I then was 
able to taxi out without ever touching the' brakes! 

As someone once said, "It's the little things that causer accidents ... 
things that you don't put in the same category as water in the gas,etc." 
A real truism. sometimes it's a combination of a couple of those little 
things that bite you when you least expect it. 

Anyway, make it a regular feature of your walk around, ok? 
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COLU:·X~Us, Grit,) nJ~::~!:l 

Dear Dick, 

'thank you for your prompt response to my plea for the missing newsletter. 
My $10 contribution to keep us in business is enclosed. We need this 
communication device and 1 hope the "/-18 crowd will come forth with enough 
material to fill many more issues. 

1 have nothing earth-shaking to report but thought I might relate some of 
~y experiences in changing engines in 78WG. I went from a 135hp 0-290-D2 
!Hi th a f-'acesetter 68x63 prop to a 160hp 0-320-B2A wi th a Pacesetter 68x69 
prop. The mechanical installation was not difficult but I did have some 
problems with the induction system. I had a Grumman-American AA-5 air box 
~ith a standard foam filter on the 0-290 which I reinstalled on the 0-320. 
~he new engine ran very rich and required agressive leaning tactics to even 
~evelope smooth running take-off power. Much experimentation with filter (and 
po filter) types led me to believe that the engine simply was not getting 
~nough air. I subsequently desiqned and installed a Thorp-type banjo box with 
~Purolator AF 3137 oval shaped automobile air filter. The oval shape and 
unique box design were required to fit under my Rattray cowling. Carb heat 
was initially provided by a simple trap door on the nose extension of the box 
which closed off the ram air and admitted ambient air from inside the cowl 
when activated. Since that provided virtually no drop in RPM I later modified 
the box by building a chimney over the trap door extending to near the 
rrossover pipes. That new air source was supplemented by attaching scat 
Lubing between an opening in the side of the chimney to a heat muff on the 
exhaust pipe. This final installation works very well having cured both my 
rich mixture problems and the carb heat deficiencies. I particularly like it 
because both ram and heated air are filtered. 

Some numerical comparisons follow; (Aircraft has approx. 850 hrs tt.> 

ircraft empty weight 
ircraft gross weight 
mpty c. g. 

Top speed measured on 4.69 mile 
course, 2000ft msl, 1350 Ibs. 

light plan cruise 4500 ft, 2450 rpm 
verage fuel consumption - mixed 

operations 
easured ROC 2000 to 3000 ft. at 

13~0 lbs. and 16 to 80 degrees F. 
xtrapolated S.L. ROC at 1350 lbs. 

(J-290 

927 
1500 
64.69 

185 mph 
160 mph 

7.2 gph 

1063 fpm 
1500 fpm 

(J-320 

941 
1550 
64.12 

191 mph 
170 mph 

8.0 gph 

1220 fpm 
1700 fpm 

I do not have accurately measured takeoff distances for the 0-320 yet but 
my perception is that they are much shorter than for the 0-290. I leave to 
the reader's judgement whether or not the performance differences justify the 
cost. 

Walt Giffin, N/8WG 

:uti 
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~-------------------------------------------

~ 
~, ~ .\JE;~ -::',],-' .D i c k ~ 

~~H'''PP'/ Fil",,',t Die.v U+ ~3pri.,.,g"!' It.",; not. bE?E?,., a bad ",int",,' but 
'l.: jtl~~;t' h,:":\cl E-::,nou(;Jh ·t~,Cl kF.":E~P mE) 'fr'olll ·flyi.nq i~!S much 3!5 I \fJould like" 

~'-lJF'ind f-2nclD~:::·E:d my ChE-?ck 'fo!'" i::1. $~~() contl'-ibutJ.DrI trJ the SOCif:?1:y .. 
~ SC'IF"r-y that it~s beel"j 50 lOflg" 

have had 5{3me brake problems. Someone told me that it eJK to 
IJ50 81JtcJlnbile bl~ake fluid insitead of aircraft fluid. After' I had 
E:I fjttinq -fa3.1 01'1 m\/ left bl'''c':\kE.I E:\ss.F:mblY!1 I I'-eplac(~d it. and 
0ej,jed autombile fllJid" WeJrked OK for a hit then one day after 
r-\.,lf1t,IP the br-ake WOllld not release" I dOfl't have parking br·a~~es. 

IJr1or1 disassembly I fc)und that the 0 rirlgs were softened and had 
to be re~lacecj. Now I LjSe aircraft brake fluid. 

~ I ~lave pLtrC~lased a Cleveland 191~-93 Conver'sian Kit~ This 
~ ltr1Clr·~··\d~'·,\'~" m\{ 4n·····7q/~:~;() .. -q C1pr"j E?"-= vJhE~pJ ·3.nC'l br-';\kpt:~ to 4n-·':"):~~;n/:·;~;n··-1(":3j 
~ ~~)~~~;:·i;~!~;.:··-Th:i.~~, ki·t, ;}::~J~:,j:d{~:~:5'·-·t~h:ic~ker I;;~!~k;~ di~~C:~; -he~vy--(jut~," iin;i~{.; 
~ ('~\nd nf';;cf.;;!~::.::::.ar·y j'1al'''dv'Jal'''f:'f! to (J)oc3:i. b)/ my ~;5!1 vJeel !::~ and brakf.-?s" I wi 11 
~ il'1,,,ti'll1 them with "'Y iennual t.his; r~pl"ing" I havE?f1"t, bf?em 

~
~ compJ.E\t:.E'ly !:~,i]ti~~::,+if.?c:! with m"Jl old (]ne::~,,, I had a hal'"d t.imp 

-f:lndinq i~nyC)r'!E~ tc) ~:.F~ll mf~~ 2\ kit, b,u.t. 'fini:\11y qnt it fll"'()fT) 

Ail~cr-aft Spruce ~:o $128.75. I would recommend that this heavier 
] duty ;;E~l""if?~~. bE~ pUl'o>ch;as~?cl initially for" t.:hC)!:-;c~ tt'-Jho have:~ not 
~ i:":"\ 11'''E~E:\d\/' pUI'"ch3!:~,E:d t,'JhEIE?l:::. E:1.nd 1:)1'- akE's ~ 

-------~--,~~---------------------------------------------------
You!''' ~~:.tD!'"·:i E')!::i 

(·:7.'n t:. (:::1''' t 1::1 in i n q 
u ~:if~ \~,lh D h Et vr::~ 

·f or"" b 01-:. h " 

in ~3~1 ar'e 91 .... E-:ai:" YOLt!''' stylE~ i!3 vel,KY I""{-=adahlf?~r 

arId informative~ This is no 5urpr-ise to thc)se of 
been reading your' r18wslettel-S i:or so long. Than~~s 

We plan to joirl Green an(j .~olt at Lake Te>:oma in May~ 

see everyolle there too" 

!\! E:t'I::. E\ E i::I. ::~. t: m r.:.\n 
·416 ~'JE~s:.t ~,?nd ~~~t 

Kinlbal1, NE~ 69145 

H()pf.~ tC) 



April 5, 1987 

Mr. Dick Cavin 

KEN C. MORGAN 

439 lOVELLA DR. W. 

HURST, TEXAS 76053 

T-18 Builders/Owners Association 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

Dear Dick, 

I have enjoyed spending the time with you during the 
past few weeks. I am particularly pleased to have the 
0290G engine parts and will make good use of them in 
building an engine for my T-18. I have always had 
confidence in the GPU having experience with this 
engine in my Starduster SA-100, two place. I have 
inventoried the parts and will have several complete 
cases with cylinders if other builders have an interest 
in going with the 0290G. I plan to use the 0320 sump 
and the MA-4SPA Model 10-2356. This is a very old model 
carb used on the Lyc 0435-1 engine. I'm not sure parts 
are still avialiable for this particular unit. Perhaps 
others could enlighten me on this. This is the carb that 
works very well with the GPU, according to Mr. Thorp. 

There are several parts I need for my project. These 
include lord mounts for flat back GPU, spinner and 
wooden prop, if someone had converted to larger engine 
or has these parts surplus to their needs. 
My project has suffered during the past few years as I 
have gotten envolved in other production aircraft 
rebuilding /maintenance. However, I have made a vow to 
concentrate on my project with no other aircraft taking 
my time. My fuslage is on gear and partially riveted. 
Am working on the fuel tank, rudder cables(to outside), 
and have the instrument panel blank ready to punch. The 
tail group is complete except for assembly of 
horizontal tail components. Folding wing main spar has 
been fabricated and is ready to rivet. Am working on 
steel wing fittings and other folding wing components. 

I have been going over old newsletters and am most 
grateful for the wealth of information contained 
therein. Hopefully, in the very near future, I will 
have more to report regarding my project and building 
experiences. I am eagerly looking forward to the May 9, 
visit to Texoma Lodge. My wife J'nene, is great in her 
support of my T-18 project; however, she has not had 
the opportunity to see numbers of this beautiful 
aircraft. See you at Texoma, May 9. 

~~gardS' 

Ken C. Morgan, 817-268-1834 

'--TI-J-A rJ K" 5 I ~ -EN , 

For<. y'oVIL U' 7 J tiR. 
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Earl Ody 
28903 Gunter Rd. 
San Pedro,CA,90732 

I received N.L.#65 with "compl.rhentary copy" stamped on it, so I guess 
I assumed you weren't doing it anymore and noticed that I had missed 
#64. At any rate I'm glad you're continuing and enclesed you will find 
my check. 

My co-pilot, Pat Condon, and I are continuing work on our new T-18. All 
structures are finished, the 180 h.p. is mounted and baffled, and we 
just finished the instrument panel and baggage compartment. Since we 
are flying a T-18 and have other interests, we aren't as dedicated as 
we might be. 

Our T-18, N8952, has turned 1925 hours and will be 16 years old in July. 
It has taken us all around the U.q., Canada, and Mexico and has been a 
delight to fly and own. 

We have lost a couple of our many T-18s at Torrance Airport. Oliver Smith 
sold his T-18 to a man in San Diego and has given up flying. Doug Kelly 
has moved his to El Monte to be closer to home. Bill Warwick has retired 
and moved to Arizona. The big push around here now is compost airplanes. 
We have two 300 mph Glasairs being built, both by experienced builders, 
and several Lancairs under constrciction. 

George Leider is finishing his THIRD T-18, in addition to the beautiful 
pitts S-l he built. I don't know how he does it, since he works long 
hours and sails a 30 ft. Newporter sail boat. 

Thanks for remembering me, Dick, and my apologies for being too lax. 

Best wishes, 

EARL D. ODY 

Re Gus Gordon"s letter about flying his airplane and over-flaring: At 
the risk of being repetitious, me made a point in a previous NL about 
using a point on the windshield as a bench mark reference on the maximum 
angle of attack to use on a landing. Each time you get in the airplane 
(any airplane) take careful note where the horizon cuts across your wind
shield. In the 3 point position this angle is only a little less than the 
stalling angle of attack, but it is a high drag, high sink angle, one that 
will rapidly decrease speed, so you should make certain that you are within 
1-2 ft. of the runway (preferably 6") before you allow the airplane to 
be in that attitude. In case of doubt, do what Gus did. 6 Punt! Go around, 
do it again. Make a habit of always using your full (30 ) flaps. Don't 
come dragging this airp:.ane in on a flat approach. Make a steep approach 
and control your airspeed within 2mph from 500 ft. up on final. You may 
also want to make another mark on the center tube of the roll bar for this 
angle (one that will give you about 90 mph avo It could come in mighty 
handy if your airspeed indicator was kaput,etc. You may also want to 
put a piece of tape on the front and rear of your cowl, like a front and 
rear gun sight to cross check what you are really pointed at. Some new 
ones on the airplane seem to have a tendency to use the spinner as their 
front "sight", landing the airplane in a slight crab. I know all of you 
know these things, but some times it's helpful to refresh one's memory 

from time to time. 
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i-1S ~utual Aid Society 
10)29 Somerton 
Dallas. Texas 7)229 

.Jear ~)ick, 

Al Chivers 
P.O.Box 921 
Sandpoint. Idaho 8J864 

age #18 

Enclosed is my dues for an excellent newsletter. keep up the ,,,ood work. 
For Jears 1 nave been interlding to contribute some thin':'; • so 11ere ,~oes. 
on callOpJ latches: 

1 l1ave seen and flown in several '1'-lS' s that require at least two hands 
and too much time to get the canopy locked or unlocked. this could be 
nazardous if an emergency exit was. required. 

Ttle enclosed sketcn snows tl1e latch that flas served me well for over 
eleven years. It is made from a miniature overcenter locking to;sle 
c laul}!, available, OfI~ the shelf. from many tooling componant supply 
nouses. 

It is small, rugged, neat and requires a single foreward motion to close 
and lock the canopy and an aft motion to unlock and open, all witnout 
'lavLl,; to look at what you are doing. 

'1 routinelJ "pop" the catJ0py open in flight for increased ventilation, 
i tl. ill open about '12 inch and stay there until locked closed . 

. /01 a ;round security lock, 1 use a modified showcase slidinc; blass 
'panel key lock. available from most local hardware stores, carried as 
lloose equipment, it nooks into the aft turtledeck structure under tne 
.aft callopy fairing a:ld stops the canopy from openin,g wl1en tile lock is 
in place. 

. cur OFf' BIISE 

_~1j6!CH 
\ - I~~' 
\1 \'"\5) _ ffCMPVE CLAf1? 

TOGGLE CLAMP 

(
SHOWN IN VE..ArEo) 
/.OC/fcp pos/nON 

I!PJ"I/S''1E.tlT 

tll~' 
Al Cl1lvers 
T-18 N18AL :;, j 287 
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Doug Frantz 
1019 S. Meadow Lane 
Mustang, Okla. 73064 
(405) 376-4492 

T-18 Mutual Aid Society 
10529 Somerton 
Dallas, Texas 75229 

Dear Dick, 

Enclosed is my check for $25.00 which I think should get me paid up through 
1987. I sent a check for 1985 dues orr 12-19-84, according to my records. 
If this does not agree with your records, please let me know. 

~ I've enclosed a couple of pictures of N58.K for your collection. I had it 
~ torn down for a year and a half for engine overhaul and a lot of other 
~ assorted work. This included painting the wings, building a new fin tip 
~ trom fiberglass which incorporates a small Grimes position light originally 
~ used on the Stearman PT's. I also installed a £?bin heating system 
~ (manifold type) and a lot of other small jobs that didn't seem like much, 
~ but took forever to complete. 

I. One interesting thing I discovered was that Piper pitot static heads are 
~ apparently made to work in different speed ranges. You may have noticed 
~ that the static port is located so that the airstream holds a back pressure 
~ on the static side. The amount of this pressure is regulated by a bleed 
~ hole drilled in from the back of the unit. The airspeed indicator in my 
\~ aircraft always seemed to read too low. So, I rigged an alternate static 
~ source to the inside of the cockpit, and discovered an 8-10 mph differential 

~ 
at cruise. The bleed hole in my pitot static was smaller than a #60, so 
I started drilling this hole out one size at a time until I got no differential 
with the alternate source open. The hole size wound up being a 1/52,. Since 

~ then, I've looked at some other Piper aircraft, and the faster ones (Arrows) 
~ seem to have a different angle cut on them. Anyway, the indicated cruise 
~~ speed is_ nOw about what it should be, about 160 mph a: 3000' and 2400 rpm 
I~ using a 76 inch pitch prop. 

Isorry about the dues delay. Keep up the good work on the newsletter! 
II've learned a lot about the breed from reading it. 

lJDvb( w€ Vt> ,4ff%ClA(~ toO£. Cdd!A1~ 
D1J 7f/6 PtP&tt JlM.T. jltJrJ ~ 72i I!>tt/C 
J/elffJ-V SoW5!) 4- F/If/LLy COA1n/t1~ 
fl.tJ~ ,M,4/)1 -rlfAAKS( 

Sincerely, 

D~rS:~ 
I I 
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uear Llick Cavil; I 

I'm se~diYig you aco~y of Llick cottin~ham's.la~t two Christmas 
Lote" iy, case you had riot heard of his. '1':-10 St",t1st:-CS. I guess 
3700 hours iLl quj te a lot. He writes 1nterest1ng 11 ttle ],otes. to 
say the least. 

I read the newsletters to John and actually find ~ome of the 
"Lew;;" ir,tere:"tiYi;> He takes it. every ,:,.0ord. We rece1ved ,8 

u,';Iuti ful watec color of Uor. 'uaylor flYlLg over the Horth ]Oole. 
~hat big uleak lilace actually looks pretty. 

We thought your story re Johri (and me) in S~OR'r AVIATION 
a while back was very good - also the recey;t Olre about Edna Gardner. 
She is some ladyl That old picture of us was pretty bad, tho. 
Some people didy,'t know that John had been ~arried before I show~d 
uf" or, the SCBLe. That old thing was taken 1n 1977 ...... before 1. 

had white h8ir. 
Love and best wishes to you and Lyn, 

I(~ 

"Finally have 299V back in the air after replacing right wing section 
after goose collision last year.Near 3600 hours on her and she needs 
paint, wheel pants, and gear leg fairing. I'll probably wear out before 
she does. I'm nearing 9000 hrs. and only half deaf from the noise (?). 
Hope you enjoy a super 1986" 

.. I guess this is a musical card.Don't know why there are no pretty cards 
with airplanes on them, but I keep looking. 299V still flying. 3700 total 
Qours on her now. She was grounded for four months this year. Crack showed 
up in gear leg. I already had another cracked gear in garage. Got both x~ 
rayed by an industrial unit in Milford Trade School (E. Neb.).Inner tube 
is tough to see, even in these films, but looked okay.Finally found a large 
enough heat treat oven in Minneapolis. Ken Brock's man, Paul Green, supplie 
me the heat treat process data. Minneapolis folks had the gear 2~ months. 
I had to guarantee that I would not hold them liable if the heat treat 
was inadequate. Finally got both gears back and has done fine in 25 hrs. 
since.Liability insurance doubled this year to nearly $600 ..• and me with 
over 9000 hrs. and no accidents. Nobody can accept any risk anymore.My 
children are thriving. Ex wife has advanced breast cancer. Had surgery, 
chemotherapy, and radiation this past 9 months and hoping for the best. 
Hope you both have a good '87. I'll get to Calif. again one of these years. 

Sincerely, Dr. Cottingham 

3700 hours total time, as of Dec. 1986! Fantastic! I'm sure the total 
is up to nearly 4000 hrs. by now, as DOc really uses that bird .. hard. 
Doc is a radioligist and he uses the T-18 to commute to a number of small 
towns in rural Nebraska that he serves on a scheduled basis. I don't 
recall all the details, but most of the towns have only very rUdimentary 
sod strips, probably quite rough, too, so you can well imagine what a 
beating the T-18 takes .. and takes .. and takes. Can you also imagine the 
variety of rough weather that has pounded 299V , also? A tremendous 
tribute to the T-18!He once brought it to CA for John to tear down and 
inspect after 2000 hrs.lncredibly, nothing of significance was found! 

--0-
N<9W EN...Joy TtitS Ptqv/lG 'P~. 
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'i'HESE TWO VIEWS liRE; OF Il(IUG FRANTZ's PROUD BEAUTY 
FROM MUSTANG, OR GGl'(;"~';o~~t;~~: '~A;~i~;~'J,'OK AND nIS YBLLOW AND VERSION OF LU 

S S PATN'f SCHEm~. NOTE STRIVING. 
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hTRTNG TO LIMIT SIHTCHES. 

AZj DISPLAYS ANOTHER NEWLY COMPI,ETEP BEA.UTY AND 
BEAUTIFU,L PAINT SCHEME THAT SAyS "SPEED" 
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2nd ANNUAL T-IB REUNION: 
.' -"--=-,-,,,..0:::. __ -"~', J£ i __ 

To those of you that couldn't make our T-18 "Family" Re-union that was 
held at Lake Texhoma Lodge on last May 9th, I can say, "We missed ya: " 
Yes, we missed you .... and you missed a super T-IB get-together. The only 
thing that could have made it any better-wDUld have been to have more 
of you there to enjoy it like we did. As it was, we had 17 beautiful 
T-lBs and we would have bad as amny as 7 more if we hadnTt held our little 
bash on Mother's Day weekend. (A gross error on our part, we admit.To 
actually confront all those suffering wives with their #1 competitor for 
their hubby's affection on HER day was a gross oversight on our part and 
we hasten to ask for forgiveness). 

In case you've forgotten where Texhoma Lodge is located, it's at almost 
the eastern enc of the lake, on the Madill arm. The lodge is located on 
the southern edge of Catfish Bay. It is reached by road from Durant, OK, 
(12 mi. east) or from Ardmore, OK, to the west about 30 mi.It's almost due 
~orth from Sherman and Denison, TX, , with about 40 mi. of open water in 
between. 

~he lodge is one of a half doazen such recreational installations with 
their own paved airport nearby and all offer quite a variety of activities 
for vacationong guests, with something to please everyone's tastes. The 
lodges offer first class air conditioned rooms and suites at modest prices, 
with excellent dining and banquet facilities, able to accomoda~te several 
at the same time. Texhoma LOdge is located in a dry county, so they have a 
nice private cork club on the 2nd floor and new memberships are available 
for a nominal fee ( and members may bring guests). 

We arrived via car' boring) early Sat. morning and there were three T-18s 
that had come in on Fr~day awaiting the arrival of the rest. Greeting us 

of Broomfield, CO; Bob High~ of ·.Brandon, FLr and 
f winston Salem, NC. (At least I think those were the 
. Sometimes I think my Alzheimer's gets active at fly-ins '"'" 

recall all the details, etc.). Anyway, the rest of the birds 
began showing up in rapi~ fire order. By 11:00 AM we had 15 of the 17 
aboard and the last two made it by noon. We had 11 states represented 
with T-18a. We had one from Florida, one from North Carolina, 1 from Ohio, 
1 from Michigan, 1 from Colorado, 1 from Arizona, I from Nebraska, 1 from 
Kansas, two from Missouri, three from Texas, and four from Oklahoma. Not 
bad! We had several members that drove 1000 miles by car and several more 
that had come 500 mi. or so by airline to the nearest airline terminal. 

Was it all worth it? You bet!: It was pure laid ~ck pleasure of the first 
water. It would have been hard to find a more congenial group anywhere. 
When someone asked some questions about engine installation it wasn't 
anytime before five or aix guys obligingly peeled their cowlings off , so 
that builders could look at the way they did it and take pictures. That 
was just one aspect of the airplane that was discussed in detail. If your 
T-18 is flying, you've probably forgotten 99% of the problems that arose 
and how you solved them,as construction gradually and sometimes painfully 
progressed. Perhaps you can remember how grateful you would have been if 
you could have had some experienced one explain how to solve the problem 
that was bugging you at that moment. This was the type of gathering that 
99% of those attending WEre T-18 builders, owners, or enthusiasts. It is 
made to ord~r 'for the new builder, whether his qUestions are on the spinner 
or the tail wheel, or somewhere in between. 

~2;* 
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TEXHOMA Ri ~PORT cant 'd ~. ,--<~=,:~ 
'-"""""""-"""~""'"'-''''-''"''''':'wWhen luch:ltf1?e arrived it was a time to rene ... ' old 
friendships over the coffee cup and make new ones, too. There \<."a.'O a lot 
of talk goi:1g the rounds about different makes of Loran Cs, but it · ... as 
unanimous that Loran C is the greatest thing since sliced bread. Nearly 
three fourths of those there with T-IBs had Loran and all I talked to 
were high in their praise of how accurate it was in both course and cross 
track. I remember one of those telling me his "Miles to go" cranked down to 
zero in the middle of the airport upon landing!Texhoma Lodge has no nav 
radio facility that is nearby, other than an ADF homing beacon on Durant 
Airport to the east a few miles. The weather was almost perfect. Skies 
were cloudless, but haze aloft somewhat restricted visibility. Wind was 
light southerly, right down the runway. There is good turf on both sides of 
the runway (18-36) and can be used for taxiing if traffic gets heavy. It 
did on Sunday morning, too. It was beginning to look like Chicago O'Hare 
for awhile, as a dozen or so transients showed up.Texhoma's only drawbaCk 
is no fuel service available,but it's only a 5 minute flight over to 
Durant to refuel, but some of the bunch used that as an opportunity to 
give some buddy rides. 

There was a lot of flying on both Saturday afternoon and also on Sunday 
morning before everyone started home. Gary Holt nearly wore his T-IB out 
while he was there. It was in the air at feast 75% of the time. His dad, 
Leroy Holt/had his S-lB airborne pretty often, too.Leroy's bird was so 
new that It was still in zinc chromate. For you folding wing guys, Leroy 
has made a gap cover for the folding wing that most all present said was 
more practical than the outboard wing skin tightly overlapping >the center 
wing skins (as per plans).He has zeroxed some sketches of it, so if you 
are building send,him a S/SA envelope for a copy.It does away with the 
snap-in section at the leading edge, too.Leroy·s address is Box 238, 
Savanna, OK, 74565. He planned to paint it in time for OSH, but I guess 
he dldn't qu~te make it. Hopefully we'll get to see the two Holt family 
airplanes at Kerrville in~. (18-19-20). Incidentally, if yo,u didn't 
get to make Texhoma wlth your T-18, (or OSH, either) maybe you'd like to 
give the SW Regional EAA fly in at Kerrville a whirl. It's big enough to 
be interesting and small enough to get to know most everyone, too. 

Texhoma is a photographers delight. The foto backgrounds are great in 
nearly every direction. There was some formation flying in groups of 
three and four and the fly-by passes drove KOdak stoo(up several points. 
The 1500 ft. of turf in the approach zone for 18 made it easy to shoot 
as many as 5 or 6 shots of a T-IB before touchdown. We did lots of video. 
toO. John Crook and I did interviews on video with our respective cameras 
and after we got back to Dallas we combined our tapes to make a 30 min. 
master of almost all of the procedings, including the Saturday evening 
buffet/ banqUet. We shot builders by their airplanes, recording their 
accounts of building, flying, and owning the T-IBs; we zoomed in o~ as 
many imdividual items on each airplane as we could. We had t,.he builder 
point out features on his panel and cockpit as we scoped it all in color. 
We got close-ups of engine installations, the great variety of air cleanezs 
oil cooler location, props and spinners, fuel systems, wheel and ayle 
fairings, canopy treatments, tail wheels, antennae, paint schemes,and of 
course we qat every detail of the cockpits, upholstery. radios,etc.with 
17 beautifully built and painted '1'-18s there one had to look hard to 
find points of commonality. It was a classic example of what the r'ustom 
Built classification means. Each one is an expression of the builder's 

i 

~,techniques and personality. E'ven those who bought their airplanes and 

.~. 
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~~' 
didn't build them had done their share of modifications and were really 
studying the others for ideas for future changes in cockpits, paint 
schemes, etc. All three types of T-18 cowlings were there, too. Another 
point was the difference in size and shape of carb air scoops. 

Dick Amsden. of Fraser, MI, was on deck with his immaculately painted T-lB. 
He had a buddy with him and they were headed for south Texas on a visit 
and the Texhoma event was right on their way at the right time. They were 
having a ball, too. Dean Cochran, of Broomfield, CO. was parked next to 
him. He had been mousetrapped by weather up at Gage, OK, for several days. 
His wife had gotten tired waiting, so went on back home, but finally it 
got flyable for him to make it. Dean said h~had to back off from making 
the crossover exhausts and kits. Too bad. He is really a pro at that job. 
Next in line was Karl and Mazie Lipscomb's superb wide body creation from" 
Lamar, MD.It carried the T-18 banner at Dayton a couple of years back.A few 

years before that he had taken a Starduster Too to the wright Bros. celebration, 
also. Now they are building a Lancair, but Karl complained that the p~oject 
was moving much slower than he had anticipated. Gary and Maxine Green,s 
lemon yellow standard T-l8 from Enid, OK, Gary and Maxine were the co 
instigators of our Texhoma gathering, along with Leroy and Mary Holt. Gary 
is really a major in the USAF and is a training instructor on the Northrop 
T-3B(That's an airplane I could like almost as much as a T-IB) .•. Next in 
line was the apple of Randle Woolaway's eye from Cassville, MO. Randle is 
76 years young and still flies fire patrol out of his Timberline Airpark, 
an airport that would scare most people to death. The south half of his 
runway slopes upward about 300 , so you land south and take off north, unless 
the wind is about 30 mph. Even then there's some BIG pine trees to clear! 
Next to Randle was another former Wright Bros. attendee from Kimball, NE, 
Nate Eastman's remedy against a dull old age. Nate was a former USAF hump 
pilot in WWII and a fighter pilot in the Korean fracas and he has as much 
fun in his T-18 as he did in a P-51, I think. Jim paine, from Dayton, OB, 
was last year's T-18 rep at the Wright Bros. event and is the only one to 
come to Dayton from Dayton, so far. Next to him was Bob Highley, of Brandgn, 
FL, and he, too, is a Lt. Col. in the USAF, flying F-I6S out of McDill AFB. 
~lks didr-'t get to inspect Bob's bird, except at night, as he was in the 
air with it about 75% of the time and obviously hugely enjoying himself. 
The parking spot next to Bob was Gary Holt's, from Tulsa, OK, but he,too, 
was in the air about 90% of the time. Also in the lineup was one of the 
very early T-IBs that Nicky Buchanan brought over from Winston-salem, NC. 
His was built by the late Bob Goodwin and has the 1 ow cut windshield that 
was on th€ original plans. On the other line of parked T-lBs was walt 
Boener's. from Wichita. KS. Walt was a former ME-109 pilot in the~twaf£e 
and later flew with the Free French and USAF, winding up with a combat tour 
in Vietnam. Walt was our after dinner speaker and he held everyone spell-
bound with stories of his earlier exploits. (He should write a book). Still 
another T-IB rep at the Wright Bros. event was a brand new one from Wichita 
Falls. TX, by Dave Eby, a retired AF Col. Dave's airplane was so new that 
he had to fly an extra 2 hours that morning before coming to Texhoma in 
order to be legal on his hours restrictions. It was so new, in fact, that 
he hadn't had time to put the upholstery in. He, too, is about to wear it 
out. He flew it to Pennsylvania and back before heading for Dayton. Next 
was a trip to aSH, then a trip to Fla., to Beaumont, TX, and a trip to 
Denver and back. At the end of August he had put 135 hours on it. Another 
T-18 from Texas was Bryant Rowland-s beauty from Wichita Falls, also.He has 

been flying his several years, but it still looks like brand new. The other 
Texas T-IB there was Jim French's, from Wimberlv., TX, which is back in the 

hill country between ,-,-'-~- " <~--:.. . 
"'.~~ .>.~~ 
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Austin and Sar. Antonio. Ji~ the last" to arrive and he brought..i!Qb..o 
Walton with him, since John's T-18 was still down for mods.We expect to see 
Jim and the other Texas T-18s at Kerrville this year, too. In addition to 
the ~wo Holt T-18s and Gary Green's, there was still another Oklahoma T-IB 
present. ~nd Edwina Reilly whistled down from waggoner. OK, and As I 
remember they all arrived more or less in a group. Lee is an airline re
tiree and he had just installed a new Loran C the day before our re-union 
and he was truly delighted with it. Steve Hawley, from Tucson, AZ, also 
arrived with the Okla. group, as he had been visiting in the Tulsa area, 
where he was formerly based. Steve's T-18 always gets a lot of quick double 
takes as people walk by and see his "almost constant speed" Warnke wooden 
£~. The way the tips are turned and twisted blows your mind. Since he 
-rrves close to Warnke this prop was an out and out research project. So far 
it hasn't produced anything sensational in the way of extra performance, 
al tho' it is a..&lQ.Q.51 prop_ Steve takes a lot of kidding from yardbirds that 
ask him if he left it out in the rain, etc., or did he go too fast and 
bend the tips back?Steve built his own wheel pants,that also beautifully 
fair in the axle/brake area and 00 add mphs. 

All in all.we had 17 slick T ISs there and a lot of people that had a super 
good time (which is what it's all about, they say). Everyone said, "Hey. 
let's do this again~ " ...•• so maybe that' s the real test of how well the 
bash was enjoyed. I just talked to Gary Green and he said Leroy Holt had 
painted his airplane this summer and that Lt looks really great. He said 
Leroy had to pull his engine and rebuild it, as his engine builder put some 
bum parts in it at first. Anyway, they are talking about possibly doing ~t 
again for the Oct. 31-Nov. 1 weekend. They will be comparLng notes and Lt 
it looks good theylll get a letter out to the clan with all the details. 
Again, remember, it's a gathering of good friends, a re-union, where we 
all gather to have dinner, visit, talk T-IBs, etc ... but it's NOT a FLY IN 1 

It's not organized, there are no events, everyone ~s strictly on their own 
as to how they get there and what they do after they arrive. This time we 
were talking about renting two large cottages where we'll have a bar and 
haVe a catered barbeque dinner brought in from Durant or Sherman. 

By the way, we have a pretty good video tape_we put together from ones 
that John Crook and I took, so if any of you would like a copy (VHS only) 
send us a tape plus a little for postage and we'll get you a copy. Go to "I the Post Office and get one of the padded 7" x 9" mailer envelopes and 

~ they are just the right size for a video tape. We'd appreciate your comment: 
~ and suggestions for improving, too. We tried to capture the flavor of the 
~ event and introduce the people and their airplanes. their story of buildin~ 

etc., plus as many construction details as possible, too. We really need 
one or two more "camera men" to thoroughly cover all the people there. 

~ those about to fly, those just starting, those who-)ust bought one. We also 
~ might take a camera aloft for some unique air shots, too. Last year Dean 

Cochrane rigged a VCR camera up on hi.s fin and flew back in the Rockies 
\v and did some takeoffs and landings, etc. and the result was great. All it 

needed was a running voice commentary to make it super interesting. The 
C VCR video has some excitio9 ~ssibilities. 
~ - - ·flvrt/lfAJ(; .1 UYAJC; 7A;VyL - -- , 
~ I recently had an ocCaslon to build an outer wing panel for a standard T-lS 

from scratch and we followed every step with black and white photos, that 
will soon appear in one of the "Tin Bender" articles that I've been doing 
in EAA's "EXPERIMENTER" magazine (nee Light Plane World) for the last 16 mo. 
we also did a video tape and if you're interested I'll have some copies 
run off (same deal as the Texhoma tape). I had two sheet metal beginners 

do most of the work, with me coaching them and ~ .. ':'~~--::--.S~.1I.~.~-~_ ~.>I 
COJl"1) ,'~7"7~ 
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BUILDING AN OUTER WING PANEL FOR THE T-18: ~ 
we wound up with about 50-60 man/hours in it (estimated).we used pre-

~ punched ribs aod skin that once came from Ken Knowles. The wing panel came 
~ from a local area T-18 that had been ground looped. damaging the skin. 1 two ribs, the wing tip. and the aileron. We were able to sal/e the aileron, 

as its damage was minimal, but we spent a LOT of time fitting hinges to 
the old holes in the aileron spar and adjusting it for freedom of motion. 
We could have easily built a new aileron from scratch in less than half the 

~ 
time we spent.We got a beautiful fit on the skin at the leading edge and 
came out with good, tight skin between ribs. too. We also used the old ~ 
fittings, which again took extra time to get a perfect dimensional match 
with center wing fittings. We also took extra time to get the panel flat < and perfectly square (without twist) using levels laid on the front spar 

'and parallel to it at other locations. This was a pretty good test of the 
,~ learning curves of beginner builders, as they had to be taught riveting, 
~ bucking, etc. as we went. I don't believe we could have built a composite 
~wing of comparable size any quicker. It had been about three years since I'd 
~ built a T-18 wing panel, 50 I was plenty rusty, too.Admittedly, the center 
~ wing or outer wing for the S-18 take much longer because of the wing folding 

hardware and also because of the additional complexity of the main spars, 
but the same matched hole tooling priciples are still applicable •• 

'87 aSH REPORT: Each year it gets more and more of more and more. It gets 
hard to believe. I'm sorry to say that I have very little time available to 
look over the T-18s and talk with those bringing them in. I have to hit the 
whole day in high gear to cover all my assignments and interviews for 
Sport Aviation and the Experimenter. It's always a hassle to schedule the 
aircraft for photo sessions on th~ turf out in front of the flight line 
and also the air to air shots. Anyway I did get to take in a few minutes of 
the T-18 Forum and the Tuesday nite T-18 dinner. As always, the dinner was 
a sellout and was thoroughly enjoyed by all. Lee Skillman did his usual 
good job as the M.C. and Frank Kingston Smith anecdotes and witticisms ke~ 
everyone well entertained, too. The number of T-18s at aSH seems to dwindle 
down a little each year. j<'e only counted 15 this year, which included one 
over tn the aircraft camping area. we again had some superbly done T-18s to 
look at and admire. Gus Gordon, from Buena park, CA, finally made it to 
aSH with his fantastically crafted fOld1ng w1ng 5-19 and it was voted the 
pest T_18_S_18 The Lu sunderland Memorial CraftsmanShip award went to 
Gene Sloan, of Murfrees-boro, TN. Gene's blood- red ¥-18 was 1mmaculateiy 
done, but he also qual1f1ed tor the unofficial Hard Luck award. As he got 
close to aSH he began developing an engine problem that made him want to 
get it on the airport without delay. He was following a Cub, who ap~rently 

~
daWdled on the runway after landing and since Gene was already on the deck 
quite close behind him, so he had the option of trying to go around on a 
sick engine or take to the grass to avoid overunning the cub. He chose the 
latter. Only trouble, there was a runway light in the way and it dented 
the right outer panel leading edge almost back to the spar and messing up 

I
his right gear fairing, too.All this was told to me second hand, but I 

t'-- think the account is reasonably accurate. Gene woumd up having to trailer 
{~ his bird all the way back to TN. Maybe next year, Gene! Better yet, maybe 
'::""'l you'll have time to get it back in A-I shape for Kerrville, or Texhoma (if 

there is an Oct. gathering). 

Right now I'm looking for the list of all those present at aSH with their 
airplanes and so far I've sifted thru about a three foot stack of paers 

ion my desk and no luck yet. Maybe I'll find it (and I just did). 

I :J,~\, _~-,:,,-::o._ 7~ 
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'87 aSH REPORT, CONT'O 

There 
were: 

were fjve T_IAs at aW·...-87~ ~e there for the fjrst tjme 
Gus Gordon, of Granada ~~~CA~ in~ N633GG 
Tom Kerns, of Eden Prairie (MinneapoliS) MN in NlOTK 
Dave Eby, of Wichita Falls, TX, in N53PD 
Gene Sloan, of Murfreesboro, TN, in N805GS 
Don Skeele, of Santa Ana, CA, in N927AS 

They 

In addition to those five I remember seeing Tom Kern's bird for the first 
time since it was painted. Tom formerly lived here and I watched his test 
flight one morning several years back. Tom was an engineer for LTV thne. 
A few months later local builder ~ou Falconi retired from LTV and moved to 
his new home in Roswell, NM, leaving his T IB in DAL. My first flight in it 
was to ferry it to LOU, with Tom flying wing on me. Later that day I rode 
back with him in his T-18, which flew quite well. Tom soon moved to ohio, 
then to Minneapolis, his present Home.Another familiar one I saw was Paul 
Kirik's, from Moline. IL, and this, too, was a first to see it painted.~h 
T-lBs were outstanding in their paint and detail. 

Going back thru my slides of T-lBs at aSH and RFD in previous years and 
comparing them to recent years, i~ was obvious that overall the paint 
schemes and finish details have improved tremendously ... but even the older 
ones still looked great to me. There have been some really original paint 
schemes that some have characterized as being on the wiL4 side, but yet they 
were tastefully done. I remember Oats Tokles aSH debut. It had a certain· 
Savatore Dali-like quality in the bold use of color like had never been 
seen on airplanes before, but it was fantastic! Oh, yes, Bill warwick's 
tiger painted down the side was another super original. And then there was 
the Debut of Kong! Someday, I'd like to publish a book on just T-18s I've 
seen or heard about, with color pictures, etc., and, little side bar stories 
about the builders. Guess it would cost far far too much to produce and 
probably wouldn't appeal to a very wide circle of readers. Most T-IB ers 
would eat something like that up, tho'. 

... tr:c;cf? N :rt C2 r-....!. .... 
Our 'B7 aSH showing was actually less that our Texhoma showing, but I hope 
it will be different in '88. I sincerely hope ,each and everyone of you 
with flying T-lBs will make the supreme effort to bring your T-i8 to aSH in 
'88. Here'S why: 1988 WILL BE THE SILVER ANNIVERSARY YEAR FOR THE T-i8~~:: 
We would like to put 45 50 T-18s in the a1r 1n tra11 format10n fly by 1n 
the prime airshow ... the flying showcase. We want to bring them in from every 
point of the compass, from near and far, and they ~ have to be super 
slick showplanes .... ~ust T-18s! This year was the Fly Baby's 25th year and 
tho' they tried to get a gang, it fell a little flat. Coming from Calif. in 
an open cockpit at 80 mph gives them a pretty fair excuse, but at T-lS cruiSE 
speed it's no big deal to make a LAX-QSH flite in one day. Why not make 
DEFINITE plans NOW? It's only 10~ months away, you know. Plan it so your 
airplane won't be half apart or out of license at that time. Get it in the 
pink by June 1 ... and then keep it that way. Leave a day or zo early and 
maybe smell the daisies along the way. We'll never have an opportunity like 
this again, a chance to show the world that the T-1B was and 1S the best of 
the best, the Mercedes of the homebuilts. The plastic "compost" type a1rpianE 
has already outnumbered us, at least at OSH, and it won't be all that long 
before the RV-3s, RV-4s, & 65 will be barking at our heels,t,.,..,. 

A familiar T-IB, N5GL, was again at QSH this year, ITS' 17th STRAIGHT yEAR; 
That's Gayle LeCount's pride and joy, from Georgetown, IL. I seriously 

" ____ ~,~ _ ·w 

\~J<~~ 
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for 
all 

an 
our acclaim. We especially hope Gayle will be 

ertainly deserve to lead the T-lS 

~ 

so hope Bill Warwick, Doc cottingham, 
~ake a specLal effort to be on deck 

such an opportunity again, so I hope 

The other T-lSs at OSH 'be~~hUn~at were mentioned previously are: 
NIIDC, Dean Cochran, Broomfield, CO; N}riSH, Bob Highley, Brandon, FL; 
Gary Green's NlSGG, Enid, OK, Jim Paine's N/4iJp, Dayton, OH; C-GEMP, 
JLm Alexandre, HamLlton, Ont.: NS9RB, MLke WOlfe,Negauneek, HI: Jerry 
Stallings' round back, N130Bs, FerrLday, LA; N/SSEL, Ed Ludtke, SLOUX Fa 
SD: N3lBD, Chas. Raymond, Shelton, CN, .There ~ere 152 people at the T-IB 
dinner this year (SRO). 

We received a note from Gene and Thelma Sloan, thanking us for the 'S7 
award. She also said that the damage was non-structural, all sheet metal 

almost completely repaired by then. 

As John Walton always says at the end of OSH, "only 360 more days until OSH" 
It's a whole lot less now. too, amigos. so, agaLn, let's ALL make 'B8 aSH 
the very best yet in numbers there. with that big a bunch of T-lSs 
crowd won't have time to notice 

it guy 

'S7 Kerrville SW Regional Fly-in is just over and guess who and what 
the winner of the'Sest plans BULlt Low Wing Award?~Dave and Bat Eby's 

super slick new T-IB, that's what! Bad weather CUt the number of r l8s 
there to three, Dave's, JLm French's, and Bill Cox's.congrats allover again 
you guys. 

!:laCK 'Co J:ul;:ure evenl;:s: ljdCK on pctge '+ we :rt;'lUctLKt;'U that if all looked good 
for anot er Re unLon on zhe Oct. 31-Nov.l weekend that they would send out 
a letter to members like before, etc. SLnce that time I talked to both Gary 
and Mar Holt and it was their opinion that we should all again gather at 
Tex oma for another non-organized, informal get-together on the above 

(Halloween), with everyone making their own room reservations by 
Texhoma Lodge (405! 564 2311). They also suggested we have an 
cookout (weiners, hamburgers, barbeque, etc). It's too late in the 
have a catered meal delivered from a nearby city, but the plan was 

to have one of us bring in all the fixin's and enjoy an evening around the 
campfire. The two adjacent cottages have been rented and a wet bar will be 
set up in one of them. We will have a kitty to cover the bar costs for the 
happy hour and another for the cookout. If some of the group prefer to have 
dinner more conventionally,the restaurant is available, but it was dettided 
to dispense with the more or less formal. catered dinner for the sake of 
economy and to let more people have the opportunity to get better acquainted 

otherS. f. I) 
"IJCT!E , 

is rather short, it was decided to post the notice in the news
will be there, so if 
405/233-3186 or -

/548-3412 and adv~se them ot your ~ntenhons" I'h 
f~c quest~ons. This is not an invitation to a Fly-in. 

are no scheduled events. and what tran"sportaion method~use to get 
the:re is.x2.!:!.£ business only. ",_, -::s.-=~':.':' ':-\ 

. ,'<--,---:- .:: ... ---'"'---' ->':~"-
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Last weekend was a pretty sad day for me. I ran an ad in Sport Aviation 
on my T-lB and the very first day it came out I could have sold it a dozen 
times, at least. I had it priced below the market, so I could be sure it 
would have a good .home. Jim Hidalgo, an almost next door neighbor of,.!li.m.. 

rench, of Wimberly, TX, is the new owner. Wimberly is one of those very 
~ pictUresque spots in the Texas hill country between Austin and San Antonio 
~ and they have their own airstrip that bisects several homesites.Jim and 
,~ Jim are looking forward to a lot of hours of happy T-ISing in the days ahead 

.. \.I} It's not so far down there that I can't go down there once in awhile to pet 
' the old gal a little. You can look for this pair to be at aSH '8S, too. ,---+ 

Also in the DFW area another builder, Roger Dengler, is having to put his 
81L.proje"ct on the market. Like me, Roger has giVen up on ever getting his 
medical back. It's a real buy for someone, too, at $11,500, which includes 
an 0-320 150 hp engine with only 100 hrs. since~, and everything needed 
to complete. The fuselage is complete/except for canopy installation, eyen 
to wheel and gear fairings installed, Engine completely installed, ~ 
u , baffled, oil cooler in, st. steel X-ovdT exhaust, Pacesetter prop,Brock 

l.J\ spinner:-Thorp FG cowl ,all complete, All ~ instruments (IFR) in, upholster 
'1 done in blue suede, controls all in except ailerons. Elect flaps. trim., Fuel 
r'1: and brake systems complete. lighted in and out. Has two new nav-comms and 
V) a II Morrow Loran that will sell for $2500 extra, or sell separately. Has 

all ribs and s ~ns pre-punched for wing. skins formed, main spars done,plus 
\~ allother wing, aileron, flaps parts on hand. If you've priced a S-lB "kit" 
'( you know this is a steal ..• and the workmanship is superb (Roger is a tool & 
~ die maker! machinist by trade). You can call him at B17! 261-6910 for other 

details. His address is lSll Hilltop, Arlington, TX, 76013. 

• 

Another FOR SALE: If you live in the western U.S. Greg Halverson also has 
a T IB proJect he recently acquired to keep company with his own T-18 
project. Details are here below: 

Daoor Diok, 
As per our recent phone conversat:i::a1, here ar" the 

details on the additional ~-18 project I recently aquired 
locally. 

Entire airframe i~ flush riveted with very good 
workmanship. It has the standard body on the longer (;ear 
with 15' :dde skins. Engine is .m overhauled 0-290-G "lfith 
Otime on the new rebuild. It h~s a nix crossover, Bendix 
mags and ne", h~rnes~, Corvair alternator, fuel pump, and 
dry vacuum pump. It has a Thorp fiberglass cowl, prop 
extension, and a Ted Hendrickson 68x68 prop. Wings are 
!ltandard 'lfi th standard airfoil and include fiberglass tips 
Canopy, wheel pants, tires, brakes, and taill'fheel are 
included. :'ninl'llalled instruments include a new Eecort 110 
naT/com, all basic in~truments, and an olde::- DC and artificial 
horizfl". 

As I previously stated, the entire project will oe 
available for about 9500 dollars t1 an interested builder 
otherwise I plan to finish it and sell after it is flyable. 
My project is currently nearin~ completion and first flight 
is tenetively scheduled for !lpring. I'll keep you informed of 
its l!tatufl .. 

~ ---------~ Gre. '~':: .. -. 
~~~--~ ( F NE.' 1 

POl" , 

503 287-4823 

.~~ 
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a year ago Lee Skillman sold his airplane to -a Don Perry, of Concord 
not a MAS member). Lee called the other day to give me an account of 
new owner's account of what he felt to be problems never experienced by 
during his ownership). Lee has an H model 160 hp LtC, the one used in 
nas a few years back and recalled for mods by Lyc.Cessna called it a 
na engine, he said). Perry said Lye. told him it had wrong valves .& 

jsprings, too small a fuel line, and shouldn't have a metal prop, Lee said. 
. should have 4" fuel lines, plus other things hard to believe. He 

Lee's vent lLne tor tank, said it over-pressurized tank and caused 
---~ ~ .. cockpit, etc, Vent was cut to 450 below FW. but Lee didn't know 
hich direction, whether it now sucked or blew. Anyway, if any of you have 
hp H ~n~'nA ~n~ ~~n~ r~ h~~ ~~~-~~s is 623 Southern 

his number. 

NOTHER FOR SALE: Long time MAS member Warren Spencer. 1512 North Ave, 
r stal Lake, IL, 60014 (Chicago area) has hLs T 18 prOJect tor sale Ln a 

\ 
Lstress situation. The slip he gave me with details has vanished and I'm 

sorry I don't know the price or the current state of the project, but as 
~ry serves me the price was a bargain and the project is quite far 

Anyway, any of you Upper Midwest guys, here's a chance for one of 
to get a long leg up on your T-18 . The last phone # I had for Warren 

s 815/ 459-2578. but I can't guarantee it. 

struggle he finally got the harness loose and somehow 
After a lot of plastic surgery he's okay and wants another 

'lIT-lB. He's going to have an aft roll~bar, too, if he gets one and would 

t 

some sort of an escape hatch in the canopy. so vivid is his experience. 
was expecting something to ignite the fuel any second and be burned 

live .... and he was lucky it didn't happen. 

about this subject carefully and please send me your thoughts on 
prevent such a tragedy from happening. After the OSH accident 

against the thermos bottle cap fuel cap and how it will easily 
~ 
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out on a fairly small ~ inverted. A couple of our mmbers came up with 
solutions ... like a pivoting bar over the cap to act as a stop (see back NI.s) 
and apparently that solves a potentially lethal problem as long as the 
tank itself remain~ intact. Now what do we do about the new type safety 
belt and shoulder harness? One solution might be to have a sharp huntin~ 
~nife close at hand to saw thru the belts ... or perhaps YOU may have some 
other suggestion???? I haVe always carrled some sort of a canopy smasher 
with me when I did initial test hops, a short, heavy ball pein hammer or 
equivalent that you could use to beat your way out with. Even then it might 
not be easy .... How about your idea on this subject, too????? 

: 

Please don't think, "It can't happen to me. It CAN". I know personally of 
four T-lBs that went over on their backs (li~k Keller losing a wheel on 
landing at a wilderness strip in Idaho. etc). An engine failure at the wrong 
time and place could do it, or an unseen ditch, etc. Any number of things 
COULD do it to you. low win with a canop is vulnerable. Maybe we need 
to take a long look at our canopy frames. poSSl y rna lng em of laminated 
Kevlar/ epoxy, with a fore and aft center bow and a crossbar frame just aft 
of ,the pilot's head that would tie in with a crossbar at deck leveL Bubble 
canopies are super for looks sake, true, but common sense tells us there 
isn't much in protection there in an overturn. We also know that even tri
gear airplanes wind up on their back, too. Please, gents, let's £Q.!.. dismiss 
this subject as one of those freak things that can't or won't happen again, 
so please give it some thought and send me VOJJ:t:comments. 

J60 

~' 
~ 

I~ 

Here's another subject that deserves your attention: TOE IN OR TOE OUT? 
Dave Eby (Wichita Falls, TX) sends this note: 

"C,ROWfEET OR PIGEON TOES?" 

Serial # 1202 first took to the air in late April 'B7 and has now flown 
close to 150 hours since then until late Sept. I fly. various agricultural 
aircraft from narrow single lane dirt roads on a daily basis in my work 
and think nothing of it. I also fly pitts off narrow runways frequently. 
so I am used to having to work at directional control. I have let a number 
of experienced tail dragger pilots fly my bird with me in there, too, and 
all of them have found my T-IB to be a bear on the ground .. a real squirrel 
All of them were back and forth across the runway on landings and T/Os. 

I took two yardsticks to measure the problem after I found 4 of the tread 
~Igone off the inside of the tires after 120 hours. To check toe in/toe out 
~ I hoisted the wheels off the round and then gently lowered them back down, 

not rolling the A C forward or bac ar a er a. L s LC s on eac 

; 

side of the wheel I drew a linE on the floor about 30" out f'w'd on each 
~ side of the wheels, doing the same thing to the rear. Measuring from a CIL 
\" plumb bob mark on the floor to each of these points on the lines showed I 
~ had about 1 0 toe out . Cross checking the comparative distances on the 

LQ front and rear marks confirmed this. So I ordered a 10 shim from Aircraft 
J' Spruce & Specialty (part #0441157-3) and installed them. Wheels are now 

toed IN about one half degree each. The aircraft is now MUCH easier to 
control on the ground. I now feel that I can check Pat out in it without 
worrying about it getting away from her on rollout. 

We printed an article by the late Dr. Shinn in a previous NL, but we always 
favored either zero toe in/out or a slight toe in, personally. How do you 
feel on this subject? What's YOUR experience???Again. PLEASE comment! 

:::: 

~-'~ ~~--~~;~~~~-
2:6 ?::t:. ,·-~·-,v'~/, 

~ 
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STEERING CHAIN REPLACEHENT: 

for an unknown length of time, and for reasons known only to God. we have not been 
supplying a sufficient length of sash chain to complete both sides of the tall wheel 
steering system. The correct length supplied should have been 17" which Is more than 
enough for the approx. a~,"needed on each the right and left sides. Should you have 
~ut in half the 13" length sent. neither piece will be long enough. If so, Jet us 
know and we will send you whatever length you need. Or, If it Is more convenient. 
you can probably get It (#40 Sash ChaIn [plated)} from your local hardware store. 

PROPELLER BOLT FAILURES (RevIsited): ---, 
In the Dec. '86 Rvator' I talked about a prop bolt failure I had exper!enced gn the 
RV-6. From numerous conversations I have had since. It Is obviOUS that either 
'Ci'TCi'ii't explain very well or many didn't read very wei I. Yes. I think that I have 
figured out what the problem was. Over the service life of subject prop. prop bolts 
had not been ~ and .re-torgus;l at regu I ar I oterva I ,~ I am st I 11 conf I dent that 
wood props, correctly torqued through a three step sequence upon Initial 

~ installation. and then re torqued at 50 hour or three month Intervals thereafter, 
~ wi! I provide trouble free service. 

~ In the Oec. article, I mentioned a Rube Goldberg method suggested by one RV-4 builder 
for checking the torque since conventional torque wrenches cannot be used on the nut 

~ end of the prop bolts. As a result. several Informed builders sent In Information 
- about coomerclally avallab~e torgue wrench extenders. FollOWing are excerpts from 

his: 

~ 
t: 
:!,. 
~ 

~ 
~ It 

Effective Leng!:h of ... ss""Oly 

'I' L'j,' .1 

1-<---~ ......... "-" 17'--~ 

When uslng an eltteruoion 011 

• torque wrench. !:he torque 
.pplied to the end of che ""'c. 
l' GOt the ''''''t- ... che torque 
aet on the wreoch. The formula 
bel ..... appl1e. 

Tw " T. < __ L __ ) 
L. A 

f." Torque .pplied to out 
Tv" Torq"" aettiog of wrench 
L .. Length of ""'anch (cente'" 

of handle to center of drive 
A-Length of e"tension parallel 

to haodle of wrench. 

E;u.mple, 

'lv .. T.(25) --...!..Q1l __ _ 
L (12) + A(5) 

'lv" 25(12/17) -17.64 ,,18 ft/lb. 

In th" above example, "e used the ""'ench vfeh the "",,enaion aet at ao angle to the 
haudle. For s1mplicity. We 8uggest k"eping the "",encb handle and ""tension parallel 
so that the "A" d1men"tnn w111 oot need to he _a.ured or calculated. Aho. s1nce "e 
are nor=lly uming lock nuts on tbe prop bolts, the torque v.lue needed to overcome 
the friction of the lock nut ahould be added to ''Ta'' before dOing the calculation. 

As a result of the attention brought to the prop attach issue, PACESETTER PROPS have 
developed an OPtional prop extension intended prlmar! Iy for the 180 HP engine/wOOd 

rop combination. The basic difference Is that the prop bolt holes are 1/2" dia. and 
he drive bush!nQs have an outSIde dla, of 3/4" with a protruding length of 3/4", 
his contrasts with 5/8" dia. and 5/8" protrusion for standard extension. While we 
'0 not at this time feel it necessary. this optional extension could be used with Q-, 

20 Lyc. engines as wei 1. For more Information, cal I or write PACESETTER PROPELLER 
'aRKS. LTD.! P.o. Box 1245 Hillsboro, OR 97123. (503)628-2797 

/2!-,,,h -dZ-1. -Yy I-/L. 
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(from Light plane Maintenanc~) 

YOU wouldn't think something 
that's as heavy as lead, gives 0(£ 
highly corrosive fumes. vents 

explosive gases, tlnd has the potential 
to make sparks, would ever be allowed 
in an airplane. But wet-cell, lead acid 
batteries (combining all of the above 
traits) have been with us for years 
-and likely wi!! continue to be, until 
something beller (i.e., less expensive) 
comes along. 

Meanwhile, getting maximum value 
for your battery dollar is largely a mat
ter of taking battery maintenance into 
your own hands. (Neglect is the 
almost certain alternative.) Doing 
your own battery servicing isn't dif. 
ficult. But whatever you do, don', be 
caught committing one of the follow
ing-blunders. 

1. Bool!lt-Ch.uging 
Someday when you're in a hurry to 
get going and your ballery is dead, 
somebody will try to talk you into a 
boost charge (i.e., a high amperage 

. charge for 10 or 15 minutes). Don't do 
it. First ask yourself how the battery 
got into such a state that you think it 
n~~ds a boost charge to begin with. If 
the battery is elderly (specific gravity 
varies more than .050 between cells) 
and badly sulfated, you won't accom. 
plish anything with a boost charge ex
cept, pOSSibly, to overheat one or 
more plates and spall the grids. (As 
the plates heat and warp, small bitso{ 
active material will shed from the 
grids, further deteriorating the bat
t,,,,.) 

A b"king-sodlf""~"ttd P"I'" tOI«l wrllpped llroll,", f¥1It ~P' will1lnltTilliu 
corrosir>t! ovn-spilh.lf towel btcomts SlItliTllttd, howtWr, tlCiJl briiigilfg 
could ~sult. 

There's no harm in boosting a bat· 
tery whose cells are in perfect condi. 
tion, containing clean, fresh elec· 
trolyte-i.e., a new battery. (Even 
here, though, it's not wise to go much 
above 10 amps for 10 to 20 minutes.) 
The best remedy for a sulfatrd bat. 
tery-short of repladng it-is to put it 
on a trickle-charger and slowly bring it 
up to snuff with an amp or less of cur
rent for 48 to 72 hours. iflhat doesn't 
revive it, nothing will. 

2. Acid Bridging 
Take a look inside your battery box. 
See thai damp stuff on top of the bat
tery? That's electrolyte (cOncentrated 
sulfuric acid). And when the damp 
stuff reaches from one battery cap to 
another, thai's called an acid bridgr, 

llydromdtT for lIircrllft IIU sholl/d hllw smllll {lNid chllmbn- (for working with 
smllll sampl~s) and givt{ Il IINmmc ~lIdillg of 5ptci{ic grtroity. 

It means your ceUs are shorting out, 
and you're on the way to buying a 
new battery. 

Any time you see wetness on the 
top of a lead-acid battery, you should 
stop to ask why. Batteries do fizz a lot 
(especially in hot weather), and if you 
don't inspect the battery compart
ment often-at least once a month 
-you're apt to get some bUildup. If 
the buildup is persistent and exces
sive, it's either because someone has 
been flying aerobatics (no, the "no
spill" caps arm'/ perfect), Of-more 
likely-somebody has been over
filling the battery WIth watN. Or, the 
plane'S voltage regulator is set too 

, '> 

high and the battery is overCharging. 
(Or a combination of the above.) Find 
out the cause, and fix il. 

Meantime, wipe up any wetness 
with a paper towel. Baking soda will 
neutralize the acid and make it safe to 
touch with fingers, but wilt not m'lke 
it glectrically neutral. Dryness, not 
soda, is the key to preventing bridges. 

J. F.:aiJure to Inspect More 
Often in Hot We.:ather 
All baUeries should be inspected 
more often in summer. Inactive bat. 
teries go dead faster in hot-weather 
storage; likewise, active batteries tend 
to outgas more freely in warmer 

:,,~ ---,,- ~-:.:'&- .... 

(!?~ ~<=~-:C~-
~.L..- y-~ 

I. 
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",,·.Jth,·! ! h,- f,-a~"n " ~Im!,k 
Chl:III1l.l.1 fl:.I.lllun!>of ,lIllyp"s It',,,1 hl 
'peed up ~lI;ponenti .. J1y with 10-

cre .. ses in tempera,tuTe SIrlCl' h,.' 
I{'Moe:> .. rl," iKtu..uy mlnl .. turl," chemica! 
factorie., if a not surpnling Ihal 
ronythi",. b.itkry dlXl h .. p~ns .. lit· 
tle {ooter in hot welther-Ind IS a reo 
suit, rn<>rT mMntenlnce is indielled, 

First, ~ II\lft the Nttery it getting 
enoushwlter. TW;Ull month isrwt too 
oftat to dltd: Iht cdb ill JuH wt.rJther. 
KffP" ~ of how much water the bat
tery is usms bnween checks (and the 
time between checks), and you'll 
pr..rucally be Ible to predict when the 
b.1ttery will MJlt Med wltering. 

5e<:ond, make sure the battery i5 not 
being ovCrcbDqrd. U the top of the 
battery is constlntly wet Ind the cells 
.. While you're at it, check the specific 
gr .. vity of the fluid in ttKh cd!, and 
compare re .. dings. All cells should be 
within .050 of uch other; if the 
avt'!"ft8e reAding is 1.225 or less, take 
Ihe battery out of th~ plane and 
charge it at • rate equ .. 1 to approx
imately 10 percent of the ampere-hour 
ralmg of the battery, (Example 
Charge a 35-amJ>'-hour battery at 3 to 4 
amps.) Discontmue charging when 
the cell gravity reaches 1.265 to 1.270 
(add .004. for every 10 degrees F above 
80 F), or when three consecutive 
hydrometer readings taken an hour 
aP;l.rt show no change in gravity-or 
any time the battery temperature ell;· 
ceeds 120 degrees Fahrenheit (vl'ry 
wann to the tOo<:h). 

4. Overiillina: 
While ii's true you do not want to 11,"1 
cdls go dry (5Ulflte forms on plaIt's at 
the airlfluid intmlCt'), you also do not 
wlnl to overfiU the batt~ry-which is 
a common problem ( .. , least AS com
mon as overfilling the engiM with 
oil). Look ins~ the mouth of each 
cen and you 'I! notice that the poly
propylene filler ne-ck does quite deep 
down inside the cell. then terminolles 
in a slotted or "split ring" opening 
Remember the$(' two rules of thumb' 
(1] If you un set' dry plolle-tops. the 
cell needs wllter. (2] If the fluid level 
reaches above the split ring, the cell 
has been overfilled. (Remove excess 
fluid with a syringe or eyedrop
per-but make sure no one uses the 
eyedropper liS an eyedropper any 
lime 5OOn!) 

5. Qvel"Chuging 

page I~ 

Typic.U Fin-wnU IWttfy InsU.U..ti.on 

1'\&'"'''' 0<0. l.Id 
1 .... "' .. 0. 

I E .... ..- ""," .. C"","<lO<" L,,.. 
t. C~.-1.,.. C_,~ Win 

,5 ..... '" ... _,.,.(.-.0 
",T .......... .......-_ 

... , .. "., 
rill .. C'p ... ".,." 

)0 n~ ... "-
II t ...... , '"-"0, ,...... 
U 0. .... 
II n<>rt ... , ... 

11._'~ 
II. -.,.C-..C_(.-.o 11. ,,-__ .,.~ 

... ,\I"' .... I_~ .. """'''''' B"<*.., ... ~H._ II [ ....... , _, C_<l .... n ...... "C_ 

leaving wet re5idu~ on top of the 
polypropylen~Cilse, che<:k t~ system 
voltage with ;I; voltmeter (or Volt· 
Katar) plugged into the cig;l.r~ lighter 
(engme runmng al 1.200 rpm or 
more), At 80 degrees F Ambient 
temperature, the system durging 
voltage should be no more than 14.8 
vults for 12-v\.J1t systems (28.9 volts for 
24-vo!t systems)_ Have your me<hank 
ad lust your vollage regulllOr if 
system voltage IS exce%ive 

6, POOf Connectionl 
a .. tten' and cable terminals sr-,-,uJd b.:
dl"am:d up With I wire brt.';h pen
",l,c.11I\" to ensure goud nll"j, '(",'ilV 

(Copper Clbl~ ends will corrode in 
normoll..erviee.) Remove the tef"miJ\,ollt 
wing nut • .lind visu .. Uy check things 
out youndf. When everything is 
mjny, twist Ih~ wing nut. back on as 
tight .u you Coln get them with your 
fingers; don't overtighten. 

7. hihne to Keep .. Log 
Quick; How old is your pr(>$l,"nt bat
tery? Who insulled it? What was the 
specific grolvity of Ihe ori~inal .u:id put 
in it? How much water (in ounces or 
cups) did the battery usc last July' 
And If you're not keeping good 
enough log re<ords 10 l'nable you (0 

answer Ihe~e qlH'o;tums. why' 

The rules for bench·chargin!; hay£, 
already b«'n (lIed (above) Ii V'"H 
battery is const .. ntlv >COIn", drv .",d 

. ,,~-.:--~ V"""" ~~~~.- __ :::......-.-:,-;t-~ -
.,,", ~ 

"';,~' 
.~. 

.: 1,.,-' 
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Arroy,-. L,randc-, l;",l OJ34;Sll 

May 19!::fl 

'r-IS Mutual Aid Dociot.y 

Dear l'ellow 'l'--ltiorr.; 

Since D1Ck is 50 hard"up for OPWCi I t_hnught. 1 woq!cl glve rllm about, Uoe 

Year5 worth ~ 

In November of 86 after rUlnlng my Jrd f:n hlnge plate on my proJect 
and real~zing 1 was not going to mf>ke my finish date of 1·-1 ti'l, I 
decided to quit my project and start Looking for one to buy. There 
were some good reasons tor qUltting dod perhaps my sharlng them will 
prevent someone else from g~ving up 

1. Premature move from garage to hangQr 
you're ready to start taxi test,ing! 
garage but then I would have been put I)n 
another hang.r. 

Uo not move t,o hangAr until 
could have moved back to a 

a 2 year waiting Ilst to get 

2. The urge to fly is very strong and 1 was not satisfied dUring the 
building process. Ouring the Eo years 1 spent on the project, I was only 
able to get one T-18 ride! In as area with at least lU-20 T-18's in a 
50 mile radius I thot that was not too cool So you T-IB flyers who 
know a T-1S builder, give the p(l~'r bugger a rlde every now and t.hen 
to glve'''-Il-im some 1,nsp~ratioo to get t lOl shed! 

After about 3 months worth of looking and check~ng I finally bought 
86I3A, from Rich Oribe in Apple Valley, Ca. This is the one built by 
Rudy Adler. Chuck Borden checked me out. in about 2hrs and I proceeded 
to really learn about the airplane I love it! It has a (J-290G 
converted by John Thorpe, The Spec5 are as Follows: 

Empty wt 

IGr055 wt 
Engine 
Top Speed 
Cruize 
Stall 

Prop 

8301bs? 

lSUOlbs 
0,-280 135 HP 

iThls airplane needs to he 
weighted again because the 
w0Lght and balance sheet is 
all messed up) 

18:'mph lnd (not verlfied FlS of yet; 
160-165 verifled over 130u mJ _ t,W(, way TT),P 
not sure the t.ail moc!Dt.od Pltot_ goes wac:;:kc, about, 
mph and as the angle of att.ack increased so de.c,; 
indlcat.ed speed! 
B8 x 66 Great American h"'ope 1 Jer Way ~ much 
p~tch for the motor I only %100 Stati-:: and 
~::'(JO max at, ~u it, ",bov'" the f i. ~ I I'~f"an ' 

ugh1 11 'n!,c,t, 

6~, 

th8 

Une ,)i th~ thlng~ 
some c,ft~;'="t. ('nt.!'c,l 
but. t,hey "r,,· n,',t In 

hav,'o d<;1r,~' 51 n ,'.-. 
stlc'k t'ltt_lne- l'hc~E." 'oj) D.:' "-"l~ht T r, !n I\.~r, 
t_ll.;· ,\', tl-)g 

( OfIT'i» 
1:·1 ,'_,,~ k 

:0, '" 
"--~ , 

/".f.,_, 
( ----., - ~ 
J '~,;,r-..... " 

~ ---I 
'<.;0-:-, 

'--~ 

,-,----'Y •• , _, 
\ ' ...,;...- .,-- <> 
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While chE>cking out the airpJanes performance found out a rather 
startling charact.erist1c! 1 was doing some engine out practice 
landings (something all piiots should do every so often) was on final 
at about ~t and 90mph ind with 2 notches 30 degrees of flaps. 1 
pulled what I ~hot was the ~nd notch and was 1mmed2ately looking 
st~'aight at the" airport 1 L!:., ante'ilna system wi thout having to look down 
at it! It took about 1/4 second to register in my brain that I had 
done something seriously wrong and was about to die and go to heaven 
unless I took corrective action immediately. 

I took off the last notch of flap and put in the throttle and landod 
just about where I had originally intended. Well after a trip to my 
laundry to have my pants cleaned I remembered something in one of the 
newsletters about this problem with T~18' s that are in the full
forward CG position which is where I was at that day. After reading 
the article in Newsletter "59 by Tom Kerns on this problem I put some 
duct tape on the gap in the flap well underneath the wing to fuselage 
fairing and took off. This time I went to 7,000 ft and did all sorts 
of things to try and get B6A to do the first part of a square outside 
loop but to no avail! So during the annual I just had Chuck Borden 
make me a little "floor" out of 032" and it works great. It also got 
rid of most of a burbling stick oscillation action with flaps that 
~ned at 100 mph or less dur~ng decent to land~ng. Hany thanks to 
Mr Kerns for bjs adyjce! 

The annual pulled revealed some things that should have been 
previously FIXED but were not. 
1. Engine mixture cable not properly fastened allowed entire 

cable to slip 
2. # 10 screw holes in firewall not plugged. 
3. AD on Bendix mags to check impulse couplings at 500 hrs not 

done (engine & airframe have 650 hrs)!It turned out the 
right mag was bad (THIS AD IS ON ALL BENDIX SL4 SL6 Models 

4, Excessive slop in rudder hinge mi,carta bushing allowing 
rUdder play of approx 2232 . 

5. Fuel overflow vent hose worn clear thorough at junction of 
forward tunnel over the rudder cables. (A new hose cured 
my fuel fumes in the cockpit problem!) 

6. Tail wheel bolt stop nuts kept coming loose, inspection of 
the bolt revealed that someone had used a die to cut more 
threads on the bol t!! THIS SHOULD NEVER BE DONE TO AN BOLTS 
AS CUTTING THREADS WILL COMPROMISE THE STRENGTH OF THE BOLT 

My next project will be to costal I electric elevator trim, The one I 
have now works bad. An outfit called M.A.c. 1537 Foothill dr. Vista, 
Cal 92084 lS selling a complete package of servo's with position 
indTcators, switch and wiring for $89,00 to $109.00. This unit is very 
compact and lightweight_ 

CoNn ~ veD 0.0 ~clE 

/~~ p.3i-~~ ~_~~S~ 
r' ~ ...... Y' ~,:::::-

-- '\ 
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I have been using auto 
said he had been using 
Vegas where it gets to 

~ summer, W2 th no vapor 
~ feed no fuel pump~ 

gas (Chevron) for ab()ut 4 month~ and ft18h (Irlbe 
it. for <: years By tho way kich lived tn Las 
lOb -110 degrees F lO the shade! durlng t.he 
lock problem. The engin"" 1S strickly ~ravity 

If you have any Lycoming eng questions thar? are two Lycoming engine 
~ reps more than happy to answer all engine relat,ed questions Their i names are Bob Omis and Jim Brown at, 717~327'-707t:i or 717-327"70f:l4. 

Keep Em F'lying 
Ha,rry Paine 

l'---t .... ~ 

FOR SALE STANDARD T~lB Airframe I 90% complet.e, cleveland brakes, a 
flush r2veted wlth so11o rlvets, Prime red with G part epoxy primer. See 
Photo ! Has most everthing needed to complete. Engine 0290 Lyc 135 HP 
660 Hr~ since reman. 1llwJllLO OBO call Harry Paine 805-481-252j. 

As a preface to the above letter, Harry wrote, "You might have another John 
Walton on your hands for your newsletter material writers. (Boy, can I 
ever use 'em:) I had to cut down about one=half of what I had in the word 
processor to get it down to 2 pages! Well. I will write some more if you 
are happy with this one. (Harry, we ARE happy, so write more. You did a super 
job on this one. Ed.). 

Just got back from the Merced fly~in. Had about 6-8 T~18s there. I am finally 
getting my new dry cleaning business started, so I won't make OSH in 'S7. 
Maybe next year ......•. Sincerely. Harry Paine 

Harry, you've left us a model for a letter to the T-1S Editor. We truly do 
appreciate it. If I could just impress on the rest of the guys how desparate 
we are for material ... how the newsletter is going to go down the tube if 
more of you don't get busy and get YOUR story in. If you can't type, spell, 
etc. just sit down and write the story of your T~lB from the very beginning 
until now, what kind of performance it gets and other stats (EW, CG, etc). 
your experiences checking out in it, the trips you've taken in it, what kind 
of airports you fly out of. the things you love about the T-IB, and the 
things you don't like about it, what kind of insurance you carry and the $ it 
costs, what kind of avionics you have in it, and, oh yes, send us a good 
sharp picture. 

As another example of something you can write on is your pitot/static system, 
a detailed description of your brake system. how YOU installed your canopy. 
any comments on your tail wheel, how the airplane trims up in flight, what 

~ kind of fuel filler cap you have, where you mount your tie downs, how you 
lock the canopy, how you went about mounting your spinner and what kind is 
it.what is your normal engine maintenance routine? Serving your brakes, how 
do you bleed them? How often do you pull your cowling completely off, wash 
the engine compartment down, re-check the various bolt torques, REALLY look 
for oil or exhaust leaks? What about your engine controls? Are they safetied 
and not wearing on another part? How often do you inspect and service your 
air cleaner? What type is it? DJ you often wipe your exhaust pipe ends with 
a tissue to check for richness. oil use, mixture? Does your spi.nner have a 

front bulkhead in it. and is it £a~~=:~~~:!i-l~e s~ell? ~T~ ...... 1 ... ___ -rf-l 

~\~\/_~~~~S:--~.~-.. ->~ 
~ /,/ ~-"""./~ ~. 
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: continued from page 16. ) 

I I could go on and on on illuminating subjects for you to wr~te about. How 
I did you check your wheels for toe in or out?(Or did you) what has been 
! your experience with tire wear? What type tires do you use? 4 ply or 6 ply? 
'What air pressure do you use in them? Where did you mount your whiskey co
compass and how? where did you mount your heel scuff plates and what size 
are they? (That's a not insignificant question, either. Flying Dave Eby's 
T-IB recently I kept getting my heels caught on the rug. I wear a size 12 
and with jogging shoes on it can be a problem for me). Do you have trouble 
with your feet interfering with the tank? Do you have to be cautious about 
making a tight right tax i turn when the brake pedal hits the tank brace? 
What kind of seats do you have? What kind of upholstery and how do you 
attach it? Where did you mount your battery ~x and what kind is it? What 
size wire do you run from the battery to the starter? How did you route it? 
Exactly how did you align and install your wheel pants. How did you rig . 
the up/down motion of your ailerons, Stabilator? Flaps? How many degrees of 
travel do you get with each? How did you go about fitting the canopy and 
its frame to match the windshield? Do you haVe a quick drain installed for 
the oil? Do you kerosene or varsol flush the crankcase when you change oil? 
Do you regularly use an oil analysis service? What kind of spark plugs do 
you use? How often do you sevice and how? .... Now that should give you a 
few subjects to report on, so how about YOU taking the next step right 
~ while it's fresh on you.cro...cm=icncdc? _______________________ _ 

AII/o NOW f2>/l. :5'77U

~,e pAlto /bbl?r 
hflw1 ~ "'F 6LK 
,p~ ~kI'd.« 

/" 

5tMlCit/fi%,f'cg 
1# ",...-~.,I 
fit;;:::! ,fGRff.i16 
AT 

Fr uk. SaHeker 
552B 231 Aye. S.E. 
IuAq\l&ll. w ..... 98027 

56G Ik> ,;,f'~ 
OJ{! kJiAl. 17,J7 ~~ 
<!W ~6'18. 

OOar Dick. 

f'i.aUy q.tti.q •• ttlM alter a tllird 
to build t •• T-18 ..... till tryi to ~ .i.c. etal:tieq 
till. N ••• tiNe I •• Ye .at • 1.t Of~ ... r~l~te parte. I. 
se.tt1. EM ca..pter a.d it i. re.l1 it. r u POOp1. ie tlle 
For t •• fir.t tiN. I re.11y f •• 1 i.!Pir~e.t~ve it.tNo~.r •• 
proqr •••• SonI. t.ie'1. qet • litt1. ~1l.a4 O~·tll"b.ol~i"''1 
pro grAN but 1 Ilav. ju.t 00. 1 t d • • c 
1iqht. it.ed f •• l t.at it w.r~a=t.· ..... ,.t of .iNulated .tro~ 
---- - • .q oe to you. 
C.cil »eedrick. Il •• broqllt ~ 
fro. _i. Nac_i •••• op to our c:.;~~:PN:::: of ~lri. pl •• tic 
to be N.d. wit_ t.eN. C.ci1 ,,1.0 Ila .... .a. :q;.~.tll~~q -". 
for _ia T-~8 uai~q proj.ctor bulb. 12 Volt 100 of l~llt. 
Iloure lir •••••• d • truck Ch.ll.r u~t for ~. li;:~tPU~:i!:~ 
I •• v •• aclo ••• a .r.wi.q of ta. ueit Ill. 
1."a". c •• ~ po.itioaed MOre aCC\U:'at.1 .V. """ e $0 tll.t tlua 
Nut p~at ••• ILow tAe u.it to ~ 00.~i.tY1out of t:. !liaq tip. 
Ri.Q ,,110118 t~. bulb to ~ r~v" by p~lli~~:: ';u~~ :~:11 
f~ON t •• out.~d •• w. wor~.c toq.t •• r .t Cecil' ~i 1 
to •• v.~op t_. fi •• 1 _01. aize •••• pl.c .... t ·Of~. :;. ~~. 
It i •• ec ••• ry to pr.fon. till. ",.1. co.ll.ctor. ov.r • wit. 110 
~:~ ca. k ~ q.at1y .1ipPed over til. bulb .teN •••• 801.ern 

•••• t .a, .r. a.cured i.to tao p1 •• tic p1uq IA) ~ • 
fen.1. IB) r.ceptac1. ia N ••• up a.d 'pre •• fi~~~' f • tk 
b.ck of th.. De1ri. fittillq. ~. bulb 1: 1 ed rom. 
C.cila' but it ."a • 2000 .r. life. If i~!.t ~:l:-: =~~ a. 
1if" it vi11 be cOII.id.r.b1e.To rep1ac. the bulb .ow .... 1. 
Cont.ct" _.v. to be ao1 •• red oa the "'.w billb. 

1 lIou1d 1ik. a.Kt year to fly my T-18 to Oallkoah. T_ia .ar 
v. p1". to fly tk.r. ie our AA5-A ca •• t.h i~ • cir 1 Yt 
fo~.tioe arouJld C.ci1 ia hi. Stor.y. Hope to ••• ~Ilit.~ •• ~~ 

::t"",L 
Fra." S ..... knpe., ... ) 

P.S. Now th.t r CAn be More ActiVit I ••• 11 
•• ad yo~ aore lator-Atioe tor tke New.-. 
letter.o,in .. fortll you vaa't ....... to rello. 

ALJ", I'oi>,,~r £:l.<:'1.. ..... , II,:. sr"l.t.'1' n":~7 n. 
O .. H}<..tJl! -jH"r" /WonttJ!... :lr.-A.), TW' ... r ..... ~ .... 
r .. v c.,,!,.) n~(.. ,,~ . ~ 

'C. - " ... , . . ~ -.J.. 
"~""'- f" 

::L-----~--.'- '_ ~ 1. ' ' '/ ".--f r-

~~~;:~'\~~?/, \~~~~" 
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b) ~ T1:1lIcw I1AI.f1UIJ L~nJG 
WlrH e.4,1t.4; F-'N~'£./l.5t. 

(J v.s. ArR.eR.A,. ..... w, x.e "hUJJ 
1'114"""" "'''-I''1AL.II ilecC"i"T''''LfS 1'"'" TAns, 

I(!) v'r. O"sMk" 1-1 AI.o .:trAp." 

I

i PRtr.~ <CT. I ~N L~"', "4-1-58 
11.'1/ HID !.oJ -'2C1oc UIa.:'. 

(j) V;;"-H~A;Y .p .... TY- 3 PP-oH~ 
FlAsli!'1Il. II 55Q 12. V",,,-7". 
AVTo PAlliS 'ToR?", 

@ J3 ~ if,+,,.. CJ/'cv,r Bftt. .. 1l62.. 
~A, FV,j • 

This is a good example of a b_ufl..,.i.e b"tO'-'-" t!""a: '..;e can ea';1.ly u~,c 

in the NL. We simply scissor it down to size anc1 sc-otch tape it our blank 
piece of paper and the printer does the rest. 

If you send in material it would help if you us~ a letter size sheet 
B/!.s x 11" , leaving about a I to 1\:" margin 0:: ::-_e left side. (This is 

so that the pageS can be three-hole punched for '<-=-ep in a 3 ring notebook . 

Anyway, Frank. we 00 appreciate your efforts, "c;,,: have had a lot of good 
comment on your methOd to hinge the instrument f>a:-,el in a prev. NL. 

(Black ink in sketches is best, but if you dc r '"; have I can traceover. 

'--. ~ 
"~ ___ 5![~t 
-: ;.'«.~ 

~-

,~: " 

----<~->--"). 
y-:~'l -: -_. '. 

--'c;'.'" ,'.<'/ . ,~.~ '--.~~~ '~. 
.Jl;:.. - .~-,,\w'i -. -'., _ . 

u-J. 
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TIPS FROM HARVEY MICKLESEN, SUNNYVALE, CA. 

~ 
~ 

A 

~ 

~ 

Dear" L'iC~. 

SInce r"O'ce!veu U18 dr-eaulo'O l'ptJ check ma.~'k In my last 
newsletter-. m\.,~,r, be berl1nd lfl my dues. Enclosed is $30.1)1)· to;' 
my del:nQ1.-''2,'\t elLles plus i;hlS /'''01'5. If thaI; s too much conslde,' 
the r'est '" don~ .. tlpn. Wh~n I tal~ (~d tD YOU at DSH thlS veal' VaLl 
Sa.ld that. even mot'€' than I,he dues, ~ou needed mater'lal fOI' tIle 
newsletter-. ~ndlcated tt1a.t 1 would w~'lte a note on canopy 
installatIon -tOt' the wide body, however that job lS not complete 
yet due to my movlng. Bv the way my neg ??rlii 

awa.YI 

edges 
'Step 

Harvey p_ Mlc~els. 

1007 F-e!'<:~lmmon Ave. 
Sunnvv",le. Ca. 
94()87 

do have some sma.ll .tems I have been gUIlty of s"Iuit'I'ellng 

1. "SandboJt:" sponge sa.nder's are ,:,weat for finlshing off the 
of' sheetme-tal. File flt'st, then USE' the Sandbox. (Don" t 

on the ca.t·) 

-.:.. My son Just gave me an alt' nibblel' for my bir'thday. 
($50.0(1 at the local F'ay and Pack har"owa.t'e store Olstr'i"buted by 
T,'ade ASsocla.tes, Kent, Wa. 98031, Model #AFl(H)S). It cuts 
aluminum llke buttet'. Unless you want to develop yout' t'lght 
forearm Tor tennt5 It s worth it" I wlsh I ha.d one when I was 
cutting my fuselage skIns. 

3. A t'lvet squee:;::.er -!§L, 
and #10 scr'ews: 

'SKI....., Mm~/At. 

4. A t'lvet gun can be used to dimple by ':letting a "lvet set 
WIth a SWIvelIng female dImplIng dIe on the end: 

SW/,,'-I 

~ ~~ .,---""."'---1f--1 

One couie PI'obdbly faDt'lca.te a non-S,",lvel1ng one -'1-nd De 
ca.l·eful tc> 'eep It vel'tical. The pl-pced'.it'€.' 1S to lay a ion", flat: 

_, J2A!3f0'~ L£~R CM.l77N U~f) O"J ~~~ .... ~, 

~~.:'''lt"?~\ (/?;::;,_ ".~<. ~' 
'E.;:; 

~ ~>" /," \./-:-.., 

• 
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steel plate- on ti,e floor, InseH't stoillriJeSS steel ,'lvt>'ts In the 
hole"" ut )'ou.· P1E'Le, seCOt-lng ttlem Wltn m",,~' in") ldpe <J.tH' the 
hea.ds. Tolen iay yOLIt" pu:;oce on the "teel and bac~ r'lYet youl line 
of .'i .... ets. QUlr.I" and n1ce dimples. 

5. Tap Pl",,,,t1(;:s skylight mater'lal (.(,'41.0 ",e'-yllc pl«stu;: 
stock # 08861';') is bettet' tfia.n c:ardboa.I'd Tor' m,'!!< lng f<"Ht iii'3 
patt£~r'ns. It IS flp):ible and cuts easil.". WIth (In SfllpS. 
---,-. Use hlgh-~tech opt1cal all9nment technl~tJes fat' yOU" wheel 

faIrings and gear leq falt'lnqS. Prop up thE' talL t111 WL U.l~ 15 
1 eve 1. then qr'ab your' b 1 nocu 1 af'S and wa 1 ~ ac,'oss ttle s t r"eet to 
YOUt' neighbor's ft'ont yat'd. LIne Lip the lIet"tlcal fIn and the t'oll 
ba.r br'ace and mat'l: your posltlon (a penny?). Move left and right 
the prOpet' distance while you have a. helper twist the leg 
fair'ln<;!s and wheel pants. (I'll bet that most of you do not know 
that YOUt' gear le8 falr'ings al'e flYH)g at a negative angle df 
a. t tac: f~. ) 

7. To POSl-tlDrl nut plates cut the head off 0,+ the bolt and 
SCl'!;>"l It IritO the nut plate. lnset't It into the hole and dl'lll 
the I-ivet holes thr'ough the nut plate holes. Use lots of nut 
plates. 

An article on the wide body canopy 1n!!itallation is coming I 
pt'omlse, Dick" meanwhi Ie the two ar'tacles in the N.L. #64 are 
vet'}, good. 

Does anyone have 
Lycoming AEI0360BIG-b -..1; 

inform.ation on a Har'tzei CiS pt"OP fOl' 
hl.5O th.n "'0· a.t'm and a i::'?_~ ... 

• 
...> 

Okay, amigos, that's it for this NL. I'm all out of material, so if we 
ave a #68 NL is up to you. It's a well known tact khat 1t we wait for 
ood ole George to do it, we wait •.•• and we wait •.. and we wait, etc. In 
he previous NL I begged .•• yes, begged ••• for material. I got 1000 long 
etters on every conceivable T-IB subject, a veritable snowstorm of mail. 

(Signed, Joe Isuzu) •• and you have my word on it! 

In the meantime, feast your eyes on the next two pages of T-18 pictures. 

In Closing, if any of you want the bound volume of Newsletters 1-44 that 
u did, we'~e down to about 50 and we couldn't have them re-printed unless 
e ordered a minimum of 100. To do that we'd have to have firm orders 
or at least 35 to 50 and_J'm sure there would be quite a delay. They are 

~ bargain at $25 ea. ppd.~roceeds go to Mrs. Sunderland. Between it and I any Bingelis' 3 books you can build a metal airplane and do it well. 

II d~-£r~rJ~ Cc:f3/-Ahi//. 

k 
i .¥ MP6'",1. ,<it "'" ,M €" ~ hI£$· 5vAlo6"4.£.t,<lp. 
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If you've been wondering what happened to the T-18 newsletter that should 
have been out last fall, it gets to be a long story ..... but I'll make 
it brief. My wife and I took a long delayed vacation trip to Honolulu 
in October, but after a week there we cut it short. It was so hot and humid 
that we couldn't take it and I got where I could scarcely walk a half block 
without having to stc]C3nd rest. (It's pretty discouraging to have diabetes 
and peripheal artery disease, tool. In late Nov. I went back to Wichita to 
do an update story on the Prescott Pusher and I got chilled and came down 
with pneumonia. It wasn't responding to antibiotics because of the diabetes, 
so my doctor hospitalized me and put me on insulin and I was able to come 
home after two weeks. Since then I've been going thru a program of careful 
diet control, exercise, etc. to get my blood sugar stabilized. It's a pain 
in the neck to go thru all this and it takes up about 3/4ths of my waking 
hours to do it, but I have no choice. I was also running way behind on my 
writing for EAA mags and I somehow mai',-ged to crank out five stories for 
them in what free time I had. I had to put the NL one notch below in priority 
I apologize for the delay and hope not to be so long getting the next one 
out. 

JAVELIN V-6 ENGINE: You will read this a little later in Sport Aviation,but 
'you mlght be lnL,~ested to know that Prescott Aeronautical now has a used 
Cessna Skymaster that they will be us ng as an in-flite lab to test their 
new prop and also to flight test the J?~elin V-6 engine conversion. They 
will first do a test program on their new prop, that is pitch controlled 
by a solid state electrical unit. They will mount it on the present rear 
engine in the Skymaster and fly it with the front prop feathered, using the 
front engine only for takeooff and initial climb and as an emergency stand
by. This will enable them to make very accurate readings on the thrust eff
iciency of this new prop and also to do a complete range of vibration 
measurements throughout its complete rpm range. All these readings can then 
be compared to original equipment readings . .~ 

. 
\~ When the. program on the prop is complete they will then remove the factory 
~ engine and install the V-6 and go thru a complete program with it, too. 
~. and the resultant airspeed readings they get will be compared with the ones 
~ on the fact ory engine. As some of you may know, there have been several 

people in the aviation field that have said they don't believe the HP claims 
~ Dave Blanton has pUblished for the engine. 'Dave says the dyno shows it will 
~ develop 260 hp, while others say it is much less than that. I do know that 

Dave has done more experimenting with converting auto engines for aircraft 
M' use than anyone else in the business and I firmly believe that the cog belt 

.. \\ rpm reduction unit that he uses is a proven system. It is light, rugged, 
~ and is extremely smooth. I also know that Dave has found out the hard way 
~on the things NOT to do, as well as the things you MUST do and much to his 
\' credit, he doesn't try to hide the fact that he has made mistakes and that 
~ he doesn't try to sweep them under the rug. 

~. \10:. Perhaps you may think the engine doesn't figure in your future if you now 
v have a T-18 that's currently flying on a Lycoming engine. It well may be 

in your future if your engine is anywhere near to a major. The big business 
boys seem to be determined to price the recreational pi~Gt and plane owner 
out of the air. If you doubt that statement, here's an example that might 
shock you: The Marvel-Schebler carburetor people are under new ownership 
and as a result you can no longer as an individual go to a supply house 
and buy parts. You buy a kit if you want co new gasket, and the kit costs 
you $400~~~~ An'overhaul kit for the carb will c()~ty'ou.$DO() .... and you 

. Can I t do it yourself. You have to take"it to a designated M-S overhaul 
shop~ I think a lot of you are aware that the cost of engine parts has 
simply skyrocketed in the past couple of years. Price a new 180 hp Lyc if 
you want a REAL shock. 
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ENGINE TALK Co-NT l D: 

Suoposedly the villaiD in the e is _E'RODUCT _ldJbBILITY. Actually the .~l 
cause i~ a combination of HU~AN GREED AND STUPIDITYc Greed on the part of 

,the legal Hpro£essionH, that make the Mafia look like pikers, and stupidity 
~:on the part of j ries that award ridiculaously high amounts and idiotic 
~ifindings against manufacturers l suppliers, and other commercial concerns. 
~~The lawyers always see to it that the juries are made up of people that are 
~,failures and v12nt to. revenge themselves against B Business or anyone or 
" anything that accomplishes a hing worth\,vhile. Our society is far from 
\'\j,perfect f but t's great anyway! but \ve are now witnessing its ruin; 

: LATE FALL' 87' T ] 8--REILNIDl,'N: Our sccond '87 tcgether at TEXHOMA was 
'another memorable tirne. While our turnout wosn it as big as the one in May, 
it was every bit as e oyab12" Five of our original 17 returned. J29ve~J;:LY, 

:t': from Wichita Falls, TXf had been to the Dayton Air Fair in the interim 
l§i.aDd vias the T-18 rep there this year. t (Savanna, OK) was agaiD 
,\:); there with his l80 8-18, res ende t a new paint job! his son, Gary 
'~ti9JJ~,_jTulsa) was aga n there ared again near wore his T-18 out while 
\~! there. It was Halioween weekend and when arrived from Enid 
~Maxine was costumed for the hoI , disgu s as a tramp and wearing a 

'flight suit, helmet, and goggles¢ of Wimberl TXt brought his 
l bird again and this ime he hauled me in and , drove 
~i down from his home near Des Moines; IAr and t his removable instrument 
~: panel for a1 to see and st (See photos). He also brought in an extra 
~push-pul1 tube for Do who drove in from his home in Florida for 

':S;. the rides going all day and I believe that 
~everv one least one T-18 ride and most had two or 
~:~hre~. T~is gave ~~em a chance ~o see how one T-18 compares with another 
~ and 1_t also gave them a chance -co feel for themselves how a T-18 flies. 

'r got to fly '8 S-18, with its 180 and constaDt speed prop aDd 
\'-: about all r can sa lS tnat it really gave me a thrill to fly it. It just 
~ flew great: (Don 1 t tall 7') 

~iEVerything was very informal and everybody loved it. WheD the day's flying 
l~i\vas over at sundown "0Ie al retired to one of the large cottages that 
~;two of the es had rented and we had a cookout around the outdoor 
l\J1 b~rbeque ti w~ler~, hC?t and sau7ag: was cooke~~ with ~hili! chips, 
~ldIpSI etc. on the dInIng room table InSIde, where It was1flX your own ' . 
• '\::·'All of this, us coffee, beer, etc. was brought in aDd everyone chipped 
~i in to split the cost of ever hing. Truly. everyone loved the arrangement. 
I 

IAfter we all out on hot dogs we brought -hairs outside aDd had our 
,own T-18 forum and general Bravo Sierra, eXChanging ideas, experiences, 

~ia~d pl~n~.f?~.~~~~re __ ~ ~~~ings, while the women stayed inside telling 
~IIJ~es abo.J'L J<:rll,-,LL"g d(L __ , sL'----"h~ 

~I It I S hard to beat such 3 gathe-t to make new friends, to get to know 
~ each other well? and to to know a whole lot more of the various ways 
~to build the T-18 The rea k is the size of the hering aDd the 
~ location on an uncontrolled a port "01e11 out of a TeA. Not only can the 

I fl ng be as frequent as we want, but it can be the type of flying that we 
~I particularly en It can be low passes formation, spot landings l etc. I 
~: hope more of that are in the 5S of building will bring some example 
1G10f your work . c like Paul Shiff et's fold-down instrument panel. Bring 
~ them to Sun IN Fun! to Osh; or to anyplace we have a forum, whether it 
~i is formal or informal. An aileron cr flap or rudder that would-be builders 
"I can examine '.vould be a help~ You the idea. 
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ENGINE MOUNT FABRICATION: The following from myoId friend, STEVE HAWLEY, 
is a simple· and clear description that new builders will appreciate: 

Dear Dick, 

In response to your request for articles on how different assem~ 
blies were fabricated and problems overcome, I thought I would 
describe the procedure by which the engine mount was fabricated. 
Engine mounts can be purchased but they are expensive. Using the 
following procedure, the fabrication is easy, economical, fun, and 
foo 1 proof. 

Fabricate a well braced table on castors so that it can be rolled 
around the shop. It should measure about 2'x 2'x 3' high. Rough 
2x4's and 5/8" plywood was used along with bed type castors. 

Support the fusalage on solid supports such as well braced saw~ 
horses so the reference line (WL42) is level. The tires should 
clear the floor by a half an inch or so. Stretch a piece of steel 
safety wire tightly from wall to wall above the fusalage keeping 
it high enough for comfortable head room. Locate two points at 
B.L."O", one near the tail and one near the firewall. Use a fine 
pointed pencil and mark Ci. on a piece of masking tape at each location. 
Hang two plumb bobs from the overhead wi're and position the fusalage 
exactly under the bobs. 

Place engine on previously fabricated table using three small hy. 
draulic or screw type jacks as supports. Extreme care must be taken 
to assure that the engine won't slip off the jacks! This gives 
infinite vettical adjustment and the table on castors give infinite 
horizontal adjustment. Level the engine using a surveyors level 
and a 6 inch rule graduated in 100th of an inch. I used the t6p of 
the outer fo,,' push rod hous ings at the point where they enter the 
cyl i nder heads as check poi nts . Us i ng the three jacks it is a simple 
task to raise the engine to the proper heillht relative to W.L,42 and 
at the same time keep it level. 

Using the "split" line of the engi.ne case as reference, locate two 
points equidistant from the ~ Of the engine as far apart as. possible. 
I believe I used 14 inches, Scri.be li.nes at these two points in the 
engine paint. Hang two plumb bops from the overhead wiye attached 
so they can be moved on the wire. Pos HiDn the 1 eve 1 ed engine in 
front of the firewall the exact distance from the firewall as shown 
on the plans and directly under the two bobs at the points previously 
ma rked on the ~ of the engine, 

The ~ of the engine should now 
resting in a horizontal plane, 
determined from the drawl:ngs. 
downward and to the right. 

be precisely in line with B.L,·O" and 
the elevatton of which was previously 
you are now ready to "cock" the engine 

The engine is pivoted in the horizontal dimension about the center 
of the engine (a point midway between the two marks on the split 
line) until the proper deflection angle is obtained. This is deter
mi ned by ca 1 cul ati ng the offset from split 1 i ne to the po,j nt of each 
plumb bob using the desired angle, the known distance between two 
points (7") and the trigonometric relationship. The rotation in 
the vertical dimension is similar using the distance between push
rod housings, and the deviation from the borizontal plane deter
mined with the surveyors level and the :;ix inch rule. In both 
cases the engine should be rotated about the center of the center 
main bearing of the engine. 
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ENGINE MOUNT FABRICATION, cont'd. 

The engine mount rubber shock assemblies should be installed in the 
engine and squeezed to the proper torque. Carfully measure the as
sembly and fabricate some bushings of wood to simulate the rubber 
when crushed to the final dimension. You are now ready to cut and 
tack weld the engine mount assembly. I protected the paint on the 
engine and the firewall of the fusalage with wet rags, asbestos sheet, 
and scrap aluminum. After each piece was tacked in three or more 
places, the mount was carefully removed and welded solid. When rein
stalled, it fit like a dream. 

The above procedure sounds very involved and tedious but it really 
isn't. From start to finish the engine mount was only a weeks work 
in the evenings. The total cost of materials was in the neighborhood 
of $35.00. No jigs of any kind were required. This method will work 
whether the engine is "dynaf(jcal" mount or straight. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Hawley 

Excellently written article, steve. 
Thanks again We'll be looking fOT'."ard to 

your account of the Warnelte "Almost 
constant speed" prop on your T-1S. 

I would l~ke to call attention to the TYPE of the above article. It's~ 
( HOW TO DO IT .. "-ft;Lcle, which is the type article a lot of us are eager 

to see and I'd like to encourage all of you (note the words ALL and YOU) 
~'fo-write a simple description of some operation in the building of your 
\S., airplane. Exactly how did you do your .l:lI:£ke §.Y'?J.em? Exactly how did you 

'install the wheel pants?How did you set the stabilator an~ for zero 
~I.ctick position? How did you rig your ailerons and check their travel? Etc, 
':Ji etc, etc, etc, It's time for you to pay back some of the info you got 
~; in the NLs when you first subscribed, you know. It' s a little past time, 
~ias a matter of fact, gents. As I've told you in previous NLs, I can see 
~the final end of the T-IS NEWSLETTER if the members aren't interested 

! enOUgh to send in an article .... and it .. doesn't have to be something that 
~ e haven't covered before, either. It's always good to see how someone 

else does things. 
------~ ------~------~~---,---------------- - -- ----------- -----------

iLater in this NL I've included several pages on constant speed props from 
'Dick Van Grunsven's RV newletter, which is one of the best in the business. 

~'AS you rna" know, ·"·i-own·"dtTl",,"RV::"l (the prototype of the RV-3) for quite a 
~:few years and still have a soft spot in my heart for the RV airplanes and 
~ I have the greatest admiration for Dick as a fine designer and·a. man whose 

,,"word you can depend on 100%. We've also included some info on items that 
C'\~ he has for sale that you might be interested in. His address is Van's 
~IAircraft, P.O. Box 160, North Plains, OR, 97133. 

\STANDARD DISCLAIMER: In all past, present, and future newsletters of the T-lS 
land S-lSBuilders· anClO~l}gI"s .. Ass~n (formerly known as the T-lS Mutual Aid-
ISociety) that from its beginning we would make you aware that these news-l 

~letters are ONLY presented as a clearing house for ideas, opinions, and 

~
personal experiences of both members and non-members in both building and 
flying the T-lS or S-lS and anyone using these ideas, opinions, & experiences 

\: 
~dO ~o ,c chei, OW" ""O,.c'O" oed ,',<_ 
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Here is the first part of the material from the RV NL and because so many 
of you indulge in formation flying occasionally, it's pertinent information. 

FORM~~ION FLYING: 

As mentioned in the March RVator. we received formation flying materials from several 
builders with mil itary flying background. We chose to print the following which was 
written by Jim Pohoski. 24214 Northcrest. Spring. TX 77389. Jim has instructed in 
the T-38. F-5. F-IOI. and currently in the F-4. He is also a First Officer with 
Delta Airl ines. 

Whi Ie some of this presentation may repeat what we have said before. it is more 
thorough and compreshensive. 

"The military uses various formations to move many aircraft as one. deliver air to 
ground ordinance. as fighter escort. for area defense. air superiority. and so forth. 
Although we as RV-4 pilots will not be tasked to do these things. all of the basic 
principles of formation fl ight apply equally to the RV-4 as the F-4. Flying 

,formation is fun and can become as second nature as a trip around the traffic 
pattern. However. two or more aircraft flying within a couple feet of each other 
present quite a potential for a midair collision. There is no room for carelessness. 
a lack of knowledge or a lack of proficiency. 

Ideally. formation should be taught as other phases of flight-by dual instruction. 
,Since there are few qualified formation instructors in our ranks. I will try to offer 

'- some information on formation flight using the building block approach. We'l I start 
'with something fami I iar-straight and level fl ight-and work our way toward more 

l'\l)i advanced maneuvers us i ng what we've I earned prev i ous I y. I'm not try i ng to i nsu I t 
""-ianyone's intel I igence or flying skills. Trying to teach yourself formation is 

'comparable to tea,ching yourself to fly instruments; it can be done. but must be 
~'approached slowly and careful ly. 
--- , 

~:There is more to formation flying than just two aircraft together in fl ight. Just as 
~!being a fighter pi lot is an attitude not an occupation. flying good formation 
~irequires the right frame of mind. You're not out there by yourself; both lead and 
"Ij wing must work together for format i on to be safe and look good. As I ead you are 

'responsible for the conduct of the flight and anything that goes wrong. As a 
~:wingman. you are responsible to stay in position. do as lead directs. and be safe. 

l~IA formation flight wil I only go as wei I as it is briefed. Both pilots should be 
~isatisfied they understand what. when where and how maneuvers wil I be accomplished. A 
~Ifew minutes spent briefing the flight will be well worth it. Here are a few things 
~ to think about: 

\\1,1 
'<ICALL SIGN--What are you going to cal I yourself. i.e. RV Flight. N4RV Flight. etc. 

I 
jWORKING FREQUENCY--If radio equipped. 

VISUAL SIGNALS 

TAXI 

TAKEOFF--Single ship. formation. trai I 
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FORMATION FLYING cont'd (page 2) 

REJOINS--Straight ahead, turning, airspeed lead wil I hold 

RENDEZVOUS--Place to meet if separate takeoffs were made, altitude deconfl iction 
until tally (gaining sight of the other aircraft). 

MANUEVERS TO BE FLOWN--Hinimum/maximum airspeeds, altitudes, G's, abort criteria. 

RECOVERY/LANDING--Single ship, overhead pattern, formation. 

LOST WINGMAN--How will you insure separation if lead inadvertently flys you into a 
cloud and you lose sight. 

BREAKOUT--How will you insure separation if you have to rapidly leave formation. 

EMERGENCIES--Will you stay with the other aircraft or recover separately. 

am gearing this article to those of you who have never flown formation, and must 
teach yourselves. If you feel I'm being too basic, bear with me. I'm not the only 
word on the topic of formation; I'm only offering techniques which have worked for me 
and my past students. Although flying on the wing is more demanding "stick and 
rudder wise", leading a formation is more demanding mentally. Mil itary pilots fly as 
wingmen for a couple of years before being al lowed to upgrade to flight lead. First 
a few general ities before we start with flying specifics. As lead, you must think 
far enough ahead of the aircraft so as not to be abrupt. It is difficult to stay on 
the wing of lead who is always making large corrections. If as lead you have over-
flown your level off, it would be better to overshoot slightly and correct smoothly 
than to do a 4-G pullout (assuming you have the room). Tr"y to be consistent in your 

~ rol I rate into and out of turns. Don't over tax your wingman nor yourself. Don't 
fly to the edges of the flight envelope--too slow/fast, excessive G's, etc. Do not 
attempt a maneuver for which either of you may not be prepared. Be smooth, positive, 
and think weI I ahead. Always give your wingman a performance or power advantage-e.g. 
don't use ful I power or idle power, don't pul I up with 6 G's if he is limited to 4, 
etc. 

wing, trust your lead (you wouldn't be flying on his wing if you had doubts, would 
you?). Try to relax; a death grip on the stick is no way to be smooth. Attempt to 
fly an exact position--it is as easy to fly in position as it is to fly slightly out 
of position. Make correction back into position as soon as it becomes apparent that 
you are out of position. It is easier to make a sma 1 I correction than a large one. 

Let's fly! Line up on the runway 20-30 degrees aft of lead, with 2-3 feet clearance 
between wi ngt i ps. Find some v i sua I references fo"r th i s pos i t i on and remember them -
this is fingertip formation. Sight a line from leads wingtip to a point on his cowl. 
Extend another line 90 degrees from your head to a point on leads empennage. This 
triangulation will define the fingertip position. See Fig. I. Route formation is an 
extension of this position. Route is flown 2-3 shipwidths away from lead from 20-30 
degrees back to I ine abreast. Since this position is further away from lead it 
requires less concentration. It is used to accomplish checks, clear for other air
craft or just relax. See Fig. 2. We wil I begin in route, and move in toward 
fingertip as our proficiency increases. 

Since it would be foolish to try and take off in fingertip on our first formation 
flight, we'11 do an extended trai I departure. Lead scribes a circle at the top of 
the canopy with his finger as the signal to run up. When wing is ready, he gives 
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FORMATION FLYING cont'd (page 3) \ 

lead a big headnod. Lead takes off; wing delays 10 seconds and takes off behind 
lead. Stay 100-200 yards behind lead. Try to maintain a constant spacing and fly 
sl ightly to the side of lead so that he can easily see you. When lead turns, let him 
drift 20-30 degrees to the side before you begin a turn to match his bank and 

heading. This will keep you from "cutting him off". See Fig. 3. 

Once away from the airport, lead can signal a rejoin by rocking his wings, or cal ling 
for the rejoin over the radio. As wing, accelerate to 20-30 knots above the briefed 
rejoin airspeed and drive forward toward route position. Always rejoin to route, 
this will give you room to pass lead safely if you have a flightpath or airspeed 
overshoot. Begin to decelerate to match leads airspeed so as not to pass lead. If 
you are in idle and still can't stop, slip the aircraft to kill a little more speed. 
If you overshoot lead slightly. stabilize and move back into route position. If you 
overshoot a great deal (to the point of having to fly looking backwards) stop at the 
rejoin airspeed and let lead join you. Never fly formatlon looking backwards, ALWAYS 

~BE SURE SOMEONE IS LEADING. Just as there have been accidents with two pilots in the 
~\ same aircraft th i nk i ng "I thought you had it", there have been acc i dents in format i on 
;,0 by both pi lots thinking "I thought you were leading". 

~ 
As lead, allow your wingman to settle down into a steady route position, then do a 
few gentle turns, climbs and descents. As wing gains proficiency, increase the turns 

. and pitch changes to the point of doing shallow lazy B's. Be careful about max/min 
~ airspeeds. altitudes. etc. Occassionally allow your wingman to relax. To move him 
l';: into fingertip. the signal is a wingrock; yawing the aircraft is the signal to move 
\,-: back out to route. 

\Q On the wing. hold the references you saw on the ground for fingertip/route formation. 
~ Small heading changes (aileron) will move your aircraft in toward lead or out away 
." from him. Power changes will move your aircraft forward/aft of lead. Pitch changes ",--~ wil I move you up/down. Anticipate pitch becoming more sensitive as airspeed 
~ increases. In a low wing aircraft do not get high on lead. This could result in 
~ losing sight of lead under your wing. If this should happen. don't hope for the 

. best. BREAK OUT OF FORMATION. Move your aircraft away from the last known position 
~ of lead. Lead will then tel I you to rol lout and direct a rejoin. A little forward 
~trim seems to smooth things out a little in pitch (as opposed to flying in perfectly 
'0· neutral trim). As lead rolls into and out of the turn. Also, if you are on the 
~ inside of a turn, anticipate the need to reduce power, as you will be flying a 
~ smaller diameter turn; the opposite holds true for turns on the outside of lead. 
~~when you can hold a steady position in route, move in toward fingertip. Don't fly 
~'any closer than is comfortable. NEVER overlap wingtips. Consider yourself 

.?c' proficient in wingwork if you can hold a steady position in fingertip through large 
'~ bank. pitch, airspeed and G changes on either side of lead. 

Lead signals wing to move to the other side by dipping his wing toward the side on 
which he wants the wingman. 

Return to base individually or in trail. A pitchout signal is the same as a run up 
signal. except it is given at altitude. Wing acknowledges this signal. as al I 

. others. with a head nod. Lead wil I do a 180 degree turn; wing delays 5-\0 seconds 
and turns behind lead. This puts you back in trai I to practice more rejoins or 
return to the airport. 

Future topics i can cover: Turning reJ01ns, echelon. close trail, formation take
offs. formation approaches and landings, 3 and 4 ship formations, overhead traffic 
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patterns. and IFR formation considerations. If there is any interest. I could also 
get into BFM (Basic Fighter Maneuvers) for you "Top Guns" out there. 

Fly safe." 

Ed. Our 
formation 
feedback 
editorial 

decision whether or not to ask Mr. Pohoski to write additional articles on 
flying will depend on the requests we get from readers. We rarely get 

on anything printed which leaves us guessing about directions to take on 
policy. So readers. speak up please. 

ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL- DIGITAL EGT/CHT INSTRUMENTS: 

In the Mar. '87 RVator we mentioned the dilemma encountered while trying to determine 
accurate cyl inder head temps (engine cooling verification) during the testing of the 
RV-6. As you may recall. our solution was the installation of what we felt to be an 
unquestionably accurate CHT. one manufactured by ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL INC .• a 
smal I company located in Hillsboro. OR. Talking with Ell personnel including the 
president/designer convinced us that they had a good product. They calibrate all 

"- • instruments they manufacture to 1/2 of I percent error. Th is wou I d mean that a 400 
~! deg. CHT reading would be no more than 2 deg. inaccurate. They have designed these 
~: instruments so that the length of conductor (lead) does not affect the reading as it 
~ did inmost of the 0 I der instruments. P I us. the I eads and thermocoup I es al-e of 

• substant i a II y better construct i on than those of a common I y used i nexpens i ve line of 
~: similar purpose aircraft instruments. One gets the feeling that they wil I last for 
\~ qu i te a wh i Ie. 

, • Our experience thus far is I imited to the 4 position CHT which we have instal led in 
~ the RV-6. It is consistent in its readings and we have no reason to question its 
~i. accuracy. Since the digital read out is to the degree. you can read the temperature 
~ even when the engine is cold and is of value even to determine amount of priming 
~! necessary for cold weather starts. We have checked the respective cylinder 
~I temperatures with the aircraft parked with a cold (outside air temp.) engine. We can 
\)1 usually see a temp. difference from one side of the engine to the other depending on 
~Ithe position of the sun. In our book. that's accuracy. 

y;jone nearby RV-4 bui Ider installed an Ell EGT in his RV-4 because he had previously 
~;'damaged the engine because of improper leaning. With the Ell instrument he gets a 
'~more instantaneous reading and one he is more confident of. 

Ell manufactures instruments which read up to 12 positions (for 6 cyl. twins). but 
~ for our airplanes we wil I most likely be most interested in a maximum of 4 to 6 
~'positions. One interesting feature of these temperature gauges is that can read a 

variety of different temperature functions on the same instrument. given the correct 
thermocouples. This means that you could. for example. read CHT. EGT. OAT. CAT. and 
Oil Temp. on the same instrument. For an airplane with its flight testing completed 
and the need for four position CHT and/or EGT minimized. some of the positions could 
be converted to other functions I ike OAT and CAT. This could be a real space saver 
on smal I instrument panels. 

If you haven't guessed by now. we have become dealers for Ell instruments. These are 
fairly expensive instruments. For example. an E-4 (4 channel EGT) lists for $465 
with probes and 6' cables. However. discount houses such as SAN-VAL sell them for 
$376. which is only a smal I mark-up over dealer price. So. our prices wil I be have to 
be essentially the same as you could get from the discount suppliers. We might be 
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(Here's Dick van G's article on constant speed props. Would appreciate 
an article from same of you on the subject, also) 

----
CONSTANT SPEED PROPS: (page 1) 

As most of you now know, have been flying the RV-6 prototype with a Hartzell 
constant speed prop instal led since June. No doubt that many of you feel. as I have 
already been reminded by many, that this represents a contradiction to my long held 
'philosophy. Not really. If you had carefully read my pro/con comments on the 
',subject you would find that I had said that constant speed props were not a necessity 
for good performance on the RVs. not that they were an overall detriment. On 
occasion, while sunrnarizing. I stated that "we do not recommend" or "do not encourage 
'the use of" constant speed props. My intent in such instances was simply that of 
:saying that the extra work. weight. and expense of a constant speed prop was not a 
inecessity for the RVs, and that they flew very weI I without. It was meant to 
encourage RV builders to take the path of least resistance; to build their RVs in a 
minimum time at a minimum cost. 

Several factors combined to prompt me to further investigate constant speed 
~ props. First: the fact that a number of RV-4 builders were installing them, was 
I,slowly altering my awareness of the changing financial and utilization status of many 
~'builders. In other words, while we had always strived to keep the RVs as inexpensive 
~ias possible and assumed that all bui Iders operated on tight budgets. many bui Iders in 
~fact could afford and desired to add extra cost features. And. a high percentage of 

,RVs were being used almost exclusively for X/C with I ittle emphasis on aerobatics and 
,sport flying. Second: I wanted to enhance the RV-6's competitive position in the 

~,CAFE competition. and the constant speed prop promised to do this. 

\) Lacking a complete knowledge of al I constant speed props which may be available, 
~ I started by look i ng for a "Compact Hub" Hartze 1 I prop. Most if not a I I of the 
\~constant speed props (metal) being used on RV-4s were of this type. and it is also 

the prop specified for the Stodard Hamilton Glasair. We found that there are as many 
<::\d i fferent mode I s of the "compact hub Hartze I I Props" as there are different ser i es of 
~LYc. 0-320 engines. The fol lowing model designation list should be of interest to 
~ a I I who have been us i ng the term "constant speed prop" ina gener i c sense. Our ma i n 
~concern is finding a hub suited to our engine (crank shaft flange) and cowling. and 
~1blades which are both matched to the engine and to our ground clearance requirements. 

l"" First, we need an extended hub to replace the 4" prop shaft extension used with 
~ fixed pitch props around which the cowl was designed. While it would seem that we 
~ just need to select a hub with a 4" extension, this is not the case because the 
\~dimensional relationship of the mounting flange and prop blades are different on this 
~ constant speed prop than they are on a fixed pitch prop. The sketch below 
~ illustrates this, and we found that the HM" hub was best suited for an RV-3, 4 or 6 
G installation. The next variable in the hub designation is the number of blades. I 
\J don't be I i eve we have any cho ice here, at I east if we are shopp i ng on the used 

market. Two blades. Similarly. the "Y" designator for the blade shank apparently is 
:flxed for this series of props. The fourth symbol is important In that it refers to 
ithe mounting flange whiCh must be compatible with the crankshaft flange of our 
:engine. For the SAE No. 2 flange on Lyc. 0-320s, the "L" flange is best suited and 
for the Lyc. 0-360 the "Rn flange is correct. 

For the prop blade. the "Design basic number" is "63" for the 0-320 and 0-360 
'blades. This is not necessari Iy the only blade design useable, but is the one most 
:commonly used and best suited for this discussion. The "Basic diameter" refers to 
Ithe diameter for which this blade was originally designed and manufactured. In some 
:instances, blades are shortened by the factory before del Ivery, and blades can also 
:be shortened by prop repair shops as in damage repair situations. The "63" blade has 
la design diameter of 76" and a minimum approved field service diameter of 70". Thus, 
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a 7663 prop which has been shortened to 70" would be designated "7663-6". or 6" 
shorter than original. 

So. for my purposes a HC-H2YL-7663-6 prop would seem the best choice for my Lyc. 
0-320 engine. There is one big obstacle though; it is nearly nonexistent on the used 
market. Few production 0-320 powered airplanes used constant speed props. and even 
less. if 3ny. used this specific model. There were several limited production models 
which used an H2YR hub for Lyc. 0-360 engines. but even these are scarce on the used 
market. They are ava i I ab I e new. from Hartze I I and reta i I at someth i ng over $5.000. 
Stodard Hamilton purchases these props and sells them to Glasair customers only 
(terms of agreement with Hartzell) for $3400 and $3900 respectively for standard and 
aerobatic models. When they can be found on the used market. expect to pay between 

. $2.000 and $3.000 for a re-conditioned example. 

found a H2YR-7663-4 which I purchased for installation on the RV-6 prototype. 
Though the diameter was 72" as opposed to the 68" dia. wood prop it was to replace. 

"the RV-6 has a bit more prop ground clearance than the RV-4. so I deemed this to be 
~' ~ OK. at least for test purposes. Actually. I didn't realize unti 1 after I had 
~ purchased it that its flange mounting holes were too large for my 0-320 crankshaft. 
~ So. we had to machine some rather intricate bushings to adapt it. Also. the drive 
~'. lugs used in the crankshaft flange are different for fixed and constant speed props. 

50 we had to purchase new ones. $76 discounted cost. 

~ Constant speed props with standard (non-extended) hubs are much more common on 
\, the used market. Then why not just bolt thi s onto the front of the 4" spool type 
~,extension used with fixed pitch props? First. Hartzell says "absolutely not". It's 
~~ ,possible that product liability is a factor in this admonition. but we must also 
~Iconsider the very real consequences of bolting a 50 lb. prop on the end of an 

(\; aluminum spool and expecting it to stay put through whatever gyration we may subject 
~lour sportplane. And aside from these considerations. the extension would have to be 
\G!machined to take an O-ring seal for the oil which operates its pitch change 
~imechanism. And then. referring again to the sketch of the extended hub. we can see 
Vj,that a 4" extension is really too much to locate the prop blades in the same position 

'as a fixed pitch blade would be. A I 3/4" or 2" extension would be more nearly 
, ! correct. and as such wou 1 d have to be a so 1 i d block extens i on rather than a spoo I 
t-itype using two separate mounting flanges. While we know of instances of constant 
~Ispeed props being used with separate extensions. we don't know enough about them at 
~ this time to cOlTl11ent further. so wi 11 exclude them from this discussion. 

v, 
-, The simpl istic question I continue to receive since install ing the constant 
~ speed prop is. "do you recOlTl11end them now". I don't feel that simplistic answers are 
(l acceptable in this business. So. if you want a simplistic "yes" or "no" answer. fill 

in the blanks yourself. If you are wil ling to evaluate a more comprehensive. 
qualified answer. then you can either read what I had written years ago or the 
fol lowing update of same. When I am forced to give a one word or even one sentence 
answer. I must general ize and therefore am misunderstood more often than not. This 
general ization has usually favored the fixed pitch wood prop, because, everything 
considered. I honestly think them to be the best choice for the typical builder as I 
perceived him to be. 

Yes. I a I so recorrroend C5 props. if you are prepared to ['dY the pr i ce to get one. 
This includes the price. either monetary or logistic. tCl oDtain one suited to your 
aircraft's part i cu I ar needs. Also. ')e prepared to i::>cat,_ a iU i tab I e eng i ne for it. 
and a governor and governor adapter or' :2 dS we I 1 . Then oe ,)repared to compensate 
for the resulting C.G. snift by another alteration such as relocating ~he battery, 
and probably altering ~he firewal I for governor installation. (depending on governor 
and engine model) Then for the 5-10~ of you who manage to break a prop ducing early 
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testing, be 
replacement. 
shafts. 

prepared for an expensive prop (and possibly crankshaft) repair or 
Wood props are inexpensive to replace and rarely cause damage to crank-

What you get I n return for th is "pr Ice" is a prop wh i ch can be f I own through 
rain at high RPM with little concern for damage, and one which will idle smoother at 
low RPM. It will also require more throttle to taxi and maintain speed on landing 
approach, but will permit steeper landing approaches and tend to limit speed in 
reduced power aerobatlc down-lines. It will shorten take-off rolls by about 25~ and 
improve climb rates by 10 to 20~ depending on forward speed. It will improve cruise 
efficiency, not necessarily cruise speed, by reducing fuel consumption by 1/2 to 1 
GPH while offering lower cabin noise through reduced RPM. It permits ful I throttle 
cruise at a much wider choice of altitudes and engine RPM than does a fixed pitch 
prop. (for a fuller understanding of the benefits of full throttle operation, please 
read "HORSES THAT EAT BUT DON'T PULL" in the August 19B5 issue of SPORT AVIATlON. 
Then read it over again until you understand every word, its an excellent article. 

I also recommend fixed pitch wood props; for those with a modest budget who are 
willing to accept the particular compromises associated with it. Neither gets an 
exclusive recommendation; every evaluation must be Qualified by surrounding 
circumstances. It al I depends on what you want, need. think you need, or can afford 
or want to afford. 

Model Designation-compact Hub Propellers 

~ It. HUB MODel 

\J III 2YF • 2RUA~f 

~ II ~~ ~~~~::b s". \ '\J L==== Minor MochficatlOn 
Feathering Spflng ASSist 
Large Cylrnde( 

~I OtHlOI8S speCIfiC features, as: 
l\~'\ ,.1. Non.feathenng (no counterweight) 

,~\(jl -2. Feathering 
! -4. Non-feathering (With counterweight) r\1\ -7. Non.-'eathanng (reversing) 

I; I Shaft F, Flange. 4" boll Circle 
" l Mounting t, Flange. 

SAE No.2, 7/16 bolls 

I K. Flange, 

~ 
SAE No.2. 112 bolts, 4 dn'l8 bushings 

_ '--__ Blade A, Flange. 
~ Shank SAE No.2, 1/2 bolts, 5 dnve bushings 

\\~~ Number of Blades N, F:~:: :::~tb:~:eC~~~~: B bolts, 9!lS dla. 

F, 3 ,nch shaH e ... i6DSlon 

~
! BaSIC deSign. deSIgnation E, 5 Inch shat! extenSion 

~ G, 1 Inch shaft exten~l!on 

"J
~!II H, 4Y~ Inch shaft extension 

Hartzell controllable J, 3Y~ Inch shaft extenSion 
, I L, 1h mch shaft extenSion 

Dowel Pin location M, 2Q!t~ Inch shaft extension 
for "F" flange 1,2 mch solJd metal extenSion 

B BLADE MODEL 

FCL • 8468( )111. 4R 

I II Rounded hp' 

Diameter 
reduced 4 inches 

Modified Blade 
DeSign basiC number 

'Baslc diameter for 2 blade 
belore reduCllon 

J, Lett hand, tractor 
'------~ L, Lett hand, pusher 

'-------- Counterweight Installed 

'-------- Blade Knob size 
• Add 2 Inches to dlamefer lor 3 blaa 

Thank you, Dick, 
your allowing us 

for this very timely information. We also appreciate 
to use this material in our newsletter. 
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Note that the latest 
to the s-IS airfoiL 
This t]ews release was 

in new airfoil shapes bears a remarkable resemblance 
that Lu Sunderland developed several years ago. 
sent me by??????? (Please identify) 

Airplane ngs for 
Faster Climbing and 
Slower ng 
Reshaped airfoils improve 
performance. 

Ames Research Center, 
Moffett Field, California 

The performances of general-aviation 
airplanes can be improved by modifying 
airfoil shapes. Arl. equation is used to deter
mine a new contour for each type of wing. 
The calculations are straightforward 
enough to be done on a hand calcu(ator: a 
computer is not necessary'. 

The equation applies to National Adviso
ry C.ommittee for Aeronautics (NACA) 63·, 
64-, and 65-series airfoils with lift coeffi
Cients betvveen 0 and 1 and maximum 
Ihlckness·lo·chord ratios between 0.06 

-.j\ and 0.18. These airfoils are used on a vane
I~l ty of general-aviation aircraft including 
l<.... Single-engine, propeiJer~driven airplanes 
"'" and smal\ passenger jet airplanes. The cal· 

>""'~' culations determine new shaDeS for the 
I,];" uRDer surfaces of car;;b~reJ airfOilS or for 

L). both surfaces Of uncambered airfOils. ~ 
1 he modification of an airfoil increases 

the bluniness of the leading edge and adds 
forward camber It does so without Intro
ducing discontinuities in curvature any
where, not even in the region where the 

r::-,,( modified shape blends \!vlth the anginal 
~ shape. 

~_ The Increase in the for/Jard thickness of 
, the airfOil reduces the adverse pressure 
gradient near the edge of the upper 

,-I i surface at high angles of attack and results 
"-' ' ~I in a I,arge( maximum coeniclent of 11ft. Stail-
'\~ Ing cnaractenstlcs are there'oy Improved, 
"':~~ shaner and slower landlnas are oosslb!e 

hand the rate of climb lS Increased. ~ 
When it was used to modify a NACA 

.63·215 airfOil shape (see Ilgure). the equa· 
; lion Yielded a shape that gives approxl
r ! maiely a ?Q@I.C8,rlt In grease In the maxI-

r:num lift coefficient. It also sub~tafltialiy 
increased the allowable angie of attack 
the equation can be used (0 design new 

I high-performance airfOils and [0 mc~jlfy ex
is'dng designs 

, ThiS work was done by Susan Cllff-
Hovey of Ames Research Center. No fur-
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NASA Tech Briefs, November/December 1987 
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An up-to-date report from Mr. Temperfoam himself, '~LLincoln, NE. 
on a long neglected subject. Thanks again, Harlo.We 

January 28, 1988 really do appreciate your prompt response! 

Dear Dick: 

You said that there was very little in the newsletter in regard to upholstery. I 
don't know that I have any great words of wisdom, but I can tell you some of the 
things the professional upholsterer for Duncan Aviation told me. 

I had used the aluminum backed foam (Y-370) (sticky on the one side, thin aluminum 
on the other--much cheaper than it used to be) for sound deadening on all the floor 
and side panels in the cockpit, firewall, and up over the fuel tank. I used Scott 
aphonic foam in the baggage area because it is cheaper and lighter weight. I stuck 
the Scott aphonic foam up with 3M 08080, but I understand you can get it sticky on 
one side, too. 

The FAA recommends cotton/l;ool fabric combinations for fire retardancy, but you can 
spray fire retardant on any of the other more combustible materials. After you 
decide the pattern and combination of naugahydelcloth, ~ew it up to cover .016 
aluminum panels that come close to fitting the area to be covered (allow peripheral 
edge distance for fabric wrap around). I fastened the covered panels up with 
31 I, X 314 angle clips pop riveted to the \vL42 longeron and the #5 Longeron on the 

)..... 10\~Ter area, with Nutzerts and #8 counter sunk screws and upholstery washers in 
several places. A layer of cheesecloth glued over liS" foam under the naugahydel 

~ cloth exterior covering makes a smoother looking job. 

\~ On the floor, I remember the Sunderland's adVlce In the N.L. and used the Scott 
If) aphoOl c foam over the Y-370, and 1/8" plywood over that to build up even wIth the 

3/4 floor stIffeners to lay the floor mat on. I used Velcro to fasten down the 
~ front side panels and the floor mat t~ the plywood, and the #8 Nutzerts in three 
~ places for the upper part . 
. ~ 
\" I used 1" of Sunmate for the backrest, fastened in place sith Velcr" and 3" of the 

I don't think that 
It's a crime to put 

laminated Temperfoam for the seat bottoms. I sweat a lot, so 
:;] any un breathable fabric should be anywhere next to the body. 
~ naugahyde over Temperfoam. 

SL· If you have John's seats with the 025 on the back of the tubular frame, you can glue :s in lumber yard dense styrofoam to build out even with the frame and then just use 
111 of Sun mate, if height and legroom to the rudder pedals is a consideration. 

'Shorter people carl use regular dense polyfoam for economy and thickness. lIt of 
~~)Sunmate (84) is as good for comfort as 4" of polyfoam for the backrest, but I think 
'2!i3" of Temperfoam is the best for long-term sitting for the bottom; naturally, I'm 
<:::<Ia bit prejudiced. Our supplier said that they were raising the price again, and 
~ its terrible now. 

~ 
""'-,i h1herever I used Velcro, I used the sticky backed, sewed in place, or stapled to wood. 

Paul Kirik's advice with holes in the glare shield for panel ventilation, 
back with cloth screen. I also made fiberglass defroster vents, but they 
necessary; time will tell. 

I I follO\;ed 
! covered in 

may not be 

I'm sure that there are many ways to skin the cat; I've seen a lot easier methods 
that looked good, too. A Veri-Eze I saw last summer had a sprayed in flocked paint 
that looked very nice, but that was on fiberglass. 

Thanks again for all your work on the N.L., Dick; I hope you get that physical back. 

Best regards, Harlo 
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'MORE FROM TEXHOMA GATHERING: One of the things PAIL(L_SHIEXkETT brought 
ialong to display to the troops was a new manual/ electric trim system he 
idesigned and built. He also had a tilt-down instrument panel there and a 

\A]very different bucking bar for the horizontal tail tube spar. He showed 
~lgreat originality and design expertise on all three items and a high degree 
~:Of craftmanship as well.Paul is a graduate E.E. and worked in the Naval 
RiResearch Labratory until his recent retirement, He has graciously sent us 
~Ia complete written report on the trim system, plus a schematic wiring 

diagram of the unit, that we reproduce on subsequent pages. 
I 

~I If you are seriously interested in the unit, his instrument panel, or the 

~
fanCy bucking bar, you need to get a copy of the VHS tape on Texhoma, in 

~which Paul explains the unit and its components, as viewed from several 
" angles. (Instead of sending us a blank tape and postage, just send us 

!about $6 and that should cover the costs), In addition to some flying shots 
the tape allows you to sit in on our informal forum on flying the T-lS.We 
now have both the May and October gatherings, as well as the building of 

i:\ an outer wing panel on th saRle tape. Allow us a couple of weeks for getting 
them in the mail, as _JQ.QI1 CrQo_k can only do a couple during his working 
day. (If you didn't get the same tape back that you sent us we apologize, 

~ as John's secretary got some of them mixed up. If you only got the May 
I event on your tape and would---±4-k€--to.get __ it aI-leon yO\H"--~e, just send 
\ y~-a~a£k to _us_~n!L~l..-.upda-t.e .. _JJ:....,.~\"-about_-$lA§ ror--pmrt:age 
. and padded:~\Telupe). ~_t-}g~!_ 

Both of the T-1S re-unions were so successful and so much fun for everyone 
~that it has been decided to do it again this coming May. Last year we 
~ inadvertantly chose the Mother's Day weeked of 9th and 10th, so this year 

~ ~:we made it a week later, the weekend of the 14th and 15th •.. I would encourag< 
~ you to make plans to be there, whether you are building or flying the T-1S. 
~ If you are reasonably sure of coming it would be a BIG help if you would 
~ let us know NOW (or as soon as possible). It will be necessary for everyone 
~ to make their own room reservations. Again, don't delay. The lodge is a 
,-,"'" popular place. Call 'lEEXHQI.lA LODGE, 405/ 564-2311. 

One of the things I'd like to see a tape made on would be the building of 
a rudder, either from scratch or from kitted parts. Who'd like to volunteer? 
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4618 BURNET RD, 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 78756 

BUILDING AILERONS: 

November 9, 1987 

Dear Dick, 
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TELEPHONE 512 - 452-9751 

BUD PAYNE, Owner 

The following from Bud Payne. Bud was a WWII military 
pilot and now is an M.D. Thanks a lot, Bud. 

Scanning the newsletters for informa tioD on building Ailerons gave me no help. 
Ailerons are probably one of the easiest parts to build (I have read) so I just 
built one. Came out smooth and pretty. While admiring my vlorkrnanship I laid it 
on my work table. Left side lay flat, right side was up about an inch, Right 
side flat, left side up an inch. Somehow I figured that wasn't going to fly. 
I must have done something wrong. Back to the newsletters. Still no help. So 
here's a rookie builder writing to the newsletter with a solution to Aileron 
warp. First, I found that thin gloves and heavy shirt sleeves are helpful while 
riveting the bottom skin to the front spar. Reaching past the stiffners with 
the bucking bar can slice and scratch you up pretty quick. EVerything is routine 
in construction except fer the trailing edge rivets. Apparently when the rivets 
expand, they cause the trailing edge to take the course of least resistance-
both vertically and horizontally. 

To solve the horizontal (warp) problem, I used a 4 1/2' length of I" x I" angle 
one inch froward of the trailing edge rivets. "C" clamp it to the overlap on 
your work table. I used clamps on each end and in the middle. I dimpled each 
rivet hole and countersunk the .5 x 48" spacer. Gives a nice smooth upper skin. 
To solve the little waves between rivets (vertical warp) I laid the trailing 
edge on a large flat metal sheet 1/4" thick and used a rubber mallet between rivets. 
I am pleased with the results. 

At the Texoma rendevous I learned'that tie down rings are made of angle bolted 
to the end of the outer wing main spar. Drill out the top and bottom rivets 
holding the nose and rear ribs. The tie down ring bar is attached with 2 AN 
3-6A bolts. I made the hole for the tie down so that a snap-swivel could not be 
used~ These common tie down accessories are notoriously brittle and are the 
first things to go in a high wind r leaving you with one wing tied down and the 
other flying. 

I hope some other builder finds this of use--as far as I can tell, it's not in 
the newsletter. 

I have a complete Rattray cowling I'd like to sell. It's off John Walton's bird 
wi th no damage ..... $150.00 .•••• complete. 

(Bud said someone left an expensive pair of sunglasses in his car at 
the Texhoma gathering. If you were the one give him a buzz) 

Best regards, 

Bud Payne 
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from B_ C_ Roemer 
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I I don't know what value this letter may be to T-18 builders 
~I so feel free to delete anything or everything. 

~ I suppose it should be called "reflections" as 18TT has 
lover 1000 hrs, is 16 years old and is flying fine. I'm 

sure many builders can relate to some of these experiences. 
':x. 
~I In 1966 Son, Peter couldn't get into vocational training in 
I~high school. Class was filled up. So old BC decided we 

1,1'-1

1 

should build "something" at home to develop some mechanical 
v~ knowledge in Peter. That summer we went to Rockford (EAA 

,conv. site at the time) and what I seen I couldn't 
(~believe. Bob Kargard had the 2nd T-18 built there. Open 
~J cockpit, CPU and all. Now I never heard of John Thorp -
~ and I could not understand why 150 people would send him 
~ over $100.00 for a set of plans before the 1st airplane 
~ even flew -- not even the proto type' But they had' I 
~ went home more confused then ever. So after a short time I 

~
\ picked up the phone and called a Dick Cavin (yep, the same 
~ guy who prints our newsletter). He.was the lead person in 

the very young T-18 movement and prInted the newsletter. 
IMy question: I've never even built a boat -- could I build 

\)
'Ia T-18? (I have ,done some building of swamp buggies, etc.) 

I asked the wrong guy I soon found out because when Dick 

'1
1 got threw with me he had me convinced all you had to do "was 

\ cut it out like a paper airplane and stick it together. In 
fact, I had it all but built and flying before we even got 

ioff the phone' He should have been a salesman instead of a 
1747 Captain' 
i 
[So off we sent to John for the plans and next I got some 
laluminum from a steel company in Chicago. 

[In those days there was no "kits" of parts -- you get 
Iwhatever you needed wherever you could. Some pre-fab parts 
[were available - roll bar - canopy glass, exhaust system -
[all from different sources. Boy the newsletters sure were 
I 



a godsend for people out in the sticks, like me. We 
grass field and not a single airplane is based here. 
a tourist field for people who come up in the summer 
closed in the winter -- and I knew nothing about 
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have a 
It's 

- it's 

airplanes. I was a simple private pilot with 800 hours in 
J 3 and a 65hp Luscoms. This fact bothered me later on 
just before I got the 18 finished -- I had nagging fears 
that I couldn't handle it - which proved unfounded and was 
a needless concern. Of course I couldn't read the plans 
and when the aluminum sheet arrived I didn't know what to 
mark it with. Another phone call to Bob Kargard in Chicago 
got me to use a common no. 2 lead pencil. Talk about being 
stupid! Oh well 18TT got finished 5 years later. 

T-18 Parking 

, In the late 1960's a few T-18's arrived at Osh Kosh - every 
~ year a few more. There were no separate parking areas for 
~,them -- they were scattered all throughout the show planes ttl and for a builder it was hard to run around to look at 

'them. The next year I made up some "T-18 only" signs on 
,sticks and getting there early I put them at the runway 
'side of our present "area". Next I got hold of "Sonny" 
~ a fellow who drove mini bikes to lead planes to a parking 
~,place. He agreed to bring all T-18's to our "area" and he 
~: informed the other bike drivers La turn all T-18s over to 
\~:. him. Two or three other T-18' s~){elped create this area and 
\O;that's how the T18's were the first to park together. In 

ithe late 70's we had 50 planes in three rows some parked 
i Lai I to tail. Now the builders could IDok them allover to 

,\J\j see how things were done. 

~ Feathers 

~iStill a problem existed. I couldn't tell who was a T-18 
~Ibuilder or pilot. And lots of times I wanted to have a 

~cowle opened to see how to build or hang the exhaust pipes 
~for example. Now being in the feather business the next 
-Iyear I brought a bunch of yellow feathers for builders, 

\jlpink for pilots of T-18's. And we all wore them in our 
~caps. It sure made it easy to get a ride or ask questions. 

! Table , 

In the 1970's I made up a sign "T-18 question answered 
here" -- brought a card table, some chairs and set up 
business right in the middle of the T-18 area. It served 
as a sort of gathering point -- later the whole shebang was 

,transferred to Ken Knowls airplane as it got too much to 
"run" this all day every day and most qU,es~ions ','e,'e about 

'parts anyway. 
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Informal Racing 

Every year a bunch of T-18's of the same H.P. (180) would 
take off - put our radios on 122.9 and meet over the lake. 
On the ground in our area were a bunch of T-18'~~istening 
to a radio on 122.9 to keep up with the progress~ This 

,wasn't a true "race" in that sense but a loose formation 
:lined up at each of four altitudes: 2000, 4000, 7500, and 
'10,500. The object being to be 100 feet above the assigned 
ialtitude -. dive down to it and open her up. Whoever left 

~the pack "won". Many of the T-18's had constant speed 
\'~iprops - I had a heavy Blank (76) Cherokee prop cut to 68" 
l"lfiX pitch. Wide open got me 2800 RPM and N18TT won all 
~ races every year. After a few years of this the race was 

\]ldiSCUssed at our forum tent. After the meeting Big Bob 
'1Dial (llBD) came storming out and said "Roemer - I don't 

I
know ~hat.your doing but your doing something". Na~urally 
I den1ed 1t. It was many years later when I knew h1m 

Ibetter that I told him. In case you would like to know 

~
'here's how it's done. Only 4 things.: 1 - Have a pretty 

~ "clean" ship. That won't do it by itself because lots of 
l',,\\the T-18's in the race were clean. 2 - Go up to, say, 4000 
~Ifeet on a nice quiet evening and use a high cruise 
(~tsetting. Hold the rate of climb real steady (not easy to 
vJldo) and with feet on the rudder, center the ball. After 30 

Iseconds note the air speed. Then repeat with the baIlout 
0\lof the cage a bit to the left and then right. Chances are 
~iyou'll get a bit more speed with it out a hair or more one 
~way. That's where you fly it. 3 - Fly with 1/2 tank of 
\'\gas and 4 - load aircraft at or near aft CG. I had two 
~:bags of lead - each 40 to 45# that I would put in the 
~Ibaggage compartment. This along with 1/2 fuel worked just 
\\;Ifine. The object is if you have fonvard CG you have to 
~,trim the tail to force the nose up. This puts the tail in 
\.lla high drag position versus an unloaded (near aft CG) 
~streamline configuration. 

\j!speed restriction at Osh Kosh 

(The late Al Neuntofel had a 180HP '18 and of course always 
,raced me. He wouldn't settle just for "the race" - every 
year he would make some improvement and we would go one on 
one at 7500 feet. Of course I always beat him. (I wonder 
why?) After our little race one year he came over and 
asked if he could fly 18TT. I said sure so with him in the 
left seat and Pete Roemer in the right off they went. 
After flying around a bit they returned to the fly by 
pattern. Now in those days there were no restrictions on 
type or speed - the pattern had lots of airplanes in it all 
going around and around. Al figured he would run the 
pattern once before landing. He did and passed 19 
airplanes in one loop. I was at the parking area so I 
didn't see him. He and Pete were too busy going around 
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airplanes to count so how do I know it was 19? Well sir, 
when they got parked a guy from the tower wearing a FAA 
patch arrived on a motor cycle. He promptly said "this 
airplane (18TT) is grounded for the rest of the 
convention". Then he said 19 airplanes on one pass. I 
objected saying I wasn't flying - so why should it be 
grounded. Well after heated words we did get permission to 

---.. fly. (I didn't because I knew they might get me for 
... ~ something else and I wanted no part of that fellow') The 
\" next year we had type and speed restrictions. Chalk up 
~ another for the T-18! Sorry fellows. 

\JThe LBF Race (Discontinued in 1987) 

~I looked at the published results in 1977 and again in 
1978. I knew a T-18 could not win the Lowle or Baker part 

~
(most miles per gal and fastest speed) but I figured we 
could take the fastest lap (Faulk) part -- if we kept our 

\
~mouth shut. The race was 500 miles long - one trip to Osh 
\(,Kosh and back to Fondulac, then 6 trips (78 miles each 
(1\ ..... around a. triangle course. Single place got 18 gal of gas -
- 0 2 place got 22 gals. You had to carry 4 extra gals for 

; safety. The race had to be flown in 4 hours. Single place 
. ihad to take off in 1000 feet over a 5' barrier (string 
~Ai across runway) 2 place had 1200 feet - any head wind would 
~}.! decrease the take off distance. I needed another person so 
~! I got Bob Dial to fly while I figured. The field of racers 
~i was impressive - lots of formula l' s, (Steve Wittmen etc.) 
~! and vary eases and long eases (one piloted by none other 
,'\.I than Dick Rutan!) 18TT was the heaviest and had the most \J: power of anyone in the bunch. Race promoter Nick Jones 
~\i confessed he felt sorry for us and couldn't figure out why 
~~' we were there. A few weeks before the race Bob and me 
~ practiced takin" otf 1:0 1":00 feet (fixed pitch prop of 

. course) over a 5' barrier. We used about 10" flaps and 
'\j",. would make it O.K. Peter Roemer figured that at 127 

: indicated we could make it in the 4 hour limit and be 
, within fuel burn. So I marked the air speed. Getting Bob 

~:.'. to fly the mark was another matter. I have no fuel 
\~ analyzer so I drained the tank - put in 4 gals. leveled the 

ship and noted the needle on gauge. Anything below that 
and we disqualified. All the above is Eine but won't win 
anything. We got to have a faster lap than the rest of the 
guys. Here's the plan: we have to fly the 1st lap fast -
(Steve Whittmen always flies the last lap fast when he's 
the lightest) we take off, fly slow (127) to Osh Kosh, go 
around pylon head back to Fondulac for the laps. On the 
way back we climb (using no more throttle to save fuel) to 
1500 or so. (All pylons must be rounded Ali 500 feet or 
less.) Then push it over and dive at the pilon at Fondulac 
and be to the west of it (our next pilon is to the east) 
this is so we have a small angle to make to get on course 
to the east. At 500 feet or less, we had to be over 200mph 
and on our way. If we used any other lap we would be 
coming from the east and going west and have about a 300 
degree turn to make at the Fondulac pylon which is the lap 
starting point. 
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The airplanes are impounded the night before and weighed in 
the morning. All gas is drained and you are given 26 gals. 
(2 place), by weight. Airplanes are pushed by hand to the 
starting line. You crank it up and wait your turn for take 
off. (About 15 seconds apart) you are racing the clock -
not other airplanes. There was wind right down the runway 
so the take off distance was shortened to 800 feet for the 
single and 1000 feet for the two place. That's the point 
they put up the 5' string. All the singles got off and 
ahead of us was a \fery easy. He charged down the runway 
and ran right under the string never touched it. We were 
flagged off than and made the string O.K. and later found 
out they forgot to move it to the 1000 foot mark for the 
two place! 

I timed the 3rd lap and projected our total time to be 
within the 4 hour limit. We used 3 hours and 45 minutes so 
it was no sweat. You are required to land, taxi to a 
parking spot, turn 180 degrees into it and shut down. Then 
you are put back on the scale to determine how much fuel 
was used. 

Results: we used only 20 gals of gas. Fast lap was just 
under 208 mph. Good enough for 1st place in the lap race. 
If we would had a constant speed prop it would be higher. 
The turns at the pilon kill your speed a lot and it takes a 
fix pitch quite a few miles to get speed back up. Before 
the race I checked our tack to be sure it was right. We 
have a bad freq. on our prop at 2875 RPM so I didn't want 
to turn it near this. It would turn 2800 top so after 
leaning I enriched mixture to keep RPM at 2750 -- better 
for engine of course too. 

Talk about running off at the mouth -- er -- pen, I better 
stop. I've had more experiences with the T-18 than any 
other airplane. (Also have a Bananza) It's the easiest 
airplane to land in a crosswind I've ever flown. One's 
life isn't complete till he or she flys a T-18! 

B. C. (ROEMER) 
lIt isn't enough to just say "Thanks a million. B. C." Not just for 
Ithe latest in your always excellent reports. but for all the effort and 
enthusiasm that you've put forth in behalf of the world's best sportplane. 
When OSH '88 rolls around and B. C. and his bird are back there on the 
flight line I hope each and everyone of you will take the time to thank 
hime for all he has done for the T-18 group. He's one of the greatest 
guys you'll ever meet 
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~ORRE.CTION RE VIDEO TAPES: I previously made the statement that we had 
r leoth Texhoma gatherings on J;)De VCR tape. Uot_c;:orJ;:e~t I just happened 

l
V) to mention that to .Jo~Cr:ook, who has been doing all the tape duplicates 
(\U at his place of business, and he said, .ilo, i.t .. r:<:"quiL<:,,,J'WO tape.§.. .. to 
'~ cover both events Tape numleer 1 is of the May '87 meeting ~ Tape #2 
~ is the Oct 'B7 meeting a ".1j1 , and it includes the interviews with Paul 
, Shifflet on his fold down instrument paneL his electric trim set-up, and 
;\) his tail spar bucking lear 'It 2!lSO has our night time "forum" on the 
~ porch of one of the cottages (flight test procedures, performance, etc.) 
~ If any of you want Tape #2, but sent two tapes and got only #L please 

'::;: advise" we'll send it. If anyone else wants either #1 or #2 just send 
the price to leuy a tape, plus posta ($6 is plenty). Sorry about that, gents. 

------_.---_.-------- -. -._--

'~"we had Mrs. Sllnderland send llS all the T-lB/8-lB books she had left over 
&'when Lou passed away, so she wouldn't be burdened with it. We now have 
~45 left .':..':'.~._w,h"_n._s.~."'-se ,;:re gone there probably will be no more, s9 if"any 

'-.... ~ LC!..Lyo_uEa.",,-, E,e"-t1.,,1.nt"-t1alt:'S:L.t,()""-~,Cl_cop¥and have been putting it off, this n 
Q ""[may be your last chance. I have an ad coming out in Sport Aviation this 

~ inex l~§6~ 6~the books and this will probably clean them out. The cost is 
'$25 ppd. Not only will this help Mrs. Sunderland out, but the book is truly 

~ian education in building the T-18, flying it, etc and is a valuable 
~[addition to anyone's library It is beautifully bound and printed and it 
,;;:<icovers Newsletters #1 thru #44 (edited a .. n.d.uPd.ated).I th.in.k you'll a. gree 
II i it's worth the price. If you dQn't, s-"nd it back and ):' 11 .,,-eM you your $25. 

--''-11- ._-- ... _.., . . . . ',_. . ..... '-"'" . '.. ... --...... .. " 

iOSHKOSH 'BB: The T-lf;l.'s S;IINER ANNIVERSARY. To all of you that now own 
~flying T-lBs or S-18s, I sincerely hope that ALL of you will make the 
~!supreme effort to have your airplane on hand for the PARADE OF FLIGHT, 
~!which will honor the T-IB's place in aviation history. Don't worry if 
~:your paint job is ailing or your upholstery is getting shabby. T.Q~.J1lain, 
~Lt:.hing is to BE THERE!:: Don't get it torn down for an annual or such and 
~I not have'i1:--alrwo'Et1iy at OSH time. We would like to put 50 T-18s in the 

~
'Nlair in trail formation at one time, All of you that have"T-18s have said 

many times hO .. ".' qra. tefu..L ..... Y9U were to JOHN THORP for giv,ing UEi the T-1.8 design, 
so this is the time for,You to show it~ We are planning the parade to co

tIne"ide' with-ollr ',,"or ll:il . dinner 00 'rUESDAY and we are planning to interview 
\..i:i each and every T-18 owner and builder on video tape with their airplane, 
~plus taping every airplane in the fly-by parade .•. plus the speaker part of 
~ the dinner.,.plus what ever shows up in the way of component parts,etc. It 
~will probably come out to several tapes. We also hope to have our rehular 

"Cowlings Open" featu~, around noontime Tues and this, too, will be taped. 
'\:x:::, To properly prepare for all this, we ask 'Jour help and cooperation. PLEASE 
'-.......' s.<:,.[jd .. ll.s ..... i'l.....Postacard that gives your N nuiiilJei:', engine, and serial # (if you 

know it, or date first licensed if you don't) and also stabe, "I WILL BE 
'THERE" or I can't be there, mr I HOPE TO BE THERE if. , .. and PLEASE_9.Q.....i.t."NOW. 

__ --teo ,---- .. 
To close #68 the rest of the NL will be pictures. For #69 I have a four 
page article by J'culJ._Shifflet that I'll have to re-type as it wouldn't 
reproduce, an article on Loran by Pe.t" Roemer, a three page full size 
drawing of B.Qh . .Highley's home built military type throttle quadrant, 
another two page article on several items by HarIa McKinty, an article 
from the Seattle Chapt nl that diagrams a fuel s';:.-tem like Joh" .. .lValtoQ's, 

''-3 and at present thatis alL .... unless YOU get with it and send in a story. 
~ This issue WILL come out the day after I get home from Sun"n Fun and it 
~ also have a reminder about our MAY 14-15 TEXHOMA GATHERING and RE-UNION. 

JOHN WALTON has been in Boston at the Harvard Medical School hospital the 
pas t'wo weeks taking chemotherapy treatments for his lymphoma and he is 
getting good news from his tests. Our prayers are with him. He'll be back 

\~ home soon, so maybe you like to send a card or give him a call. Home # is 
713/ 440-8093 and his address is 5726 Boyce Springs Dr , Houston, TX,77066. 
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I hope all of you appreciated the effort and attention to every little 
detail that PAUL SHIFFLETT gave in your behalf in the pictures in this 
issue and the upcoming·-texts in N. L. #69. 

II also hope this will motivate some cf you (hopefully YOU) to at least 
Itake some good quality pictures of either your completed airplane or 
[some component .... either while it is being built, or after completion .. 
land send it to me. , 
iThose of you that have bought T-IBs are very much included in the above, 

I
too. We would like to have pictures of your airplane to include in our 
photo section. If you submit in-flight pictures you will probably need 

Ito have the picture blown up if the airplane doesn't take up more than 
~IIO to 15% of the total size of the pix. If you can get a shot over a lake 
l~las a background (like we do at OSH for the mag) it adds a lot to the shot. 
~A forest or large field of grass also makes for a pleasing backdrop. 

~IIf you shoot the airplane on the ground, it's especially important to 
l~ choose your background carefully. Shooting in front of hangar doors isn't 

the best, but it's better than having a background telephone pole that 
I appears to grow up out of the fuselage, etc. I would advise you first of 
\~all look around your airport or home for the background FIRST, study it 
~Ithrough your viewfinder before you move your airplane to the area. Also 
~ try to see what shadows do to the area in morning, at noon (usually bad), 
~and in mid afternoon. You also need to shoot your whole roll of film at 
~one session when you shoot. Shoot the airplane from several angles. Be 

. sure to fill up the viewfinder with the airplane as much as possible, but 
~[don't overdo it and cut off half the spinner, etc.Leave a little margin, 
~ as viewfinders aren't always exact at all distances. If yoy can borrow a 

~ 
PiCkUP,. shoot standing up in the bed, for an exceptionally good angle. Also 
you might get a shot or so lying down. Sometimes that makes for good shots. 
3/4 front and rear views are good and sometimes a side profile is very 
good if the paint scheme is especially attractive. If you shoot your engine 
compartment or cockpit it's a good idea to use flash fill, even in bright 
sunlight. watch your focal length carefully, too, and talk to a pro about 
depth of field if you don't fully understand it. 

In case I haven't mentioned it before, my diabetes forced me to sell my 
T-lB in early Oct last year. Jim French, of Wimberly, TX, recognized my 
phone no. in my ad in S.A. anCl1:OIanTs neighbor, Jim Hidalgo about it and t)

the next day they were up here in French's T-lB and Hldalgo bought it.He's 
had a ball with it every since. He wasn"t quite ready to solo it when we 
had the OCT. gathering at Texhoma, but shortly after that he and his wife 
went Cross-country in it to visit relatives in Enid, OK. Guess who met him 
on the ramp ar Enid? Gary Green, who heard his unicorn call in and recognized 
the number. Jim also goF-t6-m1'ike a 75 kt. crosswind landing at an OK town 
on the way up, so I guess he got thoroughly T-lB qualified before leaving. 
He's now putting new upholstery in it and a new instrument panel in it 
during the cold weather.He'll report on this later. Jim runs a mail order 
,business for fine sunglasses. You've likelLseenb_L,, ___ b)ockad each mo!]th 
lin Sport Aviation, SD tt1..E'_n~e2Ct __ t:~~e you're in the market for good shades 
Igive him a rattle. He dc:J~sprescriptions, too. 

I
HiS buddy, French, the trouble maker,is repainting his airplane and a}30 
replacing his gear with one cut in two (longer,too) and we"ll have some 
fotos and copy on that operation in #69, also. It was another gear with 
tiny cracks at the gussets and we couldn't get it re-heat treated in one 

piece, so it was make two pieces. See ya, Dick. 
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Just returned from the '88 Sun 'n Fun thing, where we spent Wed. and Thurs. 
7 The weather was just about perfect when we were there, but they had had 
L one rain day on Tuesday that slowed things down a bit. I saw 5 T-18s while 
, I was there, but I never did Bee even one of the T-18 people, durn it! 
\J Dave Eby had been there, but he left early Wed., so I missed him, too.There 
Q was one T-18 from calif.,which has a large "gull" painted on the side. I 

had seen a picture of it in a magazine article several years ago, but don't 

,
\/ know the owner, since he doesn't belong to the M.A.S. I did recognize Bob 
.~ Highley's bird, but was unsure of who the others were, since they didn't 

have a registration card on the prop. I also recognized the one and only 
1 single place T-18 (which also has a retractable conventional gear). It was 
~ built in Sugarland, Texas about 15 years ago. It was sold to someone in 

rr Calif. later. I saw it at a fly-in at Chino, CA, about 10 years ago, but 
~_ again no_registration card, so I have no idea who owns it. It still looks 

very good, too. Hope the owner brings it to OSH this year. 

In our previous NL we urged all of you to be sure and write letters of 
protest to the FAA about the NPRM and send a copy to me, also, I am sorry 
to say that I onlz received~-S~Eies of letters from the entire group 

2_f T-18 MAS members .••.• I certainly hope that the copies I received were 
not all the letters that were sent to the FAA ..••• If they were all that 
you sent, all that I can say is that's a lousy percentage from a group of 
men that stand tg have their hobby done away with because they are too 
apathetic to._"§'E~nd_a few minutes on writing a letter. I well know that 
getting the average person to write ANY kind of letter is very close to 
utter impossibility. I've begged, wheedled, cajoled, and pleaded for you 
guys to sit down and write a simple report on your project and to date I 

!{) would guess th~£.§:J?P9J!~..s._is in the 3 to 5% range .... so,~, this is ~ 
f\1 thing I KNOW about human nature for sure. Even so, I simply cannot compre
~. hend why people would shirkJ:.h..e.ir duty on anything as important to all 
w ~.E?:t::Cl:l~vi.'!::tj2!2_ as this. Can~? Or maybe you think this NPRM thing r- and the Mode C are a good thing and that we can live with it? I sincerely t- hope you haven't been ~ badly misled •.••.• Not only will literally 

j 
hundreds of private airports be rendered completely worthless and will~ 
out_oj existence and probably fall into the hands of developers, but also 
the cost of services from remaining FBOs and fuel sales outlets will go 

f\(~Piqh .•.••. Consider, too, what kind of treatment you'll get from ATC 
~ when you ask for PERMISSION to penetrate their radar area, what kind of 
Q i.:r:.E"--'lll.E"J:l.~ congestion there will be, how far in advance you will have to 
[ file a flight plan before flight, how you will have to wait to receive 

approval of your flight plan, how you will be DIRECTED as to what heading 
and artitude you WILL flY. ::(regardless of weather) •• how there will be so 

§ 
many blips on their scopes tnat it will be hUunnly impossible for a radar 
controller to safely separte traffic (like it Ts llQYL in some areas) • Now 
when all this happens and everyone decides to get out of private flying 
in disgust and sell their airplane •.•• just who do you think will have any 

~~ interest in buying it???? So if it's okay with you if you have to fly your 
~ airplane .QXLa string or an Ric model (assuming Big Brother doesn't decide 

they, too, are a menace) just go right ahead and do nothing. Just go ahead 
j and wait on someone else to write those lE"tters and I can Eromise that ~ 
V will'getexactly what you deserve!!! 

As of about a week ago the FAA had received over 35,000 letters of protest 
on the RPM and they were forced to extend the deadline to May 12th. When 
this NL arrives you will only have less than a week to write and mail your 
letter, so that it arrives by May 12. ~ only_should you write FAA (again 
if vou wrote before) but you should wr i te to your congressman and senator, 

~99, THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT! The original impetus for the NPRM came from 
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Congress, but the FAA airheads seized on it as their golden opportunity 
to control everthing that flies ••.• and in the process they can create 
lots of new supervisors, raise salaries, etc. You get the idea (I hope). 

~ We must MUST convince members of congress that this proposal will not 
only wreck a vital industry, cost thousands of jobs, etc., but we MUST 

~ also make it plain to them that airline safety will actually deteriorate, 

~ Again, amigos, I beg you to spend a half of an hour suffering and ~ 
~~~ose letters in the mail ..•• PLEASE! DON'T BE A QUITTER! , FIGHT BACK! 

NEXT ITEM OF BUSINESS, Our ANNUAL SPRING RE-UNION at ARROWHEAD LODGE on 
.~ Lake Eufala, OKla ••.•• As Leroy and Mary Holt explained in the special 
~ mailing, we had to move from Texhoma, as the lodge there was sold out up 
~ thru July. (I sincerely hope this won't be our last one). That's the week-
~ end of MAY·l4 & 15, with some of us arriving on the 13th (Friday). If sOrn€/ 

\'~ of you have delayed making your t:cavel plans ana reservatlons until the 
~ last minute, don't wait too long. You need to let Leroy and Mary know~ 
~\ soon as possible, so they can make eating arrangements, etc. If you drive 
~ in you might want to bring a couple of folding chairs, a thermos, etc.A 
~ folding table or so to have near the flight line would also be welcome. If 
.~ you have a video camera bring it along,too. We plan to do a complete video 
~ on the procedings, with detailed interviews with the aircraft owners. 
~ Remember, no programs or activities are PLANNED, no invitations are being 
~ issued. We are just saying that a group of us with common interests are 
\:)) going to get together on that weekend and share a meal or two and some 
~~ Bravo Sierra type visiting and we'll also be sharing some details of our 
~] building and flying of the T-IS, so everyone is on their own. At our last 

get together paul Shifflet started a trend when he brought in his fold-down 
~ instrument panel, a stabilator bucking bar, and his version of electric 

~ 
trim. If you drive in,why not bring some component of your project for new 
builders to study? If such ~erts aren't readily transpcrtabl~ how about a 
video of it or some good fotos to show details? I just got a letter from 

~ Paul, with pictures of how he is going about making a metal cowling for 
~ his project. If he comes again he may bring the form blocks, etc., but if 
,~not I'll bring the package of fotos he sent (I'll put a couple of them in 
~ this issue, too). Anyway, we are looking forward to having another super-

good time, like we had at both Texhoma gatherings. Hope to see you there. 

OSHKOSH 'SS, THE T-IS's SILVER ANNIVERSARY, We are also getting close to 
'-I our annual convention time at OSH and I need to get your commitments as 
~ to whether or not you will have your airplane there. PLEASE send me a post 
~ card ••.• TODAY •••• as to whether or not you will have your airplane there.·
, If you are unable to make definite plans at this time, but hope to make 
€l; it, .i.e.!;. me know that, too, please. I have told Tom Poberezny that we hope 
\J to have as many as 50 T-lSs at OSH this year and they are making DEFINITE 

plans to allocate enough reserved parking space at the north end of the 
I display area (the regular area). They are also blocking off an airshow 
~ time on TUESDAY fpr a mass flight of all T-lSs there in the Parade of 
~Xlight. We would urge you to make every effort to be there even if the 
~ paint is peeling off, the upholstery is ragged, whatever .••. iust be there! 

.DU If your bird is out of licanse, get busy and be sure it will be ready for' 
OSH. YoU will never again have an opportunity like this to pay tribute to 

~JOhn Thorp for giving us the best homebuilt design going.A lot of you have 
~~ often expressed the desire to thank John in some way, so this will be a 
DI superb way to pay tribute to a fine gentleman. You can appreciate that EAA 
(,\ HQ needs ~~rete numbers to make plans, so we m~~have some definite 
~I numbers rlght away. Hopefully, your card wlil say, "Yes, my T-lS.:::.ill be 

at OSH 'SS". The T-lS dinner will also be on Tuesday nite at Butch's 
Anchor Inn, as usual, so please indicate if you plan to attend that,too. 
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(More on OSH later in the NL. In the meantime enjoy Cliff's report) 

T-18 Mutual Aid Society 

Dear Dick Cavin, 

N18CR 
Clifton Redden 
609 IHse Rd. 
Lynchburg, Ohio 45142 

Since its a rainy weekend here in Ohio. and I can't go flying 
my T-18, here's my newsletter contribution. 

NI8C.EL.Lserial. # 1330) "as started in the fall of 1979 and was 
fihished in the spring of 1987. It passed the FAA inspection on 
7/14/87. Before the inspection I started a series of taxi test. 
Being a low time taildragger pilot. (4hrs. in a Cub) I had a lot of 
very exciting moments: almost ground looping. getting inadvertantly 
airborne. ect. 

I got in touch with Jim Paine (N747JP) of Dayton. Ohio to 
evaluate the plane and give me some advice about the taxi test. 
I continued taxi practice untill I could get up and down the run
way (3500 ft.) on the main gear, maintaining directional control. 
On 7/18/87 Jim came down and test flew the plane for me. The Plane 
required full nose do'in trim ~ fon-lard stick ores sure to maintain 
level flight and the engine ran rough in flight. 

After Oshkosh. I rebuilt the magnetos. installed longer trim 
links, adjusted control surfaces. and installed a veriner throttle. 
On 8/12/87. Jim Paine test flew N18CR for the second time. This 
time everything was Jlli..: With 6 gal. fuel. I ,lent up wi th Jim to 
check out the trim. With this loading configuration. we had plenty 
of trim control. 

Jim gave me a couple hrs. dual in his T-18. then we switched 
over to my plane for a couple more hrs. of dual. On 8/30/87 I soloed 
NI8CR for the first time. IvHAT A GREAT MOMENT THAT WAS' That one 
flight was worth the 8yrs. building time. THANKS. Jim and Judy Paine, 
"Great T-18ers"; THANKS. John Thorp. for a GREAT aircraft! 

I have 73 hours on my T-18 at this time. I still have a 
little trouble landing once in a while. If I bounce too much, 
Lil!i?_t go around and do it right the next time. At first I did 
wheel landings. but now I have learned how to 3-point it on 
pretty good. In the pattern I slow to..lQQ ~ before putting 
on the first, notch of flaps. This gives me about .2Q lU&,. for 
the base leg. On final I pull on full flaps and hold about 80 kts. 
slowing to about 65 kts. over the fence, and touch down at 55 kts. f 40D 1[-'% 'T17 upl/~ T~ /J7Pt/ Pll$U~65) 

I recen lydlsome measured course speed runs to check out 
my airspeed indication. At ~ JD:.. indicated. my measured /calculated 
speed turned out to be 143~ kts. (better cruise speed than I thought) 
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(Cliff Redden report cont'd) 

IJl8CR Specs: 

Empty I{t. 9491bs. 

Gross 1ft. 15501bs. 

Engine 0320 E2.O" 150 Hp. 

Prop Hendrickson 68 x 72 

Nl8CR has a full gyro panel, an Edo 360 Navcom, a Genave transponder, and 
~ an STS ClIO Loran. In addition to the usual rear canopy vent, !!ankle 

level!! vents are provided. The plane is painted white, and is trirned 
~ in blue. It has the standard bOQY and standard -."ing ,,,ith t:'1e-Surtd2 r land 
I". llrfoil. The pi tot tube is under the left outer 1'ling, the static :oor'~s 

are located on each side of aft fuselage. 
The engine will over rev in level flight with this prop at 30aO'rnsl. 

"Flight performance is 140~./2450 rpm, 150 ~/llQ.Q..rpm. This :oro," 
~ does not have enough pitch for this engine-plan~ combination .. I. l'a-:e 
~a Pacesetter 200 prop ordered, (should be here In December) I{hlCn 

should match the engine better. 

~ .....:;p- The Sunderland airfoi'l :'iure does its stuff on the lo" end. I have 
~SlO\1 fieli at 5jkts Ivith fulJ._fl~, making 15 degree banJ;iuQ" tJlrns. 

I{ithout it stalling. It stalls. a little belml 50 lli 11ith full flaps. 
(,tJD/ic£ /<iT5, tffJf t1IPf{) 

Every time I 
\§ flying airplane. 
:';;'N01{ if only I can 
'It,0,mT-18 1 

fly the T-18, it makes my day! It sure is a slieet 
All the loc~l pilots really like this little plane. 
get a couple of these guys started building their 

Thank you, Dick, for your dedication to the 
"'- think I could have built this plane liithout it. 
~. ut there for all your ideas and help. 

~ 

nelisletter. I don't 
Thanks to all you T-18ers 

~ Sincerly, 

c'Ay~tiJ 
Thanks a million, Cliff, for an exce{lent report. We'll be looking forward 
to seeing you and your new bird at Arrowhead and also at aSH, You and 
Jim Paine should enjoy the formation flights together. 
(See-foto of Cliff's beauty this issue). 

STANDARD DISCLAIMER: Since I have a small blank spot on this page I'll use 
it to advise our readers, new and old, that all past, present, and future 
newsletters of the T-lB/S-IB Builders and Owners Agsociation (formerly 
known as the T-IB Mutual Aid Society) that we would make you aware that 

S( these newsletters and/or video tapes we issue are ONLY presented as a 
~ clearing house for ideas, opinions, and personal experiences of both our 
~ members and non-members in ~oth building and flying the T-IB or S-lB or 
'~any of its derivatives and anyone using these ideas, opinions, or exper
~iences do so at their own discretion and risk and no liability is implied 

~ or assumed. 

'-
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(NOW here's a subject that a- lot of have thought about when it came 
t? start in building your ailerons and flaps. Many factory built 

f:'.: alrplanes use a bent up trailing edge, so many ask, "Why not the T-18?" 
~ Reme~ber, the T-18 ~as designed to make maximum use of Matched Hole 

T?ollng for the beglnner builder. Several builders have gone this route 
wlth no problems, so you might consider it a viable option). 

r 
I February 10, 1988 

I 
~:T-18 Builders and OWners Association 
~ 10529 Somerton 

Dallas, Texas 75229 

Deal:" Dick: 

I've been working on my S-18 about a year now, und I'd like to share 
a couple of ideas with you. 

I stal:"ted building ailerons first, and I thought that I would try to 
make them with single-piece aileron skins. Somewhere I read that this 
could be done if one had access to a good bending brake. I don't 
have one of those, but of course I had to try it anyway. I made up 
sort of a homemade thing that "kind of" worked. After scrapping the 
first two skins I realized that it was necessary to become more 
resourceful. The problem was that I would get considerable curvature 
lQ_the trailing edge. The cure for this was to bend the skin only 
~~~20 degrees at first, then take the skin out of the brake and 
reverse it in the brake. In other words, the skin 1S puE back 1nEo 
the brake and clamped on the half of the skin that was outside of the 
brake during the first bending operation. Then the skin is bent 
another 20 degrees or so. Then take it out, reverse and reclamp and 
bend a little more. I kept doing this until I got past the 90 degree 
point, and then I just finished the bend. I don't recommend using 
the matched hole system when making one piece skins. I cut out my 
skir1" blanks .Q~ersize_d, bent them, then trimmed them· to size. Mine 
came out reasonably straight. 

The next thing I did was build the outer wings, starting with the spars. 
I got my spar caps really straight by using the following method. Locate 

~ the top spar cap on the spar web in the approximate position and clamp. 

\

'- Do the same with bottom cap. Support the whole works on a 2 X 6 that 
"" you've sawed down to about 5" wide. Now drive two nails into your 

work table about 7' apart, and tie a piece of black nylon fishing line 
to the nails. Pull the line tight. About 15 pound test line works 
good. Slide the spar assembly close to the line, but don't touch it. 
Measure fl:"om the spar cap to the line with a good steel rule. Adjust 
the spar cap until several measurements along the length of the spar 
produce the same reading. Of course, you will have several clamps a
long the length of the spar cap. See the sketch ~. One final 

WIS'¥T PI'l'6 
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(Dick Purdue's letter, cont'd) ••.•• (Ed. not~:we have often pointed out 
that there are always several ways to~uild components of the T-18 and 
one of the functions of a newsletter is to present several ways to do 
things. When you excuse yourself from writing a report on something you 
built on the grounds that it wasn't anything especially new ••.• remember 
hOYL"~h_ir§~y_.-you v,>ereJor AN:[ kind of info when you started, even knowj n<J 
where to start would help. Surely~can come up with some little story 
on some component, can't you? WE NEED YOUR,STORY TO KEEP THE NL ALIVE! 

Page 2 

word-this works if you measure ye,tically, looking down at the 
If someone were to do this looking horizontally, the slight sag 
line might influence straightness. on't . 

~dA-Mf ~ i, ,,£ t _. -<II 
L-.---~ 

, 
\ I ,- " - - ,-

Adj ,,;~T S~)..,: '::4 

T,', / ,Ne. 

string. 
in the 

/-Y~'v 
HOW DID YOU 

DO THIS~ 

I've really gotten a lot out of the previous newsletters, and I've 
enjoyed meeting several of you T-lB folks. 

Keep on Riveting, 

Dick Purdue 

DP/cp 

Dick Purdue 
RR 1 Box 223 
Byron, MN 55920 

Thanks, Dick, for your excellent report, Maybe it will galvanize someone 
" else into writing action. I also appreciate your typing it up so neatly 
! and leaving the L hand margin. It certainly makes my job easier, as all 
i I have to do is type in the top line on the page and use it as is. I 
,also appreciated your drawing a front and side view for clarity. 

~_._L __ _ 

~, The next four pages are from Paul Shifflett. This is an account of his 
~l building of an electric trim system for the stabilator ••• plus a couple 

! of tips on riveting and plexiglas. Take note, too, on how he has done 
I the mod on a Piper brake cylinder to conform to Thorp's drawing for 

,~I arc of travel, height, etc. Here's another area that confronts everyone, ct: so how ,about a story of how ~ did it and with what result? 

~' 

\
~' 

~. 
'-. 
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PAul R. Shlfflptt Rt 2 Ex b~, Enrlhpffi, III 50072 
515-756- 2621 

page 7 ,-

IT ov. 17, 1987 

DeBr Dick; li,e certRinly enjoyed :;[:c Texome cet-to-gether,PArticuil:arly 
the 1'-16 rides in the plenes of Jim French And Bob Etc. My lAst su('h 
rlde had t"cn AtOkt 10 yeRrr. "go. lAm sendinG you thp TJ1ctures And Jill! 

negAtives of ~y elevAtoDr trim system And instru~ent Denel AS J had 
ryro'dsed. The electric trim uses I' HerbAch Rnd Rllde:rlAn, Q5658 fCAr 
reduction motor "'h~ch turns 16 RPM: Ilt, 21 inch-pounds rull lOAd torcue. 
The electric drive mllxbp clutchpd oud not D8rt of thp motor uni t) 
by A smflll tilt nrotrudlng from the top surfO-ce of the front tunnel. 
t~enueLtrim may then teAccompllshpd ty rotatHw 1-~'e. i"nlYl t<:thce) ;,'hleh 
111£0 protrudes Rbove the top sufece juct P!'t of the clutch ti'.b. l'hi8 
"·heel is RctuRlly A shAllo~1 (About 5/16" deen) cUD,wi th nxls fore Rnd 

flft , joJhlch contl'dns a muJtlple dlfc aqsemrJy slmilAr to that descrIbed 
~ ,1JLNL~_ pglr:E & 16A by Hllrry Whpelpl'. 1'he Q5658 trim rpductlon geAr 

motor is Also tl1" sAme unit used wIth the trIm system (jpocrlbed by Mr. 
liheelpr.- - - - -FuJl trim rl'n&?e bet'"pen UD pno do','n lImit f'"'itch 
oUPr'l1tion is 5-7/16 turhs I'nj-this totAlr"Jr&'e mAy be reduced or shifted 

n 1 16 turn j nCr'pments b r'elocntlnr 81 ther one or both of h'o screws 
threl'lded Into the outer rim of the trIm v: eel. 'lese two screWs go n 0 
twoOf It e'1uelly snpepd tApped holes nnd sprve to set the upnpr-"nd 
lov,'er trim limits. The tjolO Hmit settinv screws Are pbout S/16" long. 
whereas the other 14 holer, retpin shor'i; screws .'hieh ;/Y'e not lone; 
enough to eng"gp the internAl re'Jolu'tlon limi ting discs. All sIxteen 

\'0- screw hepds protruding from the rim surf Pee of the Trim whpel Aid In 

~
~ mAnuelly thumbinr: the trim ~Ihf'el 8nd countlng trim turn lncrf'mpnts by 

, teel.- - - -AlSO 1 n electric dr1 ve thIs ",hppl turns And ~'or)rs "8 Il viSuAl 
')Jonitor of trim chl'lngeE.- - -Fer fine trim Adjust·npnt ,,'hf're there mAybe 
Rn uncprtAinty AS to just when to Toggle Off, the electric drive 

~ m!'L.hp clutchpd out And trim ndjusted mAnurllly. Note: my lAtest flyer 
~ fr~~i HerbRch &Redernen is ju!'t two yeRrs 0Id.1'hnt HEUP still illuetrRtf'd 

the Q5658 motor Rt ~25 PAch. ,~ 
---~" ANOTHFR TRIN SUEJECT: Sevprnl T-18 ers wi th elpctric plpvl'l tor trim 

f::.. ~,'- hl1ve co'nmpnted en thp 01'} tBe irr'l,1;Rtlon of hRving' to log[71f' bRCk Rnd 
forth between up Rnd d01o'n switch noslt\ons In oropr to (!f't trim set 
corrf'dtl):. EArine; e bFcklesh problem, the difficulty is mest likely ~ 
to coeE tl alii of the motor A fter the Tog,le svllthh 1001'S OF~'. Thf' bert 

~ "olution would 1::;e to be Rtlp to slow down the drivf' '!',otor to" very St.eW 
'pepd. HO~lever PPEY meAns of doing this, pArticulArly by inserting' A 
,,'eElstor in sprl.ps ""lth the motor seriously reducf's motor tornue And 

the motor is Ant to stAll. If AC wprp AVAilAble p VAriAble sDPed 
r~ntrol like en An plpctric drill would do thf' jot. Such A motor 
retAins full tOl!'llue I't the vf'ry low spef'ds • Anothf'r solution H to 
treke the motor to stou cORstin? over-run., by' .. 1 rlne ~ " r~sl etor thRt 
i! Shorted AcrOSf the ~otor innut anI when t e ~otof Ii off. This is 
cRl.LeddynAmlc crakine: nn ~Ior S "eceusp thel\~otor is A FennrAtor ~'h"'n 

v ::- t;urnlng 1,'1 th no ADpllpd voltAge, pnd h'ill ~tOD more nulckly 1 f en 
- \::s ~~:::s- Alectriclll loed 1s Dll1.ced p('rosp the motor, lnpat' t p l'rnlnAls.., Thp smAller 
\,J ~"It)CJ') eueh a reslc~or the {'pstpr the motor .'111 stoo. Ar.tuRllY p ,,'Jy,roil In 
'" ,I ~~ chart ('jrcult I! "In!" AS lonJA~ the om'rAtlng n'ltch r0ntActs oon't 
--{ ~I' \.i\ ,Ftick." Thl.l!. 18 unlikely ,,'1 th suchRfrnpll mpt;or(p:pnerptor)*it" • ' 

:J11;~' I telieve the ~l"it'chlng or' tIl<' '"c:or ~n,l t'eslctor ,,'ould most slmnly 
'< ~\ ~ te done by A "'PDT y-plAy in con.lunctl on ~'lth A DPDT to&'p:le 1'11'1 tch- - -
~ ON - Center eFF-ON . The relAY "nd res I c tor I"ould bP "ired Ac shojo'n on 

attpched sheet. Alternatively, to Avoid usl ng " relAY, and 1 f 
penpl cpllce if AVAIlAble, A J Doll", threE' nosl,tlon rotary switch would : 
d a the Job. UP'QV-I'~ A S i ngl" 12 spgment .'8 fer ott It .'1 th A 
.!llDJIlen.ta~.N- • ,center OFF- HompntAry ON detent DIntI' is one 

'crmtlnntlon thAt •• auld .'orR:. See Attltchl'd sheet for schemAtic. 
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J?c'u r UJ6 --,---- - -

~**Chooslng v~lue of R ; T~e 'n,tiAI sw.tch o~ 
,'elo.y cont~ct ,current for R eqUFll to 0, ( P D'PCP 
of w're)cRn be determined to not exceed the 
motor inDut current ~'l th thp prm"turp stAlled or 
locked so it CR n't turn~ For n °m,~ 11 motor >,'j th " J.-.. 
relAtively high internnl reslstnnce the momentRry ~ 
surge 2f current through the n'l tch or relAy l'Omd_' ';J 
contActs durinv motor brnking should not stick ~ 
the contRctt. cr demn2:p thf>m. HOh'evpr this dpDPn"s ~ 
of course on the n'ltch or relAy u~pd. Chpck theSw " 
/I,fl" rAtIng" relrt1.vp to the ~tplled current. V 
j( BE OIl.'£-I'VL ".]JON r BU. RN HD ToR. D U"" /.0 TilLS TIFST, 
----- RE:P.' $}:;t31cll ABt>fJG,--,------·-

.It pel r of Zener dloilpsconnected bAck to bAck Rnd 
shuntIng thp relAy ~ b,:! npcRc,nry to Drpvpnt 
81'" tch nrc'inp: . Thl~~1'r£l..Q.k:. the ODPn' ng Of 
thee relpy. Af~o DrotrctE rl'd' C P'lU\D'Tlpnt. 

~5658--c ppcfrfc,,-tlons;--' --12-VDC;- ':$Anolotl(l 
wZ!G:lir -:-- /;;;.-;;~ - - .8A full lOAd 
Output sh"ftl/u"D x :;/iJ."L 22 rpm no lOAd 

. 22" Jlpt. 16 " &full lOAd of 
is,,,,,r box 2. 85'l x3"xl. 125" 21 Tnch- Lbe 
Motor 2-5/8"1. xl-7/l6"D Stf1rt'ng TQrnue 75 
geRr box dle eRst 71no Alloy InCh- Les 

Herbneh & RpdemAn,iJ.Ol EAst ErIe Ave,Phil. ,PR.191JiJ. 

.D£c ~ PRic€ ~2.5 ""'-" ea.. ;17S-~ 1708 
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FROM; 
a R Shirrlett Rt ~ Box 44, Eerlham, Iowa 50072 ; 51 -758-2621 

RIVETTNG TiP; Thl s may have apP0pr0d in the newslettpre berore tis. 
Ir EO,! be leve it worth repeeting.To obtAin flush contflct between sheet 
material 01'" smAll pieces when rltveting- - -to Avoid fl gAp between reveted 
pieces- - -when npcessary. I place A rueber wflsher, or washers, over 

\" the shenk or the rivet. The ,"'ashers should be thicker thlln the 
I'" protrading length of the ri vet shl' nk; enough to fl rmly hold the riveted 
~~ together ~lhen the rubeer is compressed dOWn to the end of the 

.\J\ rivet shank. by the bucking tar or rivet set Be the cnse may be. Riveting 
~ prochee~ inthtwo s1talges.(1) With villshprs in p1Hce,drive rivet enough 
l'- so t A ~:: ,e swe en rivet shAnk "holds the pieces fIrmly tegethf'r. 
\lJ (2) Remove the weshers Hnd complete the riveting. T use Il leathpr punch 

:;: to punch holes in sheet rueeero "of veri eus thicknes s~eB. I keep the 
,..... wBshers In my tool box and use them regulflrly. It works il,'rellt. Espf'cllllly 

wi th B rlvf't S(Juep7er. 
P~[X1QLASS: xcellent roduct literature b Rohm Ilnd Hells,mAnurllcturers 
or plexiglass sheet. is f' prime source 0 n erma n. 

'" PL-7N Cf'ment1ng 1'1exiglflsll on how to do it, ror rllericAtion end 
t PL-3L Machining " re airs. Covers /'lDPllclltlon of both 
~ PL-1I.0K Annealing " solvent tYDe And ,P0lymerizeble cements • 
• 1 wBlked in And pickf'd up thepe Polymerl'Able cementa eRn be used ns A 

~ .items for free rl'om Read Plaotlcsf\lJer of A yold- - -Cures into Rn Ilcryl1rc 
~ 12331 Wilkln~ Ave,Rockvl11e,l>1d To renalr A crllck vou don 't contl'1ct 

301-881-7900 20852 cement it; vou ODen the" crack UP into 
i:.Reglonal SAles orfices ere Rtj e "V" .10tnt wHh Il nle Rnd nll the V. 

Tndenendf'nce 14811 West" phIl,Pa.19l05 215-592-3000 /?f:tl,D PWt$J,e s 
57 50W. Jarvi sAve. (Niles) , Chi ca g 0, Tl160648 312-592-9100 'tj;(i,':"[7::;.,,,;;vr,S 
4585Simontree Rd.,Dallas, Tx 75234 214-233-1021 
1920 5.TueewAy Ave. ,L08 Angles, Ca 90022 213-722-5434 
Orfices also in Atlanta, Detroit, Elmwood Park, NJ, And v/ePt Hill Ontario 

A Y',ote ft'om Ken KI'K.wles fc.llowiY',g the last' newsletter 
iY',dicated that all the t'udder skins he had sold were ft'om 
patterns transferred directly from John Thorp's own 
templates. It would appeat' ft'om this information that Jc.hn 
himself reacted to his own observations concerning the ample 
size of the T-18 Rudder and possibly reduced it himself. 

~ DONi'"" -FRfT ! f" It I:be;;N'{ (J>}i.f6R.~ 7" -rzu~ VWG. 

The beaut iful spiY',"et' suppl ied by Ken Brock fot' use with the 
Hat'tzell constant speed pt'opeller comes without fi I let' 
pieces to iY',stall behiF,d the blades. The Y',ecessary 
infot'mat ion to bui ld these (2) fi lIe,' sect ions at'e eF,closed 
in this newsletter in the form of full size templates. It 
would be wise to leave a little excess metal on the dash 1 
and dash 2 pieces aF,d then trim aftet' assembly so both 
filler pieces weigh the same. An electronic postage scale 
or tt'iple beam labot'atOl'y balance sh.::<uld be used for this 
fiY',al weighiF,g step. 
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'51.0: 7::2 2621 

Paul, we are indeed grateful for your input on these subjects and for 
your bringing the instrument panel, electric trim, and bucking bar to 
the Texhoma event. We hope to see you again at Arrowhead and thank you 
again in person. Now if we had a couple of dozen more like you ..••••.•• 

As you may have suspected, Paul is an engineer (E.E.l and worked at the 
U.S.Navy Testing Lab for quite a few years before retiring to his old 
boyhood home a few miles west of Des Moines. We all have to admire the 
professional way that he goes about every phase of his project. I also 
well know that his airplane will have no peer for technical accuracy 
when it is complete. 

I had intended to re-type Paul's re port, but I am knocking my brains 
out to hurry up and get this NL in the mail, because of the urgency of 
~t~i~g letters in on the NPRM and also to get the latest info in on 
our Arrowhead reunion. I am such a slow typer (I use two fingers on 
each hand). 
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3710 AIR PARK ROAD 

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68524 

(402) 470-2346 

Dear Dick: 
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H 
1310 IDYLWILD DRIVE 

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68503 

(402) 464-0570 

Your constant reminder for us to send you comments for the 
newsletter pricked my conscience, so I'll send a few of the things 
that may be of thought to other builders. Lord knows that I've 
sure been helped by the ideas and all the help from Lu Sunderland, 
Joh~ Schinn, John Walton, Paul Kirik, George Lieder, Peter Hodgens, 
LeRoy Holt, Chris Fast, John Kleber, Frank Snediker, 'and many others. 
I've been plugging away, two nights a week for the most part all 
this time, but it should get airborn this fall. It was a ride with 
Al Nuntoufel (sp?) that got me hooked in 1974. I really enjoyed 
Texoma: I appreciated it as a builder more than Oshkosh (that may 
be heresy). 

I had the earlier wide body T-18 and the canopy frame from Ken 
Knowles, so I had the wide skirt. The zippy-do grinder at high 
speed as GB recommended worked fine. I bedded all the canopy attach 
points with G. E. Silicone and sealed it with that, too. I did put 
in dual brakes, as Paul Kirik suggested, and a parking brake valve 

~ mounted in the center, left of midline with a choke cable control 
running over the top and back of the tank sheathed in plastic tubing. 
Heavy maybe, but it won't wear into the tank. 

I lowered and rounded the tunnel with a 3" aluminum pipe, 
opened up and supported by .063 2024 on the sides, with 3/4 X 3/4 
063 on the bottom running clear through to the first fr m aft of 
598. This also serves as the support for GM tailgate motor and 
sector gear for the electric flaps as Paul Kirik and Bob Dial have 
proposed. It also serves as a support for the baggage compartment 
floor. This really lowers the tunnel: I could have a bench seat 
were it not for standing on the tunnel getting in and out. I out
boarded the rudder pedals and put little pulleys forward of 601, and 
fairleads elsewhere, like Bob Dial had in the previous N.L. 

To help on the C.G., I put my ADF antenna, ELT (pointer), marker 
'( beacon receiver and glide slope receiver and blind en coder aft of 

the baggage compartment, opposite of the battery. The wing leveler 
gyro is on the back of 592, and the bellows are under the seats, with 

,~ cables running to the middle to pulleys where they tie into the 
" walking beam assembly. 

I used lawn chair tubing for my seat bottom supports as~ 
~ Sunderland recommended and hinged them at the front to tip up for 
~ access underneath. I kept the backs separate and fastened the 
~ shoulder harness to the top of seat backs so that the straps don't 
~ cut into the neck. I used 1/4" plywood for the seat bottoms, re-

l 
inforced with nylon webbing and a strip of .063 3/4 X 3/4. In the 
event of a pancake crash, I want the seat to deform. I did use~ 
of Temperfoam on top of the 1/4" plywood. I also used 1/4" plywood 
in the backrest with a structural foam periphery for shape, covered 
with one layer of fiberglass cloth on one side with only one inch of 
Sunmate. The back pODS in and out like Peter Hodgens' to give full 
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HARLO MCKINTY 
1310 IDYLWILD DRIVE 

LINCOLN, NEBRASKA 68503 

(402) 464-0570 

access to the baggage compartment. I used chair floor caster balled 
rods (male) in the seat backs and the female part on the back of 598. 

The one N avcom antennae I mounted under the seat, and a Loran 
(Narco 820) also under the seat on the opposite side, bent of course. 
The transponder antenna is forward, 4" back of the firewall, just right 
of midline. 

I used a scupper shield around the gas tank with B [loor drain. 
I used a racing car gas cap (automotive) that should not come off. I 
sealed the scupper to the foreskin with rubber and proseal. I also 
wet the wings as you had previously written in the N.L.; all 4 bays in 
the outer Wing panels, using .032 skin and ribs. It was really a job, 
sealing those wings. It took an extra four months, the way I work.(slow) 
I fastened the tie downs out near the tips--recessed screw in cast 
ring. I fastened in the upholstery with velcro. 

I started the engine the other day with the windshield out and 
I sure felt like a hood ornament. Checked all the gauges, cycled the 
prop, etc. I only ran it up to 1300 to check. I'd cleaned out the 
preservative oil in Clardy's engine with Marvel Mystery Oil, setting 
overnight. It was a thrill just to know the engine would even fire up. 
I'll send you a report after I finish up a few things and get some 
time on the engine. Paul Kirik is coming over next month to go over 
everything with a critical eye before I rivet in the front belly skin 
and put on the gap covers like LeRoy Holts'. IHth all these added 
goodies, I may be overgrossed before I get in it, but I keep telling 

\J myself that Paul White got Kong off the ground. 
~ This should be a long enough letter, Dick; chop it off or edit 
~ any way. you see fit. 
"" Best regards, 

Harlo 

Thanks again, Harlo, for this report and the one you did in #68NL 
We do appreciate your efforts. 

I am especially grateful to Harlo for getting me started on a 
serious weight loss program. He told me about the success he had had 
on a program that is called "Medifast" and some other similar names. It 
is medically administered and supervised. Harlo has lost 85 Ibs. in a 
six month period and is now close to his ideal weight. His diet was 5 
glasses a day of a liquid formula (500 cals), but my Dr. has me eat 3 
tiny meals per day, with an additional 3 glasses of formula between 
meals,be~ause of my 72 years and being a diabetic,but I get about 700 cals 
per day out of it. I'm happy to say that I've peeled off 15 Ibs. in the 
month I've been on it, lost 2" in my waist, and brought my blood sugar 
consistently down in the low normal range with a big reduction in the 
insulin used. They project I'll be about 50 Ibs. lighter come OSH time 
and be off insulin completely, with a real possibility that I'll be able 
to get my medical back~ Needless to say, I am ecstatic! 

wltle 
I ' 
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The next 
drawings by Karl Lipscomb 
of his sliding track batt' 
box for N83MK. These are 
excellent drawings and we 
thank Karl sincerely for 
the time and accuracy he 
put in. r've seen it and i 
works very well. Karl says 
the only drawback to it is 
that it would interfere with 
rudder cables running down th 
side. rt's also easily access
able for jump starting with an 
aux battery in cold wx. 
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Here's still anoth r I.r-
oodie from John walton. 

Again we are in debt to John 

(~ ____ ------~~~~:for his continuing contribut-
ions to the NL and the organiz'n. r Thanks again, John, old friend. 

G\ 
-...J 
-....I 

Q 
J)~/l..L wi It.zO /ltV/) 

f(/v fir k /000" S
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Ft:I L % P,et1'p~J..-t.-E.R-. .. 

o ~ ,l),R/IJ- w/ # 11) Tc'~ 

l1z.." A}.I7'''(6 ,RIvErs (2.) 
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"Fi:?cJ/v/ T/-I,::. 7< v- 11.+ Ni-
LORD HOUNT INSTALLATION: submitted by John walton 

Procurement and installation of Lord Mounts on Dyna-Focal Engine installatloos 
in RVs is a subject which we have never researched and presented thoroughly. Just as 
we were finding the Info sources we needed and were about to prepare a presentatIon, 
RV-4 builder John Groce. Kent. WA. sent In information and a drawing he had made 
resulting from the research he had done. Quoting from his letter, 

"During installation of LORD Mounts #J-9613-45 (purchased from WII Neubert A/C 
9upply) I noticed some confusion among local builders as to the correct 
installation of them. #J-9613-49's are supposed to be similar, and are found on 
C-172's. so examIning such an installation should clarify things. 

The attached drawing (pased on LORD drawing #5-6021) shows their recommended 
installation. Note that each set of mounts consists of a thick rubber mount (J-
9612-8) and a thin rubber mount (J-7763-10). The key to their installation Is 
in knowing that the J-7763-IO is stiffer rubber than the J-9612-8, and thus the 
J-7763-IO should be placed In compression by normal engine weight. This 

t~. requires the bottom installation to be opposite In sequence from the top. 
~ Further. the J-2218-6! washers always accompany the J-7763,lO mounts. These :s washers are critical on the bottom mounts where they provide a flush surface for 
- the rubber mount to fit over a tab on the eng i ne case." 

J 
~i 
~l, MTA l"RoM 

~l /...('Rh 
\.I: bR4kh;JG~S-"D)'1 ,,! (DMI ..... A.JG- IJO r TO S'C' J\I-E) 

\~I ~-&;.TS ~~G" 1'7c,.""",-e1> 
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THE NEXT 3 pages are full size drawings of ~ 
Highley's throttle quadrant. Bob is a military 
pilot and used to the Left hand throttle and R hand 

Z02-t/-T3' stick, so some of you may also want to use this 
system. To have dual throttles with this method you 

would need to mount a cross shaft on the firewall and have 
crank at ea. end, plus one in the center (thst would operate a shaft 
to the carb'r. Firewall shaft could possibly fit between gear tubes 

and the firewall. 
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BOB, THANKS A MILLION FOR THE DRAWINGS •• 
AND ALSO FOR.YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FORUMS. 

WE DO APPRECIATE ! -._._. __ . ___________ --J-
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LANDING GEARS: It seems that some of the landing gears have developed 
cracks where the gusset plates meet the gear legs, So you may want to 
keep a close eye on yours when you have occasion to pull the cowl off. It 
is too elose to the firewall on the back side to easily inspect without 
using a mirror and strong ,light. You might consider using Dye-Chek on both 
sides at intervals. I've only seen two cases, but both seemed to be because 
an inadequate amount of welding rod was fileted in. Maybe cracks wouldn't 
continue to spread, as they are tiny, but who knows?Why gamble? Cracks 
were found in all four gusset locations on Vern Peppard's airplane and he 
elected to replace the entire gear with one from Ken Brock (who hasn't 
had any of his develop cracks, he says) •••. when Jim French dismantled his 
airplane to repaint he found cracks in his. It was an early airplane,built 
by John Ferko. He also found one gear leg bent backward over 2" (but never 
had any control problems on landing or T/O). Jim bought ~ern's old gear 
and had a local T-18er, Bobby Collard (who has a machine shop) re-weld the 
gussets. We first had it annealed at a local heat treat co. We next cut it 
into and added the 6" long splice tube in the middle of the cross-tube, 
using four 5/16" bolts,as per an older newsletter. At the apex of the Vee 
at the top we added an .090 x 1" strap to each tube that projected forward 
about 3/4" from the tubes and these straps were match drilled for a 5/16" 

,bolt. The straps were welded to the tubes. This was Jim's idea, but it 
~ seems like a good idea, even tho' it might be a belt & suspenders approach. 

~ Before the gear was sawed in two we bolted the axle pads to a section of 
<0.': steel angle mounted on a2 x 6" board as a re-assembly jig. Bobby also made 
~a drill jig out of a length of angle iron. Don't know if you have had the 

occasion to drill a hole all the way thru a tube, but it isn't the easiest 
thing in the world to have the drill come out on the other side exactly 

~ 1800 ~rom where it started, so Bobby used the jig to locate the hole centers 
~ on the other side, drilling under size holes and reaming to size. It's a 
~,scaled down version of matched hole tooling actually. The splice tube is 
~ the next size up from the cross tube and will slide on over it with just a 
~ very minimum of sanding of the cross tube. (Sand enough to allow for the 
~ thickness of a protective paint film, tho·) •••.•. 
~ 
~ I think most of you are aware that it's nearly impossible to find a heat 
~ treat co. that has an oven big enough to handle the complete gear. Many, tho' 

can handle one half of the gear. Even more important, they can hang it from 
the top bolt hole and this apparently minimizes warping. Jim's two gear 

~ halves came out of heat treat with no warping at all. The axle pad holes 
~ exactly match the holes in the jig angles and the engine mount went back on 
~ like it came off. While we were doing all this Jim was making up a pair of 
~ extensions to bolt onto the gear to give him the equivalent of a gear 3" 
\ longer than standard. The gear we used was about 1.5" longer than standaed, 
~lsO he added the additional height to the extensions. At the same time he 
~Imoved the axle center point forward a small a. mount, instead of projecting 
~ it downward in the same plane as the gear leg (thus moving the wheel back a 
~ bit. Jim uses 6:00x 6" wheels, with low profile tires, as he does most of 
~ his flying from a turf strip at wimberly, TX. He hasn't flown it of this 
~ writing, but he is eagerly looking forward to having a longer gear. After 

he flew mine with the 3" longer gear he was sold. 

ITO sum up, if you have occasion to take your engine off, that would be a 
igood time to consider cutting your gear in two. It would save you a bunch 
lof money if you ever damaged one leg of your rear and only needed to replace 
i one side of it. ,Leroy Holt recently had this problem with a bent gear leg. 
I ••• ~have ~ncllld§'d a couple of pictures of the rework on Jim's gear in 
i th_e_J2I1ot_o..E'J.ge section this issue •••••• ,(WRcry 4£.>0 ;{/;rfj) 4'" Wprjmd"-

I ~p/llE/Jt.<i !d! $ ;4!/S' -:l16Afr 664L) 
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f 
JAVELIN ENGINE ITEM: In Dave Blanton's recent NL he published a report 
from an independent testing lab that did a dynamometer test on his engine 
for HP output at various rpms. The results agreed with his own dyno tests 
within 1%, so this should put a stop to doubters statement that proclaim 

~ the V-6 engine won't deliver the HP Dave claims. The lab actually showed 

~ 
the engine put out a little MORE hp than Dave said. Incidentally there is 
one flying in a Glasair in Kansas City, Dave said. You'll probably see it 

~ at OSH this year. 
, ----~-- ~--. ._--'. , --." -~-,---- ----,-,-~-.. 

MORE ON OSH ' 88: We want to make the T-18 Silver Anniversar~ at OSH '88 
a really memorable occasion for all of you and particularly for each and 
everyone that flies their T-18 there. For one thing, we are going to take 
individual pictures of everyone of vou an~ur a ir121ane to put in a 

! S pec ~a 1 OSHKOSH '88 Newsletter issue. It will be mostlz foto. We will 
have shots of the Forum, shots of builders there that haven't completed as 
yet, shots of the wives, and shots of the T-18 dinner activities. We also 

,~ will be doing some in-flite shots of the Parade of Flight, and maybe some 
air-to-air fotos, too. We would like to do a shot of each and every inst't 

~ 
panel, too. We are working on some kind of special souvenirs (that we can 
afford), so if anl!: of l!:0u have anl!: ideas on the subject give me a call or 
d~ol2 me a line. Anl!: and all suggestions are welcome. 

REGISTRATIONS: Now youse guys that fly in ....... here' s something t'd like 
to ask you to do: WHETHER YOU SUBMIT FOR JUDGING OR NOT, PLEASE FILL QJ.!T 
THE REGISTRATION CARD YOU HANG ON THE PROP! We would also like for you to 

~ 
fill it out COMPLETELY. PLEASE PUT YOUR STREET ADDRESS & ZIP (and l!:0ur 
home phone no. if you don't mind. One more thing: •••• If you want to go 

~ 
off and see the sights, Elease Eut a card or note INSIDE on the deck that 
says when you expect to be back. We can't get your picture at the alc if 

.~ you'aren't there, ya Know~ •.•• I also will need some helE on the foto bit, 

~ 
since EAA will expect me to clilrry on with my regular interviews and such, 
so if any of you have a good 35 mm camera please volunteer ASAP. I'll 

~ 
supply the film, so all you'll have to do is shoot. We will try to again 
have~an info table on the flite line to coordinate. Anyway, let's make 

~ this the greatest zear ever for the T18 at OSH •••• okay? 
-~~--- "._-------- "-----,---- ---~~- --.-.---~-------

B.C. ROEMER called me the other day to tell me Bob Dial had had more heart 

~ 
problems the past year, plus another problem that affected the sight in 
one eye, so let's give 01' Bob a call or card to let him know we're still 

~ pulling for him. hey? B.C. said the paint on his bird was getting bad, but 

~ 
I talked mim into bringing it anyway. The idea is for them to be there in 
numbers this year and if they look like the owners had used them, so much 
the better. (Bob's home phone is 3131 626-7975) 

-"----"----- -- -_. __ .- _. ------. ---------

i[QHN WAJ;,IQN:_ Is staying' in his brother's condo at 344 Ocean Ave, Marble-
head, MA, 01945 (6l7i 639-0187) while he is continuing his radiation and 

~ 
chemotherapy treatments. Mostly, he is an outpatient. He is making slow, 
but steady progress in his. treatment of lymphoma and expects to improve 

the coming week to undergo a bone marrow transplant, which should enough 
put him out of the woods. I know all of you are pulling for his complete 

s a et well card or call would hel his morale a bunch. He has ~ recovery, 0 g p 
~Ia lot of time on his hands, so the hours drag for him. He has mentally 
~Irehearsed the completion of his new upholstery a dozen times or so, so when 
~Ihe gets back home it should go fa3t. Right now he thinks he might make OSH 

~ __ ,_~ ~it~_it" if he continues to progress. /-!AA!£ /AI :::'l¥6M, ~ lou",)! 

~tNEED AN.ALMOST ~INISHED PROJECT? I continue to get calls from people that 

~lwOUld l~ke to p~ck up an almost ,finished proJ'ect Let me k 'f h 
r~' I '- I L ' .,,., . now l you ave 1 \XI vc!JI/AI ..vA 7?# 'S "21J&l t/"e-VecT Sn4::'- P'<' S~LG (A- 8'bt<6Al() ) IT F-C$4,} /,t/' 

~ $. GoL,1 ;:zy btl?"' ,w/7,7{ A. PAY d/L ~ uJdlU( ""AliT; £'4LL #/4 R;f l?5~4r. 
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s=~1-EF1LA~SUHk' .... BEN ~UPP, Rt. 1, Box 300, Yellville, Ark. 72687 (501/436-5618), 
just flew his Javelin Ford V-6 powered T-18, the first t-18 with this 
power plant to fly! At this writing he had made about five flights, all 
just around the pattern at the Boone Co. airport at Harrison, AR. He has 
a Warnke 68 x 74'almost' constant speed (fixed pitch) wood prop on it 

'-., 

~ 
'" ~ 

~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 
ID 

~ 

and he has already found that this is not the optimum prop for it and will 
try another soon, he thinks. It's much too early to get any meaningful 
numbers yet, but he said he had hit 160 mph in the pattern pretty quickly. 
He also said his Empty weight was 960 Ibs. and that's pretty impressive 
in itself, too. He also told me he was doing high speed runs with it on 
the ground and after several of these he found himself airborne and with 
not enough room to stop on the runway with the new brakes, so it was go 
fly time. He came right around and landed, as he thought the temp was on 
the hot side. Ben made his own cowling (of fiberglas) and his air intake 
is under the prop, sorta like an old Navion probably. After he called 
Dave Blanton and talked over the situation with him he found he needed to 
open up the exit air side of the cowl quite a bit. 

Ben has his radiator lying flat on the "floor" of the cowl, just forward 
of the firewall and it's 19" x 26" in size (don't know how thick or how 
many tubes it has, etc.) and it's a copper radiator. His first flight 
gave him a 2400 F water temp, with 22-24 psi system pressure. The last 
time I talked to him he had opened ug the bottom cowl opening and had 
brought the temp down about 10 or 15 • He says the torque seems to be 
pretty high, as he couldn't keep from sliding the tires at 2300 prop rpm, 
but felt that maybe his brakes were just too new yet. 

Ben is a retired Air Force maintenance specialist and other than that, I 
don't have any other pertinent information at this time. I hope to be able 
to fly up to Harrison this coming week in a borrowed 172 with Bobby Collard 
a local T-18 builder. If this pans out I can possibly get some pictures ; 
and more details in time to get them in this issue of the NL. 

One of the question marks on installing the V-6 in the T-18 has been the 
design of a suitable engine mount. Most everyone has been scratching their 
heads to figure out how to tie into the top hole in the fitting at the 
very top of the landing gear and that WAS a problem. Now we have two 
solutions to the problem. The way Ben did it was to lay a ~" thic~ piece 

~ of aluminum bar stock on top of the water line 42 extrusion from the 
firewall back to the dash frame,and protruding thru the firewall by about 
an inch or so (long enough to attach a tube there that would run diagonally 
down to the front end of the large horizontal tube of the bed-type moun~. 
On top of the bar stock he laid another piece of aluminum angle, with one 
leg of the angle in contact with the side skin. vertical rivets were then 
installed to tie the two angles and the bar stock and the skin together. 
The top angle was also riveted to the skin. (I don't know the width of 
the bar stock, but assume it was the same width of the WL 42 extrusion,3/4", 
I also assume the top angle was the same 3/4" width. More on this later). 
Ben did all this while theKover the top of the tank ~I left out the word 
"skin") was still un-riveted. 

Our other T-18 builder who is installing the V-6 made his decision after 
the skin over the tank had been riveted and he did it a little differently. 
He laid a piece of heavy wall 4130 steel tubing (square) on top of the 
W.L. 42 extrusion, going back about the same distance as Ben did.He used 
blind rivets to attch the skin and tubing and also used them to rivet the 
tube to the WL 42 angle from the bottom. 

This builder i~ JOHN POPEJOY, P.O.box 1, Univ. of Neb. at Omaha,Omaha Ne 
68182 
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I(cont'd) 
~e have included a picture of John's work in this issue. 

n a note from John he said that he wouldn't have his T-18 at OSH, as 
~ e had had a delay in getting delivery on his engine uhit from Javelin 
~ nd he still had to rivet up his wings and do some other things. We'll 
• ./ e looking forward to seeing his bird at our next re-union (or even maybe 
~at Kerrville 'SS, if every thing works out okay in the meantime). 

l\\,;:S I 
,~ counted 13 rivets in the picture John sent. He is using some brand of 
~Ia "pop" rivet, which isn't specified. Perhaps plain monel pops would be 
~~kay there in the long run, but I personally would be more comfortable 
~I::ith using Cherry-Lok rivets in that application, primarily because of the 

Jlvibration fed into the tube and the tensile load on landing. Maybe I'm 
Itoo conservative about these things, tho'.In any case if rivets work loose 
,they'll be where they can be seen •••••...• Anyway, both Ben and John are to 
ibe congratulated for being pathfinders. 
, 
[Ben said his battery was in the baggage compartment. He had to do his 
Iweight and balance one wheel at a time, but he used a platform scale. His 

J) /first weighing only gave him a tail wheel weight of 15 Ibs., so he added 
'{j 131 Ibs. to the tail, so his true empty weight may ornot be 960 Ibs. In 
.~ iany case the empty wt. looks GOOD and he can eliminate part or maybe all :J lof that 31 Ibs. by ~oving his battery back one bay. He could also gain a 
~ 'little more by using one of the aluminum radiators that Dave can get. They 
~ only weigh 12 lbs., quite a bit lighber than the copper ones, and are more 

efficient in cooling. 
\\ 
~\ Amigos, the door is finally open for much lower cost power for our airplane! 
~ and the threshold has certainly been crossed. In the near future the V-6 
N engine will be an aluminum engine, saving even more pounds. At long last V automotive technology will break the grip that greedy corporations that 

control Lycoming and Continental have had on aviation for so many years. 
We're going to see it in all size engines. large and small, too. Dave says 
the new 351 cu. in Ford engine will be worth about 400 hp in an airplane. 
There are several engines in lower' hp ranges that are available right NOW, 
one of which is the Subaru and soon we'll be seeing airplanes designed 
specifically around automotive liquid cooled engines. 

I was talking to ,Jack Cox about Ben's T-lS a day or so ago and in our 
discussion on the V-6 engine he told me of an RV-4 at the Merced fly-in 
that he had seen a week or so before and he watched it fly. The builder 
had shown him how he had built a small false bottom (plenum chamber) below 
the belly, about under the pilot's area. He had mounted two SMALL radiators 
in the area in the form of a VEE and the radiators were somewhere around 
2" thick, 4" wide, and maybe 20-24" long and he said it cools very well. 

[Such a set-up could be used on the T-IS, with very little drag penalty if 
idone right. The T-lS could also easily mount its radiator in the bay just 
iaft of the cockpit, using a flush NASA scoop on the belly for inlet air 
land an exit air door on top of the fuselage, that would be controllable to 
;regulate flow. It could also incorporate a fan for extended ground operat -
;ion ...• or it could help in scavenging cockpit air, too. Liquid lines could 
~un under the belly and be enclosed in U shaped metal channels of perhaps 
,016,thus isolating the cockpit from hot water or steam in case of a leak. 
Radiators could also be mounted in the gills of a regular T-lS cowl, it 
would seem. For those of you in northern climes, you can have a hot water 
heater and windshield defroster for those nippy mornings, too. 
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JOHN POPEJOY said in his note that he wanted to make his cowling look 
-a--iC;-t like-the P-51's, with a minimum size ring shaped opening around the 
prop. ~An Dudash,of North Hollywood, CA, built a Tailwind long years 
ago that had such an opening around the prop hub. John Thorp had designed 
an auqrn_E!n.t()r-type cooling for it that used exhaust gases to pump cooling 

3l_i:[: ___ tn"x:~u_t1d the jugs. It cooled fine, but was noisy, as all augmentor 
.I tubes are, and it was a pain to remove all that to change plugs. Experience 

has shown that all engines seem to need airflow around the oil pan, whether 
liquid cooled or not, so no doubt the V-6 won't be any different. The V-6 

~ uses a combination oil filter/heat exchanger that is very efficient and 
_ \\l elimLr1ates the need for a separate oil radiator. This will save some weight 
~ as well as money, since it's a §tandard Ford item. It will also do away witr 

potential oil leaks from a cooler & its piping. 
----------------------------~----

It's not quite clear yet what the average cowl will look like on a T-18 

~
With the V-6 engine. Jack Cox said the cowl on the RV-4 looked somewhat 

~ like a Ranger-powered PT-19 or Fairchild 24. This may well mean that the 
\~. builder can build all or most of it of metal himself, possibly only needing 

. a fiberglas nose cowl. Look for the RV-4 picture in Sport Aviation soon. 
~I Take note, also of the picture of the metal cowl that Paul Shifflett is 
~'I building over a laminated wood male mold. He brought the mold and cowl to 
~ our Arrowhead re-union and it looks VERY GOOD. He MAY have to use a small 
~I amount of fiberglas to go in the compound curve areas, but my guess is he 

Iwill make it all-metal. We covered it on the video we took, incidentally. 
i If a simple, good looking metal cowl emerges, this will be another area 
,that can save the new builder a few bucks. I well know that there are still 
,a lot of builders out there that have to cut costs tothe bone to get their 

JClirl'la::'=-~.ll_~~_t without busting the family budget. 
I 

ic:Aircraft Lord mounts are another big expense item that deserves attention. 
~·LOcal builder, Bo_b.-.-!eakey- says there are new automotive engine mounts 
~available on several foreign cars that have viscous liquid centers and are 
~la marvel in super smoothness and he is optimistic that we can use them on 
~Ithe V-6 •.• so if this pans out we can do away with a lot of the vibration 
~ we now put up with from 4 cyl. opposed aircraft engines and save $,too. / 

I 
!I think we may well come up with exhaust system with effective mufflers 

'~lwith such engines, too. Again, excessive noise is something we now put up 
~;with, but it doesn't have to be that way. We wouldn't put up with it in our 
~ cars, so why should we in our airplanes?Why should we have to wear those 
~big and uncomfortable head sets to hear our radio and converse with each 
llother without screaming? You probably know that in Europe each airplane 
~ has to meet a certain decibel test to fly. This could be a very fruitful 
~Ifield for the amateur experimenter. It's probably in the cards for U.S. 
~jair:raft in the not too distant future, too, so you might give it some 

___ , ___ ~ser:LOus thought. / 

'we are finally on the verge, too, of having light, relatively cheap constant 
i_s2eedprops available. They will controlled by solid state electronics and 
ihave wood and plastic blades. If noise gets to be a big factor you'll be 
\seeing four blade props on a lot of airplanes using two blade props now. 

V')IMore blades are less efficient, true, but they are also quieter. The props 
~Iwe are now using on T-18s are FAIRLY efficient .••• for one condition only, 
~ibut a constant speed prop doesn't have to give up performance in one area 
~to get it in another. All in all, it's safer, reduces operating costs for 

'-- .f.u..eL~d, and allo]:'J~-,!.§_ to ()perate out of smaller fields w~th safety. The 
-_~ Prescott Pusher people have such a prop. Another is from New Zealand and 
U -~s being marketed in the U.S. by Aero Trading Ltd., Box 336 Colchester, IL, 

) 

~Z326. (It'll be at OSH '88 on a RANS S 10). 
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ARROWHEAD REPORT: ••••••• IT WAS GREAT! We had a ball! We had..l.SL 
beautiful T-18s there,and I do mean beautiful. There were five of them 
there from Texas, three from Oklahoma, three from Illinois, ~ from 
Ohio, ~ from Michigan, ~ from Missouri, ong from South Dakota, ~ 
from Colorado, two from Arizona, We also had an RV-4 and a Sonerai II 
drop in on us, in addition to Dave Blanton's Javelin powered Cessna 175 

Dean Cochran, from Broomfield, Co. came down with the flu at the last minute 

l
and Karl and Mazie Lipscomb had a last minute problem that forced them to 
cancel. We also had expected Lee Reilly from Wagoner, Ok, just a few miles 

laway to be there and Jim Laney from Springfield, Mo, too, but they didn't 

Imake it for whatever reason. ~lso, ~ary ~otn~ from ~ulsa would have 
been there in his new bird, but it only had 1.5 hours on it, but he'll be 

ithere with bells on the next time. 

lour weather was beautiful. The temperature was in the '80s, and the wind 
Iwas usually 10 to 15 mph pretty much right down the runway. Our parking 

l
area was at the north end of the runway and accomodated all 18 airplanes 
okay, The lodge itself was a couple of miles away, on the edge of Lake 
IE~falaJ which is one of the largest artificial lakes in the country,I'm 

~Itold. The airport itself is nearly 500' above the lodge, as it sits on a 
\~I flat shelf on the side of a hill and has a golf course alonqside the runway, 
~IThe golf course has a beautiful modernistic clubhouse about halfway down 
~ to the Lodge. ~umerous large duplex type cabins are scattered about a one 

/

' square mile area near the lodge. Everything is a little too far to walk to, 
~ so they have buses or vans that pick one up promptly. The lodge is built of 
~inative stone, as are the cottages. It has several large dining areas, 
~ indoors and out, plus a large lobby. There was another convention there 
~ when we were, the Binks paint gun dealers. The lodge has a considerable 
~ number of guest rooms on two levels, all very nicely furnished. There are 
~ also camping areas nearby. 

~we had our big family reunion dinner in one of the larger dining rooms. 

I 
It was served buffet style and the food was excellent. Waitresses served 
sald, bread and butter, dessert, and coffee. Other meals there were also I excellent, everyone said. The lodge itself is leased to the Choctaw Indian 

,Nation, one of the five big Indian Nations in Okla. 

/J29 £Y_§£S'-'lli led off our after dinner speaking, paying tr ibute to Mal:jY and 
~,I'LerOy Holt, who did the lion's share of organizing the reunion, and also 
~ to Maxine Green. The Holts went in the hole about $70 on postage for 
~imailing of --the reunion notices, but we passed the hat and made that up. 
~iwe also heard from Harlo (Skinny) McKinty, Gary Cotner, Bob Sanderson, who 
~I brought a clever cardboard mockup of his tilt-down instrument panel for 
~;Iour perusal, and Bill Warwick and I shared a few anecdotes and memories of 

! the early days of the T-18. Everyone in the room was introduced and stood 
~ up and said a few words about their airplane or project and it was all 
-~ thoroughly enjoyed by all present. 

~i 
~'At the dinner we concocted the idea of an early morning giant rat race 

~ formation around the traffic pattern, that woul~ have all 18 T-lfs in trail 
~i formation. We actually should have thought of that one for Saturday after
~,noon, as it didn't work out for Sunday morning, as some of the group that 
C had a long way to go (like AZ & CO, etc) wanted to get an early start 
~ before afternoon thunderstorms popped up in the mountains. Maybe we can 

, do thilt ri Ilq-ilround-the-rosie routine at OSH this year. We will no it for 
sure' at our next reunion t you can bete 
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PAUL SHIFFLETT brought the laminated wood mold for his new metal cowling 
down in the back of his van, with an almost complete metal cowl on it. 
Paul has been the star of our last three re-unions, with the T-18 component, 
he has brought in to each. We also covered this unit on our video. This 
reunion we had three of us shooting video, John Crook, Jim Hidalgo, and 
myself and we are again putting it all together for those of you that were 
not able to be there. They will be available after OSH for cost only. We 
will ldt you know after OSH. One nice thing about home video is that it's 
available immediately for viewing. After the Saturday nite dinner a bunch 
of us went up to Jim Hidalgo's room to look at the tape Jim had taken that 
afternoon. John Crook covered the dinner, but the sound wasn't quite as 
good as it might have been •••• but we're learning. One of the big problems 
I have when shooting outdoors is considerable wind noise that beats on 
the mike. The mike has a foam shield around it, but that's not adequate to 

~ keep out wind noise. Maybe some of you know the answer? 

Speaking of tapes, John. Crook recently made a tape of the entire operation 
~ when he and John Russell painted the outer wing panel of Vern Peppard's 

T-18 and it's an excellent step-by-step procedure and is accompanled wlth 

~ 
thorough explanations of each step. If you are contemplating painting your 
own bird soon this would be a good tape for you. It runs the full length of 

~ ~_t;:~;.d ~~~_~.~L~~_!~~~:c/~e:n/:~~r~S~~ a C;k for $8.50 to cover the 

I We were so pleased that Bill and Millie warwick were able to make the party 
I and were also pleased to see Bill's new paint job, which is light silver 

I, gray, with darker gray highlights. He doesn't have the new tiger painted on 
, the side yet, but expects to by OSH. He now has over 2100 hrs on the 01' 

Tiger and it has been nearly free of any maintenance items. They are now 

~ 

retired in Aguila, AZ, but spend the hot months in Idaho, where Bill is 
the curator of the Henly aerodrome collection. 

;'!:' st,"-lle_U£Wley and his wife were again there from Tucson,AZ. Steve has also 
ID shed about 25-30 Ibs. We again interviewed him on our video, so we won't 

':k! go into great detail on his bird here, except to say it still is really 
~ an outstanding jewel of an airplane, cosmetically and mechanically. 
\) 
~ This was the first T-18 reunion for Walt and Bev Giffin, now living in 
"'4 Pueblo, where walt is department head of a college. Walt's T-18 is a 100% 
~ stock T-18. He replaced the original 135 hp engine with the present 160 one 

and the airplane still looks like new after several hundred hours on it. 

~ Another first timer this year was Paul Kirik's beautiful bird from Moline 
~ .IL, where Paul is Maintenance supervisor for John Deere's fleet of jets.' 
~: Paul will also be flying copilot on one of their jets this fall. His son, 
~ ~teveL is a Lt. in the AF at Vance AFB, learning to fly T-38s. Steve took 
,~ his instrument rating in dad's T-18 before he went in the AF. Paul just 
~" arranged for me to go along on a test flight of a co. G-2 and the capt. ver~ 
\~ graciOUSly took pity on me and let me fly it awhile to kill the worms in 
~- me. I haven't come down yet! Thanks again, Paul. Paul will also be one of 

, the moderators at our T-18 forum at OSH this year. 

~ Also from Illinois way was Ken Rhoads. Ken Has one of the DOERR cowls on 
~ his bird and has yet to paint it. The cowl design was attributed to peter 

,0 Garrison, but a reliable source told me that John Thorp actually did the 
\~ numbers on it. Ken says it cools very well. Ken also has gear extensions 
\ on his bird, but he cautions that they should be beat treated! 
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BILL COX,of Baytown, Tx, was another of those corning for the first time. 
This is Bill's second T-1B and it has a very attractive paint job on it, 
basically yellow, with red striping. Bill has a Lyc. 0-360 engine in it 
that's been de-rated to 165 hp, and he also has a cis prop on it. Bill has 
made several Kerrville fly-ins in past years with his bird. 

Another first timer was Jerry Turner, from Marion, IL, and his bird is 
also a S-lB and still fairly new. He hadn't had a chance to get his upholst
ery in yet, but this gave the troops a chance to discuss insulation with 
him.He also had a very nice multi-colored paint scheme. 

IMy old airplane is now owned by Jim Hidalgo, of Wimberly,TX, and it missed 
our earlier Texhoma re-unions as Jim was getting checked out on the bird. 

~, Jim French was riding shotgun with Hidalgo on this trip, as his T-18 was 
,,~ ali-apartat his horne in Wimberly, getting a new paint job and new interior. 
k He also has added gear extensions in the process. 

~IA regular fixture at all three of our re-unions has been Dave and Pat Eby's 
~ beautiful bird from Wichita Falls, TX. Dave likes to fly right handed on 

\'0 the stick, so set hiscockpT'E up to fly from the right seat. This often 
' __ I gets them double takes as they taxi in someplace new with Pat in the left 

seat. Dave's airplane will soon be joined with an identically painted one 
~I that's now ready to fly by Dave's hangar mate, John Mihail~_. John Kleber 
.~ I was the first to paint his T-18 this way and he sold that airplane to Doug 

_ lb. I Frantz, of OKC. His ~ airplane is also painted that way, so you might 
~Iwell see three or four T-1Bs at OSH with the same pain t scheme. 

,j I Another of our reunion regulars is Dick Amsden, of Mt. Clements, MI and 
~I he.too, has an outstanding paint scheme. He now has around 400 hours on 
~ I it and it still looks like new. 
~ 
~ From Dayton, OH, way again carne Jim Paine, another of our regulars and 
~ his lmmaculate T-18. Jim also has an outstanding yellow and brown paint 

. I scheme of his own design. His neighbor, from Tipp City, OH, Clitf Redden. 
, carne down with Jim in formation in his relatlvely new T-18. It was also 
I~ an outstandingly finished airplane of basic white and deep blue trim. 
~ I PIi-!1s ~ 

i still another there for the first time was Ed Luedke and wife, from sioux 
VI I ctty, S. They, too, were justly proud of their finely crafted T-1B. Their 
,~ ! paint scheme was basic whdlte and multi-color striping, most excellently 
1;-: I done. 
'U ! s: Randle Woolaway, our 77 yr. old elder statesman, and his son were again 
" o'n-'de-cK-wTEFi- filS blue and white T-18 that he flies from his own airport, 

~
~) Timberline Airpark, in Cassville, MO, and his airplane also still looks 
"'I I lke new. 

, 
~I Leroy and Mary Holt didn't have too far to corne, only about 20 miles 

I from'-~"-:3~er,_ OK, where they base their bird. Their son, Gary Holt, 

I 

was the last to arrive from his horne in Tulsa and he had to do some last 
minute buttoning up of the cowl and baffles, where he was doing some 

I major modifying. As usual, he and Leroy's airplane spent more time in the 
I air than they did on the ground. Leroy again let me fly his bird and I 
I really like the way it flies. 
I 

Gary Green had to go all the way up to Enid, OK, to get his T-18, as he 
naa-Fo"go off and leave it there when he got out of the AF and signed on 

with Delta a few days later. 
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~Last on our list of the IS T-ISs at the re-union was Vern Peppard's bird 
,~I from Dallas, flown in by John Crook. John has been flying Vern's airplane 
'..1' - .. ---. I almost continously since the new wing and painting was completed and he 
~iand John Russell got kudos from those present for their paint efforts and 
~lperfect match of colors. 

----'-j . .._._ ............. ~--.- .. - .. --_ .... _ ...... _-_ ... _...... ..- .... - .. --. 

'Unknown to us at the time, Vern was in surgery for a quadruple by-pass at 
the time we were all in Arrowhead. It came about quite suddenly as he was 

'taking his daily walk and started to have chest pains. He was savvy enough 
about these things to get to the doctor pronto and in a matter of an hour 
was on the operating table. It was a success and he is now recuperating 

~in good shape, altho' as expected his enrgy level is still quite low. We 
~all wish him a speedy recovery. A lot of the success of the newsletter is 
~due to his generosity in doing the printing and collating in his plant. His 
~plant is a 55,000 sq. ft. facility that turns out geology maps for the oil 
~, industry world wide. They do our work for a very nominal fee that covers 

just the cost of materials, so we are very indebted to him. I seriously 
~doubt if I could singlehandedly write, publish, collate, fold, address, 
~. stamp, and mail the NL like I once did. My good wife has taken a lot off 
~ my back by taking care of the NL member list, dues, etc. 

SOME MORE GOOD NEWS: •••• JOHN WALTON is back in Houston after a several 
~month ordeal in the hospital in Boston and is showing every indication 

~~that the treatment was a success. He is gaining strength by the day, but 
~~he has to admit he won't be up to the OSH trip this year, but don't count 
~~him out for the Kerrville bash in Sept. just yet and this is the best news 
) ... j 0 f the year for all of us. 

HARLO McKINTY FLIES! .... After ten long years Harlo's T-18 got daylight 
under s wheels the first of July. Gary Green was planning to come up to 
Lincoln and test fly it for Harlo on the 1st, but being a brand new pilot 

~for Delta all but wipes out days off options for new hires. Steve ..•.. , 
~who was doing the annual on Harlo's airplane offered to fly it and he did 
\~,a fine job, Harlo said. It behaved like a winner in every respect and now 
~has severa~ hours on it with no problems. Harlo ~ill soon do a com~lete 
~report on It for a future NL. No, he won't have It at OSH, as he wlil have 
~a Temperfoam booth again and he can't bring the airplane and booth stock, 
<Z):too. It hasn't been painted yet either, so we'll be looking for it later 

-.::J'this year. C;ongrats,. H"rlo, from all of us. Just one negative note,tho, 
~Harlo. Do you realize that you've gone and worked yourself completely out 
~of your hobby? Now what? 

...... __ .. _-- ----
!Plans of MICE AND MEN DEPT: We've all said that the most dangerous part of 
'this flying business was the drive to and from the airport, right? Well, 
i fake·-{F-fromme ... BELIEVE IT! Jim French had just flown -l1is newly re-paintec 
and refurbished T-18 a few days before June 29, so decided to make a cross 

'country up to MO from his wimberly,TX, home, making a stop at McKinney (TX) 
to let me see it and fly it. As I was driving merrily along to meet him 
and going along a brand new 2 lane street in the outskirts of Plano I 
started up a small hill and to my horror saw TWO cars abreast coming at me 
at considerable speed. I had about two seconds to deal with it and I startE 
to take to the ditch on the right, but just as I started to turn this hot 
dog turned right in front of me. I caught the last few feet of his truck 
that stopped me in less than two feet and spun him around out into the 
field. I pulled an estimated 35 Gs against my belt, but it held and I didn't 
break any bones or get cut, but I got a massive bruise inside my chest . 
I have spent a week of agony with the worst pain I've ever had and have 

been living on pain pills and shots, but am finally some better. 
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Because my accident has cost me about ten or twelve days that I couldn't 
work on the NL and time is getting VERY short until OSH time. I am having 
to cut the NL shorter than usual. but I will save the material I have on 
hand until later in the year. 

As we said in the last NL our Eost-OSH issue will be a big 'un. as it 
will be our 25th anniversary issue. We will be doing a personal profile 
on eac;:J:Land eV~£y"_T-IB owner that is present at OSH this year. We are 
going to have some cream puff T-IBs there. yes. but what we really want 
to accomplish in this. our 25th Silver Anniversary year is to have as 
~any T-IBs there as ossible ••••• NO MATTER WHAT THEY LOOK LIKE! If your 
T-IB is in need of new paint or upho s ery, w at e ec. rlng it anyway! 
Almost everyone of you at one time or another have said you would like 
to convey your appreciation to JOHN~HORP for designing the best airplane 
in the hpmebuilder's world ••... well, now is your chance to put your T-18 
where your mouth is. It would be a tremendous tribute to John to have 50 

" T-IBs at OSH in 'BB, so please you guys .•• ELIMINATE THE NEGATIVE AND ACCENT 
~9' TH~ __ l?OSITIVE ••• John can't be there. because of his health problem. but his 

personal T-IB will be there, as he has given permission for Marc Bourget 
to bring it there. There will be T-lBs from california, washington, Oregon. 

~I Florida, Texas, Lousiana,-Illinois, Missouri. Arkansas, Colorado, Arizona, 
~Ohio, Connecticut, Massachusets, Michigan. Iowa, Minnesota. Nebraska,Georgia 
',colorado, Tennessee, Virginia, Oklahoma. South Dakota. North Dakota. North 
~~carolina.Kentucky. Pennsylvania. New York, New Jersey.and also from Canada. 
I ; There is a 50-50 chance that Ben Cupp will be there with his Javelin T-lB 

: if he can get his test time flown off by then. Anyway guys. you get the 
in: idea .•.• ~e. This is an event that will go down in sport aviation 
~history. but only if each one of you T-lB owners do your part and don't 
"fpull back into a shell. ••.•. Let1s lay it on the line. When~decided to 
~.:build an airplane you joined BAA and asked for all the help you could get 
\~i and ,MANY people generously GAVE of themselves. helplng YOU In many ways. ' 

ieIther directory or indirectly. You well know that~would never have made 
~ it without their help. you would never have made that d~ real ALL BY 

~~YOURSELF •••• none of us could •.•• so-now it's time to square our account! 
, ,The T-lB group is a brotherhood actually •.• and a speCla one a a. We 

iwere the first to organize and publish a newsletter and we have left a trail 
!of a lot of other firsts since then. It would be a disgrace if only a 

~handful of T-lBs showed up at OSH. The T-lB has so much to be proud of. so 
,D]let's not put a smear on that record. whether you built your bird or bought 
'lJ it. If you are one of those that has to sell your bird for some important 

ireason. don't forget that you'll never have a better chance to sell it at 
'-,j:a good price. If you are not sure of housing when you get there. don't let 
:'\ti that stop you. We've got a commitee working on that. too. and if nothing 
~else, throw a sleeping bag in the bird and we'll find you someplace to bed 
~down. 

~:we need some volunteers to do photography. get EACH new arrival registered 
,with US immediately, check on housing. transportation. and a half dozen 
other details. so please check in with our T-lB desk on the field. We need 
someone to bring a folding table and chair or two in. like in past years. 

,If everyone will take on a little job it will be no burden on anyone and 
we'll all enjoy it and take home a great memory. Bring your camera or 
camcorder and we'll have NL #71 that will be a treasure ..• and we'll have 
some TV tapes of it .too. 

What else can I say. amigos? All l have been trying to do is talk to you 
about having one of the greatest times of your life, maybe reminding you 

that like everything worthwhile, YQ!J ~t out of it what you put in.! N .. 

~ So UONT ~ AiJ o/.-D GlicK /ifiJ ~ #lUI> ~ 
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Since writing the copy on page B I've had a little setback of a couple of 
days, when my pain got worse for some unknown reason and I had to back 
off. I'm still pretty tender but am up and around again today, so I hope 
Ito get the NL over to the print plant early tomorrow. 

I haven't used pictures of all the T-lBs at Arrowhead in this issue, as I 
had done a story on the reunion for Sport Aviation and sent them my other 
set of prints and also the negs. Anyway, the ones I left out are ones you 
have previously seen anyway. All of you that have ordered TV tapes will 
see them all much better in it .•• and in color, too. 
t--- .. ~.------.. -~.------. 

POPEJOY (Omaha) called today to tell me more on his V-6 T-lB, which 
will fly late this fall. We will do a complete story on itm at that 

~ time, but to sum up it looks very good. He told me that he figures the 
~ complete engine and redux system will cost him about $2600 ••• and he said 
,~ that is LESS than the cost of overhauling a carb for a Lyc. 0-360!I asked 
'1 John to be at the T lB Forum at OSH, so we'll let hlm flII ln more details. 
\X He has been down to see llSD.....9d£E' s project and gives it high marks. He 

also told me that_MON~OE MAXFIELD, Of Glendale, AZ, has a V-6 T-lB that's 
~ well along. BEN CUPP has sent me black and white pix of his bird, that 
~are supposed to be here tomorrow, so I am going to do a full foto page in 
) the NL when they get here. 

X-lBs FOR SALE: OATS TOKLE, 34B3 Skyline Blve, Reno, NV, B9509 has decided 
to sell his beautifull T-IB, one of the best T-IBs ever built. It has an 

'10-360, cis prop, is full IFR, and is loaded with avionicx and is in the 
!20k range ..• and worth every penny of it .••..• JIM HIDALGO's wife, Marty, 

.~ ! says the ir T-IB is too small, so he reluctantly is putting it on the 
\l/block ( for $15,500). He has a new Loran and other extras that he will 
~Isell separately for his cost. For details call him at 512/ B47-388l nites 
'[) or 2llL'B<j,L":-_557l days. (That's Wimberly, TX, near Austin). In case you want 

I a ~.in~'p_liice. T-lB with retractable gear The airplane is owned now by the ""I Swift Association, Athens, TENN. Contact Chas. Nelson, for details (his no., 
(2 615/745-9547). The a/c was slightly danaged in a gear up landing' it will 

: take over 10k to buy it, as they already have a l~ offer on it • 
. --.----.. I---.~--------.. ---.. ·----·----

i.YLA.'I'9fLTHOSE SEATS! JIM FRENCH called to tell how close he came to getting 
iit on a landing in Houston Saturday. When he pulled all power off the a/c 
ipitched nose down sharply and full aft stick didn't correct it, nor did 

~. ! the electric trim. He gave a blast of power at the last second that raised 
'~ifue nose slightly, but he hit hard and bounced high. More bounces and it 
~ finally stopped, but he said it gave his long gear and extensions the acid 
'. I test, but all came out ok. The culprit was his seat .. _had slipped out of its 
\'::::\ J;:.s:.sL.t.£El.,ini.'2'l.._.aDgl-"'-i"X19_ slipped forward enough to prevent normal full aft 
~! !2.!:.!.£k .. ItlQvement. It's those".little" things that will kill you, things you 
,~wouldn' t give a second thought. Jim had flown over to visit ,mhn waJ ton, 
·lll who he said is looking good, altho'still very weak. 

t -- --- _ .. _. ~ -----~- ----- --. --,,- ---- ----~--.-.. ,----.. --~---"'--'-----
r STANDARD DISCLAIMER:As always, we advise our readers that in all past, 
present, and future newsletters of the T-18/S-lB Builders and Owners Assoc
,c~ion (formerly known as T-lB Mutual Aid Society) that we would make you 

~aware these newsletters and/or video tapes we issue are ONLY presented as 
~ a clearing house for ideas, opinions, and personal experiences of both our 
,~ members and non-members in both building or flying the T"lB, S-lB, or any 
d deriviatives of each and anyone using these ideas , opinions, or experi
S ences do so at their own discretion and risk and no liability is implied 

t;.:, or assumed .. 
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~ell let's see, I'm about four or five conversations behind with 
you. So I'm going to try to catch up all at once in this letter. 

:Video Report 

'In the wonderful world of amateur video film making we (the camera, 
!my secretary, and myself) have made a great many improvements as we 
'figured out what we are doing and how we were messin' up. First 
:from this time forward we will shoot original tapes on only the 
,extra high quality tape stock. Secondly, we will construct the 
masters on only extra high quality tape. Thirdly, we will only 
reproduce ten copies from each master. Number four, we will 
:continue to buy only the better quality Name Brand Tapes for 
:distribution. In order to do so at this time, we have to wait on 
!the sales at the local wholesale houses but the results will be a 
~uality tape for viewing with no surprises and bad pictures other 
ithan those taken by yourself and myself. These steps should give 
leverybody better viewing. 
! 
! 
,John Russell and myself have just finished a two hour tape on 
!painting a wing panel for a T-18,. This tape includes every step 
Ithat we went through and will illustrate some of the classic 
itechniques as well as mistakes. We'll probably put this on the back 
jof the May '88 Arrowhead Fly-in Tape, if we have room. 
! 

i 'I -Al erons • 
~ .. 
i 
lIn October of '87 I measured the aileron throw on at least ten 
jdifferent T-18s at Texoma during the Fly-in. Drawing 560L shows 
lthat the throw as measured from the trailing edge should be 6.00" up 
I(meaning aileron trailing edge above wing trailing edge) and 1.75" 
Idown. The average I found at Texoma was 4.28" up and 1.68" down 
'with a couple of cases in which the left and right ailerons had 
:different up and down measurements of more than one inch on the same 
~plane. Dick, please note that even with the planes that had throws 
that measured different from left to right there were no cases of 
substandard or detrimental performance. It should also be noted 
tl'iat some of the builders used the old method of (TLAR), "that looks 
about right; for determining the throw settings. Just for the 
record the min and max throws were max up 4.9", min up 3.3", max 
down 2.0", and min down 1.1". In all cases for example the max up 
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T 
I 
[say 4.9" was always coupled with a max down of 2.0". So big throws 
lup were coupled wlth big throws down and small throws up were were 
IcouPled with small throws down. In all cases, the full throw no 
,matter how small}would only be used in strong cross-wind landings~ 

! '6 ... ( t .. p 

,----------------------------
(Ed. note: After John Crook finished repainting the aileron and was re
installing it he noticed that it fell down without the push rod connected. 
lhinking they had put on too much paint and destroyed the balance and 
ight be setting it up for flutter he checked the other aileron. Same same. 
nother T-18 was the same. Now came the question. "To what extent should we 

balance the aileron--SO%, 90%, or 100%? I remembered Thorp once told me 
k thatyo-u- shoulcl--'lQt -SaTancetolOO% or it might go divergent and he said 
~ as a general rule that SO% was a good ball park figure. To be sure, I gave 
~ John a call. He said,"Don't worry about it! probably there would be no 
~ problem if there were NO weights on them at all, except for allerons being 
.~ y~r-y=sti_ti to move at cruise". To sum up, just use the standard weJ.ght 
'. called for in the plans and don't worry how much paint(or lack of paint) 

you have on it .••. and it's perfectly normal for the ailerons to fall down 
~ when push rods are disconnected. John's health hasn't significantly gotten 
.~ better, but apparently it's not much worse,either. He has good days and 
-~ bad ones, as most of us old folks do. He does appreciate the calls and 

letters from you guys, as he misses the Good Old Days of building T-lSs 
~ by the "clan" in his Burbank shop .•. and that frustrates him, naturally. 
\Q I hope to visit with him again one of these days soon, I hope~ 

'-- " --

, ~:',.;?tA!['/AJ~_!o,Lf'4" UC'O~S· LCT/€;2.: 
The above is the good news, the bad news is that I found only two 
cases where the control input to the ailerons was stopped at the 
adjustable stops on the control stick down near the walking beam 
mount. All the other planes were "stopped" by a number of 
clifferente methods. Six were stopped when the mass balance weights 
on the end of the aileron hit the inside top of the fiberglass wing 
ti b " One was stopped when the push/pull rod hit the auto-pilot that 
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had been installed and coupled to the control stick. The point here 
is that the stops on the control stick stop the movement of the 
control inputs without loading the system detrimentally. If the 
ailerons are "stopped" by the mass balance weight striking the 
inside top of the fiberglass wing tips, then a pilot could be 
bending the aileron push/pull rods. An example would be holding a 
cola-arTnK-sEi:-aw by one end and pushing on the other end. If enough 
force is applied the straw will bend and/or kink in the middle. 
After repeated applications the straw will fatigue crack and fail. 
So to the moral of the story, I know of a number of older T-18s 
that, if this type of situation has been occurring for a number of 
years, then they are to say the least strained. Dick we need to 
,tell everybody to make sure they are "stopping at the right place". 

Old Tailwheels : 

Thanks for all the help you gave us in putting all the pieces back 
together in the wing panel. The plane is now flying again and the 
paint video mentioned above may help some other T-18ers. As a 

I 
review of all the things one could do to not repeat the accident, 
There are two majors things that should be passed along. Even if 

Iyou used compression type tailwheel springs, all springs, connectors 
letc are subject to wear and tear. Dick, as a Special Note tell 

I 
everyone. not to even think about using tension type springs on their 
tail wheels. The reason is, when they break or stretch - there goes 

,[your tailwheel steering. With a compression type, if the spring 
preak~, the clips (the long pieces that fit inside the springs) 

, 

inside the spring will continue to allow you to steer the tailwheel. 
Regardless, it would pay all T-18ers to, at least at annual time, 
raise the tail up on blocks. This to relieve all the pressure on 
the tailwheel components and inspect the fire out of the entire 
assembly. 

s rin 
T-18s are 
particular 

part of the accident investigation that 
s were all well worn and one had failed. 
getting up in age. These clips had 

plane for 12 years. 

the compression 
Note again some 

been on this 

TENSION SPRINGS ( FAR LEFT AND FAR RIGHT) 

THIS TYPE OF SPRING IS A NO~ 

I cCOMPRESSION SPRINGS SHOWN ATTACHED TO TAIL WHEEL STEERING ARM 

I 
IThe tailwheel tire (a solid soft General tire) had left the wheel at 
Isome during the ground loop. I found out why when the new tailwheel 
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Ire-installation was attempted. When the two halves of the wheel 
were bolted together they put absolutely JCQ. pressure on the ti re. 
The tire that was on the plane was a big soft solid General rubber 
tire. Inside that tire there are normally four rubber knobs that 
fit into slots in the Scott wheel halves. &11 of the knobs were 
gone, worn smooth. In fact the entire,dnside of the tire was worn 
smooth and could be spun freely with the wheel assembled (the two 
halves bolted together). This is the point where a good inspection 
of the tail wheel with the tail blocked up could have saved some big 
bucks. When the spring let go. The tire soon followed. Or it 
could have been the other way first. 

(g-> 
o 

, . 
\ . 

o -, -. 

I installed a new solid hard rubber Goodyear tire with 11 knobs and 
new springs and clips. Note to assemble the wheel the tire is 
sandwiched between the wheel halves and it takes no less than a 6 
inch viSe to compress the whole thing together. That's a tight fit 
and it should be. Again/Dick; tell all the T-18 drivers that a good 
heart-to- heart with your tailwheel group at least once a year may 
save them a $1,000 or 2. 

Dave Blanton's Ford 302 V6 : 

I have fallen in love with the Dave Blanton Ford 302 V6 conversion 
and intend to install it in my new T-18. Have you or any of the 
T-18ers heard anything about motor mounts, cowlings, raditors, etc. 
If you have any info plez to put same in the Newsletter. I'll have 
the new T-18 ready for the engine in 18 months. 

Thanks 

Dick, thanks for all the work with the newsletter etc. J'll see you 
at Arrowhead in May. 

Respectfully submitted as always your humble servant. 

Very T/S/CW/X-IBly, 

~~~ 
J Cunni k Crook ATP/CFI I/DGP 

etc/etc/etc 
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As the old saying goes, "Better late than never". The past three and a 
half months have been what might be a masterpiece of understatement, a 
"Learning Experience", so to speak. In other words, it has been hectic. 
I know it's hard for many of you to believe, but here it is the middle 
of November and I'm just now finding time to get the newsletter out. I 
came home from OSH '88 completely exhausted and spent one solid week just 
resting and sleeping. I probably shouldn't have tried to make OSH this 
year and stayed home and recuperated from the auto accident and as usual 
I guess I push myself too hard at OSH. I had planned to spend a lot of my 
time on the T-18 flight line, since it was the Silver Anniversary year for 
the T-18, but we had so many new and interesting airplanes show up this 
year that the editorial staff was pushed to the limit to get them all 
covered and photographed before they left for home. Almost 3/4 of them 
stay no longer than Tuesday and getting interviews or pictures on Sat. or 
Sun. is a zoo with such a mob scene going on. I_ had almost caught up by 
noon Tues. and hoped to spend the entire afternoon and evening getting 
interviews and pix on the T-18 line. but it wasn't to be, as I got a last 
minute "must" assignment to cover the scale Warbirds, in particular the 
Honda Prelude engine installation in a scale P-Sl that Rex Taylo-r (Hapi 
Engines) had done. Incidentally this engine might conceivably find its 
way in some T-18s, as it may put out as much as 125-130 hp. 

Anyway, I did get loose long enough to go down to the flight line -anq 
watch our much modified fly-by and finally to get over to Butch's Anchor 
Inn in time for our annual dinner with my tongue hanging out. Incidentally, 
we had 216 attendees at our dinner this year, an all time high.It was 
again ably emceed by Lee Skillman. 

The sad part about OSH this year was that just a few days before opening 
day we lost our dearest friend, JOHN WALTON. Just when things looked the 
frost hopeful that he had whipped--the dreaded cancer it was a suden bout 
with pneumonia that did him in. John had been thru sheer hell with weeks 
and weeks of hospital treatment in Boston, where it was a constant round 
of chemotherapy and radiation treatment that made him horribly sick. Not 
only does the treatment kill the cancer cells, but it also destroys the 
body's ability to fight off almost any kind of infection. When he got the 
pneumonia~even antibiotics didn't turn it around. John never gave up, tho'. 
He displayed an inordinate amount of both courage and cheerfulness right 
up to the end and his goal was to get his T-18 back into the air again and 
bring it to OSH again, even tho' he probably couldn't legally fly it him
self. Oshkosh was always the high point of his life in his later years. 
John was the one who started the annual T-18 dinner and always made all 
the arrangements, including the speaker, program, etc, getting the ball 
rolling months in advance. 

John and I were as close as family to each other •.. maybe closer than 
some family members are. Some of my fondest memories were our trips to 
and from OSH in our T-18s. where he always flew in trail with me. There 
were times when the weather just got too lousy and we had to hang it on 
the hook for the nite. I remember one trip back from OSH when we only got 
as far as Janesville, WI, on a Friday and we had to RON there until Sunday 
morning before it was good enough to go. He always had his youngest son, 
Lee,with him and loved the T-18 as much as John7and who became a walking 
encyclopedia on airplanes as a result of his complete devotion to his 
father and his hobby. It's always with the greatest fondness that t recall 
the many pleasant hours we got to spend together and altho' I've met a 
lot of fine people in the T-18 group I can truthfully say that John was 
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JOHN WALTON, cont'd 
one of the finest people in every way that I have ever known .. a ttue 
Prince of a man, one who did everything he undertook in the RIGHT way, 
whether it was building something on his airplane or taking care of his 
family and home. It was the same with his business life, too.His big grin, 
his generousity, his willingness to give of himself unstintingly,his loyaltl 
and unfailing kindness to, all, were his hallmark. As you may remember, 
John was a true craftsman in every respect and a few years back he got 
the recognition he so richly deserved when ne was selected as the outstand
ing T-18 representative at the Wright Brothers Annual Awards at Dayton 
and that was indeed a signal honor. John took his son, Lee, with him to 
Dayton, as he did to Oshkosh, and I know how proud of his father he was. 

Actually, I don't know of anyone that ever got to know John (even casually) 
~ that didn't think he was a super person in every way. That's a pretty fine 
'~ recommendation for anyone to have, I'd say. 

It seems so totally inadequate to say that all of us will really miss John, 
but mere words fall so far short of expressing our deepest inner feelings. 
He made our corner of the world a much better place. Our deepest sympathies 
and condolences go out to Barbara, his warm and lovable wife, and his sons. 

Since I wrote the above two months gave gone by. I'm sure most of you 
wo'uld fincfTE Tlari:rto~5elTeve'~thatI-'coUldn' t spare a week during that 
time to write and get the newsletter out, but first of all I've had to 
put my writing duties with EAA first and for six months after Oshkosh is 
the busiest time of our year, as we report on all of our interviews, award 
winners, etc. As you know, we publish ~.~i'lgi'l~,i,nes_!',§.cAl1l0nth and each 
month I have a deadline to get all my articles in by the 15th and each monte 
I just barely make it by the skin of my teeth. I often have to get up at 
4 am to get in some work. To make this long story short, this almost 73 
yr. old codger has been under too much stress for the past three years 
and my tread is wearing mighty slick. Common sense says I've got to make 
some changes. Instead of pulling 9Gs all the time, I've got to back it 
off to a couple. Trying to play catch up all the time keeps one"s adrenalin 
going full tilt all the time, and that's no good for someone whose health 
is no better than mine. My wife's health is even worse and with her ongoing 
heart problems (and age) it puts an additional load on me for prosaic 
household things that can be time consuming. 

We are going to take a long vacation this spring, driving first to So. Cal, 
and then visiting Honolulu again, then driving up the West Coast to SEA 
and on up to Victoria and Vancouver, then across B.C. to Calgary, down to 
Idaho, SLC, and to visit our son in Aspen and then home, taking time to 
smell the roses on the way, as they say.When that's allover I will then 
make a decision on how long and at what pace I will continue writing for 
EAA and also the ~inal disposition of the T-18 Newsletter. I'll do my very 
best to get four issues out this year, time and health permGtting, but 

~" after that it may be that I'll have to hand it over to someone else: If 
,<, anyoCyou"have-at1ytlioughts o-ilTne matter-Irclappre~ciate yourU'sT,aring 

them with me. I would like .,:{Ql1 (someone that might have the time or the 
inclination to take over writing the newsletter •.. or at least part of it) 
to be thinking about it. We have enough in the kitty right now to make 

\ J 

'-l it thru theyear and possibly thru part of the next year and I'll turn 
whatever balance we have over to a successor at that time and also advise 
him on the mechanics of the publishing and writing if he so desires. 
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~. JIM HIDALGO, of Wimberly, TX, who bought my T-1B a little oller a year 
~' ago)called me recently to Ilolunteer his help on the NL. Jim has a large 
~ mail order business in custom-type sun glasses and he has a sophisticated 
IlL: computer set up that he uses to print up his catalogues. (I'm sure you 

() -~ halle seen his ad each month in Sport Alliation). Jim has offered to type 
0\ ~ up any hand written letters on his computer, which will salle me a whole 
t'f) ~ lot of time. I halle neller learned to touch type and you can imagine how 
~ '~ long it takes me to type ellen a single page using the two finger hunt-and
~ ~ peck system and I'lle neller had time to stop and take a typing course. I 
~ ~ write all my copy in long hand and send it to OSH, where one of the girls 

...... in the steno pool types it up. Jim's doing this will be a big help to me; 
~' ~ if I don't halle to take the time to type the handwritten letters sent to 

~~me. 

~ ~: We still halle the ongoing problem of only a trickle of input material 
Ifj f=, trom you guys: This is in spite of the fact that I plead, cajole, beg, etc, 
~ "in ellery issue I write. I always get a lot of mail that says, "Here's 
~ X my dues for the year, "followed by, "You are dopg a great job on the NL. 
Q ~ Keep up the good work". Or I get a lot that say;"'The Newsletter has been 
"'t inllaluable. I don't think I could halle built the T-1B without the NLs!" 
f~~~ Most of the time that's the last I hear from them. I appreciate the kudos, 

~Vl but I'd appreciate them ellen more if the builder would just sit down and 

~
'() \.\] write-'an account of hls bUlldlng or flYlng the airplane ••.. 01' ellen some 
~ rittle part of it. I well appreciate the allerage guy just simply doesn't 
~ know what to write and also perhaps He is afraid if he writes anything 

~.~ that he'll make a mistake and the others will think he's a Klutz or 
'::t: ~ something. Just plain shy, I'd guess you'd say. I'lle gotten letters that 

I'lle had to make some corrections on spelling or grammer, but that's no 
~ big deal. A lot of the smartest people in the world halle trouble with 
~ 'speling'or grammer, so don't let a little thing like that stop you. 

ANOTHER NEW T-1B FLIES! JOHN MIHAILA, of Wichita Falls, TX, is passing 
orrF"cTgars since his new T-18' s first flite the first weekend in Jan. '89. 
His buddy and fellow builder, DAVE EBY, called me the ellening of the 1st 
flite day to gille the good news. Daile flew it for him, since John still 
has to go get a new medical, and he said it flew perfectly. Daile said he 
had star,ted initial takeoffs with it on two prellious occasions, but he 
aborted both times when he got a strong odor of gas in the cockpit at 
about 40 mph. After the 2nd time John went thru all the agony of taking 
his instrument panel out and dropping the tank and hailing it leak checked 

~ (again). The tank was perfect, so on the 1st flite day Daile AGAIN had to 
~ abort. The light came on when both of them realized that the tank had a 
It I~ ~TED CAP (with a hole in~!). The acceleration made it squirt a good 

sized stream out of the 17Bth" hole. John then went back and welded the 
... Y'l: hole shut and that was the end of problems. The airplane flew great, trimmed 
~ out perfectly, with no squawks of any kind. It has a Lyc. 0-360 in it and 
~, is loaded with $4000 worth of allionics in it. His paint scheme is identical 
"'I;" to Daile's, which most of you halle seen at OSH .. and was also a wright Bros. 
~ 'attendee a couple of years ago.There's an interesting story behind these 
~ two airplanes, that began 11 years ago, and Daile promises to send in a 

full account "soon". This is the third T-18 in Wichita Falls, making it 
~' halle about the most T-18s per capita of any city Oller 100,000 in the U.S 
~. I'd guess. 'Course Jim Hidalgo and Jirn_E.J:',ench lille in Wimberly, TX, and, 

) two T-18s in a city of maybe 2 or 3 thousand probably gilles them the prlze 
for the most per capita ..•. or do any of you know of others that might 

challenge? 
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Dear Dick; 

5 March, 1988 
Tom Kerns, N10TK 
7033 Autumn Terrace 
Eden Praire MN 55346 
(612) 934-6833 

In N.L. 67 you posed some specific questions as a poll to us T-18 builders. Following are some 
of the lessons learned in building and flying my T-18. 

"Tuck" with flaps My T-18 exhibited disturbing flight characteristics matching those described 
by T-18 builders who have a problem with uncontrolled pitch-over with full flap and forward 
C.G.. While my airplane did not actually depart controlled flight, it displayed the symptoms of 
pending stabilator stall. In newsletter #59 I described small "floors" in my wing root fairings 
which eliminated all undesirable symptoms after installation. At least two other T-18's have 
h.ad success with the modification; however, Ibis should not be taken as a sure fix, be carefull ! 
My T -18 does DQl use the original full flap travel. My flaps have always been limited to 30 
degrees deflection. Beware that stabilator stall symptoms may become worse at lJ.igher approach 
speeds with full flap and forward C.G. (solo with full fuel). The full flap extended speed range 
Sfiould be investigated at a salealtitude-with most forWard C.G. (be sure to check slips with 
flaps). 

Brake lines As I wrote in an earlier newsletter, my T-18 uses plastic brake lines of the sort 
used in the Vari-eze and Glassair designs. This stuff is light, cheap, and easy to install. I have 
now developed a leakage problem with the plastic lines where they join to the calipers. I 
modified my wheel pants to provide less than 1/4" gap between the pants and the tires for drag 
reduction. The resulting poor brake cooling pushed brake temperatures up to the point where 
the plastic brake line suffers from creep, and I get a persistant weeping of brake fluid where the 
line seals to its metal fitting at the caliper. Tightening the fittings will·stop the leakage untill 
the next landing in which I use any more than very light braking. I instrumented the brake line 
fitting althe caliper and measured a peak temperature of 240 degrees F. 

The plastic lines seem to do well in a well cooled installation, but if you plan to use tight wheel 
pants, I strongly recommend a short length of standard aircraft flex line at the lower end of the 
gear legs to take the heat. The nylon lines seem to work well in the (cool) cockpit. Remember 
to insert a 3/8" length of brass tubing inside the plastic lines before installing the brass 
compression fittings. ThE) internal brass tube (available in model airplane hobby shops) will be 
squeezed by the compression nut action and will not subsequently creep with temperature. This 
should help maintain joint integrity at moderate temperatures. 

Tail wheels Eddie Eiland is building a beautiful T-18 in Red Oak Texas. One change he made 
was to taper the .steElI tailwheel springs from the clamping beam forward. The weight savings is 
considerable without too much softening of the spring. I intend to modify mine on the next 
annual. 

Flight rigging Because of the probiems I have seen 
in other T -18's with building a prelectly.straight wing, 
I built £!djustable cams in the rear wing spar junction between 
the inner and outer wing panels (non-folding wing). The cams allow me to adjust the incidence 
of the outer wing panels as required for trim. Experimenting with the rigging has provided 
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some surprises. My original trim would fly hands off with pilot and passenger on board, and the 
airplane would stall straight ahead. When I flew solo, the T-18 required considerable right 
stick pressure to fly wings level (no roll trim), and would stall straight ahead. I tried 
comprimising by washing out the right outer wing panel, raising its trailing edge about 0.050" 
with the cam. The revised trim resulted in near hands off trim when flying solo, heavy left 
stick pressure when flying dual, and a break to the rigb1 when stalled. My model airplane days 
tell me that washing out the right wing should !We. right wing drop in a stall, not QaUS.e ill 
Apparently, reducing the incidence of the outer panel forces the inner panel to carry a greater 
share of the load, and the stall occurs earlier on that inboard wing panel. Bob Dials first T-18 
N5BD showed similar symptoms. If you are having trouble trimming a T-18, you may be a 
victim of this apparent "backward" response in stall behavior. 

Cockpit controllable roll trim is essential in the T-18 due to the significant roll trim change 
with and without passengers. My airplane has electric flaps, which eliminated John Thorps 
standard roll trim mechanism. I have since installed a light weight jackscrew and trim tab on 
the left aileron with a model airplane servo motor for power to provide roll trim. 

Carburetor matching For the first 170 hours I flew my T-18, I had trouble with a rough 
engine. The problem was that my engine/carburetor combination which had flown smoothly in a 
Piper Tri-Pacer for many years was D.Q.! suited to the T-18. My engine would run smooth 
anywhere except between 72% and 80% power. The problem was a too lean mixture caused by 
differences in the carburetor air intake systems. 

The Tri-Pacer provided relatively low ram air pressure to the carburetor inlet due to low flight 
speeds and an exceptionally inefficient air filter and air box system. My T -18 has a modified 
Thorp banjo box induction system which provides considerably more ram air pressure to the 
carburetor inlet. With increased air pressure at the carburetor inlet, the carburetor throttle 
valve is in a more closed poSition for any given engine power output when compared to the 
original Tri-Pacer installation. Fuel/air ratio in the carburetor is governed prirnarily by 
throttle valve position and was factory set to give the Tri-Pacer a schedule as shown in the 
figure. 

RICH 

LEAN 
IDLE MAX OPEI--..j 

The carburetor was set up to work in the Tri-Pacer, but would not work properly in the T-18 
because rnore carburetor airflow (and power) was achieved for any given throttle valve position 
(fuel/air ratio). The T-18 installation was running too lean at 72 % to 80% power. I fixed 
the problem by drilling out my power jet (main jet) orfice from its original 0.0935 inches to 
0.0980 inches. Engine operation has been flawless since enlarging the power jet orfice. 

My engine is an 0-290-D2 with an MA3-SPA carburetor. My hangar mates Glassair with an 
0-320 and MA-4 carburetor experienced an identical problem and cure. Walt Gittens T -18 
N78WG had the same symptoms with its 0-290-D2, but Walt re-engined with an 0-320 before 
it occured to any of us to enlarge the rnain jet. 
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If your T-18 provides substantially better intake air than the airplane for which your 
carburetor was buill, you may also require a richer power jet. The symptom of a lean power 
jet is an occaisional engine stumble felt in the rudder pedals (not heard) at moderate power 
settings. The engine will probably smooth out at higher power settings where the fuellair 
mixture goes rich for lull throttle engine cooling. Some leaning will be possible at lower power 
settings. but any leaning in the rough power range will make matters worse. It may take a 

I couple of minutes lor the symptoms to develop when moderate power is first applied because of 
the time lag as the lean engine heats up. Walt Giffen noticed a correlation between OAT and 
roughness in his airplane. 

Fuel contamination When I had my fuallank welded up, the fuel inlel fitting was inadvertantly 
positioned so that it sticks up 1/8" above the lank bottom. This created a condition where 1/B" 
of water or other contaminant could pool in the bottom of the tank without entering the fuel 
Iines-untill disturbed by flight motion. I fixed this by adding a tank sump and drain. I 
purchased a weldable 1/8" pipe thread flange from Wag Aero, machined a recess in the flange to 
provide a small sump, and welded it to the bottom of my tank. A 1/B" pipe thread quick drain 
with an overboard drain hose allows pre-flight draining of the sump (I also have a conventional 
firewall mounted gascolator to drain). Any contaminant sloshing in the bottom of my tank drops 
into the sump rather than remaining trapped or entering the fuel lines. Check your own tank 
outlet geometry to see if you have a potential problem. 

Temperfoam seat cushions Temperfoam is great sluff. It is energy absorbant (may help in a 
'. ~.' I crash) and exceptionally comfortable. The only drawback I have found (other than cost) is that 
\,-, I' Temperfoam is temperature sensitive. When flying in New Mexico in the summer time, the 
~ seats are soft, like I would imagine sitting on a bag of jello. The seats are firm and comfortable 

at "normal" temperatures, and rock hard in a Minnesota winter. The result is that my seating 
'.' I height changes with temperature, yielding minimal claarance between my head and the canopy in 

"I " wintertime. The seats start out rock hard in winter but within 30 minutes body heat softens the 
<:.., I cushion surface to drop me down 1/2" in height and the seat becomes comfortable. If you plan 

use Temperfoam in cold climates, allow for sufficient headroom when the cushions have the 
elasticity of concretel On the seat backs, I used 1" of medium temperfoam and am delighted with L / 1 ". 
it. The l' on a contoured seat is aillhat is needed for a very comfortable fit. I :~/ "\'l 

:< . , 
Wingtips for sale Chuck Larsen of EAA HQ (414) 426-4BOO has a pair of T-1B wing tips for ~ ~ \ .' ,'I 
sale or swap for an ELT. says they are a well made set of "droop" tips. //(t'{' "i" ~<.~ / 

(~\ '5J~ JP I 
I
I Fuel feed problems I detailed my gravity feed fuel system and problems encountered in a "", I 

previous newsletter. if I have good ram air to the fuel tank vent, the fuel flow is \'_'/"\ ,(1 : 
I entrielyadequate. III have only static air pressure to the tank, fuel flow is inadequate and my I 

I

I engine will quit at higher airspeeds when ram air pressure 10 the carb air intake (and carb float 
chamber) rises to the necessary level. 

---il- ,~- -------~-'" ---

I 
TOM, that was a ...su~r letter in every way. I especially hope it w~.ll 
serve as a guide for other members. I well know that every single T-18 

I flying has had some little problems come up during the building or 
I after it has flown. If you're one of those guys that says, "I'd be 
willing to write a piece for the NL, but I don't know what to write 
about ... and it seems like everything has been covered.", then this letter 

I of Tom' s _otl~9:..ht to stimulate the old brain cells_ Start with the spinner 

I
, and work back .•... _. {L e. "How did you go about installing YOUR spinner?" 

(cont'd) 
I 
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I How did you go about fitting it to the backplate? How did you accurately 
layout §J:j:aci;Lhol?s and plade cutou_ts?- Did you install,. Jront plate in 
the spinner shell? Did you fasten the front plate to the shell? (you 
really should) How did you layout ans locate the holes In'Tt7-Maybe your 
letter would say, "I read the NL comments on this and also Tony Bingelis' 
recent column in Sport Aviation on iy and both were very helpful, but I 
found a little different way to do par't of it and 1. .•.. etc". Now I know 
that each and everyone of you has had some problems with making engin-e--

.baffles. How did you go arout that job?Where did you install the oil 
!Cooler and how did you Elumb it with what size fittings and !J0ses, etc? You 

?Q could go on and on about every accessory in the engine compartment, what 
tc make and type of engine controls you bought, their size, how you routed therr 
~ where you located them on the panel. We could fill several NLs with accounts 
~ about.1l:ir boxes, filters, & other intake system parts. The same certainly 
\)j goes for exhaust systems. And FUEL systems ... start at the carb and go back
\'- wards to the tcmk, detailing g;VERYTHING, including the pap, the t,iller---
~ door, the scupper drain, AND the ~dicating system, its calibration and 

type and make. Now take a close look at YOUR brake system from top to 
\]1, bottom, going into every detail, including hardware callouts, how you 

L~~!ed the lines out of the cockpit, etc. As for instrument panels •.. every 
~ one i8 different. Why not make a d-rawing of yours, showing what instrument 
~ ~ placed where, how far apa~t they were, how you wired th~where you 
'\. got a good deal on them, how you lighted them, and maybe a note on your own 

philosophy on how you arranged things, etc. Very little has been written 
,~ about ~adio placement and installation, about antennae for Lorans and 
~ the results. What make Loran did you buy, why, and your candid opinion of 

it, its limitations, ~uracy, ease of use,_ etc. And how about ,Where you 
~ plug in your hea2.E,l10nes, locate a speaker, what brands, along with what 
~ type of interphone you have? Or you might want to go in great detail on 
~ your baggage compartment, where you located your battery, what kind of 
~ box it's in, what size and type solenoids and wiring from the battery to 

''--.,/ th~tarter .•••...•. we all would especially like to have the numbers on-
your WEIGHT AND BALANCE, HOW YOU WEIGHED IT, WIJAT EACH WHEEL WEIGHT WAS! 

~ Perhaps you may think that those items above would only be of value to 
I~ the brand new builder ••... well, they~ .... but you know we have a .l2.t of 
~ T-lSs flying that are no longer owned by the builder, sometimes there may 
~ have been three or four previous owners ••.. and these people have only a 
~ limited knowledge about T-lSs and their log books may not give many details. 

Such info would be of excellent value to them. By the way, WEREN'T YOU 
~ .. DESP.E:~TELY LOOKING FOR ANY AND ALL SCRAPS OF INFO WHEN YOU STARTED? Just 
~ HOW grateful are you? 

~ Okay. Again, I've laid out a whole lot of subject matter for you to light 
a fire under you (no not you .. I mean YOU)! How long do you think a magazine 
or newspaper would last if the "reporters" all leaned back on their thumbs 
and let George do it and only a tiny trickle of copy came in???? Well, gents, 
your (our) NL is no different and,yes, it indeed ~ go down the drain 
if there is no info to fill its pages with .••• and I'm not blowing smoke! 

In response to several requests to repeat some of the monthly "Tin Bender" 
articles I write for EAA's "Experimenter" magazine, I'm doing a foto reprint 
of one of these articles that I used the T-IS as a reference, so the next 4 
pages are typical of the articles. (They were originally printed on gray 
paper, so the xerox comes out dark, too). In case any of you are interested, 
yes, back issues ARE available from BAA at $1. 25/copy. There are now a total 
of 31 Tin Bender~icles to date. If time permits and there is any interest 

(cont'd to page 12 
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and back and also at each end. 
We chromate the aileron all over in

side, so no accumulated moisture can 
start corrosion. This is important on a 
tail dragger that sits for long periods of 
time in a three-point position. The chro
mate also allows us to draw plainly seen 
lines we need for layout. If you use a 
sharp lead pencil for this you really 
should crase them and lightly sand the 
lines when finished with them. 

At the ends we can lise our flat layout 
of the aileron rib as a hole template, but 
take note while the typical rivet spacing 
on the rib is 1.48 inches, there is onc 
spacing at the front end of the top flange 
that is 1.62 inches. To use that template 
we would measure 2.00 inches forward 
from the aft edge of the sheet to locate 
our "anchor" hole for the rearmost aile
ron rib rivet hole (as shown on the aileron 
assembly drawing). 

\Ve will use the "peek through" 
method in using our .040 layout 
template. Using quick release clamps (i. 
e. nu-vise) we sight through the holes in 
our template, using the old "eyeball" 
method to see that the holes are centered 
over the rivet line. (Yes, the eye is a 
remarkably accQ.rate tOOl). 

We can now use the nibbed Whitney 
punch and a small hammer to tap a tiny 
hole center mark on the sheet, or we can 
use the non-nibbed punch to go through 
the hole in the template and actually 
punch out a perfectly round hole. The 
punch method is more accurate, of 
course, even if we use a sheet metal 
grind drill bit that fits into the tiny center 
punch mark. 

Here again you will find many metal 
workers prefer to drill (or punch) 3/32 
inch (No. 40) holes first. Upon assembly 
with cleeos they then ream them out with 

t· -ti- , 
.. ,-.J 

I[ 

an 118 inch drill bit, if the holes are to 
be dimpled (which stretches the hole so 
that a 118 inch rivet will slip in' with a 
tight fit). If the rounded universal head 
rivets are to be used they. ream the No. 
40 hole with a No. 30 drill bit. 

To regress a bit, we haven't yet used 
our stiffener template to locate the four 
rivet holes on the skins, will look 
at the (the 
part 

I 

-·t--t· 
, ~ . - f 

I. 

skins) yOll; "Yill note that the stiffeners are, 
loc~ted on a line that corinects every fifth%" 
rivet on -the spar and trailing edge. All 
we have to do now is draw a line on the 
skins that connects each fifth rivet and 
lay our template on that line and peek 
through it. Of course, we have to be sure 
to t4e center5)fthe template'srear. 

~ line that's 
of the 
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do it. 
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Therefore, I hope you will overlook 
the volume of verbage it takes to unravel 
the mysteries of making anything as sim- -
pIe as'a"stiffener. In the-main we have' 
been walking through an educational drill 

,h--

~fljS-{c2 \-\\- "">\-">ff:r.:.."I2-;2.WSU -"2 \<= 

NA5-> \t)C?-=:Co co., .. >..%-,? - 7... ~ 

A..N 4LkA'R4.-L!.- \Z'vE\ 
\5'> ~~O'D-

on practkal use of matched hole tooling, 
as introduced by Mr, John Thorp, the 
outstanding advocate of simple sheet 
metal constrUction. 

Once you' get your feeCwet with this 
type of construction you will really begin 

In w,~,,~~::~y_~ii~~ oii th'.'t-'" ." "n"e'w vuuu'" "U-VUIU 

have to pitch ,t~: ~'~~~:b1~~~:: 
' 'pretty ,tiften at ", so~ 

in a'way. You'lIhave to pa),to lean! at 
first, ,~o_ :it' s bett~r,_ to start 011, thing's that 
. are much,less expensive.' __ .. , 

. Beforewe wino this epistle up for this 
. mmlthI~~ like you to melltallywalk 
through the sequence of riveting the aile
ron,keeping In mind that the"entire T-18 
was designed to be riveted with regular 
AN rivets, 'with access fortM bucking 
bar inall.units. While some.have.been 
built using blind rivets, 100 percent of 
the airplane can be built either way. 
Write down the sequence ,and check 
yourself as we finish up the ailerons next 
month. For instance, when and how 
would you rivet the stiffeners to the 
skins? 

We're going to get deeper into the 
easy way to use a brake, too, and we are 
still going to look at a homemade brake 
or so. Until next month then, amigoes. 

lIltJllI 

,,?l-<\I-..J - i \2.£0'0 . 

....Q.l~ ::z 07 4..:r "!> A\ L.l M 

/ 
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we might be able to get foto reprints of the entire series of articles 
for whatever the costs per page, binding and postage run. I wrote the entir, 
series directed at an absoloute beginner, who scarcely knows which end of 
a hammer to pick up, so to speak. My follow on series will be a step by 
step story of the design, stress analysis, building,' and flying of a 

~ super easy to build all metal, high wing parasol mono that will go ultra
light or homebuilt 

,~ Just to illustrate how my time for the NL seems to evaporate, since I 
wrote the above paragraph that Q.lc.<'?1;,_t.hre,~,~ee.ks h,a§ ,gone,by. First, my 
wife's brother in a nursing horne died suddenly and we took up four days 
going thru the funeral process, since he had no family. Two days later I 

'\.'J ' 

'" ~~ .-1. ; 
\~I ;;;1 
." : 
~i ,>, ! 
:~I 
\'\,: ! 
·~I 
'-' I 

was on the way to Hendersonville, NC, on a story assignment on an engine 
and a line of three ~ery light airplanes. There went five day~, which 
included two long and hard travel days. After a day to rest up, I started 
in on three long stories for Sport Aviation and the Experimenter. One of 
those stories was a Tin Bender article on layout and building of fins, in 
which I used the mathematical method of flat layout of T-18 fin skins. I 
used a photo repo of the T-18 fin assembly drawing as an illustration.All 
of this took up a week, so here I am on another day to "rest and relax", 
before it all starts allover again. 

~! 
I I'm taking up all this valuable space in the NL to tell you these things, 
I becAl1se, .. :r. feeL:t:.ha.LIQw.§'_al~9f-Y:9_LLan e<>J?Janai::iorL,~s,tg,.w.hy,'yOl1, have' nt 
I gotten a NLfor sevE?Ei3.1.rllonths and I hClJ:'E? ,yOU, understa t1dandforgive. 

I After I finished my last story ~~~terday I called EAA HQ and explained 
to them that I couldn't keep up~e I've had to keep the past three years 
and that from now on my wife and I were going to take time to take some 
vacation trips and smell the roses some in our remaining years. This will 
give me time to get T-18 NLs out at a much better rate. I'm going to make 
the supreme effort to get three more NLs out this year after this one.~er 
tlliLLj::j . .lll"'-I"dQn'J:_kngw.W",~,J_Ljust have to play it by' eo.r. I would apprec' 
iate YQJ1..LiiP_ut on how we can 'k'ee-p'theNL aiive.- --,-, 

Just today I received a marvelous and authoritative dissertation on T-18 
airfoils, their history, the various modificztions, graphical comparison 
of their performance parameters. plus a study of the possihle use of anI 
alternative airfoil. I got this from BARRY RIB~~rT, an authority on 
airfoils and well known author, with several of his articles appearing in 
Sport Aviation the past year or so. I plan to use it in the next NL and 
I think you will find the informationqtlItE,~fa-scrnating~-" . 

A couple of weeks ago in the midst of all our bitter cold weather I 
finally got to see HARLO" McKINTY's new bird for a few brief minutes. He 
and his wife had been here on a denta'C'convention for several days while 
I was out of town. but we did finally get together for lunch Sunday before 
he had to leave for horne. Harlo- hasn't had time to put gear leg fairings 

, and wheel pants on. nor upholstery, either. but he's making up for lost 
!~, time flying it now. He says he'll get it all prettied up this spring in 
,~! time for summertime flying. Looks pretty good right now. Harlo.He's got 
\,' it loaded with radio and inst'ts. He's been flying it IFR quite a little 
~l and is really pleased with how well it doesIFR. He had to file IFR to 
\~', get out of here that Sunday. too. We all say, "Congrats. Harlo. andw_e.',ll 
"-'I be looking forward to seeing it all prettied up-at OSH this-year~'He'll 
~l also'be-'seridlng in a story onlt'-foi-lFieNL-"sooE"';'-hesays;-- . 

-~ 
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• JUST IN CASE YOU DID NOT RECEIVE THIS MAILING WE'LL REPEAT IT HERE. 
! 

I Mary Holt had ma~or surgery last month, but is recuperating nicelj.'. , 
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T-18 SPRING ROUND-UP AT LAKE TEXHOMA 

Dear T-18er: 

We'll have 
Texhoma. We've 
the ." ",d and 

'" 

our Spring S< Cf T-18 weekend again at Lake 
made reservations at Lake Texhoma Resort for 

A ,'t.d of ~ .re < 

For those of you who have not attended our gatherings 
at Lake Texhoma, it is located on your Dallas-Ft. Worth 
sectional approximately 10 miles West of Durant, Oklahoma 
and 20 miles North of Sherman, Texas'. The Lodge has a 3000' 
paved runway within walking distance. Dining arrangements 
will depend on the number attending. 

IF YOU PLAN TO ATTEND, PLEASE: 



" ~, 
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The fc5IIowTric(-receive-a--a-fter our last Texhoma fly-in. Rick is a former 
Braniff pilot, now on active duty with the AF at Wright-Patterson AFB, 
who bought Ron Zimmerman's T-18, which has a Modified gear, that uses 
tapered steel rods (Wittman gear) plugged in the A frame. His wife is 

just about checked out in it now, as you saw on the Texhoma 111 tape. 
Dic'c, 

Just, a short note to tell you hO';\T much Louann and I enjo~/ed the fly-in 
at tho lake. ;il8 didn't get to spend much time with the group on Saturday 
as Louann's sister and family drove up and we were obliged to spend the 
day '.·lith them. ;'ie did e;"ljoy the hospitality of the group though and look 
forward to many more. 

The attached fax copY'of 1113117's first few log entries shDl;s the results 
of' Roh Zimmerman's trials of flight vii th one flap disconnected. Dave Eby 
aslc~cl alJout this. 

I \vould like to 2dd a feVl thoughts about some of the things I have added 
to my Thorp: 

The ACK mode C just a perfect system, cheap, easy to install, light 
and worked vlithout calibration + 20' all the way up 
00mpatible '/lith almost every Txj) on the market. 

Gyro package -

f'uel gage 

Century Instruments sells a light-I'Jeight complete 
package (Attitude, DG, vacuum pump, filter, regulator, 
suage, hoses, fittings, clamps - and a one year 
no hassle guarantee). Good people to work with and 
all n8\; or yellDlfJ taged parts. 

l\iy Thorp has a clear plastic fuel line for a gage. 
Sort of a stand pipe syste~ - very accurate, fail safe 
but the plastic did not hold up to the effects of the 
fuel for vey long. It would get brittle and start 
to go opaque in about three months time. I tried 
several types of tubing with little success. Then 
I discovered a medical lab supply house that carries 
clear tubing called Tygon R 3603. The catalog says 
that it is impervious to virtually all chemicals and 
comes in all sizes. l'1ine uses 3/3" od 1/4" id. 
I finally fou.'l.d some in Clarksville, TeJ:h"l (Clarksville 
Medical Supply). Fairly cheap too. 

That's about it from here. Winter is coming, trying to get the last 
minute outdoor things done before the snows come. This climate is rough 
on a Texas boy. 

Ta~e care, see you soon. 
Also, please sign me up for the newsletter. Attached is $10 for that. Thanks. 
~"ld thanks for the time you spend putting it out, great job. 

;!j t>J? 
Rick Jones 
7155 N. River Rd. 
S. Charleston, Ohio 45358 

Thanks, Rick. Looking forward to seeing you again soon. Thanks, too~ for 
for the tips & the info from Ron's log on the flap. Nice to know the 
T-18 has the 'aileron power to combat the asymetric flap. 
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from_Dick Amsden: 

tC1D4- 8at-CN !1674IJow bit. 
MT. CUMffiMS, Mi. "'f9'043 

DeAR. DI c.1'-) (T-llf iUILPifb ~ txsI",61l$ ASsec.) 

AUTo 4AS? I HAve SEEN OSIIoJ~ O""U::A~,"~ 'lr1 f(, 
tic-rANi! IN My Tlto~p THE PAS, S h yEA~. Ir HAS A ).YUMI/Jf 

'~HP D.U.O E.t.4. Al.so:r liS £ 100/..1.. D,.,. My TRoll'S. (u,,..J"T CARfI.'1 

Ny CAAlS) /-IIH,uEIlIfE~1 r uIoJPffill,Sr".N' PgnntsEN's S1C I'U"(.C),.I"\SNO, 

$TAIl.Tt!r> F/"Y''''f II\.) HArtcH",rl ()SI#J'; IlJOL.L. /N 43.5'" HauAS 

THe lloTTtH"I PLV4S, IAJEfl,.re so,"" IIJlftt &.E'AP. CtEAN .. JI fit,." 1l.~~AP'E' 

~' BuT' ~p A MISS AT C.ItIJIJE' laPM. 
,t ; 

" ~"i! 80V(( H r A 1'I£I4J S EfT o~ Pc.v,s tiM 40 f:. StAll/TCHir' To 
;;V-i "\\..; 

! 

j (l1J(..n~En> AuTiI 4AS AAliI RAt.! 1+4 IUUAS (IAJC,t.UP/AJf /(" lI,uA1 O~ nOLL) 
d 

'~i C'-E"AAlIU """ 41. 'fPE), RAIoJ r (.., MOU(t.~,,(tAJ(''''U''Uf il 0 }/oOAS Ou /DoJ.I..) 
"=-~ 

{] BII; DIJ A TRIP 1JIc,f(. FitfJH Te'ICHfJHA THt: "I.(J~; we-ItE FofllJI.U;. (FM~.r Til 
~.~ 

~yt LE'AN ttl\.) THont ,"oMf TAlCi j; !N sr. Lot.;I.J) (JOT 140MIF' OlCAy THOU,,,. 

'\: THfF,.,): B1WtilII1 A NEW SET of Pt.v~s REI'1J1Jl1. fifE'S£" 

, 
Pc..vt,!. RUfJ /Jt:AtllIflltlJL. lIIJ '''0 I./.. fJ;f.. UNt..tFA1}f1 I> • 
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PAGE <1;2.. from Dick Amsden's letter: 

,rUff"'; "'Z.fif MII!"7jIII,L,. FV~IJII'-) I use". 12,.' ,Jul1(1CFIt C.A8c..4r i=lttlPf THt:: 

Mem£.. HANtiAVL i~ THe "rn1t../.clleR. SM/"'~ ~'A STAT,c.. 4}tflUN,. Auo r 
. J 

ALWAY" TOuC"f THE' METAL CAI>J f'tI 'fill!" FUSilFiAt;1F IJFR>U Pf;1IA.#/~. 

LAs.,- W'fJ'f"f!1I{ WI1FI.J IWIU Tlf!P PtJ4P~ ()t,ff$/~E IAI {:I.DMPA, :Lust''' A 

rite-- ns¥ >rfJrrl?Z. /AI ,::'ulUIJA 1fII.i) II CFsSloJA. "'fill"" IS'(J -'yc.. AIJIJ III>A£ 
~ 
:~.J : 
<. i PIIHP/fiJf tJlJf..R4.f)f!P fJI#r of a -I&. 4AL. PL.AST/C CAAI's IPoJ A S"r/UJ 
( 

, ,wA 4 O~/ IJ.W .. U; THAi An.a 'FuEl. TRAI.JSR!-. PUN' AI)IIE"R.nSfFi> FDIl.sr:lS'..r"" 
'.~ J \ ~ 

;.- \-

","ouy Afio~T WATfrL Al>I>lT/OiUS.. A uulU of TIMErS IT IAHi!I.JT 

• 
PI1WIJ FA-fH1. ,,",01' B"AJ~ USE'!>I Twr A PIJIC.~CNAJtlirfE (4()-'JoHIAJuT" 

0101 Hlf(H (A8our MJA,.,'.s) Ap.Jf) j4IUA'I «ul::- ~()_ TH4r 0477"Il'AY 15 ~ )tailS 
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CHAMPION 

SPARK PLUG TYPE 
DESIGNATION SYSTEM 

; RfSlSTOR 
None- - No ReSistor 

R - Mil Spec ReSIStor-EroSion protection 

(: BARRel STYlE 
None - Unshielded 

All Champion Av:atlon Spalll Plugs are loen\llIed by Iype 
designatl:;ns seier tee by VlftUt of the plug de,ign as 
appiled to the following Spark Plug Number and Symbol 
Chart The syrr,bo! IS composec of a faling positron 
numbe~ loge\hf'i wilt": pret,x anc suffix numbe;~ to m::il 
calf major piui' de'lgn characteristics 

E - Shleided *"·24 Thread 
H - Shielded l;I n 20 Thread (All WBather Plug) 

'I, MOUNTING THREAD_REACH_HEX SIZE 
B 18mm 13116" J2 O&cm h" /2 22cm 
M - 18mrn W'/L27cm ?Ia"/222cm 
j - 14mm ¥,"/09Srm ,Jj,ij"/206crn 
L 14mm V;"/L27cm '3/16"/2 ODm~ 
U - 18mm jV!"/28Scm IJ/'6"/20br::m 
HEAT RATING POSITION 

low number - cold High number - hot 
A TYPICAL SPARK PLUG NUMBER 

WITH SYMBOL EXPLANATION 
I, elECTRODE DESIGN 
None - Conventional Single 

HOW TO INSPECT SPARK PLUGS 

R H B 
t t t 
i' <}; (, 

37 E 
t t 

E Two prong massive 
N Four prong massive 
P FlOe wire (Plallnllm) 
W Fine W1f€ (IndIUm) 
B - Two prong maSSI~e, Tangent to CBnler 
R Push,w!re - 90° to Center 

Factory Prict List Dated 1/31/85 
Rerr-ove seal gaske; hoi"" P,Ug <iN1 :nSDcC !l SE'vt",:, 

deformatlo r ,1'l the form of gasket co:lapse indICate" 
It Wil5 ollf'norqued Inspect edch plug lor the fol 

IOV>lng d£iec::c, anyone of wr>lch wd: dlsqual,jy 1\ 

fOI re ;,cst: 

REH40E PLeGS (5/8-24) WITH BUILT-IN RESISTOR - EQDl'."ALEKT TO 
AC PLUG SR-88 FOR USE IN HOST CONTINENTAL AND LYCa ';G ENGINES. 

LIST PRICE $16.30 OUR PR; ~ $9.95 

NEW REH37BY SPARKPLUG LIST PRICE $16.30 OUR PRICE $9.95 
Ct :;:'f eo T'. ~;:;llOI tiP 21 f:' Ing (>nd 

Si:'J·,ei', J,--,~(jed ~h"il he;. 

th r ed(1' ~",,,,f{1,ng lidrrels ~'1t-';:" a:ld cerd"t,;:- .nSw'ia 

rl~l' f':c ~V}')C iO" :T3r,v rw"rs cd 'f'i·,'lblt' s"r'-.l'Cc d~ 

II "~p,,, •. t)'--'~" a,~,d';nrd"Y :Vcppec, H'~Col(J ,~ 

ir:te' .. ~, Cyrdq,c 1\ ilvei',', e~E"-:f n(\darnilg£ !~v!!,ib:t' 

L:::w' ,,-,C'(1;--- t-'l, :",'3""11, 1"5U::;10' wei: al plut) lOP 

for grc; renc,' 'Id-- linE;<, Tr,t''''' ciJr~)C1n !roJ["~ p,d' ~ 

Cdle Ignl!'O'-' fla5hove, fror" leae CC1rlGeCl;on to 

sr'lelcil.--,t;; sr,e" cauSing m!ss:Lg uf)d power lu~~ 1; 
o:::cur~ fY10',! .,)!,,,n dur,'-;g '~J; ~u'.·.Y' operallo~" a~ 

at 'd"'- off, but C,'H1 al~( OC::-U' ;;; ~1'g~, di!I"JoI'S 
With ~orPe\:Jh,)~ It'~,_ pOwer 

8100" 500[·iL,.1:' dt:pCJ~'b ,'1 th<: wt'!i ;Jsua~iv show 

that ",bl'-Ormili,y high ;",mperatu'e has cJ,,~ed lead 
In~ulatlon to dE'ler!or3l'.' Ask for heip 10 find the 
Causp H ay .- ;hE- lead replacec ,j !n~ui3tlorl !~ oadly 

dd~aged A toe short leitd, hroc;gi'.\ 0" b\' 2 fTl,ss:;,g 
0" brover' spnng, ca', cause tl1'd,rlng by prevf.'ntlrlg 

firm conlact betweell COllc,ector spring and con 
tact cap 2; tlortorr, of pLJg'~ m"u\alor well It will 

abo cause con:act COlO hdrnlllD 01 pltl.ng 

CHAMPION SPARKPLUG ANTI-SEIZE 
Apply sparingly to second an,' third 
threads. Do not contact electrodes 
as it could short ODt the pl~g. Do 
not apply to shielding barrel 
threads. Unbreakable 2 oz. bottle 
with applicator brush top. 

112612 $2.50 
SURPLUS SPARKPLUG BARGAINS 

BG341 (New Surplus) 18MM long reach, 
Shielded, 3/4-20 barrel. FAA 
approved for Continental 10-470, 
GI0-470, TSIO-470, 10-520 and 
G1'SIO-520. Not for 0-470, which 
uses short reach plugs. $4.1::10 Ea 

elGS (New Surplus) l4MM short reach, 
Shielded, 5/8-24 barrel. For 
VW. Franklin. $4.50 Ea 

CHAMPION SPARKPLUGS 
S ark Plu£ Designation 
Shielded List Price Our PriCE 

5Iffc7.4* . r ~ ~- ~O* Unshielded Each Each 
MaSSIVE ELECTRODES 

HLiTE (I8HH) $15.60 $9.45 
REJ38 (14MH) 16.30 9.95 
REL37E ( 14MH) 16.30 9.95 
REB37E 16.30 9.95 

RHB37E 16.30 9.95 
REH37BY 16.30 9.95 
REH38E 16.30 9.95 

RHl138E 16.30 9.95 
REH40E 16.30 9.95 

RHl140E 16.30 9.95 
RJ!U27E 20.50 13.49 
RHB29E 16.30 9.95 

REB32E 16.30 9.95 
RHB32E 16.30 9.95 

IRIDIUH ELE£TRODES** 
REH38S 39.80 24.45 

RHB32S 46.30 28.30 
RHB36S 46.30 28.30 
RHl138S 39.80 24.45 .. * Sh~elaed barrel thread size. Check barrel s~ze - 5/8x~4 or 

3/4x20 threads - before orderin~ and select proper plug number. 
Se~ page 161 for Champion lAC Cross-Reference Table and page 163 
for Spark plug ..... pplication Table. 

** The new "lridil.lU'. $" sparkplugs replace the Platinum and "\<1" Iridium 
types, Increasec bore diameter improves scavenging action. Great
er clearance volt!ffie can accept more combustion deposito;. Single 
Iridium electrode offers greater resistance to lead attack. Easy 
to clean - Easy to gap, 

Standard 
Spark Plug 

-162-

NEW REM37BY SPARK PLUG 
Designed speci{i~ally for Lycoming 
0-235 K/L/M engines. Approved for 
0-230 and 0_360 t s of 180 UP and less 
(not turbo). Performance has been 
sensational! Notice that firing 
tip is raised well beyond the bore 
with extended insulator and center 
electrode. This allows plug to 
f1r~ dependably even though a build
up of lead fouling deposits may 
occur. Assures longer plug life 
and less cleaning. Promises to re
place the REM40E sparkplug in all 
applications. 

New 
Champion 

Spark Plug 

\ 

! , , 
1 
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l=\\CI'\~- Chapter ':12 Hangar Flyer -----:=-=~=-~~~~n_-=-=··--·~ -
SOME BUILDERS HAVE ALSO USED AN 
ANGLE BOLTED TO THE SPAR (is I BOLT THAT removable) . 

August. 1':188 
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(Rec' d at last minute) 

:310 Oakwood Cou t-t . 
Lutz! FL 33549 
March 7, 1989 

=page 2~ 

H~r~ i"t -L~~ J9139 a.lr2odYl and h.3ven't sent in my Newsletter 
5ub2:cripi:i.on mOll€::'.Y lior have made thE~ progress that is desirf?d on my 
S-~18, Enclosed t::::, my check, and I hope to see you at Sun N Fun Dr Oshkosh 
agaiYl this year. Meanwhile, keep on writing; the Tin Bender articles and 
thf::! T l'Jew:31er~·t2rs .'::.I:1-e gr8at readiflg, E~spe<:ially for oeginn,er:3 like me, 

the way, bill Vlil1ia.m~, of Tampa, FlCJrida 12; moving right alons with 
hi:;;:; vco,ject, d Thorp S-l(-), and 11e sure has been a big help to me. At thf=3 
end of FebY'Ual-Y! he had compl~ted the wings, flaps, ailerons, hOl'lzontal 
tail, r-udder, and vertical t: in. Bill :~;ay~; "that the nf;:~wsletter's have 
provtded f.;t leTt Clf USeflJJ iIlforma-Lion, and I sure a8r~e with tbcct. Bill 
rer:,-ommends Lhe f'J i_luWi HE!; seq nenee of steps for assembly of the outer wings 
(] i't-t.le hd~~ bee!l fJ(Jt):lished before on this so it might 'be a good item for a 
future Npw·:::;:LetteL). Please note that thic: is wri tten for an 3-18 wi th fuel 
tanks in the C]utp£ wing6: --

OUTER WING ASSEMBLY 

~, AssembJe t.:he -front spar, irlsi~al_l 315 spar fittings. 
2. Rivet ice on I"ear spar (if splice is used). 
'. C1pc;0 a] 1 rib~3 tCJ front and rear spars, Do nut rivet any hardware 

to aileron be11_crank rib (320-1 rib). 
4. Rivet ribs to front and rear spars, Do not rivet the 310 and 201-2 

ribs or tIle 320-2 and 201-1 outboard ribs yet. 
S. Rivet fuel tal1k hardware to the nose ribs. 
6, Riv!'3t doubler:3, tnspection c:;over plat:es! & fuel tank draiw3 to Wing 

!--3_kins. 
7. Rivet lower skin to main spar. 
8. Con1:inue by riveting lower skiTI to rear spar dnd to all ribs except 

the 310 and 201-2 l'iLs and the 320-2 and 201-1 ribs, 
g, Fold upper :<;;,};in f'nr\'''iard arld sea.l thE! fuel t_anl-r. 
10. RJvpt, atlr:---.::ron h;:':trdware to :3:-::"0-1 rib; in::3tall bellcrank (while it i.s 

b.cc;<;::<ssi bIe) , 
11, 
12, 
13. 

14, 
15. 
le. 
17. 
If' 
1.1). 

Rivet upper sk1,n to main spar. 
Rivet all nose Y'ibs including the 201-2 and 201-1 outboard ribs, 
ELv!3t sktn to ~,:20-2 r-ib and the 320-1 rih begiruling at main spar 

and working back Lo I-ear '<spa:c _ _____ _ 

FU-",,,t 310-:2 rib, :--- I - f-~ 

~: ~:; ~~~~),~'i)~~~~;21 ~~,b -;/-rt;J/i..<; I t-C ~ 
Cif rear spar. ,(JC) ti /?rprJi..i h'tvp-I 

h'.t Vt',t 

. \ \ 0-- 1 t j l:, 

lTailin3 

'" 1 ,~ 
'Ol~'~ 

f 5 L-:+-",x .' v '\~-"'~ ~t~"" t( _ )ju;J; ~ (J}A ~ T -( 2' , ' r c IF v l'iT '1/-<;-
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SWING DOWN INSTUMENT PANEL 

Don't climb in the hole no mo'. By means of unique engineering, 

instruments and connections can be serviced from either a comfor

table standing position or sitting position. Design includes shock

mounting of total panel. No change is required in length of hoses, 

tachometer drive or propeller and throttle control push-pull caeles .. 

Fabrication is inexpesive, simple and fast with little or no modifi

cation to standard panel. The panel illustrated has the usual full 

IFR setup with Nav-com,Loran, and Transponder. Switches and circuit 

breakers are Cessna standard. 

A detachable "eyebrow" glare shield with dark naugahyde top is in

corporated with the 4t" aft-mounted position of the assembly for 

avionics clearance. 

An automotive type 6 cylinder engine is planned for this T-18 wi 
Dave Blanton reduction unit to obtain the full potential of the 

engine. 

OWNER INSTALLING INSTRUMENTS 

\ 1>.\ STrfljl.-iCN T PANE.L IN 

:SC:\i\VICING PD51TION 

from: 
Robert Yeakey 

9729 Bellewood 
Dallas,Tx,75238 
214/750-7438 

(note rudder 
cables/pulleys 
on sides) 

send a S/SA to 
Yeakey for a 
hinge drawing 

HE ;1 L50 flg:7 A PA {K' 
of 500)1 S GooD Ytfi 1* 
[v~#t.'2 1BRAKe5 [(I,4T /J r. 

"·"'-~'r @DDI!R' CAJ>l~~ 
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FOR SALE PAGE: (FREE LISTING TO MAS MEMBERS) 

JOHN WALTON~s FAMILY have now decided to sell John's T-18 (the one he 
built and later installedEi'fBO and constant speed prop In ).DEL HAINLY, 
a family friend and former owner of a T-IB. has generously offered to 
take over the finishing or the airplane. installing the new upholstery 
and other cosmetic items. If you remember, this one has the new airfoil, 
folding wings. aux fuel tanks in L.E. (wing flew some 50-6- hrs before). 
This is an immaculately built airplane ~n ev~ry respect and at the $21K 
price is an excellent buy for someone. Serious inquiries call Mrs. Walton 
at ,713/440-B022. for details. If I could get my physical back I'd buy 
this airplane in a minute. 

,Hurant Karibian, 621 woodstock Rd., Virginia Beach, VA, 23464, B04/420-5606. 1 

is close to flying his #1 T-IB, but has another partially comp1etecfone'-
for sale for $6500, WITH a 125 Lyc. 0-290D (1300 TT, 3BO SMOH). He also 
has two Hartzell HC-B2XL-2C cis props for sale. One is 69" dia.for $900, 

, the other is 72" dia. for $2500. Space doesn't permit complete listing of 

I
I all items on project, but looks loke good buy for someone in that area. 

I 
4--EDDIE EILAND, 140 Burkett, Red oakL.1':l{LL~J5_4L __ ;>14/576::~26B K Has a #479 
I welded engine mount and engine mount ring (#47B-1) fully machined. bought 
I from Leisure Aircraft for sale for $200 •.. plus miscellanous other T-IB 
I parts, inclUding GPU parts. He also has a couple of VW Slick mags, one new, 
I the other with 200 hrs. 
, 
I CRAIG CAESAR, has a complete project for sale. I don't know how much is 'I rivete~bui: maybe I can get further details before I close out the NL. 
, If not, call him at his brother's house in the pm after 7 at B17/457-7037. 

The project was bought from Warren Spencer in Chicago within the past 6 
mo. and is a good one. Craig is in a financial tight and may even have to 

I sell his Super Cub, too. He and David dro~e all the way from Arlington,TX 
to bring it home. 

C~E~_WELLMAN,406 Napoleon st. , Rockford, IL,61105,B15/ 963-0015, has a 
project that could fly in very few months. It is a wiclii--J)ody fu-selage 
and has John walton's former standard wing. John also built the horiz'l 
tail. Chet has given up on getting his physical back (heart), so will 
sell for what he has in it (under $lOk, with Lyc. 0-320 low time engine). 
As I remember, it needs only a canopy to complete. Has canopy frame & 
roll bar. 

Dan HEERSMA,26BO Terrebonne Ave., San Dimas, CA,91773 (IXII3NXXXNiltllHXNXS 
A~~XI8!XX~NI8!NHX#~ 714/599-3406. Has a folding wing partly assembled, all 
other parts, some duplicates, ailerons, flaps, center beam, outer beams, 
all assembled. All parts bought from Ken K or Phil Tucker. No price 

! was quoted. 

~rrY_..Q,~se, _ 2647 Bent Spur Dr., Acton, CA, 93510, B05/269-1291 has a 
project he's asking $5k for & has 0' hauled 0-290G wi thl:t:--90% complete. 

I.sam Stokes, 2616 Laguna Dr •• Endicott, New York. 13760 (didn't send phone#) 
, has most of parts for st' d T-l,B. but only outer wing panels & ailerons are 

complete. He lives close to L. Sunderland & Lou made a lot of these parts 
he said. Since Lou died he has lost interest in finishing. A/C is 607. 
Price is negotiable, I think. 4l;'flf/A"'J tJ-21,o6, 1)iJMjt3?J1/!iE6. ~-

I 
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BEN CUPP 's JAVELIN V-6 powered T-18 update: I talked to Ben a couple 
of days ago and as you might expect, the engine just runs and runs and 
just gives no problems. He has about 70 hours on it now and it does 
what it does in your car ..•. it starts on the first blade, whether it's 

Icold or hot and from then on you just about forget it is there. The V-6 
lis smooth from idle to full power. Now that he has the radiators in the 

I 
aft fuselage theres no longer a cooling problem •. As you may have noticed 

,in a previous NL, the automotive air cleaner does stick up above the 
Inormal cowlin:j line, so Ben's original cowl had a hump in it and that 

h I didn't look too slick. He has since built a new cowling that he says looks 
~a good deal better. Ben considered lowering the engine so that the air 
~\i."leaner wouUl ,:L'ar the cOl'lL but he was apprehensive that the lowered 

\ J thrust line might'lffect the flight churaeterist Les "j,T,~rsely. 'I'he air 
~cleamec location and type isn't a major problem to solve, so no doubt it 

lWIIrL be solve:] .. 

~~"I It certainly appe"lrs that 01' Dave Blanton has d vlinn?r t'l the Ja""li,/1 
p\:: enJine. It has taken, a long time to ge~ the message thru to t!le troops 
) ,and get them to use It, but you a.re 90~ng to hear 10·:.3 \lore aoouc Dr:l.irr.-? d''}:] 

Ihis enJil~5 i1 ~'13 future.For a lot of people, his engine will be the , 
ideciding factor as to whether some people Cdn afford an airplal~ or not. 
I The l:lyuid c!)ole<J -JL':'~'~'ir:;: ~·.1:J"L,1t= t'3 h,?c? (Di: ·::1:1·::>ul~j I _':;3'/. ;)::lck'?) : • ____ ...;::O~ ____ _ 

IAny aircraft engine NEEDS a variable pitch(or cons,tant speed) prop to 
I enable it '~o per~orm 2f£ic~e~~1¥. it,) all ;~''')i1Jii:_~(;ilS .. I'h?t, tCL;, -Ls no':,,,, 
11I.:-"'1:-' ',:11 -t;~ -:t ~).~:.~" ~111 d":_j1-":' ''::.1:1:...: .n31./ ':1,1 -ir:"l-'l~ 

i 
The prop is called "LECTRO PROP". I just turned in a short story on it to 

t be used in next month's "HOTLI)\IE_" in2E<2rt_Avia_tio~, so I won't repeat 
all the info, except to say that it will weigh 28 lbs. complete and cost 
about $3000. (That's light and that's cheap compared to a new Hartzell 
cis prop). It's electrically controlled via solid state electronics and 
is available in either a toggle switch controlled variable pitch version, 
or a constant speed version that maintains a pre-selected rpm. This ~rop 

~lmay well be a perfect complement to the Javelin engine, enabling the 
NC pilot to get maximum horsepower from a standing start, plus a markedly 
~,better rate of climb, adding up to a big safety plus on every take off. 
~I It also will pay for itself in better fuel consumption in cruise. 

,j 'I The Javelin engine doesn't lend itself to the use of a Hartzell cis prop. 
In addition, the we{ght w-oulCl-be---prohibitive.--The LECTRO PROP cari-De--an 

I "add on" item, with very little effort involved. I'll be doing a complete 
~ story on it in the near future. • 

~~~~' The history of EAA and aviation progress has been inseparately wedded to 
',~ forward lookirg men with vision, men like Dave Blanton, who despite many 

setbacks, keep pressing on. Call them modern day pioneers, men who deserve 
tlour respect and plaudits . .T'his-.Lts_t_~lso includes people like Ben Cul'P.! 
~who is equally deserving of our appreciation and congratulations. 

01:::.1 
"''\[ Incidentally, Ben told me that he definitely will be at our gune reunion 

'\~ at Texhoma. Hope you'll be able to join us there~ too. It will be a golden \1 opportunity to observe and compare the Javelin T-18 performance with the 
"I others. There is an outside chance that John Popejoy will also be there 
~lwith his Javelin T-18, if everything goes as expected. 
~..--~--------,-------

\~ That's it for now, gents. Again, I apologize for the long delay. In the 

"""8-
1
' next NL, #72, we will have pix of all OSH '89 T-l8s, etc. Sayonara. 
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Oshkosh '89 
We really made our mark at Oshkosh last 

year, and it was quite a feather in the T -18 cap, 
but hopefully you who couldn't fly in last year 
can make It this year. Also, we hope a goodJy 
number of you who flew in last year can do so 
again. The T-18 dinner is stiH Tuesday evening 
at Butch's Anchor Inn, as a!ways. I hope to 
see you there and on the fIlght line, too. !'Il be 
hitting itin high from daylight to dark each day 
doing interviews, etc., for EM magazines (aU 
five), but 1'/1 be up and down the T~ 18 lines 
several times, you can bot on it If you want to 
get hold of me tor some reason, leave me a 
note at the EAA Prese Building, behind the 
tower. 

Javelin mates with Electro 
EAA headquarters has just OK'ed an 

assignment for me to go up to Harnson,Arkan
sas right away and do a story on Ben Cupp 
and his Javelin enginoo T~18, {'I! also con
tinue on up thru Sf. Louis and beyond to do the 
complete story on Tom Foster's on-going test 
program with the Electro Constant Speed 
Prop. It's mounted on a Javelin V-6 engine. By 
Oshkosh time they will have about 400 hours 
of tough, continuous testing on the combina
tion, running it at high power day and night, 
cycling the prop from stop to stop every few 
seconds. We always have at least two months 
lead time on the stories, so it probably will be 
sometime in the faf! before the story shows up 
in Sport Aviation. We are always pretty wen 
~Ioaded~wjth Oshkosh award winner stores for 
quite a while after the convention, too. 

This combination of engine and prop is 
looking more and more like the best power 
plant package for the money to get max per
formance out of the T-18 and S-l B. It's operat
ing cost per hour will be far less than an 0-360/ 
Hartzell package, and initial cost wi!! certainly 
be only as little as a third of a new LyclHartzeL 
You will see the test unit at Oshkosh, plus a 3 
blade prop on a Cherokee 180, in addition to 
the Javelin/Electro combination on Davey 
Blanton's Sport Racer. 

Newsletter ,..."iln'" 

"Down the Tubes" 
Dick Snefson (centra! IL) is now bujlding 

his second T-18 and he recently caHed me to 
aska question on the T -18.ln the course of Our 
conversation he asked me jf ! had gotten any 
response to the feeler 1n the last newsletter 
about my turning overthe Nl to someone else 
not too far down the line, My answer was, 
"NO". I didn't receive a single reply from 
anyone on that subject. Dick said he might be 
interested. So we are going to explore the 
subject at length at Oshkosh this year. 

We may go to some arrangement, like Lu 
Sunderland and! did at the beginning of the 
Newsletter, 25 years ago. At first, ! would write 
one and then Lu one. When my wife had her 
flrst'heart attack I had to have Lu take over. 

I would again Hke to remind you that wlth
outa steady inflow of information from builders 
and owners-there can be no Newsletter!!! 
I've outlined at least a hundred subjects you 

can write on in past NL's, so I'll not waste time 
going over It aga'in. As say, "The baH is 
in your court now, ,-it's sink or swim. 

causes 

At least some of my wheeling and n8e~ 
dJlng in the last Newsleter paid off, j received 
a super 10 page Jetter from Dick Pellman 
(5918 Boardman Rdq Dryden, MI 48428) and 
it induded full size pages of drawings on (i) 
Vacuum system, (2) Intetairfilter, vacsystem, 
(3) a $5,00 Batteo! Box, (4) How to wire a 
Battery Box & Master Solenoid, (5) A!ternator 
hook~up, (6) Exhaust pipe clamp to landing 
gear, (7) Complete Baggage Compartment 
Drawings (2 pages)!!! These drawings are all 
professionally done, absolutely! Reaffy SU~ 

Dick! 
can't run all these drawings in this NL, 

because too many pages runs our postage bill 
up too high, We'll have to save some back for 
NL #73. ! also have a report from Harlo McK
inty, that's another good 'un, and a short one 
from F.E. Rogers. 

Our Most profound thanks to Dick Pen m 

man, Harlo McKinty, and F.E. Rogers for 
theireffOris.l'm sure aU of you are going to rave 
about the quality of Dick's drawings, eve'n as ! 
did. How about some of the rest of you 
writing something? 

Thin skins & 
rivets do well 

Warning to new bu!!ders: [f you intend to 
flush rivet your T-i8, be advised that the 
minimum thickness meta! you can counter
sink and use 1/8" dia rivets is .040, [got a call 
from a feHow the other day that had bought an 
80"10 finished T-18 and he told me the entire 
airpJane had used countersunk 1!8~ rivets, 
NOT Dlmp!ed! There is no ,040 external skin 
on the airplane, with the exception of the 
forward floor. The problem IS the countersink 
too! makes a hole much too targe in .025 or 
.032 (and you can't include the bulkhead or 
rib thickness with the skin's to get the .040 
minimum), This guy's only out now is to driB 
new rivet holes in between the present rivets 
and use universal head (non-flush) rivets, ei
ther regular AN's or ~pop~ or Cherry type 
where he doesn't have bucking bar access. 
You can countersink ,032 if you use 3/32" 
rivets, but T -18 plans ca!] for 1/8~ rivets. Some 
T-18's have been built using 3/32~ rivets, with 
doser spacing (on skins only), and apparantly 
have had no probfems, but you are on your 
own jf you do so. It's a good idea to remember 
that some day you, or your heirs, will probably 
sel! the T-18, & some off-beat thing might 
radically affect the sale. Remember: DIMPLE 
ONLY up [0040, 

Newsletter on 
I am sending this copy to this paint to Jim 
Hidalgo (POB 1390, Wimberley, Tx 78676) 
who wiH typeset and print it on his MAC com
puter, saving a whole lot of time for me, and I 
do appreciate! Jim owns Hidalgo Supply Co. 
and seHs a fine line of sunglasses and pre-

scription g1asses by marl. He also has my 
former T-18 that he's making into a glamour 
girl (you might want to send for his FREE 
catalog). 

Data Survey 
Dear Dick, 

Here IS the first "Typeset" newsletter done 
on my MAC. It dawned on me, while entering 
this stuff in the computer, that I too, had 
promised you a few (severar) articles on what 
J had run into as a buyer of a T-18 (yours). 
Since time is down to onry a few days to get this 
news!etterout, I won't be able to submit much. 
r would like to ask the OWners of EVERY 
FLYING T~18 to participate in an extensive 
Performance Data Survey (we'll call it a PDS 
to save space) for fixed pitch props. 

From reading old Newsletters you can 
come up with enough data to make a decision 
on prop selection. But I've found that prop 
selection is a lot more critical than expected. 
The difference of only an inch or two in pitch 
can make a great clear of difference in perform
ance. ! also found out that not aU prop manu
facturers use the same method of measuring 
pitch-so a Pacesetter prop with 68~ of pitch 
may not be comparable to a Great American 
prop or other brand with that same pitch. Also, 
as times change and new propeHors become 
available, we would like to know jf anyone has 
comparred two different makes of props on the 
same T-18, 8ince propetJer selection seems 
to be as much "art~ as uscience~, we can make 
very expensive mistakes by selecting the 
wrong one (most wooden props now cost 
over $500.00) 

l would Ilke to submit the following form to 
be used to gather information for our T-18 prop 
survey. 

Please send us all the data you can get. 
We would like comparison data jf you can test 
more than one prop on your T-18, or if you 
have changed engines and used the same 
prop, etc. Even if you can't test the prop at all 
the different altitudes on the form, just provide 
what you can, Most people need to know the 
~Staflc~ RPM on the ground, and at least one 
MAX speed run to see how their T-18 engine! 
prop combo compares. 

French 
Tom Foster justannonced that he plans to 

test the Electro prop on Jim French's T-18. 
Maybe we'ij have a report by next newsletter. 

Brain-picking attempt 
Let us know how you like the new format 

for the NL We are always open to sugges
tions, and would like to have your thoughts. 

See you at OShkosh, Dick C. 
---------~--NOTICE: (Standard Disclaimer) h, always, in pas!, 
present, and future newsletters, we would like to make 
you aware thaI this newsletler is only presented as a 
clearing house for ideas, opinions, or personal experi
ences and !h at anyone using these ideas, opinions, or 
experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk 
Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed or 
implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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T-18's Descend 
on Texhoma 

We had 13 beautiful T-18's gracing the 
parking ramp at Texoma Lodge this year (June 
3, 4, 5, 1989), and all presen1 really had a 
super time. 

The weather was a real problem this year. 
We had strings of really vicious thunderstorms 
that ran from the eastern slope of the Rockies, 
down thru the Texas panhandle, into a wide 
belt that took in Central and North Texas, 
swinging up NE thru Oklahoma, Arkansas, 
Missouri Illinois and on up the Ohio valley. 
Getting 'through some of these situations 
ranged from pretty iffy to impossible. 

The weather over nothern Arkansas was 
the source of one big dissappointment to us. 
We had hoped 10 see Ben Cupp's V-B pow
ered T-18 in the flesh, but he couldn't make it. 

John Walton's T-18 arrives 
We did have one surprise, tho', that made 

up for it. Wendell Green, who lives in Argyle 
(Tx) between Ft. Worth and Denton, arrive.d In 
the early afternoon Saturday with his precIous 
jewel-John Walton's former T~18 that he 
had bought just a few days back. As ,a n:'atter 
of fact, he had just checked out In It the 
prevIous day. After three takeoffs and land
ings he brought it home. I thought we were 
going to have to stop drill his che:ks to 
restrain that grin of his when he arrived. 

Wendell is a TWA pilot and has been 
looking all over the country for the last 2 to 3 
years to find a flying T~18. He bought a set of 
plans over 15 years ago and made a start on 
a T-18, but other things interfered. But, he 
never lost the thirst for one. He got Gary 
Green to fly with him and evaluate hi~ tech
nique. Gary said he found very little to pIck on. 
He had to leave about 5 PM and go back 
home, and had planned to return Sunday 

morning. 

Huge Thunderstorm 
hits Texhoma 

Saturday night was a real bummer. Huge 
thunderstorms brewed up (over 70,00 feet) 
just about 40 miles west of Texhoma, and 
strung a path of high wind, big hail, and tor
rents of rain (4 to 5 inches) for 100 miles to the 
east! The lodge ramp escaped the hail and 80 
mph winds, but I was scared to go look the 
next morning. A second wave of weather fol
lowed the first at 4 AM, it lasted about 5 hours, 
then cleared off & went to high overcast. 

Getting in to Texhoma seemed to dep~nd 
on the time factor. Bill Hall, from Russellville, 
Ark was the first to arrive on Friday. Jim 
Pal~e of Dayton (OH) came soon after, along 
with Jim French from Wimberley (TX). Gary 
Green (TX) was next to show, and then Leroy 
Holt (OK). Eddie Eiland (Dallas) again flew 
his Sonerai II in Friday. Jim Palnewasenroute 
to San Francisco to visit his daughter on his 
vacation sO had to leave early Saturday 
morning' to get thru the thunderstorm area~ 
before they buil1 up in 1he PM. 

Bad Weather Forces 
T-18er's to Divert 

Torn Kerns, Ed Ludke and Bob Ryan got 
a late start Friday, and by the time they got 
down in the area there was weather-so they 
diverted to Ardmore, OK, where they picked 
up a car and came on in. They went back and 
picked up their airplanes early Saturday. Harlo 
McKinty had the same problem, only farther 
west at Lawton, OK, so he too, drove In to 
Texhoma, retreiving his airplane the next 
morning. 

Gary Cottner, from Tulsa, was the next 
arrival followed by Dave Eby (Wichita Falls, 
TX)< Gary Holt was last to arrive Saturday. ' 

Crook leaves Peppard's 
T·18 in Dallas, 
Mob arrives by Car 

John Crook (Dallas) had to leave Vern 
Peppard's T-18 at DaHas, as they didn't quite 
get through with the annual. Bobby Collard & 
wife also drove up from Dallas. Bobby's T~18 
could fly by next spring-he was hoping to see 
Ben Cupp's V~6 powered bird. Builder AI 
Pereira from Austin also drove in. 

Besides the ones that flew in, we had 
several builders that drove in. John Mihaila & 
wife (Wichita Falls, TX} had to drive ln, as.h·ls 
newly completed T-18 only has 5 hours on Itto 
date. He also brought "Stash" Simpson & 
wife with them. Stash's T-i8 should be flying 
by next summer or late spring. James Borg 
(Minneapolis) rode down with Tom Kern< His 
T-18 has been flying for some time< 

Doctor Amputates Back! 
Dr. & Mrs. Bud Payne (Austin) also drove 

in. Bud's T-18 was a round back, but he 
removed the round back and replaced it with 
standard T-18 components, He, too, might fly 
by summer next year. Roger Dengler (DFW) 
and family drove up to see the airplane he sold 
to Bob Ryan when it was about 80 to 90o~o 
complete. He was impressed with the way It 
finished out. Ft. Worth builder Ken Morgan 
and wife arso drove in and thoroughly enjoyed 
themselves. 

T-18er's Forced to Take 
Hour-long Ride on Boat! 

We h~d an unexpected diversion on Sun
day afternoon when Bob and Peggy Cutter 
(who share a hangar for their Swift with us at 
Addison) saw the T-18's flYing around while 
they were docked at the Marina with their big 
50 foot cab'ln cruiseL They paged me and 
nothing would do, but load the boat up wit~ T-
18ers and their wives and take an hour crUIse. 
!t was a delightful break and throughly enjoyed 
by all. 

Award Winning 
Documentary A vailabfe 

We again have a video we made, andif any 
of you would like to add it to your collection 
we'll send it to you for cost ($8.00 ppd). There's 
Unothing" on it very educational-except for 

the interviews with Toms Kerns, Harlo McK~ 
inty, Wendell Green, Bill Hall, Bob Ryan, Ed 
Ludke, etc. 

Shifflett shows 
Cavin his Cheeks! 

Paul Shifflett was there again with his 
metal cowl, which is now finished. He showed 
me the cheeks Gust finished) and I planned to 
tape it later when the light was better, but I 
slipped up and didn't. Paul has made a step by 
step foto record of the project, and it would be 
an education to look at them. He'll probably 
bring the cowl and album to QIDi if you'd like 
to see them. Maybe we can do a tape on it 
there. 

Last Re-union! 
This wi!! probably be our last re-union at 

Texhoma, atieast for a while. The lodge policy 
is to require 2 nights minimum stay over a 
weekend and there is an unfair hardship for 
some that could only manage one overnight. 
Nominations for some other locations are now 
open. 

The next location should be a place that 
has either easy access to a motel (with restau
rant), or one within walking distance from th~ 
runway (like Texhoma). Most important, It 
should be a non-controlled field and not within 
a TCAor ARSA. Itshould have 3,000' or longer 
runway(s), hard surfaced. Nav radio facilities 
aren't essential, but nice. It should have uni
com, but this is also not essential. Adequate 
sized parking ramp with tie down spots for 15 
to 20 T-18's is needed. Fuel is not a require
ment, but it shouldn't be too far away. 

Several spots in Oklahoma have been 
suggested already: Mushogee, Shawnee, 
Ardmore, Durant, Okmulgee-to name a few. 
There are also several other state parks in OK 
that have nice airports-Arrowhead, Fountain 
Head (Eufala), Grand Lake, etc. There's also 
a fancy place called Shangri-La on Grand 
Lake that caters to conventions. 

In eastern Kansas there's Chanute, Cof
feyville, and Independence. In western Kan
sas there's Liberal, Dodge City, Garden City, 
Hays, Pratt, etc, 

In north Texas there's Gainesville, Sher
man (where they hold the lAC Champion
ships), Paris, to mention a few. We had ourfirst 
re-union at Temple, Tx., butthatwas a little too 
far south for some. 

Actually, there's no one place that will suit 
everyone. We probably need several of these 
re-unions; one for Westem states, one for the 
Midwest, and one for the Eastem states to do 
it right, but it is obvious there's no easy 
solution. 

Jim Paine (Dayton, OH) has gone to a lot 
of trouble to check out a State Park in South
western Kentucky, Kentucky Dam Village. It 
lies on a line between Nashville and S1. Louis, 
or on a line between Memphis and Indianapo
lis (see a fuller description later in t~is NL o.n 
Jim's proposal for an Oct '89 re-unlon). ~IS 
location would be between 2-3 hours fiymg 
time northeast of Texhoma. It would be more 
convenient for some, a little less for others. 
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HERE NOW IS THAT GREAT REPORT BY DICK PENMAN: 

May 20, 1989 

Dear Dick, 

I'm sure I was typical of many Thorp builders. I show up at 

Oshkosh back in 1973, \vith no real intentions of building anything-

let alone an airplane! Tr~re was all this hustle-bustle around 

the T-18 tie dOlm area and I, like so many, IVas attracted to that 

flurry of activity. 

John Shinn, from Ormond Beach, FL., was giving rides. When 

John asked if I was interested, I wasted no time Climbing in. 

Incidentally, John took best T-18 that year. Well, for me, there 

was no turning back. My life IVould change from that point on. 

I had to have one!! Walking back to the campground that same 

afternoon, we stopped by the sheet metal workshop area. This 

enthusiastic guy, by the name of Lu Sunderland, had the attention 

of at least 100 people, sholVing them just how easy it IVas to hammer 

out IVing ribs and drive rivets. Armed IVith all that good experience 

and knolVledge, \'le IVere on our way to a great adventure. 

HOIvever, the next 18 months would be spent entertaining myself 

by studying prints and practicing to drive rivets. Construction 

started in April 1975, but the aircraft would not fly for another 

9 years. During that time I met many fine people from allover 

the country and learned many neIV skills. After overcoming typical 

obstacles, N199DP finally flew on May 15, 1984. The extra time I 

spent in IVing and tail alignment paid off. The aircraft stalls 

straight and clean and no trim tabs are required. 1ne only two 

problems to show up after the first flight IVere brake pedal and 

trim tab adjustments. I'm sure that all Thorp builders, past and 

present, recognize that you don't build one by yourself. It takes 

alot of dedicated friends and an understanding spouse. So, I 

",auld like to thank some of those people "ho have helped so many 

builders like myself. Gary Copeland, for his time and confidence 

in testing my ship and checking me out in it. Ny good friend, 

Bob Dial, for the many hours of flying, teaching me I1ha t the Thorp 

page 3 
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DICK PENMAN REPORT, continued: 

could really do. Also, to you, Dick, and the late Lu Sunderland 

for your dedication to the newsletters. Without these newsletters 

most of us would not have finished our aircraft. It's been a 

great experience building the T-18 and exciting each time I fly 

it. 

I am sending along some drawings that may help out some new 

builders; baggage compartment, tail pipe hangers, battery box, 

vacuum hook-up and alternator wiring hOOk-Up. 

Best regards, 

~~ 
" ~~~ 

DICk Penman 

5918 Bordman Rd. 

Dryden, MI 48428 

Dick, I was absolutely overwhelmed when I received your letter and all 
those beautiful drawings. (I still am).We are all truly in your debt 
for those drawings and I'm sure all of the T-18ers join me in expressing 
their deep and sincere thanks for your efforts. They are really profession
al quality. Hopefully they will stimulate others to do some of the same. 
Again, Dick, a million thanks! 

I was also delighted with the new format for the NL that JIM HIDALGO did 
on his computer. It was really an eye opener for me to see what you can 
do with a computer.If you,too, are pleased with it, how about sending a 
post card with your comments? 

Since Jim was able to condense the 10 pages of handwritten material I sent 
him into two pages we now have space for all of Dick Penman's drawings in 
this NL ••••.• Also LYLE TRUSTY sent me an excellent multi-page report on 
his airplane since I wrote the material on page 1 and 2. I also got a 
detailed report from RARLO McKINTY en his new bird, a report and drawing 
from F. E. ROGERS, and a letter from MONROE MAXHEIMER, who also sent in 
some excellent drawings of how he is installing the JAVELIN V-6 engine 
and attaching the motor mount to the fuselage, so I already have material 
for NL #73 •... but, PLEASE, don't lean back on your thumbs and not send 
YOUR report, just because we have enough material on hand for another NL. 

Since I have a little extra space on this page, I guess this is a good 
time to tell you about a trip I just got back from, an assignment from HQ 
to go up to Harrison, AR, and do a story on BEN CUPP's V-6 powered T-18, 
and then over to Wichita, KS, where I was to meet TOM FOSTER, who was 
bringing one of the LECTRO props over to put on DAVE BLANTON's test bed 
Cessna 175 first and then to put it on DAVEY BLANTON's Sport Racer for its 

trip to OSH. (more later in the NL on this). 
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I It's always a delight to 
I is TOM OSTENDORF's story 
i 

DICK CAVIN, 
21 JUNE 89 
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hear of a new T-18 taking to the air and here 
of his brand new bird. 

I'M WAITING FOR INSPECTION OF N54266 S-18 SERIAL # 42 
I STARTED BUILDING IN DEC.86. 

I DIDN'T ENCOUNTER ANY MAJOR PROBLEMS DURING CONSTRUCTION, 
BUT THE CANOPY TOOK SOME MODIFICATION OF THE FRAME AND LONGER 
SKIRT AROUND TEE BeTTOM TO FIT. 

I CONSTRUCTED THE VERTICAL FIN DIFFERENTLY. I HAVE A CAD/CAM 
SYSTEM AT WORK. I CREATED THE RIBS ON THE SCREEN WITH THE RIVET 
HOLES MARKED AND THE SPACING OF THE RIBS PER PRINT.THE CAD/CAM CAN 
GIVE YOU THE LENGTH OF ARCS AND SPLINES SEGMENTS WHICH MADE IT EASY 
TO CREATE THE FLAT LAYOUT FOR THE SKIN WITH RIVET HOLES MARKED. 

I PLOTTED THE LAYOUT FULL SIZE, GLUED THE LAYOUT TO THE FLAT 
SKIN MATERIAL, AND CENTER PUNCHED THE HOLES THRU THE POINTS ON 
THE DRAWING. 

AFTER DRILLING THE HOLES, IT WAS EASY TO MAKE THE HOLE 
TEMPLATES BY TRANSFERING THE HOLES THRU THE SKIN. BY MARKING THE 
RIVET CENTER LINE ON THE RIBS I COULD WRAP THE TEMPLATE AROUND THE 
RIBS, CLAMP AND PUNCH THE HOLES AS PER STANDARD THORP METHODS. 

I HAVE BEEN TAKING SOME DUAL WITH JIM PAINE IN N747JP GETTING 
READY TO FLY. JIM OFFERED TO DO THE FIRST FLIGHT AND I TOOK HIM UP 
ON THE OFFER. JIM KEEPS HIS PLANE AT THE NEW CARLISLE, OHIO AIRPORT 
WHERE I HAVEBUILT A HANGBR. 

I'M ANXIOUS TO FLY AND HOPE I CAN GET THE TEST TIME OFF BY 
OSHKOSH 89. 

A PICTURE IS ENCLOSED AS PER YOUR REQUEST. HOPE TO SEE YOU 
AT OSHKOSH. 

TOM OSTENDORF 
450 KENT RD. 
TIPP CITY,OHIO 45371 
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Monroe Maxhimer 
10202 N. 46th Ave 
Glendale, Az. 85302 

T-18 Newsletter 
10529 Somerton Dr. 
Dallas, Tx. 75229 

Dear Dick, 

Enclosed is $20. Please reinstate me on the T-18 news letter mailing 
list. The last news letter I received was #69. I should have been 
keeping you informed on the progress of my project but I am a real 
procrastinator when it comes to writing letters. The project is 
moving along, but slower than I would like. The fuselage is 
basically finished on the outside with the exception of hanging the 
engine, which I am in the process of doing now. I am using the 
Javelin engine (Ford 232V6) and am in the process of putting it 
together. I had the machine work done on it that Dave Blanton 
suggested, which was honing the cylinders for a .004" clearance. I 
also had the engine completely balanced, with the lower pulley 
installed on the crankshaft, to within 1/2 gram. According to the 
the speed shop that I dealt with, production engines are usually 
balanced to within 20 grams at best. Hopefully this will make a 
difference in the operation. 

A considerable amount of time on the project was consumed in the 
development of the firewall attach points for the engine mount. I 
wanted the strongest possible mount with the least amount of weight. 
It took me two tries before I was satisfied with the results. 
Enclosed are detailed drawings of this effort. The one disadvantage 
of the method I used is the fact that the fuel tank must be modified, 
as shown in the picture, for clearance of the longeron to firewall 
gussets. If anyone is interested in further discussion on this 
mounting method they can call me at 602-939-4064. 

I am planning to spend more time on the project in the next few 
months in order to try to finish it by June of next year. With a 
little luck I may make it. 

page 14 

Thanks, Monroe, for your very considerable efforts in your report and 
the most excellent drawings you sUbmitted. Your approach on the motor 
mount also looks well thought out. Your solution is the third method 
we've seen now, all of them different. I certainly hope both you and 
John popejoy will soon be flying your V-6 T-lBs. This will provide a 
shot in the arm for some of the builders that have gotten discouraged 
at the skyrocketing costs of aircraft engines. I already know of several 
new builders that had aircraft engines on hand, but resold them and 
are going to install the V-6. They felt that not only would they save 

quite a bundle on installation, but also much more intoperation. 
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A brief explanation of the four IJoint engine mount modification. 

Along with my drawings I have included portions of Drawing 515, 
em ... hich I "a.vE' marked the locatci.on of the bol t hole for 
attaching the engine mount to the firewall. 

The parts tha.t I have added ar-e '_~hown on rough drawing H1 and on 
detail drawings D4~ D5, D6 & M2~ 

Gusset D4 fits below the longer-on at WL42 .. 0 as shown on drawing 
M1 and on detail B of dra~ing M2. As shown on dwg D4 there is a 
.060 joggle on this gusset to accomodate the firewall flange and 
cow) at-tach doubler" 

This piece may not be necessary but I wanted to distribute the 
:;::tr'ess in this area more evenly t:.D the skin .. 

Dr'awing D6 actually shows two pieces. The 4130 steel fitting and 
a 2024T3 spacer. The fitting rivets to the firewall and overlaps 
the firewall corner stiffener which runs between the two 
longerons. To make the overlap ,?yen without joggling the fitting 
I put the spacer between the fit-ewall and the D6 fitting. The 
size of the spacer is shown on the D6 drawing. 

To stiffen the flrewall between the right and left D6 fittings I 
attached a 2024T3 angle (1 11 x .7~" x .093 11

), which I made by 
cuti:ing down one side of a 111 x 111 angle. The top of the angle 
is positioned at WL42.0 and extellds to within Q25 11 of the side 
sJ.;ins~ 

I wanted this angle and the D5 fitting to carry torsional loads. 
As you can see on dwg D6 there is a 109 degree bend at the top of 
this f i tt.ing. The top of the bend is parallel to and coincident 
with WL42.0. 

Fitting D5 bolts to the top flange of fitting D6 and the longeron 
at WL42.0. On dwg .11 is shown stiffener 81. I added this for 
ext..-a insurance. It overlaps both longerons and gusset D4. 
Drawing M2 is to show the detail of parts in the mount area. 

If any questions call me at 602-939-4064. 

Monroe Maxhimer 
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If you think you can make the fall get-together , please send Jim 
Paine a card, so they can make plans for accomodations, etc. It looks 
like a beautiful spot, with lots to do, in the color brochure Jim 
brought to Texhoma . 

Mr. Dick Cavin 
10529 Someton 

June 22, 1989 

Da 11 as, TX 75229 

Dear Dick, 

Regarding the Kentucky State Park reunion in October, would you please 
publish the following in the next T-18 Newsletter. 

Reservations are to be made with Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park 
Genera 1 Del ivery 
Gilbertsville, KY 
42044-9999 
Phone: (502)362-4271 

If reservations are cancelled after 9/7/89, there will be a $10 service 
charge. All reservations must be made by that time. The reservations 
should be made for the rooms being held for the Paine Party. 

The rates are: $42.75 (single) 
$51.84 (double) 

I will be sending out invitations to all those who have made the get
together in the past, but perhaps we can pick up some new ones through 
the Newsletter. 

Sincerely, ~ 

(1 f / . 
J e----=-
/--~ 

I 
'/ 

Jim & Judy Paine 
4240 Wagner Rd. 
D t OH 

(If you can come, don't forget to 
ay on, t' b . f h' . 1 . 4544 0 re-lm urse Jlm or lS mal lng 
~~_~~~6n0 spend $100 for stamps these days) . 

..• __ ._--_._ .. _--_. 

get up a "kitty" 
costs. It isn't 

Have some extra space here, so will use for some FOR SALE notes: 

BILL HALL, #2 Normandy Circle, Russellville, AR, 72801, has his T-18 
foro-saTe for $16,500. It has an 0-290 in it and is a beautifully painted 
and finished A/C. It was built by Don Thompson in PA some years back.I 
have lost Bill's tel. #, but the A/C is 501. 
STEVE RIFFE, 3532 Tripp, Amarillo, TX, 79121 has an almost ready to fly 
prOJeCt-tor sale. He has $llk invested in it, but will sell for $8900 
OBO. The wing is the folding wing (new airfoil) and the wing was built by 
John walton. Fuselage is standard T-18. I can't find his letter that had 
details, but I do know it's a good buy for someone. steve just lost interest 
after his dad died, as it was sort of a partnership project. Give him a 

call ..... I forgot to mention that Bill lost his hangar +building new house. 
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As you can see from the copy on the previous pages, I have made an 
enroute change in the NL content, primarily to maintain continuity 
on the articles by Dick Penman and Monroe Maxheimer. I am also running 
out of time that I have available betweee now and OSH. Today is July 
20 and I leave for OSH a week from today. I am taking the NL master 
over to VERN PEPPARD's GEOMAP plant today to be printed and collated 
and with a little luck I can have it in the mail a couple of days before 
I have to leave.If I run too late to get copies to you before OSH, I'll 
try to bring a few copies with me. Vern has invited me to be his copilot 
in his turboprop King Air, so we will have some cargo space. I'll be all 
over the place doing interviews, so won't see much of you until the Tues. 
nite dinner at Butch's. Sorry we slipped up on the T-18 Forum. I thought 
someone else was handling it & I guess they thought I was. We may still 
ha ve it. 

I'll have to let you in on a little secret: We just got back from a 5 day 
trip, first driving up to Harrison, AR, (12 hours ~) where I did an 
interview with BEN CUPP for a story in SPORT AVIATION, with pix and a 
demo flite. Ben-has his new cowling on, altho' unpainted, and still hasn't 
had time to do his gear leg fairings, but it GOES~ At 3500' MSL, with 
surface temps above 900 it indicates 195 mph .... and Ben says his A/S is 
pretty accurate! In my book, the V-6 in the T-18' is a winner. The next 
day we drove up to Springfield, MO, where I visited with some old school 
chums, and then the next day we drove over to Wichita, KS, with a brief 
stop in Lamar, MO, for a quickie visit with Karl & Mazie Lipscomb, and wwe 
got to hear a first hand account of how their T-18 took a duck thru the 
windshield. Mazie face was a mess, but no permanent damage. Got into ICT 
in mid afternoon, just in time to see one of the modified Tri-Pacers, with 
a V-6 engine.It was a beautifully finished airplane and after some taking 
of pix with the cowl off .. and on .. I got my second ride in a V-6 powered 
airplane. Again, I was impressed with the performance. The next day 1'Clm __ 
Fo?ter, from the E~~CJRO Prop Corp arrived with a 3 blader that they 
installed on DAVE BLANTON's test bed C-175, where it flew for some 15 hrs. 
before installing it on DAVY BLANTON's Sport Racer. You'll see it at OSH. 
Just last nite Tom Foster carne thru DAL on the way to Wimberly, TX, where 
he is installing a two blade LECTRO prop on JiM FRENCH's 150 hp T-18. I 
will have stories in S.A. on all these airplanes, etc. You wlll also see 
the V-6 STOL at OSH and quite probably French's T-18, too. 

Again, I want to thank all of you that sent in material for the NL and 
again encourage all of you to contribute a story (please). Thanks, too, 
for JIM HIDALGO for his work on pages 1 & 2 and the clever captions. We 
will be getting NL #73 out right after OSH, now that I've got some help. 
Hope to see all of you at OSH. If you need to contact me you can leave 
me a message at the EAA Press Bldg (just behind the tower). 

Until then enjoy. 

PLZ note the 
to fill this 
it's as much 

enclosed PERFORMANCE DATA SURVEY . Please take a few moments 
out and return to me. We NEED this info badly and/remember, 
for YOUR benefit as well as others. Okay/??? 
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Kentucky Lake a great success !fA Dawn Attack" 
by Richard O. Snelson 
The 1989 Fall T-18 Event at 
Kentucky Dam Village Stale Park, 
was acknowledged as one of the 
best T-18 get togethers ever, by 
everyone present, It started for 
me with an invitation from Paul 
Kirik to join him to fly down for 
the fun. Frankly, I needed some 
fun! After many years ofbuild
ing the first T-18, "and never 
flying it", 2 more years on a 
Pitts Special "and never flying 
it", plus over a year on the 
current T-18 project, made me 
ready for all the fun I could get. 
At that point, I didn't realize 
just how much fun and action 
was to come. "Combat in Ken
tucky" and "Aerobatics", to only 
hint at part of it. Having met 
Paul at the Springfield, Illinois 
Airport Saturday morning, we 
departed southeast for Ken
tucky, when level at 7000 (fFR), 
his beautiful beige with orange/ 
dark brown trim T-18 started 
clicking off 145 knots true, a 

Paul'ff... Beautiful NIl PK 

check of the Loran showed our 
ground speed to be 178 knots 

not bad folks. Trimmed out 
the bird just set there, stable, 
solid and fast. 

Paul had won the 1989 
Wright Brothers Memorial 
Award at Dayton, Ohio for his 

Jack Hull's N55P ill "action" 

craftmanship on this ship. For 
those of you not familiar with 
this award, it is really quite an 
honor. An individual must be 
selected, nominated, and then 
voted on. Paul had been recog
nized for his 1988 "Best T-18 
Award" at Oskosh, which put 
him into contention for the 
Dayton honor. The award was 
then presented at Dayton, in 
the Wright Brothers Mansion 
on Hawthorn Hill, by a distant 
relative of the brothers, Mr. 
Wilkerson Wright. NllPK is 
one fine airplane, Congratu
lations Paul! 

Paul's fine workmanship had 
paid off: in just one hour and 
ten minutes "Kentucky Lake 
Airport", much to soon for me, 
as I was still waiting to just 
hold that stick and feel what 
this whole T-18 thing is all 
ahout, Oh well maybe later! We 
were greeted at the ramp by 





four other T-18's and several 
individuals that had arrived by 
auto and commercial air. The 
ramp was bare, not a single 
building. When the get to
gether was originally consid
ered an office and lounge, with 
fuel, phones, and restrooms 
existed, now they were all gone, 
bulldozed for progress, since 
the state had provided money 
for all new facilities. 

Soon the five T-18's had lots 
of company, the sky thundered 
with fly-bys as two, and three 
birds arrived together. There 
was nothing to warm the heart 
of the "stuck in the basement" 
homebuilder then a flight of 
three T-18's crossing the field, 
wingtip to wing tip. TwentyT-
18's, arrived to complete the 
gathering. After greetings were 
exchanged and everyone got 
over the initial euphoria caused 
from seeing so many T-18's in 
one place, the birds were ar
ranged in a large circle so our 
professional photographer Jack 
Hull, from Blue Grass, Iowa 
could take the impressive 
photo that is a part of this 
newsletter. Jack climbed the 
airport beacon tower to shoot 
it, not me! (Jack has sent a 
copy of this photo to all persons 
attending the fly-in, Thanks 
Jack) He happens to be the 
owner of N55P, a beautiful beige 
with brown/dark brown trim T-
18. The air to air photo is Jack's 
bird in action. 

Saturday afternoon was 
spent with cowlings removed, 
and everyone getting their 
chance to ask questions, and 
to note the various builders' 

1heT-18Attack Force inAction 
approach to T-18 construction. 
Any builders wanting/needing 
a T-18 ride was given the op
portunity to jump aboard one 
of several planes offering this 
chance. I rode with Gary Green 
of Granbury, Tx in N118GG. 
Gary got it off the ground and 
promptly said OK! it all yours. 
Well first of all, I had spent 
many years of thinking what 
the T-18 controls would feel 
like, I had the impression that 
this would be like sitting in a 
BD-5 Jet with nothing but a 
toothpick for a stick to control 
the darn thing. Not true folks! 
ailerons are responsive, and do 
require moderate pressure to 
make the turn happen, pitch is 
stable but sensitive. My first 
turn resulted in a climb, since 
the T-18 nose is built to droop 
and needs to be below the 
horizon, not on it for a level 
turn. Very little rudder was 
needed for cruising turns, so 
feet can be kept on the floor. 
Gary explained that he does 
only gentle aero batie, with no 
snap maneuvers to cause wear 
on the crankshaft, which is 
amplified by the long prop 
shaft extension. Using an 

entry speed of 160 mph, Gary 
demonstrated the loop, he only 
completed one, my ears and 
sensory system did at least one 
more, the G meter showed 2.SGs 
max. Next the barrel roll en
tered from a slightly nosehigh 
attitude at an air speed of 110 
mph, very smooth with only 
positive Gs. Thanks Gary! for 
the chance to experience T-18 
aerobatic action! 

After returning to the ramp, 
strange sounding engines were 
heard coming from the north, 
"enemy aircraft", three Long 
Ezs, intent upon a low pass, 
scrafingrun that caught our T-
18's all on the ground. Several 
of the more aggressive T-18 
Warriors had to be physically 
restrained from leaving imme
diately for air-to-air combat. 
Hold on fellows we may have 
lost this battle, but not the war! 

Rumor had it that the Rutan 
crowd was having a fly-in at 
Rough River State Park, 95 
miles away. This sort of counter 
attack needed planning and 
coordination, it had to include 
the element of surprise, "Sun-





at , or on 
second thought, after Brunch, 
a 10:30 Launch. 

In mean time Saturday 
evening a fine uu> HA 

dinner trimmings 
and the great company of over 
50 18 enthusiasts and their 
families. Darn Vil
lage State Park turned out to 
be a great place to stay, dine, 
and enjoy the get-together. The 
group present decided that 
another get-together the 
Spring at the same location 
would be great, plans are 
May 12 and 13. Call the Lodge 
early to make your reserva
tions that number is 502-362-
4271, ask for the T-18 
Group Rate. That evening the 
group moved to Room 246 to 
hold a strategic planning ses
sion for the "Rutan Payback 
Attack" to be held Sunday 
morning. This meeting quickly 
deteriorated into a "can you 
top this story" the best 
of the evening follows: 

lJn)ie,~t !>'unoUl a 
IWlUlIVnew here?) to lake his red
headed 10 a or even to 
dinner. Afler promisil1g eve
ning he weill to the garage 
and promplly beca me involved 
nUJre impoi1alU mailers and 
frankly forgot dale. The wife 
appeared at the door, dressed to 
go oW, got the mes-
sage that her had for-
gotten Being a 
head, she closest 
liling it 
across {he T-18 at the IlL/Wilmet. 

Quole by husband. know 

someone throws a chair at 
you, it to hit yoa some
where!" Next she crossed behind 
the plane and proceeded to throw 
the more. Qnolefrom 

H (>nev.l don 'If hink 
you're laking this well at all." 
Thanks to Leroy and Mal)! (Mmy 
is a good-looking redhead). 

On with the new days events: 
Morning came with an excel
lent brunch, country ham, eggs, 
biscuits and gravy, bacon, more 
food! more food!. A quick trip 
to the airport and a short hop 
with Paul to fuel-up and back 
for the departure for Rough 

Pmk Twelve T-18s bound 
for a brave journey of 95 miles 
to let those Rutan guys know 
that the T-18 bunch is one 
outfit not to reckon with. Can 
you imagine "centers" reac
tion to 12 transponders from 
the same area at the same time! 
The first wave of "fighters" 
new a tight formation of three 
ships, followed by a second 
group of three, and all us 
nonmilitary types spread over 
<P"2;"," I miles Surprise 
was on our side! We caught 
them on the ground! Three tly
bys convinced them that we 
meant business. One poor un
lucky fellow actual got off the 
ground, but didn't last long 
against the T -18 superior turn 
rate. Nowwe would all be able 
to paint fiber-glass stars on the 
side of our T-18 cockpits! What 
a weekend to remember... 

This weekend had shortened 
my building time by at least a 
year, provided that every day 

5 extra hours and my wife 
can give up movies, and dinner 

dates (no prohlenl doesn't 
red-hair). trip back 

to Illinois was great, since Paul 
gave me the control'i and worked 
my tail off with navigation and 
T-18 flight control. Thanks 

Gary, and Judy 
Paine and everyone made 

get together so I 
hope that smne(lay 
to pass on the san1e sort T-
18 experience "in my T 18" to 
some other builder. 

Until we fly T-18 
Warriors! 

FORSALE: 

Fiberglass spinner shells for 
replacing aluminum, call 
Jim Payne 513-426-9671 

Dick Cavin's old T-18, about 
450 IT, 325 smoh, Lye ()-32()
b2b, 
Loran, 145, Xponder, All 
Encoder, etc. $15,900. Call 

Hidalqo at 1-512-847-3881 
after 5 pin. 

T-18 plans, one set wide-bOdy, 
one set standard, 
wing addition. body 
templates, wide body bulk
heads, many mise parts, stan
dard fuselage, gear, canopy, roll 
bar. Call Rich Snelson 217-
935-4215 

Your Add can be here next 
Jssue. 
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KERR VILLE S9 

It's nice to start this newsletter 
on an upbeat. The past week
end was the 25th annual South
west Regional Fly-in at Kerrville 
Tx. and it just couldn't have 
been any more perfect. The 
weather was gorgeous, not a 
cloud in the sky, a light wind, 
daytime temps in the mid SO's, 
and in the high 50's at night. 

I don't have all the figures yet, 
hut the airport was close to heing 
full, hoth in the display area 
and across the runway in the 
area reserved for Wichita Wall
flowers and other such prosaic 
transient. I would estimate we 
had as many as 1500 airplanes 
there all told. 

To make my cup runneth over, 
I got to go to and from the Fly
in in a T-18 -- and not just any 
T-18 at that! I rode with Wen
dell Green, who is the proud 
new owner of John Walton's 
former beauty. We alternated 
flying and navigating. We 
climhed to 6500 MSL going 
and 7500 returning, and with a 
light crosswind we were aver
agingahout 190 mpheach way, 
pulling 24" and 2400 one way 
and 23" and 2400 coming hack. 
A little hetter than 3 miles per 
minute and that was verified 
by ground speed read-outs on 
both the Loran and the DME. 
My thoughts kept going hack 
to the times John and I flew 
formation to and from OSH, 
back when he had the 150 hoss 
engine and fixed pitch prop in 
it. The 0-360 engine and CIS 
prop make quite a difference. I 

particularly noticed it in take
off and climb. 

Wendell and I had to leave 
Sa turday, fhe 2nd day, and come 
hack home, as Wendell had a 
trip out on Sunday. (He's a TWA 
pilot and commuterto St. Louis 
from his home in Argyle, Tx, 
near Denton. 

Friday was really my day. I got 
to fly in 3 T-18s the same day 
and this not only make my day, 
but my month, too. Jim Hi
dalgo, who bought my T-18, 
made a special seat and seat 
back so hig guys like me can fly 
it comfortably. Jim is shorter 
that I am and he re-uphosltered 
it and made new seats with thick 
upholstery for real comport, 
which was just right for him 
and his wife, Marty. He was 
going to let me fly it last fall, 
but I couldn't close the canopy 
then. Jim, hless his heart, 
went to all that trouble to make 
that extra seat just so I could 
fly it at Kerrville. What a nice 
guy! and boy! oh boy! it was a 
real kick in the head to fly the 
"Yellow Bird" again. There's 
just nothing like a T -18. It just 
plain spoils one for anything 
else. 
No sooner had Jim and I got
ten down than Jim French 
loaded me in his bird and I got 
to see how his bird flew with the 
new LectroProp , that I'd been 
telling you about in the news
letter for the past year or so. It 
was quite a revelation, too. His 
takeoff nm is drastically shorter 
and his rate of climh is about 
double what it was before! I 
was also pleasantly suprised 

at how much smoother the 
engine was and I believe it is a 
little quieter too. 

One nice thing about a vari
able pitch or CIS prop is how 
quickly you can get slowed up 
to pattern speed when you flat
ten the pitch a little. I also 
noticed the landing roll is con
siderably shorter, with the 
prop's flat pitch acting as a ] 5t 
class drag brake. A friend of 
mine with a Mustang II had 
told me he cut his landing roll 
in half when he changed to a CI 
S prop. 
French will contribute a short 
report on the prop later in the 
NIL, so I won't dwell on it here 
except to say that I think you'll 
see a lot of these LectroProp 
on alot of airplanes in years to 
come. Bear in mind that 
Jim's airplane has the big 
600x6 tires and correspond
ingly larger wheel pants, which 
cost him about 10 mph. 
You might also want to know 
that Wendell's bird was the 
winner of the Grand Cham
pion Award in the Plans Built 
Category! It also won the 
same award it Kerrville about 
5 years ago when John had it. 

Just before OSH '891 made a 
trip to Harrison Ar, to do a 
story for Sport Aviation on 
Ben Q"rpp's V-6 powered T-l/l. 
You'll read about it in S.A. so 
I won't go into great detail here 
except to say it nies great! 
Without gear leg fairings on a 
95 degree day, @ 3500 ft-msl it 
indicates 195 mph and Ben says 
he has verified the NS indica
tor. Wow! 





That same trip I went over to 
Wichita to witness the installa
tion of the LectroProp on Dave 
Blanton's V6 Ford engine his 
Cessna test bed 175. This was 
the culmination of 300 
hours of running the prop in 
one of Dave's engines by Tom 
Foster, the national distribu
tor for the LectroProp. During 
the 290 hour grueling ground 
run an automatic set up cycled 
the prop from stop to stop every 
few seconds, thousands and 
thousands of cycles. Both the 
engine and prop performed 
flawlessly. Since then an inde
pendent lab in Mich. has done 
"pull tests" on the blades and 
hub, with the result that i took 
a pull of 51 ,(lOD lbs to pull it in 
too - and the blades stayed in 
the hub even then! All these 
tests are far in excess of FAA 
requirements to certify a prop, 
which they plan to do soon. 
They also want to accumulate 
several hundred hours of ac
tive tlying on five or differ
ent types of homebuilts before 
certifying it. They are now 
getting an STC on a 3 blade 
installation on a Cherokee ISO, 
Just think what a difference it 
will make on Cessna 1505 and 
172s, as well as Cherokees, etc. 

DUFLUNKYCUB 

That same trip I got to tly 
one of the "Dut1unky Cubs" that 
Dave has talked about for 
years. It is a stretched (2 ft) 
Tn-Pacer on conventional gear, 
with IS" extensions to the outer 
wing panels, with the V-6 en
gine in it. It, too, flies a 

real STOL. Both Ben's T-1S 

and the V-6STOLwill soon get 
the LectroProp installation and 
I believe it will make skyrock
ets out of both on T/O and climb. 

V-6 ENGJNENOTES 

On that trip I found out why 
some people have picked on 
Dave's engine, saying it didn't 
put out the power he claimed. 
It seems Ford put out a bunch 
of V-6 engines with an 8.1:1 
compression ration, while all 
of Dave's dyno and f1ight test
ing have been on engines with 
an 8.8: 1 ratio, so if you are 
going that route on yours T-18, 
be sure you have the 8.8:1 engine. 

NEWFAA TACTICS 

In case you haven't heard the 
news in your area, you need to 
be aware of a drastic change 
in policy in regard to a wave of 
nit picking enforcement activ
ity by field inspectors. To begin 
with, they have hired who 
knows how many new inspec
tors. the Southwest region 
alone they have added 15 new 
ones and guess what their main 
activity is -- checking the pa
perwork of pilots and their air
planes! all that in the name of 
safety and motherhood, of 
course. 

They are doing what they call 
"ramp checks" and they are 
hitting every airport in their 
region and they proclaim they 
are doing it day and night, 
Saturday and Sundays & holi
days. Theyare already swarm
ing fly-ins. They are lurking 

around airports, just waiting 
for someone to come taxiing in, 
or preparing to get in their 
airplane and leave. (I don't 
think they have the authority 
to enter a parked airplane 
without the owner being pres
ent.) As a pilot, be sure your 
license is current and valid. 
Don't forget to see if your 
medical is also current. 

To justify this new enforce
ment and harassment program 
the FAA is proclaiming that 
homebuilders have taken too 
many liberties with mainte
nance and alteration of airfra
mes, engines, and props, etc. 
Maybe we have from their stand
point. Anyway, they want us to 
execute Form 337s each time 
we make some alteration, just 
like a certified airplane, and if 
any major changes are made, 
submit it for re-Iicensing Uust 
like at first) and we may have to 

go through a new test period, 
etc. You may want to contact 
your nearest FSDO and get a 
copy of a new (free) bulletin 
directed at the aircraft owner 
& operator of general aviation 
types. It's called H Aircraft 
Maintenance Responsibilities" 
and is 18 pages long. m 
the SW Re~ion the address is 
"FAA FSDu", 8032 Aviation 
Place, Love Field, Dallas, Tx, 
75235. If you don't have a local 
FSDO (no longer a GADO) close 
by you can write to the above 
address. 





Jim Paine 4240 Wagoner Road, Dayton, Ohio reports more T-18 gear welding cracks, hoth in 
his ship and in one owned by Dan Wolf. Jim's gear has a small crack on the front of the lower weld 
where the cross member is attached, he has stopped drilled it and will watch its progress. Dan 
Wolfs ship had severe cracking damage to both front and back welds and is grounded as a result. 
Jim is investigating the problem and will report the results, he has a potential fix that is heing 
analyzed by an aeronautical engineer. Make it a point to check your plane for this cracking hefore 
your next flight Call or write me (address/phone # below) about this problem as I would like to 
know more about the details, type of welding? , extended gear?, hard-landings?, etc .... 

Review old news letters for all the many safety tips contrihuted in the past Then do something 
about them! That's all for now, Richard Snelson 

Editors 
I'm very disappointed lh<H 
only 5 of the Performance 
Data Survey slips were re
turned. I'm not too surprised, 
tho I guess. I don't quile 
comprehend just why the 
great majority of you simply 
wil!not pick upapen-evcrfor 
a simple little letter. It rcally 
gets discouraging. We have 
the potential to eXChange a 
huge amount of information 
that would be of inestimable 
value to each and every one of 
the members, whether they 
have a flying airplane or a 
projccL 

When and IF -we get a 
sufficient numhcr of returns 
of the Performance Data 
Surveys we wi!! publish a 
tabulation. 

Come on guys! fH give you 
one more chance, but if you lcl 
me down again I'm washing 
my hands of the whole thing! 
If you're hx) lazy and indiffcr
col to take 5 minutes to fill 
out a simple form and buy a 
25 cent stamp I'll be forced to 
conclude that you have no 
considerMion for your fc1!ow 

pilots and nui!dcrs and your 
only interesl in the N.L is to 
be mi!dly amused - or some
thing !ike that. 

I JUSt received a bound 

Tabs 
of all the T-lSs that arc flying, 
the Thorp '1'-18 section oflhe 
Experimenta! Aircraft Model 
Directory, published by "Air 
Data", 408 Evergreen Ave, 
Gten Ellyn, I!! 60137 phone 
number (312) 858-2428. They 
list about 200 airplanes that 
arc idcntified from FAA !lSl

ingsas a T-18. I'm quire sure 
there are at least twice that. 
many morc that do not use T-
18 in their name listing. The 
list is published in a bound 
bL10kict of 4" x 11 f! size) so we 
had to reproduce the pages 
vertically. Please look at the 
list carefully and if you know 
of corrections to be made, I 
would appreciate your send~ 
iog them to me. 

"Ii" ji;if-
If you have airplanes, proj
ects) or parts for sale please 
lype details up neatly. Leave 
a good margin on left, give 
your complele name, ad~ 

dress, tel# day or night, price 
erc. If you have a gexx1 picture 
of complete airplane we'll try 
to include that too. 

Sincerely, 
DlCK CAVIN 

My name is Richard Sne!
son, after having used the 
newieHers from thls Mutual 
Aid Group for over 25 years 
I've dedded to lend Dick a 

hand with the writing 
putlli;,hirlg of thjs excd~ 

lent media. I feci that it has 

saved me hours on both T-
18 projects that I've worked 
and is the best "money" a 
builder or operator can 
spend. I started my first '1'-
18 in SL Louis about 1963 Or 
64 with I foward Henderson, 
I..ec Skillman and Sylvan 
Keebler. By 1975 when I went 
into business for myself it was 
on the gear with the engine 
tested and the instrumenta~ 
tion all in. Needing money! I 
ran an add in trade~a-plane 

and sold it very quickly. I 
know it went to california and 
may have had it N number 
changed. (Old number was 
N685RS) Anyone have any 
information on this old ship? 
Nter a number of factory 
built airplane lhe !ure of 
OSH! got me again, so it was 
back this tlme with a Pitts 
Special. About a year ago, the 
old T-18 Bug got me again 
and here I am with another 
project underway. r have pur
chased several incomplete 
projects, and have a lot of 
parts, but basically I'm 
building the new ship \vith 
Sport Aviation Parts. Center 
wing is about ready w rivet, in 
a jig, so I'll do a story wilh 
picture about that later. I'm 
getting ~el, up with a photo 
scanner, and desk lOp pub
lishing software to do the 
newletters, so hope you like 
the new formaL It may 
change some more as I 

deveiop Ihe different fea
tures of lile snflw,nre. I also 
h(lve photogr,lphy as a hobhy 
so hope you like the many 
piclures tl"lat I'll provide. My 
goal \viil be to get a newslet
ter out bdore each major T
i8 event, and after each if 
possihle. Feel free to send 
artjcles to me as I plan to do 
most of the leiter puhlishing 
and formal ting. Give me a 
caB and discuss your ideas for 
this great tradition. B.lchard 

~nc!son, Route ~~~?5 
Clinton lIL (217) 935-4215 

By the way Sylvan Keebler has 
been vcry sick, hope your bct
tcr"Kecb". II is wife Pegh'}' 
tens me hc sun kx)ks forward 
to getting the new!cltcrs. 1"111 
sure he wuuld like to nC;:lr 

from all his old T-18 buddies 
so drop him <1 card fci:ows. 
Address is RR 2, Box 139, 
Belltoinn, Miss. 30040 

Rich. 





First Flight by Russ Ross 

Here's still another First Flighter report. This one is from Russ Ross. He also sent in a 3/4 rear 
picture of his new bird, N45RR and one of our T -18 "Performance Data Surveys" slips and the 
numbers he got sound about right with no gear leg fairing or wheel pants. His paint scheme is very 
attractive. It's basic white, with flowing blue stripe with narrow gold feature striping outlining the 

blue. 

Dear Dick; 

Inclosed is a picture of my ~-18; h45ith, which I 
1st flew on July 11th which happened to be my 60th 
birthday, 34 yeRrs after my 1st RDlo on my 16th birthday. 
~alk about elated ! It was absolutely tremendous. 
~ade the front page of the local newspaper. 

It is ? standard ~-1B with electic trim; basic panel, 
Cochran ;:);:} crOf:sover eX~i:lU8t, dual J:.;GT; dual CH'll; VSI; 
fJ..lerra l<"rlV Com with electronic ()DI ann ,q TerrA (llC1J-12C 
loran. Has Hosenhaun wheels & brakes & master cylinders. 
I have a Sensenich 76BM metal prop cut down to 68" x '!~H 
pitch.lEob Dial recomended) Scott tailwheel. 
~he empty weight was 901 lbs. rmron paint with corlar 
epoxy primer. I installed a LASA intake vent on the 
bottom of the cowling (Rattray) and ducted it to my 
cabin heater intake which gives excellant cabin ventilation. 

At this time I hRye about twenty hours on the airfrAme 
and am still debu~~ing. Gear fairings and wheel pants 
have not been installed. 1 am using a piper pitot tube 
located on the win~ ~ap cover at about 3/5 th chord len~th. 
Top speed indicated in level flight at 2650 RiM is 170 mph. 
I seem to indicate about 1700 FP~ climb on takeoff. 
ihe engine is an 0-320 150 HP. 

Thanks Dick for ycur dedication to the newsletter and all 
the v21uule infor::l;·tion contrioute(i by other rr-1Bers .. 
Rspecis Hd Rogers formerly from Sioux City and now 
in Phoenix Arizona, who built the 1 st 11'-1 H here in ~ioux c.;i ty ~ 
~he T-1b is really a super ~irplpne. 

best V!i~)hes, 

f~ 
l\USS Ross 
1W!!1 Box 411 
~lOUX City, IRwa 
Sept. 13, 1,:)89 

Again, our very sincere thanks and congradulations to Russ for the report, the picture, and the 
Data Survey slip. 





T-18 Performance Data Survey 
Aircraft number l\4~IL\ Pilot llUSS 'coss Engine L." c. G-32ljijorsepower 150 

Propeller brand Sensenj cO 76" I. Diameter 68 Pitch --7 .... ~'--__ 

Test data: Has your tachometer & Air Speed Ind. been checked for accuracy? 0 yes, tJ no 

Please indicate Static performance on ground' RPM 2100 MP none Altitude 1100 

Altitude 1,000' 2,000' 4,000' 6,000' 8,000' 10,000' 

Temperature (F) 80 

Maximum Indicated 
170 

Air Speed (mph) 

Rate of climb (FPM)(MAX) 1700 

RPM 2650 

Manifold pressure 

Notes: 1'.0 i=<e2r i8irin~::s 01' wheel p~n1:s 

bv. Russ Ross • 





Glare Shields and Canopy Trim by Terry Adams 8 
I just received the following letter from Terry Adams re glare shields and canopy trim strips and 
this is an excellent example of what I've been trying to get you guys to write for the N.L. 

;:jt r:,:~Vin 

113529 Somerton 
Dallas, Tx 75229 

Te17Y Adams 
4364 Boulder Creek Circle 
S~ockton, CA 95207 478-7379 

Re: Canopy and windshield installation 

This was easy spaced out over a year, but really only 20 - 30 hours. r 
purchased my canopy in 1980 and finally had time to install it in 1988. 
To install the windshield: use a hardwood block approxima~ely 3/4x2x4 
with a saw blade cut 3/4 deep near one end. Use this block to flare the 
front skin up t.o approach the angle of the plexiglas. This must be 
massaged very slowly working back and forth across the edge of the skin 
in small increments to avoid crimping the skin. Always work the full 
3/4 depth. The bend angle will be the greatest on the top of the skin 
and less as you move toward the side till it is left straigh~. Use a 
s~raight edge from the roll bar down to the skin to clleck t.he angle. 
Next take the plexiglas (untrimmed) and lay it in position from the 
outside across the roll bar and top skin. Simply mark the approximate 
shape and trim with a flex cut off wheel mounted in a drill motor, or on 
a router table. From this point either masking tape the edge of the 
skin or the face of the plexiglas and slip the windshield in place to 
mark exact ~yim lines. Using a #40 Cnot sheet me~al grind) drill bi~ 
and a back up block, I transferred the holes from the skin through the 
plexiglas. Next I masked near the roll bar and marked on ~he plexiglas 
using a straigh~ edge ~he line of contact with the roll bar ~hen layed 
ou~ the holes from the spacing on the plans. Keeping the drill perpen
dicular to the plexiglas I drilled through the glass and pitted ~he roll 
bar. I chose to trim the back Cat the canopy) edge of the windshield so 
that a ver~ical level would touch the plexiglas and the back edge of the 
yoll bar. 
To make the trim strip above the roll bar start with a 6-8 inch wide 
strip of poster board etc. long enough to go from side to side over the 
roll bar. Tape it in place lying fla~ against the plexiglas, then mark 
the underside of the poster board at the back edge of the plexiglas and 
a CL. Remove the poster board and mark a parallel curved line forward 
2+" apart (at least wide enough to give screw hole edge clearance) and 
another parallel curved line +-1/2 '1 rearward to provide overlap of the 
canopy ~rim strip. Lay the strip back on ~he plexiglas and mark the 
front edge onto ~he masking taps, remove the pattern and e~zamine the 
pencil line on the tape compared to your line of screw holes, this will 
allow you to widen or narrow the strip_ Transfer to 6061 a1. Remove 
the plexiglas and position the s~rip at the CL and with ~he pencil line 
on the masking tape, clamp. Using a #40 and a backing block drill 
through the plexiglas through the al strip. Check for fit, remove, 
polish the edges of al and plexi, drill and tap holes in bar, and use a 
bullet grinding stone to open holes in plexi to 7/16", dimple the al 
strip and skin foy #6 countersunk screws and pad with chafe s~rip. I 
personally used #6 screws rather than #8. On the front edge of the 
windshield use a backing strip to distribute the pressure of the screwS. 
Canopy installation in my next letter. 





Dick CavIn 
10529 50msyt.on 
Dal1as~ Tx 75229 

Terry Adams 
4364 Boulder Creek Circle 
Stockton, CA 95207 478-7 379 

Re: Newsletter material - Glare shield, Canopy tr1m s~rips 

I was unable to obtain much information on constructing a 
glare shield and attaching the top of the instrument panel so 1 

proceeded to develop the following. 
Once my windshield was temporarily in place I also located 

my panel approximately six inches back from the dash frame to 
allow clearance for flight instruments located at the top of t,he 
panel. I mounted the bottom of the "Knowles') panel using two 2 
inch spare pieces of strip hinge riveted to the bottom lip and 
then shock moun~ed to the horizontal langeron. This provIded a 
tilt down panel for easy access. 

I thought about using shock mounted spacers Clang) off the 
dash frame to secure the top of the panel but then t.o 
construct a glare shield which would allow for mount1ng the panel 
at the top, 

Using a 40" x 15" piece of poster board I cllrved the two 
ends down and slid it in across the top of the panel until it 
reached the dash frame. I then roughly sketched ~he layout. of 
the glare shield including the front to conform to the bottom 
edge of the plexiglas, and trimmed until I was satisfied. I 
wanted the front edge to be secured with the windshield screws, 
and since the front upper skin is massaged up into an angle to 
conform to the windshield at this point small wedge shaped sli~s 
allowed the poster board to follow this flange. 

I used a piece of .025 in the shape of ~he pa~~ern and 
crimped the front edge to turn down a flange to be able to meet 
the windshield screws. I tapered the amount and dist.ance I 
crimped and the final piece fits very nicely thank you. But t.hen 
I have this head slicer sitting right on top of my panel! usee 
a 4t length of 1/2" soft aluminum tubing from the plcmbing dep~. 
I gently bent this to the exact shape of the glal'-e shield. USing 
a router bit in a high speed drill press I cut a 1/16" slot 1n 
the tube so the edge of the sheet would slip into the tube and be 
epoxied in place. Now this was no easy task and I'm sure there 
are easier ways, but I had another reason for doing It t.his way. 
In the center 30" I used a 5/16') router bit which made room for 
15 red 'graln of wheat' mini lights to be inserted and thus I 
have eyebrow lights for the panel. 

Once my canopy trim strips were made I used 1/32" rubberized 
gasket ma~erial (from 3M distributors) as the chafe ma~eyial. 
merely sprayed 3M adheSIve onto the back of the stl-ips arld onto 
the rubber strIpS, put them together and trimmed off the excess. 

Has anyone ever made approximate patterns available? I wi 1 1 





if anyone wishes them. 
Is anyone contemplating the use of the Mazda engine ~)ith the 

Ross planetary drive? 
Thank you for pro\liding the back issues I had missed. In 

between graduate school, moving, opening a buslness and 3 baby, 
the T-18 project has been sitting gff the back burns]. As I read 
one previous newsletter there was a note from a gentleman who had 
sold his project after becoming discouraged about finishing, but 
purchased a flying T-18. His comments were to those flyIng T-18s 
and how much impetus they can provide to those of us still 
building by providing a qUick ride. Perhaps because I would walt 
for an offer of a ride I am still waiting. Thankfully I see the 
building as rewarding as ~he flying. 

Ques~ion: I asked a gentleman this at OSK 88 but would like 
confirmation. My fuel tank was from Knowles and unfortunately 
the outlet is tapped too small for a finger strainer. The 
gentleman indicated most tanks were that way Chis also) and ~hat 
it was perfectly accep'table to redrill and tap for the 13rger 
size though most of the material would be gone from the flange. 
and further (like his) mount the fuel shut-off directly on the 
tank outlet with the necessary actuator extension and flex hose. 

Thanks for providing the clearing house of ideas 

Thank you very much Terry. We really do appreciate your efforts! That's one subject we have 
never had any N.L. info on. Maybe this will inspire some of you to tell how you did it 

"Ford V6 engine and related parts 
to make the Javelin Ford Engine 
conversion. $2200.00 invested. 
Open for offers to re-coup some 
or all of investment." 

955 Angelo Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 
15236 

I won't bother you with my reasons for 
dropping the project at this time. Let's just say 
that I lost interest. 

Thank you, 

e / !t;;!'t--c/ Ie; t,,;w,v 

Ken Coleman 





T-18 Builders & OWners Association, 
10529 Somerton, 

September 13, 1989. 

Dallas, Texas. 
ATTENTION: DICK CAVIN 

Hello Dick! 
I've been working on my S-18 projet for 2 1/2 years - my god,time 
really flys! So far, I've completed all the machined parts; the 
ailerons, inner wing assembly and outer wings (wet). I'm about to 
start the fuselage. As I've profitted greatly from the newsletters 
containing articles written by other builders over the years, I felt 
I should take the time to contribute. 

Although you scared me in NL50 when you related "it is almost 
impossible to form a 6 foot piece of aluminum by hand" - for the 
outer wing skins - I've trudged ahead and found my approach to be a 
piece-of-cakeL (Back in '75 I'd successfully formed 8 foot leading 
edge skins for a zenith CH200). 

As I had elected to go with John Walton's Wet Wing concept, I didn't 
like the idea of a lap joint on a rib in the fuel tank area, as is 
the normal fashion. 

Instead what I've done is to use the 60" x 180" x 0.032" 2024 T3 
sheet which I'd bought for the fuselage side skins and folded it as 
you see in the photos. Actually we need about 59 1/2" of the 60"
close but adequate. This gives a full one inch lap along the length 
of the spar which has two staggered rows of rivets. The 0.032" skin 
goes from the top rear edge forward and under to lap on the lower 
main spar with an 0.025" skin which continues to the bot tom rear 
edge. Note: The rear skin is • BENEATH" the front skin -the 
airflow can adhere easier this way. 

"Assembly/Sealing Procedure S-18 Wet Wing" (per John Walton) 
standard rivet spacing, flush solid rivets, but "spar-wise 
joint". 

half 
lap 

1- With the wing rib spar assembly inverted, apply PRC A-2 to 
faying surfaces of spar lower surface only not the top surface at 
this time, as well as to the nose ribs up to and including the 1st 
three rivets on the upper nose rib surface - also to the skin mating 
surfaces. 

2- Cleco skins in place on lower surface with front skin hanging 
over worktable as shown in Fig A. 

3- Flip over and finish clecoing upper surface of front ribs and 
main spar. Fig.B 

4- Set all rivets on the lower surface nose ribs working thru the 
"access" holes, as well as the 1st three rivets on the upper nose rib 
surface. 

5- Delicately remove the clecos on the upper main spar surface and 
upper rib surface. Note the three rivets at the front upper surface 
have locked the nose radius. 





· .;' 2 

6- We can now lift the upper skin high enough to have good access 
.® to set the main spar lower rivets to the skin as well as IB'5 to 

seal with PRC B-2 the inner lower surface of the "fuel Yank" 
everywhere necessary. Remember to leave the lower rear corner of the 
rib junction to skin and main spar web "OPEN" so that fuel can empty 
from one bay to the next, otherwise we trap a few gallons we'll never 
be able to use. Fig. (S;~ 

7- Apply PRC A-2 to the nose rib upper flange surfaces, to the 
upper main spar surface and to mating skin surface, then close and 
cleco all in position. 

8- Invert wing on worktable supports and proceed to set rivets 
along nose rib upper surfaces. We can at this stage remove the two 
outer rear ribs for better access. With these two rear ribs removed 
and working thru all the access holes in lower nose skin surface, as 
well as thru the access holes in remaining rear ribs I was readily 
able to set all rivets on main spar and nose ribs. Fig.(§) 

9- Apply PRC-B-2 to the inner upper surface of the fuel tank "thru 
access holes" everywhere necessary. 

10- Return wing to upright position, check for paralelism with a 
good level along main and rear spars. 

11- Remove clecos from top rear skin area. 

12- Lift skin high enough to allow access to rivet lower rear skin 
to ribs and rear spar. (Fig ® 
13- Close and cleeo upper rear skin in place. 

14- Invert wing on worktable. With both the inner most and 
outermost rear ribs having been left out for the time being, we are 
able to reach in thru the lightening holes to rivet all the rear ribs 
to the upper Skin, moving outward as we go. (FigQV 

15- The last step is to insert the two outermost ribs and rivet 
these in place. All went well. 

As I progress further, I'll write in again as so many T-18'ers have 
done, to the benefit of all of us. 

Have a good day. 

W.T. Forsythe, 
10907 Tanguay, 
Montreal, Quebec 
Canada. 
H3L 3H3. 
(514) 331-3615 

P.S. Please find 30.00 $ to cover 
my dues thru 1990. 

W.T. Forsythe 
(S-18 Serial #39) 
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4/20/89 

Dear Dick, 

Your impassioned plea finally got to me; the Lord knows that I gleah ed a 
tremendous amount of knowledge from the newsletters; I couldn't have built m 
without all the help from so many contributors. 

I'll go ahead and write a reply covering some of the topics that you listed, and 
my comments so far; I've just go 77 hours on the bird now, so I've got a lot of 
evaluating yet to do. I had a nice visit with Paul Kirik and Bob Olds over in Davenport 
the other day. Paul gave me a lot of good ideas to plug the holes to let my heater work 
better. 

I really wanted to make it a good IFR cross country airplane, that's the reason 
I've sort of went overboard on the AVIONICS. I use the ADF quite a bit, and I plan 
to fly in Canada some. 
PLANS# 1152, T-18 CW 

BAFFLES; AIR BOX 
I got these from George Lieder, 5017 Briarcrest, Lakewood, Ca 90713, (213)-866-

2198. The Baffles take a lot of time with individual fitting but a cool engine is worth 
it. The rubber asbestos material I pop riveted on with an aluminum backing strip, and 
sealed the cracks and corners with RTV. I threaded 1/8" welding rod for the under 
cylinder hold down. I used the gummy gritty Duratest Locklite (sort of pink) to go 
around the carb mount studs after John Walton said that his vibrated loose. John 
Kleber (812)-877-4092 helped me with a S.S. bracket that extends down out and aft to 
serve as a mount for the mixture and throttle controls on the bottom and side. It goes 
on the 4 same studs in the crankcase just above the carburetor. , .. 

I also got a chunk of wet suit sleeve from George Lieder to go between the air 
box and the aluminum rectangular box that bolts to the fiberglass air intake. The air 
filter was from a automotive speed shop-the dense variety. 

CONTRQLS 

I hung the controls under the panel • the throttle, prop, mixture in the top row, 
and the carb heat, parking brake, defrost heat, floor heat in a row under that row. The 
fuel shut off valve (Paul Kirik's idea in a previous newsletter) that goes immediately 
under the tank has an extension that is just below and behind this panel that holds the 
controls, out of the way from bumping it with your knee. I welded a L-shaped extrusion 
to hold the control cables firm on the aft tank belly. 

TRIM CQNTROL 

I used two little swilches mounted on the top of the stick grips with a center off 
for trim control, and a PTT button just forward from the trim switch. The wiring comes 





out near 
just ahead 
number). I Wfi",,~'eu 
large service loops 
side of 601. 

ANTENNAS 

the 
mostly for n~,]i''''ti(1m 

use them for 

2 

goes over to push-pull tube cover and exits 
cross pIece forward of the spar (l forget the 

with spiral tie wrap for chafing protection and left 
The wiring goes to the side and comes up on the back 

wing tip NA V antennas that have been circulated through 
aluminum. They work great, although I use the Loran 

use a horse and buggy when a Cadillac is availahle? I do 
and identifying intersections. I hooked one NAv to the one 

radio, the other to the 

The antenna for the one radio goes on top forward of the fin (20"), so it 
will clear the 
doubler. I used 
painted, the radio 
far laterally on the 
The Loran antenna is 

hacking I tied into the frames fore and aft with an .025 
Body Seam Sealer to seat the antennas to the skin. It can be 

man told me. The other COM antenna was bent and goes as 
as you can conceivably put it, just aft of the spar - 4" or so. 
the same place on the opposite side. 

The transponder antenna went on the belly about 6" aft of the firewall just to the 
right of the middle, inboard from the heat of the exhaust. I wanted to protect it from 
breaking off a quick wash job. 

The markell. beacon went about under the back of the seat below 598, just to the 
side of the middle extrusion. 

The ADF antenna went aft of that about eight inches. The reason for putting this 
aft of the baggage compartment was to help get weight and balance farther back. The 
battery is on the other side, on the back side of the frame that is the back of the 
baggage compartm(fnL The battery box is stainless steel that 1 got from Sorrell 
(Hyperbibe) and I welding cable for battery cables - all copper. The goodies 
that go with these antennas: Encoder, Marker Beacon, ADF Coil, Glide Slope, ELT 
Box, mount on a bay opposite of the battery. 

AERO, $4.50 
there for access to 
want to add any 

I put way to the back end, with an inspection plate (WAG 
pl~l!e:s) for access under the stabilator. Its great to have a plate 
trim motor and the stabilator arm and counterbalance. I didn't 

the tail to compensate the constant speed prop weight. 

thing I sure would strongly recommend: don't rivet the aft helly skin on until 
you've got your pulleys and cables in, and don't rivet the front belly skin on until 
you are completely finished with the instrument panel, rudder pedals, fuel lines, cables, 
wiring, brake hnes, parking brake valve, heater ducts and controls, throttle, mixture, and 
prop controls, tank vent arranged, etc. You can have the extrusions and pedals 
fastened with for planning, but working underneath sure beats standing on your 
head. 





vntnt' going to put a 
bellows, cables, mounts are 
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seat be sure that all the pulleys, 
that belly skin on. 

I used the corvair mounted it on the upper left corner of the firewai! 
and hooked it the Stewart-Warner oil cooler with #6 oil lines. I 
mounted the to front baffle, and to keep the oil temperature up around 
200°F, I an plate on the front that I can cover with duct tape. I also used 
an oil separator in line with the to keep some oil off of the belly. 

I used set-up that Bob used, and others have used with a GM tail 
gate motor and a section of the up and down plate to pull the flaps, as pictured and 
written up in the newsletters. I used a Cessna flap switch and when I learned to 
instantly dump the flaps when all 3 wheels initially touch, it sure improved my landings. 
I outboarded the rudder pedals like Bob Dial's drawing, also; pulleys ahead of 601, aft 
of 598, and where the cable lines up to go through the aft slot; fairleads in other frames. 

TUNNEL 

I used a round section 4" aluminum tubing opened up with a vertical .063 side 
and 3/4 x 3/4 extrusion base support to cover the push pull tube. It really lowered the 
tunnel. I have a flat floor in front, and I could use a bench seat if I wished. but its 
better to step on the center push pull tube cover. 

TEMPERFOAM/SUNMA TE 

J agree with was in last newsletter, it is hard as concrete when you first 
sit on it we'}ther, but by the time you sit on it awhile, it is soft enough for long 
term sitting, and it really is comfortable. It is used for wheelchairs. For the backrest, 
Sunmate would better - it is cheaper, lighter in weight, and not temperature sensitive. 
The reason it is not as good for the bottom is that it does not have the same impact 

temperfoam does. One inch of Sunmate will give as much comfort as 3 
inches of polyfoam; its great for long legged people for the backrest; only 1" thick. 

I recall the accident where the fuel filter cap popped off (thermos type) so I 
wanted a positive twist on type, so I got one from a fellow in town that welds race car 
tanks. I made the tank by the plans, but he said he wouldn't weld the tank with the 
rounded ends out, so we reversed them for greater strength, but it did cut down the 
volume a little. I followed Paul Kirik's advice again and put one shut off on the bottom 
of the with a #6 line going to a fuel selector valve (like a Cherokee 140) where 
I can either main or wing or off. I pressure tested the tank to 2 1/2 pounds -
that is a lot pressure. 
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wing tanks, Paul Kirik brought up a good point - don't have the fuel vent 
line out at the wing tip, in the case of catching the wing 'Tip WM'l you were correcting 
for a cross wind, in a wing low position, and you did hit the tip on the concrete and 
got a spark; ideally you might bring the vent line back inboard to the dihedral break, or 
even farther My vent is at the tip. I have both wings cross feeding and the gravity 
flow will give out 15 gallons per hour, after the main fuel flow starts the siphon. 1 have 
intentionally run out fuel at altitude and there is all kinds of warning time. I never 
take off or land on the wing tanks, though it should be o.k. I used .032 ribs and skin 
on the wing tanks, and of course plenty of coast proseal 890. I wet the inboard 4 bay~, 
for a fuel capacity 34 gallons in both wings (32 usable). The floats do not work wort , 
a darn, they read until I'm within 4 gallons of being empty-( Ot:.,,,,<, 00 e't w''''::i 

COLD AIR VENTS 

I used Peter Hodgin's idea of mounting a SCAT TUBE on top of the cylinders 
on the right side and bring it back to a divider where I use 1-1/4 tubes coming to each 
side of the instrument panel. I found 2 eyeball vents at the fly market at OSHKOSH -
see picture. They work great, along with cool air blowing in over your shoulders, and 

the leaks under the seat from the flap holes. A lot of air can sure go through a little 
hole in cold weather, its very comfortable in the summer. 

SPEAKER. HEADPHONES 
01'1 

There is a speaker between both seats, just behineJAthe 669 deck. I went to a 
good AIRCRAFT after I flipped the RADIO Master on when all the radios 
were on and blew out the automotive speaker. I have a Sigtronics voice activated 
intercom and the headsets plug into each side of 601 just below the instrument panel. 

INSTRUMENT PANEL 

I lined 
NAVCOM, where I 

radios along the bottom to clear the tank, except my one 
to cut a recess in the tank to give enough room. 

radios 
everything on and 
pi tot heat, panel 

each have a circuit breaker with one on off Master switch to turn 
at once. I also used rocker on/off circuit breaker switches for the 

landing lites, fuel pump, etc. 

I mounted the vacuum gauge as near the gyros as possible, with a little red light 
that warns of low pressure, and the fact that the alternate standby vacuum system is on 
(SVS-Bend Oregon, wcalled Precise Flight 800-547-2558). There are 3 bus bars - one 
on 601 for most of lights and instruments, and one for the radios, and one for the 
main rocker CB swhches. There is another smaller one where the 60 amp line comes 
in from the alternator. 

I do have my instrument panel on 2 lighting systems - the regular one with post 
lites, and eyeball lights on the sides in case of the other circuit failing. 





J probably a 101 of questions unanswered, but you can see why it look me 
twelve years to finish It Slill isn't finished and I don'( see how thai I can gel it done 
for OSHKOSH; 1 have to get the wheel panl~ and gear fairings on, and get the 
upholstery finished. I wan! to get thaI done before I paint it. Its (00 much fun to fly 
to take time out to finish. 

Well Dick you may have got more than you asked for; I sure don't' say that all 
this is the best way to do things. You sure can wind up with a lead sled, it weighs 1,169 
pounds, but it still cruises 180 mph al 24 squared and climbs great at full gross, so to 
say I'm happy is an understatement. As you see, most all of these ideas carne from the 
previous newsletters, thanks to all the contributors for all help. 

11/22/89 

HINDSIGHT, WHAT NOT TO DO (126 HOURS) - If I had it to do over, I 
would attach my instrument panel so that it would slide aft as well 
as tip for accessibility. I used FRANK SNEDECKER's mount 
(newsletter) to have a tipping shock mount, but I would make it 
mount the same on a standoff from the extrusion at WL42 with a 
slotted track to slide aft before it tips so I could work on it 
much easier; I've had occasion to get back in numerous times and 
to put it mi ; its a bitch! Also, I would use an electric tach 
so as not to have a solid tie up to the firewall - ideally wiring 
on Jones plugs to disconnect easily. Also an access panel in the 
firewall to get at the front of the gas tank where the ram air hose 
connects. 

What precipitated all my headaches was a faulty automotive 
voltage regulator. I was on a cross country and as I tied down I 
noticed the battery drain tube dripping generously. My alternator 
had gone wild and was boiling the battery. Coming home, I shut the 
master off right after starting and all went well until I 
momentarily flipped the master on (an avionics man had said a few 
minutes probably wouldn't hurt anything for just a navigation fix) . 
He didn't real~ze that my 60 amp alternator was putting out full 
voltage. Anyhow, I had instant fireworks, smoke, and popped 
circuit breakers. It fried everything I had on of an avionic 
nature. I came home in the dark with no lights and no radios. 
Fortunately, was good VFR. I would also build in a readily 
access capped "T" fitting in the static system that is easily 
accessible to get the static system certified IFR and to have the 
encoder checked for the FAA. 

I'm all back together now after having all the repairs, with 
an over voltage regulator and I'm going to put in an aircraft 
voltage regulator instead of the temporary heavy duty automotive 
regulator. 

I've also finally got the wheel pants on and the gear leg 
fairings bent up. Finishing the upholstery and the PAint job are 
all that's left until I want to play with the cowl flaps. 

Best Regards, 

Harlo McKinty 





Dear Dick 6/15/8'3 

My prOjt<l:t is coming along f2nrly dly. r bought Plans #166, last spring, 
from Dave ns who had E-ted the wings, tail and fuselage, The Lye. 
0-2':30 G engine now has most of the accessories installed. I have used thE' tilt 
out instrument ideas from the past t1f'wletters. Final assembly will have 
to be done at the airport, since it is being built in a single caY garage. 

I have several ions, which I have not found answers to in the old 
newsl€'ttf.'Ys" Can some of you provide answers thru the newsletter? 

1. John Thorp 5 using the oil gallery plug (front right of the engine 
on the O~2'30 G) as a source of oil for tht? filt€« and (oc>lt?(g He also 
recommended restricting the oil flow by using a plug, in the hose, with a 
.070 j

, dia. hole in it. This works like a thermostat, as the oil changes 
viscosity~ Do any of you have e:t;periencE< using this set up on your T-18? 

2. How wed 1 does a 68 by 58 wooden PYOP wor k wi th the 0-2'30 G engi ne? 
3. Do any of you have experience- using gell cell batteries? Is there a 

difference between automotive and aircraft gej cells? (Jill Batteries 
recommends using a higher voltage and trickle charging a low battery to 
preve-nt he-ating 

4. Does anyone have a simple in-;?xpensive way of lighting the instrument panel 
and cockpi t at tli ? A swi tch and higtl current diodes can be used to 
replace thE- dimmf'r potf'ntiomet€'r. Do not exceed the curr.ent or pow€'r 
dissipation limits of the diodes. 

I am installing a visual monitoring system to indicate if the circuit breakers 
are functioning properly. The electrical schematic is shown below. The green 
LED is nc!rmally on, the red comes on if the circuit breaker or fuse opens. The 
reverse- breakdown vol of DS 1 should bt< ove-r 20 volts, to prevent damage 
when the breaker is open. R 7 should be about 1 K ohm, 1/4 Watt f to operate 
most LED's. I arfl using a dual red/green LED (one- packageL S 1 varies the 
intensity for day or night operation~ R 8 should be about 1 f< to 5 K ohms and 
1/4 Watt~ f;;~ 8 f could be replaced with a potentiometer and used with up to about 
8 LED's (5l< and 3 watts). The diode- switch (#4 above) will work as wel1~ S 1 
can be deleted if you llse the potentiofflE-ter or diode switch. 

Badery 8W3lii To Infttrumeni 
+12 Vi 

~--------~T------~~vcc 

ICIRCUIT -BREAKER , 

OS2 
LED 
GREEN 

Day or Nlghi 
Sl 

SPST 

i fUS'~ o. ~ 

I CfU OS1 P 
~ ')" R7 f!t8 

~~'~~~--~--------~~----~~~---1 
.. ~ RES RES 

DIODE LED 
RED 

In thf< future I will be designing some simple circuits to monitor various 
fWKtioMS like master ON and no oil pressure or a stall t,.,Iarning or other? 

Thank you all for YOUr contributions to the newsle-tte-r 1 it rl2'ally does help 
those of us who Bye new builders~ 

Brad I 2855 SW 21Sth Av", Hillsboro OR, '37123 Ph. 503-591-0377 

- TffMK Yov , , 









T--18 NEWSLETTER 

ll§§1UlE NUMlElElR 15 

SUN N-FUN 1990 left to right Jim Paine's T-18, Dave Eby's 1'18 

In This Issue: 

Editors Trim Tabs 
Flight Safety and Operations 
Sun-n-Fun 
Kentucky Lake Spring 1990 
Builders Corner 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As always, in the past, presen~ and [utwe newslelters, we would /ike 10 
make you aware that this newsleJter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal 
experiences and that anyone using these ideas, opinions,· or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. 
Therefore. no resjXJnsibility or liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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Getting started on this newsletter has been 
particuIary hard, with a fuselage just sitting 
there ready to be riveted makes one look 
very hard at his priorities and somehow 
come to the right conclusion that the news
letter must go out. Several of the members 
commented in their letters that we should 
have a least 4 to 5 letter a year to make it 
worth while. I agree one-hundred percent to 
keep the interest we need that many letters, 
the real determing factor in getting 4 to 5 
letter out is contributions of article, techni
cal articles, which have been and should 
continue to be the backbone ofthis commu
nications media. 
Think: of it this way, building a T -18 is a very 
intense project, working day after day can 
easily result in burn-out. Witness the many 
projects that are and have been for sale. 
Pull back once in a while and pickup a pen, 
put down some tip or idea for the group, you 
don't have to polish it I'll do that. If you 
haven't had time to do that maybe you 
should adjust your priorities! 

In the Flight Safety section we have a good 
article from Paul Kirik on "Constant Speed 
Propellers" with an Airworthiness Directive 
on the subject, and another on "Wooden 
Propellers" that could save loosing a prop. 

I was glad to have the news that Dave Eby 
took second in class at the Sun-60 Air Race 
topping out at 181.15 over a RV-4 turning 
177.27 mph. Thanks Dave for the pictures 
of the plane at Sun-n-Fun (see our cover). 

Kentucky Lake came up short this year due 

to a large weather system over the south 
central area, however eight T-l8s made it 
and lots of other folks drove or flew in for 
the event. It was a great weekend anyway, 
my wife got her first ride in a T -18 and lived 
to smile about it Wow!. Our should I say 
Rick Jones lived to smile, she told him he 
would be dead meat if he rolled that thing 
with her in it, he learns quick!, much faster 
that I do!. 

(After writing this article, I promptly ad
justed my priorities and went to the base
ment and riveted my fuselage. It's now on 
the gear folks!) 

Oshkosh Event for T -18s 
T-18 Forum 

Monday, July 30, 1990 
10:00 - 11:14 
in Tent #5 

T -18 Banquet, to Thank 
Dick Cavin for all he's done! 
Tuesday, July 31, 1990 
6:30 at Butch's Anchor Inn 

Where in the heck is the riveter? This fellow 
is Bob Adam a good friend of mine from 
Boston. 
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CONSTANT SPEED PROPElLERS 
The attached (back pages of this letter) 
Airworthiness Directive is an important one 
that may not get into the hands of the T -18 
builder pilot. H you have a constant speed 
prop on yonr aircraft, it is very important to 
inspect for the presence of the proper clamps 
as called out in the AD. H these clamps are 
missing or broken, the line must be changed. 
All failures to date were a result of clamp 
problems. 

WOODEN PROPELLERS 
After a local incident, seeing a Mustang II 
limp into OSH, and several other reports of 
problems with wooden props, a review of 
precautions are in order. 

The bushings in the prop extensions for the 
T -18 are inserts that are not retained in the 
extension. It is imperative when installing a 
new prop to measnre the depth of the counter
bore of the prop to accept the bushing. H the 
depth of the counterbore is more than the 
length of the bushing, the bushing will move 
forward into the prop and will cause the 
mounting bolts to fail. They are not de-
signed to carry the flight loads ofthe prop. 
The wooden spacer should be inserted into 
the counterbore to fill this gap. This hap
pened to one of our local T-18's. When he 
felt a strong VIbration in flight, he made an 
emergency landing at a small airport. He 
found four of the six bolts broken and the 

two good bolts were adjacent to each other. 
All of the prop bushings had moved into the 
prop and were completely out of the exten
sion. Lucky guy!! His fix was to install 
flanged bushings in the extension. This 
incident occured less than 10 hours after the 
bolts had been checked for torque. 
Even if yonr prop has been in service for a 
while, this is something that should be 
checked. It is also very important to check 
the torque of the prop bolts 5 hours after 
installation and every 25 hours maximum 
thereafter. Also recheck torque at seasonal 
changes if flying is less than 25 hours. 

Editors Note: 

Paul Kirik 
4127 36th Ave 
Moline, II 61265 

We have more information on gear crack
ing and also held a Mini Seminar at Ky 
Lake. Jim Paine is putting together an 
article on the subject and has come up with 
a [u that involves installing two bolts 
through the gear leg and corner web. where 
the cracking occurs. He stresses that a 
builder uses this fix at their own risk! 

By the way ... forgot to include my name 
and address on the last newsletter: 

Richard Snelson 
RR3, Box295 
Clinton, n 61727 

Phone (217) 935-4215 
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Aveo eOHPORA'l'ION, LYCOMING DIVISION 
AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE 

ENGINE 
SMALL AIRCRAFT 

90-04-06 TEXTRON LYCOMING: Amendment 39-6427. 
Applicability: All Textron Lycoming four cylinder piston 

engines equipped with a rear mounted propeller governor and 
external oil line. 

compliance: Required as indicated, unless already 
accomplished. 

To prevent oil line fracture and loss of engine oil, 
accomplish the following: 

(a) Within the next 25 hours in service or whenever the 
propeller governor oil line is removed, whichever occurs 
first, accomplish the following: 

(1) Inspect the propeller governor external oil line for 
abrasions, cracks, and oil leaks along the length of the line 
and at the end attachment fittings. Inspect to determine that 
the two cushion type support clips (clamps) are properly 
installed as shown in Figure 1 of the Appendix to this AD, and 
assure that sufficient clearances exist between the oil line 
and adjacent components. 

(2) If any leaks, damage, or interference condition 
exists or if support clips are not properly installed, replace 
the governor oil line and its attachment end fittings with new 
parts even though the parts show no visible damage. Refer to 
Figure 1 in the Appendix to this AD, for parts identification, 
line routing, and location of support clips. 

(b) At the next engine overhaul or anytime the governor oil 
line is removed for any reason, whichever occurs first, remove 
any governor oil line assembly having aluminum attachment nuts 
and fittings (elbow/nipples) and reinstall an oil line 
assembly with corresponding steel end fittings. 

NOTES: (1) Special attention should be given to insure 
both clips and/or supports are reassembled to the original 
configuration. 

(2) The attachment nuts are components of the 
governor oil line tube assembly which have been changed by 
Textron Lycoming from aluminum to steel without changing the 
oil line part number. Aluminum nuts may be identified by 
their blue colored anodized surface. The attachment nuts as 
well as the elbow/nipple end fittings may also be identified 
by using a magnet to differentiate aluminum from steel. 

(3) Textron Lycoming Service Bulletin No. 488, 
dated September 9, 1989, Textron Lycoming Service Instruction 
Letter No. 1435, Part III, dated April 25, 1986, and 
Lycoming Parts Catalog Manual for the particular engine model, 
contain related information on correct oil line installation 
and end fitting attachments. 

(c) Aircraft may be ferried in accordance with the 
provisions of FAR 21.197 and 21.199 to a base where the AD can 
be accomplished. 

A 
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(d) Upon SUbmission of substantiating data by an owner or 
operator through an FAA Airworthiness Inspector, an alternate 
method of compliance with the requirements of this AD or 
adjustments to the compliance times specified in this AD, may 
be approved by the Manager, New York Aircraft Certification 
Office, Engine and Propeller Directorate, Aircraft 
Certification Service, Federal Aviation Administration, 
181 South Franklin Avenue, Room 202, Valley Stream, New York 
11581. 

This amendment (39-£127, AD 90-04-06) be~omes effective on 
February 15, 1990. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 

Mr. Pat Perrotta, or Mr. Nick Minniti, Propulsion Branch, 
ANE-174, New York Aircraft Certification Office, Engine and 
Propeller Directorate, Aircraft Certification Service, 
Federal Aviation Administration, 181 South· Franklin Avenue, 
Room 202, Valley Stream, New York 11581; telephone 
(516) 791-7421. 
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In all cases one or both of the Textron Lycoming supplied 
governor line clamps and/or supports installed at the plant 
and conforming to Textron Lycoming standards were missing. 
After careful inspection, it was determined that the clamps 
and/or supports had not been re-installed per Textron Lycoming 
specifications during field work on the engine. Proper 
governor line support is mandatory to avoid engine failure. 

A visual inspection should be made to ascertain that both 
the Textron Lycoming specified clamps and/or supports are 
installed properly and are intact. 

If the visual inspection reveals that clamps and/or 
supports are missing, the governor oil line should be 
thoroughly inspected to insure that no cracks exist. This 
includes that area ur.der the ferrules at the flared ends of 
the lines. 

As a product improvement, the propeller governor oil line 
now comes equipped with steel connecting nuts, PIN AN818-6. 
These nuts are a component of the tube assembly and have been 
changed from aluminum to steel without changing the tube 
assembly part number. Also, the aluminum elbow at the front 
of the crankcase has been replaced by a steel elbow, 
F/N MS20822-6; see Figure 1. There are two ways to identify 
which nuts and/or fitting you have; (1) aluminum nuts and 
fittings are anodized making them blUe in color or (2) the use 
of a magnet to determine aluminum from steel·. If aluminum 
components are found they should be replaced at overhaul or 
earlier at owners discretion. 

In reference to Figure 1, the views and identification of 
parts are only typical. They may not necessarily portray your 
particular installation. Refer to Parts Catalog for proper 
clamps. Nevertheless, special attention should be given 
during dismantling of the governor oil line on your engine to 
insure both clamps and/or supports are reassembled to the 
original specified configuration. 
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Dear R; I really need the T -18 Newsletter 
to keep well & happy! Please note enclosed 
check for a one-year subscription. 
Yours truly, John Frew (written & signed by 
wife, Terry on John's J:lehalt) John Frew 
3305 Stoneridge Dr, Birmingham, AI. 35223 

Thanks Terry everyone got a laugh out of this 
one at Ky Lake. 

Dear R; *** If I can be of help please let me 
know. I am very involved with a Canadian 
organization called Recreational Aircraft 
Association of Canada (RAAC) it represents 
homebuilders in Canada, if you wish I can 
print your name, address and the information 
on the T-18 Newsletter in our magazine. 
Look forward to seeing you at Oshkosh, say 
hello to Paul Kirik and Ken Rhoads if you are 
talking to them. Happy Flying; Jim M. 
Alexandre 31 De Santis Court, Hamilton, 
Ontario, Canada, L8W 3A9 

Please spread the word Jim. Thanks! 

Dear R; I am interested in buying a good T-
18 with the "wide body" and a good mid-time 
engine. I prefer 150hp, constant speed pro
peller, 40-50 gal fuel capacity. It will be much 
appreciated if you bring this to the attention 
of your newsletter readers. Thanks C Wayne 
Martin, 1601 Ridgeway Rd Lincoln, Ne 
68506 402-488-6821 

Good luck Wayne!! 

Dear Richard; I want to congratulate you 
on the appearance of your first newsletter; 
it was a big improvement! I would like to 
suggest that in future issues maybe some 
of the articles and buddy buddy references 
include some of the T -18 builders and owners 
on the west coast. Perhaps the reason Dick 
didn't do more of this was because the 
western owners did not furnish him with 
material. I would also like to see some 
articles from T -18 pilots regarding things 
they have done to clean up the drag and low 
speed landing performance. (I do not feel 
comfortable with less than 85 MPH on final 
until I am ready to flare) 
Another thing I would hope we might have 

is a T-18 fly-in somewhere in northern 
California--away from the congested air
ways of the general LosAngeles area, 
which is a bummer for many homebuilts 
who flub around in high density controlled 
airspace. Maybe someplace like the Nut 
Tree Airport at Vacavill, Calif-- Gust for 
the day) We have five T-18's here but they 
don't all fly regularly. My Thorp was 
purchase five years ago from the widow of 
a deceased friend and it has been a very 
good airplane with virtually no problems. I 
have done some things to it to suit myself 
otherwise it is exactly as he finished it in 
1974. It of course has always been hanga
red and well maintained. It has a L Y c. 0-
290G engine with an 0-320 pan and cross
over exhaust system. With a Sensenich 
68x68 prop. on a cool day I indicate 160 
MPH at 2450 RPM. Of course I would like 
to have a Lyc. 0-320 but I am not willing to 
spend the money for the difference. If I was 
building a T -18 from scratch certainly I 
would go for the 0-320. I have been using 
Auto gas regular grade Mobile which in my 
area have been by BP. I've been using Auto 
gas for more that three years and every now 
and then I dose it up a little withsome of 
that old remedy--Marvel Mystery Oil! (it's 
good for a cough or what ails you) *** 
John Thorp lives about 50 miles from here 
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John Thorp lives about 50 miles from here 
but I have only met him once and that was 
when he was in a convalescent hospital last 
year. I understand he is home now and 
doing much better. I hope to visit him again 
soon. Harry Arnold, 4411 Crestwood Way, 
Sacramento, Ca 95822 
916-441-0811 Aircraft N39JP 

Thanks for the letter, picture, and informa
tion Harry, if you would like a list of all west 
coast members let me know. Rich Great paint 
job on N39JP. 

Dear R; Welcome aboard, I'm glad someone 
has the courage to step up to this job. Dick 
has done a magnificent service to all of us 
over the years and we will surely miss his 
input. Good luck on your editorial at
tempts, I know its got to be one of the 
hardest things for me to do! Lyle Trusty 
1665 West Newgrove St. Lancaster, CA 
93534805-949-1131 

Thanks Lyle! good looking bird. 

Richard: I understand that you are about to 
take over the newsletter. Enclosed is money 
for my continued reception of it. I have 
found it useful interesting and enjoyable 
ever since I purchased plan SIN 380 Dec. 
1%5. I first flew it August 8, 1972. I am 
sending a picture ofthe plane. If you are 
able to look closely you might see that it is 
not a show plane. As I told Sunderland when 
1 flew it to OSHKOSH in 1973 ... "1 built it 
to fly, not to show". Heck, 1 have never 
bothered to complete the interior uphol
stery, although 1 have done the instrument 
panel three times and the engine mount 
twice ... the last time to assist in installing the 
automobile turbo charger. I'm only now 
making motions towards doing the cockpit 
side panels. Pedro D. Gonzalez 1318 Server 
Drive Colorado Springs, CO 80910 

Thanks for the letter, picture of N380G, and 
Performance Data Survey! I'll put the data 

in a later newsletter. 

Harry Arnold's N39JP 

Lyle Trusty's N851LT 

P.D. Gonzalez's N380G 
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Dear Mr Snelson: Enclosed is the informa
tion we discussed over the phone. I hope to 
have the catalogue back from the printers 
shortly, and I will mail you one. Allow me to 
give you a brief description of Lewis Avia
tion for your newsletter readers. We have 
been in business 1981 building RV type 
aircraft. We are currently involved with the 
Nigerian AirForce building and supplying 
parts for the RV-6A as a basic trainer. We 
also built the only flying RV-4 RG, which 
will be featured in the June issue of Kit 
Planes. We now are also building the Ques
tair Venture kit. The total number of air
craft that we have built stands at 17 RV-4s , 
1 RV-6A with involvement in 110 more and , 
1 RV-4RG. Please feel free to print what 
ever you would like in your newsletter 
regarding our services. David G Lewis 3565 
A NE Cornell Rd Hillsboro, OR 97124 503-
640-0505 

Thanks David for joining our mutual aid 
society. Fellows he has some iterns we can 
use: Oil coolers, prop.l~ strobe.l~ boo!I' for 
sticks, "Control Stick grips with push to talk 
switch and 4 way trim switch "!!! more, 
more----

Dear Sirs, Thanks you for sending the 
newsletter. Enclosed please find our check 
to help with costs. Lew is hoping to fly this 
summer, been working at it since 1974. 
Looking good. Truly hope to hear Dick is 
improved. Thank you Maxine Avramovich 
for Lewis 1962- 13th St Cuyahoga Falls, 
Ohio 44223 Plan #100 

Dick Cavin is doing well and staying busy, he's 
designing a plane! How about an anicle 
Dick? Tables are turned aren't they Dick? 

Dear Dick, Have about 7 years work toward 
completion of S-l8. Hope you make a go of 
the newsletter effort. I live west and south of 
Des Moines about 30 miles by road. Thanks 

Paul Shifflett Rt 2 Bx 44, Earlham, Iowa 
50072 

Thanks Paul, This guy makes it to just about 
every T-18 event there is, keep up the good 
work Paul and fly that baby!! 

Ken Morgan's T-18 Project Dec 1989 

Dear Rich, It was good to visit with you 
by phone, sounds like your project is 
comming on in good order. I moved mine 
back home last weekend to get rid of a 25 
mile drive to arpt. should improve my 
effeciency by a big percent. As I men
tioned to you, will send article on dual 
brake inst! & outside rudder cables. Will 
try to get it to you in couple of weeks. Am 
forwarding picture as of Dec 89. Now 
have instr. Panel plumbed & fuel rudder/ 
brake systems complete working on wind
shield/canopy and seat attachments. 
Ken Morgan 922 Simpson, Bedford, TX 
76021. 

Thanks for the pictures and letter Ken! 
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SUN-N-FUN 1990 
EAA Sun-n-Fun Fly-In 
Lakeland, Fl. 

I didn't make it to Sun-n-Fun, but several 
good folks sent me some information on the 
air race. Here a little bit from that newslet
ter. 
RAIN-LOW CEILING-CLOUDS-MORE 
RAIN-
That's what Mother Nature did to us on race 
day this year. She did let up just in time 
for the start, with some blue skies showing 
through. Out of all race pilots only 3 wanted 
to cancel and go next day. Sooo off we went. 
We had 42 entries with 2 more to show up 
race day, but with the bad weather only 32 
planes started the race. 
The big race this year was in open class 1A, 
thats under 100 hp., with seven aircraft on 
the line at start time. Pat Cargile in his 85 
hp. Wittman Tailwind took first at 161.40 
mph., Man that is really smoking for a 30 
year old design. 

***** ****** 
The open class 150 to 160 hp. had 3 entries 
with Frank Smith taking 1st. in a RV-3 at 
212.87 mph. followed by DAVE EBY in a 
nice T-18 for 188.15 mph. Claudia Tonnini 
in his RV-4 was 3rd. at 177.27 mph. 

NEXT YEAR 
1991 SHOULD BE A GREAT YEAR FOR 
THE SUN-60 RACE. 
with 42 paid entries this year we were able 
to buy better trophies that usuaL *** Next 
year we hope the weather is better. 

Looking forward to seeing you all next year-

Charlie and Marshall Gray 
P.O. Box 251 
Loughman, Fl. 33858 
813-424-6060 

Tom Ostendorf and Ron Reiter (left), 
Tom'sS-18 54266firstflewonluly1, 89 

lim French working in the Electro Prop 
Booth at Sun-n-Fun. 

Flash! Flash! Dave Eby's T-18 places 
second over an RV-4, at a speed of 188.15 
mph in the Sun-60 Air Race .. Congrats. 
Dave. 
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Kentucky Lake Spring 1990 

Ed Ludtke of Sioux Falls, SD. 

James Paine of Dayton, Ohio 

RoxAnne my wife after her first ride in a 
T -18, look shes smiling! 

Rick Jones of S. Charleston Ohio! more 
about this fellow in later newsletters. 
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Clif Redden with N18CR of Georgetown, 
Ohio 

Seminar on gear-cracking, by Jim Paine 

Some of the folks at Sat evening dinner. 
on the right, Sue and Jim French, and 
then LouAnn Jones, that fellow across the 
table is her hubby Rick. 

Ed Ludtke's carb airbox is the tightest 
installation I've seen on a T-18 

Tom Foster of ElectroProp using an angle 
level that I am now marketing to 
homebuilders. 
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~;;;II'QI~;BI In this Corner: Air/Water Separator by Cliff Reddon 
English Roller & Performance Chart 
by Bob Dial 

DEar Richard, 

Ken Coleman's T-18 by Don Ruffner 
Electrical System by Frank Snedeker 

Enclosed is a sketch of the homemade water separator that I used when I painted my 
airplane. It is made out of 1 1/2 inch pipe and fittings with 1/2 inch copper pipe and fittings 
for the inner pipe. The bottome end of the 3 foot piece of 1 1/2 pipe needs to be threaded 
extra long so conduit locknuts can be used to mount the assembly in the bottom of the 
garbage can, and have enough threads left for the pipe cap. (seal with RTV at locknuts.) 

I sat the garbage cans on blocks so the condesate drain line would clear. Fill the can with 
ice cubes and cold water, then crack the petcock on the condensate drain line and watch 
the water sputter out as you are spray painting. This seemed to remove the moisture out 
of the compressed air adequately for me. C1iff Reddon 8774 Airport Rd. Georgetown,Oh 



6.875" 

English Roller & T -18 Performance Chart 

by Bob Dial 

The drawing of the English Roller is useful for rolling the edge of the skin where it goes 
over the windshield. It is also useful for other roll jobs on the airplane. The dimensious 
are certainly not critical and it may be too large as shown. It will give a nice, airtight 
fit to the skin at the windshield and this seems to be something of a problem for some 
builders. In use you should make several passes, bending the skin upward a little at a time. 
The skin should, of course, be on the outside of the windshield. 

The performance chart is a "howgozit" chart prepared from very accurate data from 
two different typical T -ISs. One airplane is a B.c. Roemers 180 hp fixed pitch prop T-
18. It is a clean airplane, somewhat heavy, that won the Lowers-Baker-Falk trophy for the 
fastest single lap speed at Oshkosh about 5 years ago. The other airplane is Howard 
Henderson's lightweight, 125 hp fixed pitch, no wheel pants, T -18. Howard is a retired 
performance engineer from McDannel aircraft and he gathered the data from this chart. 
I find it very accurate and it will tell any builder how his airpoane compares with two tested 
airplanes and how his airplane should perform if it is typical. 

Note: Dimensions between rollers to be 
determined by thichness of sheetmetal to be 
rolled +.01000 in. max thickness tool will roll is 
.04000 in. 

0.000" 
1.50011 

1.75011 

0.125 11 

7 .250 11 -"! 2.000 11 
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T-18 Performance Chart by Bob Dial (corll) 
"" """-"" "-----"- I 
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Ken Coleman's T -18 
by Don Ruffner 

This is what I was able to put together about Ken Coleman's Thorp. I hope that is 
acceptable and that the content is of value. This article is a result of Dick Cavin trying 
to motivate some of us new builders to send him material. I do not feel that I am 
knowledgeable enough to write about my project, so here is my contribution ... 

As a result of attending an EAA chapter social function, I have come in contact with a pair 
of super T -18/EAA people. Last August I met Ken and Gladys Coleman at the Chapter 
45 (Pittsburgh) picnic held at Rostraver Airport. They have a great Thorp in a hanger there 
and I have been able to dig some information out of them about their bird. So, the 
follOwing is a report on N955K. 

First of all, Ken was in the U.S. AIR CORPS in WWII and flew C-47's in the CEI theater. 
He was in the Army National Guard afterwards and he has about 3000 hours flying time. 
Kenn joined EAA and first saw the plans which Ed Burke of Chapter 45 had. Ken was 
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smitten and he purchased the plans for his Thorp in late 1964. Actual construction started 
early in 1965 and he finished the airplane in 1970. 

Ken installed an 0-320 Lycoming with a constant speed prop from an early Mooney. The 
landing gear is short gear, with extensions, and Oeveland brakes. He originally had 
installed Rosenhan brakes, but they would not hold during runup. The panel is full 
IFR with Transponder and Loran. The empty weight is about 94~ pounds. Ken stated 
that he did not need to add any weight in the tail. I might add that this is one of the very 
early Thorps, and that it has the high back fuselage (behind the seat,) and does not have 
flaps. 

Ken took the airplane to Finleyville Airport which, at that time, had a 2600 ft. grass and 
gravel strip. He did high speed taxi tests and when he was ready, he flew it with no 
problems. Ken did relate that his military experience was a help as he had flown many types 
of a/c and he automatically planned for emergencies. The Thorp has about 800 hours on 
it and the only problem he has is cracking of the top center piece of the cowling. Ken 
replaced this piece with 0.040 thick material and there has not been any cracking since. 

As with all Thorp people, Ken speaks very highly of his airplane. He said that the Thorp 
gets off in about 700 feet and climbs out, on a cold day, at about 3000 FPM. The airplane 
stalls at about 67 MPH straight ahead with good aileron control. He did state that 
whenever a stall occurs at extremely high nose altitude, the airplane will develop a 
secondary stall. Ken said that he doesn't really need flaps as the constant speed prop helps 
slow the airpla.'1e down and helps in descending. He lands in a three point attihlde with 
no problems. Air speed checks were accomplished by matching speeds with a Bonanza 
and he found that the air speed indicator was reading about 145 to 150 MPH indicated 
while holding 2300 RPM and 21 or 22 inches Hg. manifold pressure and he believes that 
this is about 65% power. 

Gladys, Ken's wife, learned to fly in a Cessna 150 and then he checked her out in the Thorp. 
She says she has no problems flying the Thorp and thoroughly enjoys the way it handles. 

Ken and GLadys have flown to various parts of the country including Daytona Beach, the 
Outer Banks, and other places. Ken and Gladys are retired from their jobs but not from 
flying and are still enjoying their Thorp. 

Ken also found that the use of FAA approved Microline worked wonders for performance. 
One quart of Microline is added to the engine and four ounces to fuel. This is a one time 
application, and it markedly reduced engine vibration as well as helping to improve 
fuel consumption. He believes that the fuel consumption has dropped to the 7 to 7 1/2 
gallon per hour range. 

Ken and Gladys have a very nice T -18 and they are fine people who are ready, willing, and 
have a strong desire to help Thorp builders like myself. I am happy that I have come to 
know them and look forward to further discussions and visits with them.· Don Ruffner, 
106 Spring Hollow Rd. Apollo, Pa. 
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Electrical System by Frank (Speed) Snedeker 

My T-I8C has a fOlding wing and also a fold down instrument panel which I developed. These arc two important mods 
that I recommend but any mod makes building more dilflcult and time consuming. My '1'18 is so ncar going to 
Arlington for the Testing progr.un that I can taste it. Having the folding wing I can work on the final details at home 
and then trailer it to the testing area. Having the fold down panel has saved a great deal of energy in IrdCking down 
wiring problems. It is never easy to get behind the panel. 

Encloocd is a schematic of my e1cctrical system developed as I proceeded. It docs not show all wire sizes. Some 
arc indicated on the drawing like a starter cable (#2). BuUet connectors arc used in the wing tip connectinns, the 
wing fold area, back: of the panel, and in tbe engine compartment. Thrccc plastic tubes, attached to driUcd oot AN 
fircwall fittings carry wire sets over the main fuel tank to the panel. Tube I carries CHT and TUbe 2 carries EGT 
wircs. Other cngine wires usc tbe same rouling. Ibe tubes allow easy running or removing of wircs. 

Tbe second drawing enclosed may be belpful for installing EGT/Clrr in a single dual instrument. I used a four way 
switch for each but Westach has a single switch that wilt do the same. Care must be taken to wire it corrcct1y. Both 
drawings arc for my installation and should be used only as a guide to others to dwell on as they apply ideas to their 
systems. 

One other thing ... Cccil HeJJdricks is a T-I8cr with years of experience and a technical councilor with Chapter 26. He 
has been both an inspiration and an instructor to mc. I doubt that my project would ever come to fruition without 
him. Everyone needs someone to 'bounce ideas off of'. I hope that I can be as helpful to other builders. 
Frank (Speed) Snedeker 5528 231 Ave. SE Issaquah, WA 9~7 __ _ 
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Electrical System (cont) 
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For Sale Items 

Lyle Fleming's N252 I' For Sale 

For Sale: T -18 CW folding wing --Save Hanger Rent--,· 
includes a beautiful trailer. 0-360 A3A O.S.M.H. DG&AH 
plus 2 new comm, inter com, encoding trans(King), Narco 
Loran C, 4 E.G.T., 4 C.H.T. Ellison Carb., Sunderland 
Wing $35,000 or best offer. 805-942-2481 (cont) 
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For Sale (Cont from page 17) 

also have T-18 fuselage, landing gear & 4" 
Prop extention. Lyle Fleming 46035 20th 
St. E. Lancaster, CA 93535 
Editor's Note: This is Lyle's second T-18 
and I understand he is a good craftsman, If 
you compare what your gelting here vs 
what's available for this dollar amount it's a 
bargin folks! 

For Sale: 
T-18 project, 80% complete, 95% of all 
parts to complete. All modifications com
plied with. Flush riveted. No engine or 
instruments. All assemblies completed. 
Willing to sell for actual money invested 
$6500. Phone 206 392 0607. Wayne 
Heigel 23023 SE 37th ST. Issaquah, WA 
98027 
Editor's Note: Another project for a give 
away price!! I think we~e selling them too 
chefWguys. 

For Sale: 
T -18 on it's gear, everything to complete 
except canopy, windshield and prop. Most 
of the instruments, no radio. Lots of extra 
parts and all in excellant condition, stored 
in a heated and dry building. Asking 
$4000 call 216-428-6194 Dick Lurkenburg 
5390 S. Ridge W. Madison, Ohio 44057 

For Sale: 
0290G, Zero Time with certified shaft, 
cam, and reconditioned tappets. Will 
develope 135 HP with D2 pistons, includes 
crank flange reinforcement, lugs, chrome 
rings, 0320 sump. Ken Morgan, 922 
Simpson Ter. Bedford, TX 76031 817-
498-8533 

For Sale: Unused Dynafocal engine 
mount for a T-18 Phone 513-474-5578 
Carl Cole 7927 Heather Glen Dr. Cincin
nati, OH 45255 

For Sale: Warren Spencer's T-18 
CW T-18 with Sunderland's update on 
airfoil. All parts complete & have been 
fitted togeather at one time. Used pop 
rivets non-flush (each was dipped prior to 
insertion), canopy needs a skirt to finish it 
off, no work done on inside. Nothing on 
firewall. Includes seatframes, engine 
mount, spinner, metal prop, cowling, all 
tips, pants, wheels, tires, brakes. Asking 
$8000 or $14,500 for plane and engine. 
The engine is a completely OH Lyc 160 
HP with a flat mount, 0320-B2B, crank is 
standard, cyl are steel will sell for what I 
have in it. $7000. Warren says he is selling 
because of health reasons and the craft is 
well made. contact Warren Spencer 1512 
North Ave Crystal Lake, III 60014 Phone 
815-459-2578 

For Sale: Front and rear spars, main 
landing gear (2" longer) , windshield frame 
and many ribs, bulkheads, firewall fittings 
inst. panel and various fitting for wing and 
fuselage also 2 sets of plans. Call 412-
727-2312 Don Ruffner. 

For Sale: Set of ribs for standard wing, 
excellant workmanship, one Scott 2000 
tailwheel-excellant, one set of Rosenhan 
500/5 wheels and brakes with axles. Two 
rattray fiberglass seats. Will take reason
able offers. Russel Ross RR #1 Box 411 
Sioux City, Iowa 51108 

For Sale 5x5 Goodyear Wheels & brakes 
Make Offer! R.H. Yeakey 5952 RoyalLn 
S0226 Dallas, Tx 75230 Day 214 750 7438 
after 5 2143482947 

For Sale: P-Strip to run around the canopy 
I think it will work well. I'll send a free 
sample to anyone if they will send a SASE 
Eddie Eiland 1350 Thunderbrook De Soto 
TX 75115 2142308266 Wanted Wing for 
standard Fuselage. (Try Ken Morgan Ed) 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

... ~ .. 

WcmJcll Green·s Hill bp T·IH (buIlt by lobn Walton) 

In This Issue: 

Editor's Trim Tabs 
Letters to The Editor 
Oshkosh 90 
First Flight en the Snedeker Thorp 
Grand Prairie Buzz-in by Dick Cavin 
Fiberglass wing tips 
How to avoid "Oil Cans" by R. Snelson 
T-18 Pilot Report by Alex Sim 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As always, in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to 
make you aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal 
erperiences and that anyone using these ideas, opinions, or e:xpenences, do so aJ their own discretion and risk. 
Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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I'm trying my best to get this letter out 
early in Sept so you will know about the 
get-together at Kentucky Dam in Oct. I 
talked to Judy Paine and had several 
people call to remind me that we should 
call for reservations as early as possible. 
I've really had a good time at the Ky get
togethers since it gives a lot of time for 
looking and talking about out projects, 
and also a chance to get rides! So why 
don't you fly or drive in for the Oct 5,6 and 
7 or whatever part of that weekend you 
can make it. The phone number for the 
lodge is 1-800-325-0146. I've included a 
picture from Patti's Restaurant folder 
since it shows a small map and also 
someother places to stay if the lodge is 
full. Patti's is one of my favorite places, 
at Ky Dam, they have two inch thick pork 
chops and some sinful big pies. "Sky-high 
Meringues and Mississippi Mud Pies too! 

Fox F f"e MotSI 

KOA Carn~l'"ound" 
Ramada Aesort· 
Belai ... Motel'" 
Kanlucky OaITI V.II8Igs 
Manna & Resort _ 

Kentucky Lake Sail 
The Moors Reo"",,,",, 

Murray: #1 ReHrel'T'l&r'lt 
COOlrTlun.ty in the USA. 
Horne of the Boy Scout 
Museum and RocKwel i 

pa,ntlngs ... at Murray State 
Un''''e..-s.ty CarT1pws 

Here's an up date on my Project: 
After completing the fuselage basic struc
ture I remove the top aft and hip skin 
because of an oil canning problem. See the 
article on my new approach to building 
them. I have installed the trim motor 
bebind the baggage compartment and cut 
off the top of the tunnel to install a four inch 
pipe for the horizontal tube cover. I've also 
built new rudder pedals that extend 1 inch 
on the left and right sides to take the rudder 
cables down each side of the fuselage, Dave 
Eby told me about using Nyloflow tubing as 
a conduit aft through the bulkheads for the 
rudder cables, "no pulleys" so I'm lOOking 
into this. Still a lot of work ahead, but I 
really enjoy it. My new shop is great, it's 
wonderful to be out of the basement. It's 16 
feet by 40 feet and air conditioned and 
heated so the work can go on no mater what 
the weather. 
Phil Tucker at Sport Aviation let me know 
that he now has some one to do his fiber
glass work, he says the first pieces look very 
good. They are made with epoxy instead of 
polyester and stronger and lighter. 
So much for now' 
Richard Snelson 
RR 3 Box295 
Clinton, III Phone 1 (217) 935-4215 

KFNTUCI<Y 
LAKE·· 

AT GaAND 
n I'VE ns. f<..'"'Y. 

PRINCETON 
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The T-18 Mutual Aid Society sent Mrs Cavin 
Flowers during her illness, I wanted all to 
read her reply. This lady has done so much 
over the years in getting out past newletters 
that we owe her much thanks! 

To All the T-18 Tigers 
It only takes a moment to send you 
thanks- but then your thoughtfulness will 
corne to mind time and time again. The 
flowers are beautiful after all this time and I 
am still very touched to have you all think of 
me. 
It has been a rough go but I hope to make 
another T -18 Fly-In in about 6 months or so. 
Sincerely, Lynn Cavin. Mrs Dick Cavin. 

Dave Eby sends some Prop Data: 
Prop Data 
SN 1202 N53PD 
0320 D2A 160hp (new) 
All speeds MPH-timed on a measured course 
at 2000 msl 
Prop #1 Pacesetter 68/66 
Full throttle rpm 3100 
Full throttle top speed 186 

Prop #2 Sensenich 66/76 
F.T. rpm 2950 
F.T. top speed 189 

Prop #3 Sensenich 66/78 
F.T. rpm 2850 
F.T. top speed 192 
Full throttle at 9-12m 2650 rpm 
Sensenich performance charts are accurate. 

Dear Richard: 
Thought I'd drop you a note relating to some 
problems I've had during the early flight 
phases ofmyT-18 N922H. Like a few who 
have written earlier about mismatch of 
carburetor to engine, I had a similar 
situation ... or so I thought. I changed fuel 
nozzles in my MA4 SPA 10-3678-32 and 
found my original nozzle still the best. Still, 
when flying the plane, it would occasionally 
miss, especially when changing throttle 
settings. I checked for induction leaks and 
found none. Finally, the problem was traced 
to a loose carb throttle shaft. After changing 
the shaft and bushings I've had no "miss
ing" problems. Another problem devel-
oped when I decided to extend my oil breather 
tube down to the gear leg faring. I used a 
bicycle inner tube down the facing and 
extended it about 7-8 inches past to keep the 
oil off my wheel pants. Unfortunately, the 
slip stream bent the tube back in flight and 
pinched it off creating more pressure in my 
engine case. I realized the problem quickly 
but not after developing a few oil leaks in 
various places. To locate the leaks, I "dusted" 
the engine with talcum powder after clean-
ing thoroughly with solvent. I then ran the 
engine about 15 minutes and the leaks easily 
showed up. I now have an aluminum tube 
down the leg faring. You live and learn. 
I also had problems with my brake lines. I 
used 1/4 Nylaflow tubing to brass fittings. 
The Nylaflow slipped over an inner tube 
machined in the fitting and then was crimped 
down by a plastic bushing around the tub-
ing. A nut secured it in place. Unfortu-
nately the plastic bushing didn't hold and 
twice the brake lines squeezed off. I now 
have the same fittings with brass compres
sion sleeves around the Nlyflow. This 
seems to work well. My plane has about 
sixty hours since first flight in July of 1988. 
I've been learning to fly it since it's 
completion and hope to solo soon. A lot of 
time was spent after the first flight dealing 
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with minor "glitches" along with the prob
lem just mentioned. It seems like I've spent 
about 3 hours on the ground for every hOUT 
in the air during this period. I also had radio 
and transponder/encoder problems which I 
won't go into now. It's been frustrating 
during this post first flight phase, but when I 
stand back and think about it, I have 
learned alot more about this airplane 
through these problems. I also have 
learned that through perserverence you 
can eventually achieve what you set out 
to accomplish. A few of the Portland area 
builders recently noticed that the prop in
stallation on some T-l& varied as to the 
depth of the prop bolt from the extension 
into the engine prop flange, while others fell 
short of extending completely through the 
lugs. I've called around and haven't got a 
definitive answer as of yet, Maybe a reader 
could help. Thank for continuing the news
letter Richard. Greg Halverson, 
2533 North East 11th Ave, Portland, OR 

I think I made the same mistake about 20 
years ago! Don't drill this fitting and 
expect the gear to fit later. 

T-18 at Oshkosh 1990 
Russ Ross N45R 
Wendell Green N51863 
Gayle Lacount N5GL 
Jerry Stallings N1369B 
Goodman Brown N6GN 
Dean Cockran NllDC 
Paul Kirik NllPK 
Jim Alexandre GGEMP 
Dave Eby N54PD 
Mike Wolfe N89RB 
Gary Green N18GG 
Gary Cotner N304RW 
AI Cousineau N4749C 
John Olds N1051Q 
Dick Amsden N32AH 
Max Booth N1488 
Bryant Rowand N66BR 
Ron Gerrard N586RG 
Robert Ryan N67RJ 
2nd Story Fly Club N583C 
Mike Howard N74RC 

My project in the new shop! 

My dash mod to give me more leg room. 
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My trip to Oshkosh this year was fast, only 
two days, and just a little too exciting! 
Arriving Monday morning just a few sec
onds before the T-18 Forum was to start I 
was informed a T-18 had just been involved 
in a "Mid-Air" collision, and no one was sure 
of Who! or what were the results. This left 
me speechless and unable to recover my 
composure untill several hours later when 
the T-18 pilot and passenger, Bryant 
Rowland and his son, showed up at the fIy
in lookiIlg for help to get their T-18 out of a 
nearby field. The other aircraft a Cessna 
made it into Whitman Field in spite of a 42 
inch prop cut that went through his wing, aft 
of the right wing strut, and some bad dents 
in his vertical stabilator and rudder. The T-
18 had a badly damaged right wing with the 
right tip bent up, and the center section 
looked like crumpled paper. Bryant said he 
had a very exciting several minutes after the 
collision, with the T-18 in a tight desending 
turn wanting to stall at 135 mph. At the last 
monent he was able to get some aileron 
control and level the wings to land, 
resulting in some additional damage to the 
gear. Wow! Somebody was looking after 
these folks! This accident doesn't help my 
case with my wife of wanting to someday 
fly to Oshkosh in our T-18, but it does 
demonstrate the structural strength of our 
fine 25+ year old design. Bryant is a great 
T-I8er, even after all that, and with his bird 
loaded on a trailer for the trip back to Texas, 

he showed up Tuesday evening for the T-18 
banquet. We're glad all were safe! 

Now back to the Forum: 
About 100 people attended with over 60 
builders and owners asking Paul Kirik ques
tions on safety, material sources and flight 
characsteristics of the T -18. 

After the forum I spent most of the day on 
the flight line looking at the T-l8s and 
discussing everything I have left to do on 
mine. I have a list of the T-I8s at the Fly-In 
but it maynot be complete so please don't 
feel bad if you were there and got left out. 
See list attached. 

Wendell Green of Argyle, Texas was there 
and mighty proud of his T-18, and very quick 
to tell me it was built by John Walton. 
(Pictured on this newsletter cover). N51863 
is 15 years old, a standard body with 180 hp 
and a constant speed. It has a Sky Tech 
Starter and Wendell recommends it. The 
plane was built with the Lou Sunderland 
folding wing and also contains the fuel 
tanks. The ship weights out at 1060 lbs 
empty. Wendell likes the center mounted 
radios and the full instrument panel, (by 

the way he also fIys for a living). His canopy 

Bob Ryan of Cook MN N67RJ 
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is raised 1 inch and provides good clearance 
to tall individuals. In the engine compart
ment it's all nutplates and bolts so all sec
tions and covers can be removed with out 
fuss & bother. Oearly a beautiful airplane 
inside and out. 

A new arrival at Oskhosh this year was 
N67RJ, a T-18 built and flown by Bob Ryan 
of Oxlk, MN. It first flew on Nov 2, 1988, and 
completed the required 40 hours on May 
21, 1989 (poor flying weather in Minnesota .........• , 
during the winter). To date it has flown 175 Dick Amsden N32AH firstflown in 1983 

hours. Its a T-18 we with Imron Paint, 
metallic medium blue gray stripped with 
metallic midnight blue. It has a 0-320 150 hp 
with a pacesetter 200, 68X66 propellor, 
electric flaps and electric trim, Terra radios, 
dual com and nav and transponder with en
coded also has a Apollo Flybuddy Loran. 
Bob did all the test flying himself, very excit
ing' but had no problems. He had about 3 
hours of dual from Jim Borg of Minneapolis 
in his beautiful polished aluminum T-18 a 
few weeks prior to his first flight. Bob is 
currently flying out of a sod strip as the local 
airport is under major rebuilding. He states 
the T-18 handles the short sod well, but he Ed Ludtke 1990 Winner of Best T-18 at Oshkosh 

isn't taking an passengers. All in all he 
thinks the T-18 is a real good airplane. (see 
photo) 

Just a few rows away was Dick Amsden 
beautiful ship, it is SIN 1268 and was built 
by Dick and Bill Hair. It first flew in 1983, 
plans were purchased in Jan. 1978. Dick 
'1urchased Bill's half interest in 1983. It is 
painted with Imron in 1984 and now has over 
600 hour T.T. (mostly Autogas time). The 
engine is 150 hp 0320 E2G turning a 
Sensenich wood epoxy prop 66 max 76 pitch. 
Its max speed 187 mph @ 1500 feet 70 
degrees. The panel has a Terra radio w/glide 
slope and a Terra transponder w/encoder. 
To complete his navigation equipment 
there's an Apollo Flybuddy Loran and a full 
instrument panel. The fuselage has .032 

Ken and Man·e Brock , good program Ken a great 
adventure we'll all watch for the Sept 15 Special on tv. 
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side skins, also the center wing, no tunnel on 
the front floor, electric trim and elec flaps 
(Chrysler window motor). A picture of his 
ship is included. 

Close by to Bob's plane was another T-18 
owned by a fellow that shows up at just about 
all the T-18 events Ed Ludtke of Sioux Falls, 
SD. With out question Ed has a beautiful 
plane, I've mentioned it before when he 
attended the KY Dam Fly-ln earlier this 
year. I like the tight air box system he built 
and have talked him into loaning me the 
molds to make one for my ship. 

N89RB parked in the next row was creating 
a lot of attention since it was for sale! Mike 
Wolf its' owner had three people looking at 
it all at the same time! and ended up with 
a biding war, resulting in a check for more 
then his asking price. 

Lots of fine T-I8s were there and I don't 
have enough time to discuss them all in this 
newsletter, so will try to cover more later. 

Tuesday evem .. g at Butch's Anchor Inn 
over 100 people attended the anual T-18 
banquet. This turned out to be a wonderful 
time with everyone on the edge of their 
chairs, listening to our guest speaker Mr 
Ken Brock and viewing slides of his recent 
trip to Antarctica with the National Geo
graphic Society. "Thanks Ken" we really 
enjoyed your adventures and are looking 
forward to seeing the National Geographic 
Special on Sept 15. with Ken flying his fa
mous gyroplanes. For those of you that 
don't know, Ken is a T-18 builderlflyer and 
also makes many of the T-18 parts that are 
available through Ken Brock Manufactur
ing, Stanton, California. 

After Ken's show we asked all the former 
Wright Brother award winners to corne up 
and take a bow. We had quite a crowd! I 
won't list all the name here since I will have 

From the left the Wright Bros Award winners are 
Carl & Mazie Upscom, Gene & Thelma Sloan, Paul & 
his son Sieve Kink and Dave Eby 

Ed & Jeannelle Ludtke winners of the best T·18 for 90 
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Steve Kirik's flying machine a F-15 
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them under the included picture. I do want 
to mention that this years winner was Gene 
and Thelma Sloan ofMurfeesboro, TN. 
Congratulations Gene and Thelma it's re
ally quite an honor folks! 

This years winner for best T-18 at Oshkosh 
was Ed and Jeannette Ludtke from Sioux 
Falls, SD. A picture of Ed beautiful ship is 
also included in this newsletter. 

I want to mention a fine young man that I 
met at the banquet and later got to know 
sitting around a camp fire back at the 
campgrounds. This would be Steve Kirik, 
Paul's son from Moline Ill. Steve was home 
on leave from the airforce where he flys F
ISs. Get this folks: he planning and looking 
forward to building his own T-18. Steve flew 
his dads T-18 back to Moline on Wed (Paul 
had to drive the Camper "too bad dad"). 
When Paul finally got to Moline they gased 
up the T -18 and headed for the east coast 
and Steves airforce base. Five hours later 
they were there. A couple days later Steve 
climbed into his F -15 and flew 14 hours non
stop to Saudi Arabia. Last week Paul called 
me to get the old news letters to send to 
Steve as he wanted some good reading 
material. A day or so later Steve was on the 
national news "CBS" with Dan Rather in an 
interview about the FF Squadron in Saudi. I 
for one am proud to know this fine young 
man! Good luck and God Speed Home for 
Steve and all the other fine American Serv
icemen in Saudi Arabia. 

Richard Snelson T-18 Newsletter Editor , 
RR 3, Box 295, Clinton, II 61727 

PS: We were going to have the banquet as 
Dick Cavin night but Dick had to return to 
Texas since Lynn was feeling bad. We 
send out thanks to you Dick and Lynn for 
all that you did for the T-18 Mutual Aid 
Society. Hope to have you both at the 
banquet in 1991. 

First Flight of the Snedeker Thorp 
(reprint from "Wind in the Wires" Newsletter 
OJapter 26, Seattle Washington, Frank Snedeker 
Editor) 

All first flights are exciting! Many questions 
will be answered. Anticipation and excite
ment run high. Expectations become sud
denly real and the proof of many years of 
work is written. Many questions have yet 
to be answered. This first flight was filled 
with that excitement and with a measure of 
high anxiety. After climbing full power 
(Lyc. 0-360-A3A--wood prop) to 4000 feet 
the power was reduced to 2450 at which time 
the engine ran rough. Setting power to 1700 
RPM found the engine power bleeding off 
further to a point of quiting entirely. Power 
was maintained by actuating the accelerator 
pump to keep the engine running and an 
immediate landing was made ... total flight 
time: 16 minutes. 

This airplane was designed by John Thorp 
and it is a pleasure to work with. There is 
a great latitude for modifying and much of 
the satisfaction of building her was in this 
ability. She is a real beauty even though 
her builder didn't get the skin as smooth as 
if fiberglass were used, or that her makeup 
ran in places, but, all esthetics aside she , 
flies beautifully. The first flight was not 
exhilerating to me but there was a real 
feeling of satisfaction, of accomplishment. 
Even though all of the testing, adjusting, 
tweeking, massaging were yet to come this 
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creation of years of work had come to 
fruition. She was flying. 

My Biennial was believed to be out of date, 
making my 'license' to fly her illegal. Cecil 
Hendricks, having much experience with T-
18's, flew the first flights, with me in the right 
seat taking notes. The pride of the first 
flight is not in the pilot but in the airplane. 
The pleasure of the first flight was in both 
pilots and those persons left on the ground 
sharing in it. For the record, those present 
for the first flight were Sabrina Snedeker, 
Fanny Hendricks, Bill Moor, Jim and Pat 
Evans (flew up from Vashon in their 
Cherokee), John Kenton, and John Amme
ter who was just finishing building his RV-6, 
and John McCornack now flying a Kitfox 
and is starting and RV-4. 

But, back to the flight ... N54FS (for Frank 
and Sabrina) lifted off the 5,334' runway at 
Arlington, Washington smoothly at 11:00 
a.m. on July 8, 1990, climbed rapidly to 4000' 
and made the first power reduction. With 
power at 2450 there was a roughness in the 
engine. It was necessary to determine the 
stall speed and Cecil proceeded with that 
process. We had installed stall strips on the 
leading edge of the center wing sections and 
they worked better than expected. The 
center secton stalled strongly at 61 knots 
indicated but with full aileron control, right 
and left turns were made without diminish
ing the buffet. After Cecil, I did the same 
stall and we returned quickly to land sound
ing like a War One rotary engine as Cecil 
worked to keep the engine running. 

In subsequent flights the same condition 
presented itself but we knew how to get the 
airplane back on the ground. After rework
ing the carburetor (MA-4--5) , and cleaning 
and gapping the plugs, and rechecking the 
magnetos and several hours of flight check
ing the answer came during a flight test and 
as this is being written a fix is slowly devel-

opmg in my dreams .. .ideas ... you name it. 

The carburetor air filter box is John Thorp 
design that fits over a well at the base of the 
carburator. It has an automotive AC filter. 
There is a valve that opens the full intake for 
cold filtered air from the engine compart
ment. This an excellent system and since 
each T-18 system installation is different the 
problem may not manifest in every T-18. On 
N54FS it may be that the air entering the 
carburator is swirling and I may have to 
design and install vanes to redirect the 
flow ... to straighten it before it enters the 
carburator. 

During inflight testing it was determined 
that with full throttle it ran smoothly (mix
ture full rich and carb heat cold, of course). 
With power reduced to 2450, and below, 
roughness came in and in the lower range 
the engine power would bleed off possibly 
to quitting. On applying partial carb heat, 
at these lower settings, the engine would 
smooth out. With the control pulled out 1/ 
2" it would be smooth in the range from idle 
to 2450 rpm. If it were left in that position 
and full power applied the engine would run 
rough until Carb Heat was returned to full 
cold. 

Looking into the air intake opening, the ]/2" 
setting places the valve in the mid position (a 
45 degree angle) with half the intake going 
to the carburetor and half being directed up 
into the engine compartment past the ex
haust pipes. It is an interesting problem. 
The first mod has been to install a fence in 
the bottom of the carb box, parallel to the 
intake including the throat of the carbure
tor. The situation is improved in that less 
carb heat need be selected so additional 
baffling will be installed. 

Because N54FS has a wood prop (Ted Hen
drickson) forty hours of flying is required 
within the 25 mile radius of the 'test' airport 
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so, again, Oshkosh is cancelled for Sabrina 
and me and this is a disappointment because 
there will be four other T-18's making the 
trip, camping out along the way. Our flying 
is still ahead of us and the FIRST FLIGHT 
will be well remembered for the friends that 
were present and that the airplane that I 
built really flew. 

still has its original paint job on it. 
Dave Eby came down from Wichita Falls in 
his bird with John Mihaila riding shotgun. 
(John's T-18 has about 6 hours on it now.) 
Gary Cotner came down from Tulsa, nosing 
out John French by a few miles for the title of 
longest distance flown. Gary Green and c0-

pilot Maxine came in from Pecan Plantation, 
about 35 miles SW of Fort Worth. Marty 
Sidener had previous plans, so he couldn't fly 
formation with Gary from Pecan Plantation. 

,-----------------...., Maybe next time. 
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Leroy Holt didn't make it down from Mc 
Alister, OK, for some reason, neither did Jim 
Putney, who lives in Arlington, and is in the 
process of painting his T-18. 

Wendell Green and John Kleber had a 20 
mile formation hop from NW Regional 
Airport (formally called Aero Valley) where 
they share a hangar. Wendell has John 
Walton's beautiful T-18 now and he's so 
happy with it he just stands around and grins 

'--________________ -..l and giggles every time he looks at it. John 

Grand Prairie, TX 
T-18 Squadron Buzz-in 
About a couple of weeks ago, Ken Morgan 
came up with the idea of a mini fly-in and 
brunch for all the T-18 builders and owners 
in and around the Dallas/Fort Worth 
Metroplex. Letters of invitation were sent 
out to some 25 or more T-18 addicts. 

The August 11 date was perfect and by 9:30 
we had four T-18's parked side by side in 
front of the terminal building, with 2 more 
taxiing in. In a few minutes, the 7th T·18 
arrived from Wimberly, TX, with Jim and 
"Sweet Sue" French on board. His T-18 
was built in 1967. 

The next oldest T-18 was Bob Miller's, built 
in 1970 and he hangars at Arlington, just 
four miles west of Grand Prairie. He has 
about 400 hours on it after 20 years and it 

Kleber's T-18 is his second. Like Wendell's, 
it is powered with a Lyc. 0-360 and has a cis 
prop. John also built Dave Eby's wing. 

John passed on a couple of good tips (see 
sketches). He has a sure fire method for 
getting control surface trailing edges straight. 
He clamps a pair of 3/4 x 3/4 steel angles on 
the last 3/8" of the surface, with the angles 
right up against the c1ecos in all the holes 
(almost). He leaves room for the rivet head 
and uses a rivet set that's ground off flat on 
one side for clearance. Works beautifully. 

John used the new airfoil on his new bird and 
he says you can't buy wing tips that fit 
perfectly, so he made his own. (See the 
photo comparison with it W. Green's) He 
first stood the outer wing panel on end over a 
piece of metal scribed around it to make an 
exact template. 
Using that template to make a duplicate tem-
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plate, he used the pair to "hot wire"a block 
of blue foam in the classic Varieze manner. 
After doing this he wrapped a strip of about 
I" wide aluminum from the center of the 
LE. to the center of the T.E. (for the bottom 
side of the tip). Then he used this I" strip 
as a guide to hot wire a line from the top 
of the aluminum strip to the very tip of the 
flock of foam, which still retained one of the 
rib templates. (The one inch at the bottom 
allows for a flat space to attach to the top.) 
I think the sketch will fill in details. 

After a certain amount of T-18 ogling we all 
filed into the Wheels Down Cafe, and had 
brunch and T-18 talk at a long table. 

Others there besides Ken Morgan were Bob 
Yeakey and Wife, Evan Roberts and wife, 
along with Eddie Eiland and son. Yeakey 
just returned from Tuscon where he picked 
up a Subaru 6 cylinder engine with Ross 
gear box to go in his T-18 (which could fly 
next year). More later on this. Evan 
Roberts has a T-18 that has flown, but is 
doing some restoring and modifying on it. 
Eddie has a T-18 project about 50% done 
plus a flying Sonerai II. There are a couple 
more T-18 projects in that area that are well 
along, in addition to Ken Morgan'S two 
projects, one which has tlown. John Austin's 
T -18 has flown but is down for some re-work 
on the wing. Bobby Collard has completed 
a T-18 hull, with no systems installed, but he 
too, couldn't make it. 

As is usual in these gatherings, there was 
time for a few buddy rides for builders/ 
dreamers before it was time for T-18 
Squadron #1 to scatter. All in ail, we all 
enjoyed the get together immensely, and it 
unanimously agreed that we should repeat 
the Buzz in a month from then, the week 
end after Labor Day, so stay tuned. Better 
yet, Come join us!! 

John Kleber's second T~18 

Ri;- ht to left Wendell Green, 1. Klebers and lim French 

Wendell Green and I. Kleber 
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Steps to build wing tips 

1. Stand wing up vertically with outer rib 
resting on template blank. Then scribe around 
it and cut out template to exact size. 

2. Make duplicate template to use at each 
end of block of foam as guides to "hot wire" 
a block of foam for each wing tip. 

3. Sculpturing of foam (male mold) to final 
wing tip shape- Wrap a 1-1 1/2 inch strip of 
alum. around base of airfoii shaped block to 
use as cutting guide for both side of wing tip. 

4. Cover foam with 1-2 layers of fiberglas 
and after cure sand to desired smoothness. 
(~el ply to minimize sanding required). 
~ " ! ""i1 , 
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I. Kleber's new style wing tip 

Wendell Green wing lip Note the strobe. 
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HOW TO AVOID "OIL CANS" 
by 
Richard Snelson 

After having installed the worst looking aft 
and hip skins I'd ever seen, and on top of 
that, having to listen to the sound of my 
wife's index finger pushing on the nasty "oil 
cans" every time she came into the shop, it 
became clear that they would have to come 
off and new ones installed. I had used a 
roller to start the bends and then spent hours 
trying to get them into some sort of flat 
state, with no luck! Here's my new 
approach (they are 100% flat with no oil 
cans"). I did use .032 and am pleased with 
the results. This is what worked for me: 

Starting point for hip skins and top aft skin 
building. 

Either have the fuselage in clecos with bot
tom skin in place to square up the assembly 
or start after riveting the side skins to bulk
heads and longerons, again have the bottom 
skin clecoed in place for alignment. 

1. The first step is to either make a rough 
pattern or to get premarked parts, don't 
drill any holes at this time. 

2. Get a straight 2x8 about 8 feet long, and 
run it through a table saw to establish a 52 
degree edge for a bend line, this represents 
45 degrees plus 7 more for spring back 
allowance. Using a small hand plane and a 
file cut a nice smooth radius on the form 
block flange. Using this as a form block will 

result in a 45 degree flange in both the top 
aft skin and the rear portions of the two hip 
skins. 

3. Make the top aft skin using either a 
cardboard pattern or a premarded part. 
Bend the edges using the form block above, 
punch no holes in the mating flanges for the 
hip skins at this time. Now drill the holes for 
the mating of the top skin to the bulkheads 
also the cut-out for the stabalitor attach 
fitting. Temporarly install it and check the 
fit at the top corners, they should be tight 
and flat to the hip skin flanges, correct by 
removing and bending the flanges with 
flanging pliers or a bending stick. It also 
helps here to have left the flanges at least 
1 inch long as this will stiffen the sheet and 
keep it level for the next steps, it will be 
cutoff later when everything gets trimmed. 

4. Now comes the black magic portion of the 
work, black magic and good luck that is. 
Using a pattern or a pre-marked part, the 
rough hip skin is now cutout leaving a 1 inch 
flange at the bottom and an extra inch or 
more on the top. Because of this wide 
flange it's not necessary to be exact in 
locating the flange bend line, just set the 
piece on the 2x8 with 1 inch sticking out and 
bend away using a firm rubber hammer. By 
taking your time and working back and forth 
a nearly straight 45 degree bend can be 
achieved. Only the back part of the hip skin 
is bent at this time, stop the bend at the 
tallest point on the hip skin. Another form 
block is needed from here forward since a 
slight curve is involved. This curve can be 
patterned off the jottom edge of the hip 
skin, again use a 2x8. However save time and 
cut it at 90 degrees on a bandsaw or with 
a jig saw, file and sand it to a smooth radius 
on both sides as it will make both right and 
left hip skins. Put the hipskin with rear bend 
complete on the new form block, over lap 
the bend and place it on the new radius, 
complete the bend forward with a rubber 
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hammer, stopping to check for 45 degrees 
and working back and forth as you go. Hold
ing the flanged skin next to the fuselage note 
the curvature from bulkhead 572 forward. 
Mark the rough location of the holes that 
will be later drilled in this flange, from 572 
forward only. Using a pair of crimping pliers 
put a small crimp in between each of these 
holes watch the curve form and compare it 
to the fuselage curvature from 572 forward. 
The hip skin is now ready for a trial fit test. 

5. " This step is critical to a good flat fit for 
the hip skin". 
Test fit the hip skin if the flange is 45 degrees 
it should lay flat from bulkhead 572 aft. 
From 572 forward is not a problem at this 
point. Be sure there is enough material 
above the top deck skin and adjust the 
flange location for a nice even appearance 
from front to back. Correct problem at this 
point by removing and rebending the flange 
for a flat fit at the hips kin, top skin junction, 
primary from 572 aft. 

6. With the hip skin in place drill holes from 
bulkhead 572 aft and cleeo as you go. If the 
skin is still flat on the top skin its time to 
locate the top holes. Using a small thin 
ruler, establish on the hip skin the hole 
pattern so that it falls correctly on the top 
skin flange, this is fairly easy as you can lift 
the top skin and get a reference point on the 
top skin. 

7. Now the hipskin and top skin flange can be 
drilled starting at the back and working 
forward, it must be nice and flat to do this. 
Don't pull down on the top skin, just hold 
them together for a nice fit and drill and 
cleco. Work all the way forward to bulkhead 
572. At this time the forward portion of the 
hipskin is still floating and is not drilled. 
Work forward from 572 and drill the top 
holes as previously done on the rear, do 5 
to 6 holes and then do 5 to 6 on the bottom 
edge (hipskin to side skin). By working 

forward in this manner the front skin should 
work out with no oil cans or rough spots. 

8. The holes from the bulkhead edges can 
now be located by laying out on the hip 
skins and lining up with marks on the bulk
heads or by backdrill if the bulkheads are 
drilled. Watch the top corner holes on the 
bulkheads as they maybe too close to the top 
edge of the hips kin, by plarming ahead this 
won't happen. 

9. Now remove the skins and trim off the 
extra material on all flanges, deburr and 
dimple if using flush riveting. 

10. As part of the final assembly before 
riveting check by pushing down on the 
hipskins at the bulkhead flanges if the bulk
heads appear low, install a flat shim to level 
this area out, it will look a lot better than a 
sunken rivet line. 

11. Follow the same pattern for riveting that 
was used in drilling the skins working from 
the tall part to the rear then returning to 
rivet forward, completing each section as 
you go. 

I hope this helps you to do a better job the 
first time around and to not have to do it 
over. Call me if you have a question and you 
think that I could help. Richard Snelson 
1 (217) 935-4215 
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I bought my T-18, N512S, in 1984 and have 
flown it about 250 hours since. My prior 400 
hours of flying had mostly been in Lus
combes. I have found the airplane to be an 
honest taildragger on the ground, and an 
absolute delight in the air. Its builder, Hank 
Steig'lIlga did an outstanding job on the 
airplane and was honored in 1981 for having 
the best T -18 at Oshkosh and with the Wright 
Memorial Trophy. N512S is a Standard 
Thorp, 0-360 Lycoming, CS prop, Thorp 
cowl, flush rivets, and a 29 gallon forward 
fuel tank. It does have .032 skins on the 
inner wings and fuselage and has an empty 
weight of 1015 pounds. 

I have taken a number of other pilots for 
rides. They invariably are aware that per
formance will be good and seem relieved 
that I insist on doing the takeoff and landing. 
However, most seem genuinely surprised 
how good the handling qualities are in the 
air. To quote one pilot, "the airplane really 
does have all the accelerations of your own 
little fighter". 

I do not have a good outside air temp. of a 
Loran and thus do not have a good direct 
indication of true airspeed. However, keep-

ing track of time and distance, the average 
speeds (including full patterns, climb, cruise 
and descent) for flights over 2 hours are 
around 190 mph at 8.3 gph (68% power) 
and 200+ mph at 9.5 gph (75%) with cruise 
near 7,500 to 10,500 ft. I once flew a four 
hour cross country (one fuel stop) along 
side a wide body, folding wing Thorp that 
was otherwise similar (ie. engine, prop, 
cowl, and passenger load). I seemed to have 
about a 10 mph advantage in cruise. I 
rationalized this to be a reasonable incre
ment given the extra fuselage cross section, 
airfoil mods, and extra wing weight of the 
other airplane; however, I do realize that 
one data point is hardly conclusive. If any 
reader has made a more formal compari
son, I would like to read about in an 
upcoming newsletter. 

Back when I initially bought the airplane 
from Hank, he had placed a bolt through 
the 40 degree slot in the flap selector. He 
exnlained that it is possible to stall the tail 
wi~h 40 degrees of flaps and a forward cg 
The forward cg. condition occurs any time I 
have full fuel and fly solo--a common 
situation. AI Chivers, a CFI and T-18 
builder/owner checked me out in the air
plane and also cautioned me about using 
even as much as 20 degrees of flaps when on 
a final crosswind. Although the "old
timers" all seem to know about this, many 
of the newcomers do not. I have verified 
the presence of significant tail buffet when 
slipping the airplane with 30 degrees of 
flaps and a forward cg The 10 degree flap 
position seems to work well on final with 
gusty winds. When practicing power-off 
landings with forward cg and 30 degree 
flaps, I find it is best to be at 90 mph (rather 
than my normal 80) on very short final to 
avoid running out of elevator control in the 
last second of flare. The undersized 
horizontal tail is not a new topic, just one 
that receives little mention. It is also very 
heavily engineered, highly analyzed, and 
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extensively flight tested part of the airplane 
that is not to be messed with (something 
about literally tickling the tail of a tiger). 

The Thorp style metal cowl over cooled my 
airplane. In the winter, my cylinder head 
temps ran around 310 degrees for the front 
two and 350 degrees in the rear. In the 
summer it was 330/370 degrees. I wanted to 
get them all in the 370-400 degree range. I 
had too much respect for the metal work
manship to attempt the obvious mod of 
reshaping the exit area. Thus, I have taken 
the indirect approach of moving the oil cooler 
from the front of the engine to the left hand 
cheek exit blocking off about half of the LH 
cheek area. Secondary goals were 1) to get 
the oil cooler off the enhrine [personal pref
erence 1 and 2) to switch the original Corvair 
cooler to an aircraft one. [also personal 
preference 1 This mod has raised the sum
mer operating temps to 350 degrees in the 
front and 370 degrees in the rear and should 
slightly reduce overall cooling drag. How
ever, the engine cylinders are still a bit 
cooler than I desire and I may try blocking 
off some of the right hand cheek as well. 

Alex Sim 
HCRl-4460 Knox Avenue 
Rosamond CA 93460 
805-256-4733 horne 

For Sale Items 

Building, Testing, and Flying THE ALL
METAL AIRPLANE This is the Revised 
Edition of T-18 Newsletters 1 through 44 
it is indexed so it's very easy to find spe
cific information quickly. $35. per copy 

Newsletter Sets 45 through present 
$35. per set 
Richard Snelson 
RR 3 Box295 
Clinton, II 61727 
1 (217) 935-4215 

Phil Mandel had his airplane for sale but 
he called me before the newsletter carne 
out to say it was sold. Congo to Walt Can
non The new owner. 

For Sale: 
Standard Body T-18 
160 hp engine 
(editors note a heautiful airplane) 
Built by Sylvan Keebler N99SK 
Call Howard Henderson in St. Louis to get 
the full story on Sylvan'S hird 
1 (314) 822-3980 

I now have the angle level for sale to T -18 
builders. I use it for about everything, 
from machine work to building rudder 
pedals, aligning of control surfaces, check
ing wings and control surfaces for twist as 
you are building and on and on. The 
level is oil filled with a hall bearing pivot 
which it accurate to 1/2 degree. Its now in 
B&F's Catalog in Chicago and I'll try and 
get it into some of the other suppliers 
soon. It's $38 from B&F however direct 

, from me it will be $30 including postage. J :::::' oed ~;'" "r ,ome of <h, moo, ",e, 

Angle level at work 
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T ... 18 NEWSLETTER 

K§SUE Nl[JMl8llER 11 

SVEN-ERlK PIRA'S T-18 ON SKIS STROMSUND, SWEDEN 

In This Issue: 

Kentucky Dam Oct 1990 by R. Snelson 
Gear Up Landing by R. Snelson 
First Flight by John Evens 
The Rest of the Story by Frank & Sabrina Snedeker 
Marking Jig for the Horizontal Tail by R. Snelson 
Travel by Jim Strickenberger 
Lessons Learned 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As always, in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to 
make you aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal 
experiences and that anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. 
Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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Editors Columun Newsletter No. 77 De
cember 1990 

Part of my decision to build a T -18 for the 
second time was based upon having a set of 
excellent complete plans and to also be able 
to build and complete the airplane no mat
terwho goes out of business. I understand 
there are 300 individuals out there with 
partial Wheeler Express Kits that would 
like to be able to say that. 

As I read the November 1990 Issue of Sport 
Aviation carefully from cover to cover 
looking specificaIIy for any news or informa
tion on the "Vlheeler Express" situation it 
became very clear that EAA Headquarters 
is clearly unwilling to handle the tough is
sues that face the homebuilt world. I found 
only one small paragraph stating that 
Wheeler had closed his doors. Fact is folks 
that 300 builders have been stranded, and 
EAA Headquarters prints one small para
graph. One could say that's not their job. I 
think it is their job and duty to report this 
and other tough situations that don't always 
cast a bright shining light on the whole EAA 
Movement. Sport Aviation has become all 
glitts and glitter, and reports only the good 
stuff, they push the tough issues under the 
covers. To give you some idea of what this 
is about, US Aviator (Nov 1990) reported on 
" Wheeler's Problems Worsen", just a few 
of the details: 300 kits were sold none have 
been finished, complex parts were deferred 
by Wheeler to later kits with the possible 
intention to never supply them, too costly. 
Both Wheeler's prototype planes have 
crashed, the second one was on the way to 

Oshkosh, killing three. FAA Accident In
vestigation Form 8020-16 stated possible 
problems with structural design integrity. 
Several former employees of Wheelers 
have come forward with more information, 
that included falsification of flight time and 
material used in the kits. What a mess for 
the 300 builders and EAA members, I . 
wouldn't want to be in their shoes. Yet 
headquarters puts one small paragraph in 
our publication and fails to bring this situ
ation to light and support the members left 
out in the cold. Through the past efforts of 
our headquarters staff the FAA now puts 
great reliance in the EAA movement and 
referees frequently to their publications 
and help through EAA Technical Counsel
ors etc. in the building of experimental 
aircraft. If this relationship is to continue 
it's very necessary for the headquarters staff 
to handle all issues and report on them 
fairly. This is only my opinion! What do you 
think? Could now be the time to start 
another organization that gets back to the 
basics of homebuilt aircraft? 

T-18 Newsletter Editor 

Richard O. Snelson 
Route 3, Box 295 

Clinton, IL 61727 
Phone (217) 935-4215 

Part of my decision to build a T-18forthe 
second time was baseduponhavingaset 
of excellant complete plans and to also be 
able to build and complete the airplane 
no matter who goes out of business. 
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Letters to the editor 

Dear Rich: Please allow me to introduce 
myself. My name is Tim Travis and I just 
purchased Curt Kreps' T -18 (N118CK). Curt 
delivered the aircraft to its new home here 
at Albert Whitted Airport, St. Petersburg, 
FL, last weekend. The aircraft is in beautiful 
condition and is presently involved in some 
avionics upgrade necessary to operate in 
this local TCA. 

My check to join the Mutual Aid Society is 
enclosed and I look forward to getting the 
news letters. I am also interested in finding 
a T-18 Safety Manual and if you can assist 
me in this effort it would be appreciated. 

Any T -18 owners and drivers are most 
welcome here at SPG, so please pass the 
word. Sincerely, D. Timothy Travis Direc
tor, Airport and Port, Hangar 1, Albert 
Whitted Airport, St. Petersburg, FL 33701 

A letter from Terry Adams reads: 

Re: Supplier of plumbing 
One of the best suppliers of plumbing fit
tings, hoses, oil coolers, etc., that I have 
found is EARL'S Performance Products, 
825 E. Sepulveda, Carson, CA 90745 (213) 
830-1620. They have a catalog of plumbing 
parts they manufacture to AN standards 
with 37 degree flares in aluminum or steel, 
forged or bent tube, for all types of hose 

installations. As they say "Since 1973 every 
winner of the Indy 500 used Earl's compe
tition plumbing." They will not sell direct 
but they have dealers in many larger cities 
or I ordered by phone from Torino Motor 
Racing (714) 771-1348 at jobber prices which 
are considerably less than Aeroquip prices. 

As I was visiting Columbia (CA) airport for 
the Mooney Mite fly-in (Iown aMite) a T-
18 flew in. I introduced myself and asked 
the gentleman for a ride at some time, 
explaining that through I was nearly 
completely my T -18 after 15 years I had not 
as yet had the privilege of riding in a T -18. 
This particular gentleman declined offer
ing a ride and offered instead to allow me to 
use his airplane to take dual with his instruc
tor. I was ecstatic, thanks Robert. 

Anticipate finishing near the first of the 
year. Terry Adams, 4364 Boulder Creek 
Circle, Stockton, CA 95219 

Dear Dick, 

I have been receiving and have all newslet
ters from Number 1 on and so far have filled 
up two loose leaf binders and am about to 
start the third. 

They are probably the best source of help a 
builder can get. I know in my case I've gotten 
thru many a tight situation with their help. 
Dick Cavin did a super job after he took 
over from Lu Sunderland and now from the 
looks of your style the excellence is going to 
continue. Only one problem. Somewhere in 
the switch from Dick to you number 73 has 
either disappeared or just wasn't published. 
To check, on my last trip to see Phil Tucker 
and pick up some parts, I asked him if he had 
NL 73. He looked thru his pile and suddenly 
realized he never got one either. If you will 
send a copy of NL 73 to me I will make a copy 
and send it to Phil. 
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If you would like some info on my project 
(it's still incomplete) here it is: I picked up 
plans #836 from John Thorp at his work
shop in Sunland, Ca in March of 72 (1972 
that is!) and in the space of three weekends 
used his patterns to layout and scnbe all 
pieces of the airplane. I was an Engineer 
with the USAF (civil service) then working 
out of HQ. 15 AF. They transferred me to 
HQ SAC Omaha, NE in May 72; so I hauled 
all the pieces with me to Omaha and pro
ceeded to cut them out and drill a zillion 
holes there. I got transferred back to 
California in 1978, so I hauled all the pieces 
back to Hemet, Ca. and put them together 
here.-- Let me tell you that matched hole 
technique works because everything is 
plumb and square. In between spurts of 
project T -18 work I built a house, rehabed 
another 2 and just finished painting the one 
I'm in. 

I need an engine & prop to finish. Most of 
the wiring, plumbing, and upholstery is 
complete and if I live long enough I'll finish 
it. Everything is signed off by the FAA and 
they only want to see it again when its ready 
to fly. And fly it I will, but for now I would like 
to get a copy of NL 73. Sincerely Fred Barra 
41168 McDowell St, Hemet, CA 92344 

Dear Dick, I was pleased to see my 
photographs from Sun'n Fun in the News
letter. Enclosed are some from Oshkosh. 
Use them if you can. 

We visited the Cavins on Friday. Dick and 
Lynn seem very good, are as full of spunk as 
ever. I showed my pictures to Dick and asked 
him to confirm my data. He wasn't sure 
about David Young's dad having the oldest 
T -18, but Dave suggested you print it 
anyhow to get some response from the 
readers. Sincerely, Pat Eby 3206 Marten, 
Wichita Falls, Tx 76308 

Pat Eby's Photos 

David Young has been at 
Oshkoh 18 yrs in a row. David's dad has Oldest T-18? 

Dean Cochran NllDC, Broomfield, CO. 

Dave Eby's T-18 7./26/90 N53PD with Gene and 
Thelma Sloan (1990 Wright Brothers Award Winners) 
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Dear Richard, 
Please forgive the long interlude since I last 
say you! You will be pleased to know that 
we are progressing on the fuselage that you 
so graciously donated to Missionary Avia
tion Technical Training. It made the trip 
form illinois to Texas without much inci
dent. I am enclosing a check to cover the 
cost of the flap handle mechanism and the 
tool that you are selling. 

I thought you might be interested in how we 
are going to make the splice in the aft 
fuselage section. We will first level the fuse, 
(as can be seen in the enclosed pictures), 
fore and aft, longitudinally and laterally 
and build a jig to hold the aft section in 
perfect alignment. Next, the skins will be 
back-drilled to insure alignment, and riv
eted in place. 

Our new shop is 24' X 45' with central air and 
heat carpeted floors! (Don't laugh! I got 
this idea from Dick Cavin who said it is easy 
on the feet!). 

If you know of anyone else that may have 
extra parts, assemblies, or projects that 
would like to donate them to a worthy cause, 
please pass my name on to them. I enjoy the 
good work you do on the newsletter and look 
forward to getting mine in the mail! Good 
luck on your project and Best regards. 
Charles O'Neal, Jr. Southridge Baptist 
Temple, P.O. Box 817, Mansfield, TX. 76063 
Phone (817) 477-2948 

Your Editor Needs the following items: 
Set of good mags. for Lyc 150 
Thorp cowling 
brake cylinders 
Oil pressure/temperature 
Wheel pants 
Radio/transponder 
The list goes on! My wife thinks it will 
never end, call with your price. 217-935-
4215 

Missionary Aviation Fuselage in Jig. 

This is a good cause. If you can help Charles O'Neal please do 

so .. 

For Sale Items 

Set ofT-18 standard plans 
and a wide body canopy frame 
Lee Skillman 
7676 Windcrest Dr 
Mobile, AL Phone 205-633-3535 

Prop spinner 
Prop extension 
Flat-back motor mount and ring 
rudder pedals 
rod ends 
Richard Snelson 
217-935-4215 
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entucky Dam Oct 1990 

Kentucky Lake Fall "1990" Get-together 

As always, the tribe attending the Fall Get
together at Kentucky Lake enjoyed lots of 
T-18 flying, T-18 observing, much talk on 
building and flying T -ISs, a lot of really 
good eats and some great company. Unfor
tunately bad weather forced early depar
tures Sunday morning with T-ISs leaving at 
about the same time for all points of the 
compass. 

Most of the group arrived on Friday and 
spent the evening dining on 2 inch thick 
pork chops at Patty's Restaurant, I'm sorry 
we didn't get there until Saturday Morning, 
as Patty's is high on my list of great places 
to eat. Saturday turned out to be a beautiful 
day in Kentucky and with 12 T-lSs to look 
at and ride in, what more could one want? 
Dave Eby went right to it and put me in the 
left seat of N53PD for a long awaited 
opportunity to ground steer "The Tiger". It 
took several passes up and down the runway 
but I did start to get the key points of 
directional control for "quick taildraggers". 
I think Dave's tip of concentrating on 
something at the far end of the strip helped 
most in keeping straight (well almost) down 
the runway and also to take your shoes off 
to get a better feel for control inputs. Dave 
found me wanting to push with both feet a 
lot of the time it's a little hard to get the 
thing to tum that way. I must say that I'm 

now convinced that a lot of pilot prepara
tion will be necessary for this editor to solo 
his T-18. 

Gene and Thelma Sloan, the 1990 Wright 
Brothers Award Winners, had their beauti
ful "RED" T -18 at the get-together. If you 
want to see beautiful detailing and finish
ing work, this airplane is the best example 
anywhere. Anywhere you look, either inside 
the cockpit, behL'ld the seat, or in the engine 
compartment, everything is done. In fact 
this is one of the few T -ISs (homebuiIts) that 
can have that said about it "100% finished". 
In my profession of engineering, one of our 
goals is to practice careful "attention to 
detail". This is exactly what Gene and 
Thelma have been able to achieve with 
N805GS. I took a lot of pictures of this 
airplane to use when I get ready to finish my 
cockpit area, but I really don't think there 
are enough hours in my day to achieve what 
they have with their project. Congratula-
tions Gene and Thelma Sloan. 

A second red T -18 made a brief appearance 
at Kentucky Dam on Saturday morning, I 
missed my chance to get the full story on this 
new bird, as it left in about 2 hours. It is 
a newly completed project, the builder is 
Lewis Avaramovich from Cuyahoga Falls, 
Ohio. It is a very nice example of what a 
T -18 should be. Lewis had his flight 
instructor with him and was quickly off to get 
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more stick time in his new bird. 

We had a really flashy Father\Son T-18 
combination at Ky Dam this year. Leroy 
Holt and his son Gary had their T-18s on the 
field. Gary's bird is sporting a nice new paint 
job that looks just great. Good job Gary. 
Gary spent more time in the air Saturday 
then he did on the ground, that's the way it 
should be isn't it?? 

I understand from the grapevine that we can 
expect to see some nice smooth landings 
from N18117 now that Louann Jones (of 
Ohio) has soloed it. They tell me that Rick 
Jones, Louann's husband is great at aerobat
ics but Louann has it all over him in the 
landing department. Rick is a great story 
teller and manages to get at least one out 
each time I see him in Kentucky. 

"Back in the good old days (when 
Rick was still in hi~ prime, Editors Joke) 
Rick and his copilot were fly'illg a jet trainer, 
one that requires constant attention, 
through a front with heavy thunderstorms, 

at night! With no weather radar they had 
just popped into a good one, and "Old 
Brother Lightning" had scored a direct hit! 
With the flash crossing the cockpit and 
through their flight suit zippers. What was 
left of their night vision was history and 
both pilots could do nothing but sit, blinded 
hoping the squirrly trainer would continue, 
and end up in some kind of recoverable at
titude. Rick asked his buddy if he could see 
anything and the reply was "Are you kid
ding". Well, to make a long story short, 
they got their night vision back and quickly 
placed a call to Center to inquire about any 
other cell that might be out there. The 
controller quickly responded that nothing 
was in front of them but there was one heck 
of a cell about 4 miles behind them. Rick 
lit up as bright as the lightning flash and 
responded" We sure as H-- know about that 
one!!!! Are there any others? ". 

Saturday continued with Dave Eby and the 
other T -18 drivers making sure everyone 
there got a chance to get a T -18 ride if they 
wanted it. Thanks fellows! Everyone really 
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appreciated the opportunity. 

Saturday evening found us all at the custom
ary T -18 dinner, in the Kentucky Dam State 
Park Lodge. We had a total of 40 people 
there and the buffet dinner was great. A 
couple of items of business were discussed 
and to bring you up to date here they are: 
The group is planning another T -18 get
together for the Fall of 1991 at Kentucky 
Dam. A spring get-together is also desired, 
and will be coordinated by Mary Holt and 
this Editor. As of late December, we don't 
have a place. We are looking and thinking 
about Mexico, Mo. There is an old motel on 
the field that has been re-modeled. I'll try 
and check it out early in the year and let you 
know the results. Best time for the motel 
would be in June so I was told. 

The group voted on how to handle the selec
tion of a T -18 candidate for the Dayton 
Wright Bros Award. As some of you may 
know this is usually done by the Aircraft 
Designer selecting the best example of his 
aircraft to be placed into nomination for the 
award. Since Mr. Thorp could no longer do 
this Dick Cavin carried on the honor in his 
behalf for some time. Now since Dick no 
longer writes the news letter a different 
method of nomination is needed. It was 
decided that the Newletter Editor along 
with two former recipients (to be named at 
Osh each year) of the award would select the 
winner from T-l& at the Osh Fly-In. For the 
current year the group moved that Ed and 
Jeannette Ludtke of Sioux Falls, S.D., win
ner of best T -18 at Osh this year would be the 
candidates for the 1991 award. 

Rick Jones presented a new idea for the 
newletter. Anyone that does something 
dumb while operating a T-18 should write it 
up and send it to the editor without out a 
name, address etc. I will start a new column 
for this important information that will 
allow our group to share and learn from his 

Gary's Holis fine new paint job! 

Jane and Don Wolf of Fairborn, Ohio 

Russ Ross's T-18, he's from Sioux City, fA 
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or her experience and maybe save a broken 
toe or whatever. This same process is used 
in the airforce and offers a lot of education 
without any embarrassment for the con
tributor. (Leroy Holt - "Well finally 111 have 
something to write up for the newsletter 
too!!") So if you have a close call or a not so 
close call write it up and send it to me, with 
no names please!! I'll put it in the next 
newsletter in our new section. Any ideas of 
what to call this column, it must be print
able! 

Sunday morning found the T -18 airforce 
with all eyes on the weather. A strong front 
was across Missouri extending from Ken
tucky to northern ll1inois. Early indica
tions were that our trip north to Decatur 
ll1inois might be possible by skirting the 
thunderstorms but we had no such luck. We 
loaded the C-182 with full tanks of gas and 
headed north around 10:00 am. About 30 
miles, out we hit rain and my wife asked one 
of those questions that she's famous for, 
always at the right time and with the best of 
judgment. Honey can you see anything?? 
My reply was " Sure dear you and the instru
ment panel" and some bright flashing just 
ahead. This called for a 180 and back to 
Kentucky Dam. We got back in time for 
RoxAnne and Courtney our daughter to get 
a ride home with Paul and Helen Shifflet 
from Earlham, Iowa. Thanks Paul. I stayed 
hoping that the whole mess would get better 
by evening and I would be able to get the 
club plane home. By 4:00 p.m. things were 
getting worse, so I started looking for an
other way to Decatur. Well folks there just 
wasn't any. Well almost wasn't any. I finally 
found an Airport Limo Service in Pudakka, 
Kentucky that would come after me and 
transport me to the Pudakka Airport to rent 
a car. My expenses for this total effort to get 
home were as follows: Limo Service to Air
port $30.00, Auto Rental $160, Second Air
plane and a friend to fly back for the First 
Airplane. $150, for a total of $340. Oh well, 

it's only money and the trip was worth it. I'd 
even do it again, but with a large uncertain 
weather system on the way the C-182 would 
stay on the ground in Decatur, ll1inois and 
I'd drive down since it's only 5 hours from 
home. I'm sure most of you have had a 
similar experience while traveling cross 
country. I do have an instrument rating but 
don't fly enough to keep the thing current. 
Wally Hunt and Mike Hernden from 
Rockford had filled and left Kentucky Dam 
right after we did so I would like to know 
what their trip home was like? 

List of attendees: 
Ron & Jane Hayes 3050 N.W. Rd Mize, Blue 
Springs, MO. 
Gene & Thelma Sloan 412 Lillard Rd. 
Murfreesbooro, TN. 
Wally Hunt 1658 Plaza Dr. Rockford, IL 
Mike Hernden 1809 Warren Rd. Rockford, 
IL 
Gloria & Lyle McCullough 1525 Beech Dr. 
Easi Troy, WI. 
Dave & Pat Eby 3206 Martin BI. Wichita 
Falls, TX. 
Harlo & Shirley McKinty 1310 IdyIwi1d Dr, 
Lincoln, NE. 
Jane & Don Wolfe 860 Wilderson Rd, Fair
born, Ohio 
Louann & Rick Jones 7155 N. River Rd, 
S.Charleston, Ohio 
Judy & Jim Paine 4240 Wagner Rd. Dayton, 
OH 
J.W. & Sue French #52 Woodcreek Dr, 
Wimberley, TX 
Edward & Jeannette Ludtke 2300 Partmoor 
Ave, Sx. Falls, SD 
Don Warner 118 Faulkner, New Smyrna, FL 
C1if & Anita Redden 8774 Airport Rd., 
Georgetown, OH 
Dwight & Janice Scaggs 3182 Westboro 
RD., Blanchester, OH 
Jim & Darlene Perrine Rt. 1, Box 152, 
Cabot,AR 
Paul & Helen Shifflett Rt. 2, Box 44, Earlham, 
IA 
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Russ & Terri Ross RR #1, Box 411, Sioux 
City, IA 
Gary Holt Rt. 6, Box 811, Tulas, OK 
Mary & Leroy Holt, Box 238, Savanna, OK 
Richard & RoxAnne Snelson, RR 2, Box 
295, Clinton, IL 
Mac Booth, P.O. Box 580 Daleville, AL 
Lewis Avramovich 1962 13th St. Cuyahoga 
Falls, Ohio 

Hope I didn't miss anyone.... Am looking 
forward to our next get together! Santa 
brought me a video camera and I can't 
wait to focus on a T -18. 

Rich 

Editors Last minute Note: Dec 31, 1990 
Jim Paine is checking on Kentucky Dam 
for the Spring Get-Togeather. 

"Working on the Newsletter on New Years 
Eve" 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! 
JAN 3, 1991 JIM PAINE just called and 
said that Kentucky Dam is setting up a 
block of rooms for us on May 10 & 11. 
So: 

A T-18 get-together is being 
planned for those dates. More will follow 
in the next newsletter. 

GEAR UP LANDOO 
by R. Sne1son 

Leveling off at 4000 I tuned my ADF to 407 
to track the Veals IAF for a localizer 
approach to Champaign-Urbana, III Wil
lard Airport. It was partial overcast with 
heavy thunderstorms lighting the wind
shield every second or so. With the ADF 
needle center on dead-ahead, it quickly be
came clear that I needed about 8 degrees of 
right correction to keep it there. Turbu
lence was heavy and both pitch and yaw 
needed constant attention to stay on course. 
With the Nav 1 set to the localizer frequency 
of 109.10 the needle started centering just 
as the outer marker light and sound went 
off. A turn to 133 degrees quickly estab
lished me on the outbound ILS to allow a 
standard tear-drop procedure tum for my 
inbound leg. With the tear -drop and a 
descent to 2573 I approached the outer 
marker on a heading of 313 for the ILS 
approach. The descent continued, the middle 
marker passed and on we went with the 
runway clearly in sight for our landing. There 
was only one problem, the lighting and 
turbulence had caused me to forget to 
lower the gear, so guess what folks a crash! 
Oh well now to push the reset button and 
back to 4000 feet for another try. These 
computer flight simulators are the greatest. 

A non flier in my computer section asked me 
a few weeks ago if I had tried the new 
Microsoft Flight Simulator, which I hadn't. 
After a short check out on my home com-
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puter it was off to IFR practice. This is real 
folks! I've got over 200 hour of IFR on a 
Model 6101 Flight Simulator and this new 
version of Microsoft is nearly as good. The 
IFR practice is great and allows the oppor
tunity to practice those procedure, holding, 
DME etc. that we don't get to do very often. 
Best of all by applying for certification the 
home computer simulator can be approved 
for IFR flight practice to maintain you cur
rency. 

The Microsoft simulation includes most of 
the US. In fact flying it south of Chicago I 
found Bloomington, IL, going south of there 
the small 5000 acre Clinton Lake can be 
seen. That's where I work at a Nuclear 
Reactor, it isn't shown on the simulation, too 
bad. South of the lake just north of Decatur, 
II.. two large TV towers are clearly visible. 
All sorts of conditions can be established 
for flight practice, several layers of winds 
aloft can be added with multi-layer of 
clouds to complicate the simulation. A 
variable weather generator can be started to 
make it even more interesting. The plane 
controls are handled from the keyboard or 
a mouse, joy-stick or yoke and rudder pedal 
can be used to provide more realism. 
I've now added the Flight Deck Simulation 
Software to my collection, it has hundreds 
of instruments approaches to practice. 
How's this for realism, the compass has 
turn and acceleration errors, its a great 
instrument practice tool. 

Rich Snelson 

Flight Deck Software Instrument Flight 
Trainer. Williamsburg, Virginia 

1.1 !ns-JUment Panel and Radio Sta::;, 

bMi I V;,w mod, 
dlmenslOflsl window 

!i NtN/COH 

Microsoft Flight Simulator Instrument 
Panel, (available everywhere, new version 
allows you to "build" an experimental 
plane with user supplied power, drag, 
characteristics) 

'"" .~. 
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f!1 !ttS'f lFUGllHm I 
I for I 
I John !Evens 

Just wanted to let you know that I flew my 
Thorp, 71JE, for the first time on 10/10/90 
WOW - what a feeling! 

First, a brief history. I started building my 
Thorp in September of 1975. I'm 41 now. It 
was a slow process, with terminal burn out 
occurring every few years. I took time out to 
build a house, run my own business, raise 
family, etc., etc. Once I got stuck on engine 
baffling and literally let the project sit for 
three years. 

71JE has a standard body, standard wing(with 
LDS-4-212 airfoil), 160 HP 0-320-D2A, and 
Pacesetter 200 prop( 68 X 66)- one of the 
last built by the late Bill Cassidy himself 
before he sold his business. The airplane is 
fairly standard. I alodined everything inside 
and out, as well as zinc chromating. I also 
built my own small tank and power supply, 
and chromic acid anodized all the small 
parts, fittings, hinges, etc. I have Cleveland 
wheels and brakes, Scott tail wheel, and 
self-modified Scott master cylinders. I have 
a Harrison oil cooler (mounted left-front), 
40 amp automotive Delco alternator and 
Ford s.s. Regulator. I used high-temp. sili
con rubber sheet for my engine baffling 
(very nice). 

I turned my garage into a paint booth, and 
over a two month period painted the plane 
myself (another new experience). Used 

P.P.G. Durathane (Insignia White with 
Teal Blue Poly Metallic trim). There is at 
least one example of every paint flaw known 
~o man on my ship - but I'm proud of the way 
It came out. After finishing, it was moved 
to Jefferson County Airport on October 13 
1990. ' 

I bought the engine brand new about ten 
years ago, through Dick Wagner at Wag 
Aero for $5,14O.00! After draining preserva
tive oil and filling with straight mineral oil, 
spinning prop by hand until slight oil 
pressure indication, and installing top plugs, 
it started right up after two blades. This was 
Oct. 18th. We did and elevated nose fuel 
flow test first, with only two gallons in the 
tank. We were looking of 17.5 gallons/hr. 
(approximately 125% of take off require
ments), and that was exceeded by a comfort
able margin (pure gravity flow system). It 
was a great feeling to move around under my 
own power. 

The weight and balance came out beauti
fully. She weighs 894 lbs. empty, and can 
hold two 170 pounders, full fuel and 77 lbs. 
of baggage for a gross of 1500 and within CG 
envelope. Anyway, got final inspection on 
10/20. The inspector couldn't find anything 
wrong (said he might have to just keep look
ing!) He gave me 40 hours to fly off restric
tions. 

I'm a low-time "nose dragger" trained pilot, 
who hadn't flown for eight years, so I got 
about 12 hours with an instructor in a 
Decathalon. That was feeling real good, so I 
took my best friend, Dean Cochran, (l1DC), 
up on his offer to let me check out in his 
Thorp with a CFL I can't say enough about 
all of Dean's help over the years, and this 
final gesture ranks right up there as one of 
the most generous things a man could do for 
a friend-thanks Dean! Well, after two hours 
and quite a few landings, I had my "type 
rating". 
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Next came high speed taxi runs (the first 
with Dean in the left seat). Then my turn
got the tail up and even lifted off slightly (not 
on purpose). It was feeling good. I have a 
slight amount of toe out on wheel align
ment, and wanted Dean to compare han
dling in transition, to his. Did two high speed 
taxi runs with Dean, then did two more each 
day for the next two days myself. 

Finally, on October 30th, I was out of ex
cuses, and the weather was perfect. I did one 
high speed run, taxied back and took off. I 
lifted off at slightly more than 60 mph indi
cated and quickly accelerated to about 120 
mph. The feeling was INDESCRlBABLE, 
as all you T -18 pilots know! It flew straight 
and true, and went up like a bat out of you 
know where! WOW! I flew for about 20 
minutes, then came back and landed uneve
ntfully. What a glorious feeling! 

I've made two more flights since then. It 
stalls fairly straight (sometimes drops right 
wing slightlyO indicating between 40 and 45 
mph with flaps. Seems to trim out between 
170 and 180 indicated at full throttle, and 
the engine will over rev- needs more pitch. 
I encountered the infamous "bUllt" with full 
flaps (30 degrees) and ahnost full tank. 
Airspeed was gently bled off to below 40 
mph indicated, when a very violent break 
occurred, (-lG on the meter), to straight 
down of slightly inverted, gradually transi
tioning to a very steep dive. Speed was in
creasing rapidly and stabilator control was 

non-existent (absolutely dead, fore and 
aft). As soon as I dumped the flaps, the 
stabilator came back to life instantly! I lost 
1500 feet in this maneuver and pulled 4.5 
G's positive (ground was approaching). 
Although it would be very hard to get that 
slow normally, I intend to avoid 30 degree 
flaps with forward e.G. from now on.Will 
send more information, if possible, later. 
John Evens 6855 Allison St, Arvada, CO 

Reprint from 
"Wind in The Wires" 

by Frank & Sabrina 
Snedeker 

AND NOW YOU WILL READ ... THE 
REST OF TIlE STORY 
By Frank & Sabrina Snedeker 
Reprint from "Wind in The Wires" The 
Newsletter of EAA Chapter 26 Seattle, 
Washington 

The first flight of our T-18 wa~ reported in 
the August NL, and in the ensning six weeks 
the 40 hours of testing was completed. It 
was not completed in time for Oshkosh. It 
is not the sort of thing you force. By early 
Sept it was ready for a short cross country 
flight, like a shake-down cruise, and Sabrina 
and I flew to Thun Field in a loose formation 
with Cecil & Fanny Hendricks for lunch. 
Later we took a longer trip to Chehalis to a 
Fly-In pancake breakfast and airshowweek
end where we say Bill Sjoberg and his 
Jodell. And, we had the T -18 loaded and 
ready to fly to Silverwood ill, for a Chapter 
26 Fly-In Campout but the weather in the 
Cascades kept us grounded. 

Some statistics on our T-18. Full fuel is a 29 
Gal. main tank and 9 gals. in each wing (47 
Gals or 282Ibs.). For two souls we can carry 
60 Ibs of luggage; enough for sleeping bags, 
tent, some food, changes of clothes and 
trading items for the natives. Flight plan
ning books and charts and survival/first aid 
items. 
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By the third week of Sept we were ready to 
head for California to visit family. The 
weather was beautiful. For personal reasons 
we could not get airborne until 3:30 p.m. so 
we stopped at Grants Pass (Josephine) for 
the night. (note) In the mountains night 
falls with the flick of switch. We had a light 
tailwind on landing. The left brake line 
separated at the firewall Nylo-seal fitting. 
Hydraulic fluid has its' own smell. We se
cured the T -18 and the airport attendant 
drove us into town. 

The next morning we had the break re
paired in less than an hour by Peter Goyen 
at Grants Pass Aviation. He was helping a 
builder with his Questair in the hangar. Almost 
finished... beautifuL and another builder 
came by with his RV-6 .. he's halfway through 
his 40 hour testing. Then we took off and 
flew past Medford and Ashland, over Shasta 
Dam and refueled at Red Bluff. Then on 
south to Orland (Sabrinas's birthplace) and 
turned eastward over Grass valley (home of 
the Radio Systems Tech ... RST Nav-Com 
which is primary in our airplane) and on into 
Stockton to visit family. 

We flew from Stockton to Santa Rosa - then 
to Modesto and back to Lodi. Refueled to 
capacity to head home with a planned fuel 
stop at Ashland. With 47 gals on at Ashland 
we headed for Arlington. Weather there 
was not improving. We turned to our 
alternate at Ellensburg. We landed Mon
day afternoon .. with 1.5 hours fuel remain
ing. The Puget Sound area was solid smoke
haze for several days. We took a Greyhound 
home and this is not so ignominious as 
scratching the T-18 on a TV Tower. Cecil 
Hendricks flew me back to retrieve the 
airplane. During the weather, at 6,500 Ft. it 
was 60 Deg., at 4,500 Ft. it was 48 Degs. This 
inversion held the SMAZE down and the 
smell was noticeable when we finally got 8 to 
10 mile visibility. An excellent trip- and an 
excellent airplane. 

Another photo sent by Pat Eby, This is Paul 
Kirik and his sons. 

Our newest member Mr. Brooks Hanna shown 
flying over SD. near Spearfish, he's asked us to 
come to Spearfish (BlackHillsAirport)fora 
get-togeather next year. he's has an auto dealer 
ship and will furnish as many caTS as we need. I 
like the idea, but think that it would have to be a 
week long event in order to go there. 

6'7 
, I II 

I I ! , I I LJI r----J 

Letme Know! 
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Hope this little report will do something for 
your next N.L #77. As I had stated in N.L 
#74 I was going to be traveling in the South 
& West U.S. That we did, and what a time 
it proved to be. Visited quite a number of 
Air and Naval Museums. Stopped to see T-
18'ers Bob Yeakey; then stopped to look at 
his engine project at Ross Aero in Tucson, 
AZ' talked to Dick Cavin but unable to see , 
him while in Dallas, stopped and spent a 
beautiful afternoon with Robert Praker in 
Scottsdale, visited for spells with Bud Wight 
& George Truven plus others in the San 
Diego area. While out there, G. Truver, who 
is originally from this region of P A, told me 
about a project he saw for sale in N.L 75 that 
he was sure would be only about 50 miles 
from my home. I checked into it when I got 
home and eventually bought Dick 
Turkenburg's partial project of Madison, 
Ohio. It appears the original buyer, per 
John Thorp's letter of 25 May '72, was a 
"LC. Cunningham" of Oklahoma City (SIS 
of plaus 848) and the fold wing plaus (T18C 
wing SIN 41) per L Sunderland of Aug.!, 
1975. 

I had bought my own plaus from John and 
Lou in 1982 so I will no doubt use my SIN for 
each in continuing the building. 

MyT-18plaus from John Thorp are 1453. 
My T -18C fold wing plaus from L Sunder
land is 327. For the sake of clarity and 

updating of your files, you could remove 
Thorp plaus #848 and Sunderland plaus (T-
18C fold wing) #41, until such time as I may 
be able to sell them. 

So far , most of my time has been spent 
inventorying the parts and bringing myself 
up to the level of completions and where to 
begin on what. At the present I'm recuper
ating from a knee operation, but after the 
holiday season we are now in, I hope to get 
underway. 

I've also been reading and re-reading the 
previous N.L's (and I thought I'd done that 
when they first arrived) but each re-read 
point out something more interesting. 

I've had my mind set on Dave Blanton's V-
6 conversion (never was to impressed with 
air-cooled engines anyway - and that's from 
clear back in WW II) so I would like to get 
some It:tters off to some of those who are 
also on that program. 

Sorry I was unable to make the two 1990 
Kentucky State Park get togethers. Having 
had made the Oct. 89 one, I was hoping to do 
so in'9O but what with our traveling time in 
July, Aug, and Sept and other commitments 
prior to and following these months it just 
didn't work out that way. I did get one tape 
copied and sent to Dick Cavin and tho' I 
indicated to some others I'd try to do the 
same for them it just never worked out. 
Sorry about that. 

Well, Richard I'm sure this will be late for 
the Christmas date but hopefully prior to 
the New Year, so hope you and yours had a 
joyous and holy day and that you will be blest 
throughout the New Year with happiness 
and progression. Take Care, Jim Stricken
berger 4344 Gem Court, Erie, PA 16504 
EAA 123426 
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LESSONS LIEAIt{NlE1D 

This new newsletter section will contain lessons 
learned, submitted from our Mutual Aid Group. 
Send your ''Lessons Learned" to the editor with
out your name or address. I will publish without 
comment or clue. 

Pilot: 4000 be ATP, l50br taildrngger experience 5 years 
before. 

Bought "new" used Thorp having never talked to anyone 
that had ever built or flown one - after 5 landings 
supervised by the seller, I toot my new toy on a 1100 mile 
cross country to my borne strip. 'The three enroute stops 
at 4000' runways did not prepare me for my 1700' grass 
strip even though I practiced "short" field landings at each 
stop. I was surprised at my first landing attempt at my strip 
- couldn't get it down in time to stop before the I~nd feol;€:. 
Better airspeed control and PUtting it on the first brick 
(grass blade) on the second landing provided a stop prior 
to the fence. 

Later that night I read the early Tharp Newsletters abont 
landings, simply said you should use a ntinimum of a 2400' 
strip until you are comfortable, then 2000' is the absolute 
minimum - I totally agree with these numbers! 

Bad: 
Buying an experimental aircraft with NO knowledge of the 
type short check:-out from an owner who had only owned 
the aircraft for one year and not """rly comfortable with 
it himself. 

Long cross country immediately after purchase. 

No real short field landing practice prior to attempting 
landing at a short strip. 

Good: 
Went around from first landing - realized I couldn't get it 
stopped in time. 
Contacted someone familiar with Thorps. 
Read old newsletters and joined the Newsletter. 

T-1S Engine Experience 
Had low compression on all four cylinders at 700brs 
SMOIL Decided to TOP the engine. Selected the 
"BEST' rebuild shop in the region to rebuild and provide 

4 yellow tagged to new tolerances cylinders. 
I instaIIed the first cylinder without removing the cosmo
line type preservative. I instaIIed the remaining 3 after 
"degreasing" the cylinders. I then decided to remore the 
first cylinde and discOYered the oil ring was crushed into 
a fine white powder and the cylinder was scratched to the 
point of salvage. 'The cylinder had been cbok:ed with TEN 
times too much cbok:e, resulting in the totaI compression 
of the oil ring. I trusted the rebuild shop to deliver the 
parts within tolerance. Exoessive downtime - I remored 
the rest of the cylinders and check:ed the tolerances prior 
to start-up. They were OK. 'The shop reptaced the 
cylinder and ring at no cost to me. I learned a Iife-long 
lesson - no matter bow reputable the supplier - CHECK 

THE TOLERANCES YOURSELF 

Editor's Note: 
Thanks fellows for the above articles, I'm look
ing forward to at least a couple contributions for 
this column each month. So FESS UP GUYS! 
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NEWS LE1"!'ER RENEWAL 
Dear T -18 Mutual Aid Member: 

To all of you that have sent letters and articles for this newsletter I want to thank you 
and ask that you continue to contribute to this forum and source of knowledge for that 
airplane we love and admire. It's been a great year for me, I've enjoyed the opportu
nity and experience of making a great number of new friends and renewing some 
friendships that date back to the days of my first T-18 started in 1964. I'm about to 
finish my right wing flap, which will complete all the structural components on the new 
bird, and I must tell you that "everything" has not been written about how to put this 
thing together. For example I've worked out a simple method of bending the flap skin 
that allows it to fit across the top spar without all the hassle of pulling and sweating. I'll 
write up my flap assembly article in the next newsletter so the method can save time 
and problems for the next guy. "Get the Point". Pickup the pen and write down how 
you went about it! We have a lot of builders out there that need and want your help. 

Please send those articles, on any subject that you think the group might like to share 
in. I'll polish them up (if you want) and get them in the next newsletter. 

I planned last year, so that all memberships would come due this Jan. Thats about the 
only way I can keep track of this and still have "spare" time to build. The dues are the 
same as last year $25.00 for U.S. members. I've added some new software to my pub
lishing computer and have started to learn how to draw with it. How's the new T -18 
drawing on the back cover? 

I purchased two dozen of the angle levels for the T -18 builders and have several left, 
but this is the last chance for you to get one from me since I just don't have time to do 
mail order and get the plane flying by 1992. I've included a color brochure about this 
useful building tool. The price is price is $30 including shipping. I still have some cop
ies of the indexed book that covers newsletters 1-44, I also have sets of newsletters 45-
to present. These are $35 each. I hope you like what I done this year, and will continue 
to support our Mutual Aid Group. 

Your Editor, Richard Snelson 

Renewal for 1991 
Name 
Addre-s-s------------------------------

City, State, Zip _______________________ _ 

Currently flying? , Hours on T -18 ____ _ 

Aircraft N# ____ _ 

Current Status of project _______________ __ 

Please include a check or money order for $25.00 My address is Richard Snelson 
Route 3, Box 295 Clinton, IL 61727 Thanks! 19 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

ISSUE NUMBER 79 

Edwin Poe's Beautiful N808P of Phoenix, Arizonq 

In This Issue: 

Editors Trim Tabs 
Letters to The Editor 
T -18s of Pheonix by R. Snelson 
Patter From Pat by Pat Eby 
IFR in a T-18 by Harold Thompson 
Builders Corner 
Flight Safety by Lee Skillman 
Lessons Learned The Hard Way 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLA1MER) As always, in the past, present, and future newslellers, we would like to 
make you aware that this newslelter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions. OT personal 
experiences and that anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences. do so at their own discrttion and risk. 
Therefore, no resJX1nsibility or liability is expressed OT implied and is without recourse aga.inst anyone. 
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I've promised myself to get this newsletter 
into the mail so you could have it before the 
Oshkosh Fly-In. So I'm taking a portable 
computer with me on a business trip to 
Phoenix and plan to work on it in the eve
nings while I'm there. With my T -18 nearing 
completion it's gotten even harder to work 
on the newsletter at home and I thought we 
needed number 79 out early to pull together 
our Banquet on the first Friday night of the 
Fly-In, especially since I had the wrong date 
in the last newsletter. (I have to tell you it 
caused Lee Skillman "near heart failure" 
since he had non-rerJndable airli...e tickets 
to Oshkosh and he thought he had pur
chased them for the wrong week! Sorry Lee 
I goofed!) Our guest of honor, at the ban
quet, this year will be Steve Kirik. Steve 
fought in the Gulf War in The First Fighter 
Wing, flying many combat missions in his F-
15. I'm sure Steve will have some very 
interesting stories to relate to us after din
ner. Hewill also be an honored guest of The 
Fly-In, with plans to arrive with another 
member of his squadron in their F-15s. Steve 
is a T-18 builder, having worked many hours 
on Nl1PK with his dad Paul Kirik of Moline 
Illinois. Steve requested all the old T-18 
newsletters, to read while in Saudi Arabia. I 
believe he maybe planning a T -18 of his own. 
"Glad your back Steve" and I'm looking 
forward to seeing and talking with you at 
Oshkosh. Lee Skillman is returning to the T-
18 fold, he's building another one folks, and 
will help me with the MC duties at the 
banquet. Let me know if you plan to attend 
the dinner as soon as you know, call me at 

217-935-4215 or be sure and sign up on the 
flight line Friday during the day. 

My current plan is to arrive in Oshkosh on 
Thursday, and stay on our restored "wooden 
cabin cruiser" at the Pioneer Inn Marina. If 
you have a car and can get over there please 
drop in as we will be there most evenings and 
would like to sit and talk airplanes with you. 
The boat is a "Carver" 24 foot cruiser, 
painted white with maroon trimmings. If I 
have time to do a good tune up on the engine 
before the fly-in we might try to give some 
rides. It's really fun to watch the war birds 
circle up over the lake. I swear some of them 
are trying to get their guns aimed at us on the 
water. 

In my workshop the bird continues to take 
shape, last week I cut the windshield and 
canopy, that went well with the help of air 
tools and a great drilling tool called the 
unibit. This little tool drills 1/2 inch holes in 
Plexiglas as fast as you can go with out any 
signs of cracking. All you need is a 1/8 in 
pilot and the unibit takes it from there. The 
bit goes from 1/8 to 1/2 in steps, and will also 
drill the pilot hole. 

I have some of the engine work done, alter
nator wiring, vacuum pump plumbing, and a 
start on the baffles. My crossover exhaust 
system has arrived from Custom Aircraft 
Parts, in San Diego and after one small 
fitting adjustment on the left rear (:ylinder it 
looks great. It's about as tight as you can 
make a T-18 exhaust system. I need to get 
the instrument panel painted next so I can 
mount the instruments and do the wiring and 
plumbing behind the panel. I'm planning on 
a bright yellow paint job and my wife is about 
to throw-up over this! 

-------- I've been in the Phoenix now for 
several days and have met some very nice T-
18ers. See the story in this newsletter. 
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to the 
Editor 

My name is Charles Kenny and Fred Hartman 
of Delray Beach, Fla. is a friend of mine. I 
have flown in his T-18 and I know it is the 
plane for me. I do have a Piper Arrow, 
however I am looking for a T-18 either 
completely built or at least mostly finished. 
I live in Mohtauk Point Long Island so I am 
looking for something up that way. If you 
should hear of any drop a line. Just came 
from Sun & Fun and saw Dave Eby's beau
tiful T-18. My address is Charles Kenny 
P.O. Box 0, Mohtauk, N.Y. 11954. Thanks 
C. Kenny 

Richard, Thought I'd better tell our guys to 
save our slips that we get from buying parts, 
for the feds need to see if you've paid tax on 
that new plane you just built. -------- En
joyed Ken Morgan's article on the 0290 
GPU, as well as the rest of the N.L. 
Nicholas Shewalter, 4250 New lathrop Rd. 

. Corunna, Mi 48817 

Editors Note: The tax thing is news to me. I'm 
not sure if payment of state sales tax is any of 
the FAA's business! However why would they 
let that stop them? Anyone else have this 
problem or question raised by the FAA? 

Dear Richard, Up to the the present time, I 
have put in about 7,500 hours on my T-18 
project. Cost thus far has been in excess of 
$63,000.00 -- This is over a period of about 9 
1/2 years. 

I guess it is about 85% to 90% complete. 
Some people say that airplane building is 
fun! Do you know where the fun part comes 
in" Also, do you know of anybody that in the 
Phoenix area that works cheap? I sure would 
like to hire somebody to help finish this 
damn thing -- but, I can't afford to pay the 
$15 to $20 an hour that most people want 
(some even want as much as $40 an hour). 
Bob Praker, 6519 W. Aire Libre Ln, 
Scottsdale, AZ. 

Editors Note: See my article "T-18's of Phoe
nix" in this newsletter for photos and short 
story on Bob's project. 

Dear Dick, Let me start by introducing my
self. I'm Harold F. ("Tommy") Thompson. I 
recently purchased Dan Derby's Thorp se
rial number 1423, N444DD. It is my second 
one having purchased Herman Rassler's 
N4083B many years ago. I sold N4083B and 
after many airplanes since I finally got back 
into a Thorp. I'm sure you and many other of 
the T -18 owners know of Don's Thorp. He 
has been at Oshkosh 3 times I think. ------ I 
just called in my reservations for the Ken
tucky Dam fly in May 10-11. I plan on arriv
ing Fri. around noon and leaving Sunday 
morning. Its quite a distance from las Vegas 
NV to Kentucky but by strapping on oxygen 
and going high it should be a fun trip. See you 
and all the others there with a little coopera
tion from Mother Nature. Harold F. Thomp
son 3123 Valleywood Rd, Henderson, NY. 
89014 Phone (702) 454-6244 

Editor's Note: He got there, without the coop
eration from Mother Nature. See his second 
leiter in this newsletter "IFR in a T-18" Tommy 
is a swell fel/ow! I Really enjoyed talking, 
visiting and flying with him. 

Richard, .... I really enjoyed working with 
you on your T-18, not to mention returning 
home with a few new parts for my project. 
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My name is Roy Farris, I grew up around the 
local airport and my father has been a pilot 
since I can remember. I began taking dual 
instruction when I was fourteen, using my 
dads Piper Colt, and soloed in six hours. 
From then on it was a slow process, but I 
finally got my private at age twenty three. I 
bought a Colt and had a ball for three years, 
until financial problems forced me to sell it. 
Karen, my wife, on the other hand had never 
been in or around airplanes until we met. I 
gave her, her first ride and she loved it. She 
couldn't believe I was actually going to build 
an airplane. She had seen my pile of parts 
and just shook her head. It wasn't until she 
sawT-18's at Kentucky Lake last fall, and 
saw Richard's project, that she really began 
to believe. Now she is almost as excited as I 
am. 

My T-18 project was started in 1968 by a 
close friend of my family. I can remember as 
a youngster seeing all those airplane parts in 
this guys basement and hearing him and my 
dad talk about it. I would have been twelve 
at the time. The project got moved a couple 
of times, went through a fire, and was finally 
stored in a basement. I had forgotten all 
about it. 

I began looking for an airplane to build. I 
have been into serious RIC modeling for 
fifteen years, and decided to just try my hand 
at something a little larger that I could ride 
in. I looked at KR-2's, RV3 and 4's, Midget 
Mustangs and a few others. One evening 
while scanning an issue of Sport Avaition I 
came across a picture of a beautiful T-18 
with its owner Cliff Redden of Georgetown, 
Ohio. I picked up the phone and gave Cliff a 
call. I told him of my desire to ride in a T-18 
and his immediate yes answer found myself 
and a friend (Wayne Hahn) on our way to 
Ohio. 

Wayne and I spent all day Sunday looking 
and asking questions. Cliff had told Jim 
Paine of Dayton, Ohio of our visit and he and 
his wife Judy flew down. Not only did I get a 
ride, I got rides in two T-18's. Wayne even 
got one. Jim showed me the do's and don'ts 
of the T -18 and I got to fly both airplanes 
from the right seat. As you that have flown a 
T-18 well know, I had decided to buy my 
friends project before we landed. 

When I arrived home I gave my friend a call 
& discussed all the details, and two weeks 
later I unloaded the project into my house. 
(It was the only place I had) since then, I 
have gone over the plans, read all the news
letters, and took inventory. I'm getting ready 
to build a workshop and I'll be ready to begin 
construction soon. 

I really want to thank all the really great 
people who have helped me over the last 
year. I especially want to thank, Cliff Red
den, Jim Paine and Richard Snelson. I would 
also like to thank Rick Jones of S.Charieston, 
Ohio for the most thrilling ride of my life. 
For those of you who know Rick, well lets 
just say that our wings weren't level for very 
long at a time. I met Rick at the Fall get 
together at Kentucky Lake last Fall. Thanks 
again Rick, I'm ready to go again. 

Guess that sums it up, except to say that any 
of you T-18'ers out there that have any parts 
for sale I sure would like to talk to you. I'm 
in the market for lots of parts. Give me a call. 
Thanks Karen and Roy Farris (618) 723-
2594 

Another letter from Roy 

Richard -- Karen, Chris and I had a wonder
ful time at Kentucky Darn. Karen wants to 
say thanks to Jim French for her first T-18 
ride. She loved it! She is really sold on the 
T-18 and is pushing hard for us to get busy on 
ours. I want to thank Cliff Redden for the 
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use of his plane, and Jim Paine for flying with 
me, I had a great time. 

As we all know sport flying is on the decline 
nation wide. In my area it is practically non
existent. Our local airport has only five pri
vately owned airplanes, and our area has 
only one homebuilt. It's a Skybolt but it is 
based at a neighbors airport. On a good 
Sunday afternoon you might catch one or 
two guys out flying but you'd have to be 
lucky. 

The Olney area Pilots Association (OAPA), 
is trying to get some interest generated. 
Hopefully we can get some students started 
and some licensed pilots out flying again. 
The OAP A is organizing a fly-in, drive-in 
open house on Labor Day, Monday Sept 
2nd. 

This is an invitation for all T-18'ers to fly-in 
to Olney, Illinois and show what sport flying 
is all about. Come on guys, help show the 
Olney area what it is that we are all so crazy 
about. 

There will be a trophy for the best home
built, best antique and f1y-bys are welcome. 
I am looking forward to seeing some of you 
at my home field. Olney Noble Airport (OL Y) 
is located 110 miles east of St. Louis, Mo. on 
III. Rt. 50, 17 miles from Samsville VOR @ 
343 degrees. 

The OAP A will appreciate all the help we 
can give them. I'll guarantee a free meal to 
any T-18'er that fly's in. Call (618) 723-2594 
for more information. Thanks Roy & Karen 
Farris 

Dear Mr. Snelson, .... also 2 requests, First, 
I would like to find the co-ordinates for 
airfoil GA(w) -1. I can not seem to find them 
here. 
Second could you send a list of the material 

used in the S-18, when scratch built. Such as 
how much sheet metal, extrusion angle, metal 
for landing gear and etc. Thanks Richard 
Taylor 185 Monteray Dr. Nepan, Ontario. 

Editors Note, We'll see if someone can help on 
this. I can't remember a material list in the 
newsletter. 

Dear Richard, ...... Since I talked to you and 
ordered the newsletter and back issues, I 
purchased a beautiful T-18, N312LL, from J. 
Paul Warren. My real name is Paul J. War
ren. As far as we both know, we are not 
related. It was built by Lawrence Larcom 
and first flown in 1969. Total time on the 
airframe is just over 600 hours. I have 50 
hours in it would have more but for some 
schoolin, the winter weather and shoulder 
surgery in February. The airplane had been 
damaged and was being restored by Nick 
Seraphinoff, T-18 Nll101, when I discov
ered it. I helped, in a very minor capacity 
when I could get over to Detroit from Min
neapolis, to reassemble it and got a good 
chance to view the excellent workmanship 
by Mr. Larcom and Nick. 

Everything that I have heard about the Thorp 
is true. If it were any more fun to fly, the 
government would make it illegal. The 
powerplant is an 0320-150. Cruise at 2450 
RPM is about 160 MPH (airspeed indicator 
reads low - stall indicates 43 and altimeter 
drops about 150 feet from ground to flight, I 
suspect a slight pressurization of the static 
system). It includes a full panel, Narco Com-
200 com/nav w/glideslope and AT-50 w/mode 
C. I have wheel pants - painted but not yet 
installed and strobes - power supplies pur
chased but not yet installed. I also have a 
second com set, an RST audio paneVinter
com/marker beacon that I built and an accel
erometer, all not installed. My intention is to 
rebuild the entire panel and include a loran, 
some decent engine monitoring instruments 
and a fuel quantity indicator which I am 
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currently sans (top off before flight). The 
canopy fit needs improvement, too. There is 
no hold-down mechanism for the back; it's 
too drafty in the winter but ventilation for 
hot weather improved. There are a number 
of other problems/improvements that should 
be attended to, and that sounds like a lot of 
complaint, but in fact I am delighted with the 
airplane and just look forward to making it 
even better. 

I'm still working my way through the back 
newsletter issues. They have been of great 
help to me. I highly recommend them to 
anyone either building or purchasing a T -18. 
Thank you for your efforts to keep the T-
18ers informed and in contact. Sincerely 
Jack Warren, 2887 Lakeshore Ave. Maple 
Plain, MN 55359 

Editor's Notes: I have the RST Audio Panel 
completed also. I'll try and put together an 
article on building the unit for a later newslet
ter. The cost for the kit is around $300 less that 
the other completed units on the market. Qual
ity is excellent, and goes together in a couple of 
days. Prelly good pay for two days work! 

Richard, ....... You ask if I'm interested in 
serving as a focal point for the T -18 events 
and builders help in my area. I am not 
certain what I would be responsible for, but 
if it is just promoting the T -18 and helping 
builders where I can, I am willing to do that. 
I have served this area for years as a Chapter 
Technical Advisor. I fact, I have been help
ing builders solve all kinds of problems on a 
multitude of homebuilt designs for the past 
15 years. In addition to the mechanical and 
technical assistance, I've test flown a local 
T-18 and checked out two other T-18 buyers 
in still another newly acquired T -18 aircraft. 
I do feel somewhat qualified to help builders 
with the final phase of construction as well 
as that emotional first flight. I am more that 
willing to help T-18 builders where I can. Go 

ahead and list my name and phone number 
as a contact for technical and other ques
tions. 

I'm cleaning up the writing on my T -18 wing 
construction sequence. Please list it's avail
ability in the newsletter. I'm certain it will be 
of help to those who request it. I'll send you 
a copy when I finalize the writing. Looking 
forward to meeting you at Oshkosh. Best 
regards .. Joseph Gauthier 9 Kowal Dr. 
Cromwell, CT 06416 Phone (203) 635-4058 

Editor's Note: Thanks Joseph, that's about 
what I had in mind with the T-18 support and 
help in your area. I think you also have 
enough T-l& out there to have a get-together. 
It would be great if a couple of you fellows 
could find a place, much like Jim Paine does 
for the Kentucky Dam gathering. 

Dear Richard, ....... I bought serial #927 
N927AS one month ago. It was completed in 
1981 by A Silvaslian. The plane has 600 hrs, 
180 Lyc. CjS prop. I've got 24()()() hrs, 5 in T-
18. 

A set of newsletters, 1-77, arrived yesterday. 
A most valuable collection. I've been look
ing through them for limitations. (I have 
nothing) and so far found them very useful. 

I don't want to miss any issues so please start 
me with #78. Thank you for your effort & 
dedication. Harold J. Ballatin 3535 Heroic 
Drive, Rancho Palos Verdes, California 
90274. Phone (213) 377-1410 

Dick: I ran into a problem I have not see 
addressed in any previous newsletters, after 
engine installation, 0320 E2D, the oil sum 
was pressing against the lower left cross 
member of engine mount (Dynafocal -
Brock). Rubber mounts were new, engine 
off-set OK, no engine sag. Several design 
people, A&E people, other builders, etc. 
looked at the difficulty and an scratched 
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their heads. Answer came from local engine 
guru. 

Engine was lifted sufficiently to take weight 
off mounts and one at a time mount bolts 
were removed and used washers (taken from 
old mounts) one for each cup were slipped 
between engine flange and inner rubber 
cup. I now have about 1/4 in. clearance 
which hopefully will be sufficient. 

This may be common knowledge to every
one except this select group of dummies in 
outer San Diego. 

Does anyone have a really good throttle, 
mixture, carb heat cable support system fire
wall & carb? I have run the carb heat cable 
to an attach clamp on the rear of the carb box 
which I am satisfied with. The throttle and 
mixture cables are clamped to the engine 
mount cross member which seems to be 
satisfactory but it is my unique solution to 
this problem. Has one consensus way of 
doing this involved when carborated engines 
are used? Thanks for any & all help. Larry 
Whetzel. ]5621 Calistoga Dr. Ramona, 
California. 92065 

Editor's Note: Don't know if I can help on this 
problem, I'm working on a clamp for mine 
now. I've looked at a number of engine instal
lations and I can't remember any two being 
alike on cable clamping. 

Bad Weather T-18 
EAA T-18 PLATES 

George Truver new T-18, we will have a 
story by Wally Hunt and more photos of 
George's airplane next newsletter . 

Lewis A vramovich's N67LA 10/6/90 at 
Kentucky Dam 

John Mihaila's and Dave Eby's twins, soon 
to be triplets 2/25/90 
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FOR SALE 

ForSale: (1.) T/s-18 Horizontal Stabilator, internal counterweights, skin SS pop rivets - rest 
solids. Workmanship - "8" $500 OBO (2.) S-18 Ailerons, 2 ea. flush solid rivets. 
Workmanship - "9". $250 set OBO. (3.) Escort 110 w/antenna and tray, "Servicable" tag, 
$200 OBO. (4.) S-18 Plans w/ Sunderlands's book, $150 (5.) 180 HP '63 Olds Aluminum 
V-8, professionally rebuilt, ready for reduction unit and accessories. $2000 OBO. Alan 
Reich 2161 Gazebo, Idaho Falls, ID 83402 Phone (208) 522-3191. 

For Sale: 
1. 539L -1 L&R outer wing skin, Net trimed; center punched under Johns template 
2.544-1&3 outer wing L.E. ribs formed over Johns tooling 
3. 540L R&L wing tips .025 & .040 (MFG. to DWG. except W.S. 113.875 is not trimmed to 
net 
4.580-1 fuselage skin material.032 x 5FT. x15FT. 2024 T3 not perfect 
5.865 Main gear leg fairings & retaining clamps (trimmed but not drilled). 
6. 796 pitot/static tube assy. (polished) 
7.514 fuel tank assy. (modified for filler neck location on Fus. flat area) (BL 3.500) 
8. 640 spinner assy. (constant speed) 
9. A-596-1 bulkhead, Fus STa 94.286 
10.532-5 center wing closure 
11. Maule tail wheel assy. 
12. Master brake cylinders (Gerdes Model A-049) 
13. Fuel shut-off valve (Imperial 104-HD 3/8 x 3/8 female) 
14. Electric fuel pump 12V Facet 478360 Neg. Grd. 
15. Fuel transfer valve 12V Neg. Grd. (used excellent condition) 
16. Transponder/DME antenna 
17. Oil pressure gage 0/80 psi. (back lighted 2.150 dia. hole) 
18. Lyc. Ex. Flange Gaskets (copper) PIN 65321 
19. Lyc. oil filler tube & dip stick 12 1/2 in. 
20. Main gear axle nuts, (suitable for attaching wheel fairings) 
21. Red Flex ducting 1 in. x 36 in. Hi-temp. 
Make reasonable offer plus shipping To: George F. Truver, 727 B1ackthorme Ave. EI 
Cajon, CA. 92020 (619) 463-8744 

"THORP METAL COWL" 
Built in John Thorp's shop, SN 32 with Cam Locks installed, and never on an aircraft also 
a set of metal Horiz Tail Tips. Will exchange for 1st run out 0-320 engine (dynafocal mount) 
with all accessories, no damage history, log books required. Call Lee Skillman (205) 633-
3535 evenings or write 7676 Windcrest Dr. Mobile AI 36695 

For Sale: Wooden Prop W66LM 78 Call R. Snelson (217) 935-4215 
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The T-18's of Phoenix 

With phone calls to the two T-18 Mutual Aid 
Society members in the Phoenix, Arizona 
area, an early morning meeting was arrang~d 
at the Deer Valley Airport north of Phoemx. 
Edwin Poe was there first and had his beau
tiful white with blue trim N808P ( our cover 
photo) waiting on the ramp. For a few de
tails about his bird, Ed built it during the 
1975 to 1986 time frame, it has an empty 
weight of 943 Ibs, it's powered by a 0320-
D2A 160HP Lyc. that Ed purchased new 
from Wag Aero for $7500 back a few years 
ago. I'll bet it would bring that to day or 
more! "How's that for a good investment". 
The smooth running Lyc is driving a 68 X 66 
Pacesetter Prop that Ed says may be a little 
underpitched for the engine. Performance 
at 8,000 to 10,000 feet is around 165MPH. 
The airframe is a narrow body with standard 
wing using the Sunderland airfoil. It has the 
tunnel bent at 45 degrees and by using 
Temperfoam seat cushions (purchased from 
T-18er Haria McKinty) provides a very 
comfortable fit even for a big guy like me. 
The planes cockpit area is covered with 
cloth backed aluminum tape and the 1/4 
foam backed aluminum tape sold by Phil 
Tucker. The workmanship on his airplane is 

excellant, Ed painted it using Imron and did 
a beautiful job. He did warn about using 
Imron, he said a clean air source is neces
sary, since he got sick using a charcoal filter 
type and decided upon some professional 
help to finish it. I know there are two schools 
of thought on using body puddy to finish the 
hip skin areas and to smooth in rivet dimples, 
Ed doesn't believe in it and his workmanship 
produced a fine looking job without the stuff 
and all the extra weight it adds. 

Ed is a retired Honeywell Electrical Engi
neer and has designed and built a digital fuel 
flow indicator that I like and plan to add to 
my T -18 later. A simple fuel flow tranducer 
is added to the fuel line and as the fuel 
passed through, it produces electrical pulses, 
by calibrating a digital counter you have a 
very fine simple display that reads the fuel 
used. The gas gauge become a back up and 
we can stop fussing that the darn thing never 
worked right anyway. Ed is going to clean up 
his schem8tic for the unit and send it to me 
with a description for a later newsletter. 
Ed's elecronic consists of a Nav/Com, a 
Com, transponder mode C, Loran and a new 
panel mount intercom with a squelch for 
pilot and passenger. 

Ed has flown his T-18 over 300 hours and is 
a very competent experienced pilot. On a 
trip last year he flew it to 34 different states 
in a 10 day period, 3 of which were down time 
due to weather. This makes a total of" 48" 
states for Ed and N808P during it's f1ight
time. Goes to prove what we've known a long 
time "The T-18 is one fine cross country 
Airplane". 

Ed has produced a fine Users manual for his 
T-18 and upon my request gave me a copy to 
use in planning my own. He has prepared it 
for the next fellow that might own N808P, 
and from talking to several new owners of T
ISs without any documentation of any kind it 
will be most valuable to the next guy. The 
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manual covers Aircraft Description, Con
struction Details, Maintenance, and Draw
mgs. 

Thanks Ed for the vist and flight in N808P 
over the North Pheonix area. I have Ed's 
diary of his trip to 32 states and found it fun 
to read so I'll try and put it in a later newslet
ter. (Ed please send ASCII file on disk.) 

Soon after we (wife RoxAnne and Courtney 
our daughter) arrived at the Deer Valley 
Airport another T-18 builder arrived and 
spent the morning with us. This was Bob 
Praker of Scottsdale, AZ. Bob really had my 
curiosity up with his letter telling about his 
$63,000 investment in his T -18 project. 
After 9 years of building Bob got out all his 
cancelled checks and actually added up 
everthing he'd spent on the project. Includ
ing many, many tools and about the best of 
everything he could get. This came to $63,000 
and continues to grow. You've got to give 
this guy credit he's honestl {'m not about to 
add up what I've spent over the last 2 years 
on my project! My wife would go out and buy 
two more Arabian horses on her MasterCard, 
if I did that! 

Bob has his 180HP engine installed and is 
close to completing the engine compart
ment details. He has a SS exhaust system 
with mufflers, purchased from Aircraft 
Spruce. His panel is done and looks great, 

. painted a nice beige color. Each instrument 
has it's own postlight. The airframe is a 
wide body, with folding wings. 

Again being an honest fellow, Bob admits he 
needs help to finish the bird and get it into 
the air. So if anyone knows of someone that 
could give Bob some support please give him 
a call. He said several people including Ed 
Poe have been doing that. Bob's phone 
number is (602) 951-0247 

Our thanks to Ed, Bob, and Bob's wife 

Ed Poe's N808P 

Bob Praker "The only honest T-18 builder in 
the world" Just Kidding Bob! 

Bob's wife Audrey and Courtney 
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Audrey. My wife had heard me speak con
stantly of the fellowship and great folks of 
the T-18'ers and has always enjoyed your 
company & phone calls - but she was amazed 
at Audrey - she spent the whole next morn
ing taking them on a great tour of the Phoe
nix area. Thanks so much! 

One final note on the Phoenix area, Ed said 
there are several other T-l8s in the region 
but I didn't get any names. Sitting off quitely 
in the corner of Deer Valley Airport is one 
of the best known T-l8s. N4782G built by 
Lou Sunderland. Ed said it belongs to his 
son, and although its not for sale, its never 
flown. 

This young fellows lives in the Phoenix area 
in a park called Out of Africa. This was part 
of the tour that Audrey took us on. You 
actualy get to pet this little fellow! 

Lou's Sunderland's Folding Wing T-18 at The Deer Valley Airport. 
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Potter from Pot 
by Pat fby 

briefly Saturday. Sure enough, he showed up 
again Sunday with Maizie and Karl 
Lipscombe's T-18. Jim moved near Lake
land the week before. 

Bob Highley's plane was parked next to us. 
He appread later and told us about just 
getting back from Saudi Arabia - ask him 
about that assignment! 

A lady with a biplane hat walked by and I had 
to get a picture of her and her husband. They 
are the Lovelys from St. Petersburg, live on 
Paradise Street, Treasure Island. Likely story, 
but then we tell people Dave is from Para
dise, PA and nobody believes us either. 

I saw Wendell Green's T-18, and Ralph 
Powell's. At lunch a man had T-18 Nll0l on 
his cap, said he drove from Michigan. Some
one said the Culhanes had their T-18 in the 
camping area. 

Sun'n Fun 1991 

~~~I Dave wasn't in the Air Race this year, but 
coached our friend Claudio Tonnini with his 
RV-4, only fair after beating him last year. 
Claudio improved his airspeed 16 mph. Bill 
Shepherd raced his T -18 with single place, 
retractable gear. He clocked 222 mph, had a 
150 hp engine. 

Dave and I had a great T-18 trip to Sun'n Fun 
in spite of going around weather both ways. 

Sunday, April 7 I talked to the Tindells from 
Pansy AL near Dothan. They were at Ken
tucky Dam fall of '89. He is building a T -18, 
also Les Conwell of Lutz, FL Les told me, 
Marge is going to Ground School for her 
Private Pilot license, and he is sitting in on 
the classes. 

John Warner of FL and CT is building, and 
Dave Goff from St. Augustine, also Jim 
Perrine who lives near Little Rock. All were 
there with questions. 

John said Jim French was at Sun'n Fun 

The forum was busy with much interest shown 
. by many. Lee Skillman, Bill Williams and 

Les Conwell, Sven Pira, & Bob Highley 
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John Starr led the discussions. One of the 
items brought up was that Phil Tucker can 
photocopy drawings needed and he has T-18 
parts available. 

Sven Pira was there from Sweden. 

One gentlemen is a master welder, started 
flying in 1935. He said the T-18 is the most 
fun flying he's ever done. I didn't get his 
name, will have to go back ..... 

We counted 7T-I8s at Sun 'n Fun. Four of 
those pilots were at the forum. 

My Kentucky Dam fall of'90 photos were 
good, but I couldn't identilY the planes. This 
time I got the tail numbers for sure, but see 
that I don't have a name to go with N76KC. 

John Kowalski, Rt. 3 Vinton IA 52349, is 
building, wants newsletters and notices ofT-
18 gatherings. 

Lee Skillman said there were 356 T-18s 
seven years ago, would estimate 450 to 500 
now. 

This was the Sun part. The Fun part for me 
was playing the piano at the Sheraton three 
evenings. Join us next year. We're looking 
for musicians. We know the Holts have a 
Casio, and Dick Cavin has an accordion . 

. Pat Eby 

Editors Note: Thanks for the good work Pat. 
Please keep up the good work, and I'll make 
it a regular feature of the newsletter. 

Jim French al Sun'n Fun '91 

T-18 Admirers at Sun 'n Fun 

T-18 Forum, left /0 righi, John Slarr, Bill 
Williams and Lee Skillman 
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KENTUCKY DAM SPRING '91 

I think the best way to describe how bad the 
weather was for our Kentucky Dam Get
Together is by telling about Jim and Judy 
Paine's "drive" from Dayton, Ohio. Judy 
described the first fifty miles out of Dayton 
as pure hell! Jim was in a terrible mood 
griping about why he wasn't flying, since the 
weather there wasn't too bad, just overcast 
and no rain. As they proceeded the weather 
got progressively worse and Jim's mood got 
progressively better. By the time they got to 
Kentucky Dam and Jim saw the low overcast 
and rain Jim was in one heck of a good mood 
and ready for a fine dinner at "Patty's". 

It was too bad the weather went sour on us as 
my indications were that we could have had 
a record crowd. In stead only four T -ISs 
arrived, with those brave souls facing some 
low flying and dodging of thunderstorms to 
get there. Having driven from Illinois to Ky 
Dam on Friday, I was in one of those Jim 
Paine mood's also because by this time I was 
certain that I would spend the weekend with 
out seeing a T-18. However my luck would 
get better. First to arrive was Tommy Thomp
son, all the way from Las Vegas, Nevada. A 
long trip for a weekend fly-in. However 
Tommy has a son in Missouri and made 
double use of the trip by spending the night 
in Joplin. (For a descrition of Tommy's IFR 
trip back home see the article "IFR in T-18) 
Next to arrive was another long distance 

travler, Jim French in his newly purchased 
N83MK. Jim has moved from Texas to 
Florida and made the trip from Ft. Meyers. 
Cliff Redden called the lodge from about 90 
miles away saying he wasn't sure that he 
would be able to get in but he would try later 
in the day. Well he finally made it and I was 
sure glad to see him slip in under the low 
ceiling. Cliff got out and kissed the ground. 
Must have been a tough flight Cliff! We had 
one other plane that made a short stop in. 
This was Steve Hawley and his wife from 
Tuson, Az. He didn't stay long just pointed 
the bird west and headed home after a couple 
of hours. 

The rest of us spent Saturday going over the 
three remaining airplanes looking for build
ing ideas and learning where to place this or 
that on the firewall etc. For the afternoon, 
the sun came out and Oh! Boy! the fun 
started with Gentlemen Start Your Engines. 
I don't know how many rides were given, but 
no one missed getting one this time. Tommy, 
Jim and Jim Paine who got to fly Jim French's 
bird spent the afternoon taking the whole 
bunch up. Thank's guys. This really means a 
lot to a builder. It shows that the whole thing 
can really come together and sometimes 
provides just the right inspiration to keep us 
going on the project for yet another Year!' 

Following the tradition of previous T-18 
meeting, Sat night was the banquet meeting. 
After dinner a short business meeting was 
held. Jim Paine anounced that there would 
be a T-18 Dayton Award winner for 1991. As 
decided at previous Ky Dam meeting this 
award would go to Ed Ludke of Sioux Falls, 
SD. We were all sorry that Ed and his wife 
weren't there. Hope they can make the 
Dayton Fly-In. After a discussion of other 
possible meeting locations with no good 
suggestions Ky Dam was chosen for another 
try in the Fall 91. It really is a nice place, and 
if the weather will give us a break we should 
have a good turn out. 
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Kentucky Dam Attendees 

Dwight & Janice Scaggs 
3182 Westboro Rd 
Blanchester, Ohio 45107 

Clif & Anita Redden 
8774 Airport Rd 
Georgetown, Ohio 45121 

Jim & Shirley Shilling 
317 N. Hillsdale 
Homer, MI 49245 

Paul & Helen Shifflett 
Rt 2 Box 44 
Earlham, IA 50072 

Bill Williams 
8304 River Oaks Ct. 
Tampa, FL 

Harold "Tommy" Thompson 
3123 Yalleywood Rd 
Henderson, NY 89014 

MaxE. Booth 
P.O. Box 580 
Daleville, AL 36322 

Jim & Jean Strickenberger 
4344 Gem Ct. 
Erie, PA 

Jim & Judy Paine 
4340 Wagner Rd 
Dayton, OH 45440 

Roy, Karen & Chris Farris 
Box 182 
Nobie, IL 62868 

J.W. French 
2022 Hendry St 
Ft. Meyers, FA 33901 

Ron & Jane Hayes 
3050 N.W. RD Mize RD 
Blue Springs, MO 640t5 

Steve Hawley 
7300 N. San Anna Dr. 
Tuson, AZ 85704 

Kim Nack 
2940 Devonshire Dr. 
Florissant, MO 63033 

Richard & RoxAnne Snelson 
Route 3, Box 295 
Clinton, IL 61727 

The Hawleys of Tuson, Arizona 

Tommy Thompson from Henderson, NV 
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I would like to submit an analysis of my 
sojourn to Kentucky Dam for the benefit of 
those who would like to have some idea what 
to expect in the way of performance, fuel 
bums etc. This is of course information for 
my particular Thorp, eng, prop combination 
but should be close to others. Also the accu
racy is strictly based on my own computa
tions and aided by the F1itestar flight plan
ning computer program on the IBM Clone. 

By adding up all the fuel receipts, I burned 
up a lOtal of 172.7 gals, flew 2952.5 miles 
with a hobbs time of 24.1 hrs. I figure an 
average fuel bum of 7.2 GPH with power 
settings ranging from 45% to 70% for the 
various legs and altitudes that I flew. 

To start, the leg from my home airport 3L2 
Sandy Valley Nv. 29 air miles SW of Las 
Vegas to LVS Las Vegas NM was. flow at 
15500 using oxygen and a 45% power set
ting, 14.4 inches 2450 RPM burning 5.9 GPH. 
Next enroute to JPN Joplin Mo. again at 
15500 same power settings, I had to divert to 
DDC Dodge City KS from over Ponca City 
OK. Due to the starter drive problem and 
weather. I would highly recommend Dodge 
City as a fuel stop or overnight. A courte~y 
car is available at no charge and the seTVIce 
and personnel are superb. Next morning on 
to JLN at 11500 64% 18.4/2400 with a fuel 
bum of 7.5GPH. After overnight on to Ken
tucky Dam at 11500 same power settings. I 
finally arrived in the middle of a rain shower, 

lots of rain, low ceiling and several 180 turns 
to stay VFR. I haven't seen weather like that 
in years as Las Vegas just doesn't have it. It 
is not uncommon to be able to see 200 miles 
in any direction most of the year. 

On departure from Kentucky Dam on Sun
day, Paducah was reporting a 7500 ft ceiling 
and 3 miles. I shot up through a hole on 
departure and found the tops of the lower 
deck to be 2300 MS .. On the way to the CNG 
VOR I could see that weather was again , 
going to be a problem so I wised up and 
landed at Paducah, bought some IFR charts 
and approach plates, filed IFR and de
parted for PW A, Wiley Post in Oklahoma 
City to spend the night with a friend. Enroute 
I had 25 Kts on the nose so I had to land and 
refuel at Hatbox in Muskogee OK. That leg 
was flown at 100()O IFR, 19.4/2400 70% 
AND 8.4 GPH. Final leg that day was flown 
to PWA at 6500 23.4/2100 72% 9.0 GPH. 

Th~ next morning was IFR so I filed to 
Double Eagle in Albuquerque at 10000, 19.4/ 
2400 70% 8.4 GPH. From Double Eagle 
home I really got beat up from the Thermal 
turbulence and the unstable air on the back 
side of the frontal system I passed around 
Amarillo TX. This leg was at 105(Xl 19.4/ 
2400 70% and 8.2 GPH. Made it home OK 
but with bugs all over the airplane. It seems 
the Monarch Butterfly also likes to fly at 
10500. Big Yellow globs of mess covering the 
whole front of the airplane. It sure doesn't 
match the paint job. 

Thanks for putting on a good show, and 
affording me a chance to meet some very 
fine folks who I certainly hope to see again. 
Keep up the good work and continue to 
foster the Tiger movement. Every group of 
type owners should have the enthusiasm 
that I saw at Kentucky Dam. Harold F. 
Thompson (Tommy) 3123 Valleywood Rd. 
Henderson NV., 89014 
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A little progress on # 1158 and a report on 
a snag which just might help someone else. 
Note that 1158 is the basic, solid wing ver
sum. 

I built up the center section main beam, then 
remembered an article in NL 49 which rec
ommended addition of web stiffeners. So I 
found the newsletter - fabricated the 
stiffeners per the drawings - and then the 
problem emerged. 
The problem, and the fix, is outlined below. 

*. The problems were three-fold: 
1) With the stiffener dimensions given, 
a rivet could not be set 2* diameter 
from the edge: 
2) The stiffener encroached upon 

adjacent rivet heads (AN 470 type): 
and 
3), my universal rivet set has a shank 
diameter of 0.50" which forced rivet 
centers to be at least 0.25" from the 
inside of the angle - preferably a 
bitmore, such that the set would not 
dig into the angle inside radius. 

* The fix was as follows: 

1. Rebuild the stiffeners, per the 
attached sketch. Draw a line, cen
tered between the edge and the 

inside radius of the angle stock, for 
rivet centers. 

2. Drill out five rivets, centered 
about the stiffener location. Re
place those rivets immediately ad
jacent to the center with AN-426 
rivets. Then, replace those outer 
rivets drilled out with AN-470s. 
The reason for doing this is that, 
unless that additional space is al
lowed, the flush head rivet set will 
deform the adjacent rivet factory 
heads. 

3. Now, the stiffener has a flush 
surface to set on. Rivet it in place 
using AN-470 rivets. 

Of course, this could all be avoided were one 
to plan ahead, which I failed to do. The fIX 
is applicable were one to perform a retrofit. 

This fix was recommended by Ray Vog1e, 
Technical Counselor, Chapter 58 EAA, 
Ogden UT and typifies the help a builder 
can get from those guys. 

Sincerely, Floyd Myers 5170 Sunset Dr. 
Ogden, UT 84403 
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Layout for stiffener spacing dimensions 

The Ins and Outs of Insulation Installation 

After an absence of nearly a year, I recently re-acquired Apprentice status, working under 
a Master T-18 builder. As one of my first jobs I was given the task of installing heat and 
sound insulation in the cockpit. What appeared to be a fairly simple job provided initial 
results that were less than satisfactory. After wmking out some of the problems, results 
have improved considerably. 

In order to help other readers avoid some of these same problems and to avoid the waste 
of some rather high priced insulation, I am offering a few tips. 

The product consists of one layer each of aluminum foil, foam and an adhesive backing. The 
adhesive is covered with a coated paper which is removed prior to installation. 

Covering some rather complex shapes, curves and angles has provided the greatest 
challenge. I have found that having the right tools has helped. I used a single edged razor 
blade to both cut and mark the bulk insulation. Cutting is done in three steps. First, cut 
through the metal layer, guiding the blade with a metal straight edge. Second, bend the 
foam back and cut this layer freehand. Third, maintaining the bend, cut the paper backing 
from behind. 

I have found that the razor blade also works well for marking. I simply hold the insulation 
over the area to be covered and slit the foil surface at the ends of the cuts. The marking 
sequence is interrupted by cutting when the end points are hidden. See diagram "A". 

Perhaps the most difficult installation was on the inside of a 90 degree curve with a 3" radius. 
See diagram "8". This ~as above the gas tank area. There, I used a technique commonly 
used to bend plywood. It involved cutting parallel lines, approximately l" apart, through 
the paper and the foam, stopping short of the foil. This allows the insulation to conform 
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to the inside of the curve without wrinkling the foil or placing undue pressure on the 
adhesive. I had previously cut the piece to the approximate dimcnsions of the opening, 
added the slits and then re-cut to size using the technique described above. The end 
product is as neat and gap-free as on any flat surface. 

I am always amazed at how much pride one can derive from doing even simple tasks well. 

Paul Rendel's T-18 from Pittsburg, Pa Cliff Redden's T-18 at Kentucky Dam 91 
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In reference to Gary Green's letter (NL 78) 
regarding the free play (slop) at the main 
spar fittings on the convertable wing. Gary
maybe not intentionally-made this sound as 
if it was a new discovery and a reinvention of 
the "horror story." 

I strongly believe that all of us who build 
homebuilt aircraft or purchase an airplane 
(spam-can or homebuilt) owe it to ourselves 
to obtain every bit of literature that has been 
published in reference to that pmticular 
aircraft. (Plans-Building Instructions-News
letters-Owners Manuals-Log Books, etc.) 
These should be read and understood be
fore the engine is ever turned over for the 
first time let alone flown. 

"Stop the Sermon--Get to the Point." 
In the early days when John was still selling 
plans, you could buy the T -18C drawings 
from Lu Sunderland but to actually build the 

. wing you had to have a set ofT-18 drawings 
from John to build the T-18C wing. 
Along with the T-18C plans Lu provided to 
the purchaser a manual "Building the T -18C 
Wing" and a "Wing Inspection and Mainte
nance Manual for T -18C." 

To save space I will only "quote" the perti
nent parts of the maintenance and inspec
tion manual. 

PREFLIGHT INSPECTION 

If the wing has not been folded since 
last tlight... 

(5) tift on each wing tip to check for 
excessive free play at all joints. 

If wing has been folded since last 
tlight. .. 

(7) Lift on each wing tip to check for 
excessive free play at all joints. 

100 Hour Inspection (or annual-writer's 
addition) 

(3) With outer wing panels installed, 
check for free play at main spar pins. 
If the free play in the main spar joint 
exceeds .100" as measured at the wing 
tip, new 231 pins should be made. 

It is ohvious that Lu and John would have 
had anticipated that wear at the main wing 
joint would be normal. They not only pro
vided for the inspection procedure but also 
the fix. It is apparent that we can take Ken 
Knowles off the hook for having made fit
tings with "a poor fit." Had the previous 
owner(s) or had Marty at time of purchase, 
made this inspection nothing would have 

. .come as a surprise to anyone and the fix 
would have been accomplished before it 
became such a major concern. There is no 
need to add this to your annual inspection-
it's always been there. 

Lee Skillman 
7676 Windcrest Dr. 
Mobile, AL 36695 
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T-18 Experiences "Horizontal Tail Flutter" 

Since I've (Newsletter Editor) been involved in the last few days with several phone calls 
about the above Tail Flutter incident, I thought it important enough to go ahead and write 
this up now, and get this situation known to the membership. I do so, without using names, 
even though two of the people involved didn't mind their names being used. 
Here's what I know from the above calls: A new T-18 owner was at cruise 2400 rpm and 
indication around 165 mph, level flight around 1000 ft. agl. Without any power reduction, 
a dive was made to 100 ft agl. At that point the pilot said the airspeed indicator read 175 
mph., along with that came a heavy vibration of the control stick. The pilot cut power and 
pulled the plane up, slowing down and stopping the flutter. The tail vibrations were 
confirmed from the ground, by another T-18 pilot. Later inspection of the tail found loose 
rivets in the inboard rear ribs of the horizontal tail, and both servo tabs were badly bent. 

More facts: Pilot was a retired airline Captain, and had just purchased the T-18 from it's 
second owner. He had no drawing, newsletters or owners information manuai on the 
airplane. The plane is very well built and a former award winner. 

Here's the Question T-18 Pilots: How fust do you think the T-18 was really going? 

= 
at 

The pilot stated that early indications are that the 2nd owner modified the airspeed system 
some time last year and there is some problem in it. No calibration of the system or check 
of the static system was done after the changes. 

There are several "Lessons Learned the Hard Way" in this situation. All of us need to stop 
and think about them. I would like some response from you for the next Letters to the 
Editor Column. I'm not the world's expert on this airplane but I think it was going "real 
fast", what do you think? What would help to avoid this situation in the future? Better 
documentation, inspections? What do you think'! 
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OSHKOSH E-VENTS 
FRIDAY NIGHT July 26 

Banquet at Butch's Anchor Inn 
CaIL(217) 935-4215 now for 
reservations 
T -18 Forum is Monday July 29 
Tent #6 at 11:30 AM 
T -18's park in rows 10 & 11 

Next Issue: T -18 Newsletter Index 118 NfWSlfTTfR 
NO. 79 June 91 



T-18 NEWSLETTER 
ISSUE NUMBER 80 

Brooks Hanna's T-18, from SpearjISh, SD 

In This Issue: 

Metal Props - Lyle Trusty, John Austin & John Thorp 

Builders Corner - RV Newsletter Items 

Oshkosh 91 - R. Snelson 

Oshkosh Photos - Dave and Pat Eby 

Ladies First -Our Roving Reporter 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As always, in the past, present, and future newslellers, we would like to 
make you aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal 
experiences and that anyone using these ideas. opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. 
Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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Summer 91' 
One thing that always occurs right after 
Oshkosh, is the end of the su=er. Have 
you noticed that? Oshkosh has become the 
signal at our house that soon the kids will be 
back in school and the teachers, which in
cludes RoxAnne my wife, will be back in 
their classrooms. This year Oshkosh and 
the realization of another su=er passing 
seemed to come very quickly. That's what 
happeus when you have a lot of irous in the 
fire and you're happy with what you're do
ing! In spite of sn=er never being a very 
productive time for me with the T -18 project, 
I did accomplish quite a lot during this one. 
My new epoxy cowling has been dri.lled and 
fitted and it looks great. It's strong and light
weight with an average thickness of about 
.050 inches. It's an improvement over the 
first ones from Sport Aircraft. Good job on 
the cowling Phil. (Sport Aircraft, 104 E. K-
4 Unit G. Lancaster, CA 93535) 

My first T -18 builders workshop, here in 
Clinton, Illinois went well. We had people 
from four different states. I think we were 
able to jumpstart several builders and give 
them some good tips on just where and how 
to start a T -18 project. I want to thank Don 
Thompson, Kokomo, Ind. for coming over 
and giving me some help. Don was here for 
both days, in spite of quite a long drive to get 
here, and took on several parts of the 
training and demonstrations. Thanks Don! 
If we have enough interest we'll try and do it 
again next year. 

We had a great time at the fly-in and you can 
get some of the details in the write up ''Osh
kosh 91". Also Pat & Dave Eby sent in a 

great bunch of pictures from Oshkosh! 
Thanks Guys! 

During the past year I've received several 
T -18 Operators Manuals but never any as 
complete and detailed as the one Tom Kerns 
just sent me. He has put hours of work in it 
and has covered all aspects and flight condi
tions for the T -18. By starting with his manual, 
anyone could customize it for their specific 
T-l8, with just a little work. Tom is making 
it available to us either in hardcopy or on 
computer disk for a small cost. See his letter 
in the "Letters to the Editor" section, this 
issue for details. 

We have several letters from members, on 
the subject of the prop failures and the 
problem experienced by the T -18 with tail 
oscillations, described in Newsletter #79. 

I'm looking forward to good weather and a 
chance to see a lot ofvou at the Fall Meeting - ~ 

at Kentucky Dam on October 11, 12. You 
should call for reservations at Ky. Dam as 
soon as you get this letter. Ask for the Paine 
Party and you may still get the lower room 
rate. The phone number is 1-800-325-0146 

There are still over 100 people out there 
building T -18, so we still are in need of more 
articles on building for the newsletter. As 
you work out problems and find a better way 
to build an assembly, jot it down and share it 
with the other folks getting this newsletter. 
I have the newsletter index just about ready 
and it will be in the next newsletter. Sorry for 
the delay, but this one got too big to include 
all the index. 

Regards, Rich 

Richard O. Snelson 
Route 3, Box 295 
Clinton, IL 61727 
Phone (217) 935-4215 
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Dear Richard; 
I thought I would send you a note express

ing my thanks for a very interesting builders 
clinic. I do wish I could have stayed for both 
days but family harmony is also important if 
one expects to embark on a building project 
in the near future. I was amazed at the 
knowledge required to do something as seem
ingly simple as drilling and dimpling alumi
num. I am sure Sunday's class on forming 

informative. I do hope that my future project 
will show just a portion of the workmanship 
displayed in your T-18. Truly top notch! 
I'm sending along a couple pictures I took of 
the class hard at work. It's also interesting to 
note the attendance covered people from 
four or five states. NOT TOO BAD!!! 

Again thanks for the invite. Rosie's potato 
salad Saturdaynight was delicious. I do 
believe a good time was had by all. 

Sincerely yours, Dean Olson Hudson, IL 

(Editors note: Response to Mr Taylor letter in 
Newsletter #79) 

Dear Richard Taylor, 
I read your letter in the T-18 Newsletter 

and immediafely sat down to write this let
ter. DO NOT put a GAW-1 or 2 airfoil ona 
T -18!!! Whitcomb was a great aerodynami
cist - he discovered the Area Rule for tran-

sonic flight, but he really screwed up on 
those airfoils. The Piper Tomahawk uses the 
GAW-2 and it is a dog because of it. The 
problem is that the airfoil has a very large 
pitching moment. You lose all the benefits 
of the laminar flow due to the induced drag 
caused by the large down lift required from 
the tail. 

I am an aeronautical engineer (30 years 
with Lockheed) and I have access to NASA 
AMES library. I have the coordinates you 
want, but I hesitate to send them to you for 
the fear your will use them for your T -18. 
Instead, let me suggest you use a modern 
computer generated airfoil with a low pitch
ing moment coefficient. The T-18 has a mar
ginal horizontal stabulator - you probably 
have read of the bunt problem with high 
speed flap deployment, and should benefit 
from the low moment. One source for air
foils is: Harry Riblett 416 Rlblett Lane, 
Wilmington, DE 19808 Phone (302) 994-
0479 

I am going to use his GA 35U-A312 
airfoil on my T -18. He sells his catalog of 
airfoils for $12.95 and it is very informative 
reading. He has also written an article on 
airfoils for the T -18 which you should re
quest. 

Good luck on you project. Now I will go 
back to reading the rest of the newsletter. 

Sincerely, Harvey Mickelson 1007 Persim
mon Ave. Sunnyvale, CA 94087 

Dear Richard, Please find my dues for the 
newsletter included herewith. I'm sure all us 
T -18 nuts look forward to the newsletter 
with great anticipation. 

I won't make it to Oshkosh but have every 
intention of coming to the next meeting at 
Kentucky State Dam. It was good to meet 
you last May. I wish the weather could have 
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been better. We tried to get into the Ken
tucky Dam State Park Airport from noon on 
Friday but turned around two times and 
went back. We spent the night in Bolling 
Green. We tried once more on Saturday 
morning and had to land at a little airport 
about 70 miles SE of where you were. As you 
know, we finally made it at noon on Satur
day. By this time we were getting concerned 
about getting home by Monday! When we 
saw what looked like clear weather to the 
west, away we went. Spent the night in 
Muskogee OK and started from there at 7 
AM Sunday headed for Tuscon. Had to di
vert around some violent thunder storms 
across OK Tucked under some clouds in 
western OK and kept getting lower and 
lower ceiling the futher west we went. When 
we only had about 150 feet left I decided it 
was time to quit! I landed on a dirt road 
somewhere about 50 miles NE of Amarillo 
and spent 2 and one half hours with a de
lightful cattleman and his family. Boy were 
they surplised when they looked out their 
window and saw a little sharp nosed airplane 
on their front lawn. The weather finally 
cleared and the rest of the trip home was 
lilleventful except for the usual 40 mph 
headwind in that part of the country. 

We now have 670 hours on N9008Z (Se
rial 810) and it runs better all the time. We 
use the T-18 mostly for cross country. We 
have a beautiful 13 Cub I restored several 
years ago. That is our "fun" airplane. Really, 
the T -18 is more fun to fly, it just costs about 
5 times as much per hour. 
Looking forward to next October (and bet
ter weather) Steve Hawley Tuson, Arizona. 

Dear Richard: Just wanted to drop you a 
quick note reference on an item in issue #78. 
One way to solve any and all brake fluid 
problems is to use Dot "5" Silicone brake 
fluid. Silicone brake fluid is cheInically inert, 
and does not absorb moisture. It is compat
ible with all types of brake components, and 

you never have to worry about internal cor
rosion. It is especially good for vehicles such 
as collectors cars and airplanes that sit for 
long periods of time in between use. I have 
been using it in my Supia for about two years 
with no problems. You must take care that 
all the old brake fluid is purged from the 
system if you are installing it in a system that 
is already in use. I did this by pouring laquer 
thimIer through the brake lines, and then 
drying with compressed air. It is available in 
auto parts stores for about $15.00/qt. If 
unable to find it, try: 

The Eastwood Company 
580 Lancaster Ave 
Box 296 
Malvern, Pa 19355 
1-800-345-1178 

Another plus with silicone fluid is that it 
does not harm painted surfaces, so if you 
spill some, just wipe it up! Hope this helps. 
I plan to use silicone brake fluid in my T -18, 
MGB, and Cessna. It is the greatest idea 
since caJilled beer. Keep on Flying, Bob 
Hartmaier, 8 Holly Rd. Jamesburg, NJ 
08831 

Dear R. In the nine years I have been 
flying NlOTK, I have had the opportunity 
to check out a number of pilots in the T-
18. The lack of any written documenta
tion for aircraft check out has been em
barrassing. Verbal description and a 
quick demo will not stay with a pilot as 
long as the same training with a written 
description of technique which may be 
read preflight and kept for reference. 

I have assembled a 50 page pilots flight 
manual for my T-18 covering operating 
limitations, emergency procedures, normal 
procedures and piloting techniques, cruise 
performance, weight and balance, aircraft 
systems description, servicing require
ments, and a section of cautions regarding 
differences between my own T-18 and 
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other T-18's which a pilot may fly. 
Preparing the manual took 9 months of 

off and on work, but I am happy with the 
result. 
The manual should provide a good start

ing point for other T -18 builders who wish 
to produce a set of documentation for 
their own aircraft. The sections on pilot
ing procedures and technique will be 
useful as a starting point for new T-18 
pilots checking out in the aircraft. 

I have enclosed a copy of the manual for 
inspection. I will print and mail copies to 
anyone who is interested for $13.00 (Edi
tors note, also available on computer disk 
for $15.00) My address is 7033 Autumn 
Terrace, Eden Prairie, MN 55346 Sin
cerely, Tom Kerns T-18 NI0TK, SIN 71 

DearR. ******** IreallyvaluetheT-18 
newsletter, especially as I'm putting the 
electrical & fuel systems in on my project. 
As you might remember, my daughter 

and I made the sprint t-18 Kentucky Lake 
Fly-In this year. We had a wonderful time 
especially seeing the weather conditions 
that discouraged the hope of flying. We 
spent only (4) hours at the fly in but, in 
that time met you, your wife, & many 
pilots, owners & building enthusiasts. 
Unfortunately I was too big at 6' 6" & 240 
lbs to fit for a ride, as my knees & the 
lower instrument panel both did not fit 
together. My instrument panel is smaller 
& mounted higher, plus the seat is lower 
& as far back as its possible, against the 
canted seat bulkhead. But, fortunately, an 
offer to give my 10 yr old daughter a ride 
was made. She was very pleased by the 
experience, as she was treated royally by 
Jim Paine flying Jim French's T-18. On her 
return to earth she expressed great plea
sure at the sensations & sights on the first 
airplane ride of her life. As she disem
barked, a T -18 enthusiast's wife presented 
her with a handmade teddy bear-music 

box momentoe! She wasn't ready for the 
ride to end & is ready to go again. She 
also said that now she understands what 
that thing in the garage is for & wants me 
to get moving on it! She is the oldest of (4) 
kids so 'moving' may still be some form of 
slowly. We had a great time at the fly in! 
Sincerly & thankfully Kim Nack 2940 
Devonshire Dr. Fiorrissant, Mo. 63033 

Tom and Betsy Kerns NIOTK 

Juanite and Bob Ryan N671U 

Pat and Dave Eby N53PD 
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Metal Props Problems 
Horizontal Tail Oscillations 
Engine control cable mounting 

by Lyle Trusty 

More on Metal Props 
by John Austin 

Metal Prop Failure, Dec 89 
sent in by J. Hockenbrock 

14 July, 1991 

Lyle Trusty 
1665 West Newgrove Street 
Lancaster, CA 93534 
(805) 949-1131 

Dear Richard: 

I've been meaning to write you about a 
couple of things but have put it off to get 
ready, then go on vacation. 

My wife and I just returned from a 17 day 
"Kid Trip" that took us from Southern 
California to Texas, Florida, Virginia, 
North Carolina, Arkansas, New Mexico 
and Home. We flew 36 hours and covered 
5600 nautical miles, stayed from 1 to 3 
days at each place and caught up on our 
rest as welL 

Last year we covered the Northwestern 
US and Western Canada in a similar 
fashion, stopping in the San Juan Islands, 
Victoria, B.C. Lake Bowran, B.C., Fort 
Saint Johns, B.c., Peace River, B.C., 
Calgary, AB, Baanf, AB, Lake Louise AB , , 
Cody, WY, Yellowstone, MT, Albuquer
que, NM and Home. 

We also take "week-enders" occasionally, 
since it's possible to go 600 nautical miles 
comfortably in about 3:10. We can spend a 
week end in Tucson for a hundred dollars 
less than what it would cost to go there in 
a car! I cant imagine what it would have 
cost us to go on our kid trip on the air
lines. 

I'm getting carried away, so to speak. 
Better get to the more important stuff. 

Newsletter Number 78 contained a copy of 
F j\ .. A AC 43-16 3/91, concerning failure of 
a Sensenich Model M74DM060 Propeller 
installed on a Thorp T -18. This accident 
could have been avoided since information 
about this problem was developed many 
years ago by the T-18 Mutual Aid Society 
that would have precluded it. Bob Dial 
contributed a great deal by using his air
plane in a flight test program conducted 
by Hartzell Propeller Co. in 1972. They 
published a report following that test 
program: I will include a copy of it with 
this letter, which you may wish to publish 
in a future newsletter. 
The title of the report is as follows: 

ENGINEERING REPORT NO. 317 
July 19, 1972 

Vibratory Stress Levels of Sensenich 
Models M76EMMS-6-73 and M74DM-0-76 
on Lycoming Model IO-320-BIA Powered 
Dial Thorp Model T-18 Using Thorp Thin 
Wall Extension, Thorp Thick Wall Exten
sion, and Hartzell Extension 
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A summary of the results of that test 
program was as follows: 
The best cut-down propeller for all large 
4-cylinder Lycoming engines (0-290 
through 0-320) is a 76EM (old model, 
no K after the serial number) cut down to 
70 inches' length. Pitch can vary from 
65" for the 0-290-G to 73" for the 0-320 
or, the thinner late model 76EM with a K 
after the serial number can be cut to 68" 
length. 

At that time Sensenich did not recom
mend a fixed pitch propeller under stan
dard 76" length for the 0-360. The best 
experience then available showed a cut 
down constant speed propeller had the 
best service record with 1,000 hours on 
Doc Cottinghams 67" model. 

Lou Sunderland wrote an article about 
this test program that was published in 
SPORT AVIATION's November 1972 
edition. It was called "PROPELLER 
FATIGUE" and provided a good summary 
of the existing knowledge about the "pro
peller problem". 

Since that time, Sandy Friezner, President 
of Specialized Testing Service in North 
Hollywood, CA has become the last word 
(virtually) on doing propeller vibration 
surveys. My propeller, Model Number 
76EM8-8-85 SN 19706K (68 inch dia, 85 
inch pitch) was tested by Sandy before I 
installed it on my 0-360 in 1979. I have 
almost 1,000 hours on it now. The results 
of Sandys test were as follows: 

Non rotating frequencies: 
1st mode 4410 CPM 
2nd mode 13968 CPM 
3rd mode 26466 CPM 

Rotating frequencies: Critical 
assume 4 cylinder engine 

2789 RPM 2N of 1st mode 
2774 RPM ION of 3rd mode 

This propeller should not be operated 
continuously between 

2725 and 2840 RPM 

A 6th order of the 2nd mode occurs 
at 2488 RPM but is not considered a 
problem order. 

As an aside, I also learned that 
Tachourmeters can often be in error by 
150 RPM. I have replaced three of them in 
1845 hours because of gross RPM errors. I 
strongly suggest a tach check with an 
electronic tach checker or strobe when
ever installing a new or reworked propel
ler or doing any performance testing. 

On the subject of "Horizontal Tail Flut
ter" mentioned in newsletter number 79. 

Upon completion of the instrumented 
flight test program John Thorp did on his 
own airplane, the horizontal stabilizer, by 
analysis, was cleared to more than 500 
MPH. (530 as I recall) However, he lim
ited the airplane to 210 MPH Vne, which 
is demonstrated Vmax minus approxi
mately 10%. This was because he had not 
instrumented the rudder or ailerons and 
did not know at what speed they would 
flutter. Several changes were made to the 
Installation as testing progressed, with 
only small results until an .040" stainless 
steel stiffener was added to the anti servo 
tab inboard rib installation. As I recall, it 
goes from the aft edge of the rib forward 
to the nose of the rib then outboard for 3 
inches or so. This stiffened the anti servo 
tab and made a very significant difference 
in its response to excitation. The newslet
ters had that modification in detail. 

Second, the aircraft apparently experi-
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enced what is known as a sustained oscilla
tion, not flutter. Flutter, by definition, is a 
rapidly diverging oscillation resulting in 
catastrophic failure of the control surface. 
Flutter happens so fast that structural 
failure occurs before the pilot can take 
any corrective action. Sustained oscillation 
reaches some amplitude where the loads 
are less than ultimate and stabilizes until 
the cause of the oscillation is removed. 
(Usually power off and pull up is all you 
can do) 

I have flown several first flights on T-18's 
and have learned to pay special attention 
to the horizontal stabilizer and anti servo 
tab rigging. Quite often the anti servo tab 
control arm is improperly bent with the 
consequence that the tab rigging is way off 
with respect to the stabilizer rigging. I 
check that the stick throw and the stabi
lizer throw are correct then check the anti 
servo tab throw and trim travel against the 
installation d,awing. TIle symptoms of this 
improper rigging have shown up as inad
equate forward trim as you accelerate past 
climb speed towards cruise speed. You 
find yourself pushing very hard on the 
stick to keep the nose down as you gain 
speed. The opposite of that is not having 
enough nose up elevator available to flare 
on landing. The only thing you can do 
there is to keep enough power and speed 
for control and fly it on. 
There is one more thing I thought I would 
pass on before ending this epistle. The 
engine controls, carb heat, mixture and 
throttle must be anchored to a point com
mon to the engine. Securing them to the 
engine mount is a definite NO-NO. The 
reason is easy to see if you realize the 
engine moves around inside the mount. 
Any movement as a result of the engine 
rotating around the point where the 
dynafocal mount angles converge in the 
center of the engine has a forward-aft 
component that will pump the throttle, 

mixture and carb heat levers if they are 
secured to the engine mount. The symp
toms are the engine starts running rough, 
then rougher and rougher until you pull 
off power and reapply it. Then it runs okay 
until you hit some turbulence to start the 
whole process over. It;o wears out the 
carburetor throttle shaft, etc., rather fast. 

I fabricated an attach point for the engine 
control cables by using half inch thin wall 
steel tubing flattened on the ends so I 
could drill holes in them. I then bent the 
ends over so I could attach two to pan 
bolts and one to a carburetor mount bolt. 
The lower ends were then cluster welded 
to form an upside down tripod. I then 
welded a flat .060" plate to the bottom of 
the tripod at about the level of the mixture 
control lever. I made it big enough to 
serve as a base for securing all the cable 
housings in the proper position to line up 
with the control levers on the carburetor 
and caburetor air box. 

I'm glad to see you pick up the newsletter 
reins from Dick Cavin, you are doing a 
fabulous job of putting this all together for 
us and I appreciate it. I have been flying 
my airplane since August 1974 and have 
learned a great deal from the information 
in the newsletters. Much of it safety re
lated. In addition, I have been able to 
upgrade my airplane as a result of the 
knowledge I've gained over the years until 
it is competitive to all but the most sophis
ticated equipment at many times the cost. 
It has made flying my own airplane practi
cal and allows my wife to enjoy it with me 
in safety comparable to standard aircraft. 
I suggest that we ship a copy of our news
letter off to EAA Headquarters Chief 
Technical Counselor each time it's pub
lished so they can put out the "word" to 
all the Chapter Technical Counselors. I 
was a Designee and Technical Counselor 
for almost twenty years and know they are 
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eager to get this kind of information. 
Thanks again for all your efforts. 
Sincerely 
Lyle Trusty 

Dear R. I was sorry to hear about the acci
dent reported in the last T-18 Newsletter 
concerning prop failure. I'm assuming you 
have the propeller test data from your re
sponse in the NL If you don't I'm enclosing 
a copy of same. 
I did some rudimentary prop tests when this 
was published along with some of Lu 
Sunderland's note and it was enough to dis
courage me from using any metal prop that 
has been modified. As I said my tests weren't 
very scientific, however they convinced me 
that without precise control we do not know 
what we are doing when we modify a prop. 
By cutting it down we change its physical 
dimensions and therefore the fundamental 
frequency. I would have written sooner, how
ever I have been unable to find my previous 
work, so will let you know generally what I 
determined. 

I had a prop __ (sold so don't have # 
anymore) that was modified by XXXXX in 
San Antiono. I put it on a bicycle tube 
bungee between two sawhorses. With only a 
12 watt audio amplifier to drive an old out
door speaker it was necessary to set the 
speaker on the prop hub in order to get 
enough energy to excite the prop. Now the 
total mass includes both the prop and speaker 
or some combination thereof. An audio 
oscillator driving the amp was wired to tune 
the system. It was possible to induce several 
standing waves into the prop by varing the 
frequency. Floor sweep was sprinkled into 
the blade and as it vibrated these standing 
waves were quite apparant. As I recall there 
was a fundamental node at mid blade as per 
Example A Then as the excitation fre
quency was raised the node would move 

away from midpoint then later reappear as 
per Example B. With a final one that really 
convinced me to abandon metal props as 
Example C. As I recall using Lu's notes this 
calculated into a no-no rpm of about 2650. 
This Lateral running node near the tip was 
readily apparent and easily reproduced. I 
gave a program on this as a demo at Chapter 
68 Meeting the Midland Odessa Chaper. 

I'm sorry I no longer have the documenta
tion, but I must have misplaced them after 
15-18 years. Due to the low power and 
coupling problem this data could be way off 
base so far as the rpm number is concerned, 
however it convinced me that I did not want 
anything to do with a modified metal 
propellor. Sincerely John Austin. 

EXAM!?LE A 

C I I ===0:= I I :=> 
EXAM!?LlE JBj 

~~II==CC II d 
lEXAMIlP'LlE IC 
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Article submitted by Jim Hockenbrock: 
THORP T-18, AUSTIN, NEV., DEC. 
15,1989- A Thorp T-18 homebuilt crashed 
about 15 min. after taking off following an 
unscheduled landing during which the pilot 
expressed concern about a vibration the air
craft was experiencing. The pilot was killed 
when the aircraft crashed about 14 miles 
from the airport. 

Examination of the wreckage or the Thorp 
(NI11GC) revealed that one of the two pro
peller blades was broken. An outboard 
section of the broken blade was missing and 
was not recovered. Based on the length of 
the unbroken blade, the National Transpor
tation Safety Board determined that the 
diameter of the propeller was 68 in. 
The propeller was manufactured by 

Sensenich Corp. as a one-piece, fixed-pitch, 
two-blade Model M-74DM, with a 74-in. 
diameter. Originally purchased by Piper Air
craft Co. in 1965, the propeller was installed 
on Nll1GC in August 1979. At that time, the 
Thorp was equipped with a 135-hp Lycom
h'1g 0-290-G032K engine. Th'lt engine was 
later replaced with a 160-hp Lycoming 0-
320-E2A At the time of the accident the 
propeller had an estimated total flight time 
of 1,579 hr; less that 20 hr was on the higher 
horsepower engine. 
According to NTSB, fracture of the broken 

blade occured near the middle of its length, 
about 17 in. from the tip. Examination of the 
fracture surface revealed characteristics typi
cal of fatigue cracking throughout 85 to 90 
percent of the blade's cross section. The 
fatigue crack originated on the cambered 
side of the blade at the point of maximum 
camber. 
The propeller failure was consistent with 

previous occurrences. According to the Board 
there were at least "two other instances of 
propeller blade failure on the same basic 
model propeller installed on homebuilt air
planes." "In both cases," the board said, " the 
propellers were powered by 0-320 series 
Lycoming engines and their diameters had 
been reduced to 68 in. In both cases, failures 

oeeured by fatigue that originated 17 in. 
from the tip of the blade, on the cambered 
side, at the point of maximum camber." 
The Board concluded that the failure of the 

propeller blade on NI11GCwas caused ''by 
high cycle fatigue stresses induced by a reso
nant vibration of the propeller." As further 
evidence of its conclusion, NTSB cited in
flight testing performed with a Thorp T-18 
powered by a Lycoming 0-320 engine on 
which the M-74 propeller had been cut to 68 
in. in diameter. The experiments showed 
that when the propeller operated above 2,500 
rpm, the actual vibratory stresses at a point 
located 17 in. from the tip of the blade 
exceeded the allowable level by more that 
2,000 psi." 
The Board pointed out that due to the 

complexity of a propeller design and the 
susceptibility of a propeller to failure when 
operated at speeds that excite resonance, 
propeller manufactures ordinarily determine 
the VIbration characteristics for each of their 
propeller designs. " When the propeller di
ameter is changed, the propeller's vibration 
characteristics are also changed." 
The type certificate issued for the original 

M-74DM Sensenich propeller, specifies a 
minimum propeller diameter of 72 in. for 
both the Lycoming 0-320 and 0-290-D, -D2, 
and -D2B series engines. "Further more." 
the Board continued, "the TC states that 
from a vibration standpoint, No reduction 
below the minimum diameter listed is per
missible.'" 
Concerned that other homebuilt aircraft 

might be equipped with the same combina
tion propeller and engine, the NTSB has 
recommended that FAA "notifY owners of 
homebuilt aircraft .... about the potential 
danger of combining a Sensenich-manufac
tured M-74DM propeller with a Lycoming 0-
320 or 0-290-D, -D2, and -D2B series engine 
when the diameter of the propeller has been 
reduced below 72 in." It went on to recom
mend that any airplanes having this combi -
nation of propeller and engine, be removed 
from service. 
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And to conclude the subject of Metal Prop failures a warning 
from the past that some folk still fail to acknowledge and take 
action to get the M74's offT-18s. 

THO R P Engineering Company 

P. O. Box T, wckeford, California 95237 
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Reprinted by permission and cooperation 
with Van ~ Aircraft, Inc. from the RV News
letter "The R Vator" Issues March 91 and 
June 91 

SENSENICH FIXED PITCH METAL 
PROP: March 91 
As reported in the Dec. '90 RVator, we 
had performed the initial flight testing of 
the latest variation (3rd) of the new 
Sensenich 0-320 fixed pitch metal prop. 
We were satisfied with the overall perfor
mance and Sensenich was about to do the 
in-flight vibration testing necessary before 
entering production. That's all that we 
can report at this time; we're still waiting 
for them. Until we have more information, 
we cannot accept orders. 

SENSENICH FIXED PITCH METAL 
PROP: NOT QUITE YET, YET AGAIN. 
Well, we thought we had the good news so 
many had been waiting for. We had the 
exuberant press release all written, and 
news of the new prop's availability had 
already appeared in at least one aviation 
publication. Now it appears that various 
factors in the testing program at Sensenich 
have taken longer than anticipated. We 
know this is frustrating, and want to assure 
you that just as soon as we know some
thing definite, we'll let you know. Those in 
need dire need of making a prop purchase 
decision can give us a call anytime after 

July 7th. By then we will have good news 
from Sensenich. It says here. 

T-18 Newsletter Editor Comment: I have 
talked to Sensenich and in fact sent them 
the old prop test data from the T-18 study, 
at their request. They think the RV 
Sensenich Prop can be pitched and used for 
the T-18. They may be lookingfora T-18 
on the east coast to use in their instrumen
tation test of that prop. Flllet you know as 
this develops. Rich 

More RV Info: 
Just as we were going to press we received 
a faxed report from Arnie Clarke about 
the inflight failure of his LectroProp. At 
10500 feet over the Cascade Range east , 
of Seattle, both blades left the airplane. 
Arnie managed to get the airplane down 
through broken cloud deck, find an air
strip and land with no injuries and only 
minor damage. (nice flying!) We haven't 
seen any photos or spoken directly with 
Arnie so we don't know the exact nature of 
the installation (10 hours old) or failure. 

T-18 Editor Comment: Those of you with 
shoulder harness connects to points other 
than the front of canopy rails, should read 
the following. from the RVator. 

RV-6 SHOULDER HARNESS RE-DE
SIGN 
The RV-6 shoulder harness design using a 
long length of nylon webbing attaching far 
aft in the fuselage was selected because of 
its load path alignment and simplicity. 
Data available at the time indicated that a 
20 G impact would stretch the long web
bing only 2 inches which we felt was an 
acceptable amount. More authoritative 
data now available indicates that the 
stretch would be be much more; some
where around 10 inches. While the 
stretching would reduce the shock, it 
would also permit the occupant's head to 
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get just that much closer (or into) the 
instrument panel. As a result, we have re
designed the shoulder harness installation 
to one which uses a cable to connect a 
standard "Y" shoulder harness with the aft 
anchor point. 

BALANCING WHEEL FAIRINGS: 
Charlie Haynes recently noticed an article 
in the American Yankee newsletter about 
balancing the main gear fairings on the 
little Grummans. A Yankee owner had 
upgraded to new fiberglass fairings. The 
new fairings did not have the lead weights 
in the nose that the original ones had, 
which pleased him, since he never could 
figure out what those weights were for and 
was tired of hauling them around. The 
reason became apparent on the first flight 
with the new fairings, as the airplane had a 
new "shudder" on the take off and landing 
rolls. Some research uncovered the cause -
the new fairings were out of balance. 
Small bumps are always being transmitted 
up the gear leg to the fairing. The fairings 
are centered on the axle, so if one end is 
heavier, inertia will tend to keep the 
heavy part in place while the light end 
moves. It doesn't take long to set up a 
very noticeable oscillation. When the new 
fairings were balanced by adding weights 
inside the nose, the shudder disappeared. 

Charlie had been bothered with occa
sional wheel shimmy in his RV-4, so he 
decided to this new trick. He removed his 
fairings, and by balancing them on a hori
zontal rod, found they were tail-heavy. He 
taped a baggie to the nose and poured in 
lead shot until they balanced, then mixed 
the shot with epoxy resin and poured the 
resulting slurry into the nose of the fairing. 
A couple coats of fiberglass finished the 
job. Total weight gain was about 6 ounces 
per fairing. the results, says Charlie, were 
dramatic. Wheel shimmy was almost 
completely eliminated. 

COLUMBIA AIRMOTIVE, PO Box 428 
Troutdale OR 97060 has over a thousand 

sets of bucking bars for sale at $50/ 
set. There are nine bars of 4040 steel to a 
set. These are an overrun of an order 
made for Boeing. 503-665-4896 9-5:30 M
F, Sat 9-1 

T-18 Editor. This was picked out of the RV 
Classijieds, I purchased the set of bars and 
they are really excellant, and represent a 
very good assortment and boy is the price 
right! 

Electric Trim Systems. Here is some infor
mation I picked up at Oshkosh on Mac 
Trim Systems. Mac is supplying the thumb 
switch Gary Green used on hif trim system. 
(described in an earlier issue of this newslet
ter.) Rich 

Menzimer Aircraft Componeents, Inc. 
1966 Vineyard kve., Vista, CA 92083 
Phone: (619) 598-0592 

--llldIt!=7" i 
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1M t.otO TYP. 
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4-liAY SWITCH $35.00 

THIS COMPACT MULTI-ACTION SWITCH CAN BE 
INSTALLED INSIDE YOUR CONTROL STICK GRIP TO 
ACTIVATE BOTH ELEVATOR AND AILERON TRIMS. 
YOUR THUMB PRESSURE IN ANY DIRECTION IS ALL 
THAT IS NEEDED TO CHANGE THE TRIM SETTINGS. 
THIS SWITCH HAS A SPST ACTION SO IT MUST BE 
USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH A RELAY DECK, AS 
SHOWN BELOW, TO OPERATE MAC SERVOS. 
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SERVO RELAY DECK $26 00 

THIS DEVICE CONVERTS THE SPST MOMENTARY 

~g~T~~M~~~~~H~~Ti~~ ~?~~H~-t~~O~I~~~T OR 
ACTION THAT IS ~ECESSARY TO OPERATE MAC 
SERVOS. YOU WILL NEED ONE OF THESE FOR EACH 
SERVO IN THE INSTALLATION. 

~~ .. -. --=--== 
. Use a MAC S4 SERVO for instalIatiollJl having a short ('h" 
to 1 ,/.") control horn. 

For Sale 
Original Thorp Plans, never been used and Old Newsletters 

$150 for everything. David A. Johnson 2212 East Admiral DR. 
Virginia Beach, VA 23451 Phone (804) 481-6133 

Project for sale due to health reasons for details contact Scott Covington 
1550 River Bend PI SE, Decator, AL 35601 

T -18 Convertible Wing Parts, including skins, ribs and wing beams. Main 
beams are fully assembled (by Ken Knowles). Aileron parts including skins, 
ribs and control parts. Walking beam assembly. Flap parts including all parts 
and springs. The nose ribs are .032 for wet wings. LDS AirfoiL Price is $2,500 
Contact Barrett Kemp 4018 Quiet Knoll Court, Houston, Texas 77059 (713) 
280-8156 
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We made it to Oshkosh again this year with our "wooden boat" and enjoyed our tie up 
on Lake Winnebago at Pioneer Harbor. We had dinner the first evening with several 
of the EAA staff members, including Pat Patterson. Pat is the artist that has done all of 
the exhibits in the EAA Museum. His last day with the EAA was that Friday as he is 
retiring. His work is wonderful as anyone can see by visiting exhibits like the large 
mural in the Eagle Hanger. My wife and I were invited to the dinner by the past staff 
member and EAA lawyer C. R. Wellman of Rockford, lllinois. "Chet" Wellman is a 
T-18 builder and a member of our T-18 Group. 

The Friday night T-18 banquet was well attended with over 125 people, a number of 
them commenting that they weren't able to attend before, because of having to return 
home for the work week. It was great to have Lee Skillman back in the group and I 
thank him for performing the master of ceremonies job. It was good to see a lot of 
friends there including Dick Cavin and his special guest Vern Peppard. Vern printed 
the newsletter for us for many years and we owe him a special thanks. Vern has one 
heck of a sense of humor and in just a few lines had everyone in stitches. Our guest 
speaker was Steve Kirik , a T-18 builder and a F-15 Desert Storm Pilot. His talk was 
excellent and really told us about what it was like during his tour in Saudi. The T -18 
Mutual Aid Society was very proud to have Steve as our special guest and speaker. 
Thanks Steve. 
Things went well in getting the T-18s into rows 10 and 11, my thanks to Dave Eby and 
crew for getting there early to set that up. My count of T -18s on the flight line was 18. 
With over 500 T -18s out there in the U.S. and Canada it surprises me that we don't 
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Dick Cavin, Steve Kirik and Vern Peppard at the Friday Night T-18 Banquet 
get a larger representation of "The breed" at Oshkosh. Any co=ents folks? Can we 
do better than this? 

I think that the fly-in volunteers and EAA Headquarters staff did a fine job with the 
whole operation. However I must state one disappointment: The homebuilt fly-by. Or 
should I call it the fly-around! Each homebuilt in the fly-by got to take off and fly 
around the pattern and land. Period .... No chance to see the planes in a direct low pass 
over the field. When I asked about this, the reason that I got from the flight line was 
that there just wasn't enough time! That's strange since there's always enough time for 
co=ercial products like Turbo DC-3 and STOL s to make fly-bys, fly-bys, fly-bys and 
fly-bys. I need to face the fact that our organization, the EAA, has become so diverse 
that its very difficult for the staff to balance the attention and interest for each seg
ment of aviation. 

Our representative in the fly-by was Tom Kern and his "Best of Oshkosh 91" is a beauti
ful airplane Tom! Congratulations! Tom received that award during the T-18 forum on 
Monday morning. 

The T-18 forum focused on safety this year and the topics centered around "metal props 
failures" and the horizontal tail problem discussed in newsletter #79. I must thank one 
heck of a fine fellow for telling us his problems in that circumstance. Tom Waage of 
Chatham, MA held nothing back and we appreciate his frankness and straightforward
ness about what happened. I think we had a general agreement that the airplane did 
not experience "flutter" but was subjected to oscillations brought on by possible previ
ous tail damage or wear. See Lyle Trusty's letter in this issue for his explanation of the 
problem. 
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by our 
ROVING REPORTER 

Anonymous 
"We came, we saw, we conquered" expresses the feeling experienced after Oshkosh 
week. Leg cramp, dehydration and sunburn go along with survival. With miles to go to 
see it all Oshkosh is a test of endurance. 

But it is a Mecca for those with an avid or remote interest in aviation. All those 
800,000 people couldn't be wrong. There is an attraction for everyone. 

This year the candy cane effect around the parachutists was appealing. The 
aerobatic trio of Christen Eagles is a favorite act, always refreshing even after 21 years 
with the same pilots, many of those early years in the Pitts biplanes. Missing this year 
was Jimmy Franklin's black Aerostar, a crowd pleaser with mood setting music accom
paniment. Thankfully it was a safer year. Where were the women? 

George Copland's daughter's wedding was the afternoon of July 24, a busy time 
for his wife, at the arboretum in Oshkosh. Of course, the bride has a Cessna 195. 
Maxine Green was away at market selling baskets wholesale with her sister. They work 
for a company in Bridgeport, Connecticut, have been to Dallas, Atlanta, Chicago, New 
York and Connecticut. Gloria McCullough spent her days at gate 13B N. 40 registra
tion, has done this for years. 

Many women never go to the flight line. Actually, the "flight line" for them is 
getting on the tour bus. Try making sandwiches at 7:00 am. every morning for Opera
tion Thirst. The women there are "family" for Oshkosh week, all you need. 

Tom Kern's daughter Betsy, age 10, found the craft tent to be an alternative to 
boredom, painted and gluded until she was pleased with her silver moon pin graced 
with a star. A three year old there was painting a wooden bear. 

Juanita Ryan was happy with her T-shirt purchase. A first-timer at Oshkosh, she 
found it to be a shopper's haven. 

Margie Conwell enjoys a variety of volunteer work, Beverly Giffin was busy 
helping to organize at the Women's Activity Tent. 

The Visitor's Guide told of a free tour of Neenah, sponsored by the merchants 
there. The tour of 25 Victorian homes at nearby Berlin was tempting, and the free 
shuttle to Oshkosh B'Gosh. 

But back to the reason for being there and the opportunity to find your favorites 
out of 15,000 airplanes. We won't mention the lure of the many excellent restaurants in 
Oshkosh. 

Staying in the dorm is a convenience. Or find a pad like Claudio Tonnini did, 
with only 50 others in someone's garage .... 

Contentment for some was sitting beside their airplane, doing cross-stitch and 
visiting with the spectators. See you next year. 
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Tales and Tails 
Lloyd Toll was there. He welded 16,000 
pounds of steel to make 40 poles for 
loudspeakers, a better sound system this 
year. He finished his Thorp, N12LT, 19 
years ago. 

Bob Clayton of Salt Lake City has been 
building for 18 years, gets to Oshkosh 
every four years. 
Tom Landham of Arlington, Texas, 

bought Bob Miller's T-18. 
Tom Kerns has written a flight 

manual for the T-18. 
Tom Scaggs of Lanchester, Ohio, 

has two rebuilts T-18s. One was John 
Walton's. The other is in pieces. 

Brooks Hanna from Spearfish, SD 
bought Glenn Morris's Thorp. It was built 
by A.C. Vors. 

Tom Waage was there with Lee 
Skillman's plane, M221DP. Tom is the 
newowneL 

Paul Kirik had every right to be 
proud of son Steve landing his F-15 at 
Oshkosh Thursday, July 24. Steve told of 
his Desert Storm Experience at the ban
quet Friday evening. 

Ed and Jeanette Ludtke, 1991 
Wright Brothers Award recipients, were 
pleased with their stay at Dayton the week 
before, enjoyed seeing Hawthorn Hill and 
the AF Museum. 

Stash and Gladys Simpson had 
N85FT at Oshkosh. It first flew June 27 of 
this year. 

J.P. Ferko had 275 hours on his 
Thorp when he sold it to a fellow in Texas. 
It took him less than a year to build. He 
said with access to tooling the tail is bet
ter, a tube within a tube. 

Nick Seraphina from the Detroit 
area has 1400 hours on Nll01, distin
guished by the logo of the "Tiger through 
the Ring of Fire," It is 20 years old. 

It was good to see Walt and Beverly 

Giffin again, also Ken and Mary Rhoads. 
Pat and Mac Booth left N1488 at home in 
Alabama. 

With Dick Cavin and Lee Skillman 
at the banquet, the week was complete. 

A picture of N88ET, Bill Hall's, was 
seen at Russellville, Arkansas. The plane 
is now in Pueblo Colorado. 
Your Roving Reporter 

Lee and Elaine Skillman, Paul Shifflett 
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Please help other bU1lders and flyers by telling 
them about your experiences with the T -18. 
We need: 

Lessons Learned the Hard Way 
Builders Corner Items 
Flying Info 

T -18 Newsletter Index 
in next issue 

T18 NEWSLETTfR 
NO. 80 ~u9ust 91 



T-18 NEWSLETTER 

ISSUE NUMBER 81 

Gary Cotner's T-18 from Collinsville. OK 

T-18 NEWSLETTER INDEX 
by James 1. Strickenberger 

T-18 MEMBERSHIP LIST 

QlICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As always I in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to 
ake you aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal 
xperiences and that anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and 
i5k. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against 
nyone. 
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A note from the editor: 

A number of you have asked for a list of members, so after several days of trying to get a 
transfer made from my computer data base file to the publishing software, I got it right! I hope you 
find it useful and it will help build relationships with new friends that you didn't know were out 
there. 

The T -18 Newsletter Index was sent in by Jim Strickenberger of Erie, Pa. A big thanks to 
Jim for his great effort. I trust that we will all find it useful in finding that special topic or building 
idea that we remember but can't quite put our finger on when we need it. My wife and daughter also 
deserve a big Thank You! since they typed it twice (since I lost the data file in changing to my new 
"486/33 computer) and did the proofreading. Thanks! to Jim, RoxAnne and Courtney. 

Gary Green has a group of rooms reserved for the Spring 92 T-18 Group Get Together. It's 
at a new location and sounds Great! The date is May 8, 9 , 1992. (Sorry but I'ts Mother Day!) 
Seems the only dates that are available in the better places happen to fall on special weekends like 
Mother's Day. The location is Western Hills Lodge, located at Sequoyah Park near Wagoner, Ok. 
The phone number is 918-772-2545 More on this later! Call now and setup your reservations. 

I've started to work on the next newsletter and plan to have it out in mid-December. Talk about 
some good material! I have at least five articles, submitted on computer disk, that cover some 
important subjects and material. Keep up the good work! This is what will make a good newslet
ter great! 

Mrs John Thorp called me this week with the news that John's T -18 is for sale. She asked 
that anyone interested call her in the evenings at 209-727-5708 

FOR SALE 

John Thorp's T-l8 Ca1l209-727-5708 for details 
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ACRYLICS 

ADHESIVE BONDING 

AEROBATICS 

AILERON 

AIR BOXES 

AIR COMPRESSOR 

AIR FILTER 

AIRFOILS 

AIRFOILS(LDS-2) 

AIR SCOOPS 

AIR SPEED 

AIR SPEED (TESTER) 

AIR VENTS 

ALIGNMENT 

ALODINING 

ALTERNATORS 

ALUMINUM 

AMMETERS 

AN BOLTS 

ANGLE OF ATTACK 

ANNEALING 

28.6 

63.3 

27.3,42.5,46.5, 57.4 

39.7,46.5,47.13,48.5, 52.2A, 56.3B, 
56.15B, 60.12, 68.15, 69.5, 70.10.11 

26.5, 56.5B, 59.20, 73.15 

1.24 

26.5, 28.6, 56.5B 

46.10,49.5,50.2, 51.2A, 51.3, 58.4.5.6 

46.10 

19.1.2,26.5, 50.7, 56.5B 

38.4, 52.16B, 57.4, 59.6.29 

29.7 

56.15B 

17.2,32.4.5,28.7,46.13, 47.14,48.8,50.2,52.2B,56.7 A, 
59.13,61.7,66.11,67.10,74.10.11 

24.3, 63.8.9 

15.5,25.2.3,30.5,59.16,60.15,61.16,72.9,73.19, 

24.8,41.7,42.3,39.4,43.4,46.6.7,47.16, 52.21A, 
53.18A, 61.10, 63.3 

52.15A 

54.1B 

51.6.6A,54.6B.8A 

16.5, 17.5,20.3 
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ANNUAL INSPECTION 

ANODIZING 

ANTENNAS 

AUTOPILOT 

BAFFLE 

BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT 

BALANCING(ENGINE) 

BALL JOINT(EXH) 

BATTERIES 

BATTERY BOX 

BATTERY CABLE 

BEAM, WINGS 

BEARINGS (ENGINE) 

BEGINNER CORNER 

BELL CRANK. ALIGN. 

BEND RADII 

BLANKS (RIBS, ETC.) 

BOOKS 

BORE, STROKE, & H.P. 

BRAKE (BENDING) 

BRAKE (WHEEL) 

61.27.29 

17.5,63.8.9 

69.l1,73.16 

46.l5,47.2.13 

22.9,26.4,28.7, 56.14A, 73.15 

28.8,45.11,46.20,48.1, 49.6A.7.7A, 50.4, 52.6A, 
54.22B, 64.4, 65.l5, 68.l3, 69.11, 71.6, 73.17 

32.3, 33.6, 38.3 

32.7 

67.l2.l3, 69. 13.l5, 71.17, 72.7.8.11.12, 73.20 

23.2.7, 67.l2.13, 69.13.15, 71.17, 72.7.8.l1.12,73.20 

43.5 

50.3A, 56.20B 

19.3 

1.17,22.8, 35.l, 36.3, 39.7, 43.4, 46.5.6.7.8 

56.3B 

17.4,22.8, 35.2,43.4, 53.l8A 

1.5,46.7 

22.5, 26.l, 49.l0A 

34.l 

53.19A,54.l4A 

17.4, 19.1, 21.22, 38.3, 56.7B.8A, 61.2.7, 
61.16,62.6, 65.l6, 66.7.l5, 69.l0.11 
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BRAKE PEDAL 

BREAK-IN 

BREATHER (OIL) 

BUCKING RIVITS 

BUILDING, GENERAL 

BULLETINS 

BULKHEADS 

BULKHEAD SEAT 

BENDING JOGGLES 

C.G 

C.H.T. & E.G.T. 

"COO WING 

CABIN HEAT 

CADMIUM PLATE 

CANOPY 

CARBURETOR 

CARBURETOR HEAT 

CARBURETOR HEAT MUFF 

CENTER WING ASSY. 

1.22,60.11,61.2.7 

25.6 

18.6, 33.1 

25.12, 56.10B, 65.20, 69.9 

1.17,13.1,17.6,22.8,23.6,29.1.7,31.4,32.1, 
33.1.2,34.3,35.1,36.3,38.1,39.2,39.7.8.9,43.4, 
45.1::16,42.5,46.5::8. 47.14,47.16,49.8, 54.3B, 
59.21::25 

22.9,25.5,27.1,28.6.7, 30.1, 34.5, 52.20B 

1.8,20.3,29.3,46.7,59.11 

32.8 

46.8 

18.1,26.11,27.7, 54.3A, 60.18.25.26.27, 61.8.9 

26.5,33.2,36.5,45.13, 53.14A:: 15B 

42.1 

49.10A 

43.4.5 

15.5,23.3.7,24.6.7,28.3,31.8,32.7,36.5, 
25.9,26.6,46.16, 49.4A, 50.3A, 54.16B, 
56.15B, 58.9, 61.7.17.18, 63.1, 66.4.7, 65.14.20, 
66.7.8.18,67.10,73.8,74.15 

18.4,47.14,49.3,50.9.17.20, 56.6B, 59.17.20, 
61.1.3.17.24,66.10,71.5,74.12,76.3 

26.5,40.4, 56.6B 

19.1,26.8,37.10 

54.3B, 56.20B, 63.12, 64.12, 65.17.26 



CHARTS (PERFORMANCE) 

CLECOS 

COMPRESSION (ENGINE) 

COMPUTERS 

CONTROLS 

CONTROL SURFACE 

COOLER, OIL 

COOLING 

COORDINATORS 

CORRECTIONS, DRWNGS. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

CORROSION 

COWLING 

CRANKSHAFT 

CUSHIONS 

DASH 

DESIGN PARAMETERS 

DIHEDRAL, WING 

DIMPLINGIRIVETING 

DOUBLER 

DRAG 

DRAWINGS 

62.9::17 

21.1 

34.1 

61.19,77.10 

51.2A, 65.26, 66.10, 73.15, 76.2 

52.2A, 47.13.14, 65.4, 76.10 

18.5, 54.17B, 56.9B, 65.16, 70.3, 73.17 

26.5,33.4 

43.1,44.7 

48.4 

42.4.5,43.3,44.1,45.1.9.13,46.1,60.20A.22, 
61.1.2.3.14::28,77.2.3::10:12 

16.1,61.6.7,63.6 

19.2,20.2,21.5,25.2,33.4,34.3,46.4, 
48.3.4,50.7,50.10, 54.2A, 55.3A, 56.7B 

18.4, 19.2,32.7 

64.4,65.15, 68.13, 69.11, 71.6, 73.17 

28.10,32.2,48.2, 52.21A, 55.lOA 

42.2 

50.3 

1.11,1.19,18.2,25.11,65.20,69.9 

1.22, 14.4,22.9,25.5 

49.4A 

1.25 
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DRAWINGS CORRECTION 

DRILL, SHEET METAL 

DYE, MARKING 

E.G.T. & C.H.T. 

ELECTRIC PANELS 

ELECTRIC SYSTEMS 

EL V. PUSH PULL TUBE 

EL V. TORQUE TUBE 

ENGINE 

ENGINE MOUNTING 

ENGINE OIL\CODING 

ENGINE SAFETY SLING 

EXHAUST 

EXPLOSAFE 

EXTRUSIONS 

FIBERGLASS PARTS 

48.4 

55.8B,60.5 

20.2 

26.5, 33.2, 36.5,45.13, 53.14A.15A.15B 

38.8 

49.4,51.16, 54.7B.8B, 55.7B, 56.15B, 60.20, 
61.16,72.9,73.19,75.16 

14.3,32.2,33.2 

33.2 

18.1, 18.3, 19.1.2.3,21.7,22.3.5,25.3, 
26.1,28.4.5,25.6,30.2,27.7,28.7.8, 
31.2.3, 32.3.7.8, 33.1.4.6, 34. 1,35.3,37.5, 
38.3,46.3,51.14, 54.2IA, 59.17.30, 61.19, 
62.21,62.1,66.14.16,66.9,70.1.3,73.20, 
74.4.5, 75.15, 76.3 

14.4,23.1,26.2,39.10, 56.6B, 52.6B.14B, 
53.8A, 55.3A, 68.3, 69.17, 70.3 

19.2,25.3,28.3,35.5.9,37.2, 54.17B, 65.16, 
70.3,73.1 7 

51.5A 

15.3, 19.2,21.6,25.2,29.2,32.6.7,35.8,37.7::10, 
41.8,44.2,60.13,63.21,64.15,70.3,72.10 

53.20A 

46.8 

1.31,14.1.5,16.3,17.5,20.2,21.3,34.2.3,48.4, 
62.5 
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FILLETS 

FIREWALL 

FIN 

FITTINGS 

FLANGE BENDING 

FLAPS 

FLAPS (ELECTRIC) 

FLAP SEAL 

FLIGHT REPORTS 

FLIGHT REVIEW 

FLIGHT RIGGING 

FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM 

FLOOR BOARDS 

FOLD DOWN INST. PANEL 

FOLD WING (CENTER) 

FORD ENGINE 

FORM BLOCKS 

FORMULAS 

FORWARD FLOOR 

24.5,35.10, 59.4 

23.2,32.8,48.2, 52.21A, 55.1OA, 73.19 

1.33,14.3,33.1, 52. lA, 56.20A 

1.3, 14.6, 52.11B, 56.14B 

15.7, 17.6,22.5,36.2 

1.22,15.3,17.2,21.4,22.2,28.5,34.5, 
46.13,47.14,48.5, 50.2.4A, 52.2B, 53.2A.5A, 
61.4,62.4.5,66.8,73.17 

22.2,46.14, 49.8A.lOA, 56.8B, 60.11, 61.4 

25.8,67.15,71.21 

1.29,14.1,21.6,22.4,24.1,25.1.4,27.1, 
28.2, 29.3, 30.1.3, 32.1, 33.1.3, 34.5, 
35.6.7,36.2.4,37.3,39.5,40.5,41.3.8, 
42.4.5.6,43.1.3,44.3.4.7,46.9.11,47.8, 
48.1.2, 49.2A.3.9, 50.5.6.6A, 77.12 

63.5 

61.7,71.4.5 

62.9::18 

1.22,16.2,49.10 

68.23,71.23,73.9.19 

41.1,63.12,64.12,65.17.26 

51.1,65.4,68.1,70.1.3.9,72.14::21, 
73.5.5A.10 

1.4,22.8,46.6, 51.2A, 52.2A, 52.l9A.19B, 65.22 

40.4 

49.10 
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FUEL 

FUEL LINE 

FUEL FEED PROBLEMS 

FUEL FLOW 

FUEL INJECTION 

FUEL TANK 

FUEL TANK VENT 

FUEL TANK, AUX. 

FUEL TANK GAP 

FUEL TANK STRAINERS 

FUEL SYSTEM 

FUEL TANK STRAPS 

FUEL VALVE 

FUEL PUMP 

FUSELAGE 

FUSELAGE EXTRUSIONS 

FUSELAGE FRAMES 

FUSELAGE SKINS 

54.12A, 58.11, 61.16, 64.17, 66.9, 71.6.16 

48.2, 53.12B, 56.8A, 58.11, 60.12, 61.6 

26.4,37.5, 53.12A, 56.13A, 60.12, 61.1.6, 
63.19,64.17,65.7,66.10,69.1271.6,73.17.18 

26.4,29.4,36.7,54.12, 56.13A, 58.11, 60.12, 61.17 

18.5, 56.13A 

14.5,15.1.2,18.3,21.3.5,22.2,26.3,29.6, 
37.1.5,38.1,43.5, 54.11A, 58.11, 61.1.6., 
63.19,64.17,65.17,66.1O,69.12,53.6B, 
56.7B, 71.6,73.17.18 

58.12, 60.12 

25.6,29.7,47.6.7, 54.17A, 56.19A, 58.6 

37.1, 50.8A, 53.12B, 54.12A, 56.7B 

36.7, 54.16A, 58.11 

22.2,29.4,36.5.7, 53.11B, 54.12A, 56.8A.II,60.12, 61.6 

29.8 

56.8A,61.6 

56.13A, 58.12,61.1.3.17.24,66.10,71.5, 
74.12, 76.3 

1.12.22, 1.24, 14.3,20.2,21.7,22.1,26.5, 
46.13 

1.9,46.8.13 

29.5 

1.2,22.8,27.2,28.4,48.3, 56.20A, 73.16, 75.13, 76.13 
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GAP COVER (CW) 

GAP SEAL (AILERON) 

GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS 

GENERATORS 

GLARE SHIELD 

GROUNDS (ELECTRICAL) 

GROUND HANDLING 

HARDWARE 

HEADPHONES, RADIO 

HEAT BOX 

HEAT TREAT (ALUM) 
(STEEL) 

HORIZONTAL TAIL 

HORIZ.TAIL INSTALLATION 

HORIZ. TAIL TUBE BEAM 

HORIZ. TAIL WEIGHTS 

HORSEPOWER 

HYDROGEN 

56.4B 

52.2A 

35.1,45.2.14.16 

61.16,72.9,73.19,75.16 

73.9 

5l.2A, 53.14B 

53.17B, 61.7, 66.11, 67.10, 74.10 

25.7, 54.1B 

45.12, 54.9B.10A, 73.1S 

54.16B 

2S.6.9, 42.3 
43.4 

14.2,25.3.6,26.6,27.1,30.1,32.4,33.1, 
34.5,39.5,40.4,46.14,47.19, 55.SA, 
56.14A.17A 

14.4, IS.1, 25.2, 46.14, 56.14A.17A 

56.17A 

40.4.6 

34.1 

34.6,43.4.5,61.10 
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INCIDENCE BOARDS 

INDEX 

INSPECTIONS 

INSPECTION PLATES 

INSTRUMENTS 

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION 

INSTRUMENT PANEL 

INTERIOR 

JOGGLES 

JOGGLE TOOL 

LANDING GEAR 

LANDING GEAR (RETRACT) 

LANDING LIGHT 

LATCH, CANOPY 

LEAK CHECKS 

LEGROOM 

LIGHTS 

17.3,46.4,49.6 

56.2IB,51.10A 

61.6.7,63.6,64.7.9 

33.1,49.10 

14.4,24.6,36.4,37.8,45.11, 52.15A, 59.29, 
63.20,72.14,73.18.20,75.16 

29.4, 38.4, 40.3 

15.7,20.4,21.5,23.1.2,38.9,39.8,45.11, 
50.9, 52. lOB, 63.20, 71.23, 68.23, 72.14, 
73.9.18.19.20,75.16 

64.4,65.15,68.13,69.11,71.6,72.12,73.17 

29.8.9,44.3,46.8 

46.8.9.20 

1.21.28.31,15.7,16.4,21.6,24.9,28.2.6, 
32.3,34.1,35.2,37.2,39.2.3,41.1,48.8, 
50.5, 51.3A, 54.23A, 52.2A.1IB, 53.7A, 60.15, 
62.2.3,61.7,65.16.21,66.11,69.21,74.3 

26.8,29.10,31.7,41.2 

42.2,52.2A 

27.4, 56.15B 

24.2 

1.30 

29.11,35.2 
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LIGHTENING HOLES 

LIMITATIONS 

LOCKING TAIL WHEEL 

LORAN 

LUBE CHART 

LUBRICATION 

MAIN BEAM 

MAINTENANCE 

MANEUVERING SPEED 

MARKING DYE 

MASS PROPERTIES 

MASTERPLAN 

MATERIAL LIST 

MAULE LOCKING TAIL WHEEL 

METAL WORKING 

MINI BRAKE 

MODIFICATIONS 

MODS (MANDATORY) 

MOTOR, FLAP 

MOULDING 

14.4 

27.3, 50.l.5 

59.12.14,61.2.20.21,62.6,66.13,67.11, 
70.12,71.4,74.10.11 

60.22 

61.27.29 

42.6 

46.4.5 

27.9,30.4,41.1 

59.4 

20.2 

18.1,23.6,26.6,27.7 

54.23A 

1.17 

59.12.l4, 6l.2.20.21, 62.6, 66.13, 67.l1 
70.l2, 71.4, 74.l0.l1 

l.8, 13.l, 34.3 

46.l9 

14.5, 15.1,22.4.9,24.5,25.3,29.6,34.5, 
36.5,37.1,38.9,39.3.4.5,41.1,42.5, 
46.2.4, 48.l1, 49.3A.4, 50.l 

l.31, 13.1, 27.l, 28.4, 46.2, 48.4 

46.15 

40.4 
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MUFFLERS 

MUFFS 

MILLING MACHINE 

NOISE REDUCTION 

NUMBERS (APPLY) 

0-290-ENGINE 

OIL 

OIL BREATHER 

OIL COOLING 

OIL FILTER 

OIL PRESSURE 

OIL RECOVERY SYSTEM 

OIL SEAL RETAINER 

OUTER WING BUILDUP 

PAINTING 

PANTS WHEEL 

70.3 

19.1, 26.8, 37.10,.55.2A 

52.12B 

44.3,61.7 

36.6 

18.3 V.G., 19.2.3,21.7,22.5,25.6,27.7, 
28.6.8,31.5 V.G., 32.3.7.8, 33.1.4.6, 37.5, 
42.5,51.14, 52.2A, 54.2B.12A, 56. 14A.20A, 
61.19,62.1,66.14.16,74.4.5 

35.5 

18.6,28.6, 54.18A.18B, 59.30 

18.5, 19.2,25.6,26.5, 54.1 lA, 56.9B, 65.16, 
70.3, 73.17 

18.5,26.5,35.5,65.16,70.3,73.17 

19.2, 56.7B 

54.18A.l8.B 

28.6,32.4 

39.8,41.4,45.16, 50.3A, 62.5, 67.4, 69.5, 
71.22 

24.2,28.3,31.8,32.1,38.5::8,41.4,44.9, 
47.16, 52. 13A. 13B, 62.7, 75.12 

25.5,52.13 
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PROPELLERS 

PEDALS (BRAKE & RUDDER) 

PERFORMANCE 

PITOTTUBE 

PLANS EXPLANATION 

PLATE & RIV NUTS 

PLEXIGLASS 

POWER PLANT (75%) 

PREFLITE 

PRESSURE (TIRE) 

PRIMER 

PROP. BALANCING 

PROP. FLANGE 

PROP. INSTALLATION 

PROP. TIP SPEED 

R.P.M REDLINE 

RADIO, MIKE, HEADSET 

REAMING 

REGULATOR (ELECTRIC) 

14.5,17.2,21.1.5,26.4,27.7,28.3,29.l1 
33.2,34.1,35.4.6,36.3,37.2.3.5.6,38.1.2, 
40.1.6,41.6,42.3.5,43.1.2,44.1.6,46.3, 
47.l2.l8, 51.2, 58.3.l8A, 63.17, 65.2.25.26, 
66.8, 67.l1, 68.9, 69.16, 63.l7, 70.3, 76.3, 
71.25,73.5,75.3.4 

1.22 

21.4,30.2,31.3,33.3,34.7,35.10,38.3, 
39.5,40.3,44.4, 62.9:: 17 

19.3,24.2,29.6,37.2,57.4,59.26,66.19 

33.2 

23.2,26.8 

31.8,32.7,36.1,41.5,43.5,44.4,69.9,60.9 

19.1 

58.13 

59.20 

25.3 

43.2 

31.6,31.9,35.2,40.6 

35.2, 44.l, 47.l8, 51,7A 

19.1 

19.1,27.3 

45.12, 54.9B.lOA, 73.18 

36.3 

61.16,72.9,73.19,75.16 
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RIB FORMING 

RIB FORM BLOCKS 

RIB LAYOUT 

RIGGING 

RINGS (PISTON) 

RIVETS 

RIVETS (POP) 

RIVETING 

RIVETIDIMPLING 

RIVET REMOVAL 

RIV & PLATE NUT 

ROD BOLTS (ENGINE) 

ROLL OVER BAR 

RUDDER 

RUDDER CABLES 

RUDDER PEDALS 

SAFETYING 

SEATS 

1.3.5,14.4,18.2,21.1,22.1.8,24.5,26.1, 
28.8, 30.2, 46.6.7, 51.2A 

46.6.7, 51.2A, 65.22 

42.2,46.6.7,51.2A 

47.14,60.12,61.7,71.4.15 

18.4 

1.1.10,14.4,17.4,20.3,24.5,30.2,28.9, 
33.2, 38.3, 29.9,44.1.2.3,48.6, 56.10B 

1.23, l3.4, 17.1.2, 18.2,20.3.4,24.10, 
26.5,28.9,32.7,33.2,44.1 

25.12,29.9,32.1,39.5,46.9,47.13,48.6, 
52.18A, 56. lOB. 11A, 60.19, 65.20, 69.9 

1.8.10.18.20.25, 16.5, 18.2,20.2,2l.5.6, 
26.1,29.9,32.1,38.3,41.1,44.2,45.16, 
46.9,48.6, 52.18A, 60.19, 65.20, 69.9 

20.3 

23.2,26.8 

32.3 

52.1IB 

19.3,47.14,49.1.2.3,.8, 52.l3B, 54.13B 

33.1,47.16, 52.9B.lOA, 53.8A 

50.4, 54.3A, 61.2.7, 61.16.21.22, 62.6, 
65.16,66.9.15,69.10.11 

25.3.7 

17.5,20.1,26.3,26.6,35.9,36.2, 
47.4,48.1,50.4, 52.2A.5B, 54.22B 
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SEAT BACKS 35.9 

SEAT BELTS 33.2 

SEAT CUSHIONS 52.2A, 64.4, 65.15, 68.13, 69.11, 71.6, 
73.17, 72.12 

SERVICE TIPS 41.1,51.6A 

SHEET METAL DRILL 55.8B 

SHEET METAL BRAKE 17.4, 53.18A 

SHEET METAL MAT. LIST 1.17 

SKINS 1.2.12, 15.7,22.8,23.6,26.6,47.14,49.8, 
50.3, 52.1A.5B.21A, 55.10A, 56.20A, 62.20 

SLIP JOINT (EXH) 29.3,37.9 

SLIPPER TANK 47.7, 56.19A 

SOUND PROOF (SEE NOISE RED) 19.2,21.5,24.7,44.3,46.2,61.7 

SPAR CAPS (C-WING) 47.9 

SPINNERS 16.3,24.6,31.9,47.18, 54.22A, 56.20A, 
63.17,65.2,25.26,66.8,67.11,68.9,69.16, 
70.3,71.25,73.5,75.3.4, 76.3 

SPLINE CURVE 1.24 

SPEED (MEASURED) 40.4 

SPEED (MANUEVERING) 35.10 

SPRING, TAIL 29.4,61.2.20.21,62.6,66.13,67.11,70.12, 
74.10.11,71.4 

STAB JACK SCREW INSP. OPENING 52.9A.11A 

STABILATOR 69.23,47.14 

STALLS 24.2,27.10, 49.4A, 59.27, 61.4.5.6, 62.7 
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STALL SPOILERS 

STATIC PRESSURE 

STIFFENERS 

STRAKES 

STROBE LIGHTS 

STROKE, BORE AND H.P. 

SWITCHES 

T-18 

T.C.P. 

TACH CHECK 

TAILPIPE DRAG 

TAILWHEEL 

TAIL WHEEL TOWBAR 

TEMPLATES 

THE T-18 

THIRD SEAT 

THROTTLE QUADRANT 

TIE DOWN 

TIPS FOR BEGINNERS 

TIRE PRESSURE 

24.2,25.4.7.13,26.1,28.10, 41.3,49.4A, 
6l.4.5.6,62.7 

19.3,44.4,61.5 

7l.8 

49.4A, 50.2, 58.6 

67.17 

34.1 

73.15 

T 

60.8 

45.13 

59.29 

60.13 

25.6,26.1,29.2,34.1,37.2,41.1,48.8, 
50.4,59.11,60.9.15,61.2.7, 6l.20.21, 62.6, 
66.13,67.11,70.12, 7l.4, 74.10.11 

53.17A.17B,58.10 

1.1,18.6,29.1, 51.2A, 52.14B 

60.8 

48.1,49.6A 

69.l8.19.20 

34.3, 68.l5, 71.19 

35.l 

59.20 
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TOOLS 

TRAILING EDGE 

TRIM (MANUAL) 

TRIM (ELECTRIC) 

TRIM TABS 

TUNNEL (AFT) 

TUNNEL (FWD) 

VACUUM SYSTEM 

VALVES (ENGINE) 

VENTS 

VENT LINE (FUEL) 

VERTICAL FIN 

V.N.E. 

VOLTMETER 

WEIGHT & BALANCE 

WELDING 

WHEEL PANTS 

WHISTLE SLOT 

1.3.8.9.19,17.4,21.3,22.1.2.5,26.1.9, 
28.4,37.5,38.3,39.2,39.4.6.8,40.1,42.4, 

46.6.19.8.9.20, 56.12A, 65.21,75.13,65.26, 
54.14A, 55.8A.10B, 59.12, 67.19.20, 77.3.15 

37.1,47.13,48.5, 52.2A, 65.4, 76.10 

16.2,17.1,23.2,25.3.5,31.7.8,32.4,34.5, 
41.7,42.6,44.3,56.9A 

31.8,44.3,46.15,47.15, 49.10A, 54.10B, 
56.15B, 60.11, 61.7, 62.6, 66.10, 67.7, 
69.7.8.11,74.8,76.2 

46.16 

13.4,36.1,46.14, 49.8A, 61.6, 69.11, 73.17 

24.5,46.14, 49.8A, 53.8A, 61.6, 69.11, 73.17 

v 
19.3,24.6,66.9,72.5.6 

18.4 

56.l5B,73.18 

58.12, 60.12 

1.13,14.3,33.1, 52. lA, 56.20A 

57.4 

52.15A 

27.8,44.4,61.3.8.9,63.22.24 

19.3,29.3,34.6,39.6,60.4,61.10::13,64.12 

25.9,41.4,54.11A 

59.30 
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WIDE BODY 

WINDSHIELD/FRAME 

WING (CONY.) 

WING (STD) 

WING LEVELER 

WING STRAKELETS 

WING TIPS 

WING (WET) (S-18) 

44.2, 46.10, 50.3A 

15.5,22.1,23.6, 50.4, 52.11B 

25.13,32.5,38.3,39.8,41.1,42.1,42.5.6,43.3.4, 
45.7,46.1O.13,47.8.9,49.4,50.1.1A.2.3A, 
52.5B,54.3B, 56.3B.7A.1IB.20B, 62.20.21, 63.12.13 

23.6,24.2,25.6.7.13,26.3,26.3,27.10,32.5,38.3 
39.6.8, 41.7, 42.2.3.5.6, 45.5.16, 46.1, 49.3A, 
52.5B, 56.7A, 56.20B, 62.20.21, 63.3 

69.11,47.2.13 

49.4A, 50.2, 61.4.5.6, 62.7 

22.2,62.5,67.4,69.5,71.22,76.10.11.12 

5l.8A, 62.5, 63.16, 69.12, 73.11 
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LARRY D.EVERSMEYER 
10721 EASTLAKE CIRCLE 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 
73162 

ROY A. FARRIS 
BOX 182 
NOBLE, IL 62868 
618-723-2594 

STEPHEN L. FIZET, JR. 
3437 MCDONALD AVENUE 
GIRARD, OH 44420 
530-3312 

LYLE FLEMING 
46035 20TH ST. EAST 
LANCASTER, CA 93534 
805-942-2481 N252 

JACQUE FLETCHER 
#103, 877-64 AVENUE NW 
CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA 
T2K5J4 

MELVIN FOLKERTS 
RT. 2, BOX 18 
RUDD, IA 50471 

JOSEPH R. FORBES 
10N800 MUIRHEAD RD. 
BOX 171 
PLATO CENTER,IL 60170 
708-464- 4116 

TOM FORSYTHE 
8766 MARCEL CADIEUX 
MONTREAL, QUEBEC H2M2LI 

DOUG FRANTZ 
1019 S. MEADOW LANE 
MUSTANG, OK 73064 
376-4492 N58K 

JAMES W. FRENCH 
#52 WOODCREEK DRIVE 
WIMBERLY, TX 78676 
512-847-9723 

JOHN FREW 
3328 SANDHURST RD 
BIRMINGHAM,AL 35223-2806 

ROBERT FURRER, M.D. 
427 OAKWAY MALL EUGENE 
OR, 97401 N3BF 

LEONARD GAINES 
2327 RUE DE CHARLENE 
RANCHO PALOS VERDES, CA 
90274 

WM. R. GARDNER 
1308 MADISON ST. 
ALICE, TX 78332 
512-664-6364 

JOE GAUTHIER 
9 KOWAL DRIVE 
CROMWELL, CT 06416 

WALT C. GIFFIN 
419 S. FAIRWAY DRIVE 
PUEBLO WEST, CO 81007 
N78WG 

FRED GINDL 
5515 TREMAINE RD. 
MILTON,ONTARIO, CANADA 
L9T 2X5 416-876-2038 
N558 

HOWARD GINN 
44135 N. GILLAN AVE. 
LANCASTER, CA 93534 
942-5996 N11HG 

DAVID V. GOFF 
3442 PUTNAM ROAD 
ST. AUGUSTINE, FL 32086 
904-797-6046 

PETE GONZALEZ 
1318 SERVER DR. 
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 
80910 
N380G 

GARY GREEN 
2530 BELLECHASE 
GRANBURY, TX 76048 
N118GG 

ORVILLE GREEN 
34 W. DALE AVE. 
MUSKEGON, MI 49441 

967-3338 W.L. GREEN 
MONTE VERDE, ARGYLE, TX 
76226 817-455-2463 N51863 

GREG HALVERSON 
2533 N.E. 11TH AVE. 
PORTLAND, OR 97212 
287-4823 N922GH 

PHILIP HAMER 
GPO BOX 2508 
SYDNEY, NSW 2001 

BROOKS HANNA 
340 FAIRWAY DR. 
SPEARFISH, SD 57783 
605-642-2766 

ROBERT HARTMAIER 
8 HOLLY ROAD 
JAMESBURG,NJ 08831 

FRED HARTMAN 
2665 N. OCEAN BLVD. 
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33483 
N18Z 

STEVE HAWLEY 
7300 N. SAN ANNA DRIVE 
TUCSON, AZ 85704 
742-7411 

GERALD L. HAYES 
P.O. BOX 060653 
PALM BAY,FL 32906-0653 
984-4869 

RONALD HAYES 
3050 N.W. MIZE ROAD 
BLUE SPRINGS, MO 64015 
224-3828 
HOWARD HENDERSON 
444 BRYAN AVE. 
KIRKWOOD,MO 63122 
314-822-3980 N600HH 

CECIL G. HENDRICKS 
4735 SOUTH 158TH 
SEATTLE,WA 98188 
243-8810 N583C 

MICHAEL HERNDEN 
1809 WARREN RD. 
ROCKFORD, IL 
815-226-7141 

61108 
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NORBERT HESTERBERG 
RT. 4, BOX 705A 
DOVER, DE 19901 
674-5102 N76NH 

ROBERT W.HIGHLEY, JR 
2796 POWHATAN DR. 
SUMTER, SC 29150 
N711SH 

JAMES HOCKENBROCK 
R.D. 1, BOX 361-A 
REEDSVILLE, PA 17084 
717-667-2790 N22JH 

LEROY HOLT 
BOX 238 
SAVANNA, OK 
918-548-3612 

74565 
N85LH 

CURTIS HOPKINS 
11537 JESSICA LANE 
LAKESIDE, CA 92040 

JOE JINGLE 
1340 HOLT DRIVE 
MERRITT ISLAND, FL 
32952 452-0656 

RON JOHNSON 
8760 SPEARHEAD WAY 
RENO, NV 
972-7216 

RICH JONES 

89506 
N794PT 

7155 N. RIVER DR. 
S. CHARLESTON, OH 45368 
265-5355 N18117 

DARSHAN KARKI 
18410 MAPLE LEAF DR 
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN 55344 
937-2269 

BARRETT KEMP 
4018 QUIET KNOLL CT. 

561-7119 

JACK W. HULL 
322 MEUSE CT. 

N39CH ~ HOUSTON, TX 
/ '/ 713-280-8156 

77059 

BLUE GRASS, IA 52726 
N5SP 

WALLACE G. HUNT 
1658 PLAZA DR. 
ROCKFORD, IL 
N18WH 

JAMES HUNTER 
P.O. 1704 

61108 

BIG BEAR CITY, CA 92314 
N52JP 

ELMER HYMEN 
36 CENTER STREET 
MIDLAND PARK, NJ 07432 

BOB JAEGER 
461 MAJOR DRIVE 
NORTHLAKE, IL 60164 

WILLIAM L. JENNINGS 
45056 RACHEL AVE 
LANCASTER, CA 93535 
805-946-4064 N18WJ 

CHARLES KENNY 
PO BOX 0 
MOHTAUK, NY 

JOHN KENTON 
835 DUNE ST 

11954 

EL SEGUNDO,CA 90245 
N921JK 

TOM KERNS 
7033 AUTUMN TERRACE 
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN 55346 
N10TK 

RICHARD C. KEYT 
6 BLACK WALNUT DR. 
NEWTON, CT 06470 
203-426-9848 

PAUL KIRIK 
4127 36TH AVE 
MOLINE, IL 61265 
309-762-0389 N11PK 

STEVEN P. KIRIK 
1741 B. 11ST 
LANGLEY AFB, VA 23665 

GARY D. KNAPP 
8234 W. HIERBA RD 
AGUA DULCE, CA 91350 
805-268-0463 

ROBERT L. KOEPP 
1380 SUNNY HEIGHTS ROAD 
FALLBROOK, CA 92028 
619-723-8755 N9RK 

STEVE KOONTZ INS. 
1007 EAGLE COURT 
LIVINGSTON, MT 59047 
406-222-7373 

LARRY P. KOUTZ 
2709 CLAYTON DR. 
VALDOSTA, GA 31602 
247-5297 

JOHN KOWALSKI 
RT. 3 BOX 123 
VINTON, IA 
319-472-4835 

PAUL KROGH 

52349 

27118 SHERWOOD FOREST DR 
WATERFORD, WS 53185 

DAVID R. L'HEUREUX 
23224 DALBEY DR 
VALENCIA, CA 91355 

RICHARD D. LAHTI 
4720 CROWN AVENUE 
LA CANADA, CA 91011 
N2751 

GEORGE LANGE 
2605 BOSTON 
MUSKOGEE, OK 

GAYLE LECOUNT 

74401 

407 MILL ST 
GEORGETOWN, IL 61846 

PETER LEFFE 
18346 WAKECREST DRIVE 
MAILBU, CA 90265 
213-459-9774 N36Q 

PAUL G. LEHMAN 
517 N. CLARK STREET 
MAYVILLE, WI 53050 
414-387-2285 
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TOM SHOCK 
22 2ND ST. SW 
CUT BANK, MT 59427 
406-873-5377 

CHARLES W. SHUSTER 
1019 NORTH CLIFTON 
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068 
N3706 

LAWRENCE SILVA 
5165 CARDIFF DR 
MERCED, CA 95340 
357-2736 

ALEX G. SIM 
HCR1 - 4460 KNOX AVENUE 
ROSAMOND, CA 93560 
N512S 

WILLIAM S. SIMPSON 
4306 BRIAR CLIFF DR 
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76309 
N85FT 

LEE SKILLMAN 
7676 WINDCREST DR 
MOBILE, AL 36695 
205-633-3535 

BOB SLAGLE 
39 ROBIN HOOD LN. 
CLUTE, TX 77531 
265-8383 

GENE H.SLOAN, JR. 
412 LILLARD ROAD 
MURFEESBORO, TN 37130 
893-2152 N805GS 

GLENN SMITH 
437 CALAVERAS WAY 
SONORA, CA 95370 

J. G. SMITH 
47 SILVER RIDGE RISE NW 
CALGARY, ALBERTA,CANADA 
T3B 4P6 

RONALD L. SMITH 
N.A.S.A. LTD P.K. 74 
GIRNE MERSIN 10, 
TURKEY 

NEIL R.SMOOTS 
159 NAOMI AVE 
SHELL BEACH, CA 93449 
213-433-9746 

FRANK SNEDEKER 
5528 231ST AVENUE S.E. 
ISSAQUAH,WA 98027 
392-0124 N54FS 

RICHARD O. SNELSON 
RT. 3 BOX 295 
CLINTON, IL 61727 
217-935-4215 N295RS 

JOHN B. STARR 
1120 HALLAMWOOD CT 
LAKELAND, FL 33813 
813-644-4452 

HANK STEIGINGA 
45528 NEW TREE 
LANCASTER, CA 93534 
942-3046 N22DV 

HAL STEPHENS 
5286 RAFTON DR 
SAN JOSE, CA 
408-723-0244 

95124 

GEORGE E. STEVENSON 
3030 SIBLEY MEMORIAL HWY. 
EAGAN, MN 55121 
454-3745 

JAMES J.STRICKENBERGER 
4344 GEM CT. 
ERIE, PA 
814-825-2918 

J. L. STUART 

16504 

1521 EAST AVALON 
SANTA ANA, CA 92701 
543-2331 

FLORAN P. SULLIVAN 
11355 36TH PLACE N. 
PLYMOUTH, MN 55441 
N427H 

RICHARD TAYLOR 
185 MONTERAY DR. 
NEPAN, ONTARIO 
K2H-7A9 

DAVE TEMMANT 
121 PRINCETON PLC. 
LOMPOC, CA 93436 

BERNARD THALMAN 
2912 OLD GLENVIEW RD 
WILMETTE, IL 60091 
N2911 

DON THOMPSON 
RR #3 BOX 170 M 
KOKOMO, IN 46901 
N18DT 

HAROLD F. THOMPSON 
3123 VALLEYWOOD RD. 
HENDERSON, NV 89014 

JOHN THORP 
DRAWER T 
LOCKEFORD, CA 95237 

JERRY TINDELL 
RT. 1 BOX 6-B 
PANSEY, AL 36370 
899-5971 

BUD TODD 
RT 1, BOX 5 
BYRON, CA 

TIM TRAVIS 

94514 

310 CORDOVA BLVD.NE. 
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33701 
813-893-7654 

LYLE TRUSTY 
1665 NEWGROVE WEST 
LANCASTER, CA 93534 
949-1131 N851LT 

GEORGE F. TRUVER 
727 BLACKTHORNE AVENUE 
EL CAJON, CA 92020 
N879G 

PHIL TUCKER 
1237 E. AVENUE J12 
LANCASTER, CA 93535 
805-949-2312 

JAMES R. VAIL 
16614 MONTE CRISTO AVE. 
CERRITOS, CA 90701-
3153 926-8032 
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THOMAS WAAGE 
57 WINTERHOME RD PO 475 
W. CHATHAM, MA 02669 

WORTHY R. WARNACK 
3415 MAPLE PARK DRIVE 
KINGWOOD, TX 77339 
358-2892 N2WW 

DON WARNER 
118 FAULKNER ST. 
NEW SMYRNA BEACH, FL 
32168 

JACK WARREN 
2887 LAKESHORE AVE. 
MAPLE PLAIN, ~m 55359 
612-479-6388 N312LL 

BILL WARWICK 
P.O. BOX 397 
AGUILA, AZ 
602-685-2426 

85320 
N9675Z 

RICHARD C. WECKER MD 
BOX 562 
THERMOPOLIS, WY 82443 

THOMAS WEINBERG 
1407 MCPHERSON 
MT.VERNON, IL 

C. R. WELLMAN 
406 NAPOLEON ST. 
P.O. BOX 97 
ROCKFORD, IL 
968-4474 

62864 

61105 

HAROLD G. WHEELER 
ONE DANA DRIVE 
GROVELAND, MA 01834 
N394AC 

LAWRENCE WHETZEL 
15621 CALISTOGA DR. 
RAMONA,CA 92065 
N60LW 

CYRIL WILLIAMS 
3440 HACKAMORE LN. 
CHICO, CA 95926 
342-5319 

JOE WILLIAMS 
8211 PEMBROOK VILLA CIR 
ORLANDO, FL 32810 
407-298-1251 

TED WILLIAMS 
640 STREET RT. 12 BOX 314 
MANSFIELD, OH 44903 
529-5487 

WILLIAM F. WILLIAMS 
8304 RIVER OAKS DRIVE 
TAMPA, FL 33617 
988-4061 

DANIEL L. WOLFE 
860 WILKERSON RD. 
FAIRBORN, OH 45324 

BOB WOOD 
1538 WOOD LODGE DR. 
HOUSTON, TX 77077 
493-2249 

DR. HAROLD WOOLF 
320 KNOLLWOODS TERRACE 
ROSWELL, GA 30075 
993-3016 

ROBERT YEAKEY 
9729 BELLEWOOD 
DALLAS, TX 75238 
214-348-2947 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

ISSUE NUMBER 82 

Jim Paine with his passenger Lee Shllman at Kentllcky Dam Fall 91 

IN THIS ISSUE: 
STALL STRIPS by Tom Kerns 
SPINNER & OTHER T-18 TIPS by Bob Highley 
FUEL FLOW TOTALIZER by Edwin Poe 
T-18 FLIGHT TO 48 STATES by Edwin Poe 
TRAILING EDGES by Floyd Meyer 
KENTUCKY DAM FALL 1991 
DID YOU SHAKE YOUR TAIL TODAY by WaIt Griffin 
CRANKCASE BREATHER by John Evens 
BUILDING TIPS AND TECHNICAL TIPS 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIJlfER) As alwllys, in the jJast,pl'eselll, lludfllture newsletters, we would like to make YOli 
aware t!ttl! this newsletter is 011 (v presented liS a clearing house for ideas lIl1ti opinions, or personal experiences and tltat 
(wyone lIsing these idells, opiuiolls, or e.:("periellces, do so at their OWII discretion lllld risk. Therefore, 110 responsibility or 
liability is e.'(pressed or implied and is witliollt recourse llgaillst tmYOJJe. 
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To our members: 
I hope that after reading this newsletter you will 
agree that it contains some fine articles, That is 
certainly my conclusion! Thanks! to the folks 
that sent them, for putting together some good 
materiaL As your editor, I have always felt that 
the real success of this newsletter and the T -18 
Mutual Aid Society rested in it's membership 
and their willingness to write and tell about their 
building and flying experiences, Keep up the 
good work! Yes, we are succeeding! 

The last issue, Number 81 contained an index 
for all the old newsletters and a Membership 
List. I've had a number of phone calls from all 
over the country about how much everyone liked 
both of these items, One call explained that the 
member had no idea that there were five other T-
18ers around the state. Great! That's exactly 
why I put the list out. If you have any correc
tions please include them on the enclosed re
newal form so they will be included in the next 
update. 

I need your help with the renewals! Last year I 
spent a good deal of postage with second and 
third follow ups to get everyone signed up, 
Please renew now so I have the total number of 
members and can plan the printing and mailing 
alTangements. I would much rather use that 
postage money on better quality printing like we 
had for the last issue, Number 81. If you noticed 
the publication was in a book format and the 
whole piece was typeset, which makes for much 
better quality of print and photos, The cover 
photo was shot with the typeset camera and 
really looked good compared to some of the last 
newsletters which were printed on a zerox, 
There is no change in the dues, still $25 dollars 

per year., By working altogether we can pre
serve our fine airplane and the knowledge it 
takes to fly and maintain it. 

May 8, and 9 are the dates for the spring get
together at Western Hills Guest Ranch in Wag
oner, Oklahoma. Be sure to read Gary Greens 
letter about that meeting, (in this newsletter). 
We all thank Gary for helping with the arrange
ments there. 

I didn't write a specific atiicle on the Fall 91 trip 
to Kentucky Dam because we're short on space 
for this letter. I did include a list of attendees, 
in this letter, and I wish to thank Jim and Judy 
Paine for their help in arranging that meet. 

A quick status report on my ship, N295RS. I'm 
now installing a Terra Nav/Com with glideslope, 
Ten'a Transponder, and a Escort II for my 
second radio, Plans call for a Flybuddy later.. I 
called the airport last week and reserved a 
hanger for March 92 and will be working like 
the dickens to make that date for the first flight!! 
Still have a lot of finish work and detailing to 
complete .. and it may not be painted, But it's 
going flying by-gosh! I've bugged several of my 
T -18 buddies to death with questions, and still 
wind up having to do some things over by not 
completely thinking things through. My thanks! 
to those guys, they know who I mean, 

Richard 0, Snelson 
Route 3, Box 295 
Clinton, IL 61727 
Phone (217) 935-4215 

For Sale: Thorp T-18 Metal Cowling $2500 
Set of wing tips $120, wheel pants $110, 
attach brackets $20, upper gear cuffs $35, 
Call or write to Lee Skillman 
7676 Windcrest Dr, Mobile, AL 
Phone (205) 633-3535 
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as recommended by Sensenich, should be 50 
I hours. Sensenich was going to issue a statement 

l
ion this but has not done so yet so, you might 

want to comment on this in your newsletter. 

Dear Richard: 

I 
Could you advise me on which wood prop you 
would buy for the 0-360 180hp? I'm consider-

.~.I 
ing another wood prop so that the down time can 
be eliminated in case I damage my prop. Sev
eral people have mentioned the Pacesetter. I'm 
not opposed to the Sensenich. Thanks! Gayle 

If you recall, I had a minor problem with the 
stmier drive being chewed up when I was at 
Kentucky Dam. Well after much head scratch
ing and replacement of the starter solenoid, it 
was the ignition switch. The switch had an 
intermittent short and would try to start the 
engine in flight consequently chewing up starter 
drives. Since replacement, no more problems 
have occurred. The airplane is flying well, I 
have attended most of the fly-ins around the 
West Coast this summer and have really enjoyed 
them. The airplane won "Best Thorp T -18" at 
Merced. I am proud. 

By the way, I have been using Auto gas for the 
140 hours I've put on the airplane this year and 
have had absolutely no problems. I routinely fly 
as high as 17500 on long trips. I use Major 
brand 92 octane super unleaded and from Oct. 
I st to March 15th they require Oxygenated 
additives for the air pollutions. The brand I use 
has MTBE added. Again no problems, It just 
smells bad. I haven't had to clean the plugs at all 
so far, which wasn't the case with 100LL. I had 
to clean them every 20 hours or so with that. I 
have 91196 engine. The $1.00 per gallon savings 
adds up over a long period. Well take care, get 
that airplane flying soon. Harold F. "Tommy" 
Thompson, 3133 Valleywood Rd. Henderson, 
NV. 89014 

Rich, Going to Oshkosh this year (my 19th 
consecutive trip in my T -18 my Sensenich wood 
prop worked slightly loose. It had 84 hours on 
it since being torqued April I. Sensenich was 
very good to recondition the prop free of charge. 
However I feel the 100 hours between torques, 

LeCount N5GL #719 seriaL 

Editors Note: You might like to write for 
Sensenich Bulletin #212 on Wooden Props. It's 
shows a W68LY68 for the 0-360 series. It's also 
states a Special Flanged Adapter is required for 
fixed pitch wooden propeller on engines of that 
peak torque. 

Richard, Here's the $25 for the newsletter, 
which will be immeasurable help in finishing 
this aircraft up. I still have quite a bit to finish 
and the information is vital so I don't have to 
redo some of the work and get it correct the 
second time. 

The AlC I purchased is build from Plan 732 and 
has aN-number N174P, with a 150 hp Lye. The 
individual who started working on it was sta
tioned in Japan at the time and did all of the 
work there and when he returned here in 1972 
brought it back and it remained in a barn until he 
(AI Pitts) sold it in 89. The two Guys who 
purchase it didn't do anything on it and so sold it 
to me in July 91. There was some info on this AI 
C published in Newsletter #34. Fortunately all 
of the modifications were made on the fuselage 
and the Horizontal Tail and the landing gear is 
extended which I understand makes it somewhat 
less prone to ground loop. 

While I did purchase an aircraft which has most 
of the hard work done I still have to finish quite 
a bit as you can see by the photo. Hopefully will 
get this finished some time soon and may get a 
chance to meet you in person one day. Regards 
Paul MacMichael 4222 Juniper Dr,Tacoma,WA 
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STALL STRIPS 

by Tom Kerns 

NIOTK FLIGHT MANUAL: 
I am surprised at the demand for T -18 flight 
manuals, and by the LACK of information some 
recent T -18 buyers have on their airplanes! The 
note on manual pricing in the last newsletter was 
misleading, I am printing, binding, and shipping 
the manuals for $13.00, with an additional $2.00 
charge to include a computer disk. The disks are 
IBM compatible with a Wordstar Professional 
file and an ASCII file which should be readable 
to any IBM based word processor. Anyone who 
received an early disk without the ASCII file 
should let me know if they need it. 

STALL STRIP EXPERIMENTS: 
I have been experimenting with stall strips on 
my T-IS and am amazed with the results. John 
Thorp recommended strips made from 112" XII 
2" aluminum extrusion S" long. John mounted 
them half way out on the wing center section 
leading edge. I tried these and was amazed at 
the overwhelming pre-stall buffet and the com
plete elimination of any stall break! 

I experimented with different stall strip sizes and 
locations to develop the smallest possible set 
which yields a gentle stall at any C.G. without 
noticeably increasing minimum controllable 
airspeed. The resulting strips are 5-112" long 
and 3/S" by 3/S" in cross section. The strips are 
located mid span on my center section (non
folding wing) and 3/16" above the wing chord 
line. Positioning tolerance is not critical, verti
cal movement of liS" or more is required to 
produce noticeable change in stall behavior. 
Balsa wood and Duct tape were used for the test 

strips. 

The strips stall before the rest of the wing, 
resulting in partial loss of lift which drops the 
nose. The span-wise location of the strips is 
ahead of the horizontal tail. When the stall strips 
trigger a local stall, the horizontal tail is flying in 
the resulting turbulent wake. The turbulence 
results in very strong stick shake to provide 
warning of impending stall, and the interruption 
of smooth wing down wash on the tail reduces 
tail download and lowers the nose. Pulling back 
harder on the stick drives the stall strips deeper 
into stall further increasing buffet and increasing 
the pitch down (recovery) tendency. 

The stall strip effects are C.G. dependent. I have 
tuned mine to yield fairly gentle behavior at aft 
C.G., which yields VERY gentle behavior at 
forward CG .. At forward C.G., power off and 
flaps up, the aircraft will decelerate to heavy 
buffet at 65, slow to 63 as the stick is pulled aft, 
then drop the nose slightly and ACCELERATE 
to 75 mph as the stick hits the aft stop. With full 
aft stick the aircraft buffets and descends at 75 
mph and 1200 fpm in full control. Flying 45 
Degree banks and abrupt maneuvering are no 
problem and easing the stick forward one inch 
results in instant recovery to a normal 75 mph 
glide at SOO rpm. 

All other stalls are more "normal" and very 
gentle. The following are excerpts from a 
portion of the pilot card I flew to test each stall 
strip configuration: 

SOLO (Forward CG.) 

FULL POWER, CLEAN 
Lots of buffet, nose bobs up and down 
with full aft stick, 
can be made to break right if controls 
are abused. 

POWER OFF, CLEAN 
Lots of buffet, can be maneuvered with 
full aft stick in a 
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1200 fpm descent. Crossed controls no 
problem. 

POWER OFF, FULL FLAP 
Nose bobs up and down with full aft 
stick. No break oc 
curs, all controls effective, crossed 
controls no problem. 

POWER OFF, FULL FLAP, FULL 
PEDAL FORWARD SLIP 

Buffet increases with aft stick, rudder 
overpowers the 
ailerons and the aircraft rolls gently 
towards wings level. 
Releasing back pressure yields instant 
recovery. 

Partial power stalls are similar, all stall condi
tions were tested with at least one ball deflection 
right and left skidding flight. 

AFTCG: 

FULL POWER, CLEAN 
LOTS of buffet, will break right if pilot 
persists and the 
stick is pulled full aft. Ample warning 
provided. 

POWER OFF, CLEAN 
LOTS of buffet, can be made to break 
if controls are abused 
at full aft stick. 

POWER OFF, FULL FLAP 

Buffets at 65, drops nose and enters 
steady descent at 75 
mph and 1800 fPm. Can be maneu
vered, but can be made to 
break with control abuse. 

POWER OFF, FULL FLAP, FULL 
PEDAL FORWARD SLIP 

Buffet increases with aft stick, rudder 
overpowers the 
ailerons and the aircraft rolls gently 
towards wings level. 
Releasing back pressure yields instant 
recovery. 

Intentional spins have not been flown in NI OTK 
with or without the stall strips. 

The stall strips produced very similar results 
when installed on Jim Borgs T-18 N80RG. 

CONCLUSIONS: 
Three other pilots have stalled Nl OTK with and 
without the stall strips. The consensus is that 
without the strips, NI0TK stalls sharper than any 
factory builts we had flown and provides very 
little buffet warning. WITH the stall strips, the 
stall is extremely benign with ample, strong 
warning. Configured with stall strips, there is 
virtually no chance that a pilot would unknow
ingly pull the aircraft all the way to a stall, and if 
the stall is actually reached, the stall is benign 
and does not constitute a hazard. 
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SPINNERS 
& OTHER T-18 TIPS 

by Bob Highley 

What a great time we had at the 1991 Fall T-18 
gathering at Kentucky Dam. My vote is that we 
do it there in the Fall next year over the same 
three day weekend. 
Here are some of the "How I Did Its" I prom
ised you at the Fall Happening. 
SPINNER I have a Hartzell constant speed prop 
with one of Ken Brock's spinners. It was origi
nally installed per his instructions but at about 
thirty-five hours it developed some cracks at the 
mounting screws that then started going around 
the circumference from screw to screw. The 
spinner had no wobble and the backplate seemed 
secure. I discovered later that my tach read 175-
200 RPMs low and I had previously adjusted the 
prop stops to get proper take-off RPM. I suspect 
a combination of high RPM and the rather large 
blade cutout holes were too inuch for the spin
ner. (Yes Virginia, I did talk to the prop man 
and found that I had come close to prop 
overspeed but had not exceeded it) 
On to the fix. I cut about 5/S" off all the way 
around the spinner shell and punched new holes. 
With the cowling removed, you can position a 
"one-handed" center punch through the existing 
nut plates and make a mark. Then, using your 
Whitney punch, make stress-free holes for the 
screws. Next, 1 made gap fillers for the blade 
holes out of .63 alclad. These just slip between 
the spinner itself and the backplate. They have a 
couple ofnutplates on each side and also catch 
the end holes at the cutout in the spinner. A 101 
32 screw and nutplate centered on the backplate 
behind the blade completes the installation. (See 
drawing #1.) 
Then, I decided that a front bulkhead was neces-

sary. Locating where the prop hub is inside the 
spinner is a MAJOR pain. I took some rough 
measurements of the inside of the spinner in the 
vicinity of the hub when installed and turned a 
male form block on my Shopsmith. A back-up 
block was also turned. I chucked up a round 
piece of .0406061 T4 and began to learn the 
fine art of aluminum spinning. (My hat is truly 
off to Kenny Brock, now.) I found the trick here 
is to anneal the piece often as you go and the 
flange you are forming will lay right down. In 
this case, I used a welding torch set rich (black 
smoke) and played it on the piece while it was 
turning. Ultimate strength is not the object here, 
shape is. The formed piece now looked like a 
pie plate that just fit into the spinner at the 
location of the prop dome. The next part is the 
real trick to this whole thing. I got some heat 
formable ABS .190 plastic (Kydex) sheet and 
formed a sleeve with a flange that slips over the 
end of the prop dome. This involved a holding 
fixture and a male plug all made out of wood on 
the Shopsmith. This was then riveted to the pie 
plate. (See dwg #2.) The whole thing was then 
epoxied into the spinner with a stuff called PC-7. 
Available in hardware stores, this comes in what 
appears to be two 35MM film cans held together 
with a paper tube. I have used PC-7 all over the 
airplane to include holding the vent tube on my 
fiberglass gas tank. The spinner now has over 
535 hours with no sign of problems. 
ENGINE MOUNT After about 150 hours, I 
discovered a crack where the spools are welded 
to the ring tube on my dynafocal mount. I had 
modified the mount to clear the rear mounted 
carb on the 0-360 A1G6 Lycoming. This 
undoubtedly put radial stress on the ring and the 
standard butt welds were just not up to the task. 
This was fixed by adopting a Mooney procedure 
called out in one of their AD notes. Sorry I 
don't have the number but it involved welding a 
fillet plate between the tube and the spooL (See 
dwg #3.) By the way, these cracks were caught 
on a preflight (cowl cheeks oft) because 1 had 
painted the mount an off-white instead of the 
normal black. The crack had not progressed 
completely around the tube but was plainly 
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visible. I wholeheartedly recommend painting 
the motor mount a light color. This applies to 
the flight control weldments, too. 
AILERONS I had a serendipitous occurrence 
with my ailerons that might help some other T-
18er. From the outset my airplane flew virtually 
hands off. However, at 170 mph and above, roll 
control became very stiff. Other Thorps I had 
flown also exhibited this tendency. I discussed 
this with Lu Sunderland and he said that this was 
just a Thorp idiosyncrasy and since the airplane 
was originally designed for 150 mph cruise, this 
was to be expected. Well, I leamed to live with 
it until I noticed that the ailerons flexed quite a 
bit during hard rolls. Since I really enjoy forma
tion flying and other performance oriented 
maneuvers, I really needed to fix this. I never 
reall y liked my ail erons since they were the first 
parts I made and my quality control was a bit 
lacking. I made a new set with the following 
changes to the plans (yes, I accept full responsi
bility for my actions): upped the skin and stiff
ener thickness to .020; made the skins from one 
piece with a bent up trailing edge (see dwg #4); 
and installed a trim tab outboard on the right 
aileron. Now it really does fly hands off, with 
or without a passenger. The most pleasant part 
of this whole thing was that the airplane can now 
be flown with just fingertip pressure right up to 
redline. This is due to a "fatter trailing edge." I 
have since noticed "fat" edges on competition 
Pitts' and even the Super King Air has bulbs 
built into the ailerons. Making a few test strips 
and bending them on your particular brake will 
aide in determining where the bends will fall and 
thus what the dimensions for the skin should be. 
Bill Williams has even made one piece flap 
skins in this manner. (Hint: The grain of the 
metal must go chord-wise. Also, buy more 
aluminum than you think you will need; mis
takes are not only expensive but also time 
consuming if you have to reorder.) 
WIRING Watch how you route your wiring, 
with particular attention to the proximity of the 
alternator lead and the instrument leads. I had a 
very short first flight due to a high cylinder head 
temp reading. It turned out to be caused by 

induced voltage between wires I had neatly 
bundled to go through the firewall. Keep the 
low voltage probes separate from other wires. 
Quick disconnects installed from the start will 
also save you time when disassembling for later 
inspections and modifications. Crimped-on 
terminals can be a source of corrosion induced 
open circuits, though. Do a thorough wiring job 
the first time or you will end up doing it again. 
Voice of experience here. 
OTHER TIPS Temperfoam for the seats is 
worth the price. Round off (for hip comfort) 
and reinforce the tunnel in between the seats so 
it can be used as a step. (See dwg #5.) Reinforce 
the top of the deck behind the seatback with a 
transverse stiffener as this is the one place every 
passenger wants to steady himself when getting 
in an out of the plane. (See dwg #6.) I highly 
recommend the Sunderland style cutout of the 
deck over the baggage area - it allows inflight 
access and makes it whole lot easier to load and 
unload. Don't use "Herculon" for upholstery; 
it won't stand up in the sun. Be extremely 
careful with zinc chromate or for that matter any 
of the exotic products used for metal protection. 
Journals of industrial medicine have documented 
the effects of long term exposure since the 
World War Two era. The medical text pictures 
alone are enough to scare you off. That's all for 
now. I will try to send more as I remember how 
it was done. A final word: Stick with the 
project, it is worth every cut, burn, hour and 
dollar spent. Bob Highley 

----------------
EDITOR'S NOTE Tools. Tools 

If you didn't drop in and meet Bob Avery of 
Avery Tools while you were at Oshkosh, you 
really should give him a call and get his tool 
catalog. I'm now using a number of his tools in 
my shop and they are great. Each item is quality 
built. For example rivet set with all sides and 
corners polished and rounded. Extra care on 
everything. What a pleasure to find a business 
man that is concerned and willing to spend his 
time solving our tool and building problems. 
His phone is (8 I 7) 267-9407 
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FUEL FLOW TOTALIZER 
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by Edwin Poe 

I was very unhappy with the fuel gauge on 
my T-18, It was the standard Stewart Warner 
gauge driven by a reostat attached to a float. The 
gauge doesn't read empty when the tank is 
empty or full when the tank is full, The scale is 
only about an inch long and marked at the 
quarter scale points, Even if the gauge and 
sender were perfect the peculiar shape of the 
tank would introduce a major non linearity. I 
tried several ideas involving an electronic ampli
fier between the reo stat and the gauge which 
would allow me to calibrate the zero and full 
points and to adjust the gain in a non linear way 
to corTespond to the tank shape. I didn't have 
much luck as the package got large and compli
cated. I still couldn't do anything about the low 
resolution gauge. The best idea was to use one of 
the commercially available fuel flow instru
ments. These give lots of infonnation such a 
fuel used, fuel left, fuel flow rate, time left, 
baseball scores and several other things I really 
didn't need. And they were EXPENSIVE. I 
don't object to lots of information I just couldn't 
afford it. So I built my own and kept the cost 
down by only keeping track of the fuel used. My 
total cost was about $200 most of which was for 
the fuel flow transducer. My totalizer uses the 
fuel flow transducer manufactured by 
FLOSCAN Instrument Company Inc. My panel 
indicator is a 12 volt 3 decade mechanical 
counter with a front reset. The advantage of a 
mechanical counter over an electronic counter is 
its intrinsic memory when power is turned off. 
The electronics package schematic is shown with 
component sizes. I am not a circuit engineer and 

suspect that there is a better, cheaper, more 
reliable way to accomplish the objective. How
ever this works and is in use in my T -18 and I 
like it. 

THEORY OF OPERATION 
The fuel flow transducer is installed in the 

fuel line just before it enters the carbo As fuel 
passes through the transducer a number of pul ses 
are generated proportional to the amount of fuel. 
This will vary but is in the neighborhood of 
100,000 pulses per gallon. Due to the pressure 
drop across the transducer it would not be 
suitable for use in a gravity feed system. Since I 
want a panel indication for each tenth of a gallon 
all I have to do is count 10,000 pulses and 
trigger the counter. I don't want a fixed count 
counter since there is a need to calibrate the 
instrument to the exact output of the individual 
counter and installation. There is some signal 
shaping in the transducer itself giving a square 
wave output from 1 v to 12v. This signal is sent 
via cable (I used shielded) to the electronics 
board where it is inverted and level adjusted by a 
schmidt trigger for input to a 14 stage binary 
counter. The 8 most significant digits are con
nected to a DIP switch. The output of the switch 
is connected to an 8 bit nand gate. I installed a 
47K pull up resistor on each input to the nand 
gate. By setting the dip switch to the desired 
binary number the counter will keep at least one 
bit low until the exact count is reached. Wben 
the nand gate is satisfied an output is generated. 
(My counter is presently set to give one pulse 
out for each 9408 pulses in.) The output from 
the nand gate starts a 555 connected as a one 
shot. This serves as a pulse stretcher and pro
vides an output to reset the counter to zero and a 
pulse to the transistor driver to set the counter. A 
voltage regulator is installed to generate 5v. The 
IC's were obtained from Digi-Key but should be 
available from any electronics dealer. (Radio 
Shack will not have most of the IC's.) The unit 
was built on a Radio Shack proto board 276-168 
with room to spare. I found a 3 decade counter 
in a local junk store and have no idea how to get 
any more. However I did operate the unit with 
the Radio Shack counter 277-222 which works 
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very well. The only thing is it has too many 
decades. I suppose you could modify the circuit 
and count each III 00 gallon and amaze your 
friends or just paint over the decades not in use. 

Operation 

Each time I fill the tank I push the reset to set 
the counter to zero. The system is wired directly 
to the 12v bus so it cannot be turned off. As I 
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fly the counter counts off the fuel I have used. I 
know I have a 29.6 gallon tank and therefore 
can always tell how much fuel I have left. 
When first put into use the accuracy will be off. 
I reset the dip switch after each filling to correct 
the error. It takes a few tanks of gas to get the 
calibration correct but from then on the counter 
will generally agree with the gas truck counter 
within a few tenths of a gallon. 
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~\ TO 48 STATES 
L~ by Edwin Poe 

~~ 

Diary of Thorp T-18 flight to 32 states by Bill 
Mixon and Edwin Poe. June 18, 1990 through June 
27, 1990. This trip was part of a series of flights to 
accomplish a full stop landing in each of the lower 
48 states. 
June 18, 1990 Deer Valley, AZ to New Braunfels TX 
Flying time 6: 00 

Loaded T -18 to approximately 1540 pounds 
with about 40 pounds in the baggage compartment 
and 10 pounds under the seats. This kept the aft CG 
just ahead of the neutral point when the fuel had 
been burned down to 8 gallons. Experience on the 
trip showed a significant reduction in pitch stability 
when slowing down to land after a long flight. (The 
pilot and copilot each weighed about 185 pounds.) 
Although the takeoff weight exceeded the design 
gross weight of 1500 pounds it was never necessary 
to land over gross. The few high altitude airports 
were no problem for the T-18. The first thing 
noticed as we prepared for the start of the trip was 
that the recently worked on intercomm would not 
work. It had been checked on installation by 
checking only the pilot position assuming that if it 
worked there then the copilot position would work 
too. Shortly after departure and transit of the PHX 
TCA it was apparent that the Alpha 200B Ornni was 
very insensitive and would not be useful. The set 
had been working very well the last time I checked. 
(The VOR is seldom used in local flying in Arizona 
since the mountains combined with 75 mile visibil
ity make visual navigation much easier.) Since the 
new Loran didn't work very well in the desert 
southwest this put us into the mode of navigation by 
highways with a sectional in the lap. Even so the 

days flight to New Braunfels Texas with stops at 
Demming New Mexico and Fort Stockton Texas 
went very well and we arrived within minutes of the 
flight plan. Bill's brother met us at the airport and 
we spent a pleasant evening at his house. The Loran 
was working the gulf chain by the time we reached 
New Braunfels. 
June 19, New Braunfels TXto Griffin GA. 
Flying time 7: 27 

Early departure from New Braunfels caused us 
to fly directly into the sun on a very hazy day. To 
get above the haze would result in almost total loss 
of visual contact with the ground so we stayed low. 
Even so the horizon over the nose was lost in the 
haze. It was actually easier to fly on partial panel (I 
don't have an artificial horizon installed) even 
though we probably had 5 miles visibility. Some
where along this leg the frequency display on the 
Apollo 706 communications radio decided to quit. 
The radio worked OK but you had to remember 
which frequency you had keyed in. We stopped at 
Chennault airport (near Lake Charles La) which 
sports a control tower even though I never saw 
another plane land or take off while we were there. 
From Chennault it was a bouncy one hour and forty 
minutes to Picayune Mississippi. The weather 
remained hazy, and at low altitudes the turbulence 
was moderate but continuous. The Loran was boss 
and we went where it told us and it never let us 
down. Most of the trip was flown at 1000 to 3000 
AGL due to either the short hops or the overcast and 
haze. The turbulence at these altitudes was enough 
to cause us to slow the plane below the planned 
cruise speed. From Picayune MS we flew to 
Crestview FL. Heavy military training in the area 
resulted in many MOAs and we couldn't miss them 
all. We stayed as high as possible to avoid overfly
ing small fields near their pattern altitude. 
Crestview is a civilian field but it looked like the 
military owned it with significant helicopter and 
light twin military traffic. I was happy to get clear 
of the area and head north to Georgia. The weather 
all across the gulf coast looked like it might start 
raining and storming at any minute. The fore
cast when we left Crestview was for scattered 
T'storms and rain showers all up and down the 
coast. The national news that evening reported 
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the combination of heat and humidity along the 
coast as "dangerous". When we turned north the 
visibility started to improve and by the time we 
reached Griffin GA we had effectively left the 
humid, low ceilings of the gulf coast. Also we had 
left the high density military traffic. The ovemite at 
Griffin GA was interesting for its contrast with other 
airports, particularly in the west. No one answered 
the unicorn, the line boy overflowed the gas tank 
even though he was cautioned, the airport had an 
ovemite tiedown fee, none of the motels had a free 
pick up and of course the airport didn't have a 
courtesy car. The taxi to the hotel was prompt and 
the hotel nice so things went well. 

June 20, 1990 Griffin GA to Greenville TN Flying 
time 1:45 

From Griffin GA to Clemson SC we started 
seeing hills for the first time since west Texas. At 
Clemson the approach to the airport from the east 
provides a good view of a large sport stadium which 
we took to be the Clemson football stadium. From 
Clemson to Ashville NC the hills got higher and 
steeper. Just a few miles south of Ashville we found 
a very tall antenna right on our route which looked 
like it was high enough to snag airplanes. From 
Ashville to Greenville TN was an interesting flight 
up a wide pass in the mountains. As we approached 
Tennessee the land opened up into much flatter (not 
to say flat) terrain. The weather to the north and 
northwest of Greenville didn't look good and a 
phone call confirmed that a weather front blocked 
our path with ridges obscured and visibilities of less 
than one mile. We sat around the airport a while 
and finally gave up. We took advantage ofthe delay 
to change the oil and check the torque on the propel
ler bolts. I took the intercomm out and carried it 
back to the motel. The motel driver (turned out to 
be the owner) agreed to swing by a Radio Shack so I 
could buy a soldering iron, a roll of solder and two 
2.2K resistors. I repaired the intercomm at the motel 
and it worked for the rest of the trip although it was 
noisy. A loud sputtering sound was in the audio and 
it made the continuous use of the intercomm tire
some. At the same time I reversed the antenna 
connections to the Alpha 200B. This brought the 
Omni to life again. I guess I had reversed these 

connections the last time I installed the panel and 
never checked. This got all the electronics working 
again except I didn't have any display offrequency 
on the 706 comm radio. 

June 21, 1990 Greenville TN to Fredrick MD 
Flying time 3: 06 

The weather continued bad the morning of the 
21st. We hung around until about 10:30am until we 
were sure of our destination and an alternate. The 
weather at first was low clouds broken to overcast. 
By the time we reached Pikeville KY the ceiling 
was at least 5000 AGL and broken. The Pikeville 
airport had been the cause for much concern due to 
the entry in the Flight Guide about a drop off 800' 
from the end of the runway with landslide damage to 
the runway. We plotted several alternatives in case 
we got there and decided not to land. It turned out 
OK since the runway was long enough to avoid the 
damage area. From Pikeville to Beckley WV was a 
very pretty trip. There was no level ground to speak 
of and everything was covered with trees. This 
terrain continued almost all the way to Shenandoah 
VA. The small towns were down in the Vee shaped 
valleys and were frequently only one street wide. 
From Shenandoah to Fredrick MD we flew up the 
Shenandoah valleys. I couldn't resist trying to 
imagine the large Confederate and Union armies 
moving up and down this terrain. 

June 22, 1990 Fredrick MD to Ithaca NY Flying 
time 6:16 

This day promised to be the most demanding 
day of the trip. I started off hoping to get as far as 
Maine. We actually got all the way to western New 
York. The weather was good with a high scattered 
layer later in the day. However the haze was 
everywhere and visibility varied from 7 to 10 miles. 
Light to moderate turbulence came up in mid day 
and increased into the afternoon. When we left 
Vermont for Ithaca we went to 8500' and the air was 
very smooth. At that altitude we were just above 
scattered clouds. We flew from Fredrick to 
Middletown DE and then circled around the 
Philadelphia TCA to the coast and up to 
Farmingdale NJ. This took us practically over 
Lakehurst and the large dirigible hangers were 
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very easy to see. However we never did see 
Philadelphia. When we left Farmingdale we 
flew out over the Atlantic ocean for a mile and 
then turned to steer through the narrow gap 
seperating the Philadelphia TCA and the New 
York TCA. We had to be very careful with 
navigation here as we wanted to fly completely 
around the New York TCA to Waterbury CT. 
This is when the Loran decided to just plain 
quit! Fortunately the Omni was working by now 
and we would be able to continue but the Loran 
would really be missed. I checked the signal 
strength and found that the master station (I 
didn't check the slaves) had zero signal strength. 
I suspected that the station was off the air and 
sure enough in about 10 minutes the warning lite 
went off and the Loran started working good as 
ever. Nothing like this ever happened again and 
I am now convinced that the trouble was on the 
ground. In any case we flew west around NYC 
about 25 miles out and never saw the City. 
What is more surprising is the amount of open 
land and woods we saw so close to such a large 
town. As we swung around to the NE and over 
CT the population density increased rapidly. Air 
traffic was not a problem even though there was 
more of it here than we had seen before. I'm 
surprised how few airports have active towers. 
Unicorn is used everywhere and the traffic is 
well behaved. We landed at Waterbury Con
necticut and again at Pawtucket Rhode Island 
where we bought gas. A landing at Fitchburg 
Massachusetts and on to Sanford Maine which 
marked the turn around point. Everything from 
here on was on the way home. Maine, New 
Hampshire, and Vermont were very lush with 
trees covering everything which wasn't town or 
highway. The ski runs on the mountains were 
obvious. Population density had dropped off 
quite a bit from early in the day and airports 
started getting farther apart. We landed in Keene 
New Hampshire for gas and just stopped by at 
Bennington Vermont. We flew just north of 
Albany NY and south of Syracuse on a line to 
Ithaca. The weather and visibility remained 
good into Ithaca but it didn't look real great to 
the west. Within two hours of tie down at Ithaca 

we were experiencing a light rain. We had 
flown up to the front of a weather system headed 
east while we were headed west. We would 
spend two and a half days waiting for this 
weather to get by so we could continue. After 
tying the plane down we started calling hotels/ 
motels but they were all full. So we tried to rent 
a car so we could look for a place to stay and all 
the rental agents reported 'no cars'. Finally we 
phoned an economy motel and got a room and 
took the airport limousine to the motel. We 
made arrangements to be picked up first thing in 
the morning on the reasonable assumption that 
the weather would be good. 

June 23, 1990 1thaca NY 
The weather was not flyable at all. We 

hung around the airport for a while and even 
borrowed some tools and checked the plugs and 
plug wires trying to locate the source of inter
com noise. Finally gave up and started the hotel 
search routine again. This time we found a hotel 
with free pickup (but very expensive rooms). So 
we spent another night. 

June 24, 1990 1thaca NY 
Another rush trip out to the airport and a 

call to Flight Service and another day grounded. 
This time we finally were able to rent a car and 
took off to see Harris Hill at Elmira NY about 
45 miles south. I had known about Harris Hill 
since I was a small boy but this was my first 
visit. They were flying gliders in spite oflow 
ceilings and strong winds. We also toured the 
Glider Museum. With a car we were able to 
locate another economy motel. 

June 25,1990 Ithaca NY to Bowling Green 
Oll. Flying time 3:41 

The weather where we wanted to go was 
reported good but Ithaca was marginal until 
midmorning. After we could see blue sky 
overhead and only broken clouds on the horizon 
we took off. The first thing we found was that 
the bottom of the broken clouds was only about 
1000' AGL. The visibility was at least 10 miles 
so we struck out on course. The clouds didn't 
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improve so we stayed below them. The ground 
did get higher until about 70 miles west of Ithaca 
we were unable to continue. We turned back to 
Elmira which was the last good airport we had 
passed. After some confusion on my part as to 
which runway we were supposed to land on we 
put the plane down and started waiting again. 
There was a FSS on the field. The briefer didn't 
think the weather was as bad as we had actually 
found it. However in our discussion with him he 
pointed out that all of his reports came from 
airports which were always in the valleys and 
might not accurately represent what we found in 
trying to cross the hills to the west. I finally 
woke up and checked the map and sure enough it 
was totally unnecessary to fly over the high 
ground. If we diverted due north for about 40 
miles we could end run the hills. It worked. By 
the time we got back on course in very good 
weather we had pretty well shot the day. We 
landed in Port Meadville for gas and continued 
on to Bowling Green Ohio. The FBO at Bowling 
Green OH was very helpful and loaned us a 
courtesy car. An uncertain age green cadillac. It 
ran and that was enough. 

June 26, 1990 Bowling Green OH to Elk City 
OK Flying time 7:22 

The day started off as the best flying day 
since we left Phoenix. The air was clear with 
visibility in excess of 30 miles with no clouds. 
The run up to Coldwater Michigan gave us a 
good view of Lake Erie. From there a smooth 
run down to Kokomo Indiana and we were 
beginning to believe all the weather was behind 
us. As the day progressed we picked up some 
small summer Cu but scattered and well above 
us. We made great time and got all the way to 
Effingham IL with no delays. However at 
Effingham we met a student pilot who had just 
cancelled his cross country trip due to thunder
stOlms. 1 called Flight Service and sure enough 
our next planned stop in Missouri was at that 
very moment under a 'violent' thunderstorm. 
There was a line ofT'storms running NE to SW 
pretty much on our course. It was reported to be 
moving to the SE at 35 knotts. It was not part of 

a front. After waiting an hour we took off and 
flew under the east end of the line of storms. 
We flew around a few light showers and came 
out on the back side of the heavy clouds. When 
we got to Lebannon MO and called Flight 
Service they told me that Rogers AR was just 
north of a very heavy storm which was moving 
SE. They suggested we wait an hour and call 
back. Since we had clear air and were on the 
back side of the storm we waited for about 20 
minutes and took off. We had no problems into 
Rogers AR but could see the dark clouds of the 
storm just to the south. Flight Service cautioned 
that the route from Rogers Ar to Elk City OK 
was subject to scattered thunderstorms with 
moderate turbulence. We didn't see a thing and 
had a nice trip into Elk City OK. 

June 27, 1990 Elk City OK to Phoenix AZ 
Flying time 6:00 

Elk City to Double Eagle airport (Albu
querque) with a gas stop at Tucumcari NM and 
we were on our way home. Things went very 
well. As expected the Loran started acting up 
just about the same time the omni lost St Johns 
VOR. I thought we had it made and hadn't even 
bothered to call Flight Service. About 35 miles 
east of Payson we started running into heavy 
smoke and had to make a 1800 turn to maintain 
visual contact with the ground. 1 called Flight 
Watch and was told of numerous fires all along 
the rim and told that VFR flight over the rim 
was not possible. I turned south thinking to skirt 
the fire but found the smoke everywhere. As we 
flew south over very rough terrain with all the 
valleys filled with smoke the Loran gave up and 
died. I was too far for the Salt River VOR and 
we couldn't match the ground with the sectional. 
Finally 1 recognized Cherry Creek and turned 
toward Phoenix. A short time later I saw Four 
Peaks, the omni picked up SRP, and the Loran 
decided to give it another try. The ATIS at Deer 
Valley was reporting 109 degrees and it was 
only 11:20am! Welcome home! 
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TRAILING EDGES 
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~~, J]dFJ-! .~ 
by Floyd Meyer 

A bit on trailing edges. Most have said" Clamp 
them, then squeeze the rivets" and I must agree, 
for it worked well for those cases when I could 
use that method. But -- I had borrowed a 
squezzer from a friend, who now had it in full 
time use. My rudder and trim tabs were ready to 
close. So I opted to try an alternative, which 
worked, and which just might be of value to 
others -
Assume the mess is done, except for closure of 
the trailing edge. Then 

*. Align the edge, using the eyeball. Clamp 
it between angles, drilled to provide clearance 
for Clecos and rivet sets. 

*. Drill, and Cleco, # 40. I am not sure this 
is necessary but I do it pro-forma. 

*. Drill out to #30, using dowels in about 
every 4th hole ( I used taper pins - slope about 
.002"/inch - which worked great. I do not know 
where to get them - I borrowed them from a 
machinest friend.) Cleco every hole not dow
eled. 

*. Dissasemble the mess and debur it. 
Reassemble, dowel, cleco, and clamp it tightly, 
and now you are ready to rivet. 

*. Set air pressure at the gun at the absolute 
minimum which willl set the SOFT rivet with 
about 4 - 5 hits. I used the "Coin Press" 
method of dimpling - described before in the 
Newsletter - then drove the rivet. Riveting 
started at those holes with taper pin dowels. *. 
Perhaps the most critical part is hole alignment. 
Should a rivet not enter the hole with just finger 
pressure, then REAM the hole - do not attempt 
to lever (Ice-pick) it into alignment. My tests on 
scrap clearly showed that the latter always 
caused a wiggled trail edge, whereas reaming the 
hole did not. I guess the soft (470-A) rivet 

expands without distortion of the edge. The 
resultant trailing edges were straight, per eyeball 
assessment. So here is an alternative if you do 
not have a squezzer, which I would use ifI had 
it. Floyd Myers 

KENTUCKY DAM FALL 1991 
The following folks were at the Fall 91 Ken
tucky Dam Event. Hope I didn't miss anyone! 

Roy & Karen Farris, Noble, III 
Clif Redden, Georgetown, OH 
Dwight Scaggs, Blanchester, OH 
Don Warner, New Smyrna, FL 
Steve Hawley, Tucson, AZ 
Joe Forbes, Planto Center, IL 
Mac Booth, Daleville, AL 
Bud & Marge Payne, Austin, TX 
Joe T. Miles, Crossville, TX 
Lee Skillman, Mobile, AL 
Paul & Helen Shifflett, Earlham, IA 
Dan & Jane Wolfe, Fairburn, OH 
John & Neora McClure, Marietta, GA 
Stash & Gladys Simpson, Wichita Falls, TX 
Bill Williams, Tampa, FL 
Bob & Susan Highley, Sumter, SC 
Leroy & Mary Holt, Savanna, OK 
Ed & Jeannette Ludtke, Sioux Falls, SD 
Gary & Maxine Green, Granbury, TX 
John (Bob) Olds, Davenport, IA 
Richard Snelson, Clinton, IL 
Dick & Mary Amsden, Mt. Clemens, MN 
Bob & Carolyn Jaeger, Northlake, IL 
Chuck & Michelle Meyer 
Ken & Mary Rhoades, Peoria, IL 
Gary Cotner & Judy Barfield Collinsville, OK 

KENTUCKY 
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DID YOU SHAKE YOUR TAIL 
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TODAY? 

by Walt Giffin 

After the T -18 forum at Oshkosh 91 
concerning severe tail oscillation, I became 
concerned about looseness in my own 
stabilator. Shaking the tail on N78WG after 
the forum seemed to increase the deflection I 
had previously noted. Maximum deflection 
measured at the outer tip of the stabilator was 
approximately 0.25 in. Since this airplane had 
accumulated over 1300 hours since its comple
tion in 1979 and had never had the tail 
removed for lubrication or any other purpose, 
investigation seemed in order. 
My good friend Dean Cochran of Broomfield 
Colorado properly chastised me for delinquent 
maintenance and then agreed to fabricate any 
bushings we might need to tighten up the 
control system. Upon removal of the stabilator 
we found very little play in the 594 spacers 
and evidence that the original Lubriplate grease 
was still providing lubrication. Dean fabri
cated spacers which were .002 oversize and 
removed nearly all of the play in the 
stabilator. No reaming was necessary. 

When the rudder was removed and the 
pressure of the rudder springs released, consid
erable play in the top rudder bushing (581) was 
apparent. The hole in which the bushing rides 
was worn an elliptical shape the major 
axis of wear being perpendicular to the fuselage 
center line. The bottom bushing seemed tight 
and both appeared to be adequately lubricated. 
The mounting holes were straightened and 
aligned with a guide and expansion reamer 
provided by Dean. An oversized micarta bush
ing was fitted to the top attach point. An 
additional problem was noted in that the AN 
23-9 Clevis bolts which attach the rudder cables 
to the rudder horn were found to be severely 

grooved and were replaced. 
To complete the reworking of the 

control system, all bushings from the stick 
sockets to the tail were removed, inspected 
and lubricated. All bushings (496, 554, 555) 
were found to be snug and adequately lubri
cated in spite of over 12 years use accumulating 
1300 hours of flight time and no previous main
tenance. 

One other unrelated problem was 
discovered during the extensive tail mainte
nance. The tailgear fitting 583 had developed 
three radial cracks from one of the rivet holes 
which fastens the fitting to the fuselage belly 
skin. Both the necessity for that particular 
rivet and the reason for the cracks remain a 
mystery to me. The cracks were stop drilled 
and frequent inspections are planned to evalu
ate the need for a doubler in that area. 

So there you have it. I now have more 
peace of mind and a very smooth functioning 
control system. The moral is: the T -18 is a 
very well designed airplane; it is great to 
have knowledgeable friends to help make 
repairs when necessary; and at least once 
every 1300 hours you should take time to 
"shake your tail" to see ifit has any messages 

for you. 

FOR SALE ITEMS 
Set of prepunched metal templates and wood 
form blocks for Standard T-18. Also 1203/32 
and 300 1/8 decos. Gerald K. Czarniak, 4536 W 
Norwich Ave. Greenfield, WI 53220 Phone 
414-54]-0318 

For Sale: T/S-18 Horizontal Stabilator, S-18 
Ailerons, S-18 Plans with Sunderland,'s Book, 
also 180 HP 63 aIds AI V-8 professionally 
rebuilt ready for reduction unit. Alan Reich 
2161 Gazebo, Idaho Falls ID 83402 Phone (208) 
522-3]91 

For Sale: A flip over project, some wrinkled 
skin fwd. Aft fuse good condition, wings will 
need some skin work. 600 hI' 0-290-g goes with 
it. A lot of extras $1500 Bob Slagle, (409) 265-
8383 
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CRANKCASE 
BREATHER 

by John Evens 

October 30, 1991 

Thought I'd give you an update on 71JE (s/n 
1171). I've put 116 hrs. on it now in the first 
year. It flies like a dream! Luckily, my wife and 
kids love to fly with me, and the only problem 
is who to take. We're based at Jeffco airport in 
Denver with Dean Cochran (J IDC). I've flown 
to Butte, Montana (past the Tetons, over 
Yellowstone, etc,), Rapid City, SD (Mt. 
Rushmore), Nebraska, Kansas, all over Colorado 
(including Leadville and Aspen), and most 
recently to Kerrville, Texas for the fly in 
(where we were very happy and proud to win 
"Reserve Champion - Plans Built Custom"). It 
was great to see 6 other T-18's and Dick Cavin 
there. I recently installed a Garmin GPS I 00 
(global positioning system receiver) and it is 
really something! Weighs approx. 250z., and 
gives 3D navigation at up to 49ft. accuracy 
anywhere in the world. It has features too 
numerous to mention, and is only 6.25" x 2" x 
3.95" deep. It uses a tiny little antenna which 
I've mounted on the deck behind the seats. 
Anyway, some of the guys at Kerrville said I 
should share the crankcase breather system that 
Dean Cochran and I are using. It uses a com
mon G.M. emission part - a check valve (pmi 
#22048214 or equivalent) which is attached to a 
small tube which is welded to and protudes a 
small distance into one of the exhaust tail 
pipes. The end of this small tube is cut off at a 
450 angle, facing downstream. This produces a 
small amount of suction on the tube as the 
exhaust gases flow past. The check valve is there 
as a safety device in case of backfire - flow can 

only go in one direction. The crankcase 
breather line goes from the engine into a small 
loseparatorlbreather", which is just a chamber 
made of aluminum, which allows positive free 
breathing to the atmosphere, yet any oil which 
comes down the-tube drips straight through and 
into the checkvalve/exhaust pipe, where it is 
burned instead of getting on your airplane. 
Please excuse the drawing, as it was done in a 
big hurry. The tubes on the "separator/ 
breather" going from the crankcase and to the 
checkvalve can be one piece by simply making a 
good cut-out in one side (located towards bottom 
of chamber). This will simplify alignment and 
fabrication. I have used this system for 116 
hrs. (I year) with no problems. It is not an 
original idea, but the addition of the "separator/ 
breather" is. When measured, we found that a 
pretty good amount of suction was produced 
through the checkvalve, and I didn't like the idea 
of either pressurizing or depressurizing my 
crankcase. That's all for now. John Evens 6855 
Allison St. Arvada, Colorado 80004 (303) 420-
27254 PS - Enclosed is a picture of my plane at 
Aspen, Colorado this last September. 

John Evens T 18 at Aspen, Colorado 
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CRANKCASE BREATHER SYSTEM 

BY JOHN EVENS 
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NEWS RELEASE 

THE AIRPLANE PLASTICS COMPANY 
8300 Dayton Road, Fairborn, Ohio 45324 

(513)864-5607 

From: Airplane Plastics Co. A Division of Fox Lite, Inc. 

Subject: A break through in canopy forming technology. 
Airplane Plastics Co. of Dayton, Ohio, is now making airplane canopies by a new 
molding process that produces high quality optics comparable to military fighters. 
This new proprietary process has been in development since 1975, when the origi
nal company, The Airplane Factory, started making free blown canopies for the KR-
1. Production molds now exist for the Thorp T-18, Thorp 211 and Questair Ven
ture. Other molds for producing extra high quality canopies for home built air
craft are planned for 1992. Walter S. Hoy PresidentiChiefEngineer 
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FOR SALE 

Canopy Covers: T-18 canopy covers specif'y regular or wide body. Made from "Evolu
tion 3", a fabric designed to "Breath" but not let moisture or dirt penetrate. Should 
prevent plexiglas etching due to moisture & heat buildup. Price $90 each. 
Contact Ed Ludtke, 2301 Dartmoor, Sioux Falls, SD 57106 
Phone 605-361-2301 

Editor's note: I have one of these and they are great! Those of you at Kentucky Dam 
last Fall got to see on of these covers. Ed is also looking for an engine, see below. 

Wanted 0320-0360 Lyc Engine in any condition, must have dynafocal mount. Contact 
Ed at the above address or phone number. 

BuHdin2Tip 
This building tip came from Cliff Redden of Georgetown, Ohio and it's covers a small electrical 
device called a Cord Grip that makes about the nicest firewall feedthru for wires or throttle/mixture 
cables that you can get. They are made of aluminum with a rubber insert sized for electrical cords. 
They look a little like a pipe bulkhead fitting with a standard electrical conduit size with a conduit 
nut for connection to the firewall. As the cover is tightened down the rubber is compressed against 
the cable or wire for a tight fit. I put a small piece of abestos in them on the firewall side for fire 
protection. For the throttle/mixture control feedthru I turned them around backward which put the 
rubber and it's cover on the inside of the fuselage, this gave me about another inch for the cables to 
move with the engine bracket that attaches to the carbo 

Cord grip labels, you pick the grip range to suit the 
application. They also come in right angle models that 
would be nice for large wire buudles. 

1'1*-- f •• waIl 

CORD GRITP 

cinch cover 

rubber plug 
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SPRING 1992 T-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY MEETING 

Oct 30, 1991 
Dear Rich, 

As I mentioned on the phone a few days ago, I have reserved a block of 
26 rooms at Western Hills Lodge for the 8th and 9th of May, 1992. The rooms are 
$49 for lakeside and $54 for poolside. There are also 3 cottages available for $80 per 
night. Each cottage can accomodate 2 couples (3 couples if they chose to use the 
couch/hide-a-bed). Maxine and I plan to reserve one of the cottages and hope 
the other two cottages will be taken by others in our group. By the way, one 
only has to take a room for one night instead of two as at Texoma Lodge and 
Western Hills does have a bar. What I think we should do is to plan a hamburger 
cook out at our cottage on the Saturday evening instead of trying to organize a 
banquet. If we can get T-18ers in the ajoining cottages, I think we can pull 
this off fairly efficiently. The Lodge will cater the cookout if we choose to go 
that route, or we can do it ourselves. The airport is called Sequoyah Park and is 
on the northeast corner of the Dallas-Ft Worth sectional. There is no fuel on the 
field but Tahlequah is about 12 miles east and Muskogee is about 12 miles 
southwest. We'll also have to arrange for a port-a-potty to be available. There is 
a phone at the airport and the lodge will provide a shuttle on request. The 
"Short Winged Pipers" had their national convention at Western Hills a couple 
years ago and from all reports I've heard they were very pleased with the entire 
setup. They seem to understand airplane talk. I'd suggest folks make their reserva
tions now. They can cancel their reservations later up until 5 days in advance 
unless its for an emergency in which case they may accept a last minute cancella
tion. The number to call is 913-772-2545 and ask to talk to Aletha. Tell them you 
want to be with the Green T-18 party. You can write to: Western Hills Guest Ranch 
Box 509 Wagoner, Ok 74477 

1 hope you have your T-18 finished and flying in time for our Spring get 
together. I also hope I have mine re-painted by then. 

Gary Green 
2530 Bellechase 
Granbury, Tx 76048 
817-579-1995 
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echnical 
Reprint from The EAA Publication TECHNICAL COUNSELOR 

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEIT BOLTS 
By Martin Hollman Aircraft Designs AprillMay 
1991 

Every part that goes into the construction 
of an aircraft is critical. Seemingly insignificant 
parts often play very essential roles. Ex
amples of these small but vital parts are the 
bolts that hold much of our aircraft together. 
Because the hardware involved in aircraft 
are subjected to extreme stress and 
demanding conditions, it is absolutely 
imperative that the bolts be of the highest 
quality. Many bolts are being substituted for 
lower grade bolts. These counterfeit bolts are 
of substandard quality and pose a possible 
risk. The manufacturers of the bolts are able 
to mass produce the hardware at a lower 
cost by using cheaper grades of steel 
and using nonstandard heat treatment. 
These lower grade substitutes are be
coming increasing common. Examine any 
bolts you purchased recently. The follow
ing key will help identify counterfeit bolts. Be 
wary of all Grade 5 and Grade 8 fasteners of 
foreign origin that do not have any 
manufacturer's headmarks. Note: Grade 5 
bolts have three marks. Grade 8 bolts have 
six. The headmark (if any) will normally be 
in the center of the head. A hollow triangle 
as illustrated below is a suspect counterfeit 
bolt and should be replaced. 

The following headmarks manufactured 
by the indicated companies are suspect 
fasteners. Any suspected counterfeits should 
be replaced with known quality fasteners. 

HEADMARK 
A 
NF 
H 
M 
MS 

Hollow Triangle 
E 
KS 
RT 
FM 
KY 
I 
UNY 

MANUFACTURER 
Asohi Mfg. (Japan) 
Nippon Fasteners (Japan) 
Hinomoto Metal (Japan) 
Minamida Sicybo (Japan) 
Minato Kogyp (Japan) 
Infasco 

Daici (Japan) 
Kosaka Kogyo (Japan) 
Takai Ltd. (Japan) 
Fastener Co. of Japan 
Kyoei Mfg. (Japan) 
Jinn Her (Taiwan) 
Unytite (Japan) 

Editor's Note: EAA Headquarters has 
been contacted by u.s. Customs in Florida 
and the state of Washington regarding the 
counteifeit situation. This is a SERIOUS 
problem. The problem is that it became 
known as a way to make a great deal of 
money and it is obvious you can see that 
both Taiwan and Japan hopped on the 
bandwagon. We have had literally thousands 
of pounds of these bogus bolts stopped by 
Customs and the process is an ongoing one. 
The problem is that a great number of these 
bolts are in the pipeline and in the hands of 
suppliers to date. At this time, there is a 
new congressional mandate that manufac
turers must supply their distributors with full 
technical information on the bolts they 
manufacture. Apparently, the distributors are 
not required to do the same for wholesalers 
or retailers unless specifically requested. 
Probably the best thing is to specifically ask 
the supplier for further information on the 
bolts. It will end up costing everyone more but 
this is about the only way to be sure. The 
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other thing to do is to either have Rockwell 
or Brinnell hardness tests on a group of bolts 
you buy. In particular, this would apply to 
propeller, wing and landing gear attach 
bolts or any bolts that are operating near 
the maximum of their strength. The Gov
ernment agency that is taking the most 
action on this is u.s. Customs and in particu
lar I want to thank Ed Smith of the Tampa 
office for bringing this to our attention again, If 
you would like a copy of their quality act, 
House Rule 3000, dated November 16, 1990, 
you can write to EAA, Information Services 
for it, Many thanh to Congressman Tho
mas Petri, WI Congressman, for supply
ing us a copy of this law, 

PLAN TO ATTEND THE SUN'N FUN FLY-IN THIS YEAR! 
r·zHw .. ' .... ~_. __ .. ·,..' ... ,..,. _-'c 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

ISSUE NUMBER 83 

This special issue of the T-18 Newsletter is dedicated to the memory of John Thorp, who 
passed away April 18, 1992. 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~o o~ 

~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ A "illn"" "ileo"" atfinolo P'u", """ think ofth' man that ~ 
~
\\U designed our T-18s and started us toward the goal of building ~(lf) 
~U and flying our own airplanes. The news of John Thorp's (If) 

~ 
passing came Saturday, April 18, as I worked, surrounded by ~ 
the many pieces of a nearly completed T-18. The news brought 

\\ U the silence and a feeling that something was missing in my (j f) 
\\U shop. A part was not there or had just disappeared? As I (If) 
~U paused and remembered that much of John went into the (If) 

design and years of helping and supporting his builders. Many 
can tell of using his tools and workshop for their projects as 
John built his own T-18 and also took time to help them. More 

~
(j f) can tell of his patience and willingness to explain again and \\~ U 
(If) again those questions that came to him by phone. John Thorp \\U 

~ 
always gave his very best. It was then that I realized nothing ~ 

(j f) was missing, John's spirit and desire to do an excellent job will \\ U 
(If) always be there, each time we read one of his blueprints or push \\U 
~ the throttle to the wal~ John will b::

yOU 

John ~ 

The T-18 Mutual Aid Society 

~ ~ ~o o~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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JOIN IN THE MEMORIAL CELEBRATION 

THE 80 th ANNIVERSARY OF THE BIRTH 

of 

John Willard Thorp 

JUNE 20, 1992 

TO BE HELD AT THE OLD LOCKE HOME 

19960 ELLIOT ROAD 

LOCKEFORD, CALIFORNIA 

Bring your memories in word or pictures. 

A commemorative brochure will be assembled for purchase by all who wish. 

Or if unable to attend, be with us in spirit and send your memories to : 

Thorp Commemorative Trust 
P.O. Box 805 

Lockeford, CA 95237 

Transportation will be provided from Lodi airport as in past celebrations. 



j v T i 

0(: i< 

PAUL H. 
8016 OAKvlOOD 
HOUSTON TX 

CROZIER 
FOREST DR. 

77040 
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JOHN THORP 1912-1992 

The aviation world has lost one if its truly great men. John Thorp was an inteilectual giant, a 
veritable walking encyclopedia of gilt edged facts of airplane design factors and engine performance 
knowledge. 

But John Thorp was much, much more than a man bordering on genius in his chosen craft. In 
every way, he was a gentleman in every sense of the word, a kind and caring person, courteous to all. 
He was totally honest with everyone, as well as with himself. His very demeanor was always low key, 
almost to the point of being self-effacing. 

He never trumpeted the immense aviation knowledge he was in possession of, but one of his 
greatest joys was passing on bits of that knowledge to any sincerely interested ones. He had an almost 
religious zeal in educating his followers in pure unvarnished facts. 

When he bestowed one of these gems of knowledge on a person, you could make book on it that 
it was an absolute fact, based on experience, and was totally reliable, totally devoid of fiction, rumor, 
or hearsay. He always offered answers to questions in his quiet, unassuming way, but he never tried to 
force his observations on anyone. 

JohnjoinedEAA in the very beginning and always exemplified the true EAA spirit, ever pushing 
the frontiers of knowledge outward, and the generous giving of himself. That quality alone made him 
a great man in the eyes of those who knew him. 

The EAA knew well of his accomplishments as an aircraft designer. In wwrr days as a Lockheed 
design engineer, he was commissioned by Hall Hibbard (the president) to do the complete preliminary 
design of the famed P2-V navaI patrol bomber ail by himself, with later production drawings showing 

John Thorp s FI8 
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the world's unrefueled non-stop distance record for many years until the Voyager came along. 

Some also knew that John Thorp was the world's #1 expert on engine performance and cooling with 
such companies as Hughes and Lycoming calling on him for his experience. 

His knowledge of engines wasn't just theoretical, either. He dearly loved re-manufacturing the 
0-290D (personally), which became a legend on its own for its outstanding quality. 

Not many in EAA knew John was a sheet metal craftsman without peer, also. He introduced 
EAAers to Matched Hole Tooling, a super accurate method of building an airplane without jigs. The 
T -18 was and is the outstanding example of this system, that he also previously introduced to industry. 

He also introduced EAAers to the ABC system of measurements and the decimal system in the 
T -18' s 222 drawings, which were of professional production quality and a prized classic possession of 
today. 

John's shop, in an older section of Burbank, was a Mecca for the "clan." These were privileged 
to spend their weekends with him, absorbing a sheet metal education from him as they built theirT-18's 
on his hard tooling. There were the days when John was the happiest, freely giving of his time and 
expertise, which reflected his basic goodness and generosity, much like a highly respected college 
professor surrounded by enthralled students. 

The Saturday ritual always included the entire gang recessing for lunch at nearby Sir Cedric's, 
where the atmosphere was heavy with serious airplane talk. John's blackboard there was the ever present 
paper napkin. 

Besides the P2-V design at Lockheed, he designed the tiny Little Dipper and the 2 place Big 
Dipper. The Little Dipper was a single place low wing on a tricycle gear, powered by a 2 cylinder engine 
John had "put together" (of about 50 hp). Not only was it so simple and easy to fly but it would also 
fly in and out offootball sized fields with ease. I was privileged to see it fly in and out of Lockheeds 
parking lot in Dallas, where it amazed everyone with its STOL performance. It also once flew inside 
the pentagon "patio" I'm told. Too bad Lockheed decided against producing both of these designs (for 
many reasons). 

Space doesn't permit going into great detail on his other designs, which included several models 
for Fletcher Aircraft destined for New Zealand Ag work, as well as a tiny rocket firing COIN fighter, 
all of which were certificated. He also type certificated several models of the Sky Skooter, another 
remarkably easy aircraft to fly. I flew one several hours a day at Rockford, along with Bill Warwick, 
as we demonstrated it to EAAers starting on T -18s. 

Another of his triumphs that I was privileged to fly at another' 'Rockford" was the tiny twin two 
place Derringer and it was the very best twin I ever flew, bar none. It was powered by two cont. 100hp 
0-200s ("beaned" up to 115hp by John). Its minimum one engine control speed was actually less than 
its stall speed! Not only would it climb very well on I engine, the pilot could keep both feet on the floor. 
Fantastic! 
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When he sold the design, the new owners heaved it up and put 0-320s in it, which ruined it 
commercially and aerodynamically. Too bad. The same was true with John's preliminary design of the 
Piper Cherokee. John said their changes in the fuselage shape cost it 25 mph, with a touch of bitterness 
in his voice. 

John freely admitted his #1 weakness was in business dealings, nearly all of which turned out 
poorly for him, with poor timing and circumstances also a factor. 

John was also an accomplished test pilot and, yes, a gutsy one too. I flew with him in his own 
T -18 several times and would rate him as a competent, precision pilot. 

John's T-18 "family" was close to his heart. There were several like Bill Warwick and Dan 
Dudash in the LA area that became very close friends ofJohn and Kay. Both Lu Sunderland andI enjoyed 
a warm and personal friendship with John that spanned some 30 years and his passing leaves a deep void 
in our lives. I personally feel that my life has been greatly enriched for knowing John. Mere words seem 
so inadequate at a time like this when we say, "We'll really miss John Thorp, a true gentleman, scholar, 
and a giant of man." 

John and Kay, his wife of 45 years, eloped in 1947, and took their honeymoon in one of John's 
Sky Skooters. 

Dick Cavin 
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If anyone is passing through Oregon, stop by 
anytime. I enjoy talking about or flying T-18s. 

Del Zander and I will be flying this spring. Along 
with Greg Halverson' sT -18 and a few more around 
the state, we might make a serious challenge to the 
"other" local homebuilts. (That RV group) 
Sincerely, Brad Chapman, 17505 NE TerrysLane, 
Newberg, OR 97132 

H 503-538-7316 
Dear Rich W 503-635-4016 

Work on my plane is nearly completed. I have a -I-
few items to complete before the FAA inspection. '. 
Winter and a new home have delayed my building. 

I was successful in changing the builders name on 
the registration. IT took affidavits from the prior 
owners and 2 1\2 months. 

Now concerning the new home. It is located on 
Chehalem Airpark, a 2,300 ft. grass strip. I have 
two hangars (space for rent), a pilot's dream come 
true. (Elevation 190') 

I would like to plan an informal fly-in in July or 
August if anyone out there is interested. If "you" 
are interested, contact me and I will make the plans. 

ChehalemAirpark (175) is located 3 I \2 miles from 
the Newberg VOR on the 23 1 degree radial. Camp
ing is available on the field and motels are 5 miles 
away in Newberg or 15 in Hillsboro. 

Electronics International Inc. has a "free" booklet 
available: Pilots Manual for Diagnosing Engine 
Problems. I highly recommend it if yon have a 
digital CHT\EGT gauge. It and my Smart Scanner 
would have preveuted a major "Engine Out" 
situation in myoId Cessna 150! 

Electonics Int. 
5289 NE Elam Young Pkwy, #G200 
Hillsboro OR 97124 
(503)640-9797 

Dear Richard 

In 1968 I was number 20 to fly a T -18 and have 
given hundreds of rides during the 1100 hours that 
I flew it using a 76 EM 68"x81" Sensenich prop 
vibration tested by Sandy Friezen which is what a 
certified airplane would have to do. Be sure to have 
your metal prop vibration tested and use a cali
brated torque. Particularly on high compression 4 
cylinder engines. 

Lyle Trusty is cruising at 200 to 200 mph plus at 
75% power using his 76EM 68"x 87" Sensenich 
fixed pitch metal prop. He has a different cowl and 
wing plus faring the flaps, ailerons, and tail wheel. 
He has flown this type of fixed pitch metal prop 
over 1000 hours which I also did. This says 
something for metal props. 

I know of wood props that have disintegrated on 
high compression 4 cylinder engines. Maybe on 
wooden props using a 1 \4" thick plate on the front 
securing the bolt heads and putting elastic stop nuts 
on the back so you can retorque them frequently 
would be the way to go. 

At 80 years of age I sold my T -18, so drop me off 
the mailing list. 

Sincerely 

Lyle Fleming 
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Dear Dick Dear Rich 

Thank you again for your efforts on the Newsletter Well I put offlong enough writing to you. 
and all that it involves. 

I have not had any problems with myT-18 since the 
newelevator. It was definitely induced by exces
sive control forces on the elevator. The airspeed 
has been calibrated and is accurate and the airplane 
will do 200 mps straight and level at 2700 rpm on 
a Lyc 0360 engine with a fixed pitch aluminum 
prop., that is at 1000 feet over a fixed course. 

I have flown the A \C about 150 hours since I bought 
it and I am still impressed. 

Good Luck and Thanks Again. 

Tom Waage 

Phone# 508-945-901. 

Hi Richard 

I'm adjusting to full retirement like a duck to water, 
but I'll be back in Nebraska working on the plane-
the last of April-May until OSHKOSH. 

Best Regards and I really appreciate your effort. 

Harlo McKinty 

Hi Richard 

Here's my dues for the T -18 Newsletter. I just got 
back from spending the winter in Albuq. New 
Mexico, great to get away from it all but too long 
without the bird. 

Sure glad to get the newsletter, I hope to attend the 
May get-together. Keep up the great work--I really 
enjoy the newsletter. 

Bob Olds 
2207 Wilkes Ave. 
Davenport, IA 52804 
319-326-2430 

Flew NI943K on Dec. 8. Everything went fine. 
Flew great, having little problem with lights, ra
dios, and things like that. Have II hours on it now. 
Empty out is 943. Have a ISO hp Lyc., speeds and 
climbs ECTs are very close to most of the others. 

I did have a problem with the airspeed using the 
piper blade type on the wing seams the straightest 
side pressurized also giving me a 15 mph slower 
reading until I disconnected it now using cabin 
stater. 

The float on the fuel sender decided to sink one day, 
so out came the instrument panel and tank to get at 
it. 3 cracks in the brass float. Soldered them, now 
it floats again. Checked it in hot water to see if it 
bubbled when heated. We'll come to see you when 
40 hours are flown off. Kenny Ranta, Omaha NE 

Editors Note: Lookingforward to seeing you. 
See Kennys pictures later in this letter. 

-I-
Working on T-18 #2 wide body, new L.E. wing 
nonfolding type, basic fuse metal work done, main 
spar done, outer panels done. No engine choice 
yet--have 600 hours on T-18. No one 36 EH 
modified 0-290 Cassidy wood prop-160 mph. 1900 
ft main climb one person. Have flown to Oshkosh 
3 times with 36 EH. Elmer Hymen, 36 Center St, 
Midland Park, NJ 07432 

Dear Richard, 

I would like to share some information with other 
T-18 owners which may be of interest. I under
stand that it has been written about before but here 
it is anyway. 

I originally completed my T -18 in June 1970 (633 
PM). It had 160 h.p. engine with a fixed pitch metal 
prop. With full flaps I never experienced any pitch 
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over tendency (bunt maneuver). Eight years later we may sometines encounter the problem with not 
I totally reworked the plane and installed a new enough time to retract. I know a lot of folks don't 
Hartzel constant speed prop. This time the plane like electric flaps bit it sure cleans up the cockpit. 
had a tendency to pitch over with full flaps. It 
appears that the weight of the CS prop made the After talking with Barret Kemp, he sent me a copy 
difference. I sold 633PM after 16 years of flying. ofNL #71 which explains I.S. Thompsons appar-

ent fix for the bunt maneuver. 

A couple of years ago I purchased John Hardy's T-
18 (57JH) and I have been sharing it with Capt. Pat I am enclosing a sketch of the strips which Pat and 
Stanley who instructs in T-38's at Enid, OK. To- I installed. I have flown the plane several hours and 
getherwehavegoneovertheairplaneandupgraded it seems to have fixed the problem. With a most 
everything. Thisplanehasahartzel cspropalso and forward CG and using various approach speeds, 
ithas a tendency to pitch over with full flaps. Ihave there is no tendency at all to pitch over. 
electric flaps and we became very concerned that 

Thanks, 
Parker Miller 
N57JH 

Kenneth Ranta with his new "flashy red" T-18, N 1943K 
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OCTANE RATINGS 
by Craig Marshal 

with reprints from EAAC by 
W.J. Keough 

Dear Richard, 
Further to our telephone conversation of Feb. 2, 1992-Please find enclosed my check for the T -18 Mutual 
Aid Society membership as well as the fuel information and personal letter I received from the author 
of same, with permission to reprint in the T -18 Newsletter. OK'd by phone. I hope you will print this 
information in a SPECIAL SAFETY NEWSLETTER (a.s.a.p.) as I was shocked to read someone using 
Mogas in a Lycoming engine that requires a minimum 91-96 avgas. A study of this is information will 
reveal that a mogas with a 92 AK.I. or (antiknock index), as advertised on the gas pump, when tested 
by the motor method will result in a reading of86 octane which is well below the requirement of the 91-
96 engine. I was also told (off the record) that a well blended mixture of 1 \3 100LL + 2\3 mogas with 
an AK.I. of 92, or M.O.N. of 86 should yield a fuel with octane numbers high enough to satisfy the 
requirements of the engines certified to run on 91-96 min. octane avgas, as far as destination is concerned 
only. One should be careful when mixing mogas and avgas as the octane reading does not move in a linear 
fashion, that is to say 1 gallon of 100 octane avgas blended with 1 gallon of 80 octane mogas will not 
yield 2 gallons of90 octane fuel. At this point I am saying that I am not recommending the use of mogas 
for any aviation fuel, but supply this information so your readers can make an informed decision with 
regard to octane numbers when considering alternate fuels. 

My request to Bill Keough for this information was because of the Lycoming 0-320-E2G 150 h.p. 7 to 
1 compression 80-87 fuel engine had a camshaft that went to war with the lifters and made me and my 
T -18's very sad. This condition was caused by a reconditioned camshaft being installed, while the old 
cam followers were retained, because they "looked good" at last overhaul. Lycoming says anytime a 
new or reconditioned camshaft is installed, new cam followers must also be installed (believe it). This 
engine started making metal at 100 hours since O\H. Since my T -18 engine was over propped anyway, 
"Warnke almost constant speed 67x77 prop!" I decided to modify to 0-320 "D" series 160 h.p. By 
the installation of8.5 to 1 high compression pistons. This engine is equipped with nitrided cy. barrels, 
as premature wear will take place with plain steel barrels. Consult Lycoming's' 'Cylinder, Piston, Piston 
ring, application list #SFN 880-1". 

Now for the good news. If you check newsletter no. 78 you will find performance figures for my T -18 
C-GCW AS before mods. Since then I have done a 2 way average ground speed check over a 5 mile 
course. Air speed error not more than 1 1 \2 kts. 

Mod# 1 installation of brake caliper fairings. This mod blew my mind. 7kts increase at 75% power 2000 
ft. 5 kts increase at full power and top speed at 2000 ft. No brake overheat problems. So put them on 
boys and girls. Cheap speed! Mod #2 engine power from 150 h.p. to 160 h.p. Same prop, "Warnke 
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67x77." 
Top speed 170 kts. tas. at 2000 ft and 2550 rpm cruise 157 kts. tas. at 2000 ft. and 75% power O.A.T. 
40 degrees F. Have not yet checked rate of climbs, but I expect 1600-1700 fpm at 1500 Ibs. gross. 

I have two questions I would like answered if any ofyourreaders have the info. I could not find answers 
in any of the newsletters. 
1) Can the T -18-CW be flown safely with the canopy locked in a full open position, or removed 
completely. I suspect there might be air flow problems over the tail feathers. I have not tried to do this 
to date, but wish to do so. 

2) Is there any change in the forward or aft. C of G limits, since the Lu Sunderland mods, (wide body, 
5" longer airframe) and (convertible wing with new airfoil). If anyone has the answers for these two 
questions, please contact me ASAP--call collect or write to the above address. 

Richard please keep up the Newsletter, you are doing a fantastic job for your fellow flyers, and I am sure 
they love you for it. 

As always, please excuse this poor penmanship--I'm not very clever at this sort of thing. 

Happy landings, 

Craig Marshall 

Dear Craig 

144 Strathallan Blvd. 
Toronto,Ont. M5N IS7 
Oct.21,1991 

Enclosed you will find a copy of the article on Moaas vs. 
Avgas and this will supply the missing words for your copy. You 
will note that the text says that motor octane (MON) for mogas 
octane correlates very closely with the first number of the avgas 
test. This is an important consideration when you consider 
changing the compression ratio of an engine. 

I called Bob Falkiner at Imperial Oil this morning to get 
his opinion of the suitability of using premium auto gas on a 
Lycoming that requires 91196 avgas. Bobby by the way is a member of 
EAAC and has just completed a Quickie. He is a research chemical 
engineer with Imperial and is the expert on aviation and motor 
gasoline quality. 

Bob confirmed that the current motor octane of premium mogas 
is in the range of 85 to 87 and this is well below the required 
avgas octane of91 as specified by Lycoming for the high 
compression modification. This substantial difference of 4 or 6 
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octane numbers between the motor octane and the avgas requirement 
would indicate that you could be running the risk of severe 
detonation during takeoff and climb power settings. Bob pointed 
out that it is probable that the Lycoming test conditions for 
establishing the octane requirements were undoubtedly much more 
severe than the conditions that you will encounter. However, the 
trouble is that you would not know if you are gettinq detonation 
at takeoff power until you had done serious damage to the engine. 

In the case of using regular mogas as a substitute for 
80/87, you are using a mogas with 83 M.O.N to replace an avgas of 
80 octane. In your modified engine you would be using a premium 
mogas of86 M.O.N. to replace an avgas requirement of91 
octane. So you are certainly stretching the factor of safety in 
the octane ratings and it would appear from this that it would be 
prudent for you to operate on 100/130 avgas on the modified 
engine. 

We hope this helps you in your decision. 
Sincerely, W. J. Keough 

MOGASCHALLENGESAVGAS 
reprint from EAAC with Bill 
Keoughs permission. 

The EAAC is pleased and extremely 
fortunate to have Bill Keough on 
board as a fuel expert. His presence 
with us in Ottawa at our recent Mogas 
deliberations, was greatly appreciated. 
He has spent most of his working life 
in petroleum related pursuits and is 
well qualified to discuss this matter. 
He has served on one Royal Commis
sion enquiring into environmental 
concerns related to lead pollution and 
is presently serving on another which 
is enquiring into problems related to 
nuclear energy. Bill is newly retired 
from his last position as Vice Presi
dent, ESSO Petroleum. He also flies a 
Cessna 172. Ed. 

For more than five decades, pilots 
under-stood and believed that aviation 

fuel (avgas) was inherently of better 
quality than automobile gasoline 
(mogas) and the use of mogas in an 
airplane engine could do senous 
damage to both the engine and 
probably the pilot. For most of that 
time that understanding was right. So 
why is it that in the 1980's there is a 
serious movement to use mogas in 
aircraft engines? Is it the sizeable price 
differential between mogas and avgas 
or are there more fundamental 
reasons? 

Like most things of this kind, the 
trend to the use of mogas in aircraft is 
an evolutionary development and not 
some sudden change in basic truth 
and principles. Back in the late 30's 
and through the war years of the 40' s 
mogas was a low octane rather 
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unstable mixture of hydrocarbons 
with wide variations in distillation and 
volatility. Avgas, by contrast, was a 
product much the same as today's. In 

1938 the United States Army Air 
Corps developed a specification for a 
grade of avgas that was to have an 
octane rating of 100 and this became 
the fuel for the high performance 
aircraft developed during the war. To 
use the mogas of that era in such an 
aircraft engine would have been 
disastrous. 

After the war, the technology used 
to produce military avgas was applied 
to the manufacture of mogas. Fluid 
catalytic cracking and Alkylation were 
the key process developments. Auto 
engine designers were quick to utilize 
the new qualities of mogas. Engine 
compression ratios and horsepower 
increased dramatically throughout the 
50's and 60's. By 1965 the Research 
octane of mogas was approaching 
100 and mogas was looking more like 
avgas. 
About 1972 a further development 

improved the quality of mogas, when 
petroleum companies began to 
market a grade of "unleaded" mogas. 
To meet the octane requirements 
without the use of tetraethyllead, the 
refiners developed the naphtha 
reforming process that produces a 
very stable high octane hydrocarbon. 
Unleaded mogas became a premium 
quality product with stability and 
octane much the same as 80/87 
avgas. 

The evolution of the quality of 
mogas is the main reason that we now 
hear of this fuel being used in some 
aircraft engines. Qualities of various 
mogas samples are compare to 80/87 
avgas in Table I and we will discuss 
some of these differences. 

Octane is the quality that prevents 
premature explosion of the fuel, on 
the compression stroke of a gasoline 
powered engine. It is an essential 
value in the engine's fuel, if the engine 
is to be able to produce its design 
power. In Table I the 80/87 avgas was 
tested as though it were a mogas so 
that we could compare its octane 
value with the mogas samples. As you 
can see, the octanes are all very 
similar and it is reasonable to 
conclude that engine knock or power 
loss from this source should not be a 
problem when using mogas in an 801 
87 engine. 

While discussing octane, perhaps 
we should divert for a moment to 
clarify how octanes are measured and 
reported. Motor gasolines are tested 
for two octanes usmg different 
conditions of fuel air ratios and 
compression ratios. One test gives a 
Research Octane Number (R.O.N.) 
and the second produces the Motor 
Octane (M.O.N.). Then to further 
complicate the situation the two 
octanes are combined to give an 
"Octane Index" which IS the 
arithmetic average of the two test 
results or R+Ml2 octane posted on 
the gas pump. 

Aviation gasoline octane IS 

measured under different operating 
conditions than motor gasoline. The 
first test simulates cruise conditions 
and is referred to as the "Lean" 
octane. Both octanes are used to 
identify the grade of fuel so we have 
80/87 or 100/130 grades. 

If we compare results of mogas and 
avgas octane tests we usually find the 

M.O.N. ofmogas is very close to the 
"Lean" octane of avgas but R.O.N. 
does not correlate with "Rich" octane. 
VOLATILITY 
Volatility is a term used to describe 
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the propensity of a fuel to vaporize 
at normal operating temperatures. 
Motor gasoline must vaporize so that 
it can mix with combustion air and be 
distributed evenly to the engine 
cylinders but at the same time not 
vaporize so much as to produce 
excess vapor in the fuel line or 
carburetor bowl where it can cause 
the fuel starvation phenomenon 
known as vapor lock. Vapor lock 
occurs in a fuel system when gasoline 
is heated to a temperature that causes 
excessive evolution of vapor which 
can interrupt the flow of gasoline to 
the carburetor or cause foaming in the 
carburetor bowl. The net result of this 
excessive conversion from liquid to 
vapor in the fuel system is a 
reduction in the amount of fuel 
reaching the cylinders and a loss of 
power much like leaning the mixture 
in an aircraft engine. 

Mogas has a much greater variation 
in volatility than does avgas. In the 
winter the volatility of mogas is 
increased so that cars will start more 
easily on a cold morning. However, if 
you get one of those crazy chinooks in 
Alberta when the winter temperature 
jumps to summer like conditions your 
winter mogas is a prime candidate to 
give vapor lock problems. And 
likewise, if you are using a supply of 
winter mogas in an aircraft on a hot 
spring day you may find your mixture 
running lean when you least expect it. 
If you are going to use mogas in an 
aircraft then it is absolutely essential 
that you take the time to understand 
something about volatility. Let's see if 
we can help. 
To estimate the volatility of a 

gasoline we should, ideally, like to 
know the distillation curve of the fuel 
and the Reid Vapor Pressure (RVP)
The RVP is a relatively simple test 

which tells the pressure exerted by a 
fixed volume of fuel and air at 100 
degrees F. It is a measure of how 
much light hydrocarbon such as 
butane or pentane is in a gasoline. 
The RVP of mogas will be 
considerably higher in the winter than 
in the summer, ranging from 15.5 PSI 
in January to less than 11.5 in July. 
By contrast, avgas never exceeds 7 
PSI at any time of the year and it is 
common to find avgas in the range of 
6 PSI or lower. So mogas is, by design, 
a more volatile fuel than avgas and we 
should therefore expect more 
problems on high temperature days 
with mogas. 

Knowing the RVP of a fuel will give 
you a hint about the volatility but it 
does not tell the full story. To get the 

rest of the story you need to know the 
distillation characteristics of the fuel, 
especially the temperatures at which 
10% and 50% of the fuel volume is 
vapourized. Looking at Table I you 
will see a substantial difference in the 
distillation temperatures for the 
Alberta unleaded mogas and the 
Southern Ontario mogas. In Alberta, 
10% of the fuel will be vapour at 31 
degrees celsius while in Ontario the 
temperature would have to be 39.5 
degrees. Then look at the 80/87 
avgas which would have to reach 67.2 
degrees to produce the same ratio of 
vapour. So the distillation 
temperatures gIve another piece of 
information that is vital to 
understanding volatility. 

Now we have to put the two pIeces 
of information together. RVP and 
distillation temperature can be 
combined to produce an indicator 
called T(V IL )20 which is calculated 
and used by fuels researchers to set 
specifications on mogas blends to 
avoid vapour lock problems. The term 
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T(V/L)20 means the temperature at 
which you will have a 20.1 vapour! 
liquid mix. In Table I this temperature 
is calculated from the RVP and the 
10% and 50% distillation 
temperatures using a formula 
specified by ASTM Spec. D-439 for 
mogas. The lower the (V!L)20 
temperature the more chance you will 

have of running into vapour lock. As 
expected, the Alberta gasoline has a 
much lower critical temperature than 
the other listed products. 

At this point you are probably 
saying this is all very interesting but 
not of much practical value. That's 
true but there is something you can 
do if you are the type who likes to 
fiddle with gadgets and read 
specifications. First, the gadget. There 
is a relatively inexpensive (about 
$205 Can.) test kit called Gas-Chek 
that is reported to do a good job of 
measuring RVP and as an extra it also 
includes a test for alcohol content of 
the fuel. It is very portable and is used 
by pilots and race car operators in the 
U.S. 

Then if you want to know 
something about the distillation of the 
fuel you can get a copy of the new 
specification that the Canadian 
General Standards Board (CAN! 
CGSB B-3,5-M79) has produced 
which sets out the maxImum 
volatilities (RVP and distillation 
temps.) for unleaded mogas in various 
geographic areas of Canada for each 
month of the year. This will give you 
some guidance to the type of fuel you 

are buying from reputable sources. 
There are still other things you can 

do to minimize the risks of using 
mogas. Don't fly on a really hot day if 
you think you have some leftover 
winter gas in the tank. Aviation Safety 
magazine reported a lUle of thumb 

formula attributed to Mr. Al Hundere 
of Alcor, for calculating the safe 
outside air temperature when 
operating with mogas of a known 
RVP. The formula is: 
Safe OAT degrees F = 120 - 6x(RVP-
7) This is based on a safe temperature 
of 120 degrees with regular avgas of 
7RVP. So you subtract 7 from the 
RVP of your fuel, multiply this by 6 
and subtract the total from 120. If you 
have a mogas of IS PSI RVP this 
formula says don't fly when the 
temperature is over 72 degrees F, It's 
interesting but I can't say how valid it 
IS. 

There are also some good 
operating practices if you operate on 
mogas, such as - advance the throttle 
slowly from idle; don't sit for long 
periods at idle before takeoff; do a full 
power lUn up; and when you get in 
the air stay below 5000 feet because 
altitude also vapourizes gasoline. And 
last but very important, use only 
unleaded fuel. Don't use leaded 
regular. 
Now if you haven't given up on the 

thought of mogas as an aviation fuel 
there are some other things to worry 
about like alcohols and aromatics but 
that's a story for another day. Fly 
safely. 
References: 

Harry Zeisloft "Autogas flight test III 

a Cessna ISO airplane" SAE paper 
830706. 

Alexander R. Ogston "A short 
history of aviation gasoline 
development, 19003-1980" SAE 
paper810848. 

B.C. Caddock, PT. Davies, A W Ev
ans and R.F. Barker "The hot fuel 
handling performance of European 
and Japanese cars" SAE paper 
780653. WI Keough 144 Strathalla Blvd., 

Toronto, Ontario. M5N IS7 
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TABLE I 
FUEL COMPARISON 

UNLEADED REGULAR MOGAS 
ONTARIO ALBERTA WISCONSIN 

80/87 
AVGAS 

Distillation DEGREES 
10% 39.5 31.0 40.6 67.2 

30% 62.1 58.5 65.6 81.7 

50% 94.0 102.5 97.8 93.9 

RVP kPa 90.8 105.5 90.3 35.6 
PSI 13.2 15.3 13.1 5.2 

T(V IL) 20 Deg. C 46.4 41.3 47.4 70.1 

R+Ml2 OCTANE 88.6 87.7 87.2 88.0 

Editor's Note: My thanks to Craig Marshal and to W. J. Keough for the above material. I will 
publish Part 2 of Mr Keough's article in the next newsletter. I would like the membership to send 
their comments for the "Letters to the Editor" section of Newsletter 84. 

FOR SALE 

GPUPARTS 
12 volt direct drive starter (Delco Remy) and For Sale: 
starting ring, bendix mag parts, 1 Slick 4016 VW Ratray T -18 Cowling-used, but certainly usable-
mag, Marvel Schebler carbo parts, new exhaust $150.00 
valves, new std. main bearings, 3 crankcases, Scott Tailwheel assembly-6 inch solid tire-used
regrindable cams and one crankshaft, connecting $100.00 
rods. 

T-18 PARTS 
Flat back engine mount and the alum. plate (com
pletely machined) folding wing main spar and the 
steel fittings, ailerons and counter weights, plans, 
and many misc. parts, axles and brake cylinders. 

Eddie Eiland 
1350 Thunderbrook 
De Soto TX 75115 
H (214) 230-8266 
W (214) 330-2370 

Jeff Ackland, 6812 Cottonwood, Shawnee, Kan
sas 

For Sale: 
66"x76" sensenich prop--$350.00 (never used) 
suitable for 150-160 hp lycoming power in T-18 

5x5 Goodyear wheels and brakes--Best offer 

Bob Yeakey 
9729 Bellewood 
Dallas TX 75238 
H (214) 398-2947 
W (214) 750-7438 
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FIRST FLIGHT 
by Ken Morgan 

THE FIRST FLIGHT (The Second Time 
Around) N 46806 By Ken Morgan I have 
been working on aT -18 project all my life; well, 
not quite, but it seems that long. During the 
building process, I always got involved with 
other airplane projects and let the important one 
go (T-18). I had completed most of the T-18 
basic structure (bought a wing from Lyle 
Fleming in CA.) and was ready to start on the 
other 50% when I heard about a T -18 in Florida 
that had been stripped of engine and instrument 
panel. This aircraft had been built in Kansas and 
first flown in 1977. Since that time it had gone 
through several owners, including the present 
one who had taken it in trade on a Cessna 210. 
Does the pedigree sound interesting? The new 
210 owner wanted all the T -18 radios and 
instruments (full IFR panel with autopilot) for 
installation in the 210. The new owner of the T-
18 was a dedicated RV builder and wanted the 
T-18 engine (fuel injected 10 320) and constant 
speed prop for an RV-6 he was building. I 
purchased N 46806 sans panel, electrical, radios, 
or engine. However, I did get a CUlTent airwor
thiness certificate with the aircraft. This brings 
up a point, for those of you buying completed 
projects, the only legal way to obtain registration 
is to get the airworthiness certificate with the 
aircraft. If not, you are in a catch 22 situation 
and must either be the builder, or it must be a 
kit with you completing the other 51 %. On June 
I, 1990 my new T-18 project was trailered from 
western Florida back to Texas. J'nene and I 
created quite a scene touring the Vicksburg Civil 

War Battlefield! Cemetery with theT-18 
trailering close behind. I was enthused about the 
aircraft as I could see flying it in about 3 
months. After installing the engine/panel from 
my original project and adding electJic trim and 
a general weigh reduction effort; Yep, you 
guessed it, 13 months and 27 days later, July 27, 
1991, N 46806 saw daylight under her wheels, 
_The First Flight, The Second Time Around. 
Even though I cheated a bit (purchasing another 
project), the thrill of the first flight was just as 
intense and joyful as I had imagined. For those 
of you working long hours to complete your 
project, believe me it is worth all the effort. I 
have had experience in tail draggers, restoring 
and test flying an early SA-100 Starduster 
Biplane, in addition to a few hours in a Luscomb 
8E, and T -18 time from a few years back (I had 
flown and soloed Bob Millers T-18). I felt 
qualified to handle the first flight, particularly 
after getting several hours of dual with Gary 
Green. However, I decided to let experience 
prevail and ask Gary to do the honors. Magneto 
problems on Gary's plane just before aSH 
prevented him from making the flight. I'm 
grateful to Gary for his help and encouragement; 
however, I'm awfully glad I was able to make 
that first flight myself. Test flight day was blue 
sky, temperature about 77 degrees, and wind 
south at about 10mph. I had completed all 
aircraft work and made several taxi runs earlier 
in the week. She handled great on the ground 
with no tendencies to head for the boonies. 
The aircraft had weighed in at 871 Ibs. with an 
empty CG at station 62.47 (7.47 aft of the 
leading edge of wing datum, 14.9% MAC). This 
empty weight was a real accomplishment as the 
aircraft had previousl y had an empty weight of 
almost 1100 Ibs. This was with an 10 320 
injecte.d engine, constant speed prop, full panel, 
mcludmg auto pilot, and an apparent complete 
lack of weight consciousness by prior owners. 
From the above configuration I had gone to a 
highly modified 0290G, Pacesetter 68 X 66 
wood prop, full panel less vacuum/gyros but 
with all other goodies including Terra Nav/Com, 
Transponder/Encoder, ECDI, and Foster 500 
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Loran. After a thorough pre-flight there was 
nothing else to do but go. I was fortunate to have 
good friend and T-18 renovator (N 56VB) Evan 
Roberts to do chase in his A36 Bonanza. Also 
flying chase was my RV buddy and good friend 
Tom Keirn in his RV-3. Engine start-up was 
accomplished in 2 blades with the 0290 idling 
smoothly, ready to go. Taxi to active, check 
radios, and coordinate with my chase pilots. 
Mag check was good with about 60 rpm drop. 
Pulled a notch of flaps, no pattern traffic, rolled 
to center line and slowly applied full power. She 
responded immediately with the tail up in about 
400 ft. and airborne in about 800 ft. Climb out at 
120 mph indicated, 1000 fpm on VSL What a 
wonderful feeling, and then you get the answer 
to that proverbial question: Was it worth all the 
time and effort? And, you already know the 
answer to that one. Except for making several 
circuits above the airport with one notch of flaps 
hanging out the flight could not have been more 
successful. Minor problems were roll trim 
(heavy left wing), and higher than normal oil 
temperature. Takeoff rpm was about 2200, with 
full throttle rpm of 2600 at 3000 ft., Indicating 
just under 190 mph. I couldn't be happier with 
the overall performance as there was some 
concern regarding the ability of the 0290 to pull 
a Pacesetter 66" pitch prop. I believe the stan
dard 0290 would have a problem: however, my 
modified 0290, with higher compression (7.5:1) 
D2 pistons, 0320 intake valves, and MA4SP A 
carbo does an outstanding job. I am stilI working 
on the heavy left wing. The oil temp problem 
was caused by restriction in the partial flow oil 
filter connected in series with the cooler. I now 
have about 50 hours on N 46806 and enjoy it 
more each time I fly. Performance at cruise is 
spectacular; however, I could use a few more 
revs on take off. The Pacesetter folks can 
reprofile the outer prop tips to give me 150 more 
revs on take off. This may be the optimum 
solution for compromise take off/cruise perfor
mance. A recent trip from D/FW to St. Louis 
3: 15 going and 3:30 on return. Round trip of 
1 100 miles, producing average ground speed of 
163 mph, @ 2500 rpm, 8.6 gph fuel burn. Not 

bad for an 0290 GPU. I am more than happy 
with these numbers. etterm an individual cyl. 4 
stack exhaust Prop: Pacesetter 68" X 66", Thorp 
spinner. Airframe: Imron paint, longer gear, all 
wheellbrake and gear leg fairings. Rattray cowl 
with adjustable cowl flaps Performance: 2600 
rpm @ 2500 ft. 188 mph indicated 2450 
rpm @ 3000 ft.(75%) 160 mph indicated 
Stall Clean: 63 mph indo Stall Flaps: 60 mph 
indo Good stall characteristics, no bunting 
tendencies. SEE YOU AT THE FLY INS! Ken 
C. Morgan T-18 N46806 SIN 1064, Vital 
Statistics: Empty Wt. 871 Ibs. Empty CG 
62.47in Gross Wt. 1500 Ibs. Fuel (main 29, 
aux rear deck 10) 39 gal Full panel less vacuum! 
gyros, Terra nav/com, ECDI, xpnder/encoder, 
with Foster 500 Loran (updated NOCUS/ 
SOCUS midcontinent chain) Engine: 0290G 
modified to produce 140 hp. 

Ken Morgan, 
Texas 76012 
N46806 

16 I 2 Northridge Dr. Arlington, 
8171265-6838 
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January 16,1992 

T-18 Mutual Aid Society 
Route 3, Box 295 
Clinton, II. 61727 

Rich 

Enclosed is a check for the 1992 News Letter keep up the 
good work. 

My T -18 N8AL turned nine years old in December. I gave it 
a birthday gift of aNA V -AID Auto-Pilot. I was able to 
locate the servo in the spar box under the pilot seat. 
This allows me to hook the control linkage directly to the 
walking beam. With the auto-pilot engaged I can always 
override it with the control stick, this is a built in 
safety feature. The NAV-AID has a track mode and I have 
coupled it to my II MORROW FLY-BUDDY + loran. Talk about 
neat, this thing is better than sliced bread. 

I regularly fly with a buddy who has a RV-4. His aircraft 
has a Lycoming 0-320160 HP. My T-18 has a Lycoming 0-320 
150 HP. We both are flying behind Sensenich 66-74 wood 
props. We have both checked our tachs. At any given RPM 
the T -18 is faster. Turning 2500 RPM I have about a 5 MPH 
speed advantage. We fly together about once a week and my 
T -18 is always faster. He thinks it is because I have less 
frontal area but we all know that the T -1 8 is just a 
better airplane. 

Again keep up the good work. 

AI Bosonetto N8AL 
32625 Benson Dr. 
Westland, Mi. 48185 

Day (313) 651-1333 
Nt. (313) 261-6852 

Editors Note: Good letter At. Could you send a sketch o/how the servo is connected. Thanks. 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As always, ill the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is OIl(V presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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T-18 EWSLETTER 

Issue Number 85 

IT'S OUR TURN!!! RICHARD & ROXANNE SNELSON AND N295RS 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Young Eagles Flight Program 
Engine Power Estimator 
California Fly-In by Hal Stephens 
Aircraft Painting (Building A Paint Booth) by R Snelson 
Thorp Check Out by R Snelson 
Flight Safety - Fuel Management 
Kentucky Dam by R. Snelson 
John Thorp Memorial Tribute Book 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAlAJER) As always, in tlte past, present, illldfuture newsletters, we would like to make you 
aWilre that this newsletter is ollly prt>sellted as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or persoltal e:r:pericltces alld that 
anyone using these ideas, opillions, or eXpCl'iCflCeS, do so at their own discretio" and risk. rlten1'ore, ItO responsibility or 
liability is e.ypressed or implied and is without recourse (lgaillsf anyone. 



Watch for this Emblem in the 
following newsletters. It will 
mark articles and plans for 
Oshkosh 93 and the T - I S 30th 

)l~R Anniversary anangements. 
<o::_,.---""'~~ ___ ~_ 

FLASH! FLASH! FLASH! 
EAADirector Billy Henderson and Torn Poberezny 
have agreed to work with us to mnnge both a 30th 
anniversary celebration for the T - I 8, and a remem
brance for John Thorp during Oshkosh '93. This is 
wonderful news and offers us the chance to tell the 
world about the fine airplane we fly and its de
signer. Some of the ideas that have been discussed 
follow. 

* I have asked Mrs. Thorp (Kay) if she would 
consider corning to Oshkosh 93 for the events. Her 
answer was yes! So I think we should raise the 
funds for her ticket and accommodations. Will you 
help? She said she was there a few weeks ago on 
a tour and went through the Museum. She told the 
guide her name and asked about seeing Torn. 
Unfortunately, the guide didn't do anything about 
it. That's too bad since I'm sure Torn would have 
wanted to say hello. She mentioned that he was a 
little boy the last time they mel. Let's bring Kay to 
Oshkosh for the John Thorp remembrances. Con
tributions for ticket can be sent to me. 

* On Friday the Nature Center may be available for 
a noon lunch and the John Thorp rememberance. 

* That evening the banquet would again be held at 
Butch's Anchor Inn. With some special guest that 
might include Peter Garrison (wrote The article 
Thorp andMe in Flying Aug 92) and of course Mrs. 
Thorp. 

* A T-IS Fly-by using either a select group or 
anyone that would like to be in it. I have heard that 
this needs to be better organized than the fly-by for 
the 25th anniversary since we had airplanes all over 
the place. J have asked Gary Cotner to help 
organize this event. 
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* A T-18 Forum, Itwouldbenicetotiethisin early 
in the week on either Friday or Saturday. 

* T-ISspecialparkingareainrows9& 10. We will 
need help setting this up and may need someone 
there to rope off the area early. 

* Let's have at least 60 or more T -IS at Oshkosh 
'93. This year we had 20 T-ISs registered, which 
just happened to be the third largest group of 
homebuilts on the field. Next year with a little 
effort by all of us we should be able to field 60 or 
more airplanes. 

How about it T -18ers? Can we count on you to be 
at Oshkosh '93 and help us celebrate this occasion? 
Let me know now if you will plan on bringing your 
T -IS to Oshkosh. I will start the count now. 
Step forward folks, Torn has asked his staff to help 
in arranging this celebration, so we need to match 
his efforts with all the enthusiasm of aT -18 builder 
who just made his first flight. I need help in 
arranging and planning this event. Pick up the 
phone and call now I want your input to help make 
this a memorable occasion. Phone 217-935-4215 

John Thorp's sister has prepared a book honoring 
his accomplishments and memory. The book is 
well done with many pictures taken through out 
lohn's life and career. See the details for obtaining 
it on page 19 of this newsletter. 

My congratulations to John R. Evens from Arvada, 
Colorado for winning the award for "Plans built 
Outstanding Workmanship at Oshkosh 92. John 
said it was quite a surprise when the box with the 
trophy an-ived after the Fly-In since he had no idea 
that he had won. As I mentioned in the last 
newsletter, everyone needs to take some time and 
look his airplane over. The workmanship is truly 
outstanding. Everything is done simply, cleanly 
and shows great attention to detail. Great job John 
and Vicky. 



Dear Richard, 
Just a note to let you know how much I appreciate 
your kind words and the page you did in the last 
newsletter regarding our "Best T-18, Oshkosh 
'92" award. I'd like to let you know that we were 
surprised again about a week after Oshkosh, when 
a package arrived from the EAA It was a beautiful 
trophy for "Plans built - outstanding workman
ship". I sure fell about ten feet tall! Dean Cochran, 
myself and Vicki headed out for Placerville, CA 
on Saturday morning, SepU9, but were turned 
back about a third of the way by solid clouds and 
thunderstorms in the mountains of Utah. We came 
back and landed in Grand Junction, CO and then at 
Paonia CO to see a friend. Dean stayed on in the , 
area overnight, and we headed home. We did see 
some beautiful country, but were disappointed in 
not making the fly-in. We're going to try for 
Prescott, and possibly Kentucky Dam and/or 
Kerrville. One other thing - just a comment about 
the Pacesetter props. Don't know if anyone else 
has had this experience or not, but it can't hurt to 
mention it to the guys. The quality and attention to 
detail that was shown hy Bill Cassidy when I 
bought my original prop from him many years ago, 
seems to be lacking in the new ones. I bought one 
on which the bolt holes were not drilled perfectly 
perpendicular to the face, causing a misaligned 
front spinner bulkhead and wobbly spinner. There 
are ways to con-ect for that, of course, but a guy 
expects better for $600.00. Also the leading edge 
of one tip was badly done. I sent it back and got 
another with the same poorly drilled holes! If 
you're thinking of buying 6855 
Allison St p. 2 one, check it out. That's it for now. 
I sure hope you're getting some good time in your 
bird, Richard. I know how exciting it is, and 

believe me, after almost 2 years and 200 hours, it's 
still pretty much the same feeling every time. Good 
luck and thank you again! John Evens Arvada, CO 
80004 Phone (303) 420-2724 

-*-October 1,1991 
Dear Rich, This letter is ten years in coming, its' 
been that long since I started the project and longer 
if one figures the time it took to decide what to 
build. Back then the hot, ticket was the Vari-ease, 
but I wanted something that I could use off a grass 
strip and made of friendly aluminum! I guess that 
was 20 years ago, because I built our home with 
a basement entrance large enough for a 8 
fuselage to fit through . After the house was 
completed, I found a Cessna 170B in pieces which 
was to good a deal to pass up. By thi s time the 
folding wings and wide body were partly finished, 
couldn't made any progress on either project and 
knee keep it parts! After some soul searching I 
decided that the best thing to do was rebuild the 170 
since it is a whole lot to put together parts 
then it is to make parts put them together! It 
turned out well. The Cessna, the home, a side 
business, nothing, not once for one minute did the 
thought ever cross my mind not to finish the 
Thorpe, and a big contributing factor was the 
newsletter, I'd read the articles, then go into the 
basement work shop and just look at something. A 
year or so ago I once again picked up the project, 
It was hard remembering where I'd put things, but 
in less than a week it was as if there never had been 
a break of, well, years! And the newsletters had a 
good deal to do with it I tell you this to thank 
you for taking up the banner. About ten years ago 
while on a business trip to Califomia I drove out 
into the valley and visited John Thorpe at his home, 
at that time he was still able to get around a bit, he 
took me into his shop and talked at length about 
T -18 stuff. He mentioned what a treat it was when 
people buzzed his house with their new T-18's My 
birds getting there, the wings are complete and 
hanging from the floor joists, the rest is mostly 
complete with only the instrument panel and ex
haust system left untouched. I said a year ago that 
I'd have it flying this fall, now I'm saying that I'll 
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have it done next fall! Can definitely see light atthe 
end of the tunnel tho. I would be proud to have you 
look her over, ]'mlocated about one hundred miles 
north of you , four miles from the Lake Lawn 
Lodge airpOlt, Delavan Wisconsin. It takes me 
about eight minutes to get there. Sincerely: Bob 
Pemic 86 Dartmouth Rd Williams Bay, Wisconsin 
53191 Phone 414-245-6445 home and 414-245-
5555 office 

Dear Richard, Progress on N925RS is slow. That 
isn't news. Had the engine all assembled only to 
find that the prop flange was out too much. The 
crankshaft had been passed by a repair station. Sent 
it to another shop, they wanted too much for the 
repair. The third shop gave it a red tag. It was an 0-
290 plus cracks in the flange and bearingjoumals. 
I found a crank at Gibson and! thinkitis good. I still 
need a 0-320 crank or else sell a good case and four 
cylinders. Regards, Bob Slagle 39 Robin Hood Ln. 
Clute, TX 77531 

Dear Richard, 
By now I assume that you have heard that 

Paul died on August 17, following a decline which 
began in late January and progressed rapidly from 
the first of March. He died peacefully in his sleep, 
at home, where he wanted to be. 

The cause of death was mesotheliomo of 
the pleura of the left lung. This is a cancer that does 
not form a tumor or mass as such, but caused a 
thickening of the pleura wall. Since the diaphragm 
is involved, surgery is not an option, and the two 
cun-ently approved chemotherapy treatments have 
rather horrendous side affects, according to the 
doctors, and in only 20% of the cases treated is 
there a 5% reduction in the size of the tumor. The 
National Cancer Institute in Bethesda, Maryland, 
has two experimental treatment programs and would 
have accepted Paul in one of those programs had he 
so chosen. But by April, we had planned to go east, 
he was no longer able to travel. 

Aside from shortness of breath, and the 
cough which was the symptom that first caused him 
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to seek diagnosis last fall, and the evergrowing 
weakness, he did not suffer pain, for which we 
were thankful. 

At 73, and in otherwise good health, he was 
too young, with too much living yet to do, for this 
to have happened to him and to us. I'm sure one of 
his greatest regrets, as it is forme, was not to be able 
to finish his T-lS, which was 90-95% completed. 
We never discussed it--I couldn't and still can't 
without breaking up. 

I am determined that somehow, his project 
WILL be completed, and will go to Oshkosh, with 
Paul listed as the principal builder. He deserves 
that much. I don't know how this will be accom
plished--whether I can find a buyer who will agree 
to such a stipulation. Two members of Chapter 135 
in Des Moines, have suggested that the chapter 
might take it on as a project. Whether that is a 
viable option, I don't know at this time. J wish 
there were aT -ISer in that group, but there is not. 

I will miss the semi annual meetings of the 
T -18ers , and l'll be thinking of you this weekend 
as you gather at Kentucky Dam Village. You all 
meant a great deal to Paul, and we always looked 
forward to our gatherings. Please give regards 
to everyone. Sincerely, Helen Shifflet 

P.S. Several years ago at Oshkosh, we purchased 
small T-18 pins--areplicaoftheplane. I would like 
to obtain at least eight more. Do you know whether 
they are still available, and from whom? 
P.P.S. Congratulations, Richard, on completing 
your T-18!! 

Dear Richard, 
A short note to let you know that me, my wife and 
N711 SH (#835) are moving to Lakeland, FL. I will 
be on the staff of SUN' N FUN and have already 
gotten permission to include a 30th yr. Thorp 
Tribute in the festivities - in fact, Tom Poberezny 
has been notified and is prepared to work with us 
at Oshkosh also. I'll be in touch with you soon to 
brainstorm the plan. My new address is Bob 
Highley 4171 Medulla Rd. Lakeland, FL 33811. 



I am presently the proud owner ofN8RK, 
having purchased it from Dr. Richard Wecker 
about a year ago. This bird is 0320 powered with 
standard wing, electric flaps, VFR instruments, 
lights and Loran. It was built by Rudy Kuhoth in 
1975. This is the second T-18 I have owned, the 
first one being Don Thompson's N8DT. I sold 8DT 
in early 1991 when a neighbor liked my airplane 
more than his money. 1 had planned nolto purchase 
another plane until 1 had an opportunity to fly 
many more types ofhomebuilts, having long ago 
given up on the production models as just not 
exciting enough. (I also like to go faster for less 
money than those "truck" drivers!) Well, after 6 
months the bug bit me again, and I just couldn't 
find anything 1 liked better than a Thorp! So T wenl 
out and found another. 1 really do enjoy this little 
design. It's exciting to fly and gives me a real sense 
of pride when I take it out. Also, having been a 
former "training wheels" pilot, those squeeker 
three points really give me a sense of accomplish
ment. 

Keep up the good work with the newsletter. 
I'vemissedit during my absence. hope to see you 
at Kentucky Dam next month. 

Dennis Mitchell 
833 G. St. #1 
Salida, CO 8120] 
719-539-3403 

Editor's Note: Larry D. Eversmeyer is getting 
ready to fuel inject his 0-320 and is looking for 
ideas, suggestions, drawings or pictures. Send 
them to Larry D. Eversmeyer, 10721 Eastlake 
Circle, Oklahoma City, OK 73162 or call him at 
(405) 728-1919. 

Dear Richard, I want to become a member of the 
T-18 Mutual Aid Association. I do not know the 
membership fee so I'm enclosing check for $25.00. 
We met at Ky Dam St. Park in '90', I'm the one that 
came in in a Navion. 1 made my first flight in my 
T - I 8 on Oct 10, 199 I after taking some duel from 
Dave Eby. The flight was uneventful except for 
stabilatortrim system being out of rig badly. I now 
have 65 hrs. on airplane. It has a 150 HP Lycoming 
on it. The pitch on my propeJlor is much too 
course; Sensenich said to cut 1/2 inch off each tip, 
I did this and picked up about 75 RPM but I still 
need about 150 RPM more. This preamble is 
leading to a question: Do you have any informa
tion about any member that is using a 3 blade 
ground adjustable composite prop? If you know of 
such an installation, would you please send me the 
member's name and phone number as well as any 
printed info you have? I would have joined long 
ago but did not have your address. J. W. Perrine, 
2722 Military Road, Jacksonville, AR 72076 

Editor's Note: Sorry but I don't have any infomation 
on prop. Let's see what the membership can come 
up with for you. 

Dear Richard, Enclosed are photos of all the T -18's 
at Placerville. Hal was planning on sending you the 
list of everyone who was able to attend. 

N 166BC is now ready for sign-off by the FAA. The 
inspection will be scheduled this coming weeki I 
am still not prepared to fly it, with-out more tail 
dragger time. 

I would like to thank Hal Stevens and everyone for 
the great time at Placerville. I am planning on 
holding a Northwest T -18 fly-in at my place. The 
week-end before Memorial Day is tentatively 
planned. Locatin Chehalem Airpark, Newberg OR, 
14 miles south of Hillsboro. Brad Chapman 17505 
Terrys LN. Newberg, OR 97132. 
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Dear Mr. Snelson, 

YOUNG EAGLES FLIGHT PROGRAM 

1 hope all of you get the opportunity to participate in the 
Young Eagles Flight Program. It's great fun to introduce 
a young person to flight and then to get a letter saying 
thanks. This young man has a great memOlY and recalls 
many of the details of his first flight in a T-18. 1 think he 
also has a great way of letting me off the hook for a 
couple of bounces on my landing. Thanks Marty, your 
excuse was even better than mine. 

Thank you very much for letting me ride in your plane. I was excited when 
we were going out the door to go camping and you called and asked me if I 
wanted to go flying. It was a little hard getting in the plane. I liked talking to 
you through the headset and listening to the control tower. It was fun taking 
off because you started going really fast and all of a sudden you were in the 
air. When we took off I saw Old Farm Lakes which is the subdivision next 
to my subdivision. Just after you told me we were at about 2500fl., it started 
to get bumpy. It felt like we were going down a gravel road very fast and 
I was a little scared because the wings were shaking. Then we went up to 
2600fl. and the ride got smoother. I liked it when you pointed out Clinton 
Power Station. Then we saw your house and the nursing home where your 
mother is. After that we turned around and that is when I got to steer. First 
we turned to the left and you said "Think left" and then we turned to the right 
and you said "Think right". I was glad you turned the plane a little so I could 
see better. My favorite part was when we were going to land and we had to 
go past the runway. Then we did a really sharp turn to the left. I looked out 
your side because it was down anditwasawesome!. The landing was bumpy 
because of the black stuff on the runway. Thanks again, I had a good time and 
really like your plane. 

Martin Adam 



Power Graph 
I developed the following graph, that can be used to determine your approximate power setting, from 
three data points given in one of the RV Newsletters_ The data points are: 

42 = 55% Power 
45 = 65% Power 
48 = 75% Power 

For any power setting you add the manifold reading to the first two digits of the tachometer reading to 
determine the first number. For example 24 inches of manifold and 2400 rpm gives you 48 which is equal 
to 75% power. By using the graph you can start with either manifold pressure or the tachometer reading 
and determine your approximate power setting_ You may want to make a copy of the graph and carry 
it in your airplane for reference_ 

Power 
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ITEMS FOR SALE 
FO R SALE: Dynafocal Mount for 0·360 Lycoming Engine, large doughnut type, $175 _ 00 Call or write 
Les Conwell 1725 Oakland CT_ Lutz, FL 33549 Phone 813·920-2931 

FOR SALE: 2-Throttle vernier cables (lengths are 48" and 43") $25each, Scott Tailwheel $100,0-
250mph airspeed $45, panel mount wet compass $35, complete set of wide body plans $175 
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California Fly-In 
by Hal Stephens 

Sept. 20, 1992 

The California T -18 Flyin is concluded. We deem it a success I Fourteen airplanes on the field 
including the two under construction. Attendees included Steve Hawley of Tucson, AZ who was 
the first on the ground Friday afternoon with Len Robinson of San Dimas in the right seat (he's about 
2/3 finished with his bird). Next in was Dave Tennant of Lompoc, California. 

Upon orienting himself with the ground for a few minutes and meeting the others, Mr. Dave 
Tenant invited Jim Critchfield, the person for whom this fly-in honored, a ride in his beautiful T-
18 Thorp Tiger. Jim Critchfield has been building his machine for over 27 years (started construction 
in 1963) and has never sat in aT -18 much less had a ride in one. Upon their return the smile on Jim's 
face was from ear to ear. His comment was' 'it sure was responsive and quick!" Dave gave him 
his first T -18 ride ever. Thanks a million Dave! It's wOlih all of that. 

Later in the evening Harry Paine with his son Matt came in just before dark. Some of us went 
to the Elk's Lodge for their great Friday evening dinner. Harry and Matt set up their tent and prepared 
for their father and son camp out. 

Saturday morning dawned bright and clear with visibility near 60 miles up at this 2500 foot level 
in the Sierras. When we alTived at the field after the motel pickup we found son, Matt got fed up 
with dad's snoring and packed off to the hangar with his bedroll to get the rest of a nights sleep. 

As the morning rolled on the airplanes rolled in. Gordon MacDonald from Glendale, Ron CalToll 
and his wife, from Paradise, Lyle and Ann Trusty from Lancaster, Brad Chapman, from Newberg, 
Oregon, Tommy Thompson from near Las Vegas, Nevada, Wayne Irwin from Groveland along with 
Kirk Wallace who has recently inherited his father's project, Bob Cianflone and friend from Ventura, 
Gus Gordon and wife from Granada Hills, and Mel Clark drove in from Huntington Beach. Mel should 
be test flying within two years ifhe is to complete his ten year goal. Leo Corbalis and wife Janis 
drove up from San Jose as did Tom Hunter with friends from the Bay Area. Up from Sacramento 
in his beautiful blue bird was HalTY Arnold who stayed for the day. Last but not least, Jon Hendrickson 
from Stockton anda friend as well as Gil Garcia and his wife came up to look at the beautiful airplanes 
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and have steak dinner with the group. Unfortunately, several people who had planned to attend did 
not arrive, three planes from Colorado and two from the Oakland/San Leandro area were sorely missed. 

People were more interested in talking airplanes and critiquing Jim Critchfieldis hangared T-
18 project than in touring the apple hill orchards however, some of the ladies drove up the hill to 
taste the fresh apple juice and look at the boutiques. 

By dinner time people were very hungry and a bit thirsty for a little processed California grape 
juice. The charcoal soon blazed in the BBQers and the steaks were sizzling. Lillian Critchfield made 
a huge pot of her "Santa Maria" baked beans to go along with the salads, french and her 
walnut cake. Needless to say, no one went away hungry. Also invited were scme of the Chapter 
512 EAA members who helped throughout the day. 

"The Mountain Democrat", Placerville's newspaper sent a reporter and photographer 10 

document the event for the townspeople. Several of our T -18 owners were interviewed and 
photographed with their machines. Special 'thanks' to Lyle and Anne Trust who put the reporter in 
their airplane, had her donn the headset and described the thrill of flight through the plane's intercom. 

The EAA members and Antique members opened their hangars for the group to see the 
beautifully restored Stinson, the Airmaster, the Lincoln-Page, the Wizzer motor bike and other 
wonderful! toys of yesteryear. 

Talk has it that the T -18 owners in mid-state California are considering another west coast 
fly-in. Dave Tennant, Harry Payne and others in the Santa Ynez, Lompoc, Pismo Beach/Camerillo 
area might be coaxed with requests. 

Nancy and r would like to say thanks to all who came to and participated in the fly-in and 
hopefully we'll see you one day soon. We enjoyed ourselves and hope you did also. 

PS: It was beautiful to watch the formation flight of the Tigers leaving Placerville for their homes in 
South California. 

Jim Critchfield's Thorp T-181ocated at the 
PlacelvilleAilportin California. Hiswife 
claims that the hanger is Jim's second 
home since he's there seven days a week. 
He has been building his tiger for over 27 
years. 
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Bob & Patty Cionflone of Ventura, CA 

Tommy Thompson of Jean, Nevada 

Steve Hawley of Tuscan, Az. This guy really gets 
around with this airplane. 
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Harry Arnold's fine white with blue trim T -18 
Harrys from Sacramento, CA 

Wayne Irwin and his bright yellow orange "Devils" 
paint job. Waynes from Groveland, CA 

Gus Gordon beautiful star studded T - I 8, he's from 
Granada Hills CA. 



Lyle & Anne Trusty's 1'-18. They're from Lancaster CA. Gordon Bordon and his bright orange 1'-18 from 
Atascadero, CA. 

Gordon MacDonald and his 1'-18 from Glendale, CA 

A late arrival, don't have the name of the owner. Records 
show that the plane was built in 74 by a R. Keller 

Dave Tennant and his "Sweet Dreams" from 
Lompoc, CA. 

We weren't sure of the owner or builder on this 
airplane. Any help fellows? 
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AIRCRAFT 
PAINTING 

by 
RICH SNELSON 

o 
Every time I read another article on aircraft painting that mentions painting outside on the drive way, 
I think here's a guy that doesn't live in' 'Windy" Illinois. We have enough trash in the air to turn a wet 
paint job into #80 sandpaper. An then there's our "B25" bird population. They know the second a wing 
panel is outside. The cry goes out' 'it's practice time' '. They have Norton Bomb sights built right in their 
butts. To heap even more havoc on a freshly sprayed panel we have' 'Kamikaze" insects. They impact 
the new paint and stick there fluttering in gooey circles, while the watches and wanders if he 
should pick the little bugger out of the mess or just opt for his permanent encapsulation. With all these 
undesirable decorative effects ahead of me, my goal was to build a dust, bird, and insect free paint booth. 

I didn't want the booth to be a permanent fixture so it was designed to be quickly assembled in a garage 
oron a patio by using a few bolts and turn buckles to hold it together. The plans are included and illustrate 
my paint booth. The construction method uses 2 x 2 lumber and small plywood gussets that are glued 
and screwed into place with dry wall screws. The skeleton is covered with heavy clear plastic sheeting 
available from any hardware store. I had a larger area than most garages, so you may have to size the 
plans down to suit your site. 

I started with a plastic floor but found it impossible to keep clean. There's no way to vacuum it, since 
the hose just sucks it up. The bare concrete floor works better and allows both vacuuming and scrubbing 
down before each use. Besides you won't believe the sealing job several coats of urethane will do to a 
concrete floor. Water will just bead up from then on. 

Standard furnace filters are installed on one end using common wood screws to hold them. A large 
window fan is mounted on the other side for air movement. I used the fan to suck air out of the paint booth. 
To do it over, I would turn the fan around and blow-in. This would pressurize the paint booth instead 
of sucking dirt & dust from every opening that's not sealed. To make the system deluxe the air from the 
fan would come in along a side and not be allowed to blow directly on the newly painted pieces. Another 
advantage of using the fan in a positive pressure direction would be a safety concern from explosion or 
combustion of the highly saturated air going across the hot fan motor on its way out. 

Do everything you can to keep the booth clean. Don't do any wet or dry sanding in it. This really creates 
a nasty mess and leaves you with all kinds of dust and dirt that's impossible to get off the walls and floor. 
Preclean everything that you take inside. Use dry, oil free compressed air to blow parts off, get it to all 
cracks and crevices. Before each painting run, vacuum the floor and wet it down. Leave the fan offuntil 
your ready to paint. Turn it off as soon as your done. This will result in less movement of air and dust. 

Lighting the work area and parts to be sprayed proved to be very difficult. After trying a number of 
combinations oflights it was clear thattoo much light was worse that not enough. The very bright Halogen 
shop lights proved to be way too bright. Direct bright light causes a glare on the wet paint that makes 
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it difficult to tell where you've painted. For those of you that haven't used a spray system, the first coat 
is easy to put on since you can see exactly where you've been. The second coat is much more difficult 
since the only way you can tell where you've been is to look for the "wet area" being sprayed. By 
opening all the garage doors and working in the day time I got the best light. I have two sky-lights in 
my barn and at midday the light was nearly perfect. Next to that, several 100 watt incandescent bulbs 
worked out the best for me. Dave Eby the real master at this, sprays with a paint gun in one hand and 
a light in the other. By cOlTectly positioning the light you can get a reflection from the wet paint area. 

I hope this article is helpful and will get you on the way painting or repainting your airplane. I'll have 
another aIiicle on the spray painting process in the next newsletter. 

l\ 
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Thorp Check Out 

by Richard Snelson 

White man's legend has it that Wichita Falls was named by an Indian woman wading in the river there, 
Finding it waist deep she said "Wichita" the Indian word for that depth, Before my hip to Wichita Fall 
I felt "up to my waist" in problems and details about flying my new T-1S, However during the four 
days I spent in Wichita Falls the problem and details for that first flight were all worked out This article 
is about the advise and tips from two very experienced T -18 pilots, Dave Eby and Bryant Rolland, I hope 
it proves valuable to future T -18 pilots or their instructors, 

Wichita Falls claims fame for the most T -18s for its population size, That number is now fOUL The 
first was built by Bryant Rolland and completed in 1978, Bryant can claim fame as being" current in 
Mid-Airs" after his run in with a Cessna while on approach to Oshkosh in 1990, With his wing bent and 
a stall speed of 140 mph, he was able to spiral and land, His plane is now rebuilt with a new wing and 
flys as good as new, 

My check-out started with Bryant on Friday afternoon, lucky fellow was filling in for Dave Eby, who 
was returning the next day, He's flown many hours in his career as a professional flight instructor, flight 
examiner, and commercial pilot As our goal Bryant wanted to introduce me to the T -18 and how to 
handle it in steep turns, slow flight and stalls, His advice centered on pitch control and what to look for 
over the nose of the in flight T-18, Since I'm tall and sit up near the canopy top, in a climb I could see 
about 1 inch between the cowl and the horizon, This pitch attitude resulted in an airspeed of 100 mph 
and a safe climb, Close behind pitch in importance, Bryant placed rudder control, He continually stressed 
the need to keep the ball centered when maneuvering and backed it up with demonstration of what occurs 
in uncoordinated flight He knows of at least one T -18 accident caused by cross controlling while getting 
too slow on approach, After getting control of the nose in turns to the right and left we moved into stalls 
and stall recoveries, 

Recognition of approaching stalls was not difficult, each could be felt and heard as the fuselage shuttered 
at the onset Recovery was normal, drop the nose slightly and apply full power, Bryant then had me 
move into a much deeper, more developed stall that broke sharply straight ahead, but Wow! nose down, 
My reaction, which was wrong, was to quickly pull back on the stick and apply full power, This resulted 
in "wham" a secondary stall that I was not expecting, Bryant recovered and explained the correct method 
for stall revovery, First level the wings, no power, especially with the nose straight down, and give the 
plane a couple of seconds to gain some flying speed before starting back with the stick A trade off is 
involved to get enough speed, not too much, and return to level flight without excessive G loading, With 
the air work done we headed back to the hanger for a discussion of our flight and what I had leamed, 
My thoughts were already on tomorrow and what Dave Eby called a piece of cake, take offs and landings, 
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For those of you that haven't meet Dave Eby he likes to berefened to as a 62 year old crop duster. During 
a TV interview the reporter asked, "Isn't it exciting flying around way up there in the sky?" Dave 
replied "No, but it sure gets exciting when your flying 4 to 5 feet above the ground!" That statment 
really sums up Dave and his personality, As mentioned in a previous Newsletter, Dave has wooden block 
inserts in each of his brake pedals, They are very effective in helping to slide your feet from the rudder 
pedals to the brakes, He was quick to point out that the quicker my feet got sore the better my rudder 
control would be, So guess what folks l Off with the shoes and do it barefooted, Were talking in basic 
here so for those old time tail-dragger pilots your excused, go read someting else, For all the rest: For 
take offline up just to the right of the runway center line, this puts you in position to watch the line with 
your peripheral vision, while watching some object at the far end of the runway for aircraft nose 
alighment It's tricky here because the nose of aT -18 is built pointing five degrees to the right, you sit 
on the left side of the nose and if you aim the spinner right down the runway your won't be going straight 
ahead, Pick your aiming point, put in power, and feed in right rudder to hold your alignment Keep 
it right there along side the runway center line, If you can't and your headed for the bushes, only adjust 
your direction enough to get it straight, then in small amounts coneet your travel to bring it back to the 
mnway center line, If you don't you will find that you're overcorrecting in both directions, Assuming 
a no crosswind condition you will know that you've got it down when you can put your left foot on the 
floor and do it all by just applying gradual right mdder. Dave taught me to begin the takeoff roll with 
the stick back and to let the tail fly it self off as speed pennits, A note here,! didn't remember this later 
in one of my early solo T -18 take-offs and managed to horse the tail up way too quickly before I had 
enough speed for the rudder to be effective, This was with a left cross wind, that made it worse and 
proceeded to cock me to the left and caused the dam thing to act liked it was possessed by the devil as 
it ran offthe runway, barely missiug a runway light Normally by the time the tail flys its self off you 
are well on the way to a good takeoff since rudder control in aT -18 is very effective. 

Dave's instructions for landing started with airspeed control, his recommendations included slowing to 
no less than 100 mph on base with 90 mph targeted for finaL Control coordination is critical through 
out the approach turns, use the rudder, keep the ball centered, On final Dave brought in full flaps, at 
that time a small pitch adjustment was needed to maintain airspeed, Right on down starting the flare 
at 15 to 20 feet Dave's instructions for landing were to flare as if you were going to just put the mains 
on then continue to hold if off and convert the landing to a full stall three point touchdowu, After three 
point contact the stick is brought full back to assure solid tail wheel contact for directional control. He 
showed me how to judge this attitude by sitting in the plane during taxi and noting the nose position, 
It's very impOliant to keep the nose there, and no higher. With a bounce or nose high attitude, apply 
a little power, gentle with the stick, keep it comming back, avoid oscillations that could lead to loss of 
directional control. If that fails, go around, you need the practice anyway, Make the landing just to the 
right of the center line and don't cross it Use a point on the distant end of the runway to steer and correct 
heading elTors quickly, At touch down it very important to have the airplane headed exactly parallel 
to the runway centerline or side, Any cocking at that point is hard to correct and can result in a rough 
ride and possibly a ground loop, Dave gave me some practice at wheel landings but advised the use of 
the three point until I had the directional control down pat 

Dave asked me to write this so he would have it to give to any new T -18 pilots he would check out His 
advice worked well for me and helped to get me through my test flying and the first 25 hours, some of 
which caused me more than just a few grey hairs, My advice for those that are just finishing a project 
and haven't been flying for a while is to get tail dragger instruction and practice under your belt, After 
that take Dave up on his offer to put you in the left seat of his airplane and check you out Thanks Dave 
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Fuel Management Problems Involving 
GeneralAviation N on-corporate Aircraft : 
By Betty Hicks Reprint from NASA'S Aviation 
Safety Reporting System Number 151 Dec 91 

Editor's Note.' Betty Hicks is an ASRS Research 
Consultant. She has been Coordinator of the 
Aviation Program at Foothill College in Los 
Altos, California since 1972; holds anATP certifi
cate; and has logged more than 6,000 hours as 
a pilot and flight instructor in a wide variety of 
aircraft. This is Part 1 of a two-part research 
article by Ms. Hicks. Part 2 will be pubtz:,hed next 
month. 

"I charted a course from ABC to XYZ," wrote 
a pilot on his ASRS form. "The distance is 35 
nautical miles. I figured a 15 to 20 minute flight. 
We took off with close to 1/4 tank in the left wing, 
and 1/8 in the right tank, which I figured at 10 
gallons remaining. It was pitch dark. I climbed 
at full power to 11,000 feet from the 5,900-foot 
airport. The climb rapidly brought the tank 
gauges to empty about five minutes before 
arriving over XYZ." The pilot saw no rotating 
beacon at the destination airport, and no runway 
lights. A mayday call on UNICOM brought 
a response from another pilot working on his 
airplane in an XYZ hangar. The airport was 
closed for construction, was the bad news, but 
the Samaritan on the surface volunteered to align 
his truck lights down the one available runway. 
The engine quit as the pilot turned base leg. The 
frightened and angry pilot protested to the FAA 
that his predicament was caused by an inefficient 
NOT AM distribution system, an that even ifhe 
had filed a VFR flight plan, the information about 
airport closure would not have been available. 
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Yet research by ASR detelmined that the Ai/port 
IFacility Directory (a critical inclusion in the "all 
available information" pilots are required to seek 
prior to cross-country flight) clearly stated that the 
airport was closed indefinitely for construction 
and specified the proper source of NOT AM infor
mation. 

A Persistent Safety Problem. Fuel exhaustion 
(out of fuel) andfuel starvation (fuel in tanks but 
unavailable to the engine due to system problems 
or pilot mismanagement) are leading causes of 
general aviation, non-corporate accidents and 
incidents nationally. A recent review of incidents 
reported to the Aviation Safety Reporting System 
(ASRS) confirmed that fuel mismanagement 
incidents are a persistent occurrence in these data, 
as well. The ASRS study set included III fuel 
exhaustion/starvation reports submitted to the 
ASRS by general aviation, non-corporate pilots 
between January 1986andApri1199I. Our objec
tives were: I) to classify and quantify the reasons 
pilots allow tanks to go dry; 2) to suggest, after 
examination of research findings, preventive 
procedures and attitudes that might be incorpo
rated into basic flight training and into the various 
formats of general aviation recurrent training. A 
survey of reporters' qualifications revealed that, 
contrmy to the research team's preliminary expec
tations, these were not only neopbyte pilots 
running tanks dry, or failing to throw the switch to 
another tank. They were certificated as student 
through airline transport pilots. Over half had 
logged 500 hours or more total flight time. One out 
of every seven reports was submitted by a flight 
instructor. Why did the 111 pilots reporting to 
ASRS fly through their fuel reserves, so that 107 
of them had to make unscheduled landings? What 
can we learn from them about procedures and 
judgments that contribute to fuel exhaustion/ 
starvation incidents? 

Primary Causes of Fuel Emergencies. The re
porters in the ASRS study set identified several 
primary causes for their fuel emergencies: trust in 
unreliable fuel gauges; careless preflight inspec
tions; inaccurate flight planning; weather fac-



tors; and fuel system malfunctions and misman
agement. 

Trust in Unreliable Gauges. Twenty-two pilots 
in the ASRS study set attributed their fuel emergen
cies to trust in the notoriously unreliable light 
aircraft fuel gauges. Yet almost half of these pilots 
also stated they knew the gauges were unreliable 
before their incidents occurred. "My fuel com
putations and fuel gauges indicated that I still had 
one hour of fuel remaining when both engines 
flamed out," wrote a ferry pilot who left his out
of-gas twin on a farm. 

Careless Preflight Inspection. Loose or miss
ing fuel caps and quick drains stuck in an open 
position were overlooked during preflight in 13 
cases. At the same time, three-fourths of the study 
reporters made no mention in their ASRS reports 
that they had checked fuel supply and the fuel 
system visually. Typical was this account of 
inadequate preflight: A pilot on a photo mission 
assumed the FBO had topped the tanks. but he 
pref1ighted nonetheless. "I stuck two fingers in 
the tank and was convinced that I felt fuel to the 
top." Forty minutes later he landed, fuel ex
hausted. on a road running through a cotton field. 

Inaccurate Flight Planning. Of the III 
repOliers, thirty reported both their preflight 
estimates of aircraft endurance and also the time 
in flight at which the fuel exhaustion OCCUlTed. The 
average en-or overestimated endurance by 55 
minutes. Yet only one third of these same 
reporters indicated they had ever calculated actual 
fuel burn for the aircraft involved in the incident, 
and halfofthese perforrned their calculations after 
the fuel exhaustion incidents occun-ed. One of 
these reporters was breaking in a new engine at 
a higher RPM than settings previously used. "I 
now see my error," wrote the pilot, following a 
safe out-of-gas landing in a field. "My fuel burn 
calculation should have taken into consideration 

on usable fueL "According to the manufacturer's 
manual there should have been sufficient fuel to 
make this flight, plus another hour's extra time," 
wrote the pilot of a twin that landed out of fuel on 
a busy city street. 

Weather factors. Sixteen pilots reported that 
weather especially misplaced faith in winds aloft 
forecasts was responsible for their fates. "I didn't 
think such a fast airplane would be so drastically 
affected by headwinds," confessed one shocked 
reporter. Thirty of the fuel exhaustion/starvation 
incidents involved pilots on IFR flight plans. 
Several of these pilots accepted IFR clearances 
beyond the range of their aircraft. 

Fuel System Malfunctionsll\1ismanagement. 
Twelve pilots reported fuel system malfunctions, 
but most of these problems could have been 
detected by a thorough preflight inspection. In 
ten incidents. failure to switch tanks caused fuel 
starvation. 

the higher RPMs." Ten reporters asselied that the Ron &JaneHayes builders of a beautififl T-18 that 
aircraft owner's manual had given incorrect was completed and flown for the first time this 
figures on expected fuel bum, or misinformation summer. The Hayes are from Blue Springs. Mo. 

Pictures of the plane in the next newsletter. 
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We were level at 3000 feet with the airspeed 
indicating 170 mph. Our course was due south 
toward Kentucky Dam. The project had become a 
flying reality. My thoughts were of my first trip to 
Kentucky Dam in 1989 with Paul Kirik inhis T-18. 
That trip and the people I met, were to provide the 
inspiration, and encouragement needed to "keep 
building". With our Loran providing the heading 
and RoxAnne following our progress on the 
sectional we were nearing "our own" arrival at 
Kentucky Dam. T -18 activity could be heard on 
122.8. "Ky Dam 747JP is turning final for 27". 
Being a little nervous about my first landing in front of the T -] 8 elite of the world I called at about 15 
out. "Kentucky Dam 295RS is 15 to the north inbound." Well Lee Skillman was waiting and his reply 
was immediate. "295RS Kentucky Dam, come on down Rich there's about 40 people here, all waiting 
to watch you land." Well I decided right then that no matter how good or bad this landing turned out 
I would say RoxAnne did it. With my black & white pride stahle on final full flaps at 90mph and 
everything under control my confidence returned. The landing was a M{ilCCl\.Ci 

Later after watching Lee with Jim Paine in N747JP, a couple landings for each approach 
I paid him back by telling him how easy it was and that RoxAnne really made our squeeker landing. Little 
did he know that it was nothing like the one I'd made earlier in Lincoln, Illinois as I landed to pick up 
RoxAnne near her school. After that one I looked around hoping no one was watching. As I up 
she came around the hanger. She quipped, "Bet you hoped no one was watching". Oh welJi We had 
arrived at Kentucky Dam an a great weekend of seeing friends flying was still ahead, 

Saturday morning found everyone at the airport. By my count we had fifteen T-18s present To prove 
T -18 building is alive and well, we had 15 builders present. Jim Paine is one great trooper. He made 
sure all the builders and family got a T -18 ride. Thanks Jim! The highlight of the weekend came late 
Saturday as a six plane formation took to the air. As the i,sWUP of six was passing over Ky Dam airport 
Dave Eby and I were turning on final. Dave was flying my plane and firewalled it, The group of six 
became seven! "The Magnificiant Seven" After several passes over the airport they formed up for the 
landing and peeled off on a five count. All the planes were recovered in order! RoxAnne said she didn't 
know wether to cheer or salute! Jim French got the whole thing on video and sent me a copy. Thanks 
Jim! Mine is nearly worn out from watching N295RS in the fly-bys. 

We had a full house at the Saturday evening banquet with over sixty people in attendance. We discussed 
a Spring 93 get-together, possibly in Texas and a return to Kentucky Dam in the Fall. The food was 
great and the company even better. With out question, the small local T-18 get-togethers provide the 
very best opportunity for learning about the airplane and what it takes to build one. Hope to see a lot 
of new faces at the Spring T-18 Get-Together. More will follow! 
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Richard, ----May I please introduce myself--John W, 
Thorp's sister "" Our friend Dick Eklund advised me to 
send you this enclosed blurb and copy of the memorial 
tribute I have compiled honoring the accomplishments 
and memories of my brother. Any help you and your
colleagues can offer to help in the distribution and sale of 
these booklets will be greatly appreciated '" 

He also tells me of plans for honoring my brother's 
contributions to EAA with ceremonies at the next confer
ence, I would like to be included if that is possible, as 1. W, 
and I are among the few last members of our generation 
in a large California pioneer family, If you have com
ments regarding this and plans, I would appreciate hear
ing from you, I think his wife, Kay, will be making plans 
to also attend, She is doing well. 

I hope you will forgive me for using some of your 
NEWSLETTER material in the book, You will doubtless recognize it, and I hope any editing I did meets 
with your approval. Sincerely, Marcella Thorp Emerick 
Editor's Note: I liked the book and think you did a great job putting it together, It should be a part of 
evelY T-18 builders keepsakes, Richard Snelson 

The memorial tribute booklet THE SPIRIT OF JOHN WILLARD THORP is now available for $5,00 
per copy, and includes tax, handling and mailing, It contains 26 pages of text with 35 b/w photos 
reminiscent of his life, his family, friends and associates, Send request and check or M,O, to: 

This is a photo of John 
Thorp's shop. His tem
plates for the T-18 are 
still stacked neatly on a 
rack. 

MARCELLA THORP EMERJCK 
72 I 8 Linglestown Rd, 
HARRJSBURG, PA 17112 
Ph, (717) 545-5219 
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We're pulling all the stops! Help make 
Oshkosh 93 "The Thorp Year" 

John Thorp Memorial Book is now available! 
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Russ Ross and his T-18 N45RR on his trip to Alaska 
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The planning and scheduling for the 30th Anniver
sary Thorp T - I 8 events to be held during Oshkosh 
93 is going well. In December, I received a letter 
from Tom Poberezny acknowledging my request 
for special consideration, and expressing his desire 
to help alTange our events. Cooperation has been 
impressive and it looks like we wiII get all that we 
have asked for. 

Our events wiII start at I I :30 AM, Friday July 3 I, 
in the EAA Nature Center pavilion, where we will 
hold a short memorial service and tribute for John 
Thorp. We wiII follow the service with announce
ments and times for other Thorp events for the 
week. Lunch may follow if it can be alTanged. 

The next event will occur Friday sometime before 
the airshow. Mrs. Thorp will be introduced on the 
flight line speakers platform by Lee Skillman and 
a Thorp T -18 missing man flight wiII be brought 
overhead. Gary Cotner of Collinsville, OK is 
helping to arrange this fOlmation flight. My re
quest to Verne Jobst, Flight Operations, was to 
have a small group of T -18s that will have prac
ticed formation flying in advance, take part in this 
event. 

Then Friday evening it's back to Butch's Anchor 
Inn for our annual T - I 8 banquet with Mrs. Thorp 
as our special guest. 

We have latched on to a Saturday morning 10:00 -
11:15 slot for the T-18 FOlllm. I don't have the tent 
number yet but that will follow. One other event 
late in the fly-in is planned to allow late comers a 
chance to get together. We have a small park in 
Oshkosh, South Park, Shelter #2, reserved for 
Tuesday Aug3, starting at 6:00 pm. Take Route 44, 
turn north on Georgia St. and right into the park. 
You can get there on the bus that runs to & from the 
college dormitories. 

Special parking was the last item we requested and 
it will be arranged with Ken Whyte. Ken will work 
with our early alTivals to alTange the area. I asked 
for rows 9 & 10 but we may need more space than 
that if we getthe turn out I'm expecting. Ken thinks 
that area should be ok, but asked for us to be 
flexible and work with him after we get there. I 
understand there have been changes to the field in 
that area. A new taxi way has been built along the 
flight line and the fence moved to the westto keep 
about the same parking space. Ken said that we 
probably wouldn't want to put ropes and stakes up 
early since it would make it difficult to get airplanes 
in and out. He asked if we could provide two 
volunteers to help with our T -18 parking. His staff 
will know about the parking anangements and will 
send T - I 85 to us to park. If you can help, please 
volunteers for this. Phil Tucker of Sport Aircraft 
is paying for 3 or 4 signs that will be used to mark 
our parking area and let the world know about our 
30th anniversary event. 

Well that's it. Now it's up to you the T -18 Mutual 
Aid Members to get your T -18s out, polish them up 
and bring them to Oshkosh 93. Let's put 60 airplane 
on the flight line and show the world what a 
"homebuilt" metal airplane is all about, and that 
John Thorp's proven design still offers a perfor
mance advantage that should be considered when 
selecting a project. Get your name and plane on my 
list for Oshkosh 93. Call menow' (217) 935-4215 

I want to thank those individuals that jumped the 
gun and sent their contributions for Mrs. Thorp's 
travel accommodations. Two fifty dollar contribu
tion have us off to a good start. If you can, please 
help with this by sending your contribution to bring 
Kay to this special tribute to John Thorp. If any of 
you fellows that fly the big iron can help with 
discounts on tickets let me know. 

continued on page 3 
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T-18 Events for 1993 

Thorp T-18 Fly-in at McAlester, OK. May 14-
16 See Gary Green's letter on page 17 for more 
information on this event. 

Thorp T -18 Gathering at Oakland Pontiac Air
port, Michigan on May 22-23 See Al Bosonetto's 
letter on page 18 for details of this event. 

Thorp T-I8 Flv-in at Kentucky Dam on Oct 8-
9 (more details later). 

Other Sport Aviation Fly-Ins: 

Sun & Fun, April 17-23 
Rumorhas itthatasmaligroupofT-18s will depart 
Sun & Fun early for a couple of days in the 
Bahamas. Care to join us? 

T-18s will make a showing at Greeley! 
Greeley Weld County Airport and the Rocky 
Mountain Sport Aviation Fly-In is June 26-27 . 
This sounds like a fun event, free camping on the 
field, free transportation to town. Food available 
on the field. The Greeley Stampede Rodeo and 
Parade is going on that weekend. They are asking 
that we consider their facilities as a future sight for 
our T -18 annual club meetings. (Editors note: I 
will try to make this one. Anyone care to join me 
and put some T -18s on the flight line?) See their 
letter on page 16. Colorado T-18s Unite 

Flash! Flash! Late breaking news, John Evens has 
arranged for a block of rooms in Greeley at the 
Holiday Inn for June 24-27. The phone number is 
303-659-1164 ask for "The Evens Party" or 
conformation number 62204517. Cost is $55 per 
night for up to 4 people. Rooms are limited so call 
now. John and the Colorado T -18ers will help with 
transportation. 

NOTICE! NOTICE! NOTICE I NOTICE! 

A special edition T -18 newsletter will be pub
lished, to anive in your mailbox before Oshkosh 
93. It will contain your letters and stories about 
either John Thorp are the T-18. So please start 
writing now. Tell your story. If you're like most of 
us, the T-18 has a mighty big place in our hearts and 
life. John's idea for a simple to build, all metal sport 
plane has captured us, and given us projects and 
rewards beyond words. However, I think you will 
be able to find words that will mean a lot to all of 
the T -18 Mutual Aid Society members and also to 
that new kid on the block that may be thinking of 
a T-18 ashis project. Send your letters to me before 
June 93. 

T -18 Newsletter Editor 
Richard Snelson 
RR3 Box 295 
Clinton, 1L 61727 

Editors Note: Time really goes fast when your 
having fun in a T -18. I'm approaching 100 hours in 
N295RS. Can't seem to find time to work on it long 
enough to get the upholstry finished. I did build a 
neat top for my dash using solid foam and one layer 
of fiberglass on top. It's covered with Nalgahydeon 
the front curved side and carpet on the top. Pictures 
and a how to article will follow in a future newslet
ter. 
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1/17/93 

Dear Richard; 

It appears to be time for dues again, so here they 
are. 

I'm also enclosing a check for Kay's fund to get 
her to 1993 Oshkosh. I hope that you get plenty 
for the fund. Actually knowing the group and their 
admiration for John and Kay, I'm sure that there 
will be sufficient donation. If more is needed 
please let me know. 

I know that you are enjoying your T-18 and 
hope that you will continue to do so. 

My trip back from 1992 Oshkosh was rather 
uneventful although they had forecast a line of 
thunderstorms running north-south East of Grand 
Island. 

However, they showed that a weak area would 
be in the vicinity of Broken Bow north of a direct 
route. Using my 34 years experience as a USWB 
meteorologist plus a lot of finger crossing, I took 
that route to west ofBBW, LBF then south-south
westward to Akron, Co on home with no weather 
problems other than strong gusty wind when I 
made a fuel stop ant Broken Bow. 

Actually, my air time was less then a friend in 
a C206 who took the more direct route but at higher 
altitude-about 6000 to 9000-through Western 
Nebraska westward. At times, his groundspeed 
was 90 knots up there. 

While at Oshkosh, I swapped my Foster 500 
Loran and $450.00 for the updated Foster 501. It 
really helped on the flight horne since I was unable 
to fly my preplanned flight route. Using the Loran 
can make a lazy navigator out of you. You have 
to be careful that you don't set back and get caught 

with a nonperforming Loran in a tight spot. 
However, I'm sold on such a unit ornow at this late 
date I would definitely go for a GPS. Yours, Pete 
Gonzales 1818 Server Dr. Colorado Springs. CO 
80910 Phone 719-634-6358 

-*-
30 Dec 92 

Rich: 
Re my phone call this date, I do not find a file 

on disk which 1 believed I sent you about 2 - 3 
months ago. Perhaps it never happened. So here 
is a replay-

Give for almost free: Angle tooling for 
clamping of trailing edges -aileron, stabilator, and 
rudder. *. A male form for stabilator tips. It shows 
minor battle damage from removal, but, with a bit 
of touchup, using sheetrock joint cement, it would 
be usable. *. And I only ask that the recipient 
reimburse me for cost of UPS. 

My check for $130.00 is enclosed. This 
covers the Scott Tail wheel plus 1993 dues. I amnot 
sure just what dues are-but to me the newsletter is 
worth $30. Incidentally, there is no rush for the 
tailwheel- I really do not need it for a few months. 

Well, all major assemblies except for the 
fuselage are complete. As for the fuselage, the aft 
belly skin and the side skins are riveted up - the 596 
and 60 1 bulkheads are in. The forward belly skin is 
decoed up and the firewall stuck in place with duct 
tape. I opted not to install the dash frame, a fragile 
member, until necessary. 

As mentioned, I plan to place both flap 
controls and the throttle on the left. Flap drawings 
are essentially complete, but throttle control draw
ings are merely sketches. Final drawings cannot be 
done until a decision is reached re the engine, 
which I suspect will be the Subara 2.2 with a Lou 
Ross reduction unit. 
Keep in touch and I hope you have a great 1993. 

Floyd Myers 5170 Sunset Dr Ogden UT 84403 
801- 476- 0153 
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Dear Rich, 
I hope you had a nice Christmas and wish you the 

best for 1993. We moved into a new house overthe 
holidays, youcan't beatthat for timing. Please note 
the new address on letterhead and change in your 
records. 

I guess by now you are really enjoying the T-18. 
If you are like me, the first 25 or so hours were 
periods of great excitement but didn't feel as 
comfortable as I would like in the aircraft. I have 
over 100 hours now and wear it like a glove. Don't 
mistake my comment for complacency as J am still 
aware of its potential danger if not properly 
handled. However, I do feel confident in my 1'-18 
piloting ability and enjoy it more each time I go out. 

Rich, as you know I converted the 0290G engine 
for my 1'-18 and have had outstanding perfor
mance from it. Last year I was able to trade for an 
0320B2B J 60Hp with low time and all accesso
ries. I am so pleased with the 0290 that I haven't 
given much thought to changing to the 160HP. 
Considering the added value of the aircraft with a 
certified engine when and if! decide to sell, I have 
decided to go with the 160HP. It hasn't been an 
easy decision as I get outstanding performance 
from the 0290 with auto fuel and add TCP when I 
use 100LL. With a modified Pacesetter prop, 68 
X 68 I get about 185mph at 2000ft. full throttle 
2600rpm, and cruise 160mph indicated at 
2450rpm. With those numbers I wonder why I am 
changing out the engine. 

I would appreciate your getting the word out 
about the engine and possibly listing it for sale in 
the next newsletter. I am enclosing a copy of the ad 
I am putting in Sport Aviation (Feb. issue). 

I will have my bird down for a few weeks to 
install adjustable cams on the inner wing rear spars 
to correct a heavy left wing problem. Will also take 
care of some other minor items prior to the spring 
flying season. I visited with Gary Green a few days 
ago, he said the spring flyin was in May at 
McAlister Ok. Lets hope the weather will cooper
ate with us. Ken C. Morgan Arlington, Texas 
Phone: 817-265-6838 

Editors Note: see the rest of Ken '.I' letter in the 
Safe/v Section it rells o{ioosing his tail wheel. 

Dear Richard, Congratulations on the flight of 
N295RS! If you get half the pleasure we have had 
with N78WG over the past 13.5 years (I450+hours) 
all of your building time will have been well spent. 
I think it is a great idea to have a 30th year Thorp 
Celebration & to include Kay. My contribution 
toward her ticket is enclosed. Walt Giffin Pueblo 
West, CO 81007 

DEAR RICHARD, 

MY T-18 (NI8AL, SN 287) IS IN ITS 18th YEAR 
OF FL YING WITH VERY FEW PROBLEMS WITH 
THE AIRFRAME OR ENGINE. THEENGlNE(0320-
E2D) IS COMING UP ON TBO AND I AM NOW 
PLANNING TO OVERHAUL IT AND REFURBISH 
THE AIRFRAME AS NECESSARY. THE FIRST 12 
YEARS OF FL YING WAS MOSTLY OUT OF 
MOJAVE CALIFORNIA, WHERE THE WIND 
BLOWS HARD AND SELDOM DOWN ANY PAR
TICULAR RUNWAY. UPON RETIREMENT WE 
WANTED TO GET OUT OF THE SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA "RAT RACE" AND MOVE TO 
IDAHO, THE FIRST THING !DID WHEN WE GOT 
HERE WAS TO BUY A HANGER FOR THE T-IS. 
THERE WEREMANYT-lS'S IN SOUTHERN CALI
FORNIA, AND I MISS GOING ON TRIPS WITH 
THEM. I BELIEVE I HAVE THE ONLY T-18 IN 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. 

I MADE A THOROUGH STRUCTURAL INSPEC
TION OF THE AIRFRAME IN PREPARATION 
FOR REFURBISHING AND FOUND EVIDENCE 
OF RIVETS WORKING IN THE WING SKIN 
ALONG THE INBOARD MAIN SPAR CAPS,ALSO 
IN THE AREA OF THE WING BREAK FITTINGS, 
I BELIEVE THIS CONDITION WAS REPORTED 
ON IN AN EARLY NEWSLETTER. THE SAME 
CONDITION IS SHOWING UP ON THE INBOARD 
STABILIZER SPAR, BOTH SIDES. THE 
ONL Y CRACKS I FOUND WERE INTHE VER
TlCALFIN TlP RIB BEND RADII AT THE AFT 
END WHERE IT ATTACHES TO THE VERTI-
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CAL FIN SPAR AND WHERE THE TOP RUDDER 
HINGE FITTING ATTACHES. THIS CONDITION 
MAYBE UNIQUE TO MY AIRPLANE, BECAUSE 
I HAVE A STROBE LIGHT AND TAIL LIGHT 
MOUNTED TO THE VERTICAL FIN FAIRING 
WHICH MAY AFFECT THE NATURAL FRE
QUENCY OF THE STRUCTURE IN THE AREA. 

I DON'T THINK ANY OF THIS IS CRITICAL AT 
THIS TIME, I WILL CONTINUE TO FLY IT UNTIL 
I GET EVERYTHING INEED ON HAND. THANK 
YOU; AL CHIVERS 4465 ODEN BAY DR. 
SANDPOINT !D. 8386~;:ONE 208-263-4618 

Hi Dick, --\;-17 
Well, I finally got my medical back in October. It 
sure takes a long time. AOPA sure has been a big 
help right from the start in 1986 when I had a heart 
attack. 

If you put out a newsletter between now and April 
15, could you put my Florida address on it as bulk 
mail doesn't get forwarded. I want to go to the 
Western Fly-In and then to Calif. Dick Amsden 
1225 N. W. 21st St. S~t, FL 34994 

---If!-
Dear Richard, 
It's nice to see that you've gotten your bird off the 
ground. Congratulations are in order. You also 
wrote a fine article on the Thorp Check Out which 
I'll keep on hand. 

When you publish the next newsletter I would 
appreciate your putting in the following request. 

Help needed in the following areas -- photos 
diagrams - plan - written instructions for the fol
lowing: 1. Electric flap systems, 2. Instrument 
panel with fold down feature, 3. Moving rudder 
cables to outer edge of cockpit. 

I also want to buy: 0320 narrow deck case, 0320 
crank, Gyro Inst - Horizon & Compass, Radios, 
Antennas - all types needed, wood prop 68x68 

Best Regards, Paul Mac Michael 4222 Juniper DR, 
Tacoma, WA 98466 Phone 206-566-1971 

Dear Richard, 

I pray that you had a wonderful Christmas. Con
gratulations on the completion of your T-18. 
I'm a new builder and have purchased plans #444 
fOlmerly registered to Cyril E. Williams. You may 
want that info to update any list. 
Please find the check for Kay enclosed. I don't 
consider myself much of an organizer but I have a 
phone, computer & fax. IfI can help you to get out 
the T -18's/S-18's for OSHKOSH 93 I would be 
willing to help. 

I appreciate you dedication on all our behalfs. 
David R. Lheureux 23740 Magic Mtn. Pkwy. , 
Valencia, CA 91355 Phone 805-259-9423 

For Sale Hems: 

L YC 02900 140HP, THORP TYPE CONVER
SION,100HRSTTSNRUNNINGINT-18$3850. 
CALL 817/265-6838. KEN MORGAN. 
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AIRCRAFT 
PAINTING II 

by 
RICH SNELSON 

It's too bad that painting an airplane comes at the 
end of the project instead of the beginning. At the 
end, you want the project to just be over, and the 
airplane to be in the air traveling the 30 miles or so 
to that great little airport restaurant for Sunday 
morning breakfast. Nothing that you do during the 
last six months of a project can be called fun. 
However, if you could forget about doing all the 
fiberglass parts, with their one-million pinholes 
and all the misery associated with their preparation 
and painting. The remaining painting might be 
thought of as near-fun. 

As part of the preparations for painting my Thorp 
T -18, I read everything I could find on the subject. 
Some of the best of these articles were written by 
Tony Bingelis for Sport A viation Magazine. As has 
been my practice during my projects I called and 
talked to several other builders with experience and 
knowledge on how to do the job conectly. With 
their help I came up with quite a collection of tips 
that weren'tin anything that I had read. article 
summarizes the things that I learned from them and 
during the painting of N295RS, I don't have a 
perfect paint job! And I don't claim to be any SOli 

of expert on the subject of painting, However, as I 
gained experience my painting improved, and the 
early orange peel cffeetsand other problems stopped 
occurring. Hopefully, knowledge of how someone 
else did it help you when you're ready to paint 
or repaint your homebuilt. 

Material Selection 

The materials that I selected for painting my air
plane were, Dupont's Variprime and Diztler's PPG 
Durethane Polyurethane Enamel System. The 

o 
Diztler paint system was selected for it's fuel 
resistance plus good impact and chip resistance. 
It's important to check with the paint manufacture 
or supplier for compatibility of the primer and top 
coat material before you mix brands as I did. Please 
don't let me lead you down the road into using 
Polyurethanes. They are very expensive and very 
unforgiving of spraying mistakes. 

When you've selected a type and brand of paint get 
the manufactures data sheets. They describe the 
process and steps required for its application on 
specific surfaces. For aluminum the steps are clean
ing, etching, priming and top coating the parts. 

Since I did my painting with the new High Volume 
Low Pressure (HVLP) turbine paint system, I have 
included information about its specific use. Since 
the turbine puts out air at a temperature of 95 
degrees, this hotter that normal air temperature has 
to be considered when selecting the paint reducers, 
Each manufacture has a range of reducers for use 
with their paint. You nonnallypick a reducer based 
upon the expected room air temperature at the time 
of painting, As it turned out, the high temperature 
reducer did the best job with the hot turbine air, 
regardless of the room temperature, allowing the 
paint to flow out smoothly without any orange peel 
effect. I had one-half of the airplane painted before 
realizing this fact. Experience can be quite a teacher. 

Cleaning 

When my metal work was complete I had some 
parts that were bare aluminum while others had 
miscellaneous amounts of zinc chromate applied. 
The zinc chromate had been sprayed over a partly 
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Even with all the careful preparation, when you 
spray the final color coats, you may get some nasty 
surprises, like "dirt" and "dust devils" that were 
not visible before. If you wonder where the con
tamination comes from: 113 comes from the paint 
booth environment, 113 from the surface and areas 
to be painted and 113 from the painter's clothing. 
By working on each of the three areas it hopefully 
can be minimized. For example: I used a paper 
throwaway painting suit from NAPA Auto Paris 
Stores that helped a lot in keeping lint out of the 
paint, also the paint booth was cleaned and scrubbed 
down before each painting run. Each of the parts 
went through several cleaning stages, as outlined, 
before painting. It does involve a lot of preparation 
but, it's worth it. 

Hopefully, when you check you work later you 
won't have too many dust devils or imperfections 
to deal with. Just in case you do, to remove the small 
dust devils, I purchased a small block made of! 000 
grit sanding material. (Before using the block it 
needs to sit in water for several hours.) The block 
has a sharp edge to push through the dust cutting it 
off level with the paint's surface. Then the wet 
block is used to sand just the very small area around 
the cut. Follow the sanding with a liquid polish and 
a lot of elbow grease to restore the shine. For bad 
runs it's necessary to either strip the piece and start 
over or let it completely dry and sand the run out. 
You will find polyurethane is a very tough paint to 
sandi Work with a sanding block and go by feel to 
tell when the run is gone. It's better to take offmore 
of the top coat than you think is necessary than to 
repaint the part and still be able to see the run. 

Masking and Painting the trim colors 

Follow the manufacturer's recommendation for 
drying time before taping. Then still test for dry
ness by putting some sample tape in a "it won't 
show later location". Remove itand see ifit leaves 
a footprint or track, if it does the part needs 
additional drying time. 

I found the best masking tape to use is the blue 
Scotch Brand plastic. It works well around curves 

and can be pressed down to eliminate any run 
under. After it's in place go over it several times 
with your finger nail pressing the edge down to be 
sure it's sealed. Just before you paint go over it 
again. Buy a roll of masking paper from an automo
tive paint supplier. This type of paper has a wax 
side and will completely prevent paints from bleed
ing through. I have used newspaper forthis, but it's 
not a good idea since it will allow bleed through. 

I know that some of the really great paint jobs are 
done by taping each side of a trim color separately. 
This gives you a smooth flush paint joint as op
posed to painting the trim colors on top of the base 
color which leaves a rough edge. I took the easier 
route on this one by painting the base color first and 
spraying the trim color on top. This is much faster 
and easier to do and if the tape is removed at the 
righttime, the rough edges can be minimized. Wait 
at least 5 to 8 hours before removing it. Taking it 
off sooner will result in a rough torn edge. I left 
some of the tape on for two to three days and it still 
came off with a clean shear. The best method of 
getting it off is to pull it back on itself at a sharp 
angle. 

As you may have realized from reading this article, 
Urethanes are difficult to use and don't forgive 
mistakes. You" get what you spray" Unlike 
automotive paints urethanes can't be sanded and 
rubbed out when you make a mistake. However, if 
correctly applied they provide a very thin, light 
weight, tough surface that will last for years of 
flying. I hope this article is helpful and saves you 
from the many mistakes that the lack of experience 
can cause. One last tip, make up a check list before 
you spray. Hang it on the door of the paint booth 
and read it each time you go in! Be sure it includes 
"tighten the top of the spray gun". Take my word 
for it, after cleaning up two spills on top of a fresh 
first coat. "Experience can be quite a teacher". 
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I HAVE AL WAYS WANTED TO FLY "UP" TO 
ALASKA AND OVER THE YEARS I HAVE OWNED A 
CITABRIA AND A SUPER CUB; AND IRONICALLY 
BOTH AIRPLANES WENT TO ALASKA. I RE-TIRED 
FEBRUARY ISTOFTHIS YEAR AND DECIDED THIS 
WAS THE TIME TO GO. I PROBABLY SPENT ABOUT 
THREE MONTHS RESEARCHING THE DETAILS OF 
MAKING THE FLIGHT. YOU MUST HAVE A SPECIAL 
FLIGHT PERMIT FROM TRANSPORT CANADA TO 
FLY AN EXPERIMENTAL CATEGORY AIRCRAFT 
INTO THE COUNTRY. ALSO YOU ARE REQUIRED 
TO CARRY SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT: SPECIFICA
TIONS VARY BETWEEN CANADA AND ALASKA. 
TRANSPORT CANADA HAS A "STRIP CHART" OF 
THE HIWAY WHICH ELIMINATES A NUMBER OF 
SECTIONALS. IN ADDITION TO ITT CARRIED THREE 
SECTIONALS TO GET THRU CANADA; PLUS THE 
CANADA FLIGHT SUPPLEMENT. INFORMATION 
ON FLYING THE ALASKA HIW A Y IS A V AILABLE 
FROM TRANSPORT CANADA THE FAA AND AOPA. 
AS FOR ALASKA TAKE WHATEVER SECTIONALS 
YOU WILL NEED FOR THE AREAS YOU INTEND TO 
FLY. IF GOING INTO ANCHORAGE I WOULD REC
OMMEND A TERMINAL AREA CHART. 

I DECIDED TO MAKE THE TRIP IN JUNE TO EN
SURE MOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS BECAUSE WE 
SIMPLY DID NOT HAVE ROOM IN THE BAGGAGE 
COMPARTMENT FOR CAMPING EQUIPMENT. WITH 
THE SURVIVAL GEAR, FLITE CASE, CAMERA EQUIP
MENT TIE DOWNS AND THE MINIMUM AMOUNT OF 
CLOTHES; WE HAD 90LBS IN THE BAGGAGE COM
PARTMENT AND IT WAS PACKED! ALSO I DE
CIDED TO ENTER CANADA THRU LETHBRIDGE, 
ALBERTA; WHICH MADE IT POSSIBLE TO FLYTHE 
MISSOURI RIVER AND ITS RESERVOIRS INTO MON
TANA. LOTS OF SCENIC BEAUTY. 
THE ITINERARY: 

3 JUNE: LEFT NORTH SOO CITY AT 8:00 A.M. 
FOLLOWED THE MISSOURI RIVER TO PIERRE, S. 
DAK. NICE SMOOTH FLITE. !HR. 36MIN. FUELED 

WITH 100 LL. USED COURTESY CAR TO GO IN 
TOWN COFFEE AND ROLLS. 
CHECKED WITH FLIGHT SERVICE; WEATHER 
PREDICTED FRONTAL CONDITIONS FOR MON
TANA LATER IN DAY. DEPARTED PIERRE AND 
CONTINUED FOLLOWING RIVER. LANDED 
MANDAN,N. DAK. IHR06MIN. FUELED AIRPLANE 
GOT RID OF SOME COFFEE AND DEPARTED FOR 
WILLISTON, N. DAK. ARRIVED WILLISTON 
IHR.IOMIN. LATER ABOUT THIRTY MINUTES AF
TER WE ARRIVED THE FRONT CAME THRU. THE 
AIRPLANE WAS HANGARED AND WE SPENT THE 
NIGHT AT THE SELECTTNN, WHICH WAS THE BEST 
MOTEL FOR THE MONEY ON THE TRIP. 

4 ruNE: DEPARTED WILLISTON FOR HAVRE, 
MONTANA. 2000 ft.CEILINGSANDLOTSOFTURBU
LENCE. LANDED AT GLASGOW AFTER 52 MIN
UTES FOR A BREAK. DEPARTED GLASGOW FOR 
HAVRE AND ARRIVED THERE 59 MINUTES LATER. 
AFTER A HALF HOUR COFFEE BREAK; FILED 
FLITEPLAN (ADVISE CUSTOMS) FOR LETHBRIDGE, 
ALBERTA. DEPARTED HAVRE USING THE VORFOR 
NAVIGATION. THE LORAN WAS VERY ERRATIC. 
AFTER ABOUT TWENTY MINUTES WE LOST THE 
VOR BECAUSE OF LO CEILINGS. FLEW COMPASS 
COURSE OVER SOME VERY DESOLATE COUNTRY. 
FINALLY PICKED UP THE LETHBRIDGE VOR 
AFTER LANDING THE TOWER DIRECTED US TO 
CUSTOMS PARKING AND TOLD US TO REMAIN IN 
THE AIRPLANE. WE WAITED FOR SEVERAL MIN
UTES WHEN I SAW THIS GUY W A VING--US INTO 
THE BUILDING. I HAD ALL THE DOCUMENTS FOR 
THE PLANE AND OURBIRTH CERTIFICATES. WHEN 
WE ARRIVED IN THE CUSTOMS OFFICE HE ASKED 
FOR OUR DRIVERS LICENSE! THAT WAS IT. IN 
ABOUT THREE MINUTES WE WERE ON OUR WAY. 
THE CANADIANS REALLY TREATED US GREAT. 
WENT TO FLITE SERVICE TO CHECK WEATHER. 
LO CEILINGS, RAIN AND CLOUD. DECIDED TO 
HANG IT UP FOR THE DAY. 
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Welcome T .. 18 Pilots And Enthusiasts 
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Join Lile ]0(:a1 T-lB pilots and builders from tIle Detroit 
Metro Area [or a weekend of fun, celebrating 30 years of 
tile Thorp T-lil. Several well known 1'-18 pilot/buildccs 
will be on hand to share their flying and building exper
iences. Also, hear some very interesting history abollt 
T-IB development. 

Pontiac Airport is approximately 25 miles North of Detroit 
and is a conLrolled field, but fear r;oL!! If you fly in, 
tell the COlltroller on initial call up that you are part 
of the T-18 oroup and you will receive V.I.P. treatment. 
A special ro~ed off tiedo~ll area will be provided for T-18's 
only. 

Tllere are restaurants on or near the field for our 5aturduy 
llight dinner and Sunday breakfast. 

A Comfort Inn Motel on,the field will provide rooms at 
c:orporate rates. So, when you call, tell them you are with 
Lhe T-18 group. Phone (313) 666-8555. 

for further information contact: 

[, J Bosonetto 
N 1 

FAXi 

(313) 
(313 ) 
(313) 

C51-1333 
261-6852 
6S1-2650 
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HELP BRING KAY THORP TO OSHKOSH 93 

I talked to Mrs Thorp today, Jan 31, and she is very excieted about 
comming to Oshkosh for the 30th Anniversary of the T-18. Please 
do what you can to help make this possible. Several folks have 
jumped the gun on this and sent their contributions. Thanks' I'm 
going to start calling Monday to try and find a room she will have 
John's sister staying with her, Mrs. Marcella Thorp Emerick. I 
understand quite a number of you have ordered her book about John. 
"The Spirit of John Willard Thorp". She is planning to enlarge the 
book to include some of the fine letters you have written about John, 
and have it for sale at Oshkosh 93. 

RENEWAL TIME FOR THE T-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 

In order to keep track of the dues and not have to send out renewal notices throughout the year, 
there are all due in Jan. This lets me know at the start of the year how many copies to print. If 
wish to be dropped from the newsletter let me know. I didn't drop anyone last year fornot sending 
their due until late in the year. This runs up the printing and postage costs unnecessarly. So please 
help out here and send you dues this month. Also if you have a change of address let me know 
as soon as you can. Since we use bulk mail the newsletters will not be forwarded by the postoffice. 





T-18 NEWSLETTER 

Ne-wsletter # 87 

Parker Miller of Friendswood, Texas beautifi;l T-18 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

"The New Antique" by Richard Snelson 
Oshkosh 93 Events 
McAlester, OK May 14-16 by Richard Snelson 
1'-18 Gathering Pontiac Airport by Al Bosonetto 
1st Annual Oceano T-18 Fly-in by Harry Paine 
North to Alaska by Russ Ross (part 2) 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As always, ill the past, present, ImJ!ulure news/etters, we would like to make you 
aware that tltis newsletter is ollly presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal ex:periellces and tltat 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiellces, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, 110 respollsibiti(v or 
liability is t?'Cpressed or implied and is without recourse against tlnyone. 



Oshkosh 93 Events 

Friday July 30,1993 
II :30 At the EAA Nature Center 
Join us to welcome Kay Thorp and John's 

sister Mrs Marcella Thorp Emerick. We will 
have a short memorial service in John's honor at 
noon. 

12:30 Cookout lunch at the Nature Center 
Bob Highley and other volunteers will cook 
Bruats. We will plan on at least 100 people so be 
sure and join us for this. 

Afternoon: I don't have a time for the fly
by but we hope to have Kay Thorp at the flight
line stand with Lee Skillman to MC the event. 

6:00 Butch's Anchor Inn, for our annual 
T-18 banquet, with Mrs Thorp and Mrs Emerick 
as our special guests. 

Saturday, Aug I at 10:00 am T-18 
Forum 

Tuesday, Aug 3 at 6:00 pm in the Osh
kosh City South Park Shelter #2 Evening Get 
Together. City bus route gets you there. 

Editors Note: J'm including the following article 
for those of you that don't get Sport Aviation .. 

The Thorp T -18's introduction happened thirty 
years ago at the 1963 Rockford EAA Convention. 
It made a low, quiet approach in the back of a car, 
rolled up in a box. That rolled up aluminum was 
used in a "metal workshop" to build and assemble 
a T-18 fuselage in just three and one halfdays. This 
year at Oshkosh "93", in memory of John Thorp 
(1912 - 1992) and in appreciation for his contribu
tion to the homebuilt movement, 18 builders, 
pilots and admirers will gather for a Thorp T -18, 

30th anniversary celebration. 

"The New Antique" 

When John Thorp's article telling about his dream 
of a simple to build all metal sport plane appeared 
in the February 1962 Edition of Sport Aviation it 
was surrounded by articles and pictures of tube and 
fabric airplanes. Metal airplanes certainly were not 
new, but the idea of a simple to build design was. 
John's words were: "No one airplane can excel in 
everything and the T -18 is no exception. By many 
standards it is a new antique". He spoke of low 
cost, light weight anda design that would utilize the 
readily available 125hp, 0-290G Lycoming 
"ground power unit" as an engine. The airplane 
was pictured with an open cockpit and a partial 
cow ling that leftthe cy linders out in the breeze. His 
statement that the design could be coaxed up to as 
much as 200 mph raised some eyebrows but later 
as canopies, pressure cowlings and fairings were 
added, it turned out to be a fact. 
Starting in May of that same year John's series of 
14 articles on building the T -18 were published in 
Sport Aviation. They described a simple design 
and building process that allowed the fuselage to 
be laid out, fabricated and assembled without any 
jigs or fixtures, by using matched hole tooling. 
This method oftooling and assembly was used very 
successfully on another Thorp designed airplane, 
the Fletcher FU-24. Over 100 of these were 
assembled in New Zealand using nothing more that 
saw horses and clecos as the assembly tools. With 
matched hole tooling one side skin is laid out and 
drilled and then used as a pattern to make the 
second one. Holes are located in the second skin by 
using a transfer punch to mark and punch them for 
drilling. The airframe bulkheads are built using a 
half template that is flopped about a center line, 
during layout, this will assure perfect symmetry. 
After fabrication the fuselage is simply dec oed 
together, for riveting, without a jig. 

John's original plan was to sell T -18 parts with the 
holes marked and ready to drill for assemhly. This 
didn't happen and all theearlyT-18'swere' 'scratch 
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built" from the ground up. A lot of them from 
John's own templates that he furnished without 
charge to anyone that came by his shop in Lockeford, 
California. Scratch building the T -18 came easy, 
primarily because of the professional set of aircraft 
drawings that John provided. The drawings were 
done in the decimal system and used standard 
aircraft dimensioning methods of stations, butt and 
water lines as references. The drawings were com
plete and very accurate. Years later only a handful 
of small errors have been found in over 200 sepa
rate drawings. 

The sale of T -18 plans was brisk. Many T -18's 
were under construction and John's phone was 
ringing off the hook with builders asking ques
tions. John was a very patient person and spent 
hours answering the same questions again and 
again. And occasionally he had to handle a know
it-all wanting to change the design with some wild 
innovation. John always gave the same answer 
"stick to the plans". John didn't know it, but a lot 
of help was on the way. Dick Cavin and Lou 
Sunderland, both T -18 builders had started "The 
T -18 Mutual Aid Society" and would spend the 
next quarter century putting out a builders' news
letter and both personally serving as focal points 
for the T -18 building efforts. Most builders camped 
at their mailboxes, awaiting the next newsletter. In 
it came encouragement, education on metal work
ing, and details of how someone else had solved a 
tough building problem. John Thorp often used it 
as a forum to answer builder questions. Without 
the aid of computer data bases and mailing lists the 
Cavins and Sunderlands spent hours addressing 
newsletters by hand to more that 1500 members. 
The hours of work on the newsletter had to take 
away from their building time but it sure shortened 
it for everyone else. Never-the-Iess, both Dick and 
Lou finished and flew their own T -18s. 

Bill Warwick of Lancaster, California was build
ing the first T-18, and looking over John Thorp's 
shoulder as the plans were being completed. The 
first flight came on May 12, 1964. Bill had installed 
a 180 hp Lycoming with a constant speed prop, and 
his T -18 was quite a tiger in the performance area. 

In fact, he couldn't open the plane up at sea level 
since it would quickly exceed the initial structural 
red-line of 180 mph. This speed was later raised to 
210 mph after John Thorp flew an extensive flutter 
test program that resulted in two small changes to 
the horizontal tail assembly. As word spread of 
Warwick's T-18's Tiger performance the "Thorp 
Tiger" nickname stuck and light bills went up all 
over the country as builders started really burning 
the midnight oil to finish their own T -18s. John was 
afraid that pilots would think that the "Tiger" 
came from being hard to handle, so he never liked 
the nickname for his T -18 design. 

Each issue of the T-18 Newsletter brought the 
announcement of more first flights. By 1975 more 
than 140 T -18s had flown and Lou Sunderland had 
come up with the idea for a folding wing T -18 
design. With builder interest high Lou and John 
Thorp worked together on a wing design that could 
be moved by one person from flight position to a 
trailing position in just a few minutes. The first 
offering of the design was as a supplement to the 
standard T -18 plans set, but later Lou redesigned 
the T -18 fuselage to allow 2 more inches of cockpit 
width. This wide body fuselage was also 5 inches 
longer than the conventional fuselage. It was des
ignated the S-18. The plans were redrawn and 
offered as the widebody, folding wing T -J 8. 

The aviation community soon realized the tremen
dous capability and potential of the T -18 as a cross
country airplane and two builder/pilots put it in the 
record books to prove it. The first to set records was 
an Australian builder, Clive Canning who flew his 
T -18 around the continent of Australia. Then on 
June 12, 1976 departed Melbourne, bound for 
Great Britain a round trip that took him over 
28,800 nm. A look at a world map shows that his 
route took him over some wild country. Clive and 
his T-18, VH-CMC can claim a first for "Combat 
in aT -18 in the Gulf'. One leg of his journey took 
him over Syria where jets were scrambled to 
intercept him. Clive was attempting radio commu
nication to no avail. The jets pulled away and the 
reason became apparent, their wing leader was 
attempting to shootthe T-18 out of the sky. Clive's 
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own words in his great adventure book Charlie 
Mike Charlie describes it best: "Dear God! It 
cannot be happening. Thenoise and shock waves as 
the cannon shells passed around the little bird were 
almost beyond description". Clive's escape from 
the four Syrian Mig's is truly a tribute to the 
maneuverability of the Thorp T -18. 

Anyone wanting to read about Clive's great adven
ture can obtain the book from Sport Aircraft Inc. 
Clive was awarded The Royal Federation of Aero 
Clubs Oswald Watt Medal and Roderick Turner 
Trophy. His famous T-18 VH-CMC now has a 
permanent home in an Australian museum. 

The second T -18 builder and pilot to set world 
records was Don P. Taylor of Helmet, California. 
When Don first approached John Thorp in 1966 
with his plan to build and then fly a T-18 around 
the world, John wasn't sure that he wanted to sell 
him the plans. John felt that Don might hurt him
self. However, after several discussions Don ob
tained the plans and built N455DT, completing and 
flying it in 1971. Don's first attempt to fly around 
the world came in 1973. Like Amelia Earhart' s first 
attempt to fly around the world, it too ended on an 
island in the Pacific Ocean. Don made it to Japan, 
just 4000 miles short of his goal, where he had to 
quit because of bad weather. Disappointed, he 
disassembled his T -18 and shipped it home in a 
box. His second and successful attempt came in 
1976. Starting August I, from Oshkosh he flew his 
T-18 "Victoria 76" 26,200 miles in 61 days to 
circle the world. The story of his phenomenal 
journey can be found in the 1977 Spring issues of 
Sport Aviation. Don still wasn't ready to resort to 
Sunday afternoon flying, so for an encore he flew 
non-stop from the West Coast to the Bahamas in 
1980 and later in 1980 back to Hawaii and then on 
to Australia, New Zealand and returned to the U.S. 
Then finally, in one great crescendo, he flew the T-
18 north around both the true and magnetic north 
poles. Don and his T -18 set more than 25 records, 
many of which still stand today. His famous T -18 
N455DT is part of a beautiful display in the EAA 
Museum in Oshkosh commemorating Don Taylor's 
great flight around the world. Don Taylor explains 

best why he did it "For all EAAers! (All of us)". 
Don says that much of the credit should go to John 
Thorp for "such a sturdy, magnificent aircraft." 

Today after 30 years, the T-18 is alive and well. 
Thorp T-18 builders and their airplanes have been 
awarded the prestigious Wright Bros A ward for 
twelve of the thiJieen years that it has been 
awarded. More than 600 have been built and flown. 
Building and flying a T -18 starts a lifetime love 
affair. Proofis readily available, since there are T-
18 builder-pilots in their 80's who continue to fly 
their great machines. T -18 builders who sell their 
airplane often end up building another one, when 
nothing else comes close in performance. 

This year, T -18's will gather at Oshkosh and at 
regional fly-ins to celebrate the 30th anniversary. 
Each of the regional events offers those that are 
interested in the T -18 an opportunity to examine 
and ride in this fine aircraft. Look for fly-in dates 
in Sport Aviation and join us for a weekend of 
nothing but pure flying pleasure the T-18 way. 
Anyone wanting to build a T -18/S-18 should con
tact Sport Aircraft, 4421 1 Yucca, Unit A, Lancaster, 
CA phone (805) 949-23]2 for drawings and parts. 
Other T -18 parts are available from Ken Brock 
Manufacturing, 11852 Western Ave. Stanton, CA 
phone (714) 898-4366. To leam about the building 
skills and methods used in the construction of aT-
18, contact me tojoin the T-18 Mutual Aid Society 
and to obtain the 85 back issues of the newsletters. 
Look for us on the flight line at Oshkosh 93, and 
learn more of the Thorp T-18 story. 

This year instead of rolling in quietly to Oshkosh 
93, T-18s will add their familiar "Tiger's Roar" to 
the festivities during this, the 30th anniversary of 
the T -18, and the 40th anniversary of the EAA. 

T-18 Mutual Aid Society 
Newsletter Editor 
Richard Snelson 
RR 3, Box 295 
Clinton, IL 61727 
Phone (217) 935-42 J 5 
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Dear Richard: 
It was a pleasure talking with you on Friday, 

January 29. To give you a little background on 
my project, I started it in 1978 (Plans # 1258) at 
the age of 23. In the past 15 years I have com
pleted the empennage, wings, and almost all the 
sheet metal work on the fuselage. I have a 
standard wing and fuselage with a 160 HP 
engine. Some of the changes I have made 
include a removable floor below the gas tank, 
opened up deck for baggage access, electric trim, 
and various other improvements extracted from 
the newsletters. The newsletters have been a big 
help and I would like to thank you for devoting 
the time to continue them. David Neustel 1045 
Sunfish Dr. Manteca, CA 95336 Phone # (209) 
823-0625 

March 20, 1993 
Great job on the news letter. Certainly 

hope the 30th anniversary celebration is well 
attended and John Thorp gets the kind of tribute 
he deserves for the T-18. I'd love to attend but 
it looks like that won't be possible as I'm 
leaving in mid April for F-16 transition ( Will 
be in Tampa and may make Sun N Fun) and will 
be tied up with that until about the middle of 
the Oshkosh show. Had hoped to be finished 
sooner and may be able to get back early but 
that's not looking good as of now. 

Talked to Jim Paine a few weeks ago and 
he said you folks were able to meet for dinner 
and had an enjoyable visit. Sounds like 

you're making good use of the new T-18 and 
finally reaping the reward for all your hard 
work. The plane certainly looks nice and I'm 
sure you'll have many years pleasure in return 
for all your efforts. 

Thanks again for all your hard work on 
the newsletter. I really enjoy then and look 
forward to each one. Dan Wolfe, Fairborn, OH 

Dear Richard, 
I sold my T-18 N808P to Lyle Brooks in south
ern Calfornia. I have been so busy restoring a 
C- 195 that I just wasn't flying enough to stay 
current. 

Lyle has had several T-18s over the years and 
will fly the plane frequently as it deserves. I will 
not be renewing my membership in the T -18 
Mutual Aid Society. 

Congratulations on the completion of your 
plane. I'm sure you will be as pleased with it as 
I was with mine. Sincerely, Edwin Poe 

Dear Rich, 
Enclosed are my 1993 dues and a little extra 

for the Kay Thorp Fund. I hope to bring my T-
18 to OSH this year for the celebration. 

I recently had a problem with my airplane 
which might be of interest to builders who have 
not yet installed their fuel tanks. While flying 
the airplane, I started smelling fuel vapor in the 
cockpit. The strength of the odor varied with the 
speed of the airplane. It was minimal at high 
constant speed, but became very strong as the 
airplane was slowed down. This made me 
suspect the vent line, so guess what? Out with 
the instrument panel and fuel tank. The builder 
opted to use clear vinyl tubing for the-vent, and 
it had split at a point where he decided to cross 
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over into the channel (or 2 angles) that run 
down the center of the firewall. The tube had 
flattened at this point, and eventually split 
when it became rotten (after 14 years). 1 re
placed this tube with 3/8 ID Automotive fuel 
hose, and ran the line down the firewall to the 
right of this channel (in line with the vent fitting 
on the tank) to a point below the tank, and then 
angled over to the center to connect with the 
vent fitting on the cockpit floor. 

This sounds like a pretty trivial problem, but 
it sure caused me a lot of work. However, it did 
afford me the opportunity to inspect the back 
side of the fuel tank, which I had never done. 

Another problem I have is excessive clearance 
in the right hand side folding wing pins. These 
have been loose ever since 1 have owned the 
airplane, but have now worn to a collective .008 
clearance. I have ordered a special piloted 
reamer to oversize the holes to .567, and am 
having new pins made to fit. 

Aside from these problems, my T -18 has 
provided virtually trouble free operation for 600 
hours, and I am looking forward to many more 
hours of fun, flying. 

Keep up the good, work, Rich. I really enjoy 
the newsletter and find it to be very informative 
and educational. 

Sincerely, Doug Frantz 1019 S. Meadow 
Lane Mustang, Ok 73064 

Dear Richard, T-18, NI66BC fley on Jan 10, 
1993. Dave Simpkins started this one in Feb of 
1964! It flew just beautifully. 

I perfOlmed high speed taxi testing on Jan I, 
1993. No major problems were encountered on 
the first flight. The chase plane was able to 
video of Greg Halversons N922GH and N 166BC 
in formation. The first landing was "perfect" 
landing. 

Words just cannot describe the fantastic feeling 
of a first flight. N 166BC is powered by a 0-
0-290G. Due to my prop being improperly 

pitched 2,300 RPM is the maximum at full 
throttle. Even so 1 was indicating 120 mph, 
which matched two other aircraft. After 3.5 
hours 1 pulled the prop off for repitching. The 
prop will be back this week so I can continue the 
flight test program. 

I recommend purchasing "Flight Testing Home
built Aircraft" by Vaughan Askue for your flight 
test program. Available from Historic Aviation 
A well planned test flight program is the only 
"safety first" course of action. 1 will be getting 
out a full report as I develope the flight data. 

The work on the details is just beginning. Gear 
leg farings, wheel pants and paint just to name a 
few. The empty weight was 898 lbs. The empty 
CO was near the front limit, so no aft CG prob
lems (1 hope, flight test will tell). Brad Chapman 
17505 NE TelTYs Ln. Newberg OR. 97132 
Phone (503) 538-7316 

For Sale/or Wanted Items 

Wanted T-18 (S-18CW) aircraft may be finished 
& flying or somewhat finished. Must be well 
constructed. The paint, upholstery, instruments 
or radios do not matter. Can be with or without 
an engine. This will be a youth project! We will 
provide a tax receipt for the donation plus some 
cash. will also provide a total release of 
liability. Call Stephens (408) 723-0244 eve. 

March 13th, about midnight a tornado 
passed across the Ocala, Florida airport, destroying 
many aircrafts and several hangers. My T -18 was 
one of the badly damaged. I have disassembled the 
airplane and the parts that are not damaged I woold 

to sell. 
I would appreciate it very much you would 
these parts in your newsletter. 
The part numbers are from Sport Aircraft, Inc, 

PARTS AND COMPONENTS LIST: 
495 push and pull assembly elevator 
515 main landing gear 
514 fuel tank-fiber glass 
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551 walking beam-- aileron and elevator control 
T -18 canopy frame 
502-3 Horizontal tail assembly 
532 center wing 
Rudder pedal assembly and master brake cylinders 
Approximate cost of these items $2500.00 Will 
sell them all for $800.00 or separately. Sincerely, 
Richard Madison 4222 NE. 18 Terrace Ocala, 
Florida 34479 (904) 732-9535 

FOR SALE: With all plans, logs, and newsletters 
included. 1987 Thorp T -18-s # 1191, Reg. C
GCWS, wide body, folding wings, New Sunderland 
air foil, flush riveted, 2" longer main gear, wheel 
pants with brake fairings, all airframe components 
deburred, etched, and zinc chromated, Before final 
assembly by air force airframe engineer. No 
damage history. TT airframe 291 hours. Full 
panel, vacuum Dir and Hor gyros, electric T and B, 
true airspee kts., 3,000' V.S.L, "G" meter, tack, 
sensitive alt., manifold pressure, 8 engine instru
ments, plus fuel guage and outside air temp, vemier 
throttle, dual controls, cockpit insulated for cold 
and noise, I panel mounted Terra TX720 Com, I 
Tunnel mounted on Velcro, 10 channel scanning 
S.T.S 7600 Nav. Com. wired to system with radio 
select switch on panel and push to talk switches in 
top of joysticks, voice activated intercom, Apollo 
G.P.S. with North America data card, and world 
wide data base, tracer one E.L.T., antennas mounted 
out of slipstream in composite wing tips, and under 
canopy. Stereo and tape deck. 

PROPELLER: Warnke almost constant speed 
fixed pitch wood, 67x77, with leading edgeprotec
tion and composite wrap on outer tips. Rain seems 
to be no problem. T.T. 291 hours. 

ENGINE: 1973 Lycoming 0-320-E2G, modified 
to D series, 160 h.p., at last major overhaul by 
certified Aero-engine shop. 97 hours since over
haul. 2,072 hours since new. Accessories include 
S.W. oil cooler, custom crossover exhaust system 
with flex joints, cabin heat muff, altemate air, 65 
amp. altemator, vacuum pump, accessory cover 
has pad for constant speed hydraulic pump. 
New tires and brakes installed January 1992. 
hangered at Sechelt B.C. Canada, 49 27 39 N. and 

123 43 02 W. Asking 39,000 U.S. Ten minute 
video available on request. Contact Craig Marshall 
at Sea Breeze Ent. P.O. Box 2472, Sechelt Be. 
VON 3AO. (604) 885-3554 
For Sale: S-18 CW - Fuselage on gear, full set 
of plans & newsletters. Wings, Flaps, Ailerons, 
Tail all completed. Package includes windshield, 
canope, rails/track, fuel tank and all additional 
parts & pieces to virtually complete the machine. 
$ 9000. Optional 10-320 engine with 200 since 
new, pacesetter 68x68 prop, spinner, logs 
$6,500. both airframe & engine $15,500. Bud 
Todd Byron, California (510) 634-1223 

Note from Hal Stephens: This is a very well built 
ai/Fame. Not only is it a fold wing but also the 
wider longer version of the T-18. Other projects 
can be purchased by one who can't afford the 
time to build from scratch but in my opinion the 
work done by the original builder is worth 
warranting a serious look at this project. 

T-18 Project for SALE 
T-18 Standard body Folding wing on 

gear. Airframe 90 % complete. Fuselage and 
wings flush riveted. All control surfaces done, 
gas tank, removable floor. Seats and instrument 
panel. Windshield and canopy fitted. dynafocal 
mount for IO-320BIA engine. No fiberglass 
parts except for lower cowling. No interior. 

Price negotiable. 
Ed. Bjomrud, (206) 868-2025 

Box 246, Redmond, W A 98073-0246 

Editors Note: ED called and said he might 
consider an Oshkosh delivery if he has someone 
velY interested at that time. 

FOR SALE: PAUL SHIFFLET'S T-18 
Editor's Note: I traveled to Earlham, IA in May 
to see Helen Shifflet and Paul's fine project. The 
T-18 is a widebody, folding wing. All the 
structure is complete except the outer wing 
panels, ailerons and outer flaps. It has a L yc 160 
hp fuel injected engine that is run out and will 
require an overhaul. It is equiped with a constant 
speed prop. For more information call Helen at 
(515) 758-2621 
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McAlester, OK May 14-16 
by Richard Snelson 

The comments that I'm receiving about the 
McAlester Get Together are ranging from "great 
event", "best ever" to "lets go there again". It's 
no wonder everyone had a good time, the weather 
for the first two days was near perfect! Runway 19 
was blessed with only a 5 to 7 knot slight crosswind 
and as a result a lot ofT-18 flying took place. Steve 
Hawley of Tucson, Arizona and Gary Holt ofTulsa 
gave a lot of young folks their flying introduction 
by taking half of the kids in town for an airplane 
ride. 
Gary Cotner of Collinsville, Oklahoma was quick 
to round up a flight group to practice fOnTIalion 
flight for the Oshkosh T-18 Fly-By. Gary was 
joined in the air by Gary Green, Ed Ludtke, Max 
Booth and Dave Eby. Their flying included the 
missing man formation and will provide a good 
representation for John Thorp and the 18 Mutual 
Aid Society at the Friday afternoon Oshkosh Fly
By. 

My count of airplanes at McAlester were 22 18s, 
one Vari-Easy andoneRV. Or should it betwo RVs 
the second one had four wheels, and was way over 

gross weight with gadgets. It was on the parking lot. 
It belongs to our friends Lee and Dixie Lutz, who 
drove all the way from Rolla, Missouri to watch T-
18 and be with us for the weekend. Lee had a T -18 
ride with Gary Green, his smile was ear to ear when 
they got back so he must have enjoyed it. Dixie said 
she would wait until next time to fly with Gary. 
Next time, Next time etc ... The other RV, the one 
with wings had slipped in quietly, sporting a Tl8-
6 sign for protection, it belong to Chuck and 
Barbara Clevas of Enid. We let them stay since 
Chuck promised to cook for us Saturday night. 

We had two new T -18s on the field. Jim Pen-ine of 
Jacksonville, Ark had his yellow bird, N llOJP 
there. It had first flown in 92. Congratulations Jim! 
Sure beats coming to fly-ins in the Navion doesn't 
it. An all white T-18, N25002 joined us from Neb, 
it belongs to Len Baker. Nice restoration job Len. 

Texas was well represented at the event by T-18s 
and their crews, Parker Miller, Pat Stanley, Ken 
Morgan, Dave and Pat Eby, Bryant and Bonnie 
Rowland, Gary and Maxine Green, Bob and Helen 
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Gary Green conducting a post flight briefing for the Oshkosh Flight Team 

Slagle, and Bud and Margaret Payne. A regular at three T-18 flew in from Colorado. It included Dean 
T-18 events, Max Booth was there, said he flew Cochran, John and Vicki Evens and Walt and 
through some of the heaviest rain he had ever been Beverly Giffin. Oklahoma T -18s included, Gary 
in to get there. Dick Amsted and his wife made it Holts, Gary Cotner, and Doug Frantz. Coty and 
from Michigan, it was only part of the trip for them Wilma Johnston from Snyder, OK. drove in, they 
since they were on there way to California in their are building and are well along on their T -18 
T-18. Ed and Jeannette Ludtke were there in their project. Leroy and Mary Holtwho live in McAlester, 
Wright Bros Award winning T-18. A group of OK really did a great job putting together the 

Gary Green's T -18 with his new yellow and green paint scheme 
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Look at that smile on Lee Lutz's face! rumor has it that Gary had him upside down 
and Lee didn't know it because he had his eyes closed. 

arrangements for our Fly-in. A local merchant and sold his T -18 to his son Gary a while back and it's 
grocer, Richard Young really went out of his way to really sad to see Leroy walking around with his 
help make the event a success. He set us up with head down at our events. Cheer Up Leroy! Start 
scads of food, we had snacks and drinks all day Another one and you'll feel better when it's done. 
Saturday plus a great evening cook out and the total Thanks to all of you for the great Oklahoma 
cost per person was under $5 dollars. Leroy Holt hospitality and friendship. We'll be back! 

The RV crowd will try anything to join our fly-in and get a ride in a great airplane. 
T-J8-6'7? j kind of doubt that' 
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MAY 22 & 231993 
SATURDAY MORNING DAWNED WITH 

CLEAR BLUE SKIES, BUT LOOKING AT 
THE WEATHER MAP SHOWED MARGINAL 
WEATHER IN SEVERAL OF THE STATES 
SURROUNDING MICHIGAN. THE SUN
DAY FORECAST WAS FOR RAIN AND 
HIGH WINDS. WE HAD SEVERAL CAN
CELLATIONS DUE TO THE POSSIBILITY 
OF GETTING STUCK UNTIL MONDAY. 

WITH MY T-18 PARKED ON THE RAMP, 
DICK PENNMAN FROM ROMEO MI. WAS 
THE FIRST TO FLY IN. JIM AND JUDY 
PAINE WERE NEXT TO ARRIVE, COMING 
FROM DAYTON OH., FOLLOWED BY 
BERNARD THALMAN FROM WILMETTE 
IL. NICK SERAPHINOFF FLEW IN FROM 
DETROIT CITY AIRPORT. DR. MARK 
LAMOS' T-18 WAS TAXIED TO THE RAMP 
BY BOB DIAL. BILL OLIVER FROM 
PONTIAC WAS NEXT TO ARRIVE. RICH
ARD SNELSON FLEW IN FROM CLINTON 
IL., AND GARY COPELAND ARRIVED 
FROM ADRIAN MI. FRED GINDL HAD 
TROUBLE WITH THE FUEL INJECTOR ON 
HIS T-18, SO HE FLEW IN FROM MILTON, 
ONTARIO CANADA IN HIS NA VION. BILL 
BERTRAN ARRIVED IN HIS SKY HAWK 
WITH HIS T-18 IN FLORIDA. 

BOB DIAL HAD A HANGER SALE WITH 

Pontiac 

by Al Bosonetto 

\!ANY T-18 PARTS, INCLUDING WING 
RIBS, AILERONS, FUSELAGE SKINS, 
l'lSTRUMENTS, RADIOS AND BOXES OF 
FITTINGS. THESE PARTS WERE SOLD AT 
A. FRACTION OF THE ORIGINAL PRICE. 
TYPICALL Y ONE OR TWO DOLLARS FOR 
A. WHOLE SET OF RIBS. 

THE T-18 GATHERING WAS SPON
SORED BY EAA CHAPTER 113 AND SEV
ERAL OF THE MEMBERS ARRIVED WITH 
THEIR AIRCRAFT. THESE INCLUDED A 
RV-4, MUSTANG II, STAR-LITE, VOLMER 
SPORTSMAN, PITTS SIC, GLASAIR II, SKY 
BOLT, STINSON VOYAGER AND A CHI
NESE YAK. 

BECAUSE OF THE DETERIORATING 
WEATHER, SEVERAL OF THE GROUP 
DECIDED TO DEPART FOR HOME SATUR
DAY AFTERNOON. 

AS PREDICTED THE WEATHER ON 
SUNDAY WAS A TOTAL WASH OUT, 
WITH RAIN, LOW CEILINGS AND VISIBIL
ITY LESS THAN 3 MILES. SEVERAL OF 
THE GROUP HAD BRUNCH AT THE AIR
PORT RESTAURANT, AND AROUND 3 PM 
DECIDED TO CALL IT A DAY. 

NEXT YEAR WE WILL MOVE TO AN 
UNCONTROLLED AIRPORT TO ALLOW 
FOR MORE FLYING. 
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Rick Manley N79RM -alais Road Runner 

1 st Annual Oceano T-18 Fly-in 
by Harry Paine 

For those of you back east who are unfa
miliar with Oceano, California you missed a 
treat. Oceano airport is located within walk
ing distance of one of the west coasts finest 
beaches. There is also sand dunes for dune 
buggy enthusiasts, fishing, swimming, surfing, 
horseback riding, golfing, camping and of 
course flying. The beach itself is about 25 
miles long, 10 of which is very isolated, 
which makes beach patrol at 50ft and 180mph 
very fun. Oceano Airport is a very nice little 
strip complete with a pilots association pilot 
lounge and free over night camping in a 
grassy area right next to the tiedov.'l1 area. Friday 
evening was the first day of the fly-in. The 
weather was nice and clear, but the wind was 
howling and some of the planes did not come 
in due to severe turbulence (Sigmets) over 
mountain passes which most of California is 
made of. A lot of folks drove in so we still 
had 13 for dinner at the world famous 
F.McLintocks restaurant. It was a long wait 
but worth it. They have a very unique way of 
pouring water there, where the waiter is blind 
folded, and then stands on a chair, a glass is 

placed on the patrons head and the waiter pours 
the water from about six feet! 

Saturday morning was beautiful no wind and 
a clear blue sky. a few of us went on beach 
patrol making sure the sea gulls could still 
dodge a flying T-18 bullet. About 10:00 a.m. 
the wind came up again and our good landings 
turned into mini touch & go's Our Supply 
Master Hal Stephens finally alTived fully 
loaded down with two huge coolers of spar
kling wine otherwise know as champagne. 
We don't know ifit was the wind or Hal's over 
loaded T -18 and a half, but he made landing 
history at Oceano airport. The wind got so 
high, the majority of the pilots decided 
against a spot landing contest. Instead many 
rides were given in T-18's. I gave 8 and I 
think that all who attended the fly-in had rides. 
Three of the people I gave rides to are builders, 
fairly well along in their projects. When I 
took Lenard Gaines up for a ride and turned 
the stick over to him I could hardly take it 
back he was having so much fun. 

After all the aircraft were down and se-
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Tony Ginns Brand new N28TG completed 
Dec 26 1992!! What a Christmas present 

cured along with the pilots Saturday evening, 
the cork flying contest was started, About 
5:15 PDT Mr. Hal Stephens took over the 
cork flying contest Cork flying was a new 
form of flying to myself and the inexperi
ence showed, because my solo flite was 
easily out distanced by the next competitor. 
After all was over Ilene 
was the winner with a 
flight of about 50 feet!! 
Then we had drink all this 
champagne, We all know 
it has a slow fuse but 
some of us forgot Every
one said the tri tip BBQ 
was excellent but I think 
they could have been fed 
dog biscuits and received 
the same compliments 
because everyone was 
feeling so good, Dave 
Tennant won the best 
Hanger lie with a story 

that describes a very 
interesting flight in an 
ultralite aircraft when 
one of the wing panels 
pops loose, Hal Stephens 
won the Hard Landing 
contest with a minor 
earthquake reading of 
3.3 on the richter scale 
according to seismologists 
at Cal-Tech, 

Sunday morning was 
beautiful and some of us 
took advantage of the 
early morning calm, 
Visibility must have been 
about 100 miles and the 
air was smooth as silk, 

After some formation flybys everyone started 
heading for home, Asking when was the next 
Oceano T -18 fly - in going to happen, If any of 
you come by Oceano give me a call and we 
could go flying or whatever. 
The next T-18 Fly-In for the West Coast is 

Sept 19&20th at Placerville airport RSVP Hal 
Stephens 408-723-0244, 

Harry Paine T-18 8613A Ph# 805-481-2524 

Chief Agitator & Chef Harry Paine 
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WE PICKED UP THE HAVRE VOR AND AND DEPARTED FOR SIOUX CITY. NICE 
LANDED ABOUT 15 MINUTES PAST OUR FLIGHT DOWN THE MISSOURI RIVER. 
ETA. THE CUSTOMS OFFICIAL WAS LATE 
FOR AN APPOINTMENT SO WE PASSED IN A 
FEW MINUTES. GASSED UP. HADASNACK 
AND DEPARTED FOR WILLISTON N.D. AS 
WE APPROACHED WILLISTON WE HIT 
SOME TREMENDOUS CLEAR AIR 
TURBULANCE. IINST ANTL Y CHOPPED THE 
THROTTLE. THIS WAS PROBABLY THE 
WORST TURBULANCE I HAVE ENCOUN
TERED. SEEMED THAT IN A MINUTE IT 
WAS ALL OVER. WE LANDED AT 
WILLISTON IN LIGHT RAIN AND HAN
GARED THE AIRPLANE. STAYED AT THE 
SELECT INN AGAIN. 

21 JUNE: LEFT WILLISTON FOR 
MANDAN UNDER LOW CEILINGS. AR
RIVED MANDAN I HR. 8 MIN. USED COUR
TESY VEHICLE TO GO INTO TOWN FOR 
LUNCH. DEPARTED MANDAN FORPIERRE. 
S. DAK. ARRIVED 58 MIN. LATER. FUELED 

HOME IN IHR.& 55 MIN. WITH A HEAD 
WIND. 

FOR THOSE WHO LIKE STATISTICS: 
TOTAL FLIGHT TIME 

4IHRS. 34MIN. MILES FLOWN 7000 AVER
AGE SPEED 168.67 MPH. FUEL BURN 372 
GAL. GAL. PER HR. 8.96 

P.S. THIS WAS A GREAT TRIP AND I 
WOULD RECOMMEND IT TO ANYONE. WE 
WERE LIMITED TO THREE WEEKS BECAUSE 
OF MY WIFES LIMITED VACATION TIME. 
THE AIRPLANE PERFORMED SUPERBLY. 
WHAT ELSE COULD YOU EXPECT FROM A 
T-18?IWOULDLOVETODOIT AGAIN AND 
SEE MORE OF ALASKA. ANYONE CON
TEMPLATING THIS TRIP AND NEEDING 
FIRST HAND INFORMATION CAN GIVE ME 
A CALL. 

RUSS ROSS 

Dave Tennant giving Hal Stephens a complete checkout in his T-18 
"Sweet Dreams" Dave lives in Lompoc. California. 
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by Richard 
Snelson 

Wheel Fire Caused by 
Dragging Brake!! 
The moral of this sad tale comes first: Never, 
Never taxi an airplane with a dragging brake. 
Period ....... Stop! get out and get it fixed where 
it sits. Believe me it's no fun to watch 3000 
hours of work and $30,000 burning with no way 
to stop it. 

This sorry mess occurred as I was on the way to Sun n Fun. I made a stop at Mussel Shoals AL. 
for fuel and as we were leaving, after run-up, I noticed the right brake was dragging. I wasn't sure 
at first since the wind was around 24 knots, but turned back from the runway and started down the 
taxi way to the FBOs. After about 150 feet it got worse. I started a turn off the taxi way and the 
tire blew. We stopped and Jim Brownell, my passenger, got out to check the problem. The wheel 
was on fire big time!!! We tried the small Halon fire extinguisher on the wheel, but with the wind 
it had little effect. I stayed in the cockpit long enough to call Flight Service on the field and report 
the problem, also called the FBO for help. After what seemed an eternity, the "On Field Fire De
partment" finally got to my T-18. You can see part of the result in the picture below. The bottom 
of the wing was warped and the paint burned off. No melting or damage to the spar. All the wheel 
parts and brakes were ruined. I was glad the gear is 4130 steel since the small fire wouldn't hurt it. 

What caused it to start to burn??? I don't know for sure. That same brake had stuck the same way 
two times before. Each time I had cleaned the pins that the caliper floats on and it worked ok 
afterward. In fact they had just been cleaned before the flight. We had also packed the wheel 
bearing with new grease. This happened on April 16. After a couple hundred hours of work to 
reskin the wing and fit new wheel pants, I was back in the air and made it to McAlester for the Fly
in. Let me know if you have any idea how the fire may have gotten its start. Richard Snelson 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 
ROUTE 3, BOX 295 
CLINTON, IL 61727 
1-217-935-4215 
NO. 87 June 93 

Bulk Rate 
U.S. Postage 

Paid 
Permit No. 30 
Decatur, IL. 

If you haven't sent you 93 dues please help me out with this and get your dues in now. 

r------------------=---------=--------~ : Please send in your 1993 renewal this month : 

:

: ~. !. : ~-rl- T-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 1993 RENEWAL. 
Please include a check or money order for $25 and send to 
Richard Snelson Route 3 Box 295, Clinton, IL 61727 

I 
I 
I I NAME ____________________________________________ _ 
I ADDRESS ________________________________________ _ 

I CITY, STATE, ZIPCODE ________________________________ _ 
I PHONENUMBER~ ____________________________________ _ 
I 
: I'VE INCLUDED $ TO HELP BRING KAY THORP TO "OSHKOSH 93" FOR 
I THE 30TH ANNIVERSARY EVENTS. 

I 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 
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30 Anniversary Events at Oshkosh by R. Snelson 
Letter to the Editor 
True Airspeed from GPS by David Fox 

Torque Values for Props & Extensions 
by Barrett M. Kemp 
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Oct 8-10 Fly-In at Placerville 
T-18 Fall Meeting at Kentucky Dam Oct 8-9 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As abVllYS, ilt the past, present, alJd/lIlure newsletters, we would like to muke you 
aware that this newsletter is only presented as II clearing IlOuse/or ideas and OpilliollS, or personal experiences aud thaI 

anyone usiug these ideas, opiniolls, or e:'Cpericllces, do so at tlteir own discretion and risk. Therefore, "0 responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied lmd is without recourse against anyone. 



THE OSHKOSH 1993 
30TH ANNIVERSARY 

By Friday morning of Oshkosh 93 
Thorp T -IS's 30th anniversary WUUlU 

of 

hour from ,"u.l!H)'llHO. 

that by coincidence it was same ~C()ot(;r 
and John had eloped in 46 years earlier. 

thatthe 

Our second goal of getting 30 or more T -18s to 
Oshkosh for the 30th anniversary had also been 
realized. We had packed more than two flight line 
rows and by carefully parking airplanes tail-to-tail 
we managed to surround the Sky Scooter with 
forty beautiful T-18s. Before the fly-in ended the 
count of T -18s reached more than 50. This is an 
impressive number of airplanes, and only resulted 
from your efforts to make the 30th anniversary a 
success and to show EEA'ers that the T -18 is an 
affordable, available homebuilt. Many individuals 
returned to Oshkosh with their T-18s after previ
ously vowing "never again". Others worked 
hours on their airplanes, even borrowing and en
gine to make this one special trip. And then we 
have Gayle Lecount from Danville, Illinois who 
has made the last 21 fl y-ins in his T -18! Congratu
lations Gayle, that has to be "the record" . 

Friday's events for the 30th anniversary started in 
the EAA Nature Center with a remembrance for 
John Thorp. I think Lee Skillman's memorial talk 
about John, his life and work, did well to express 
how we all remember him. I've incJudedLee's talk 

in this newsletter for all of you that didn't make it 
to Oshkosh. 

A leisurely cookout in the Nature center's pavilion 
followed the service. Our cooks Bob Highley, Bill 
Williams and Ben Scola prepared their special beer 
favored "Braut" recipe that was enjoyed by all. 
(Note: Everyone liked the cookout idea so much 
that we will try to get the pavilion again next year.) 

After lunch it was picture taking time and an 
opportunity to meet our special guests for the 
event. Joining Kay Thorp was John ' ssister Marcella 
Thorp Emerick and her daughter Gretchen. Marcella 
had brought copies of her book about John to 
fly-in "comer" 

JVl' ~'01!a at 717 

other gers joined us from 
Arizona, the remarkable Don Taylor and 
Lois. Anyone visiting the EAA Museum has seen 
N455DT "Victoria" the T-18 that Don built and 
flew around the world. It's my opinion that Dan's 
accomplishments exceeds those of the much latcr 
and more publicized Voyager flight. I don't mean 
to take anything away from the Voyager's con
struction and flight crew. It's just that Don did it 
alone. I had the opportunity to have dinner with 
Don and Lois on Saturday night and have this to say 
about him, " he is a great story teller (all tme) and 
adventurer extraordinaire". Here's what Don had 

The Sky Scaother "ThOlp 211" S.N 3 
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T-18ers relax in the sun after lunch 
to say about John Thorp, and the 30th anniversary 
"Had to come - Lois and I decided! No decision! 
We had to be here!! John put the "Fly" into my 
life. I simply owe this man so much! Long may his 
records stand". I promise more about Don in future 
newsletters. Don & Victoria's story still needs to be 
told. 

After lunch it was back to the flight line for a chance 
to look over the many fine T-18s on display. We 
had planned to have a special T -18 fly-by Friday 
aftemoon but things didn't come together as we 
had hoped. Special EAA insurance requirements 
and the paper work necessary for the formation 
flight discouraged this event. However four of our 
T-18s did fly in the homebuiltreview on Saturday. 
We thank Russ Ross, Max Booth, Tom Kems and 
Ron Hayes for representing us in this event. 

Friday evening we filled the dinning room at 
Butch's Achorlnn, with more that 140 T-18ersand 
their guests. The menu had been expanded to allow 
some additional choices and the food was very 

Skillolan served as master of ceremonies 
T -18 family members to Kay 

guests. Kay noted later "1 was truly hon
overwhelmed with love & attention". 

(Note to Kay, Let me assure you it was our 
to have with us for the events. You are 

a warm lady and a great sport for putting 
up over a 100 18 pilots") 

Awards were given to T -18 pilots bringing a T -18 
to the fly-in for the first time. And then the award 

for the best T -18 at Oshkosh 93 was presented to 
Ron and Jane Hayes of Blue Springs, Missouri. 
Ron has this to say about the T-18 "No better way 
to get around-speed-c1ass-builder support- The 
Thorp tends to draw a special type of people" and 
from Jane, "Flying in the Thorp is out-of-this 
world! The T-18 people are wonderful" Our 
congratulations to the proud parents of such a fine 
well detailed creation. It was a wonderful banquet 
and would have been even better if Butch's air 
conditioner had been working. Several folks had to 
leave early because it was so hot. 

The T-18 Forum on Saturday morning was well 
attended with the tent more than three quarters full. 
The general discussion was about T - I 8 safety and 
covered some of the aspects of aerobatic flight in 
the aircraft. The loss of two T -18s earlier this year 
that were both possibly doing aerobatics was brought 
up, hoping that someone in the forum might have 
more information about the accidents. None was 
forth coming. The earlyThorp modifications to the 
T-18's tail were brought up in discussion and 
resulted in one new T -18 owner learning that he 
may have a problem. An inspection, after the 
forum, of the tail of his aircraft found loose rivets 
on both sides of the spar tube. Indications were that 
the aircraft may not have the doubler tube installed. 
Paul Kirik who helped with the forum brought up 
the fact that he has found several aircraft that he has 
performed annuals on with the rear spar material 
not carried out on the center bolting fittings. This 
leaves the structure about 30% short of material 

Kay ThOlp and Tom Poberezny 
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Lee presents Best Tl8 Award to Ron and Jane 
Hayes 

and strength at the outer to inner wing rear spar 
junction. It's his opinion that this should be cor
rected. 

The rest of Saturday and Sunday were spent enjoy
ing the airshows and looking over the great assem
bly of fine T-18s. I got to talk to many of you, but 
as always not for long enough. I passed around a 
small travel journal at the fly-in and collected your 
thoughts on the 30th anniversary of the T - I 8 at 
Oshkosh. I've read it several times since getting 
home and enjoy your comments and thoughts. I 
returned home Monday with the GPS showing a 
ground speed of 165 knots all the way. The trip 

1993 Best T-18 at Oshkosh Award Winner 

home was over and so was another Oshkosh. It all 
went too fast' I close this article with a note written 
in the travel journal from T -18 pilot Bob Ryan that 
says it all. " 
Hi Dick: 67RJ Thorp T-18 we. This maybe a velY 
sad day Jar me as Jjust sold my T-18. Each oJus 
must part with true loves atsome point in life. J hope 
this one isn't premature. J have been flying this 
airplane since completion in Nov 88. About 350 
hours oj great enjoyment and jhlstration. [know 
I'll miss it and flying in the years to come. One thing 
for sure, this has to be about the greatest little 
airplane in the world. Not 67 RJ but the Thorp T-18. 
Sincerely, Bob Ryan" 

Name Withheld!!!! Initial are D.E. 
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Most visitors to Oshkosh never see or notice the 
small white chappel nestled on a lake just of! 
Pioneer Airstrip in the EAA Nature Center. Today 
is an exception, the chappel is filII. Friends,family 
and admirers of John Thorp have gathered to 
remember the man and his contributions to avia
tion and mankind. 

REMEMBERING JOHN THORP 

I'm not at all sure that I am the most qualified 
or even qualified at all to be the one standing 
up here honoring such an aeronautical genius. 
It's quite humbling with his wife & sister here 
with me. But when Dick Snelson asked me to 
do this part of the program, I wasn't fast 
enough to say "J think someone else should 
do that". 

After reflecting for some time, I decided the best 
thing to do was plagiarize what others have 
written, Dick Snelson, Dick Cavin, John 
Shade & Peter Garrison. 

JOHN THORP ..... John Thorp was very 
familiar to some people and quite unknown to 
others; which occupied the teeming border
land between fame and obscurity. He was one 
of the legions who were famous in a specialty. 
Many who knew John clearly regarded him as 
a great man and a historic figure. He was an 
aeronautical engineer whose career spanned the 
most active and productive period of the 
development of the modern small aircraft. He 
left his mark on that period; there is a Thorp 
style, just as recognizable to an aircraft buff as 
the Ted Smith style and the Stelio Frati style. 

John Thorp's official career dates back to the 
Boeing School of Aeronautics where he studied 
in the early 30's, the same time as Ted Smith, 
although they didn't know each other! He 
went from school to the Lockheed Aircraft 
Corp. during WW II as a design engineer. 
Hal Hibbard, the president of Lockheed as
signed John the task of doing the complete 
preliminary design of the famed Navy P2-V 

patrol bomber all by himself; and he later did 
the production drawings. This aircraft held 
the worlds unrefueled non-stop distance record 
until a couple of pilots by the name of Dick 
& Jeanna flew the Voyager around the world. 
As an employee, John invented the flying tail 
which since then has made great inroads in 
light plane designs and low and behold we find 
it on the backside of all of our airplanes. 

While still at Lockheed John designed the 
Little Dipper, a single place aircraft and the 
Big Dipper, a two place plane. Stories of 
WW II have it that the Little Dipper landed 
inside of the Pentagon "patio", on a demon
stration flight for the military. The Little 
Dipper project got nowhere and the Big Dip
per got shelved when Lockheed decided to stay 
out of the general aviation market. Shortly 
thereafter, John shelved Lockheed. 

He designed and certificated a two seater air
craft called the Sky Scooter. The same airplane 
that John took his new bride in on their 
honeymoon in 1947. The same airplane, 46 
years later, that his wife, Kay was brought from 
California to Oshkosh in the early part of this 
week. 

The Sky Scooters, of which there were eight, 
were built on none other than "matched-hole" 
tooling. What T -18er isn't familiar with that 
term. 

The Sky Scooter lent its shape to the first Piper 
Cherokee, on which John did the preliminary 
design study and later built the prototype 
landing gear. He had an idea that he could put 
two small 100 horse power engines on the 
Sky Scooter and could then. Fly he and Kay on a 
much desired trip to Europe. George Wing of 
the HI-Shear Rivet Company saw the mock
up, got carried away with the idea of a two seat 
twin and turned it into the Wing Derringer. 
After they had acquired the design rights, the 
new owners beefed up the air frame and put 
LYC 0-320's on it which ruined it aerody-
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namically as well as commercially. 

In the 50's Mr. Thorp worked for the Fletcher 
Aircraft Corp. where he designed, among other 
airplanes, the FU-24, a remarkably homely 
utility airplane which was manufactured III New 
Zealand for many years. 

In the early sixties, John developed the Ti-gear 
& Turbine engine conversion for the Beechcraft 
D-18 better known as the Twin Beech. That , 
work was then I would assume 
formed by the Volpar Corp. 

nUl m;; this same period of time 
! 8 came into being. John had 

EAA'ers with thought 
all metal airplane could be built just as 
and just as fast as a rag, wood tube 
He was challenged and he took up 

and T square once again and 
drafting 

eigh-
teenth aircraft design of John Thorp be{)anlC a 

The introduction to the EAA came at Rockford 
in 1963. It didn't do a high speed pass; it didn't 
do a low speed run; it aJTived rolled up the 
trunk of a car. In the next 3 112 days it became 
a fuselage built between two folding chairs. 
This year, 30 years later, at Oshkosh, we have 
more than 45 on the flight line, one in the 
EAA Museum and I believe more than 500 are 
flying. 

John spent the last part of his working career 
almost entirely devoted to the 18. John & 
Kay moved back to the Thorp homestead in 
Lockeford, Ca. in 1974 from the L.A. area. He 
was able to do some T -18 activities for awhile 
but soon the deadly Parkinson's disease began 
to take it's toll. John passed away April 18, 
1992 at the age of 80. 

JOHN THORP, a true gentleman, an aviation 
Scholar and a Giant of a man. We will miss 
him but any time anyone of us sees a T -18 in 
the sky, bends a leading edge between two 2 x 

4' s or reaches for another blue print, John will 
be there. WE WILL REMEMBER HIM. 

Prayer for Memorial Services 

Almighty God, we give you thanks for your 
good gifts to us, and most especially today for 
the opportunity to be here, remembering our 
friend John Thorp. We thank you for our com
mon love of craftsmanship and building, espe-
cially as given expression T -18 and for our 
common love of that maKes 

one another, and who 
thank you also that we are 

John's Thorp 

thy N"otJrm comfort to them. 

We for the partH~ular 
life the person 
John. We thank you for his dedication, 
and devotion to common bond that brings us 
to together. give thanks his love of 
flying, and for his intensity of personality, which 
together generated the aeronautical genius of 

we have been heir. And we do feel very 
much like heirs, children of a man who always 
had time for his builders, time to listen and to 
care about those who shared his passion. 

Lord look over John when he pulls up in front , . 
of the Mister Cs in the sky, and welcomes to hIS 
table our other friends John Shinn, Lou 
Sunderland, John Walton, Paul Shefflit, John 
Kenton and Tom Waage. 

We remember on this day these and all our other 
friends who have loved building and flying T-
18s, and who have joined John in your presence. 

Help us Lord God, to remember all for which we 
have to be thankful... for your skies, for the joy 
of being close to you there, and for friends past, 

Our thanks to Lee Skillman/rom T-18'ers every
where. 
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30June 1993 

Dear Richard, 
Here is my small contribution to one 

nplr<rrn~ association with the 8. Almost 40 
years ago, I was a NavCad dropout at Pensacola, 
something that is still fresh in my memory, but 
that is story. I didn't have anything to 
do for almost 15 after that 
until I had the opportunity to do a little aerial 
photography and again the bug bit. I got my. 
private ticket the hard way ( I had to pay for It 
myself and while on an assignment photograph
ing in Southern Utah, I picked up a Popular 
Mechanics to read one night. Jim Bede, that 
great crowd pleaser, had me convinced I could 
build an airplane, at home, with a drill, hammer, 
pair of pliers, etc., and I took the bait on the BD-
4. About that time the BD-5 came along, and 
the BD-4 support seemed to be lacking, espe
cially for a novice builder, who didn't even have 
a drill, or pliers. I was still hooked, so I looked 
for a new project. A friend, who was also a BD-
4 fan, suggested I look at a Thorp. What's a . 
Thorp? Just about that time, Lu's article III AIr 
Progress Annual came out on the T -18. That 
was pretty impressive, and really got my atten
tion. A little more investigation, and I pur
chased plans #888 in 1972, and immediately 
went into mind-lock. 1973-my first trip to 
Oshkosh. What can I say! That was when I was 
able to pitch my tent almost on the flight line. I 
got my first T -18 ride from Gene Eckle at a solId 
200 mph with even a little stick time (very 
little), but that was all it took. I was convinced I 
had made the right choice. 1976-my WIfe saId If 
I went to Osh again, I had to get my 4 year old 

son out of the house, so away we went. Won
derful trip! I can still see John Shinn stuffing my 
boy and a small Teddy Bear in the back seat of 
his beautiful T -18, and we had another great 
flight. By then, my project became a love of 
labor, and I'm still at it 20 years later, but 
coming down the homestretch. What does John 
Thorp and the T-18 mean to me? It was my 
second chance to be associated with the world of 
flying for which I am most grateful. I am sorry I 
never had the chance to meet John, however I do 
remember the letters and questions I had for him 
and how he never failed to answer promptly with 
such consideration and encouragement. With all 
the wonderful sights and sounds of Oshkosh 
over the years, I have never entertained the 
thought of any other project but the T -18. 4 
year old boy who went with me in John Shinn's 
T-18 is now 21 and a Mormon missionary 
Spain, soon to come home, but I'll be at Osh 93 
with my No.2 son, who helped me finish the 
outer wings last summer. At the risk of being 
too sentimental, I would just like to say, thank 
you John, and EAA for that second chance. 

Respectfully, 
Roger Clayton Salt Lake City, Utah 

-*-
THORP TN851 L T 6/26/93 

Dear Richard: 
Ijust skimmed through the T-18 News

letter #87 and will respond with a twenty five 
dollar check, and a couple of suggestions as to 
what could make your brakes drag. (Sorry 
to hear about that). 

When I first built my T-18, in 1974, I 
put a set of 1/4" Stainless Steel brake lines from 
the lower fuselage longeron to the brake 
caliper housings. (It looked like a pretty 
neat installation 1) However, when I started 
flying I found out that my Cleveland brakes 
would not self adjust, and I had to pump them up 
to get a solid pedal each time I used them. 
I deduced the rigid steel line was holding the 
caliper, preventing sell adjustment. in my 
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case the rigid lines were holding the calipers in 
a direction to keep them from assuming a 
new position which would accomodate brake 
pad wear. If the lines held the calipers in 
the other direction they might cause brake drag. 
I subsequently replaced the rigid steel lines, 
fittings, flex hoses at the master cylinders, etc., 
with a single piece af 3/16" Nylo-Flow tubing, 
with appropriate fittings, and my problems went 
away. (There is an insert that goes inside the 
end of the tube and a FerrulelB nut that 
attaches the Nylo-Flow to a union with pipe 
threads on one end). A lot of the Western T-
18's use this set-up and it has a good record. 
I got my lines and frttings from a go-cart 
shop, which uses them on their disc brake set
up. Recently I was able to buy some of the 
fittings from a hardware store, for a swamp 
cooler. 

The other thing that comes to mind is 
brake piston "0" Ring swelling from in
compatible hydraulic fluid. I buy my replace
ment Cleveland Brake "0" Rings from San 
Val Aircraft in Van Nuys and use only 5606 
(red) hydraulic fluid. (There are many kinds 
of 0 Rings and two kinds of hydraulic fluid, 
with only one satisfactory combination.) 

Sorry to say that Anne and I are going 
to miss Oshkosh this year because we had 
made other plans. (We intend to be up north in 
the Straights of Juan De Fuca). I previously 
sent you a donation to help provide expenses 
for Kay and Marcella, and hope that every
thing goes well. We'll be thinking of you all. 
Sincerely, Lyle and Anne Trusty 1665 West 
Newgrove Street Lancaster, CA 93534 
(805) 949-1131 

Dear Richard, 
Enclosed are the photos of your T-I8 we took 
at McAlester. As you can see, they didn't turn 
out very welL It must be the camera or type 
of film used because the cameraman was the 
same guy who went up with me to take pictures 
of the Cessna 195 and the 195 photos carne out 
great. I saw them at the Denton,Tx antique 

fly-in last week-end and virtually everyone 
of the photos of the 195 were great with crisp, 
bright colors in the background. We'll just 
have to try again at our next gathering. I 
don't know what type film Jon was using to 
photograph the 195 and don't know what is 
recommended for air to air shots. 

I dodged a bullet the other day with my T-18. 
I'd been noticing a little bit of oil leakage 
from somewhere around the accessory case for 
some time but had never been able to figure 
out just where it was corning from. I had 
about decided that I just had not done as good 
ajob assembling this new engine as the old 
one and had some oil seeping from one or 
more of the gaskets. 

However on the way horne from Missouri a 
couple weeks age, I stopped up at Denton, TX 
for fuel and discovered a broad streak of oil 
down the right side of the airplane. Upon 
pulling the cowl cheek I could see that the oil 
was corning from the fitting where the oil 
pressure sender is on the upper right corner of 
the assessory case. Upon attempting to 
remove the Stewart-Warner electric sender unit 
from the AN-914-ID 90 degree ALUMINUM 
elbow fitting, the elbow fitting snapped right off 
in my hand. It had been cracked about l/2 the 
way through the threaded male portion that 
screws into the accessary case. I suspect it 
was withiu minutes of completely failing and 
dumping all my oil in flight. As it turned out, 
1'd only lost about a quart. 

The moral of this story is DO NOT USE AN 
ALUMINUM FITTING TO ATTACH AN 
ELECTRIC OIL PRESSURE SENDING 
UNIT TO THE ACCESSORY CASE. The 
weight of the sending unit may cause a fatigue 
crack to develop in the fitting. Either use a 
brass or steel elbow or remote mount the, 
sending unit to isolate it from the vibration of 
the engine. The fitting that failed had been on 
myoid engine for 12 years and on the new 
engine for a year and had accumulated about a 
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thousand hours in that configuration prior to 
failure. I had seen warnings about this installa
tion on Rutan pushers but had not heeded the 
advice. Turns out it was good advice. Gary 
Green 

Dear Richard, Enjoyed the article on John & the 
T-IS, good job and I wish I could make it to the 
30th anniversary but I'm committed to 
Silverwood Ihru the summer. Say Hi to all the 
members for me at the banquet. 
By the way .. the name "TIGER" was lohn's very 
own idea and he liked it very much regardless 
what anybody thinks. He preferred "EL TIGRE" 
but I prevailed and we used English instead to 
simplify things. Lu Sunderland is the one who 
did not like it because he felt that it denoted an 
airplane that was hard to fly. Would you set the 
record straight on that for me. I see no reason to 
perpetuate a total myth. See you sometime. Bill 
Warwick. 

5100 Harriet Avenue South Minneapolis, MN 
55419 April 20, 1993 (H: 612-824-3288) 
(W: 612-625-5072) 

Dear Richard, 
First of all, thanks personally for all of your 
great efforts and successes with the newsletter. 
As a new owner of a T -18 the complete file of 
newsletters that I got with N444DD (built by 
Don Derby, bought from Tommy Thompson, 
both of near Las Vegas, Nevada) is invaluable. 

Usually I come to Oshkosh after the first mad 
weekend to avoid the crowd, but this year I 
would like to bring N444DD and enjoy the T-18 
activities. But I don't have any place to stay 
for the weekend! Do you or any of the gang 
have any ideas on where I might find bed 
space? I usually stay at the dorm, but they 
have been all booked up for the weekend 
since early last fall. Let me know if you hear 
of anything; I'm very flexible! 

I am enclosing for your consideration for the 
newsletter an article that I wrote on an easy 
way to determine airspeed accurately and 
quickly from loran or gps data. I hope that 
can appear sometime in Sport Aviation, but 
that could take quite a while. If it would help 
you, I can supply it on a 3.5 in. disk in Word 
4.0 for the Macintosh. Thanks again for the 
splendid work! Sincerely, David Fox 

-fr 
September 2, 1993 
Dear Richard and Roxanne, 
I am slowly catching up after the wonderful 
Oshkosh trip. Thank you so much for all the 
hard work and consideration that went into 
the John Thorp memorial activities. 
We had to do some scud running south to 
Lone Rock to get away from the wall of water 
which hit you on Saturday afternoon. The 
weather then improved all the way home. Our 
only problem was finding ourselves without a 
room or transportation at Worthington Min
nesota after they had "rolled up the side
walks" at the airport Saturday night. All the 
motels were full except one questionable one 
who promised to save the last room until we 
arrived. The next call to the only cab com
pany produced no answer. A call to the emer
gency fuel number got only an answering 
machine. While I was checking the closed 
terminal building for some help a family 
drove up with their two youngest (girl 6, boy 
8) to watch the ag sprayer take off. They 
kindly offered to drive us into town to the 
motel. Yes you probably guessed, the motel 
had thought we were not coming and had 
rented the last room. The family kindly took 
us home to use their older daughters room 
(she was away at a friends) and even fed us 
a late supper. He is a lawyer and they live 
on one of the many small residential lakes in 
Fulda about 16 miles from Worthington. I had 
to tell him Burt Rutan's solution to the lawyer 
problem, much to Kay's concern he would put 
us out by the side of the road. He seemed to 
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em 
EKLUND ENGINEERING, INC. 

P.O. BOX 1510 
LOCKEFORD, CA 95237 

209-727.(13lS 

be such a genuine humanitarian and wasn't 
upset by Rutan's suggestions. J later wrote in 
my thankyou letter that he was the first 
lawyer J knew who had started his public 
service by rescuing us. We had a beautiful 
sunrise over the lake to wake us Sunday 
morning and he dropped us at the Perkins 
restaurant while he did some shopping and 
then took us to the airport. It turned out to be 
a very interesting experience and I made sure 
we had reservations at Rock Springs, Wyo
ming for the next night. We made it home 
Monday afternoon with no further problems. 
Almost everyone along our way was most 
helpful and interested in the Skooter. It was 
great to get back to cross country flying and 
my only regret was the short time at Oshkosh. I 
would have liked to talked to more of the 18 
builders and looked at the impressive work 

ANNOUNCING, ONCE AGAIN, THE AVAILABILITY OF 
JOHN THORp'S PROFESSIONAL PLANS SET FOR 

THE T-18 "Now Antiquo" SPORT PLANE. 

THIS 30th ANNIVERSARY EDITION INCLUDES: 

;& 219 BLUE LINE DRAWINGS PRINTED FROM 
JOHN THORP'S ORIGINAL VELLUMS. 

II» PLANS STORAGE BOX WITH THORP LOGO 

ill 2 ORIGINAL "Thorp T·1S" lOGO DECALS 
SUITABLE FOR YOUR COMPLETED AIRFRAME. 

ill COpy OF ·'Th. $plrh of Thorp T·18" MEMORIES 
BOOK. 

more closely. Maybe next year. ....... Thanks 
p,lce: $300 Including UPS Blanda,!! dellvGry In U.S.A. 

again, Richard Eklund. Inlormatlon Poekage: $15 

CUFFon! Pion. Ow""r •• 4"H x S'W T-18 logo -$15 each 

A Note from Kay Thorp 

What a great time and flight! I haven't quite landed yet. I do thank you so 
much and all the wonderful T -18 Guys & Dolls for having me and giving 
me such a good time. I know John would have been pleased with the 
whole thing. 
This was the first time I have seen so many beautiful T -18's - mostly my 
contacts have been pictures & letters. 
It was fun to hear some of the little stories that go along with each plane 
project. I'd like to do it all over again. 
Dick is a good pilot and I enjoyed flying in the Sky Skooter again. We 
had a good trip home tho we were almost like "homeless" one nile but 
some good people took pity on us & took us home with them. Dick didn't 
need much coaxing to call ahead for reservations the next night - in Rock 
Springs WY. no less. Thanks again, Sincerely Kay 
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TRUE AIRSPEED 
FROM 

by GPS 
DAVID FOX 

TRUE AIRSPEED FROM YOUR LORAN OR GPS 

Here is a quick and easy way to determine accurately the true airspeed of your plane provided you 
have a loran or a gps that will give your ground speed and show the direction you are tracking, It 
works at any altitude and with any wind, The only requirements are that the wind doesn't change 
appreciably and that you hold speed constant during the couple of minutes it takes to record the 
measurements, The procedure requires recording your b'Tound speed while tracking (not head
ing) in a chosen direction, then while tracking perpendicular to that course, and finally while track
ing on the reciprocal to the first track The results you get will be very accurate as long as you hold 
the tracks and speed well and record the speeds correctly, Any units of speed (kts, m,p,h" etc,) 
used consistently are fine, 

Step 1: Track in any direction (keep the track direction steady on the loran or gps) until you get a 
steady ground speed reading, Record it as V I, 

Step 2, Turn either way 90 degrees and track perpendicular to the previous track until you again 
show a steady ground speed, Record it as V2, 

Step 3, Turn 90 degrees again in the same sense as the first turn and track in the direction oppo
site that of the track of Step I, until you have a steady ground speed, Record it as V3, 
Compute your airspeed V by 

V=l!2 ~VV12 + V22 
+ V32 +vf x v3' / V22 

The components of the wind velocity in the directions of your first and second tracks are 
WI = (VI - V3)/2 

and 
W2 = (V2 - VI x V3/ V2 )/2, 

Example 1: You start by tracking east to get VI = 160 kts, then turn and track north to find V2 = 
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163 kts, then turn west to find V3 
and W2 = 20 kts. 

125 kts. The computations give V = 144 kts, W, = 18 kts, 

It doesn't make any difference which directions you track or in which order you find the speeds as 
long as two are reciprocal (to obtain V, and V3) and the third is perpendicular to them. You 
could have stalied by going west to obtain V, = 125 kts, then north to find V2 = 163 kts, then 
east to find V3 = 160 kts; the results are the same. They would also be the same if you stalied east 
to find V, = 160 kts, then south to find V2 = 123 kts, then west to find V3 = 125 kts. 

The "seat of the pants" method of estimating speed by averaging the ground speed found in 
one direction with that found on its reciprocal is good if the wind is roughly parallel to the 
courses flown, but it can be significantly in eITor when the wind has a non-negligible component 
perpendicular. 

The following example shows this. 

Example 2: Start by tracking north to find V, = 138 kts, then turn east to find V2 = 181 kts, then 
turn south to find V3 = 142 kts. The computation gives V = 145 kts. The north-south average is 
only 140 kts. Here W, = -2 kts and W2 = 54 kts. 

The last example uses non-cardinal directions. The only thing to remember is 
the wind components in the first and second directions. 

W, and W2 are 

Example 3: Track 040 degrees to find VI = 119 kts, then tum right to track 130 degrees and 
find V2 = 137 kts, then turn right to 220 degrees and find V3 126 kts. The computation gives V 
= 123 kts, W= -4 kts and W2 = 14 kts. 

David Fox EAA 331904 

FOR SALE 

JP'S FLIGHT LINE PRODUCT 
LIGHT WEIGHT, COMFORTABLE COMPACT FOLDING CHAIRS 

WITH BACK SUPPORT, IDEA FOR CARRYING IN AIRCRAFT 
FOR AIRSHOWS & CAMPING 

$16.95 EACH 
(2) for $32.00 
$3.00 SHIPPING EACH 
SALES TAX - TX ONLY ADD 8% 

1707 W. LAVENDER LANE 
ARLINGTON, TX 76013 
(817) 274-1083 
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TORQUE VALUES FOR PROPS & 
EXTENSIONS 
by Barrett M. Kemp 

August II, 1993 

In the June 1993 RV ATOR newsletter was a subject that would probably be of interest to 18 
people as well as RVer's. The subject was torque values for prop extensions, the crankshaft end. 

Ken of Van's Aircraft, Inc. used the torque values obtained from the Standard Aircraft Handbook 
for his article in the newsletter, page 12. I think the torque value from that handbook is probably 
low for the intended purposes. The crush torque for a wood propeller is slightly higher than the 
Standard Handbook value quoted for the prop extension. 

Prior to Oshkosh, I sent a letter to Ken at Van's Aircraft along with some information on torque 
values from my file. During Oshkosh Ken left a message on my recorder. Upon returning home, I 
called Ken and talked to him at some length. He had called Sensenich to confirm the data, then said 
he was a little scared at what he had done. Someone at his end told him no one would be hurt by 
using the lower torque. Still, he is worried and said be will put a correction in the next newsletter. 

I have enclosed the same information that I sent to Ken. I used the Sensenich Table No.3 for my 
prop extension torque for the crankshaft flange side. If I were to use a metal prop, I would prob
ably use the Lycoming higher torque. I think people need to look at the available information and 
decide for themselves. I am sure the prop makers have torque information available for any type of 
prop and extension. 

On another subject, Ken told me of aT -18 near him with a couple of interesting features. Retract
able landing gear and 810 pounds weight. Van's Aircraft scales were used for weighing. Builder's 
name is Dunell Zander, Tigard, Oregon. Ken said the weight was accurate! Do you know of this 
airplane? I suggested it was made of balsa and tissue. 

As we left Oshkosh, I told Les Krumel that this was probably the last time for me and Oshkosh. My 
ill feeling of what EAA really represents has finally reached a peak. We need an organization that 
represents the interests of amateur built airplanes and leaves airshows, warbirds, and hawking twin 
engine business jets to someone else. The charter should limit the tenure of officers and directors 
too. Is anyone else out there with this feeling and would like to talk about an alternative to EAA? 
Well, enough for now. Shirley and I intend to be at Kentucky Lakes in October. Thank you. Sin
cerely, BARRETT M. and SHIRLEY M. KEMP 434 WAKEROBIN RUSSELLVILLE, AR 72801 
(501) 968-7318 
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SENSENICH PROPELLER CO. 
A IlMoIon 01 the Ph!IodeIphIa _ •• Inc. 

AREA COOf 717 
PHONE - 560-371 t 
1·000·482·3412 
FAX-717·500·3725 

EAST AIRPORT ROAD 
P.O. BOX 5100 

lANCASTER,PA 
1760t·OfOO 

WOOD PROPELLERS: INSTALLATION. OPERATION. a MAINTENANCE 
INTEGRAL FLANGE CRANKSHAFTS 

Your Sensenlell lifOod propeller WClS manufactured 
Irom aircraft qualliy selected lumber. Tilil 1_ 
IIIDlloils IIr. banded ",1111 hlllll·s!rllllllih ",olll.1Wcof 
ruoreillal IIlulI, and ",.re Dssembled mllsr closely 
I:lIllirollllll hll:lllr, ellllll1l1l1:,118. Pfllllllil. ~II 
Illes slrll::!!, maintained during mOllullielurl! IIlId 
voriliod blllo,II Irem 11111 Assembly 
01 TJII'JI IIro~If/Iillll9IM/lllff:1'1I1I mud 
b~ lIenoll!lsl 1110 IIIIIffll'lllhllll 
fAA He_e. 

1"$III"lIlio" 01 III!! D"'ft~II~' 
I IItl 01 IDIIP"olim,ol!liy 
la"'!! illllI III III!! p"!lllllilef 
lome !:In!! II III 01 
proper 

\I can bll lIh.,11I1l fhol em mUll dlllinr IIi! 
driving 10 !l wOlld prlll'llitif 111 tl 
Ide lien. Thai Ille loru which rellhlls monm@ni 
01 Illi p"oll~Ullr hull iii> 1110 1100'3(1 Is du~ 10 
e'''''p''usloil 01 Ihe woad ,urloC!! ogolllsllM II~. 
n.!lr91""~ II is imporlllol 10 comprus 1110 wood 10 
Ih modmllffl wring prop!llier Inslaliollon, bul mIlO 
Importonl 10 ovoid crushing Ihs wood. Allhliugh tho 
drive bushillllS incorporoted in most Ilonllu pro viall 
o bock-up sYlLlem, II load will be Impolod on Ihsm 
only II Ihe.1I Is movemanl 01 lilt p,opell~r on IhQ 
flon\l8. The bushings can cor.y IIIIQi"'" dei.inll-Iorque 
loads lIlT only II shorl IIIIrlod of lime. 

fllful Prowell loboralOl'y III dalo lor Yelil!lll Bird! 
"ooa shtltU lila! lIle oplll'llll'" campron;on I',e-Iood III 
(I wood prDlleilm. hllb Is oW/'!lximal0ly 0.006 PI!r 
!nell 01 hub !hieknGu Ile.: II p"opeilor hub .. hleh Is 
I Inch 'hick Imlollollon mlloylol be camprnsad 
0.006 Inell 10 a IlIlek"IISI! 01 0.994 Inch by dra .. -
11111 !III Ihe Ifflll'!llilif I!Ilaeh!ll\l bolh I. Kno,,;ng Iha /M) 
'hick""! lind Ihe ~ 01 lil •• ods in (lOch Ineil 01 
allach""l1 bail threod, II 1\1 poulllie 10 calCUlate Ihe 
proper additionol fololloll 01 each oiloelll"1I boll 
aile. !he 1'1I'Il1 'IICO plolo, I'roptller, and lIoltlill lor 
adopted are sill/g. fm- linamI'll, !lIff!!!ltlllf /M) M1!c!I 
;. <1.50 inciles Ihlck sill!uld be compressed O.OOEHf· 
4.50 IIquais 0.027 inch. If 1/2 inch <11<2. boU. O'G 
used 11/2-20U'Nf' IIn!!<lsl, Ihey Ihould be lurned 
0.02H(· 20.0.54, or psi ovor 112 Inolution oller 
Ihe Ironl foee p4ole, P"!!!Ielle" and fionqa are onugged. 
See Tnble No. 11of examples of common ImlaHali"" •. 

Generally rec~d wrench torque 10 IIchieve 
propsr hub comprnsion III/oinst .Iondo,!! lIong os are 
In Table No. 2. These torque recommendations do 
not consider varial ion. of thnod condilion, and 

as.ume Ihal the threads 01 Ihe bolh ond in Ihe drive 
bushings ore cleon and dry. 

INSTALLATioN PROCEDURE 
Aller study 01 tile ",eceding di.cuuion 01 wood 

prniplilier insilliiolion roquillllmGniS mel of yOUf pro""I!., 
Iii!! illslollolion should 

b~ 

1111311 I:er 111111 III", 'ha m"'~n~l(! $wilch is 
Iltal !l"lh mcm~llo. 

rlll~"II{m boll Wfrellcll can b!l 
lound '" Table No.::I. Lock olld ",>lS!"""1 100 bolls. 
NOTE: Som~ 
Iha OOIH"!!ld'll, 

I RemovG II ~pC!rk !ram !llIth Chock 
Ihe "i,erall's ,,1111111. 10 !lreun' ",,,vllm"nl. 
(51 1111111111 Ihll IIl1l1chlilg" I 
119M", Sa IhelI!>e lace plale, prop.ller, and lIong6 
Clr. Iflu9 !bul Ihe \!Iood hal 1101 bnn compnutd L 
ChIck troek 01 lite blade lips by rolaling Ihe lips 
pasl some 1i .. <1 object on Ihe 11001'. The lips must 
I,ack "lIhin 1/16 inch 01 eoch olner when Ihe Inslal
lolion Is completod. Troch should be earnelad 01 
Ihis lime by snugging up Ihe bolls neorul Ihe 
blodo Which is lo,,,,ord. Thlg will resull In 0 common 
slar/ing poinl 'or all 01 Iho allocning boll $. 

Iha olioenl"1! bolla in .mollincremen", 
mo.ing diagonally aeran Ihl! bell eirel.. II I. 
oracli!!o 10 check tracK Irequmlly ",hile lighll/l'linq ills 
belh. Taka cora 10 lightm bolls on opposite .ide. 
01 Ihe 1110 do un'., lI"e onnly so 11101 blade-lo-blCIda 
conlo.mlly 01 Mgle. Is main lain,!!. 
111 Sine" <I am .. 11 01 Ihe wood comprllnion I. 
"Iolllclllll,mollonil, II is qood procliee 10 looun 
!hl Cind 10 ollllw Ihe \!Iood 10 relllx 10' on 
hour. Retight,," 1011"",1119 Iha serne proced!lt'e. 
t 1111111111 aolmly II Is good ",,,din 10 "ire 
Ih. oliochillQ belU in poirs Ino, " canlinuDus wire I, 
Iwillin9 Ihe ",ire bel"e," boll heads. 

III FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORY 
U. S. DEPT. OF AORICUL TURE 
MADISON, WISCOIISIN 
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TABLE NO. 1 
OPTIMUM WOOD PROPELLER IN5TALLATlON 
HUB COMPRESSION METHOD 

Hub DlIsired Hub Bo/ls Torque 
Thicl&lIGIA (In.) ComprllBBion (Boll Rllv.! 

31- 0.020 1-24 0.49 
-20 0.41 

4 0.024 &-24 0.58 
i-20 0.48 

4! 0.029 3-24 

i-20 

5i 0.032 i 
~- 0.65 

F illll I hlllI· 1M 
rtl~tI ~lIol!!l'I bll!O\!l, 

ON 

AN6 3/8 200 :I: 

AN7 7116 250"'25 
ANa 1/2 300'" 25 

1101. AN 01-IA-13 19"16) 

CAUTION, Over·lightenin\! propeller alloening bolls 
will cOOle Ihe wood 01 Ihll hub 10 crush, bfeokin<a in 
moisture liIol onll sliljhlly feducin\! drin·lorque cap
acily of Ihll illSloliolioll. -------
r AIILE NO. 3 
ADAPTER RETENTION BOL 15 
RECOMMENDED 'II Ii RENe TORQUE 

SlzlI of Slnl Airerol! BOlli Recommended 
Specification Oio.lirll:hu I Wrllllcl! TorquIlU ... ·lb.1 

AN6 3/8 280 to 300 

AN7 7/16 480 to 540 

AN8 112 720 to 780 

OPERATING TIPSI 
The./ollowing practices will odd 10 Ihe service

lile 01 your wood propellef. 

(1) Do nol use the propeller as a low·bor 10 move 
your oirerafl. 
(2) Avoid running-up ill oreos containing loose 
stonu and grovel. 
(3) Place Ihe propellef in 0 1I0rizonioi position 
when porked. 
(41lftsplicl Irequonlly lor bruises, scors, Ill' olhll' 
domoge 10 wood and blade leoding'edge 
II is \!IIod proclicli 10 cMducl 11M 
llight 

your 
will! on IIulomolive 
110105 in molal I 

moislon 
""ll. Kllllp lhe drllin-

IIll Jhlumll 11101 you, i. ,,,".1"11'01 0/1", 
UIlIiI II has bun III$D~cl@d 

bolf! lor 
01 leasl n~fy More 

may be lI@cessary "hen cilmatic 

II II I' In 9 '@llIIirs """I hi! !'I1Od1! 
01 1m slo' 
lioll. II your ",os mllm.!laclyr~d "llh Ie-
l:$i!lIed leadinll ~ proleclion, II kll i§ 
available Irom Ihe laclory lor of minor 
damage 10 Ihe Ie moililrioi. 

Cheek propeller balollce whllnever Ihllu is ni
cencI! 01 roughrnlu in operation. 

II your propeller begins 10 show OilY 01 thl! 
following dOMO,!I, II ellovld hi! retired "11m sonna: 

!ol Crocks in hub hare, 
(bl A dup cui ocrou Ille wood groin, 
leI A long, .,ide, or deep croci< poroliello the groin, 
Idl A separaled lomination, 
lelOvl!rsizG or elMlloled hub bore Of boll haln, 
(II An appreciable wOfpldlscovared by inspectioo 
or through rough lIIlerolionl, 
(9l An oppreciablOll IlIIrlion 01 wood mining, 

or (hi Obvious damage or "ear beyond economical 
repair. 

eler 10 FAA IlIIbllcolion AC43.13-1o lor furlher 
Informallon, 
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TIRE PRESSURE -A SIMPLE MATTER? 
"From the Central States Association Newslet
ter" 

WHERE'D THE AIR GO? 
We all know that proper tire inflation is 

important. Probably, we even recall that 
underinflation can cause tires to creep or 
slip on the wheels when brakes are applied 
thus shearing off valve stems. Sidewalls can 
be crushed by the wheel rim flanges under 
the force of landing impact. The resulting 
damage can be a bruise, break or rupture of 
the cord body. Such damage requires tire 
replacement. 
Severe underinflation can cause ply 

separation because of the extreme heat 
generated during sidewall flexing. The same 
condition can cause inner tube chafing and a 
resultant blowout. What a nice thought for a 
dark night landing on a narrow runway! 
None of this can happen to you of course 

because you check your tires with a good 
gauge after installing a new tire. Right? Did 
you know that air is usually trapped between 
the tire and the tube at the time of mount
ing? During the next few days after mount
ing a new tire this trapped air leaks out the 
valve stem hole in the wheel. This event 
leaves the tire severely under-inflated, even 
though it showed the cOlTect pressure after 
mounting. The cOlTect procedure is to check 
tire pressure for several days after mounting a 
tire to assure the pressure is still cOlTect. 
OK, so all you smart ones knew that and 

figure lowe you a beer. Here is where I get 
the beer back. I'll bet you didn't know that 
tires grow. No, not on rubber trees. Tires 
are made of nylon cord which stretches for 
the first 12 to 24 hour period. This 
"growth" will result in a tire pressure drop. 
Those of you with tubeless tires aren't out of 
the woods either. It seems that molecules of 
compressed gas can actually diffuse through 
the rubber of a tubeless tire. Allowances for 
that phenomenon must be made when 
maintammg tire pressure. The maximum 
allowable diffusion is 5% for any 24 hour 

period. 
Tire manufacturers recommend checking 

tire pressure at least once a week, or daily if 
flown that often. Can't you just imagine 
removing your wheel pants to check tire 
pressure before each flight? There MUST be 
an easier way. I've been successful in check
ing tire pressure by noting the vertical 
clearance between the wheel pant and the 
concrete floor in my hangar. Normal fuel load 
variation seems to make little difference in 
wheel pant clearance when an EZ is parked in 
the nose down position. 

"THE QUIET COCKPIT" 
by Lee Stevens, 
EAA Technical Counselor, Yakima, W A 

I hope this information will be of some use 
for the The name of the material is ARJvfA 
FLEX. I buy it at the builders who want to 
quiet their airplane's cockpit. following 
thermal supply company: Industrial Rubber: 
This material can be obtained in sheets 3 ft. x 4 
ft. x 112 Portland, OR. I hope this is of some 
help to you as I in. or 3/4 in. thick. The local 
FAA office allows it to be have spent a 
considerable amount of time seeking glued 
to the firewall and cabin side on PA-18's. It 
is material to use in aircraft for sound reduc
tion purposes, black in color and is very 
good at absorbing sound. and was happy to 
have found it. 
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FOR SALE 
THORPT-18 FORSALEbybuilder!owner N2819L 

AIRFRAME: 485 hours total time certificated in 1984. Top speed is 186 mph T AS. 
Cruise at 75'% power is 170 mph. Cruise at 2450 rpm is ]60 mph. Empty weight is 975#, Gross 
weight is 1600#. Power loading is 10: 1. Baggage to 50#. Wing loading 18 Ibs./sq'/ft. Always 

hangered, no corrosion. Never damaged. Tinted sliding canopy, shoulder straps, adjustable air 
cockpit heater. Flap and aileron gap seals. 3M sound and vibration dampening foam/aluminum used 
throughout. A fitted gortex fabric canopy cover is used away from the hanger. Distinctive orange/ 

yellow polyurethane paint scheme. Custom fabric interior of non-flamable materials. 
ENGINE: Lycoming 0-320A2B, 150 hp. 465 hours SCMOH by Piedmont Aviation engine 

shop. Stainless steel cross-over exhaust stacks, oil cooler and filter, air/oil separator, EGT, CHT, 
voltmeter, ammeter, oil pressure and tempnerature. Autogas authorized. Burns 8gph from a single, 

29 gallon aluminum tank, gravity feed. Vernier controls. 
PROP: Wood/fiberglass computer-designed and crafted by Craig Catto who builds custom 

props for the Formula I racers. It's a cruise prop with a 70"dia./73" pitch. 
A VIONICS: King KX 155 navcom and King KI 209 CD! with glideslope, King KT 78 tran

sponder and a Transcal 120 encoder, RST 504 audio panel with a voice-actuated intercom, marker 
receiver, 99 waypoint LORAN, handheld Tena TPX 720 transceiver, ELT and two Clark HIO-40 

headsets. Mic switch on the stick. 
INSTRUMENTS: Certificated for [FR. Vacuum directional gyro and attitude indicator. Elec

tric turn coordinator. Nav lights, strobes, and a landing light. Instruments are bezel lighted and 
reo stat controlled. Alternate static air valve. Shock absorber mounted panel. 

This T -18 was built with great care to be airworthy for many decades. It incorpor-ates many 
nice features. It was built in Merced, CA, from 1979-84 in 5,000 hours. 

Any T-18 is NOT certificated for aerobatics. It's a fine cross-country airplane and 2819L has 
been flown from California to Oshkosh three times. 

A prudent buyer should be competent and confident flying a high perfonnance taildragger. 
!he T-18 is based at the Pine lbuntain Lake airport near 38N, 120W on the SFran sectional 

chart. Groveland is a small town nearby. 
Contact Wayne Irwin, 12741 Cresthaven Drive, Groveland, CA 95321. (209) 962-4253. 
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2nd 

DATE: 

WHERE: 

SPONSORED 

ual acerviUe 
y-In 

October 8-:1.0, :1.993 

Placerville (Hangtown) 
California 

Jim 

Yes! 

FUN: Yes! 
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Richard Penman's brilliant yellow and red T-18 

T-18 FALL MEETING KENTUCKY DAM 
VILLAGE STATE RESORT PARK 

The Fall 1993 T-18 weekend at Kentucky Dam Village State-ate Resort Park will be held on 
October 8-9. The private dining room has been reserved for Sat. Oct. 9, at 12:00 noon. 
(Note this is a change, we could not get the dining room for the evening). We will again use the 
buffet. 

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS WITH THE PARK DIRECTLY. YOU MUST SPECIFY 
YOU WANT THE PAINE PARTY IN ORDER TO RECEIVE THE QUOTED RATES. 
THE LODGE MAYBE FULL OTHER THAN THE ROOMS THEY ARE HOLDING FOR, 
OUR PARTY AS WE HAD TROUBLE GETTING RESERVATIONS THIS YEAR. RES-
ERVATIONS MUST BE MADE BEFORE SEPTEMBER 8,1993. RATES ARE: $45.47 
(single) $54.75 (double) 

KENTUCKY DAM STATE PARK P.O. BOX 69 GILBERTSVIlLE, KY. 42044 
1-800-325-0146 

Camping is also available on a first come, first serve basis as well as cottages. Contact the resort 
for information. 

Kentucky Dam State Park Airport is 30 miles east of the Cunningham VOR (Paducah) on the 90 
degree radial, 8 miles south of VI 78. The runway is paved, and 4000 feet long. The airport is 
approximately a mile from the resort, however transportation is available for those who do not wish 
to walk. 

BRING YOUR OWN TIE DOWNS. 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

Jim Stuart~~ gorgeous two-tone, brown trimmed Thorp T-18. Jim lives in 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Oshkosh 1993 to Me by Frank Snedeker 

First Flight by Jim Stuart 
Placerville 2nd Annual by Hal Stephens 

Mountain Flying by Hal Stephens 

The John Thorp Legacy 
"This Nut Flew Around The World, Contest" 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As alwllYs , ill the past~ present, Ill/d/uture newsletters, we would like to 1I11lke YOll 

aware that this newsletter is Oll{~' pl'eseJlleti tiS tl clearing house for idem. amI opinions, or pers01w/ (!.'(periellces tlJld Ihtlt 
anyone lIsillg these ideas, opilliolls, or experiences, do so lit their own discretion wId risk. ThereJore, II(} responsibility or 

liability is (!..vpressed or implied tlnd is without recourse agaiust anyone. 
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Reflections: 
Some of you may be busy building and haven't 
taken time to look up to see what's going on. 
Others may be flying their Thorps and just don't 
spend enough time on the ground to notice. One 
who has noticed, is the lady that answers our 
phone, my wife RoxAnne. She takes the calls 
from members, new prospective members to the 
T-18 Mutual Aid Society and others that want 
to buy a T -18 in the worst sort of way, but just 
can't find one. What this means is that the 
demand and therefore the value of our aircraft 
has gone up. Sure, the timing is also right for 
this to happen for a number of other reasons. 
Fewer and fewer airplanes in the general avia
tion fleet, more demand and so forth. But be
cause of the Thorp T -18 article in Sport Avia
tion, the 30th anniversary at Oshkosh and the T-
18 Mutual Aid Society our aircraft is right up 
front again. Pilots everywhere want to get a ride 
in a T-18. I now have a waiting list and it's 
growing. Fonner T-I8 owners call that have 
since had Glassairs and RV's and want their T-
18 back. It's great to hear all the "I want sto
ries" and have a fine T-18 sitting ready in the 
hanger for "my" beckon call. If you're a new 
builder or an old one that just needs to finish his 
project, get a move on! Time's a wasting and we 
need you in the fleet for the next trip to Oshkosh 
and wherever the local T -18 events may be next 
year. Happy Building! 
During dinner at Oshkosh Don Taylor offered 
The T -18 Mutual Aid Society Members some 
actual nuts & bolts that he had kept from his T-
18 "Victoria" that flew around the world. 
Many of you might like to have one to make it a 
part of your airplane for good luck, or to put it 
on a small plaque for a conversation piece. I'm 
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thinking of a small dash mount plaque that says 
"This nut flew around the world". No Don, 
thats not refelTing to you! To make the distribu
tion of the souvenir parts fair lets have a simple 
contest that will benefit all the members. Just 
write an article on something about the Thorp T-
18. If you don't think there is still more that 
should be said about building this machine just 
ask Roy FalTis of Olney, Illinois. He just went 
through skinning his wings and had a rough 
time getting started. Roy reads everything in 
print about building the T-18. He said that parts 
don't always fit and new ideas on assembly are 
needed. For details of the contest see" The 
Nut That Flew Around The World" page in 
this newsletter. There are only 24 pieces so take 
out your pen and start writing. Again our great 
thanks to Don Taylor for all that he has done for 
the homebuilt movement and especially the 
Thorp T-18. 

"The Nut That Flew Around The 
World Contest" 

See page 19 for the contest details. 

Dues Dues Dues 
It's time for 1994 Mutual Aid Society Dues. As 
mentioned last year the dues are set up to all be 
due at the first of the year. However, a lot of 
folks paid late in the year. In fact there are still 
several still behind for 1993. This will be the 
last newsletter they will get. I've got to stop 
sometime. Our printing costs continue to go up. 
I! never fails most will send late checks and 
letters saying "Boy I'm glad you didn't drop me" 
and then one lone fellow will write that he didn't 
want the newsletters anyway. Oh well! I'll bet he 
read every darn one of them. Don't you? If he 
got one safety idea or suggestion it was worth 
sending them to him. Check the mailing label 
for your status. no pay for 93 and paid for 94s 
are marked. Thanks! 
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Dear Richard, 

:;;-::; 
C;;C-~===-":J 

It was nice to meet you at Oshkosh and I'm glad 
to be part of the Mutual Aid Society now. My 
first time out there was great, I never saw so 
many homebuilts, not to mention T-J8's. 

A lifelong ambition of mine has been to fly, and 
the ultimate-- to build an airplane. Now it's 
hecoming a reality. When I first learned about 
T-18's I was thoroughly impressed, having 
gotten 10 know John Popejoy (another builder), 
where I worked. Until then I thought homebuilt 
airplanes were only in magazines, and was just 
short of envious. At once, I decided an all melal 
craft would be my choice also. Other things I 
looked for were Iwo seats and most of all, 
folding wings. There are other planes that meet 

requirements but few to build from plans 
one at a time. Kit planes are available, but I 
wanten to really BUILD a plane rather than 
assemble somebody else's. 

was almost 10 years ago, and now I want to 
thank Bob Kemp who's been a great help getting 
me to a good start. One talking about 
my aspirations with Bob (whom ljust met) I 
],,"meo he was a generous man as he freely 
offered me a legitimate set of plans. Later, he 
even gave me parts to go with them. These were 

new parts, enough to build a whole fuselage: 
frames, skins, extrusions, and miscellaneous 
others. Bob's a real supporter for the 
homebuilders; he even took me to Oshkosh and 
continues to be a good teacher. I'm sure you 
realize the great help it is to have someone 
provide moral support, sharing the same interest, 
and I'm blessed to have such encouragement. 
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prospective goal is to be in the air in 5 years. 
It shouldn't be too long before Bob has his own 
plane flying. 

Your efforts are well appreciated too. The 
newsletters are a good source of information. 
One of the most important aspects I considered 
about the 18 was it's time-proven design. It 
seems to be well understood by now and with 
folks like you and other contributors, there's a 
lot written about it. 1 have my EAA mem ber
ship and Tony Bingelis' books too, but nothing 
beats these newsletters for specifics on the T-18. 

point my experience it's doubtfull can 
offer much, but will write again when I get my 
feet really wet. Thanks. Sincerely, Les Krumel 
P.O. Box I J 15 Cedar Crest, NM 87008 

December 11, 1993 
Dear Richard, 

8 N89ER (fOlmerly N56VB) sn 
1106, which I have spent four years rebuild
ing, flew once again today. 

The airplane had flown 232 hours between 
1978 (new) and 1980 but the previous owner 
bec:arrle disenchanted with it and allowed it to 
sit the weather for about eight years 
pnor to purchase in 1989. It had not been 
run or even down. The wheels had sunk 
about 6n into soft ground and that was likely 

thing that kept it from blowing 
The engine, airfi'ame, and systems rebuild was 

I believe I could bnilt an 
airplane from scratch easier. 

N89ER is a standard T-18. It a 
0320B3B 160 HP engine, a wooden 66X80 
inch Sensench propeller, 2" extended landing 
gear, and full IFR electronics and instruments. 
Empty weight (with oil) is 1022 Ibs. 

It was with great pride that I watched 
Gary Green of Pecan Plantation, Texas do the 
test flight. Ken Morgan from Arlington, Texas 
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flew chase in his beautiful 18. 

graciously provided about one half 
hour of instruction in his T -18 but I did not feel 

I was ready to fly the airplane consider
ing the pressures of the day and the number of 
hours I had spent in the previous getting it 
ready. 

Gary said the airplane had nonnal flight 
characteristics and no problems were noted 
other than standard "aw-shucks I'll fix that" 
type items. 

T -18 owners providing technical and 
moral support for this event were Gary Green, 
Ken Morgan, Tom Landham and Jim Putney. 
It was quite a thrill to see five T-J8s on my 
apron in Temple, Texas. 

Sincerely, Evan A Roberts Rt 5, Box lS8-C 
Temple, Tx. 76501 (817) 778-2252 
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DEAR RICH; PLEASE FIND A CHECK FOR 
$25.00 TO COVER MY ENROLLMENT IN 
THE T-18 NEWSLETTER I DO HAVE ALL 
OF LEW SUNDERLAND'S LETTERS AND 
WORKED CLOSELY WITH LEW ON THE 
FOLDING WING. IN FACT, I GAVE LEW 
THE IDEA AT OSHKOSH IN 1979 I BE
LIEVE. HE DID THE DRAWINGS AND 
JOHN THORP DID THE STRESS WORK UP 
ON IT. 
I SUPPOSE THE DRAWINGS ARE COM
PLETE FOR THE WIDE BODY AND FOLD
ING WING NOW, BUT WE WERE IN A 
HURRY TO GET IT FLYING AND ALL I 
HAD WAS A LIST SHEET, TO TRANSFER 
TO THE ORIGINAL DRAWINGS. I 
STARTED FLYING MY BIRD IN 1981, 
AFTER 7 112 YEARS AND 6000 HRS. OF 
WORK IT IS A BEAUTIFUL BIRD. I CRUISE 
AT 180 MPH @75%POWER. I DO TOW IT 
AS YOU CAN SEE LIVE 4 MILES FROM 
THE AIRPORT. 

(cont on next page) 

blue T-18CW tow 
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IF I CAN BE OF ANY HELP TO ANYONE, 
PLEASE LET ME KNOW. ALSO PLEASE 
ADVISE ANYONE USING THE 
STRETCHED FUSELAGE TO KNOW THAT 
IT WAS DONE FOR THE HEAVIER MO
TORS & COULD BE A PROBLEM CG. WISE 
IF THEY USE A LIGHTER MOTOR. BILL 
BRACKETT 152 NORTH ROAD BUTLER 
P A.1600 I (Editor's Note: Bill regrets it but his 
T-18 is for sale.) 

For Sale 
EXPERIMENTAL THORP T
I8CW(CONVERTABLE WING) 2 PLACE 
SDE BY SDE (40')WIDE BODY 72# 
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BAG.CMPT. FOLDING WING VERSION 
HIGHWAY TOWABLE (8FT. WIDE) USING 
A 1978 FORD RANCHRO PICK UP BUILT 
BY MACHINIST WITH 40 YRS.EXP.& 
INST.PILOT. 10360 AlA 200 HP./ CONST 
SPEED PROP. INDIRECT LIGHTED PANEL. 
PLUSH INT.BLUE & RED FINE WEAVE 
EXT. BLUE ON WHITE 3 FUEL TANKS W 
54.6 GLS.TOT AL. 2 DAVID CLARK HIO-40 
HEAD SETS 1981 E.A.A.AWARD WINNER 
(FOLDING WING)FLIES LIKE A "P51" 
"NARCO" EQUIPMENT I MKI2DVORlILS 
1 MKI2DVOR. A.D.F.841 DME.890 TRAN
SPONDER AT150 AUDIO PANEL CP-136M 
CHTIEGT ALL4 CYL. !.F.R.CERTIFIED 
BILL BRACKETT PHONE DAYS (412) 287-
5804 EVENINGS 287-8212 

Editors Note: Since Bill sent this article he had a power failure on take off that resulted in some 
damage to the landing gear. Anyone interested in owning a T-18 needing some repairs should 

give him a call. 

Anotherphoto ofBill'sfineflying machine. It's nice to hear Fom the east coast Bill! 
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Sept. 13, 1993 

Dear Richard, 
I'm way past due on my repmi about the Rocky 
Mountain Regional Fly-In @ Greely Colorado in 
June. I believe there were lIT-ISs in atten
dance. 

These are the ones I can remember - Jim Borg & 
son (from Minnesota), Dean Cochran 
(Broomfield, Co. ), Jerry Feuerrnan (Denver, 
Co. ) Walt & Bev Giffin (Pueblo, Co.), Pete 
Gonzalez (Colorado Springs, Co.), Jim & Judy 
Paine (Dayton, OH), Ed & Jennette Ludtke 
(Sioux Falls, SD), Bob & Juanita Ryan (Seely 
Lake, MT), and two others - one from Canyon 
City, CO & one from Sheridan, WY (I apologize 
for not remembering their names). Next time I'll 
write everyone's name & N- number down. 

Myself, with John Burton from EAA Headquar
ters as passenger, and the Ludtke's made a 
flight on Sunday morning over the mountains 
and Estes Park, Colorado for some sightseeing. I 
received a nice letter from John in appreciation -
his first time flying in the mountains, and he 
remarked how wonderful to be flying @ 10,000 
msl & look up at mountains surrounding. 
It was so good to see you @ Oshkosh & such a 
great showing ofT-IS's! 

We're going to try to make the Placerville, CA 
T-IS Flyln in October, so won't see everyone in 
Kentucky the same weekend. Wish we could be 
2 places at once! Take care! Best regards, John 
Evens N7IJE. 

--I-
9/20/93 Lincoln, NE 
Dear Richard, I've been working like a dawg 
ever since Oshkosh getting the bird ready for 
paint, and things are beginning to take shape. I 
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was dissatisfied with the fit of my previous 
farings so I made some new ones: and that 
coupled with many other little things that needed 
attention, and the summer has gone, but it looks 
like it's really going to be completed with an 
annual all brought up to date within the next 
month, so the light is there. I'll send you a 
picture for a future newsletter when you print a 
lot of pictures. Also if you think that there is any 
interest, I could explain the way that I did the 
fairings; although it was just the basic routines 
of fiberglassing; let me know. 
Many thanks for all your efforts, we of the MAS 
really appreciate it! Best regards, Harlo 
McKinty. 
(Editor's note: Good to hear from you Haria. 
Please do write it up and send along with the 
picture of your plane.) 

Wanted Wanted: 
DYNAFOCAL MOUNT 
COWLING 
CANOPY 
STABILATOR TIPS 

Call or write John Winton Box 84, Port 
Mansfield TX 78598 Phone number 210-944-
2641 

Dear Richard, I am interested in a project 50% 
completed or flying. Prefer wide body & folding 
wing. But will consider any T -18. Jeff Klossner 
Call (719) 539-3737 

--I-
Dear Editor, Kentucky Dam is a great location 
for our semi-annual T -18 gathering. The scenery 
is magnificent and a walk along the dam is a 
thrill. This year we had a good attendance with 
people flying or driving from all directions. 
We missed Rich and Roxanne Snelson. 
In spite of a cloudy, cold, windy day, Saturday 
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was spent flying and discussing building. We 
brought our Cessna 140A and Elaine Skillman 
and Terry Martin got a lesson in tail dragger 
flying in it from Dave. 
A group went to Patty's "Pork House" Friday 
then to the Brass Lantern on Saturday, where we 
sat with Rush Limbaugh and the dwarfs. 
We had a luncheon meeting Saturday with Jim 
Paine leading the recoup of the year's activities. 
We decided to meet again at McAlester, OK in 
May of 1994. We ended our meeting by singing 
"Happy Birthday" to Judy Paine. 
A visit to the quilt museum in Paducah was a 
treat with Judy Paine, her daughter Heather and 
Mother-in-law Mary Paine from Montana. Mary 
learned to quilt when she was six years old and 
had made 30 quilts by the time she was married. 
Best of show for the American Quilter's Society 
Show and Contest was titled" Air Show" by 
Jonathan Shannon from Belvedere, CA. He 
featured old biplanes and on the reverse side had 
a parachute. That quilt was front and center for 
us Air Show participants. 
T-18er Russ Ross's wife Terri is a quiltmaker, 
works with Girls Incorporated, ages 6-18, 
children from broken homes. They enjoy 
quiltmaking, and presented one of their quilts to 
Barbara Bush in 1991. 
We were sorry to hear of Russ' daughter's death 
in August. We extent our sympathy. 
We saw the following T-18s at Kentucky Dam: 
N785EL Ed Ludtke, N711 SH Bob Highley, 
N805GS Gene Sloan, NIIOJP Jim Perrine , 
NI8CR Cliff Redden, NI18GG Gary Green, and 
N747JP Jim Paine. 
The annual EAA Southwest Regional Conven
tion at Kerrville was October 15 and 16. T-18s 
and owners we saw there were Ken Morgan and 
Tom Landham of Dallas, Bud Payne of Austin, 
Stash Simpson of Wichita Falls, and Dave 
Gerlach from Friendswood. Larry Whetzel flew 
all the way from Ramons, CA in his brand new 
T-18. 
November J we enjoyed a visit with Dick Cavin 
and his bride, Pat. They have our congratulations 
and best wishes. Regards to all, Pat and "Name 
Withheld" Eby. 
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FOLDING WING INSPECTION 

Editor's Note: The following is part of the Wing 
and Maintenance Manual for the T-18C. Written 
by Lou Sunderland. Some years ago. I'll print 
the preflight inspection information in the next 
newsletter. 

SUNDERLAND AIRCRAFT 5 Griffin Dr. , 
Apalachin, N. Y. 13732 

WING INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE 
MANUAL FOR T-JSC 

100 HOUR INSPECTION 
(I) Inspect all wing panels for loose 

rivets, fatigue cracks and general structural 
integrity. When areas around flush skin attach
ment rivets are filled with a plastic filler, some 
circular cracks normally occur in the filler 
around the rivet heads. The rivets should not 
come loose, however. 

(2) Check aileron control linkage for 
excessive free play between stick and surface. 
Adjust the adjustment screw in the 211 aileron 
bell crank as necessary. 

(3) With outer panels installed, check for 
free play at main spar pins. If the free play in a 
main spar joint exceeds .100" as measured at the 
wing tip, new 231 pins should be made. 

LUBRICATION 
All bearing joints (bushings and hinge 

pins) should be lubricated with Moly-Kote or an 
equivalent dry lubricant every 500 hours or 
every 5 years, whichever occurs first. If opera
tion is in severe conditions of dust or moisture, 
lubrication should be performed more fre
quently. 

The free play inspection should be made on all 
T-18Cs. 
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OSHKOSH 1993 -TOME 
By Frank Snedeker and Thorp T-18 ... N54FS 

What airplane builder would not want to fly his 
own to Oshkosh? What T-18 builder, par
ticularly on the occasion of the 30th 
anniversary of John Thorps' design of the 
T -18 would not want to be there? Many 
that wanted to, could not, for various 
reasons, make the historic event. I had 
wanted to in each of the two previous 
years, make the trip, but could not. It 
was imperative that the anniversary year just 
had to be the year. 

I piloted N54FS (Frank/Sabrina) with Tim 
Martin as copilot to Oshkosh '93. We flew 
formation on the wing of Cecil Hendticks 
in his T-18, N583C, and his copilot, Bob 
Heath who is building his T -18 in New 
Zealand. Our trip started at Auburn 
airport, near Seattle. The first leg was to 
Kellog, ID for refueling. Weather ahead 

reported #5 thunderstorms. We turned 
back into Washington, headed south and 
then east again through southern Wyo
ming and Nebraska, north to Sioux City, 
then Worthington, Austin and on to Osh-
kosh. But Oshkosh, and the return trip, 
is the purpose of this story. 

Here is my personal story, at Oshkosh, and 
my solo flight home via Minneapolis MN, 
Rapid City ID, Greely CO, Albuquerque 
NM, Phoenix AZ, Mojave CA, Lancaster 
CA. Lodi CA, Eugene. OR (with an 
unscheduled pit stop at Dunsmuir Mott, 
CA). and the last leg from Eugene to 
Auburn Municipal, W A. for a total of a tad 
less than 6,000 miles and 48 flight hours. 

All of the stops were to visit family, refuel or 
to repair the electrical system. The stop at 
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Dunsmuir-Mott was a necessity of the first 
order. It is a fact ... the capability of N54FS, 
is far greater than my capacity. She is 
insensitive to my needs. She just does not 
understand. So at Dunsmuir Mott. after 3+ 
hours in the air I turned her GPS 55 to OFF 
... and manually made a diving right turn 
around a hill, a close in base over 1-5. across 
the threshold to a fast landing, a rapid 
deplanement, refueled and, was again air
borne. N54FS has the capacity to go 5 
hours plus reserve at long range cruise at 
about 150 MPH and burn about 7 112 Gall 
Hr. The engine is a 180 HP. Lyc 0-360-AIA, 
The propeller is 1116" laminated wood by 
Hendrickson with dimensions 68 X 80. 
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pulled the power back to 2150 and 18". It takes 
longer but who's in a hurry anyway. At Rapid 
City, SD I delayed departing in order to give my 
nephew a ride. It is a pleasure to see a passenger 
"pleased as punch". 

It was 1930 by the time I landed at Greely, 
CO. A heavy black rain was over the Greely 
area as I approached 20 miles out. It was clear 
to the nOIth and I had plenty of fuel to select 
an alternate. The rain cleared as I landed. The 
only life on the field was an abandoned dog. 
After calling 13 hotels in the area and no 
vacancy I pitched a tent. Fortunately, and many 
thanks to EAA Chapters #301,515, #648, 43, 
72,660,720, and the Colorado 99's, the 

Left to right, Frank Snedeker, Cecil Hendricks and Tim Martin 

In the vicinity of Fresno, CA in smooth air I 
trimmed her out and held a steady 8,500 ft. 
,OAT of 51 Degs, RPM 2450, M.P. 24" 
and aT AS of 173 MPH. I claim no more than 
that .... , she weighs more than some ... Her 9 gals 
in each wing gives her range and that is a 
real comfort. After this and one other check I 

Colorado Pilots' Association, and about 15 
local businesses that poured a concrete slab 
about 25' X 40' with a high roof I was com
fortable. There are picnic tables, a sink, and 
barbecue. A truly wonderful project and very 
much appreciated. I set up my tent under that 
shelter. The following morning I had a com-
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fortable breakfast in the airport restaurant and 
taught the cook how to scramble an omelet 
using one TBLS of water per egg. Greely is 
a great place to visit 

Next stop was Albuquerque, NM. Uneventful. 
Temperatures wanuing. scenery. 

I was ccol her cabin with 

scoops, I lan<:ied 
just west of the 

the as as 
vents bringing 

442 miles, I was hungry the restaurant 
was closed, The lady opened it up for me 
and in the kitchen we put together a meaL I 
refueled and was on my way to Phoenix. 
Thank you very much to Double Eagle. Five 
minutes en-route voltage charged above 14, then 
15 and at 16 I killed the field, tUllled every
thing off except the GPS which is powered 
separately from the bus, There were thunder
stonus to the n0l1h and one dead ahead, ap
proaching Phoenix which I went around and 
got back on course with the GPS and started the 
descent to land at Falcon Field, O,A.T in
creased with each 1,000' on the way down, I 
closed off the panel air, turned the radios on to 
A TIS and then tower and landed, It was 110 
Degs, and not like Seattle 

At Phoenix my brother and I removed the 
cowling, in the heat, and the FBO installed a 
new voltage reg and alternator. My next leg 
was to California City, Five mins, out of Phoe
nix the field fuse burned out and I shut every
thing down again, I circled CaL City but did 
not land, Instead I landed at Mojave and 
talked to several people there and was advised 
to go to Fox Fld, Lancaster, CA '" and there a 
new 60 amp voltage reg was installed and, this 
is important, the battery was charged overnight. 
No more problems except that out of Eugene I 
had pressed a wrong button on the GPS and 
could not get the CDI to come on screen, Using 
a Sectional chart and two GPS screens alter
natively I could get Desired track, Course to 
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steer, distance and time to destination. Who 
could ask for more except the ease of the CDt 

As for Oshkosh, it was a very enjoyable event 
They did not close the field but in fact had 
beautiful weather. The T -18 dinner and the 
Memorial service for John Thorp were most 
important highlights, A tent lunch was "f>l"JPn 

near Chapel giving an opportunity to 
quietly and meet other T -18 I 
thank GOD for the entire 18, 
"NANA I KE 
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FIRST FLIGHT 
for Jim Stuart 

completed N428JS after 6 
effort. flight was on 

29th and as it flies great. 
Since I had zero tail dragger time, 

flight was made by Dix Mackey of Our cover photo of Jim Stuart's standard body Tc 18 
Orville, Calif. Bill Dasse of El Toro, 
Calif. is checking me out. 
8JS is a standard body, standard wing Thorp with a 150 HP L YC 0-320 E2D engine swinging a 
Sensenich 70173 prop. Empty weight is 986 lbs. I don't have any perfonnance data yet. 
Keep up the good work in publishing the newsletter. I certainly obtained a lot of good information 
from it. Enclosed you will find some sketches I made during construction of 8JS. These are not 
all my ideas so I can't take all of the credit. Publish them if you want. If any builders have 
questions about the sketches they can call me. When I obtain some perfOlmance data I will send 
it along. Jim Stuart 1521 E. Avalon Santa Ana, Calif. 92701 (714) 543-2331 (Editor's note: more of 
Jim's drawings in the next newsletter) 

MAIN WHEELS 
TAIL WHEEL 

OIL 
;t;;ME:TX ~~Q-

EMPTY e .. G. 
1 PASSENGER 
OIL (8 Qts .. ) 
FUEL (29 Gal. ) 
Mo~:r ;EHl2 C~fZ~ 

2ND PASSENGER 
BAGGAGE 

C.G. CALCULATION 
FOR 

THORP T-18 N428JS 

WEIGHT STATIQN 

957 X 54~7S 

~2 X 214 
~,OO2 61 .. 9 

12 X 28 
986 62.5 

986 x 62.5 
170 X 85 .. 5 

16 X 28 
,1.7=1 X 50 

1,.346 63~3 

170 X 85 .. 5 
~:!i X 109 

MOMENT 

52,396 
2.§;lQ 

62,026 
-=i!lB 

61,578 

61,578 
14,535 

448 
§~7QQ 

85,.261 

1.4,.535 
:!i.:Z2§ 

GBO~:2 liT C_G~ 1,.560 67 ~04,S92 

FUEL (1 Gal .. remain) J.§13 X 
MQ:2;::I:: AF1;: C,,~,. 1,.392 

EMPTY WT .. ~ 9B6 LES .. 
ALLOWABLE GROSS WEIGHT = 1560 LES .. 
USEFUL LOAD = 574 LBS. 
WING MAC IS 50 IN. 

50 
69 .. 1 

MOST FORWARD e.G. LIMIT IS 15% MAC - STATION 62.5 
MOST AFT C.G. LIMIT IS 32% MAC - STATION 71 

% MAC 
STATION - S5 

50 

-§.:1:QQ 
96,.192 

NOTE: AT GROSS WT.,. BAGGAGE IS LIMITED TO 44 LES. 

% MAC 

15% 

16~6% 

24% 
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Placerville 2nd Annual 
by Hal Stephens 

What a great Flyin! Lots of old friends and 
now several new ones. One doesn't realize the 
quantity of Thorp designed airplanes that are flying 
today or that are in the "final" stages of comple
tion until you put on a Thorp Flyin. 

Familiar names like Vaughn Parker, Dick 
Eklund, Dave Tennant, Gus Gordon, Ann and Lyle 
Trusty, Tony Ginn, Jim Critchfield. Gar Root, and 
Harry Arnold ring like chapel bells. Newer folks 
such as Rive Trubok, Ben Harrison, Terry Adams, 
Alex Sim, Paul Reufauf, and Tom Garnett were 
among the participants. 

Thorp 211, "Sky Scooter's", were flown 
in by Bob Riddle of Grass Valley and Dick Eklund 
of Lockford (John Thorp's homestead) to compli
ment the T-18's. 

In all 14 Thorp airplanes were on the field 
plus guests in a Whitman Tailwind and an Aircoupe 
participated. Both were Thorp "wanta bes". 

Tom and Georgia Garnett air lined it from 
the south land of California to pick up ideas for 
their nearly completed Tiger as did Ben Harrison 
from the Seattle area who just bought the major 
interest of a Thorp project T-18. 

Harvey Mickelsen of Sunnyvale, who is 
about to test fly his super T -18 (as soon as tbe 
computer designed wings are completed), was 
given a ride by Tony Ginn which he thoroughly 
enjoyed he told me recently. (Editors Note: see the 
photos of Harvey and his great T-18 project just 
after this story) 

Mr. Dave Tennant, a prince of a guy, lived 
up to his reputation of giving yet another builder his 
first Thorp T -18 ride! Erwin Darby, who drove for 
5 hours from Grants Pass, Oregon has for all his life 
flown for hire and retired at age 65. Then he started 
building a Tiger. After 7 years of dreams and 
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rivets, Dave made his day!! A take off, a crisp 
climb, and a series of maneuvers showed Erwinjust 
how impressive the Eighteen is. Not before, in all 
those seven years, had anyone offered a ride or the 
opportunity to fly the Thorp to Erwin until Dave 
did. I spoke with Erwin this week, a month after the 
Flyin, and he reiterated how impressed he was with 
Dave and how "wonderfully smooth' the Thorp 
flew when he compared it to those military and 
civilian machines he was paid to fly. 

Dave now has at least two "first flights" to 
his record, having given Jim Critchfield his first 
flight in a T -18 at the first annual Thorp Flyin at 
Placerville. Jim had been' 'building" for 28 years 
at the time. 

Georgia Garnett was also given not only 
her first T -18 flight but the first flight in other than 
an airliner. What a thrill that must have been. Her 
smile was from ear to ear. Tony Ginn, her pilot, 
gave five other "rides" to builders and to the 
visitors. The Flyin was just great for them and 
we've been encouraged to sponsor the' 'third an
nual" next fall as a result. 

Jim Stuart from Santa Anna, wbo only had 
4 hours on his new Tiger, flew up with Ralph 
Millisan of LaHabra to be at the flyin. David 
Newstel who resides (and builds) in Manteca flew 
in with the Ecklund 211. Terry and Barbara Adams 
drove up from Stockton as their Thorp is still 
incubating. 

What did the people do attheFlyin -- talked 
planes, Of course. Several of the gals went down
town to see Placerville and were gone for several 
hours. They all had credit cards waving in their 
hands when they left the airpOli. 

As formeals -- huge Togo sandwiches were 
served for lunch and a full steak dinner was comple
mented by Lil Critchfield's Santa Maria beans and 
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fresh baked apple pie from the Apple Hill Ranch 
which is just up the hill from Placerville. 

Who won the cork flying contest? None 
other than the Aircoupe driver, Laura from 
Landcaster! ! 

Again, for my wife Nancy and myself it 
was very nice seeing the friends we've made 
around the Thorp designed aircraft and wish all 
those who couldn't be there (like Harry Paine of 
Pismo country who caught the Asian flu) will be at 
the 3rd annual in 1994 - approximately late Sep
tember. 

"Long live the John Thorp legacy" 

PS. I understand the T -18 project from Bryon, CA, 
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I described for the most recent newsletter, was 
quickly purchased by a gentleman from Alabama, 
who called me to ask more about it. Thanks to your 
newsletter another T-18 will soon fly!! 

PSS. I've just returned from a trip to Oregon and 
visited with both Erwin Darby and Brad Chapman. 
Erwin is building folding wings and needs the 
engine majored then he's about ready. He cracked 
his canopy and can use some ideas on how to repair 
it. Brad was building last year and is now flying. He 
Just flew off the 40 hours. It does fly nicely on the 
0-290 GPU. What a lucky guy, he has a private 
grass strip just outside his back door! Now comes 
the paint scheme next spring. 

Harvey Mickelsen of Sunnyvale California. We paid him a visit last summer andfound a 
great project that's not far from flying. It should be very fast. Harvey knows his business. 

Simplicate 

What you don't put in 
can't go wrong 

Add more lightness 
Craftmanship is not a 
skill, it's an attitude. 

Harvey has these fine statements posted on his wall in the shop 
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Mountain Flying 
by Hal Stephens 

MOUNTAIN FLYING 
(or flying in mountainous terrain) 

Flying in "them there hills" is as simple as 
1,2,3! 

One is the wind, the two is weather, and three is 
density altitude. 

Wind: air movement is like water in a stream. It 
kind of babbles along over the rocks, swirls 
around the larger ones and drops into the holes 
between them making a splash as it does so. 
Across the flat bottom portions of the stream the 
water just flows smoothly following the slope of 
the ground. Watching a tiny twig flowing in a 
stream is like being in a light aircraft in the 
mountains when there is a wind. Of course, its 
much nicer to fly through the mountains in your 
T -18 when there is no wind (or very light 
winds). Imagine a stream late August when 

spring runoff is over. a placid little 
brook it becomes. What a wonderful to 
flv! about 
the brook becomes 
seen it on TV. 

Ufo,pr" of 
familiar with the feeling of being tossed about 
and have the skills to fly in it's best to it 
out. A better hour come. Water mns down 
hill controlled by steepness of the slope and 
quantity necessary to move. Wind runs down 
hill from a high pressure area of the atmosphere 
to the low pressure area ..... from a high to a low. 
The volume of air that flows depends on how 
high the "high" is as compared to how low the 
"low" is. The greater the difference between 
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the high and the low the greater the volume of 
air must move through the area. My rule of 
thumb is ... If the wind aloft at 6000 feet and 
9000 feet is above 15 to 20 knots, I think seri
ously ifI need to be where I think I want to be at 
that time. Winds usually subside in the evening 
and are usually lower in the early part of the day 
so maybe a different time would be better. 
Remember, when you have time to spare, go 
by air! 

Weather is next: Weather means clouds. Clouds 
sometimes mean low visibility and even rain. The 
mle in the mountains is don't fly in the clouds and 
the rain ..... unless of course you're a competent 
cloud flying mountain checked out pilot. Weather 
changes quite rapidly in the mountains. It's con
trolled a lot by moisture content and convection. 
Of course there are the frontal are the 
same to cope with everywhere whether it's 

or the mountainous areas and deal 
same manner. frontal 

areas and not through them as 
and bumpy. In mountains 
showers has passed there is a and it 
tends to rise in the afternoon when the sun heats the 
ground and in the mountains its sometimes hard to 
crossover the ridges into the next valley if the one 
you were flying in has been filled up with a cloud 
or two. The rule of thumb here is to know where 
you are and to turn around if need be. Don't push 
it! If you have time to spare, go by air! Again, 
morning and evenings are generally cooler. Con
vective air is diminished greatly. It's a great time 
to fly! 
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Density Altitude: This one is a sleeper. Rule of 
thumb is .... Don't fly into high altitudes when it's 
hot and you're heavy! It'seven harder to get au!. At 
the higher altitudes the air is thinner (lbs./sq.in. and 
all that science stuff). When it gets hot it acts even 
thinner than thin and can't hold you up there as 
easily as it does at sea level, or thereabouts. You'll 
notice that when flying at the higher altitudes the 
controls seem a bit looser and the plane can wallow 
a bit more. Given the opportunity, a landing at an 
airport above 3000 feet will seem the ground is 
moving alonga lot faster on final approach but your 
airspeed is pegged on the normal approach air
speed. It's true, you will be moving over the 
ground at a faster pace ..... the airis thinner and the 
"ground speed" will be higher, thus your ap
proach will be hotter. Your landing distance will 
be longer and stopping will take awhile. Don't 
choke up ...... keep the airspeed up. A stall is not 
wanted now! 

When it comes time to leave the high altitude 
airport think about the temperature. Ifit's hot, stay 
cool. Kick back and wait for the temp. to drop back 
into the 60's or low 70's. Also think about the load 
you're going to ask that little engine to lift up into 
that thin air. Most airplanes don't fly out of ground 
effect at gross loads, ie, full tanks, full baggage, and 
full people on hot days. That 150 horsepower 
engine that you zoom around with at sea level is 
now putting out as little as half the horses, and 
gasping for air at that l Check weight and balance 
again, recompute the take off distance and double 
check the rate of climb you'll get at the altitude and 

temperature you're leaving from. basic 
nnv"'''' pilot stuff but seldom used, on the 

In 

mC!llntainso 
i in1ec1, \veren Jt 
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above factors, chances are you'll thoroughly enjoy 
every minute of your trip and be hankering to come 
back. The people are friendly and the food is great 
and of course, the sightseeing is unbelievable! 

Hal Stephens biography: 1 now have 
over 4000 hours flying in the past 25+ years. 
Have flown 45 different kinds of 
aeromachines; have over 1200 hours teaching 
flying-mainly in "tail draggers" and have 
spent a lot of time up in the mountains. I am 
rated Commerical, Single & Multiengine, 
Instrument Land, Certified Flight Instmctor 
& lnstmment Flight Instructor. I currently 
own a Cessna 185 and a 125 HP Cuby 
(SuperCub Clone) 

em 
EKLUND ENGINEERING, INC. 

P.O. BOX 1510 
LOCKEFORD, CA 95237 

209-727.0318 

ANNOUNCING, ONCE AGAIN, THE AVAILABILITY OF 
JOHN THORP'S PROFESSIONAL PLANS SET fOR 

THE T·lS "Naw An'ique" SPORT PLANE. 

THIS :WI" ANNIVERSARY EomON INCLUOES: 

219 BLUE LINE DRAWINGS PRINTED fROM 
JOHrl THORP'S ORIGINAL VELLUMS. 

I!! PLANS STORAGE !lOX WITH THORI' LOGO 

COpy OF "Th. 
BOOK. 

T·la" LOGO DECALS 
COMPLETED AIRFRAME. 
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The John Thorp Legacy 
Editor's Note: J hope this list of John Thorp's designs is correct. it came from an old article by Don 
Downie in Private Pilot. 

T-I 
T-2 
T-3 

T-4 
T-5 

T-6 
T-7 
T-8 
T-9 

10 
T-ll 

T- 12 
T- 13 

14 

T-15 

T-16 

17 

J 8 
19 

1931 
1932 

1933 

1934 
1935 

1936 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1945 

1945-50 
1950 

1 I 

1956-58 

1958 

1960 
1962 

Design study only for a two-place lightplane. 
Design study only. 
Four-place, all metal, retractable; 

seven-cylinder, I lO-hp Wamer; 
six-cylinder Lycoming. 

Design study only. 

originally 
originally 

designed with 
equipped with 

a 
a 

Built by the Boeing School of 
Califomia, where Thorp studied and 
Finished in 1938. 

Aeronautics, 
remained as 

Oakland, 
a teacher. 

Design study only. 
Serious design study for an all wood airplane. 
Design study only. 

study only. 
Lockheed Little Dipper design for the flying infantryman. 

Skooter Eight were built by Thorp in a factory 
what is now the Van Nuys Airport (then Metro-

politan Airport). Altogether, 11 were built. The main difference 
between the original T-lland the T-211 production model today is 
the use of the 100-hp Continental rather than the ongl 
nal, 65-hp Lycoming. 

study only. 
by Fletcher Aviation, then m Pasadena, 

Cali fomi a, as a high-winged observation aircraft to win a 

Wing 
Skooter. 

We know 
Design 
aircraft. 

against Cessna's L-19. One 
Continental engine. 

designation 
a single-seat, armed 

aircraft 
it still IS 

was the 
lightplane 

FU-24, 
used 

FD-25 
with a 

Zealand. Aircraft was 
initially was shipped 

flat sheets. 
prototype, the PA-28, 

hp. airplane built had only 
dates back to this prototype 

Began as a 

of the story! 
Frank Nixon for a four-place, 

was built, 

to 

(Fletcher 
225-hp 

designed 
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This NUT Flew Around The World 

Contest 

This is your chance to win a piece of history. Don "around the 
world" Taylor has given us 24 pieces of his famous airplane 
"Victoria". Hardware that he had left from the bird after he gave it 
too the EAA Musuem in Oshkosh. It won't be hard to win. Just 
send an article or note about building some assembly or flying the 
T-18. The first 24 people will receive a part ofDon's T-18 Make a 
plaque to show the part off or attach it to your T-18 for good luck. 
Enter now. Send your articles and pictures to me at the following 
address: 

Richard Snelson 
Route 3 Box 295 
Clinton, IL 61727 
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ROUTE 3, BOX 295 
CLINTON, IL 61727 
1-217--935-4215 
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F d 
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Bulk Rate 
U.s, Postage 

Paid 
Permit No. 30 
Decatur, IL. 

Enter the "Nut that flew around the World" Contest Now, 
Just send a short article on building or flying the T-18 and 
win a piece of history. Courtsey of Don Taylor. 

m=d.m= ••• _m_a~=._m.~~ •• _m~~~ __ m.W.~m_M.~ ••• Dm ••• D_m._m_ •• ~m •••• _._m.D __ • __ .~ __ .~ __ ~ •• 

T-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 1994 RENEWAL 
Please include a check or money order for $25 and send to: 

Rich Snelson, Route 3, Box 295, Clinton, IL 61727 

Check the mailing label for your status, no pay for 93 and paid 
for 94s are marked. Thanks! 

NAME----------------------------
ADDRESS------------

CITY,sTATE, ZIP --------------

PHONE # 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

The Flying Nut Contest Special 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

FatCat by Harvey Mikelsen 
Engine Swap by Ken C. Morgan 
Project Report by Roy Farris 
The Conditional Inspection by Dave Eby and Paul Kirik 
Tips on Lycomings from The RV Newsletter 

NOTICE: (STANDARD D[SCLAH1ERj As always, ill Ilie past, present, audfuture newsletters. we would like to make you 
,(wore that this newsletter is ollly presented as II deari,,;:: house/or ideas illld opini"ns, or persol1al e.:'(periellces and (fUll 

anyone llsing these ideas, opiuions, or experiellces, do so ilt their OIl'U discretion anti risk. There/lire, 110 resp{msibili~jl or 
li{lhili~v is exptesseJ or implied £lud is wit/tout recollrse IlKaillst auyone. 



Calendar of Thorp T-18 Events for 1994 
A return to McAlester, Oklohoma on May 6,7 
& 8 (see Gary & Maxine Green's letter in the 
issue for the details.) 

Join my EAA Chapter's Mystery Flying Game 
on May 21, 1994 to play "Where in Illinois is 
Homer Sanders". Starting time is 9:00 am at the 
Decatur, JIIinois Airport. 

Oshkosh Events are: First Friday night of Fly-In, 
Butch's Anchor Inn for our banquet 
Forum - No date yet 
Nature Center Picnic ')'1'1 Don't know yet. 

3rd Annual Placerville, California Thorp Fly-In 
on Sept 23-25, 1994 

Kentucky Dam on Oct 7-9, 1994 

Editors CO!llments on Conditional Inspectiolls: 
It really doesn't matter if you have a repairman's 
certificate or hire a licensed aircraft mechanic to 
do the Conditional Inspection for you. In either 
case it's your safety that's at stake. Therefore 
"you" must insure that the inspection is com
plete and thorough. If the aircraft mechanic 
doesn't have a history of the homebuilt's prob
lem areas he could easily miss some important 
item. If you expect that he will read up on your 
homebuilt before he inspects it you're probably 
wrong l Where can he find the data and informa
tion about your aircraft') It may be in the old 
newsletters if they are available in your file. 
However that would take days of reading for 
him, so I doubt if anyone could afford that. If 
he's inspecting a C-152 it's easy, just look up 
that type of aircraft and see what AD's apply. 
Not so with a homebuilt. We have very few 
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similarities in our engines and equipment types. 
I'm sure he would know and suggest a venturi 
change for a M A3 or M A4 carburetor. This is a 
common problem that all MAs have. Would he 
go the extra mile to research the rest of the 
equipment? I doubt it. This brings us back to 
You I and your safety. What can you do in 
preparation for the inspection to ensure it is 
complete? 
As a first step, collect information about your 
homebuilt. Read all the old newsletters again, or 
for the first time if you're a new owner. Make 
notes on important things to check for. Make a 
list and prepare the aircraft for the inspection by 
going over the plane your self Do all the neces
sary or desired maintenance before you take it 
for the inspection. Don't forget to fill out the 
aircraft and engine logs as each item or mainte
nance is completed. And then share any informa
tion on the aircraft's history with the mechanic/ 
inspector. 

Several Mutual Aid members that own T-18s 
and have a lot of experience with maintenance 
and inspections and have agreed to help up 
prepare for the inspections. In this newsletter 
you can read the first of two articles that can be 
used as general guidelines for a T -18 inspection. 
Don't consider the article a complete check list, 
only some of the things to check. Each aircraft is 
different and will require a special check list or 
inspection list to cover all the combinations of 
accessories and equipment. It's your responsibil
ity to complete the list that you the "repairman" 
or the inspector will use as a reference to inspect 
your aircraft. 
I feel fortunate in having built my T-18, which 
qualifies me for a Repairman's Certificate for 
performing the yearly conditional inspections on 
my specific aircraft. With the Certificate I 
certainly don't intend to spend a lot of dollars to 
hire the inspections done. However, if I can get 
another T-18 builder to assist in going over my 
airplane during the inspection, I would want the 
added assurance and safety factor it would bring. 
Be sure and see the article by Dave Eby and Paul 
Kirik on this subject in this issue. 
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Dear Richard: 

!JLe1t1tem 
lto ltlbte 
lEdiltoJr 

February 9, 1994 

To keep you somewhat informed, I cUITently 
have a standard T - 18 fuselage which I pur
chased. It was in very bad shape and therefore 
for the last year I have been in the process of 
demolishing rather than building an airplane. 
['m going the wrong way! Recently, I began 
constructing new parts, and I must tell you that [ 
am increasing in both my speed and efficiency 
regarding ruining perfectly good sheet metal. 
No acceptable parts yet, just a lot of activity. I 
have many prefabricated components, including 
ribs, etc. I am looking for a windshield, canopy 
and a canopy frame as well as an engine cowl
ing. My current plan is to use a 180 HORSE, 
but that is a long way off! If you can provide 
any assistance in locating parts or if you here of 
someone desiring to sell T -18 or S-18 stuff, 
please use my name. Thanks much' 

With regards, Van D. Gray, 116 Flintrock Road, 
Hewitt, Texas 76643 Phone: (817) 666-2128 

k 
-;~t~ 

January, 24,1994 

Dear Mr. Snelson, Please find enclosed my 
1994 newsletter dues. It's hard to believe that so 
much time has passed since Oshkosh, I guess we 
have about 25 more weeks till '94, I very much 
enjoyed meeting you and your family, and 
snapping photos of your beautiful aircraft. The 
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trip reminded me of some of my more younger 
years and the kindness the T-18 group has 
always extended. I recently obtained Wendell 
Green's project and set up a rather cozy shop 
here at my place of employment. I have been 
extremely busy lately and have been unable to 
complete anything other than a couple of aile
rons, but it's a start l In addition, I am making a 
trip up to Seattle to transport Wayne Heigel' s 
project down here (standard wing, standard 
fuselage, about 80% of the metal work com
plete) as I have acquired it as well. I hope all is 
well with your family, including the T-18. I 
look forward to seeing you at Oshkosh. Take 
care. Lee W. Walton (T-18 Builder ') DWH 
Memorial Airport, 20803 Stuebner-Airline #29, 
Spring, Texas 77379 (713) 370-5235. 

,~l'J 

KEN C. MORGAN 20 II OAKWOOD LANE 
ARLINGTON, TEXAS 76012 817/265-6838 

23 February, 1994 
Dear Rich, 

I am sending you an article on my T-18 engine 
change from 0290G to 0320B2B. I am also 
including some performance comparison data 
between the two engines. 

I was pleased to hear of renewed interest in 
the T-18. Those afus flying the Tiger, know 
how great an aircraft it is. This is probably 
difficult to get across to new and/or prospective 
builders, particularly with the RVs setting out 
there with attractive kit pricing. I was recently 
in Wichita, KS. for two weeks of aircraft com
posites lecture/lab and met an EAAer with a 
150hp Glassair I converted to tri-gear configura
tion. He was unhappy with the Glassair because 
of high wing loading and heavy empty weight 
(over 1100 lbs). These conditions had a signifi
cant adverse affect on the performance of the 
aircraft. His admiration for the Thorp compared 
to the Glassair was almost embarassing, but 
confirms all of our testimonials regarding the 
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Thorp design and outstanding performance. 

Rich, we appreciate your efforts as newsletter 
editor, hope to see you at the McAlester fly-in. 
Cordially yours, Ken C. Morgan 

J 
-;t:-

BILL WILLIAMS 2625 PIPKIN RD. LAKE
LAND, FL 33811 (813) 644-9649 

MARCH 16, 1 

S-18 
IT GREATI 
FLEW FOR THE 

OF ME. 
IT LlTERALL Y FLEW HANDS OFF THE 
FIRST TIME. BOB HIGHLEY GA VE CHASE 
IN HIS T-18 AND FLEW OFF MY RIGHT 
WING. HE ASKED "HOW DOES IT FLY"·) 
I RESPONDED I GUESS OKAY" AS I HELD 
MY HANDS OVER MY HEAD. N30WW IS A 
WIDE BODY, FOLDING WING WITH AN 
0360-AIG AND HARTZELL CONSTANT 
SPEED PROP FOR POWER. ALL INDICA
TION THAT CRUISE WILL BE AROUND 
180 MPH. MORE LATER AS I HAVE TO 
GET BACK FLYING TO LOG MY 25 
HOURS, SO I CAN MAKE MCALESTER IN 
MAY. REGARDS, BILL WILLIAMS 

l 

RICH, Hope all's well with you & RoxAnne. 
Like to see you 'all at Sun'n Fun if possible. I've 
formally requested the nature center at Oshkosh 
for noon of Friday for our picnic. No word back 
yet. I'll keep on it. Should have another T-18 
flying soon. N30WW - Bill Willian's is in the 
weight and balance, final inspection phase. 
Cheers, Bob Highley 
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Mr. Snelson, 
I spoke to your wife today about subscribing to 
your newsletter. Enclosed please find my check 
for $25.00. 

I am interested in buying aT -18 and would 
prefer one with a 150 HP engine. I do get 
"Trade-A-Plane", and have found that there are 
not many T-18's in the Northeast. 

We are planning to to & Fun and 
at some there. Any help yon can 

You. 

19. 

to 

Dear Dick, I went to the fly-in at Ky. Dam in 
my single place T -18 and had a great time. Had 
to get back to work in Nash. Tenn. on Sat and 
didn't get to meet you. r did get to see several 
great looking T -18s. I asked one memberjust 
exactly why they were so excited about the T-
18's? He said, "didn't you know, it's the best 
plane in the world?" Since that time I have 
bought yet another T-18. This one a 2-place, 
180hp,IFR--T-18. That leaves me with 2 18's, 
with a need for only one. Ihave enclosed a 
picture and info on myoId T-18. Hopefully 
someone else would like to take advantage of 
my situation & buy the single place from me. 
Enclosed is a check for $ 25.00 for the newslet
ter & also a picture of the T -18 for sale. Hope
fully you know of someone that would be 
intrested in a great & fun airplane. 1 have truely 
loved flying this plane for about 70 hours now. 
I would like now to get my IFR ticket. In doing 
so I had to buy a different plane. If you could 
help me out in any way I would greatly appreci
ate your help. Thanks so much Dana Moore 
4515 Nolensville Rd. Nashville Tenn. 37211 
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Fat Cat 
by 

Harvey Mikelsen 

CONTEST WINNER 

8/94 
Since Hal Stephens let the cat (Jut of the bag. so 
to speak, about my project in his Placerville Fly-
in article, I might as well come It is a 
wide body so I have named it Fat Cat and will 
have a Garfield, the cat flapping his arms in an 
attempt to fly on the vertical fin, with Jim 
Davis's permission. The school bus yellow top 
may have tiger stripes and it might have a white 
belly. The wings will have the standard plan
form and structure (except for the flap beam 
which is .032), however the aerodynamics will 
be all new. 

I don't recommend changes to John's fine 
design, however I am a frustrated aerodynami
cist. I have a Master's in Aeronautical Engi
neering from Purdue U. with a major in aerody
namics. I just retired (Read that laid off') from 
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. after 33 years 
of every kind of engineering besides aerodynam
lCS. 

Enclosed is a drawing of John's 64,412 with his 
flap. The airfoil is a good WW II technology 
airfoil and the flap is contemporary for the 
1950s and 60s. Computer capability developed 
since then has allowed advances in airfoil de
SIgn. 

The airfoil I have chosen was designed by Harry 
Riblett in 1989 after he failed to interest NASA 
Langley in developing a new series of general 
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aviation airfoils, It was chosen for it's 
small pitching moment which should reduce 
induced drag from our smallish horizontal tail in 
crUise, 

The flap airfoill chose is the old Clark Y (Used 
on the J-3 Cub, Spirit of SL Louis, etc.), slightly 
modified. This choice as well as the cove/gap 
design was based on the comments of Arthur 
Phelps in his forum at Oshkosh Mr Phelps 
is a NASA Langley aerodynamicist and has 
modified his own BD-5 wing airfoil. I sent a set 
of blueprints to Mr. Phelps and he was kind 
enough to comment on them. Enclosed is his 
letter. 

I made 114 scale wing sections with flaps and 
tested them in my wind tunneL (I probably have 
the only private wind tunnel in Sunnyvale, all 
the rest of them are owned by NASA Ames or 
Lockheed.) The tests on the T-18 wing section 
showed separation starting at very small flap 
deflections at the trailing edge of the flap and 
progressing forward to incorporate the entire 
flap upper surface at 40 degrees deflection. The 
new winglflap exhibited no separation at aiL It 
also had a 30% increase in maximum lift coeffi
cient at full flap deflection. 

From the above testing you might think "Wow, 
he's in fat cityl", but don't. First, separation is 
a boundary layer phenomena which is a function 
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of Reynolds Number. My tests were at lower 
than full size Reynolds Number which would 
tend to reduce separation tendencies. Second, 
the ability to use maximum lift will most likely 
be limited by the tail forces available. Full scale 
testing, i.e. flight testing will be required before 
this mod. can be considered a success. Stand by 
for the results, soon, I hope! 

Other changes to my T -18 are: A single cooling 
air intake below the spinner and a cowl fiap 
between the gear legs to reduce cooling drag. 
Separate oil cooler and heater NACA inlets. In 
other words a new cowl design. Twisted gear 
legs for drag reduction. A 6 inch prop extension 
between the zero timed fa 360 and the Prince 
68178 prop for improved prop efficiency. Graph
ite/epoxy canopy skirt and Thorp latch for better 
canopy seaL Light Speed Engineering electronic 
ignition in place of one of the mags. Frantz oil 
filter. Safety cables a la Bill Warwick in News 
Letter #51. Wet wings. More radios than I 
probably need including DME and GPS. Sound 
proofing of the cahin area. A jump seat in the 
baggage area for my dog, Princess. 
Wow I I never sat down and listed all the changes 
hefore. For a guy who doesn't recommend 
changing John's design, ['ve gotten pretty wild. 
1 hope it all works out. 

Harvey Mickelsen Plans #1332 1007 Persimmon 
ave. Sunnyvale, CA 94087 (408) 737-0559 

The letter A.E. Phelps 

A E. Phelps III 883 Barrie Circle Newport 
News, VA 23602-3401 Tel: 804 874-5870 Fax: 
804873-3711 Jan 24, 1994 

Dear Mr. Mickelson: 
Firstly, please accept my apologies for being so 
long in replying to your letter of Dec 22,1993. I 
have lots of reasons, but probably no real ex
cuses. In any event, I was very interested to read 
your letter and to have an opportunity to see 
what you have done with the T-18 wing design 
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and flap arrangement. From the results you 
show on Figure 2. it looks like you have an done 
a very good job with the flap redesign. You may 
be interested in knowing that the Grumman 
Gulfstream I commuter turboprop uses a modi
fied ClarkY in a Fowler flap arrangement not 
too different from your own design. They did 
not, however, use vortex generators as you show 
on one of your drawings. Were the YG.'s on 
the wind tunnel model? If so, you may want to 
rerun the tests to get the true effect of the flap 
nose and cove geometries you have chosen. 
Can you, based on the results of your tunnel 
tests, comment on the effectiveness of Mr. 
Ribletts modifications to the basic airfoil nose 
shape in delaying flow separation on the airfoil? 
So far as I am aware, no systematic investigation 
on the relative characteristics of the old NACA 
6-sel"ies cambered sections versus Mr. Riblett' s 
newly cambered versions of the same thickness 
forms has been conducted, and I am curious to 
see if his predictions are confirmed by tests. 
Certainly his analyses using the Eppler II code 
have shown great promise, but that is an inviscid 
code and it may not be handling the separation 
model properly. In any case .. I am happy to see 
your careful systematic approach heing taken 
before rushing off into a modification effort. 
Goodjob. 

I have few comments and observations for your 
consideration: - The 14'Y" Clark-Y section looks 
very good from your wind tunnel data. 
Reconfiguring the 15% Clark-Yin the way you 
have shown should prohably be O.K., but you 
may have premature separation on the aft upper 
surface. The pressure recovery will be driven by 
the radius of curvature aft of the maximum 
thickness point of the flap airfoil, and your 
recontouring has reduced that radius somewhat. 
It may not be a problem, but I would suggest 
staying with a shape you know works based on 
test data. 

Your chosen pivot point looks very good with 
respect to flap gap, overlap, and Fowler action, 
but it will of course have higher loads than the 
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original design. You should check to see that 
the moment produced by the flap load acting at 
the end of the longer flap bracket is adequately 
provided for where the bracket attaches to the 
wing rib. 

Note the interference of the flap torque tube 
with the fuselage lower longeron when the new 
flap is deflected to 40 degrees. It looks like you 
may have to cut away about half of the longeron 
flange to allow clearance for the torque tube, so 
you will want to pay close attention to provid
ing adequate reinforcement across this critical 
member. 

The newer flap is considerably thinner than the 
original flap designed by John, so you will want 
to check the stlUctural design of the new flap to 
make allowance for the reduced section modu
lus in bending between the flap supports. I 
would advise strongly against adding a third 
flap bracket, as that can lead to alignment 
problems under the deflections that take place 
when the flap is loaded. 

, " 
,. 
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Finally, the improved aerodynamic performance 
of your flap will result in a more powerful nose
down moment when the flap is deflected. In 
addition, the fact that you have well attached 
flow over the flap for the full range of deflec
tions now means that the down wash at the tail 
will be higher (and probably more powerful as 
well). So check carefully to see that you won't 
IUn out of pitch trim control power from the tail. 
I f it looks like you will, you will probably need 
to alter the tail somewhat. It may only need a 
slot at the leading edge to provide a little more 
effective angle of attack, or it may need to be 
enlarged. 
Congratulations on a nice bit of work - it is 
apparent to me that you are taking a properly 
conservative approach to modifying what is, by 
almost everyone's admission, an already excel
lent aircraft into an even better one. If there is 
anything else I can do to help, or if you would 
like to discuss any of these comments in more 
detail, please don't hesitate to call. Again, 
please accept my apologies for the late reply. 
Best regards, Art Phelps Eph. 3:20.21 
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Harvey Mickelsen drawings of the wing profiles 
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ENGINE SWAP 

by Ken C. Morgan 

T-18 ENGINE INSTALLATION 0320B2B VS 
0290G 

I have written several articles for the newslet
ter on the conversion of the 0290G to improve 
its performance and obtain 135-140hp. This 
modified 0290G engine has been a terrific 
perfmmer in my T -18 with clUise speeds in the 
same range as most 0320 powered Thorps. An 
outstanding Pacesetter 68" X 69" clUise prop 
has also contributed to the above average perfor
mance. You're probably wondering why I would 
go to the trouble of changing engines to obtain 
20 to 25 more horsepower. The main reason 
was the fact that I had a low time 0320B2B 
I60hp on the bench, needing only an overhaul. 
[ was also confident that I could find a builder 
that would be interested in the modified 0290, 
with only 100 hrs total time. 0320 performance 
improvements would include better take off/ 
climb with two aboard, and increased T -18 
resale value with a certified engine installed. 
Horsepower increases are not always the answer 
as there is a point with the T -18, and other 
similar aircran, where added HP and weight will 
have a negative effect, with little if any added 
performance and a marked deterioration in 
handling qualities. The 0320828 was low time 
but had not lUn in about 15 years. I didn't 
know its condition but was hopeful the jugs 
would be clear of rust and corrosion after such a 
long hibernation. Fortunately, the original 
chrome had protected the cylinders with only a 
rejuvenation and satin finish process (last step in 
cermichrome) to make them like new. A 
standard major was accomplished on the 0320, 
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including case inspection; inspect and polish 
crank (standard); cam/tappet recondition; new 
bearings, rings, pistons (new pistons and rings 
are less expensive than rings for the old pistons); 
and carb overhaUl/update with needle/seat and 
float components. Major rotating components 
were weighed and balanced prior to final assy. 
I completed the overhaul in May of 93 and 
after several months, located a buyer for the 
0290G. At that point, I had mixed feelings 
regarding the swap as the 0290G had done such 
a good job and was just getting broken in with 
about 100hrs TT. I might mention this engine 
change was from one conical mount (flat back) 
to another conical mount. The change from 
conical to dynafocal, or narrow to wide deck is 
more complicated and would require a change in 
engine mount, controls, carb intake, baffling etc. 

The actual engine swap was relatively simple; 
however, with the 0290G out, I did clean up the 
firewall and brake line system, and plumbed 
vacuum lines for installation of a dry vac pump 
to mn a DG and Horizon. 

0320 impressions 
First Run: The 0320 engine was nosier and 

seemed to run rougher than the 0290, particu
larly at idle. Probable cause, new engine, more 
power, and higher compression. I used John T's 
overhauled engine "run in" procedure; "Run as 
little as possible on the ground, check for leaks, 
and get it in the air for proper cooling". First 
flight with the new engine was performed at 
80% to 90% power at 4 to 5K feet for I 1/2 
hours. Except for high green oil temp all indica
tors were normal. Oil temp has dropped to mid 
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green, after 35 hours on the new engine. 
Performance 
As I have used the same Pacesetter prop (68" 

X 69"), the cruise performance is about the 
same (1 65mph indicated, at 2400rpm). Takeoff 
and climb is substantially improved with the 
0320. Static is 2300 rpm, with take off roll 
shorter by several hundred feet. At 120mph 
indicated, rate of climb is 1400ft/min (0290, 
JOOOft/min) single pilot. Top speed on the 
deck at 2800rpm is I 96mph indicated (0290 
2600rpm 188mph). 

Weight/Balance: The 0320 added about 251bs; 
however, that included the addition of a dry vac 
system. The empty CG moved forward slightly 
to compensate for the added weight. There were 
no inflight tendencies to bunt (horizontal tail 
stall) with full flaps above IOOmph. Stall is 
about the same for both engines, 63 clean, and 
6 I with flaps. 

Recommendations 
I had fun running with the big boys, at cruise, 

with the 0290G. The T-18 can be a good 
perfonner with the 0290G modified engine, and 
a properly matched prop. I always felt this was 
the engine John intended the T -18 to have, and 
it satisfied the T -18 purist in me. However, if 
your looking for a performance boost, particu
larly during takeoff and climb, the 0320 would 
definitely be the way to go. The expense of 
purchasing an 0320 engine just to get this 
added performance would depend on your 
spending limits, and perfOImance requirements. 
In my case, I had traded for the 0320, and did 
not have the expense of procuring a new or used 
engine from scratch. I was also able to sell my 
0290G for a good price, helping to offset the 
overhaul expense on the 0320. If you are start
ing out needing an engine I would recommend 
going with the 0320, but again, it depends on 
what might be available out there. A low cost (if 
thats possible) 0290G, that can be modified for 
140HP output would celiainly be an acceptable 
altemative. My references to the 0290 are for 
the G modified to achieve 140HP or the 
0290D2, 135HP. 

If you have plans to change your engine, or 
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need a power plant for your T -18 give me a call. 
I would be happy to visit with you, and discuss 
your engine requirements. Happy T-18 Flying l 

Ken C. Morgan, Thorp N46806 
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Project Report 
by Roy Farris 

CONTEST WI]\;~ER 

DEAR RICH, HERE IS MY NEWS
LETTER CONTRIBUTION FOR THE 
NUTS & BOLTS CONTEST I SURE 
WOULD LIKE SOMETHING FROM DON 
T AYLOR'S AIRPLANE TO PUT INTO 
MINE FOR GOOD LUCK. I HAD THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO MEET DON LAST 
YEAR AT OSHKOSH, AND HAD THE 
MOST WONDERFUL TIME TALKING WITH 
HIM ONE NIGHT AT DlNNER. HE IS A 
FASCINATING GENTLEMAN TO LISTEN 
TO. I HAVE ENCLOSED A COUPLE OF 
PICTURES OF MY PROJECT. I HAVE BEEN 
AT IT FOR TWO YEARS COME JANUARY 
OF "94". SO FAR I AM SATISFIED WITH 
MY PROGRESS, AND I THINK ANOTHER 
SIX MONTHS WILL SEE ALL THE MAJOR 
METAL WORK COMPLETED. I DO HAVE 
ONE ITEM THA T MAY BE OF INTEREST 
TO OTHER BUILDERS. THROUGH OUT 
MY LAST FOUR YEARS, I HAVE BEEN 
LEARNING ALL I CAN ABOUT THE T-18, 
SO I COULD INCORPORATE THE MOST 
UP TO DATE FEATURES POSSIBLE 
INTO MY PROJECT I LEARNED EARLY 
ABOUT THE SMALL DEFORMATION IN 
THE UPPER WING SKINS JUST AHEAD 
OF THE MAIN SPAR, THAT MOST ALL T
I8'S SEEM TO HAVE. I LISTENED TO THE 
OTHER BUILDERS AND PILOTS ABOUT 
ITS PROBABLE CAUSES AND WHAT 
COULD BE DONE TO ELIMINATE IT. THE 
PROBLEM SEEMS TO BE CAUSED WHEN 
THE NOSE RIBS COMPRESS IN THE 
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UPPER CORNER WHERE THE RIBS AT
TACH TO THE MAIN SPAR. WHEN THE 
RIBS COMPRESS THIS CAUSES THE UP
PER SKIN TO FORJv! A SMALL HUMP 
RIGHT IN FRONT OF THE MAIN SPAR. 
THIS "HUMP" IS PRESENT ON ALMOST 
ALL T-I8'S THAT I HAVE SEEN. FROM 
WHAT I CAN GATHER, THE DEFORMA
TION IS CAUSED BY NORMAL WING 
LOADS, AND ONCE PRESENT NEVER 
SEEMS TO GET ANY WORSE. THE SOLU
TION I BELIEVE IS RELATIVELY SIMPLE, 
HOWEVER, I DO NOT TAKE CREDlT FOR 
THE IDEA. I HAVEN'T HEARD OF ANY
ONE ELSE DOING IT, SO MAYBE I AM 
THE FIRST. THE FIX, IS TO ADD A 3/4 x 3/ 
4 x.062 ANGLE STIFFENER, BETWEEN 
EACH NOSE RIB AND THE MAIN SPAR. IT 
IS AN EASY PROCESS AND SHOULD 
ADD ENOUGH RIGIDITY TO THE RIBS 
TO PREVENT THEM .FROM COMPRESS
ING. THE STIFFENERS RESEMBLE THE 
VERTICAL STIFFENERS THAT MOST OF 
US ADD TO THE CENTER WING MAIN 
SPAR. I'M NOT SURE, BUT I BELIEVE 
THAT THESE RIB STIFFENERS COULD 
DOUBLE AS THE VERTICAL SPAR STIFF
ENERS, THUS KILLING TWO BIRDS WITH 
ONE STONE. I ADDED THESE STIFFEN
ERS TO EVERY NOSE RIB IN THE WING. 
FOR REASONS THAT I WON'T GET 
INTO, I NEEDED TO SPACE MY NOSE 
RIBS FORWARD BY.062" SO I WAS ABLE 
TO ATTACH MY STIFFENERS BETWEEN 
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THE RIB FLANGE AND THE SPAR. I ATTACHED THE STIFFENER TO THE RIB SIDE BY 
FOUR-4 RIVETS AND THEN TO THE SPAR USING THE RIBS OWN MOUNTING. ON 
THE OTHER HAND, THE STIFFENER COULD BE ATTACHED TO THE SPAR OPPO
SITE THE RIB FLANGE, AGAIN ATTACHED TO THE RIB BY FOUR -4 RIVETS AND 
THEN SEPARATELY TO THE SPAR BY FOUR, -4 RIVETS. I HOPE MY EXPLANATION IS 
UNDERSTANDABLE, AND ALTHO MY DRAFTING SKILLS ARE NONEXISTENT I 
HAVE INCLUDED A COUPLE OF DRAWINGS OF THE RIB STIFFENER AND IT'S 
APPLICATION. LET ME KNOW WHAT YOU THINK. KEEP'M FLYING ROY FARRIS 
NOBLE,IL 
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THE REGULATORY ASPECTS OF EXPERIMENTAL AMATUER BUILT AIRCRAFT 
INSPECTIONS from Dave EBY 

The Requirement: 
FAR Part 91.409 requires annual inspections; expect EXPERIMENT ALS, this is why 
experimentals get "CONDITIONAL INSPECTIONS", not annuals, The requirement for a 
conditional inspection in the preceeding 12 months is on the limitation sheet to the aircraft. 

Who may do it? 
Advisory Circular 65-23A allows a celtified repailman, A&P, or rated repair station (AI) to 
conduct conditional inspections, AC 65-23A tells a homebuilder how to get a repailman certifi
cate for hislher aircraft. 

What must be done? 
FAR Part 43, Appendix D lists the scope and detail of the inspection, 

How is the inspection recorded? 
FAR Part 91.417 specifies the records (Log Book) that an owner must keep, the entry to be made 
after the conditional inspection is in AC 65-23-A, .. I certify that this aircraft has been inspected 
on in accordance with the scope and detail of FAR Part 43 Appendix D and found to be 
in a condition for safe operation" The entry will include the aircraft total time in service, the 
name signature and certificate type and number of the person performing the inspection, 

A STARTING PIONT CHECKLIST FOR 
THE CONDITIONAL INSPECTION 
by Paul Kirik 

Powerplant 
1. Loose wooden props - check bolt torque 
frequently i,e, each change of season or every 
50 hours of flying time, 
2, Cracked spinner bulkhead & cones 
3, Bushings moving forward out of the prop 
extensions flange into wooden props causing 
looseness and broken prop bolts, 
4, No fire shields on fuel lines in engine com
partment. 
5, Brittle & cracked rubber fluid lines in the 
engine compartment. These hoses should be 
changed at least every 5 years due to heat dete
rioration, 
6, Engine compartment wiring & fluid hoses 
not properly secured to engine mount etc, 
7, Engine controls hard mounted from the 
firewall instead of from standoffs on the engine, 
8, Carbs should have metal floats & one piece 

ventures, 
Fuel System 
1. Cracked fuel tank at fuel outlet boss weld, 
2, No flexible fuel line between main tank & 
firewalL 
3. Fuel shutoff valve mounted on fuel tank not 
within reach of pilot when wearing a shoulder 
hardness. 
4, Fuel tank vent line not of fuel resistant materi
als. (this recently caused a T-18 forced land
ing) 
5, Leaking seal on maintank fuel quantity trans
mitter mount, This is the main source of fuel 
fumes in the cockpit. 
6, Fuel filler cap not marked for type & quantity 
offueL 

Landing Gear 
1. Cracked welds on "A" frame gussets 
2, Rubber "donut" spacers between landing 
gear & firewall - worn & extruding out of 
position, 
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3. Loose axle mounting bolts - these should be 
checked for torque annually. They are mounted 
in tension & tend to stretch when we get current 
in one pass. 
4. Worn or broken lower engine mount bolts on 
aircraft operating out of rough fields. "MS" 
high strength bolts should be used in place of 
"AN" bolts. (slight reaming will be required) 
5. Nyloflow low temp brake lines run through 
engine compartment - should be aluminum or 
stainless. 

Control Surfaces & Systems 

I. Excessive wear of rudder mounting bushings. 
2. Excessive movement in stabilator mounting 
bushings. (Note: in both cases it is necessary to 
manufacture oversize bushing & slightly ream 
the mounts to obtain a good fit) 
3. Rudder & flap bushings rotating on bolts 
instead of control surface hinges. It is necessary 
to tighten the bushing bolts. 
4. Interference between flap & aileron with the 
flaps fully extended. 
5. Stabilator & stabilator tabs not properly 
rigged. 
6. Ailerons not having proper travel in either 
direction - requiring rerigging. 
7. Balance weights installed inside of stabilator 
leading edge not secured to leading edge skin 
per the drawings. 
8. Interference between flap cables, rudder 
cables & trim in the forward & aft tunnels in 
cockpit. 
9. Cracked welds in rudder pedal assembly at 
bottom welds. 
10. Cracks in welds of control yoke, walking 
beam, vertical mount tube. (This has resulted in 
one fatal accident after complete failure) 
II. Excessive play in pitch trim jack screw 
mount. 
12. Check control stick for cracks (we know of 
one that broke just as the plane lifted off) 
Airframe 

I. Loose rivets on inboard wing mainspar caps. 
Rivets should be replaced with oversize 
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cherrylock rivets as necessary and additional 
rivets installed per newsletter atiicle. 
2. COlTosion on inside of fuselage belly skins at 
low points - primarily just ahead of 60 I bulk
head & aft of rudder pedals. Drain holes should 
be installed at low points. 
3. Cracks in vertical stabilator top rib in area of 
top rudder hinge attachment. 

TIPS ON LYCOMINGS 
from Textron 

A Reprint from the RV Newsletter 

At the recent Aviation Exposition in Portland, 
representativesji'Oln Textron Lycoming gave us 
some tips on operation. 

Lead fouling can be a problem, particularly 
when mnning on IOOLL. A few simple proce
dures can help: I) When leaning in cruise, 
apply carb heat for several seconds. Immedi
ately after removing carb heat, beginning 
leaning. Slowly lean to peak EGT or until 
the engine begins to run rough, then richen 25 
to 50 degrees F. 2) On shut-down, run the 
engine at 1200-1500 rpm for 15-20 seconds, 
then pull the mixture. Pull the throttle to idle 
after the engine begins to die. If you do have to 
remove the spark plugs to clean them, you 
can immerse the electrodes in Hoppes #9 
gun solvent to help soften and remove the lead. 
When reinstalling the plugs, clean the inside of 
the plug tops and the "cigarettes" with MEK 
or acetone. L yearning says it is important to do 
this every time. [t removes the skin oils, 
grease residue, and other impurities that can 
form an electric "bridge" across what 
should be an insulated area, leading to prema
ture failure. Use a small amount of anti-seize 
compound on the spark plug threads -- our 
new mechanic, Phil Duyck - a man who 
knows small airplane engines very well -
says emphasize the small amount, He also 
recommends setting the plugs in 0-3205 and 
0-3605 with a torque wrench to about 30 
ft-lbs. (Incidentally, the Lycoming rep told me 
that the long electrode REM37BY Champion 
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spark plugs that came with my 0-320-E3D 
engine may be used, -- see Lye-Service 
Letter L 192B-- even though they were not 
on the list of approved plugs I consulted. The 
different electrode pattern on these plugs 
was evidently developed to combat lead 
fouling. Since the -E3D is a low compres
sion, 80 octane engine, and in many parts of 
the country 80 is not available, I will probably 
have to run 100LL on trips, which has four 
times the lead content of 80187. I'm going to 
try them ..... ks) We also discusses leaning 
procedures for taxi, climb, and cruise. 
Lycoming's recommendation was that the 
engine should idle between 550-650 rpm. 
(The low inertia of a wood prop usually 
prevents a smooth idle at less than 700-750 
rpm, so d you are running lumber, this 
is acceptable). If the mixture is pulled to idle! 
cutoff while the engine is idling, the rpm should 
increase 20-30 just hefore the engine stops. If 
it surges higher, the idle mixture is too rich and 
should be readj usted. Once the engine is 
properly adjusted, mixture may be left rich for 
taxi. On climb, the mixture should be left full 
rich until power is down to 75%. This power 
might be achieved a couple of different ways. 
Because RVs climb so well, you may 
choose to reduce power soon after a takeoff 
and climb at something like 75";(, -- if so 
you can lean to 50 degrees rich of peak, 
adjusting every once in a while as you go up. 
If you leave full power in, you should delay 
leaning until manifold pressure (rpm if you 
have a fixed pitch prop) drops off to 75% 
power. As long as the airplane is climbing, 
the engine should be left slightly richer than it is 
for cruise, to help with cooling. These and a 
few more tips are more fully discussed in 
Lycoming Service Letter L 192B of Jan. 
19, 1988 and Service Instruction 1094C dated 
Jan. 31, 1969. A chart of approved spark 
plugs is shown in Service Instruction 
1042T of April 23,1993. 
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r-:RANKSHAFT OIL SEAL 
LOSSES FROM CENTRAL 
STATE'S ASSOCIATION 

In recent months there seems to have been 
an increase in the number of crankshaft oil seal 
losses. This, as Australian Magna Liset 
discovered, causes loss of all lubricating oil 
resulting in a seized engine. Fortunately 
Magna had just completed the long over 
water flight from Australia to New Zealand 
before the seal popped out. Some old narrow 
deck Lycoming engines have a sheet metal 
retaining washer screwed to the crankshaft 
end of the case, This covers the oil seal thus 
holding the seal in place, even if it tries to slip 
out It seems that later model tractor applica
tion of these engines don't require any re
tainer. Pusher applications may not follow 
the same rule, however. (Lycoming dis
agrees with the statement and says neither 
pusher nor tractor applications need the re
tainers, see below) The next time you are at 
your airplane see if your engine has the 
retainer. I have an 0-235-C and there is no 
retainer plate or screw holes on it. The oil seal 
retainer installation is covered by Ly-coming 
Service Instruction No. 1073A. It 
seems Lycoming made a crankshaft oil seal 
retaining plate safety kit, part number 74034. 
This kit included 2 oil seal retaining plates 
PN 74026, 4 #1 0-24 capscrews PN 
74330, and 4 plain #10 washers PN STD-425. 
All Lycoming engines, that I can recall, 
have cast bosses in place on the crankcase. 
These bosses are sometimes drilled and 
taped for screws to hold the oil seal retainer 
ring. Perhaps it would be wise to install 
such a seal retaining method on all our engines. 
I f your engine is down for overhaul it would 
be a simple matter to drill and tap the bosses 
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for a small screw (perhaps #1 0-24')) to hold 
th6 retaining washer. Such a washer could be 
easily made from flat thin aluminum stock 
(perhaps .032 2024T3?). If your engine is not 
apart you might consider cleaning the end of 
the crankcase VERY CAREFULLY and 
RTVing two halves of a split washer to the 
end of the case to retain the seal. Caution: be 
sure to use a fuel and oil proof type of RTY. 
Those of you who are running the B & C 
style of alternator drive pulley may be already 
covered. My pulley is so close to the crank
case that I don't see how the relatively wide 
seal could sneak by it. Of course no engine 
discussion is complete without a little CY A. 
To that end 1 called Gary Earon of Lycom
ing at (717) 327-7096. He said that the above 
idea would require field approval and the usual 
official paper chase. I indicated these were in 
experimental aircraft and he said it didn't 
make any difference because they were 
certified engines. He wouldn't offer any 
suggestion or feeling about the above retainer 
plate so I thought J' d find out what causes 
oil seals to "pop out". Gary said, "There are 
only two reasons for oil seal loss: excessive 
crankcase pressure and improper oil seal 
installation." J asked how one might check 
for excessive crankcase pressure and he 
indicated pressure should be measured using 
an air speed indicator as a pressure gauge. 
The" air speed" should fall between 45 and 
60 mph at full throttle. (For those of you 
using a water manometer that means no more 
than 1.7") The "air speed" indicator would be 
connected with the pitot port going to the oil 
filler tube. He suggested mak-ing a plug that 
fits the filler tube and temporarily replaces the 
dip stick. This plug would have a tube in
stalled that allows attachment to the pitot side of 
the "air speed" indicator. The static port 
would be connected to the normal static 
ambient air pressure. The correct method of oil 
seal installation is listed on Lycoming Service 
Instruction #1 324A which Gary said would 
be available from any mechanic. I contacted 
3 different A & P's to find they did not have 
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sucb a thing. Lycoming's official answer was 
to contact Avial for a copy. I called the 
closest one, which is in Columbus, Ohio at 
(614) 258-3477, and requested a copy of the 
bulletin. They indicated they would send me one 
at no charge. 
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CRBIN HERT BOXES 

MOUNTS ON FIREWALL TO DIRECT AND CONTROL HEAT 
TO COCKPIT. WINDSHIELD. ETC. 

DESIGNED FOR USE WITH 2" AERODUCT. LIGHTES 
(LESS THAN 5 OZ. TOTAL) AND MOST COMPACT AND 
RELI ABLE DESIGN AVAILABLE. ABSOLUTELY HIGHEST 
QUALITY AND CONSTRUCTION. AIRCRAFT GRADE 
ALUMINUM. AND STAINLESS STEE DOOR AND HINGE 
ASSEMBLY. 

THIS IS THE BEST RND LERST EXPENSIVE HEAT BOX 
AVAILABLE. 

ADDITIONAL 2" ALUMINUM FLRNGES RLSO RVRILRBLE. 
MAY BE RIVETED OR WELDED. 

JOHN EVENS 

6855 ALLISON ST. 

RRVADA. CO S0004 

(303) 420-2724 
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Ron and Jane Hayes' beautifitl "Best at Oshkosh 93" ThOlp T-18 

Richard, Sorry this took so long, I am not a good photographer or a writer' The hours are climbing 
and I02RH has been performing well' J am in the process of putting in a Garmin AVD 100, but 
really hate to quit flying long enough to mount it. The GPS operates hand held as well as panel 
mount so why bother mounting it during good flying weathe(! At 2300 and 23" ! still am getting 
about 185 MPH. J have not calibrated the airspeed but the GPS seems to agree with my indicated. 
We are enjoying the Thorp and am looking forward to the Greely Fly In. Thanks Ron and Hayes. 

Editor's Report: On "Let's bring Kay Thorp to Oshkosh 93" 
First let me thank everyone for their help in making Oshkosh 93 and Kays trip to the fly-in such 
a great success. Here's a run down on what the money went for. 

Kay's travel & room while at Oshkosh $800 
The picnic at the nature center $300 
A check was sent to the EAA for a 
Memorial Wall plaque for John. $200 

Total: $1300 
Thanks again to all the T-18 Mutual Aid Members that contributed to this great T-18 Event. 

Your Editor, Richard Snelson 
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McAlester Fly-In 

Feb 22, 1994 
Dear Rich and Roxanne, 

Enclosed is my $25 check for the newsletter. You sure put out a high quality publica
tion, I'm taking over newsletter editor duties for our EAA chapter and I wish I knew how 
to put out the graphics and style that you do, But, I'm definitely computer impaired, The Spring 
Fly-In at McAlester is a go, I talked to Dee Cobb at the Holiday lnn in McAlester today, 
They'll make us the same deal as last year at the same price, That is $46 + tax for a double 
room. Folks have to call and make their own reservations, They ought to do it now since 
they can cancel up to the day of arrival at 6 PM in accordance with standard Holiday Inn 
policy, The phone # to call is 918-423-7766, They should mention that they want to be with 
the Holt- Green Party, I also talked to Phil Brenner at the McAlester Airport They must have 
enjoyed us last May because they seem anxious to have us back. Phil said we can again use 
the vacant FSS facility, They have even spruced it up a bit He also assured me they would 
make every effort to shelter as many planes as possible in the big hangar and hail sheds in the 
event of threatening, weather. I appreciate that attitude, Phil will also give us a discount on 
gas at least as good as last year, which was $ L 75/gaL I'm going to have Leroy put the arm on 
him and see if we can't get him down to around $ L50/gaL r understand the supermarket owner 
who treated us so well last year is looking forward to our return and will again fix us up for 
our cookout ifhe can get a ride or two in a T-18, 1 reckon we can handle that l We plan on having 
a practice cookout/social hour on Friday nite (May 6th) so we will be in top form for the 
main event on Saturday nite (May 7th), Anyone who didn't have fun at that last year was just 
plumb anti-sociaL Ifit's too late to get this info in the T-18 NEWSLETTER, I'll send out a 
letter on it if you can provide me with the mailing labels or a mailing list Leroy and Mary are 
in the Baja now, so I haven't talked to them recently but I'm pretty sure everything IS on 
schedule for one of our best T -18 Fly-Ins yet, if the weather patterns cooperates, 

Gary & Maxine Green 
2530 Bellchase, 
Granbury, TX 76048 
(817) 579-1995 
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T-18 NEWSLET ER 

Coyt Johnston of Snyder, OK nearing completion of his Thorp 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Oshkosh Events for 1994 
Letters to the Editor 
Monsoon by R. Snelson 
Penman Award and building tips from Dick Penman 
Project Report by Eddie Eiland 
Flight Safety "Fuel Starvation" 
The McAlester Interceptors by R. Snelson 
Starting a T-18 Project by Joseph L. Kroupa 
Project Report by Coyt Johnston 
For Sale projects and planes 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As always, ;11 the past, present, andfuture newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware lhat this newsletter is OI'ZV presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal e.'(periences and thaI 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or e....:periences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, "0 responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is wit/lOut recourse against anyone. 
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Editor's Column 
Events for Oshkosh 94 

Nature Center for Noon Friday July 29 
Plan on joining us for a cookout lunch starting at 11:30, sign up on the flight-line ahead oftime so we can get 

enough food purchased. We will split the costs. 

Friday evening at Butch's Anchor Inn for the Banquet 
Forum time & date to be in EAA program 

Other Events for 94 
Aerospace America, Oklahoma City, OK on July 15-17 contact Larry Eversmeyer at 

(405) 728-1919 for details (Experimental Aircraft are invited) 
Kentucky Dam Fly-In Oct 7-8-9 

T-18 Mutual Aid Society Membership and your dues. 

It's time for the remaining few that haven't paid, to pay attention to the address tag for the status of 
their dues. Some owe for 93. And some paid in 94 for 93. If your tag say 93-94 you owe for both 
years. etc. 

Here's the policy for those of you that don't know it. The dues period starts at the first of the year!! 
If you don't realize that it's because you may have been paying late each year. Please check the tag 
and send your back dues now. I've been trying to get everyone called that's behind but that is mn
ning the phone bill up to the tune of 2 bucks or so a call. So please help out on this. Rich. 

It is with sad commentary that I bring you the news Warwick lost his life 
Tuesday May 24 while test flying a new Thorp T -18 in Phoenix, Ar;' Bill was 
63 years old at the time of death. sure most of you Bill was a 18 
pioneer. He built and flew the first Thorp before John had the plans completed. 

Information from Ed Poe who was at the airpOli when the accident happened: 
First flight of the new airplane (Owned by Bob Praker) occurred in the morning. 
Only problem was an out of trim condition requiring Bill to hold the nose down. 
Before the second flight, the rear servo anns were reben! to correct the out of trim 
condition. Details about the flight are not clear except the airplane spun shortly 
after takeoff. Ed reports that a special NTSB Investigator sent to check the wreck
age has moved it to a warehouse for closer examination. 
Bill and his wife Millie had been living in Aguila, Arizona for the past few years 
Her address for anyone that cares to write is: P.O. Box 397, Aguila, AZ 85320 

Another T -18 Owner, Charles Kenny of Montuck, NY was killed in aT -18 crash in 
Florida earlier this year. The NTSB Investigator stated that the outer wing panel 
failed from a very high negative G load. There was no sign of control surface 
flutter or failure. 
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March 16, 1994 

Dear Richard, 

Enclosed is my ante for the T -18 Newsletter. 
Please note the new address. Keep up the good 
work. 

I now havemyT -18 Operating Limitations amended 
to include night and IFR. This was very important 
to me and was not difficult to achieve. 

I have 30 hours on my T -18 and a mixture problem 
that I can't seem to fix. I have to lean about In (of 
mixture control movement) on the ground in order 
to get smooth power for take off. This also yields 
the smoothest cruise operation at 2-3000'. Leaning 
at 7,000 and up gets pretty far out on the mixture 
control. 

I. The mixture is adjusted for 25 to 50 RPM 
of rise at idle cutoff shutdown. 

2. I have a fresh engine overhaul by a 
reputable shop. 

3. I have sent the MA 4SPA Carbo off 
and had it overhauled to all the 
new specs. and bench flowed and 
jetted for the 0320B engine. 

4. I have flown it with and without the carb 
air box and with and without the air 
filter. Can't tell the difference. 

5. My next option will be to install another 
Carbo I suspose. 

The airplane runs good and is very smooth. You 
just cannot run the mixture control in the full rich 
position even at sea level. 

If you or others have any ideas, please call or write. 
Sincerely, Evan A. Roberts N89ER Rt. 5, Box 
158C Temple, TX 76501 (817) 778-2252 
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Dear Richard, 
3 April 1994 

Building my center section continues 
and I hope to begin assembly this summer. In 
checking my copies of the Newsletter I noticed I 
am missing #88. Themail is always slow here 
and the Newsletter is of extreme importance to 
me. The technical details are priceless and by 
reading the Newsletter I can resolve questions 
when working with the blueprints. 

Please keep up the good work. Inciden
tally, after speaking with you about the Pitot and 
Static location, I found a heated Pitot and Static 
head that mounts on the end of a boom. This 
option appears to be a good one since my friend 
used the same setup on his during construction 
in the 70's. This appears to be consistent with 
Mr. Thorp's views that this item should be 
mounted in front of the wing leading edge in 
order to reduce errors. James A. Blaker (Andy) 
8947 Vicksburg La. Manassas, VA 22110 

Dear Rich, I will soon have some more T -18 
caps for sale, as I have been getting requests. I 
believe these will be improved over the old ones. 
They are a very high quality golf style cap with 
a leather adjusting strap, made in Colorado also. 
The graphics/embroidery are improved. I'll 
have tan & red ones in oxford cloth, and white 
& navy in supplex nylon. They are very nice. 
The price will be $12.00 each. If anyone orders 
by mail, please add $3.00 for shipping. 
Also, I'm tooled up to make & sell cabin heat 
boxes. They'll be carried by Aircraft Spruce, but 
I sell them direct also. It's the lightest, most 
compact design on the market (less that 5 
ouuces). It has a stainless steel door & hinge 
assembly. Designed to mount on firewall & use 
2" aeroduct. I've sold dozens to "RV" builders. 
The price is $50.00 each plus $3.95 for shipping 
& handling. 
Sorry for making this letter a big commercial. 
r also recently received a new Aymar/Demuth 
prop after waiting 7 months. Preliminary data 
indicates an increase in cruise speed of over 10 
knots. This is based only on GPS ground speed 
read outs, averaged over several runs in opposite 
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directions. MyoId prop was a rather poor 
example of a Pacesetter 200, 68x69. The new 
prop is designated 68x75. Preliminary data is as 
follows: Aircraft -N7IJE, standard body, stan
dard wing with new airfoil. Empty weight -
897#, engine - 0-320-D2A, 160 HP. Outside air 
temp - 65 degrees F. 30.02"HG, RPM @ end of 
takeoff run - 2350 RPM (old prop was 2400) 
Cruise true airspeed @ 2550 RPM & 7500' MSL 
-160 Knots, 184 MPH. Full throttle speed @ 
7500' MSL over 207 MPH, 180 Knots. 
I'll get better data on climb performance, etc. at 
a later date. Best Regards, John Evens 6855 
Allison St. Arvada, CO 80004 

Dear Richard, 
Just received notice of the McAlester fly-in and 
also the reminder for dues. Frances just called 
the bank. The check was paid April 5 Th .. Kind 
of slow. It was mailed March 5 Th .. 
r do hope everyone pays their dues promptly. 
The newsletter is to valuable to loose. We sure 
enjoy reading them. A note on every newsletter 
as follows may help. "T -18 Mutual Aid Society 
Renewals are due the first of every year. Send 
check or money order for $25.00." 

I have flown very little the past couple years. I 
have Dan Dudah's T-18 N22DV. It's a gem. 
Hope to fly more from now on. Also have a 
Star-Lite that I built. I want to sell it this spring. 
Can't keep both of them. You might run an add 

next newsletter. Star-Lite N40SL. Fully 
tested. Cruise 120. Climb 1200 FPM, Stall 

42. Time on and engine 50 hrs. It's a 
dragger. Call or write for and info. 

I hope Frances and I can get to Ill. some day. 
would love to stop in to see you and your T-18. 
Best regards, Hank Steiginga 45528 Newtj"ee 

Lancaster, CA 93534 Phone (805) 942-3046 

Editors Note: RoxAnne and I would lookfor
ward to a visit from you. Thank> for the kind 
words about the newsletter. lowe an apology to 
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the members that had already sent in their 94 
dues. On very short notice I sent out the 
McAlester Notice to let folks know that it was 
coming up shortly. This was because #90 was 
stuck in the post office somewhere. On the back I 
put a second notice about the dues. NearZv 
everyone that had paid got in touch with me by 
sending a copy of their check or a note. Several 
good folk> paid twice. Some paid no attention to 
it. I'm still holding the bagfor somefolk>for 93 
and more for 94. I've started calling them and 
that work>, but it sure runs up my cost and takes 
time I could be writing articles. I can't afford to 
send out four and five first class postage notices 
to them like the magazines do. Yet if I drop them 
and they want the letters later it's a real big 
postage and printing cost to fill them in. If you 
can tell I really don't know what to do. 

18 April 1994 
Dear Rich, 

Progress on my airplane was proceeding quite 
well through Christmas butt then we found out 
that my wife had a reoccurrence of cancer. She 
had a very difficult operation and is going 
through radiation now. She is really suffering 
and I have been very busy with housework, etc. 
of course, we've got to beat this thing before I 
can really get on with the project. 

I sure did enjoy all of the Thorp events at Osh
kosh last Summer. I learned more about John 
Thorp I thought that I could and I espeCIallY 
appreciated to 
about the various building 
Thorp people are 

If goes well and my gets over 
hurdle, I'll see at OshKosh this summer. 

that are doing 
I can do anything to help, 

through cancer thing, please 
Sincerely, Don Ruffner 
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by Richard Snelson 

Waiting below, the Burma jungle's canopy 
reaches upward, welcoming the monsoon rain 
and beckoning to the light aircraft lunging 
blindly above. The pilot, looking up from the 
instrument panel for only an instant, prays for 
any kind of break in the clouds. He sees only a 
solid sheet of water raging across the wind
shield. The driving rain has found every crack 
in the aircraft's canopy and windshield. Now the 
water streams across the instrument panel, over 
the gyros and onto the primary navigation radio, 
causing it to flash its no-op flag from the wet 
tropical bath. The pounding of the storm is 
relentless and continues to stress the pilot with 3 
to 4 Gs of force. 

After more than an hour of the pounding, the 
tired pilot tries all his old tricks to gain control 
of himself and to hold the aircraft on course. 
"Stay alert! Stay alert! "Now look Don," he 
said to himself, "you're an old 'pro,' a profes
sional! You put this creature together -- you, me 
-- this Thorp T-18. It's a work oflove. It won't 
come apart. Keep control, pick the wing up, 
quick I You've started a turn. The old joke 
always helped before--cheer up things could be 
worse -- sure enough things get worse. Think, 
what must I do to survive, to live. Think.' , 

Years before his round the world flight attempt 
and before the Thorp T -18 was started in his 
garage, Donald Taylor, the pilot, approached 
the T-18's designer to get a set of plans. That 
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first meeting with John Thorp was a disappoint
ment. John felt the plan to fly such a small plane 
"around the world" was filled with chances for 
failure, so he refused to sell Taylor the plans. 
This made Don even more detelmined to build a 
Throp T -18 and fly it around the world, setting 
numerous world records on the way. So Taylor 
continued to press Thorp until finally with his 
blessing and help, Don got the plans and set out 
to build an airplane that would make history. 

After five years in the making, (no kit here) it 
was finished. Taylor christened it "Victoria" 
after the only ship of Magellan's fleet to circum
navigate the globe. Don, in moments of panic, 
would remember John Thorp-- with his always 
present khaki shirt and pants-- thinking that Don 
would surely kill himself. That thought really 
doesn't do much to help Dan's confidence now. 

Don is a survivor, aware that to continue, the 
instruments and radios have to be protected. 
Reaching behind the seat he grabs for his travel 
bag and starts stuffing its contents on top of and 
around the sides of Victoria's dripping instru
ment panel. Underwear, pants, socks and a spare 
shirt all go to soak up the water. The cockpit 
quickly looked liked a Chinese Laundry. The 
idea was working. The gyro instruments and 
backup radios continue to offer a navigational 
highway for the pilot to follow through the 
storm toward his destination. 
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With only a second to spare from the constant 
instrument scan-- wings level-- altitude-- head
ing-- airspeed-- Taylor's thoughts tum to his 
position. "Where am I?" He thinks out loud as 
he reached for his flight computer. "The time? 
Let's see, one hour plus forty minutes out of 
Rangoon. Set 140 knots as my speed and that 
means 232 miles traveled. Again scan-- wings-
compass-- altitude. Stay on course. Don't loose 
altitude. COlTect now!" Mental math has always 
been easy for Taylor, even back when he was 
flying a P-40 over the hump in Bunna, but now 
it seemed hard. "Impossible to concentrate and 
get the number to come out right." He tries 
again, "Navigation card shows 620 miles to 
Pinang, take 232 from that leaves? Think, do the 
math! Why am I here? Rangoon, Bunna, to 
Penang, ten thousand miles from my home in 
California, Why? Wanted to be a world record 
flyer! To leave my mark! The search for the best 
aircraft, the five years in building and now this 
solo attempt to fly the smallest plane ever 
around the world." 

A low wing, heavy on the right quickly brings 
the exhausted pilot back to the reality of flying 
the tiny craft. "Hold the heading" he tells 
himself again and again. Quickly he realizes that 

needs to switch wing tanks to balance the 
craft, so over to the right tank. The single 
IFR work load, along with the beating from the 
thrashing, tossing aircraft is taking its toll on 
Don Taylor. water is still coming in. "Soak 
it up" aloud as he squeezes out the 
clothing, "Its got to be stopped." 

Suddenly he remembers the calculation started 
only seconds before but now seeming like an 
eternity ago. "That leaves 388, say 400 miles to 
go, with seven hours of fuel left. Seven times 
140 knots. OK! No problem with fuel." As Don 
returns to his instrument scan it brings a sinking 
feeling. The airspeed has gone crazy, the needle 
is whipping back and forth across the dial and 
slowly sinking toward the aircraft's stalling 
speed. Ice? A check of the outside air showed 8 
degrees C. How to react? A look at engine rpm 
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and the altimeter brings reassurance that the craft 
is still at cruise speed and something is wrong 
with the instrument. "Water in the pitot tube 
must be the problem" he thinks, reaching for the 
drain under the panel" As the water runs from 
tube onto his hand, the airspeed indicator slowly 
climbs back toward cruise, 30- 40 -60 -90- 140 
bingo! "Another crisis is over and I'm still in 
the air." He wondered, "What's next?" 

There's no waiting for this one. Aircraft engines 
run best on gasoline not water and the Lycoming 
up front is rapidly getting enough water to douse 
it and end Don's misery. But first a warning! 
Rough engine! RPM jumping! Surging power! 
All this means another crisis for the tired pilot. 
This time there is a surprisingly fast reaction by 
the pilot who has a lot of adrenaline flowing. His 
frustration with the stonn has turned to anger. 
Quickly he pulls carburetor heat shutting off the 
inlet air and the deluge of water entering the 
airbox. With only a small drop in rpm, the 
engine returns to its nonnal smooth drone and 
continues to pull it pilot and Victoria on toward 
their place in history. 

With the engine running smoothly Don again 
turns his attention to finding his position. Turn
ing on the ADF he finds the target station. The 
needle centers straight ahead. He wonders "Can 
I be so lucky?" checks the frequency and 
call letters the station and pushes the test 
button on the ADF. The needle drops from 
center and again swings back as the button is 
released. track. The station is 
dead ahead. Now Don is wondering ifhe will be 
out of the stonn before reaching Penang l Just as 
quickly as the thought came, the rain ends, the 
clouds separate and Victoria emerges over a 
scattered overcast of tiny" safe" clouds. After 
contacting air-traffic control Taylor relaxes and 
gives thanks for getting through the worse stonn 
of his flying career. He knows that soon he will 
land and another leg of his "around the world 
flight" will be over. He says out loud, " One leg 
at a time Victoria" "TomolTow Singapore!" 
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DICK PENMAN WINS 
Outstanding 

Workmanship 

Editor's Note: Our congratulations to Dick 
Penman for winning the "Outstanding Work
manship Award for a plans built aircrafi for 
Oshkosh 1993. His beautiful yellow and red "# 
9" sure rates a lOin my book. It stands out in 
any crowd of homebuilts. For this issue of the' 
newsletter Dick has included more of his finely 
drawn T-18 building details. Also our thank> to 
him for his help in obtaining T-J 8 tee-shirtsfor 
Oshkosh 93. RoxAnne and I proudly wear ours 
fb/'flying events. 

March 9, 1994 
Dear Richard: 

Just a note to say hello to you and your family and 
to share a bit of news with you. As you know the 
T -18 tee-shirts and logo that I designed and pro
duced for our 30th Anniversary celebration were 
very popular among our group at Oshkosh. I have 
since had a number of requests for other items as 
well as tee-shirts, So I am going ahead with the 
investment of digitizing the logo and will try to 
provide printed tee-shirts, embroidered polo shirts, 
hats and assorted color decals for aircraft. If you 
can work this information into the newsletter, it 
would be appreciated. All pricing will be based on 
zero profit. I will donate my services as last year. 

I have included an article that appeared in a Detroit 
surburban newspaper about my T -18 and my expe
rience at Oshkosh. I was very fortunate, my Thorp 
T-18,NI99DP, won an EAA "Outstanding Work
manship" award for Plans Built Aircraft. Needless 
to say, this really topped off my flying summer!! 
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Based on my observation, we need to somehow 
give more recognition to those individuals who 
have contributed their time and effort to promoting 
the T -18 movement, as you have done, Our Annual 
T -18 dinner would be a great opportunity to recog
nize those who have organized fly-ins and/or asso
ciated events or otherwise contributed in some way 
to advancing the T -18 movement. We need to tum 
new people on to the T -18 as a Home Built project. 
It was the enthusiasm of the builders/pilots that got 
me started twenty years ago. This past year has 
been extraordinary for the Thorp T -18, let's keep 
up the momentum and do even better next year. 

Also, a question came up about using a Flap Spring 
Guide to insulate the spring wire from the rear spar 
attachment fitting, a potential wear point on that 
fitting when the flaps are retracted. I have included 
a sketch of the guide that I used. It serves a dual 
purpose, to both guide the flap spring and retain the 
wing gap cover. Another question was raised about 
the static port location, so I am including a sketch 
on this as well. This location was worked out by 
Bob Dial in the early 70's and it works extremely 
well, However, a port must be installed on both 
sides of the fuselage to function properly. 

Good flying, 

Dick Penman, EAA 60368 
5918 Bordman Road 
Dryden, MI 48428 

Dick's drawings follow on pages 8 and 9. Thanh 
to Dick Penman for some good tips! 
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· Project Report 

-- -----~~-

My project is almost all primered and I hope to 
have the paint all done within another couple of 
months. Weather, the kids and running low on 
motivation have slowed progress on the finish~ 
ing. I still have many things to do and complete 
besides the weight and balance and FAA paper
work. It has taken 4 months but I finally got my 
N number. 

Here is a list of several minor things I've done to 
my project that might interest some. 

I) ------ The Engine Cowling -----

I laid up my 4 piece cowling in molds loaned to 
me by Dick Cavin. I used as few layers of cloth 
as I felt would hold up in use. I used safety
poxy attempting to keep the weight as low as 
possible yet the strength up. The parts turned 
ont lighter and thinner than most other cowlings 
I've seen but a problem showed up that I had not 
counted on. Because of how thin parts were 
after I assembled the 4 parts I was not pleased in 
having the cowl'ing pucker between each fastener 
and that there were so many fasteners. After 
many hours of looking at it I decided to glue and 
rivet the 4 pieces together and then split the 
cowling all the way down each side and use 2 
piano hinges to assemble the cowling, just like 
my Sonerai, I have not flown and there are 
some other problems introduced by doing it this 
way but it looks smoother that it would have 
otherwise, weighs 16 pounds unpainted, is quite 
strong and can be removed quickly. 

2) ----- The Engine Baffeling -----

Partly because of the way I built the cowling and 
partly just because I think it could be sealed 
better I built my engine baffeling with a top. 
Basically it is a box with 2 front openings that 
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line up very accurately with the cowling. Be
cause of this only about 20 linear inches is 
required to seal each side of the box to the 
cowling. The conventional method requires 
sealing about 118 inches to the top and front of 
the cowling. Also there should be much less 
load on the cowling and its attachment since 
there is no large pressure difference across the 
total area of the engine. 

3) ---- Regreasing the Aileron Bellcrank ----

Once the aileron bellcrank is assembled into the 
wing it can't be regreased. Most of my controls 
are mounted in sealed ball bearings and I hated 
to build in a plain bearing that I could not even 
lubricate. With this thought I drilled and tapped 
a 114 -28 hole into the middle of the bellcrank 
and screwed in a grease zerk. To lubricate this 
crank takes only a small part of a stoke with the 
average grease gun and is accessible when the 
outer wing panel is removed. It might not need 
a shoot of grease even every other annual but at 
least I can easily regrease mine if I want to. I 
think with a bit of care a person could drill and 
tap the bellcrank even on the airplane. 
Sincerely, Eddie Eiland. 
I've been putting off sending this thinking I 
would get off high center on my painting but it 
hasn't happened. 

FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE 

Sensenich Wood Prop (Brand new) 66x78 
complete with the fitted spinner assembly. Call 
817-766-2523 

For Sale: T-18 Parts 
New Gear 
Flat 0-320 engine mount (used) 
Center section needs one skin 

Call make offer also some other parts & projects 
I want to buy Piper PA-20 Gear. 
Corky Downer P.O. Box 1258 Mt. Vernon, Tx 
75457 Phone 903-588-2773 
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------- --- ---~---- ---------------------

FUEL STARVATION EMERGENCY LANDINGS! 

1. Before the next flight remove the gas tank cap and using a flashlight look to see that a filter 
standup screen is installed in the tank outlet. 
Thanks to Rick and LouAnn Jones for this tip: On their trip back to Texas from the McAlester Fly
In the engine quit. Rick managed to get the aircraft down on a service road with no injuries but 
some damage to the landing gear and bottom of the wings. Rick reported that just a few minutes 
earlier they were flying low, due to low ceilings, over a large lake and if it would have happened 
their they could not have made it to shore. The analysis of the problem later showed that some RTV 
had been pumped into the aircraft's gas tank during a refueling transfer from Rick's auto. The RTV 
had been used to repair a breather line on the car earlier. LouAnn commented that she was not 
impressed with the T -18's glide ratio with the engine out and the prop windmilling. (See Steve 
Hawley's letter on this subject, following) 

2. Check the gas tank breather line to be sure it has not colapsed from age. 
This can be done by taking the tank gas cap off and blowing into the breather tube. Another T -18 
just made it to an airport with a blocked breather. The engine was about to quit from fuel starvation. 

Steve Hawley's letter: 
I was sorry to hear of the forced landing of the Jones's but am haPl?Y that no one was hnrt We 
don't like to think about it but it could happen to any of us at any tlIlle! As 'you know, I also 
had a forced landing several years ago. The experience has convinced me that every person 
who flies a T-18 should find an airport with a long runway, and practice engine-out emergen
cy. I can assure you that the T-18, (or any other airplane) is a dIfferent animal when the 
engine is just windmilling ,compared to pulling the throttle back to a slow idle, As an illus
tration, just think how much sweat you would generate hand turning the prop at about 600 
RPM. This is what is happening when there is no power available and the prop is 
windmilling. All of that energy goes some where and you can bet it is not III extending the 
glide. 

I also had bad weather coming home last Sunday. From McAlester I went northwest and hit I 
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-40 about 60 miles east of Oak City. The ceiling kept getting lower and lower until I was 
only about 200 feet directly above the west bound lanes. It cleared about 10 miles east of 
Oak City so I flew around the Class B airspace to the north. About 25 miles southwest of 
Santa Rosa NM and about 10 miles north of the White Sands Missile Test Range, I was 
following a little two lane NM state road heading for Socoro at about 200 feet above the 
ground on a SW heading when 4 F-14 Tomcats and I A-6 Intruder went over and around me 
only 75 or so feet above me. You can bet I was startled, They were heading due west. One of 
the F-14 pilots waved at me! I didn't wave back, I was busy! Regards, 

Steve Hawley 

Non-Instrumented Rated Pilot fiys into Clouds 
at night 

I recently heard a testimonial to the merits of stall strips on the T -18 wing. A non
instrument rated pilot in a stall strip equipped T -18 flew into clouds at low altitude at 
night. He reduced power, initiated a tum, and pulled up a bit knowing that the ground 
was near. The pilot told me that after a few moments, he realized that he, was flying with 
the stick FULL AFT and the tum coordinator ball FULL to one side. He then centered 
the ball with rudder, eased the stick forward, and re-applied full power. The T -18 de
scended out of the bottom of be clouds at that time, roughly, 800 feet AGL over dark fann 
country. Any T -18 without stall strips would have departed in a spin with very little 
chance of recovery from low altitude at night. 

The stall strips really do tame the T - I 8 stall to where it is relatively benign. Wind shear, 
wake turbulence, pilot tasking from an emergency situation, or disorientation in clouds 
could put any of us in a stalled situation at low altitude. The four T-18's I have flown 
with stall strips an experienced dramatic improvement in staff characteristics. All four 
aircraft behaved differently when stalled without stall strips, and there were differences 
between the aircraft with strips on, but all four saw dramatic improvement. 

I recently had an opportunity to experiment with stall strips on a folding wing wide body 
with the LDS airfoil (Dave Fox's N444DD.) Stall characteristics in 4DD were altered 
from abrupt wing drop to the right to a stall in which the nose bobs up and down for 
several seconds before eventually breaking right (stick held full aft). Buffet is very 
pronounced as with the standard wing T -18. 
For Dave's folding wing we experimented with strip positions immediately inboard and 
outboard of the dihedral break, with no noticeable difference in behavior between the two 
positions. We elected to place the strips on the center section. The folding wing appears 
to respond to stall strip treatment just as well as the "standard" wing. 

The stall strips we have been using are described in Newsletter number 92 and may be 
made from scratch or by cutting Piper Cherokee strips in half. Piper part number 765399. 
approximately, $53 at an FBO, includes two strips which may be cut in half to treat two 
T-18's. Best Wishes, Tom Kerns T-18 NIOTK 
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by Richard Snelson 

At 6000 MSL and 75 NM out, McAlester 
traffic was loud and clear on 123.0 MHz. "That 
sounds like Bob Highley and Bill Williams" I 
said to my co-pilot Roy Farris. Then the famil
iar voice of Ron Hayes joined in. Ron & Jane 
Hayes, from Blue Springs, Missouri were just 
ahead. A call to Ron alerted our welcoming 
committee at McAlester. 
The Highley and William's interceptors at 
McAlester quickly locked on their target to the 
north, and for the next 10 minutes it was a read 
back and forth of our' 'GPS" mileage indica
tions, altitude and headings. 

"Were showing 35 miles Bob." 

"OK, Rich I'm at 18 miles out." The exchange 
continued until we made visual contact with the 
two speeding bullets coming our way. This was 
my first experience with 350 mph closing speeds 
and it did make my heart race. Highley made a 
steep banked climbing tum and was suddenly at 
my wing tip. All this from visual contact to 
interception in "5" seconds. The experience 
was an eye opener and showed just how little 
time you would have if meeting an unexpected 
aircraft head-on. It also proved that I wouldn't 
want to fly combat against "The Ace" Col. Bob 
Highley. Roy and I arrived at the fly-in with the 
welcoming committee strapped to our wing tip. I 
was glad to be back among the T-18 family and 
anxious to see old friends. 

One friend that made it was Mac Booth. 

Mac is from Daleville, Alabama, and has at
tended every T -18 event that I can remember. In 
the past he has flown his white and orange 
trimmed Thorp through all kinds of weather to 
be with us. It was good to see Mac, realizing 
that he had serious health problems and two 
major surgeries this past year. Mac said his 
flying days are over and quickly added that he 
could still drive. He certainly proved that by 
driving over 600 miles to be with us at 
McAlester. That's real dedication. 

A new T-18 called "Spot" was on the flight 
line this year. This chromate decorated Thorp 
belongs to Bill & Debbie Williams of Lakeland, 
Florida. Bill's metal work is top notch and I'm 
sure the aircraft will be beautiful when painted. 
Ask Bill why his T-18 is called "Spot" when 
you see him? Another Florida pilot and his wife 
making the trip to McAlester was Jim & Sue 
French with their newly purchased white with 
blue trim Thorp N66WT. I didn't think Jim 
would be out of the T -18 business very long. 

If you noticed a lady walking the ramp taking 
down airplane numbers, don't worry it wasn't 
an FAA Inspector. It was Pat Eby. She makes it 
a point to get a list of the pilots and airplanes in 
attendance at each fly-in. Pat counted 19 air
planes this year. Thanks Pat. I'm still trying to 
get my count straight: let's see there were three 
look alike T -18s from Wichita Fall, Texas, Dave 
& Pat Eby, Stash Simpson flying with Doug 
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Ripley, and John Mihahla flying with Steve 
Kirik. Another Texas couple that makes it to 
most of the T -18 events was Bob & Helen Slagle 
of Clute, Texas and I don't want to forget Ken 
Morgan was there he's also from Texas, Gary 
Cotner's (Collinsville, OK) new paint job is 
beautiful and his Aymar-Demuth Prop (goes real 
fast) is costing T-18 pilots lots of bucks as 
they try to slip a small upgrade, past their wives, 
Also from Oklahoma was Gary Holt and his T-
18, Didn't get much of chance to talk to him 
since he spends all time in the ail', Another 
Oklahoma couple will be spending their time in 
the air next year, that's Coyt and Wilma 
Johnston of Snyder, Oklahoma, He reports that 
it down to the finishing touches on his T -18, 
Hun'y up Coyt! We want to see your T-18 at 
Kentucky Dam this year, Gar Root & Paul 
Kellas made a long trip from California. It was 
good to sec California represented at the event. 
A surprise person, heavy beard and long hair 
asked me, "Remember MeT' 'Tm Marion 
Smallwood," I had given Marion his first tail
dragger check-out (case of the blind leading the 
blind) about 15 years back when we lived in 
Missouri, Marion has purchased a single place, 
retractable gear T -18 and was looking for tips on 
flying it. He lives in Lowell, Arkansas. 

Saturday evening was another famous "Cook 
Out at McAlester", Leroy and Mary Holt of 
McAlester did a wonderful job getting our plates 
loaded with Big Burgers and lots of tasty side 
dishes. After stuffing our selves we set around 
the "camp fire" and watched the sun go down 
in the west. Don't believe the camp fire bit! We 
really did sit around the old flight service sta
tion, and talked T -18 adventures, An unnamed 
T-18 pilot asked, "What does a T-18 pilot do 
when he flies into bad weather? Well he does a 
360 degree turn and gets the heck out of there," 
As the stories got deeper Jim and Judy Paine 
slipped away for a hop into the clear Oklahoma 
sky to watch the sunset. Judy says it's their 
favorite time to fly, There's romance folks! 
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Bill & Debbie Williams with "Spot" 

Ron & Jane Hayes, Tuning up to go to Dayton 
for the Wright Brothers Award! 

Steve Kirik and John Mihahla 
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Sunday morning brought an overcast sky and 
good flight conditions to the east. Not so lucky 
to the west and south. Steve Hawley, from 
Tucson, started home early and returned after 
about 40 minutes. He said he was down to 200 
feet and it was time to do a 180. A little later 
Rick & LouAnn Jones from Cedar Hill, Texas, 
made it in to say hello. Rick said he had grass all 
over his tail wheel from the low flying on the 
way up. It was good to see the Jones and we're 
son'y about their bad luck on the way home, but 
glad they're safe and the airplane can be re
paired. (See the Flight Safety Note on their 
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Fuel Starvation Problem) I left McAlester early 
and didn't get an opportunity to thank Gary & 
Maxine Green for their effort in planning and 
setting up another successful McAlester event. 
Thanks to the Greens! 

When you attend aT -18 gathering, like 
McAlester, make sure that you're not the last 
person to fly or drive away. One minute you will 
be on the flight line with the T -18 family of 
friends and their airplanes and just a little later, 
they will have flown away and you will be there 
staring at the empty ramp. Boy does that spell 
l-o-n-e-l-y. 

Left to right Roy Farris, Rick Jones, Mac Booth and Jim Paine 
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18 
Project 
by Joseph L. Kroupa 

Joseph 1. Kroupa, #800 
505 Twinning Dr. Dayton, Ohio, 45431 

My interest in the T-18 started about two years ago, when I arrived at Oshkosh looking for a 
simple, cheap, and clean flying machine. I narrowed my choices down to the RV-6 and Fhe T -18. Finding 
out that the RV -6 requires a massive permanent jig and blind drilling into underlying parts, I looked closer 
at the T - I 8. Learning the impressive design experience of John Thorp gave me confidence that the T-
18 was the airplane for me. 

Where to start? Get educated!! Join the local EAA chapter and get to know your fellow airplane 
builders. Find a person who exhibits great knowledge of aluminum construction, and adopt himlher as 
your mentor. Obtain copies of the old newsletters and start reading. The first task is to determine what 
you want from your airplane. Learn the possible options and the success other builders had with these 
options. Some options include, power-plants selection, folding wing, IFR capability, and wet wing. The 
knowledge gained from the newsletters will help you chose the right options for you. 

The second task is building and furnishing a work shop. This includes, the purchase of hand tools, 
air tools, and a compressor. Working with your mentor can help you figure out which tools are required 
or just nice to have. 

Some of the newsletters articles don't make a lick of sense until you start building an actual 
component. The ailerons are a good place to start. There are so-many little tricks and traps to fall into 
that you going to make that first mistake anyway, so don't be afraid. You will soon learn that I) your 
work bench need not be 38 inches high, 2) predimpled holes may not necessarily line-up, 3) deburring 
your holes before and after dimpling is not required and can enlarge your holes, 4) driving rivets into 
enlarged holes is not the easiest thing to do, 5) drilling out bad rivets from enlarged holes can enlarge 
your holes, 6) driving rivets into enlarged enlarged-holes is the worst thing to do, and 7) working with 
a fancy $12.95 back-bucking tool with a nylon sleeve is not as good as a hammer and a small steel block. 

When you start to fully understand the news-letters and encounter your first experience that 
causes you to sweat profusely, then you will be proud to say that you are building your own T -18. 
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A letter from Coyt & Wilma Johnston: 

Dear Richard, 
I am again going to try and send you a progress report on my T-18. I have been spending about 6 
hours a day and 6 days a week on the T-18. It has a 0320 BIB Lycoming with B&C Alternator, 
starter and voltage regulator, an Oberg oil filter, all the instruments are electric, Northstar Loran, 
MKII 760CHG comm., AT-ISO transponder/Alt enconding, Softcom intercom/recorder. 

I have reached the tedious small operations which seem to take more time than all the rest. I have 
the cowling fitted and installed, I have had the canopy on order the last 2 months, no canopy yet. I 
am now fitting the carb heat box and preparing to once again cut the lower cowling for it. All 
electrical completed, am only waiting to complete the heat box and am making molds for exhaust 
fairings and modifying the wing tips to accommodate nav lights and strobes. 

I am enclosing some photos of the T -18 for your use if you see fit. I am expecting to complete the 
project by June, and can hardly wait but you know all good things take time. I appreciate the news
letter and your time spent on it. We have a private airstrip and an annual fly-in, next to the last 
weekend in October. Am hoping to get some T -18s here next year. The closest we got to aT -18 
was Charlies T-18-6 from Enid. (An RV-6 folks) This year we had 22 aircraft fly-in and about 65 
persons for our free barbecue lunch. Hope you and RoxAnne can make it sometime. Keep up the 
good work we appreciate it. Coyt & Wilma Johnston Pleasant Valley AP. Snyder, OK 73566. 
NI60CJ. 

That's a good looking instnlment panel Coyt 
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FOR SALE 

T-18 PROJECT #1070 

Standard Fuselage, Standard Wing, Fuselage metalwork 90% Complete, 
Wing, Ailerons, Flaps, Vertical Fin, Rudder, Stabilizer: Complete 
.2" Gear, Roll Bar, Windshield, NEW Cleveland Wheels and Brakes (Chrome), 
Tailwheel, Instrument Panel, Main Tank, Flap Actuator, Control System, 
TUlUlels, All Fiberglass (Thorp Cowl), Metal Prop (M76), Some Flight 
Instruments. Basically, everything to complete, less: Engine, Electrical, 
Canopy, and Paint, All of the fim stuff is left to do! Price: $8000 
Call Me in Texas (713) 440 - 8093 (Lee Walton) 

This really is a great project, the previous builder was an engineer, had a machine shop, etc., and did really 
nice work. I hate to give this one up! I hope all is well wifh you, your family, and the T-18. See you in Oshkosh' 

Editor's Note: The pictures that Lee sent with the letter show fine workmanship on the project. 

FOR SALE 
THORP T-18 0320150 HP, IT A 740 SMOH 275 

Escort II, Terra Xponder W/mode C, Flybuddy, Intercom, 10 out, 9 inside. $20,500 
Contact, Jerry Brueckner Phone 805-944-6061 

Jerry Brueckner's Thorp ----For Sale 
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For Sale. 
Thorp T -18 std. cockpit, folding wings serial number 2 6 2 
constructed by C.N.Fast Aug.1970 empty wt. 900#, loaded 1400# Metal Cowl 
Brakes Cleveland (Hyd) 
Prop Hendrickson 466F63 
Lycoming 0290-G RP. Max 1407: 1 comp. ratio 
installed 1989: 
KT 76A Transponder 
AR 850 Encoder 
Flitcom 401 intercom 
Loran II Morrow 604 
A23 Loran antenna 

WILLIAM L. AIRIS 
6416 EAST MERCER WAY 

Newsletter No. 91 

New Altimiter MERCER ISLAND, WASHINGTON 98040 

William Airis's Thorp T-18 "For Sale" 

FOR SALE 
Stick Grips: Hard rubber 7/8" hole- will make full length spacer (alum) sleave for $5.00 each, The 
grip are $24.95 plus ship & handling of $3.00 each. Only have 5 pr. Really nice - lfnot satisfied 
return for full refund. I may have more comming from manufacture. Erwing Darby, Grants Pass, 

OR. Phone 503-862-2074 

FOR SALE AND WANTED 
Howard CoIling of SanMateo California has a T -18 project that he would consider selling. He would 

like to buy a completed or damaged T-18. Would also consider paying someone to do the work on 
his project. His phone #s are: (415) 358-9036 after 6:30 PM and (415) 349-9009 work. 
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T-18 EWSLETTER 

Mac Booth and his Thorp T-18 
he's ji-om Daleville, AL 

a velY familiar face at our events. 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Oshkosh 94 
Building a fiberglass dash cover 
Thorp T-18 Mutual Aid Society Membership List 

Upcoming Events 
Kentucky Dam Oct 7-9 
Placerville, CA Sept 23-25 

No.92 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAlll1ER) As a/ways. in the past, present, and future news/etters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is on{v presented as a clearing house for ideas ami opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opiniolls, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or 
liability ;s expressed or implied alld is without recourse against anyone. 
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by: RICHARD SNELSON 

To our Members: 

I've included the latest membership list in this 
newsletter, because, I believe that only through 
our sharing of knowledge and acting as mentors, 
for new builders, will we keep the T -18 adven
ture alive. Use the list to find someone that lives 
near you. Give him a call and ask if he is build
ing, flying or just thinking about it. If you can, 
go see their project, better yet, take them for a 
ride in your T -18. Believe me, this will get a 
stalled project going again. 

Our Kentucky Dam fall gathering, October 7-
.2,..is nearly here. Call now and make your reser
vation. This event is the best time to share build
ing and flying experiences with our new mem
bers. We have a great fellowship of old friends, 
and want to welcome and open our minds and 
cockpits to the new members wanting to learn 
about and build their own Thorp T -18. Drive to 
this event folks, even if you can't fly. We promise 
a great time and many opportunities to ride in a 
Thorp T-18. 

Sept 23-25 is the 3rd annual Placerville Fly-
I hope you get this newsletter in time to 

know about this event. I did send Hal Stephens a 
membership list, earlier, so he could send out a 
special mailing about it. Call either Hal Stephens 
at (408) 365-8836 or Jim Critchfield at (916) 
621-1584 if you plan to attend. 

Flltllre articles for the newsletter include: 
Cleveland Brake Maintenance, the list of 18 
drawings, Mark Landoll's Harmonic Dampener 
for Lycoming Engines, and Installing a Navaid 
Devices Auto Pilot. We still need your atticles on 
building and flying the T -18, so please continue 
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to write and send articles. 

Congratlilations to Coyt Johnston of Snyder, 
OK he flew his T -18 for the rirst time. He is 
having a fly-in on October 22, 1994 and we are 
all invited. Let him know if you plan on attend
ing His phone number is 405-569-2895. 

And finally, I didn't forget the Flying Nut Con
test Winners. I promise to get the Don Taylor T-
18 parts off to those of you contributing articles 
soon. 

Rich 

Oshkosh 94 

Call it Oshkosh jitters - I was not looking for
ward to flying into Whitman Field again, after the 
crazv traffic encountered on my trip last year. 
Being wiser, I didn't go a day early like everyone 
else. Instead, I waited until Thursday, the first 
day. Leaving Decatur, IL early, we were over 
Ripon in I hr. and 45 mins with only one airplane 
in sight, in front of us. We had guessed correctly 
the field was closed except for inbound show 
planes. It was simply follow the railroad tracks 
and then a close in base to final tum. The con
troller had time to comment, "Good job by the 
Thorp". We all to get lucky once a while 
and set it smoothly on the numbers. Not like last 
year when our clearance to land was; "You guys 
just keep coming you're doing fine" and my 
landing wasn't crisp. 

With more luck, I managed to get a parking spot 
near the end of a row in the general area of the 
long established 18 parking. The ground crews 
were letting RV's take over all the central park
ing, therefore, pushing everyone else out of the 
area. With the large number ofRV's being 
completed, in the future, there won't be any 
parking for other types in the rows 9-1 1 area. I 
think we should try to rope out a couple of rows, 
if some of us get there early next year. 
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I'm sure last minute change the forum 
from Tuesday to reSllHloU in a of 
folks missing 
want to eX,llal! 
quarters 
did like 111'" lH" 
allowed us to 8 events over hpfnc~ 

In we had 
more than 100 people tent. 1'm never 
quite sure to u",<.;u:" 
It is and should choose the 
topics we cover. I've heen covering safety 

I 
it 

concerns the past would like to keep a 
part of the agenda but need help in selecting 
other topics. So please Suggestions for 

The Friday noon cookout at the Nature Center is 
my favorite 8 event. It's a chance to relax and 
enjoy the company of a lot of old friends. We had 
a good crowd, a good lunch and a good time. I 
hope Bob Highley can get the Nature Center 
again next year. (By the way, we collected too 
much money and have a surplus toward next 
year's cookout.) 

Our Friday's banquet attendance was good and 
the crowd enjoyed Lee Skillman doing his usual 
fine job as master of ceremonies. Thanks Lee! It 
was especially nice to have Dick Cavin with us at 
the banquet Dick has done so very much for all 
of us by his contribution of writing and getting 
the newsletters out for so many years. The 
organization wouldn't be here ifnot for Dick's 
efforts. We greatly appreciate your help Dick. 

Bob Highley, our T -18 owner and resident Sun
n-Fun staff member, gave a talk on what it 
to put on a big airshow. It sounded like he 
needed to get back to Florida right a way, to start 
work on 95. Right Bob? OUf second speaker, 
serving with short notice, was Don Pridham a 
member of Don Taylor's, round the world, flight 
crew. talk was very interesting, but too short 
and left us wondering about "the rest of the 
story." Maybe Mr. Pridham will honor us with 
that next year. 

Newsletter NO.92 

Again this year, Phil Tucker of Sport Aviation 
furnished the Thorp 18 awards. Four new T-
18s were flow to Oshkosh 94 and won a copy of 
Charley-Mike-Charley the book by Clive Canning 
about his famous T -18 flight from Australia to 
Great Britian, Our congratulations to the build
ers; Bill Williams, Ody, Harlo Mckinty and 

WhetzeL This was really our lucky year 
since RoxAnne and I brought home the award 
for the best Thorp T -18 at Oshkosh. This award 
winner is chosen by the former Wright Brother's 
award winners and this year we had seven at the 
fly-in to do the selection. My thanks to those 
folks for awarding us this honor. 1'm sure they 
had a hard time making a single selection from 
the large number of fine T -18s on the flight line. 
The 1994 Wright Brother's Award winners were 
Ron and Jane Hayes of Blue Springs, Missouri. 
They were in Dayton just before Oshkosh to 
receive the award. Congratulation to the Hayes. 

The Saturday afternoon airshow brought an 
absolute mob to the flight line. There were too 
many people and lawnchairs. A few had no 
appreciation for the show planes. I saw folks 
leaning on wings and putting their feet on wheel 
pants. This gets my dander up real quick. I 
couldn't take it any longer so we pulled out 
before the airs how Sunday. It might have been 
that I really just wanted to get back to flying 
instead of watching others doing it. Until next 
year. Good building and flying. 

Rich. 

Wanted 

Not certain about building, buying or finishing. 
Will consider buying parts/plans, unfinished 
project or flying T -18. Please call or write. Don 
King, 19876 Route 52, Hopewell Jet NY 12533. 
(914) 227-5084 

For Sale 
Dean Cochran of Broomfield, CO is again 
supplying exhaust systems. Call him at (303) 
466-3472 for details. 
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FIBERGLASS 
DASH COVER 

The dash cover is designed, using a 
sandwich construction, and extends 
aft over the instrument panel to pro
vide a glare shield for night flying. 
The overhang is 2 inches thick at the 
instrument panel, 3 inches long and 
tapers to a 3/4 inch rounded end. 
The core material for the cover is 
Clark Foam. It's a small cell rigid 
foam that can be bent into position 
and fixed in shape with an applica
tion of fiberglass cloth and resin. 
The foam is available in 1/4" thick 
24x48 inch sheets from Wicks 
Aircraft's Supply 410 Pine St. High
land, Illinois. Their phone number is 
(800) 221-9425. Purchasing two 
sheet will give you some extra mate
rial for future projects that may come 
up. 
U sing the instrument panel top as a 

pattern, cut a 3/4" plywood former 
to the profile of the top. A second 
former is then cut to match the cur
vature at the rear of the top cover. In 
the T -18 this second former matches 
the dash bulkhead that is under the 
front edge of the windshield. Space 
the formers apart to match the dis
tance your instrument panel is lo
cated from the bottom of the wind
shield and fastened them to a work 
table using drywall screws (Fig I). 
To stabilize the mock-up add two 
spacers between the formers flush 
with their tops. 

Four pieces of foam are then cut to 
extend across the width of the in
strument panel former and to build 
up the tapered panel lip. Each one is 
increased in width by I inch. The 

Newsletter No.92 

Charlie Brown, a Glasair 
builder and hanger neighbor 
insisted that flying a new Thorp 
T-18 with a piece of black carpet 
draped across the dash top just 
wasn't to aviation standards. So 
with Charlie's iustruction on the 
use of foam and fiberglass, a 
dash cover project for my "All 
Metal T-18" was started. 

Note. This article descl'lbes the 
steps to follow in bUilding an 
attractive lightweight panel top 
that can he us"ed to house 

foam as the core material 
provut,?s two safely benefits: it 
will crush il1 a crash wUhoul 

first should be 3" wide x 34" long, 
the second 4" inches etc. to 6". 
U sing a hot glue gun fasten the 3" 
wide strip to the instrument panel 
former letting it extend out about 3/ 
4". Just put 3 to 4 spots of glue 
across the top, so it won't be diffi
cult to remove the top assembly 
from the former later. The 4" wide 
foam is glued on top of the previous 
piece and extends 3/4" out over the 
edge of it. Use more glue here as we 
want the two pieces to stay together 
permenately. Continue the process 
for the other two foam pieces build
ing up the front edge height and 
sloping profile. 
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FIGURE #L 

A single piece of 114" foam is then 
used to cover the build up and ex
tend to the windshield former. But 
first it' s necessary to profile the sides 
of the build up for the top to lie in 
place without gaps. Fig. #2 shows 
the panel side profile after the pieces 
are attached and cut to shape. Using 
a sharp knife do the rough profile 
shaping and then finish with a rasp or 
Stanley Surform Plane. Test fit the 
top cover sheet as you proceed with 
the trimming. If you're satisfied 
with the fit, hot glue the top in place. 
Cut one more strip of foam 3/4" 
wide and glue it to the top front edge 
ofthe whole assembly. Using a rasp 
or sandpaper round this piece over 
on the front and back edges. Don't 
trim the top cover at this time as it 
will be done assembly is 
removed the formers before it 
IS 

The next step is to seal and 
by applying fiberglass 

and to the top. a coat of 
either Polyester or Epoxy Resin is 
applied to the top sUlface. After it 

cures knock off any rough spots 
with sandpaper and cut a piece of 
fiber glass cloth to extend from the 
back edge of the 3/4" inch rounded 
strip to windshield end of the 
paneL Trying to get the cloth to lay 
down over the 3/4" front edge and 
across the flat top at the same time is 
impossible and isn't needed anyway 
so don't bother. Wet the surface of 
the top with the resin and lay the 
cloth in place. Brush on additional 
resin as needed to fully wet the fiber
glass. Allow the assembly to cure 
over night and then 
remove it 
forms, care
ful not to tear it at 
the 

The mRtp.f18 

No. 

is soft and will shape easily. I have 
a compass hanging down from the 
windshield center post right into the 
dash top center. So an cut 
out was necessary in the top to 
for the compass. Again coat the cut
out with resin to seal it. Complete 
the fiberglass foam sandwich by 
painting the underside and edges 
with resin. You won't need any glass 
cloth here as the assembly is strong 
and will hold its shape without it. 

Before covering the and 
the cover to the airplane Since my 
instrument panel is supported at the 
top by two shock mounted brackets 
in just the right location, and the top 
is very light, two long # 8 screws 
through the top into two Rivnuts in 
the brackets will hold it in place. Just 
let it float at the back. It should just 
extend up to and under the wind
shield flange without touching it. 

To cover the top use a non-reflec
tive naugahyde for the front edge. 
Start by gluing (3M Upholstery 

Figure # 2 
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Cement) and stapling one edge of ter. Working carefully the material 
the material across the top just be- will stretch and cover the edge 
hind the 3/4" strip, A heavy duty out any wrinkles, Cut around the 
hardware store stapler is best for compass cut out and cover it sepa
this, Starting at the center the mate- rately, To complete the top covering 
rial is stretched over the front edge glue on a non-reflective carpet or 
and over the tapered bottom front upholstery material, 
Pull it tight at the conter and glue and 
staple it working out from the cen- My thanks to Charlie Brown for 

Nfl 

Material List 

2- Sheets of Clark Foam 24x48 
4 Sq ft offiberglass cloth 
3 ozs, of resin 
10" x 40" of black carpet 
10" by 48" of black Naugahyde 
for the front edge 
Mounting hardware 

TOP 

PANEL MOUNT.Bl?ACKET 

PROFILE OF DASH 

Tools 

Jig saw or bandsaw 
Sharp knife 
file or rasp 
sandpaper 

Newsletter No,92 

the idea and method to make a 
light weight good looking dash cover 
for my all most all metal Thorp T - I 8, 
By changing the shape and size of 
the forms this dash cover method 
should work for any aircraft type. 
Good luckl 
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FIRST FLIGHT 

FOR COYT JOHNSTON 

I FINALLY FLEW N-160CJ ON THE 16 DAY OF THIS MONTH. I DID NOT HAVE 
MY TRIMS FOR WAITING ON THE CONTROL GRIPS AND WAS READING THE NEWS
LETTER SUNDAY NIGHT WHERE JOHN GOT THE T-18 APPROVED LESS A TRIM INDI
CATOR DUE TO IT BEING LIGHT ON THE CONTROLS. AFTER GETTING DUAL FROM 
GARY GREEN AND DAVE EBY AT McALISTER I FELT I NEEDED SOME TAXING PRAC
TICE ON MONDAY. TAXIED TO THE NORTH END OF MY RUNWAY, NO PROBLEM 
THEN TAXIED BACK SOUTH INTO THE WIND RAISED THE TAIL,(JUST FOR TAXI) IT 
FELT SO GOOD I RELAXED FORWARD PRESSURE AND IT LIFTED OFF. IT FLEW 
GREAT. THE ONLY PROBLEM I HAD WAS GETTING IT SLOWED DOWN FOR LANDING. 
I THINK MY A.S. IS SLOW ABOUT 20 MPH. LANDED GREAT AFTER SLOWING. I AM 
SOLD ON THE T-18 AS ALL SEEM TO BE. I HAD DOUG RIPLEY FROM WITCHITA 
FALLS FLY IN SUNDAY MAY 29, HE FLYS JOHN SIMMONS AND DAVE'S T-18, BE FLEW 
160CJ ABOUT 30 MINUTES, DID STALLS AND ROLLS SAID IT WAS A GOOD ONE. 

I STILL LIKE A FEW LITTLE ITEMS HAVING IT READY FOR PAINT BUT IT WILL 
FLY FOR A WHILE WITHOUT PAINT. 

I WANT TO THANK GARY AND DAVE FOR THEIR HELP WITH DUAL IN THEIR T-
18S, IT WAS A GREAT HELP. 

lAM ENCLOSING A FLIER FOR OUR FL YIN IN OCTOBER INCLUDE IT IN THE 
NEWSLETTER IF YOU LIKE. WE WOULD LIKE TO HAVE A FEW T-18 HERE. 

(keep up the good work on the newsletter. its a great help to have somewhere to go when you 
stump your toe) 

SINCERELY 
COYT JOHNSTON 

RT. I BOX 178 SNYDER, OK. 73566 

Editor's Note: I ran out of space and couldn 'f include the flyer. The date is Oct 22. More details in 
the editors column. 
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T-18 FALL GATHERING 
KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE STATE RESORT PARK 

The Fall 1994 T-18 weekend at Kentucky Dam Village State Resort Park will be held on October 7-9. 
The private dining room has been reserved for Sat Oct 8, at 7:00 PM. We will again use the buffet 

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS WITH THE PARK DIRECTLY. YOU MUST SPECIFY YOU 
WANT THE PAINE PARTY IN ORDER TO RECEIVE THE OUOTED RATES. THE LODGE 
MAYBE FULL OTHER THAN THE ROOMS THEY ARE HOLDING FOR OUR PARTY AS WE 
HAD TROUBLE GETTING RESERVATIONS THIS YEAR. RESERVATIONS MUST BE MADE 
BEFORE SEPTEMBER 7,1994. 
RATES ARE: $46040 (single) $55.68 (double) 

KENTUCKY DAM STATE PARK 
P,O, BOX 69 
GILBERTSVILLE, KY 42044 
1-800-325-0146 

Camping is also available on a first come, first serve basis as well as cottages. Contact the resort for 
information. 

Kentucky Dam State Park Airport is 30 miles east of- the Cunningham VOR (Paducah) on the 90 degree 
radial, 8 miles south ofV178. The runway is paved, 4,000 feet long: The Airport is approximately a 
mile from the resort, however transportation is available for those who do not wish to walk 

BRING YOUR OWN TIE-DOWNS. 

Note: If the lodge is full, there is a Ramada Inn at Kentucky Dam, not far from the airport. 
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Thorp T-18 Mutual Aid Society 

BOB AFFLECK 
BOX 745, 
HARROW ONT NOR-IGO 

BILL AIRIS 
6416 E. MERCERWAY, 
MERCER ISLAND,WA 98040 
206-232-8710 

JOSEPH ALT 
ROUTE 1, BOX 144 
WOLBACH, NB 68882 
308-246-55 I 0 

DICK AMSDEN 
20704 BIRCH MEADOW DR. 
CLINTON TWP, MI 48036 

THOMAS B. ANDERSON 
P.O. BOX 214950 
DALLAS, TX 75221-4950 
214-855-4795 

H.B. ARNOLD, III 
4411 CRESTWOOD WAY 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95822 
916-441-081 I 

JOHN AUSTIN 
RT. 1, BOX 205A 
MCKINNEY, TX 75070 
347-2030 

LEWIS A VRAMOVICH 
1962 13TH ST. 
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OH 44223 
216-923-5067 

LEN BAKER 
ROUTE 3, BOX 43A 
FALLS CITY, NE 68355 

R.D. BAKER 
1626 SHERMAN 
CANON CITY, CO 81212 
719-275-8022 

ROBERT BECKLEY 
3772 PARADISE VIEW 
CARSON CITY, NV 89703 

RICHARD R. BENDER 
25 AVIATION DRIVE 
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33881 
813-293-2829 

ROBERT J. BERNING 
927 S. 2ND. ST 
SPRINGFIELD, IL62704 
217-525-3438 

BILL BERTRAM 
P.O. BOX 
708 HARRISON, MI 48625 
5 I 7-539-3333 

TONY BINGELIS 
8509 GREENFLINT LANE 
AUSTIN, TX 78759 
512-345-1537 

JIM BLAKE 
I 1400 SHADY LANE 
PLANTATION, FL 33325 
305-475-6737 

JAMES BLAKER 
8947 VICKSBURG LA. 
MANASSAS, VA 22110 
703-368-7284 

DONR.BLEHM 
P.O. BOX C-182 

Newsletter 

GREEN MIN. FALLS, CO 80819 

B.R. BOERNER 
4725 ADAMS RD 
DUNWOODY, GA30338-5222 
404-394-8672 

MACE. BOOTH 
P. O. BOX 580 
DALEVILLE, AL 36322 

598-8141 

JAMES A. BORG 
15800 MAKAH ST 
ANDOVER, MM 55304 

AL BOSONETIO 
32625 BENSON DR. 
WESTLAND, MI 48185 
313-261-6852 

BILL BRACKET 
152 NORTH ROAD 
BUTLER,PA 16001 
412-287-5804 

RICHARD F. BRANDIGER 
R.R.8, 
RAPID CITY, SD 57702 
341-3417 

KEN BROCK 
11852 WESTERN AVE. 
STANTON, CA 90680 
714-898-4366 

MAURICE BROOKS 
1608 CASA CT 
ALVIN, TX 77511 
388-2301 

No.92 
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DON BROUSSARD 
500S, FRENCH QUARTER DR 
HOUMA, LA 70364 
504-851-1888 

ROBERT P, BROWN 
432 E, CALLE BONITA 
SANTA MARIA, CA 93455 
805-928-5431 

JERRY BRUECKNER 
9854 E, AVE S-6 
LITTLEROCK, LA 93543 
805-944-6061 

DON BUCHANAN 
2543 BELLEVUE AVE 
BETTENDORF, IA 52722 
319-355-620 I 

NICKY BUCHANAN 
PO BOX 11334 
ROCK HILL, SC 29731 
803-366-1513 

JOHN BUFFINGTON 
3618 LANCASTER RD, 
ERIE, PA 16506 
814-838-9861 

RA YMOND W, BUNDSCHUH 
AMERICAN EMBASSY -KL 
APO AP 96535 

ED BURKE 
250 FRANKLIN DR 
PITTSBURGH, PA 15241 
412-941-8760 

DONALD L BYRNE, JR 
16 TAMMIE DRIVE 
BEAR, DE 1970] 
302-834-9474 

WALT CANNON 
2332 N 64th ST 
SEATTLE, WA 98103 
206-524-7221 

j, E, CARLISLE 
1110 EAST MARKS STREET 
ORLANDO, FL 32803 
407-898-5111 

SAMUEL W, CARSON 
265 EUTAW FOREST DR, 
WALDORF, MD 20603 
301-843-1828 

JAMES CASH 
1125 GREEN LEAVES DR 
GRANBURY, TX 76048 
817-573-7766 

RICHARD CAVIN 
10529 SOMERTON DR 

DALLAS, TX 75229 

ADEN BRAD CHAPMAN 
17505 NETERRYS LANE 
NEWBERG, OR 97132-6722 
503-538-7316 

GARY CHENIER 
3702 REBEL DR 
DEFOREST, WI 53532 
837-2557 

ALLAN S, CHIVERS 
4465 ODEN BAY DR, 
SANDPOINT, lD 83864-9447 
208-263-4618 

MEL CLARK 
6561 HALIFAX 

Newsletter 

HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647 
714-897-3370 

ROBERT CLAYTON 
1783 HARVARD AVE, 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84108 
801-582-5398 

DEAN COCHRAN 
255 HEMLOCK 
BROOMFIELD, CO 80020 
303-466-3472 

HOWARD COLLINS 
110 E, 25TH AVE 
SAN MATEO, CA 94403 
415-358-9036 

THEODORE CONRAD 
117 LAS LOMAS DR 
SAN ANGELO, TX 76904 
915-949-1474 

LESLIE C CONWELL 
1725 OAKWOOD CT. 
LUTZ, FL 33549 
813-920-2931 

GEORGE COPLAND 
ROUTE 2, BOX 12 
DUNCAN, OK 73533 

LEO J, CORBALIS 
2998 VIA DEL SOL 
SAN JOSE, CA 95132 
262-5734 

GARY M, COTNER 
13715 N, 150TH EAST AVE, 
COLLINSVILLE, OK 74021 
918-371-4739 

NO.92 
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ALFRED COUSINEAU 
8332 N. OCTAVIA 
NILES, IL 60714-2627 
708-967-7432 

JOHN CRAGfN 
160 STRATFORD ROAD 
NEEDHAM, MA 02192 
617-444-3105 

JAMES C. CRITCHFIELD 
1579 SEAN DRIVE 
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667 
916-621-1584 

GENE A. CROCKETT 
961 GENEAIRE WAY 
MILFORD, MI 48381 
810-685-1161 

JOHN CROOK 
804 LEADING LANE 
ALLEN, TX 75002 
214-72 7-1804 

PAUL H. CROZIER 
8016 OAKWOOD FOREST DR. 
HOUSTON,TX 77040 
713-937-4202 

DANNY CUMMINGS 
600 W. MAIN 
McMINNVILLE, TN 37110 
615-473-5401 

BEN CUPP 
ROUTE I, BOX 300 
YELLVILLE, AR 72687 
501-436-5618 

GERALD CZARNIAK 
4536 W. NORWICH AVE. 
GREENFIELD, WI 53220 
414-541-0318 

GEORGE T. DANIELS 
1132 RIVERSIDE TRACE 
SUGAR HILL, GA 30518 
299-6750 

EDWARD DANIELSEN 
5726 CLEARSITE 
TORRANCE, CA 90505-3256 
310-332-6950 

EDWIN DARBY 
1290 BOARD SHANTY RD. 
GRANTS PASS, OR 97527 
503-862-2074 

Newsletter 

CARL DAUGHTERS 
232 ROBLES RD. 
ARROYO GRANDE, CA 93420 

ROGER M. DERBY 
6474 FORTUNE ROAD 
FT. WORTH, TX 76116 
817-377-3613 

CORKY DOWNER 
P.O. BOX 561 
MT. VERNON, TX 75457 
903-588-2773 

DON DOWNIE 
PO BOX 3758 
KINGMAN, AZ 86402 

DAN DUDASH 
4641 CARTWRIGHT 
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91602 
815-980-8145 

ERIC DURIS 
28 CLOVER HILL 
STAFFORD, VA 22554 

N. L. EASTMAN 
800 E. 6TH ST. 
KIMBALL, NE 69 I 45 
308-235-3202 

DAVE BBY 
3206 MARTIN BLVD. 
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76308 
817-766-2523 

EDDIE EILAND 
1350 THUNDERBROOK 
DE SOTO, TX 75115 
214-230-8266 

PAUL EJBANKS 
157 BAXTER RD. 
PUEBLO, CO 81006 
948-2390 

RICHARD C. EKLUND 
BOX 1510 
LOCKEFORD, CA 9523 7 
209-727-0318 

L.H. ELFRINK 
751 DUKE DRIVE 
ALAMOSA, CO 81101 
589-3024 

ERNEST ESTEF AN 
1414 W, JACKMAN 
LANCASTER, CA 93534 
805-948-5689 

No.92 
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JAMES W. EVANS 
12108 SW 148TH ST 
VASHON, WA 98070 
206-567-4765 

JOHN R. EVENS 
6855 ALLISON STREET 
ARVADA, CO 80004 
420-2724 

LARRY D. EVERSMEYER 
10721 EASTLAKE CIRCLE 
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73162 

ROY A. FARRIS 
BOX 182 
NOBLE, IL 62868 
618-723-2594 

STEPHEN J.FIZET, JR. 
3437 MCDONALD AVENUE 
GIRARD, OH 44420 
530-3312 

JACQUE FLETCHER 
#103, 877-64 AVENUE NW 
CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA T2K5J4 

EUGENE J. FODY 
4925 ZELZAH AVE 
ENCrNO, CA 91316 
818-343-8001 

MELVrN FOLKERTS 
1767 150TH ST. 
RUDD, IA 50471 
515-395-2732 

TOM FORSYTHE 
8766 MARCEL CADIEUX 
MONTREAL QUEBEC H2M2L1 

DAVID FOX 
5100 HARRIET A VB 
MrNNEAPOLIS, MN 

DOUG FRANTZ 
1019 S. MEADOW LANE 
MUSTANG, OK 73064 
405-376-4492 

JAMES W. FRENCH 
6711 CHEROKEE AVE 
FORT MYERS, FL 
813-694-4240 

JOHN FREW 
3328 SANDHURST RD 
BIRMrNGHAM, AL 
205-967-3338 

55419 

33905 

35223-2806 

ROBERT FURRER, M.D. 
590 COUNTRY CLUB RD 
EUGENE, OR 97401 
503-687-2424 

LEONARD GArNES 
2327 RUE DE CHARLENE 
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RANCHO PALOS VERDES, CA 90274 
310-833-1007 

WM. R. GARDNER 
1308 MADISON ST. 
ALICE, TX 78332 
512-664-6364 

JOE GAUTHIER 
9 KOWAL DRIVE 
CROMWELL, CT 06416 
203-635-4058 

CHARLES GEORGE 
14287 POLK ST 
SYLMAR, CA 91342 

ROMAND GERRARD 
2874 NORTH 6TH ST. 
SPRrNGFIELD, OR 97477 
503-746-0452 

WALT C. GIFFrN 
419 S. FAIRWAY DRIVE 
PUEBLO WEST, CO 81007 
719-547-2906 

FRED GrNDL 
5515 TREMArNE RD. 
MILTON,ONTARIO,CANADA L9T 2X5 
416-876-2038 

ANTHONY E. GrNN 
4400 STETSON AVE 
ROSAMOND, CA 93560 
805-246-4829 

HOWARD GrNN 
8436 PROSPECT ST. 
MOJAVE, CA 93501 
805-824-3140 

GARY GLEFFE 
P.O. BOX 177 
DEER PARK, CA 94576 
707-965-3606 

DAVID V. GOFF 
3442 PUTNAM ROAD 
ST. AUGUSTrNE, FL 32086 
904-797-6046 

PETE GONZALEZ 
1318 SERVER DR. 
COLORADO SPRrNGS, C080910 
719-634-6358 

NO.92 
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DAN McGREW 
125 N, SMITH AVE 
TUCSON, AZ 85704 

HARLO McKINTY 
WI RAINBOW DRIVE, #1697 
LIVINGSTON, TX 77351 
602-983-5363 

T. McLAM 
4 DEBBIE LANE 
WESTHAMPTON BEACH, NY 11978-2060 
516-288-7054 

KIM NACK 
2940 DEVONSlIlRE DRIVE 
FLORISSANT, MO 63033-1320 
314-839-3873 

PAULNATHO 
ED, BOX 26918 
AUSTIN, TX 78755 
512-346-7004 

DAVID NEUSTEL 
1045 SUNFISH DR 
MANTECA, CA 95337 
209-823-0625 

JOHN O'KEEFE 
13630 BEL AIR DRIVE 
VICTORVILLE CA 92392 
619-245-0960 

EARLODY 
28903 GUNTER RD 
SAN PEDRO, CA 90732 
310-833-6872 

BOBOLDS 
2207 WILKES AVE 
DAVENPORT, IA 52804 

BRIAN OLNEY 
28 BRIAN AVE 
W, AUSTRALIA 6153 
09-364-2120 

DEAN OLSON 
PO BOX 177 
HUDSON, IL 61748 

JAMES G, PAINE 
4240 WAGNER ROAD 
DAYTON, OH 45440 
513 426 9671 

BOB PARK 
16911 MT, ROSE HWY 
RENO, NV 89511 
702-849-9206 
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CHARLES R, PA nON 
21490 CAMINO ARRIBA 
MURRIETA, CA 92562 

NORMAN W, PAUK 
608 S, 152ND S1', APT B3 
BURIEN, WA 98148 
244-9362 

BARREn L PAYNE 
4618 BURNET ROAD 
AUSTIN, TX 78756 
454-5671 

RICHARD PENMAN 
5918 BORDMAN ROAD 
DRYDEN, MI 48428 
810-628-5075 

ALBERTO PEREIRA 
3615 CAPISTRANO TRAIL 
AUSTIN, TX 78739 
512-282-2871 

BOB PERNIC 
86 DARTMOUTH RD 
WILLIAMS BAY, WI 53191 

414-245-6445 

lW, PERRINE 
2722 MILITARY RD 
JACKSONVILLE, AR 72076 
501-985-6437 

DAVID PETRO 
BOX 14 
BENEDICT, NE 68316 
402-732-6725 

G,M, PINKSTON 
8567 SAN LEANDRO 
DALLAS, TX 75218 

SVEN-ERIK PIRA 
STROMSVAGEN 29 S-83300 
STROMSUND,SWEDEN 

ED POE 
402 EAST BRAEBURN DRIVE 
PHOENIX, AZ 85022 
602-942-8500 

ROBERT w, POEHNER 
607 AMOS ROAD 
SHELBYVILLE, IN 46176 
317-398-9985 

CLARK POLINSKI 
13421 BRAINARD 
CHICAGO, IL 60633 
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ARV1L M. PORTIeR 
2200 SUTLER LANE 
MILTON. 1'1, 32570 
208-683-3126 

RANDALL L PORTER 
P.O. BOX 212 
ATHOL, ID 83801-0212 
208-683-3126 

JEfTREY PULS 
1635 HINER ROAD 
ORIENT, DB 43146 

JIM PUTNEY 
1707 W, LAVENDER LN 
ARLINGTON. TX 76013 
817-274-1083 

KENNETH RANTA 
9805 P CIR. 
OMAHA, NE 68127 
402-593-9492 

CLIFTON REDDEN 
8774 AIRPORT RD 
GEORGETOWN, on 45121 
513-378-6604 

PAUL L RENDEL 
2684 LINDENWOOD DRIVE 
PITTSBURG, PA 15241 
412-835-2974 

JAMES H. RENNEKER 
4147 26TH AVENUE SOUTH 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55406 
612-724-6735 

KEN RHOADS 
175 HICKORY LANE-FAR HILLS 
EAST PEORIA, IL61611 
309-699-2039 

LOUIS RIEKERT 
3913 ECUADOR C!RCLE 
PASADENA, TX 77504 
713-941-7432 

EVAN A. ROBERTS 
RT. 5 BOX 158C 
TEMPLE, TX 76501 
817-778-2252 

LEON ROBERTS 
832 CALLE PRIMAVERA 
SAN DIMAS, CA 91773 
909-599-9569 

B. C. ROEMER 
TRUEFLlGHT BOX 1000 
MANITOWISH WATERS, WI 54545 
379-2439 

GERALD F. ROMEO 
32 KOMAR DR. 
BALLSTON LAKE, NY 12019 
5 I 8-399-8386 

FRJ\NK RONCELLI 
4118 WEST L4 
LANCASTER, CA 93536 

GARLAND D. ROOT 
4216 ASTORIA STREET 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95838 
916-922·5070 

RUSSELL ROSS 
BOX 411, RR #1 
SIOUX CITY, IA 51108 
239-5681 

BRYANT ROWLAND 
6703 GENERAL CUSTER 
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76310 
817-692-9089 

DONALD F. RUFFNER 
8 UPTON LN 
YARDLEY, PA 19067 

CHARLES M. RUSSELL 
10992 HWY 133 
CASSVILLE, WI 53806-9606 

ROBERT V. RYAN 
BOX 954 
SEELEY LAKE, MT 59868 
406-677-31 I 7 

DARRON J. SANCHEZ 
4462 ST KATHER!NE AVE 
BATON ROUGE, LA 70805 

ROGER SAUNDERS 
1370 THOMPSON 
GLENDALE, CA 91201 
818-246-9371 

WILLIAM SAUNDERS 1lI 
2376 HOLLY LN 
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073 
269-1366 

DWIGHT SCAGGS 
3182 WESTBORO RD 
BLANCHESTER, on 451 07~9506 
513~ 783~2241 

ctter 
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Please add these names to the 
membership list. A computer 
transfer program omitted them 
and I didn't catch the mistake in 
time to sop the printing press. 
Sorry about that! 

ROBERT W. HIGHLEY, JR. 
2919 DEERBROOK DR. 
LAKELAND,FL 33811 

A.C.HILL 
4106 QUEENSBURY 
HYATTSVILLE, MD 20781 

JAMES HOCKENBROCK 
R.D. I, BOX 361-A 
REEDSVILLE, PA 17084 

LEROY HOLT 
BOX 238 
SA VANNA, OK 74565 

CURTIS HOPKINS 
11537 JESSICA LANE 
LAKESIDE, CA 92040 

JACKW.HULL 
322 MEUSE CT. 
BLUE GRASS, IA 52726 

WALLACE G. HUNT 
1658 PLAZA DR. 
ROCKFORD,IL 61108 

ELMER HYMEN 
36 CENTER STREET 
MIDLAND PARK, NJ 07432 

GARY JACKSON 
P.O. BOX 69 
SIMMS, TX 75574 

BOB JAEGER 
603 RUSTIC ROOK 
SOMONAUK, IL 60552 

COYT E. JOHNSTON 
RT. I BOX 178 
SNYDER, OK 73566 

RICK JONES 
550 WINDY LANE 
CEDAR HILL, TX 75104 

SCOTT KELLER 
27 HA WTHORNE VILLAGE 
CONCORD, MA 01742 

BARRETT KEMP 
434 WAKEROBIN 
RUSSELLVILLE, AR 7280 I 

JACK KENTON 
FAA, PSC#5 P.O. BOX 4309 
APO AE 09057 

TOM KERNS 
7033 AUTUMN TERRACE 
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN 55346 

PHILLIP KEY 
251 LATHROP SUITE A 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95815 

RICHARD C. KEYT 
F. ACH. MD841 
P.O. BOX 619617 
DALLAS / FT. WORTH AIRPORT, TX 
75261-9617 

DONALD R. KING 
1876 ROUTE 52 
HOPEWELL JUNCTION, NY 12533 

PAUL KIRIK 
3527 13TH ST. 
MOLINE,IL 61265 

STEVEN P. KIRIK 
5039 EAST RIDGE DR. 
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76302 

JEFFREY KLOSSNER 
7349 CTY RD. I II 
SALIDA, CO 81201 

GARY D. KNAPP 
8234 W. HIERBA RD. 
AGUA DULCE, CA 91350 

ROBERTL. KOEPP 
1380 SUNNY HEIGHTS ROAD 
FALLBROOK, CA 92028 

JOSEPH L. KROUPA 
505 TWINNING DR. 
DA YTON, OH 45431 

LESKRUMEL 
P.O. BOX 1115 
CEDAR CREST, NM 87008 

DA VID R. L'HEUREUX 
23224 DALBEY DR. 
VALENCIA, CA 91355 

MARIO LA POMA 
P.O. BOX 777 
FRANKLIN NC 28734-0777 

RICHARD D. LAHTI 
4720 CROWN A VENUE 
LA CANADA, CA 91011 

EDWARD C. LAMBERT 
2166 FARRINGTON DR. 
EL CAJON, CA 92020 

EDWlN H. LAYTON 
HCR 80 BOX 60 
WARFORDSBURG, PA 17267 

GA YLE LECOUNT 
407 MILL ST. 
GEORGETOWN,IL 61846 





DONALD G. SCHINDLER 
23061 OXNARD ST 
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91367-3232 
818-340-2094 

P.M. SCHMITT 
1040 SARATOGA RD. (RT50) 
BALLSTON LAKE, NY 12019 
518-885-4582 

BEN SCOLA 
315 W HAVEN DR 
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60005 
708-437-7153 

DAVE SEA WELL 
53 CIRCLEVIEW DR. 
LEXINGTON, SC 29072 

CRAIG SHEELY 
BOX 38 MANILA, UT 84046 
80 1-784-J20 1 

NICIlOLAS SHEW ALTER 
4250 NEW LOTHROP RD. 
CORUNNA, MI48817 
313~638-5822 

MRS. PAUL SHIFFLET 
RT 2 BOX 44 
EARLHAM, IA 50072 

515-758-2621 

TOM SHOCK 
22 2ND SW 
CUT BANK, MT 59427 
406-873-5377 

CHARLES W. SHUSTER 
1019 NORTH CLIFTON 
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068 
708-692-2432 

LAWRENCE SILVA 
251 E. BROADWAY 
ATWATER, CA 95301 
209-358-3112 

ALEX G. SIM 
4460 KNOX AVE 
ROSAMOND, CA 93560 
805-256-4733 

WILLIAM S. SIMPSON 
4306 BRIAR CLIFF DR 
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76309 
817-692-7124 

LEE SKILLMAN 
7676 WINDCREST DR 
MOBILE, AL 36695 
205-633-3535 

BOB SLAGLE 
39 ROBIN HOOD LN. 
CLUTE, TX 77531 
265-8383 

GENE H. SLOAN, JR 
412 LILLARD ROAD 
MURFEESBORO, TN 37130 
615-893-2152 

MARION SMALLWOOD 
RT.2 BOX 327 
LOWELL, AR 72745 
501-756-6565 

J. G. SMITH 
47 SILVER RIDGE RISE NW 

Newsletter 
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ROD SMITH 
316 NORTH HAMPTON ROAD 
WILMINGTON, NC 28409 

NEIL R SMOOTS 
159 NAOMI AVE 
SUELL BEACH, CA 93449 
805-773-5108 

FRANK SNEDEKER 
5528 231ST AVENUE S.E. 
ISSAQUAH, WA 98027 
206-342-0124 

RICHARD O. SNELSON 
RT.3 BOX 295 
CLINTON, IL 61727 
217-935-4215 

JOHN B. STARR 
1120 HALLAMWOOD CT 
LAKELAND, FL 33813 
813-644-4452 

HANK STEIGINGA 
45528 NEW TREE 
LANCASTER, CA 93534 
942-3046 

HAL STEPHENS 
5286 KAFTON DR 
SAN JOSE, CA 95124 
408-723-0244 

JAMES 1. STRICKENBERG 
4344 GEM CT. 
ERIE, PA 16504 
814-825-2918 

J. L. STUART 
1521 EAST AVALON 
SANTA ANA, CA 92701 

714-543-2331 

NO.92 
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FLORAN P. SULLIVAN 
11355 36TH PLACE N. 
PLYMOUTH, MN 55441 
612,559-0767 

DONALD P. TA YLOR 
5 GREENWAY DR. 
;\]0, AZ 85321 
602-38?~6736 

DAVE TENNANT 
121 PRINCETON PLC. 
LOMPOC, CA 93436 
805-735-3115 

BERNARD THALMAN 
2912 OLD GLENVIEW RD 
WILMETTE, IL 60091 
708-251-6959 

ERNEST N. THORP 
R.R. 3, HOX 252 
CLINTON, It 61727 
214-935-5461 

H. THURMOND 
853 GRA YMOA T DR. 
MOBILE, AL 36608 

RAYMOND F. TILLEY 
56 BALD HILL RD 
LAIINCESTON, TASMANIA AUSTRALIA 7250 

JERRY TINDELL 
462 CREEK CHURCH RD. 
PANSEY, AL 36370 
205-899-5971 

LE'STER TINNIN 
3354 S. FLOWER ST 
#8 LAKEWOOD, CO 
303-987-0851 

BUD TODD 
RT 1, BOX 5 
BYRON,CA 94514 
510-634-1223 

TIM TRAVIS 
1 60 AVIATION DR. N, NAA 
NAPLES, FL 33942 
813-643,0733 

TIMOTHY TROYER 
5332 ESTHER AVE 
QUINCY, It 6230] 
217~223~7328 

LYLE TRUSTY 
1665 NEWGROVE WEST 
LANCASTER, CA 93534 
805-949,] 131 

80227 
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GEORGE F. TRUVER 
727 BLACKTHORNE AVENUE 
EL CAJON, CA 92020 

PHIL TUCKER 
1237 E. AVENUE lIZ 
LANCASTER, CA 93535 
805-949-2312 

BRIAN UNDERWOOD 
RRl BOX 137 
WINDOM, MN 56101-9514 

STEVE VAIL 
624 W. CYPRESS 
COMPTON, CA 90220 
310-763-2388 

LEE WALTON 
343 CHAMPIONS COLONY III 
HOUSTON, TX 77069 

JACK WARREN 
115 DOGWOOD LAKE CT. 
ROSWELL, GA 30076 
404-518-3313 

BILL WARWICK 
P.O. BOX 397 
AGUILA, AZ 85320 
602-685-2426 

WENZEL WECH 
AM LOBEL 18 
SAARBRUCKEN, GERMANY 66125 

THOMAS WEINBERG 
P.O. BOX 1604 
MT. VERNON, IL 62864 

HAROLD G. WHEELER 
ONE DANA DRIVE 
GROVELAND, MA 01834 
617-594,9890 

LAWRENCE WHETZEL 
15621 CALISTOGA DR. 
RAMONA, CA 92065 
619-788-1787 

CYRIL WILLIAMS 
3440 HACKAMORE LN. 
CHICO, CA 95926 
342-53 I 9 

TED WILLIAMS 
640 STREET RT. 12 BOX 314 
MANSFIELD, OH 44903 
529-5487 

No.n 
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WILLIAM F. WILLIAMS 
1014 BURRIS RIDGE 
LAKELAND, FL 33809 
988-4061 

JOHN WINTON 
BOX 84 
PORT MANSFIELD. TX 78598 
210·944-2641 

ARTHUR WITZKE 
45731 FERMANAGH DR. 
NORTHVILLE. MI 48167 
.113-349-4374 

DANIEL L. WOLFE 
860 WILKERSON RD. 
FAIRBORN, OIl 45324 
513-864-2781 

BOB WOOD 
926 WESTMONT DR 
HOIJSTON, TX 77015 
713-453-6696 

DR HAROLD WOOLF 
320 KNOLL WOODS TERRACE 
ROSWELL, GA 30075 
993-3016 

ROBERT YEAKEY 
9729 BELLEWOOD 
DALLAS, TX 75238 
214-348-2947 
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For Sale 

Thorp T-18, 410TT, 290SMO, 
160HP I0320, 185MPH CRUISE, IFR 
CAPABLE, NAVCOM, ILS, LORAN, 
XPNDR MODE C, ELECTRIC PITCH & 
AILERON TRIM, INTERCOM, FLIES 
GREAT I $22,500 FAIRBORN, OHIO 
CALL 513, 864-2781 

.T-18 
EKLUND ENGINEERING, INC. 

P.O. BOX 1510 
LOCKEFORD, CA 95237 

209·727-0318 

JOHN THORP'S PROFESSIONAL PLANS seT FOR 
THE T·18 "New Antique" SPORT PLANE. 

THE 30th ANNIVERSARY EDITION INCLUDES: 

219 BLUE LINE DRAWINGS PRINTED FROM 
JOHN THORP'S ORIGINAL VELLUMS. 

PLANS STORAGE BOX WITH THORP LOGO 

2 ORIGINAL ''Thorp 1-18" LOGO DECALS 
SUITABLE FOR YOUR COMPLETED AIRFRAME. 

COPY OF ''Tho Spirit 01 Thorp T-18" MEMORIES 
BOOK. 

Price: $300" 

Plans only - $250" 

InformeUon Package· $15 (pp) 

Thorp #1072, 4" Prop Ext.nslon " 
Cleor Anodize wllh bushings - $235 

"'nclude. UPS standard delivery in U,S."'. 
Ov.r .... dellvory quoled promptly. 

Curront Plan. Ownor.· 4"H x S'W T·18 logo ·$15 eaoh (pp) 
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T-18 NEWSLETrER 
ROUTE 3. BOX 295 
CLINTON. IL 61727 
1-217-936-4216 
Issue #92 SEPT 94 

Kentucky Dam Fly-In is Oct 7-9 

I 
I Bulk Rate 
I U.s. Postage 
, Paid 
I !:ermit No. 30 I L tur

•
IL

. ~ 

Placerville 3rd Annual Fly-In is Sept 23-25 
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Newsletter No.95 

T-18 N13WSLETTER 

Barry Hall & Jud Carter's Thorp T-18, N31BD was build by Bob Dial 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

BLAZING A TRAIL by Richard Snelson 

SUN & FUN 95 by Richard Snelson 

0-290G by Bob Hartmier 

ENGINE TIPS by Ron Gerrard 

FLAP TRIM SYSTEM by Doug Frantz 

OUR SUPPLIERS 
PROJECT FOR SALE 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As always J in the past, present, and future news/etters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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get the events for Oshkosh in here first: 
simple everything is on the first Friday, have the 
EAA Nature Center starting at 11 :00 AM to 3 :00 
PM, We will cook Brats and serve lunch at noon 
Sign up on the flight line Thursday or early Friday 
so we can have some idea of how many will be 
there, We will buy extra so don't stay away if you 
forget to sign up, Cost will be about $300, We will 
hold the T-18 Forum right after lunch, also in the 
Nature Center, It was either that our hold it Sunday 
night at 8 :00 PM, that's the time Wes Schmidt 
offered us, Who in the heck wants to spend Sunday 
at the fly-in and then stay or return for an 8:00 PM 
forum Ben Owens was gracious to get a notice in 
Sport Aviation for us, Let's put a couple of signs 
up on one of the Thorps on the flight line Thursday 
about the ForumlLunch and banquet. Would oue 
of you early arrivers please volunteer for this, 
That same Friday evening we will again return to 
Butch's Anchor Inn for our annual banquet. 

Bad weather kept the attendance at McAlester 
down this year, Leroy Holt said about ten Thorps 
made it. Sorry we missed this one, We will try to 
have the Spring event in June next year, the weather 
should be a little more settled by that time of year, 

I got a call last week that there will be a Thorp T -18 
included in the Wright Brother's Awards again this 
year, I'm proud to say that I have been selected to 
receive this award, by the previous Thorp T -18 
Wright Brothers Winners. Each year at Oshkosh the 
past winners select one T -18 and it's builder for this 
award. The award is given at the Dayton Airshow 
on the weekend before Oshkosh. I promise to write 
a story about this award and the fabulous weekend 
that comes with it. 

As always: I can use your help in getting articles 
together for the newsletter. Send me what you can. 
There are a lot of folks that would like to know 
how you accomplished and solved the many small 
problems that occurred while building your Thorp 
T-18. 
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T-18 
in the Nature Center 

6:00 pm Thorp Banquet 
at Butch's Anchor Inn 

p-----------------~ I My Email address is: I 
I RSNELSONl@aol.com I 
I I check for mail twice a day and respond I 
I quickly. I • _________________ d 

FREE 
Used Rattray type "c" cowling including gill 
fairings. Will ship free anywhere in Continental 
U.S. 

Bob Hartmaier 
8 Holly Road 
Jamesburg, NJ 08831-9670 
908-521-3069 or 70422.3151@compuserve.com 
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Dear Richard, 
I encountered a problem with my fuel gage that 
stumped me for over a year and only found the 
solution out of desperation, It would work fine 
on the ground but would be intermittent in the 
air. I tried everything I could think of from 
grounding, new wires and connectors, to a new 
sending unit None of which corrected the 
problem, Finally, I took the sender wire which 
was ty-wrapped to the tachometer cable away 
from the the cable and it has worked perfectly 
ever since, I would suggest not tying anything to 
the tach cable, 

Another problem developed with my compass 
after ten years of satisfactory operation, I 
thought the compass needed repair but it was 
fine, It had always been mounted near the 
tachometer with no problem, but over the years 
the tachometer case became magnetized and 
effected the compass, Moved the compass and it 
works fine, 

Maybe other people are aware of these things 
and know to avoid them but I didn't, and it sure 
caused me a lot of aggravation, Sincerely, Jim 
Hockenbrock 

Dear Rich, 
Happy to report that my wife, Elaine, is recover
ing from last year's cancer struggle, She looks 
great and says that she feels the best that she has 
felt since Christmas 1993! In fact, she is planning 
on going to Oshkosh with me this Summer. 
Ain't that great?! 
Bad news on the job issue, My company is in 

, , , 
i , 
i 
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trouble and they are giving incentives to leave, I 
probably will do that and go on to something 
else, I have a fair amount of ability in the area of 
precision flow measurement and I believe that I 
have a lot of energy left in my body to continue 
to pursue this career. Besides, I love itl 

Boeing has some of our special turbine fuel flow 
meters on the 777 for flight test and I was fortu
nate enough to visit the plant a week and a half 
ago. Got to get on the prototype and a Brit 
Airways aircraft on the ground and I saw a 
couple take off, Wowl What a monster! 

Well I expect to be very busy for the next few 
weeks and I hope that I can log some Thorp 
building time, It is excellent therapy for me. 

Sure appreciate the great job that you are doing 
with the newsletter. It is top rate and I can tell 
that you put a lot into it Thanks again! See you 
this Summer at Oshkosh, Sincerely, Don Ruffner 
Glad to hear your wife is dOingfine--- Rich 

Auburn Field - Seattle Washington 11194 What a 
wonderful airplane I Got a opportunity to take a 
ride with Cecil Hendrix who has been flying his 
T -18 for some 20 years, I've been flying gliders 
so the little stubby wings of the T -18 made me 
feel like I was riding on top of a 20-foot long 
hotdog bun at liftoff, However, any comparison 
to a hotdog ended there, 

The T -18 really moves out In no time we were 
out of the pattern and had the little craft at cruise 
speed, on step, The forward visibility with the 
nose down approx, 15 degrees is really fantastic, 
Thorp really had the pilot in mind when he 
designed this ship, 

After making several turns and a couple of 
aileron rolls, we did some slow flying, This 
seems to be a real honest little ship with no 
surprising tendencies. Next to no back pressure 
on the stick and little rudder input was needed to 
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make moderate turns at cruise speed. Also, It 
slows up fast when you throttle back. This 
should be helpful for slowing up for other traffic 
in the pattern. Slow speed characteristics were 
what you would expect from a well designed 
airplane. 

Roll response was teriffie 
next Steve Barrett, Seattle Washington 

Hi Richard, 

I'm in the process of making a new drawing of 
my tailwheel installation, which adapts parts of a 
Scott Tailwheel to A Whitman type tailspring and 
mounts on a standard Thorp "Bolster" at the 
fuselage attach points. It increases the ground 
angle of attack by about one degree, which in 
combination with the extended gear gives the T-
18 a more compatible ground attitude with 
respect to stall angle of attack. It takes off 
sooner, lands slower, and has about half the drag 
of the flat tailspring. In addition, the spring rate 
of the tailspring more nearly matches up to the 
main gear spring rate so the rebound from a hard 
landing is flat - not tail high. On top of that, you 
can put a streamlined fairing on it if you really 
want to get fancy. With all of that you still have 
a steerable, full swiveling tailwheel for the same 
price as a Scott and a flat spring. Interested? 

I've been reading the mail on the T-18 Forum 
and thinking of jumping in with my two cents. 
I've been flying my airplane for 21 years and 
have about 2,250 hours on it now. I just finished 
putting an Electronic Ignition on it incorporating 
aircraft spark plugs, (not automobile plugs) and 
have shielded the primary coils, which have to be 
mounted in the engine compartment. It's a bit of 
a Job! The benefits show up mostly at high 
altitude with lower fuel consumption and 
increased reliability. 

I talked to Bob Archer on Saturday, at the 
Rosamond Air-Park Fly-in Pancake Breakfast! 
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Lunch sponsored by EAA Chapters 49 & 1000 
He is the guy that designed the antennas for the 
T -18 fin tip and wing tips, sold by Sport Air
craft I had never been able to get an explanation 
of what kind of antennas these were before. I 
learned they are Gamma Balanced and the design 
goes back to spacecraft antennas. I had put a 

Wattmeter on mine and was quite surprised 
to see the results - up to twice as much power 
out compared to a regular antenna, He 
is available for consultation/design work. His 
number is (310) 316-8796. He lives in Torrance, 
CA 

On the subject of fuel tanks: 
I started off back in New York with 29 gallons in 
the main, period. With a 150 HP engine and flat 
country where I rarely had to go over 5,000 feet 
that would get me over 400 miles down the 
road. That's quit a ways back there in the 
weather patterns prevalent When I came out 
west I suddenly found I had to climb to 8 to 10 
thousand feet to go most places from Lancaster 
and my legs were not long enough, So I put in a 
10 gallon aux tank in the baggage compartment. 
That was much better. Then I put on a 180 
horsepower engine. My first long trip was to 
Alaska, Since we had 65 pounds of gas in the 
baggage compartment and we had to carry 35 
pounds of Survival Gear, most of our baggage 
went under the seats, into the seat cushions or on 
our backs. Not too red hot l So I redesigned the 
wing when I got home. There are several 
benefits that accrued, however, I'll stick to fuel. 
I put 14.2 gallons usable in the first two bays out 
from the fuselage, 7.1 on each side. Now I have 
a total of 42.6 gallons usable, which gives me 4.3 
hours endurance at 75%. power. I cruise at 170 
to 180 KT AS, depending on gross weight, so I 
can make 3.5 hour legs. That is a good usable 
600 nautical range with excellent reserves. 
Albuquerque is 599 NM and I regularly make it 
in 3.3 hours no wind. When running around 
California I like to put 28 in the main and 4 
gallons in the wings. That gives me the ability 
to run the main way down ifI choose to and still 
feel comfortable with the wing fuel there. 
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Because I have a fuel flow computer I had to put 
in an electric fuel pump on both wings and the 
main which provide fuel to the engine driven 
pump, and to the engine if the main pump fails. 
Its axiomatic that if you have an engine driven 
pump you must also have an electric pump in 
any low wing aircraft. 

Enough for this time, Thanks for the advise on 
AOL T-18 Forum access. Lyle Trusty 
Email address is DadTrusty@aoLcom 

Dear Richard, 
Vicki and I hope to see everyone @ McAlester. 
We plan to fly up to Branson, MO afterwards, on 
Sunday, and probably stay a couple of nights and 
see some shows. We really love to travel in the 
T-18. 

It seems as though very strong winds have been a 
problem the last couple of months here in Denver 
(at least on the weekends, of course!) --- Haven't 
flown nearly as much as I wanted to. My T -18 is 
flying very well - around 350 total hours now. I 
just replaced my battery for the first time. The 
old one was 4 112 years old and still going 
strong, so I probably wasted money, but I didn't 
want to get caught somewhere - been told that 4 
years is probably a good average life, and that 
they fail rather suddenly. The original (and 
replacement) are Gel-Cells, Johnson Controls 
Mod. Ul-31. It's a 30 AH rating and sure has 
been good. I have a Ford Motorcraft electronic 
regulator, and Delco Automotive alternator (45 
amps). 

I recently completed a new set of wing tips for my 
T -18. They're a Hoerner style tip with position! 
taillights and strobes. I made them" Ala Rutan" 
by hot wiring blue styrofoam, and laying up 4 
layers of 8 oz. bidirectional fiberglass with West 
Systems' Epoxy. Then removed the foam core. 
As a test I put the new left tip on and left the old 
tip on the right side. My ship is well balanced, 
and normally with just me in the left seat will be a 
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little left wing heavy, requiring some roll trim. 
Well, during this test flight, I had a strong right 
rolVturn tendency, requiring a fair amount ofleft 
stick force. The new tip was producing consider
ably more lift! The first few landings with both 
tips (new) on proved that my approach speed 
needed to be slower that normal in order to avoid 
excessive "float" in ground effect. Not bad! I'm 
really excited about these! I see some potential 
for increased cruise speed -- we'll see. 

Also, I made another change recently, I made 
some new control sticks, straight ones, as per 
John Throp's drawings. I made my originals 
offset to the outside, as I had seen others do, to 
exactly center the grips with the center of the 
seats. Well, let me mention something that others 
may have noticed. If you have long legs, as I 
have, your legs may be positioned right between 
your stick grip and the sidewall of the cockpit. Or 
is you passenger has thick thighs, the result is the 
same to the right. Either way, you may find it 
rather hard or impossible to get full stick throw 
either direction (However, you can always shift 
your leg towards the center). Granted, there are 
few times when full stick throw is needed in a T-
18, but when you do it's nice to have that extra 3/ 
4 to 1 ". This may not be a problem with 
widebody versions. Just food for thought. Some
time, you know, it's pretty hard to better John's 
design. Best Regards, John Evens N71JE 
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"Blazing a Trail" 
by Richard Snelson 

Here's a tip on a neat landing light. It's compact, lightweight and puts out a flood oflight. As I visited 
the Lancair display at Sun & Fun, I noticed a tiny coke bottle lens staring at me from the air inlet of a 
factory built Lancair cowling. I had been looking for a landing light for some time, and had put off 
purchasing one because I didn't want the problem of building a bracket for a conventional type bulb. 
Sitting there in this $75K airplane was a little marvel of a light, with it own case and mount. I was 
sure that the thing would cost at least $100 bucks and that it could not put out close to enough light 
for landing. The near-sighted coke bottle lens "BLAZER" sure fooled me. 
Before I tell you where to get this little gem and how much it will set you back, let me tell you about 
its features. It's powered from 12 volt dc, has a quartz halogen bulb, internally is all reflector with a 
thick coke bottle lens in front. Trying it out in my backyard it lights up backyards four houses away. 
It's made oflight weight thermoplastic and takes the heat of the halogen bulb with no sweat. 
Really folks it's not a lot bigger than the bottom of a coke bottle. The really big surprise came when 
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Take apart here 
Halogen bulb to remove shield 

L ~-1f-':::'---

the salesman told me, "It's called a Blazer and you can pick it up at W ALMAR T in the automotive 
section". Two of them cost $39. What a deal! 

The Blazer is a driving light that you can mount in the lower front bumper of a number of cars. One 
thing you will notice, when you turn it on, the light pattern is cut off sharply across the middle. The 
Blazer has an internal aluminum shield that keeps the light out of oncoming drivers eyes. To remove 
it, for a full pattern, you must take the light apart. Here's how- with a small pen knife work around 
the large diameter cutting the small amount of rubber cement away and gently prying the lip up as you 
go. This will take several trips around and some patience to do without breaking the case so stay with 
it. Two plastic keepers hold the case together- by compressing them it will come apart. Don't touch 
the halogen bulb, or the reflector portion of the light while it's apart. Oil from your skin will shorten 
the life of the bulb. Remove the aluminum cross reflector with a small phillips screwdriver and you 
can reassemble it and get a full lighted pattern. Remember to put a little rubber cement in the grove as 
you put the two halves to together This will keep out moisture and help hold it together. 
Let me know how this little guy works for you. I'm on the way to the airport to install mine now. 
The Wal Mart product is called: Blazer projector "THE ULTIMATE DRIVING LIGHT" C8004K. 
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Sun 
The flight operations team at Sun & Fun had the arrival path well established and engraved in the 
clear blue sky over the Lakeland area. Arrive north at the power plant on the north east corner of 
the lake, fly west along the north shore and turn south following the path of strobes to the airport 
control tower. At that point, the tower provided turning instructions to the appropriate downwind. 
"Black and white Thorp keep it in close", was the call. On final, "Thorp, keep it coming, fly to the 
orange triangle on the runway". Touching down on the triangle shortly beyond, I went back into the 
air from a dip in the taxiway being used as the runway, It was sure funny as I passed a flag man 
signaling a turn. The Thorp was still about a foot in the air-that would have been some turnoffi 

Pulling into the homebuilt area I found the Thorps parked well up front. Bob Highley's T -18 was 
marking the corner position. How did he get there first? Just kidding. He had made sure we had a 
prime location for our T -18s. Thanks CoL Highley. Bob has the best job in the country, he works for 
the Sun & Fun organization full time. During the fly-in Bob is the Flight Operations Officer. He's 
one busy fellow during this event. Looks like a great job, any openings on the staff Bob?? 

I counted 10 Thorps in the row, later to increase to 12 or more. A surprise to see Sweet Marie, Ken 
Brock's Thorp from California. Ken had problems with his Cessna 210, so he jumped in the Thorp 
for the trip. Ken and Marie were very busy at Sun & Fun working their booth and flying in his 

Part of the Thorp line up at Sun & Fun 1995 
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Les Conwell new Thorp with it beautiful paint job. 

gyro copter during the airshows. They still had time to show their love for the Thorp. I found Ken 
out on the flight line each morning wiping the dew offhis T-18. A new T-18 was in the lineup, it 
belongs to Les Conwell who lives in the Lakeland area. Les had just had it painted a beautiful cream 
color with red trim. Congratulations Les, you have built a fine looking airplane. 

At first glance it had appeared that Sun & Fun was just another, only smaller Oshkosh. But the more 
I experienced, the more I realized that Sun & Fun stands on it own. Or putting it another way: 
"outstanding on its own". Everyone I talked to told of the many things that Sun & Fun had to offer. 
They mentioned good camping and lot of good places to stay in and around the Lakeland area. 
Everyone talked of the friendly folks- the volunteers- that really make Sun & Fun happen. We had 
the best of the best in that category. Debbie and Bill Williams, a real "T -18 family" had invited us to 
stay with them. They live about three miles from the airport and both take their vacation, to work as 
volunteers during the fly-in. Each morning it was off to the airport, for them, to work inside all day, 
while all the rest of us are out having fun on theflightIine. My stay with them was great. Their new 
home is beautiful, and shows the great craftsmanship of Bill and Debbie. They are doing all the 
interior finishing and it show Bill's careful attention to details. Bill's new Thorp still isn't painted, 
and I can sure understand why. The house had to come first. 

The more I talked to Bill about Sun & Fun the more I was impressed with the many traditions and fun 
things that go on there. These folks really do like homebuilts and go out of their way to make all· feel 
welcome. Warbirds, were there too, but they weren't running the show like at Oshkosh. Bill sug
gested the Corn Roasts as one evening event I had to go to. One of the local EAA Chapters put it on 
each evening in the campground. They sell hundreds of roasting ears that are first soaked in water 
and beer then cooked in their husks over large pits. What a taste, a cold beer and hot roasting ears. 
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Sun & Fun has lots oflittle guys selling used aircraft parts and equipment, many more than you find at 
Oshkosh. I think it's because the cost of booth space is much more reasonable than Oshkosh. Sun & 
Fun also has a large warehouse that's used to set up a parts sales for anyone wishing to assign parts. 
Everything from engines to airframe were for sale. It's the place to go to find that part you've been 
searching everywhere else. 

The food service at Sun & Fun is run by the "Boys Club". They service a great breakfast for a fair 
price. Lunch is another matter and doesn't come cheap. Food is good and selection isn't bad, but be 
prepared to spend a bunch for lunch. That's about the only thing I found to gripe about and only did 
that because several of my EAA chapter members brought it up at one of our meetings. 

The Thorp forum was scheduled for Tuesday morning at II :00, I really wanted to attend but with a 
new job I had to get home. A weather briefing showed a cold front heading for northern Florida and 
Georgia. I made the decision to leave Lakeland early Tuesday to get far enough north so that I 
wouldn't get caught in the peninsula. The plan worked, showing 195k GPS ground speed I got to 
Rome Georgia very quickly, landing into 35 mile winds as the front approached. Spent the night there 
to let the front pass. Got out the next morning and made it as far as Evansville, Indiania. Winds were 
high and turbulence was nasty. Got the Thorp in a hanger and drove home from there. Flew down the 
next day in club plane with my instructor, got an hour and half instrument practice on the way, so not 
all wasted time. 

It was a great fly-in, I recommend we turnout the Thorps for Sun & Fun next year. We can all get 
together at one of the local restaurants for a feed and social roundtable one evening. How about it 
Thorp owners? Let's set a new record for Thorps at Sun & Fun 96? Thanks again to Bill and Debbie 
Williams for having me. 

Just threw this in to show the dangers oj taxiing a tail wheel airplane. 
RV-6 "ATE" the tailojjpoor little N585SY 
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Back in 1991 Ken Morgan contributed an article 
on the Lycoming 0-290G engine. Since I had 
several reasons for tearing down my engine 
anyway, I decided to see what could be done 
about incorporating his suggestions during the 
rebuild. My engine had been built up from a GPU 
engine about 15 years ago, but it had been sitting 
all that time without being run or ever having 
been properly "pickled", so I decided that a tear 
down and inspection was warranted. Also, my 
father had used an adaptor plate over the vacuum 
pump pad for a breather, and since I intended to 
use a vacuum pump, I needed to split the case so 
a hole for the breather fitting could be drilled and 
tapped in the boss on the top left front ofthe case 
as per the standard aircraft engine set up. In the 
interest of smooth running, I also wanted to get 
the moving parts balanced. Since a member of 
my local EAA Chapter owns an engine shop, this 
could be easily accomplished. Charley will do any 
kind of engine work, but he and his brother 
specialize in building up the engines used in those 
off-shore racing boats that go about 500 mph, 
and he knows what he's doing when it comes to 
engines. And on top of all that, my engine also 
needed a cosmetic clean-up and paint job. 

So anyway, since I was going to do a tear down 
anyway, I dug out Ken's article and began to do 
some research. I found out that the part number 
Ken referred to for the higher compression ratio 
piston was a little bit confusing. Just to review, 
the 0-290D21D2A uses 7.5:1 compression ratio 
pistons, PIN 69841, and the D2BID2C uses 7.0: I 
compression ratio pistons, PIN 70396. Oddly 
enough, both engines are rated at 140 hp at 2800 
rpm( take-off for 5 minutes) and 13 5 hp at 2600 
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ENGINE 
BY Bob Hartmier 

rpm(continuous) using 80/87 octane fuel. Also, 
the timing for the D21D2A is 18 degrees BTDC 
instead of the usual Lycoming 25 degrees BTDC. 
As far as I can tell, they are identical in every 
other respect. I discussed this with the folks at 
Don George Custom Engines, and they recom
mended that I go with the 7.0: 1 pistons since the 
D2B/C engines have a better reputation in the 
reliability department. You can take this advice 
for whatever you think it's worth. It seems to 
me that a higher compression ratio should give 
higher power, but for some reason Lycoming 
doesn't agree. The 7.5:1 pistons seem to be 
fairly abundant from the used parts suppliers at 
about $75.00 each, but the 7.0: 1 pistons are 
virtually non-existent as far as used but service
able is concerned. I ended up buying new ones 
from El Reno for about $]30.00 each. You pays 
your money and takes your choices. 

Enough about pistons, what about the valves? 
Ken's info was right on target as far as the valves 
go, although prices have increased in the last four 
years. Intake valve seat PIN 72057 P30 is 
required to allow enough material for the ma
chine work to be done. This is an 0-290D part. 
The intake valve is PIN 73938 from the 0-
290D21D2B1D2C, 0-320, and 0-360. This valve 
has a slightly larger area in the face, and I'm also 
told it has a "venturi" shape to the bottom of the 
stem which aids in better breathing. 

As Ken stated, the standard GPU exhaust valve 
can be retained, but if you want the "hot set-up", 
the sodium filled exhaust valve PIN 17235 can be 
installed. This valve aids in the heat transfer from 
the combustion chamber to the cylinder head 
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cooling fins, and hopefully helps to extend engine 
life. They were first used in the more powerful 
versions of the 0-235, some of which went as 
high as a 9.7: 1 compression ratio. This valve has 
a larger stem diameter of about 7/16" and will 
require reaming of the guides. They are also 
expensive at $185.00. Eachl The seat is 
e"'llleu, so long as it is the nar'oellea 

add that both valves can be 
solid lifters, although the intake comes 

an engine with hydraulic lifters. 
under any circumstances, attempt to use the cam 
from the hydraulic lifter engines with the solid 
lifters in the GPU or the basic 0-290D. 

combination of the D2 intake and 
hw:hpr compression pistons gives us an extra 10 
horsepower at 2800 rpm. if you want to pv"pr,_ 

men! with props and carburetors, more rpm will 
give still more grunt. Note that the GO-290A 
helicopter engine(geared) is rated at 170 hp at 
3400 rpm. This engine has the 7.5:1 pistons, and 
requires at least 91 octane fueL Can we plot 140 
hp at 2800 and 170hp at 3400 rpm and interpo
late? I'm not sure, but I guess we would be 
arriving at some sort of realistic figure. Does 
anyone out there know how to determine horse
power without a dyno? At present I have the 
wood Sensenich 66LM72 prop designed for the 
1251130 hp engine which I'll use at first to get 
started. I'll report on the performance as soon as 
I'm flying and have some data. 

Oh yeah, the cost. Don George Custom Engines 
in Orlando did my cylinder work for me. They 
are a certified shop, and will return yellow tagged 
cylinders, but they don't ask what kind of engine 
or aircraft you are going to install them on. They 
are also very knowledgable about what mods are 
practical to do, and the required parts to use. My 
cost to have new intake and exhaust guides 
installed and reamed, new intake seats installed, 
cylinders disassembled, cleaned, inspected, honed 
and reassembled, used intake valves and new 
sodium-filled exhaust valves was $1,734.28. If 
you retain the original exhaust valves, you could 
save $740.00, so it would come out to about 
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$250.00 per cylinder, which is more than the 
$160.00 that Ken stated, but reasonable consider
ing inflation and the fact that I got completely 
reconditioned cylinders. Of course I strongly 
recommend that you have a GPU and 0-290D 
parts manuals and an 0-290D overhaul manual to 

to while undertaking the rebuild of this 
engine, and follow standard aircraft practices. 

any my number is 908-
521-3069, or perhaps you try using Email 
at 70422.3151@compuserve.com. Bob 
Hartmaier SIN 573 

FOR SALE 
II MORROW Appollo 618TCA includes 
insltalli'!ticm kit, Documentation and Manuals. It 

been updated to the latest configuration, will 
be yellow tagged and data base updated at the 
time of sale. It is a great deal for someone who 
wants the best Loran receiver made, at a very 
low price. You can hook this one up to your 
CDI, Autopilot, and Altitude Encoder very 
easily. They are going for $700 to $800 in 
Trade-APlane but I will sell it to any member of 
the T-18 Mutual Aid Society for $550. Call Lyle 
Trusty at (805) 949-1131 

SENSENlCH 66/78 WOOD PROPELLER 
BRAND NEW, NEVER INSTALLED. FAC
TORY PAINTED GRAY WITH LEADING 
EDGE "ESTANE". POSITIVELY RAIN 
PROOF. KEN BROCK T -18 SPINNER CUT 
TO FIT THE 66/78 PROP. SPINNER USED 
300 HOURS. NO CRACKS IN IT OR FRONT 
AND BACK PLATES. 6 PROP BOLTS GO 
WITH SALE. A 66/78 IS THE PERFECT 
PROP FOR A 160 HP. T-18. VALUE $1200-
ASKING $800.8177662523 

LYCOMING 0290G overhauled with new 
pistons #68338 & #62916; 0320 oil pan with 
intake tubes; Camshaft & Tappets reworked by 
Aircraft Eng. & Acces-, Dallas Texas; 112" 
Valves; MA-4SPA Carb. not to latest AD; two 
Bendix Mags. reworked to latest AD as of 1985 
& not used since. $5000-00 FRANK 
RONCELLI (805) 943-7625 
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ENGINE TIPS 
from Ron Gerrard 

A couple of items I would like to pass along. In 
regards to rough running 4 cyl.Lycomings I think 
part of this is inherent in the engine but they 
really should run smoother than some I have 
experienced. My T-18 has a 0-320 B3B with the 
flat mount and never has been very smooth 
running. I have about 900 hrs. on it now and it 
has been trouble free except for the vibration. In 
fact at about 300 hrs. when I upgraded the panel 
for IFR the vibration was a problem with gyros 
and I had to use some innovative panel shock 
mounting to prevent gyro precession and accel
erated bearing wear. I have done all the standard 
things such as prop balancing, both static and 
dynamic, installed the 12# weight on the ring 
gear support, changed the carb induction system, 
checked fuel flow, changed hydraulic lifters, 
checked cam lift duration, and valve timing, and 
even installed a new carburetor. Every one of 
these things seemed to improve the operation at 
the time but I think part ofthat was psychologi
cal. 

At the same time I was doing these things an
other chapter member with an R V - 4 was having 
the same experiences, doing all the same fixes. 
He finally called Lycoming and one of the engi
neers told him ifhe had done all these things and 
still had roughness it could only be one thing and 
that would be what he termed "dust" in the 
engine oil system, apparently a very fine metallic 
residue that causes lifters to alfunction. Anyway 
he pulled all the lifters out, drained and flushed 
the engine out as thoroughly as possible with 
solvent, and swears the engine runs fine now. I 
am currently doing a top overhaul and will flush 
mine out prior to reassembly also. 

If anyone is interested in aileron gap sealing, I 
found on my first test flights back in 1987 the 
lateral stick forces seemed rather high at cruise 
speeds and in talking to a friend with a Christen 
Eagle he reduced his with gap seals. I installed a 
product called TUCK tape, available in automo
tive stores. It comes in clear or various colors. I 
used the clear, installed it in late 1987, and it is 
still functioning very well. It significantly re
duced stick pressure and probably reduced drag 
to some degree. 

Our T-18 N586RG has been a delight to fly. We 
have been to OHSKOSH four times and by last 
count have landed at over 85 airports in the 
central and western states. We fly out of the 
Willamette valley in western Oregon so we have 
a lot of fog and low stratus days, consequently I 
did all my IFR training and took the check ride in 
the Tl8 which was a very satisfYing experience. 

Well I have rambled on but one more thing. In 
the latest newsletter there are pictures of the 
Kentucky Dan gathering, and one T -18 appears 
to have a auto engine installation. I can't quite 
make out the N number. I would really be 
interested in talking to the owner. I have a 230 
V6 engine and Blanton PSRU with a Skybolt 
project I'm working on but may end up installing 
an aircraft engine in the Skybolt due to inverted 
issues, etc. If so, I may sell the engine package 
or think about converting the T -18. I have 
enclosed a ssa envelope Rich if you could put me 
in touch with the owner. Ronald Gerrard 
Phone 503-746-0452 

Editor's note: Owner is Ben Cupp of Yellville, 
AR More pictures of his airplane in this issue. 
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FLAP TRIM SYSTEM 
by Doug Frantz 

Hi Richard, 
I was glad to read in #94 that extending your vent tube solved the lean-running problem. My T-18 
still has the -32 carb, and has the reverse problem - too rich. I take off with the mixture out and about 
1/2", and this works fine. I do have a 10-5009 carb which I plan to install ifI ever get caught up with 
my procrastinating. My fuel vent is the same length as yours is now (3 "+ or -) and provides plenty of 
ram aIr. 

I am enclosing a drawing of the roll trim device we discussed on the phone. I have been using this for 
five years, and it works great. The downside is that it only works with manual flaps. My airplane 
always flew right wing heavy with another person in the right seat, but this allows the RH flap to be 
trimmed down in flight to compensate. 

I) 

I) AllAmlnum Tu.be Sized. For- S\'IP Fit On Flo.p Ha.l'1dle. 

2) VJe.ld (TIG or LLLmluJeld). Fife. +D wed'j'e sh~pe . 
S\ide. r-eo.ruJo.rd +0 Trim 'RH +(~p dowt'\.. Lf<! roll 

-tri rn kNob shot)..\d be sc.r~weci Ot} T all -the wa:i' 
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OUR SUPPLIERS 
SPORT AIRCRAFT Inc. and 
KEN BROCK MANUFACTURING 

SPORT AIRCRAFT: Phil Tucker, Mr Sport Aircraft continues to be our primary supplier for Thorp 
T-18 parts. Making parts over the years for hundreds ofT-18s, Phil has also built his own Thorp T-
18, pictured below. Phil makes most ofthe parts he supplies himself but does purchase some items 
from other fabricators. This includes fiberglass and some welded assemblies. Phil is very helpful and 
will do his best to assist builders when problem arise. Including replacing items that are not correct. 
A complete parts list is available from Phil, it is very useful and make an excellent reference for any 
builder or owner. His address and phone follow: 

Sport Aircraft Inc. 
44211 Yucca, Unit A 
Lancaster, CA 93535 
Phone: 805-949-2312 

Phil Tuckers Thorp T-18 

continued next page 
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Our Suppliers (continued) 

Ken Brock Manufacturing 

Ken Brock is no stranger to the T -18 bunch. He's been right in the middle of Thorp building and 
flying for years. Ken has two Thorps and doesn't hesitate to jump in one and fly clear across the 
country. Ken builds a number of Thorp T -18 parts and really believes in making quality parts. Ken 
builds the Thorp landing gear and I can say that I've never heard of one of his landing gears cracking. 
(Others will and should be checked at each annual for cracks) When you buy a gear from Sport 
Aircraft you will get "A Brock Gear". Need a Thorp Spinner? Ken build the only one that fits the 
Thorp Cowling correctly. He also supplies prop extentions, constant speed props and many other 
parts. Ken is best known for his pioneering work with Gyroplanes and flys in the airshows across the 
country. 

KEN BROCK MANUFACTURING 
11852 Western Ave Stanton, CA 
714-898-4366 

Ken Brock wiping down his Thorp T-18 at Sun & Fun 1995 
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Ben says the cruise is 170 mph on about 10 
gph. The rate of climb is 800 fpm. It stalls at 
65 mph. 
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BEN CUPP'S FORD 
POWERED THORP 

behind the wing, you can see the 
inlets for Ben's quote: "I 
have had no problems I got it to 
cool" When this airplane made a low pass 
at Kentucky Dam last year, everyone 
stopped talking to watch and listen. It 
looks and sounds fast I 

Ben's first flight in 30!Be was in 1988 and 
his Thorp has 350 hours on it now. For 
those of you wanting more information on 
the engine installation Ben's address is RR 
1 Box 300 Yellville, AR 72687. 
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FOR SALE - (BUSINESS PRESSURES LEAVE NO TIME TO COMPLETE) 

S-18 PROJECT (FOLDING WING, WIDE BODY VERSION OF THORPE T -18) 

All metal AIRFRAME 98% COMPLETED - on gear, wings folded, trailerable. 

Ready for instrumentation, wiring 

Ready for installation of newly built up V-6 Ford with Blanton 1.6: 1 Drive (included) 

Or ready for installation of Lycoming - by others 

windshield and canopy installed 

have incorporated all the desired features harvested from 30 years ofT-18 Newsletters. 

- T-18 to S-18 i.e. - 38" to 40" wide fuselage 
- I" increase in headroom 
- 5" increase in fuselage length 
- folding wings - 8' wide trailerable 

continued on page 19 
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Wet wings 2 X 12.5 gals + 29 in main tank. 

Dual brakes 

outboard rudder cables 

Swing down instrument panel 

Solid - flush rivet craftsmanship in the 9's 

Ken Brock landing gear 

Electric flaps 

Electric trim 

Ready for paint 

ADDRESS: 

Newsletter No.95 

PRICE NEGOCIABLE - CALL 
TOM FORSYTHE 
(514) 388-7633 

8766 Marcel-Cadieux 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
H2M2Ll 
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Please check the mailing label for dues paid. A red circle means "NOT PAID FOR THIS 
YEAR". I still about 10% ofthe membership in this category at this time. I have been mailing 
the letters first class postage which is much higher so I need those due now folks! Please ....... . 

OSHKOSH 1995 EVENTS 

Friday July 28, 1995 
11:30-1:00 pm Nature Center 
Join us for lunch followed by 

1:00-2:30 pm Thorp T-18 Forum 
in the Nature Center 

also on Friday 
6:00 pm Thorp Banquet 
at Butch's Anchor Inn 
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T-18 EWSLETTER 

"NOSE ART THORP T-18 STYLE" 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

THORP CHECK-OUT by John R. Sullivan 
HAWTHORN HILL by Richard O. Snelson 
BUILDER'S CORNER 

Electric Trim control by Ken Morgan 
Email by John R. Sullivan 
Lots of things for Sale 
THORP T-18 DRAWING LIST 

No.96 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As always. in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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Dear Rich, 

Well, I don't write often, and unfortunately I am 
writing with bad news. Last week I learned a 
good lesson the hard way and wound up ground 
looping my T-18. On roll out from a wheel 
landing I hit a large bump across the middle of 
the runway at about 35~40 mph. I was in the 
typical roll out mode with the airplane in a three 
point attitude, flaps up, and the stick aft. After 
reviewing the situation, it appears the main gear 
were bumped into the air as the tail wheel re
mained in contact with the runway. The limited 
rudder authority at this speed did not compensate 
for a movement to the left which became extreme 
when the main gear returned to the runway. The 
result was a runway departure and ground loop. 
Thankfully, no one was hurt. 

Due to finances and time, I probably will not get 
into the rebuild until this winter, and maybe fly 
next spring. I will be on the lookout for the 
following parts if you or any of our readers have 
any leads for me: 

Right Outerwing Panel parts 

Right Aileron and Flap 

Wing skins (I may go ahead and replace the 
center section with .032 " skins) 

Fiberglass Wheel Pants (Rat Ray) 

Rat Ray aluminum spinner 

It was a real eye opener. Remember, until you're 
dead stopped, things can get out of control in a 
hurry! Take care and I would appreciate 
anyone's response. 

Sincerely, Jim Cash 9003 Green Leaves Dr. 
Granbury, TX 76049 Home: 817-573-7766 

Work: 817-224-0658 
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Dear Richard: 

The last issue of the T -I 8 news letter was among 
the best yeti Keep up the good work. 

I have my T -18 certified for Day-Night and VFR
IF~ and fly it pretty much as I would a factory 
buIlt of comparable speed etc. The similarity 
~nds about there however. In a Bonanza, for 
mstance, I was accustomed to more cockpit 
room and better roll stability. Most of the good 
cross-country factory machines are equipped 
with an autopilot of some kind. I found that the 
T -18 was a real handful IFR in a little chop if one 
had to fold charts or look up an approach plate. 
Pitch (altitude control) didn't seem to be much of 
a problem however. 

I looked at the. exp~rimental aircraft type wing 
leveler but deCIded m favor of an Edo-Aire 
Mitchell Century 21. The used Century 21 I 
bought had been removed from a 1980 Mooney. 
It cost $1500. including late model square face 
DG and Horizon, harness, Mooney installation 
kit, panel unit, and servo. 

The installation was easy. The servo fit under the 
p.assenger seat and required a large hole in the aft 
SIde of the spar box. I fabricated a doubler to 
beef up the area around the servo hole and help 
distribute the load. The gyros were too deep for 
behind the panel mounting but front mounting 
:-V0rked OK. Everything else pretty much bolted 
m. The Mooney install kit is perfect for the T-
18. !he push-pull tube bolts up directly to the 
walkmg beam. Some forming of the right aileron 
push-pull tube was required to clear the servo 
sha~ but this conflict could have probably been 
aVOIded had I mounted the servo a little lower. 
The servo drives from the bottom of the wheel 
rath~r than the top as on the Mooney. This 
re.q~ures the reversal of the. roll left & roll right 
wmng to the servo to obtaIn proper sensing. The 
servo doesn't know the difference however. 

I now have a very good wing leveler with other 
nice features. If others are flying much X-C VFR 
or IFR, I suggest they look into this relatively 
inexpensive device to enhance safety and de
crease workload. 

Also, Rich, please update my address if not 
already done. Sincerely, Evan Roberts P.O Box 
8288 Horseshoe Bay, TX 78657 
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THORP CHECK-OUT 

I sort of promised this a long time ago, and 
started to write it a couple of times. But it never 
seemed right. Then, this morning, I was going 
through back issues and came upon your "Check
out" story of2-3 years ago, and the whole thing 
came into focus. That is, I figured out what I 
wanted to say. (This is the problem when you 
deal with somebody who makes his living with 
words. Everybody else just writes and it works 
out. We work hard at it.) Anyway, here's what I 
have to say on the subject oflearning to fly a T-
18, based on my own (expensive) experience. 
You guys who have been at it for years can skip 
to the next article. 

When I bought N2357 last Fall, I knew I was 
in for a learning experience. I just had no idea 
what I'd learn. Although I have a fair number of 
hours and ratings (900+, Comm., Instrument) I'd 
never, in 10 years, flown a tail dragger until a 
couple of months before buying the Thorp. And 
those were the first hours I'd logged in any plane 
in two years. When Ed Jones handed the plane 
off to me, I had about 5 hours tailwheel time 
in a Champ. Now, you folks who live further 
West seem to be in better shape than we in the 
East; that is, you have a fair number of experi
enced Thorp flyers -many CFIs to tap for 
checkout experience. Not so around here (North
ern Virginia). In fact, my search turned up no 
CFIs within striking distance with any experience 
at all in the T -18. Mistake number one was doing 
what I thought was the next best thing: climb in 
the plane with an instructor who had lots of time 
teaching in other taildraggers. This might have 
been acceptable with other instructors, but not 
with mine. We didn't exactly hit it off personally, 
and he seemed more nervous than I was about 
flying the plane. Worse, he tried to cover up his 
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uncertainty with macho-man behavior. Ugh. But 
we did fly. Fortunately, I had read the newsletters 
and talked at length with Ed Jones, the previous 
owners, Rich Snelson and others, so I had a 
good grasp of the numbers and aircraft behavior 
to expect. And things went pretty well: airwork 
was no problem - and more fun than I'd had in 
a plane in years - and my first few landings 
were (miraculously) greasers, with the plane 
softly flying onto the runway at 90 mph, just as 
the previous owner had promised. My "instruc
tor" was more like a tour guide, occasionally 
telling me which direction to fly to the next out
of-the-way airport. I was just getting a firm grip 
on directional control when the "tour guide" 
came to life - at about 80 mph and 3 feet off the 
runway - and suddenly twitched the stick aft. 
The result, of course, was a quick, brief climb, 
followed by a sudden stall onto the concrete. I 
never did learn why he did that. My own guess is 
that he got scared and thought that was the way 
to get on the ground quickly. I guess it was, 
but.... He certainly learned what I would do to 
him if he ever did it again, and we went home. 
And so it went for five flights: I'd take off and 
land, he'd yell about the landing checklist, and 
neither of us learned much. My landings ranged 
from great to terrible, and my so-called mentor, 
not having a clue about the plane himself, was 
unable to suggest how to make them consistent. 
The end (well, not quite THE end) came early 
one morning as I was making my fifth landing of 
the day, each worse than the last, with no com
ment from the right seat. This time, I just let it 
get too slow, too high over the numbers, with the 
result that the poor bird stalled and slammed in 
on the mains, hopped twice, and rolled unsteadily 
to a halt. Fortunately, I had learned the value of 
good directional control; we conducted all these 
gyrations right along the centerline. Unfortu
nately, the strong Thorp isn't that strong, and the 
mains were irreparably damaged. There had been 
no prop strike, thank God. Over the winter, I 
installed new landing gear and motor mounts, 
generally rehabbed the brakes, interior, electrics 
and other parts, and built some tail dragger time 
in a Citabria. And when Spring came, on the 
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advice of an EAA tech counselor who was a lot smarter than 1. I called the insurance company, told 
them my instructor was no longer available, that I had what I thought was a reasonable amount of 
experience in the plane, and won their okay to solo. Without a tour guide around, I've done well ever 
since and even managed to safely land in a very strong, gusty crosswind during a recent trip to 
MontreaL There are several lessons that I took away from this experience 1) Find a check pilot 
with knowledge ofa Thorp 2) If your insurance insists that he be a CFI, and you can't find a quali
fied CFI, have a frank and full discussion of reality with the company 3) If they still don't get it, 
ignore them and choose experience over credentials. Life is a better choice than pleasing the paper-
pushers. 4) Don't let the T-18's performance and hot reputation intimidate you. It's not quite a 
pussycat, but it is a straightforward, no-surprises plane that will not let you down if you treat it right. 
5) If you don't have much tailwheel time, park the Thorp for a while and fly a Citabria, Champ or 
other similar plane until you have made most of the mistakes available to tail dragger pilots. As Jim 
Reed, who built my plane, wryly remarked one day, "Thorps don't make the best primary trainers." 
But once you have reduced the possibility of surprises, smile, get in your Thorp and have fun. With a 
little time to acclimate to the T -18s fast, powerful control response, you will find that twitches that 
would give you fits in a Champ are nothing more than interesting moves in your Thorp. And you can 
get around the pattern fast, fast, fast 6) Install stall strips if you don't have 'em already. I followed 
Tom Kerns' instructions, but substituted 3/8" aluminum angle 5-1/2 inches long, riveted halfway out 
on the inner wings. Among other benefits, the strips convert the traditional Thorp stall-plunge into a 
stall-mush - a lot safer (and cheaper) event when you get slow a couple offeet above the runway. 
John R Sullivan 

A TASTE OF OSHKOSH 95! 

Well lets see l I think I know that 
airplane anywhere, it's Bob Highley? 
No, I don't think so. 

I've got itl It's Spot! Bill Williams 
got it painted I Congratulations Billl 

The Nature Center Picnic followed 
by the forum was well attended. The 
tent was nearly fulL Lyle Trusty was 
on center stage telling about some of 
the modification he has made to his 
Thorp T-18. 
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ready for the 7:00 A.M. trip to the airshow. 

I'm not sure we thought they really meant "0700 
hours," but the motorcade departed for the field 
on time and at 7:30 the ten aircraft were pushed 
out to the display area. The Dayton 610 Chapter 
members had coffee, juice and donuts available 
after the planes were in place. At 10:00 A.M. we 
moved the planes to the flight line and after a lot 
of photos we taxied to the show ramp for our 20 
minute fly-by. It was great fun, bringing the 
Thorp around the field and over the runway in 
front of that large crowd. After the fly-by it was 
back to the display area for an afternoon of 
questions from the many interested show visitors. 
Sunday was more of the same and found us 
sitting under the tent with our feet up, tired but 
very happy at the end of the day. The weather 
was not cooperating so we spent another night 
hoping for better conditions on Monday. With 
bare VFR minimums, we finally got off at 2:30 
P.M. for our flight home. 

RoxAnne and I wish to thank The Dayton Air
show and all the members of EAA Chapter 610 
for their hospitality and work to make this the 
premier award event of homebuilding and flying. 

Please don't think that this piece was written to show 
off for winning the award RoxAnne and 1 didn't start 
out to build a show plane. We built a practical safe 
jlying machine that is perhaps a good representation 
of the Thorp design Our message is, that the Wright 
Brother's Award is obtainable even by us. Keep in 
mind that the committee selects jive kit and five plans 
built types each year. This is to insure the kit folks 
don't get all the awards. The former winners vote on 
which types will receive the awards. For the Thorps, 
we select a winner or best T-18 at Oshkosh each year 
that becomes the candidate for the Wright Brother's 
Award A little extra work on your bird and you 
might get you a trip to Dayton in the foture. Past 
winners of the Wright Brothers award include T-18 
builders: 
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Past Winners 
of the Wright Brother's Award 

1994 Ron and Jane Hayes 
1993 John & Vickie Evens 
1991 Ed and J anattee Ludtke 
1990 Gene & Thelma Sloan 
1989 Paul and Steve Kirik 
1988 Gus Gordon 
1987 DaveEby 
1986 Jim Paine 
1985 Carl Lipscomb 
1984 Nate Eastman 
1983 John Walton 
1982 Lee Skillman 
1981 Henry Steiginga 
1980 Richard Schaefer 

If the Thorp's are lucky in 1996 this fine gentle
man will be the next winner of The Wright 
Brother's Award Mr. Tom Kerns pictured here 
with his daughter Betsy at Oshkosh 95. They're 
holding the trophy for the best T-18 1995. 
Congratuations Tom. 
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In the this month: A trim system 
limit switch setup that Ken Morgan submittedo It's 
very clever in that it avoids the use of relays for 
reversing the trim motors traveL When installing the 
wiring for the trim it could be useful to install a 
circuit breaker of the switch type that would allow 
turning off the trim motor in the rare case that it 
would become stuck ono 

At the request of several members I have included a 
list of the complete set of Thorp dravving with 
revisons and dateso This should be helpful in checking 
which drawing you have in your set The list was sent 
to me courtesy of Ecklund Engineering, who now 
supplies the orginal Thorp printso 

CUTTING ALUMINUM- ANOTHER WAY. 
In one of Tony Bingelis' books, he lists about 12 
or 14 different ways to cut metaL Shears, snips, 
band saw, hacksaw, torch, maybe a chiseL A 
different way (at least for aluminum) is to use a 
routeL In my other hobby (cabinet making), I 
frequently use my router to cutout parts, espe
cially ifI have a pattern to followo Based on a 
suggestion from an RV builder, I tried my router 
to cutout some aluminum It works like a charm 
The first thing you need are a pair of earmuffso 
This is not a quiet operationo I have a Black and 
Decker 1/2 horsepower router, and equipt it with 
a 1/8 carbide tipped blade (nothing special, a 
single flute wood type blade from Home Depot)o 
Set up a straight edge and follow along the 
straight edge with the router baseo one pass will 
true up one edge of an aluminum sheet You can 
procure (for about $12 at the B & D dealer) a 
template followec This bolts onto the router 
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base, and is a flanged bushing that will permit 
you to follow a straight edge or a pattem The 
pattern has to be cut undersize by a function of 
the little bushing size, but once set up, multiple 
copies of a given pattern take no timeo I gener-
ated a pile of in a few minuteso 

edges left are pretty clean, and 
rCQ11ire up with some 
400 method on .020, 
.025, 

any thicker 
you an idea 
cut I to acknowledge 
Chris Ruble (RV-6 San Jose for 
showing me the routing way to go. Sincerely, Ed 
Lamberto email address is: 
edJambert@qmsmtp.rdyncorockwell.com 

Shop Note: 

Stubborn Phillips screws cail sometimes 
be removed by putting a dab of lapping 
compound il! the criss-cross slots, I use 
Permatex 34A, Valve Grinding com
pound. The Abrasive gives the screw
driver more bitco 

If you .have to cot the screw head off 
with an abrasive wheel, it is helpful to 
have installed a washer under it. Tbis 
prevents cutting into the underlying 
sheet metal. from: David Hamilton 
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For those Thorp owners and builders who just can't 
wait for the next newsletter, or who need an answer 
now, to a pressing question, there is an alternative to 
bugging our 10ng-sufferij1g editor. It's called America 
Online(AOL), the electronic on-line service, where a 
growing number of Thorp flyers and builders are 
exchanging infonnation (with the usual ration of 
nonsense) through a T - I 8 bulletin board. The service is 
easy to use, once you get the hang of a few simple steps, 
and fast. Granted, you have to ·have a computer and 
modem, but you always wanted an excuse to buy one 
anyway, rigbt? And what better reason than this. AOL is 
also very versatile. Not only do Thorp folks trade 
questions, answers, and other infonnation, but they also 
sent mail directly to each other. A fringe benefit is that 
you can also glean knowledge about other planes, 
equipment, building techniques, etc. via dozens of other 
aviation bulletin boards. (Yes, other on-line services 
have similar facilities. But the Thorp bulletin board is 
active on AOL.) You canjoin AOL by calling 1-800-
827-6364 and requesting a disk that contains the 
necessary software. Or, ask at a local computer store; 
often the on-line services give away disks througb 
retailers (a month or so ago, computer magazines 
included free on-line software, too). With the disk comes 
IO hours offree airtime. After that, AOL costs $9.95 a 
month for up to 5 hours of time. Unless you become a 
cybemerd, that's plenty. I won't go into the steps to set 
up your computer. The AOL disk will lead you througb 
it. But, once you connect with AOL, you will want to 
race rigbt into the Thorp forum, rigbt? Here's how: 
I) On the top of the screen is a string oflittle icons. One 
features an arrow that curves down from the top of the 
box. If you click your pointer on that arrow, the "Key
word" box will appear; type in the word "FLY" and 
click OK or press the ENTER key. 2) In a few 
seconds, the aviation screen will appear, and in the lower 
rigbt comer of it you'll see a box that says, MESSAGE 
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BOARDS. Click on that. 3) Wben the next box 
comes up you'll have several choices. Click on the box 
that says LIST CATEGORIES. 4) What appears 
next is a list of all the available message boards. There 
are a lot of them, and you'll probably want to explore 
some. Right now, however, you should scroll througb 
until you see a line that says HOMEBUILTS AND 
EXPERIMENTALS. Highligbt the line by clicking on 
it, then click on the LIST TOPICS box. 5) Now 
you'll see a list of all the message boards devoted to 
homebuilts. There are boards for Pitts, Glasair, RVs
you name it. There are boards on metalworking, engines, 
instrumentation, and on and on. Scroll about half way 
througb and finally a board for THORP T -18 will 
appear, along with the number of messages that have 
been posted (on the day I wrote this there were 120) and 
the date of the last one. Highligbt the line and then click 
on one of the boxes at the bottom. There are several 
choices: You can list all the messages, starting at the 
very first. Or, you can begin reading the very first 
message. Or, you can ask to look at only those messages 
that have been poS>.ed in the past so many days (you tell 
it how many days you want to search). Once you have 
entered the bulletin board, the system keeps track of the 
date of your last visit, so in the future you can ask to see 
only those messages posted since you last looked in. 
(You can also get help any time you need it.) The 
bulletin board is used by many Thorp owners to ask 
questions relating to the operation or maintenance of 
their planes. Rich Snelson uses it to post infonnation 
about upcoming events. Anyone with an answer to a 
question they see, can immediately send a response. If 
you have a question of your own, or want to pass on a 
bit of advice, tell about a recent experience, or bug Rich 
Snelson, all you have to do is click on the box at the 
bottom of the screen that says, POST A MESSAGE. 
If you want to send a note directly to someone, move 
your pointer to the top of the screen, click on MAIL, and 
use the person's "Screen Name" to address the message. 
(As you scan the messages, you'll see the screen names 
of the writers. Some appear frequently - not too much, 
just a lot - and others less so.) Rich Snelson is 
RSnelsonl. I'm JRSullivan. Lyle Trusty isDadTrusty. 
Tom Kerns is NIOTK. Eventually, as more folks start 
using this medium, a list of Scrcen Names will probably 
appear in the newsletter, and be attached to the member
ship list. Try AOL. I think you'll like it. The Thorp 
bulletin board has the potential to be a real forum of 
news, technical information and ideas. 
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A- 582 DOUBLER ASS'Y BUill STA 199.75 576 IIxl7 10 DEC 65 
583 FlTT'G-TAIL GEAR STA 199.75 576 8.5xll 8 OCT 62 
584L FITTING ASS'Y HORZ TAIL PIVOT 575 17x22 I JAN 63 
585 RIB-SECOND - RUDDER 569 8.5x22 9 OCT 62 

A- 586 RIB-THIRD - RUDDER 569 17x22 2 JAN 63 
587 BEAM-UPPER - RUDDER 569 8.5x44 5 NOV 62 
588 BEAM-LOWER - RUDDER 569 17x33 6 NOV 62 

B- 589 SPRING - TAIL GEAR 590 25.5x22 23 FEB 69 
A- 590 INSTALLATION - TAIL GEAR 548 17x33 22 FEB 69 
A- 591 FITT'G-TAIL GEAR STA. 191.75 575 8.5xl I 2 NOV 65 

592 BULKHEAD ASS'Y STA. 76.5 580 17x33 12 MAY 63 
B- 593 SKIN-FUSE. SIDE (FLAT LAYOUT) 580 17x44 16 NOV 65 

594 SPACER - HORIZ TAIL PIVOT 595 8.5xll 11 JAN 63 
C- 595 INST ALLA TION - HORIZ TAIL 548 17x22 28 FEB 69 
A- 596 BULKHEAD ASS'YFUS STA 94.2862 580 17x33 8 FEB 63 

597 FITTING FUSE STA 94.2862 596 IIx17 10 JAN 63 
A- 598 FRAME FUSELAGE COCKPIT - AFT 580 17x33 8 FEB 63 

598 -I FRAME FUSELAGE COCKPIT - AFT 580 17x22 I NOV 65 
599 JOINT MAIN BEAM - FUSELAGE 548 25.5x33 8 FEB 63 
601 BULKHEAD ASS'YFUSE STA 69.928 580 17x33 11 FEB 63 
602 L FITTING MAIN BEAM - FUSE A TTCH 601 Ilxl7 II FEB 63 
603 DASH 580 17x22 21 APR 63 
604 FIRE WALL 580 17x22 3 APRIL 63 

D- 609 DESIGN REFERENCE 17x33 4 APRIL 65 
611 AFT ROOT RIB - HORIZ TAIL 502 8.5x22 25 MAR 64 
612 LEADING EDGE RIB HORIZ TAIL 502 8.5xll 25 MAR 64 
613 REAR BEAM - HORIZONTAL TAIL 502 85x22 3 APRIL 64 
615 L RIB-TRAILING EDGE CENTER WING 532 17x22 10 MAY 64 
617 JOINT REAR BEAM - FUSELAGE 548 17x22 28 OCT 64 
623 TIP WEIGHT - HORIZONTAL TAIL 595 17x22 28 FEB 69 
631 INSTALLATION - WING FLAP 548 34x66 12 OCT 67 
632 L ASSEMBLY - WING FLAP 631 17x33 31 MAR 65 
634 L RIB ASS'Y - INBOARD - FLAP 632 8.5x22 21 APR 65 
635 L RIB ASS'Y - OUTBOARD - FLAP 632 8.5x22 I APRIL 65 
636L BEAM WING FLAP 632 8.5x33 2 APRIL 65 
637 HINGE PLATE WING FLAP 631 8.5xIl 8 APRIL 65 

A- 638 R MAST WING FLAP 631 8.5x22 29 MAY 66 
639 REAR BULKHEAD - SPINNER 640 17x22 19 OCT 64 
640 SPINNER ASSEMBLY 548 17x33 19 OCT 64 
641 SPINNER SHELL 640 17x33 20 OCT 
642 FRONT BULKHEAD - SPINNER 640 17x22 22 OCT 64 

A- 650 ASSEMBLY - CANOPY 548 25.5x55 4 JULY 72 
651 L WHEEL FAIRING 548 34x44 16 NOV 71 
662 L NOSE RIB ASS'Y - WING FLAP 632 . 85xll 22 APR 65 
669 DECK - FUSELAGE 580-16 25.5x33 31 OCT 65 
686 BEARING CAGE ELEVATOR TRIM SYS 701 8.5xll 10 DEC 65 
689 BEARING BLOCK ELEV TRIM SYSTEM 701 8.5xIl 10 DEC 65 
694 NUT ELEV TRIM SYSTEM 701 8.5xll 12 DEC 63 

A- 701 INST'L ELEV TRIM JACK ASS'Y 715 17x22 18 FEB 66 
702 BUSHING ELEVATOR TRIM SYSTEM 701 8.5xll 12 DEC 65 
703 TORQUE TlJBE ASS'Y ELEV TRIM 701 17x22 15 DEC 65 
704 JACK SCREW ELEV TRIM SYSTEM 701 8.5xll 12 DEC 65 
707 SPACER ELEVATOR TRIM SYSTEM 701 8.5xll 5 JAN 66 
715 INST'L ELEVATOR TRIM SYSTEM 548 17x22 19 JAN 66 
716 CONTROL HEAD ELEV TRIM SYSTEM 715 17x22 17 JAN 66 
719 TERMINAL - FLEXIBLE SHAFT 701 8.5xIl 18 FEB 66 
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721 HUB - TRIM WHEEL 716 8.5xll 18 FEB 66 
722 BEARING - TRIM WHEEL 504 8.5xll 19 FEB 66 
727 RING ASS'Y - DYNAFOCAL MOUNT 728 25.5x33 28 APR 66 
728 DYNAFOCAL ENGINE MOUNT ASS'Y 548 25.5x22 13 MAY 66 
733 JIG - DYNAFOCAL MOUNT 25.5x33 13 MAY 66 
734 L BRACKET - WING FLAP 632 8.5xll 10 NOV 67 

A- 736 L FLAP PULLEY INST. OUTBOARD 631 IIx17 26 MAY 66 
A- 740 FLAP PULLEY INST. INBOARD 631 17x22 I JUNE 66 

742 LEVER INSTAL'N FLAP CONTROL 631 25.5x33 30 MAY 66 
743 DETENT - FLAP CONTROL 742 17x22 26 JUNE 66 
744 EXTRUSION - RUBBING STRIP 8.5xll 10-31-46 
751 SEAL - CARB. AIR BOX 781 17x22 8 OCT 67 
781 ASSEMBLY - CARB. AIR BOX 548 34x33 28 APR 68 
782 WELL CARB. AIR BOX 781 11x17 8 OCT 67 
791 R COLLAR - FLAP MAST 632 8.5xll 10 NOV 67 
792 INST FUEL GAGE SENDING UNIT 17x33 6 APR 68 
796 INST ALLA TlON PITOT -STATIC 548 17x22 11 JUNE 68 

A- 850 INSTALLATION - BATTERY BOX 548 34x33 8 JUNE 70 
852 R SEAT MOUNTING FRONT - OUTBOARD 855 17x22 IS NOV 70 
853 SEAT BRACKET FRONT-INBOARD 854 8.5xll 9 NOV 70 
854L SEAT MOUNTING FRONT - INBOARD 855 17x22 6 NOV 70 
855 . .cINSTALLATION SEATS 548 34x44 24 NOV 70 
856R SEATBRACKETFRONT-OUTBOARD 852 8.5xll 2 DEC 70 
857 L SEAT SUPPORT REAR 855 25.5x44 20 NOV 70 
858 LOOP - HARNESS 855 8.5xll 7 DEC 70 
859 ANCHORAGE SHOULDER HARNESS 855 17x22 8 DEC 70 
860R ANCHORAGE SEAT BELT OUTBOARD 855 17x22 22 DEC 70 
861 ANCHORAGE SEAT BELT - INBOARD 855 17x22 23 DEC 70 

A- 862 TAIL SPRING - HEAVY DUTY 589 17x33 20 JUNE 71 
863 VALVE - CARB. AIR BOX 781 17x22 16 JULY 71 
864 L BRACKET - WHEEL FAIRING 651 17x22 8 DEC 71 
865 FAIRING LANDING GEAR LEG 866 25.5x33 26 DEC 71 
866 INSTALLATION GEAR LEG FAIRING 548 17x22 3 JAN 71 
867 BODY CANOPY LATCH 870 IIx17 27 JUNE 72 
868 HOOK - CANOPY LATCH 870 8.5x11 28 JUNE 72 
869 INSIDE HANDLE - CANOPY LATCH 870 8.5xll 29 JUNE 72 
870 ASSEMBLY CANOPY LATCH 650 IIx17 28 JUNE 72 
871 OUTSIDE HANDLE CANOPY LATCH 870 8.5x11 28 JUNE 72 
872 STUD CANOPY LATCH 870 8.5xll 29 JUNE 72 
873 SHAFT CANOPY LATCH 870 8.5xll 30 JUNE 72 
874 PIN CANOPY LATCH 870 8.5xll 30 JUNE 72 
875 FLAT LAYOUT-BODY CANOPY LATCH 867 8.5xll 2 JULY 72 
876 COVER PLATE CANOPY LATCH 870 8.5xll 2 JULY 72 
877L CANOPY TRACK SIDE 580 8.5x33 19 JULY 72 
905 DRIVING LUG PROP SHAFT EXTENS. 1072 8.5x11 26 OCT 69 
1070 EXTENSION PROPELLER 1070 17x33 70CT64 
1071 DRIVING LUG PROP SHAFT EXT 1070 8.5xll 7 OCT 64 
1072 EXTENSION PROPELLER SHAFT 17x33 25 OCT 64 
1159 FILLER NECK FUEL TANK 514 17x22 19 MAY 64 
1160 ASSEMBLY FUEL FILLER CAP 514 8.5xll 8 JUNE 55 
1188 SEALING RING FUEL FILLER CAP 1160 8.5xll 8 JUNE 55 
1189 COVER FILLER CAP 1160 8.5xll 8 JUNE 55 
1190 PLATE ASSEMBLY FILLER CAP 1160 8.5xl1 9 JUNE 55 
1191 PLATE FILLER CAP 1190 8.5x11 8 JUNE 55 

A- 1192 WING NUT FILLER CAP 1160 8.5x11 9 JUNE 55 
1439 SEAL CANOPY 650 8.5xll 26 AUG 61 
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4th Annual Placerville Fly-In 
Sept 22-24 

Info: 408-365-8836 

Newsletter No.96 

NOTE: I had so much good material for this newsletter that I left out the editors column. I would 
like to mention that the Oshkosh Friday events in the Nature Center were well attended. The picnic 
and the Thorp Forum were held there starting at noon. We will try for that same combination next 
year. We had a lot of comments about how much everone like it there. Take note: I heard you say 
that it was very hard to hear the speakers, no P A. I'll work on that for next year. There are a lot of 
For Sale Items in this newsletter so check out the good deals folks. I have had numerous calls from 
individuals looking for Thorps. The word is out, we have a great airplane. I will try and put airplanes 
and buyers together. Let me know if you plan to selL (217) 935-4215 

T-18 FALL GATHERING 
KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE STATE RESORT PARK 

OCT 6-8,1995 
Come to this event if you enjoy flying, flying, flying. It's true we do spend a litttle of the 
weekend looking at the gathered Thorps, but a lot of the time is spent giving folks a 
Thorp T -18 rides. Kentucky Dam State Park Airport is 30 miles east of the Cunningham 
VOR (Paducah) on the 90 degree radial, 8 miles south ofV178. The runway is paved, 
4000 feet long. Phone number for the lodge is 1-800-325-0146. !!! I doubt if you will be 
able to get a room there at this late date! Call anyway and ask for the Paine Party. If you 
can't get in there, try the Ramada Inn it's not far. Bring your own tie downs. 
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T-18 EWSLETTER 

Ken Brock's T-18 equipped with the CAFE Foundation's Barrographs 
See letter from Dick Ecklund on page 8, more to follow. 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Flight Safety Bulletins 
AeroElectric Connection 
First Flight by Joe Gauthier 
Wood Propeller Refinishing 
Why Vacuum Pumps Fail 
A report from "Down Under" 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As always) in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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FLIGHT SAFETY BULLETINS! 

During a routine inspection of the outer wing panels of a recently purchased Thorp T -18, standard 
wing model, the outer wing bolts were found to be loose. Closer inspection showed that some of the 
holes were greatly enlarged, some to A I 0" and one that had been drilled to a figure eight shape. 
Evidence of movement and wear was present on the bolts and in the holes. If this problem had gone 
undetected a failure of one of the fittings would have eventually occurred. The aircraft has less than 
200 hours on it. 

Great care should be taken when fitting and drilling the outer wing attach fittings. Any slop in these 
holes will show up as play that allows the wing junction to move, this movement will eventually 
enlarge the holes even more. A check of these four bolts should be added to all T -18 yearly condi
tional inspections ("The annual"). It should also be added to the list of things to check when buying a 
used Thorp. 

Both bolts on the outer to inner wing fittings are designed for sheer loading. No normal amount of 
torque will keep the wing together if this sheer arrangement is enlarged and loose. In fact by checking 
the torque table for this size bolt, you will find it's quite low. Therefore, just torquing the bolts at the 
yearly inspection won't cut it. It's necessary to loosen the bolts and move the outer wing up and down 
to check the play. Better yet, remove the wing panel and get a first hand look at how the bolts fit the 
holes. They should have started life as a tight fit, at least a hard push to get them in. If they're so 
loose that you can slop them around side to side, you have a problem that must be corrected. If the 
bolts are still snug, you did the job right in the first place. Torque them back up and go flying. 

The only way I know to fix the looseness problem is to use an adjustable reamer and open the holes 
oversize and then find some NAS oversized bolts to fit. Alatec in California can supply NAS 6606-
15X bolts that measure .388". This may not be large enough to all problem holes. Their phone is 
(818)727-7800. Drilling the holes out for next is a solution it removes 
much of the design margin material around should done to ripj·pn-nnlP 

the limits for drilling the holes out 

nal damage is 
ment Updale: Gayle sent prop 10 

This is a federal lab that Ben Owens recommended. More on Gayle gets a renor!. 
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MORE PROBLEMS---- FLIGHT SAFETY 
Dear Rich, 
I am enclosing a letter and photos which I sent to the FAA regarding the recent failure of my 
Stewart -Warner oil cooler 

I should emphasize that no knowledgeable person will blame the failure of the weld on the installation 
for two reasons: first I repeat: 2 experienced aircraft welders who saw my cooler said, in any circum-
stance, weld is properly done, the material around the weld should break the weld. 
Secondly my installation is identical to that used by all other T-18 builders. I'm aware of at least in 
So. Calif This installation was used on my first T-18 for 2009 hrs. and on this one for 350 hours. 
Sincerely, Earl Ody 

. I would like to inform you of the failure ofa Stewart Warner oil cooler on a 0-360 Lycoming 
engine on my Thorp 8, N992PE, on 1 Nov 1995. As you can see in the enclosed photos, the weld 

where the boss is welded on to the cooler on the inboard side. The oil was quickly pumped out 
of the engine spraying over the engine creating much smoke in the cockpit and zero reading on my oil 
pressure gage. Fortunately I was over an airport and made a safe landing. The installation of the 
cooler is standard on most T -18' s. 

I am calling this to your attention so you may alert many owners of aircraft with this cooler of the 
danger of a possible failure. Many of my T -18 friends using this cooler are very concerned after 
learning of my emergency. Although some may fault my installation, experienced aircraft welders 
have told me that if a weld is properly done, the material around the weld should break before the 
weld breaks. As you can see from the photos, the break is precisely in the weld where the boss joins 
the cooler. 

When I contacted Stewart Warner, they offered to replace the cooler, free of charge, which they have 
done. When I suggested they pay to disassemble, inspect, repair if necessary, and reassemble my 
engine they indicated that they would not do so without being forced by litigation, which I am in no 
financial position to do. The Stewart Warner people I have dealt with are Tom Ridenour at 812-547-
7071 and Scott Eberle at 317-486-2629. If you need further information regarding this incident 
please call me at 310-833-6872. Thank you. Earl Ody 28903 Gunter Rd. Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 
90275-2019 
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Dear Richard: 
Enclosed please find my 1996 subscription fee 
for new membership in the TIS Mutual Aid 
Society. 
I completed TIS serial number 137 3-112 years 
after purchasing the long-abandoned project; it 
had passed through a succession of owners over 
many years. In fact, I have some correspon
dence from John Thorp transferring registered 
ownership of the serial number from one owner 
to another. Apparently, the originator of the 
project did most of the work I took over. The 
cost of the materials was considerably less in 
1964 than now, as some of the material receipts 
I have from then plainly show! 

Serial number 137 is registered with the FAA as 
N137EP. It was inspected by designee Jay 
Foster of Enstrom Helicopter on Good Friday, 
April 12 1995, and made its first flight a few 
weeks later. It has over 90 hours on it now and 
was at Oshkosh this year; the dark redllight 
graylblack one parked on the aisle. It is pow
ered by a converted 125 HP GPU engine turning 
a 6S x 70 AymarlDemuth prop. The engine was 
assembled using new 3-ring standard-size 
pistons, rings, bearing and rod bolts, and really 
does a good job getting NI37EP off the ground. 
Except for a rudder trim requirement, it flies 
well. 

I am a student pilot, having constructed the 
airplane before learning to fly, and am now 
taking flight insruction in my brother Bob's 
C 170. Brother Bob and nephew Dave Pernic 
flew off the required 40 hours without any 
problems other than relocating the crankcase 
vent on the engine. I think after the initial 
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apprehension associated with a new airplane, 
they had a good time! 

A worthwhile change was to fabricate a new 
mounting block for the tailwheel. The original 
mount had a 45-degree angle between the tail
wheel fork pivot axis and the mounting surface 
which is bolted against the spring. The new 
mount has a 35-degree angle there. This change 
put the fork pivot axis into the vertical plane and 
increased the trail of the tailwheel axle behind the 
fork pivot. The tailwheel is more stable now, 
with less tendency to shimmy during rollout. 

Looking ahead into the future, I plan on changing 
out the Goodyear brakes and wheels for a set of 
Clevelands. I know I missed a good deal on a set 
a few months back, so if this letter is published 
and any readers know for a set of Clevelands ... 
call me, please! I also am thinking about building 
a 309 cubic inch GPU engine as described by 
John Thorp in one of the Newsletters. Have any 
members done this? Can anyone with experience 
with this conversion comment on this project? I 
haven't located a 340 cubic inch Lycoming 
crankshaft which forms the basis of the engine. 
Sincerely yours, Edward Pemic 17S01 Tanager 
Ln South Bend, Ind 2191272-3917 

Hi Rich and everyone, 

I was surprised and delighted to see my T -IS 
"Nose Art" Tiger on the cover of our recent 
newsletter. There is a little story behind it, as it 
was one of the first things I did after I got my T
IS. I was extremely nervous about hiring a total 
stranger to put paint on my new baby, and you 
always read that T -IS's are supposed to have 
straight lines, so I only imagined what kind of 
disaster I might be getting myself into. I didn't 
know a thing about art, I still don't, so to find a 
good artist I started calling all the art studio's in 
Los Angeles. The name Jim O'Conell kept com
ing up so I figured he must be the best. I called 
Jim and told him point blank that I wanted 
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perfect realism and no "Tony the Tiger" type 
pictures on my plane. He didn't bat an eye and we 
met. His portfolio included work for the group 
"Kiss" and he is the resident illustrator for the 
LAPD and Suicide Prevention. I asked how 
much. He said $1600 bucks. I broke into a sweat 
but agreed (I've since found out from numerous 
artist's that's about right). He said he would 
research about four days at the library and then 
take a week to complete both tigers. He said 
don't come back before then. When I did come 
back I couldn't believe my eyes. He air brushed 
the underlying Tiger and then hand painted the 
detail over it. They are so lifelike they look as 
though they will bite you if you get too close. A 
lot of people think they are decals. It still amazes 
me that someone can have that kind of talent, and 
he didn't discover it till he was age 30. So what 
started out as a scary foray into art by a 
knownothing has turned into one of the favorite 
parts of my airplane. It is a never ending joy for 
me to see other people enjoy them. Take care
Don Schindler, Woodlanhills, CA 

Dear Rich, We appreciate your time on the 
newsletter we couldn't do without it. I have 
painted N-160CJ which keep me from flying for 
several months. Am now trying to get familiar 
with the T -18 again. I have about 23 hours on it. 
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I made several changes during the paint time, 
one I feel is worth while is an electric primer. 
I removed the mechanical pump and installed 
a solenoid valve on the gascolator and from it 
to the engine primer lines. I used a door bell 
button for the switch, this is only good for 
fuel pressure systems, which I have since 
getting rid of the Marvel Carb. I had the 
usual problem (running to rich) with it. 

I went to a Ellison Throttle Body and am 
well pleased with it . Back to the primer: turn 
on boost pump, hold button down and count 
to three and start the engine. It is easier that 
the mech primer and cleans up the installation 
with no fuel lines in the cockpit. 

I am sending a couple of pictures of the T -18 
if you choose to use them. 

We had our annual fly in Saturday the 21 and 
was glad to see two other T -18s fly in, Gary 
Green and Gary Cotner, we had a total of 43 
aircraft and 86 people for the free barbecue 
lunch. The flyin is cosponsored by the local 
EAA Chapter 1014. Not bad to have been on 
the same date as Keerville and another only 
19 miles south. Keep up the good work on 
the newsletter. Coyt Johnston RT. 1, Box 
178 Snyder, OK 73566 

Coyt Johnston's beautiful new Thorp T-18 N160CJ 
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More Email: Subj: Thorp CA to FL in 2 Days 
Date: 95-11-1214:1O:44ESTFrom: Speedyll 
Well, I made it to Florida without a hiccup 
the plane. 

I hopped from Bakersfield, CA to Oklahoma 
in one day, parked the plane for about a month, 
and then recently hopped to Tampa, GPS 
average groundspeed was 160-170 knots 
entire trip thanks to good tailwinds. During 
several 200 FPM descents, had GS of 195-205 
knots. Route of flight was Bakersfield to 
Victorville to Kingman, AZ to A1bequerque to 
Tucumcari to OKC to Tallahasse to Tampa. 
Engine ran perfectly. Ailerons are out of trim, so 
had to hold about 1 0 pounds of right stick pres
sure during entire trip. Canopy and windscreen 
got scratched during OKC layover due to dust 
getting under plastic tarp and wind causing tarp 
to rub against canopy. Does ,myone have experi
ence with Micromesh or another scratch re
mover?? Any advice appreciated. 

Airplane climbs like an angel at 85 mph indicated, 
but engine cylinder head temp goes above 
redline. May be due to lack of spinner, but 
suspect that CHT probe is improperly located. 
I've got to check that out. Oil temp stays well 
within normal range at all times. 

Now I need to start my clean up work. I plan to 
redo the interior and paneL The paint is ugly, but 
can't afford to repaint right now. It's a great 
flying little plane. In fact, I think I'll go fly 
RIGHT NOW!! Bye. Stan Sutterfield. 

Dear Rich, 

We sure did have a great time at OSHKOSH this 
year especially on Friday during the Thorp 
activities. It was great seeing you and Roxanne 
as well as the rest of the Thorp people! 

All of the events went very well and as usual, I 
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learned a lot and had a good time doing so. 

As I have mentioned in past, things weren't 
going too well at the job as a result I am 
<bet.",,, off on a new venture - tomorrow. I 

to a 
meaSLtrernerlt, and I to be 

movmg in the near This doesn't 
my project in term but, I expect 
the project will benefit in the long term. 

Therefore, I would like to list some surplus parts 
for the 8 in the next newsletter. These parts 
are extras that I have accumulated and do not 
want to move. My wife, Elainel may be con
tacted at home, (215) 321-0446. Ifnecessary, I 
then can contact the interested party for more 
info. 

The parts are for a standard T -18 as follows: 
Wing spars (complete) and ribs - $400.00. 
Bulkheads and fuselage skIns (which could be 
used as templates) $100.00. 
Miscellaneous fittings for wing, etc. - $25.00 
Cowl nose piece and bottom of cowl- $25.00. 

Prices are reasonable and negotiable. 
I will forward my new address when it is avail
able. Thanks for your help. 
Sincerely, Don Ruffuer 

October II, 1995 
0-290-G on Three Cylinders 
Few of us can intentionally shut down one 
cylinder in flight just to see how the engine 
performs. That's why I want to describe what 
happened when my T-18, #844, swallowed an 
exhaust valve. I was flying near Corvallis, Or
egon' intending to measure airspeed with my new 
prop, Pacesetter 68x64, by flying between two 
VOR's. This is described by Barry Schiff in 
"Proficient Pilot II", p. 162. 
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A change in the sound of the engine drew 
attention to the tach, which abruptly dropped 

2600 to 2200 rpm. After switching to left 
right mag, then back to both, I tried playing 
the mixture, This proved to be a mistake, 
the engine died, leaving the shiny new prop 

perched board-like out front An attempt to re
start indicated a mechanical interference, 

I almost made Corvallis, Touchdown was 
on muddy grass, Dodging around runway lights 
and a sign structure let me come to a stop on the 
runway, The airframe was undamaged, 

The piston on the offending cylinder looked as if 
a muscular, angry person had attacked the top 
with a three-pound sledge and a cold chisel, In 
addition to a hole the size of a quarter, the 
exhaust valve head was stuck on edge in the 
surface like a coin in a pie. The lesson seems to 
be that if you have an abrupt, substantial drop in 
rpm, don't play with it, because it may stop 
completely. 

Shop Note - Bames and Patterns 

You may not need to get baffie patterns from 
others, since you can make them yourself out of 
posterboard (thin cardboard), using a method 
similar to that described by Tony Bingelis in 
"Firewall Forward" p. 271. The problem is to fit 
a pattern to an irregularly-shaped engine crank
case. The basic idea is to refine a rough pattern, 
fixed in position, by taping on small pieces of 
posterboard, each of which is cut to fit just a 
small portion, sayan inch long. This first-attempt 
pattern can be removed and traced around to 
produce pattern number two. This is put back on 
the engine in the same position as the first (refer
ence marks) and further refined in the same way. 
A leather punch may be used to make a one
eighth hole in posterboard so that it can be 
clecoed to a previously-made baffie piece. 

How about the problem of matching an 
existing hole, hidden under the pattern? The 
baffie on top of the cylinder head can be fitted to 
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the rocker-arm cover in the way described above. 
Now we have to locate the retaining screw 
holes. Cut a hole the size of a dime in the ap
proximate location, the pattern fixed in 
position on the cylinder head, draw cross-hair 
lines on the pattern centering on the screw-hole, 
which is of course visible through the dime-sized 
hole in the pattern, These cross-hairs can be used 
to locate the hole when you go to make it in 
metal. This method of hole location is not accu
rate enough for rivets, but works quite well for 
clearance holes. David C. Hamilton 6203 Shaw 
Lane Aumsville Oregon, 97325 (503) 749-1374 

Dear Rich, 

Please keep your eyes open for a pair of 5.00 x 
5 inch Clevelands. I'll need them in a month or 
so. I may start calling some of the Trade-a-Plane 
ads to see what I can locate at a decent price. I 
also need the flat engine mount for the Lyco 0-
290G on the T-I8. 

Since we wiped out my T -18 on July I st I have 
been intending to write you with some cautions 
for others. A friend of mine offered to do the 
initial flights for me since he is more tail-wheel 
current In fact during the initial flight in the 
morning my friend, a CFII, felt so confident with 
the airplane he did an aileron roll with only an 
hour or so on the tach! He completed six suc
cessfullandings at the Fitchburg MA airport; 
both grass and pavement with no problem. 
In the afternoon he and I shot six landings as part 
of my check -out at Fitchburg and returned to 
home base at Minutman Airfield in Stow, Massa
chusetts. On landing, the first with two people, 
at Minuteman which has a narrow rough runway 
directional control was lost We veered off the 
runway, hit some boulders, flipped inverted and 
ended up in an adjacent pond upside down and 
under water. Luckily we both got out without 
any significant problem. When I saw muddy 
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water coming in from the top of the canopy I 
knew we had a substantial problem, took a deep 
breath and reached for the seat belt! 

On retrieval from the pond one tail-wheel spring 
end clip was found unhooked from the tail-wheel 
arm AN-43 eyebolt. We feel strongly that due to 
the rough runway the steel tail-wheel support 
spring was bouncing so much that the clip ro
tated around and came off as the tiller springs 
slacked off. 

The mandated caution to all other tail-wheel 
operators is to safety wire these clips so that it is 
impossible for them to come off under any 
circumstance. I had tension springs installed that 
were adequately tight under static conditions but 
obviously not adequate under dynamic condi
tions. 

When we hit the water the canopy luckily shat
tered or we would have become statistics. The 
local EMTs insisted I go to the hospital since my 
arm was torn up from the Plexiglas as I departed 
in a hurry. 

Major damage was to the fuselage rear top skin, 
right hip skin and some minor rework needed 
between windshield and firewall. Only wing 
damage was the left outboard panel leading edge 
at the tip; now I'll add a landing light in that area 
as I rebuild it. 

Both rudder and fin were wiped out by rocks in 
the pond so I'll build new ones. 
The shame of the whole incident was that the 
airplane was performing beyond expectations. 
All the instruments were not only in the green, 
they were in the middle of the green. There was 
no cross-talk of the strobes on the radio and we 
were easily doing 155 mph at 2500 rpm on an 0-
290G that I'm guessing is putting out about 13 5 
hp. 

It was such a "high" to fly it even for such a 
short time that I can't wait to rebuild it and get 
going again. If the plane did not perform as well 
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as it did I would not attempt to redo it but just 
walk away from it! 

Enough of my rambling, but I wanted to get my 
thoughts on to you for passing on to others. The 
lesson learned the hard way is to safety the safety 
clips and assume that they will come off at some 
time although here I still blame the rough runway 
since we made a dozen no problem landings before 
the incident. 

Keep up the good work on the Newsletter Rich, 
we all appreciate your above and beyond efforts. 
Sincerely, John Q. Cragin 
T-18 #554160 Stratford Road Needham, MA 
02192-1432 phone (617) 444-3105 

Subj: T-18 CAFE Foundation Test 

Rich, On Friday, 3 November I flew the Skooter 
to The Santa Rosa County airport to join Ken 
Brock who had arrived the day before. Ken and 
his able assistant and co-pilot, Olliver (Smitty) 
Smith (builder ofN104X), were hard at work 
with Brien Seeley, Otis Holt, and Ed Vetter to 
instrument N42KB (better known as "Sweet 
Marie") for the CAFE flight test series. If you 
are not familiar with the capabilities of the EAA 
assisted CAFE Foundation, read the "W10 
PERFORMANCE REPORT" article in the 29 
June 1994, Sport Aircraft. They had all stayed up 
late the night before to get most of the hard work 
accomplished to take advantage of promised 
good weather for the weekend. The test date 
had been in question due to fog conditions during 
the preceeding week. I was constantly impressed 
during the weekend testing with the dedication of 
this volunteer group. As soon as the instrumen
tation installation was complete Ken and Otis 
took the T -18 up for a shakedown of the data 
aquisition. C.J. Stevens, Chief Test Pilot for the 
foundation was busy flying the Cessna Conquest 
II for his regular boss. C.J. arrived back later on 
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was began in earnest. 
some concern that zero thrust system 

Foundation has pioneered and reline:d 
would not work properly with the constant speed 

This was the first constant speed propeller 
inst:alhltio-n instrumented by CAFE. With some 

glitches in software and hardware 
the zero thrust system proved to be correct 

and instrumented testing was completed by the 
of the day. Stephen Williams arrived to start 

data reduction on Saturday and it was verified 
the instruments could be removed on Sunday 

for the handling qualities evaluation. Larry Ford, 
Vice President of the Foundation, provided 
crucial help on Saturday with his great chilli feed 
and again on Sunday when he provided a new 
airspeed indicator. Saturday night Betty Stephens, 
CT's wife treated Ken, Smitty and myself to 
more of the great hospitality with her delicious 
lasagna dinner with all the trimmings. It was a 
great evening food, wine and airplane stories. I 
owe a big "Thank You" to Dr. Brien Seeley, 
President of the CAFE Foundation and all the 
members who allowed me to participate in the T-
18 tests. Look for the test results in a Sport 
Aircraft article in February or March, 1996. You 
in the T-18 community all know how good John 
Thorp's design is, and soon the rest of the 
homebuilt community will be able to appreciate 
the numbers. Richard Eklund 11129/95 

FOR SALE 
Chromed Ken Brock T-18-5-2 Spinner for Constant 
Speed Prop. 
I have over $355 invested in the spinner and would 

like to sell it for $300 and I'll pay for FedEx shipping. 
If it doesn't fit your prop, I'll buy it back so you're not 
stuck in the same situation I am (assuming it's returned 
in the same condition). Call Stan Sutterfield, 
813-653-1189 

internet:robert, c1ayton@sbe.kI2.utus 

Editor's Note: The following information about 
Robert L Nuckolls' AeroElectrical Connection 
was sent in by T-18 Mutual Aid Member Robert 
Clayton. Thanks Robert, it really looks like the 
service that Nucklolls provides would be very 
helpful for building and/or reworking an electri
cal system. This is one area of homebuilding that 
needs to be improved. I know of one T-18 that 
had an electrical fire that could have ended in 
diaster if the pilot hadn't acted quickly. 

Letter from Nucklolls to Robert: 

Robert, 

Sorry to be so hard to catch! I've been working 
a certification package for Bill Bainbridge - the 
new SD-20 alternator (vacuum pump pad driven 
20 amp machine) is gomg onto the production 
1y1ooneys. We've had a mally tight grip on spare 
tl!lle; had to put some thmgs on the back burner. 
I Just got out of a meeting with the FAA this 
morning - things went well and I can now catch 
up on other matters. 

I think you were wanting some stuff about the 
Connection to put into print ... here 'tis .... 

AeroElectric Connection 
6936 Bainbridge Road 
Wichita, Kansas 67226-1008 
Phone (316) 685-8617 Compuserve LD. 
72770,552 

The AeroElectric Connection is an information 
service, now 9 y~ars old an.d 800 readers strong. 
The prmted portIOn looks lIke a book but it's 
pubhshed in a 3-ring, loose leaf binder format 
permitting periodic updates. Presently, 270+ 
pages and 14 chapters cover d. c. fundamentals 
batteries, regulators, alternators, over-voltage' 
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protection, grounding, circuit protection, electrI
cal instrumentation, switches and contactors, 
wire, wire termination, antennas 
lighting and pressure measurement 
lists vendors of services plus 
surplus components of interest to uw""" 0, 

Another appendix contains do-it-yourself avion
ics projects which may be scratch-built, 
or purchased assembled tested, An ex-
panding group of power distribution iliB,,""m 
describe several design philosophies to 
plastic and metal airplanes, Chapters are 
planned and written on systems mstrumentation, 
motors, audio and transmitter control systems, 
custom wirebook development, failure mode 
effects analysis and electrical noise management 

Perhaps most important is the consulting service, 
Since we cannot all sit down in a classroom 
together, questions are answered by active dialog 
with readers, Over the years I've become depen
dent upon reader contact to guide my writing; it 
is impossible to answer questions when you don't 
know what they are' Use e-mail when you can, I 
check mx mail50x several times a day, If you're 
not yet' treking the nets', a phone call will do"", 

The 'Connection fills a gap between 'cookbooks" 
and engineering texts; not light reading, but it is 
fun, We don't get into discussions of sub-atomic 
particles but we do take things apart far enough 
to have an idea about how they work The style 
is conversational and I often use anecdotes from 
my experience in Wichita aircraft manufacturing, 
From time to time, "Hot Flashes" (newsletters) 
are mailed when important subjects must be 
addressed between regular issues of the 'Connec
tion, 

The 'Connection is a dynamic work which grows 
with new techoology and our collective experi
ences, 

Custom Wirebooks: A completed electrical 
system installation can easily require more than 
1000 pieces of material and hardware, Trying to 
remember where all the wires go and where parts 
were purchased can add a lot of fiustration when 
future repairs or modifications are needed, 
Further, at some point in time, you will probably 
want to sell y'0ur completed project A prospec
tive buyer will be more willing to pay the asking 
price if the electrical system is well documented, 
Custom wirebooks from the Connection are 
professionally prepared, page per system draw
mgs which rival those prOVided with any certi
fied, general aviation airplane, Optional wire 
numbering kits permit wires to be identified using 
numbers called out on the finished drawings, 
Purchasing custom wirebook services for your 
project provides an enhanced level of consulting 

NeWSletter NO, '71 

Act RT 359A Transponder $350 
Genava Radio, "works" Cheap 
3- Great American wood props 
asking $300 each, Contact Ludtke 
Phone: 605-361-2301 

Magellan Skyblazer 
Used 2 months (traded aircraft) 
all accesories: moving map, extra 
antenna: Works great! $6000BO 
Bill Essenburg (608) 637-2663 

12 sheets of, 025 alum, Dynafocal 
engine mount, 210413 Woodward 
Governor contact: Lyle Mccullough 
414-642-3876 

built by Gale Abels an Award Winner 

TT since new A!EIP 0-360180 HP, Hartzell CS 
prop, is 750 hrs, The interior is very well done, 
Some of the equipment includes- King K 
VOR WIGS, KI204 Indicator, KMA-24 Audio 
Panel, EDO-AlRE RT563A Navcom,EDO-AlRE 
RT66lA Comm, Ball Variometer, Narco AT50A 
Transponder, Terra Encoder, (freshly certif), new 
ELT battery, and the airplane is licensed thru Septem
ber 1996, 
Contact: Dean Cochran (303) 466-3472 he is selling 
it for ML Abel's family, $42,500 
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FLIGHT REPORT 

by Joe Gauthier 

November 28, 1995 

My wife Carol and I enjoyed the Nature Center 
Lunch and forum this year at Oshkosh. That is a 
much better place to conduct such meetings and I 
trust you'll continue to use that place if it's 
available. 

I'm very happy to tell you that our S-18 finally 
took to the skies on the 16th of Sept. The first 
flight lasted almost exactly one hour and went 
about as good as I could dream. I had previously 
flown several other Thorps' accumulating over 
25 hours of experience so I knew what to expect. 
Last Saturday, the 25th of November I was signed 
out of the flight test area and gave several passenger 
rides. I take serious delight in seeing the expres
sions on my friends when they first experience the 
excellent way the Thorp handles. I still haven't put 
on the wheel pants or fairings on it yet, so I'm unable 
to tell your readers very much about performance 
(Speed). I can say that a straight and clean Thorp 
flies very well. It is a hands off airplane in smooth 
air, requiring very little assista~ce from the rudder 
pedals to make smooth coordmated turns. I can 
also say that it is the best "Wheel Landing" plane 
that I've flown. I'll provide all the numbers once the 
pants and fairings are installed. 

About the only suggestion that I can make at this 
time is that the S-I8, long, wide fuselage and 
convertible wing equipped with alSO HP Lyc and 
Wood prop is tail heavy. That has been noted in 
previous newsletters and I'm simply adding my 
agreement with those who have already noted this 
condition. I've made provisions for relocating the 
battery to the right seat well, under the seat of 
course. I borrowed a Landoll Dynamic Balancer for 
the starter ring gear as the first change to improve 
CG. The Landoll balancer has been flown for about 
22 hours and at this point, I don't see any great 
benefit except for the improvement in CG. Maybe 
I'll change my mind as my flight time increases. I'm 
currently using one of the old Sensenich Wood 
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Props, (66X76) which performs well. outside 
tiedown in New England, the weather can harsh 
on wooden propellers. I'm if your readers 
have any experience the metal propellers 
Sensenich has for "High Performance" 
homebuilts. aircrafl is offering to 
builders and I know a local RV6 owner who loves 
the metal prop that has. I also have one of the 
1984 model Warnke "Almost Constant Speed" 
wood props that I want to try. This one was made 
from dark wood, looks like mahogany although I 
know it is not, and I've been told that they are 
troublesome. Anyone have a comment on that? 

I initiallythoughtthatNo. 3 cylinder was running 80 
Deg F hotter (at 410 Deg F) than the others beca1:lse 
my oil cooler gets it's air from the baffles behmd 
No.3. I found that completely blocking off the oil 
cooler for a short flight didn't lower the temp on 
No. 3 by 10 Deg F. I also noticed that the hot 
cylinders and EGT peaks swapped from No 3 at 
partial throttle to No 1 & 2 at full throttle. I spoke 
to Evan Roberts in Houston, Texas, remembering 
his comments in a recent T -18 Newsletter on the T-
18 carb he is using. He gave me Bob Brashear's 
name from Waco, Texas. I spoke to Bob and he 
suggested leaking intake tubes ~s the cau~e for my 
EGT imbalance. I followed his suggestions and 
sealed the intake tubes where they join into the oil 
pan. I found only a very slight improvements in the 
data after sealing the intake tubes. While research
ing the carburetor part number options, as sug
gested by Evan and Facet Aerospace, I noticed a 
Lycoming service instruction that included a new 
carb nozzle to improve smoothness in certain en
gines. I tried that nozzle and finally settled on a jet 
opening in it's base that is slightly larger .111 vs the 
original diameter of .104" and have nearly solved 
the problem. The discharge end of the new nozzle 
has a very thick wall sections and a pattern of holes 
in the sidewall near the tip. Apparently this configu
ration results in better atomization of the fuel and 
better distribution. The EGT spread is quite good 
now at higher power settings up to but not including 
full power. I have to pull the throttle back 114" after 
takeoff to get #4 cyl to show any appreciable EGT 
at all. I'm still averaging 9GPH which is too high for 
alSO LYC. In retrospect, I may have gone too far, 
by .005" or so, opening up the jet. I have an Ellison 
Throttle Body injector unit that I plan to install in 
the near future. Any suggestions or experience on 
that would certainly be welcome. 

I have a significant amount of air coming into the 
cockpit from the aft canopy skirt. I would 
appreciate hearing from anyone with a simple 
solution to that problem. 
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course. 

Does anyone have a simple way of getting 
the stiff turning long shaft and universals for 
pitch trim? 1'd love to find a simple way 
connecting an electric motor directly to the 
threaded screw that drives the trim arm and 
eliminating the universals altogether. 

about a long lasting lubricant 
and servo piano hinge pins? I've 
and LPS but they don't last more a coulple 
storms and then the rust starts over 
anyone tried Stainless pin for those hingei;? 
remember reading of some concern 
materials corrosion when mixing up aluminum and 
stainless steel. 

I'll send more information as it develops. the 
meantime, feel free to publish my telephone 
number and address with my offer to discuss any 
aspect of this project with all who are interested. 

PS I have attached an item I wrote for our local 
EAA Newsletter on finishing wood propellers. 

Sincerely, Joe Gauthier 
9 Kowal Drive Cromwell, CT 06416 
(860) 635-4058 

Congratulation Joe, it sounds like you have a 
fine flying T-18. Rich 

WOOD PROPELLER 
REFINISHING 

To those of us who love wood propellers, 
there's nothing like that gleaming hunk of 
natures best composite hanging out on the 
business end of our trusty Powerplant. Nice 
spinner, or skull cap, properly installed, bright 
and clear with a fresh coat of varnish. 
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center tube, 
mlel-p(llnt of the prop hub. 

washer lays exactly over the end of the 
tube, the propeller is perfect static balance. 

The best paint brush you can afford is absolutely 
necessary. Mine was a Chinese Ox Hair bristle 
and it worked beautifully. Most varnishes can't 
be stroked repeatedly when applying, so it has to 
be put on full, wet and smooth with as few 
strokes as possible. Use the largest brush you 
can handle to reduce the application time. This 
gives you an extra minute or two to smooth out 
any rough spots. Let it dry vertically if possible 
to give the falling dust in your shop the smallest 
possible target. 

Spar Urethane seems to be the coating of choice. 
It should dry overnight, in a warm and dry 
environment. Dull the surface and knock off any 
dust with the steel wool and recoat until the 
finish and balance are acceptable. A clean, dry, 
dust free surface and work area is absolutely 
necessary. I used Automotive Tack cloths 
immediately prior to applying the varnish. Give 
this coating plenty of time to dry, at least several 
days before you fly in any kind of precipitation. 
The slightest amount of rain will eat away at 
varnish that has not been thoroughly cured. 
Even with a good UV rating, and effective cover, 
if tied down outside, the best finish will need 
regular attention. If you happen to have a heated 
workspace, propeller refinishing is a good winter 
activity. 
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Why Vacuum Pumps Fail 

by Mike Busch 

Editors Note: My thanks to Mike Busch for 
letting us use this great article on Vacuum Pump 
failure in our newsetter. Read it and take heed It 
was downloadedfrom the internet Avweb on line 
aviation magazine. 

Modem dry vacuum pumps often fail prema
turely-always catastrophically and without 
warning-usually at the worst possible time. 
Why do low-time pumps self-destruct, and what 
(if anything) can you do about it? Read on. 
This originally appeared in "The Aviation Con
sumer" Mike Busch 

Most small aircraft depend on air -driven gyro 
instruments powered by vacuum produced by an 
engine-driven air pump. The vacuum system is a 
simple one, and it should be reliable and trouble
free. Too often, though, it isn't. Ambient air 
enters the system through a central vacuum filter, 
ensuring that the gyros breathe only clean air and 
are protected from dirt and other contaminants. 
The air passes through the gyro instruments 
(where it spins the gyros), then through a vacuum 
regulator, and finally to the suction inlet of an 
engine-driven vacuum pump. The pressure outlet 
of the pump usually discharges its air into the 
engine compartment. (Aircraft with pneumatic 
deicers use the discharge air to inflate the boots.) 

How Much Vacuum? 
Air-driven gyro instruments are designed to 
operate with a pressure differential of about 5 
inches of mercury (about 2.5 psi). The pump is 
designed to produce plenty of airflow to spin the 
gyros even when the engine is idling on the 
ground. At normal flight RPM s, its capacity is 
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much greater than necessary (as much as 20 psi). 
To maintain relatively constant airflow through 
the gyros, the regulator permits enough ambient 
air to leak into the system downstream from the 
gyros to limit the pressure differentia! across the 
gyros to about 5 in. Hg. The regulator is adjust
able, and has its own foam air filter to protect the 
pump from contamination. The cockpit vacuum 
gauge is connected to read the pressure differen
tial across one of the gyro instruments (usually, 
the attitude indicator). The gauge normally has a 
green arc between 4.7 and 5.2 in. Hg. The 
vacuum regulator is adjusted so that the cockpit 
gauge reads about 5 in. Hg. 

Most twins and some singles (such as the Cessna 
P210 and the Piper Malibu) use a redundant 
system with two engine-driven vacuum pumps. 
These systems employ dual regulators and a set 
of check valves to ensure that instrument vacuum 
remains normal even if one vacuum source fails. 
When the system is operating normally there is 
almost no pressure drop across the central 
vacuum filter, and only minor pressure losses in 
the rest of the system. The load on the vacuum 
pump should not exceed 6.5 in. Hg. in single
engine aircraft. (The max for twins, with their 
longer hose runs, is 7.0 in. Hg.) 

Dry Vacuum Pumps 
Since about 1970, our gyros have been powered 
by "dry" air pumps which use self-lubricating 
graphite vanes spinning inside of an eccentric 
aluminum cavity. (Before 1970, oil-lubricated 
"wet" pumps were used) Because dry pumps 
don't use engine oil for lubrication, they don't 
require an oil separator, and provide oil-free 
discharge air for deice boots. But dry pumps 
have one big disadvantage, and that is their 
singularly unattractive failure mode: they work 
flawlessly for an unpredictable life span, then fail 
catastrophically and without warning (usually in a 
great puff of graphite dust). 

The dominant manufacturer of dry air pumps is 
Airborne, a division of Par ker-Hannifin Corpora
tion located in Elyria, Ohio. Airborne manufac-
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tures a wide range of air pumps, regulators, 
filters, check valves, air manifolds, and 
control valves for pneumatic deicing systems, 
Most non-deiced aircraft use Airborne 200-series 
dry air pumps, while booted aircraft use the 
larger 400-series pumps, The small 200-series 
Airborne pumps list for about $400 and have a 
rated warranty life of 1,000 hours, But don't feel 
bad: the bigger 400-series pumps cost $1,200 and 
are warranted for a paltry 400 hours! 

Graphite and Plastic 
All Airborne pumps are built with a slotted 
graphite hub and graphite vanes, The hub and 
vanes rotate within a polished elliptical interior 
cavity within the aluminum pump housing, The 
vanes are free to slide in and out of the hub slots 
as they rotate within the eccentric cavity, Cen
trifugal force holds the vanes against the cavity 
wall, providing the requisite air -tight seal, 

The pump drive incorporates a frangible plastic 
coupling that is designed to shear instantly if the 
pump's rotational drag exceeds normal operating 
torque by any significant amount This ensures 
that a pump failure cannot damage the engine's 
accessory drive, 

Backwards is Bad 
The hub slots of Airborne pumps are canted in 
the direction of rotation, For this reason, Air
borne offers different pump models for clockwise 
and counterclockwise applications. The most 
common model numbers are 211 CC and 441 CC 
(for counterclockwise rotation) and 212CW an d 
442CW (for clockwise rotation). It's not difficult 
to break the code. 

Installing a wrong-direction pump is a sure 
prescription for premature failure. Most Conti
nental engines require a clockwise pump, and 
most Lycomings require a counterclockwise 
pump. But not always. In fact, twins with 
counter-rotating props need one of each. 

Sigma-Tek vs. Airborne 
For years, Airborne had the dry air pump busi-
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ness all to themselves. But 
Sigma-Tek introduced a new 

1980s, 
STC'd as 

a direct rephcement pODular A, irhnrr'" 

j pumps, 

Sigma-Tek model 005 pump is in 
principle to the Airborne pumps they replace. 
They use similar free-sliding graphite vanes and a 
similar eccentric cavity. However, the Sigma
Tek pump uses an aluminum (not graphite) hub 
with orthogonal (not canted) slots. Conse
quently, the Sigma-Tek pump can be used for 
both clockwise and counterclockwise applica
tions. 

The Sigma-Tek 005 pump costs about the same 
as the Airborne 200-series units, and has a 
comparable warranty, Some folks are convinced 
that the Sigma-Tek pump lasts longer, but we've 
seen no hard data to support this contention. On 
the other hand, if you've had a bad run ofluck 
with Airborne 200-series pumps, it couldn't hurt 
to give the Sigma-Tek a try. 

Why Pumps Fail 
Horror stories abound of dry vacuum pumps that 
fail before their time, sometimes just a few hours 
after installation. Owners who have been re
peated victims of such premature failures often 
come to believe that obtaining rated life from a 
pump is a matter ofluck, voodoo, or karma. 
This simply isn't so. Almost every case of prema
ture dry vacuum pump failure can be traced to 
one of three causes: contamination, overstress, or 
faulty installation. 

Dry air pumps are extremely vulnerable to con
tamination, particularly by liquids. The graphite 
vanes are designed to operate absolutely dry, and 
the introduction of any liquid can quickly destroy 
a pump. 

One of the most common causes of premature 
dry pump failure is contamination by solvents 
used to wash down the engine compartment after 
maintenance. If solvent overspray enters the 
pump (usually through the discharge port or the 
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drive coupling), it will mix with the carbon dust 
the pump to create a sticky residue. Even a 

amount of this stuff can cause the brittle 
graphite pump vanes to fracture in short order. 
Consequently, it is absolutely essential to cover 

vacuum pump and its discharge tube (usually 
a plastic bag) before spraying solvent. 

Another common cause of pump failure is oil 
contamination. Oil can enter the vacuum pump 
in several ways. One frequently-seen culprit is a 
leaky pad seal gasket between the pump flange 
and the engine accessory case. Actually, any 
engine compartment oil leak that allows oil to get 
on the pump may find its way inside through the 
drive coupling. Alternatively, oil that gets on the 
vacuum regulator will quickly oil-soak the foam 
garter filter and start being sucked inside the 
pump itself If even a tiny bit of oil gets inside a 
dry pump, it's history. 

A dry pump can also be destroyed by carbon 
contamination. A dry pump normally fails sud
denly when a graphite vane or hub fractures, 
generating a cloud of carbon fragments. When 
the failed pump stops pumping, residual vacuum 
upstream of the pump often cause some of these 
graphite chunks to be sucked out of the pump 
and lodge in the hoses or vacuum regulator. If 
the system is not meticulously cleaned of carbon 
before a replacement pump is installed, the new 
pump may ingest these fragments. This may 
result in failure of the new pump in just minutes 
or hours. 

Overworked Pumps 
Another cause of short pump life is overstress. 
This may be caused by a dirty central vacuum 
filter, a kinked air line, or any other obstruction 
or construction that causes the vacuum pump to 
work harder than it should. 

Here's a typical scenario. As a result of mainte
nance or old age, an air hose in the vacuum 
system becomes constricted (due to kink or 
collapse). The pilot notices that the cockpit 
vacuum gauge reads lower than normal, and 
squawks this condition to his shop. The A&P 
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readjusts the vacuum regulator to bring the 
vacuum gauge back to normal operating range, 
without troubleshooting the underlying cause. 

The pilot is happy, and mechanic is 
happy ... but the vacuum pump is now profoundly 
unhappy because it now has to produce 150% of 
normal vacuum. A pump that is too 
will run hot and will prematurely. 

Installing Pumps Correctly 
Installing a replacement vacuum pump is a quick 
and easy procedure, but there are some important 
rules that must be followed to ensure that the 
new pump can enjoy a long, healthy life. 
Make absolutely sure that a new Airborne pump 
is the correct model for direction-of-rotation. A 
wrong-direction pump looks identical, but won't 
last long. (Sigma-Tek pumps don't care which 
way they rotate.) 

Never clamp a new vacuum pump in a vise when 
installing the fittings. The soft aluminum pump 
housing can easily be distorted, ruining the pump. 
Airborne pumps come from the factory with a 
red-and-white "anti-vise" decal, but overhauled 
pumps typically don't. 

Never use thread compound or Teflon tape when 
assembling threaded vacuum fittings. Any excess 
sealant could be ingested by the pump, causing 
its destruction. Airborne recommends a sparing 
application of silicone spray on the threads, but 
nothing more. 

Make certain that the vacuum system is scrupu
lously clean before installing a new pump. Al
ways blowout the hoses with compressed air, 
repiace the central vacuum filter and the 
regulator's foam garter filter with new ones, and 
check the regulator seat for trapped carbon 
fragments. Any contamination left over from the 
failure of the old pump can (and often does) 
result in premature destruction of the new pump. 

Troubleshooting tips 
Troubleshooting the vacuum system is a process 
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often misunderstood by mechanics. Most shops 
lack the proper test equipment, and rely on the 
cockpit vacuum gauge. But the cockpit gauge is 
a poor troubleshooting tool. It shows only the 
pressure differential across the gyro instruments; 
it does not show how hard the pump is working. 
Furthermore, it's not uncommon for cockpit 
gauges to be way out of calibration. For example, 
the vacuum gauge on one single-engine aircraft 
was found to require 9 in. Hg. of vacuum to 
indicate 5.0 in. Hg. on the instrument. The 
vacuum pump, forced to provide 10.5 in. Hg. 
instead of the normal 6.5, was being replaced 
every 300 to 400 hours, along with frequent gyro 
instrument overhauls. 

Proper vacuum system troubleshooting requires 
special test equipment. Airborne's Model 343 
Pneumatic Test Kit includes everything needed to 
troubleshoot both vacuum and pressure systems 
for instruments and deice boots; a vacuum 
source, calibrated gauges, adjustable regulators, 
and various other special fittings. For small shops 
that cannot justifY the expenditure to purchase 
this test kit, Airborne's technical service depart
ment has several loaner kits that they can make 
available on short term loan. 

Interestingly enough, one of the most helpful 
indicators of impending vacuum pump problems 
is the little red-and-white "anti-vise" sticker that 
comes affixed to every new Airborne dry pump. 
A darkening sticker is a reliable indication that 
the pump housing temperature is hotter than it 
should be. This usually means that the pump is 
working harder than it should, and is likely to fail 
prematurely. It's a good idea to check the color 
of the vacuum pump sticker at each oil change. 

Overhaul vs. New 
Sooner or later, you're going to face vacuum 
pump replacement. You'll have to decide 
whether to buy a new pump, an overhauled 
pump, or a do-it-yourself pump overhaul kit. 
The first thing you should know is that 
Airborne's official position is that their pumps 
are not to be overhauled. In fact, Airborne 
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stamps "Do Not Overhaul" on the pump housing 
of each new dry air pump they make. 
Nevertheless, overhauled dry air pumps are 
available from RAPCO, Singer, and various other 
sources. Typical discount-house prices for 
overhauled 200-series pumps range from $175 to 
$225 exchange, with a 400-hour warranty. 
Overhauled 400-series pumps for booted aircraft 
sell for $550 to $650 exchange. In addition, do
it-yourself pump overhaul kits (containing a new 
hub, vanes, drive coupling, and gasket) cost only 
about $70 for 200-series pumps and $135 for 
400-series pumps. (These prices come from Chief 
and San-Val ads in Trade-A-Plane.) 

Overhauled vacuum pumps have received re
views that are decidedly mixed. We believe that it 
is not enough simply to replace the hub, vanes, 
and drive coupling. If the pump cavity is not 
polished smooth, then the new vanes won't last 
long. For that reason, we don't much care for the 
do-it-yourself pump overhaul kits. And if you opt 
for an overhauled pump, be careful what 
overhauler you choose. Ask whether he recondi
tions and polishes the pump cavity on his rebuilt 
pumps. (On a purely anecdotal basis, we've had 
good luck with RAPeo rebuilts, and poor luck 
with Singer.) 

Rebuilts Worthwhile? 
Does it really make sense to buy an overhauled 
pump instead of a new one? For the big 400-
series pumps, maybe so. A RAPCO overhaul can 
be purchased for $600 less than a new Airborne. 
The author has a 400-series RAPCO rebuilt 
pump on one engine of his Cessna T310 that has 
reached 1,000 hours and is still going strong. 
For the smaller 200-series pumps, the merits of 
overhauled units is questionable. The same 
Trade-A-Plane ads that offer rebuilt pumps for 
$175 to $225 also offer brand new Airborne and 
Sigma-Tek pumps for less than $300. The new 
pumps come with a I,OOO-hour warranty, while 
the rebuilts are warranted for only 400 hours" For 
the extra $75 to $125, we'd be inclined to go for 
a factory-new pump. 
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We'd stay away from the do-it-yourself overhaul 
kits in any case. 

Wet Pumps 
Back in the 1960s (when light plane IFR was 
young), piston aircraft were delivered with so
called "wet" vacuum pumps that used metal vanes 
and were lubricated by engine oiL The principal 
manufacturer of wet vacuum pumps was Garwin. 
These pumps were long-lasting, reliable, and 
usually did not fail suddenly; they wore out 
gradually, and eventually required overhauL 

The discharge air from a wet pump contains an oil 
mist, so these pumps require an oil separator in 
order to return most of the oil to the engine sump. 
Even with an oil separator, a certain amount of oil 
is discharged out the breather (and usually onto 
the belly of the aircraft). 

Consequently, wet pumps aren't great for aircraft 
with deice boots, because the oil can cause the 
rubber to deteriorate. Also, pressure-type instru
ment systems (like the ones used in later-model 
Bonanzas and Barons) can't use wet pumps 
because the gyro instruments would become 
contaminated. with oiL 

But if you have an older airplane that uses a wet
pump vacuum system, you might do well to hang 
onto your old Garwin pump and oil separator, 
rather than converting to the newer-style system .. 
In our view, a little oil on the belly is a small price 
to pay for a vacuum pump that doesn't fail sud
denly and without warning. 

Pressure Systems 
Although the accompanying article talks about 
vacuum systems, some light airplanes (particularly 
later-model Beechcraft) use a pressure system. 
Pressure systems use precisely the same dry air 
pumps and gyro instruments as vacuum systems 
do. The filters, regulator, and cockpit gauge are 
different. 

Pressure systems suffer from exactly the same 
problems as vacuum systems do. The dry pumps 
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in pressure systems are equally vulnerable to 
contamination, overstress, and faulty installation. 
And the troubleshooting techniques and equip
ment are essentially the same. 

Standby Systems 
Because dry vacuum pumps fail suddenly, with
out warning, and usually at the worst possible 
time, backup vacuum systems have become 
popular add-ons for single-engine airplanes that 
fly serious IFR 

Some airplanes (such as the Cessna P210 and the 
Piper Malibu) are factory-equipped with dual 
engine-driven vacuum pumps, much like the 
system that twins use. The disadvantage of this 
arrangement is that both pumps are turning (and 
wearing out) all the time. If one pump fails, the 
probability of the other pump failing shortly 
thereafter is decidedly non-triviaL 

Several manufacturers (including Airborne 
themselves) offer STC'd standby vacuum systems 
that use a dry air pump driven by an electric 
motor. These are excellent systems, and have the 
advantage that the standby air pump runs only 
when needed. Such systems are rather pricey, 
however. 

Precise Flight offers a very inexpensive STC'd 
backup vacuum system that provides backup 
power to vacuum-driven gyros by using vacuum 
from the engine's induction manifold. This 
system works well, but has several limitations. It 
does not provide adequate vacuum at high 
throttle settings (such as one might use when 
carrying a load of ice on approach). Furthermore, 
the Precise Flight system should never be in
stalled on turbocharged aircraft (although it often 
is, erroneously). 
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Tony Schischka and his Thorp T-18 

We have finally arrived home from our trip to 
Oshkosh which included a further three weeks 
touring in the us. Tired but happy! 

As you will no doubt appreciate, for first time 
visitors, you can not see every thing in one week! 
We tried though I The highlight was the T-18 
dinner and forum, rounded off nicely by walking 
around the attending T-lS's on the flight line. It 
was nice to be able to look over, under and 
around the aircraft to see how other builders 
have dealt with different areas and problems. 

Lyle Trusty kindly spent some time with me 
explaining some of the improvements that he had 
incorporated on his T -18. I liked his tail wheel 
arrangement, I had been thinking of something 
like it myselfl But there it was already thought 
out, he has plans, so a deal was done and hope
fully they are in the mail at this time. 

I enjoyed talking to builders and especially those 
construction under way. I was surprised to 

find there were many under construction and 
that the plans numbers are now over 3000. 

Enough of all that I I promised to send some 
facts about my T -J8C. 

ZK-VMS is a T-18C powered by a Lycoming 0-
320 A2A coupled to a Sensenich W66LM76 
propeller. My plans are #867 obtained in 1972. 
The first flight was in May 1989. You don't 
have to be a genius to see that equals 17 years! 
So builders out there don't give up, just perse
vere! 

VMS is a true home built, I built every part ofit 
save the fibreglass wing tips, wheel pants, spin
ner, aluminium roll over bar and steel main spar 
fittings for the folding wing. The engine cowl is 
all metal except the air scoop which is glass on 
foam. The canopy is a story in itself, while it has 
a few ripples in the rear section it does the job. 

The engine which came out of a 1955 Piper 
PAI8A-ISO was run out. I bought it on a 
gamble, stripped it and found the measurements 
to be near new tolerances. I had the case and 
crank assembled at an overhaul shop the rest 
I built myself, had to put half inch valves in. 
Total cost was about NZ$3000, the biggest 
single cost that exercise was the cost of fitting 
to a certified run in rig and do the full Lycoming 
break in procedure ($700) 

The airframe is strictly standard, (l didn't see the 
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need to change a perfectly good design!) the 
thing that,is different is the cowling< If you look 
at theJ>b2t9:~nclosed you will see it does not 
have ijriornr!lair intakes< The cowl is config
ureq:t9I' a true;up draft system a-la Rutan Defiant 
who< I; must ,ve credit to for the inspiration< 

"',' / 

Air fGtboTh carburation and cooling enters the 
lower divergent duct where it is slowed to a 
manageable speed< It flows up through the 
cooling fins and exits out the top of the cowL 
The theory of it all is that the sump, fuel system 
and electrics all run in cool air instead of being 
fried with pre-heated air The normally hot side 
of the cylinder is cooled first, effectively reducing 
the temperature gradient across the cylinder 
(should prevent typical cracking)< 
I guess the $64,000 question is does it give any 

performance increase< The answer is I really 
don't know! Without having an identical aircraft 
with the standard cowl to fly against I have no 
means of measurement. Cylinder temperatures 
only fluctuate 40C between climb, cruise and 
descent, so that's a plus< 

I can achieve a TAS of 155Kts @ 8000' using 
2600 rpm and 19 in hg manifold pressure< This 
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equates to about 65% power It chews the gas at 
these rpm, what I really need is a constant speed 
prop so I can get the rpm down and the manifold 
pressure up, the engine becomes more efficient at 
those rpms/mp< 

I still enjoy flying her and have no intention of 
replacing with a later design. The only thing I 
would have liked is the new airfoil section, this 
seems to allow the aircraft to fly some 5 kts 
slower and that represents a large change in 
energy which especially important if you are 
trying to squeeze into a short strip! Alas my 
folding wing drawings were produced before the 
change< < I don't miss the wide body change since 
both my wife and I are of slight build, though I 
believe the extra five or six inches in fuselage 
length probably improves the tail plane/full flap 
problem< 

Well that's enough from me, would love to hear 
from other T -18' ers and if anyone is coming out 
to our fair country please make contact with me< 
Regards, Tony & Viv Schischka 17 Bodmin 
Terrace Plimmerton 6006 NEW ZEALAND 
PS: had two T-18 news letters waiting for me 

when we arrived home< Have just about worn 
the print off reading them! 
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All dues run from Jan to Jan. Please send your 96 dues now. 
I need everyone's help on this! In spite of several notices in the newsletters and two 
seperate personnel letters a small number of individuals put -off paying their dues lmtil 
late in the year I This makes it difficult to plan and get my printing and mailing bills 
paid. If you've noticed I'm now mailing First Class Postage which is much higher, with 

no increase in dues. I need your dues now folks! Please help by mailing now! Some 

of you have paid for 96, check the label it will show a dollar amount if paid or a zero if 
you haven't. 
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Photo by Roy Farris/Gmy Green: Off Gmy's wing tip is, Dall Wolfe, Jim Paine, Bob Highley and 
Les Conwell. Taken at Kentucky Dam 1995. 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Classic Sport Aircraft 
T -18 Travel Club by Joe Gauthier 
Fat Cat Flies! by Harvey & Steffie Mickelsen 
Comments by Gary Green 
Report on Prop Failure 

Spring Fly-In "Grandbury, Texas" at the Green's 
(see notice on page 19 for signup details) 

IVOTICE: (S1:,tNDARD DISCLAIM!:.'R) As always, in the past, present, and future news/etters, we would like to make yOll 

aware that this newsletter is only presenled as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
an_vune using these idea. .. , opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk ThereJore, no re.'lponsibilily or 
liabiWv is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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Headline News 

CAFE Report on the Thorp T-18! 
What a great report in the Feb issue of Sport 
Aviation. Quote:" It's a pilot's machine," Be sure 
and read the report. Show it to all your friends 
that are thinking about building or buying a 
Thorp. It will make up their minds for sure. 

Phil Tucker sells Sport Aircraft! 

Mike Archer and Phillip Key have purchased 
Sport Aircraft from Phil. The new business will 
be called Custom Sport Aircraft and is located in 
Springvale, California. Both Mike and Phillip 
have been busy getting the inventory moved and 
set up in their hangar location. They have been 
very good about responding to orders that were 
called in on a rush basis. Word is they plan to kit 
the S-18 for sale later this year. Good luck with 
the business. Phone is 209-539-2755. (See their 
letter. ) 

On behalf of the Mutual Aid Society, our thanks 
goes to Phil Tucker for keeping the business 
going for many years. Phil has always been 
willing to stand behind his work and to do his 
best to get out a rush order. 

Forest Products Laboratory Report 

I've included this report that was prepared by the 
Forestry Service at the request of Gayle 
LeCount. As of this writing Mike Demuth has 
not seen the report, or the failed prop so he could 
not comment on it. See the Letter and more 
comments later in this letter from Gary Green. 
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Spring Thorp gathering set for Grandbury, 
Texas 
See Gary Green's notice for this Thorp gather
ing, and call Gary NOW to reserve your room 
for what promises to be fun event. Rooms at 
Pecan Plantation are limited. So call now. Phone 
817-579-1995. 

New CFI in town. 
Last week I completed a goal, that I had set for 
my self two years ago, to be a Flight Instructor. 
Advanced ratings are becoming harder to get due 
to the shortage of complex aircraft (rental) 
required for the checkride. More about that later. 
With the ratings behind me, I plan to spend more 
time getting the Thorp ready for a busy summer 
of flying. I've been moving the oil cooler from 
the rear baffles to the firewall to stop the crack
ing of the baffles and the oil cooler flanges. It's 
happened too many times. 

Sun & Fun ----- April 14-20 
Bob Highley and Bill Williams are looking for a 
big turnout ofT-18s for this year's Sun & Fun. 
Look for a notice in the T -18 parking area, we 
will try to get together for some evening fun on 
Sunday. My current plans are to fly down Friday 
and stay till Monday. I'm having to shorten up 
because oflimited vacation days. See you all 
there. 

Report on the Dues: 
If you have sent your dues this message is not for 
you. Only 1/3 of the dues are in. That's making 
it difficult to plan and publish this newsletter. 
Last year was the same as it took two notices in 
the newsletter and two separate letters to finally 
collect the late dues. Twenty members never paid 
at all and they won't be reading thisl I guess 
everyone is used to getting four to five notices 
for magazine subscriptions, so they tend to 
ignore my febble attempts to get the dues in on 
time. It never fails when J cut some one from the 
mailing list, two months later "I didn't get my 
newsletter, what wrong??" When that happens 
it's extra postage and printing to get that member 
caught up. So bottom line: send you dues now. 
Thanks, Rich. 
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Dear Rich, 
My new address is: Steve Hawley, 1285 W. 
Paintbrush PI., Tucson, AZ 85704. 
Please renew my newsletter subscription. Send 
the back issues also if you think I am missing 
something important I've been using the 
T -18 for a lot of traveling. I donate a day a week 
for a Mission organization named Tribal Air 
Communications in McNeal Arizona. I commute 
with the T-18. It is about 120 miles. Sure is 
better than driving. Last July my wife and I flew 
it back east We left Tucson and went to Hous
ton, Aberdeen Mississippi, Sanford, Florida, 
Orangeburg SC, Waxau NC, Winchester VA, 
Atlanta, Oak City, and home. My average 
ground speed was 186 and the fuel burn was 8.6 
gph! That is economical flying - much cheaper 
than airlines. We were fortunate in that the 
weather was generally very good. Some bad 
visibility, but then I think that any time I can't see 
60 miles things are not so good. We also flew up 
to Watertown NY a year ago. I just today or
dered the B&C light weight starter and 
alternateL They said it would be a month before 
they could be shipped because of such demand. I 
plan on taking the plane apart, stripping the paint, 
and doing a general overhaul. Afterall, its been 
17 years since it was built and I have 968 hours 
on it now. It might be a year before this work is 
done but it is in the works. I'm in the middle of a 
complete restoration of a 1946 Bucker Jungman 
at this time. I plan on making the T -18 Fly In in 
Texas next June. Good to be back in touch. 
Steve. 
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From: SchischkaA@caa.govt.nz (Tony 
Schischka) 
To:rsnelsonl@aoLcom (Tl8) 

How are you getting on with the oil cooler? I had 
a real problem locating mine with the updraft 
cooling system. Re my baffles, I will try and 
describe them, if that does not work I'll draw a 
picture and post it to you. 

The baffling is very similar to the standard with 
the exception of the front end of the engine 
which is essentually identical to the back baffle. 
All quite simple really, only difference with the 
seal material is that it faces outwards rather than 
in since the higher pressure is in the lower cowl. 
The outlets are just placed somewhere in the 
upper surface of the cowl within the area sur
rounded by the baffling. 

The basic principle of this system is that the top 
surface of the (average) cowl feels a depression 
thus assisting the cooling air to exit BUT, the 
Tl8 cowl has a 5 or 6 degree downward slope in 
flight causing a positive pressure over the cowl 
hence the little deflectors in front of the outlets, 
these may be visible in the photos I sent May be 
they could be a little further forward. See the 
article in February Sport Aviation page 39 
paragraph refering to Fig 6. He has uncovered a 
similar problem Now ifI could only get a copy 
of that program! 
Regards, Tony 
Editor's Note: See newsletter #97 for pictures of 
Tony's cowling 
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Subj: SALE OF THORP 
Date: 96-02-20 11 :42:25 EST 
From: flythorp@eastky.com 
(BOB MORRISON) 
To: Rsnelson1@aoLCom 

RICH 
I have decided to sell my Thorp so that I can 
complete a LONG- EZE project that I started 10 
years ago. If possible can you run the ad. in our 
next news letter. When I sell my S-18, I would 
like to buy an abandoned t-18 project to com
plete so let me know if you know of one. 

THORP SI18 WIDE BODY SPORTPLANE . 
TOW IT WITH YOUR CAR, KEEP IT IN 
YOUR GARAGE. 

LYC.IO-360 200HP, 266 SMOH, FACTORY 
NEW HARTZELL CONSTANT SPEED PROP 
53 HRS ,266 HRS. ON AIRFRAME 
165 KT CRUISE, 2000 FT. MIN RATE OF 
CLIMB 
LONG RANGE WET WINGS 
FULL IFR,DIGIT AL MK 12D AVIONICS , 
COUPLED AUTOPILOT 
I MUST SELL TO COMPLETE ANOTHER 
PROJECT I 
$35,000 
BOB MORRISON 
(606) 789-7379 
EMAIL: flythorp@eastky.com 

Dear Rich, Enclosed is my check for 96 News
letter. I want to complement you on the fine job 
with the Newsletter the past year and I especially 
enjoyed the article from Tony Schischka of New 
Zealand. 

His invitation to visit should not be taken lightly, 
My wife and I visited the Schischka's a few years 
ago. They were outstanding hosts, inviting us to 
their home and a flight in Tony's T-18. 
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Unfortunately I missed the dinner and forum at 
Oshkosh and the chance to repay the Schischka's 
hospitality! 

Thanks again for the newsletters and the pleasant 
memories of a wonderful trip to New Zealand. 
Wendell Green, Monte Verde Argyle, Texas 
76226 

December 22, 1995 
Dear Rich: 
Here's my $25.00 dues for the 1996 newsletter. 
Been making some slow but steady progress on 
my T -18. I wasn't satisfied with my rear deck 
area and hip skins. My father had ended up with 
some buckles and such which he had filled in 
with bondo. I just had to do something about it. 
But didn't know just what. Then I remembered 
that you had written an article about that area, so 
I went back and read it. We'll, I got the drill out 
and removed everything. Then I called Phil 
Tucker and ordered new skins .. Haven't gotten 
the new parts yet, but the form blocks are fin
ished and the flat area under the canopy is in
stalled. So far it looks much better than before. 
Also fitted the prop spinner this falL Seems to 
have come out pretty welL Also have a cowling 
on order from Phil, but still waiting for that. 

Ran into a problem with a crossover exhaust 
system from Aircraft Spruce which might be 
worth mentioning in the newsletter; could save 
someone else some trouble. It seems that the 
"Special Crossover System" designed for the T-
18. PIN 33250 is for the "wide-deck" engines. 
The exhaust pipe on number four cylinder inter
feres with the intake pipe on my 0-290 engine. 
Mr. Clinton Anderson of Custom Aircraft in San 
Diego who makes the systems for NC Spruce 
assures me that the "Standard Crossover Sys
tem". PIN 33251, will fit the 0-290 and will 
swap the 33250 that I have for a standard 33251 
at no charge. However, he's not sure if it will fit 
inside the "Thorp Style" cowling. When I get the 
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cowling and the 33251 exhaust system rlllet you 
know how it works. Bob Hartmaier 

Dear Rich, 

Ihe Newsletter is great as always. I'll try to write 
something for you in the near future. My ship is 
flying very well stilL I don't know if you saw my 
new wing tips? Also made a little modification in 
the air scoop area. I also installed a different 
main nozzle/jet in my MA4-SP A carb, with good 
results ---- better distribution & an increase in 
economy. 

We made the Placerville Fly-In. It was great. 
Best Regards, John Evens. 

Dear Richard, 

I finally finished my instrument panel, except for 
vacuum system. Ihe article in N.L. # 97 

Why Vacuum Pumps Fail was good timing for 
me. All of your articles in 97 were very good. 
Keep up the good work Sincerely, Mel Clark 

Dear Richard, 

My I-18 project #1030, is nearing test time, this 
year I hope. An old time Tl8 enthusiast, Howard 
Henderson, will look at my airplane within the 
next couple of months in preparation for the 
application for the FAA Airworthiness paper. 
Ihis is a good time for me to review the newslet
ters & appreciate their value. Ihank you for your 
part in making them available to someone like 
myself Sincerely, Kim Nack 2940 Devonshire 
Dr. Florissant, Missouri 63033 
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Dear Richard, I found a copy of your newsletter 
and thought it looked pretty good. Enclosed is 
my check for $ 25. I have built two I -18s from 
scratch. One is still flying and is at Arapahoe Co. 
Airport outside Denver. N3098. Last year I 
bought a project from Milly Warwick that Bill 
was working on when he died. I have known Bill 
and Milly for almost 25 years and was very happy 
to finish Bill's work I should have it flying by 
the end of the year. I go to Sun & Fun every 
year. Maybe I'll see you there. Chuck Borden. 

Dear Rich, Just a note to say Hello l Iell you 
how much I'm enjoying my I -18, N4MY and the 
I -18 Newsletters. Looking forward to summer 
and much more flying - - It was 30 degrees below 
o here last night - - too cold to fly anything I 

Speaking of summer, I want to invite all I-18 
Flyers and families to our annual Fly-In - Pancake 
Breakfast at Viroqua, WI this summer. We plan 
the fly in the first Sunday following Oshkosh 
which this year will be August II. We are in 
southwest, WI, 30 miles southeast of LaCrosse 
Ihe airport is I.D. is Y51. We have 3350 of 
paved runway and 2000 feet of grass, however 
the grass strip is used for camping and parking 
airplanes during the fly-in. Camping is available 
and we also have a Super 8 with pool about a 1/2 
mile away. 

I'd love to see a turnout of I -18s. I'll be glad to 
help with transportation and lodging assistance 
for I -18 attendee's. Come show folks these 
great little planes. We served over 700 breakfasts 
last year to Fly-In & drive in guests. Call me for 
info. Phone # evening is (608)637-2663 Bill 
Essenburg 
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15 Jan. 1996 

Dear, Rich and Roxanne, 
I hope that both of you are, doing well in this 
new year I sure do appreciate what the two of 
you have done and are doing for the MAS. The 
last newsletter was excellent and it just seems to 
get better 

Please do not faint just because I have sent in my 
dues almost on time. At least I took care of this 
task much better than I did last year 

Thanks again for sending a couple of people in 
the right direction to find me. Both of them are 
interested in the surplus parts which I have. 

I have everything set up in my garage and I can 
get back to having fun working on my Thorp. I 
haven't done much of anything on it for the last 
six months. 

The Scottsdale area is real nice and the weather 
is certainly better than I am accustomed to in 
Eastern Pennsylvania. However, I do miss the 
kids, grandkids, trees, etc. Sure is a lot to do 
here. 

If you get out this way, you are certainly wel
come to stay with us. We have a nice guest 
room and Elaine is a pretty good cook. We 
would love to have you visit here. Well must get 
busy and thanks for all of your help. Sincerely, 
Don Ruffner 

Dear Rich, 
About a year ago I started a new company 
Aircraft Details. We manufacture small hard to 
find & get aircraft parts. One of the products we 
manufacture is a stainless steel firewall shield. 
We also manufacture 5" & 60 wheel shims. In 
the past we advertised in Sport Aviation & 
Kitplanes with limited success. Because of this 
our stainless steel firewall shields will be offered 
by Avery Enterprises, Wicks Aircraft Supply & 
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Aircraft Spruce. Also Vans & Mustang Kit 
manufactures are offering them to their custom
ers. 

I am sending you a copy of a new product release 
that will be published in Sport Aviation & 
Kitplanes and information about our products. I 
will offer our products to the T -18 group at 
wholesale prices. 

Thanks for a great newsletter. 

Al Bosonetto 32625 BENSON DR. 
WESTLAND, MICHIGAN 48185-1573 
800-826-5118313-261-5518 FAX313-525-1633 
AOLN8AL 

Editor's Note: See pictures of product in this 
newsletter. 

Dear Richard, 

I have some T -18 stuff for sale, I bought some 
parts from a wrecked T -18 and will use some in 
my new T -18 that I am building. Love flying my 
other T-18 but also like building Ii Anyway, I 
have wing spar for sale, Main spar that is, but 
looks like some repairs have been made, one side 
has a row of rivet holes miss- matched (extra 
holes) other wise it looks good -, includes end 
fittings, walking beam and push pull tubes and 
control horns. $150 for all. Elmer Hymen 36 
Center St. Midland Park, NJ Phone is 201-444-
7432 

Note from Larry Eversmeyer, Stainless cowling 
fastners , 4002-N3 S, are available from Skybolt 
at 800-223-1963 
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Classic Sport Aircraft 
My friends Mike and Frankie Archer along with myself and my fiancee, Phyllis Ward have bought 
Sport Aircraft from Phil Tucker. The purchase was effective January 3rd, and we moved the com
pany January 19th. The name of the new company will be Classic Sport Aircraft and will be based at 
Porterville Airport in Ca. Which for those not familiar with the area is about 150 miles north of Los 
Angeles. The mailing address is 19426 Campbell Creek Dr, Springvale,Ca 93265 and phone number 
209-539-2755. The phone is not manned all the time but the recorder will always be on and we will 
return calls ASAP. 

Right now we are trying to unpack and get things organized. This will take some time. Our goal is to 
offer the S-18 as a kit by mid summer. We have all agreed that we would like to continue to provide 
the trophy for best Thorp at Oshkosh. 

Mike and I have both been Thorp enthusiasts since the early 70's. We both had the honor of meeting 
John at his workshop at Burbank Airport. We were hot to build, but one thing and another kept us 
from it. I eventually bought Earl Ody's original Thorp SN 480 in 1993 and have completely restored 
it. New instrument panel, new instruments, radios, new wiring throughout, new interior, strip and 
paint inside and out. I've enclosed a couple of pictures. Mike is now green with envy. He is cur
rently in year 13 of a plans built Stuart S-51 project and he also has a Stearman project underway. 
Just to make sure we have no idle time, we will be building a new S -18. 

We hope to be able to contribute to the Newsletter from time to time, and look forward to seeing 
every one at the Thorp Forum at Oshkosh 96. 

Please change the address for my newsletter to 6050 Placer West Drive #302, Rocklin, Ca 95677. 
My phone is 916-974-9300 days, and 916-783-7756 evenings 
Sincerely, Phillip Key 

Phillip Key's restored Thorp T-18 
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12 February 1996 
CLASSIC SPORT AIRCRAFT 
Dear Richard: 
Here is some background on myself (Mike Archer), my wife (Frankie), 
Phil Key and his finance Phyllis Ward. 
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In the early 70's Phil and I had the pleasure of meeting with John Thorp at Mr "C"'s Coffee Shop in 
Sunland, Ca. We both wanted to build the T -18, but life had us wander in different directions. In 
1993 Frankie and I called on an ad for a T -18 for sale and Phil and Phyllis went along and tried it out. 
They ended up borrowing our deposit check that we had taken with us and bought the airplane. It 
turns out it was built by Earle Ody. Phil has completely refurbished the plane (as you can see from 
the photo enclosed) and it is beautiful 

Some time later he heard Sport Aircraft was for sale and he proposed that we go together and buy the 
company. We did and made the move from Lancaster, CA to Springville, CA on January 19, 1996. 
We are still sorting to see where we are and what is good and not good. We are working very hard 
to get everything squared away so we can find what we do have. 

Michael Archer (brief background) 
USN - flew as flight engineer/plane captain in Martin P5M. 
Employed as Operations Program Manager by Litton Industries. 
Started my own distribution business in 1978 and developed a successful Aircraft/Parts sales business, 
specializing in agricultural aircraft and still operating today - will merge into Classic Sport Aircraft 
later. 
My wife Frankie has been a major part of our aviation career, including 
bucking rivets, and can talk aircraft with the best. 

Phil Key 

Commercial, IFR and Certified Flight Instructor. He is one of the few instructors qualified in 
taildraggers. 

He was employed in Operations Scheduling also at Litton Industries which is where we first met In 
1978 he started a computer payroll service company. This too was successful 

Phyllis Ward 

New to the aviation way oflife, but has clutched to it with both arms. 
All four of us are active members ofEAA Chapters 152 and 1124. 

Our plans are to build parts and kits for both the S-18 and the T-18. We will have most of the items 
on the shelf this first year. We do not plan any major redesign to the airplane, but will incorporate 
minor changes to correct any problems identified in the field or cost reduction items. 

We have started shipping from the parts built by Phil Tucker. Things will be slow at first but please 
tell everyone to hang on and be a little patient as we are backing up for a good start. As part of our 
drawing package we will include the first year membership to the T -18 Newsletter. We will then send 
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you the $25 and their name and address. We believe your writeups in the newsletter will convince 
them the S/T-18's are the way to go. We will include your name and address for back issues. 

So far, we plan to attend the following EAA Fly-In's: 

May 
June 
August 
Sept 
October 

Chino, CA 
Camarillo, CA 
Oshkosh, WI 
Madera, CA 
Copperstate - Arizona 

Placerville T -18 Fly-In and others but do not have any dates, but we will be attending as many as we 
can. Thanks for your help and please advise us of anything we can do to further the SIT -18 airplane. 
Tell us what you need from us for Oshkosh. 

PS Check enclosed for our subscription to your great publication. 
Sincerely, CLASSIC SPORT AIRCRAFT 
Mike Archer 
19426 Campbell Crk Dr 
Springville, CA 93265 
(209) 539-2755 

FOR SALE 

For Sale: Thorp T-18 Standard Body built in 1985, 150 HP 720 hours. Airplane is a former winner 
of Best T-18 at Oshkosh and is a Wright Brother's Award winner. KT 97 Com, King Xponder and 

Loran. Price is $32,000 For more information call 605-361-2301 

For Sale: 
Scott 2000 Tail wheel (New) $300 

Maule Tail Wheel (Used) $75 
Apollo Loran 612C (Used) $250 

Danny Cummings Phone Days, 615-473-5401 
Evenings, 615-668-9899 

For SalelWanted 
For Sale: Flat engine mount with mounting ring. 

Wanted: Dynafocal engine mount and Prop for 180 HP- 0-360 
William Beswick 7144 Heathwood DR. Jenison, Mich. 49428 

Email Tl8BES@aol.com 
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T-18 Travel Club 

December 28, 1995 

Dick, 
Back on November 28, 1995 { sent you a letter telling you about the successful first flight and subse

quent flying in our S-18. Our Thorp is now resting for the winter in my garage. The convertible wing 
makes that very easy. I'll complete some detail work on the paint, finish the upholstery, install wheel 
pants and fairings and put on my new Sensenich metal prop and Ellison throttle body slide carburetor. 
The reason for this letter is to specifically suggest that the Thorp T -18 / S-lS Mutual Aid Society 

(You) could publish a list of members who are willing to share hospitality with other members who 
would like to travel around the country without making millionaires of the HotellMotel and car rental 
agency owners. I for one, would be perfectly willing to offer our hospitality to any Thorp crew 
traveling in New England who would like to fly in and out of central Connecticut I've discussed this 
with my family and they agree. It occurs to me that this may have previously been stated but I 
haven't seen it so forgive me if that is the case and add my name and phone number to the roster. 
Within the next year of so, when I retire from the telephone business where I've worked for 34 years, 

my wife Carol and I are planning to visit friends in all corners of the country in our S-18. It would be 
comforting to know that there are other Thorp enthusiast who feel the same way as we do regarding 
hospitality for the Thorp fraternity away from their home base. 
I hope you think this is a good idea and are willing to pass it along to your readers and encourage 

participation. I would be happy to serve in some coordinating capacity if you think that would be 
appropriate. I could compile the list and keep updated. Please use my address and phone if you 
agree 
I offer my r",oen·o" on your achievement at the Dayton Air looking forward to 

again summer at aSH and looking over Thorp. Joe Gauthier 9 Kowal Drive 
Cromwell, 06416 (860) 635-4058 

Good idea add a datab,lse for those to 
names to come of 

as stoping I plan soon so 
would to be listed drop me a now ""'lIe 3, Box 295 Chnton, 

1161~==================== 
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Fat Cat Flies ! 
by Harvey & Steffie Mickelsen 

Well folks this is what we have all been waiting for - "Fat Cat Flies". The big event occurred at 
HalfMoon Bay Airport (HAF), California on January 7, 1996. 

When I received a letter from John Thorp in January 1979, letting me know that my plans (#1332) 
were on the way, 1 never thought it would be 17 years before my T-18 would fly. Some of those 
years were spent making modifications and not actually accomplishing much construction. (See 
Newsletter # 90, dated 2/18/94) Fat Cat has an empty weight of 1080 pounds including 8 quarts of 
oil and lots of electronics. The engine is an IO 360 B2G6 and the prop is a Prince 68X78 wood with 
"P" tips It is a wide body with non-folding (1 can't say standard l ) wings 
When the article came out in Sport Aviation (Sept. '95) on breaking in the engine on the ground, it 
solved the conflict between breaking in the engine and conservative flight testing. 1 made a hood out 
of galvanized iron and got the Engine Components booklet and a couple cases of their break-in oil. 1 
then put on 2.2 hours of ground running with my tail spring towing adapter hooked to my truck tow 
hitch. The hood kept temperatures in the green and oil consumption went down as the rings seated. 
I highly recommend the procedure. Besides breaking in the engine properly, it builds your confidence 
in the engine. 

I taxi tested Fat Cat next and got her up to 60 mph with the tail up. This also determined that the 
right break was inop. Many hours and bruised arms later the problem was located - a loose fitting. 
Cooling was no problem, with cylinder head and oil temps in the green, so the new cowling works. 
After some Summertime experience I may even close up the cooling air scoop a bit. 

Fat Cat in the nude, Tiger paint to come 
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Steffie Mickelsen, wife and navigator, camcorded the events of the 
first taxi test and flight test. 

Newsletter NO.98 

Before doing any flight testing, Mac Booth let me fly the T -18 he inherited from his father. Mac is a 
student pilot and taking lessons in his Thorp from Hal Stephens who also gave me my biannual. Hal 
and I flew it for 2 hours. It is one of the original high back models. That experience was very help
ful. Thanks Mac and Hall Mac flew in to HAF for the test flight, one of his student solo cross 
country flights. 

An old flying buddy, Mark Kadrich, talked me out of doing the first flight and recommended a friend 
Robin Reid as a test pilot. Robin is a First Officer on 747s for Northwest Orient, a CFI, an A&P, a 
Formula I race pilot at Reno, etc. He has flown two other Thorps including Mac's. He is Amelia 
Reid's son. Amelia is still flying airshows i Robin charged me $250 and earned every penny of it. 
He's great i (Editor's Note: Amelia Reid was my first flight instructor back in 1963) 

Steffie and Harvey with Fat Cat 

Robin first spent 4 hours inspecting the plane. (The FAA inspector had spent 10 minutes.) To my 
total amazement Robin found a wrench in the tail cone! Then after Robin's inspection, I spent the 
next few days working off the small list of squawks. 

Then on January 7, 1996, Robin and many others arrived at the Half Moon Bay Airport Robin began 
his inspection work. He helped me close the airplane up. After another very careful preflight, he put 
on the' shute', jumped in and did two high speed "taxi tests" never exceeding 5 feet altitude. After 
another thorough inspection it was time for THE FLIGHT. 
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What a thrill! Watching and hearing my airplane take off The flight lasted about 30 minutes and 
consisted of conservative flight testing and feeling out what trim adjustments needed to be made. His 
log book entry concluded with NO PROBLEMS, NICE FLIGHTI Someone in the crowd of airport 
denizens broke out a bottle of champagne and that was the end of the first day of testing. 

The first moments of lift off were so beautifiil - Fat Catflew straight and smooth - engine sounded 
quiet and purred like a kitten. I camcorded the evenl and really had a hard lime keeping up with Ollr 
7~ 18. This bird flys real fast. 

On Monday, January 8, Robin flew it two more times over an entire afternoon expanding the enve
lope and recording the performance figures. By that time it was getting dark, but he invited me into 
the right seat for a 10 minute flight. Thrills again when 1 took control of MY airplane I Stability in 
pitch is greater than Mac's Thorp which is to be expected in a wide body with it's longer tail. The 
controls felt great I 

Harvey's buddy riding inlhe rumble seat l 

I walched Robin all afternoon flying al approximately 4 - 5, 000 feet making lois of IlIms, stalls, plus 
a left and right roll. His final comment was Ihis is a real "screamer" , It isl J'm so thrilled for my 
husband - we wi II take Fat Cat to aSH - by - Gosh the first week of August '96. Look for us. 

I'm going to take an hour or so of dual from Robin when he gets back from the Orient in 2 weeks, so 
that I can learn how to do those 3 point greasers he was doing. Then I will have another thrill when I 
solo in Fat Cat. 

Now for the numbers. The top speed was 197 mph true at 4000 ft. on a balmy California day, 60 
degrees (in January). This was determined from two-way runs and GPS readouts. The airspeed 
indicator read 185 mph and that agreed with the GPS within a few mph. RPM was 2700 so the prop 
guess was right on. A paint job and some more cleanup should improve the top speed. No-flap stalls 
were straight forward with a slight pre-stall buffet at 60 mph indicatedlll Stalls with 30 degrees of 
flap did not register on the airspeed indicator lill but were straight forward with a slight buffet. I 
don't have stall strips. Climb rate at 100 mph is 1100 fpm indicated. No timed climbs have been 
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made yet and the airspeed indicator has not been calibrated at the low end so these numbers are 
preliminary. The plane seems to be going very slow on landing. I plan on flying formation with our 
HalfMoon Bay Flying Club Robertson STOL C172 to check the low end airspeeds. 

The Riblett GA 35U-A315 airfoil and Clark Y flap airfoil seem to have given the results I was look
ing for, improved low speed performance with no decrease in the top end. The new cowling im
proves the top end performance, however and thus clouds that second conclusion. Switching from 
filtered to ram air causes a 150 rpm increase. 

There were so many people, including Eddy Andreini (Airshow performer) watching - all Harvey's 
expectations have been more than filled with this T-18. 

I thank my wife, Steffie for her help with the project and patience with me. There are so many other 
people I must thank for helping me with my project that I cannot list them here, but thank you all! I 
will write a further report after the test period (40 hours) with some solid data. 

Note the new address and phone number below. Update your membership list, Newsleter #81. 
Signed: Harvey Mickelsen Steffie Mickelsen 657 Terrace Ave. HalfMoon Bay, CA 94019 phone 

415-712-1438 

FOR SALE 

THORP SI18 WIDE BODY SPORTPLANE . TOW IT WITH YOUR CAR, KEEP IT IN YOUR 
GARAGE. 

LYC. 10-360 200HP, 266 SMOH, FACTORY NEW HARTZELL CONSTANT SPEED PROP 53 
HRS ,266 HRS. ON AIRFRAME 
165 KT CRUISE, 2000 FT MIN RATE OF CLIMB, LONG RANGE WET WINGS 
FULL IFR,DIGIT AL MK 12D AVIONICS, COUPLED AUTOPILOT I MUST SELL TO COM
PLETE ANOTHER PROJECT! $35,000 
BOB MORRISON (606) 789-7379 EMAIL 

Distress Sale - Thorp T -18 Project: 
Vertical Fin - Complete fittings, 

clecos, fittings, 
drilled, Plans set IT",I"" "n·'H:nGe 

Also 0-290 
muffier, starter 

"mlVte,S;rln complete & 
Hegy 

I':"':n", Fuselage Skins - drilled 
ribs, Rib blanks cut 

~ND: Stits Skycoupe (2 seat high-wing) project finished. Fuselage covered, painted, engine 
running. Lexan doors & Huge skylite for great nis. Wings almost done. AU mat'l to finish. Finish & fly 
in 2 months. $7450 or make offer. 

Call (919) 662-0720 or write. Hopefully someone can finish and fly these two projects. Larry 
Oppegaard 1102 Brucemont Dr. Garner, NC. 27529-4505 
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Some thoughts from: 

Jan 4, 1996 
Dear Richard, 

Gary Green 

I forgot to include my '96 dues with the 
flyer on our Father's Day T-18 Fry-In. So, 
here's my check for $25. By the way, that is a 
bargain. You do a great job on the N.L. and I 
appreciate it. Every article in this last issue was 
very good. 

I have a comment on some of the items in 
N.L. No. 97. First, on the failure of Gayle 
LeCount's Aymar-Demuth prop. To my knowl
edge, there has never been an 0-360 Lyc certified 
with a wood prop. They all ran fixed pitch metal 
or constant speed props which are much heavier 
than a wood prop. Now, you know I'm no 
engineer and the following is just my opinion! 
suspicion. I think that the added mass acts as a 
flywheel and absorbs and smooths the power 
pulses of an 0-360. I suspect the heavy power 
pulses of the 0-360 tend to shock the light weight 
wood prop and may have contributed to its early 
failure. 

I flew a fixed pitch (68-82) Sensenich 
metal (EM-76 that was cut down) for 12 years 
and about a thousand hours. In March of '93, I 
installed the Aymar-Demuth 68-80 wood prop. 
It out performs the metal prop in every regime. 
It takes off quicker, climbs better, and cruises 
faster. I flew it to Sun 'N Fun that April. I 
noticed it started very abruptly and shut down 
abruptly also. It idled OK, even down at 600-
700 RPM. But I didn't like the explosive start 
and instantaneous shut down. My C.G. also 
shifted aft so much I lost some baggage capacity. 
So, I bought one of Mark Landoll's dynamic 
balancers. This is a I 3/4" thick disc weighing 12 
pounds that bolts to the front face of the ring 
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gear. I doesn't interfere with the cowl, spinner, 
or extension. It requires no modifications. Now, 
the engine turns through more smoothly on starts 
and shuts down much more smoothly. Landoll 
claims you will see a performance gain of as 
much as 100 RPM increase. I didn't see any 
difference. My engine had been mass balanced 
and the cylinders flow matched by Monty Baffett, 
so it was smooth with the metal prop and the 
wood prop without the balancer. The improve
ment with the dynamic balancer was slight but 
noticeable. However, I believe the 0-360 needs 
that added mass bolted to the crankshaft to 
absorb the heavy power stroke. I would like to 
see some qualified engineer do a study on this 
and publish a report in Sport Aviation. 

Next subject: Earl Ody's oilcooler failure. 
I've seen several oil coolers fail on T-18's, RV-
4' sand R V -6' s that were mounted in front of the 
#2 cylinder like Earl's or attached to the baffleing 
behind the #4 cylinder. Rich, you've seen that 
also. It is my opinion that those are not the best 
locations for coolers on a T -18. You cannot 
isolate the cooler from the shake and vibration of 
the engine in either place. With the cooling air 
exiting out of the side gills of the T -18 instead of 
out the bottom of the cowl, an ideal location is 
on the firewall on either side. I placed mine on 
the left side. This is a simple installation, isolates 
the cooler from all engine vibration and provides 
excellent cooling air flow. You have to make a 
little fiberglass duct to attach the air hose and 
funnel the air to the cooler. That's the most 
difficult part. Mine cools too well so I built a 
throttle valve into the fitting on the aft baffle 
plate so I can choke off part of the air flowing to 
the cooler. Even on the hottest days, I have to 
choke off the air when cruising at altitude to keep 
the oil temp at IS0-190 degrees. 

Next subject: Stan Sutterfield's letter states 
" ... climbs like an angel at 85 mp.h. indicated, 
but eng cylinder head temp goes above redline. 
" Is this a misprint? He surely isn't actually 
climbing a T-IS at 85 M.p.h. lAS! The pitch 
attitude would be so high, he couldn't see over 
the nose, the RPM (fixed pitch prop I assume) 
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would be lugged down to 2200-2300 and there would be so little air coming in the cowling inlets, 
he'd fry the cylinder heads. Even a mouse motor 0-290 powered T -18 climbs best at 120 or better. I 
prefer to climb a 150 HP T-18 at about 140 lAS and a 180 HP model at ISO or 160 M.p.h. indicated. 

Final item: Its sad to hear of John Cragins mishap with his new Thorp. Sadder still that it was 
possibly due to a disconnected tail wheel tiller spring/chain. I have a friend who is a very proficient 
tailwheel pilot who almost lost his Skybolt a few years ago due to that exact disconnect on a rough 
grass strip. It probably won't bite you on smooth pavement. As a Tech Counselor, I try to discour
age use of those light weight sash chains and little wire clips connecting tail wheel springs. I use an 
AN 42B-4 eyebolt on the rudder horn, an AN 43B-S or AN 43B-6 eyebolt (page 163 in Wicks Cata
log) on the tail wheel arm and an AN 11S-8 cable shackle (Page 203 in Wicks Catalog). I run the 
compression spring thru the eyebolt at the rudder horn, run the other end of the spring thru a link in a 
chain (not sash chain) and put the cable shackle at the other end of the chain (1 use three links). The 
cable shackle attaches to the AN 43B-S eyebolt at the tailwheel arm. I wish I had a close up photo of 
this to send you. I'll try to draw up a crude sketch. Its sunny and nearly 70 degrees here today .. think 
I'll quit this and go flying. Keep up the good work. Gary Green 

View oj Pecan Plantation, GrandblllY, Texas 

For Sale: 
SENSENICH 66/78 WOOD PROPELLER BRAND NEW, NEVER INSTALLED. FACTORY 
P AINTED GRAY WITH LEADING EDGE "EST ANE". POSITIVELY RAIN PROOF. KEN 
BROCK T-18 SPINNER CUT TO FIT THE 66178 PROP. SPINNER USED 300 HOURS. NO 
CRACKS IN IT OR FRONT AND BACK PLATES. 6 PROP BOLTS GO WITH SALE. A 66/78 
IS THE PERFECT PROP FOR A 160 HP. T-18. VALUE $1200 -ASKING $800. (817) 766 2S23 
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Letter from Forest Products Laboratory to Gayle LeCounton 
failure of his wooden prop. 

Editors Note: Gayle's engine is a 180 hp. 

File Code: 471O-GL 
Date: February 7, 1996 
Dear Gayle: 

This is the written report of our findings as to probable cause of the in-flight failure of the AYMAR-DE
MUTH laminated-lumber propeller on your Thorpe T-18 homebuilt airplane. The nature of the failure has 
already been reported to you by phone. The propeller was returned to you by UPS around January 26. I am 
sending a copy of this letter to Ben Owen ofEAA because of his interests in airworthiness ofEAA-member 
aircraft, and because he referred you to me. 

Dave Kretschmann, an engineer here at the Lab with expertise in fracture of wood, also examined your 
propeller. Both of us came to the same conclusions as to probable cause of the fracture. Because of the 
nature and location of the failure on the propeller, we think impact loading on the leading edge was the prob
able cause, although diagonal grain direction, with respect to the leading edge, greatly reduced the propeller's 
resistance to impact bending. The following observations are offered as possible contributors to failure, but 
none are clear and observable causes of failure. 

(I) There was no indication of strength loss due to overheating (hydrolysis of wood) either in the hub or blade 
trailing edge. 

(2) There was no indication of splitting or checking of wood from moisture losses at blade tips or other edges. 

(3) There was no indication of biological deterioration (decay or insects). 

(4) There was no indication offracture initiating along the trailing edge where failures from flutter often begin. 

(5) There was clear evidence of propeller vibration, as indicated by scoring of both blades by the edges of 
the propeller openings on both sides of the spinner. These scorings probably occurred after the failure 
when severe vibration and deflection from load imbalance would have continued until engine shutdown. 

(6) The failure appears to have initiated along the leading edge-actually with two splits. The primary 
splitting failure developed along the grain, and an adjacent and shorter split ran parallel to the primary. 
The splits initiated at the base of the painted tip on the leading edge. The primary split followed the 
grain to near the trailing edge, then abruptly stopped at the spinner opening where the broken piece tore 
away. The splitting began in the third lumber lanlinate (from the leading edge) and continued radially 
through the weaker ray tissue, parallel to the longitudinal fiber direction. 
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The slope of grain along the split, with respect to the leading edge at the point of fracture, was an ap-
proximate 20 degree angle or a slope of I in 3. For maximum impact bending strength, grain angle to 
the leading edge should be 0 degrees, or essentially straight -grain. Obviously, the steep grain angle 
severely lowered the laminate's ability to resist impact loading. As you will see in Tables 4-9, Chapter 4, 
Mechanical Properties of Wood, of the-enclosed Wood Handbook, impact bonding strength for a I in 3 
slope of grain would be less than 36 percent of straight-grained lumber. The grain direction in the fourth 
and fifth laminates that partially supported the third, was almost exactly the same as the third. There
fore, there was minimal diagonal grain from adjacent laminates to resist splitting in the third laminate. 

(7) The second and fourth laminates in the blade opposite from the failed one contained diagonal grain in 
close proximity to knots. Such cross-grain is weaker than straight-grain wood, but failures did not occur 
here. 

(8) The advantage of a propeller laminated from 60 veneers, rather than 5 pieces of lumber, is random 
distribution and orientation of deflects such as cross-grain. In this 5-ply laminated lumber propeller, only 
one 26/32-inch-thick laminate with very steep slope of grain (from leading edge) resisted impact loading. 

(9) Wood in the hub beneath the outboard retainer plate is compressed nearest the bases of both blades. 
This probably occurred from extreme vibration at failure. There is also a small dished area in the hub 
that does not contact the retainer plate. This appears to be of no consequence. 

If you would like to discuss this report further, then please call me at (608) 231-9295. Congratulations on the 
safe landing for yourself and your T-18 Sincerely, Charles B. Vick Research Scientist 
Wood Adhesives Science and Technology Enclosure cc: Ben Owen, EAA, Oshkosh 

••• NEW PRODUCT RELEASE •• * 

AIRCRAFT DETAILS, INC. ofWestIand, Michigan is pleased to announce that it is now manufacturing a complete 
line of one and two piece DIMPLED STAINLESS STEEL FIREWALL SHIELDS. Shields arc also 
available in flat stock for use in thick firewalls. The one piece is designed for use in new installations while the two 
piece is perfect for adding grommet protection to existing installations. Hole sizes range from 1.811 up to 3/411 to 
accept wire bundles, Bowden cables, vernier push/pull cables, battery cable up to 0 gauge and fuel line hose and 
fittings. Also included is a new miniature sliield with gasket for installing a single wire or 1/811 tube through the 
firewall. Three dimpled styles are available for grommets with 3/4", I" and 1114" outside diameter. The shields are 
similar to those installed on factory aircraft (but only 25% as expensive) and are designed to protect the grommet or 
sealing material from excessive heat or flame. Preserving the life of the grommet or sealing material is critical to 
preventing smoke, C02 or fumes from entering the cockpit. For more information call or send SASE for free catalog to: 

AIRCRAFT DETAILS, INC. 
32625 BENSON DR. 
WESTLAND, MI. 48185 
(313) 261-7766 
FAX (313) 525-1633 

SINGLE PIECE 
$/32 PILOT W/OIMPLE 

TWO PIECE ~VAILABLE 
1/4, 3/8, 1/2 W!DIMPLE 

o a 

o 0 
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THORP T-18 FLY-IN 
1-' WELCOME T-18 PILOTS AND ENTHUSIASTS 

JUNE 14-16, 1996 
PECAN PLANTATION (OTX1) 

GRANBURY, TEXAS 
As discussed at last Fall's Kentucky Dam T-18 gathering, we are planning for 

our Spring '96 gathering a little later in the Spring than before in hopes of getting a 
better weather pattern. 

Pecan Plantation is a private airstrip community 40 NM southwest of the 
DFWairport. It lies well outside of the DFW Class B (TCA) airspace. It has 3500 
feet of asphalt (newly resurfaced!). Runway 18136 is located 5 NM south of the 
Acton VOR (110.6) on the 180 degree radia1. 

ROOMS: Gary & Maxine Green have reserved 15 rooms at the Pecan 
Plantation Clubhouse for arrivals on the 14th and departures on the 16th. They are 
$58.30 single occupancy and $73.14 double occupancy including tax. Cancellations 
will require 24 hr advance notification. Full rates will be charged for no shows 
and cancellations later than 24 hr prior. These rooms will be charged to the Green's 
account and reservations will have to be made through the Green's. If you want one 
of these rooms, you must contact the Green's at 817-579-1995 or mail to 9111 
Bellechase Rd, Granbury, Tx 76049. Please don't put this off until the last 
minute. 

MOTELS: There are several nice motels in the town of Granbury which is 
about 14 miles from Pecan Plantation. We'll work out shuttle vans/cars to get folks 
back and forth if they choose to make their own reservations in town. Following is 
a list oflocal motels: 

Best Western Classic Inn 1209N Plaza Dr. 817-573-8874 or 800-528-1234. 
Brazos Motel 900 E. Pearl 817-279-7779 
Comfort Inn 1201 E Hwy 377 817-573-2611 or 800-221-2222 
Dabney House Bed & Breakfast 817-579-1260 
DaysInn 1339NPlazaDr 817-573-2691 or 800-DAYSINN 
Lodge of Granbury 400 E Pearl St. 817-573-2606 
Plantation Inn on Lake Granbury 1451 E. Pearl St. 817-573-8846 

BRING YOUR OWN TIEDOWNS 
P.S. If you think you may attend, PLEASE let the Green's know as soon as 
possible to help them in their planning. 
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Look!! Look!! for a RED ZERO on mailing label, it means I 
don't have your dues for this year!! 

All dues run from Jan to Jan. Please send your 96 dues now. 

1996 DUES 
T-18 Mutual Aid Society. 

Please continue your support by sending your dues in now. 

Name: ---------------------------------------------
Address: ---------------------------------------------
City: State: Zipcode ___ _ 

Phone: ________ N ___ __ 
Send your check for $25 in U.S., $30 Others. 

to: Richard Snelson Route 3, Box 295 Clinton, IL 61727 
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,T-18 NEWSLETTER 

Bill Cordoza's Thmp with its beautiful rainbow paint scheme. Bill's ji-om Woodland, CA. 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Correction to article on Stabilator Alignment, by David Neustel 

BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT IDEAS by Les Krumel 

An invitation to visit Perth, Australiaji-om Brian Olney 

Propeller Finishing 

The Armadillo Check by RoxAnne Snelson 

Let's Fly 5th Annual Placerville Fly-In (Sept 6,7,8, 1996) 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAI1VER) As always, in the past, pre:sent, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house Jor ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. There/ore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is lviI/lOut recourse against anyone. 



Oshkosh 96 

Again this year we have our T -18 events sched
uled for the first Friday (August 2). We have the 
Nature Center reserved from 11 :30 - 2:30 and 
will serve a lunch ($4.00 each) followed by the 
forum at I :00 PM. I have an amplifier and mike 
to use, so we should be able to hear the speakers 
this year Friday evening our Banquet will be held 
at Butch's Anchor Inn. 

Aymar Demuth Prop 

1 had a call from Mike Demuth last week and he 
said that he got to take a look at the prop failure 
that we had discussed in the last newsletter He 
stated that the propellor had indications on the 
blade of severe rock strikes. He felt that this may 
have happened on takeoff and could have caused 
the blade to faiL In our discussion about 
propellor damage, Mike said that any mar or 
break in the propellor finish can cause later 
problems. A break in the finish will allow the 
wood to dry out ll Note: "dry out" and this can 
cause seperation of the glue joints or a failure of 
the wood itself So keep the finish in good 
condition folks. Send the prop to the manufac
tures if you need help in getting it refinished. We 
have an article in this newsletter on prop finish
ing, so read on and go to work. 

Granbury "Pecan Plantation" 
With 35 airplanes in Gary Green's yard it still had 
room for more. (22 of them were Thorps). Gary 
and Maxine were wonderful hosts, going at a fast 
pace to make sure all had a great time. For the 
details of the fly-in see RoxAnne's article in this 
newsletter. 

Newsletter 

EVENTS 

OSHKOSH 96 
T-18 Lunch ($4.00 each) 
Friday August 2 at 11 :30 AM in the Nature 
Center 

follows the lunch at 1 :00 PM 
T-18 Banquet Friday August 2 at 6:30 PM at 
Butch's Anchor Inn 

EVENTS 
Fall T-18 Get-together at Kentucky Dam 
Oct 11,12,1996 Phone 502-362-4271 Ask for 
the Paine Party rooms, to get the discount. 

5th Annual Placerville T-18 Fly-In 
Sept 6,7,8, 1996 

the notice in this newsletter. 

A THANK YOU! 

Most of the dues are now in. The red zero 
worked so I'll continue to use it to indicate late 
dues. I did mess up and didn't get credit to a 
couple offolks for checks I had received. I'm 
sorry for that and will try to do better next year. 

My Thorp 
It's time for my yearly "Conditional Inspection" 
so I'll be spending the next week or so at the 
airport going over the bird from front to back. 
I'm still having problems with the fiberglass 
cracking on the edges of my cowling cheeks so 
plan to replace the whole darn thing. I think there 
is a lot of room for improvement in the cowling 
area and am waiting for Gar Root to let me know 
how his modification to the inlets is working out 
Gar was in Texas for the fly-in and said he would 
fly the new cowl very soon. Bob Parker's modifi
cation to the T -18 he purchased from Leroy 

is different and makes for a tighter fit 
a center hinge line so it can open. 

Bob's T-18 are in the Texas fly-in section. 
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May 14, 1996 

Dear Rich, 

Things are beginning to click here in Pecan 
Plantation. Gary Green and I are preparing for 
the June 14-16 fly-in, and I'm finally starting to 
put my airplane back together. I've been recalled 
back to flying with American Airlines in June, 
which will allow me the free time to get to work 
on my T -18 (you know how hard us airline guys 
work). 

Gary Green and I recently looked at all the T -18 
standard body, standard wing parts which we 
have accumulated, and decided we easily had 
enough parts to build two complete wings! We 
are considering assembling these wings for sale, 
if there is anyone interested. If so, please have 
them call me, Jimmy Cash, at 817-573-7766. 

Also, I have a standard short gear which has a 
damaged right gear leg. If someone is out there 
with a damaged left gear leg, give me a calli I've 
looked at the feasibility of splicing the gear 
together, and it seems realistic. If someone has 
some feed back, please call or write me. 

I encourage everyone to attend the fly-in at 
Pecan in June. It is a fantastic area, and we plan 
on having a great time. I spoke with Mike 
Archer from Classic Sport Aircraft and they will 
be unable to attend. However, they just finished 
their catalog and will be sending me copies for 
distribution at the fly-in. I look forward to seeing 
you in June. 

Sincerely, 
Jimmy Cash 
9003 Green Leaves Dr. 
Granbury, TX 76049 
Home 817-573-7766 
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PS - Steve Kirik, give me a caIl you Twin Tailed 
Sissy!11 

Dear Richard, 
The T -18 Newsletter has been continually im
proving since you have decided to get involved 
with it This seems to be somewhat caused more 
people to be willing to contribute their own ideas 
and experiences. 

I for one, will be very interested in the continued 
reports from Harvey and Steffie Mickelsen, about 
their "Fat Cat" T-18. Jacque Fletcher 103 877-
64 Ave NW Calgary, AB Tak5J4 

March 27, 1996 
Dear Richard: 

How time does fly, even when you can't fly 
yourself Here is my annual dues check, sorry to 
be so late. The reason I haven't been attending 
the T -18 FLY INS is that I have lost my physical 
This really does break my heart, I miss all of you. 
I am lucky that my son Jug, who is retired from 
the AF after 24 years lives in Denver and he 
comes over and flys with me, we even went to 
Oshkosh last year He is really interested in the 
mechanics of aircraft and attended Colo. 
Aerotech and received his AP. He worked at 
that for a year and is now teaching at the schooL 
N2NE is based here because I have a closed 
hanger which rents for $25/mo. 
(Continued ----- next page) 
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I don't seem to find my NL#97 but I do have a 
comment about wooden props. When I was 
building my Thorp I called Bill Cassidy a 
prop maker of renown in Denver. His comment 
about wooden props with an 0-360-"1 don't 
know you and I don't Know what kind of pilot 
you are but unless you are a helluva lot 
smoother pilot than I think you are, don't put 
a wooden prop on an 0-360! Why don't you 
use a CS prop?" In fact he said he wouldn't make 
one for me. He said that the high torque of the 0-
360 was too much for any wooden prop. Bill 
Cassidy is dead so we can't talk to him about it. 
I don't know how he died. I forgot to ask Dean 
Cochran that question. Dean said that he had 
sold his propeller business to Pacesetter 200 in 
Oregon 

Anyway, this is just my comment to add to the 
discussion. I did use a CS prop and love it. It 
has all the attributes in whatever flight conditions 
you can encounter. 

N. L. "Nate" Eastman 
800 E 6th St 
KimbalI NE 69145 
E-Mail NateEast@AOL.com 

Dear Richard, 

All info still the same. No plans for moving in 
the near future. 

This retirement business is the greatest idea since 
they first canned beer I Skillman warned me that 
in eight months I'd begin to wonder how I ever 
found time to go to work. It didn't take eight 
weeks. Best of the New Year to you & yours, 
Ben Scola 
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Dear Richard, 

Put our name and address on the Travel Club list. 
We would love to have some T -IS'ers visit us. 
We have ample room for up to four people who 
might enjoy a beautiful mountain home. The 
airstrip, 23s, Seeley Lake is a 3500' hand pack 
sad strip. Land to the North and take off to the 
South and is open only in summer months. I flew 
my T -IS out of here for a few years. Be happy to 
have any and all. Bob and Juanita Ryan Box 954 
Seeley Lake, MT 59868 Phone 406-677-3117 

Dear Rich, Here's the dues for the year. I 
graduated American Airline Training Academy in 
94 for airframe & powerplant mechanic and went 
through the program with a 4.0 average and a 
perfect attendance record. I didn't bother to 
become a certificated A&P until now. Because I 
had to pay my shop off before looking for airline 
work. In March I took the written tests for 
general, airframe & powerplant. It was a bit of a 
chore to prepare for the tests after being away 
for almost 2 years, but I scored a 100% on the 
general test, a 97% on the airframe, and a 98% 
on the powerplant test. I'm currently studying for 
the oral and practical tests, and will be taking 
them in about 2 weeks. Chuck Polinski 
(Editor'S Note: Nice work and Good luck on the 
tests) 

Rich, I talked with your wife RoxAnne about a 
week ago & she gave me information regarding 
the T -18 Newsletter, as well as a good dose of 
enthusiasm. 

I have recently purchased the fuselage from a T-
18 about 90% complete along with all the mate
rial to complete the entire airframe; all ribs, spars, 
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canopy etc, etc, etc l The plans are #491 (some of 
the early ones). I have contacted "Sport Aircraft 
Inc." in Lancaster, CA regarding using the S-IS 
folding wing on this fuselage & weather I can 
utilize the spar material & ribs that I have in this 
conversion. Please let me know what your 
thoughts/experience is/are in this matter 

I am very excited about this project & am cur
rently in the planning and reading stage of this 
project I have a thousand questions & look 
forward to meeting other T -IS flyers in this area. 
Sincerely Jeff Wilde 183 Lawn St. Oviedo, FL 
32765 

Dear Richard, My $25 check is enclosed for a 
new membership to the T -18 Newsletter I've 
seen a couple issues & thought they were great 

My T-18 is SIN 883 built by Fred Ferguson who 
made the first flt 2116/84 and finished the 40 hr 
test program in June 84. The airplane was sold 
to Jim Taplin so he would have an airplane to fly 
while building an RV-6. Jim let me start flying it 
in April '89 and I bought the airplane in April '92, 
after he finished his RV-6. It's registered as 
N8883FF and currently has 200 hrs on it. Engine 
is an 0290 GPU converted to 135 hp@2700 
rp.m. 

It has electric pitch trim (volvo windshield wiper 
motor) and I recently found out the "T" splitter 
gear box @ the horiz surface should be lubed 
once in a while. When it gets difficult to move, 
other things ahead of it wear out- such as the S" 
flex cable driving it. I recently broke this flex 
shaft & replaced it with the solid shaft that looks 
like a 114" socket set extension with "U" joint on 
both ends, from "Sport Aircraft". 

Also, my manifold press. gage used to get oil in 
it Solved the problem with a small automotive 
in-line fuel filter which I installed in the manifold 
sensing line. By the way, this airplane has a Ted 
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Hendrickson 6S/68 wood prop on it, which seems 
ideal to me --- good performance & cruise. I'm 
looking forward to my first newsletter. Ed Ullrich 
23850 - 43rd. Ave. So. Kent, WA 98032 

Dear Mr Snelson: 

Richard Eklund tells me that You are handling a 
newsletter for T -18 builders. In 1966 I pur
chased a set of plans and some aluminum. Be
fore I got very well started on my project I was 
shipped to Korea, and upon returning home was 
never able to get started again. At least not until 
now. 30 years went by very quickly. Now that I 
am handicapped, however, I have more time on 
my hands than I did before, and have pulled out 
the plans and some plate aluminum for fittings. 
I'll be slow building but intend to do everything 
in my power to get a plane in the air 

My e-mail address is 
SVTF44B@PRODIGYCOM 
I am looking forward to hearing from you 
Sincerely, G. Van Dorpe JL MD Aurora, CO 

FOR SALE 

T -18 Project for sale, fuselage clecoded & ready 
to rivet, Horizontal tail complete with internal 
weights and 80% of parts complete including 
main spar, wing ribs etc. Have all aluminum to 
complete. $3900 OBO. Plans #476 
Call days or evenings, Bob Sanderson 817-321-
3505 

S-IS Project for sale, fuselage (Lou 
Sunderland's) folding wings all structure com
plete for details on this call Jim Consigleo in 
Carson City, 702-885-2703 
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BAGGAGE 
COMPARTMENT 

IDEAS 
I~I 'L, 
i I 

by Les Krumel 

Dear Rich, 

So glad we've got the newsletter still going for 
sharing information and as a point of contact. In 
particular, it's great to see technical info and 
items for sale. Currently I'm on the look out for 
a canopy, and materials for the wing and spar, 
and would like to sell a fiberglass gas tank for 
$100 

This is the first time I've got anything to offer, 
being kinda new at this. So far this flying ma
chine consists of tail feathers and a fuselage, 
sitting on its gear. It's about time to drive rivets 
so I've been trying to finish up the 101 details 
while things are removable and easy to work on. 
Of course, the bottom skin will be last to go on, 
sometime in the future. 

I thought 1'd send sketches of my baggage 
compartment, as built, and some ideas for flap 
controls. Roll trim is accomplished by tweaking 
the tension on one flap cable, similar in concept 
with the plans. The actuator however, is located 
within a tunnel in the baggage compartment. This 
may incorporate either a worm gear or lead 
screw mechanism. Admittedly, it is not good 
practice for the tensioner to produce side loads 
on the 90 degree pulley; but it might be accept
able for only +/-6 degrees. Otherwise the 
bell crank, etc. should be rotated into the horizon
tal plane. A false floor can be installed right onto 
the bottom skin, utilizing lateral stiffeners or 
honeycomb materiaL Typically I've seen floors 
built onto the heavy I x I angles, about 6 in. 

! 

above the bottom. I've gained about 2.3 cu. ft.; 
simple side shields protect the flap cables along 
the edges. 1'd expect relatively lightweight, bulky 
things like duffel bags and sleeping bags usually 
take up most ofthe baggage space, and the extra 
volume is most uselfuL The Lord willing, I'll 
find out someday. 

Hey, what do you think about having the 
McAlester fly-in some time other than Mother's 
Day? What do others think? I know of at least 
one more person who would come. Chances like 
these are great for checking out details on 'how 
to do,' learning new ideas, and meeting other 
builders. And ifanyone's ever around Albuquer
que, even just a fuel stop, please give me a calL I 
work right on the AFB, yet without wings, and 
appreciate anytime I can see another T -18. 
There's a pretty good surplus store here too. I 
found a box of realistic looking pistol grips from 
a computer game that would look good on a 
control stick. If anyone would like, 1'd pick up a 
pair for $20 if they're still around. 

Les Krumel (SIN 1187) 
PO Box 1115, 
Cedar Crest, NM 87008 
(505) 281-4406 home 
(505) 844-5386 work 
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Langley Park, Perth, Australia 

(A letter from Brian Olney) 
I read with interest Joe Gauthier's suggestion of the T-
18 Travel Club, Although there are only about 24 T-
18' s on the register in Australia, but stategic1y placed 
around the country, I am surc that, wherever you 
travelled in Australia, with or without your aircraft, 
you would find a T-18er who would be pleased to 
offer or arrange accomdation etc to any visiting MAS 
membcr. I certainly would for anyone visiting Perth, 
Western Australia, 

One event hcld in Perth recently which attracts 
aircraft from all over Australia is landing on Langley 
Park from which the first air-mail service in Australia 
departed in 192 L One of the pilots was Charles 
Kingsford-Smith who later made the first flight across 
the Pacific, The event has been held every third year 
since 1984 and is organised by our local branch of the 
Sport Aircraft Association of Australia (SAAA) 
which is affiliated with EAA. 

In the photograph I have enclosed you can see the 
grass strip, which nornlally is used for sporting 
activities such as netball, rugby, soccer, hockey, 
baseball in the wcekends, is sandwiched between the 
Swan River and Perth city, Due to palm trees one 
end and power poles the other the usuable length is 

about 1880 feet The photo was taken turning right 
dO\\TIwind for runway II looking west with the Indian 
Ocean on the horizon, Flying down final, right on the 
doorstep of the city, with tall buildings just off to your 
left is an unforgetable experience, Nowhere else in 
Australia can you land right on the edge ofthe city 
itself 

To be eligible to land on Langley you must be an 
SAAA member and preference is given, in order, to 
homebuilts, vintage and military and then factory built 
aircraft On this occasion we had 97 aircraft land 
with a waiting list of about 60, The limitation is due 
to room available for parking, We were only allowed 
18 " gap between wingtipsl 

There have been various proposals throughout the 
years to develop gardens, artificial lakes and the like 
on Langley Park but, by drawing attention to the 
historical significance of the site in this way we hope 
to stave off redevelopment and repeat this event in 
March 1999, Overseas visitors would be particularly 
welcome, Regards, BRIAN OLNEY 

28 Brian Ave 
Mt Pleasant WAust 6153 

AUSTRALIA 
13 April 1996 
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Propeller Finishing 
Sorry but I'm not sure who sent this article, it 
got seperated from the letter and didn't have a 
name on it. Good article Thanks?? Let me know. 
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To those of us who love wood propellers, there's nothing like that gleaming hunk of natures best 
composite hanging out on the business end of our trusty Powerplant. Nice spinner, or skull cap, 
properly installed, bright and clear with a fresh coat of varnish. 

A few simple tips are all that is necessary to achieve the gleaming, varnish finish on your prop. 

It is usually not necessary to remove all of the old coating, just that which is loose or unsightly. If 
partial removal of the old coating results in a wide variation of surface coloring, then, complete re
moval may be necessary. 180 and 220 grit sandpaper, used dry worked well for me, followed by 4XO 
Steel Wool. 

It's best to note the balance condition of your prop at various stages of this process to determine the 
need for asymmetric application of finish to one blade vs the other for balance. My professionally 
made prop needed two extra coats of varnish on one blade to achieve perfect static balance. A simple 
cable suspension balancer works great for me. It is simply two cones, a section of 112" steel tube to 
mount the cones in the prop hub, a small washer with hole for the cable to cover the end of the tube 
and some 111 6th steel cable to suspend the propeller with. The cable is secured in the center of the 
tube, slightly above the midpoint of the prop hub. When the washer lays exactly over the end of the 
tube, the propeller is in perfect static balance. 

The best paint brush you can afford is absolutely necessary. Mine was a Chinese Ox Hair bristle and it 
worked beautifully. Most varnishes can't be stroked repeatedly when applying, so it has to be put on 
full, wet and smooth with as few strokes as possible. Use the largest brush you can handle to reduce 
the application time. This gives you an extra minute or two to smooth out any rough spots. Let it dry 
vertically if possible to give the falling dust in your shop the smallest possible target. 

Spar Urethane seems to be the coating of choice. It should dry overnight, in a warm and dry environ
ment. Dull the surface and knock off any dust with the steel wool and recoat until the finish and 
balance are acceptable. A clean, dry, dust free surface and work area is absolutely necessary. I used 
Automotive Tack cloths immediately prior to applying the varnish. Give this coating plenty of time to 
dry, at least several days before you fly in any kind of Precipitation. The slightest amount of rain will 
eat away at varnish that has not been thoroughly cured. 

Even with a good UV rating, and effective cover, if tied down outside, the best finish will need regular 
attention. If you happen to have a heated workspace, propeller refinishing is a good winter activity. 
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"There's the dam. I think I see the field." 
"Well, we are going south from the VOR" 
"Oh Yeah! From what I can tell from the moving 
map, we should be very close." 
"Yep .... There's the field, and it's getting hot in 
here ... ~' 

That was our 3-way check to find this trip's final 
destination -- Pecan Plantation -- and the Spring 
gathering of Thorp T-18s. 

And what a wonderful Texas welcome we re
ceived. Four other Thorps had recently arrived-
Ed and Jeannette Ludke from SD, Jim French 
from FL, John and Vicki Evens and Walt and 
Bev Giffin from CO. Gary Green was there to 
greet and show us the way to the main event I 
Gary, showing us the way with his golfcart, led 
us to where several other T -18s were already 
parked next to--yes, next to Gary and Maxine's 
house! AN AVIATOR'S DREAM. As my 
husband, Richard, (you know--Snelson) taxied 
down the runway, I was expecting to hear the 
ping ping ping of a turn signal as though we were 
traveling on down any' 01 street. And as we 
pulled in I see Gary's yellow Thorp in the GA
RAGE next to a T -18 project and 2 car garage. 
Of course this was all attached to a wonderfully 
relaxing Texas home. Oh how nice it was to 
relax and renew our long-distance friendships. 

Let me see ifI can list everyone ( I hope I don't 
miss anybody) that came in on Friday or Satur
day. Here goes--(some are T-18ers, airport 
residents, EAA, and flyers of those other air-
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planes!) Julie & Peter Reinhart, John Reinhart, 
Don Doubleday, Charlie Long, Paul Jani, Tony & 
Melanie Munday, Bob & Dottie Wood, George 
& Gloria Van Dorpe & family, Ron & Marriann 
Havelaar, Pat & Rhonda Stanley, Bob & Nancy 
Sanderson, Garlan Root, Bill Cordoza, Ken & 
J ene Morgan, Al & Morinne Pereira, Bill Hall, 
Jack Waxenfelter, Ted Conrad, Eddie Eiland, 
Leroy Holt, Bob Parker, Evan Roberts, Gordan 
David, Frantz, John & Vicki Evens, Walt & Bev 
Giffin, Ed & Jeannete Ludtke, Jim French, Tom 
Landhal, Richard & RoxAnne Snelson, Charlie & 
Wanetta Scott, Bill & Dottie Williams, Bob & 
Susan Highley, Bill & Debbie Williams, Rick & 
Louann Jones, Coy! & Wilma Johnston, Richard 
& Kathy Brandiger, Dick Amsden & wife, Les 
and Margie Conwell and of course, Gary & 
Maxine Green. disclaimer: Maxine says your 
name appears as you signed up!! except of 
course for typosl I guess it would be nice to 
say that we had several other experimental 
airplanes in attendance. They WERE very nice-
a Glasair, and RV -3s, 4s, and 6s. 

The weekend was warm, correction, hot, but 
certainly didn't sizzle any pilot's plans of flying, 
so off and on the fellows would sing out that they 
were going up to make an armadillo check. They 
would soar off and then the unmistakable purr of 
the engines could be heard as they made a low 
pass. I found out later, from a grinning ear to ear 
husband, that the local aviators call a low pass 
an armadillo check. I guess after all, you 
wouldn't want to hurt one of those "cute" crit
ters--now would you? I 
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The "boys with the toys" also did some wonder
fu� formation flying, some aerobatics, and on a 
somber note flew a missing man formation or 
two. This was to honor several of our 
commrades that are no longer with us. Those 
who were mentioned were Gary Holt, Mac 
Booth, a friend of the Greens and a long time 
Thorp enthusiast and newsletter editor, Dick 
Cavin. 

A special visit from Leroy Holt, with pilot Bob 
Parker flying Leroy's old, but now, very newly 
re-furbished Thorp, was enjoyed by all. 

Throughout the weekend we didn't have any 
worries about our food intake. Maxine had 
arranged to have Pizza Friday night and the EAA 
Chapter 983 set up a picnic style lunch and 
supper on Saturday. Yeah, you know, less down 
time to have to worry about food! It was great 
and we all send a great big thank you from the T-
18s. Our sleeping arrangements, made by the 
master planner--Maxine, were (as far as I know) 
superb. However, it took the whole weekend to 
decipher the meaning of The House, The Ridge 
and The Club. I for one remembered where I 
was to be but sure got hasseled by my fellow 
house mates about HOW TO LOCK THE 
DOOR. I'll get ya Highleysl Speaking of 
Highleys, Susan taught Jeannette and I the BEST 
ever way to play solitare. I think you could 
maybe even play it while flying in the Thorp .. 
well, maybe. 

Let's see, what else can I add about ... oh yes, 
the ideas, building tips and the infamous stories 
always associated with our fly-ins were abundant 
throughout the weekend. Hopefully you guys 
will write down some of the ideas and send them 
in to be published. I heard a couple of things that 
Richard was thinking about doing to our Thorp 
that sounded great. Of course we had the rides 
for those who came to Texas to experience the 
T -18 ThrilL I really give a hand to all pilots who 
do this to allow the not-quite-done or wanting
to-know people in our group. I was a wife who 
was NOT QUITE SURE about all this stuff a 
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Rick & Louanne Jones's new "Star of Texas" 
paint job. 

Not a drop of shade went to waste I 

Bob & Dottie Wood ill their beautiful Thorp 
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few years ago. I was lucky enough to get a ride 
from a pilot that--actually, his wife promised-
would not do any loop-d-loops, or who knows 
what. Of course being the assertive person I 
was, I vowed I would not kill him in the air but 
when we landed he would be dead meat, if we 
did anything but straight and slow!!! You know, 
it is amazing how CALM Rick Jones CAN 
he ... by the way check out the new paint job on 
the Jones' bird. I understand Louann came up 
with the paint theme when the time was "right" 
to do a new one. I love it! 

Well, should I tell a story or two .... ? No, 
better not but some did include rather interesting 
landings, friends that had to shoot at their air
plane (NOT a Thorp) because when 
handpropped it took off into circles--so how to 
stop it--well, get out the '01 shotgun! We also 
had a too close for comfort, look at runway 
markers and trees on a grass strip, pilotage 
arguments--I mean disagreements--on HOW to 
find this place (which damn dam DO I fly to?), 
we even had a T -18 husband and wife with no 
home--well they do have a lot just down the 
way( I), the secret desire of an aileron roll on the 
day of retirement, and just the always good and 
friendly chatter about family and in some cases, 
dogs, cats and a bird. 

As always, the weekend ended too soon but the 
fun memories and friendship will help to tide us 
over to yet another Thorp T -18 fly-in. 

If you are wondering why Richard put me 
to work on this newsletter it is because he is 
getting desperate for articles ..... SO guys ..... unless 
you want me, Rosie (RoxAnne) the Riveter (and 
1'm 4 years out of practice) to write an article on 
tail flutter or weight and balance, etc., you better 
get out your pens, computers, or even a cassette 
recorder and send something to the editor. 
Either that or I may have to contribute a choco
late chip cookie recipe for the 100th issue of the 
newsletter! I See ya .... .in WI 
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Evan Robert's ThOlP, ji-om Horseshoe Bay, TX 

Pat Stanley's Thorp 

Les & Margie COffivell's ThOlP, nice job on the 
paint and interior folks l 
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Here are some ofthe modifications Bob Parker has made to the Holt's Thorp. 

Here's a shot of Coyt Johnson's new Thorp, nice looking birdl 
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Project Update 

Hello Richard: For your info- many calls of 
interest in my project during the past year, 
but as we all realize no one is ready to pay 
near the dollars we have invested. Thus I'm 
continuing to complete the AlC as time 
permits. Since we've last spoken - engine 
mount complete, & engine installed, cowl
ing scratch built, see photo's - plug layup -
finished product My first attempt at 
fiberglass "West System" quite satisfied. 
Next is exhaust system c/w mufflers within 
cowling; dual radiators in the wings a'la 
Spitfire & ME 109; also a 3 or 4 blade 
warp drive prop. See you in "MECCA" 1 st 
week of August Sincerely WT Forsythe 
Montreal Quebec, Canada 

Newsletter NO.99 

Good view of the V-6 installation 

Hard at work on the fiberglass layup, looks like there havingjzm l 
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W T. 's New West System Cowling 

V-6FordwithBlanton 1.6:1 Drive 
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(Exclusively): 
(Again) 

THORP 
5 th Annual Placerville 

Fly.ln 

PlacervWe, CA at the Hangtown VOR, (40 miles east ox Sacramento) 

DATEI September 6, 79 8, X 996 

WHERE: PlaceM'illle (HangtoWllll), CaUiornia 

SPONSORED 
BY: Hal B Nancy Stephens 

Jim B LUlian CritcMield 
Mac B Rena Booth 

408/3&S-8836 

9116/6U-lS!l4 

408/363-8720 

EVENTS: Yes! @ CorK flying, Bring champagne (BYOB) 
• Bring goodies to sell/Give away 
- We're thinking, Ideas? 

PRIZES: Yes! - Foil' attending/most rides given/others 
Model aill'planes - Best Thorp 

Accommodations: Camp out under the stars at the airport or 
stay at: 

Placerville Inn 
Days IruVBest Western 
NationalS 

800/854-9100 
9HV622-3124 
916/622-3884 

Transportation: Rental cars are available if desired. 

Enterprise Rent-A-Car 916f621-0866 

Friday night - dinner at the Elks Lodge 
Mealb~1 Saturday noon - we'll go down town. 

Saturday • Steak dinner ($12.00 per person) 

you a T-:18 or a Sky Scooter plan to make 
Please! a RSVP is required so parking places can 

a 
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T-18 NEW8LETI'ER 
ROUTE 3, BOX 295 
CLINTON, IL 61727 
1-217-935-4215 
Issue #99, June 96 

Newsletter No. 99 

25 

Red Circle around a "0" means that I don't show your1996 dues paid. Please 
send them now. Next issue is #100 lets make it a great one. Submit your articles 
and pictures ASAP. 

OSHKOSH 96 
T-18 Lunch ($4.00 each) 
Friday August 2 at 11:30 AM in the Nature Center 
T-18 Forum 
follows the lunch at 1:00 PM 
T-18 Banquet Friday August 2 at 6:30 PM at Butch's Anchor Inn 

Editor's email address:rsnelsonl@aol.com 
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The Newsletter 

In 1963 when Dick Cavin wrote the article 
"Reflections from Rockford" for Sport Aviation, 
telling about building the T -18 fuselage in three 
and a half days he probably didn't realize that he 
had started the T -18 Newsletter. Dick and Lou 
Sunderland got their heads together in Dallas and 
quickly realized the need to exchange informa
tion for the growing number of Thorp builders. 
From this meeting the Newsletter was started. As 
it has been for over 30 years the newsletter 
continues, with the support and efforts of mem
bers of the T/S-18 Mutual Aid Society. The early 
newsletters are rich with "how-to" articles on 
what tools to buy, how to rivet and hand forming 
metal ribs. All of the early newsletters (1-44) 
were condensed in 1986 by Lou in the book" 
The All-Metal Airplane". Both Cavin and Lou 
produced the first 5 newsletters, with Lou taking 
over after that to write and edit the newsletter 
until Dick retired from Braniff Airlines in 1979. 
Dick continued the newsletter until I came on 
board in 1990 for issue #73. With the present 
issue we have reached #100, not that the number 
is significant in itself, only that this little publica
tion has spanned over 32 years and through it the 
builders and T -18/S-18 owners have shared the 
experiences of building and flying hundreds of 
airplanes. It is my opinion that all T-18 owners 
should take the time to read and reread the old 
newsletters and profit from the mistakes and 
misfortune of those that have been there first. 

The newsletter circulation has started to grow, 
slowly we add new members that either build or 
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purchase a Thorp. It was a pleasure to look over 
the crowd at the T -18 forum this year and notice 
that we have some young folks that are now 
taking an interest in our great airplane. Those of 
us that started Thorp's back in the 60s are start
ing to have a lot of grey hair, or lack thereof, and 
will need help to continue the newsletter on into 
the 20th century. "Keep those articles coming". 

FROM DICK EKLUND: 

The T -18 Newsletter has always provided vital 
information for builders and owners. Although 
John Thorp started writing building instructions 
for the T-18 (14 were published in Sport Avia
tion), he relied heavily on Dick Cavin and Lou 
Sunderland to get information out to builders and 
operators of the T-18. The modifications re
quired by the flutter test program and the warn
ings to stop the use of the cut down M74 
Sensenich propellers are two examples of impor
tant safety data provided by the early newsletters. 
Material sources were publicized and much 
building instruction assistance was provided. 
Later safety additions, such as Tom Kerns's stall 
strips, have been documented in the recent 
newsletters. 

Now that the T -18 is regaining recognition in the 
homebuilding community, many of the same 
issues previously covered need to be addressed. 
The aluminum materials business has changed 
and some substitution of alloys is now necessary 
to complete the airplane. Even though the 
aircraft is mature operationally, its age means 
that aircraft are being purchased and operated by 
new owners who did not build them. The news
letter will take the role of important information 
exchange for new owners. 

Since the newsletter has many contributors, it can 
never be completely error free. Ken Brock 
picked up an error in the sticklstabilator position 
check detailed in Newsletter #34 with regard to 
the tab position when the stabilator is level with 
WL42. Since there is now a trim system in
volved in the tab angle rigging, the detailed 
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rigging procedure by Dave Neustal in NL93 and 
corrected in NL99, should be used to verifY that 
the horizontal tail system conforms to drawing 
A-S21. 

I will do my best to provide any new information 
affecting the Thorp T -18 through publication in 
future T -18 Newsletters. Many thanks for the 
current tireless efforts of Rich and Roxanne in 
getting inputs from the membership and provid
ing their own perspectives. 

Richard Eklund 
Eklund Engineering, Inc. 

The Airplane 

John Thorp started the T -18 design to enter it in 
a design contest sponsored by the Experimental 
Aircraft Association. The contest goals were to 
develop an aircraft that would be easy for a 
person with average home workshop skills to 
build, and could be converted for transport on 
the highway and kept in the family garage. 
Although John's design wasn't completed in time 
for the contest, it was still the winner in the end. 
It dominated the display area at Rockford and 
Oshkosh for many years and is still a very popu
lar homebuilt It has captured a number of 
records for homebuilts, including the coveted 
first homebuilt to fly around the world and to the 
North Pole. The T -18 was John Thorp's 18th 
design. Some of his other designs were the 
Fletcher agricultural plane, the Thorp Sky 
Scooter, Piper Cherokee 135, Lockheed P-2V 
Nepture, and Wing Derringer. 

Although the original T -18 wing could be re
moved for road transportation, it proved to be a 
job for three people. In 1979 at John Thorp's 
suggestion Lou Sunderland design a wing that 
would fold for easier transportation to and from 
the airport. Thus was born the wide body S-18. 
Both the original T -18 plans and S-18 plans are 
available and both of the designs live on. The T-
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18/S-18 individual parts are supplied by Classic 
Sport Aircraft, Ken Brock Manufacturing and 
Ecklund Engineering Inc. Address and informa
tion on each supplier is included in this newslet
ter. In my opinion the Thorp plans are without 
equal, no designer today spends the time to 
produce a complete set of plans of full detail. As 
many other early builders I built my first Thorp 
making every piece of the airframe, using the 
detailed information included in the prints. Today 
builders are in a hurry to fly, so they look to 
suppliers for precut and bent assemblies, still the 
detail is there so someone without the bucks to 
spend can produce an airplane making all of the 
airframe himself and thereby saving a heap of 
money. 

Our Suppliers 

Eklund Engineering, Inc. 
PO. BOX 1510 

LOCKEFORD, CA 95237 
209-727-0318 

FAX 209-727-0873 
e-maiI75627.613@compuserve.com 

6120196 

For the Thorp T -1 8 builder, the following 
components are offered: 

Thorp #506 6061-T4 Tip - Horizontal Tail- $90 
per set plus shipping 
These stretch formed aluminum skins have 

flanges for rivet joining the halves, or they can be 
trimmed and welded per the drawing. 

Thorp #537-1 Upper Main Beam Channel Extru
sion - $125 plus freight Custom extruded 
2014-T6 aluminum, 133 inch length by 2 x 1.25 
inches to reduce waste and trimming time. 

Thorp #537-2 Lower Main Beam Angle Extru
sion - $105 plus freight 

Thorp # 1072, 4" Prop Extension, Clear Anodize 
with #905 Driving Lugs for the Lycoming 0-360 
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engine - $235 includes UPS standard delivery in 
USA International delivery quoted promptly. 

Templates for all T -18 parts are available for use 
at the Lockeford California shop. These tem
plates allow an individual to create a partial kit by 
pre-marking all hole patterns and ben~ lme 
locations in flat stock and wmg extrusIOns. Shop 
rental for this service is $20 per day, by reserva
tion only. Material coordination for on site s~les 
or shipment to Lockeford should be accomphshed 
in advance. E-maIl correspondence IS preferred, 
however phone messages will generally be an
swered promptly. 

MANUFACTURING. INC. 

HOMEBUILT GYROPLANES 
AND AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS 

Ken and Marie Brock are familiar figures at both 
Oshkosh and Sun & Fun. Their sales booth is 
best known for Ken's gyroplanes but tucked away 
in it you will find most of the T -18 fittings. In 
addition he build the landing gear, which are then 
heat treated followed by a straighting process 
before shipping. Ken's Thorp spinners are the 
only ones made that fit the Thorp cowling cor
rectly. They're about I" larger in diameter than 
standard. Ken also sells Hartzell constant speed 
propellers and matching spinners. Ken takes great 
pride in the products he builds. Ken has two T -18, 
and by checking the flight line you will surelly find 
his beautiful "Sweet Marie" Thorp at all major 
events. 

L-___ _ 
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Classic Sport Aircraft 
19426 Campbell Creek Dr. 
Springville, CA 93265 
Phone:209-539-2755 

Located at the Porterville Airport in 
California Classic Sport Aircraft is now 
the major supplier of the T -18/S-IS 
airframe components. An update on 
how they are coming along with the 
new business follows. 

It is time for an update for Classic Sport Air
craft. We finally completed our new info pacl 
catalog with current pricing. As you can imag
ine, this was no easy task and a few items are 
still in review. Also being sick for six weeks 
(Mike) didn't really help matters. 

We have completed several orders and we want 
to thank everyone for their patience. Things 
should move faster as time progresses. Actions 
in work are as follows. 
I. We have made contact with Lycoming for 
o .E.M. status. If things go as planned we will 
have new engines available with prices similar to 
Van's. Other products manufacturers have also 
been contacted. 
2. We are verifYing all tooling against the prints 
and will adjust as required. Anyone who has 
found errors or items needing clarification, 
please let us know. We are updating drawings 
as well. 
3. We attended our first EAA Fly-In at Chino, 
Ca and received very good response from cur
rent builders, wanabe builders and those that 
thought the Thorp had disappeared. Our next 
outing is the EAA Fly-In at Camarillo CA. June 
14 & 15. 
As many of you know, our office is located 17 
miles from the shop so our answer machine is 
usually on. We will be in the office for calls 
from 6pm to Spm M-F west coast time. That's 
all for now. We will get another update to you 
soon. 
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July 22, 1996 

Dear Rich, 

I had an unusual experience on my way to the 
Pecan Plantation Fly-In a couple of weeks ago. I 
left Tucson at I: 15 pm and headed for Odessa, 
Texas, about 510 miles to the east, my usual fuel 
stop. Every thing was fine until about 60 miles 
west of Odessa. Gigantic thunderstorm I The 
Kermit Texas airport was under the black cloud 
(many bright sparks emitting therefrom) so I 
prudently turned to the north to JAL, New 
Mexico. The name comes from a West Texas 
cattle ranch in the 1870's whose brand was JAL 
so that is how the town got its name. When I 
landed, the wind was blowing about 5 mph. By 
the time the plane was tied down and my bag out, 
the wind was somewhere around 50mph. You 
have to experience the suddenness of a West 
Texas thunderstorm to believe it. I was very 
lucky because there was a man there walking his 
dog and he helped me get the canopy cover on. 
He then took me into town, but the one motel 
was booked full, it being the height of the social 
season in J AL- they were having rooster fights 
that week. By this time it was raining like crazy. 
The power in the town went off and a few trees 
went down. (There are only a few trees in SE 
new Mexico to start with l) My new friend then 
very graciously offered to take me down to 
Kermit, Texas where there was another motel He 
said 23 miles was nothing to them in that part of 
the country. I accepted, thinking it had to be 
better than a park bench, especially since they 
were all wet. He took me down there and 
promised to pick me up at 7 in the morning. He 
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did. Boy was I grateful. We drove out to the 
JALairportandmyT-18wasgone l !! My 
immediate thought was that it had broken the 
chains and was blown back toward Tucson. We 
drove around the field looking for tan colored 
wreckage but didn't find any, thank goodness. I 
then went back t the tie-down chains and found a 
plastic bag tied to one of them. Some nice 
airport user had thought there would probably be 
heavy hail and locked my T - 1 8 in a steel roofed 
hanger. I don't believe there was any hail but I 
sure did appreciate his thoughtfulness. I called 
the man and he came out and let my plane loose. 
I gave them a fly-by in appreciation and went on 
over to Odessa and then on to an uneventful trip 
to G-ranbury. Sure did have a good time at the 
fly-in and hope it wasn't so much work for Gary 
and Maxine that we won't have it there again. 
Their place is beautiful I 

I have a complete set of maple form blocks to 
build a T- 18. 1 will be happy to give them to 
anyone who needs them. They were built by 
Russ Bayse back it the "60s. He built the most 
beautiful T - 18 ever built. It was tricycle gear 
retractable. He won the outstanding workman
ship award at Rockford. He lost his life in it a 
few months later. He was a good friend. I 
bought all of his tools from his widow. I used 
the form blocks to build mine. 

Thanks for all the work you do for all of us. I 
sure was sorry to hear about Dick Cavin. 
Steve Hawley 
Editor's Note: It's believed that Bayse passed out 
from lack of oxygen on a high altitude search 
mission. He was a heavy smoker. 

-*-Dear Richard and Roxanne, 
8/18/96 

This is something you can put in your N ewslet
ter. I have about 100 hours on my Thorp now, 
and have finally gotten the carburet ion to work. I 
have a 0-290 with an MA4 carbo I have tried 
three Venturies and each time it got worse. My 
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problem was mixture variation. At full throttle, 
all was fine. As soon as I backed off on power, 
the rear cylinders went lean to the point that I 
had to fly around 2300 feet to get an exhaust 
temp under 1400 degrees F on the rear cylinders. 

The fix: I machined a flanged tube with an I D of 
1 15/16" , same as the MA4 that sandwiched 
between the carb and the oil pan, and extended 
up into the manifold area 1 112'. This cured the 
problem. I think that if! had this to do over I 
would use an MA3 with the same fix. Also I 
have been using auto gas (Union 76) 89 octane, 
and this was working about as good as av gas 
until the State of Calif screwed up the fuel. I was 
using 9 gal per hour. I changed to 80/87 av gas 
and now burn 7 gal per hour. Thank you, and 
keep up the good work. Larry Cresse, N4975K 
P.S. Please note my new address Larry Cresse 
P.O. Box 133 Acton, Calif93510 

Subj: Thorp T -18 for sale 
Date: 96-08-1607:07:42 EDT 
From: apilit@conterra.com (Alvin Post 
To :Rsnelsonl@aol.com 

Rich, 

I have not been very aggressive in trying to sell 
my T -18 which I very reluctantly have to start 
doing. If you know of someone who would like 
to acquire a good little airplane, let them know 
about mine please. I have decided to offer it at 
$26,500 (which is too cheap, yeah, I know) but I 
need to let it go to someone that will fly it more 
that once a month like I am doing. Alvin Post 
Phone:803-493-0066 
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Subj: Homebuilt web site3 
Date: 96-08-17 21:25 :05 EDT 
From: steveh@wt.net (Steve Holbert) 
To :rsnelsonl@aol.com 

Rich: 

I was surfing the net and have ran across a num
ber of web sites for homebuiIts. In the ones that I 
have found so far there has been no mention of 
the TI8 Newsletter. The last one that I looked at 
was http://www.azstarnet.com/-cmddatalhome
built!. Most of them request readers to submit 
info, I was hesitant to start submitting your 
address, but it would be nice if there was a web 
page for the Thorp, or more specificly the News
letter. 

I have canceled my subscription to AOL and have 
a direct Internet account now that costs me $14 
per month, unlimited access. I miss being able to 
read the mail about T -18s on AOL, but AOL is 
not a very economical solution. If there is some
thing else available for you in your area, I highly 
recommend checking into it. It would be great if 
there were a home page for the T 18 and maybe 
even a forum that those of us that are not on 
AOL can access. I feel much more comfortable 
plodding along hunting for info about TI8's not 
that I am not being charged by the minute, but I 
haven't been able to find any sites devoted to the 
TI8. Chris Belobrajdic comes the closest so far. 
Hopefully more will follow. Well I guess that's 
about it. If there is a T -18 site or forum that I 
haven't found, please let me know. 
Keep up the good work! 
Steve 

Editors Note: I would like to set up a home page 
on the internet for the newsletter, but at the 
present we have no local access numbers and no 
local service provider, so everything would have 
to be done at the expense of a long distance 
phone call. 
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Rich, 
I finally got hooked up online last week and have 
already burned up 10 free hours just trying to 
learn this computer stuff I've barely avoided 
becoming a road kill on the info highway. 

If you're interested in my prop it requires a 
crankshaft flange with holes for 7116in. bolts. I 
think that's standard for an 0-320 but am not 
positive about that. You'd certainly want to be 
sure it's compatible with your engine if you 
decide to change to this prop. In any event, if 
you're not interested 1'd certainly appreciate it if 
you could include an ad in the next newsletter. 
Here are the particulars. Hartzell HC-F2YL-lBFI 
7663A-4, 0 time SOH, Woodardward Governor, 
Was on 0-320 LYC powered T-18, $3900 or 
best reasonable offer. Dan Wolfe (513) 864-
2781 or E-mail AirLobo@aol.com 

We had dinner with Jim And Judy Paine last 
evening and talked about the Fall Fly-In at 
Kentucky Dam. Jim has scheduled the dates 
11,12,13, Oct. Same procedures as previous 
years, ask for the Paine party to get the room 
discount. ( KY Dam 1-800-325-0146) The 
Paine's are pretty busy as Jim's mother is with 
them full time now so I told them I'd pass the 
info along to you. Hopefully, it'll make the 
newsletter so we can draw a good number ofT-
18s. Thanks and say hello to Roxanne, 
Janey and Dan Wolfe 

P.S. The newsletters are great. Don't know how 
you get all that work done as I'm sure you folks 
are as busy as anyone these days. 

August 5, 1996 

Hi, My buddy and I had a nice flight home 
Sunday morning - just Ihr and 55 min., Oshkosh 
to Romeo, MI. We both enjoyed the lunch (got 
there just in time) and banquet. 
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I have been using a Bracket air filter for many 
years, and it works just fine. The part number is 
BA 5705 and it will make two filters for the 
Thorp, just cut it with good scissors. Then I run 
a piece of safety wire thru it and attach to the 
screen on inlet to prevent blowout if a carb 
backfire should occur. Thanks again, Dick 
Amsden 

Subj: Oshkosh Trip 
Date: 96-08-29014544 EDT 
From T18THORP 
To:Rsnelsonl 

Dear Richard: 

We would like to congratulate Les & Margie 
Conwell of Lutz Florida for receiving the award 
for best T -18 at Oshkosh 96. 

Congratulations also to Joe Gauthier of Cronwell 
CT, Bill Essenburg of Viroqua WI, and Carl & 
Sue Daughters of Arroyo Grande CA, all of 
which we were pleased to present with an 
autographed copy of "Charlie Mike Charlie" for 
bringing their Thorp's to Oshkosh for the first 
time. 

As those who attended Oshkosh may know, my 
airplane was hail damaged in Medford Oregon on 
the way to Oshkosh. Someone jokingly said that 
with all the dents in the wing that it looked like a 
golf ball surface and would probably fly faster! 
Well it doesn't seem to have effected the perf or-, 
mance one way or the other. One of our chapter 
members said that in a metal seminar he had 
attended several years earlier, they said that dents 
could be taken out by wrapping your wings in 
black plastic and letting the plane sit in the hot 
sun for a few days. It sounded too good to be 
true that something so simple would work. Well 
on returning from Oshkosh we here in Northern 
California were faced with 100+ degree weather 
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so I thought I might as well give it a try. My 
plane sat in 105+ degree weather for four days. 
When the black plastic came off, it appeared that 
the dents were some what relieved, but not 
enough to let it go. So much for the easy fix. I 
will eventually build a new wing. 

The control surfaces on Mike's Mooney were 
also damaged. We were told that the same storm 
destroyed three Cessnas north of Medford. A 
few bucks for an overnight hangar would have 
saved a lot of time and grief 

Thanks also to Lee Skillman for the "PLUG" he 
gave Classic Sport Aircraft during the homebuilt 
review at Oshkosh. 

Mike & Frankie and Phyllis and myself certainly 
enjoyed meeting all the T-18'ers. 

Finally, I would like to pass along our new AOL 
address, someone got our password so we had to 
get a new account, the new address is 
T18THORP@AOLCOM 
Hope to see you all at Copperstate. 

Mike, Frankie, Phil & Phyllis 
Classic Sport Aircraft 

Dear Mr. Snelson 

It was good meeting once again with the T -18 
bunch at Butch's Anchor Inn. As I mentioned to 
you, here Is my $25 check for the newsletter. My 
address follows: 

Worthy R. Warnack 
3415 Maple Park Drive 
Kingwood, Texas 77339 
(713) 358-2892 

I finished my T -18 (N2WW) In 1974, so it is one 
of the "old ones" -a "round back", started by the 
Dick Cavin group In Dallas. "Two Double 
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Whiskey" has been to Oshkosh three times, 
California once to the Mohave Air Races, many, 
many places In Texas- and even won first place 
at the Memphis Tennessee 1975 Fly In. But that 
was long ago, and the plane has been inactive for 
a couple of years. 

Last year I passed my flight physical without a 
great .deal of trouble- so I decided to put Two 
Double Whiskey back in the air also. The engine 
had been run occasionally during the inactive 
period, but that's about all. So I started at the 
tail and worked completely through the plane to 
the nose spinner. Surprisingly, I really didn't find 
any significant problem. The trim system had to 
be completely disassembled, cleaned and lubri
cated, one instrument had to be overhauled, and 
the carb air control had to be cleaned and ad
justed. With general repair of "rash", thorough 
cleaning and lubrication, new tires, tubes, a new 
battery, and fresh oil- she flew just like always. 

Have to admit I got another thrill from this 
second "test flight"- but couldn't have been 
nicer. Going through these planes from stem to 
stem has a lot of value, if nothing more than to 
renew confidence that all is like it should be. 

Just wanted the group to know that one of the 
old ones Is still in the air and providing a great 
deal of pleasure. Please keep up the good work 
and keep in touch. 
Yours truly, Worthy Warnack 

Our Prayers are needed! 
I heard from Ed & Jeannette Ludtke this 

week alld they had bad news for us. Jeannette 
has been diagnosed with a brain tumor. 
Surgery is not an option. It's still very small 
however and with your support and the help 
of some of the Jinest doctors in the world, 
there is hope! Their address for cards and 
letters is Ed & Jeannette Ludtke, 2301 
Dartmoor Sioux Falls, SD 57106 Phone is 
605-361-2301 
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Oshkosh 96 

This year the Snelson's made the list of "Strange 
& Stranger" things that are seen in Camp 
Scholler. Arriving with our 24foot three horsel 
camping trailer in tow, we were greeted with a 
strange look at the camp entrance, as I asked, 
"where do we tie up the horses?" After a good 
laugh and an assurance that we really didn't have 
any horses we were directed on into the fast 
growing tentlR V city. RoxAnne says the large 
bunk in the horsetrailer beats the heck out of 
sleeping on the ground. 

After walking to the warbird area realized that 
the T-18s weren't in their usual area, the growing 
Rv fleet had finally pushed us out. The T-18s 
were south of the tower and I think it worked out 
better because the rows are deeper there and it 
allows getting the planes back from the flightline. 
I have always been nervous during airshow time 
with the zillion people and their lawn chairs, not 
watching were they are going. 
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At noon the now famous beer soaked brats were 
cooking, in the nature center and the T - I 8ers 
was starting to arrive. I believe we set a record 
for attendance at the picnic and forum with a 
head count of over 100 people. Our thanks to 
Bob Highley and Bill Williams for cooking the 
brats and to RoxAnne for doing the shopping. 

The forum started with a letter from "John 
Thorp", really, I found a letter John had sent to 
Don Taylor giving the "G" loading for various 
weights of the T-18 up to 2200 lbs. I don't recall 
seeing those figures before. Look for it in this 
newsletter. Dick Ecklund gave an update on 
his support for the T -18 builders and talked 
about things he has for sale. I have included a 
page in this newsletter that describes his T - I 8 
items. The folks from Classic Sport Aircraft then 
brought us up to date on their new bussiness 
startup efforts. We were all glad to hear that the 
supply ofT-18 parts will continue into the 
future. They have a write up in this newsletter. 
Several individuals contributed building ideas 
and safety suggestions to the group. For you that 
asked, John Even's oil separator is described in 
this newsletter. 

Friday evening we again filled the downstairs 
banquet room at Butch's Anchor Inn. The award 
for the best T -18 went to Les and Margie 
Conwell of Lutz, FL. What a beautiful airplane 
it shows a lot of attention to detail in finishing 
and interior design. Les and Margie never fail to 
make the Midwest T -18 fly-ins. I understand 
they left Oshkosh and went on to the west, with 
the Highley. Must be a story there folks, start 
writing, Les and Bobl First time T/S-18s at 
Oshkosh included Joe Gauthier ofCronwell, CT, 
Bill Essenburg of Viroqua, WI and Carl & Sue 
Daughters of Arroyo Grande CA. I hope we 
didn't miss anyone! Weekend went fast and the 
weather was beautiful. Hope you enjoy the 
pictures from the flightline and banquet. 
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Carl & Sue Daughters, Les & Margie Conwell and Bill Essenburg 

Richard, RoxAnne and "The Horse Trailer" 
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Carl & Sue Daughters oj Arroyo Grande, CA. Check Ollt that different cowlingjolks! 
No two T-18 are alike. Ain't it grand! 

Joe Gallthier ojCro/TIvell CT, anotherfirst time at Oshkosk T-18. Beautiful yellow with 
green trimmed Tholl). 
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Bill Essenburg's Thorp, first time at Oshkosh, he S from Viroqua, WI, Nice work Billl 

And we have our winner for the "Best T-18 Oshkosh 96. It was built by Les & Margie 
Conwell of Lutz Florida 
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THO R P Engineering Company 

P. O. Box 516, Sun Valley, California 91352 

March 28, 1973 

Col. Donald Taylor 
Star Route, Box 316 
Hemet, CA 92343 

Dear Col. Taylor, 

For your information, tpe T-18 airframe structure 
is designed in the F.l.A. aero~c catagory at a gross 
weight of 1,250 pounds. The limit load factors for this 
condition are +6.0 and -).0. 

At 1500 # the maneuvering limit load factors 
are +5.0 and ~. 

At 1600# they are +4.7 and ~. 

At 1800# they are +4.1 and -2.0. 

At 2000# they are ~ and -1.8. 

At 2200# they are +3.4 and ~. 

These load factors do not include the beneficial 
effect of any fuel weight carried in the wings. 

Very truly yours, 

THORP ENGINEERING COMPANY 

~"!~ 
JWT,k 

Editor's Note: I found this letter that John Thorp wrote to Don Taylor. I don't think this 
information has ever been in the newsletters. It'~ important because it is a reminder that at 
the airplane is designed around 12501bs, and at ~igher weight the "G" capability is much less. 
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by John Evens r~ -rJJ _L--P~ 
(I Builder's Corner 

Dear Richard, 
It was good to see you and all the T -18 guys at 
Oshkosh. We are also planning to be at 
Placerville in September, weather permitting. 

As promised, I'm enclosing a crude drawing of 
my oil separator. If anyone interested in building 
one has questions, they're welcome to call me 
(303-420-2724, evenings). A few comments
First, I wrote an article about a breather system 
for the newsletter, many issues ago, which used 
a check valve, and a tube going into the exhaust 
pipe. It is now my opinion, that is probably not a 
good way to go. It seems to work alright, but 
there is a possibility (strong) that the check valve 
or exhaust pipe tube will clog or become 
carboned up. I've done quite a bit of experi
menting with oil separators and I think they're 
fine, but just dump your output overboard (down 
gear leg, or whatever). We go to such extremes, 
sometimes, just to avoid a little oil on the belly. 
Sometimes the old tried and true ways are the 
best ways. 

About the separator-- It's light, compact, and as 
efficient as any I've tried. Keep in mind though, 
that even if a separator causes all vaporous oil to 
drop out and be collected, the oil will still creep 
along interior surfaces, and anywhere the air is 
going the oil will eventually find it's way also. 
Most of the oil is collected, but a small amount 
will come out. I let mine collect in the separator, 

and drain it every so often. You can easily feed it 
back into the engine, but I don't like the dirty 
look of the oil that's collected, mixed with 
moisture, etc. 

There are a couple of details not shown on the 
drawing. First, I use some" Scott" foam (air 
filter material) loosely packed inside to increase 
efficiency. Since I did that, I added a little 
pressure relief valve to the top cap in the form of 
a thin, springy, stainless steel "reed" with a small 
rubber gasket covering a 114" hole, just in case 
oil and moisture froze in the winter and dogged 
the foam. The engine compartment is warm, but 
you never know. The thought of a blown propel
ler shaft seal is not pleasant. 

A few guys have asked me about the propeller 
leading edge tape. It is very effective protection 
against rock nicks & rain erosion of the leading 
edge. I haven't seen any performance problems, 
but I'd be interested in other people's experiences. 
I've had this stuff on the leading edges of my 
props for about 6 years now - it is extremely 
durable. It's a polyurethane tape with acrylic 
adhesive made by 3M. It has excellent UV 
resistance. It comes in 2 thicknesses -- #8671 is 
.014" and #8672 is .008" thick. I like the 3/4" 
wide #8671 tape. You can stretch it and make it 
conform to a curve. A friend in Boulder, Colo
rado used to sell it in a kit, but not anymore. 
Best Regards John Evens N71JE Arvada, CO 
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FAT CAT REPORT 
by Harvey Mickelsen 

Why She Was a No-Show at aSH '96! 
Performance Data 

It was the night before launch to OSH. Fat Cat was positioned at Reid Hillview Airport in San Jose to 
get out from under the coastal fog that plagues HalfMoon Bay in the Summer. 1 fueled the main and both 
wing tanks (a total of 56 gallons), stepped back and watched as the right wing tank started leaking! A 
pail was positioned to catch the fuel, and about 15 minutes later the leak stopped. Thinking that it was 
the sender unit gasket and that it had swollen when wetted by the fuel we put her in the borrowed hanger 
and 1 drove home. 

When my wife, Steffie, heard of the fuel problem she decided that she was not going to go to OSH. There 
were just too many things not quite right or that were not fully tested. Disappointing as it was for me, 
I decided that I didn't want to go without her, so I canceled our trip to OSHfor '96. It was agood decision 
when I looked at it from a more detached point of view. We then received a phone call that the tank had 
started to leak again and Fat Cat had been ejected from the hanger. The mag compass had not yet been 
swung, the airspeed indicator had not been calibrated, and the fuel pump and fuel injector servo only had 
two hours on them. 

Shortly after the 40 hours were flown off, the engine driven fuel pump diaphragm broke. Step hie noticed 
fuel running out of the left wheel pant! At first I doubted her report until I remembered I had routed the 
fuel pump vent line to the gear leg to get it away from the engine compartment. I got a new pump from 
the mechanic who had rebuilt the engine and installed it myself Flying with the new pump I could get no 
more than 10 gauhr flow, and the engine ran very lean at full throttle. It was the wrong pump! It was 
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only putting out 6 psi, my fuel injected engine needs a 30 psi pump> I exchanged the pump, and while 
at it, I got a rebuilt injector servo unit since the diaphragms in it had the same history> They had all sat 
dry for 17 years while I built the plane> 

While you were enjoying OSH, I swung the compass and calibrated the airspeed indicator by flying 
formation with a C182> The static ports have been moved from the under-wing pitot tube to the aft 
fuselage correcting a large low speed error The following tables give Fat Cat' s performance today with 
a 180 hp 10-360 and a fixed pitch Prince prop> There are some improvements that will be made so the 
numbers will get better. 

Climb Rate: 1300 fpm at 100 mph 1100 fpm at 120 mph (a more comfortable deck angle) 

Stall Speeds: Flaps lAS CAS 
o deg 68 mph 74 mph 
15 65 72 
30 63 70 

Performance: Power CAS TAS at 7000 ft GPH MPG 
65% 145 mph 156 mph 8>5(1) 18.4 
75% 159 170 9>5 17>9 
85% 172 185 12>5 (2) 14>8 
95%(3) 186 200 13>5 14>8 

(1) Best economy mixture 
(2) Best power niixture 
(3) Maximum with current fixed pitch prop 

The basic paint job you see in the pictures was done by Don Copeland of Arizona Aeropainting in Eloy, 
Arizona> The job took 2 1/2 weeks with me helping every day> Temps were in the 1 OOs every day, 110 
3 days and 120 1 day! Every bit of the Bondo work I had done came offand the prep work took a week 
Masking the stripes took me 3 1/2 days> A local flight instructor judges paint jobs by how close you are 
when you first see imperfections> The flying club plane has a 6 foot paint job> He says Fat Cat has a I 
inch paint job l I recommend Don if you have the time and the money and want perfectioR 

The face and paws were done by airbrush by Cindy and Kathy of Gilly's Signs in 
Placerville, California> They did the detailing on the latest Gee Bee to be flown (see Sports 
Aviation June '96, page 9 1» Fat Cat really draws attention on the rampl 

I intend to show her at Hayward, CA August 3 1, at the T - 1 8 Fly-In at Placerville Sept 6, the Half 
Moon Bay Airfair Sept 28, and the Tracy, CA EAA Fly-in Oct 5> Now the fun begins! 
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JhO/p's over Texas, Springjly-in at Grandbury picture by Pete Reinhart's 
brother. 

T-18 FALL GATHERING 
KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE STATE 

RESORT PARK 

OCT 11-12-13, 1996 

Come to this event if you enjoy flying, flying, flying. It's true we do spend a litttle of the 
weekend looking at the gathered Thorps, but a lot of the time is spent giving folks Thorp 
T -18 rides. Kentucky Dam State Park Airport is 30 miles east of the Cunningham VOR 
(Paducah) on the 90 degree radial, 8 miles south of V178. The runway is paved, 4000 
feet long. Phone number for the lodge is 1-800-325-0146. I doubt if you will be able to 
get a room there at this late date' Call anyway and ask for the Paine Party. If you can't 

get in there, try the Ramada Inn its not far. Bring your own tie downs. 
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ABOUT OUR COVER 

As I was going through the hundreds of Thorp photos in my file cabinet looking for just the right 
one to use on this very special 100th issue of the Thorp Newsletter, our friend B. C. Roemer sent 
me this great air to air shot. His timing couldn't have been better. The pilot and builder of this 
airplane, one of the first five to fly, is Bob Keargaard, of Chicago. It looks as if Bob and his 
passenger are having a great time in the open cockpit beauty. As B.C. states in his letter, this is 
where we started! The T-I8 as John Thorp conceived it. 

July 15, 1996 
Rich, 

Some T -18 pilots might want to know what its like to fly without a canopy as in the photo. 
As I flew in this airplane it was very pleasant-so to speak-but noisy! You didn't have to wear a 
helmet and could wear your glasses. The turtle back and doors keep this air flow on the tail fairly 
smooth. 

Now more than one "modern" T-IS has lost a canopy in flight-and landed just fine. 

We deliberately took our's off and Peter Roemer flew the pattern few times then I did the 
same. I can report that on take off and landing I could tell no difference than with the canopy on, but 
in cruise (if you want to call a loss of80 MPH "cruise") of 130-135 MPH the drag is so great that's 
all we could get (we have an 0-360 fix pitch). The air noise is terrific. The tumbling air hits the tail 
and it is shaking to a point where something is going to let go. 

So - If you lose a canopy-no sweat-just slow down to 90 or so and fly to an airport. 

We flew at least 10 times-even to another airport-without the canopy. It's just not practi
cal without the turtle back. 

BC 

The Thorp T-18 Mutual Aid Society 
It the goal of the Mutual Aid Society and it's newsletter to provide an information exchange that will 
aid in the safe building and flying ofT-IS/S-I8 model aircraft. Each of us who is building or has built 
a Thorp has spent time calling and asking other members, questions on the fine points of getting one 
of these air-machines together. Without the help of others, I'm not at all sure that I would have gotten 
that job done. As the fleet of Thorps exchange hands and new owners face the problems of maintain
ing and safely flying them, it becomes even more critical that we continue the sharing of past experi
ences and new ideas. It's through the contribution of this material by the members of the Mutual Aid 
Society that the newsletter will continue and contribute to all. 

Richard O. Snelson 
Thorp T-IS/S-IS 
Newsletter Editor 
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Red circle "No dues for 96" please!! 

Don't forget Kentucky Dam Gathering is Oct 11-13 
See you There! 

New MA4-5 Carbuerator PN 10-464-1 
Never been used Asking $1050 

Woodward Prop Governor PN B210776 
Has 13 hours time since new, has been 
flushed, resealed tested and yellow tagged 
Asking S800 

4 inch Prop Extension, $175 
Call, Ed Ludtke at 605-361-2301 

FOR SALE 
Hartzell HC-F2YL-IBFI7663A-4, 0 time SOH, 

Woodardward Governor, Was on 0-320 LYC powered 
T-18, $3900 or best reasonable offer. Dan Wolfe (513) 
864-2781 or E-mail AirLobo@aol.com 

Thorp T-18wc, serial #001. TTAF 450hrs. TTEngine, 
550hrs. since new. Electric Stab. Trim. Aileron Trim. 
Electric Flaps. Clevland Brakes. Scott Tailwhecl. wiog 
tip strobes, Lyc 0-320A2C. Harmonic Prop Balancer. 
4cyl EGT/CHT. 2 Terra 720 CH Comms.& Nav 
Rccvs. Terra 350D Audio Panel/MKRlInercom. Terra 
Xponder & encoder. Narcn EL T. Flybuddy GPS. 
Annual due 12/96. S28,000 Paul Eubanks (719)583-
1230 

l\lOTICE: (STA.NDARD DI5;CLAHfER) As always, in the past, present, and future nrwsletters, }ve would like to make you 
alvare that this nert's!etter is only presented as a clearing llOuse for ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these idea.s, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and ris';". Therefore, no respotl5;ihility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is wit/LOut recourse against anyone. 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

"Wings over Texas" 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Lessons Learned The Hardway 
Wood Prop Care by Mike Demuth 
5th Annual Placerville Fly-In by Jennifer Hill 
Project Progress Report by Robert Clayton 
"Bogey" "Bogey" "Bogey" by Marion Smallwood 
Classic Sport Aircraft up Date 
Will the Real Bill Essenburg? -- Please stand up! 
Kentucky Dam Photos 
1997 Renewal for The T-18/S-18 Mutual Aid Society 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIAfER) As always, in the past, present, and future newsletters, u'e ·would like to make you 
aware that this mrnwietter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no r@ponsibility or 
liability i ... expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone, 



As the year winds down, the Midwest winter 
"ffers an opportunity for sitting in front of the 
south window and thinking about both the high 
and lows of another year of great flying fun and 
adventure. I want to tell you about a call that 
came a few days ago. The caller is looking for a 
T -18. He has owned two T -18s, a Glasair and 
now owns a Lancair with two partners. He 
relates that the Lancair has a fluid leak on one of 
the retract gear legs and both partners wonder 
when he will get around to fixing it His answer, 
"You guys can have the darn thing, going to 
get another Thorp. IfI had a T -18 I'd be flying 
now, instead of sitting on the ground" What 
does that say for the T -187 Just as we thought, 
it's a classic airplane that provides great trans
portation and lots of flying enjoyment 

With the help of a couple of friends and the 
addition of a local internet service provider we 
now have a World Wide Web homepage. find 
it point your web browsers at: 
http://homepage.dave-world.net/-rsnelsonl 
thorphtml 
I will post important information Both 
events and safety concerns, so add a bookmark 
to your web site list to make it easy to get back 
to it. It starts out with "Snelson's World" but 
don't despair, I had to call it my homepage to 
avoid paying special commercial rates for it You 
will find info about Sun N Fun, Placerville Pho
tos, and information about the newsletter. I will 
be adding T -18 specs and info on the suppliers of 
drawings and parts. One of the best parts of 
surfing the web is that homepages have links to 
other sites. I'll be adding them later. If you have 
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a homepage and want a link from the T -18 page 
just email me you http address. Please note I 
have a new email address: 

rsnelson@dave-world.net 
I gave up on America On Line when the local 
provider came to Clinton. No more long distance 
calls. I do think that AOL is the best way to get 
started with email and using the internet I've 
tried to compile a list of email address but it's 
difficult They keep changing as people move 
from service to service, Note, there is a free 
email service, it' s Juno. They have an 800 num
ber to call for information and free software. 1-
800-654-5866. 

Well let's get down to business for 19971 Sun N 
Fun is going all out for the 18 bunch. Warm up 
you engines and head south. Join what we hope 
will be the largest gathering of T -18s ever on 
Florida soiL And then join the fellowship on 
Thursday evening when we cook the steaks. An 
to top it all off, award the "John Thorp Trophy" 
for the best T -18/S-18. How about that for a 
great event See you there. Classic Sport Air
craft is planning on rolling out their T-18/S-18 
business at Sun N Fun '97 They have a booth 
and are looking forward to seeing alld meet-

you tbere. 

I am planning a 8 Fly-In at Coles County 
Airport, Matoon, Illinois. in Mayor June 97, It's 
a beautiful airport, nice places to stay, and 
hangar space for all T -18s that show There 
are several neat places to from there by 
ground and air I'll have the details in the next 
newsletter. 

On a sad note. There was a fatal T -18 crash on 
August 7, 1996, at the Double Eagle Airport 
near Albrequerque, New Mexico. The pilot, 
Howard Culbertson and his wife Marilyn were 
fatally injured. The NTSB report on the crash 
states that it appeared to be "Stall Spin related". 
Winds were around 30 knots at the time of the 
accident Our thoughts and prayers go out to 
their friends and family. 
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From: 

Lee English <wlee@hartcom.net> 

I have picked up my Thorp from Tom Zuber in 
Columbus, Ga. It has 325 Total and 325 SMOH 
on an 0320, 160 HP. It is a good flying airplane. 
I need the mailing address to send for the news
letter and back issues. If you would send me this 
plus any other helpful info, I will appreciate it. I 
tried to send you Email earlier, but have had 
trouble with my Email provider and don't know 
whether you received it. Looking forward to 
receiving the newsletters and will possibly see 
you at Lakeland. Thank you. Lee English 

From: "Robert F. Clayton" 
rclayton@utah.uswest.net 

Regarding the T -18 accident I mentioned earlier -
I am trying to get hold of the pilot to get his 
permission to relate the story. I think it will be 
ok, but I haven't made contact with him yet. It 
was one of those stupid accidents that we could 
all learn from, and I don't think he wil! mind 
reviewing the events. More later. I am working 
on the cowling on my project now and also other 
areas. I was thinking of using a solenoid type 
primer on the firewall to keep one less gas 
hookup inside the cockpit. I am trying to keep 
things as simple as possible and this seemed to be 
one way of doing it. My 0290 has a complete 
priming system that was on the original engine. If 
the solenoid is a good idea, I will have only the 
main line from the tank to the shutoff and out the 
firewall which I like. Your thoughts on that idea, 
please. Regards, R. Clayton 
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From: 
woof2@ix.netcom.com 

I was very pleased to find the T -18 Society is 
still alive and on the Net ll In the mid seventies 
while attending college I became very good 
friends with the Late Francis Richardson and 
Dick Cavin. At the time both of these Gentlemen 
were in the process of building T -18's.Francis 
was engaged in building his second T - I 8. They 
got me all fired up and I began building one, 
# I 151 I believe. It wasn't long til! I met Dick 
Cavin's brother who was building a round back 
model T -18 I liked it so much that I followed 
suit. When Francis was killed in his plane, it took 
some wind out of my sails.! let the project sit for 
years, plus being goverment connected I've 
moved around a great deaL I would like to know 
price of your newsletters(book form) if they are 
available. I now reside in New Orleans LA I am , . 
also building the C folding wing and a type of 
Gull wing door arangement. Thanks, Gordon L. 
Croninjr. 

Subject: Howdy I 
Date:Thu, 28 Nov 1996 130237 -0500 
From:BHigh22406@aoLcom 
To:rsnelson@dave-world.net 

Just stopped by your site, (T -18 homepage) but 
you weren't home. Looks great, keep up the 
good work! Bob Highley (the other one) 

Subject: HAO Builders Group 
Date:Sun, 24 Nov 1996 19:54: 17-0500 
From: GRAUM@aoLcom 
To:rsnelson@dave-world.net 

Rich, 
Just a short note to let you know how things are 
going. We're still plugging away on some of the 
"small projects" We've begun to assemble the 
rudder and have completed rib construction for 
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the horizontal stabilizer meaning we can begin to 
assemble that as well. 

Joe Prokpop(?) flew down Saturday before last 
and Jim Paine and friends showed up last Satur
day in beautifully restored (1-3) observer and a 
Luscombe. Certainly is nice to have them offer 
words of encouragement and advice. Best 
Wishes, Tom Graumlich 

Subject: Experimental Wanted 
Date: Mon, 18 Nov 1996 16:01:30 -0800 
From: rknlp@at1.mindspring.com 
To:rsnelson@dave-world.net 

Dear Richard, 

Please keep me in mind if you come across a 
really nice T-18/S-18, Midget Mustang, RV-4, 
RV -6A, Glasair I FT or similiar sport plane for 
sale. I wrote you about a month ago after selling 
my Glasair I RG. Thanks, Bob Kulp P O. Box 
1102 Roswell, GA 30077 Phone: (770) 998-
1794 FAX: (770) 992-8841 

Richard, 

I joined the T -18 M.A. S. @ Oshkosh,'96 & got 
to eat some "Brats" with the crowd. As a current 
T -18 builder it was exciting & inspiring and a 
confidence builder. Since Oshkosh we've had a 
small storm named hurricane Fran which has 
caused lots of upheaval in North Carolina. 
Among other damages my construction hangar @ 
South Raleigh Airport was flooded by a broken 
dam plus 9" of rain. The result was 4112' of water 
& silt in and on everything, plane, tools, and 
building supplies. A lot of work later it is 95% 
cleaned up. Thankfully there is not much perma
nent damage. My T -18 is completely built, on 
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tis gear, 0-360 W!Hartzeli C-Speed prop in
stalled, fully plumbed static system, and all 
electrical & instrumentation installed. Got the 
radios & Mac aileron & elevator trims @ Osh
kosh they are yet to be installed. We're getting 
close to engine test run time. Hopefully Oshkosh 
'97 will find another T -18 on the flight line. 
Thanks for being there to help in such a mendly 
manner. John E. Cotten 1541 N. Main St. 
Fuquay-Varina, NC 27526 Phone: 919-552-7123 

3618 Lancaster Road 
Erie, Pa. 16506 

Richard 

1 November 1996 

I was in the Air Force in the late 50s, stationed 
in Rapid City, South Dakota. A lot of people 
suffered hail damage to their cars in that area. I 
was told of a quick and easy way of getting the 
indentations out of your car. I never tried it so I 
don't know ifit works. Solution -- place a 
piece of dry ice in the center of the indentation 
and the metal contraction will draw the dimple 
back out. It is worth a try. Wish-you luck, 
John C. Buffington 

Hi Richard; 
I received your phonemail message and it was 
nice to hear from you. I printed another copy of 
the newsletter using another print style hopefully 
this one should be easier for your scanner. I'll 
drop it in the mail on the way home this evening 
(or I should say on the way to the airport). I'm 
helping my mend on some maintenance 
things on the 172 I've been flying. (Honest, they 
aren't breaking because I'm at the yoke!!) He's 
very generous to let me use his plane for my 
training for nothing - not to mention brave. The 
plane has been in his family since it was new 
('69) 
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I thought Hal was pulling my leg the other day 
when he said he saw my picture on the internet! 
I couldn't imagine where & why. I told Mac & 
he said he would get online & see if it was true. 
Funny, I was on the World Wide Web & didn't 
even know it. 1'm thrilled that it was somehow 
related to aviation. The whole saga of me flying 
is kinda funny ... not much more than a yr ago I 
had a hard time sitting in the right seat of the 
172. Now I'm off the ground in anything I can 
get near - last week at the AOPA event at Reid
Hillview (that'S where I'm based, as well as Mac 
& Hal) I went up with Robin Reid in his 1930 
Fairchild KR21 - a real cool bi-plane. Mac & I 
fly often in his T -18 or I'm off practicing my own 
skills. I just soled in August & Hal would like 
me to get into my cross country stuff soon (I 
think by Fril!) He says with my experience we 
can skip the dual & go on to mini solo cross 
country treks. So, that's probably what I'll be up 
to on my next day off (Fri). 

My Email address is: 
Jennifer.Hill@SiemensCom.com 

I hope that's the correct one, our company just 
changed names again & droPRed the name Rolm 
off the end of Siemens, so now its Siemens 
Communications. Anyway, give it a try or drop 
me a phonecall, that always works. So, when do 
you plan on getting this newsletter out?? I'm so 
anxious to see the finished product. I've never 
written anything like that before. But, Hal & 
Mac said I needed to have a reason to be at the 
event - not just to have fun, meet nice people & 
fly around in everyone's plane I !! 

I better run, I've got some work stuff to do 
before I sneak out early to go to the airport, but I 
hope to hear from you and I'II drop the new print 
of the article off to you today. Have a good day, 
Jennifer 'Take me Flying' Hill 

Editor's Note: Thank'sfor the story about the 
Placerville Fly-In. 1 hope to make it out for the 
next one. 1 just looked at my first logbook and 
my first dual was from Reid Hillview, 1 think it 
was Mountain View then, with Amelia Reid. It 
was in November 1962 and in her L2 Taylor 
Crqft, N66713. That might be the first year she 
instructed. 1 still remember her blue jeans and 
cowboy boots. Say hi for me if you nm into her. 
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Wanted- FOllr three ring pistons for a 
Lycoming 0290 D, D2 or D2B with new piston 
rings. These are quite expensive from the suppli
ers and if anyone has an 0290G that they have 
never converted and have these parts I am inter
ested in them. 

Question- My plans have Thorps upgrade 
for the balanced horizontal tail. He did this to 
control flutter at 200mph+ speeds. I have never 
seen a horizontal tail on a T -18 with this feature 
visible. Have builders opted to not incorporate 
this feature or is there another fix to this problem 
or is it even a problem? 

Editor: I've only seen one T-J 8 without 
the tail mod. 

Question- I have been advised that there is 
a folding wing option that can be incorporated 
into the original fuselage. Who has/sells these 
plans as I am interested in them. 

Editor: Classic Sport Aircraft, see update 
from them in this newsletter. 

If there are other T -18 ownerslbuilders in 
the central Florida area I would like to hear from 
you. 

Thank you for your informative newsletter. 
Sincerely Jeff Wilde 183 Lawn St.Oviedo, Fl. 
32765 407-366-0512 

Dear Rich, I have my Thorp T -18, standard body 
for sale. It was built by Jack Haynes and I am the 
second owner. The aircraft has 360 hours on it 
and the engine 50 hrs it was overhauled by 
Mattituck after a prop strike. It's a 0320, 150 hp. 
and is turning a Aymar Demuth prop. The radio 
and GPS is a KLX-135 King. Aircraft has new 
gyros and is equipped with a Mode C Xponder. 
My price is $29,000. Thank you, Scott Keller 
Phone: 617-259-3153 
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LESSONS LEARNED 
"the hard way" 

Cleveland Brake Problems Again ..... 

My experience has proven that a dragging brake 
is a serious problem. If my accident isn't enough 
to convince you, then a letter from Rick and 
LouAnn Jones might. 

THIS IS AN OPEN LEITER TO ALL OF THE T-
18 PEOPLE 

DURING OUR DEPARTURE FROM KY DAM 
THE LEFT BRAKE LOCKED AT SOKTS. THE 
AIRCRAFT GROUND-LOOPED OFF THE RUN
WAY AND NOSED OVER. THE REAL GOOD 
NEWS IS THAT NO INJURIES WERE SUF
FERED, AND AS BAD AS IT WAS TO SEE A 
DAMAGED THORP, WE ACTUALLY HAD A 
VERY HEART-WARMING EXPERIENCE. 
WITHIN 3 MINUTES OF THE IMPACT, THERE 
WAS A TREMENDOUS TURNOUT (ALL) OF 
THE PEOPLE AT THE FIELD. THEIR (YOUR) 
MAIN CONCERN WAS FOR OUR SAFETY AND 
FOLLOWING THAT WE HAD MANY OFFERS 
OF 
1) AUTO AND AIRCRAFT RIDES TO ANY 
AIRPORT THAT WE COULD GET A DELTA 
FLIGHT HOME 
2) TIME 
3) EXPERTISE IN FIXING THE PLANE 
4) LOANER PROPS, SPINNERS, BRAKES, 
TOOLS 
5) OFFERS TO DRIVER 4+ HOURS TO MEET 
ME AT KY DAM TO FIX THE PLANE 
6) AND IN GENERAL ANYTHING WE 
NEEDED!!!!! 

LOUANN AND I SINCERELY APPRECIATE 
EVERYONE'S CONCERN AND ALL OF THE 
HELP OFFERED. ALL OF THIS IS JUST A 
ROUTINE REAFFIRMATION OF THE FACT 
THAT THE T-18 GROUP IS THE ABSOLUTE 
FINEST BUNCH OF PEOPLE ON THE 
PLANET!!' 

IT SEEMS THAT SEVERAL INCIDENTS HAVE 
OCCURRED WITH CLEVELAND BRAKES 
HANGING WITH NO PILOT INPUT. MINE 
WERE NEW (LESS THAN 30 HOURS) AND I 
HAD EXPERIENCED SOME DRAGGING WHICH 
I THOUGHT WAS A NUISANCE - I DID NOT 
THINK THAT THEY WOULD LOCK ON TIO 
WITH NO BRAKE APPLICATION. I WILL LET 
EVERYONE KNOW WHAT MALFUNCTIONED 
WHEN I TEAR THEM DOWN. IN THE INTERIM 
I STRONGLY SUGGEST YOU NOT FLY IF YOU 
SUSPECT THAT YOUR BRAKES ARE DRAG
GING. 

WE STILL HAD A GREAT WEEK-END AND 
LOOK FORWARD TO NEXT YEAR. THANKS 
AGAIN. 

RICK AND LOUANN 

And then for those of you that didn't read the 
first account of my brake fire: 

During runup, a heavy application of the brakes, 
caused the right brake to partially lock .. Winds 
were 20 knots at the time and turning onto the 
runway didn't give a clear indication that the 
brake was dragging. When the aircraft didn't line 
up as expected I turned back off the runway. No 
pressure was needed on the left brake to control 
the taxi so I taxied about 500 feet after clearing 
the runway. At that time the dragging became 
extreme and the aircraft rotated in taxi to the 
right. My passenger exited the aircraft to check 
on the problem. Smoke was coming from the 
right wheel. Before I could get out of the plane 
the wheel was burning. The fire burned a wheel 
pant off and damaged the bottom skin of the 
wmg. The fire was advancing up the gear leg cuff 
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toward the engine compartment when it was 
finally putout by an airport based fire dept that 
took 15 minutes to get to the airplane. Yes, 1'm 
still pissed at them, but mostly at my self 

At Kentucky Dam, this year, I witnessed two of 
my friends (Jones) in their Thorp having a drag
ging brake on takeoff. It locked up completely 
after 75 feet of takeoff roll and caused them to 
veer off the runway. The aircraft nosed over 
destroying their gear and wiping out the prop. 
Thank goodness no one was injured. It's not 
extreme thinking that both of these accidents 
could have resulted in someone being trapped in a 
airplane. 

In both of these cases, prior events had proven 
that the brakes were having problems. My 
Clevelands had locked up twice in the weeks 
before the fire. The first time, the problem was 
fixed by kicking the brake until it let go. The 
second time the assembly was kicked again and 
then later taken apart and cleaned. I had received 
the warnings but didn't go far enough with the 
maintenance. I didn't check the piston for prob
lems. Jones' Thorp also had a prior problem, but 
they (Rick, sorry LuAnn) choose to put up with 
the nuisance and tried to kick the wheel and brake 
into submission. We both know that doesn't 
work. 

Some of the Causes: 
After my problem I asked an A&P, in our EAA 
Chapter, to go over the brakes and show me how 
he would maintain them. Most aircraft mechanics 
see a lot of brake problems and know what's 
necessary to prevent lockups from happening. He 
was a great help and I'm passing along some of 
his tips in this article. 
When my new Cleveland brake assemblies arrived 
I found that older Clevelands have shorter pins or 
sliders. The outer calipers moves on the sliders as 
the piston pushes it. The older sliders don't 
extend far enough through the holes and when 
they get dirty or rusty they stick. When one side 
of the caliper sticks, it allows the whole assembly 
to cock sideways, this in turn allows the piston to 
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cock and stick. Kicking or hitting the assembly 
may loosen the piston and free up the brakes 
temporary. I learned that the first lockup often 
damages the piston causing a burr. This will 
cause later lockups and the problem only gets 
worse. The newer Clevelands have pins that are 
about a half inch longer and extend nearly 
through the holes. This provides less chance for 
the ends to get cocked in the holes. The longer 
pins help but without proper care the dragging 
problem can still occur when they rust or get 
dirty 

I now perform maintenance on my brakes three 
times a year. With the brake calipers removed, I 
clean the pins using a Scotch Brite pad, rubbing 
until they are semi-polished. They using a 1 n 

wide piece of the same pad stick it through the 
holes and scrub until they shine. If the piston has 
locked up or been sticking I take it out to check 
for burrs and to check the o-ring. Removing the 
piston will make it necessary to bleed the brakes, 
it's worth the extra effort, to eliminate a potential 
brake lock up. 

Don't put any grease in the pin/slider areas. All 
this will do is cause the whole thing to collect dirt 
and gum up the works. Use only dry graphite 
spray on the pins. Spray it on and let it dry for a 
couple of minutes. Reassemble the brakes and 
check carefully to be sure the brake lines and 
fittings don't cause any binding when the brakes 
are applied. It's a good time to pack the wheel 
bearing while doing the brake work, don't over 
grease. I think there was too much grease float
ing around in the axle area when I had the brake 
lockup. It caught on fire first. 

I have heard other methods for fixing this prob
lem, but believe, there is no substitute for regular 
maintenance. Once the problem occurs the piston 
should be pulled and checked for burrs. If you 
have older Clevelands, consider replacing the 
sliders. 

**Don't taxi when the brakes are dragging. ** 
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Wood Prop Care 

Contribution by: 
Mike Demuth 

Aymar - DeMuth Propellers 
8213 Elberta Dr. Ellicott City, Md. 21043 
Phone (410) 461-4329 

Thank you for selecting a high -performance 
Aymar- DeMuth propeller. We are confident 
that you will find it to be of quality workmanship 
and performance. All of our propellers are 
designed and hand crafted to meet your specific 
needs. 

We take great pride in our work, that is why we 
carefully give the prop a final inspection before 
shipping to assure that it is perfectly balanced and 
that the track is less than 1/8" tolerance. 

To store: Position horizontally on hub or hang 
from center hole. Once installed, always leave in 
the horizontal position. 

To install: Insert waxed bolts through crush plate 
then through the prop and into the flange. (Note: 
do not bottom out bolt in the nut) Tighten each 
bolt 5ftJlbs. at a time. Be sure to tighten bolts 
that are diametrically opposite. 

Torque: 5/16" diameter bolts 11 ftJlbs. on a 
5" diameter hub 

3/8" diameter bolts 18 ftJlbs. on a 6" diameter 
hub 
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7/16" diameter bolts same as 3/8" 

112" diameter bolts 28 ft.llbs. on a 7" diameter 
hub 
Always torque the prop en:giu:c is 

Retorquing: Check after first flight and after 10 
hours. Then approximately every 25 hours. Also 
check if the plane has heen inactive for a long 
period of time. Install shims where necessary to 
insure proper tracking. Safetying: Be sure to 
safety in the proper direction. 

Even though our props have an ultra-violet 
sunblock, we recomend that you cover your prop 
whenever possible. Reduction of air speed and 
RPM should be practiced when flying In visable 
moisture. This is not necessary, when using our 
IFR prop. 

Inspect and clean every flight. If any nicks are 
found, reseal with a good polyurethane. For 
minor damage fill with any good wood filler to 
just above the surface, when hard, sand flush and 
seal with polyurethane. Rough spots on the 
leading edge protection should be feathered 
smooth by light sanding. Don't put off refinish
ing timel Balance should also be checked. Your 
satisfaction is guaranteed when you fly with 
Aymar-DeMuth. Questions?? Just call us II 

Editor's Note: Thanks Mike jar the advice, 
sounds like it can be applied to any wooden 
prop. 
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The 5th Annual Thorp T-18 Fly-In 
Placerville, Calif. 

A spectacular weekend was enjoyed by all that attended the 5th Annual Thorp T -18 Fly In. The event was 
held Sept. 6, 7 & 8 at the Placerville (aka Hangtown) EAA Chapter 512 hangar. This years festivity drew 32 
Thorp T -18' s & 1 Sky Scooter and it was noticed that there were other non-Thorp T -18 aircraft in the 
proximity as well. Attendance for the event was roughly 70 people, larger than the previous years and it felt . 
much like a family reunion for Thorpians. Although most of the travelers were from all parts of California 
others flew in from many different states. Amos Rauck, David Hamilton, Brad & Sonia Chapman, Brad 
Janzen arrived from Oregon. Ross Mahon came from Washington. Gary & Maxine Green winged their way 
from Texas. AI & Helen Chivers, Ann & Vern Lack traveled from Idaho. Dean Cochran, John Evens jour
neyed from Colorado. And last but not least was Bob & Traci Leider, Norm & Brenda Hibbard, Bob Park, 
George & Barbara Leider, Wes & Edwin Brush from Nevada. Hats off to those of you who ventured from 
these greater distances to be a part of this occasion. (I hope I didn't forget any names !) A generous write up 
in the local Placerville newspaper by the Critchfield's brought local town folk up to see all the beautiful home 
built T -18s first hand. 

Great weather was on tap for the weekend which made for perfect flying conditions for those who offered 
rides to interested aviation enthusiasts or sitting in on the T -18 forum directed by Lyle Trusty. Visitors who 
wanted to venture down to Hangtown or up the road to Apple Hill were shuffled by the local sponsors Jim & 
Lillian Critchfield or Hal & Nancy Stephens. Once the bugle was blown by the bugle boy himself Hal, the 
long awaited Champagne Cork Fly Off contest was held on the taxi way. Taking I st place was Gus Gordan, 
2nd place to Mac Booth Jr. & 3rd place went to Sonia Chapman. This was Gus's second 1st place victory, 
we'll wait for next year to see ifhe can retain his champion status by pulling in a three-pete. Everyone cel
ebrated the day by sharing & savoring the champagne and waiting for the feast that followed. And what a top 
notch feast it was. Steaks were imported from the Bay Area by Mac & Rena Booth and bar-b-qued to per
fection. Salads, dips, beans, tasty deviled eggs & more fresh Apple Hill pies than anyone could imagine were 
also on hand. After dinner a raffle was held and various aviation items were won. The 4 (or was it 5) T-18's 
from Nevada departed in the afternoon sun and flew a striking formation over the area and off towards the 
Sierra Nevada's. 
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This years fly in brought together great people, beautiful T -18' s and was lots of fun as well as suc
cessfuL Special Thanks go out to the people who worked to put it together: Nancy & Hal 'Bugle 
Boy' Stephens, Lillian & Jim 'I want to fly my T -18' Critchfield and Rena & Mac' 2nd place Cham
pagne Champ' Booth. Also, Thanks go out to all of you who joined us this year and look forward to 
seeing more new faces & new planes at next years gala! 
Written & Submitted by: Jennifer 'I want to go Flying' Hill Student Pilot & potential future T-18 
owner 

Jenifler "J want to go flying in a T-18 " Hill 

Reporters Personal Cortlmenls; I want to thank the nice guys who gave me rides in their TiB's & "were brave enough 
to give the stick to a student. Bill Jennings & Dave Tennant. j got a particular thrill "'when Dave handed fue the co
pilolS stick that he keeps in the back of the plane during the flight and told me where to stick it. 1 did & we zoomed all 
around 10 the tunes of Top Gun l Bill asked me if I knew the way to George/own, (doesn '/ everyone?) 1 showed him and 
we did a touch & go. Jvfy special thanks to Mac Booth for flying me up & back. 1 had a 'blast' and have a few bruises 
to show for it lvfaybe 1 '1/ be invited back next year. Currently, J am a student of Hal Stephens & am learning to fly in 

a friends Cessna J 72. 

Jim Critchfield's N8TT Ready for the first flight. 
The Winners, Gus Gordon, & Mac Booth 
Hal Stephens giving congtatulations. 
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Top-Down: 

The Feast-cast of thousands 
Master Jim Critchfield 
Welcome Wagon-Rena Booth 
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Progress Report 

by: Robert Clayton 

My method to lock the nose bowl in place. Since this was taken, 1 have added another 3/4" spacer disk 
next to the nose bowl to compensate Jar the flange on the rear spinner bulkhead. 1/4" space allowed 
between nose bowl and spinner. If Dean cochran's exhaust looks a little shiny, it is coated inside and 
out with the HPC Thermal barrier coating. They claim it will never discolor. 

Now for an update. I retired last Jan. and I can't 
understand why I ever had time to go to work. 
Anyway, I had some retirement incentive 
coming and I decided to do something with my 
mouse motor (0290 D), so I went to work on it. 

I really started in earnest when the FAA men
tioned the fact that I may have a bad crank, and 
since my crank had been sitting around since 
1960, I had it checked with a good shop in Salt 
Lake and they saved it. I went from there and 
did everything. The only original parts were the 
case, cylinders, rods, some gears, push rods and 
rocker arms. Everything else is new. I chickened 
out putting it all together myself and turned it 
over to the engine shop. They yellow tagged the 
crank and rods, but not the rest since I had piston 
skirts, valves, valve springs coated with special 
thermal barrier coatings by HPC High Perfor
mance Coatings used on Indy cars and elswhere 
around the country. I'll send some info on this 
company with some pics I am just finishing up. 

Well, my mouse motor is on the mount and 
partially hooked up. I think I resolved my trim 
system ok, especially after receiving the correc
tion in the newsletter, which made a big differ
ence. I installed the limit switches per the draw
ing in the newsletter (that was a cute little pro
cess to get it right) - pics to also follow showing 
my installation. My tail section is finished. With 
a bad back, I don't ever want to crawl back there 
again, especially with the push pull tube 
in place. Battery installed with wiring. No 
starter yet. Ran out of money for a while (Honey 
do projects took over for a while this summer). 

About 75% of the wiring done. Instrument panel 
in and almost wired. Have installed a SkySports 
fuel probe in my tank (not cheap, but simple). 
Misc. other things accomplished and right now I 
am starting the cowling (now there is a fun little 
projectl). Several Oshkosh's back I saw Gary 
Cotner's cowling and I decided that was for me, 
so that is what I am working on. My last trip to 
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My 3rd panel- I would like to 
make another one but you have to 
slop sometime and live with it. A 
9 mag on left, RST Navcom over 
my knees, masler switch left, start 
right--Transponder center, ACK 
ELT test center, RST Intercom 
panel mounted, RST omni top 
center, Heathkit clock below -
nice because it displays local and 
GMT together. I do have a clear 
view of the tach when I'm seated. 
Gary Cotner's throttle quad on 
the left 

Trim limit switches according to 
newsletter article. I had almost 3 
turns from center on the jack 
screw when] started and after 
installing switches I'm down to 2 
112 turns. Adjustment of the 
switches needs wiggle room. I 
guess if you put in the most 
expensive Army/Navy switches 
you could narrow down the 
adjustment. 

Osh was three years ago and I took a few pies (should have taken more and also taken some 
measurments), so I am sending (today, infaet) some pies of my progress and my method of securing 
the nose bowl. Well that is about it for now. I have a lot of questions to ask but will work on them 
later. I can't believe I have been at this since 1973. Fortunately, I am in pretty good health and there 
is light at the end of the runway. I'm not giving up! Regards to all, Robert Clayton 
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by: 
Marion A Smallwood 

Newsletter No. 10 I 

As many of you know, I bought the Dawson Thorp T-18SP, a single place retract, shown in the 1994 
winter bulletin with the V -6 T -18 and several other attention-grabbing Tl8' s at Kentucky Dam. 

I was initially suspicious of the 0-320 in the airplane. But beyond suspicion I wanted climb power 
and effortless cruise with smooth safe performance, knowing for sure what was inside the engine of 
such a high wing loaded airplane. So, I acquired a VO-360 AlB vertical Brantly helicopter engine for 
certified rebuild to replace the 0-320. Since it had been flying for several hundred hours I thought it 
was safe enough for checkout But, that 200 mph low pass at Kentucky Dam came back to haunt me. 
The 0-320 turned out to have three unrepairable cylinders. Although it appeared excellent to the eye, 
the crankshaft had cracks on the-main bearing surface and small cracks on the side of the first journal. 
There was end play wear which allowed pressure on the front seal from any possible reverse thrust 
Five lifters and gears were bad as well. The cam and rods made it, but the case, while cleaned, was 
not checked since the other main parts failed. Recently from log book compression data and first 
compression data I estimate the 0-320 was putting out 125 hp instead of 150 hp. 

There was a lot of research involving the 0-320 from the T -18SP to see if it could be rebuilt worth 
the money for resale. No matter how I figured it, after I found four 0-320 cylinders already machined 
for $1000, the 0-320 only made sense for an individual to build it up for himself, certified, at a cost of 
about $8500. With no financial room for re-sale it would be trading dollars. I was offered a salvage 
price of about $1700 which I will probably take after 0-360 installation. Traded back for new parts, it 
will be crushed at Lycoming. 

Some of the research was necessary just to go through part numbers that had been superseded 
several times in order to get a current part number, such as for rings which turned out to be standard 
for the 0-360 and the Lycoming 0-540 six cylinder. The pistons are, however, four ring with the 
fourth ring, a compression ring, acting as an oil scraper. I balanced the pistons and crankshaft and 
when two rods didn't have enough material for the AD bolt mod, I acquired a set of closely matched 
rods. 
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The engine came with an altitude adjusting carburetor and retard breaker shower of sparks mags, 
designated by the AlB in the VO-360-AlB. But after the Kentucky Dam conversation on mags and 
the engine builder's opinion, I will use the Bendix impulse mags from the 0-320. I will keep the 
altitude carburetor which is now yellow tagged. I like the idea of a simple carburetor leaning itself as 
the pseudo P51 rapidly gains altitude. Unlike a pressure carburetor, it simply leans the engine accord
ing to barometric pressure. 

The prop has been disassembled and inspected and verified to be in excellent shape. The variable 
pitch 71" prop has a narrow blade. Following a prop discussion in Texas at Pecan Plantation I came 
away believing that was very appropriate for the installation and dropped my fantasy about a three
blade prop. 

As if there were not enough frustration in the engine buildup delay because of a spare time deal out of 
hand, I became committed to getting a Defiant to replace my 195. A real nice one from an estate was 
sold out from under me at the last minute after I went to look at it just before the Texas fly-in. It was 
like a factory made aircraft, but I learned from the FBO line chief it had a prop strike. The prop had 
been mysteriously repaired and put back on the aircraft without a log book entry. (Lycoming says an 
engine MUST come down for inspection after any prop strike.) The widow wanted to check it out 
before accepting a deposit and lower offer. As a result, the A & P who was to annual the airplane 
bought it out from under me. He was alleged to have been a friend of the builder. 

Last year after Kentucky Dam I had flown a Defiant which belonged to a gentleman who has built 
three Thorps and owned two Defiants. He was going to take my 195 on his Defiant, but sold it for 
cash and told me afterwards. So, after a year ofthis I have decided to reject the Defiants as part of a 
learning experience, especially since I realized in the process I was actually going to give up the 195 
after 21 years, a roomy cabin "Businessliner" with cockpit room like the DC3. 

I have learned there is no end to the "rest of the story" on Lycoming engines. There are many impor
tant details not covered in the service manuals and always "something else." There may be some late 
AD or late Service Bulletin just out that may affect a lot of variables in the overall picture. For 
example, the recent Service Bulletin on rust in a hollow crank has not only cost individuals a lot, but 
has driven up prices overall. It is motivating some greedy individuals to falsifY yellow tags on red 
tagged crankshafts, according to an FAA repair station manager. 

It would be very difficult for a homebuilder to know he is keeping up with all of this. An A&P of our 
own suggests the best thing to do is have your engine built by or in cooperation with a quality FAA 
repair station engine shop. Perhaps you can follow the engine closely as they build or help you build 
your engine. Yes, more money, but it may be excellent insurance money. I trust you would make 
your deal so it doesn't take as long as did mine! 

But, unless a homebuilder of an engine has been intensively involved in engine building, and is there
fore humble, he may not be aware of all the nuances necessary for safe engine building for himself, "a 
loved one" ... or, of course, his family and friends for that matter. '/ Mean, / Mean,' after all those 
building hours the bird is a "loved one" ... even to the family who too made sacrifices to its construc
tion. 

Even though I'm not a builder, Mr. Dawson proudly built a one-of-a-kind bird that fit my fantasies for 
which he gave; much credit and appreciation to John Thorp in a letter in 1972. 

If I'm relatively safe with the big Jake in the 195 with a feel like a B-17 ... well, Beech 18 anyway, 
then I choose to build an 0-360 certified airworthy engine rather than a certified for experimental for 
a feeling of safety as I fly the Thorp pseudo P-51 looking for another 195 to escort, or a squadron of 
Thorps to join ... if they don't scatter for safety, announcing "Bogey" on the radio. 

Marion S. Smallwood, ED. D. R2 B327, Lowell, AR 72745 Phone, 501/756-6565 
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Classic Sport Aircraft 
Update 

Date: October 28, 1996 
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Hi again from Classic Sport Aircraft (CSA). We just returned from the EAA Copperstate Fly-In and 
had a great time, met lots of builders and potential builders. There were 4 Thorps at Copperstate - 3 
ea T-18's and 1 ea. S-18. It would be great ifmore'Thorp owners could fly to more ofthe fly-in's 
so that Thorps are well represented. 

We have been very busy building and shipping parts - perhaps not quite as fast as everyone would 
like, but we are making progress and are continuing to set up new suppliers. 

I. We are now shipping the canopy frames in three pieces with pieces of tubing supplied for 
adjustment and connecting them together (no welding required). The best part is they can be 
shipped UPS which saves a great deal of cost over a truck delivery. 

2. We are also working on kits. We are planning on being able to supply kits in time for Sun & 
Fun. 

3. Working on a Logo so we can get some shirts, patches and hats made. We have had many 
requests for these items. 

4. What do all of you think about having a 'special name' for the S-18-NOT Wide Body, but a 
good name like the T -18 is the Tiger, so let's hear from some of you with some suggestions. 

E-mail is TI8Thorp@AOL.COM or drop us a line. 

One of our goals is to update previous drawing changes or clarify items listed. We will start includ
ing these in the Newsletter for all to see. Anyone requiring information, please don't hesitate to call 
or drop a line. 

Drawing #859 has an angle not identified. It is PIN A580-16-2. A bracket riveted to the underside 
of 669 opposite the canopy rails. For added support add a second bracket A580-J6-2 just forward 
of Station 119.0. See picture on the next page. 

Also, we are negotiating for canopy prices. Anyone ready and needing a canopy, please call. A 
larger order at one time will help the cost for everyone. LET's HEAR FROM YOU!! 

Mike & Phil 
Frankie & Phyllis 

Phone: 209-539-2755 
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FOR SALE 

-18 Parts for Sale: 
alking Beam complete 550 

ockets 552 (2) 
lates 553 (4) 
ushings 554 (2) 
earn Assembly 551 

2 Link 
vailable: Main beam parts, 
22 Fittings (2) 
56 Control Mountings (2) 
4 Spacers (2) 
5 Fittings (2) 
37 Main beam inner wing, miss drilled holes in 
op 
fspar. 
1 parts from damaged T -18, used $150 all plus 

hipping 

Parts for Sale: 
Set of Plans, standard body 
set of ribs, fiberglass wing tips, Horiz tail spar & 
doubler, fiberglass horz tail tips, fuel tank, nose 
bowl, prop spinner, main wing spar ext. & web. 
SIS firewall, aileron counter weights & arms. 
main wing fittings for spar to outer wing, outer 
wing spar material, rudder peddals, control stick 
socket fittings, aileron bell cranks, main wing to 
fuselage attach brackets, aileron & flap ribs, 
some trailing edge tapered ext. material. various 
Alum. angles & piano hinge, windshield rollover 
bar and other stiffhers and fittings. Price for the 
lot is $2500 or best offer. 

Other items not included above: 
1 New Carb air box. $145 
Set of 500x5 Goodyear wheel sib rakes & axles 
$225 

Contact Jim Putney 1707 W. Lavender Ln. 
Arlington, TX 76013 
Phone: 817-469-9391 
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Will The "REAL" 

BILL ESSENBURG 
Please standup 

Will the real Bill Essenburg please standup? Here he is folks l 

Ok, so your editor and a couple of other folks made a mistake. 

A letter from the real Bill Essenburg. 

Dear Richard, As usual when I receive the T -18 Newsletter I read it from cover to cover, non 
stop. I was pleased to see a picture of me (receiving an award) and of my airplane! What a 
hansome guy and pretty airplane--except that's not me and that's not my plane I 

I was there with N77 AJ but that good looking gentleman is someone else. No problem. My 
wife and I had a good chuckle. 

You're doing a great job on the newsletter. I enjoyed Oshkosh and the forum a lot. It sure was 
fun to fly my T -18 there for the first of what will be many trips to Oshkosh. 

I'd still be glad to discuss plans for a T-18 fly-in at Viroqua, WI (V-51). We have a nice 
airport friendly town, beautiful countryside and a Super 8 Motel with a pooL Enclosed is a 
crowded picture of me and N77AK at Oshkosh. Now find but who the other guy isl Sin
cerely, Bill Essenburg. Who Was That Guy???? 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 
ROUTE 3, BOX 295 
CLINTON, IL 61727 
1-217-935-4215 
Issue #101, Dec. 96 

i 

"N~wsletter No. 101 

The folks at Sun'n Fun (April 6-12, 1997) plan to award the first ever "John Thorp Trophy". The 
winning Thorp will be selected from the flight line and the award made at a Thursday (April 10) 
evening John Thorp Award Dinner. The red carpet is out for T-18/S-18s folks so lets have a great 
turnout. The dinner is $10 per person and please R.S.v.P. to Bill Williams clo Sun N Fun, P.O. Box 
6750, Lakeland, FL 33807-6750 by April 1, 1997. 

r-------------------------------------~ THORP T-18/S-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 1997 DUES 
Please continue your support of this valuable exchange of ideas, building tips and safety informa
tion covering John Thorp's great design. Make checks payable to Richard Snelson, Route 3 Box 
295, Clinton, IL 61727 $25.00 US, $30.00 other. 

Name: ________________________________ __ 

Address ----------------------::c---------
City: ________________________ State ________ Zip Code: _____ __ 

Phone: ---------------------
Aircraft: _________________ ~Hours on Aircraft: _______ _ 
Email address: 

---~-~--~----------
Notes (Building?, Flying?, Thinking about it?etc.) ________________ __ 

Please help by sending your dues in now! 
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T ... 18 NEWSLETTER 

Firstjlightwas Christmas Day '96, about two weeks after NI8WXwas the River 
Valley Pilots Association jloat in the Russellville Christmas parade< The most com
mon remark heard was parents telling children "It's not a real airplane< " 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

SPRING FLY-IN at Coles (MTO) ILLINOIS, June 6-7-S 
FIRST FLIGHT by Jack Waxenfelter (NlSWX) 
FLIGHT REPORT by Joe Gauthier 
REPORT ON THORP KITS by Richard Ecklund 
NEW OWNER OF N33SQ by John E Bridges 

Master Index for the past 100 Thorp Newsletters 
by Jim Stricken berger 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIJfE,7f) As always, in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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THORP SPRING FLY-IN 
AT 

MATTOON·COLES COUNTY 
ILLINOIS 

(MTO) 
June 6-7-8, 1997 

Make your reservations early at the Mattoon Ramada Inno Ask for the Thorp Convention and you 
will get the $49 rateo Phone: (217) 235-03130 For those arriving on Friday we will get together and 
go to dinner that eveningo On Saturday evening we are planning a cookout at the large hangar, There 
will be lots of things to do, for those who do not care to eat, sleep, breathe and talk T-18so Mattoon 
is very near the heart of Illinois' Amish community and we can arrange a side trip there for lunch on 
Saturdayo The Amish have a lot of interesting shops to visit For the rest of us: 

* A lot ofT-I8/S-I8 rides 
* Thorp safety inspection, by EAA Technical Counselor (results private) 
* Saturday afternoon hold a Thorp flying seminar - a group discussion with safety 

suggestions 
The FBO is very good about Unicorn calls and will give you the winds and activeo The airport has 
extended a big welcome so come on out to Illinois and pay us a visit You can camp on the fieldo 

Bring you own tie-downs. 

Coles is a busy airport with lots offolks stopping in for Saturday and Sunday restaurant visits, so 
keep a sharp eye out for traffico Remember the right hand patternso And please no aerobatics over the 
airport We will have several shuttles running from the airport to the Ramada Inno It's about 3 miles 
awayo The Decatur EAA Chapter 274 is sponsoring this event and will help out. 

VOR -~ 109.4 on field 
Fuel: IOOLL 
FEO: 
Central Illinois Air 

ha:o_d patterns for 
mmvay 1 
run\-\'ay 6 

Len hand for this is to eliminate 
:nOISe in the l;oSl1itai area north-cast of 
the 
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EDITOR.S TRIM TAB 
It's on to Sun-N-Fun: 
Thorp fans from all across the country will be 
gathering at Sun-N-Fun for the big Thursday 
evening cookout, at the President's Event Tent 
The Sun-N-Fun folks will award a "John Thorp" 
trophy for the best Thorp at the fly-in. I under
stand Bill Williams has been working for weeks 
building a giant mobile B-B-Q grill for this event. 
So let's all join Bill and the other Florida folks for 
this great get-together. Mike Archer of Classic 
Sport Aircraft will be in booth #31 so pay him a 
visit. Mike will also conduct the T -IS/S-18 forum 
on Tuesday. 

Oshkosh 97 News: 
Currently no Friday evening banquet is planned! 
Butch's is no longer open. So we don't have a 
place to hold it. We are doing some checking 
and will let you know in the next newsletter. 
Any suggestions on banquet, please call me. 
Friday Noon: At the Nature Center we will again 
cook Brats and serve lunch followed by the T -18 
forum. Please join us there. 

Bad News Department. 
Our friend Bill Essenburg of Viroqua, WI was 
killed in the crash of an antique (rag-wing) 
aircraft. The crash occurred near Moriarty, New 
Mexico on February 3, 1997. Bill was a fine 
fellow and we will all miss him. 

It sadens me to have to pass on the news that Ed 
Ludtke's wife Jeanette passed. Jeanette and Ed 
have attended most of the T -18 events for a 
number of years and we will truly miss this sweat 
lady. Ed's address is 2301 Dartmoor Sioux Falls, 
SD. Phone (605) 361-2301 

Finally Marvin Crane was killed in the crash of a 
18 at Brown Field, San Diego on Jan 25, 1997. 

I didn't know Marvin but still all of us in the T -18 
community feel the lost of this individual. I have 
the following report from EAA Flight Advisor 
Jack Keyton Subject: 
Fatal T -18 crash: 

Lost one at San Diego area's Brown Field on 
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the 1126 weekend (N4091S). Info is that it had 2 
on board and was in T & G pattern. On x-wind 
after t.o. an engine problem & emergency was 
declared. Alc crashed into an empty shed, 112 mi 
from the airport. Pilot fatal, pax serious. Pre
liminary indication is low-level stall & uncon
trolled ground contact. It's a perennial problem 
with the pilot community. It may not be what 
happened, but pilots frequently try to save the 
machine (by stretching a glide) and losing their 
lives. We have to change the mentality. Perhaps 
do a bit more proficiency evaluation of the glide 
speed on our Thorps, check out altitude loss in a 
180 turn. What angle we want to fly it, what 
airspeed. I once flew wing on a Porterfield doing 
about 75 mph. All was fine until I followed him 
into a 180 turn and the Thorp did a 1I4 turn stalll 
spin and lost 600' in 5 sec's. Jack Kenton, EAA 
Flight Advisor & eFI, inheritor ofTI8, N92lJK 
jfkenton@themall.net 

Another report on the accident: 
Crane Accident: 
It appears that it is important to repeat the 
information in the newsletter, that the fuel system 
must be properly configured and tested for 
adequate flow rates prior to first flights. Then 
there should be adequate diligence during opera
tion to assure the vent system is functioning. The 
Crane T -18 had apparently been experiencing 
fuel flow problems during full power climbs since 
it first flew in december 1995. The aircraft was 
consumed by fire with the exception of the wing 
tips and empenage, making it impossible to 
positively pinpoint the fuel flow problem. The 
only evidence of a fuel finger strainer was some 
fresh solder in the vicinity ofthe fuel outlet. The 
recently added boost pump and position of the 
gascolator in the system was unconventional. 
Apparently there was a parallel path for fuel 
directly from the tank to the carburator without 
the benefit of filtering Lyle's article in NL#58 
page 11 gives good guidance on flow testing. It 
should be pointed out that for gravity flow 
systems certificated aircraft must meet a flow 
rate of 150 percent of takeoff power fuel 
flow(part 23955(b)) 
Richard Eklund, Eklund Engineering, Inc. 
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Dear Richard, 
Just finished the annual "condition inspec

tion" on my bird a couple of months ago, I think 
I'll do another in less than a year, to get it into 
warmer weather time from now OR I've now 
got about 500 hours in a little over 6 years, and 
decided to pull all the tail feathers this time, even 
though everything was still feeling good, I did 
something a little different to the horizontal tail 
pivot bushings, I machined some thin (032") 
sleeves out of 'moly" filled nylon bearing material 
which I installed hetween the aluminum lugs and 
the steel bushings, This resulted in a very smooth 
and tight bearing which should require no further 
lubrication, Only time will tell how well it holds 
up, I had previously done the same to the rear 
hearing of the stabilator push-pull tube, and also 
the rudder bearings, over a year ago, I think the 
flap bearings would be excellent candidates for 
the same treatment The material machines very 
nicely, but requires some practice and experi
menting to get the proper clearances, I like the 
sleeve to push snugly into the aluminum, and 
rotate against the steel bushing, 

I wonder if you could mention that I have 
more hats, and also visors, with the 8 logo 
for sale, The caps in the color I have were very 
popular at the Placerville fly-in, They are a high 
quality golf style cap with leather adjusting strap 
(one size fits all) , in tan with a blue denim bill, 
They are $12,00 each, The unisex visors are 
available in 2 colors - navy blue, or white, $1 
1.00 each, Add $400 for shipping and handling 
(priority mail) for up to 6 visors or 4 caps, 

Some guys were asking about the rudder 
to tailwheel spring modification that I made, I 
have stainless steel "compression" type springs, 
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and wanted to get rid of the little 'teardrop" 
clips, after having one come loose once, As you 
know these springs consist of 3 parts - the spring 
and 2 removable "links" (for lack of a better 
term), I merely made a new one, of these (links) 
for each spring, elongated to the exact length I 
wanted, and elimated the clips, The material I 
used, which I think is ideal, is 1/8" #308 S.S 
welding rod, This can be bent and formed, and 
has sufficient strength and "springiness", 

I'm still making & selling a lot of cabin 
heat boxes, You can buy them directly from me 
for $50 + $4 shipping & handling. They are light 
and have a stainless steel door and hinge assem
bly. Best Regards, (303) 420-2724 

JREVENS@AOLCOM 

Dear Rich, 

I've just finished making and installing a 
pair of static ports as described in newsletter 91. 
They're similar to those sold by Aircraft Spruce & 
Specialty for $15.00 each but I a few extra sets 
that I will sell for $20 00 a pair and I'll pay the 
shipping, They are used with 1/4" Nylo-Sealairline 
and fittings and are easily installed with four 3/32" 
rivets, 

I've also just finished making my canopy 
frame and would be glad to talk to any other 
builders that are contemplating doing so, I also 
machined two aluminum fittings that replace the 
front angled piece where the front bow and side 
rails meet and must be welded, The bottom part is 
idential in shape for mounting the 
bearings, I've reamed out a 3/4" hole for each tube 
so that when you mock up your frame the top bow 
and side rail are slid in place and you can either have 
them welded when done or held in place with a roll 
pin, It made it easy to hold everything in place and 
the only welding was on the cross brace for the rear 
bearings, If anyone would be interested in using the 
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The handling of the airplane on first flight was a non-event; it flies just like Bill's! I even got a 
smooth touchdown. The thrilling part was as the RPMs built on take-off roll, the engine started to 
smoke from both stacks and actually started to get rough before I got it leaned. It turned out that 
from a setting on the mixture where it didn't smoke to too lean was about one and one-half turns on 
the vernier! The local AI ensured me that his replacing of the acceleration pump shaft packing (little 
ring ofleather) would fix this weirdness. 

The second flight was just like the first ( smoke), so it was ground this bird until we get to the bottom 
of this. The AI could find nothing wrong with the carbo I contacted the factory guru at Precision (as you 
suggested, Richard), and he was very helpful (a fellow named Allen). He says there are only three things 
that can cause rich mixture on an MA-4: 

1) priming system leaking into cylinders. 
2) acceleration pump shaft packing. 
3) acceleration pump discharge check valve not holding. 

With the above three items eliminated, we suspected air volume so we removed the C-ISO air 
filter I had adapted to the front of the Ken Knowles supplied air box (real flat one). Well, that didn't 
do it, so we removed the air box entirely and voila!, no smoke. The suspect now switched from 
volume to some weird air flow pattern, turbulence, or resonance in the air box. 

T-18ers, listen up! Bill suggested we try a simple flow vane below the carbo inlet. In about 
thirty minutes, we fabricated a flat plate that was riveted across the bottom of the air box and was 
curved upward (bent) smoothly 90 degrees and then mates with the rear box mounting flange. A 
clearance hole was provided for the carbo heat push-pull rod. Details on request! This was the fix, 
folks-no more smoke and picked up 100 RPM. Engine now leans normally. I believe that the 
square end of the air box can set up a "rotor" that will restrict smooth air flow into the carb. I have 
read many tales of0320s in T-18s running rich and the owners resorting to all sorts ofre-jetting and 
nozzle swaps-possibly, not necessary?? 

So-the adventure continues. I have flown off half of my 40 hours and love my T-18. Hope to 
be able to make several T -18 fly-ins this year! Keep up the good work on the newsletter, 

Builders take note of Jack's beautiful instrument panel. My Wife will be on my back to add a couple of 
those cabin air vents. Nice job Jack 
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SHEET METAL MAT LIST ---- L 17 
SKINS----U.12, 15.7,22.8,23.6,26.6,47.14,49.8, 50.3,S2.1A5B.21A, 55. lOA, 56.20A, 

62.20,62.20,63.3,64.12,76.12,7815,90.10 
SLIP JOINT (EXH)----29.3, 37.9 
SLIPPER TANK----47.7, 56.19A 
SOUND PROOF (SEE NOISE RED)----192, 215, 24.7, 46.2,617,79.18,93.17 
SPAR CAPS (C-WING)----47.9. 90.10 
SPINNERS----16.3, 24.6, 31.9, 47.18, 54.22A, 56.20A, 63.17, 65.2- 2526 .. 66.8, 67.1 L 68.9, 69.16, 

70.3,71.25,73.5,75.3.4,76.3,82.6 
SPLINE CURVE----1.24 
SPEED (MEASURED)----404 
SPEED (MANUEVERING)----3510 
SPRING, TAIL ----29.4, 61.2.20.21, 62.6, 66.13, 67.l1, 70.12, 74.10.1 L 714, 98.16 
STAB JACK SCREW INSP. OPENING----52.9AllA 
ST ABILA TOR ----69.23, 47.14, 82.16, 93.3.7.9.14, 100.2 
STALLS----24.2, 27.10, 49.4A, 59.27, 61.4.5.6, 62.7. 85.14 
STALL SPOILERS----24.2, 25.4.7.13, 26.1. 2810. 4L3. 49.4A. 61.4.5.6. 62.7, 8114. 82.4, 9Ll2, 93.16,96.4 
STATIC PRESSURE----19.3,44.4,6L5 
STIFFENERS----7L8, 90.10_ 99.1 () 
STRAKES----49.4A, 50.2, 58.6 
STARTERJSTARTERDRlVE----82.3, 84.9 
STARTER SOLENOID----82.3 
ST A TICIPRESSURE PORT ----91. 9 
STROBE UGHTS----67.17 
STROKE, BORE & HP----34. I 
SUPPLIERS, PARTS ----95.15, 98.6.7.8.18, ](lO.H 
SWITCHES----73. is, 94.15.16 

T-18----60.8, 83.3, 85.14, 94.17, 98.1 
T.C.P----45.13 
TACH CHECK----59.29 
TAILPIPE DRAG----60.13 

T 

TAIL WHEEL ---- 25.6, 26.1. 29.2, 34.1, 37.2, 41.1, 48.8, 50.4_ 59.1I, 60.9.15,612.7,61.20.2],626, 
66.13,67.11,70.12,714, n 10.1 I 

T AILWHEEL SPRINGS----98.16 
TAILWHEEL TOWBAR----53.17A.17B, 58.10 
T AXlING----98.11 
TEMPLATES----!. 1, 18.6,29.1, 5UA, 52.14B, 100.4.5 
THE T-1S----60.8 
THIRD SEAT----48.I, 49.6A 
THORP LEGACY----89.1S 
THROTTLE QUADRANT----69.18.19.20 
TIE DOWN----34.3,68.15,7Ll9 
TIPS FOR BEGINNERS----35.l 
TIRE PRESSURE----59.20, 88.16 
TOOLS----U.8.9. 1 9, 17.4,21.3,22.12.5,26.19,28.4, 375,.38.3,39.2.39.4.6.8,40. L 42.4_ 

46.6.19.8.9.20, 56.12A, 65.21, 75.13_ 65.26, 54.14A, 55.8A.IOB, 59. 67.19.20,77.3.15 
75.12,78.18,827,84.6,96.8 

TORQUE----88.13 
TRAILING EDGE----37.1, 47.13, 48.5, 65.4_ 76. lO, 8215, 93.12 
TRIM (MANUAL)----16.2, 17.1,23.2, 317.8.32.4,34.5,417.42.6,44.3,5 6.9A, 95.14 
TRIM (ELECTRIC)----31.8, 44.3, 46.15,47.15,49. lOA, 54. lOB, 56.15B, 60.11,617,62.6,66.10.67.7, 

69.7.8.11, 73.15, 74.8, 76.2, 80.13, 96.9.10 
TRlMTABS----46.16, 93.3 
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TUNNEL (AFT) 
TUNNEL (FWD) 

UPHOLSTERY 

VACUUM FORMING 
VACUUM SYSTEM 
VALVES (ENGINE) 
VENTS 
VENT LINE (FUEL) 
VERTICAL FIN 
V.N.E. 
VOLTMETER 

WEIGHT & BALANCE 
WELDING 
WHEEL PANTS 
WHISTLE SLOT 
WIDE BODY 
WINDSHIELDIFRAME 
WING (CONV.) 

WING (STD) 

WING LEVELER 
WINGPROFIL 
WING·STRAKELETS 
WING TIPS 
WING 18) 

WIRING 

13.4,36.1,46.14, 49.8A, 61.6, 69.ll, 73.17 
24.5,46.14, 49.8A, 53.8A, 61.6, 69.ll, 73.17 

u 
68.13,82.7 

v 
63.4 
19.3,24.6,66.9,72.5.6,84.7,97.13 
18.4 
56.15B, 73.18 
58.12,60.12,87.5 
1.13, 14.3,33.1,52. I A, 56.20A 
57.4,80.7 
52.15A 

w 
27.8,44.4,61.3.8.9,63.22.24,93.3 
19.3,29.3,34.6,39.6,60.4, 61.10::13, 64.12 
25.9,41.4, 54.11A, 65.16, 80.13 
59.30 
44.2, 46.10, 50.3A 
15.5,22.1,236,50.4,52.1 I B 
25.13,32.5,38.3,39.8, 41.1, 42.1, 42.5.6, 43.3.4, 
45.7,46.10.13,47.8.9,49.4,50. I. I A.2.3A, 

52.5B,54.3B, 56.3B. 7 A. I IE.20B, 62.20.21, 63.12.13, 
65.17,71.22,78.7,79.20,89.7,90.10 
23.6,24.2,25.6.7.13,26.3,26.3,27.10,32.5,38.3 
39.6.8,41.7,42.2.3.5.6, 45.5.16,46.1,49.3A, 
52.5B, 56.7A, 56.20B, 62.20.21, 63.3, 78.15, 90.10 

69.ll,47.2.13 
90.5 
49.4A, 50.2, 61.4.5.6, 62.7 
22.2,62.5,67.4,69.5,71.22, 76.JO. I 1.l2. 93.18, 95.5 
SUA, 62.5, 63.16, 69.12. 71.22,73.11 
82.7,94.15.16,97.9 
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is happening on 7,8. haven't heard about that one. I am planning to 
some projects finished before to go. J'nene and I the weekend 

at in LBJ country, really new 
ft runway. Evan projects, I will build him a bUlJ[Jt;U 

flying Thorp, and 
tn,inn to to land 

T·lS IS spent and 
cross characteristics, we both landed in severe up to 

""T10" 90deg across the runway. After a landing, and yon are rolling ant 
really give where it is deserved, the 

up the good work on the 
you a check 97 dues, I believe current if not 

IS Waco, Tx 76710,8171772-6188. Best Regards. Ken Morgan N118KM 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 
ROUTE 3, BOX 295 
CIJNTON, IL 61727 
1-217-935-4215 
Issue #102 March 97 

,PM ';.:\ 

Spring Fly-In at Coles Country Airport in Illinois on 
June 6-7-8, 1997 Details on page 2 

Thorp T-18 For Sale 360 TTAF, 50 on Mattituck overhaul 150 hp, Full Gyro Panel King radios, 
Contact: Scott Keller Lincoln, MA (617) 9.59-3153 

T-18 embroidery on jackets or shirts, Too many variables to cover in the T-18 MAS, Contact Bill 
Mitchell, 59.6 Leona DL Denver, CO, 809.9.1 (303) 49.7- 409.5 

For Sale: Lee Skillman's Thorp Widebody Project is for sale. This is a great buy, priced at the 
cost of parts. $13,500 Lee does great work so if you are looking, check this one out. Lee also 
has an all metal Thorp cowling for sale at $1500. Phone: 334-633-3535 

Only 1/2 of the dues are currently in. A red circle means I don't show you paid. 

THORP T-18/S-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 1997 DUES 
Please continue your support of this valuable exchange of ideas, building tips and safety information 
covering John Thorp's great design, Make checks payable to Richard Snelson, Route 3 Box 9.95, 
Clinton, IL 6119.7 $9.5.00 US, $30,00 otheL 

Name: ________________________________ __ 
Address _______________________________ _ 
City __________________________ ,State _________ Zip Code: ________ _ 
Phone: ________________________ __ 
Aircraft: Hours on Aircraft: _______ _ 
Email address: __________________________ _ 
Notes: (Building?, Flying?, Thinking about it?etc,) ____________________________ __ 

Please help by sending your dues in now! L ______________________________________ ~ 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

Who is this invader? Wearing a Darth Vader paint job. Why it's, Steve 
Hawley, the manfrol11 7ilcson and his beautiful new paintjob and restoratiol1. 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Safety Concerns in "Letters to the Editor" 
Coated Exhaust System Results by Lyle Trusty 
Paul H. Poberezny goes for the Grass Roots Movement 
More fine Drawings and ideas by Dick Penman 

N011CE: (STANDARD DISCLAIJfER) As always, in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or persollal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. There/ore, flO rejponsihilily or 
liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 



It was with much concern that I read your mes
sages and contributions to the subject of stall/spin 
accidents. Much has been written on this subject 
in past newsletters and forums, but still this "pilot 
error" accident occurs. This month I received a 
touching letter from a grandson who had lost his 
80 year old grandfather, Leland Floyd Reilly, to 
an approach to landing stall/spin. Mr. Reilly was 
flying with a gentleman who was about to pur
chase his aircraft. I don't have the full findings on 
this accident so I can't comment on exactly what 
happened in this case. I will and must comment 
however on what is and what is not a checkout in 
a new unfamiliar homebuilt. 

Unfortunately owner checkouts are the rule 
rather than the exception. A couple of straight 
ahead stalls and back to the pattern? This is a bad 
choice for the new owner. Forget the macho crap 
about how well you can flyl Find a flight instruc
tor with either type experience or experience in 
other homebuilts. Insist on slow flying the Thorp 
until you are extremely aware of approaching 
stalls. Pulling the power and gently raising the 
nose until it stalls is only a small part of stall 
practice. It fact flying the aircraft on the edge of 
stalling is much better practice. With or without 
stall strips my Thorp will let you know the stall is 
approaching. Could a pilot unfamiliar with the 
Thorp feel the approaching stall? Yes, of course, 
but it does takes some practice. Either straight 
ahead, or in 30 degree bank turns the shudder on 
the controls is there. Practice taking the aircraft 
up to the shudder, in both departure and ap
proach to landing attitudes and configurations, 
back-off, do it again and again. Learn the feeling 
so well that it becomes ingrained in your flying. 
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For the reading impaired I say one more time! A 
Thorp checkouts is not: two straight ahead stalls, 
a couple of 60 degree bank turns and back to the 
pattern!! I!!!!!! Pass this along, not everyone 
gets the T -18/S-18 Mutual Aid Newsletter. 

We had what my son Rich Jr. calls a high level 
problem this issue. A lot more material that I 
could get in the 20 pages of the newsletter. 
Thanks to the many email messages and letters 
"Letters to the editor" is overflowing. Again 
Dick Penman has graced the newsletter with 
more of his fine detailed drawing and ideas. Only 
a part of them are in this newsletter, so you have 
them to look forward to in the December issue. 
Also in December you will find some great 
drawings from Gary Cotner on an electric flap 
drive using the same actuator as the R V. Bob 
and Susan Highley have sent photos of their trip 
from Florida to Placerville so look for those also 
in December. Don't stop sending email and 
letters, they are the heart of exchanging ideas and 
safety tips for flying and building the Thorp. 

I would like to have photos and information on 
Placerville if someone could forward them. I did 
hear that a great number of T -18/S-18 were 
present at that great event. We had good 
weather for Ky Dam and got in a lot of great 
flying there. Photo's to follow. 

For those of you: Jcb,at haven't heard, Paul 
Poberezny has s\~rted a "New" association. It 
called Sport Aviation Association and is for 
the grass roots flying folks. I've included the 
handwritten letter received from him. Member
ship is $15 a year, count me in Paul. This is 
Paul's effort not an EAA add-on. His letter will 
let you in on what we talked about. 

What do you think it would cost to build a basic 
Thorp T-18 from plans? Making the parts as in 
the old days. And keeping it very simple. Open 
cockpit, with a fiberglass turtle deck behind the 
seating. Let's say. we use an 0-290 G engine. I 
think you could~have some very low cost flying. 
Send me your estimates for the next newsletter. 
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ULeuern 
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Dear Richard, 
I always am happy to see the T -18 Newsletter in 
my mailbox. In the No.1 03, just received, Tony 
Schischka's informative stall tests opens the 
subject and I agree The BT -15 also had the snap 
roll tendency using high rudder turning on final 
and some were fatal. This can happen to the T-
18. It is good technique to always keep the ball 
centered. Also, there should be no need to make 
forty five degree banks turning onto final. Flying 
the 737, with passengers, a bank of 15 was 
desired for passenger comfort. 

After reading Tony's article I took 54FS up for 
similar tests, using his bank angles. I had made 
these before on N54FS because some T-18's do 
fall off rapidly in a stall. Mine does not and I 
believe this stability is due to having stall strips in 
the narrow wing root section (folding wing) 
which gives early warning of wing stall (buffet). 
Additionally, I have the 10" fiberglass vertical fin 
extension for internal antenna which gives an 8" 
higher stabilizer extending into air undisturbed by 
airfow past the stabilizer at high angles of attack. 

My T -18s approach to stall buffet comes in at 62 
knots (Approx). I made 45 deg. banking turns 
clean, also with 1st, and 2nd notch flaps. 
Note:The 40 deg. notch was removed so that 
after manual use it would return to 2nd notch. In 
the 45 Deg. banks, with power at 15" I pulled it 
into deeper buffet in each configuration and 
could control turning to right and left with no 
drop off. The airplane was telling me it wanted 
to but it would not as I offered different rudder 
and aileron inputs. Although these stalls are for 
approach to landing practlte, with 3 to 500'/min 
descent I tried to make them in level flight. The 
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sharpness of the wing leading edge will also have 
an effect on the stall but I don't know much 
about that. Perhaps this will open further input 
(discussion) regarding this dangerous character
istic present in ANY airplane. 

The T-18 Newsletter is much appreciated Rich
ard 
Frank Snedeker - snedeker@nwlink.com 

Dear Mr. Snelson: 

Thank you for sending Newsletter #103. A 
pleasant surprise for me and timely too as I have 
been actively flying my airplane since nursing it 
through its condition inspection. 

In the "Letters to the Editor" section I am moti
vated to add some thoughts to the article Mr. 
Schischka contributed to T -18 flight safety. 

Remaining as coordinated as practical while 
flying the T -18 is excellent advice and we all 
need this refresher prod when flying a somewhat 
demanding airplane. I personally appreciate his 
observations and especially the descriptions of 
the high altitude probing of the resultant charac
teristics while being coordinated or uncoordi
nated and the obvious potential for a significant 
upset. We must not allow this airplane to fly us 
when close to the ground .... we must be a 
disciplined manager of this airplane and exercise 
our conservative judgement in order to prevent 
another T -18 from inadvertently demonstrating 
its stall characteristics with deadly results. 

In the spirit of supplementing Mr. Schischka's 
article I would like to comment from my own 
experiences in general and specifically about my 
T -18 experiences and how I try to fly it. 

Returning to basics we must never forget that 
stalls are a result of an angle of attack that 
exceeds the critical angle for that particular 
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airfoil cross-section. We can cause this angle to 
be exceeded by the relatively gentle 1 G stall or 
by imposing a greater than 1 G load on the wing 
and generating a "wing loading stall", often 
referred to as an accelerated stall. I feel this 
knowledge and understanding must be paramount 
and be crystal clear in its application in the mind 
of each pilot. 
Other contributory factors are, or can be, very 
important and can determine the severity and the 
unique characteristics of what the airplane does 
immediately after the stall break .... but if while 
flying the traffic pattern you prohibit your T -18 
from exceeding the stalling angle of attack by 
paying strict attention to your approach indicated 
airspeed, angle of bank (which loads the wing 
and increases your indicated stalling airspeed), 
and your airplane's attitude reference the natural 
horizon, you effectively remove the danger of 
less than perfect flying technique. 

We must remember that if we observe the above 
precautions and use proper flying discipline and 
technique that the Thorp lends itself to sideslip
ping to a landing with reasonable safety. Obvi
ously, my point here is that being uncoordinated 
or even aggressively cross-controlled will not 
cause the Thorp, in and of itself, to stall. And if 
it doesn't stall it won't exhibit any of the threat
ening characteristics Mr. Schischka so vividly 
describes. 

My thoughts may seem boringly simplistic and 
insultingly obvious to most T -18 pilots ..... but I 
have just finished going through the T -18 back 
issues which Mr. Snelson kindly sent to me ..... it 
would appear that we, myself included, need to 
be reminded of the how's and why's of this 
airplane and to keep our performance priorities 
absolutely correct if we are to do our best to 
avoid another stall/spin/crash in the traffic pat
tern. To me, the priorities are to determine for 
your airplane the indicated airspeed of a typical 
landing configured I G stall, add a minimum 
(smooth air) 0[30% to that indicated speed then 
using this speed as a firm indicated approach 
speed. Make an irrevocable rule not to exceed a 
30 degree bank in order to "force" a traffic 
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pattern to lead to a runway (be a smart -ass and 
go-around), and pay close attention on each and 
every approach as to the typical nose attitudes 
you generate while doing this so that if you lose 
your airspeed indicator or you become preoccu
pied in the traffic pattern an "unusual attitude" 
will be noticed and cause you immediate alarm 
because you will know the ANGLE OF 
ATTACK is probably increasing. The above 
comments are mine and I am not an aeronautical 
engineer nor am I a test pilot.... they simply 
represent what I hope is a valid enough perspec
tive to perhaps help keep myself and others from 
allowing our Thorps an unscheduled demonstra
tion of its stall-break characteristics. 

Larry J. Church 
1015 Parkview Dr. 
Los Lunas, N.M. S7031 

Dear Rich, 
I am currently looking at several flying Thorp 
T -IS aircraft for sale and would be interested in 
receiving your newsletters as well as all past 
issues. Please tell me how to join the Thorp T
IS/S-IS Mutual Aid Society, the cost for all past 
issues of your newsletter, and where to send the 
check. Thank you. I look forward to hearing 
from you. 
email: 2rph@nemontel.net 
Bob Haugo 
PO Box 793 
Scobey, MT 59263 
Phone 406-487-2813 

I 

+ 
Richard - My T -18 is currently on hold, while I 
erect a building and finish what I have vowed is 
my last car project until the airplane flies. I 
expect to be working steadily on the T -IS some
time next year. 
email addressis:ben.m.harrison@boeing.com 
Ben Harrison 
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Rich, 

Do you know of any T -IS plans available? 
Thanks Ron Weiss. 
email backcourse@juno.com 

Subject: How was Oshkosh? 

Just a short note to make contact again. How 
was Oshkosh? Understand there were not to 
many TIS's. Have a new T-IS builder here (well 
hope so) he will contact you if he hasn't already, 
(Wayne Mathews)to get all the news letters. It 
looks like he will opt for the complete kit Will be 
most interested to look at kit to see quality. 
Maybe the kit will make the T -IS competitive 
with RV's! Got my T-IS at home doing 1001 
annual plus those things I've be promising 
to do for some time. 
Regards, 
Tony & Viv Schischka <a.schischka@xtra.co.nz> 

Subject: Fuel valve installation. 
From: "Paul-Ernest Levesque" 
<pelevesq@globettroter.qc.ca> 
Dear Richard 

I know you are a very busy man but I have a 
question and do not know where to ask. 

I remember reading some thought on not install
ing a fuel valve directly on the tank of a T -18, I 
do not know where I had that information. Tell 
me what you think: could the valve installed 
directly on the tank cause a crack later from 
vibration over the long run. Or should I install it 
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on a remote location. How about your aircraft 
fuel valve installation. 

Thank for the help and have a good day 

Paul-Ernest Levesque 

Editor's Note: My filel valve is installed on the 
firewall in the center below the tank. J turn it ()ff 
and on with a push/pull cable that terminates un 
the bulkhead below my left leg. J remember 
reading about cracks caused by mounting the 
valve on the tank itself. It does present a long 
lever arm and would stress the welded on boss 
over a long period of time as the valve is turned 
all and off Most of the valves are a little hard to 
operate and this would make the stresses higher. 

I 

-I-
Dear Dick; 

Please accept my apologies for having not re
newed my membership to the T -18 newsletter. 
have enclosed a check to hopefully catch me up 
to date. If there have been issues missed and 
they are easily available, please send them. 

All is well with good old N89ER. She has about 
555 hours on her now and a significant portion is 
night and/or instrument I don't remember ifI 
told you that I have installed a Hartzell constant 
speed prop. It didn't help the top end or cruise 
speed at all (nor did I expect it to) but the take 
off and climb is great I no longer sweat the hotl 
heavylhigh departures. I don't recommend the 
CS prop for everyone but if you are flying at 
gross weight in hotlhigh conditions it is worth
while. Evan A. Roberts PO. Box 8288 
Horseshoe Bay, Texas 7S657 (830) 598-6797 
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Subject: Kentucky Dam Fly-In 
From: SteveHawl@aol.com 

Hello Richl! I plan on coming to the Ky Fly In. 
My T-18 is all back together. Today I ran the 
engine for the first time in 9, months. The new 
paint job is spectacular I I ! You won't recognize 
me anymore. Sure do hope the weather is good. 
The only thing I have left to do on it is get some 
N numbers put on the fin. Should fly it this next 
week without any problem. 
Steve Hawley in Tucson 
Editor's Note: Steve pulled up along side me 
while we were over Ky Dam and I didn't recog
nize him! He has done a beautiful restoration on 
his bird. Great job, Steve. 

Rich-

Suz and I are in Cheyenne, WY on our way back 
from Placerville Fly-in. We had about 35 or so 
T-18's, many I'd only heard about in the MAS 
Newsletter. About 60 T-18ers flew in and out at 
various times. Lyle Flemming was there. He has 
the distinction of giving the first T -18 ride to Ken 
Brock in 1968. Lyle is now "over 85" but still an 
active T -18er although he doesn't fly himself any 
more. The hosts really put on the dog for all of 
the visitors. 
That would be Hal and Nancy Stevens, Jim and 
Lil Crichfield, and Mac and Rena Booth. The 
Hangtown Chapter was out in force to make it a 
great event. I'll let the principles fill you in prop
erly. 
Get it flyin' 
Bob and Suz Highley 
N711SH 
email: N711SH@aol.com 
Editor's note: I'm saving an article and pictures 
Bob and Suz sent for the December newsletter. 
Sounds like a trip J would like to make. 
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Subject: Stab Rigging Report 
Hi Richard: 

I told you I had been talking to Bill Mnich back 
in Maryland about stabilizer anti-servo tab 
rigging and had asked him to summarize his work 
for the benefit of the guys coming to the Placer
ville Fly-In. Bill sent me this Email which is of 
great interest. 

The original problem was that he was experienc
ing buffet on final as if he was at an extreme 
forward CG condition, when he was not. 

He did a weight and balance check, first thing, 
and found that to be within the normal range. 
Following that he did the rigging check as out
lined by Dave Neustel. 
Lyle Trusty 

Bill Mnich's Report 

Lyle -
I finished everything in time to get off one flight 
last weekend, and there's no doubt in my mind 
the problem is solved. Although I wasn't able to 
do a thorough evaluatiom, I determined that I 
have PLENTY of Nose-Down trim. Here's 
some info I hope will be useful during your 
rigging forum this weekend at Placerville. 
Wanted to send it sooner but I've been drowning 
in work-related stuff this week. 

Again, I've only got one hop and four landings on 
the airplane since I put everything back together 
after the trim fix, but so far I'm elated with the 
improvement. 

Conditions at takeoff were 1540# GW, with a cg 
of64.9 in. (this based on an assumed weight for 
my passenger because I didn't want to ask her for 
an exact number!). Previously, this set of condi
tions would have put me at full ND trim after 
burning off about an hour of fuel at cruise, which 
in my airplane would migrate the cg to about 
65.3 in. Obviously, that was totally unsat and the 
reason I went to all this trouble in the first place. 
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Now, qualitatively, I seems to be roughly in the 
middle of the trim range with a 65 in. cg location, 
which is a HUGE improvement and should be 
right on the money. No offense to the original 
builders of my airplane, but I discovered that 
the 513 tab arms were done wrong from the 
beginning. In fact, compared to the new ones I 
received from Mike at Classic Sport AlC, which 
appeared to conform exactly to the plans, the old 
ones were fully a quarter inch too long. They 
were also asymmetric, which caused a mismatch 
in servo tab position of about 3/8 in at all trim 
settings. In addition, I probably made the prob
lem worse several years ago by failing to verifY 
the exact hole distances on the 521-1 links I 
installed to replace the originals (John sez 3.07 
inches!). It was a challenge to install the new 513 
arms to my airplane because once everything 
was in the proper rigging position, I needed to 
bend them laterally and drill them to match the 
mounting holes already in my tabs. But eventu
ally it all went together quite well and fit like a 
glove. 

In any case, I followed Dave Neustel's rigging 
procedure from Newsletter 
No. 93 religiously and found it to be an excellent 
reference. 
Here are a couple lessons learned: 

- Don't bother with the traditional "spirit level". It 
certainly works, but I'd invest in a nice digital 
one (which have the bubble references too). With 
this instrument, I was able to measure everything 
to a tenth of a degree, which is much better than 
can be accomplished with the standard level. 
Either way, once you get your template exactly 
lined up and place accurate reference marks on 
the aircraft for leading edge stab position and 
521-1 link angles, there was no need to keep the 
tail jacked up in the air to maintain level wrt WL 
42. An interesting discovery from using the 
digital level was that I had a 0.2 degree differ
ence between the Land R WL 42 references, and 
the exact measurement is dependant on WHERE 
you place the level. I just picked a spot and tried 
to stay consistent. 
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- Once you establish the stab in the trim position 
(5 deg Leading Edge Down), I found it easy to 
keep it there with a carefully sized block of wood 
placed behind the walking beam in the cockpit 
and held in place against the aft bulkhead with a 
bungee wrapped around the control stick. 
Worked great for me. However, if you remove 
the wood to move the stab, always double-check 
it against the template when you put it back to 
the rigging position. The template should be 
taped firmly in place on the fuselage and not 
disturbed throughout the rigging process. This is 
your "truth data" once it's properly 
located! 

- Step 6 can be a little confusing, but once you 
read it a couple times and look at the hardware it 
will make sense. This is a very tedious step 
but once you get it exactly right, simply place a 
reference line of masking tape on the fuselage 
just inboard of the -1 to use as a "sight" for the -I 
leading edge from that point on. The human eye 
is very good at matching straight lines, but of 
course, this procedure is contingent on having 
straight leading edges on your -1 's! Where the 
procedure in Step 6 calls for a .080" feeler gauge, 
I found it easier to simply use a Champion spark 
plug gasket; they seem to be very consistent at 
exactly.080" in thickness. 

- Step 7 contains an error that was corrected in 
Newsletter NO.99 (thanks Lyle!). The control 
stick should actually be about vertical, not 7.5 
deg forward as described in No. 93. 

- In Step 8, I had a hard time trying to clamp the 
wood to the trailing edges, so I made some very 
thin wooden wedges and slid them into the gap 
between the tab and the stab. This held each tab 
in place quite nicely once the wedges were forced 
gently into a snug friction fit. 

That's all I can remember for the time being, and 
I gotta go. Hope the above comments reach you 
before you leave for Placerville and are of some 
benefit to your audience. Have a great time! 
Wish I were there. Best Regards, Bill 
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From: "Harold Smith" <hmssws@hotmail.com> 
Rich, 

Thanks for all the back issues of the newsletter. 
wish I had them BEFORE I bought the T-18. 
Not that it would have stopped me from buying 
a great airplane, but it would have made me a 
more intelligent buyer. As it is, I lucked out and 
bought a fine example of the T -18. It flies great 
and nearly all the modifications I have been 
reading about have been incorporated into the 
airplane. 

The one bad experience in buying the airplane 
was that the previous owner (not the builder) 
said he had lost everything on the airplane, 
including the Airworthiness Cert., limitations, 
drawing, builders log, etc. Everything. Well, I 
bought it anyway. 

1 contacted the FAA and they helped me get all 
the documentation in order. They were really 
helpful. That's right, I used the FAA and 
helpful in the same breath. The only thing they 
did wrong was to issue me a Std. category 
Airworthiness Cert. instead of a special. I did 
not know the difference as I am new to this sort 
of thing and expo alc., even though I used to own 
a Varieze. It caused me to make an extra trip 
from Houston back to San Antonio to get it 
right. 

I used a friends, Steve Holbert, T -18 to learn to 
fly tail draggers. We flew for about 10 hours and 
then he turned me loose in my T -18. He has 
the 160 HP and 1 have the 180 HP. 1 put a new 
Aymar-Demuth 68/80 prop on it and I leave 
Steve in the dust. So far I have found no nasty 
habits of the aircraft. 1 have flown it in every 
configurations possible and it is stable even with 
forward CG and full flaps it flies very nice, no 
tuck or anything. I have not mastered the tail 
dragger 
but am starting to feel a little better in it. My 
wife fell in love with it on her first flight (of 
course she loved my Varieze to). The plane and 
1 are still in the stage offorming a relationship 
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where we each feel comfortable with the other. I 
still have some things to fix on the airplane but all 
will come with time and money. Oh, the builder 

1 was Cecil Williams from Florida and the side 
number is 856CW. Does anyone know this 
gentleman? 1 would like to talk to him. 
1 look forward to the coming newsletter and any 
future T -18 gatherings. 

FOR SALE: 
Also, would you advertise the prop I took off the 
T -18. It is a Hartzell 70" prop. I have already 
sold the governor. The prop is in good shape. 
There are no logbooks for it though, as 1 said 
above, the previous owner lost everything. I am 
asking $1,000 plus shipping (I'll crate it free). 
Thanks for all your help. I look forward to 
meeting you and all the other T -18 er's. 
Hal Smith 

-1-
From: "J.E. (Ted) Strange" <strange@silk.net> 
Dear Richard: 
The summer has come and gone and I am not 
flying yet. I bought a T -18 from an estate sale 
after it had been sitting outside for nine years 
with a hole in the canopy.!t was quite a mess. 
(Why didn't some of the pilots that passed the 
plane put some duct tape over the hole) I trucked 
it home thinking I would be flying in 60days!!! III 
I am somewhat familiar with the T -18 as I spent 
7 years building one only to give up after run
ning out of steam. Some thoughts: 
When you are building your brake pedals,! would 
recommend you rivet nut plates to the rear of the 
mast(Drawing #491) so that in the future if you 
ever have to service the brake cylinder it will be a 
lot easier to get at. Keep fiberglass parts away 
from the exhaust system-FG burns fiercly once it 
has ignited. Use your wife"s card table to arrange 
your tools on when you are working at the 
airpol1. I have a fuel injected 10-320 and the 
sniffle valve was missing from the oil pan. This is 
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a one way valve that allows extra fuel to drain 
onto the tarmac but closes when the engine starts 
so that it doesn't affect the mixture.! obtained a 
PVC valve from an automotive house and it 
seems to work welL 
I found it was hard cutting FG cloth straight with 
scissors, so I solved the problem by using a paper 
shear. I imagine the cutting wheel your wife uses 
to cut cloth with would also do a good job. 
Richard, I am indebted to you and those that 
have gone on before and broken the trail, it has 
made it a lot easier. You Americans have given 
so much to the world, I think there is a certain 
place in heaven for your kind. Best wishes from 
Ted Strange<strange@silk.net> 

I 

-fir 
Subject: Rivets & sheets 
From: Ijkrume@sandia.gov 
Hey Richl 

I'm about to start the wing on my T -18C ... one of 
those performance boosters, right? In assembling 
the center spar it's become apparent that the need 
for dimpling rather than countersinking the web 
is mandatory. I'd like to warn others not to cheat 
in such critical structures. I'll mail the copy of a 
page from" Analysis & Design of Flight Vehicle 
Structures" by E. F. Bruhn, 1965. It should be 
helpful for people making such decisions with 
regard to rivet size and sheet thickness. These 
were compiled by various manufacturers as 
recommended values based on actual tests, rather 
than analysis which becomes too complicated. 
Table "B" indicates that the minimum sheet 
thickness for 1/8" rivets in a countersunk hole is 
.051 ". I've seen people cut countersinks in .040" 
sheet to their own jeopardy. One illustration 
shows a cutting action under the head when 
there's little or no bearing surface against the 
shank of the rivet. Table "C" also shows 
that flush rivets through a dimpled sheet may be 
stronger than a countersunk sheet. Some utility 
exists in that the sheets themselves have an 
interlocking effect against shear. 
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Clearly, these considerations apply to most joints 
on the T -18. I hope others will see the implica
tions, and that these charts will be useful to 
promote thoughtfulness in their work. 

Best regards to you, our editor, and all you 
builders, 

LesKrumel 
(505) 281-5386 
Ijkrume@sandia.gov 

Editor's Note: Sorry we didn't have space for the 
tables in this newsletter. J do think they arc 
available in several of the aircraft sheetmctal 
books sold by the EAA. Good point Les. 

Subject: 
New owner for N8613A serial number 48 

From: RnT082338@aoLcom 

Rich, 
Just to let others know the fact that I have 
purchased old 613A from Harry Paine. On the 
3rd of July Harry said a fond farewell at the 
Santa Maria Airport in California and I departed 
for my home in Washington State. After an 
overnight at Redding, California I arrived at my 
home on Crest Airport in Kent. What a wonder
fullittle airplane she is. No dishonest character
istics, lots of fun to fly. 
With luck, my wife and I will be at the Placerville 
flyin in early September. We have already been 
to two fly-ins with 613A where many times I 
am the only T -18 there. 
I have the great majority of newsletters that came 
from Harry but none since 1993. What is the 
current fee for the nl and what info can I get. 

Roger Thompson 
17649 S.E. 293rd PI 
Kent, W A 98042 
rnt082338@aoLcom 
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Subject:Oshkosh 
From: "RICHARD C. EKLUND" 
<ThorpTI8@compuserve.com> 

I don't have my pictures back yet so can't provide 
aT -18 count. We had a small group at the 
Nature Center and I discussed the following: 
The myth that I heard recently, ie: "If the spar 
center section mods that John Thorp recom
mended are done, the aerobatic gross weight goes 
to 1500 lbs." THIS IS WRONG, OF COURSE. 
The entire airplane was designed to 1250 
lbs, +6 and -3 g aerobatic category limit loads. 
This may explain why people are bending (rather 
than breaking, thanks to metal airplane 
allowables) the wings at the outer panel to main 
spar join with two persons aboard while doing 
aerobatics. I also endorsed the use of stall strips 
per Tom Kern's instructions and agreed to review 
John Even's more inboard location centered on 
the second rib. I discussed the two bulletins I 
have issued due to errors in the drawings. I 
mentioned the coated exhaust experiments Lyle 
Trusty is doing. The new laser cut rudder kit was 
shown at the aircraft and we had a lot offavor
able comment. We announced that the empen
nage kit would be developed next, since it is 
common to the T 18/S 18. Both Dave Neustel and 
1 talked with a number of builders and 
prospective builders through Sunday the 3rd. It 
was good to see a number of new young builders 
and owners. Bill Mnich was at the forum talking 
with Dave Neustel. His full page (pg 93) in the 
August Sport Aviation with his T-18 should give 
us a boost in recognition. 

I am attaching a file with the current parts and 
subassembly kit 
offerings. I will follow up when I get the pictures 
back. 
Richard Eklund 
Eklund Engineering, Inc. 
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Eklund Engineering, Inc.PO BOX 
1510LOCKEFORD, CA 95237209-727-0318For 
the Thorp T - I 8 builder, the following compo
nents are offered: 
Thorp #506 6061-T4 Tip - Horizontal Tail- $90 
per set (4) plus shipping These stretch formed 
aluminum skins have flanges for rivet joining the 
halves, or they can be trimmed and 
welded per the drawing. 
Thorp #517-1 Horizontal. Tail Tab Skin, 517-2 
Trailing Edge Strip and 517-4/Rib- $55.50 plus 
shipping ... Laser cut skin, Strip and Rib with 
all holes cut to accurate size and formed as 
needed. Requires light deburring and dimpling 
prior to closing and riveting. 
Thorp #531R Aileron Kit - $220.66 plus ship
ping.. All sheet parts are laser cut with accurate 
holes and are formed and primed as required. 
The builder need only deburr and dimple as 
required prior to riveting the assembly. Thorp 
#569 Rudder Kit - $375.00 plus shipping ... 
All sheet parts have laser cut accurate holes and 
are formed as necessary. Require only light 
deburr and dimpling (if desired) prior 
to riveting. 
Thorp #537-2 Upper Main Beam Channel Extru
sion - $125 plus freight Custom extruded 2014-
T6 aluminum, 133 inch length by 2 x 1.25 inches 
to reduce waste and trimming time. 
Thorp #537-3 Lower Main Beam Angle Extru
sion - $105 plus freight 
Thorp #1072,4" Prop Extension, Clear Anodize 
with #905 Driving Lugs for the Lycoming 0-360 
engine - $235 includes UPS standard delivery in 
USA. International delivery quoted 
promptly.NOTE: Additional sub-assembly kits 
are under development with the goal of making a 
complete airframe kit available in the near future 
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Hello Richard: 

Two weeks ago N77KK touched down at its 
new home in Palm Springs, California. This 
T -18 was built by Ken Knowles, and was the 
prototype for the folding wing as designed and 
built by Lou Sunderland. (See July Newsletter, 
and "Jane's Pocketbook #14, Home-Built Air
craft", p 237) The plane was last owned by 
Norman Justus, and was represented and sold by 
his lifelong friend Harry Arnold. Really nice 
guys these l I felt some sadness that they were 
selling their plane, but then I realized they were 
pleased knowing that their fine aircraft has 
landed in the hands of a real aviation buff. 

What an airplane! I have many hours in a Bo
nanza, and it is not a stretch to say the Thorp 
flies in the same class. Smooth as silk, yet quick 
and responsive, and easily as stable as Marv 
Albert. And I want to tell you about the landing 
gear .. Kilo Kilo has some real legs under her. 
Titanium maybe? To show my appreciation for 
surviving such a hearty pounding, I'm spiffing 
her up a bit. I've wired in a monster GPS, a 
digital OAT, a graphic artist adding some nose 
art and of course no IFR ship could be certified 
without a CD player. Also, there must be a law 
against black leatherette in Palm Springs. Pizza 
chefs were cueing up to try a new flash bake 
technique. Media coverage of the pizza guys 
was limited .... they encountered Polaroid melt 
down and forgot their IR film .. Plush velour is 
being installed today at least my butt won't be 
zapped to the seat and my back epoxied in place. 

Many thanks to all the EAA guys at Lincoln 
Airport CA especially Keith Peterson ... it took a 
brave man to check me out in the T -18. 

Hope to meet many of you all in the future. 
Sincerely, Joe Lukins 2214 Yosemite Dr. 1 Palm 
Springs, CA 922641 Ph & Fax 760.325.2552 
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FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: 
T-18 Plans 
S-18 Fuselage round deck with a swept fin 
495 Push pull tub "Elevator" 
686 689 703 & 704 Elevator trim parts 
502-3 & Horizontal tail parts 
489 & 491 Rudder pedals & Gerde masters 

WANTED: 

FRANK RONCELLI 
(805) 943-7625 
frankr@lacbbs.com 

CANOPY AND WINDSHIELD FOR ST AN
DARD WIDTH T-18. PREFER SMOKE 
GRAY BUT WILL CONSIDER ANY OF
FERED. 

SERVICEABLE CRANKSHAFT FOR L yc. 
0320DlALYCPARTNO. 75011. 

WOODWARD PROPELLER GOVERNOR 
AND GOVERNOR DRIVE ADAPTER (75153) 
FOR 0320DlA. ALSO, STEEL OIL TRANS
FER LINE. 

MA4SPA CARBURETOR FOR 0320DI A (1 
0-5009 OR 10-3678-32). 

SUPPORT ASSYWITH STARTER RING 
GEAR FOR 0320DlA (76628) 

66 INCH PROPELLER SUITABLE FOR USE 
ON ALYC. 0290D2 IN A T-18. 

CALL EVAN ROBERTS @ (830) 598-6797 OR 
FAX @ (830) 598-4327. 
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AIRCRAFT FOR SALE 
Thorp T -18, N444HS with 160 hp Lyc. 
589 hrs. KX 170 B with 20lC head 
Wing tanks, 7 gals each plus 29 gal header tank. 
Flys 170 mph with fuel burn of7.2 gph. 
Price is $32,000 Contact Herb Schable 
423 Box Elder Way, Henderson, NV. 89015 
(702)564-5781 

AIRCRAFT FOR SALE 

Thorp T-18, N9379 180 hp Lyc. All metal 
cowling. Polished Prop & Spinner. Gyros, 4 Cyl 
EGT & CHT. True Airspeed, King Audio Panel. 
3 light mkr. KX170, KX 170B, Elec Ignition. 7 
gal aux fuel. Paint is original yellow with black 
trim and very nice looking. Interior is 2 years old. 
A very nice airplane. Price is $33,000 Contact 
Bob Park 4640 Aberfeldy Rd. Reno, NV 89509 
phone: 702-828-0718, office 858-2041 

For sale: 
I-walking beam complete 550 used-with 552 
sockets, 553 plates and link. $100 
I-Pacesetter 200 by Cassidy wood prop 68-66 
for 150hp T -18 Excellent condition $375 
2- aileron bell crank ass'y with 499 hubs and 
bearings pair $40. 
Wanted: Prob Spinner T-I8 and back plates. 
Prop is Sencenich 5 3/8 hub thickness 
Wanted: Wide body canopy glass 
Elmer Hymen 36 Center St. Midland Park, NF 
07432 Phone :201 444-7432 

For Sale: Lee Skillman's Thorp Widebody 
Project is for sale. This is a great buy, and Lee 
would like an offer for the project. Lee does 
great work so if you are looking, check this one 
out. Lee also has an all metal Thorp cowling for 
sale. Phone: 334-633-3535 

For Sale: 
Slightly used Dynofocal engine mount for T -18 
Lots of 1/8" Clecos 
Call: 217-935-4215 
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FOR SALE: HARTZELL CONSTANT SPEED 
PROPELLER FOR 0-290,0-320,0-340 L YCOM
lNG (No RPM restrictions) HC 82VL-IC 71" Dia. 
260 SMOH O-SPOH Inspection Return to Service 
Tag. (Matching governor exchange at Aircraft 
Accessories) 
Marion Smallwood 
501/756-6565 

For Sale: Beautiful Thorp T-18 Caps 
Call or write, John Evens, 6855 Allison St., 
Arvada, CO 80004 Phone 303-420-2724 

Classic Sport Aircraft S-18 Plans and parts for both 
the T-18/S-18 Phone: 209-539-2755 

Ecklund Engineering T -18 Plans and various Thorp 
parts and subassembly kits are now available. Call 
Dick Ecklund at 209-727-0318 

Ken Brock Inc. Thorp machined parts and welded 
assemblies. 714-898-4366 

Beautiful T -18 shirts. Call Marie McKinley at 704-
628-0908 for more information. 

Canopy Covers. Call Ed Ludtke at 605-361-2301 
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Subject: T-18 N851LT EgtlCht report From: DadTrusty@aoLcom 

I promised that I would send you the results of testing my new exhaust system after I got it coated 
with ceramic. Well, I got it coated, at considerable expense, and finished modifying my one-of-a
kind-cowl to accomodate it. The results are different than I expected, in that the egt's 
are the same as I had with the mild steel pipes, however, the new pipes have improved performance 
over the old ones. I think they are much smoother flowing than my originals because the engine turns 
50 RPM more in the climb and 20 to 40 RPM more at cruise. It's still too early to tell what the final 
changes will be, and I won't find that out until I fly it awhile at 
different altitudes, at various gross weights, and in different weather conditions. Meanwhile, the 
airplane apparently performs a little better and the engine runs nice and smooth. 

I'm attaching a copy of the test summary. The file is "egt/cht". I'm looking forward to hearing about 
Oshkosh, since I couldn't be there. Talk to you later, Lyle Trusty 

T-18 N85ILT EGT/CHT survey, 7127/97, WUBalance: 1,479Ibs, station 65.0" cg at T.O. 

INSTRUMENTATION: Vision Micro-Systems, Inc, with 4 cyl chUegt peak detector & Fuel Computer systems. 

ENGINE: Lycoming 0-360-AIA 180 HP, MA4-5 Carb Light Speed Engineering Electronic Ignition, cooling plenum 
chamber separated mto individual right and left comparlments, egg-crate type flow straightener under carburetor inlet. 
Dean Cochran Stainless Steel cross-ever exhaust sysfem with 1-374" ID pipes and .003" ceramic coating inside and 
outSIde. 

PROPELLER: Sensenich Fixed Pitch, Model II 76EM8-86, SIN 19706K, Restricted operating range per Specialized 
Testing Service 2725 - 2840 RPM. 

CRUISE CONDITIONS' 

0/0 pwr cyl II 2 cyl # I KTAS(mph) Fuel Flow RPM 1 MP Press Alt 
cllUegt ellUegt (gph) 

70 
71.5 
75 
76.3 

35011,510 35011470 1701195.618.2 2600/21" 8500' 
34011,520 35011:490 173 199.1 8.1-8.7 2:620121.2" 8:500' 
37011,510 37011 450 177 203.7 9.0 2,660121.5" 8500' 
32011,520 34011:490 179 206.0 9.7-10 2,700121.7 8',100' 

cyl#4 cyl # 3 

70 37011 500 36011 ,500 
71.5 36011:510 36011,500 Same as above 
75 37011,500 37011,540 
76.3 34011,500 33011,500 

CLIMB CONDITIONS" 

Cyl # 2 Cyl # I 

FT 
FT 

35011,210 
33011,180 

34011,230 
33011,190 

Cyl # 4 Cyl II 3 

FT 
FT 

36011,290 
36011,270 

360/1,310 
360/1.290 

2 787' - 5 000' 
5:000' - 8:500' 

Same as above 

• Mixture leaned until the first cylinder (112) peaked, then enriched 20 - 30 degrees. 
•• Full Throttle, Mixture full rich, 120-115 KIAS, > 2,400 rpm, ROC 1,400 FPM - 900 FPM. 

90 
FT 

36011,310 
36011 ,270 

Same as above 
360 
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Dear Richard and Fellow T -18 Enthusiasts: 
Here are several ideas I used on my T- 18 and thought they might be of value to our new builders or 
re-builders. 
I consider myself a rather privileged builder/pilot because I knew many of the early builders, such as, 
B.C. Roemer, builder of the world's fastest T- 18, John Shinn, Lu Sunderland and many of the Cali
fornia T -18 folks. I also had the opportunity to spend many hours with a renowned builder in this 
region, Bob Dial. Bob gave me many building ideas when I was creating my "Dream Machine" and 
was a very patient flight instructor when it came time for me to pilot my own T -18. 
I spent many fascinating hours next to Bob in my ship, running the T -18 through all sorts of flight 
conditions. High altitude, aileron rolls, and short field landings were routine afternoon flights. During 
those flights, Bob would relate many stories of his military combat and GM Corporate flying career 
and, of course, his many experiences in his own T-18, N 11 BD, which he completed in 1970. 

We T -18ers were lucky to have a large number of innovative trail blazers. Incidentally, Bob was one 
of the first to install a fuel injected engine in a T -18 and his ship was the test bed for all the Sensenich 
propeller test runs in the early '70's. 

In the early 1980's, as new aircraft concepts came on line, such as the Glasair, Long-EZ, and Lancair, 
many of us thought the T -18 was long past its prime and domed. However, we are finding out that 
you don't get something for nothing. All these advanced designs make some compromises to achieve 
performance. If you new folks are thinking about choosing a project, you should look closely at the 
true performance figures. You will see the T-18 is still near the top. Consider maintenance, take-off 
and landing distance, visibility, comfort, control balance, crash worthiness and longevity. All have to 
be part of the equation. TheT-18 is a well balanced compromise having all of these attributes. Think 
about how many aircraft can cruise at 170 MPH, at 10,000 feet on 8.6gals. per hour and be safely 
flown in and out of a 2000 foot grass strip. 

I've been involved with the T - 18 and associated people for 20+ years now and still find it exciting 
every time I push in the throttle for take-off or just getting together for lunch with the local T -18 
group. 

For those who are still thinking about building your T-18, get with it!! Every day you procrastinate, 
is that much time added to the other end of the project. You can do it! I We all had to take that first 
step. If you are about to start a new project, I recommend starting with the fuselage. Order the pre
marked skins and get off on the right foot. Some have recommended starting with a smaller part, 
however, small components can be frustrating and time consuniing to build for the beginner. Remem
ber, it's better to make the components fit the fuselage then it is to try and make a fuselage fit a bunch 
of components. Besides, building the fuselage gives the builder something to show his fiiends and 
neighbors, not to mention, something to sit in! I! You need to self motivate, so build in an order of 
construction that gives you visual motivation. Good Flying ll 

Dick Penman 
5918 Bordman Rd. 
Dryden, MI 48428 
(248)628-5075 
NI99DP 
EAA 60368 
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Last call for 1997 Dues l If you have a red circle on the label I'm not showing that you have paid for 
this year. If this is incorrect please let me know. Otherwise fill out the form below and send a check. It 
will help with postage and printing cost. 

r--------------------------------------~ THORP T-18/S-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 1997 DUES 
Please continue your support of this valuable exchange of ideas, building tips and safety information 
covering John Thorp's great design. Make checks payable to Richard Snelson, Route 3 Box 295, 
Clinton, IL 61727 $2500 US, $30.00 other. 

Name: __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ___ 
Address _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ __ 
City: __ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ___ State._~~~~ Zip Code:. __ ~~~ ___ 
Phone: __ ~~~~~~~ __ .~~~_ 
Aircraft: Hours on Aircraft: __ ~~~_ 
Email addrcss: __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ___ 
Notes: (Building?, Flying?, Thinking about it?etc.)_~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ 

Only the folks with red circles on their labels! ~ ______________________________________ d 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

Harvey Mickelsen's "Fat Cat" Thorp 

IN THIS ISSUE: 
FLAP ACTUATOR by Gary Cotner 

REBUILD OF N9008Z by Steve Hawley 

IVOPROP FAILURE by Harvey Mickelsen 

Sun N Fun to Placerville by Susan Highley 

FLASH! FLASH! THORP KITS! 
NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIAfER) As always J in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or e.xperiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. ThereJore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone 
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EPITOR'S TRIM TABS 
by: WIARD SNIl!.&lf 

'1998 EVENTS! 
Sun'NFun 

2nd Annual Thorp Award Dinner 
* Trophy for the outstanding Thorp presented at 

Sun N Fun 
* Sirloin Strip Steak & trimmings 

Wed, April 22, 1995 
6:30 at the Sun N Fun Special 

Event Tent 
• Price $10.00 per person. R.S.V.P. to Bill 

Williams c/o Sun N Fun 
PO Box 6750, Lakeland, FL 33S07 by April 10, 

1995 

Spring Fly-In at Coles (MTO) 
Matoon, Illinois 

June 5-6-7 

Oshkosh 1998 
Picnic and Forum at the Nature Center on 

Friday, starting at 11 :30 AM 

Thorp Fly-In Placerville, California 
to be announced 

Fall Thorp Fly-In at Kentucky Dam 
Oct 9-10-11, 1998 

Memo Ii'om Ken & Marie Brock 

It's good news I We have Thorp spinners back 
in stock. This is the only spinner that fits the 
Thorp cowlinl' correctly. 
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To The Members of our T -IS/S-IS Mutual Aid 
Society 

Here's another issue folks and it's packed with 
excellent contributions from our members. Gary 
Cotner sent us some fine drawing of a flap 
actuator he designed using the flap actuator 
motor from the RV aircraft. Steve Hawley 
reports on the rebuild ofN900SZ and Harvey 
Mickelsen has word on the failure of his 
IVOPROP. The traveling Highley's tell about 
their trip from Florida to Placerville, California. 
I've included a repOIi from each of our suppliers. 
Both Ecklund Engineering and Classic Sport 
Aircraft are working on getting a Thorp kit on 
the market. Classic plans to ship their first kit 
early in 1998. Read the reports that follow. 

Those of you planning to go to Sun N Fun be 
sure and attend the Thorp Steak Cookout. The 
Red Carpet has been rolled out for the T -IS 
bunch. So come on down and joins us for the 2nd 
Annual Thorp Award Dinner. 

Let's hope the weather is better this year for the 
Illinois Fly-In. It would be great to have all you 
distance folks flyin and joins us at the Coles 
County Airport. 

We will do our best with the help of some other 
volunteers to put on the lunch at Oshkosh again 
this year. It will be followed by the T-IS forum 
also in the Nature Center. 

You folks in California let me know when Placer
ville will be held. I'd like to get the date on our 
homepage. 

Here's a good one for you. How would you like 
to spend the night in John Thorp's old home
stead. "The Locke House and the Inn at Locke 
House." Richard and Lani Ecklund with Kay 

Thorp, John's widow are continuing the preserva
tion and restoration of the fiul10US homestead. It's 
now a bed and breakfast I See displays of John 
Thorp's works and accomplishments in the barn 
where he and his friends worked on building their 
own T -ISs. For reservations call (209) 727-5715. 
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I Report from Classic Sport Aircraft 

Greetings from Classic Sport Aircraft. You have 
probably wondered why you have not seen a lot 
of advqrtising, etc. Well, we have been workmg 
very hard to achieve our goal of making the S-18 
available in kit form. We have another S-18 
under construction for show at the various fly-ins 
and more proofing of our templates and draw
ings. 

THE GOOD NEWS is we are happy to announce 
that we are working very hard on our first com
plete kit for shipment to New Zealand. Delivery 
is scheduled for early 1998. We are currently 
working to increase our inventory and 
coordinating with suppliers. We also anticipate 
shipment ofa couple of wing kits. 

This kit includes every part for the complete 
airframe. All welded machined and formed parts 
are complete. This will really enhance the time it 
takes to build an S-18. We are supplying canopy, 
windshield, spinner, engine mount, landing gear, 
cowling, etc. 

We now have in stock, horizontal spars with the 
509/510 and both 502-3,-7 tubes completely 
riveted ready for rib and skin installation. Some 
time in January 1998 we will have completed 
main spars for both the inner and outer wing. 

We have received many inquiries for alternate 
engines for the Thorp, so in our spare time (ha, 
hal!) we went to work and are developing a 
180HP, V 4 engine. It is our goal to develop a 
package that fits within the existing cO\,:,ling. 
Anyone with interest, please drop us a Ime. 

Our Fly-In schedule for 1998 is: 
Sun N' Fun April 19-24 (Booth 31) 
Arlington, W A July 
Golden West EAA Fly-In September (1 st 

Annual) Castle AFB 
Placerville, CA 
Copperstate (Arizona) 

September 
October 
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We hope to see you AND YOUR THORP at 
some of these fly-ins. We have some recently 
completed S-18's (the ones we are aware of). 
Jeff Taylor - Washington (Jeff was kind enough 
to let us put his beautiful plane in our booth at 
Arlington and it drew an awful lot of OOOHH's 
and AAAHHH's. (our aircraft, due to bad 
weather was stuck in Redmond, Oregon and 
we had to drive fi·om there to Arlington.) Byron 
Janzen of Redlands, California and Doug Perkins 
of BC, Canada. These are real beauties, plus 
there are more soon to be completed. 

That is all for now and thanks for the patience of 
all of you. LET'S SEE SOME 
S-18's and T -18's at these fly-ins. 

FOR THE LADIES. (From Frankie Archer) 

We have had inquiries from some of you ladies 
about jewelry. I have made contact with a 
jeweler that will make us some earrings, neck
laces, etc. He will make a mold and away we go. 
Do not know cost as yet, but depending on 
which gold used determines the price. NEED 
TO KNOW HOW MUCH INTEREST BEFORE 
we can do anything so let me know PRONTO of 
your interest. Would like to have some ready for 
Sun N' Fun. He can also do belt buckles. CALL 
ME EVENINGS preferably and let me know 
what your interest is (209)539-2755 phone/fax 
or E-mail TI8THORP@AOL.COM. Thanks
Frankie Archer 

Memo from Ecklund Engineering: 

There is an error in the price I listed for the 
#517 -I Horizontal tail tab kit. The price for one 
tab skin (517-1), one Trailing edge strip (517-2) 
and one Rib (517-4) should be: $39.00 plus 
shipping. 
We are currently pricing the remaining parts for 
the Horizontal Tail Kit. Next will come the 
Vertical Tail to complete the empenage kit. We 
are also trying some methods of production 
forming the Flap skins in preparation for 
developing the Wing kit. 
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CAUTION 
MAIN SPAR WEB RIVET DETAILS 

A word of caution on the proposed changes 
recommended by Les Krumel for the main spar 
web rivet details on either the T -IS standard or 
S-IS folding wings. While the details he included 
from E. F. Bruhn's" Analysis & Design of Flight 
Vehicle Stuctures" are accurate, he did not 
include "The rest of the Story". While I have not 
checked the exact numbers for the rivet spacing 
used by John Thorp, I suspect he has included 
many more rivets than required for the allowable 
rivet loads in either Bruhn (Table D 1.7) or the 
defense industry bible MIL-HDBK-5E (Table 
S.1.2.2(d)). Each indicates a yield strength for 11 
8" AD(2I 17-T3) rivets in countersunk 0.040 
clad 2024-T3 aluminum to be 231 pounds. Yes, 
the 0.042 head thickness of that rivet makes this 
a knife edge joint, and MIL-HDBK-5E states this 
to be undesirable but approvable by the procuring 
agency. To my knowledge, there have been no 
cases of main spar web rivets loosening in service 
when installed per John Thorp's design. If there 
were loads equal to or greater than the allowable 
rivet yield strength, we would see working of 
these rivets. The fact that this is a 30+ year old 
design with lots of experience, reinforces the 
soundness of the aircraft as designed. The 
bottom line is again "BUILD IT TO CURRENT 
PRINTS" in the case of all loaded structures 
unless you are willing to fully evaluate the effects 
and accept responsiblity for your changes. 

Richard Eklund 
Eklund Engineering, Inc. 

Richard, 

I have been dragging around and (sometimes) 
working on my T -18 project for more than a 
decade. I am glad that it's on the last stretch to 
completion (minus paint). I think I could tinker 
with it for another month or two to assure that all 
is done and done right but I need to get some 
instruction before flying it. I am an A&P with a 
Pilot's license and I have 400 + hours in a Super 
Cub but haven't flown much in the past 10 years. 
I need to find a good instructor that can check 
me out in a Thorp. I live in Anchorage but plan 
to go to Boston and Detroit this Dec. and Jan. 

As far as I know, I have the only T - I 8 in Alaska 
so I haven't seen too many. I would also like to 
see some Thorps and talk to some experienced 
builders on my trip. I want to make the flight 
time in this aircraft as safe as possible. Can you 
point me in the right direction? Thank you, 
Richard Marson 
Editor's Note: J got to fly with Richard Marson 
this week in my Thorp. Enjoyed the experience of 
meeting the velY nice gentleman. 

From: --I-
"Sun 'n Fun EAA Fly-In, Inc." <fly

info@sun-n-fun.org> 
Rich, 

Danny Cummins of Tennessee informed me that 
the phone number for Applewood Shirts has been 
changed since Susan gave it to you for the MAS 
Newsletter. I checked it out and found that the 
correct number is: (704)654-97 11. 
Perhaps you could run it on the Web Site. 
Cheers, 

Bob Highley 
Sun 'n Fun EAA Fly-In, Inc. 
PO Box 6750 
Lakeland, FL 33807 
Editor's Note: J have it on my homepage, Thanks 



Hi again, Rich, 
Just got the newsletter today. I sure do enjoy 

it. When they come, I have to read them before I 
do anything else. I truly love hearing about, 
reading about, talking about, looking at, and 
flying T -18's! 

There were some very good letters. My friend 
Dick Penman's drawings were great, and I really 
enjoyed his letter. I too remember many of the 
"old guys". I got my first T-18 ride from B.C. 
Roemer, the "feather merchant". It was at Osh
kosh in 1977, and I was already building mine, 
never having even flown in one until then. He 
took me out over the lake and rolled itl What a 
thrilll But I didn't need that, to know that this 
was one good airplane. Most of those guys were 
there ... Lu Sunderland, Bob Dial, Don Taylor 
and his "Victoria '76", Ken Knowles, Dick Cavin, 
etc.,etc.,etc. They wouldn't know me from 
Adam, but I was in "Hog Heaven". Those were 
"heady" days for the T -18. 

A quick comment regarding Dick's statement 
about" ... how many aircraft 
can cruise at 170 MPH, at 10,000 feet on 8.6 
gals. per hour. .. " ....... How about 180 MPH at 
7500 feet on 7.5 gph? This is what I and Dean 
Cochran (NllDC) both do consistantly. Some
times we even do better than this on the fuel 
burn. We've done long cross countries together 
(for instance, from Denver to Placerville, twice), 
and that's the performance we're getting. And 
we don't have a lot offancy fairings (there is 
room for improvement). We both have 160 HP, 
and both aircraft are straight, and pretty light. I 
think this is one of the keys ... keep 'em light. 
That's all the rambling for now. 
Best Regards, 
John Evens, N71JE 

JREvcns@aol.com -*-
Rich, 
Now, I think it is going to work! 
Still need info on an alternate static source and a 
source for the little Mode C box - I have a Narco 
transponder. Also, what about vapor lock with a 
gravity feed system? I have air going to the 
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gascolator, but that's about all I can do other than 
the usual fire sleeves. I couldn't find the Scott 
filter material for the oil separator than John 
Evans referred to, so I put a sheet of gray 
Scotch-bright in instead. Oil won't attack it and it 
seems like a pretty good filter. If this gives 
anyone heartburn, it is easy to change. I'll send a 
couple of pics later on my progress. 

A few people here think I'm nuts for taking off 
the fuel pumps, but the gravity feed sure looks 
simple. Right now I have the plane propped up 
about 10 inches at the mains and the tail up on a 
sawhorse to keep things level. This is to help my 
bad back. I can actually stand up inside while 
working around the panel and firewall, which I'm 
almost ready to cover up. Your feelings on a 
firewall cover? There are a lot of different 
materials out there. Well, the weather is turning a 
little cold, my garage heater is working 
well and I'm on a roll. 
Regards, 
"Robert F. Clayton" <rclayton@utah.uswest.net> 

Dear Rich, 

I just installed the latest version of Nets cape and 
I always get in trouble whenever I try to update 
anything, so I'm not sure you can get back to me, 
yet. I know this is going out, so let's see what 
happens. 

I finally got my B&C alternator and starter 
installed and hooked up. In fact I have my panel 
all finished except leads to my Skysports fuel 
probe. I have gone by Tony B.'s recommenda
tions - one wire at a time. I have a new over
hauled MA3-SP A carb all up to date and a new 
set of Slick mags. I have Gary C.'s throttle 
control installed and ready for the cable controls, 
(as soon as I can contact Cablecraft). I had an oil 
separator from John Evans plans made and it is 
installed. I had to move my oil cooler for the 3rd 
time to give me more space between it and the 
gear leg. That's done. Now I can get back to 
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finishing the baffles (a baffling job at best), and 
then back to working on Gary c.'s cowling. I 
have a few questions, but I'll see if this gets to 
you and comes back. Bob Clayton 

Hi Rich, 

Thanks for responding to my inquiry. My Dad, 
Stewart Schureman built his plane back in the 
late 60's. He completed it ready for the first flight 
in 1969. The test flight and most of the flying 
was in Southern California. Most of the plane 
was hand fabricated. The prefab parts were not 
as common then. He worked in the aircraft 
industry for "Areoquip", Burbank, CA. He was 
also fortunate to be friends with John Thorp. The 
T -18 was originally polished aluminum, and 'later 
painted red. It was a fine example. 

A stroke forced the sale of the plane in the mid 
70's. Someone got it for a "song". I can remem
ber finishing up the new exhaust system for it so 
it would pass the inspection. I was lucky as a kid 
to have a garage full of tools, and a Dad to teach 
me to use them. 

My Dad passed away this year. Locating the old 
T -18 became important to me. I still have the 
original plans and correspondence from John 
Thorpe. If you hear of any contacts please let me 
know. 

We just got "on-line". The information that's out 
there is amazing. I have made some great con
tacts for Vintage Motorcycles as well. 
Take care, John Schureman 
email to:Jwskurman@aol.com 

Hi Rich, 

Haven't heard from you for a while. How are 
you? I had a great trip to the Kerrville fly-in the 
weekend of October 17th. I counted 5 Thorps 
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there. The weather was absolutely beautiful. 
What a nice weekend. Then to top it off, 
they gave me the "Plans Built Custom Grand 
Champion" award! I was really surprised. I 
haven't had my airplane judged at any of the fly
ins for several years now. Just did it on a whim 
this time. Not too bad for a 7 year old ship 
with 600 hours on it, huh? Figure it's just another 
tribute to a wonderful design. 

Here's something that might interest some of the 
guys. I have a single cylinder head temperature 
probe, and have always wondered ifI guessed 
right about being on the hottest one. So .... I built 
4 homemade thermocouple bayonnet probes, and 
used my digital test thermometer and a rotary 
switch, and went up for a test flight this week
end. Climbing out of my home airport 
(elevation 5670 msl), the OAT. was 40 deg. F. 
The hottest cylinder turned out to be #2 (left 
front), followed closely (only 1 to 3 deg. differ
ence) by #4 (left rear). #3 (right rear) was the 
coolest. As you know, I have the original Thorp 
style cowl, and I have my oil cooler in front of 
the #2 cylinder. I saw a maximum difference 
between the hottest & coldest of only 12 deg. F. 
(in climb, 1000 fpm, 7500 to 9500 msl). In 
cruise, the difference was just 8 deg. (7500 msl, 
2550 rpm, 20" manifold pressure). The maximum 
temperature I saw was 338 deg. (in the climb). I 
believe that these are excellent numbers, and I 
attribute them to the excellent design of the cowl 
and baffeling. I can see no need for the "dam" 
across the top of the engine that some of the guys 
have been installing, at least not on my installa
tion. My baffeling is tight, and I'm using a thin (1/ 
16") silicone rubber sheet as the seal material. It 
has held up very well for 7 years now, with no 
cracks. 

Something else that may be of interest...I recently 
replaced my rubber engine mounts. They were 
about 22 years old, since I had bought them early 
in the project, and were getting a lot of cracks in 
the rubber, although the sagging wasn't that bad. 
I bought the Barry brand units this time. Anyway, 
a word of advice ... it's obvious, but don't torque 
or introduce any twist in the rubber 
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between the steel plates on these mounts. The 
mbber can start to crack or tear right away if you 
do. It's easy to do with the dynafocal mount, 
even with a washer under the bolt head. I think a 
little lubricant between the bolt head and washer 
when you're torqueing them might be a good 
idea. 

One final comment.. I've got quite a few friends 
flying RV's now (who hasn't? As Dean Cochran 
says "They're a growing menace l"). I remember a 
comment from a gentleman at the T -18 fomm at 
Oshkosh several years ago. He said words to 
the effect that one of the bad design features on 
the T -18 was the landing gear. With all due 
respect to this fellow, that really "stuck in my 
craw", and I spoke up right away, but I feel it 
bears repeating once in awhile. The T -18 gear 
may be a little stiff on the ground, but it is an 
elegantly simple, strong design, with "real" axles 
and axle pads, which can be shimmed to get 
your wheel alignment just right anytime. It's a 
wonderfit! gear when you're coming in slipping, 
in a strong crosswind, and touching down on one 
wheel first, and I'll take it anytime over the "other 
brand's" design. Also, I seem to be getting at 
least 4 times the tire life of the RV'sl Enough 
said. 
As always, thanks for the good job, Rich. By the 
way, we miss you on AOL. 
Best Regards, 
John Evens, N71JE 

Dear Richard: 
Timpken wheel bearings for Cleveland wheels 
can be obtained at a NAP A store half price of 
aircraft suppliers. Ordinary 12 volt auto tailight 
bulb with one indexing pin filed off will 
substitute for Grimes. I have been taxiing but 
would like to get some dual time in a T-18,can 
you suggest someone in Washington state who 
might teach me to fly the T -18? 
Best wishes from Ted Strange 
email address:strange@silk.net 
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Hi again, Rich, 
For those guys who may balk at the price of 
cutting up a Bracket filter to fit in the style of air
inlet shown in Dick Penman's dra'Wing in the last 
newsletter, or who don't have access to filter 
material locally, I have a pretty good supply of 1" 
thick "Scottfoam" , dark grey color. This is 
material manufactured for air filters. I like to 
saturate it with a good quality foam filter oil 
(such as Belray brand), available at most motor
cycle shops. This repels water, and makes the 
filter more efficient for fine dust. I even carry a 
pre-oiled spare in a sealed baggy in the airplane. I 
can furnish a 7" x 12" piece (more than enough 
for 4 filters) for $8.00 plus postage. 
John Evens 6855 Allison St. Arvada, CO 80004 
lREvens@ao1.com 
Editor's Note: Another great tip from John. 

Rich, 
The landing gear strut fairing modification in the 
November issue should probably have a wear 
strip stuck to its inside, ie some Polyethylene 
flashing tape or similar to stop fretting and 
intermetallic corrosion and perhaps a false rib, 
hose clamped to the leg, to stop any rotation. 
You will have to forgive me but I just spent 
$14,000 getting my Cherokee back in the air due 
to Piper's poor anti-corrosion treatments 
so I am a little sensitive about it. 
Gibson Allan 
email address:Allan.Gibson@wmc.com.au 

Rich, Jim & Judy Paine are in the process of 
moving to Hendersonville, NC and they must 
vacate their house no later than 24 Dec. Not a 
pleasant way to spend Christmas, but I know 
they are happy to have the house sale complete. 
The four of us, with our two Thorps, are hoping 
to make it to Sun N Fun this spring and are 
planning on spending the whole week. Will you 
be going to FL this year? Hope so! If not, we 
probably won't see you folks until the June fly-in. 
Dan & Janey Wolf. 
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FOR SALE 
Will you please include the following items for 
sale in the next newsletter? 
-Starter Ring Gear Assembly 122 teeth, .625 
driving lug holes, $100 
-Starter Ring Gear Assembly 122 teeth, .75 
driving lug holes, $200 
-Lycoming Direct Drive Starter Delco Remy 
#1109657,10/12 pitch $100 
-Generator 12 volt/12 amp, #1101875, including 
bracket and pulley 
reconditioned and never used. $150 
-Lyc. 0-290 pistons + .020 oversize $200 
Thanks, Jim Hockenbrock, Fawn Road 
Reedsville, PA 17084 Phone 717-667-2790 
e-mail: jcorbin@acsworld.net 

Hi Richard, 
Just a short note to let you know that you have 
another interested T -18 builder to be. I pur
chased my plans from John T. about 16 years 
ago. (Possibly the last set that he sold) and also 
the wide body and conv. wing drawings from 
Sunderland. Unfortunately my job decided that I 
should relocate and so I have been in 4 different 
locations over these years and started a new 
family, so I haven't done much but think about 
flying. But, if nothing else, I'm pretty close to 
you now. Just 16 miles N. into Michigan, 
Bridgman to be exact. But in the recent issue of 
EAA I saw another T -18 and decided to go 
looking on-line for other interested people and 
came across the T -18 Forum and thought that J'd 
let you know that I'm here. There's always been 
questions in my mind on how to start and maybe 
that's kept me from beginning. Maybe my finding 
you will be just what I need to get going. I hope 
that this gets to you and you have time to re
spond. I really enjoyed youR web page with all 
the nice T -18's. Take care. Dennis Richardson 
email: DK4rich@aol.com 
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Dear Rich, 
Slowly but surely I'm putting 118JC back to
gether with many improvements. I've added a 
hinged floor panel to make access to the rear of 
the instrument panel easier, and a cutout over the 
baggage compartment for access during flight. 
I'm trying to incorporate every neat idea I've seen 
that is affordable. I would like some feedback on 
some ideas I've seen in the newsletters: 
-3/32" wing rivets instead of 118" on the wing 
ribs at 1/2" spacing? (Easier to drive). 
- single piece aileron & flap skins with folded 
trailing edges? (lighter stick forces?) 
- 5 ribs per wing section instead of 4? (This 
brings the ribs spacing closer to what you see on 
the R V's ). 
Please, anyone call or write me with comments. 
Also J have some odds & ends for sale: - Main 
center wing spar, - main gear with damaged right 
leg (short gear). - standard wing ribs .025" (2 
sets) - Narco ELT 910 (Top of the linel) - prop 
extention. 
Lastly, J am building the outer wings with wet 
leading edges. I'm looking for 10 nose ribs for a 
standard wing made from .032. If anyone wants 
to contact me I can be found at: Jimmy Cash 
9003 Green Leaves Dr. Grandbury, TX 76049 
Phone (817)573-7766 
Thanks for the great work. Keep it up and fly 
safe. Jim. 
Editor's Note: Stay with John's design for rivets 
and the number of wing ribs. Keep it light, 
without unnecesswy ribs, etc. As to the single 
piece aileron skins: If you don't shape the rear 
of the aileron correctly the stickforces can be 
heavier not lighter. Several (!f us talked about 
this at Ky Dam and J think the general consensilS 
was that the rear edge needed to be flallen to 
break up the flow across the rear (!f tlie aileron. 
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Dear Richard: 
Please find enclosed $ 25 for the 1998 MAS 
Newsletters. I always read them from one end to 
the other as soon as I pick them from my mail 
box. My T/S-18 project is still under slow con
struction, right now I have most of the inner
wing clecoedand soon will be ready for anti
corrosion treatment and final assembly. I ran into 
many dimensioning discrepancies in Lu's draw
ings and I am sorry to say that there were some 
in material received from Phil Tucker, maybe 
both ran into battle fatigue in these instances of 
work. 
Other; some time ago I bought a canopy frame 
(obtained from Phil Tucker, he said) for the S-18 
from the same Alabama gent that now is trying to 
sell his entire project as the last newsletters 
indicate, I noticed the rear rollers' brackets on 
the frame's cross-bar are welded aft on the bar 
and the drawings show them to be welded fwd on 
the bar. Photos that I took of several T -18s an 
S-18s show the detail as per the drawings, that is 
fwd on the cross-bar, I believe one exception is 
Jim Paine's from OH; comment? 
Thorp pitot: I cannot find any comments in the 
newsletters as to why, it seems, the original over
the-fin pitot concept is not used. I asked com
ments from several builders that do have them 
and all I could get was "it works fine for me", the 
others would say generally "oh no, don't mount 
the fin pi tot, not practical, not accurate, not good 
for hangar hazards, too far, the Piper way is 
better, etc. but not one could give me a good 
understandable reason one way or the other. 
Comment? Well I guess I am getting too winded 
and taking your valuable time. The newsletters 
are always super, thanks for your dedication. If 
you want, you may use my E-Mail: 
pere009@ibm.net. Wishing good health and 
good times for you and your wife, I send you my 
regards. Sincerely, Al Pereira 

I 

+ 
For Sale: 
Dynofocal engine mount for T -18 
Lots of 1/8" Clecos 
Call: 217-935-4215 
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Hello Rich: 

Thanks for forwarding the latest copy 104 of the 
newsletter. As I had to cut my visit to Oshkosh 
short this year I missed seeing you 

I received from Ron Davis Racing Products in 
Phoenix Arizona in August, the aluminum radia
tor, that with their help I custom designed "to fit 
into the inner wing of the S-18". Due to business 
pressures I haven't had any time to get at the 
installation to date. December should be less 
hectic. I'll send you a writeup and photos when 
I've completed this task.Keep up the excellent 
job your doing with the newsletter.it's a treasure 
of data for all of us involved in the type. 
Best regards, 

W.T.Forsythe 8766 Marcel Cadieux Montreal, 
Quebec, H2M 2Ll, Canada Tel: 5143887633 

Hi Richard: 
Well I got in two hours of touch and go's 
before the weather closed in. I have done 
a lot of work since then and she is now 
ready for flight come spring. 
There are a few more jobs to do but I will 
be able to fly without them. 
Is there a flat pattern available for LG 
fairings as mine are getting kind 
of ratty? 
Best wishes to you and your wife for 98. 
Ted Strange<strange@silk.net> 

FOR SALE: HARTZELL CONSTANT SPEED 
PROPELLER FOR 0-290, 0-320,0-340 L YCOM
ING (No RPM restrictions) HC 82VL-IC 71" Dia. 
260 SMOH O-SPOH Inspection Return to Service 
Tag. (Matching governor exchange at Aircraft 
Accessories) 
Marion Smallwood 
5011756-6565 
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Steve Hawley's N9008Z 

Rebuild 

Sure did have a good time at the Kentucky Dam 
Fly In. The weather was beautiful and the com
pany was great. Thank you for your efforts in 
furthering the T -18 movement and the newslet
ter. Your dedication is appreciated by everyone. 
Here is the account of the rebuild of my 18 year 
old airplane. 

My wife bought the set of plans for my T -18 for 
a Christmas present back in 1971. The serial 
number was 810. I started work on the plane in 
early 1972 and finally flew it in 1979. I worked 
in heavy construction and a job usually lasted 
about 2 years. During the seven years of con
struction we moved seven times in four states. 1 
guess it slowed me down a little but I never lost 
my enthusiasm. I finally flew it at Skiatook, 
Oklahoma. It was painted in 1980 with Sterling 
Lacquer Co. urethane paint. I chose a basic tan 
with orange trim with dark brown pin stripe. I 
thought it looked good but my wife never liked 
it. 

The plane finally got 1000 hours on it and I 
decided that I would do an extensive annual. 
You know how one thing leads to another and 
before I knew it the plane was scattered all over 
the hanger. I then decided that I was tired of the 
paint and I would start all over. I started strip
ping the paint using a Turco product (No.6776 
LO) and it sure was a tough job. Once I got 
started I couldn't very well quit so I stuck with it 
but with lots of second thoughts and sometimes 
regrets. The brown paint really wasn't all that 
bad!! I would guess it took about three months 
to strip the paint working four days a week, eight 
hours a day. I then steamed every part using a 
commercial grade detergent taking special care at 
every joint. I would guess that about 12 hours of 
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steaming was done to be sure no stripper would 
weep out of the joints an ruin the paint job. I 
then acid washed everything using scotch bright 
and lots of elbow grease. I then steamed it again 
but this time not using the detergent but again 
concentrating on the joints. Everything was then 
alodined. She sure looked good all gold but it 
was kind of' splotchy" so I continued on. I 
chose to use PPG paint and was very pleased 
with the way it went on. I did everything myself 
and I am not a professional by any means so PPG 
must be user friendly. I am very pleased with the 
results. I chose gloss black with a metallic gold 
diamond and flash and a Tucson cream pin stripe 
one quarter inch away from the gold. I think it is 
spectacular but it sure is tough to keep the dust 
off. I can't see any difference it the temperature 
inside the plane because of the black color. 

I also did a lot of rebuilding during the refurbish
ing. New instrument panel, new upholstery, new 
avionics, and new windshield. I removed the 
outside main wing rib for access to the aileron 
bell crank that hadn't been lubricated in 17 years. 
This time I installed a grease zerk so it can be 
greased by removing the wing joint gap strip. I 
removed the pitot static airspeed indicator source 
from the vertical fin and plumbed the left wing 
with a 30" bayonet type pitot tube. The static is 
simply some 100 mesh screen safety wired over 
the fittings on the back of the effected instru
ments. Not very elegant but very simple. About 
50 rivets were replaced and a lot more were 
"tightened". There was about 3/8" of 'slop" in 
the stabilator so I made new bushings. This 
turned out to be a rather difficult project. I 
discovered that the holes in the aluminum attach 
plates that the bushings rotate in were slightly 
cone shaped. I turned a grade 8 bolt down and 
made a 'stepped" reamer. The smaller end acted 
as a pilot and in the larger end I cut longitudinal 
slots with a 1116" cutoff wheel mounted in my 
Dremmel. These slots acted as both cutters and 
receptacles for the material removed. I used the 
bolt head to turn the reamer using lots of cutting 
oil. It was a slow process but worked very well. 
I then made new bushings from a grade 8 bolt. 
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There is now no play at all in the stabulator. I 
also made new ailerons and anti-servo tabs using 
the "folded skin" technique. They look great but 
the forces on the ailerons are now unacceptable. 
I would guess that I increased the force necessary 
to move the ailerons by a factor of four. I will 
eventually make new ailerons using some advise I 
received from Bob Highley when we met at 
Kentucky Dam. I also rebuilt the wheel pants. 
They are of fiberglass and were in pretty sorry 
shape. Someday I hope to improve my metal 
forming skills to where I can make them out of 
aluminum. 

There is no doubt in my mind that the the plane is 
now a little faster than before the rebuild. This is 
due to two factors; drag reduction and weight 
reduction. I have flown it about 30 hours since 
the rebuild and am confident that the following 
performance figures are correct. I cruise at 166 
knots at 2500 rpm at 7,500 feet. By myself but 
with full fuel (29 gal), I can climb to 7,500 feet 
and average 1,500 fpm. I have a Lycoming 0-
360-A3A turning a Warnke 72" diameter by 84" 
pitch wooden prop. I also have the harmonic 
damper installed. This doesn't make it any 
smoother but it allows me to idle the engine slow 
enough that I don't either drag the brakes or else 
taxi 50 mph! The empty weight is 953 pounds. 

Even with the heavy ailerons the plane is a never 
ending joy to fly. It is comfortable to sit in on 
long trips. I installed temper foam cushions in 
the seats when new upholstery was installed. 
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IVOPROP FAILURE 
by 

Harvey Mickelsell 

Here are a couple of items for the newsletter. 
Hope you saw Fat Cat in the October Spoli 
Aviation. The photo people at OSH were great. 
They even sent me an album with 8 pictures 
mounted and the negatives. 

IVOPROP FAILURE 

While testing my new cockpit adjustable 3 bladed 
72" dia. Ivoprop, I experienced an in-flight 
failure. The cam that controls the pitch of one of 
the blades failed due to a poor weld. The weld 
had good penetration of the torque tube, but very 
little penetration of the cam. The failure resulted 
in two blades being controllable and one "doing 
it's own thing" pitch wise. The resulting shift of 
the center of thrust from the center or rotation 
resulted in an attention getting vibration. I didn't 
know what had happened, of course, but 
throttled back and returned to Half Moon Bay 
airport. On disassembly of the prop the cam fell 
outl 

Ivo was called and he sent a new set of blades 
with a note saying they had good welds. Testing 
has been completed and the results are good. 
Compared to my 68" wooden Prince prop I have 
gained 500 fpm climb and 10 mph at the top end. 
The added speed was a surprise, but is due to a 
thinner airfoil (graphite vs. wood), larger diam
eter, and the fact that I could not use full throttle 
with the wood prop without over reving. 

SIDE BY SLIDE FLIGHT TEST COMPARI
SON 

You all know that I made quite a few changes to 
Fat Cat from the standard design. When Steve 
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Chial, a fellow HalfMoon Bay airport resident bought a T- 1 8 that is very close to John's original 
design we had a chance to compare them in the air. This standard Thorp is a beautiful example in 
polished out aluminum and an award winner. The following table highlights the differences 

Builder, date 
Engine 
Body 
Gear 
Cowl 
Prop 

Item NI18HM, Fat Cat 

Harvey Mckelsen, 1996 
Lyc IO 360, 180 hp 
Wide 
2" longer 

Graphite/aluminum original 
72" 3 blade Ivoprop 

Wing Airfoil Riblett 35U-A412 
Flap Airfoil Clark Y 
Empty weight 1103 Ibs. 
Top Speed, true 200 mph 
Rate of Climb 1,800 fpm 
Stall Speed FlO deg 68 mph 

N18CH 

Carl Hoots, 1974 
Lyc 0 360, 180 hp 
Standard 
Standard 
All aluminum Thorp 
72" 2 blade Hartzel electric cockpit 
control hydraulic constant speed 
NACA 63-412 Standard 
Standard blunt nose 
1041 Ibs. 
200 mph 
2000 fpm 
65 mph 

The major difference was the character of the stall. Steve does not have stall strips (yet). My stall is 
sharp with a left wing drop off. My stall is gentle and straight ahead with a good pre-stall buffet (no 
stall strips). I have aileron control through the stall. It reminds me of a J-3 Cub stall. 

J would highly recommend the Riblett airfoil for new builders. It involves a change to the nose rib 
only, and no structural changes. I have the permanent tooling for these ribs, and would be willing to 
supply the ribs. The Clark Y flap airfoil is an optional change and requires a .032 flap spar. I have 
the tooling for those ribs also. Fly Safe, Harvey Mickelsen 657 Terrace Ave. HalfMoon Bay, CA 
940196507121438 harveym@best.com 

Hi Rich, Wanted to send you my new e-mail addressenigma@itexas.net. also have new 
mailing address, POBox 5066, Granbury, Texas 76049. We have finally parked the 
motor coach and started building our home across from the runway at Pecan Plantation, 
Granbury. I sold my T-18, Nl18KM last summer. Guess I had not given it much atten
tion during the two years of traveL The good news is I have another T -18 in my future, 
its a basket case but I enjoy the renovation projects, probably better than building a 
full blown. I will have more news on this project after I get this house built (late May 
completion). Most of the southwest T-18 gan? will remember Pecan Plantation and the 
great fly-in we had at Gary and Maxine Green s. 

My new home will be just across the street from Gary and Maxine. I cannot legally 
build a hanger on my property as I am on the golf course, however, I can build a large 
garage (with 22 ft garage doors) and lawn tractor my Thorp across the street where I 
have access to the 3600 ft runway. We also have two other well know Thorp Drivers 
at Pecan, Rick and Louann Jones, and Jim Cash. Couldn't ask for better neighbors than 
that. I would like to hear from some of the old gang, give me an e-mail post. Was 
good to hear that Steve Hawley finished his T -18 renovation and is back in the air. 
Regards and keep up the good work. Ken Morgan 
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- A HEART FELT MESSAGE-

DEAR DAN, 

YOUR iNPUTINN. L. II 103 BROUGHT TO MIND, SOME OFMY MOST CHERISHED MEMORIES 
OF THE MANY HOURS SPENT IN JOliN'S SHOP ALONG WITH YOU AND OTHER FELLOW T· I 8 BUILDERS. 
i AGREE WITH YOU 100% ON JOHN'S ENGINEERING ABILITY AND FAR REACHING K:\OWLEDGE OF 
AERODYNAMICS. AS A FRIEND THERE WAS NO EQUAL. WHAT A TRAGIC LOSS. 
TO FURTHER STATE HIS ABILITY; AS YOU WILL RECALL USING HIS HAT/A]'· OUTTEMPLITES&M/ITc/[· 
HO[ETOOUNG TECHNIQUE: IWAS ABLE TO ASSEMBLE SJN879 WITH 3/32" CLECOES AND l\OELONGATED 
OR OVERSiZED HOLES. THE MORE THAN 25,000 MILES DRIVEN BETWEEN EL CAJON, BURBANK AND 
LOCKEFORD, WAS WORTH MORE TO ME THAN ALL THE GOLD IN FORT KNOX THANKS MY FRIEND, AND 

MAY YOU HAVE THE BEST. GEORGE TRUVER 727 BLACKTHORNE AVE. EL CAJON, CA 92020 

George Truver's beautiful all aluminum T-18 

ELECTRIC FLAP ACTUATOR DRAWING 

Submitted by Gary Cotner 

I have made some notes on the drawing that the drafter did not include, that I feel are needed. 
The actuator motor is the same as used on the RV-6. Anybody who is interested in building the unit 
for their Thorp can get the prints from me for a $5.00 printing and mailing fee. I will supply mount· 
ing location for the unit and the modification for the pulley bracket on Thorp print A·740. 
I can be contacted at the following. 
Gary Cotner 
13715 N. 150th E. Ave. 
Collinsville, OK 74021 
(91S) 371-4739 
T lScotner@AOL.com 

(continued on the following pages) 
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SUN 'N FUN 
TO 

by Susan Highley 

Our T -18 has taken us many delightful places 
over the years. In September, it took us from 
Lakeland, FL, to Placerville (Hangtown), Califor
nia, for a west coast T-18 fly-in. We left home 
early one morning just after Labor Day and flew 
to Branson, Missouri, arriving in the early after
noon. The flight was a good one, but the recep
tion at Branson was even better. The FBO there 
is run by the University of the Ozarks, Hard 
Work U., a private Presbyterian school nearby. 
The kids run the whole operation from pumping 
gas to renting cars ... you name it, they do it. 
They also keep the terminal building clean. Many 
students at the school are able to earn their way 
through 4 years of education, without paying a 
cent. There's lots of outside labor involved, but 
it's possible. There is a supervisor on the scene, 
but he's support staff only. It's been a long time 
since we've had someone sprint out to the plane 
to help us with our luggage. We rented a car and 
toured the area ... velY pretty with lots of things 
to see and do. We chose to spend only one 
afternoon there, as we had other places to go. 

The second day we new across the plains, 
arriving in Cheyenne, Wyoming, early in the 
afternoon. Our son, daughter-in-law, and grand-

PLACERVILLE 
son are stationed at F.E. Warren AFB there. 
After a pleasant evening with them, we were otT 
again, this time heading for California. 

The scenery changed dramatically as we headed 
west, with airports becoming fewer and farther 
between, we were forced to make more stops so 
that we'd have tllel at the right time. Fueling 
possibilities were fewer too, because sometime 
the attendant just wasn't there ... maybe home 
eating lunch or whatever. We headed to Rock 
Springs, Wyoming, first, it having been recom
mended to us. We were advised to go to the 
terminal building for fuel, because the facilities 
there were better. Unfortunately, our informant 
forgot to tell us that the fuel truck had to come 
to the terminal from another area and couldn't do 
so when there was an airliner taxiing to the gate. 
We went into the terminal building to be sure the 
fuel truck was indeed coming over and became 
"trapped" inside, also due to the arrival of the 
airliner. Nevertheless, we got our fuel and slipped 
out before we were once again stuck. 

Our second stop of the day was at Ogden, Utah, 
where the CAF B-29,"Fifi", was on display. She 
was on her way to the Reno Air Races with the 
scheduled stop-over in Ogden. The approach to 
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Ogden was most interesting, with a choice of 
either the North Ogden Canyon or the Weber 
Canyon. Since we had lived in the area at one 
time, we were familiar with the choices. The trip 
through NOl1h Ogden Canyon gave us a breath
taking view. (When we moved to the Ogden area 
in 1976, our house-hunting experience was a 
little tougher, as Bob was a few years into the T-
18 building process and we now had to incorpo
rate an airplane workshop into our house require
ments. Gone were the days when we only had to 
consider number of bedrooms and baths. To 
complicate things even more, we had cold, If; 

weather to deal with, so the garage workshop 
wasn't necessarily a viable opportunity. We 
finally found a house with a basement workshop 
that had a widc cntry from the outside directly 
into the basement. Many times the fuselage was 
clecoed together for a dry run up the outdoor 
stairs. Ifit would go up the steps with the 
clecoes sticking out, it would surely fit when it 
was riveted. As luck would have it, the project 
didn't get to that point in Utah, but we were 
prepared.) It was a beautiful day in Ogden and 
we enjoyed watching the folks coming to see Fifi 
while we ate lunch. 

From Ogden, we flew across the Great Salt 
Lake and then over the Salt Flats. This is an 
amazing sight, unlike any we'd experienced on 
other trips. The weather was clear, so we could 
see for miles. 

Ailer one more stop in Elko, Nevada, we 
headed for Reno and Lake Tahoe and on to 
Placerville. Coming from the east in the after
noon, Reno looked very different, hiding in the 
shadows of the mountains. Lake Tahoe is beauti
ful and huge. It seems to go on for miles. 

We arrived at the Placerville Airport mid
afternoon in time to help a bit with the prepara
tions. We were delivered to our motel and then 
Bob went off to locate a rental car and investi
gate the area a little more and meet some more of 
the folks. Dinner that night was at the local Elk's 
Club and was fun. It was a very informal setting 
with a lot of opportunity to talk and gct to know 
one another. Lots of stories were being shared 
and appreciated. It was a great time. 

The next morning, Saturday, we took a brief 
tour of the town. It's quite quaint with an 
interesting old hardware store with wooden 
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floors and lots of nuts, bolts, and gadgets. We 
had breakfast at an outdoor cafe that was great. 

It was another beautiful day at the airport with 
Thorps coming and going almost constantly. 
Unlike our east coast group, these folks were 
likely to come for an hour or so and then go back 
home. I guess that many of them live relatively 
close and could do that. There were over 30 
planes there, with everybody having a good time. 
The setting there is perfect for such events, as 
there is a small parklike area next to the hangar 
with trees and picnic tables ... great for sitting and 
visiting ani sharing stories. Lunch was at a 
Mexican restaurant "in town" followed by an 
afternoon oftlying and fomms. A group got 
together and flew out to a nearby airport that was 
hosting a Cessna 1201140 group. Dinner was a 
steak affair in the "park". We met lots ofvelY 
nice people, some that travel to Oshkosh and Sun 
'n Fun yearly, so we'll see them again. Bob 
received the award for the most rides given .. 
something that he loves to do. 

Our trip back to Cheyenne on Sunday was a 
reverse of the trip out, encountering people on 
their way to Reno for the races. Again, the 
visibility was great and the trip a good one. 

After spending five days in Wyoming, we 
headed for home, once again stopping in Branson, 
but this time only for fuel. Wanting to got a little 
farther, we got down into Alabama by late after
noon, not knowing exactly where we wanted to 
stay for the night. We stopped in the far north
western corner of Alabama at a small airport that 
professed to have fuel. And they did, but, unfor
tunately, they didn't have power to the pump. 
After about 30 minutes of trying, Bob gave our 
apologies and we looked for another airport. I 
called the FBO at Jasper, Alabama, to inquire 
about their hours of operation and the owner said 
they would stay open until we arrived. When we 
got there, they offered a car to get something to 
eat, but ultimately let us take the car for the night 
and even suggested a nice motel and a restaurant 
for dinner. They were most helpful and these 
tired travelers surely appreciated the extra cour
tesy. 

After a good night's rest, we flew back home to 
Lakeland, weary but satisfied. Our Thorp had 
taken us to yet another part of our country and 
brought us home safely. 
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T -1 8/S-18 N ews1etter 
Route 3, Box 295 
Clinton, IL 61727 
Phone: (217) 935-4214 

UJ .. , ; 
2 

\ 

1998 DUES 
Please send them now while you are thinking about it. Need to 

have them in this month. 

r-------------------------------------~ 
:THORP T-18/S-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 1998 DUES 
IPlease continue your support of this valuable exchange of ideas, building tips and safety information 
I covering John Thorp's great design. Make checks payable to Richard Snelson, Route 3 Box 295, 
:Clinton, IL 61727 $25.00 US, $30.00 other. 

:Name: _______________ _ 
• Address ______________ _ 
ICity: State Zip Code: ____ _ 
IPhone: ___________ _ 
I Aircraft: Hours on Aircraft: ___ _ 

I Email ad dress: -----::-::::-:----:--::--=--:--:-c--,----,~___:__--
INotes: (Building?, Flying?, Thinking about it?etc.) L ___________________ -_-_-_-_~_-_-_-_~_~_~_~_~_~_~_~ ___ d 
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~. T-18 NEWSLETTER 

HarIa McKinly's Red over While S-18 (N9040P) 

IN THIS ISSUE: 
Letters to the Editor 
Over - G by Kim Nack 
For Sale/Wanted 
Electrical Workshop by Charley Wagner 

CUlling and Stripping 
Crimping 
Molex Connectors 
Soldering 
Shrink Tubing 
Splicing and Power Signal Distribution 
Bundling Wires 

NOTICE: (STANDA1W DISCLAIJIER) As always, in tlte past, present, and future news/etters, we would like to make you 
aware thaI tho' newsletter U' only presented as a clearing house for idea.s and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. 11lerefore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and if) without recourse against anyone. 



During the past several months I've had 
the opportunity to talk to quite a few of 
you, by phone. I've listened to your 
suggestions for improving the newsletters 
and will incorporate those suggestions in 
future newsletters. A lot of you would 
like to see more articles on building and 
flying the S-18/T-18. "Me too." We have 
been getting what most think are great 
articles over the last couple of years and 
all hope that will continue. 

One builder said he was tired of reading 
about Kentucky Dam. Not as tired as I am 
of writing about it. Notice, that coverage 
has been minimal the last several years! 

CANOPIES 
I still get a lot of calls about where to get 
windshields and canopies. So I would like 
to ask for your inputs to tell us what your 
experience has been with the couple of 
vendors that are still making them. Please 
send "price", "quality" and "delivery 
time." A lot of the older Thorps need 
replacement canopies and windshields. 

Lee's Project 
I had a call from Lee Skillman last week 
and he still has his Thorp S-18 project for 
sale. He's got it priced at $10k and it's all 
the parts and accessories that are supplied 
by Classic Sport Aircraft in their catalog. 
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Fuselage is on the gear. He has canopy, 
windshield, dual brakes, and on and on. 
Someone is going to get a real deal when 
Lee sells tillS project. By the way Lee's 
work is outstanding, his first Thorp won a 
lot of awards including the Wright 
Brother's Award. Give Lee a call at 
(334) 633-3535 to discuss it. 

Aircraft for Sale 
Several of you that watch my Thorp 
homepage have noticed that I have 
N295RS for sale. This is the second Thorp 
that I have built. It was completed in 
1992 and won the Wright Brother's 
Award in 1995. I have flow it 450 fun 
filled hours. Don't jump to any concltl
sions I'm going to continue the newsletter. 
In fact I hope to have more time to put 
into writing. 

SPRING FLY-IN IN ILLINOIS 

June 5 is just around the corner so it's 
time to get your reservations in for the 
Thorp Fly-In at the Coles County Airport 
(MTO) here in central Illinois. They are 
holding a block of room up until 2 weeks 
before the event. The phone mnnber for 
the Ramada Inn is (217) 235-0313. Be 
sure and ask for the Thorp Fly-In group 
rate. We will have several shuttle cars to 
mn you back and forth the short distance 
to the motel. We are planning to do the 
cookout again Saturday night and tile 
airport autllOrity said we can have tile 
monster hangar again, to get the airplanes 
in side at night. Let's hope the weather is 
better tllis year and we can fill it up. 

RoxAnne promises allotller tour of Amish 
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country for all that want to take a chance 
on her directions .... 

OSHKOSH LUNCH/FORUM 
We have the Nature Center again for the 
Oshkosh Friday get-together lunch with 
the forum to follow. Ben Scola and Roy 
Farris are planning a sandwich fixin type 
hmch. I'm sure it will be a bargain com
pared to the "Oshkosh Deals." so join us 
there. I'll bring the mike and PA so we 
can all hear the speakers at the I :00 PM 
forum. 

Placerville 1998 
7th Annual Placerville Fly-in. 
Placerville, CA at the Hangtown YOR (40 miles 
east of Sacramento) 

Placerville is scheduled again this year for Sept 4, 
5, 6th. 1998 
Contacts are: 
Hal and Nancy Stephens 5301295-1867 
Jim & Lillian Critchfield 530/621-1584 
Mac & Rena Booth 408/363-8720 
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Accommodations: Camp out under the stars at 
the airport or stay at: 
Placerville Inn 
Day InnlBest Western 
Meals: 

800/854-9100 
530/622-3124 

Friday night: Dinner at the Elks Lodge 
Saturday noon: We'll go downtown 
Saturday night: Steak & Wine Dinner ($ I 5 per) 
If you fly a T -18 or a Sky Scooter, plan to make 
this fly-in. Please l a RSVP call is required so 
parking places can be made available and a steak 
dinner reserved for you. 

***E4A Chapter 512 Sanctioned Event **** 
This is an informal and friendly get together. If anything 
unfortunate should happen to you or damage occur to 
your airplane, it shall not be the responsibility or liability 
of the above named persons. EAA Chapter 512 or the 

Placerville, CA airport. 

Editor's Note: Jim Critchfield is home from the 
hospital after undergoing 9 hours of surgery on 
his heart. We all are pulling for you Jim. Hurry 
and get well. 

Send Jim a card or letter at: 1579 Sean Drive 
Placerville, CA 95667 
Phone is 530/621-1584 

N8TT, Thorp Tiger. 3 I years to 
complete. Moved 13 times during 
construction. Has 60 hrs on it. Have 
not made one change. Fly's with one 
person, hands off 150 mph with 
150 hp. Pacersetter Prop. 2700 flat 
out 170 mph. What a Jewell Every
thing standard John Thorp. 

Regards, Jim Critchfield 
Placerville, CA 
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Richard, 
I'd like to say thank you to all the folks who 
helped me in my search for a T-18. I recently 
bought Evan Roberts' lovely rebuild N89ER. It 
now resides just North ofFt. Worth, Tx .. 

I'm indebted to a number of people whose help 
was invaluable. Rick Jones and Gary Green spent 
a lot of time preparing me to find a solid airplane. 
Rick flew me down and looked the airplane over 
prior to the sale. Gary weighed her, did a new 
W&B and has offered a number of bits of advice. 
Lyle Trusty was also a wonderful source of info 
and advice. He burned up a lot of internetrons 
helping me look and advising me on what to look 
for. There were others around the country who 
contacted me with helping hands as well. My Dad 
and I are taking the airplane to SnF and Oshkosh 
and I hope to be able to put faces to the voices 
I've heard on the phone and on the screen. 
Thank you all again, 
Damon Berry 
FAMBERI23@AOL.COM 

Richard, 

I can't thank you enough for your time and 
patience as well as your commitment to share 
information on the T -18, with the newsletters as 
well as in person. Since our flight together, I flew 
again for a couple of hours with Cecil Hendricks 
in Seattle and completed my bi-annual in a 
Citaboria here in Anchorage. 

My Thorp project has been built over a long 
period of time. It's Plan no. 1050 started in 1974, 
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and I was the third person to own it by 1986. 
The hardest part to the project is finding the time 
and space to work on it. It would sit for years 
then I would work on it for 3 or 4 months or so 
full time + then it would sit again due to my other 
commitments. I had time to finish it this winter 
and with the help I have gotten from you and 
others like Cecil, I think my first flight will be 
some time this month. 

I'm a month or so past my estimated first flight 
date but I'm not one to rush into anything of this 
magnitude. The building part of my Thorp is all 
but done and I just received the new prop I 
ordered from Aymar-Demuth. I am working on 
my neglected paperwork now and could get the 
FAA's blessing soon. It seems I would have to 
fly an extra 15 hrs. to get certified if I fly with the 
new prop. The McCauly prop is certified & 
within manufacturer's limits. The Aymar
Demuth, although probably safer, is not FAA 
certified and the inspectors I have talked to want 
paper proof. I would like to compare the flight 
characteristics of the two and I would hate to 
throw out a good propeller. I was thinking of 
flying the first 25 hrs. with the metal prop then 
switch after certification. 

I had my T -18 C weighed with the McCauly 
prop with a beefy extension, folding wings with 
tanks, and 8 qts. of oil in a 0-320 and came up 
with an empty weight of 963 Ibs. at CG of 
62.6. I'm sure I'll lose a few Ibs. when I switch 
the prop and extension but I worry about the CG 
moving back even further. I know I sound like 
the average aircraft builder, worried about their 
aircraft's weight but what it gained I lost in 
missed meals and long working days. It's good 
to be almost done. 

Thanks, 
Richard Marson 
6620 East 8th Ave. 
Anchorage, Alaska 
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Hi Richard, 
I hope this letter finds Roxanne and yourself in 
good health with clear blue skies ending a short 
winter. With the warm Florida days and Sun & 
Fun just around the corner I'm seriously tempted 
but it's been an EI Nino winter out here. What 
started out to be a two-week annual on my 
schedule is now going on its fourth month. It 
seems like it's going to rain forever and we have 
so much water on the floor of the hanger I'm 
afraid to stay too long with no lifeguard on duty. 

The big news out west is the date for the Placer
ville T-18 Fly In - Sept. 4,5,6. We're looking for 
another outstanding turn out this year. We had 
more than 30 T-18s last year (as well as some 
strange looking RV something or others). 

Jim Critchfield and the Hangtown EAA chapter 
512 will open its doors for everyone with camp
ing, picnicking and parking areas available for all 
guests. Shuttle service will be provided to lodg
ing destinations and our scheduled lunch on 
Saturday. It won't take much arm-twisting to get 
Hal Stevens to take up his bugle as master of 
ceremonies again this year and open his hanger to 
the forum on Saturday. With Hal's direction and 
the aid of his sidekick (yours truly), we hope 
everyone finds the fly-in both educational and 
enjoyable. As is custom, the steak dinner is on for 
Saturday night. 

I'd like to thank you for all your great work on 
the newsletter. It's a treasure trove of information 
for those of us involved with T-18s. Thanks also 
for being that link to help us better help each 
other. 

Like free tickets left at the stage door for Elvis, 
we have two prime rib eye steaks and a bottle of 
California's finest waiting should you and Rox
anne find your GPS programmed for our wild 
west. By the way, we've also got the cheese. 

Best regards, 
Mac E. Booth, Jr. 
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Hi Richard, 
Add me to the T-18 list if you don't mind. I have 
N4588, ser #671. It was finished in about 1976--
it's going through a repaintlreupholster rebuild 
right now. No electrical, GPU for power, weighs 
8 I 7#. Will probably reach 825# or so when 
finished. 
Do I understand that you have stall strips for 
sale? If so, I'll take a pair. See you at SUN and 
FUN. DAVID ALDEN 
(Editor's Note:Sorry, J don't have stall strips/or 
sale.) 

Rich, 

Enclosed find my check for 1998 dues. Sorry, 
but I absolutely REFUSE to cut up any more of 
my Newsletters in order to fill out personal info I 
KNOW you already have. Besides, if Susan 
found out that I chopped up her article, I'd never 
hear the end of it. In case I haven't told you, I 
bought a "T" hangar at the Landings condo
minium (private) airport last October. Heated, 
lots oflights, insulated, forty-four foot electri
cally operated bi-fold door and large enough to 
build in as well as house the Sky lane. The airport 
is about six miles west of Elgin Illinois. Point of 
possible interest, in the spring of 1980 I went 
flying with the late, Bill Gilleon in his T-18. He 
rented space at the Landings in a hangar identical 
to mine. He was in the hangar with a Skylane!! 
It was tight but very doable. Like I said, "Point 
of possible interest" especially if anyone is head
ing this way before mine is finished. ( Can't 
blame a guy for dreaming.) Hi to RoxAnne for 
us. Best Regards, Ben Scola 
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Rich, 
Enclosed, please find my dues for the current 
year. Your letter is a great asset to my flying. I 
plan to attend a few fly-ins during the year & 
hope to meet some of the people who build and 
fly T-18's. 

I have purchased the stall strips for my bird, but 
have not found the technical info on installation. 
If you could assist I would appreciate it. I would 
be glad to share the parts with another T -18 
owner, because I have enough material for two 
airplanes. Sincerely, Bob Carman Phone: 607-
754-7757 or email pnamrac@ao1.com 

Hi Rich 
Just ordered a set ofT-18 plans (my second, 
actually) and got your web site in the receipt of 
order notice from Eklund Engineering. Can you 
tell me what the annual sub cost for the Newslet
ter is? I got the cost for the back issues, but 
couldn't find the one year cost. From faulty 
memory, my first plan set was #279 from John 
Thorp. The project reached wings and tail stage 
before a career change made me sell it - which I 
regretted later. That was in Australia, 1977. I'm 
now living in Portland, Oregon and the bug is 
biting again. 
Cheers! Ron Chernich 

Dear Rich & RoxAnne, 
Have been very busy - eyeballs deep in airplanes! 
Flew out to Georgia in October and bought a 
1953 Cessna 170B. In 2 112 months I've put 80 
hours on her. The Thorp is a little jealous but I 
still fly her enough. I let my girl friend and 
friends fly the 170 and I take the Thorp. The 
Pitts is coming along veIY slowly now but hope 
to start recovering the wings next week. I'd get a 
lot more done if work didn't get in the wayl 

Will be at Oshkosh with the T -18 and the C-
170B this year. My brother and his kids will take 
the 170 out there. Hope to see you there! or 
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Placerville! or some other fly-in! 

N28TG sure likes her 180HP engine I installed, 
(65 hours on it now since Aug 97). Can you help 
me find a prop shop that will twist my Sensenich 
to the pitch I need? Email me at 
aginn@ladc.lockheed.com. Thanks and fly safe! 
Tony Ginn 8051256-4829 

Rich: I purchase N8428 from Alvin Postin and 
flew it home to Montana from South Carolina 
last fall. During the ferry trip home the electric 
trim system failed (sheared pin at drive motor) 
and am now repairing and installing limit 
switches per T -18 newsletter articles and instruc
tions. I find the newsletters very helpful and 
informative. 

Please print my name/address and telephone 
number to assist any T -18 pilots in finding a 
Montana contact for cross country help or 
assistance I may be able to offer. Thanks for 
your efforts. Russ Verbael P.O. Box 305 
Dutton, Montana 59433 Phone: (406) 476-3315 

P.O. Box 305 
Dutton, Montana 59433 
(406) 476-3315/3341 
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Dear Rich, 

My wife and I sold our "Sweet Dreams" T-18 in 
October, 97 to a new owner. (4th for this air
plane now). We owned NIOl4Z for 7-yr's and 
have many wonderful stories to tell, but to many 
to list in this short note. "Great Airplane" 
though. I've now owned six airplanes now and 
the Thorp T -18 will always be right up there with 
the best of them for me. 

I sold the T-18 to a Mr. Sam H. McDaniel 3265 
Flora St., San Luis Obispo, CA. 93401. He 
might like to continue the news letters? I gave 
him most of my copies when I sold him the 
airplane. Oh yes, he is 78 yr's old with two 
plastic knees. How about that! A real "Tiger." 

So Long, "Keep-EM-Flying' Rich" Dave and 
Carol Tennant. 
P.S. All the people who fly and own T-18's which 
we have known or met in 7 yr's were the best 
troops I've ever known. 
(Editor's Note: Thanks Dave and Carol, Safe 
flying to you both.) 

Hi Rich, 
Here's a photo ofHarlo McKinty's S-18, that he 
lets me fly. It's too bad I can't take it to the fly 
ins, but we are stuck with driving because of all 
of the booth supplies we need for our 
Temperfoam exhibit. 

By the time Janice & I exhibit at Oshkosh, Sun N 
Fun, & Copperstate we've used up all of her 
vacation time not to mention the catch up work 
waiting when we return home. 

Maybe someday we can make it to one of the T-
18 Fly-Ins. Sincerely, Jim Fix 
(Editor's Note: Harlo's S-18 is our Cover Photo 
for this issue.) 
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Dear Rich, 

Please add my name to your T -18 newsletter 
subscription list. I've just purchased a structur
ally complete T -18CW from Jim Renniker of 
Minneapolis. The SIN is 866. 

Please place a want add in the newsletter that I 
am in need of a conical engine mount and have a 
180 hp dynofocal for trade. Also I want to 
purchase a used/unused "Garrison" updraft 
cowling that was sold through Air Craft Spruce 
for some time. I am aware of the cowling prob
lems associated with these and believe I know the 
fix. 

I have yet to inventory Jim's newsletters so I was 
glad to hear you have the back issues available. 

I am 40 yrs old, married, one son. A&P, A.I., 
Pvt. PIt. I work for Northwest AIL's in DTW and 
have been here for 14 yrs. 

I helped finish a T-18 in 1976 with Dr. Richard 
Burlingame, N62RB. Several yrs latter it was 
destroyed by a prop failure by its third owner. 
Thank you, Matt Null 3300 Goat Fell, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48108 

Richard, 
Sent you an email but with a new computer I 
don't know ifI got thru. We had a problem 
deciding to have the 7th Fly-In. The EAA Chap
ter hungry for money put a $2.00 a head charge 
on fly-in people, plus $50.00 a day for a porta 
potty, didn't know whether we could swing it, so 
we said go for it. Sept 4, 5, 6th are the dates for 
Placerville NO.7. It's close to Labor Day but 
we've been successful on that date so far. More 
Later, Jim Critchfield 1579 Sean Drive. Placer
ville, CA 95667. (916) 621-1584 
email critch@inforum.net 
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January 20198 
Dear Rich: 
Many thanks for the back issues of newsletters 
that you forwarded some weeks ago. I have 
perused all of them and found owners with 
problem similar to my own so they already have 
paid for themselves. I finally got my permanent C 
of A from Transport Canada a few weeks ago 
and now have 43 hours on C-FLDP. It is cer
tainly a nice aeroplane to fly and I am more than 
pleased with it (photo enclosed). The plane stalls 
straight ahead at something less than 55 m.p.h .. 
The AS! scale starts at that speed and the needle 
at full stall with full flaps is just under the first 
mark. I have the "new" folding wing design (S-
18) and it seems to be performing as advertised. 
One problem that 1 am working on (with a lot of 
help from Mike Archer of Classic Sport Aircraft) 
is the lack offorward trim at higher speeds. We 
have tried lengthening the 521-1 link in the tab 
system (by 3/16ths) with some noticeable im
provement. However at speeds over 150 m.p.h. 
there is still a need for slight forward pressure on 
the stick even with full forward trim. After 
reading Bill Mnich's report in Newsletter 104 I 
feel there may be something in Newsletter 93 that 
may be of same help. I also have an intermittent 
problem with rough running engine which 1 am 
attributing to over rich mixture. The interim 
solution is to slightly lean out the mixture but I 
shall be trying out Jack Waxenfelter's design as a 
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more permanent cure. I am very impressed with 
the new layout and clarity of your newsletter. I 
still have many of the old ones and there is no 
comparison for legibility. 

More from L.D.: 

Yours truly, 
L. D. Perkins 

Following the advice of Mike Archer I length
ened the 521-1 link in the horizontal tail assembly 
II16th inch at a time and ran flight tests on it 
each time. Finally at 3.45 inches the trim re
sponded properly and I can now fly it at high 
speed without having to hold forward pressure on 
the stick, where as previously it was necessary to 
reduce the airspeed to about 130 mph to compen
sate. The down side is that I have six sets of 
links left over not counting the original. The 
problem of a (sometimes) rough running engine 
was caused by my carb heat box control arm 
being too close to the side of the carb air scoop 
and getting gradually bumped out during flight by 
engine vibration thereby creating a too rich 
mixture. The plane has all the in-service acrobatic 
mods built into it and I plan on aerobatting it 
after I have a few more hours on it. I would 
appreciate any experience (recent or otherwise) 
which some of your readers may have acquired in 
that field. L. D. Perkins 

L. D. calls his Thm]J (C-FLDP) Bated Breath 
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Results of an Over-G Event 
Kim Nack 

My aircraft was involved in an over-G flight and suffered some wrinkling that I would like to share 
with the T-18 community. Immediately after an early post Flight Test period flight with passenger, (26 
hrs) I noticed some wrinkling of the outer wing panel skin at the upper main spar. I have pictures of 
this flight as it taxied out and as it taxied in. This shows that the wrinkle occured during that flight. 
This wrinkle was greatest at the intersection of the nose ribs and the spar in the upper skin of the 
outer wing panels. Another wrinkle developed in the fuselage side skin (RH)just above the C-580-17 
doubler. also, the dash frame (603) collapsed with and at the skin wrinkle. 

The aircraft weighed 1400 Ibs (gross weight) and the recording G-meter in the dash, read 5.8 Gs. The 
wing skin was 2024-T4 of .025 thickness. The fuselage side skin was the same. My inboard wing was 
built with .032 thk 2024T3 material. The dash was 2024T3 .032 thk. Both failures were due to 
compressive loading. The pilot noticed no difference in aircraft handling. He and the passenger, who 
were wearing parachutes, were surprised to hear of the wrinkles after landing. 
I am repairing the wrinkled areas with doublers. The fuselage has doublers on the dash frame inside 
the fuselage and the wing has external straps at each rib. 

The flight manouver during which the wrinkles occured is not easy to pin down but a loop is most 
likely the one. 

Right hand fuselage side 
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I hope this report is helpful. The aircraft is up to its intended structural capabilities and signs of 
distress occured at the appropriate time and place. 
My test pilot, who has 6000 hrs with 4000 hrs in light tailwheel type, is very pleased with the way the 
T -18 flies, especially the stall with the stall strips. 

Editors Note: Before someone out there writes to say: No reasonforpulling 5.8g's to do a loop in a 
771OIp. J'll say itfor them! I had the opportunity to check out this test pilot in my 17JOrp. Although 
vel)' experienced, he has a hearing problem!!! He doesn't listen! I discussed G loading and the 
limits on the Thorp with him. While flying my airplane he started to enter his own spin test program 
when I took the plane from him!!! What a cowboy! 7hank you Kim for the willingness to share this 
problem and bad experience with liS. Kim lives at 2940 Devonshir Dr. Florissant, MO. 63033 

Right hand outer wing panel 

Left hand outer wing panel 
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FOR SALE: 
T -18C Airframe basically completed. Most 
everything from spinner to tailwheel. Has LDS 
airfoil. No radios. Engine is 0-320 150 HP, 
conical mount. Has yellow tagged std. solid 
flanged crankshaft, yellow tagged cam shaft, all 
new rod and main bearings, new pistons and 
rings, cylinders 47 hours since chromed 
(per log book), wet vacuum pump, metal float 
and one piece venturi in carbo All fiberglas. 
Maybe 2 or 3 months to I st flight. $14,000 
FIRM 

I have for sale a complete set of S-18 drawings 
with builders manual by LDS. I bought these 
drawings from LDS and was issued S-18 serial 
number 18. The drawings are very clean and are 
completely unused in any way. $180. 

Barrett M. Kemp 
(50 I )968 7318 

FOR SALE: 
For Sale:·-lcl 8 damaged on landing. Damage to 
lel1 wing, hor'si<ibilator, aft fuselage and minor 
damage to landing gear WIll sell decertified. 
Prefer selling as whole assembly but will consider 
parting out Jack Waxenfelter (501)967-3100 

FOR SALE: 
T -18 C with 0-320 150 hp Lyc. Aircral1 and 
engine has 450 hr Aircral1 won the Wright 
Brother's Award in 1995. IFR equipped. Price is 
$44,000 For details and equipment list contact: 

Richard Snelson at 217/939-4215 

(/~ditorfs Note: As of 5/2/98 a sale is 
pending) 
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FOR SALE: 
T-18 N252F 
Built by Lyle Fleming, Lancaster, California, 
finished construction 1990 
S-18 folding wing, Trailer, 237 hours total time, 
airframe and engine, No damage history, Lycom
ing 0-360, fixed pitch metal prop. Ellison 
Throttle Body, 200 MPH at 75% power, Proles
sional electrical wiring, Electric pitch and roll 
trim, IFR Panel, Two Radios, Loran, Transpon
der, White over blue paint, June Annual 
$27000 or best offer 

Contact: Paul Reukauf 43740 N. Lively Avenue 
Lancaster, CA 93536805-258-3076 day 80S-
948-2478 evening paul. reukauf@dfrc.nasa.gov 

FOR SALE: 
Lee Skillman's Thorp S-18 project is for sale. 
He's got it priced at $1 Ok and it's all the parts 
and accessories that are supplied by Classic Sport 
Aircraft in their catalog. Fuselage is on the gear. 
He has canopy, windshield, dual brakes, and on 
and on. Someone is going to get a real deal when 
Lee sells this project. By the way Lee's work is 
outstanding, his first Thorp won a lot of awards 
including the Wright Brother's A ward. Give Lee 
a call at (334) 633-3535 to discuss it. 

Wantcd 
A conical engine mount for a T -18. I have a 
dynafocal to trade. Also: Newl or used single 
inlet Garrison fiberglass cowL Contact Matt Null 
3330 Goat Fell, Ann Arbor, Ml 48108 

Electrical Workshop 

Thc following clcctdcal widng information is from Chadcs A. Wagncr' 
from EAA Chapter 1000. Thank you very much Charles for letting us 
usc it in the Thorp Newslettcr. 
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Cl fTTI:\G .\;-';D STRIPPI0iG 

Prices indicated generally represent the k)west priee I ktWI\' of for a tool of 
I\:asllnable quality. Cheap tools will not produce good quality results. 

Cutting: Wire-culling dikes. t1ush or semi-flush cut $12 - lise for small wire lip to 
about I...J. gauge. 

Shearing type wi re culler S20 - lise for large wire and COCl.\ cable. 

CautiLln ~e\'er use wire cutters for anything other than soft copper or aluminum wire. 

Stripping: Pocket kt1ife - Do not use~ 

Stnp 
Length: 

~ 

Guillotine type stripper - This is the most popular type and is widely sold. 
Relatively ine'(pensive. I do not recommend them because of the high lisk 
of nicking the wire. 

Ideal Custom Sllipmaster for Teflon $120 - Obscenely expensive! This is 
my personal favorite. Easy to use and \'iI1ually impossible to nick wire . 
. \lthough intended for Teflon. it WLll'ks extremely well on all types of plastic 
Insulation. To save money. I purchased a regular Stripma~er with guillotine 
blades (much cheaper) and a set of Custom Stripmaster replacement blades 
(they fit). The combination was about half the cost of a Custom Stripmaster. 
One blade set fits wires from 26 to 16 !!au!!e. and the other blade set fits 

~ ~ 

wires from I...J. to 10 gauge. Both sets are extremely useful. 

Round Cable Stripper $...J.I - This lIorks I'm CO,L,( cable and wire that is too 
large for the Custom Stlipmaster Requires much more care in its use. \ [ust 
c\periment tLl set blade depth. 

Other than not nicking the wire, this is the other clitical part of stripping. 
The correct strip length mllst be carefully determined for each type of 
terminal you are using. In general. too little strip length will weaken the 
~lectrical connnection. while too much strip length will reduce the strain 
relief needed to avoid fatigue failures. 

~ C U/L-W TlfJc 
73LKJ)~ I 
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Insulated 
Barrels: 

Open 
Barrels: 

Battef\1 
Cables 

Hints 
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CRI\[P[\"G 

AMP Super Cham p and similar tools $[ 0 - The best of these tools can make 
barely acceptable crimps if you use them properly. Some of these cheap 
tools have crimp cavities that are completely unacceptable. 

Ideal Crimptvlaster frame and die set $60 - This is the least e.'\pensive good 
quality insulated ban'el crimper I know of. AMP makes good tools also. 
The A.\fP ProCIimper is probably a very excellent tool, but is more 
expensl re. 

l\lolex pins and various other terminals use open barrels. Each banel type 
has its own specific climping tool. l'se only open b,UTeis that have both a 
conductor crimp and an insulation crimp for strain relief. 

Del City crimping tool $142 (1989 price) - This is the least expensive big 
wire tool [ know of. and it crimps many sizes ,Uld types of very large wire 
termi nals . 

. ~ 

Make a sample crimp of each type of climp you plan to do, and pull test it to 
destruction, See what fails, ,-'\, good crimp will defOIm the wire inside the 
barrel. demonstrating the extreme pressure present. If the wire cleanly pulls 
out at only a modest force, the crimp is inadequate, If' some strands break 
off and stay inside the barrel. you hal'e a good crimp, 

It is imperatil'e that every crimp prol'ide both an electIical Climp and an 
insulation crimp, The insulation crimp prevents vibration-induced fatigue 
failures, Do not use terminals that have an all-plastic "funnel entry" barrel. 
These barrels are not meant to crimp the insulation, If you do crimp the 
plastic barrel. there is no assurance that it will remain crimped for life, I 
recommend the )\MP PIDG series of terminals, These have a copper sleeve 
inside the barrel that is meant to permanently gri p the insulation, In my 
opinion, these ,u'e the best terminals available, and they do not cost much 
more than the cheap ones, 

Battery cable lugs do not have anything to crimp the insulation, I 
recommend using shrink tubing overlapping the CIimped barrel and the wire 
insulation, but this provides only minimal fatigue protection, For best 
results, supp0l1 the cable to prevent excessive bending at the terminal. 
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i\[OLE,( COl\::\ECfORS 

Comment: :-vlolex connectors are about the cheapest connectors around. They are light 
in weight. reliable. and fairly easy to work with. ConsideIing the major 
advantages in building in electrical disconnect points in your project. l,lole' 
connectors offer an unbeatable set of features. 

StJip 

The small .062 pins take wire from 18 to 24 A \VG. and can carry 5 amps 
each. The large .093 pins take wire from 14 to 20 A WG (large wire versior 
or 18 to 22 A WG (small wire version). Large pins can carry up to 12 amps 
each. but you must derate the total capacity for larger connectors. You can 
carry 12 amps on two or three pins while carrying much less on the others. 

Length: About .12S· for small pins and about .16S' for large pins. 

Crimping: ivlo1ex 11-01-0008 $154 for small pins and 11-01-0084 S128 for brge pins. 
These are the tools I use and recommend. Ivfolex also offers low cost tools 
11-01-0015 $13 for small pins and j 1-01-0014 $13 for large pins. I hm'e 1)( 

used these tools. and cannot comment on thei r crimp quality. However. the 
are not ratcheting tools and the user must make sure a fuircri-mp is 
completed each time. Also. two separate crimps must be done, one lln the 
conductor and a second one on the insulation. 

Insertion: ivlolex pins are simply pushed into the back end of the connector body. If 
the wire is stiff enough. you can push the pins in using the wire itself. For 
small wire. a small screwdriver can be used to push the pins in. Make sure 
the pins are in all the way so that their UU1gS engage the notches in the body 

Extraction: Molex 11-03-0002 $10 for small pins and 11-03-0006 $10 for large pins. A 
sleeve on the tool compresses the tangs and a spIing-loaded pin inside 
pushes the pin out of the body. After a pin has been extracted. vcry slight!.' 
expand the tangs if it is going to be inserted again. 

I-lints: In your documentation. make sure you identify each circuit with the pin 
number in each connector. The connector bodies have pin numbers molded 
in. Also identify each connector. I use J-numbers (i.e. connectors J 1, J::'. 
etc.) for both the male and female halves. so J2 mates with J2. etc. 

Remember. female is the hot se:'i:. \Xlhen a connector pair is disconnected. 
the female pins (which are normally used in the "receptacle" bodies) should 
be on the hot. or electrically live side. They are less likely to short oul. 
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IVhere? 

IVire: 

Tools: 

Solder: 

Tinning: 

SOLDERI:-;G 

Certain electrical connectors (radio. instrument. etc.) 
Printed circuit boards (if you have any) 
Certain switches. mostly small ones 
Potentiometers 
The center pin on BNC connectors 
Certain wire splices 
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Do not solder PVC wire. The insulation melts. Automotive wire type GPT. 
irradiated Pvc. Tefzel. and TeOon can all be readily soldered. 

Soldering iron. The best type is thermostatically controlled. but. as usual. is 
the most expensive. I hare taken a low cost iron that gets tLX) hot and mated 
it to a lamp dimmer to ma\.;:e a poor man's controlled temperature iron, 
;-'·'lake sure the tips are iron plated. l-nplated tips dord last long, 

Wet sponge. or at least a wire brush. This is used to clean the tip. which 
needs cieiUling very freq uently. 

__ ... A soldering gun or I'ery large iron is needed for heavier jobs. such as 
soldbring a tray mount RF antenna connector. The Ivhole body has to be 
heated to :lorder on the shield and to seal the cover. 

Use onlv electrical 2:rade solder. Ilith rosin core. I like to use .031 diamekr - ~ 

solder made of 631'" tin and 37% lead (known as 63/37). This formulation 
solidifies instantly when cooling. Howel'er. 60!4() is also quile common and 
works well. 

/\lways tin the wire after stripping and before mating it to the device it will 
be soldered to, 

Solder cups Connectors with solder cups should hale their cups partially filled with 
solder before the wire is inserted. Then by simply heating the cup. you can 
plug the tinned wire in without adding any more solder. 

Hints: ,.\Iwavs make sure that whatever vou are about to solder is vel'\' clean. l'se a 
mild ;brasive such as ultra-fine S~otchbrite to clean oxidized surfaces. 

Always wet the soldering iron tip with a small blob of solder before 
attempting to heat anything, This prol'ides a heat transfer path, 

Carefully inspect all \vork for proper welting. Cold solder joints ~u'e bad, 
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Types: 

Sizes: 

Too[: 

Hints: 

SHRINK T{ '13I'\G 

The most common types of shIink tubing are PVC and irradiation 
crosslinked po[yolefin. \\-hi[e p\'C is cheaper. it shrinks about ::;()i"c 
longitudinally (that" s a lot ~). and has a lower operating temperature. l05°( 
The much better po[yolefin shrink tubing shrinks only about 5r.:() 
[ongitudinal[y. and has a l35°C operating temperature. 

There are many specialized types of shrink tubing also available. such as 
high temperature TeOon. extra heary wall. extra high shrink ratio up to 4: 
shrink tubing with a meltab[e adhesive inside for sealing. etc. etc. I use 

~ ~ 

shrink tubing with a meltable adhesive for sealing battery cable crimp 
connections. The adhesi"e seal keeps COITosion out of the crimp joint. 

Shrink tubing is available in a wide range of diameters ranging from 3\>-1-' 
2"" inside diameter. unshrunk. Khen helted. it will shrink to 5(Y;· of its 
un shrunk diameter unless restrained bv '\'hatever is inside it. 

l. Insulating otherwise uninsulated dectrical terminals. 

~---

'1 Insu[ating solder connections on connectors. 

3. Insulating inline splices. 

4. Encapsulating isolated e1ectIical del ices such as resistors and diodes til 
may be installed in wire bundles. 

5. Protective wrap around wire bundles. 

6. Used as identification sleeve on wire. 

Heat gun $58 - produces the hot air required to shrink the tubing. Polyole 
tubing shrinks at 121°(, (25()OF). and these heat guns pro,' ide air ov er 500' 
to quickly heat it to shrink temperature, Hair dryers \von' t 1V1lrk. 

DOId forget to slide "our shIink tubing onto your wire before solderill£ it 
011. if you~ plan to insulate the joint. ~ - ~ 

The heat gun can seriously da!llage many things with the high temperaturt 
air it delivers. Use caution. and heat just enough to shIink the tubing. 

Do not use heat shrink tubing on P\'C \\·ire. The insulation melts e~lsilv. 
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SPLICIMJ .\'iD PO\\'ER SIG~.\L DISTRIBUTIO"f 

In any wiring system. it is necessary to distlibute certain signals. power 
leads. and ground leads to multiple de\·ices. Thus there is a need for a way 
to connect multipk wires together. Some possibilities are: 

I do not use taminal strips because they are bulh.~'. uninsubted. heavy. :Uld a 
royal pain to work with. Besides having to bolt them do\\·n. r also have to 
deal with loose hardware during installation and maintenance. 

Crimp splices can be used to add wires by crimping more than one wire into 
each end. I do not use them because they add unnecessary bulk to my wire 
bundles. 

I use these only in specialized circumstances for pOWt~r distribution. When 
needed. I fabricate one to fit the application. 

In-bundle connections can be made by soldering on one or more branch 
wires to a main line and insulating the joints with shrink tubing. I use these 
a lot. because the n::sulting cunnection is extremely compact ~U1d lightweight. 
measuring and weighing lillie more than the basic wire itself. 'St>t! :;1=1>""" l'l&u>w. -,-
Crimping multiple wires into a singk crimp barrel is acceptable. pro\'ided 
that the total of all wires is equi\';:dentto :Ul acceptable gauge for the batTel. 
It is also very necessary to make sure that all wires are fully inselied into the 
barrel before crimping. Common examples are two 1122 \\ires into a red 
(22-18) barreL and two #18 wires into a blue (16-1-+) bane! This type of 
termination is particulat'ly useful for fonning daisy chain~. such as supplying 
power to a group of circuit breakers or instl1lment lights. I recommend this 
type of distribution. 

~When the CUlTent required in a circuit e.\ceeds the rating of a conducting 
element. say a connector pin. the simple ,olution is to double up and usc tl\,O 
wires or two pins in parallel to carry the CUITent. If both halves of the circuit 
are built up identically. with the same wire gauge. same length. same pin 
type. etc .. the resistance of each half is the same. forcing the current to 
di\'ide itself equally between the two hail·es. This is a time-honored way to 
get a lot of current from one place to another. 

-:::-tt!lI!-11c TUJI I}J (, ~ B' ,e.1,,,,,,-« WI f2..C. 
~.:.-- ~ 

~ ::ii~;- Sf c;:---- h t\ n·.j w, {2.,[ 

.. 5TJ'1.fP -.;~rro,J CJ,-= /'1/rtN WI/!.€.. 

W I4f e 2.MJc.H W I fJ..E A-~,,'" D K. 5DI.-f?~ 
I).J 5u UcT"l:- LV( TH 5{1./!.IiJt<:. TUB / JJCr- 17 G 
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BUt\DLING WIRES 

When multiple conductors follow the same path. it is desirable to bundle 
them together for neatness. compactness. :md to add stiffness. A bundle of 
wires vibrates much less than individual wires, and is more reliable. An 
external wrap also adds abrasion resistance to the wire bundle. This 
discussion covers several ways to do this. 

Factory manufactured multiple-conductor round cable with a jacket is 
perhaps the very best way to handle multiple conductors. If nfortunately. thi~ 
approach is not often practical. because there are many different numbers of 
conductors in the various cables. mixtures of various wire gauges. 
combinations of configurations (shielded. twisted pairs. etc.). and other 
problems making this solution usable in l)nly a limited number of cases. 

Vinyl slee\'ing is available in a \',uiety of diameters. ,md makes an excellent 
pcket for wire bundles. [use it whcre\'er [can. The only problem is that 
sleeving with an inside diameter over .~63'· can only be purchased in 100 n 
spools. Cost is typically about $30 per spool. so [ C,llUll)t afford to stock tOll 
many SIzes. 

------ ' 

Shrink tubing um be used as a jacket for wire bundles. but it has certain 
disadv:mtages. One. the bundle becomes very stiff. perhaps too stiff. Two. 
shrink tubing is expensive on a per-foot basis. say 750: to $1.00 per fool for 
-J.-foot lengths at 38" to l~" diameter. Three, continuous lengths over-l
feet require purchasing extremely large spools at very high prices. Four. 
shrinking the tubing could damage the wire inside if it is Pvc. 

On the other hanc!. in tough environments like under a cowling. shrink 
tubing works very welL Stiffness is a plus. If you only use Tefzel or Tenon 
wire (l think you should). ::;hrinking the tubing cannot possibly hurt the wire. 
The safe operating tern perature of polyolefin shrink tubing is 135°C (~75°F) 
which is probably high enough for most locations under the cowling. The-l
I'o<..')t length limit should cover almost am under-the-cO\vling run. 

~ ,~ 

Tape \'inyl electlicallape works well as a bundling dn'ice behind the panel. It 
permits breakouts of branch cables. adapts to any size or shape of cable. and 
is low in cost. But it takes a lot of time to wrap long bundles \vith it. ,,\nd it 
does not pmvide much in the way l)f abrasion resistance. I u"c tape in 
selected locations. 
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I do not use lacing tape because it provides no additional protection for the 
wire bundle. Besides. I don't know how to tie it and see no need to learn 
how. 

I do not use expandable braid because it has to be clamped at the ends to 
keep it from sliding around and bunching up. Besides, it is hard to pull it 
thru a grommet. 

I do not use spiral wrap because it does not fully tover the cable, adds bulk. 
cannot easily be fed t!;lru gr.9mlh~ts,'and does notplease my aesthetic senses. 

I do not use split loom tubing because it is too stiff. too bulky. <Uld never 
stays together well enough to suit me .. -\lso, it is not a\'ailable in very small 
sIzes. 

The above electrical wiring information is from Chades A. Wagner 
from EAA Chapter 1000. Thank you very much Chades for letting 
us use it in the Thorp Newsletter. 

Hi Rich "--'" 

I went to an electrical workshop last Saturday that was expertly hosted by Charley Wagner from 
EAA Chapter 1,000. Charley is a retired NASA Electrical Technician, presently building a RV-6A. 
Charley is a very practical homebuilder electrician and uses materials and techniques in keeping with 
our kind of airplanes. He uses Molex plugs and receptacles in those places requiring a "cannon" plug, 
for example. He has summarized several subjects and provided many good pages of advice and data 
for presentation in the workshop. I feel sure you will want to use a lot of it. He gave me permission 
to use the material in our T-18 Mutual Aid Society Newsletter. Please give him credit for whatever 
you publish. By the way you can get an excellant electrical catalogue by calling Mouser Electronics at 
(800)346-6873 or going to www.mouser.com on the internet. 

Sincerely, 
Lyle Trusty 
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T -18/S-18 Newsletter 
Richard Snelson 
Route 3, Box 295 
Clinton, IL 61727 
Phone (217) 935-4215 
email: rsnelson@dave-world.net 

'T ' • - ) 'T 
T 

1998 DUES 

o 

Red Circle means I have not received you dues for this year. Please 
help out and get them in now. 

r-------------------------------------~ ITHORP T-18/S-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 1998 DUES 
:Please continue your support of this valuable exchange of ideas, building tips and safety information 
I covering John Thorp's great design, Make checks payable to Richard Snelson, Route 3 Box 295, 
.Clinton, lL 61727 $2500 US, $30,00 other, 

I 
IName: _______________ ~ 
I Address 
I City State Zip Code -----
IPhone: ---------------
IAircraft: Hours on Aircraft: 
IEmail address: -----t N~~~.!,I~ilj,i~1.F.b'\!$1. ]21l!lk~~~ll.\.ille.\,;;.L _______________ ~ _ .. 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

Lyle Tmsty's N851LT 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

S-18 Aileron Binding Alert! by Denell Zander 
Letter to the Editor ... LOTs of them! 
Electrical Tips by Lyle Trusty 
Scott Master Cylinder Problem by Walt Giffm 
For Sale Items: Some good buys here! 
Oshkosh 98 by Roy Farris 

Kentucky Dam Fly-In is Oct 9,10,1998 
Call for reservations 1-800-325-0146 
See Page 19 for contacts and details 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAlllJER) As always, in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this nea's/.etter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal e:'Cperiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so a1 their own discretion and risk Therefore, no responsibility or 
liability is e'Cpressed or implied and is wallOu! recourse against anyone 
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Dear Members of our Thorp Family, 

Fall temperatures are finally starting to bless us 
here in Illinois. With it comes the expectations 
for the great Thorp events at Placerville, and 
Kentucky Dam. Don't know how you folks are 
feeling, but it's my thinking that I'll take the 
Kentucky Dam Fly-In over Oshkosk anytime. 
These small get-togethers are twice as much fun 
and if you get on the ramp and discuss your 
project or airplane with the Thorp owners you 
can learn just as much as sitting in the crowded 
forums at Oshkosh. Unfortunately we still have 
hundreds of Thorp owners that don't come out 
for these events. Let's tell them what they are 
missing I 

The second Thorp I had built now has a new 
home in Oregon. Sure, it was sad to see it go. 
But the new owner, Pat Rokus is a fine fellow 
and will give it tender loving care. Heard from 
him this week and he has more that 75 hours in 
the airplane now. He's put landing lights in the 
wings and the pictures show nice workmanship. 

Some of you have asked what my plans are as far 
as another Thorp are concerned. There are a lot 
of good projects coming up for sale and I might 
go for one of those. I plan on keeping the news
letter going and making it to most of the Thorp 
events. I belong to the Decatur Aero club and 
have 5 airplanes available, so I have plenty of 
flying opportunities. 

RoxAnne and I made it to the lunch/forum at 
Oshkosh this year, but left right after it was over. 
We had our horses and horsetrailer camper over 
in a wilderness area on the Wisconsin River. 
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More than 20,000 acres of woods and riding 
trails. Had a great time there. 

We had a good crowd at the lunch/forum and Bill 
Williams called afterward to say they had a 
surplus from the lunch collection. Bill thought it 
would be a good idea to send the funds to the 
folks at Placerville to help with some of their cost 
for the Thorp event there. So Placerville, hope 
it helped. Let us hear from you as to how the 
event went. 

Dick Ecklund sent photos of the Thorps on the 
field at Oshkosh 98. He counted 22. I wish we 
had more space in this newsletter for more 
photos but it turned out I had a lot more material 
than I could get in. Thank you to Dick for the 
pictures and to the folks that continue to send 
letters and email articles for the newsletter. Roy 
Farris has promised an article on building the 
flaps for the next newsletter. We need other folks 
to jump in here and send me articles and informa
tion on their projects and trips. Please help! 
I would really like to hear from Classic Sport 
Aircraft with the details on their new S-18 Kit. 
The world wants to know Mike and Phil. Send us 
more info. 
Visit my home page for event information. 
http://homepage.dave-world.net/-rsnelson! 
thorp.html 

Newsletter Dues 
Please help me out fellows I Tli<:re are still way 

too many of you that have not sent your 98 
dues! This is really late in the year and makes it 
difficult for me to handle printing and postage 
cost. A couple offolks waited till December 
last year to tell me "Oh! by the way Rich, I 
didn't want the newsletter." That was after I 
had sent it to them all year! They didn't pay 
either. @#***## ... Thank goodness there were 
only a couple of people that pulled that stunt. 
So you late guys check the label for a red circle 
and then send your dues. Please do it today! 
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S-18 Aileron Binding Alert 
Subject: Aileron Alert! 
From: delzander@juno.com 
To: rsnelson@dave-world.net 

While rigging my ailerons for first flight, I noticed binding at the aileron push-pull tube rod ends at the 
walking beam. I checked my plans and found everything built to specs. I checked another flying T-
18 (Folding Wing) and found the situation even worse. 

The problem is that the mast plates at the end of the stick socket and the AN960-10 washers at the 
control horn at the outer wing juncture do not provide enough clearance for freedom of the push-pull 
tube rod ends at both ends of the stick forward and aft excursion. On my airplane the twisting force 
had loosened the lock nut on the rod end and was working the threads about 1116 turn at each full 
excursion of the stick. On the other airplane the lock nuts held and the last 6" +/- movement of the 
stick aft was torsionally loading the push-pull tubes.I suspect that every plans-built T -IS out there has 
a good chance of having binding in the aileron push-pull tube or working of the threads on the rod 
end. My solution was to shim out the mast plates at the end of the stick socket with a .032 aluminum 
shim on each side and then put a .032x1l4 dia. bushing on each side of the control tube rod end. I 
used standard AN960-10L (.032) washer and turned them down to 1/4" O.D .. That provided plenty 
of rod end freedom at both ends of the stick excursion. At the risk of being too paranoid I think this 
should be checked before the next flight on high time aircraft and on all T -18s at the first 
opportunity.Denell D. Zander 503-620-1335 DelZander@juno.com 

Response from Classic Sport Aircraft 

Subject: Binding Ailerons 
I have an inner wing set up and tried to repeat your problem. Using the Hiem F34-14, I was able to 
get the rod end to move. You could see when the torsional load would start. I then tried to repeat 
using a Fafner REB3N and I could not see any movement. The Fafner is wider at the 
ball (approx .. 500) and allows the full movement. The Hiem is narrower (aprox .460). 

Adding spacers as you did fixed the interference with the Hiem. I will look into a possible change in 
the S-IS drawings. The movement does not appear to be anything critical, but should be looked at 
during annuals. 
Sincerely, Mike Archer 
Classic Sport Aircraft 
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Editor's email: rsnelson@dave-world.net 

Hi Richard, 
The home project should be completed by mid 
July. Building aT -18 is easy compared to 
building home. Thank goodness its almost over 
and I can get back to a normal life including 
airplanes. 

Regards, Ken Morgan 
New address: 
9110 Bellechase Rd. 
Grandbury, TX 76049 
Phone: 817-578-3646~ 

Rick: ~ 
Building your own windshield is essentially 
child's play, as outlined in a previous newsletter. 
It cost me $40 for the acrylic - about 35 for the 
form, which cost could be reduced-so that $75 is 
pocket change compared to the price asked by 
vendors. Sure, it takes time and one learns from 
doing - but is that what it is -all- about-? 

Two attempts were made to form the canopy and 
both failed. The method attempted was to rough 
form the acrylic sheet over a rough male mold, 
then blow it to the desired shape. Unfortunately, 
the required compound curves could not be 
approximated; severe wrinkles developed during 
initial forming and could not be removed. 
After checking all sources of which I knew, I 
bought one from Classic Sports, and I suggest 
that one in need of a canopy check with Mike 
Archer. Sincerely, Floyd Myers 
5170 Sunset Drive 
Ogden, UT 84403 

I , 
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Hello Rich & RoxAnne, 

Hope all is well with you and your family as well 
as the T -18 family. Still enjoy very much receiv
ing the newsletter and hope you continue to have 
the time and ENERGY required for such an 
undertaking. 

A lot has changed in my life as well as Mike 
Hernden's. As for Mike, he has a C- 170 which 
he has been improving gradually over the last 4-5 
years. About 4 years ago he bought a C-195 
requiring a total restoration. He has had it 
disassembled about as far as you can go and still 
have anything that resembles an airplane. It is 
now going back together. Still a long way to go 
and a lot of work but at least all in a "positive" 
direction. Consequently, his T -18 project has 
been in storage for the last 4-5 years. 

My life has changed as well. Sundstrand offered 
a "by-out" package to all over age 55 in 1996. I 
decided after 29 112 years to accept the offer and 
retired November 1,1996. We all thought 
(HOPED) that that would mean the T-18 would 
finally get to the front burner and get finished. In 
January, I bought a hangar at Cottonwood 
Airport on the NW side of Rockford. In April, I 
bought a Fly Baby locally (really nice one) for a 
low cost tail dragger time builder. In May I was 
persuaded to come back to work via Kelly 
Services. Sales here were up 50% over 1996! 
$635m to over $1 billion for the aerospace 
division. So, I am now officially a Kelly Girl! 
Not sure how long I will be on the job here but 
the Director says he believes there will be work 
available for 4-5 years. Not sure I will stay that 
long but who knows. It is nice to be able to set 
your own hours and days however. 

During the summer, I followed some "chatter" on 
the AOL bulletin board for the T - 18 and became 
concerned about something I have known for 
years but had forgotten when I bought my han
gar. That is that the T -18 needs (for most/many 
pilots) 2000 ft minimum to land. Cottonwood is 
2600 with a 400 ft displaced threshold on one 
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end. It seemed that I needed a new airport or a 
different project. After being emotionally in
volved as well as physically involved with the T-
18 since the 60' s, it became a rather depressing 
summer and OSHKOSH was somewhat of a 
"bummer" for me. Cottonwood is the home of 
EAA Chapter 22 and is nearly 100% owned by 
chapter members, consequently, I wasn't too 
eager to leave there. 

Early September, I got a ride in an R V 4 that 
belongs to a friend here in Rockford. After that, 
several things happened very quickly. I happened 
to see a RV 4 project for sale on the intenet with 
an 815 area code. Turns out it was only about 
20 miles west of Rockford, was the second ship 
being built by an American Airlines Captain and 
was for sale due to lack of time since he bought a 
small farm for his family to live on. Just moved 
there. He has a lot of work to do to the house, 
like a complete rebuild I The following week end 
was the flyin at Whiteside airport so I went to the 
R V forum. To make a very long story short, I 
now have a R V 4 airframe that is 90% complete. 
Have to install the canopy, instruments, engine 
and cowl. I had an 'inquiry about my T -18 
project but it isn't for sale. 

Current thought is that it will be my "retirement
retirement" project. I have a terrific shop, heated 
and well lighted in my hangar (hangar 42x42) so 
have a good place to build. Not as handy as the 
garage but nice to have both vehicles inside in the 
winter again. Also, with 4 or 5 projects being 
built or restored, there is a lot of activity there 
for encouragement. By the time it is completed I 
should have a lot more taildragger time and may 
feel competent to operate the T - 18 from there 
also or will have to hangar it else where. 

While I'm still at what was to be a short note 
transmitting a couple of checks, I would like to 
express my concern about the T -18 and OSH
KOSH I would like to see the T -18 continue to 
be popular with additional builders. With the 
forum "off-site" I wonder how many 
"wannabees" are getting the T - 18 message. 
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Unless they come there and seek out the T -18, 
they would never learn anything about it. I know 
I haven't been to a forum since it left the field 
due to the time commitment to get there and 
back. I realize that it wasn't your wishes to 
move off the field either. Just wonder what 
others are thinking and whether or not it is 
hurting the future of the T-18. 

Well, I've taken enough of your time with this. 
Would enjoy seeing you and RoxAnne again. 
Haven't been to KY LAKE for several years 
now. The last time I did, you folks didn't make 
it. By the way, we have a great fly-in breakfast 
the first Sunday in May, every year at Greater 
Rockford Airport. That would be a nice T - 18 
flight on a nice Sunday morning. HAPPy FL Y
ING, SAFELY Wally Hunt 1658 Plaza Drive, 
Rockford, IL 61108 Phone: 815/332-4708 

Editors Note: It was great to hear from you, and 
what's happening in the Rockford area. We have 
missed seeing you at the T-IB events. I do agree 
with you that the "T-IB/S-IB" is not getting 
proper exposure at Oshkosh. With that said, 1 
must tell you that you are missing the best 
barginlunch at Oshkosh, plus a forum that can 
last most of the afternoon if one cares to sit in 
the big tent, drink free soda, and talk. Besides, 
Wally it ain't that far to the nature center. Looks 
like if the field keeps expanding west it will be at 
the doorstep to the nature center soon. As you 
know we had been pushed into late afternoon-
evenings times for our forum, which most 
thought was really stupid That's why we went to 
the Nature Center. Plus the fact that it's a better 
place 1 We missed the ball this year because I 
failed to get anything in the program about the 
forum. That's my fault and we can change that 
next year. What's really missing at Oshkosh is 
someone to bite the expensive bullet and have a 
T-IB/S-18 display. Until that happens the T-IB/ 
S-18 will remain a well kept secret. (Best flying 
home built in the world) Just ask and we will tell 
you l Hope to see you at Kentucky Dam in 
October, Rich Snelson 
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Dear Richard, 
Sorry to read you sold your T -18. When I first 
heard this I was quite surprised and figured you 
would no longer edit the T -18 Newsletter. So I 
thought if you didn't do it I would no longer pay 
my dues. My biggest benefit is to read the letters 
sent in. Hovever after reading the last issue and 
noting I'm behind I'm enclosing my check for at 
least another year. 

I try to get my Cessna up at least 0llce a week. 
Going to miss your flyovers. Ernest Thorp 

Editors note: Thanksfor the comments Ernest. I 
plan to stick with the T-18 Mutual Aid Society. 
Lots of good T-l8s and T-18 projects out there 
so you never know what might end up in my 
shop. 

Ernest lives about 3 miles north east of Clinton 
Illinois and a great grass airport with eastiwest 
and north/south strips. Lots of flying history 
behind this gentleman going back to getting shot 
down in WWlI. This year he was Illinois'flying 
farmer of the year. Great family, fine man! With 
a name like Thorp, how could he miss. Rich 

Snelson. • 

Hi Rich, 
Enclosed is some info on my T -18 and a picture. 
Heart problems is the only reason I'm selling. 
Mary and I had a lot more trips planned. 

I just can not imagine going by car!! The Thorp 
sure went p laces in a hurry. 

Thanks for carrying on with the newsletters, they 
are great! Truly yours, Dick Amsden 
Editors Note: Sorry you are having to sell your 
beautiful Thorp. Details later in this newsletter. 
Rich Snelson 

Dear Richard, 
Leave this AM for a month in the deep interior of 
Venezuela so won't make it to Coles Co. T-18 
Thorp Fly-In .. Was planning to but this opportu-
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nity came up. I might go to Oshkosh but over the 
years have determined that the small T -18 fly-ins 
are a lot more fun that Oshkosh. Will be sure to 
make Placerville, K y Dam other local ones 
though. T -18, 9008Z is running fine-as usual! 
Thanks for the N.L. Steve Hawley. 

Dear Rich, 
Enclosed is my check for this year's dues. I am 
embarrassed about my tardiness. The least that I 
could do is to get in on time or early as a way of 
thanking you for the excellent job that you are 
doing. Our business is coming along slowly but, 
it does cause me to work long hours and sucks 
up all of the money. We have recently signed an 
agreement with another company to market our 
products world wide. This is very exciting as we 
should see an increase in sales and I will have 
more time to design and develop new products. 
Fortunately, I love, what I am doing and it sure 
beats working for someone else in spite of the 
long hours. I am sure you heard about the misfor
tune that befell John Bridges and his buddy on 
the, way to Sun n Fun. They were in the other 
guy's Glassair and they crashed in Louisiana 
shortly after takeoff from a refuel stop. The loss 
of both of them is enormous but I would like to 
tell you how John touched my life. I met John 
here in the Airpark at a hangar where he was 
building a Glassair for another buddy of his. John 
& I started talking back and forth and he was 
able to "drag' me to an EAA chapter meeting 
near the Deer Valley airport. After the meeting, 
we went to John's hangar to look over his Thorp, 
which was pictured in the newsletter last year. 
Then John started "pushing" me to have him 
come to my place and go over my project. We 
did get together and since John was a Tech 
Counselor for the chapter, he really went over my 
T -18. He had a lot of good tips for me and he 
wrote up the report and submitted it to Oshkosh. 
Then, he wanted me to visit his hangar so he 
could show me how to glass things in and to go 
fly with him. Unfortunately that did not happen 
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and I was shocked when I heard the bad news. 
We had a memorial service for the two of them at 
the hangar where he had been building the 
Glassair. We all will miss both of them and I will 
miss John and will remember his willingness to 
help anyone that he felt that he could help. You 
didn't need to ask as he readily volunteered his 
services. He was truly a typical EAA volunteer 
who was very skilled at building airplanes. Keep 
up the good work and I hope that next time we 
communicate that I will be able to report some, 
progress on the Thorp. 
Sincerely, Don Ruffner 

Editor's Note: I was very sorry and sad to learn 
about the loss of one of our T-18jriends and 
builders. Rich 

Subject: Flaps Fittings 
Date: Tue, 15 Sep 1995 21:34:15 EDT 
From: DDouble357@aol.com 
To: rsnelson@dave-world.net 
Hi Dick: 
I get so frustrated with this dam 
machine( computer) some times I can't even 
find my self in it. Hope everything is well with 
you and your. Some how I stumbled over some 
T -IS stuff on AOL where there appeared to be a 
chat board with some of the builders asking some 
questions. I put in a question but haven't gotten 
an answer yet; so I thought I would direct it to 
you. I came across some Flap assembly parts 
from a friend who had decided not to build 
another Thorp. The parts all looked new: how
ever, he had drilled some of the assemblies and 
one of them has a skin already decoed on it but 
not riveted. The problem that I encountered was 
that he had reversed the locations of the -4 and -6 
fittings on the ribs for the inner and outer flaps 
ribs. 
Before I go on with the plugging and riveting 
doublers on the ribs and relocating the fitting 
lAW drawings, I thought I would shoot the 
question to you in the hope of saving me some 
extra work. What would happen if I decide to 
leave them as they are and going ahead with the 
assembly? 
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Would the flaps still operate as advertised? 

Some time when I have a little more time I will 
send you a progress report on my project. I've 
been working 12 hours days and have had time to 
work on my project. And too the weather 
around here had been in the 100+ degree for the 
past two months which Zaps your want to do 
anything much less out in the garage. 
Hello to all out there in the Thorp world. 
P.S. Will be going to the Southwest regional in 
Abilene, Tx which is only 150 mi from here. Don 
Doubleday 
Editor's Note: It has always been my finding that 
when it comes to Thorp primary controls and 
assemblies we should build them to John Thorp's 

drawings. --I-
Rich, 
I recently purchased a set of plans from Classic 
Sport Aircraft, SN 24 I. Is there any listing of 
names and addresses T -IS and S-IS builders. I 
live in the Dallas Fort (Texas) Worth Metroplex, 
and would like to visit as many projects as I 
could before actually beginning the construction 
myself Surely there has to be some in the DFW 
metroplex. 
Also, is there any kind of material takeoff that 
has been done for the T -IS. I plan on scratch 
building everything. I don't want to order the 
whole plane at once, but I don't want to piece
meal the orders either. I asked this of Mike 
Archer of Classic Sport Aircraft, and he did not 
know of anything. For some other aircraft 
designs, I have seen tabulations of how 
much material you needed for a particular sub 
assembly, or a drawing showing 
full size sheets of material, and what was sup
posed to be cut from each. 
Does something like this exist, possibly in the 
newsletter. 
Thanks, Robert Mardis 

<Robert.Mardis@halliburton.com> 

Editor's Note: See the details in this newsletter 
as to a Excelfile that will be very helpful. Ron 
Chernich has it available. I also have it now 
and can email it to members. 
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Hello. 
I thought you might be interested to know that 
my father, Bob Dial, passed away on August 14, 
1998 at his home in Bloomfield Township, 
Michigan. My Dad had been suffering from heart 
disease for several years. He was 76 years of 
age. He built 2 T -18's. 

The first was built from scratch and flown by my 
Dad for many years. After he lost his medical, 
Dad sold his first T -18, and the new owner 
destroyed the plane and lost his life in an acci
dent. 

The second T -18 was bought by my Dad as a 
partially completed project, which my Dad 
finished. This plane was subsequently sold and I 
believe is currently owned by 2 gentlemen near 
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Bob Dial's Thorp N31BD 

Atlanta. Hi Everyone: 

Dad served in the Air Force in North Africa and 
China during WWII and received an honorable 
discharge at the rank of Major. He retired from 
General Motors Corporation as a corporate pilot 
in 1978 flying G-2's. 
Please acknowledge your receipt of this email. 

Thanks 
Kenneth M. Dial 
Geisinger & Dial, P.L.e. 
201 W. Big Beaver Road 
Suite 1120 
Troy, MI 48084 
Voice 248-524-0202 
Voice Mail 248-524-6164 X 3009 
FAX 248-524-0231 
kendial@dialcpa.com 
Editor's Note: Many o/the T-18/0Iks are/amil
iar with your dad's name. Bob Dial with his 
participation in the Thorp Mutual Aid Society 
added a lot to the great T-18's history. He was a 
fine builder and will be missed I've included a 
photo 0/ Bob's T-18 at Oshkosh 98. It's current 
owners are Barry Hall and Jud Carter 

I just got out of the hospital today the 24th, feel 
weak as a kitten, but am doing fine. I'm home, 
under the able supervison of Anny the First. We 
have already done a bunch of things, prescrip
tions, groceries, etc. but I'm winding down, and 
about to call it "atsanuff" for today. I've got two 
extra belly buttons, a I 0 inch scar on my chest, 
and an eighteen inch scar on the inside of my left 
leg. I also have numerous black and blue 
splotches where the nurses missed the vein with 
their darts. They did four by pass grafts without 
stopping my heart, a fairly new procedure pio
neered by the Dr ( Dr A. Gheissari) that did the 
operation. I spent two days in the Intensive Care 
Unit (ICU) after the operation on the 20th, and 
then two more in the primary care unit (PCU) 
before getting discharged today the 24th, at 
noon. Thanks for your thoughts and prayers. 
Lyle and Anne Trusty 
~aitor's Note: Glad things went well. You're 
back just in time to read the newsletters and the 
great article you sent on diodes. Not a bad 
picture on the cover either! Rich 
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From: James "Jim" Borg <James.Borg@gte.net> 
To: rsnelson <rsnelson@dave-world.net> 

Hi Rich 

I just got on the internet and having lots of fun 
just crashing around with this new computer. The 
T -18 is all in pieces right now. The wing is off 
for inspection and to correct some minor areas 
that I was never very happy with from the start. 
All is O.K. with the wing spar which is what I 
really wanted to inspect most of all. 

The engine is disassembled and most of the parts 
are at the engine shop for inspection. I 'm really 
happy with the results so far. The crankshaft, 
case, and cylinders were inspected and found to 
be within limits. All other parts are also checking 
out good. Not bad for a engine with 2800 hrs. 
(0320 E2A 150 h.p.) 

As long as the airplane is down I plan on remov
ing the tail group and inspecting that also. I 'm 
also going to move the pitot from the vertical fin 
to under the wing. I also think a paint job is in the 
plans. I 'm really geting tired of polishing alumi
num. Jim Borg (N180RG) 
Editor's Note: I have always removed the rudder. 
and vertical jin each year. It's a good idea to 
check for cracks through out the area. Also check 
the steel landing gear attach points for rust and 

cracks. --I--
Rich, 

I need to talk to someone who knows props. I 
have a 0-320 that has a cis Hartzell designed for 
a 0-360 (F76 66 blades) . According to the 
factory there has never been any vibration testing 
done on the enginelblade combination that 
I have. Therefore they say there's no telling what 
kind of things are going on up there. To buy new 
blades is prohibitive and used ones are not to be 
found. I'm trying to find out what risks I may be 
running and also what kind of testing has been 
done on all the other non-certified props. Have 
they had this kind of testing, is it necessary, 
would I be in the same dark using one of 
them, etc. 
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Any help you can give I'd appreciate. 

Thanks, 
Damon Berry 
FAMBERl23@aol.com 
Editor's Note: I didn't have the answer for this 
on so passed it along to Bob Highley and Bill 
Williams. Anyone care to comment for the next 
newsletter? 

Hi Richard, 
I'm home again after another wonderful time in 
your country, especially at Oshkosh. I really 
appreciated the get together on Friday when I 
was able to meet so many other T -18ers. 
As I arranged with you could you please send me 
the following 4 back numbers of the Newsletter: 
82,84,85,88. 
Regards, Brian Olney 
<s.olney@student.murdoch.edu.au> 

From: "WARWICK W. LLEWELLYN" 
<wllewellyn@compuserve.com> 
I am in the process of re-assembling a Thorp T-
18 that was built in 1976 by a friend who passed 
away two years ago. When his health was 
declining he took the wings off to take the 
airplane home to do some fix-up work prior to 
putting the plane on the market. I have a ques
tion concerning the wing center section to 
fuselage attach. The Thorp drawings show an 
A vdel ball detent pin for the main spar attach. I 
find no such pin in the assortment of hardware 
with this plane. Would AN6 bolts with AN365 
nuts be suitable? 
Do later T -18 plans call for the Avdel pins? Your 
help would be 
appreciated. Warwick Llewellyn,2500 Perdido 
Drive,Midlothian, VA 23112 
email: wllewellyn@compuseve.com 
phone: (804) 744-1895 

Editor's Note: Most people use bolts instead of 
the pins. Rich 
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G'dayRich 

All the back newsletter issues arrived and it's 
been great to catch up on what's been happening 
in the TI8 world dunng the last 20 years that I've 
been away. The current group are certainly a 
great group. Greg Halverson and Brad 
Chapman saw my name in the last newsletter, 
noticed I was "local" to them in the Portland area 
and took the trouble to contact me. Greg took 
me for a ride in his TI8 (with folding wing) -
which was my first ride in the type. Even though 
I'd had one a third complete way back, I'd never 
even sat in one before. Greg was brave (or 
foolish) enough to let me shoot some landings at 
Scapoose which I enjoyed immensely. 
EspecialJy as my last taildrager experience was 
30 years ago in a Tiger Moth. Brad had his T -18 
down for maintenance when I visited, but we had 
a great time talking and with the cowl off, he 
was able to show me a lot about his 0-290 GPU 
installation. All this is helping to light the 
building fire under my tail again. 

As an observation, the newsletters show the 
group has evolved from primarily builders to a 
more of a owners/social structure. Perhaps the 
efforts of Classic A v and Eckland Engineering to 
produce full kits wilJ change that back a little -
and perhaps I can do a little as well. I've 
started looking into material sources and costs 
and alas, the scene is not as good as it was years 
ago. When I started last time, I was able to order 
a materials pack containing all extrusions, tube, 
hardware, odd-size plate and other hard to 
source items. Not so today. Surprisingly, the 
newsletters were not able to give me a complete 
materials list - although there are at least three 
partial lists that I've found. So I set out to 
rediscover what other early builders must have 
found and would like to share it out through the 
newsletter and yourself to help others who would 
like to scratch-build. My first surprise was that a 
sheet 4x12 sheet of .025 Alclad that cost less that 
$20 in the 1970's now costs more than $120. 
That's a lot more than what could be accounted 
for by inflation .. Why is this? 

I've gone through the current "Deluxe" plan set, 
makmg an Excel spreadsheet of every part and 
hardware item called out, with the exception 
of engine installation items like prop diving lugs, 
extensions and carby air box stuff. In the pro
cess, I found 3 more extremely minor drawing 
errors and two possible "missmg" parts. These 
appear in the drawings, but are never actually 
dimensioned and given dash numbers - although 
I'll bet every builder has managed to notice and 
include them regardless. If anyone would like a 
copy of the spreadsheet, they can email me, or 
fino someone that can email me and I'll send them 
an electronic copy. I don't want to get into the 
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"floppy by snail-mail" business, so emails only 
please. 
However, since my email address will change in 
the near future, I thought it best to send you a 
copy so we have a central repository, as It were. 
Some of the stuff may also serve as newsletter 
filler material, from time to time. 

Regarding the plan anomalies, I've emailed 
Richard Eckland who will validate my findings 
and update his plan correction sheet as appropri
ate. 
Here is what I found: 
A-650 "Assembly Canopy": two different parts 
both called out as -12, a Spacer and a Seal. No 
big deal. 

A-740 "Flap Pulley InstalJation Inboard": draw
ing in the top left misidentifies -1 as -3. Again, 
thiS can't cause a problem. 

550 "Control System" shows the 556-1 Walking 
Beam mounting brackets attached to the main 
spar with the wrong kind of Hi-shears, driven the 
wrong way around. This error could result in a 
mainspar that can't be mated with the fuselage - if 
the builder has not studied the plans carefully 
enough to know the spar web must be flat in this 
area. I'm sure this was a "known" plan error 20 
years ago, but I can't find a newsletter 
reference to it. 

The two part omissions are very obvious to a 
builder. Again, I stress that I may have missed 
where these are called out, but I don't think so: 

1. The 3/4 x 3/4 x 1116 angle extrusions that run 
either side of the 526 fitting down the middle of 
the 604 Firewall (back) are shown, but not 
actually identified. ThiS could cause a builder to 
miscalculate the amount of angle stock required 
to build. 

2. There is a Clip mounted to the 580-5 Long
erons just aft of the main spar (with Hi-shears) to 
carry bolts that bear against the rear of the top 
spar cap. These clips appear to be made oflower 
main spar cap material, but are not detailed 
anywhere, nor are the 4 Hi-shears that mount 
them. I don't think that a 13 3" length oflower 
spar cap material would supply enough excess to 
make these. 

2a. The 599 Ref that shows the clips also sug
gests there are small plates riveted to the rear of 
the main spar upper cap against which the bolts 
through the "missing" clips bear. These would 
probably need to be something harder than 2024 
- maybe stainless. I wonder what other builders 
have done here? 
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So. that's it. I've still not definitely decided to 
start the project - esrecially as I will soon return 
to Australia, where rules Rule" and 
making a homebuilt requires as much bureau
cratic compliance effort (read that how you will) 
as building effort. Anyone who completes an 
air~raft there, in my opinion, can justIfiably feel a 
major sense of achIevement. 
If US readers want to see what I mean, review 
the requirements chizeled in 
stone on: 
http://www.saaa.comlbuildingiguidance.htm 
and prepare to be amazed (and thankful for living 
in a socIety that encourages individual achieve
ment in general and aviatIOn development in 
particular). That said, I must point out that an 
Initiative exists down-under to implement an 
Experimental category. One can only hope. 

A word or two on the spreadsheet. It's in 
Microsoft Excel, which is quite common. It's in a 
version comr,atible with MS Office 95 and uses 
"workbooks " but does not contain any macros. 
The sheets are: 

* Drawings - all sheets in the Deluxe set, as 
recently published in the newsletter. You can do 
your own sorts by, number, name etc. 

* All Parts - all components and hardware as 
called out in the drawings, along with the mate
rial type, stock, blank size and quantity. This 
sheet uses "groups", so it looks like the drawing 
list with little buttons in the left margin. Click on 
a button to explode out a drawing and see all its 
parts (due to a quirk, you actually click the 
button on the next line). 

* Materials - derived from "All Parts" this sheet 
is used to build a complete "materials required" 
list by sorting on Type and Stock, then adding up 
the blank sizes. 

* Hardware - again derived from "All Parts", this 
lets you total up all identical items from all the 
drawings. 

Another sheet contains hardware prices from 
Aircraft Spruce. I have a macro that produces 
prices from this on the hardware list, but this 
requires more work. 

Here's some statistical data: There are 826 
different bits of metal to be cut, trimmed and 
shaped in the airframe of a T - I 8. Putting these 
together will require 1557 different hardware 
items. This includes long rivets, the ones you 
will only need a few of, but not short ones which 
you would buy by the pound. Finall)" the list 
does not contain anythmg forward of the 
firewall except the undercarriage - where you can 
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expect to add more parts and hardware. 

Cheers for now, 

"Ron Chernich" <Ron_Chernich@clmt.com> 
Editor's Note: ] have Ron's Excel and can email 
it 10 anyone wanting il. Contact me at: 
rsnelson@dave-world.net 

Subject: first flight 
From: Bob Pernic 
<pernic@yerkes.uchicago.edu> 

Richard, 
N966RP flew for the first time on July 4th. It 
flies beyond my expectations which were based 
on two other T - I 8s I had flown. It stalls gently 
at 58 MPH clean. No sudden pitch down or 
wing drop off, only a gentle shutter at about 60. 
Ground handling is positive with no tendency to 
do anything unpredictable. I had an engine 
roughness that only I could detect while running 
the engine on the ground with the airplane as a 
test stand. In the air under power when I tried to 
lean it out it would back fire. I remembered 
reading someplace if this occurs that to look for 
loose or cracked fuel injection lines. When I 
inspected them I found all four only finger tight 
where they attach to the fuel distribution spider 
on top the engine. This also explains a slight 
gasoline smell and the roughness I mentioned. 
On the second flight on Sunday morning I made 
a nice three point landing with out using brakes 
until I went to turn onto the taxiway way. I did a 
left brake to make the left tum and then cor
rected with a right to straighten out. To my 
amazement both brakes were locked up solid! 
Mind you it was good upon landing and didn't 
lock up until applying brakes. First thing I 
thought of was the parking brake but that 
seemed to be fine. I examined the brake peddle 
and that seem peculiar because the master 
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cylinder piston rods were tight ( solid) in the up 
position with out any play ( down travel) in the 
rod. First thing I did was loosen the vent screw 
on the top of the cylinder. ( These are the Cleve
land cylinders with the built in reservoir) Loos
ening the vent didn't do anything. Next I loos
ened the hose connection at the bottom of the 
cylinder, with the release of a few drops of fluid 
the brakes released. This eliminated the parking 
brake as a possible cause and confined the 
problem to the master cylinders. I can not believe 
that it happened to both cylinders at the same 
time, but it did! 
I've spent hours now trying to find the cause or 
to duplicate the problem and can not. 
I remember in one of the past news letters you 
saying something like this happened to you, but 
as I recall it was a problem with the wheel 
cylinder, which I'm positive this was not. Any 
comments? 
Now that I'm done with the project there is a lot 
that I can contribute to the newsletter and cer
tain�y will do so. Sincerely, Bob Pernic 
Editor's Note: We have had a lot of discussion of 
this in past newsletter, so look there. Also see 
Walt Giffon's article in this letter. Cleveland has 
said to always replace the rubber o'rings in any 
brake set that has been sitting around afew 
years. 

More from Bob ........................ .. 

Subject: a winner! 

Richard, it was good seeing and talking to you 
last Friday at the forum. I offer the following for 
the next newsletter: My T -18 won EAA award 
for outstanding workmanship in the Plans Built 
category. I guess this means it won best plans 
built airplane award. I was notified by receiving 
a rather heavy plaque last night when returned 
from a business trip. It is my understanding that 
these awards were presented on Monday evening 
in the theater in the woods, but I didn't know 
about any of this because I had to leave around 
noon on Sunday for the trip I just mentioned. At 
that time I did know that nine judges had judged 
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the plane so figured that something might be up. 
I will contribute a story to the next newsletter 
about the 20 year project, but could use a few 
words from you as to how long and what you 
think it should cover in order to make it interest
ing. Sincerely, Bob Pernic 
Bob Pernic <pernic@yerkes.uchicago.edu> 
Editor's Note: Congratulations Bob. We are 
looking forward to an article on the project for 
the next newsletter. J thought J had a picture of 
your airplane from Oshkosh 98, but Dick Eck
lund who took the pictures missed your plane. He 
did get the other Pernic Thorp, but must have 
thought he was seeing double. J think your plane 
was just behind his. Right? Rich 

-1-
From: Robert Mardis 
<Robert.Mardis@halliburton.com> 
Mr. Snelson 

I am fixing to buy a set of Sunderland S-18 plans, 
and wonder if you could give me a little informa
tion. Let me explain my situation. 

I was introduced to the Sunderland S-18 last year 
at Copperstate, and liked it. It was a tough 
choice but I chose to build a new design 
called ~ Vision, a 2 place side by side compsite 
aircraft with similar dimensions to the S-18. 
Having just barely gotten started on it, I have . 
discovered that I am allergic to the epoxy that IS 

used in the construction. I have sought the 
advice of many, including folks at Oshkosh this 
year, and after weighins all of the advic~, have 
decided that the best thmg for me to do IS stop 
building this airplane. 
Therefore, I am trying to divest myself of 
construciton manuals, building materials etc., 
which brings me to my question. 

I would like to know what the dimensions (over
all width and height) of the firewall is. I have 
aquired a piece of stainless steel for my Vision 
firewall, and am trying to determine if it is big 
enough to become a firewall for the S-18, or 
whether I should sell it along with the other stuff. 
I would appreciate any guidence you might be 
able to give me. Thanks, Robert Mardis 
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Eltctricu1 Wips 
By: Lyle Trusty, N851LT 

<r _ 
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The high tech electronic 
equipment in your airplane, in 
many cases, cost you as much 
as your engine. The last thing 
you want to do is inadvertently 
damage it by turning on the 
master switch or actuating the 
starter with your prized 
electronics, radios, and 
navigation equipment turned 
on. One of the fITst fixes 
implemented to avoid this 
problem was the practice of 
installing a radio master 
switch, however, with the 
introduction of all this new, 
miniature electronic equipment 
you need more than that. 
There's a way to overcome this 
problem. It's cheap and it's 
good insurance. 

Here's what happens when the 
starter switch is released, or 
the master switch is turned off. 
The energizing coil of the 
solenoid creates a reverse 
current flow due to the 
collapsing field of magnetism. 
This current can have a very 
high negative voltage, as much 
as minus 400 volts, that will be 
opposite the normal polarity of 
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the system. If your electronic 
equipment is in the "on" 
position, this spike can burn 
out components of your system 
that are not protected. The 
diodes "short" this spike out, 
saving your valuable gear. 

CAUTION 

If you don't have diodes in 
your system you should have 
all your electronic equipment 
turned off before you tum the 
master switch on or off, and 
while you start the engine. 
This also goes for electronic 
instruments and displays that 
have circuit boards and 
microprocessors in them. 

Ref. Fig. 1: You can get 
IN5408, or IN4007 (or 
equivalent) diodes that are 
rated at 1,000 Volts and up to 
3 Amps, at most any computer 
electronics store. They look 
like a resistor with a. lead 
coming out each end. They 
have a colored band painted 
around one end. That is the 
Cathode end, which indicates 
the physical orientation of the 
diode required for it to perform 
its function 

A diode is essentially an 
electrical check valve, passing 
current of a particular polarity 
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freely in one direction while 
acting as a high resistance in 
the other direction. Installing 
one of these diodes across each 
your master and starter 
solenoid will protect your 
electronics. 

Ref. Fig. 2: The commonly 
used Cessna type master 
solenoid, rated for continuous 
duty, has three terminals on it, 
two large and one small. The 
large terminal marked "BAT" 
connects to the lead from the 
positive battery post. The 
other large terminal connects 
to the lead that goes to the 
terminal on the starter relay. 
The small terminal connects to 
the master switch. When the 
master switch is turned on it 
completes a ground circuit to 
the relay coil, Connect the 
diode between the "BAT" 
terminal and the small 
terminal, with the cathode 
end of the diode connected to 
the "BAT" terminal. 

Ref. Fig. 3: The Starter Relay, 
rated for intermittent duty 
only, is wired in a similar 
fashion if it has three lugs. The 
large lead from the master 
relay connects to the "BAT" 
lead on the starter relay and the 
other large terminal connects 
to the starter. The small 
terminal is connected to the 
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start switch, which provides a 
ground to energize the relay. 
The diode should be 
connected between the 
"BAT" terminal and the 
small terminal, with the 
cathode end connected to the 
"BAT" terminal. 

Ref. Fig. 4 If you have relays, 
such as Cutler Hammer's, that 
have two large and two small 
terminals, an external lead 
from the battery terminal to the 
nearest small terminal will be 
required. Then, connecting 
another lead to the other small 
terminal, and through a switch 
to ground will enable you to 
energize the relay. 
In this case, connect the 
diode between the two small 
terminals with the cathode 
end on the "BAT" side. 

The reason you only have three 
posts on the newer solenoids is 
that one side of the energizing 
coil is connected internally to 
the battery post. When you hit 
the switch, all you are doing is 
grounding the other side of the 
solenoid, causing it to activate. 
Some builders, with master 
relays that have four posts, 
prefer to hook up their 
solenoids so they are supplying 
power to the solenoid when 
they throw the switch. 
However, this requires that the 



circuit be protected with a 
circuit breaker, and the circuit 
is not "fail-safe". A short to 
ground will pop the circuit 
breaker and open the relay. I 
prefer the other method, 
because if you get a short to 
ground in your switch wire, it 
doesn't short anything out and 
get hot. All it does is continue 
to activate the solenoid. You 
don't have a circuit breaker iIi 
the circuit that can fail, and 
you won't know the wire is 
grounding until you go to shut 
off the master switch. I'll take 
that any day, compared to 
sudden loss of all electrical 
power while airborne. 

If you hook the diodes up 
backwards, all that happens is 
that they will get hot and bum 
out, almost instantly. Just go 
buy new ones, put them in the 
right way, and you won't have 
any more problems. 

I 
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SCOTT 
MASTER CYLINDER PROBLEM 

T-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 
I have some information which may be of interest to those of you who have experienced brake lock
up on your birds. 
I have read several reports of brake lock-up usually attributed to the guide pins on Cleveland brakes. 
I believed that to be true until our recent (second) such incident on our T-18. After the first failure 
I installed long guide pins, swore to keep them clean, etc. all to no avail. The second failure (some 
200 hour later) lead to complete disassembly and testing of the Scott master cylinder for the offend
ing wheel. What finally came to light was an intermittent movement of the small nylon (or teflon?) 
bushing located in the cup at the base of the actuating rod. Apparently that bushing is pressed into 
the cup but ifit loosens enough to slip up on the shaft it blocks the pressure relief hole at the base of 
the cylinder and prevents return of fluid from the wheel cylinder to master cylinder. When that 
occurs the brakes remain in a locked configuration until pressure is released by opening the line or 
moving the pressure plate by disassembling the wheel hardware. The insidious part of this process is 
that the nylon bushing may return to its proper place in the cup and not cause problem for many more 
braking cycles. My cure was to put the bushing back in the cup and center punch the edges of the cup 
enough to (hopefully) retain the troublesome part. 
I would be interested in feedback from others who have experience locked brakes, particularly to 
know if they have installed Scot master cylinders of the same design as mine. 
Walt Giffin T-18 N78WG Thanksfor the tip, Walt. Rich Snelson 

Here she isfolks, the 1998 John Thorp Trophy winner at Sun-n-Fun. 
Built andjlown by Bill Williams of Lakeland, Florida 
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FOR SALE: 1984 T-18 650 Hrs on AlC & 
Engine, 0-320 A2B, Culver Prop. Nav, 
Strobes, Landing & Panel lights. Cleveland toe 
brakes & Johnson bar. Scott 2000 TIW. Easy 
Access APU. FGP, KX155, glide slope, 3 lite 
MIB, KX 78 Xpdr, $29,500 Contact Bill 
Mitchell, 526 Leona Dr. Denver, GO 80221 
(303) 427- 4025 

Subject: G.P.U.parts and T-18 material 
Date: Sun, 30 Aug 1998 13:06:29 EDT 
From: JKerr56051@aol.com 
To: rsnelson@dave-world.net 
Dear Richard: 
I have almost three Lycoming G.P. U. 's that are 
for sale. There is no paperwork on them and no 
known history. I am putting one together for my 
third Thorp project. Two cranks are standard, 
one cam is an approved part number. I have no 
oil pans. I have plenty of con. rods and pistons. 
One engine is assembled. I have spar caps. I need 
a canopy. 
Please run in newsletter; $375.00 for the as
sembled engine. $200 ea. for the 
cranks.$IOO ea. for cylinders. $25.00ea for 
con.rods.$20ea.for pistons. Buyer pay shipping. 
Thanks; John Kerr 2441 Pence DR, EI Cajon, 
CA 92019 
Thanks,J.L.K. 

For Sale: T -18 project -- fuselage on main gear 
and Scott tailwheel. Many 
subassemblies completed. Most parts and materi
als to finish, including 
preformed ribs, wing skins, bubble canopy, 
canopy frame, gas tank, 
Dynafocal mount, etc. Plans and all T -18 news
letters. Plus some 
metal-working tools. $5,000, firm. Eugene, OR. 
(541) 687-8473. 
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From: Peter Wegerich 
<wegericp@cadvision.com> 
For Sale S 18 (kit?) 

I have almost all the parts for an S-18. Firewall 
back. The only parts completed are some control 
surfaces and I wing spar. I am asking $7,500 
US. Complete with windshield and canopy, 
landing gear, wheels, tires, brakes, fuel tank, 
control stick assembly (inc. all push rods and 
offset sticks and rudder pedals and cables, Flap 
assembly and trim assembly), plans and all 
issues of the newsletters. I am located in Airdrie 
Alberta Canada (just outside of Calgary). 
Peter Wegerich 
403948-5704 or 403680-7300 
wegericp@cadvision.com 

For Sale: Thorp T-18 TTAF 980, TTE 1240 
LYC 0320E2G 150HP. 1983 SIN 1268 
IMRON Paint. 
165 MPH (143k) @ 2400 rpm. Terra Radio wi 
GS & intercom .. Terra Transponder, Fly Buddy 
Loran Price is $29K Dick Amsden 810-463-
6273 
Editor's Note: Sorry about the medical problem 
Dick. We will miss seeing you at the Thorp 
events. (Nice Thorp Folks,jump 011 this one) 
Rich Snelson 
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Here's Richard Ecklund's N181RE. Note the metal cowling and the 
metal wheel pants "John Thorp Style" Nice work Dick. 

OSHKOSH 
by Roy Farris 

Our forum/lunch get together was on Friday at 
the nature center as it has been for the last three 
years or so. Bill Williams had the chef honors and 
cooked Brats for around seventy-five people. I 
would like to thank the following persons, who 
had a hand in the forum/lunch preparation, Bill 
Williams, Bob and Susan Highley, Ben and 
Teresa Scola, Margie Conwell, Cornelia 
Aldridge, Lee Skillman, Richard and Roxanne 
Snelson, and myself The meal was great, the 
camaraderie was excellent, and the forum inter
esting. 

Several individuals spoke on brake lock-ups and 
how they have addressed the problem. (See Walt 
Giffin's article in this newsletter). The Thorp 
"G" loading was discussed with reference to the 
over G event that occurred and was shared with 
us by the owner in the last newsletter 

The upcoming fly-in at Placerville and Kentucky 
Dam were mentioned and plans for next year's 
Thorp events were discussed. It was voted to 

have a get-together in Colorado. Walt Giffin 
will be helping to put this together. The airport 
would be Fremont County (1 V6) which is near 
Canyon City, Colorado. This could be a Fall Fly
in if the folks don't hold the Placerville Fly-In 
again next September. We will continue to hold 
the Kentucky Dam event since we don't want to 
loose our F all slot there. 

We discussed the task of somehow trying to get a 
list of all the T -18' s worldwide. This is made 
difficult because many of the T-18s/S-18s in the 
FAA's list are under different names instead of 
Thorp. 

The topic of a Thorp Oshkosh dinner was raised 
and the difficulty of finding a suitable location. 
Rich Snelson and Bob Pennc have been working 
on this but came across contractual requirement 
with the restaurant that would require advance 
paid reservations. The dinner idea would be IDce 
and is still in the back of our minds as something 
we would like to do. A vote at the forum 
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showed that the majority of those present liked 
the forumllunch combination better than the 
dinner. 

There were several T -18' s at Oshkosh this year, 
but it was hard to tell by looking. The EAA is 
hampering any attempt to park aircraft by type. 
Thorps were strung out all over the place with 
only about fifteen or so in one centralized'area: 
We were not the only group to syffef'sufh . 
parking problems. I think about everyone except 
the warbirds and the R V's suffered the same 
wrath. It was decided at the forum that if we 
wanted to park together as a group next year, 
someone would have to stake off a parking area 
and guard it, although no one volunteered to take 
the job. I think we should consider this plan and 
decide how to implement it. I know that there 
was at least one new T -18 there this year, maybe 
more, but I cannot say who the owners were. 
Next year we plan to have a sign-in sheet at the 
forum so we can get a list of those present. 

Oshkosh for me is always an exciting time. I love 
everything there since it is about flying. I must 
admit though, that I heard a lot of grumbling 
among the pilots, from the warbirds through the 
experimental, the antique, classic and all the way 
to the contemporary. Pilots are not happy with 
the EAA's new policy of admitting the general 
public to the flightline. I must admit that I saw 
many incidents of people sitting and leaning on 
airplanes, smoking, and one incident of a gentle
man moving the prop to make room for his beach 
umbrella. I saw many lawn chair and umbrella 
strikes on parked aircraft by people moving 
through. The EAA eliminated several rows of 
parking this year and in an attempt to park as 
many airplanes as before, they spaced them 
closer together. This made matters worse as far 
as the movement of people was concerned. I 
heard rumors of a letter writing campaign to Tom 
Poberezny to list the concerns of the pilots. I 
believe this is a sound idea, but I am not sure 
how far it will go. Let me know what you think. 

Oshkosh is still the biggest aviation get-together 
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in the world despite some rising problems. I think 
most everyone believes that it has gotten too big 
and maybe a little too commercial, and some 
believe that EAA has lost sight of its roots. 
Maybe it has, but we could help EAA leadership 
remember their roots by setting a good example. 
Let's work together to promote the T -18 and try 
to get one' hundred of them there for Oshkosh 
1999: We~can do it, there are plenty of us out 
h 

v;;: 
t ere .... 

I think many of us would like to see someone 
else join the great long-time support of Ken & 
Marie Brock representing the Thorp at the 
largest aviation event in the country. Rich Snel
son tells me he gets constants questions on who/ 
where represents the Thorp. The lack of promo
tion by the suppliers keeps the Thorp a secret. 

One of the topics that was discussed at our forum 
was how to unite this ragged group of T -18' ers 
together. We have the best airplane, and the best 
people, but we lack manufacturelkit supplier 
leadership and information for those who want it. 
I would like to see the T -18 movement gain 
speed, and I believe that with some effort, this 
could be a reality. If you have any input, I would 
love to hear from you. 

Roy Farris 

rfarris@wworld.com 

(618)723-2594 

Please join us at the Fall Fly-In at Kentucky 
Dam. The event is Oct 9, 10, 1998 for reserva
tions call 1-800-325-0146. This is the Ken
tucky Dam Village Lodge. For details call 
Roy Farris at the above number. Our thanks 
to Roy for helping to get this event together. 
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T -ISIS-IS Thorp Newsletter 
Richard Snelson 
Route 3, Box 295 
Clinton, IL 6172 7 '---~ 

Phone: (217) 935-4215 
email: rsnelson@dave-world.net 

7 :I d .• 
. &ide: £J iLl. 11 

liSA 

THIS YEAR 1998 LATE DUES ONLY 

:25 

Red Circle means I have not received your dues for this year. 
Please help out and get them to me now. Remit today. 

r-------------------------------------~ ITHORP T-18/S-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 1998 DUES 
~lease continue your support of this valuable exchange of ideas, building tips and safety information 
fovering John Thorp's great design. Make checks payable to Richard S?eison, Route 3 Box 295, 
(:linton, IL 61727 $25.00 US, $30.00 other. 

I 
~ame: ______________________________ _ 
IAddress ____________________________ _ 
lCity: State Zip Code: _____ _ 
!/Phone: ------------------------
IAircraft: Hours on Aircraft: 
IEmail address: ----

rotes: (Building?, Flying?, Thinking about it?etc.) ________________________ _ 

~-------------------------------------~ 20 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

Well, now folks! lhis is really what it's all about' Isn't it? Mike Thomas (left) Chuck 
Borden (right) 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Editor's Trim Tabs The" 1999" Thorp T -18/S-18 Events 
Letters to the Editor: Keep them coming folksl 
First Flight by Chuck Borden 
Building The Wing Flaps by Roy Farris 
Placerville 1998 
Colorado 1999 T -18 Fly-In by Walt Giffin 
Paso Robes Thorp T -18 Fly-In by Chuck Borden 

Visit my Webb Page for updates on events: 
http://homepage.dave-world.net/-rsnelsonlthorp.html 
email address:rsnelson@dave-world.net 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCL·UJlER) As always, in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this nea'sletler is only presented as a clearing house Jor ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions. or experiences, do so at tlteir own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is willzout recourse against anyone. 



email.rsnelson@dave-world.net 

Boy! Those West Coast guys sure have a lot of 
nerve I That Tony Ginn guy called here when we 
were sitting in a cold house with the power off 
for 10 hrs and the temperature approaching -100 
degrees below zero and he tells us about the 
temperature in Calif I wanted to shoot the son
of-a-gun. Oh weill he had some good news about 
Chuck Borden having his second Thorp Fly-In so 
I'll let him off the hook this time. I understand 
everyone in his family now have their own T -18. 
Talk about formation flying. "The Flying Ginn's" 

RoxAnne and I had a crazy December. She had 
major surgery and I spent the next 5 weeks 
taking care of the horses and animals on the 
Snelson Ranch. Oh yes, she's doing really fine 
and no more PMS .. Come to think of it I'm doing 
fine too. I hope that explains why I didn't get the 
December issue #108 issue to you in 1998. 

Events for 1999 

Feb 20, Paso Robles Municipal Airport: 
Second Thorp T-18 Fly-In 
(See flyer 011 page 19 this letter) 

June 11-13, Fremont County Airport, Canyon 
City Colorado T-18/S-18 
(See 1I0tice 011 page 18 this letter) 

July 30, Oshkosh 99, Lunch and forum in the 
Nature Center at noon on Friday 
Sept?? Placerville, California (No update on 
this event, stay tuned) 

Oct 8, 9, 10 Kentucky Dam Thorp Fly-In 
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We have an update from Classic Sport Aircraft 
and it sounds like they have been pretty busy this 
last year. I've been bugging them to send more 
items and information for the newsletter. You 
know, Let us know what's going on guys. A lot 
of people are tinding my web home page and 
sending email, calling about the Thorp. I forward 
the messages to Classic and also to Ecklund 
Engineering for them to respond. Also getting 
calls to buy T -18s. So keep us informed if you 
know of someone wanting to sell or buy. 

This newsletter is stuffed fun of good stuff so I'll 
wrap up here and save room for some of your in 
puts. I will mention it's "Dues time." So please 
get them in before the end of Feb. Still 25 folks 
that haven't paid for 1998 .. I'm sure they know 
who they are. 

SEND 1999 DUES NOW! 

Thorp for Sale l 

Built 1969, refurbished 1995. This is a well
built, beautiful Thorp that weighs 900 Ibs empty 
(1,550 gross) and performs like a fighter on less 
than 8 gph. Two props. I) Aymar-Demuth 
wood (1995) lets you cruise 145 kts at 2,400 rpm 
and climb at 1,500 fpm. 2) Flotorp metal (1969) 
climbs at 2,500 fpm and cruises at 120 kts at 
2,400 rpm. Throttle back to 110 kts and sip 5 
gph. 

TT is 1570 hrs, 500 since top overhaul on 150 hp 
0-320-G-4 Lycoming. Narco 720 Nav/Com, 
Narco transponder w/ mode C. Intercom. Light
weight Hi-Torque starter, new stainless exhaust 
system. Temperfoam seat cushions. Nav lights 
and strobe. VFR instruments. New aluminum 
panel, vacuum pump, DG and horizon ready for 
installation. 

This plane is a 10 outside, 8.5 inside. The panel 
and new upholstery will make it a 10110. It has 
flown me to Alaska, Florida and many other 
spots and everywhere I land it draws a crowd. 
$25,000 Call John Sullivan, 518-494-3292 or e
mail, sullivan@netheavencom 
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Richard: 
Hope. you don't get a complex. We have not been 
IgnorIng you - Just busy. This year is coming to 
an end fast. Will try to detail what has been 
accomplishe,d. We attended 5 Fly-Ins this year 
(see Frankie s letter below). We will lay out a 
schedule for next year and advise. With com
ments a!1d articles discussing fly-in attendance, I 
would lIke to let everyone know we are trying to 
cover as many as possible. The restructions are 
Time and Money. While one person wants us to 
attend their fly-in, another is wishing we would 
stay home and cover orders. Guess I'll never win. 

Items now available are: 
1. Our new spinners $245 
2. Our new landing gear $ 875 
The mod we made to the gear was for shipping, 
cost, and we are able to retrofit to the long gear 
or repair damaged gear in the field. We have 
three kits that have been sent out. 
3. We are stocking windshields and canopies 
(light gray tint only). 
4. Current stock levels now cover approximately 
80% of the aircraft. On some parts, we have as 
many as 30 airplanes on the shelf. (Of course, it 
IS never what someone thinks of to order .. so I 
guess we will always have backorders. 
5. Improved on fiberglass for better fit. 
6. We now have formed leading edge skins on 
the Wings, flaps, vertical, horizontal and landing 
gear fairings. 
7. Horizontal Spar assembly, with 509 & 510-1 
fittings riveted in place. 
8. Fuel tank assembly with new flush mounted 
cap (no leakage in the cockpit) 
9. STARTED CONSTRUCTION ON OUR 
OWN S-IS .... 

Items In Work For 1999 
1. Tri-gear (many, many, many requests for 

this). 
2. Pre-assembled main spar assemblies. 
3. New engine for the Thorp. 180HP all alumi
num, V4. Allows use of existing Thorp cowling. 
4. Cable actuated trim mechanism. 
S. Flush mounted cowl cheeks. 
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As you can see, we have accomplished a lot and 
wIil cor:tInue We have not satisfied everyone on 
everything, but Will continue to Improve. 
We started 1998 with a kit delivery to Wayne 
Matthews In New Zealand and will finish with a 
complete kit to Bob Elliott from Helena, MT. 

Mike Archer 

LETTER FROM FRANKIE ARCHER 
Update on Fly-In's that we attended this year. 

Sun'nFun - We spent about a million hours 
driving across the country from California to 
Florida and it seemed like we were away for a 
month. I don't think I could have spent one more 
hour in the car riding. The Staff and Volunteers 
at Sun 'n Fun do a tremendous job. Everything 
runs smoo~hly. In fact, all the Fly-In's seem to be 
well orgamzed. The weather was a little touchy 
off and on but the turnout was good. We had 
about 32 attendees for the Thorp Forum and was 
happy about that. With weather and our plane 
haVing. an electrIcal problem, it had to leave 
late FrIday. Without the plane in our booth we 
might as well have been Invisible. No one was 
stopping or even looking at our display which 
IS too bad, but we find that at all Fly-In's. We left 
Saturday and did not stay the last few hours of 
the Fly-In, so if we missed anyone we 
apologize. ' 

In July, we drove to Arlington, W A. to the 
Northwest EAA Fly-In. We had a Beautiful S-IS 
In our booth that belongs to Jeff and Amy Taylor 
of Snohomish, W A. He received a million com
pliments on his plane, as he should have. We 
really appreciated having such a beauty in our 
booth .. Thanks Jeff & Amy .. 

Next was the Placerville Fly-In. Mother Nature 
wasn't too good there. We did not have the 32 
Thorp's that attended last year. There were (3) 
NEWLY FINISHED planes that attended The 
title of The Most Beautiful was owned by 'Jerry 
and April Denham ofMt. Shasta, CA. It was 
painted a beautiful red with lite gray trim. Also 
Jim CrItchfield had his T -IS red beauty and 
Byron Janzen of Redlands, CA has his newly 
completed S-IS there. Not painted yet, but soon 
Will be. I am sure he will surprise us. The 
Janzen's are a Thorp Family. They have 3 
completed and another one under construction 
for their father. The boys are Brad, Bruce and 
Byron. 

Everyone missed Lyle and Ann Trusty. Lyle 
always presents a good informative program. 
They are very well liked by everyone and we 
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hope Lyle is doing well since his surgery and up 
running around. 

In September, we drove to Castle Airport in 
Atwater, CA (only about 160 miles from where 
we live) This was the brand new Golden West 
EA . .cAc Flv-In. Thev had a verv !.!Ood turnout for a 
tirst time fly-in vVith over 600 aircraft registered. 
Mother Nature was NOT cooperative on Satur
day, as it was rainy, cold and windy, but a good 
time was had by aiL We did get a full kit order 
from there and that made us very happy. Also a 
possibility of a second one. 

Last Fly-In for us was the EAA Copperstate in 
Arizona, Oct 8 thru 11 th. Phil Key had his 
beautiful red T -18 in our booth. His head gets so 
Big from all the compliments, that we have a 
hard time getting his head through the door at the 
restaurant in the evening. Hopefully, Mike & I 
will have our S-IS finished soon and we can fly 
to some of these fly-ins. BOY DO I LOOK 
FORW ARD TO THAT. I am really sick of 
seeing all the R V's and VERY FEW Thorp's and 
I'll bet you are too. 

We would love to hear from some of you who 
have started an S-18 as no one has any idea of 
how many have been started and not yet 
completed. Please let us know if you have fin
ished one or getting close to completion. E-mail 
us at: sI8thorp@lightspeed.net. We would love 
to hear from you. If you have a problem, let us 
know also. We will certainly try to help you in 
anyway we can, because we want you to get 
flying and improve the attendance at all the fly
ins. Hope to hear from you soon and thanks to all 
of you for your support. 

Frankie Archer 
Editor's Note: Good report Mike and Frankie. 
Everyone wishes YOII the very best in making 
YOllr Thorp 5-18 business a success. Rich 

'1~\ 
-~-

Rich, 
~. 

This is to let you know that the T -18 I sent you 
information on (serial # IS) has been sold to 
Scott Ginn in Colorado Springs, Colorado. His 
dad, Howard Ginn heard about it from the info I 
sent to you, or from you, when he was in Califor
nia. Thanks for all the help in getting this 
sold. The Ginns are very nice people and it was 
the perfect situation for old # 18. Howard and his 
wife each have one and another son has one, 
vvhich you probably already know. I'm looking 
forward to seeing it fly. 
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It was sad to see it [(0. but the realization finallv 
sunk in that I was never [(oin[( to make the time' 
to finish it in my present situation Thanks again, 
Hal Aavang 

Hi Richard. 

J. 
-'e:-

Thought I'd drop you a note and let the readers 
know of a neat "fix" I found for a bent landing 
gear. Recently, on landing a local turf strip, [ hit 
a gopher hole while taxiing and bent my gear leg. 
I searched around for another gear but the cost 
and shipping was too high.( A one-piece gear has 
to be shipped by truck, because its too big for 
UPS) Then, I called Classic Sport Aircraft and 
discovered they have recently begun producing a 
retrofit kit for existing Thorp landing gear. It 
involves cutting off the gear legs just below the 
lower firewall crossbar and a section just below 
the top of the A-frame. You then hammer out 
the inner tube of the gear that's left, attach a 
special sleeve to the top fo the A-frame and 
reinsert the new heat-treated gear legs through 
the existing landing gear assembly. Each sleeve 
takes 6 bolts and vou need a cobalt bit, slow 
speed, and alot ot' pressure of drill through the 
heat-treated metaL 
The assembly took me about 6 hours. I found the 
gear to be a little softer than myoid shorter 
landing gear but I'm very happy with the results, 
so far. By the way, this gear kit is easily shipped 
UPS, too. Greg Halverson. 

,l 

~~-
'-i~_/ 

Hello Rich & RoxAnne, 
We are finally on line with our e-mail, the address 
is jpaine01ioa.com. We are so happy to see your 
great web page, and of course, we love the 
picture of Rich in his Dayion jacket. We read the 
K y Dam synopsis, it was great, and 1999 is Oct. 
Sand 9. Would you please add our e-mail 
address at the bottom of all references to this fly
:0 as Roy Ferris is returning it back to us. Do 
vou have an e-mail for Walt Giffin0 It looks like 
;.ve will try to make the spring fly-in. Thanks 
again for a ureat Web Paue! Judv & Jim 
- - J - J 

--?'.S-
Dear Rich 
As you know, Pat Rokus bought my aux fuel tank 
just a day after [ spoke with you on the phone. 
[ started to build my replacement tank, but found 
that I had to buy more aluminum than [ needed 
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for just one tank. So I now have 3 tanks in 
process, one for myself, and two for sale. If it is 
not too late to get an add in the next newsletter 
please include the following: 

T -18 AuxilIary Fuel Tanks (only 2 left) 
Welded aluminum construction. 
Mounts under deck behind seats. 
Useable Fuel: 8.5 GAL + 
$350.00 Each 
Contact John Kleber at 303-840-3648 or 

EMail address:73761.230@compuserve.com 
Thanks Rich for doing a great job with the T 18 
0iewsletter l Sincerely, John Kleber 

Dear Richard, 
Thank you for continuing with the Newsletter. I 
haven't written for a while so I thought I should 
bring you up to date on Fat Cat. After the initial 
problem with a broken weld and Ivo's great 
customer support (He says he has a new welder, 
and I have 3 new blades.), the propeller is work
ing great. It is only a few pounds heavier than the 
wooden Prince it replaced, and it gives me 500 
fpm increase in climb rate and 10 mph at the top 
end. (The old prop would over-rev.) I had to 
build a second brush holder bracket because 
my first design was not stiff enough I'm using a 
72 inch diameter 3 blade for my 10-360 Lyc., and 
it seems to be right. I think Ivo is working on a 
governor, but I don't find the control to be a 
burden using the toggle switch. It looks great, 
and for $2000 offers a lot of performance. 

I tried that perforated tape from the article in 
January Sport Aviation on the prop hoping to get 
even more performance. It did quiet the prop a 
little. however I lost performance. Worse, even 
though I followed the application instructions to 
the letter, including applying Super Glue to the 
entire perimeter, the outer 6 inches of tape 
separated in flight' I pulled the rest off and spent 
the next 4 hours getting the Super Glue off the 
prop! The material he uses apparently will not 
stick to glue After threatening to write Paul P I 
got my money back. -

Today I finally figured out how to land at my 
new mountain airstrip, Alta Sierra, near Grass 
Valley, CA. It is a one way strip ... you land uphill 
(99% of the time with a tail wind), and take off 
downhill. I had been approaching at the same 
airspeed as I would to a level airstrip and would 
bounce it more than usual. The solution was to 
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add 5 mph to my approach airspeed to allow 
more time to flare to the uphill slope. Why didn't 
I figure that out before? I guess I was reluctant 
to add speed since it is only a 3000 foot strip, 
however since you are rolling out uphill you slow 
down rapidly even without brakes. 

I made it to the Placerville Flyin again this year 
and as usual it was a great success. I do hope that 
they don't discontinue this event. If they do, 
maybe we could set up an event at Nevada 
County Airport. It is near here, and has a better 
airstrip as well as an EAA Chapter, gas and a 
restaurant. 

Harvey and Stephanie Mickelsen 
harveym@nccn.net 

--1i-
Rich, 
I recently purchased T -18 N2819L from Bob 
McWhorter here in Longmont CO. I am nearing 
20 hours in the aircraft (in the last 2-1/2 weeks) 
and my instructor turned me loose after about 10 
hours). The aircraft was completed in 1984 and 
has about 650 hours on the airframe and re-built 
0-320A2B. I built a Starduster II and a Pitts in 
my younger days, but I enjoy flying the T -18 the 
best of alL Demanding but very honest design. I 
have only three problems with the plane; 
1. I have VERY chapped lips at the corner of my 
mouth from the ever present smile .. 
2. I have run off what few friends I once had by 
talking constantly about the little bird. 
3. The dieting is hell. Very glad I lost 30 Ibs this 
last summer, now I just need to keep them off so 
I will fit in the 'pit. Looking forward to fly-ins 
and meeting you all, Tom Melsheimer 
ttm@merlin.com PO Box 930 Berthoud CO 
80513 Phone (970) 227-9487 

), 
-S~-

'<,::J 

Editor's Note: Next isslIe a email/rom Bob 
Pemic while at the SOllth Pole Antarctica. 
PicllIresjrom Kentllcky Dam 98 
and milch more .. Sel1d it, gllys ... Rich 
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FIRST FLIGHT 
by Chuck Borden 

Dear Richard I am writing this letter to infonn you 
and readers of the T -18 Newsletter that my new 
Thorp T-18, flew for the first time on May 23rd of 
this year. It is the third T -18 I have built. Since I was 
not current and had not flown a T -18 in many years 1 
had my good friend Mike Thomas of Pismo Beach 
Ca. do the honors. Many of vou know Mike. he is a 
fonner T -18 o\vner and -has ~von the "Sun 100" race 
the last two years with his Questar Venture, N77T. 
The flight went well with no problems except that the 
airplane is right wing heavy. This seems to be a 
reoccurring problem that rYe had with my other 
Thorp T-18's. We got most of it out by massaging the 
trailing edge of the right aileron. But the problem has 
not completely gone away. I think that if I were to 
lovyer the rear spar. on the right wing 1i32 of an inch 
and ream the hole to J74 and use an AN6 bolt. the 
problem will be solved. For those that don't know 
about this problem, it is better to have the left wing 
heavy when flying solo so you can trim the airplane 
with the lateral trim. Then when you have a passenger 
the airplane will fly hands off with the trim backed 
off. 1 have been flying T -18s since 1972 when I 
flew my first one. It is still flying todav and is based 
at Centennial Airport in Denver. Jcrry Fernlan of 

Englewood now ovvns it. Jerry has owned it since 
1977. I had the pleasure of knowing John Thorp and I 
once gave John a ride in my T -18. Much to my 
surprise John told everyone at the time, that I had the 
best flying T -18 he had flovvn in. I don't think this set 
well with the guys who were building and flying prize 
winning T -18s. So let me explain. First of all John 
Thorp was a purist. He didn't like fiberglass. He 
didn't like people changing his plans. If you could 
make it out of aluminum he thought that was what it 
should be made out of That is whv John had those 
not so glamorous aluminum wheel pants on his 
airplane and the all metal cowling which is a piece of 
work. 1 am fortunate enough to have one of John's all 
metal cowling's on my new T-18. When John took the 
ride in m\ T -18, he liked that it was built exactly as 
he designed. Which was 97% to the prints and flew 
exactly like he wanted it to fly. It was powered by a 
GPU that John had built for me for the price of 
$1100. Boy, how times have changed. During the 
years that I knew John we, the local T -18 builders and 
close friends, would meet on Saturday mornings at 
Mr. Cs Coffee Shop. We were all guilty of asking 
John real stupid questions, to which John would give 
real intelligent answers. Once someone asked if aT-
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18 could fly put together \\ith clccos That question half \ cars of const:lnr work to complete what was 
John did not answer but instead gave that John Thorp going to be a six-month project But I am pleased. In 
look. The only thing I don't like about the T-18 is, it's closing [would like to sa\' that after reading this 
too f!3rrOW for two ..... people ft needs to be about 3 [;(:wstcttcr t~'r the bst two;. cars I can sec that nothing 
inches \\ ider m the cockpit area, especially since I'm has changed Ever: one lS still trY1l1g to change things 
not th;:H [55-pound \'oung man [ use to be. I build that do not need to be changed and trying to second-
standard T-ISs. I don-t know what you guys are guess John's deSign. As an cxarnplc I once read in this 
buildin!!, but I'm sure they do not flv like a standard newsletter th2t "evcr;one should be aware that 
T-18. Once a man told me his wide body folding wing countersinkmg the web on the main spar is dangerous 
T -18 weighed 1200 pounds empty and stalled at 80 and this should be dimpled." Please, there has never 
mph. That airplane can not be any fun to fly. I would been a structural failure of the main spar on aT -18. 
not even get in it Now, about my third T -18, my new Don't reinvent the wheel. Where does this stuff come 
standard T-18 has a 0320 in it and stalls at 56kms. I from') I would like to sa\' heilo to all the great people I 
fly owr the fence at 65knts and it makes perfect three have meet over the last 31 years involved with the T
poim landings. The serial number IS 160 and it was an 18. A special thanks to George and Barbara Leader 
uncompleted project that was started back in the late v\ho gave me help and encouragement, Mike Thomas 
1960's by a friend named George Momberg, a who has been trading favors with me for years, Tony 
Lockheed aerospace worker. It was never completed Ginn who took the time to give me a good refresher 
and nothing had been fitted together. The Project was course, Tom Hunter who helped me bring the project 
sold to Joe Pengilley and later sold to an old friend to Paso Robles, Joe Pengilley who always greets me 
that we all knew, Bill 'vVarwick. After the unfortunate with a smile and last of all Millie Warwick who sold 
death of Bill I met up with Millie Warwick, who I me the project and a special remembrance for Bill 
hadn', seen for years at a memorial that the iocals at Waf\vick who alwavs offered his assistance and once 
Torrance Airport were giving for Bill. After spending let me fly his famotis Tiger Plane. We are planning a 
the cia\' with ffIends [ hadn't seen in years, I had a Bar-B-Q at our hanger in Paso Robles, CA. on 
conversation with Millie. She said, "Chuck how wouid Febmary 20th 1999. RSVP Phone #805-438-5478 
\ou ilke to have another T-I8?" I was dumbfounded You can e-mail mc at cbbittI8@concentric.netorsnai1 
and \\ithout thinking bought it sight unseen. It took m\' mail me at. 9031 Tassajara Creek Rd, Santa 
\\ ik Linda, and [ two months to Q:et out to the Ari- Margarita, CA. 93453 Check out our web page 
zona desert to see the project, and-another two and a www.concentric.netl-cbbitt18 

Chuck & Linda Borden 

Edilor's !Yale: Chuck sells some aircrajttools thar we could use in building Thorp's or other 
metal homebuilts, A Fan Rivet Spacerjor laying out hole spacing, 20 holes-S30, 10 holes-S25 
He also makes a set oj five difjerel1lthicJmess joggle jorks jor the comers oj bulkheads, S-I,99 
per set, Borden Industrial Tooling, 9031 Tassajara Creek Rd Santa lvlargarita, Ca 93453 
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Building the Wing Flaps 

\"nen it came time to build the flaps for my T -18 
project, I approached it the same way that I had every 
other assembly, I dug out all the newsletters and went 
to the index, found all the articles on flaps, and 
proceeded to read them all. What I found was that 
there were no construction articles at all in the entire 
stack of one hundred or so newsktters. I found this 
hard to believe since every other assembly problem on 
the T - i 8 is covered somewhere in those newsletters. I 
began calling some builders to gain there input on tlap 
construction. I didn't get much help, almost every 
builder that I spoke to said something like "you don't 
want to make them like I did ... mine are warped". It 
seemed that most everyone had problems building 
those dam things. The couple of builders that had 
good looking flaps on their airplane just could not [cll 
me a good way to do it. I even spoke to the legeadar
Jim Younkin at the Antique Flv-In in Bartlesville, Ok 
Jim can bend anything for an airplane out of sheet 
metaL He said "welll Just don't know ho\\ to tell vou 
to bend that flap skin ... but if I had it in mv shop I'm 
sure it wouldn't be a problem." Well that was great 
but it didn't help me any. So I took all the input I had 
from Jim and all the T -18 builders and set down to 
figure out a good way to build the flaps. It took me 
six months of experimenting, but I figured it out. The 
problem has always been the .44 radius bend on the 
lower leading edge. Most builders have simply folded 
the skin over in polliwog fashion, and pressed it 

~ Pipe HANDLE. 

by Roy Farris 

together with a two by six as they had done for the 
wing, stab, and fin skins. I found that by doing it this 
way I could not get a perfectly straight bend and it 
was difficult to get the correct radius. That aluminum 
is reallv tough to bend that sharply The following is 
what I came up with to do the job. All the dimensions 
on the accompanying drawmgs are for the T-18 flap 
skins. ThIS method would work equally as well on the 
S-18 flaps, but the fixtures would not need to be as 
wide, bemg that the S-18 flaps are shorter. You will 
however need to bend four skins. 

The bending tixture 

Basicaliv what I call the bending fixture is 
nothing more that a press brake. or nose brake as I 
Jose heard it call.;d. I start~d out \\'lth a piece of 3/4" 
piywood 5' long by 36" wide. Then i cut 2 pieces of.2 
xc 4 about 5" long I glued them on [he plywood at the 
back cd"e and about IS' from each end. I also ran 4 
dr-waJl'Screws up through the plywood from the 
bottom and into the 2 x 4's. Drill a 3i8" hole through 
the 2 x .. rs somewhere about their center and go 
completely through the plywood. I then counter bore 
from the bottom through the plywood with about a I" 
diameter wood bit. (NOTE: counter bore only' 
through the plywood). Insert a 14" length of3/8" all 
thread through these holes and secure with flat 
washers and nuts to hold them securely to the 2 x -I's. 

SIDE VIEW 
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The counter bore on the bottom will allow the nut and 
washer to recess and allow the plywood to set flat. 
Next you will need 2 nice and straight pieces of 2 x 2 
that are 5' long. lr is important that at least one side of 
these 2 x 2's be perfectly straight. I ran mine through 
a good table saw and trued them up. Draw a line 
across the top side of the 3/4" plywood 25" from the 
center of the two 3/8" all thread rods. This will be the 
" center of bend line" . You want to position the 2 x 
2's parallel to this line. You want them spaced I 3/S" 
apart and centered on this line. I used drywall screws 
to attach the 2 x 2's to the plywood. Note: Because 
of the stiffuess of the aluminum I found that I could 
not apply enough pressure to bend the skin with the 2 
x 2 's set at the I 3/8" setting as described above. I 
first bent the skin with the 2 x 2' s set at 2 II2" and 
then moved them to I 3/S" and repeated the process. 
Tnis worked out really nice, but you do have to move 
the 2 x 2's. That's why I used drywall screws to 
attach them, it made it a sinch to'move them around. 
You then need to make 2 End Guide Plates. I made 
the end guide plates from 3/4" plvwood. Basically 
they need to be about 8" wide and 4" or so tall. Cut a 
3/4 "+ slot in it's center leaving 3/4" across the 
bottom to hold it together. The end guide plates then 
screw onto each end of the bending fixture using 
drywall screws, with the center of the 3/4" slot lined 
up with the" center of bend line" The Bending Blade 

IS now tashlOned .. I used a )' length of 374' dIameter 
aluminum tubing. I epoxied the tube to one side of a 
straight 5' long I x 8. Again I ran the I x 8 through a 
table saw and trued up the edge. Make sure you keep 
the bending blade straight while the epoxy is curing 
After the epoxy is cured, apply Duct tape to the tube 
to keep it from scratching the flap skin. Now make 2 
Handles. Make the handles out of3/4" black pipe, or 
something of equal strength. You will be amazed at 
how much force is required to make the initial bend. 
They will need to be 5' or so long. I think mine are 6'. 
Drill a sloppy 3/8"+ hole near one end of each 
handle. Place a nut and flat washer on each all thread, 
then slip the handles on, and then place another flat 
washer and nut on the top. Place the bending blade 
into the end guide plates, it should move freely, but 
not have to much slop, The center of the aluminum 
tube should run down the" center of bend line". Ifit 
doesn't you need to reposition the end guide plates. 
Raise the bending blade and slip a scrap piece of 
aluminum sheet across the 2 x 2' s and lower the 
bending blade so it rests on the sheet. Adjust the 
handles on the all threads until they rest on the top of 
the bending blade and are parallel to the plywood 
base. Drill a 114 hole through the handles so they hit 
the center of the top of the bending blade. Push a #S 
nail through the handle and tap it into the top of the 
bending blade. Do not drive the nail all the way down, 
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it needs to be a loose fit. Also be sure that the distance 
between the handles is wider that the flap skin. You 
now have a T-18 flap bending tixture. 

Flap Skin Layout 

Start with a sheet of .025 2024T3 aluminum 
48" wide by 40" long. Use Care and make sure the 
trimmed sheet is square. If it is not square, the flap 
will likely be warped. Reference the Flap Skin Flat 
Lavout drawing. Mark and draw a full length center 
line at 20". Mark one half as the bottom and the other 
half as the!Q2. Start on the top half, measure in I" 
from the sheet edge, layout and mark 9 even Iv spaced 
holes. Now go to the bottom half, layout and mark 9 
rows from the edge of the sheet towards the center, 
that are spaced exactly as the holes you laid out on the 
top half. (see the flap skin flat layout drawing) On 
each row vou layout on the bottom half, vou will 
measure and ma;k 8 hole locations. (see the hole 
layout chart on the drawing) Measure in I" from the 
edge of lhe shee'!, on all 9 rows, and mark the first set 
of holes. Thesc are labeled as hole # I. Using the 
dimensions given in the chart, measure in 9/l6" from 
the first set of holes and mark this location on all 9 
rows. label these as hole #2. Measure in I Iii 6" from 
"2. mark, and label this location as hole #3. Measure 
in 5/8" from hole #3. mark and label as hole #4. 
\leasure in 112" from hole #4, mark and label as hole 
#5. Measure in 5/8" from hole #5. mark and label as 
hole #6. Measure in 1/2" from hole #6, mark and label 
as hole #7. And the final set of holes, measure in li2" 
from hole #7, mark and label as hole #8. Now YOU 
should have 9 evenly spaced rows of 8 holes niarked 
on the bottom half These 9 rows should match the 9 
holes located on the top half Later in the bending 
process you will fold the sheet over polliwog style, as 
we have done on the wing, etc, so the spacing of the 
top and bottom holes must match. I hope this didn't 
confuse anyone .. Just look at the drawing .. I think it 
will explain. Do not layout any rivet hole locations at 
this time I Recheck all your measurements. \Vhen 
you are sure you got it right, drill all the hole loca
tions to #40. Layout both flap skins (4 skins for 5-18 
) before you begin the bending process. You are now 
readY to bend the flap skins. 

Bending The Skin 

Step I. After all this preparation, bending 
the skins is fairly simple. Start by placing the bending 
tixture on a flat work area. I placed mine on top of 
my 4' x 8' work bench. Fasten the fixture down solidly 
to your work table, or whatever YOU are using. 1 used 
se~'eral drvwall screws and secured it to mv ~·ood 
work bench top, just make sure it is solid. As I said 
earlier, 1 made the first bend with the bending fixture 
2 x 2' s spaced 2 1I2" apart. I would recommend this. 
but you can trv it at the final I 3/8" spacing if you ate 
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your \Vheatics. Ok now you have the bending fixture 
set up and ready .... now take one of your prepared 
flap skins. measure I III 6" and 3/4" from both sides 
of the center line and place a mark. These will be 
your indc" marks, with the bending blade down on 
the skin vou cannot sec the cenkr linc. Place tl,e skin 
on top oCthe bending fixture 2 x 2' s and under the 
bending blade. Align the index marks on each end of 
the skin with the insides of the 2 " 2', ( 3/4" index 
marks for 2 II2" 2 x2 spacing and I III 6" for the I 3/ 
8" 2 x 2 spacing) this will place the bending blade 
directly on the skin center line. Check one more time 
that everything is straight and the index marks are 
aligned properlY'. When evel)thing is correct, apply 
equal dovmward pressure on both handles until the 
skin folds and the bending blade bottoms out along the 
entire length of the bending fixture. This will take a 
lot of pressure. 1 Duct taped a piece of I" pipe across 
the handles so 1 could hang on it. 1 actually' had to get 
my girlfriend Comelia to jump up and dO\\TI on top of 
the bending blade while 1 bounced on the handles. 
Remove the bent skin from the fixture, set it aside and 
do the next one the same way. ( do :Ill four if vou arc 
building an S-lS) If you managed to use the i 3/8!! 2 
x 2 spacing then vou arc finished with the bending 
fixture. If you used the 2 112" spacing VOli now need 
to move one of the 2" 2's to get the final I 3/8" 
spacing. You will also need to reposition the end 
guide plates. Place the previouslY~ bent skins back in 
the fixture and repeat the process. \Vhen vou remove 
them from the bending fixture this time they should 
have a nice tight radius. be perfectly straight, and 
have a bend angle of somewhere around 110 degrees. 

Step 2. You have made the tough bend on the 
leading edge. Now \Ve must fonn the larger radius 
sweepmg bend over the top part of the leading edge. 
\'lie will revert back to John Thorp' s polliwog method 
to accomplish this task. Set the bent skin all your 
work bench with the bottom dOWll. Pull the top half of 
the skin doym on top of the bottom half and place 
cleco's in the 9 holes on the top and into the nine # I 
holes on the bottom half. Place the folded skin on the 
floor on a large clean sheet of paper, or whatever you 
usc to kcep from scratching the skin. Using a 2 x 6 
about 5' long, also wrapped in paper, starting from the 
back edge (cleeo' ed edge), move the 2 " 6 toward the 
leading edge applying dovYTIvvard pressure. I call this 
Squishing. Be sure to keep the material behind the 2 
x 6 flat. (the top half should be flat against the bottom 
half) Be careful here and do not apply to much 
pressure and overbend the skin. This part of the 
bending process doesn't require nearly as much 
pressure as Part 1. Apply some pressure, then remove 
the 2 x 6 and check to sec what is happening. With the 
folded skin still on the floor and the 2 x 6 removed, 
measure the polliwog at its widest point. (example # I) 
Refer to the chart on the Flap Skin Flat Layout for 
the Squish To measurement. For the Hole #1 position 
the measurement is 3 1/2 ., So measure the polliwog 
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at this time, on both ends. You want it to be 3 il2'·. 
Bv checking both sides vou will keep the bend even 
Cleross the ibn Repeat the "squish" until you get the 
.3 1/2" measurement on both ends. By angling the 2 x 
6 you can work one end marc th,m the other to keep 
th;ngs even. I found that plus or minus about 11l6" is 
sufficient I used one of the flap ribs to check the 
radius after each squish, that Way' you can refine the 
process as you need to. Remove the cIeco's and let the 
skin relax, then place the flap rib into the radius to 
check it \\ihen you get 3 il2 ", move the top half of 
the skin forward and install the cIeco's into bottom 
hole #2. Refer to the chart to find the squish to 
measurement. We want 2 19/32" for the #2 hole 
position. Place the 2 x 2 along the back edge and 
again work It torward applying dO\\l1ward pressure. 
Keep the skin pressed flat behind the 2 x 6. ApplY a 
little pressure, then remove the 2 x 6 and check the 
measurement tor 2 19132" Repeat the process at 
position ::;:2 until you have the correct measurement. 
'iow move the top half forward and install cleco's 
into hole d3 on the bottom half Refer to the chart for 
tb: (,OfT'>:ct squish measurement and then squish the 
skin until you get it. Keep rcpeating this process for 
bottom hole #'5 4.5.6,7 and 8. After making the 
SQulsh bcr:d at bottom hole location #8, use one of 
Jlc fhp nbs to check the progress on the leading edg~ 
bend. I found that the area close to the original tight 
bend became slight!v deformed when making the last 
coupk of squish bends. I needed to move the top half 
back to the bottom half hole location's ,,4, and 5 and 
slighth' resquish. This worked out realJy well. On 
these last three or so t"caking squish bends be careful 
not to oyer do it. Just use the flap rib as a guide and 
do \\hat is necessary. it \\on't take much. ~1\' skins 
tanned perfectly around the flap ribs with no pressure 
at alL Now do the remaining skin or skins. 

Flap Asscmblv 

Start out by roughly trimming some of the 
excess material from the trailing edge of the skins. 
Don't do the final trim yet, just get it to within an inch 
or so. You now need to build the Assemblv Jig. Refer 
to the Assembly Jig drawing. Take a couple of 2 x 
10's about 5' long. Run both edges on a table saw to 
gct them straight and both 2 x 10's exactly the sanle 
height Cut -1 square holes in each 2 x 10 as shown on 
the draw mg. Set one edge of each 2 x lOon your 
workbench so that they are parallel with each other 
and measure 10 1/2" between the outside edges. Cut 2 
pieces of 2 x 4, 7 1/2" long, and fasten them between 
the 2x 10' s as shoY\TI on the drawing. Using 4, 2" 
angle brackets, fasten the jig solidly to your work
bench Anin I used dr\\yalJ screws for this purpose. 
Use a k'el and makc sure the tops of the 2 x lO's arc 
level and paralJc1 with each other. Use shims where 
needed to get them level. Double check that the 
outside m';asurcment at each end remains at 10 il2". 
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Layout the rivet holes on the flap ribs and the 
flap spar on both top and bottom. Make sure that they 
are corrcct, then go ahead and dril1 al1 the holes with a 
#40 drill. Assemble the inboard and outboard ribs to 
the spar with cleco's. \Vrap the skin around the spar! 
rib assembly and place it on the assembly jig with thc 
bottom side dOY\11. Start on one end rib, measure 
from the edge of the skin to the rib flange. Refer to the 
flap drawings here, but set the rib into the skin the 
anlOunt needed, plus a little extra, you wil1 trim it off 
later. Double check your measurements and be sure 
the rib is square with the sheet edge. Clamp the rib 
into this position with c-clamps or whatever you use. 
Now go to the opposite end and repeat this procedure. 
When finished vou should have both end ribs posi
troned where YOU want them and thev should be 
square. Using a reverse strap tvpe hole locator, locate 
the rivet hole location from the ribs onto the top and 
bottom of the skin. Keep a slight dO\Y11\vard pressure 
across the entire flap assembly to insure the flap 
remains flat against the jig. I used a I x 3 board laid 
across the flap to help. There may be a few holes that 
you cannot locate because the jig is in the way. Don't 
worrY, vou can locate them later. Center punch the 
hole iaeations and dril1 them to #-10, and insert 
cleco's. Take the assembly off the jig, locate and dril1 
the remaining holes that you couldn't get to. Remove 
the skin from the sparlrib assembly. Use a couple of 
smal1 wood blocks cut squarely, and clamp at the 
spar/rib joints to hold the ribs square to the spar. 
Make a strip template of the top and bottom spar rivet 
hole locations. I used a 4" wide strip, as I found out 
that a narrow one would bow a little and cause 
inaccurate hole transfer. Cleco it to the spar, then on 
each end of the spar, pick up 2 or 3 rivet holes in the 
rib thev wil1 be used to index the template when the 
ski~ is placed back on the spar/rib assembly. Mark 
which ribs holes vou use. Once vou have both 
templates made, ~eplace the skin'on the assembly, and 
place it back on the assembly jig with the bottom side 
dov\11. Place the top strip template on the top skin and 
cleco it dO\\11 on each end, using the previously 
marked rib holes. Make sure vou hold the assemblv 
dovvl1 flat on the jig, and mark the spar hole locations 
across the skin. Remove the skin and dril1 the holes to 
#40. Replace the skin again on the sparlrib assembly 
and insert cleco' s in some of the top spar and end rib 
holes. Place the skin back on the assembly jig, this 
time with the top side dov\11. Cleco the bottom strip 
template to the bottom side of the skin, again using 
the previously marked end rib holes. Hold the assem
bly flat on the jig and mark al1 the bottom spar hole 
locations. Remove the skin and dril1 them to #40. 
Replace the skin on the spar/rib assembly, and place it 
on the assembly jig with the bottom side dOY\11. Use a 
board or something to keep the flap flat, then locate, 
mark and dril1 the rivet holes across the trailing edge 
to #40. Remember that at this time the skin is stil1 
oversize, I measured from the spar rivet line to get the 
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tr:tiling edge rivet line. Once you h:tve drIlled the 
trailing edge rivet holes you can final trim the tr:tiling 
edge. Remove the skin again. This time install the 
short nose rib on the spar, using one of the square 
wood blocks to hold it square. M:tke a strip template 
of the rib using a piece of .032 material. Wrap it from 
the top spar all the way· around to the bottom. Leave it 
in place and then make another one over the top of it. 
The first one sets the skin thickness, this makes the 
second one more accurate. Throw the first one aside 
and use the second one. Pick up 3 spar rivet holes on 
both the top and bottom and mark the ones you use. 
remove the short nose rib and reassemble the skin to 
the sparlrib assembly. Place the nose rib template on 
the skin and insert cicco's into the previously marked 
spar holes on both top and bottom. Mark and drill the 
holes to #40. Disassemble the entire flao assembly. 
Refer to the flap drawings as needed, an'd assemble 
the tlap hinge, and torque tube parts to the end, and 
short nose ribs. Once the hinge parts are installed on 
the ribs, make templates that will tit over the hinges 
and set on the rib tlange. You need to make one for 
each end of each flap With the tempiate in piace over 
the hinge, locate and drill 3 holes that correspond with 
3 in the rib flange. Now place the correct template on 
the bottom of the flap skin and insert cleco' s in the 
corresponding rivet holes. Make sure you use the 
correct holes. Double check. then mark the hinge 
cutout through the template. remove the template and 
cut the slot. Once ail the slots are cut. you need to 
reassemble the flap assembly, and place it back on the 
assembly jig, bottom side dO\\TI. Install the torque 
tube. it should slide right in, if not find out whv and 
remed\" [he problem at this point. Now, take 4. 1" 
\,"ide nylon ratchet straps, insert them through the -+ 
square holes in the assembly Jig, up and over the top 
of the flap. Using the ratchet, snug each strap. The 
l11nges wiil hit the assemblv jig on the bottom and hoid 
,[ square. I also c-clamped a small wood block at each 
end on the bottom up against the rear of the assemble 
jig This keeps the flap from sliding rearward. The 
tlap is now held flat against the jig, Remove all of [he 
cleeo's on both the top and bottom of the flap. This 
will allow the assemblv to relax at1d will show anv 
hole mismatch. If a hole shows much mismatch ~sc a 
round jewelers file and iile the holes to a better match. 
Begin drilling the holes to I/S" and inserting cicco's 
as you go. Continue this process until all the top holes 
are drilled to 1/8". Remove the straps, and tum the 
flap over on the jig so the top side is dO\\TI. You will 
need to remove a few cleco's to do this. Insert a few 
#40 cleco' s in the bottom, reinstall the straps and 
wood blocks as needed. Remove all the cleco's on the 
bottom and repeat the hole drilling process until all 
the holes are drilled to 1/S" and eleco's inserted. 

Deburr all of the holes and dimple. The flap 
is now ready to riYet together by whatever means you 
choose to use. You can use solid rivets or the pop 
variety. I built my flaps with a folded type trailing 
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edge, which made bucking the solid rivet nearly 
impossible. so I chose to use Cherry Max pop rivets. 
strapped the flap assemblv back on the assembly jig 
and used a pneumatic rivet puller. With the tlap 
strapped tlat on the jig, there was no wav I could 
induce a twist in it while I riveted. The Cherrv Max 
rivet is close to a solid flush driven rivet in appear
ance, and I wanted a straight flap. If you build the 
standard flap, you would probably want to use 
AN470AD rivets on the trailing edge, but you could 
pop rivct the rest of it. Once vou have completed the 
riveting vou need to trim the flap ends to the correct 
length. Your Finished [ I I am realiy pleased with the 
way my flaps turned out. 

I hope this article helps someone out there 
build a set ofT-18 flaps. Tne article got quite lengthy. 
and I hope I didn't loose anvone. I will be more that 
happy to answcr any questions, please feel free to give 
me a call at (618)723-2594 

Roy Farris 

FOR SALE ITEMS: 

For Sale S-18 Project, structually complete, with 

all controls and tlberglass parts to tlnish, canopy 

mounted, fuel tank, aux tank, engine mount, 

Clevelands. All Ken Knowles componets. 59500 

tinn ,,!att Null 734-975-23 17 before 9pm 

EDST 

For Saie. Wright Srorher's Award Winner T-18 0 

150 hp with IFR equipment Pat Rokus 541-672-

8575 

For Sale Thorp T-18 Standard Body, Folding 

wing. Extra fuel in wing tanks. 0-360 engine 

180hp. 164 hours since overhauL O'berg oil 

filter, John Thorp design airbox, Prop 

Hendrickson Wood 68/80 Static and Dynamic 

Balanced. Cleveland wheels and Chrome brake 

rotors. 

Stall strips, Whelen double flash strobe, 170 RST 

Comm. Garmin 55 GPS with mounting bracket. 

Antenna connection for handheld. Mode C. 
Transponder, EL T Price $24,950 Frank 

Snedeker 425-392-0124 or email 

snedeker@nwlink.com 
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Jerry Denham's red and gray trimed in gold T-18 1 Voted "prettiest" ThO/p at Placerville 

PLACERVILLE 1998 

Thorps Galore lill 

From the hot 107 degree days to cool ones, the 
temperature dropped as did the number of 
Thorps. Weather closed out the opportunity for 
10-20 Thorp designed planes from attending the 
7th Placerville Thorp Fly-in even though 24 
enjoyed the nice weather we had at the Fly-in. 
At the previous fly-ins we have had as many as 
34 planes. 

A hurricane in Baja California sent warm moist 
air Northern up the Sierra mountain range allow
ing for evening showers that came first as the 
raffle for prizes ended and the last bit of dessert 
was eaten. Southern California was much more 
severely impacted as well as the coastal range 
when fog set in there. 

Many of the previously attending pilots and 
passengers enjoyed the camaraderie that has 
developed within the group. People have be
come great friends and Thorp planes have be
come better examples of the design due to the 

sharing of information that has taken place over 
the years. 

Jerry Denham and wife April ofM! Shasta own 
NI18DT which was voted as the "prettiest" 
Thorp by the ladies of the Fly-in. A carefully 
detailed new Thorp (less than 50 hours total 
time) with a bright red base color and gold trim 
that caught the artistic eye and drew the most 
votes. Placerville was the first fly-in for the plane 
and its owners were ecstatic to have been chosen 
the winners. 

Joe Pengilley, after having been coached by Gus 
Gordon won the 1 st prize for the Champagne 
Cork Flying Contest with the longest shot over 
15 other contestants. A # 1 pilot coffee mug will 
keep the memory of his achievement alive. 

Jim Critchfield was master chef with the beef tri
tip. Those who preferred steak burned their own 
to their personal pleasure. 
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Harvey Mickelsen won the grand prize raille 
drawing by presenting the matching ticket pulled 
from the can for the Critchfield Thorp T -18 
clock which all participants wanted badly. 

Planes for sale this year included Art Trask's 
continental powered T-18, Jim Critchfield's 
newly flown T-18, David Hamilton's 0-290 
powered older T -18, John Hendericken's project 
as well as Chuck Patton's ground looped T-18's 
remaining parts. Several people, who attended, 
expressed interest in becoming Thorp owners. 
ClassicSport Aircraft and Ekland Engineering 
discussed progress they have made this toward 
the support of the Thorp design. Even a tri-gear 
version is in the offering. 

The Thorp T -18 Mutual Aid Society surprised 
the Placerville organizers with a check to cover 
the costs of using the Chapter 512 facility and the 
portable toilet required by the airport. With that, 
due to the lesser attendance than expanded the 
budget balanced. 

John Evens and Dean Cochran of Denver Colo
rado announced a Thorp gathering in Colorado 
next summer, either in June or September - date 
to be firmed up later. The location may be in the 
Pueblo, Colorado area. 

A sad note is that Lyle Trusty, of Lancaster, was 
unable to attend the fly-in due to a medical 
procedure done in late August Lyle has con-

Newsletter No. \08 

vened the Thorp Forum for the past several years 
and built up a strong following of Thorp owners, 
Anne, Lyle's wife, has helped with the food 
preparation. We missed them both. Hopefully he 
is doing well with the changes and soon regain his 
airman's medical certificate. 

Mac and Rena Booth - now both pilots- own a 
beverage business and as in the past years do
nated cases upon cases of soft drinks and snack 
foods. It was appreciated by all as only a few diet 
sodas remained in the ice chest when the last of 
the Thorps flew out. 

Some of the attendees were Brad and Sonya 
Chapman, David Hamilton, Dean Cochran, Jerry 
and April Denham, Norm Hibbard, Bill Cardoza, 
Frankie and Mike Archer, Phylis Ward, Phillip 
Key, David Neustel, John and Vicki Evens, Les 
and Merry Bunker, Harvey Mickelsen, Amos 
Ranck, Art Trask, Steve Dillard, Steve and Holly 
Irving, Tony and Starr Ginn, Gus Gordon, Chuck 
George, Joe If. and Sr. Pengilley, Larry, 
Roselynn, and Gina Cresse, Brian Haynes, Jack 
Haynes, Carl and Sue Daughters, Bob Taylor, 
Steve Taylor, John Mallon and Larry Mitchell, 
Mac and Rena Booth, Jim and Lil Critchfield and 
Hal and Nancy Stephens. 

P. S. Hal purchased the parts of Charlie Patton's 
ground looped plane and hopefully with other T-
18 parts will try to be in the air for Oshkosh '99 
or '00. 
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\Iy Subanl X T6 is now on my T-IS with a Warp Drive 3 blade propeller. Tied to our garage at 
Hidden \'aUey -l\W of Dallas- The T-18 put a goodly amount of tension on the rope connected to the 
tail wheel. The Subaru engine is rated @145 HP with 5200 rpm The 2,17 gear reduction by Ross 
Aero of course allows the power to be developed by the Sabaru. The initial aim of this aircraft is to 
quiet it down compared to other small planes. The insulation used on the Diesel Olds some years 
back is what I intend to try. The three blade prop is ground adjustable and will be set for 2300 rpm 
or so at full throttle. Best Regards Bob Yeakey 
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COLORADO 1999 T-18 FLY-IN 

Where: Fremont County Airport (IV6), Canon City Colorado 

When: June 11-13,1999 

Accommodations: Canon City Inn 719-275-8676 (Fax 719-269-1033) 
Special rate $60/night including tax. 
Cancellation 11 :OOam Friday June 11. 
Ask for the Giffin T -18 party. 

Details: The Tigers will rendezvous at Walt and Bev Giffin's hangar 129. The Inn is located five miles 
from the airport so transportation is being planned. However, if you would like to rent a car, reason
able rates are available at Practical Car Rental (719-276-1425) in Canon City. Perhaps you would 
like to extend your Colorado trip with white water rafting on the nearby Arkansas River, Rocky 
Mountain sight seeing or gambling at the restored mining town of Cripple Creek. The airport also 
boasts a glider school and parachute school for those seeking more aviation adventures. 

A banquet will be hold Saturday June 12 at the Canon City Inn with cocktails at 6:00pm and dinner at 
7:00pm. The menu will feature a complete prime rib dinner for $18.65 per person including tax and 
gratuity. We will be taking reservations and money up to Friday evening June 11. 

During the day Saturday Vicki Evens and Bev will plan off-site sight-seeing or shopping excursions 
for anyone who is interested. 

Dean Cochran and John and Vicki Evens will be helping to make this get-together enjoyable for 
everyone. Come join us in beautiful Colorado. Call any of those folks or Bev and Walt Giffin at 719-
547-2906 it you have any questions. 

***EAA Chapter 808 Sanctioned Event*-* 
This is an informal get-together. If anything unfortunate should happen to you or your air
plane., it shall not be the responsibility or liability of the above mentioned persons, EAA Chap
ter 808, or the Fremont County Colorado Airport. 
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Paso Robles Municipal Airport 
Second Thorp 1'18 Fly-In and Bar-B~Que 

Saturday February 20? 1999 

. Fly-In Sponsored By Chuck Borden 
" Our nrstFly-InBar"B .. qllewasF ebru

ary 1996. Sortyittook so]ongto 
have #2. 

.. A ircrafi J udgin~ : Best T ,.18, Oldest 
Tw 18,FutthestQistance. 

..NoCharge for Bar ... B"Que: SmallDo-
natiQns accepted. ,~ 

"AiiiveearlyfortoUroflijc~dwineries ) .. 

. ;~!~::~~~~~test on arrival. I'D 
Look for line on runway ~~ . 

RSVP Cbucl\: l;}qf\l<m 
!l0343l1> 3418 ill~. clJblU18@1iX#~~ltric,.ll<'t 
SlIlliI maillXUI T~t'.I. Creekfut 
~ Ml!f~ C,$, %.m 
Cllect 0Il!'. our wW· J?lIl:Il 
_,~,J:I?tf~jl( 
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T -ISIS-IS Thorp Newsletter 
Richard Snelson 
Route 3, Box 295 
Clinton, IL 61727 
Phone (217) 935-4215 
email: rsnelson@dave-world.net 
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FLASH! California Fly-In Feb 20 at 
Paso Robles Municipal Airport 

1999 Dues by the end of Feb 
Help me out and get your dues in by the end of Feb. So I can plan mv printing 
and mailing requirements. For those 25 guys that haven't paid for 98 what are 

you waiting for? 

r-------------------------------------~ ~HORP T-18/S-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 1999 DUES 
~lease continue your support of this valuable exchange of ideas, building tips and safety information 
fovering John Thorp's great design. Make checks payable to Richard Snelson, Route 3 Box 295, 
(:linton, IL 61727 $25.00 US, $3000 other. 

I 
~ame: ______________________________ ___ 
IAddress --------------------------------
i::ity: State Zip Code: _____ _ 
"hone: 
IAircraft:-:------------------------Hours on Aircraft: ____ _ 

~mail address: ---:c-:::c:-:-------,----,----c----------
~otes: (Building?, Flying?, Thinking about it?etc.) __________________________ ___ 
L _____________________________________ d 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

One of the great Fly-Bys at Kentucky Dam 1998. See what you've been missingfolks! 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Letters to the Editor ... and lots of emails 

Pernic Brother's Thorps by Robert Pernic (from the bottom of the earth) 
First Flight by Elmer Hymen 
Paso Robles Bar-B-Q by Chuck Borden 
Flap Feedback Article by Tom Hunter 
Colorado Fly-In 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAlt.fER) As always) in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is wit/tout recourse against anyone. 
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From: 
"Barrett M. Kemp" <bkemp@cswnet.com> 

Hi Rich, 

I have an unused dynafocal T -18 engine mount 
that I would let go for $175.00 plus shipping. It 
is left over from the project I have sold. My 
phone number is 501-968-7318. Thank you, 
Barrett M. Kemp 

Subject: T-18 POH 
Date: Sat, 8 May 199923:08:37 -0400 
From: "Robert S. Hartmaier" 
<70422.3151@compuserve.com> 

Rich, 
A few years ago I received a computer disk from 
John Cotten with a T -18 Operaters Handbook on 
it. I promised to copy it and send it along. Well, 
it was mislaid, and I just recently found it again 
while doing some Spring cleaning! I have now 
copied it onto my computer. If anyone would 
like to copy the disk they may send me an e-mail 
at 70422.3151@compuseve.com, or snail mail 
at: 

8 Holly Road 
Jamesburg,NJ 
08831-9670 

Thanks, Bob Hartmaier 
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Subject: Halverson T -18 
Date: Sat, 1 May 1999 23:30:46 EDT 
From: CANDOl6@aoLcom 

Just a note to let you know that I sold my Thorp 
T -18C. Hopefully I'll beat the ad I placed with 
you a few weeks ago, so you won't include it in 
the upcoming newsletter. Thanks.... Greg 
Halverson 922GH 

Subject: Hello! 
Date: Sat, 1 May 1999 19:52:38 EDT 
From: TI8Man@aoLcom 
Rich-

My name is Jim and I just got on the net. Your 
page looks great!! I am the owner of 428JS and 
was in your newsletter a couple of years ago. Let 
me know if you are ever in the Palm Springs area. 
I'll give you a ride. Jim Stuart 

Subject: Thorpe TI8 
Date: Thu, 29 Apr 1999 11 :03 :00 + 1 000 
From: Andrew <andrewf@maxweILcom.au> 

Richard, 

I am 27 years old and fly/live in the Sydney area, 
I've been flying since teens but as yet havn't taken 
to building or purchasing my own aeroplane (dad 
ownsRV). 

Richard Eklund has given me your email address. 
I'm really interested in either buying or building a 
Thorpe and at this stage am trying to gather 
as much info as possible. Can you help with info 
or web sites? Really appreciate it. 
Regards, Andrew. 
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Subject: Thorp S-18 newsletter 
Date: Thu, 22 Apr 199921:24:09 +1200 
From: "Mike Boyles" <boylesm@wave.co.nz> 
Rich, 

I live in Auckland New Zealand and I am consid
ering building a Thorp S-18, I would like to 
purchase the back issues of the newsletter. 

Will you please send me details of the price, how 
to order back issues and subscribe to future 
issues. Regards, Mike Boyles 

Editor's Note: I've included these emails in case 
some of you fellows would like to contact these 
would be T-18/S-18 builder/owners .. 

Subject: Address change 
Date: Wed, 21 Apr 1999 1003:24 -0600 
From: "Robert F. Clayton" 
<bclayton@redrock.net> 

Email addresschange:bclayton@redrock.net 

Update: Bolt on prop, install spark plugs, put in 
some gas, start engine and test for operation and 
leaks. Shut down, breathe easy. Install canopy, 
attache wings, outer flaps and controls, paint. I 
think at this point, it is supposed to fly. 
Thanks, Bob 

Dan Wolfe over Kentucky Dam 1998 

Newsletter No.1 09 

Subject: Thorpe For-Sale 
From: 
Brent Schultz <Bschultz@anaheim.net> 

My Brother (Chris Schultz) has a Thorp T-18 
project for sale that is 90% complete. Aircraft is 
currently being stored in EI Toro, California 
and is being sold to make way for a new NC 
project. NC was started by somenone else in the 
late 60's and has had two owners and needs some 
work to complete. NC comes with Lycoming 
0-360 (180hp), fixed pitch metal prop., spinner, 
metal cowl and has some flight and engine 
instruments. Based on our info to date, it ap
pears that the engine may be new and never run 
(other than at Lycoming factory). If you have 
anyone interested in purchasing the project, 
please have them call my 
Brother Chris Schultz at (949) 951-6059, or me 
(Brent Schultz) at (714) 974-5835. Sale price is 
$18,000. 

Subject: T-18 For Sale 

From TWOGIRLlB@ao1.com 
Richard, 

It was a pleasure speaking with you yesterday and 
appreciate your thoughts. All things considered 
would you be so kind to run an ad for me in the 
newsletter which would read as follows: 

For Sale T-18 Fuselage clecoed, wing & tail 
surfaces complete. Most everything to complete 
spinner to tailwheel including many instruments 
(noradio). 
Standard fuselage & wing. Lyc. 0-360 AID, 
OSMOH stored 12 years. Includes 
correct fixed pitch alum prop but engine could 
except C.S. prop. $13,500 
Chuck Meyer 708-534-2079 

Wishing you all the best, Chuck 
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Subject: T-IS 
From: Terry Henert <thenert@adams.net> 
Hi Rich 

I live in Carthage, IL, about 30 miles north of 
Quincy. I have a very nice 1945 C 140 but for 
some time I have been wanting to go faster 
and get there quicker, or go farther in a day. 
I just discovered a couple Thorp sites this week, 
including yours, and I have a lot of questions. 
But a good first question would be where 
on the net that I can find more info' to read. 

A guy from Texas stopped in at Carthage last 
summer with his T -IS on his way to Oshkosh. 
That was my first closeup look at a Thorp. I 
remember reading about them back in the 60's 
when I started flying but I had never seen one. I 
have been thinking about that little bird ever 
since, along with the RV's and Mustang. I may 
be interested in buying a Thorpe, but not building 
one. 

I flew over to Decatur for breakfast about 2 
months ago. I am interested in going back over 
there and buying you some gas and breakfast for 
a little demo ride in your airplane. But at this 
time I just want to say hello and let you know I 
am interested in the Thorp. 
Right now it is past my bedtime. I hope to 
hear from you. 

Terry Henert 
thenert@adams.net 

Editor's Note: llet Terry know that he should 
join us at Kentucky Dam this Fall. Hope to see 
him there. Rich 
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Subject: T -IS's and Young Eagles 
From: Tom Melsheimer <ttm@merlin.com> 

Chapter 43 recently introduced flying to some 
Young Eagles. The day was a bit chilly and 
overcast, but the kids very much enjoyed their 
rides. 
One youngster climbed out of a Piper and asked 
"Can I get a ride in one of the FAST ONES" 
(and of course we did!). 5 aircraft showed up to 
give rides and 3 of them were T-lS's! Yours truly 
was introduced to the EAA Young Eagles 
program this day and Dean Cochran (spelling?) 
and Billie Mitchell flew several very appreciative 
kids around West Denver. Of course, Billie just 
"had" to comment about how slow my bird is 
(the orange and yellow one) over the tower 
frequency. Billie's has a ISO and a very good 
prop. Dean's has a 160 and a good metal prop 
and N19L has 150 HP turning a prop that hardly 
gets much over idle (that's my excuse and I am 
sticking with it!). Giving rides to kids in a T-IS is 
most rewarding and it's great that they are small 
enough that I can go too. 
still dieting, Tom Melsheimer 

Subject: GPU parts 
From: lKerr56051@aol.com 

Rich, 
I have near enough parts for a complete 0-290 
GP U including a polished and inspected stan
dard crank, a good cam and much more (no pan, 
carb or mags).! would like to sell as a package. 
Offers over $1000 are sought. 
Thanks, John Kerr 
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Subject: N.L 108 
Date: Wed, 27 Jan 1999 12:50:47 -0800 
From: Howard Ginn <ginner@KACHINA.NET> 

Greetings Richard; 

Just recieved N.L. No. 108, and as usual, is an 
excellent production! Lots of good info. Elaine 
and I were sorry to hear of RoxAnne's surgery, 
but it sounds as if she is doing just fine and her 
husband is expected to recover. I was starting to 
send the check for the M.A.S. dues, but saw your 
ad on AV Web for the A 610 flash tube. Let me 
know if it is still available and I will throw in the 
additional $28 bucks. It takes a lot of spares to 
support the fleet. 

Incidentally, Chuck Bordens new T -18 was 
started by my neighbor in Calif and for the first 
20 years, I was the head rivet bucker It was 
great to see the bird finished and flying. The 
original builder also bought a factory new 0-360 
from John Thorp for $4000 ... AAAArgh. 
Anyway, thanks again for all your efforts. 

-*-Subject Hi Richard 
From: "Joe Lowe" <jslowe@earthlink.net> 

Just wanted to thank you for keeping the newslet
ters coming. Those letters keep the spirit smol
dering and hopefully in the near future the 
desire will turn into action. I do have a bunch of 
reasons why my bird is not finished, but not one is 
really worth a hoot. The check will be in the 
mail tomorrow. Again, thanks and happy land
ings. Joe 

Newsletter No.1 09 

Subject TI8 news 
From: Tony & Viv Schischka 
<a. schischka@xtra.co.nz> 

Hi Richard, 
Thought it was about time I brought you up to 
speed with things down in our part of the world. 
In a couple of weeks we will be holding our 
annual Sport Aircraft Assoc. Flyin at a very nice 
grass field in the South Island. Hopefully we will 
get 3, TI8s there! 2 of the 4, TI8s flying here 
have changed hands several times in the last year, 
not sure why. 
Do you remember when we spoke at Oshkosh 
that the first TI8 kit has come to NZ? Well have 
had a good look over the kit and I'm pleased to 
say it is very good quality and very comprehen
Slve. 

One or two small problems have arrisen but these 
have been delt with professionaly by the kit 
supplier. Builder has completed flaps and ailerons 
and has the fuselage standing assembled with 
clecos. I must say the flaps and ailerons look 
better than mine did! Hopefully these kits can 
bring the TI8 back to life and we will see more 
in the air once the word gets around! I will keep 
you posted as he proceeds. 
I hear winter has been a bit tough up your way 
and I guess the flying is scarce. 

Had my TI8 out of the air for annuals over the 
xmas period(don't why I have it timed for then!) 
but manged to get a few hours in flying a Tiger 
Moth (DH82)taking my children for rides and 
doing an hour or so in a 90HP Cub. The lastime I 
flew this particular cub was 35 years ago when 
earning my PPLI Great fun. 
Well thats it for now. Regards Tony S 
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Subject: Help! 
From: "Robert F. Clayton" 

<rclayton@uswest.net> 
Rich, 

I was just getting started on my spinner installa
tion and discovered the front bulkhead doesn't fit 
my Sensenich wood prop and Ken Brock doesn't 
make one for the thicker hub. There are a Jot of 
wood props out there, so the others must have 
had the same problem. Do you have the solution 
or can you direct me to the solution? Just when I 
think I'm on a roll, another gremlin pops up. I can 
still use the spinner and rear bulkhead. 
I just recieved my bolt kit from Sensenich and I 
was hoping to run my engine and I wanted to 
finish the spinner before I crank it up. I also 
just finished the little inspection plate in the floor 
for the rudder turnbuckles (a very good idea). 
The weather here is mild so it is easier to keep my 
garage (hangar) heated and I'm getting things 
done, (including the spinner, hopefully). 

I had a visit from Russ Verbael in Dutton Mon
tana. He purchased a T -18 from someone back 
east and just when he started home, the torque 
tube on the electric trim sheared off and he flew it 
all the way to Montana with 
full down trim. He said he was a little tired when 
he got home. I gave him information on how I 
did mine, with some pics and he says it worked 
just fine. After flying it for a while, he told me he 
couldn't imagine ever having to use maximum 
trim. I don't remember who he bought it from, 
but it is the one with the little dorsal attachment 
on the fin. I think I have seen it at Oshkosh in the 
past. Anyway, it looks as if! will have a T -18 
check out in the spring, before I fly mine. 
My youngest son is in the flight program at Utah 
State University and has just finished his instru
ment rating. Next year he will be my instructor. 
Don't you just love it! My son, instructing the old 
man. "I love airplane noise" Bob 
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Dear Richard, 
Through the years John Thorp's T -18 

design has had an enthusiastic following of 
owners, builders and suppliers. 

Lou Southerland, Ken Knowles, Phil 
Tucker, Ken Brock, Richard Ekland and now 
Mike Archer continue to advance the design in 
ways not imagined by John. 

Frankie and Mike Archer bought the rights 
to the Tiger from Phil Tucker of Lancaster, CA a 
couple of years back. Their dream was to move 
the design into the homebuilt kit arena by provid
ing all parts for both the T - 18 and the S-IS 
(wide body, fold wing) variations and provide a 
complete kit for the S- 18, even a newly designed 
engme. 

My experience is they are accomplishing 
their dream, I bought a destroyed T - 18, SIN 
126, hauled its remains home, and began sorting. 
Today, every piece of metal or other component 
that was needed has been supplied to me. It's 
great II Classic has the machinery necessary to 
manufacture the component or they have sub
contractors that will supply them as needed. An 
example is the landing gears "N' frame. The 
collision with terra firma took out the gear at the 
fuselage on the left side. The right side, was 
torched off to trailer the wreckage home. A new 
"A" frame was needed I Classic Sport Aircraft 
supplied a new and improved (including longer) 
leg "A" frame, which didn't fit --- back to the 
drawings l Yes, one dimension was different 
between the "s" model and the "T" model. A 
new "T" model frame was constructed and 
delivered. It fit I 

Spinner, backing plate, wing skins, ribs, 
brackets, spars, you name it they supplied the 
needed parts - I'm pleased they are there for us I 
Call them at 1-209/539-2755. 

Incidentally, Lyle Trusty of Lancaster 
suggested new "long easy" Cleveland wheels and 
brakes for the plane which were supplied by 
Aircraft Spruce and Specialty. They are heavy 
duty and work just great. Hal Stephens, 1390 
Broadway - B144 Placerville, CA 95667 Phone: 
530/295-1867 
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Rich, Sending check for 99 newsiet
ters. We are enjoying our new home in Pecan 
Plantation. Just getting workshop completed, will 
start on project in a few days. This project is SN 
95 and has been around since the late sixties. In 
fact, the inner wings were built without provision 
for flaps. I will modifY so that flaps can be 
added. Pitch triin has been installed per original 
plans, but will change to electric motor driven 
system with limit switches per my newsletter 
article. I have been reading about brake lockup 
in past newsletters. It was mentioned that short 
slider pins could be a problem as later versions of 
brakes had longer pins. Talked with others about 
the shorter pins and was told there is no problem 
with pins, just keep the pin/slider clean and 
inspect at regular intervals. I will rebuild the 
brake assy and install new "0" rings with a good 
inspection of the disc and disc body. That should 
give me a good base line to work from and will 
keep close watch to insure proper operation. I 
will reroute the rudder cables to the side and 
eliminate the forward tunnel. Also plan to round 
off the tunnel between seats as I will have electric 
flaps using Cessna ISO flap actuator. If anyone 
has used this flap mechanism please let me know 
as I would welcome your installation methods. I 
have my own ideas but other insight would be 
helpful. I am looking at an 0320 150hp engine. I 
would opt for that configuration so that I can 
burn auto fuel. However, there is a fuel consor
tium here at Pecan that makes 100LL very 
reasonable. The engine needs overhaul so will 
make decision on 150 Vs 160 when I rebuild. I 
have been associated with the T - 1 8 since early 
seventies. I can remember my first close look at 
the Thorp, was in CA at the Helicopter show, 
drove over to Torrance and visited with the 
George Lederer gang at Torrance Airport. At 
that time there were about 15 Thorp's flying or in 
construction stage at the Torrance Airport. I 
was hooked and spent the day visiting with those 
early enthusiasts. The wonder is that after all this 
time, and rebuilding/owning a Thorp for over 
eight years, I am still as excited about the air
plane as I was twenty five years ago. That says 
something for John's design and the charisma 
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that surrounds the aircraft. I consider it a bless
ing that I once again have the opportunity to 
constructlbuild the best home built design that 
ever hit the drafting table. My new e-mail ad
dress is kjmorgan@flash.net. Would love to hear 
from any of the gang. Best regards Rich and 
keep the NL coming. Ken C. Morgan 
Ken & JNene Morgan 9110 Bellechase Dr. 
Granbury, TX 76049 

-1-
Dear Rich: Thanks for another interesting news
letter. Dues for 1999 are hereby enclosed. Since 
I last wrote I have put about another 85 hours m 
my bird C-FLDP. It is a delight to fly and per
forms pretty well according to specs as predicted 
by John Ronz's design program which I took the 
trouble to put onto my computer some time ago. 
It stalls straight ahead (no wing drop) with no 
flap at about 62 hvh, and with flap at about 
55mph. I have not attempted spins yet but will, 
do so in the near future. I expect each aircraft is 
different but I would like to hear from same one 
who has had recent acrobatic experience in a 
Thorp as to entry speeds, recovery etc. Seen to 
me there was a newsletter (way back) which gave 
some information but I seem to have mislaid it. 
The last newsletter with its account of the "cow
boy" test pilot who put wrinkles in his friend's 
plane by overstressing it in the pullout I found 
quite incredible. Did he not offer to compensate 
the unfortunate owner? It might be interesting to 
hear the sequel to this incident. I finally got to 
meet Mike and Phil and Frankie at Arlington this 
year. They had a very nice booth set up and 
seemed to draw a goodly number of people. The 
number of Thorps were the fewest I have seen 
there contrasting with the great number of 
RV6'S which took up a very large portion of the 
field parking. To my mind the Thorp is a much 
more attractive design but then I am probably 
prejudiced. One thing I have noticed on mine is 
on the main spar some wing pop rivets on the 
stub wing (three each side) are starting to show 
same signs oflifting. If it continues I will replace 
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them with Cherry Max rivets which should have 
been used in the first place. Builders using pop 
rivets who have not reached this stage should 
take note. I trust you will continue with your 
excellent newsletter and that you will be success
ful collecting subscriptions from the 1998 foot 
draggers. Cheers for now Doug Perkins 

Dear Richard 

Just received Newsletter 108, thank you for your 
dedicated work, I always look forward to receiv
ing the next one and enjoy reading them, usually 
more than twice. I am enclosing check No. 3369 
that covers the 1999 dues. Something new, 
Maureen and I moved from Austin, TX to Tuc
son, AZ, before and during the holidays. Since I 
we didn't trust the movers with my S-18 project, 
I moved the whole thing myself in a rented truck 
and it seems that there were no damages even 
though in some washboard like highways I felt 
every pebble that I rode over and made me 
cringe. Well, now we are almost out of the 
unpacking business in our new home and as you 
would guess, the project ranks low in priority 
behind the rest of the household details. In 
October we had the pleasure of meeting Frankie 
and Mike Archer at their hangar in Porterville, 
CA, they are a swell couple, gave us a detailed 
tour of their business and lots more. Mike has 
many splendid ideas about making the S-18 
easier to assemble the otherwise time consuming 
details, he will be implementing his ideas as they 
build their own S-18. Richard, please change my 
address to ALBERTO PEREIRA 11991 E 
SETTLERS TRAIL TUCSON, AZ 85749-7801 
Our e-mail is working and is still the same: 
pere009@ibmnet That will be all for now, 
greetings to you and RoxAnn and many thanks 
again. Sincerely, Al Pereira. 
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Dear Richard, 
While looking thru some old magazines 

I found this article by Bill Warwick that I think 
may be of interest to our group. I just picked up 
some old magazines and I'll have to see if! have 
the Oct. 87 Kitplanes to see the original article. 
Also came across some old issues of Model 
Airplane Magazine and Air Trails from the 
1930's & 40's. They are pretty neat reading. 
Sincerely, Robert Jaeger 
"Here's the Letter" 

Here Are Some Tips for Thorp T -18 Pilots 

I always enjoy stories on the Thorp T-18 (Octo
ber, 1987 KITPLANES) and agree it is indeed a 
"classic travelin' machine!' I still enjoy mine very 
much even though it's a mite tattered around the 
edges. Seeing pictures of shining examples like 
Karl and Mazie Lipscomb's gives me the urge to 
fix mine up a bit One small correction should be 
noted in reference to the all-flying tail tab. This 
surface is most definitely not a servo. If it were, 
LeRoy Cook would have had a case of PI Os 
(pilot-induced oscillations) that would have been 
insurmountable. The tab's purpose is to resist 
stick inputs and attempt to return the main slab to 
its trimmed position. Therefore, the tab is more 
properly referred to as an anti-servo. Having 
given a fair amount of dual instruction in T -18s, I 
usually advise a takeoff with trim slightly nose 
down to avoid the whoop-se-doos that Cook 
experienced. Making the climbout with a slight 
amount of back stick seems to smooth out the 
neophyte T -18 pilot. Here's another helpful hint 
for those finding it difficult to flare three-point 
with forward cg. (180 hp, constant -speed propel
ler, full fuel, pilot only, no baggage). Normal 
tendency is to trim nose-up to relieve stick 
pressure, but maximum tail power is achieved by 
trimming nose-down, which brings the anti-servo 
tab into playas an added aerodynamic surface. 
Naturally this requires more arm muscle to make 
the flare but doesn't pose a problem to anyone 
with average strength. Bill Warwick Aguila 
Arizona 17 JANUARY 1988 
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Ed Pernic at Kentucky Dam with his "twin 7~18" Lucky brothers I'd say. 

get a fuselage out of the basement and I was able 
to assemble everything there with always the 
proverbial two most -asked questions; " how are 
you going to get it out of the basement and what 
are those little copper bullet-like things sticking 
out everywhere?". There is nothing like having 
the project in the basement of ones' home. Many 
times I had only a few minutes to work, perhaps 
only to clean up the work space or to get a 
drawing out to look at something I'd been think
ing about or to figure out what's next. Son Dave 
was still in grammar school and he helped me 
when necessary. We have a few pictures of each 
of us getting some hangar time, standing inside 
the cockpit with the fuselage on saw horses, 
kind oflike a Flintstones Airplane. My wife Pat, 
bless her, hardly ever complained about the 
riveting noise even when it occurred at three 
AM! Time marches on, though, and Dave is now 
thirty four. This past year, Dave wintered over as 
a Mechanical Engineer here at the South Pole. 
Here he built the wing for his own T -18. Perhaps 
we best leave that story for another time l One 
thing about a T -18, there's plenty one can do if 
money isn't available, just keep working. Buy 
what you need only when you need it. Sure glad I 

didn't purchase that slick Loran receiver back in 
the eighties I 

Eventually it was time to take the Tl8CW apart 
and get it out of the basement. We were fortu
nate enough to be able to build a hangar on a 
beautiful grass strip near home, so on the way to 
the hangar it passed through the local auto body 
shop for paint and made to look exactly like 
N137EP's'. Overhaul and install the engine, 
reassemble, wire, upholstery, test run engine, 
these all take an inordinate amount of time. A 
year to be exact, but this project had dragged on 
long enough and it was time to fly and fly we 
must. The moment came on a beautiful evening 
this past 4th of July, 1998. With a small group of 
friends we made one quick aborted take off to 
test the ground handling characteristics. Taxied 
back to the runway, checked to make sure 
everything was in the green and took off We 
were in the air very quickly, perhaps seven 
hundred feet or so, We have 2400 feet of runway 
and by the time we were at the end I was at 500ft 
and all trimmed up! Took it to altitude circling 
the airport all the while. I was particularly inter
ested in its slow flight characteristics and stall 
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Bob Fernic's well laid out panefl Lots of stuff there Bob! 

Nothing unusual, no wing drop off, a little shutter 
with a gentle break, as nice as can bel According 
to the flight plan I stayed in the air for a half 
hour. Came around and landed just a little tail 
heavy on the first attempt. I could not think of a 
single thing that I needed to do before the next 
flight with the exception of the usual preflight. 
Boy, was I mistaken I 
Coming up, Part two: Boro, the airplane. Bob 
Pernic 

Editor's Note: Bob let me take the left seat on 
this great airplane. It's as stable and solid flying 
airplane. Lot's of power. Good controls. I've 
include a picture to the right of one of the neat 
ideas he has incorporated in his T-18. With a 
simple slot in the canopy track and a slide lock 
he has build the canopy so it can be taken offin 
a few seconds. Slide the lock over move the 
canopy back till the wheels are in the slot and lift 
the canopy off the aircraft. Nice feature .. Makes 
it easy to do clean-up and maintenance on the 
panel etc .. Thank for letting me fly your great 
birdl Richard Snelson 

Canopy Quick Removal Latch 
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FIRST FLIGHT 
by Elmer Hymen 

I am very happy to inform you about the first flight of T -18 529BH. This aircraft was basically built 
by me, with help from my son Bill Hymen .. The plane was built in 8 years, the same amount of time 
that it took me to build N36EH a standard plans built T -18 completed in 1977 and I have always 
flown the plane since then. 
With all that flight time in T-18s I had no problem test flying the second T-18. The taxi test and 
engine runs were done at Greenwood Lake Airport in NJ. I purchased a L YC 0290D@ with only 
1100 hrs and a new top overhaul, half inch valves all new top parts at a price I could not pass up. 

The plane is mostly plans built using Sunderland wide body and leading edge wing ribs. I did not 
build the convertible wings because I had bought some parts from a wrecked T -18 from Long Island 
many years ago also bought parts from and unfinished plane here in N.J. The main wing spar was 
used in the new plane, also many of the small parts, extrusions etc. also the 2" longer gear was used. 

Back to the first flight. It was very straight forward flight of about an hour or so. This plane has a 
left wing heavy condition that I will work on, also I found that the right flap retracted position was 
interfered with by the rear attach bolt at the fuselage. Grinding out the nose of the flap fixed this and 
helped the left wing heavy condition somewhat. 

Foreground Red Thorp 529BHjust after 10 hrs offlighttime. In rear 36EH 21 years 
old with 900 hr of fUll all her! 
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The plane has a VFR panel with xponder & 
encoder, a VAL com radio also a GPS with space 
for more equipment on the right side. 

The 0290 D2 engine has a MA3SPA carb that has 
the venturi and float changes but I think the carb 
may need some changes as I'm not getting good 
static run up, anyone that has more info on this 
problem would be appreciated. Also in level 
flight does not get near red line. I enjoy the 
newsletters very much. Thanks Elmer Hyman 

PASO ROBLES BAR-B-Q 

by Chuck Borden 

Thorp T - IS Bar-B-Q at Paso Robles 
Municipal Airport Febru@ 20th, 1999 1 know 
it's probably hard for people on the East Coast to 
understand Californians having Bar-B-Q Fly-Ins 
in February. But one of our closely guarded 
secrets is that the weather in late February is 
always pleasant in Paso Robles. March is a 
different story. If you want to move out here, 
remember the earth shakes once in awhile. The 
planned event turned out spectacular, we fed 100 
people and 16 T-lS's flew in from as far away as 
Tucson, Arizona. We started serving at 1 PM and 
a brief award ceremony followed while every one 
enjoyed Bar-B-Q Tri-Tip steak, prepared with 
Fran Newman's famous Texas Steak Merinade. 
Awards were given for the following: Best 
Standard T -IS, Best Non/Standard T -IS, Oldest 
T -18, Furthest Distance, Spot Landing on arrival. 

Winners were: 
Best Standard T -18 
Jim Cooper N7618T Rancho Palos Verdes, Ca. 
Second place 
Vern Passmore N25VP from Wilmington, Ca. 
Third place 
Steve Hawley N900S2 from Tucson, Arizona 

Best Non/Standard T-18 
Gus Gordon N633GG from Granada Hill, Ca. 
Second place, 
Byron Janson N3647C from Redlands Ca. 
Third place, 
Carl Daughters N647C from Arroyo Grande, Ca. 
Oldest T -IS, 
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Bill Melly N6GN from Camarillo, Ca. (flying 32 
years) 

Farthest distance, 
Steve Hawley from Tucson, Arizona. (523km.) 

First place spot landing-Richard Schaefer N41RS 
from Torrance, Ca. 

Second place, 
LallY Kruchten N70S8 from Redondo Beach, Ca. 
Third place, 
Flying a Stanley Screamer, Dale Stanley 
N540DD, Paso Robles, Ca. 

Several people have told me, this was one great 
event. Maybe so, but not without the help of the 
of many especially the following people: 9 Hosts 
Bill and Joyce Carlson Cooks: Rex Awalt, 
Oscar Bayer, Linda Borden and Dion Holton 
Registration and PR: Tony Ginn and Tom H~nter 
Spot Landing Judges: Darrel Radford and Neil 
Koellish, Aircraft Judges: Mike Laubach and 
Dale Stanley, Big Band Music and P A system: 
Marv Fenton 

There was no charge for the Bar-B-Q for T -18 
pilots, passengers and builders. However dona
tions were accepted to cover expenses. Our 
policy was to put on as good an event as possible 
and let everyone decide what it was worth to 
them. Too many times I have shown up at a Fly
In, put my airplane on display and had to pay for 
the privilege .. Th,:t is why I will not take any
more homebUllt aIrcraft to Oshkosh. With the 
paid gate that the EAA has at Oshkosh I would 
think that the people that risk their aircraft to put 
them on dIsplay at thIS event should be waived 
any fees. Without participants there would be no 
Oshkosh. Therefore I decided that this was not 
going to be a moneymaking event. So far the 
total for putting on this Bar-B-Que was $325. 
The donations brought in a total of$435.50. 
After all the bills were added up the remainder 
$110.50 will be donated to EAA chapter 170 for 
sanctioning the event and getting the insurance 
coverage. Next year the Bar-B-Que will be held 
one month later. Although the weather was great 
in Paso Robles we know it was not so great 
elsewhere. I had a lot of calls from T -18ers 
saying they would come if the weather cooper
ated. The date for the Next Bar-B-Que is Satur
day March 18,2000. Let me know if this inter
feres with anything. Sincerely Chuck Borden 
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FLAP ARTICLE FEEDBACK 
by Tom Hunter 

To Richard Snelson 
From: Tom Hunter 
Subject: Article in Newsletter 108 on building 
wing flaps 

I would like to make a few comments. I did have 
the benefit of building my first set of wing flaps in 
John Thorp's shop many years ago. When I built 
my second set to match the new wet wing 
following Lyle 
Trusty's configuration, I used the match hole 
tooling and an extra set of trailing edge holes to 
make the correct bend for the leading edge. It 
still works after all these years I The following is 
a brief description of the process. 

If you look at the profile of the flaps, you will 
notice that there are 2 bend radius on the leading 
edge. The tooling that was produced in John 
Thorp's shop and used by hundreds of builders 
took into account the 2 bends that make up the 
leading edge and the template had an additional 
length of material with an extra set of trailing 
edge holes which were used only to get the 
correct radius and then cut off to make the final 
part. 
It is easy to see how this works if you shear 
about a 2 inch by 40 in length of. 025 sheet and 
then try to create the correct leading edge profile 
by holding the trailing edges together and apply
ing pressure to the metal. 
It is not hard by trial and error to find the correct 
location of the 2 points that you will need at the 
trailing edge to get the leading edge to come out 
properly. It might involve the use of several" test 
strips" but you will see the required location of 
the second hole location at the trailing edge. 
Once you are sure that your test strip can be bent 
correctly using the 2 trailing edge bend points 

that you have found by trial and error you can 
transfer this to your template. 
You will want to layout all the rivet holes in 
your full sized template. I suggest you use a .040 
sheet for your template. This is what was used in 
John's shop and it makes it easier to transfer the 
holes to the actual part. Please remember that 
you will want to make your layout square and 
true since you are using match hole tooling, the 
rivet holes are your gig. If, for example, you do 
not get all the trailing edge holes laid out abso
lutely parallel, then the flap will be warped when 
you bend it and when you rivet it together. 

Bending the full sized flap skin should take you at 
most 5 minutes. You cleco the first trailing edge 
together and lean into the skin with a two by 
four covered with a towel. Then you lean into 
the re-cleco' d skin and finish the bend to get the 
second radius. Then cleco the correct trailing 
edges together and check the profile with a flap 
rib. Remember the skin will bend more easily at 
the ends than in the center of the span. That is a 
minor problem however, since you only have end 
ribs and the one little leading edge rib. 

One last thought. When you rivet the trailing 
edge together, put all the rivets in the trailing 
edge and clamp the inverted trailing edge to a 
flat bar stock 48 inches long and back rivet. It 
doesn't matter if the rivets on the top are flush or 
dome heads so don't worry about that. You will 
end up with a perfectly straight trailing edge. 
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Richard Snelson 
Route 3, Box 295 
Clinton, IL 61727 
Phone: (217) 935-4215 
email: rsnelson@dave-world.net 

p 2 

Colorado Fly-In is June 11-13 

() 

It's "Red Circle Time." Please check if you have a red circle 
on the label. It's means I have not received you 1999 dues. 
Please! 
r-------------------------------------~ THORP T-18/S-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 1999 DUES 

Please continue your support of this valuable exchange of ideas, building tips and safety information 
covering John Thorp's great design. Make checks payable to Richard Snelson, Route 3 Box 295, 
Clinton, IL 61727 $2500 US, $30.00 other. 

Name: ______________________________ _ 

Address -------------------------------
City: ________________________ State _________ Zip Code: ________ _ 
Phone: ------------------------
Aircraft: _______________________ Hours on Aircraft: ______ _ 
Email address: ________________________ __ 
Notes: (Building?, Flying?, Thinking about it?etc.). __________________________ _ 

~-------------------------------------~ 20 
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EDITOR'S TRIM'TAES 
by: R.lCI'.ARD SNEl..'iON 

To The T-IS/S-IS 'vlutual Aid Society. 

:\~W interest in our great Thorp aircraft continues. 
Not a week goes by \\'ithout a new name coming 
in via email or a phone call after a visit to our 
Thorp Mutual Aid Web Page. Now it's my goal 
to update and modernize the homepage "Web 
Page." to attract even more folks to the Thorp 
Aircraft Family. I've purchased a new computer 
system and new software to publish to the web 
site. This new software will make it easier to 
update and maintain the site. The size of sofl\lare 
packages has grown so much that disk drives are 
tilling up quickly and it takes more and more 
computer memory to run the programs. 

The next source of new T -l8/S-IS builders and 
O\\"llers come directly from contact with You. the 
members of the 'vlutual Aid Society. Proud 
Ol\l1ers are telling the folks they meet about this 
great Thorp aircraft, Hundreds of rides are gil'en 
to pilots unfamiliar with what a pilot's aircraft is 
really like. They come away from a ride or visit 
with a great big smile and al~t to know 
more about either building or buying a Thorp. 

This is a great service all of you are doing and it 
pays a tribute to John Thorp and his family of 
aircraft. I have an idea that will make this ex
change with the new folks even easier. That's to 
hal'e Thorp owners that wish to be Thorp Ambas
sadors listed on our web site. One or two owners 
in specific states and countries that would be 
willing to discuss and show off their aircraft. Let 
me know. by email. mail or phone that you I\ish 
to be listed as the Thorp Ambassador of your 
area. I'll put this information on the web page for 

folks to find you. 
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Another gentleman has joined me and my effort 
to promote the Thorp aircraft. His name is Luis 
A. Hernandez . .Ir. and his Thorp web site is 
located at: http:!'\\\\w,tI8.net, I Ie has put a lot 
01' cffon into the site so please visit it soon. He 
has excellent graphics and good links to other 
Thorp sites. 

The Kentucky Dam Fly-in was last \\eek. and I 
haw to tell you that this one really got rained 
out' Lots of rain. \\'c did hel\T six Thorps on 
the Ileld Saturdav. but they \Vere stuck on the 
ground for the day. Oh sure. one or t\\O test 
hops to check the ceiling and visibility did 
launch. It's hard to keep Jim Paine on the 
ground I Jim did reserve the Kentucky Dam 
Resort for the ncxt three years for the Fall 
Thorp event. This would have been a good one 
because all the Thorp rooms were booked ahead 
of time. Sorry you folks didn't make it. We 
missed seeing you. 

This is a flight safety item: 
T\\o older T-IS aircraft has been observed. 
within the last few months. to be missing the 
stainless steel strap that folds around the leading 
edge of the servo tabs. Both owners of these 
aircraft have been made aware of this mandatory 
modification. How many other Thorps are out 
there without this strap" If you did not build 
your aircraft check it before the next night l 

Install this modification. Now l 

Two long timc members of'the Thorp Mutual 
Aid Societ\ have passed away. \'v'c will miss 
them. 

Nate Eastman--Kimball. NE 
Floyd Myers --Ogden. UT 
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r ~ 

I T-18/S-18s on the World Wide Web I 
l ~ 

This will be a new feature in the Thorp Newsletter. 

During the Thorp forum at Ky Dam, I asked how many indiyiduals had computers and used them tor 
email and to visit the world wide web. I didn't take an exact count. but over 90 % of those present 
said they did. So I think it's timely as \ve are about to get past Y2K and into the year 2000 to discuss 
some of the many ways we can exchange information. email. eMail Lists. homepages and finally 
world wide \\eb sites. I'm sure it won't be long until we are sitting in front of our computer screens 
with tiny tv cameras connecting us all for an evening of talk and exchange of Thorp building informa
tion. Until that time. here's another great idea' 

The tlrst topie for this feature will be eMail List. An eMail list is a simple way tor a group ofindi-
vi duals to exchange information. or ask question about a subject they have in common. In our case 
that would be the Thorp aircraft. To be a part of the eMail list you subscribe Uoin) it. There's no 
cost lor being a part of this eMail list. After you join you will receive all the email that occurs for the 
Thorp eMail group. To ask a question, you usc the e\!aillist address and submit (emai[) your ques
tion. It goes to all the members of the list. Anvone on the list is free to respond to your question or to 
add another question to it. Any time that you \\ish to [ea\'e the list you can. by sending an 
unsubscribe message to the list. 

Thc Thorp \lai[ list is up and running and it's \\aiting fe)r you tojoin for the great information ex
change. I'll be there along \\'ith Boo Highley and se\"eral other members that \\ill help answer your 

questions. 

To join the list. using your \\eb brl)\\Ser go to the 1'0[[0\\ ing address 

</ http:/h",,'.onelist.colll/subscribe/thorplist» 
[:0[[,)\\ the instructions on the \\eb site to sign up. 
TIl send emai[ to the list send a message addressed to «thorplistrtl onclist.coll1 ». 
\!cmbers can check out the archives of past Thorp questions b\ going to the fo[[o\\ ing web address. 

< <http://\\\\\\.onelist.comiarei ndex .cgi °1 istnamc=thorpl i st > > 

This email list currently has over 20 members and. although not e,trcme[) busy. it a[[O\\S us to Slay in 
touch. Illeet other Thorp dri\ crs builders. share oui[ding anclll\ing tips. and more. Anyone \\ ith an 

interest in the T-18 S-J S is \\ c\((lmc to join us. 

Thanks to Luis ."\. [krnandez . .Ir. <mshl)ppenl' iag.net> t'ur starting the Thorp e\lail List. 

Visit the following Thorp Sites: 

. <http://holllepage.dme-I\orld.net/-rsnc!son/thorp.htllli 

or 

("vIv current Thorp Sill') 

<<http://www.tI8.net> > (This is a ne\\ site that L.uis just put on the \\eb.) 
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&1 ~I L leU;; 
III to the 
U I lEditor 

Rieh: 

l'pelate from Classic Sport Aircralt, 

We recentl\ returned Crom the :\,mll\\est E \,\ 
Fly-In at Arlington. Washington, Great weeK, the 
weather \\as Ilonderful--no rain--and the pilots 
from Canada reall\ took achanwge of the gl)od 
\\ cather as they II'erc there in record numbers 
Thursday thru Saturday. I belic\e the count Oil 

Saturday lIas 7.+ from Canada. 

As usual. the Ta\lor t~1I11il\. JelT. Bob. Stc\e and 
I\son Ilcre out in full force to support the S-I B 
1-18, The other :'Ian- Of-The-HouL Cecil 
Hendricks. chaired the Thorp FOfllmjust to make 
sure eler\one kne\\ about Thorps. Congratula
tions arc in order Illr kllTalloL fr,)m 
Snohomish, \\'.-\. I \\'h" allo\\s us to put his planc 
in Ollr booth caeh lear at . .\rlingtlln) and Jerr\ 8:. 
.\Iice Denham both reeeiled 'lII,mis Illr their 
beautiful Thorps. 

We did not makc Colorado. as planned, due to 

100 mal1l \\eather ehanecs. buLLl!lderstand thllse . -,~-- '- -- --
who attended had a great time, Portenille. 
Golden \\'est and Copperstatc arc ahead and \Ie 
hope the wcather is grcat for these Fll-lns. 

,·\nother subject for builders ---Hal Lndemood 
of LancasteL Ca. had questions on the 30 deg. 
I ersllS .+0 deg. !lap settings, Thc confusion \\ as 
enhanced b\ the dra\\ ing. Thc S-18 dra\\ ing 
631.-\ had been upcbted. but hc had an older Cllpl, 
The other dra\\ ing that relates to thi, is the 
S-18 elra\\ing"' 7.+) \\hich \\as correct. :\s 
indicated be!"orc_ I am implementing a rc\ ision 
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system for all S-IS drawings. I hope to have this 
accomplished by early next year. I will send you 
a drawing revision list in the near future. In the 
interim. an:one \\-anting to kno\\ the latest 
cirelli ing on the S-18 can e-mail or call and I will 
updatc them. E-mail: sl8thorpillightspeed.net 
or phone 7 - 8 am or 6 - 7 pm at (559) 539-
2755. 

I \\ouldlike to let the ne\\ huilders and those 
iIHerested in the S-18 and T-18 that lie produce 
a cl1l11plcte Kit I',,!, the S-IS and parts fllr the T
IS, 

Sincerelv. 
Classic Sport Aircraft 
\ like Archer 

-G-

Edi!ur'.) .YO!I.!· The jollrJl! ing is u lIofe!(} lyle 
Trusty, his re,\jJoJ7.I,c'. tollml'c'd h,l ({ rl'\"jW!7se 

fmlll C 1<1llie .\j)(Jr/ ,I irentll 

Subject: RE: Flap limit 
From: DadTrust\ ,i aol.com 
To:halcarol i/ ca-Cl1nnectiun.com 

Hi L\Ie- Haven't bugged IOU 1(11' a IIhile so 
thllUght it vIas time, I'rank and I \\ere looking at 
the S-18 plans \\ hich call I'or.+() deg llap max 
Frank says he's heard or pitch dlm n problems 
\\ ith that much Ilap and Sl) lie \\erc planning to 
limit the Ilaps In 30 degree. What do \OU think') 

Ililbi 
John Thorp recommcnded the Ibps be limited tll 
30 degrees alter someone elh":Ollntc-rc-d a "bunt" 

at I()!'\vard CG and .+0 degrees of ilaps. Thc 
horizontal tail size \\-as original!: designed !'or a 

\\ ing \\ithout llaps. \\ hich VI ere subsc'l]uentll 
added after Bill W'lr\lick tlight tested his air
plane. Billllllllld that \\ ithout ilaps the landing 
approach lias ilat and fast. .\dding Ibps sllllled 
the airplane 5 mph and steepenc'd the approach 



to normal, but it also increased the nose down 
pitching moment. in the worst case to a value 
higher than the horizontal stabilizer could oYer
come. Then, of course, Ilhen the horizontal 
stabilizer reaches it's stall angle of attack the bunt 
occurs. John thoroughly analyzed the problem and 
concluded the best solution was to limit the nap 
travel to 30 degrees. Subsequently he put that 
word out to everyone. 

This is something you have to night test for. If 
you want to hal'e 40 degrees of tlaps available to 
you, It involv'es ballasting the airplane to a gross 
weight/forward CG condition, climbing to altitude 

~ ......-
(more than 3000 feet AGL), and stalling the 
airplane in all nap positions. Worst case is at 40 
degrees, fwd CG limit. Slow the airplane in a level 
I g stall manueler until it encounters a normal 
[Xl\ler ofT stall. or until the horizontal stabilizer 
stalls and "bunts" the plane over on it's nose to a 
I ertieal dile. (It's amazing h011 t~lst you can reset 
the !laps in that night altitude) .. ".fter that, reset 
the CCi aft about an inch and repeat the test. 
\\'h<~n you get it set so the airplane doesn't en
e\,unter the bunt anI more Ilith -iO degrees of !lap,.; 
I,'li hale ,,,tabbhed lOur 1(J!'\larcl C(j limit. 

1-,\ cr:\ c'\p~rirrL211l~ll ~\'lrpL1nc should he tested tn 
determine b,lth !(lr\\d!',1 and aft C(j limits. and a 
\\cight and balance report dc\ci~)pcd during the 
!light tCq period, Ccrlilicd aircral't undergo these 
tests to define the CCr CI1\'dopc and the (1\\ ncr 
pilot nc\'cr has to think about thelll. 

l. lie Trustl 

-i-

Ilal: 

I reeeiled a COPy ol'!.1 Ie's response regarding 30 
lersus 40 degree !laps. As he indicated, 30 
degrees is required and is eallcd out on the S-IS 
dr~lI\ings. I checked Frank's drawings and his 631 
Installation Dllg. is ('bsolete. That drawing was 
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updated and reneeted the 30 degrees. The 743 
dwg. of the nap bracket is 30 degrees, so if the 
part was built to the S-IS 743 dwg. it would be 
correct. 

1 started a drawing update for reidentification 
and a revision system for all S-18 drawings. This 
is being done to eliminate this type of problem. 
Too many drawings with different information 
with no revision letter. I will drop off a drawing 
revision list at Frank's the next time I am over 
that way. Any questions, please don't hesitate to 
call. Thanks, Classic Sport Aircraft,Mike Archer 

Editor's :Vote: Printing Ihe drUll'inK rel'ision Iisl 
in Ihe l1e\lsleller II'olllel he II good idea. f{ml' 

([holl! sending it }[ike:' 

-i-

Subject: T-18 Parts For Sale 
From: "Lee \\.'alton" <Iwaitonit.enron.colll> 
Richard. 
Ifat all rossihle I\(lltld IOU mind including the 
l(lllLm ing in the ne.,t issue orthe 1'-18 ne\lslet
tel'. I hal,· some parts th~\t need to lind a T-18. 
Thank 1011. L.ee \\. al t\m 

T-18 Parts I:or Sale 
<~> Sets 01' Fiberglass Thorp StIle ('()\I lings
These ar-: the remaining t\\() from a set that Ill;' 

I'ather made ror a group or 1'-18ers. 
<I> Left I-land Aileron for the rolding wing lIith 
the integral Aileron Trim Tab 
<I> Instrument Panel-l beliel'c this one came 
ti'om Sport Aircraft VI hen Ken Knmvles still 
mIned it (No holes cut) 
< I > Wheel Pant - No holes ellt. 
< I> Set S-IS Plans - Not used 

All prices arc IIp in the air (within reason). I'm 
just trying to get them out of my garage and 
onto an airplanc. I can be reached at \lork 
during the day 713/345-5652 or 713/479-7123 
or by ~-maill\Valtoni(l-luminant.com 
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Subject: Propeller pitches 
"William Hymen" <t 18yiiot'0hotmail.com> 

Hi Rich. 
[ have a propeller question/problem. 

\Ve have a 0290 02 on our 900 Ib T18. and 

Sensenech recommended at 66 diameter x 7-1 
inch pitch wide-chord prop. However. we can't 

get the recommended RPM on the engine. 

We tried the 7-1" pitch prop on another TIS. 
which has an 0290 G PC \\ ith an 0340 crank. 

and the extra horsepower really works well with 

the higher pitch prop. 

During this test. we simply "s\\apped props" and 

put a 68" x 64" pitch narrower-chord prop on the 

029002 t 18 (lower horsepmwr). and the RP\[ 

came up much higher. 

Do you haye an idea \\'hat diameter and pitch is 

recommended for a light TI8 with a lower 

Horsepower engine. like the 029002 ') Its not a 

strong engine. Billl-h men 

EdilOr's .\·o/e. Drop Bill WI el11ail if l'I!/I COli 

help ,,)/h /he /Jrop 'Illes/ion 

-t-

Richard. 
[ would like all back issues. I'll send you a 

check. I bought a 'p-er plans' I horp~ith an 

0290 converted engine. -100 hI'S. TT engine and 

airtl·ame. Excellent metal \\ork. I.ight. stock. IW 

mods. BeautiCul [mron blue and \\hite starburst 

paint. It's been sitting for a couple ye:lrs so \\e 

arc going to start the annllal ne\:t \\'eek. I can't 
\\ait. Illy 'non-Cun' t\ pc airplanes Cor a li\ing .. 

this is my mid-lik crisis sports car. 

I am going to fly to Portenille for the 11, -in. 

['robabl\ \\on't have the TIlL1rpe realh. but 1'111 
g~)ing any\\·ay! Thanks for the responsc. 
Glenn Smith 
fdifor's Xo/e: fn' heL'1I h({,"ing u i!1id~lif(' cri,i, 
for uholl/ 3() ycurs.' 
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From: "Miles Day" <milesdayC;Z;hotmail.com> 

Dear Richard 

[ have purchased a Sunderland / Thorp S 18 in 

Australia. [am learning to tly and have been told 

by our Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASAl. 

that I will not legally be permited to train in the 

aircraft unless dual brakes are tilled. Currentl) 

there are only brakes on the left hand side. 

My onl" option appears to be to tind a friendly 
licensed aircrati mechanic to assist me with 

installing and signing otTthe installation of dual 

brakes. 

I have the drawings that were used in the con

struction of the aircraft, they are onl} for single 

brakes. 

There are no mounting tabs on the right hand 

side rudder bars for the dual brake pedals. also 

there are no mounts for the bottom pivots of the 

right hand side master c\ linders. The manifold 

block that the brake lines from the lert hand side 

master cylinders connc-ct to. appears to ha\'\.~ 

additional tappings for the right hand side brake 

lines. 

To pert,m11 the dual hrake install,llion and satisl) 

c'·\S.\. I require dr,m ings I'l!' dual brakes. It 

appears tlwt S\)me of the original orake 

componentr\ \\as purchased from Ken [lrock. 

I \Ias interested as tll \\hether there are existing 

drawings and clll11ponentry available to pefonn 

the dual brake installation .. \11\ infonnation \Clli 

can pro\ ide \\oldd be greath 'Ippreci:lted. 

Best Regards 

\liks Da\ 

~90 Church St Richm(,nd. Victoria :\ustralia 

3121. 
l'mai I. Illi ksday·o hutmai! .COI11 

rdilor .\utc· I I\·US ({hll' II! ,{('ur .\/iles In Ihe 

right folks In hel;) gt'l him in/rJrJJlUliol7 on dl/o! 

hl"ukL'.\ 



Dear Rich, 
My name is Mike Murchie & I've recently come 
into posession of it rather poorly built, unfinished 
T -18 project which I've been dismantling to 
extract all of the beautifully machined & welded 
Ken Brock (0) parts to be used in a new project. 
These items include such items as the landing 
gear A-li'ame, engine mount plate, battery box 
with brackets, tail spring, elevator push-pull tube, 
\ving ~pars (require changing a few rivets to 
correct size), all firewall machined bits & pieces, 

etc. 

As I'm not really interested in building a T -18 
(sorry), ['dlike to tind someone \\ho-"...,uld really 

like to acquire these parts, along \\ith the planset. 

& put thcm to good use. At the \'ery minimum, ['d 
like to trade for a set oC\\'ittman WI 0 plans, 

bnding gear. & the remainder as cash. 

Any assistance that you can give in directing this 
info to the right person would be greatly appreci

ated. Mike Murchie RR# I. Site 10. Compo 7. 

Fort St. John. B.C. 

VlJ 4M6 
C-\~ADA 

PI-L FAX 250-785-5653 

-e-

Richard. below about 3!8ths of a tank. [was 
having fuel-feed problems \\ith my gravity-feed 

fuel system TIS. Finally discovered the problem 
was the hookup to the fOf\\'ard-facing tank vent -

it had become disconnected because ['d used a 

plastic hose and no clamp at the tank fitting. The 
hose had shrunk in length enough to pull itself off 

the tank litting. The tank \ ent hose is no\\ rubber 

fuel/emissions hose with a clamp securing it to the 
tank tittingl Enclosed is a table which shows the 
pressure rise in the tank 6'om ram air effects. The 

speed is in l-knot increments from 60 to 160. Ed 

Pernic NI37EP. "Pernic. Edward" 

<Edward.Pernic:Zi AlliedSignal.com> 

Edi/or'.\' ,\'ole' J\-e leli oIl Ed's tuhfe "eculise 01 
spuce considerations. Anyone lI'ishing rhi,,,' dahl 

can conlacl Ed \'ia email. 
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Subject: my S-IS project 
From: With-holding name 10 proleet editor' 
Organization: Attorney-At-Law 

Dear Mr. Snelson: 
Saw your article on the net and wanted to 
contact you concerning a Thorpe S-IS project 
that [ bought partially completed. Much of the 
work is done. I must build a right outboard 
wing, install the panel and canopy. plus tirewall 
forward and interior. 

[ have been looking around for an engine. but 
don't know \\hat types of engine have been 

successfully used. [have found a 210 h.p. 
lycoming radial engine. I have also located a 

220 h.p. franklin engine. Do you know if 
anyone has ever used this large an engine on a 

S-IS" 

[ also wish to contact a builder of a Thorpe in 

my area. which is the northwest corner of 
Alabama. about 120-150 miles ti'om Birming
ham. Memphis. and Nashville. Do you know at' 

anyone? 

I \\ould like to not place a fuel tank in front of 
the panel. but use this for luggage. [s there 

sufficient area in the wings to hold sufticient fuel 

for cross country t1ights 0 About how man: 
gallons0 

How to I contact Classic Sport Aircraft') 

Thanks for your help. You have a beautiful 
aircraft. What type of engine and prop do you 
have and what are the pertormance tigures0 I 

would like to get your telephone number. 

Editor's So/e.' ('ommen/.I· anyone!' I'm no/ sure 
xxxx \rill e\'er email meagain.alier my 

response. 
I'.S. He sliII hasn't ordercd /hc pas/ nell·slc/len.' 
DOIl'/ \'Oil /hink he shollid 
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Rich, 

The post oftlce did a gO'ld jl1b getting the ne\\S
letter to me, [()marding it ;\\icc' Fir;t to the 
rental that We stayed in while \\c built our h,ll,,'" 
and hanger. then to Ollr new hOllse. The llc\\ 

house is at Alta Sierra, a pri\ate airstrip, The 
hanger is a 50-foot \\alk from the house, The 
driveway ta:\i\\'a\ has a 15"/0 slope, A little scan 
tlrst time dO\\IL but Fat Cat handles it \\ell. \\c' 

ha\ e a S\\'ceping \'ie\\ or the Sierras n'Ol11 the 
house and the hanger. Our ne\\ address is 17";'i> 
Airport ,\\'C" Grass Valle\, C-\ 959-19, Tele
phone: 530273216-1 and E-mail: 
har\"t':111 ITnccn.l1(,t. 

The airport is on the San Francisco sectional and 
all T-18ers are im ited to drop in, Call Ilrst to get 
directions on using the strip - it is one \la\ - la~ld 
uphill \\ith a tail \\incl. take 0 IT do\\ nhi II. ' 

With a new 36x-12-foot hanger and time on our 
hands a ne\\ project is calling, r just bought t\\O 
partially completed Volksplanes, \Vith Fat Cat 
satisfying our t~lst transportation needs, r wanted 
an open cockpit 10\\ and slo\\, fun plane, B""icics 
learning ne\\ \\ood and fabric skills, I \\ill h[1\ e 
another subjtxt to Clppl:' 111: aeroch namic idea~ In. 
That design could r('~dly use SOl1h.:'acrolh namic 
cleanup'" Hane\ and Stephanie :-dieke-1sen 

-t ~---

Dear Richard, 

Sorry to hear that: liLt \\ ill not mahe it tl' Can: lJ!1 

Crty l1c\:t \\'cckcnd. I plan un gning and h,-1\\: 
in\ ired .-\\ Pereira I T-18 builder ~1!ld 11('\\ Tuc..;\ n 
resident to go \\'ith me. \\'c \\'iii k~t\ c lucsCln 
Frida~ morning about 9. Slh.luld take J link ks:-: 
that -J. hours. 

Here is my dues for the I\L. Sure do appreciate 
your \\ ork. 
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Here is a tip someone might be able to use, 
\Vhen I was painting some of my Buker parts 
,c1low, some overspray drifted back il1lo the 
hangar and got on by gloss black T- IS' I was 
sick, Gus Gordon told he ahout a product called 
CL\ Y\\',\X sold at ell1\ autnmoti\e stl,re, I 
I'ouncl some at the Incal Pep [30\ s and tried it. It 

is unhclie\-abk~ It no\\ lnoks b~llcr than before. 
I sure \\ ill be more careful ne:'\t lime. 

It is hmd to belie'.e hut I hel\e Ill'\\ been thin" 
1li: T-18.20 Year:'. It l(h)k S('\CI1 ~cars to b"uilJ 
so that means r started it -::"7 yC~lrs ~lgn. I lere arc 
::i,Jlllc prices from that era: -J.'\: 1 2' sheets of 
O()"'-I" f)O- ,c',o'. ' __ -t- _1 •. _) \\~h .) l-t._i) pcr sheet. :\ landIn!.2. 
gcar 1'1'0111 \krk Jeni-.l!b (ll)n~ le!.!) \\as about ~ 
S 17:'\00 r paid S I ,500 It)!' m; L,'~c 0-360 /\3,\ 
but had to o\erhaul it. I think th~ eanup\ and 
\\ indshic!d \\"(TC S-J.::.5. Coullting inl1ati(ll1. 

maybe the prices arL'I1't any more nol"I" ~ 

Hope to sec Y"U at Kentuck\ Dam il1 Oetllbel', 
Steve Hemic, 

• 
Rich 8:: 1\o\.\nn('. 

! lupc a!1 arc d,)ing fillc. [)id :l)L! c\-cr pick up 
cll1othc:r Thurp pn,.jecl-: ! !up",:: Ll.) SCl' \ (HI in the 
elir ag~lin SIWI1. I'm aj'raid I \\on'l be abk to 
l11ake the Coloradu Fh-il1, \1\ 1"lks ancll11\ 
bro t hel'\\ ill re presel1 t 'the lell11 i' h , ' 

Enclosed is SU1l1C dues ll1()llC'Y and a picture of 
111\ "kid" that arc ih il1~, \lul1 and [)~ld haw the 
..+7 .-\cn)llca SupcrchicCright nll\.\ hut it \\ill ScHIll 

g\.) lc' 11l: brlithl.T in Cl)!\)ral...!u. S\) he (an leach 
his ki,-::-, t() !h, \\'1...'\ ,--' g(,ll\) \-..('1..'1' the traliiLiol1 

~Ul \ 1...' 

Llk;: (~lrC Lllld lh~l11; ... s 1'(11' kccpll::; lhl..' 'I -1:\ 
\\..\,:--;. ~lli\ ~ ~iI1d \\I-'t:. Kind RL'~~lr\.b. !'()]1\ 

Ci!1l1. 

(diIO/".' IWfc FOllY und his "kid~ If arc (In lhi.' 

nell ,/cflc)" core!'. C;/,eu! ~h(){ TOllY 
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Colorado Thorp Fly-In 
by John Evens 

r:lis heuzrfi!i:l.\l!O{ 0(11/(: Thorp' ,rill? the lllO/lflfUin, iii [he huck grollnd in jJosli.!d UJ! (jill' It'eh page. 

r he iirst Cuic'r.ldo Thorp Jl\-in, June II th-13th, lias a great success, It \Vas hosted ancl pbnned by 
\\'alt and Bel Giftln in their beautiful hangar at Fremont County Airport near Cai'\on Citl. Colorado, 
They Ilere helped by John and \'icki Elens, and Dean Cochran. along with a tremendolls amount of 
,upport and assistance from the airport manager. Dick Baker. Dick 01\115 a beautiful 
1-18 himself With the help of Dick and others, lIe IlJd li'ee hangar space for at least:1) T-1S's. and 
\\ ith the threat of afternoon thunderstorms it was greatil appreciated by all. 

Ihe count sholled 20 1-1S's in attendance and seleral 1-18 "\Vannabes" (something caiied an "RV"), 
l"!h: Thorps came from Florida. :\orth Carolina. Te~as. ,-\rizona. Washington. i\lis"luri. California 
and Colorado, Some of the long distances tlO\\l1 and drilen Ilere testament to the airpianes we love 
and the friendship and camaraderie orour group 

I riLla: !l10rni~1::: \\as c:\ciLing. \\ith a r~lll1paging bull ()n the ficld. ACt.:rjul11ping l)\Cr the tail oCa 
:-.ailpizll1c. he \\~lS finally curralkd. From tht.:n lin l1lan~ In\\ passes o\'er the nl!l\\~l: (~lJ:.;ll kno\\"11 as 
"bull checks" I had [0 be made, 
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Close to 50 people had arrived by Friday. and pizza and cold drinks were served at the hangar that 
evening. Saturday dawned with low winds and clear skies. After a short mountain flying briefing, I] 
Thorps (and a couple of RV's) took offin groups of] or 4 to the West and into the Rocky Moun
tains, landing at Leadville, the highest public use airport in North America at 9927' MSL Many 
beautifi.tl sights were seen along the way. including the Royal Gorge Bridge west ofCaiion City. 
beautiful mountain lakes. and some of Colorado's 14.000' peaks. Donuts and Coffee awaited us at 
Leadville. and many landing certiticates were awarded (and expensive T-shirts and caps purchased). 
All agreed that it was a great and exciting trip. 

A planned trip for lunch and on to a tour of the Royal Gorge, for the ladies, was canceled due to lack 
of participation. However, several of the group made the trip by train to the Gorge by themselves 
later on Saturday. Perhaps ten people also made a trip that afternoon to see the facilities of Bob 
Henderson, who does bronze sculptures of aircraft. A beautiful T -18 done for Dick Baker, and a 
large memorial to singer/pilot John Denver were on display at the Giffins' hangar. A couple of his 
aircraft sculptures are mounted at the airport and his work can be seen, among other places, at the 
Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs. 

There was quite a bit of flying and looking at T-IS's all day long until the "Thunder Bumpers" began 
to build again in the afternoon. We got some heavy rain. which soon cleared. All Thorps were safely 
tucked away before the storm. That ewning. we all enjoY'ed a banquet of prime rib at the Caiion 
Inn. 

Sunday morning was the time to say our gooel-byes. and yyish goodli'iends a safe journey. 

The following people were in attendance. I sure hopc I'm not forgetting anyone. The lirst 20 couplcs 
and individuals tlew in Ylith Thorps. follo\\ecl by those IY ho drove. and linally our RV friends. 

Colorado T-IS Fly-In Participants: 

\\'alt and Bey Giflln. Pueblo \\est. CO. :\7S\\G 
Richard Baker. Canon City. CO. :\976D8 
Jim and Judy Paine. Hendersonville. 'iC )\747.11' 
JetTY and Carol Sheetz. Hendersonvilk. NC 'i]2AI-I 
Ros~ Mahon. Kirkl;;;ld. \\A. N467 JI 
John and Vicki Evens. Arvada. CO. :\71 JE 
Dean and Tony Cochran. Broomlield. CO. :\ II DC 
Ron and Jane Hayes. Blue Springs. MO. NI02RI-I 
Steve Hawley and AI Pereira. Tucson. AZ. N900SZ 
Bill and Mary MitchelL Denver. CO. N895T 
Chuck and Linda Borden. Santa \[argarita. CA. N243X 
Howard and Elaine Ginn. Camp Verde. AZ. :\22DU 
Rick and Louann Jones. Granbury. TX. NISI 17 
Ed and Miranda Askins. Ft. Worth. TX. 'i2:\E 
Damon and Donna Berry. Shadovvriclge. TX. NS9ER 
Gary and Maxine Green. Granbury. TX. N 118GG 
Les and Margie COl1\yclL Ncw Port Richey. FL. )\ lSI Li'v[ 
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Bill and Debbie Williams. Lakeland. FL. N30WW 
Boh and Susan Highley. Lakebnd. FL. N711 SH 
PC[e Gonzalez and Scott Ginn. Colorado Springs. CO. "]SOC; 
Richard and Kath, Brandigcr. Rapid City. SO 
Ken and Donna Post. Rapid. City. SD 
Les Krumel and son. Cedar Crest. NM 
Bill and .. \ustin Cordoza. Woodland. CA 
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Edilor',l .Vole: 7honk's 10 John EFcnsjiJr a good reporl on Ihe Colorado Fly-in 

-

.fohn E\'en's and his ThOlp al Ihe Colorudo Fly-In. .-1 heauli/iillr huill Thorp. ·Viajoh' 
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OSHKOSH "99" REPORT 
by Roy Farris 

Oshkosh "99" The single best word that de
scribes this years EAA. Air Adventure is "HOT"! 
I mean the temperature. not the activities! 
Wednesday through Friday the daily highs were 
in the mid to upper 90s as was the humidity. 
which made for a very uncomfortable tew days. 
Friday night a nasty cold front moved through 
with lots of wind, lightning and rain. For those of 
us camping, it was quite a long night. Saturday 
morning brought with it a perfect temperature 
and clear skies. I did notice though, that several 
tents were missing that were there the night 
before. The wind made them disappear. I heard 
that a few ultralite aircraft were damaged by the 
storm. but I did not hear of any other significant 
damage. 

Oshkosh itself was about the same as it is evef\ 
year. high prices. warbird favoritism, and com: 
mercialism. I believe all three were worse than 
ever. A friend of mine purchased a hamburger. 
tries. and a lemonade and it cost him eleven 
do llars and some odd change. That seems a bit 
steep to me, but again that~ Oshkosh. The show 
grounds have been moved around again, and 
everything was spread out. I believe the number 
of aircraft was about normal, but due to them 
being spread out, you had to do a lot more 
walking to see them all. The daily airshows went 
on as usual with mostly the same pilots and 
routines that we have-seen fOf1'ears..Jhere were 
a couple of new acts and aircraft that turned 
heads, like Jim Franklin and his jet powered 
Waco and Wayne Handley flying his Turbo 
Raven. 

One point of interest, Bob Highley flew his T -18 
in the RV formation on Friday and Saturday 
during the show. He flew with a gaggle ofRV's 
including RV-3's, 4's, 6's and one Harmon 
Rocket. Bob said that he had no problem staying 
with them at all. He looked good up there and 
was quite easy to spot, being the only one with 
bent wings. I heard the announcer both days, and 
he pointed out the one with the bent wings was 
a Thorp T-18. Bob stated that we need more 
formation qualified Thorp drivers and we could 

put up our own formation. 

I'm not sure why but no one took an accurate 
count ofT-IS's this vear. but it was estimated 
that we had betwee~ fourteen and six1een on the 
flight line. I know of at least one T -18 that was 
turned away and had to land at Fondulac. The 
controllers told our T-18 driver that the field 
was closed to all aircraft. except by invitation 
only. The same thing happened to at least one 
T -18 last year. 

Attendance at the forum/lunch was down a little 
this year with seventy five orus ignoring the heat 
and showing up tor Bill Williams famous Brats. 
We want to thank Bill and Debbie Williams, Bob 
and Susan Highley. Ben and Teresa Seo 1Ia. 
Margie Conwell and everyone else that helped to 
put on the great feed and forum this year. As tor 
the torum portion. we did not have a P A system 
this year and the helicopter noise made it nearly 
impossible to hear anything. Richard Ecklund 
gave us an update on his kit progress. He is 
working continuously. and the parts that he has 
completed look really good. He also reports that 
he has sold several sets of plans throughout the 
last year. The T -18 seems to be on the comeback 
trail. Bill Williams talked about flying in the T -18 
and told a few stories. He then opened the floor 
to open discussion and a few questions were 
asked and answered by the group. Classic Sport 
Aircraft was curiously absent from this year's 
activities. I guess that about wraps up this year's 
EAA Air Adventure. We will try it again next 
year. See you there. Roy Farris 

Editor's Note: As those of us in the mid-west 
know Roy Farris shows up at all Thorp events he 
can get to. He's the first to be ready for a T-18 
ride and has flown in most of our T-18s "many 
times." We have known for some time he would 
drive all day to get a ride in a Thorp! Now we've 
heard the latest, Roys going to visit A ustmlia in 
Nov. because he's heard they have T-18s there. 
Gas up A ussie's the boy is on the way. Roy, just 
stay home andfinish your T-18 project! 
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Some Oshkosh 99 photos sent in by Dick Ecklund 
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TOni und "josh flo\!' / mis,l,; /7er" X]V5RS 

Dcar Richard: Re: :\295RS 
[Om assuming you got 111Y note about acquiring your fonner T -18 from Pal Rokus in Roseburg. 
Oregon (and the check for the Thorp T-18 S-IS \!utual Aid Sllciet\ t. Pat delivered the plane to me 
in :\urura. Oregon on \lay ~7th and 111: instructor Jl)hn Paqul'tc pn)\ idcd 1he much nCt.xied guidance 
tl\)111 there. 

:\eedkss to say. my 75 hours in cOl1\'cntional ~ear aircrClt't \\-as inadequate since it has been more than 
>1) \ears ti·om that e\perienee. Alter being turned loose last \\cek. I ha\·c tried to fly most cwry day 
to bring up my skill Ie,,:!. Last Saturday I put in -l.5 hours \\ith a trip from Tl\\ Tacoma to HQM 
Iloquiam (mandator, Saturday breakfasli.1 then 11e\\ do\\n to ROyl Redmond (Oregon) and re
turned that eYening. T!W had a 16 knot head\\ inc! with some cross\\ind (\ery turbulent) and gusting 
to 20 knots. It took most of thUlll1\\a\ for me to Leet it dll\1I1 (reali, need that wheel landing instruc-- o::..-_~ ~ . '--

tion). 

Your \\cb page photo of\ou stepping in to :\2lJ>RS i, su striking ,) pnse that I copied that stance few 
m\ friends to take a picture ... hope \ou don·t mind the plagiarism. 

So far I"m up to ne\\s letter =65 and I tinally ge)t an e-mail address for Classic Sport Aircraft. He sent 
me a price list tor parts (RH lo\\er cuff got loose and selfekstrucwd) .. ,\ircraft Spruce \\ill send me a 
catalog also. What other suppliers are there Olli there" Also. I like to keep a complete list of equip
ment installed with the \·endor \\ho supplied them. IIlla\ have to get back \\ith \OU if I can·t find a 
listing ti·Ol]1 the stuff Pat supplied. 

I made the 1997 Oshkosh scene. but it's pmbabl\ nut in the cards for thi, \ear. I plan to hit the 
\rlington. \\.\ ··\\·e5tern Oshkosh·· in .lui, and plan tel \ isit \Iikc·s (e<;\) hlll1th. Best regards. Tom 
\\·,)rth 
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Eklund Engineering, Inc. 

PO BOX 1510 
LOCKEFORD, CA 95237 

209-727-0318 
FAX 209-727-0873 

e-mail ThorpT18@compuserve.com 
1/20/1999 

for tile Thorp T~ 18 bUilder. the follo\\ ing components arc offered: 

MATERIALS and COMPLETED CO,vIPoNENTS: 

Newsletter No. I III 

;:637-2 Upper Main Beam Channel E'druslon - $126 plus freight .. Custom extruded 2014-T6 aluminum, 133 inch 
length by:2 :\ 1.26 inches to reduce \\[lstt2 and trimming time . 

.::.537-3 Lower Main Beam Angle Extrusion - S I OS plus freight 

;~I072, 4" Prop Extension. Clear Anodize with #905 Driving Lugs for the Lycoming 0-360 engine - $235 includes l PS 
standard delivery' in LiS/\. International delivery quoted promptly. 

CAD/CAM PRODLCED COMPOi"E.'iTS and KITS: 

"50c-1 2024-TJ Alelad Horizontal Tail Skin - 587.20 pCI' skin pillS shipping. 
These laser cut skins have all holes to size (except tile -8 internal weight bulkhead holes) and are free formed to the 
leading edge radius. Only a light deburr of both sides of the holes is required plus dimpling. 

;:50:2--1. 202-1.-T3 Alclaa Horizontal Tail Stiffener - S9 each plus shipping .. , Full: formed with holes to match ;:50~-1 
hbcr cut skins. Builder to deburr and dimple. 

::~o::;-~ 202..J.-T3 illt('rnal Tail Weight Bulkhead - 516.50 pt:r bulkhead plus )hipping. These laser Clit rarts hen .... ' all 
hole:::. as ,098 pilot holes to be enlarged for L'8 ri\'ets on <lssembly. The flanges are formed to the mating angles. 

"503 G061-T-J Tip Rib -Horizontal Tail - SC4 each pillS shippin~ .. Ribs are flilly formed with all holes to match laser 
cut ::'502-1 skins. Laser cut transfer strips can be provided for the skin (#502RSTRP @$20)and i or spar (:;502SSTRP 
"(I' 520) laser Ctlt rivet patterns. Require builder to deburr and dimple if desired. 

~~5()6 6061 -T-1 Tip - Horizontal Tail - S90 per set (.1) pillS shipping. These stretch formed aluminulll )kins ha\c 
jbn~~~s for rivet jl)inlng the- hal\es. or the> call be- trimllled and \\(~!decl per the drawing, 

;'5/7-1 :::O:::..)-T3 HorizolltJ.i Tail Tab Skin. 5! 7-::; Trail'lng Edge Strip and 517-..) RibSJ9.00 plus shipping ... Laser cut 
"klll. Strip and Rib \\itl1 all holes cut to i.lCcurat~ size and i'orillcd as need~d. Requires light c1eburring and dimpling 
prlnl" ll} closing and ri\(:ting 

;:hll 6()61 -r..) An Root Rib -llorl/0nt:11 T~lil- SI::: l."lch pillS shipping. !-'illl> formed \\ith holes to 1lI~ltch the ~'.:\O=-I 

ia"ei' C\lt skins Laser CUlll',lll:,;i'e]" strips un he pn}\:dr.:-d for tilt :::.kill (':50~RSTRP)alld'0I" spar (::50~SSTRP) la~r.:-I· Clil 
ri\ct p,lltcrns. Require builder dcbulT ;lIhl dimpk if desir .... ,d 

::() I::: (lObi -1-11.("ldil1g I.d!;\..' Rib - llurl/()lltdl-],lii- ,)16l.'<-I(11 plus shipplllg i--lIll) !(Jrlllcd \\ith hull'S tn match -:~()=-I 

las.:r cut "kills .. Laser cut trdl1:-lCr strip" Cdll h .... , prt)\ilkd !"nr the :-,kill (::jO:2RSTRPjalld llr spar (::502SSTRP) 1-1:::.121' 

cut ri\c[ PdtlLTIlS 
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~613 :2024-T3 Horizontal T311 Spar - 523 90 per spJr plus shipping, The spar has cdl mating )1\)les from the skin 
and ribs to size. Deburring and dImpling to be performed by the builder 

;;:'-31 R Ailerl,n Kit - 5221 plus shipping. All Sh(,d pans are laser cut \\ itll JCCllr,\tc 11l)\c" :md .11\: formed and primed 
as rr..:~]uirt:d The builder [1c<:'d ol1i) d..:-burr and Jill1pk pricq' to riveting tilt Js~t..'!l1bl: 

:::561 Yertlccll Tail Kit - S':':l)U plus shipping. All sheet pJrts arc laser cut \\'ith accurak 1101<..:" dlld formed as required. 
Formed ribs hi1\C' all holes. The builder need only ckburr and dimple prior to ri\('ting thl' cl':;,:>cmbl:. 

;;:56G Rudder Kit - 5375 plus shIppIng. i\\l sheet pans hJ.\"e laser cut accurate hole" Jllll arc tiJrmed as necessary. 
Require onl; light JcbuIT and dImpling prior to ri\"cting" 

:\OTE: Additional "iub-assembl: kits are uncleI' dc\elopll1l'l1t \\ltll the goal orl11a~ing a (liillpkk .1Irframe kit availabk 
111 th-.: Ileal' fLUme. 

E{:kiUlld El?giflccJ'ing'~ ThOJp .\I\'i RF of (Jsllk(niz i)lJ 
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Great Thorp Shots 
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For Sale Items 

THORP T-18 (the most fun you've had since your honeymOOnl Wide body. convertible wing. 242 
hours on new Lycoming 180. Hartzell CS prop. professional pohurdhane orange (111 white paint. Full 
IFR panel. King .-\v ionies. ADF. Narco Loran. \L8 .. Loaded with c"tr:,,: 60 gal. fuel/wet wings. 
wing Iewler. electric naps. elev'ator trim. aileron trim. heatcd pitoL oil pan heater. Temperfoam seats. 
strobes. Sigtronics intercom. David Clark head sets. S55.000 tirm. Jim Fix 

For Sale: Thorp T-18 Project: Fuselage on the gear. Include wings. tail and other surfaces. Canopy is 
included. Contact "Chris Belobrajdic" <cbelo'",earthlinknet> Phone: 618-624-0253 

For Sale: Floyd Myers' Thorp T-18. The aircraft is completed and signed ofL but has not flown. It 
has a three bladed prop and a Subarua Engine. I had talked to Floyd onlv a few days betore he passed 
mvav and he \\ as asking S 18k for the aircraft. His wife can be reac heel at 801-476-0153 in Ogden. 
LT. 

nllrd .Ihen alld hi\ filllr!, {-IS. 
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White on indigo blue 

T -18 T-Shirts 
High quality - All cotton 

$15.00 + $4.00 StH (Priority Mail) 
(Up to 2 shirts for the $4.00 shipping) 

Sizes: L. XL. XXL Colors: Indigo Blue or Tan 
(Limited quantities on some sizes) 

Name: 
Address: 

Phone: 

Send to: 
John or Vicki Evens 
6855 Allison st. 
Arvada, CO 80004 
(303) 420-2724 

Color Size 

Total Cost $ 

e-mail: 
jrevens@aol.com 
vicreads@aol.com 

Total 
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T-18/S-18 Thorp Newsletter 
Richard Snelson 
Route 3, Box 295 
Clinton, IL 61727 
Phone: (217) 935-4215 
email: rsnelson0.·dave-world.net 
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Still need dues for folks with red circle on label. Check with me if 
you think my database is incorrect. Sorry if it is. Rich 
Coming next Issue --- in December 
Up-to-date Thorp-NewslcttCt Iflfiex 
More Thorps on the Web 
Kentucky Dam Fly-in Pictures 

Let me know if you would like to be a Thorp Ambassador for 
your area. I would like to 1-2 people with tlying T -18s/S-J8 in 
each area of the US. And the same for our overseas members. I 
plan, with your permission to have the Ambassador's names, 
phone numbers and email address on the Thorp web page and in 
the newsletter. 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

/)""11 Cocimll1 (ill his [uk"o!! Llf 1l1L' ('u/oradn Fly-/.\ 

IN THIS ISSCE: 

:VIaster Index for the past Newsletters 

Larry Eversmeyer wins Lindy Trophy 

T- 18 Auction Proyides Excuse To Fly 
by Russ Verbael 

Wing Panel Reskin 
by Ken :Vlorgan 

\OTlCE: (ST-L\D-IRD D/SCLII.HFR) h a/WIIYS, i/1 tilL' PIIS/. prnt'llt. llll!ljilfllre IIl'ln/effen. we woufd /ike to make .rOll 

aWllre thlll fitil' !leh'~/l!ffer / .... ol/~r preh'lllI!tI i/I (/ dt!llrillg ItOl/\1! fin< idem 1l1Ii/ opiniol/I, or penol/II! l!xpaicl1c/!.'Illlld thaI (II/YOII!! 

{nillg flint' idew, ,lpillhJII.\, or I!x[Jt!riell L'I!I, do so at {ltd!' Oll'/I tliluet;rJII alld rill,.. TlIL'rl!jiJl'<!. II(} rn{JolI\'ihility or liabili~)' is 

exprl!l'l/!d or imp/ieu' /JIlt! is ll'ililoll/ recollrse agaillst allyolle. 
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Thorp Ambassadors 
As of this date the tallowing individuals have 
signed up to be listed as Thorp Ambassadors. I 
will be posting their names on our Thorp 
webpage in February. If I have missed anyone 
that wanted to be included please let me know. 

As all of us knows. we literally have hundreds of 
Thorp Ambassadors throughout the world. Any
one that has built or flown a T-18/S-18 loves the 
aircraft and has a passion for John Thorp's won
derful designs. Our list of Ambassadors give new 
individuals someone to contact in the various 
areas of the US and world. Having this on the 
website will help spread the word. So join the 
A.mbassador list. email/mail me a note today' 

Danny Cummings 
600 West Main SI. 
\kMinnville.Tn.37110 

931--+ 73-5-+0 I Davs cst 8:00 to 5:00 
931-668-9899 Nights betore 10:00 cst 

Gary Cotner 
ISO th East Ave 
Collinsville. OK 7-+021 
email tl8cotner.llaol.com 

918-259--+000 Da'S 
Home 918-371--+73 0 

John Evens 
6855 ,\Ilison Street 
An ada. CO SOOO') 
303--+2il-272-+ 

Roy Farris 
Box 182 
Noble. IL 62868 
618- 723-259-+ 

Jim Hockenbrock 
193 Fawn Rd. 
Reedsville. PAl 70S-+ 
717-667-2790 

James Paine 
1220 Gilbert St. 
Hendersonville. NC 
28792 
828-698-0368 
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Tony & Viv Schischku 
<a.schischka@xtra.co.nz> 
17 Bodmin Terrace 
Plimmerton. New Zeland 
644-233-8998 

John Sullivan 
P.O. Box 551 
Chestertown. NY 12817 
518-494-3292 

Other News 

The great news is that by the end of January I 
will be retired from Illinois Power Company. 
After a lot of stmggle they fmally olfered us. the 
engineering group. an early retirement package. 
It added 5 and 5 to our age and years ofservice. 
This really helped me since I had worked there 
16 years. I have a piano tuning business started 
and it is growing and should fill some of the 
income void that leaving engineering will cause. 

Spring Flv-in at Mattoon, Illinois 
We have things setup for a June 9. 10. II. :2000 
tlv-in at the Coles CllltntV' Airport located near 
\1atoon. illinois (:'.!TO) The airport tolks are 
setting up some rooms at the area motels. I 
think the Comti:.1r\ Inn will end up as the best 
rate. Roy Farris will be the contact tor this tly
in and can he reached evenings at 618-723-259-+ 

Send year 2000 dues now. 
Looking f()r\\ard to ha\'ing more tin1e for Juing 
the newsletter. I won't haw as many $ so send 
your dues now. Still have 10% who haven't 

paid for 1999' Printing keeps going UP' 

) 
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From: Danny Cummings 
dctires <dctires 'il'I nfo Ave, Net> 

Rich. 
Just got my newsletter and as usual "I luv it " ! II! 

Great job your doing I Also Luis's T -18 site is 
great as well III I also have some pics of my 
S-IS ( 1 18CK) on his site! 

Anyway hope you and RoxAnne are doing 
tine? As you might know or remember me I live in 
middle Tennessee about halfway between Chatt. 
and Nashville in Warren Co. (McMinnville). I have 
attended K-Damn for the past 5 years and really 
hated to miss this last one 'pout'. But the 
weather was just too bad. 

I was gonna have a friend follow me to K-Damn 
too. he has built (from what he calls a Turner 
crossbreed) a 1/3 \\11itman. 113 Davis2A and a 
I \3 Thorp,,! I know your probably scratching 
your head by now. but its a really great plane and 
has !lown over 100hrs. since May of this year! I 
have included a pic of his airplane! It has Thorp 
wings and tail confg. A little longer wing for a 
:2000 ft. grass strip! I By the way his name or the 
builder is Mr. Bill Turner (the not so rich and 
famous one). He has been appointed as an EAA 
thingy (you know when builders have questions, 
they can go to him). 

But I have the S 18( 118CK) and I'm here anyiime 
there's a person or persons who would like to 
look at it or take a ride in it. So if you need 
someone in this area I'm available and I'll leave all 
the technical questions to Mr. Turner, by the way 
he knows his homebuilts and especially the T -18 I 
I've included a few photos of my S-18 and Mr 
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Turners crossbreed. If you're ever over the 
hridge or the poor part of this country drop in 
and see us ,,! Bye l 

Danny Cummings 
600 West Main St. 
McMinnville.Tn. 37110 

931-473-5401 Days CST 8:00 to 5:00 
931-668-9899 Nights before 10:00 CST 

F:ditor's Nole: Thanksfor the email and the 
pic/lires Danny. Welcome as a Thorp Ambassa
dor. I've include the pictllres at the end of/his 
section. See YOli at Matool1 and KY Dam. Rich 

I 
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Subject: [ThorpList] 2000 Bar-B-Que 
From: "Charles and Linda Borden" 
<cbbitt 18@,concentric.net> 

Dear friends: I am faced with a real dilemma. 
every year the vveather is great in Paso Robles in 
February for the T -18 Bar-B-Que. But it is 
terrible everywhere else. I mentioned that we 
would have it in March next year so more 
people could attend hut then we had terrible 
weather here last March. Also my wife and I are 
going to start building a house in February or 
March. 

So I am asking for some Ideas. Please give me 
some feedback. I was thinking mid October. 
Does that interfere with anything? Send 
me an e-mail with your comments. Chuck 
Borden 

I 
-t-

Hello Everybody, 

I name is Dave White and I have a Thorp with 
serial number 2. According to the Thorp news
letters of way back my airplane is none other 
than John Thorps, tirst flown in 1972. Well, 
many. owners later the plane has managed to 
get jury rigged to the point where I was very 
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uncomtortable flying it, and I'm sure John Thorp 
would have been very upset too. So I had her 
completely gone ovcr. It has been over a year 
now, and OV'er 2000 hours of restoration. 
Soon she will be ready to take to the air again 
sporting fresh paint, zero timed motor, new 
leather interior, CD player, all new console with 
several new instruments, new military stick grips. 
electric trim. auto pilot. Garmin GPS 195. 
Garmin GNS 430, dual brakes, vertical card 
compass, indiglo cockpit lighting system, angle of 
attack indicator, glove box with drink holders. 
complete sound and fire proofing, lightweight 
starter. alternator. remote oil filter. steel braided 
hoses. and the list goes on. 

Needless to say. we are very excited about 
getting her up in the air again and visiting all the 
other Thorps out there. We are in Clearwater. 
Florida and will be sure to make it to Sun 'n Fun 
2000 to show her off 
Take Care. Dave 

Editor's Note: Congratulations on gelling your 
Thorp redone. I musr however say. John would 
also be eren more happy if we lI'ould keep the T
ISs simple. I did the same rhing you are doing 
II/Ih m.''! 295RS but lI'ould/o!lOlI' along the lines 
ot/iJlks like Dean Cochran 'rho believe in 
keeping rhe Thorp simple and lighr lI'eighl. 

I 
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BUILD YOUR OWN WINDSHIELD' 
[ have the windshield form that Floyd Myers 
made. and I have no tl.lrther need lor it. I would 
gladly pass it on for just the cost of material and 
crating. [ would. of course. select th truck [inc 
which offers the best ratc such as UPS. (NOTE) 
this only lits the basic T - [8 airlrame - not the 
\\ ide body. I f anyone is interested. please write or 
call 717-2943892 or email edandal@.nb.net. 
Ed\\in H. Lay10n 
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From: "Hal Stephens" <aerohal@inlorum.net> 

Richard. Count on Sept the first weekend for the 
California Thorp flyin. \Ve may have a conflict 
with the new Golden West EAA flyill which took 
our weekend ..... they are bigger. but we made out 
ok last time with the weekend before their blast. 
[n any event.. .. plan on early Sept. We'll set the 
date later. it's always fun to go to a Thorp flyin 
in California'! 65 degrees today .... caim wind ... 50 
mile vis. Hard to beat I 
'Best wishes, Hal Stephens N8TT 

-e-
From: "Don Nail" <don_nall@hotmail.com> 
[ have a T-ISC that I would sell. I've been work
ing on a big project, building a new house. and just 
don't have any extra tinle to fly. My plane has a 
very low time 10-320. 1()lding wings. almost IFR 
panel, etc.lt needs to have the wings.tail. leg 
fairings, whee I pants. etc repainted as 
I've been sanding on them some. But otherwise 
the plane is in great shape. 
I'd take S24.5K for it. If you would like more inlo 
just e-mail me back. 

Merry Christmas 
Don Nail 
Jonesboro Arkansas 

Next Issue of the Thorp Mutual Aid Soci
ety Newsletter: 

.John Mel Clark flys after 15 years of building 

Dave Goffs pictures of 3,8 Ford engine and 
mount, 

Pictures and safety tips. We now have over 
60 Thorp folks on the eMail list, The exchange 
of ideas and material has been great, .Join us 
today, Check issue 110 for details for signing 
on. 



Rich. 

Earl A.tha purchased a T-18 project that is about 
80% complete and is currently working on the 
project. He is looking for builders in the Georgia 
area that have projects flying or in construction 
that he can talk to about T-18's. You can E-Mail 
us back at Dons Dream Machines since Earl does 
not have a computer. It will be also ok to call him 
collect in the evenings at 770-227-5557. 
Any help that you can give will be appreciated. 

Earl Evans 
A vmtearlgaoLcom 

-e-

Subject: 2000 Bar-B-Que 
"Charles and Linda Borden" 

<ebb itt 18'(l concentric.net> 

Dear ti'iends: 

[ am taced with a real dilemma. every year the 
weather is great in Paso Robles in february for 
the T -18 Bar-B-Que. But it is terrible everywhere 
else. I mentioned that we would have it in March 
next year so more people could attend but then 
we had terrible weather here last March. Also my 
wife and I are going to start building a house in 
february or March. So I am asking for some 
Ideas. Please give me some teedback. I was 
thinking mid October. Does that interfere with 
anqhing" Send me an e-mail with vour com-. ~ . 
mcnts. Chuck Borden 

-e-
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Rich. some of our readers might be interested in 
how I installed a new 
skin on N 118TX outer wing panel. 

WING PANEL RESKIN 

The outer wing panel (left side) was damaged by 
a ground loop accident. The damage was not 
severe, and was localized to the front outer rib 
and skin at that point of impact; however, the 
damage was severe enough to require reskin of 
the wing. I received some good tips from Steve 
Hawley, Tucson, and proceeded to follow his 
advice, with some variations of my own. 

I was fortunate that my original panel was 
straight with no twist. My first job was to 
remove the old skin. This \\'as accomplished by 
drilling 
out the rivets. making sure I did not enlarge the 
dimpled hole. I used a 118 in drill bit. which is 
slightly undersized, then careti.llly worked 
the drilled rivet with a 118 in punch to dislodge it 
tram the dimpled hole. Once the skin is re
moved you have the original wing framework 
exposed. This part of the wing can be laid aside 
until the new skin is bent. drilled. dimpled, and 
ready for final fit. The old skin is hammered tlat 
\\ith a rubber mallet for use as a template tor the 
new skin. You may also flatten the dimples in 
the old skin to give a smaller hole, with better 
duplication in the new skin. I purchased a 4' X 
12' sheet of2024T3 (.025) as I wanted some 
extra sheet material for other projects. A 4' X 8' 
sheet will work as the skin lengthwise is ap
proximately 81 1/2 in. The skin I purchased had 
a clear protective cover on the inside \vater 
mark side of the sheet. I laid this side up. with 
the old wing skin template inside up owr the 
new sheet of aluminum. Precisely locate the old 
skin over the new skin making sure the ed<res 

~ " 
and end of the sheets are properly aligned. Once 
[his is accomplished. clamp the skins together so 
that that is no movement 
between new skin and top template. Now scribe 
a line at the opposite end. this will be the tlnal 
[rim line at the bottom rear spar location. 
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This next step is very important and is the key to 
getting the front bend in the proper place. To the 
previously mentioned scribe line on the bottom 
rear skin add two more inches. This will be the 
extra material required to make another row of 
holes to match the holes in the upper skin edge. 
You will notice the rear beam bottom row of 
holes in the original skin template are precisely I 
in from the edge of the skin. from this row of 
holes measure 1.7 in toward the 2 in extra mate
rial previously added. Scribe a line at this location 
across the 4' width of the sheet. This will be the 
centerline of the extra set of holes to match the 
ho les 0 f the upper rear beam. Proceed with 
drilling of the new holes through the template to 
the new skin. The clamps are still in place keep
ing the template and new skin perfectly in 
alignment. Once all the holes are drilled, remove 
clamps and slide the template toward the rear 
edge, align the front edge holes with the scribe 
line located I. 7 in from the rear spar holes. Drill 
these holes and mark as the extra set of holes that 
must be clecoed to the front upper beam holes lLx 
bending of the skin to properly fit the nose ribs. 
At this point. deburr both sides of new sheet, and 
dimple holes. You \vill now be ready to fold the 
skin, water mark on inside. and clecoupper rear 
beam holes to the extra set of holes located 1.7 in 
11'om the bottom rear spar holes. Make sure you 
are clecoed to the right set of holes, aluminum 
makes expensive scrap. You are now ready to 
make the leading edge bend in the new skin. 
Wrap a 4' 2 X 4 with newspaper to protect the 
skin. Start pressing the skin at its highest point, 
making sure the 2 X 4 is aligned evenly across the 
4' wide span. As you continue pressure with the 2 
X 4 the leading edge will start to form. 
Make a template of a nose rib, or use extra nose 
rib to check bend. 
This operation takes about 5 min or less and 
produces a perfect leading edge bend in the new 
skin. Once a nose rib fits nicely in the bend you 
hav'e completed labrication of the new skin, with 
the exception ofshearing off the extra 2" that you 
had originally added to the lower skin edge. 
Again. make sure you are at the correct scribe 
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line. This information on bending the leading 
edge appears in several of the old newsletters, 
we need to thank the innovative early builders 
for this useful information. Fit the new skin to 
the framework of ribs and front/rear spars. I 
removed the outer nose and rear ribs on both 
sides 0 f the panel to better access interior ribs 
for riveting. Riveting sequence is: bottom main 
spar, leaving last hole on each sideto 
accomodate the outter nose ribs which will be 
installed later; top main spar, bottom rear spar; 
interior nose and rear ribs, using 3/4" X 2" X 
15 112" bucking bar as outlined in NL # 56. 
You are then ready to rivet the outer front and 
rear ribs, and the rear top spar, this can be 
accomplished with a rivet squeezer. This will 
complete the riveting operation and close the 
wing panel. 
Regards I Ken Morgan Nl18TX 

-e-

Mr Snelson, 
My name is Eric Lundahl. My father. Ralph 
Lundahl was a very close personal friend of John 
Thorp and built a 1211 in the late 1960's. I have 
just completed reburbishing my father's "Sky 
Scooter" and have begun !lying the airpaine 
every chance I can. Wonderful little aircraft, and 
I am now seriously considering purchasing a T-
18. I have become somewhat of a Thorp 
purest, so my interest would be in a T -18, all 
aluminum. Anyway I would be interested in 
joining any of the Thorp societies, etc. And 
attending Thorp fly-in's on the West Coast. I live 
in the San Francisco bay area. If you have any 
mailing list's please include my name. If you 
know anyone interested in selling thier Tl8. feel 
free to pass my name along. 
Best Regards, 

Eric Lundahl 
40 I Medio A \'C. 

Half Moon Bay. CA 94019 
650-926-3141 
ewl@slac.stanlord.edu 



f)unny ('!lmming,\ i ',lip. 1 \'l'1~1' 1)()l'uldr puin! 

kilo" .1)L:) 
I Ifho .\furled fhis Ih!!!!.!rn? J 

,i!mer cTusshr<!<!d u ! 3 Whililluli. ! J Duris].·1 ({lid ,{ ! 3 Thorp )/1 ulld .\fr. Bill Tllrner 

LU TCc/Illicul ('oll/l.l,"i/ur. 
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Larry Eversmeyer's 
T-18, N50LE 

Brings Home The Bronze 

"c\\sldler "0.111 

EdilOr's .Yole: Thunks 10 Larn (/l1d his llife lo!' Ihis sioly/mlll Ilzeir /(",;/ l1r!ll.ljJuper. COllgrulll/a

irlin {O LunTf 

This year's Annual Air Show for the [xperimental Aircraft Association in Oshkosh, WI took 

on special meaning for Larry [versme\er. an A\iation Safety Inspector Instructor at the ;\!ike 
\!onroney Aeronautical Center Academ\ in Oklahoma City. He was lm arded the '"Lindy" 
trophy for the Champion of Plans Built Aircraft. The bronze statue of Charles Lindbergh 
includes an engraved signature of that earlicr aviation pioneer. and Larry's aircraft. Thorp T-
18, S50LE. 

Larr~ II ill bc the first to tell you this" as not an easy prize to capture. For one week every 
'ummel', \\ittman Regional Airport in Oshkosh. \\'1, becomes the center of the general aviation 
uni, ersc. This year's eHnt, held .Jul, 2kth - Aug. 3rd. had mer soo,oon people in attendance, 
and II.OOD airplanes participating. the" "dd·.' largest recreational a\ iation e' ent. Aircraft of 
evc,! imaginable type tly in to Oshkosh tn ha\l' their creation judged. It's also an opportunity 
to share their ideas and to learn new techniques and skills from others. 

S 



'i"'1 ,lettLr 'in. I I I 

Competition is scrupulous for the amateur built aircraft, and Larry's hesitanC\ to enter was 
01 ercome with encouragement from his friends at Page Airport where he hangars his plane. 
Larry has attended this eYent seYeral times, but this was his first year to fly his own 
homebuilt, a Thorp T-18 . .Y50LE's maiden flight was in February', 1999. With less than 50 
hours total flight time on the airplane. Larry's trip to Oshkosh was the longest night to date, 
making this award even more significant. 

Lan") started his T-18 eighteen years ago "hen he bought the plans and supplies from 
another builder in Portland. OR in Aug. 1981, II hI) bclicnd the project" as too massiYC an 
ende,j\ or. Building a T-18. or any other aircraft. IS a major undertaking. HOIHycr, Larry 
II as able to OHrcome the obstacles through the constant support and encouragement from his 
family and numerous friends and fellow aircraft builders. He has neHr hesitated to call on 
others for their ideas, often starting oYer when he would see something that looked more 
effeetin. 

Lan")'s wife. Leanna, and 14 yr. old daughter, Suzanne. have learned to 
cope" ith his fernnt "madness" for anything to do with airplanes. '"He is at his best when he 
is in the air~" is their frequent motto. They share in his excitement anI' this recognition, and 

plan to take to the air with him often. 

In addition to "inning his award for best plans-build airplane at Air Venture '99, Larry' has 
won scnral other awards at Oklahoma fly-ins. In September, Larry took first place in the 
homehuilt aircraft catcgol") at the annual Tulsa tlY-in. Then, in Nonmber. he "as awarded 
first place honors at the Fairview airshow. 

Congratulatiolls Larry! 
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Lit; {O right: (JUlY Cornc'!" CiWT Circlt!!!, .\[u!/ Smith, Russ f 'erhael. J 
;' 0;7 ___ '1' Ol?(! runT E1"c'rSIlli..'),I..!F 

T- 18 Auction Provides Excuse To fh 
By Russ Verbael 

After hearing about a T-18 being auctioned off at a sale in Cassville. \Iissouri, I realized that 
if the unbelinably beautiful fall weather would hold, I could just jump into my T-18 (.\-8-128) 
and fly down to see if there might turn up a great bargain. Our weather held, and I flew from 
Great Falls. \Iontana to Joplin. \Iissouri on Friday • .\oy 19 and then flew thc last 50 mile leg 
into Cassville on Saturday morning to attend the sale. 

A group of T -18ers had gathered for the sale. so my chance of "sneaking" up on a bargain 
turned out to be pure fantasy. The aircraft being sold • .\-5585:\ had been completed in 1980 by 
\11'. R.F. Woolaway. a highly respected and well known local builder of aircraft. Although this 
airplane had not been fltmn for a period of time, it appeared to be \Cry well built and with the 
Lyc 360/CS prop combination. ~Yas detinitely a juicy piece that lots of guys would Ion to own. 

After scnral hours of inspecting the sale aircraft and waiting for auctioneers to get to the T-
18 sale, our group of potential buYcrs collected around .\-5585:\ "ere s" iftly swept up in the 
bidding action. LO\~-ball bids went quickly to the mid-20's and a final, winning bid of 529.000 
made the sale complete . .John Bro" n from Joplin. \Iissouri is the ncw owner. 

Because I w as o~ er 1000 milcs from home in late .\o\'Cmber, I wasted no time after the T-I8 
had been sold to get started back homc. I made Holdredge, .\ebraska by last light on Saturday, 
and flew back into Great Falls on Sunday. I guess some of us will usc any excuse to go out and 
fly and this" as a totally nc" rcason fur me. 1-1 hUll rs of flight time, meeting lots of interesting 
folks, and" itnessing a really great ayiation auction made the trip totally worthwhile. I'd do it 
again next opportunity and definitely recommcnd it to anyone needing a ncw reason to go fly. 

1 i' 
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Master Index for the past Thorp Newsletters 
by Jim Strickenberger 
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ELECTRIC PANELS----38.8 
ELECTRIC SYSTEMS----49.4, 51.16. 54.78.8B, 55.7B, 56.15B, 60.20, 61.16, 72.9, 73.19. 75.16, 82.7, 
97.9,106.12::16,107.13 
ELECTRONIC IGNITION----95.4 
ELV. PLSH PULL TUBE----14.3, 32.2, 33.2,93,5::15 
ELV. TORQUE TUBE----33.2, 103.13 
ENGINE----18.I, 18.3. 19.1.2.3, 21.7,22.3.5, 25.3, 26.1, 28.4.5, 25.6, 30.2, 27.7,28.7.8, 31.2.5, 32.3.7.8,33.1.4.6. 

34.1, 35.3, 37.5, 38.3, 46.3, 51.14, 54.21A, 59.17.30, 61.19, 62.21, 62.1, 66.14.16. 66.9, 70.1.3, 73.20, 
74.4.5, 75.15. 75.4, 76.3, 78.8, 82.17, 90.13, 95.13, 97.4, 98.11.1 5, 100.4, 101.12.15 

ENGINE CONTROLS----80.8, 93.17 
ENGINE LEANING----90.13.14 
ENGINE MOUNTING----14.4, 23.1,26.2,39.10, 56.6B, 52.6B. 14B, 53.8A, 55.3A, 68.3,69.17, 70.3,72.14A-21.82.6 
ENGINE 0ILiCOOLlNG---19.2, 25.3, 28.3, 35.5.9. 37.2, 54.17B, 65.16, 65.17, 70.3, 73.17. 83.18 
ENGINE SAFETY SLlNG---5I.5A 
EPOXY ----82.6,93, II 
[XHALST----15.3. 19.2.21.6,25.2.29.2,32.6.7,35.8,37.7:: I 0,41.8,44.2,60.13,63.21. 64.15, 70.3, 72.10, 103.15. 
104.13 
EXHALST CROSSOVER----98.4, 104.13 
EXPLOSAFE----53.20A 
EXTRLSIONS----46.8 
ELECTRICAL WORKSHOP - ALL PROCEEDINGS --- 106: 12: 19 

F 

FIBERGLASS PARTS----1.31. 14.1.5. 16.3. 17.5,20.2.21.3.34.2.3,48.4,62.5 
FILLETS----24.5, 35.10. 59.4 
FIN----!.i3. 1.33, 14.3.33.1, 52.IA, 56.20A. 74.14 
FIREW.-\Ll.----23.2. 32,8. 48.2. 52.2 I A, 55. lOA. 73.19 
FIRE\\.-\LL WIRE FEED THRU----82.20 
FIRST fUGHT---98.12.13. 107.11. 108.6. 109.16 
FITTIt.;GS----I.3. 14.0.52.118. 56.148. 88.8 
FLANGE BENDING----15.7. 17.6. 22.S. 36.2 
FLAPS--··!.22, 15.3. 17.2,21.4,12.2,28.5,34.5.46.13.47.14.48.5. 50.2.4A. 52.2B, 53.2A.SA. 

61.4. 62.4.5, 66.8. 73.17, 7S.18. 95.14. 99.S.1 0, 105.14. 107.7, 108.8, 109.18 
FLIGHT REPORTS----1.29, 14.1. 2!'6, 22.4, 24.1, 25.!.4, 27. I. 28.2, 29.3, 30.1.3, 32.1, 33.1.3, 34.5, 

35.6.7.36.2.4,37.3,39.5,40.5,41.3.8,42.4.5.6, 43.1.3, 44.3.4.7, 46.9.11, 47.8, 
48.1.2, 49.2A.3.9, 50.5.6.6A, 64.3, 65.6, 66.17, 67.15, 69.3, 76.8, 77.12, 79.16.21. 

83.17.19,84.8,85.14,97.2.11.18,103.7,107.4,109.8.16 
FLIGHT REVIEW----63.5, 85.14 
FLIGHT RIGGING----61.7. 71.4.5, 56.9a. 93.3,104.6.7 
FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM----62.9:: 18 
FLOOR BOARDS----I.22. 16.2, 49.10 
FOLD DOWN INST. PANEL----68.23, 71.23, 73.9.19 
FOLD WI"\iG (CENTER)----41.1. 63.12, 64.12, 65.17.26. 89.7 
FORD E"iGINE----51.I, 65.4,68.1, 70.1.3.9, 72.14::2 1, 73.5.5A.1 0,95.13.17.18 
FORMATION FL YING----68.5.8 
FORM BLOCKS----I.4. 22.8, 46.6, 51.2A. 52.2A, 52.19A. 198. 65.22 
FORMLLAS----40A 
FOR WARD FLOOR----49.1 0 
FUEL----'4.12A. 58.11, 61.16. 64.17. 66.9, 71.6.16, 7S.II, 82.3. 83.10, 84.10 
FUEL L1"iE----48.2, 53.12B, 56.8A, 58.11, 60.12, 61.6 
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FLEL FEED PROBLEMS----16.4. 375. 53.11A. 56.1 3A. 60.11. 61.1.6. 63.19. 64.17. 
65.17.66.10.69.1271.6.73.17.18.100.16.101.3 

FL'LL FLOW----16.4. 19.4. 36.7. 54.12. 56.13A. 5S. I I. 60.11. 61 17. 79.9. 93.1. 94.1. 95.14. 97.5101.3 
FL'EL IN1ECTION----18.5. 56.1 3A. 61.14. 101.8 
FUE L ,'-'IANAGEMENT----S5.16. 
FUEL PRIMER----97.5 
FLEL TANK----14S. 15.1.2.18.3.11.3.5.22.2.163.19.6.37.1.5. 3S.1. 43.5. 54.1 IA. 58.11. 61.1.6 .. 

63.19.6-1.17.6517.66.10.69.12. 53.6B.56.78. 71.6. 73.17.IS.95.4 
FLEL T.·\'iK VENT----58.12. 60.11. 87.5. 91.11. 94.1.6 
Fl.'EL TA'iK. AUX.----1S.6, 19.7. 47.6.7, 54.17A. 56.19A. 58.6 
FUEL TANK CAP----37.1. 50.8A. 53.118. 54.12A, 56.7B, 63.14.IS 19. 93.1 
FUEL TANK STRAINERS----36. 7, 54. 1M, 58.11, 64.17. 91. II 
FlTl. SYSTEVI----21.1,29.4.36.57,53.1 lB. 54.11A. 56.8A. I 1.6012,61.6.78.11.14.94.6.97.5 
Fl II TAi\K STRAPS----29.8 
[IEL TOTALIZER---- 81.9 
ITEl. VAL VE----56.SA, 61.6, 7S. 13. 104.5 
FLEL PUMP----56. 13A_ 58.12, 61. 1.3.1714, 66.10_ 7 U. 74.11. 76.3. 100.17 
FUSELAGE----1. 1222. 1.24, 14.3.10.1.21.7.11.1. 2 6.5. 46.13 
FLSELAGE EXTRUSIONS----1.9. 46.8.13 
FUSELAGE FRAMES----19.S 
FLSELAGE SKINS----1.2. 22.S, 27.2, 18.4. 4S.3, 52.1IA, 56.20A. 73.16, 75.13.76.1 

GAP COVER (CWJ----56.4B. 918 
GAP SEAL (AILERON)----52.1A 
GENERAL DESCRIPTIONS----J5.1 ,45.1. [4.16 
GENERA TOR5----61. I 6,7]9.73 19,75.16 
GLARE SHIELD----73.9 
GROUNDS (ELECTRICAL)----51.2A, 53.14B 

G 

GROUND HANDLlNG----53.17B, 61.7.66.11. 67.10. 74. I 0 
G FORCES ---- 106.9.10 

H 

HARDWARE ----,,5.7. 54. lB. 81.21. 94.8 
HEADPHONES. RADIO----45.12, 54.9B.IOA. 73.18. 93.17 
HEAT BOX----54.16B. 91.3 
HEATERIDEFROSTER ---- 94.13 
HEAT TREAT (ALUM)----28.6.9. 42.3 

(STEEL)----43.4 
HIP SKINS ----103.13 
HORIZONTAL TAIL----14.2.25.3.6,26.6.27.1. 30.1. 32.4,33.1. 34.5,39.5,40..1.46.14.47.19, 55.SA. 

56.14A. 17A. 93.3.14.100.3. 9J.3. 102.4. 
HORIZ.TA[l. INST ALLATION----14..l.IS.I. 15.1. 46.14, 56.14A.17 A. [07.9 
HORIl. TAIL TUBE BEAM----56.17 A, 77.15, 88.3. 93.3 
HORIZ. TAIL WEIGHTS----40.4.6 
HORSEPOWER ----34.1 
HYDROGEN----34.6, 43.4.5.61.10 

IGNITION SWITCH----82.3, 
I"C!OENCE BOARDS----17.3. 46.14, 49.6 
I~DEX----56.2IB, 51.10A, 81.3::19, 51.4A, 102.11 

1-1 
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INSPECTIONS----61.6.7. 63.6. 64.7.9. 88.3. 89.7. 90.2.17 
INSPECTION PLA TES----33.1. 49.10 
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INSTRCMENTS----14A. 24.6. 3604. 37.8. 39.8. 45.11. 52.15A. 59.29,63.20, 68.8, 72.14, 
73.18.20,75.16.78.9.79.9,84.7,95.3 

INSTRCMENT CALIBRATION----29A. 38.4.40.3 
INSTRUMENT PANEL----15. 7, 20..1. 21.5,23.1.2, 38.9, 39.8, 45.1 I, 50.9, 52.10B, 63.20. 71.23, 68.23, 72.14, 

73.9.IS.19.20, 75.16, 78.9.13,102.7,1103.14 
INSULA T10N----79.IS 
INTERIOR----64.4. 65.15, 68.13, 69.11, 71.6, 72.12, 73.17 

JOGGLES ----29.8.9, 44.3.46.8 
JOGGLE TooL----46.8.9.20 

KITS----9S.2.7 

J 

K 

L 

LANDING GEAR----1.2 1.28.3 I , 15.7, 16.4,21.6,24.9,28.2.6,32.3,34.1,35.2,37.2,39.2.3, 41.1, 48.8, 
50.5, SUA, 54.23A, 52.2A. II B, 53.7 A, 60.9, 60.15,62.2.3, 61.7, 65.16.21, 66.11, 
69.21, 74.3, 74.10, 82.16, 84.8, 95.4, 97.4.8, 104.17, 105.7, 107.9, 108.4 

LANDING GEAR (RETRACT)----26.8, 29.10,31.7,41.2,88.13 
LANDING L1GHT----42.2, 52.2A, 93.18, 95.6 
LANDING T-185----64.1, 85.14,103.7,104.4,1207.4,108.5.7 
LATCH.CANOPY----27A, 56.15B, 93.12 
LEAK CHECKS----24.2 
LEG ROOM----1.30 
LEANING ENGINE----90.13.14 
LEGACY (JOHN THORP)----89.18 
L1GHTS----29.11. 35.2,105.7 
LfGHTE"'ING HOLES----14.4 
LfMITA T10NS----27.3, 50.1.5 
l.OCKING TAIL WHEEL ----59.12.14. 61.2.20.21, 62.6, 66.13, 67.1 I, 70.12,71.4,74.10.11 
LORAN----60.22 
l.UBE CHART----61.27.29 
LUBRICATION----42.6, 109.10 
LUG, PIVOT PIN 509 ----35.7 

M 

MAIN BEAM----46..J.5, 56.20B. -19.4.3A, 90.10, 107.9 
MAINTENANCE----27.9, 30.4. 41.1. 89.7 
MANECVERING SPEED----59.4 
MA"'lJAL. OPERATING----79.9. 8004 
MARKING DYE----20.2 
MASS PROPERTIES----18.I, 23.6. 26.6. 27.7 
MASTER Pl.AN----54.23A 
MASTERSWITCH----93.16.107.13 
MATERIAL LlST----1.17, 107.7.10 
MAULE LOCKING TAIL WHEEL ----59.12.1-1. 61.2.20.21, 62.6, 66.13, 67.11,70.12, 71.-1,74.10.11 
MEMBER LfST----81.20::27 
METAL WORKING----1.8, 13.1. 34.3 
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MIN I BRAKE----46 19 
MIXTURE ---- 106.8 
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MODIFICATIONS----14.5. 15.1. 22.4.9.24.5.25.3.29.6.34.5-.36.5.37.1.38.9.39.3.4.5.41 I. 42.5. 
46.2.4.48.11. 49.3A.4. 50.1 

MODS ('.IANDA TORY)----1.31. 13.1. 27.1. 28.4. 46.2. 48.4 
MOTOR. FLAP----46 15. 105.13::17 
MOULD[NG----40.4 
MUFFLERS----70.3 
MUFFS---- I 9. I. 26.8. 37. 10,.55.2A. 104.16 
MILLING MACHI"JE----52. I 2B 

NOISE REDUCTlON----44.3. 61.7 
NUMBERS (APPL Y)----36.6 
NY -FLOW TUBI"JG----88.7 
NACA DUCTS----94.14 
NEWSLETTER ----- 100.2 

N 

o 
0-290-E'\GI'\E---- I 8.3 V.G .. 19.2.3.21.7. n.5. 25.6. 27.7. 28.6.S. 3 J.5 V.G .. 32.378. 33.1.4.6.37.5. 

42.5.51.14. 52.2A. 54.2B. 12A. <6.14A.20A. 61.19. 62.1. 66.14.16. 74.4.5. 77.8. 
90.S. 95. I [.97.6. 100.5 

OIL----35,5 
OIL BREA TrIER---- I 8.6. 2S.6. 54. I SA. 188. 59.30. 82. I 7.86. I 5 
OIL CA'\NING----76.13 
Oil. COOLlNG----18.5. 19.2.25.6.26.5.54.1 IA. 569B. 65.16. 70.3. 73.17. 97.3. 98.15 
OIL FII.TER----18.5. 26.5. 35.5. 65.16. 70.3. 73.17 
OIL PRESSURE---- I 9.2. 56.7B 
OIL RECOVERY SYSTEM----54. I 8A. I 8.B. 82. I 7.86. I 5.90.14 
OIL SEAL RETAI"JER----28.6. 32A. 82. I 7.86. 15.90.14. [00. IS 
OPERATI'\G MANUAI.----799. 80A 
OUTER WING BULDUP----39S. 41..J. 45.16.503.-\.62.5.67.4.69.5.71.22 
OIL SEP.-\RATOR ---- 100.14 

p 

PA[NTI'\G----24.2. 2S.3. 31.8. 32. [. 38.5: :8. 4 I A. 44.9. 47. I 6. 52. 13A. 13 B. 62.7. 
75.12.78.19.79.19.85.12.86.7.97.4.100.17.102.8.105.10 

PANTS \\HEEL----25.S. 52.13.104.18 
PARTS SUPPLIERS ----95.15. 98.6.8.18.1003.4 
PROPEI.LERS----14.5. 17.2.2 I .1.5.26.4.27.7.28.4.29. I I 33.2.34.1.35.2.4.6.36.3. 37.23.5.6.38. I .2. 

40. I .6.4 I .6.42.3.5.43. I .2.44. I .6.46.3. -JC I 2. I 8. 5 I .2,58.3. I 8A. 63. I 7.65.2. I 3.25.26. 
66.8.67. I I. 68.9. 69.16. 70.3. 76.3. 71.25. 73.5. 75.3.4. 80.6 :12. 82.3. 88.13. 

97.2.12.98.11.17.99.12.100.14.101.8.103.16.107.6 
PEDALS (BRAKE & RUDDER)----l.22. 104.8 
PERFOR\IA'ICE----2 1.4.30.2.3 I .3.333.347 .3510.38.3.39.5,40.3.44.4.62.9 : I 7.63.27. 

76.15.79.16.91.4.100.17.104.8 
PITOT TlllE---- I 9.3.24.2,29.6.37.2.57.4. <9.26.66. I 9.73.6.91.3. 105.9.10 
SEE ".IIi TIC PRESSCRE" .1l.SO 
PLANS EXPLANA TION----33.2. 107.10 
PUTE & RIV NUTS----23.2. 26.8.104.8 
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PLEXIGLASS····31.8. 32.7, 36.1, 4I.5, 43.5, 44.4, 69.9, 60.6.9. 93.12 
POWER PLA'JT (75%) .... I 9. I 
PREFUTE .... 58.13,79.20 
PRESSURE. \1A'JIFOLD .... 8-1.7 
PRESSURE: S rATIC pORT .... 9 1.9 .. · SEE ST.JTf(· PRESSURE & PlTCJT rUBE ALSO 
PRESSURE (TIRE) .... 59.20 
pRIMER .... 25.3 
pv.c. VALVE .... 104.9 
PROFILE. WING .. ··90.5 
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PROPELLER .... 65.13,80.6.12,82.3,88.13,97.2.12,98. I I. 17,99.12, 100.14, 107.9. 108.5 
PROP. BALANCING .... 43.2 
PROP. BOLT LOCK ASSY .... 65.23 
PROP EXTENSION .... 88. I 3. 100.3 

PROP. FLA'-IGE .... 3 I .6.3 I .9.35.2,40.6 
PROP. INSTALLATION .... 35.2, 44.1, 47.18, 51,7A, 88.13,105.1 1,107.9 
PROP. TIP SPEED .... I 9. I 

R 

R.P.\1 REDUNE .... 19.1, 27.3 
RADIO, MIKE. HEADSET .... 45. 12. 54.9B. lOA, 73. I 8 
REAMING .... 36.3 
REGULATOR (ELECTRIC) .... 6 I. 16. 72.9, 73.19. 75.16 
RELA YS .... 94. I 5. I 6 
REPAIR CERTIFICATE .... 90. 12 
RIB FORMI'-IG .... I .3.5, I 4.4. I 8.2. 2 I. I, 22. I .8, 24.5, 26. I, 28.8, 30.2, 46.6.7, 5 I .2A 
RIB FORM BLOCKS .. ·-46.6.7. 5 I.2A. 65.22 
RIB LA YOIJT .... 42.2, 46.6.7. 5 1.2 A 
RIGGING .... -I7. 14.60.12,61.7.71.-1.5. 56.9A. 93.3.104.6.7 
RINGS (PiSTON) .... 18.4 
RIVETS .... I. 1.10. 14.4. I 7.4.20.3,24.5.30.2,28.9,33.2,38.3,29.9,44. I .2.3.48.6,56. lOB. 109.8 
RIVETS (POP) .... 1.23. 13.4. 17.1.2. 18.2,20.3.4,24. I O. 26.5,28.9,32.7,33.2,44. I, 109.8 
RIVETING .... 25. 12.29.9.32. 1,39.5.46.9.47. I 3.48.6,52. I 8A, 56. lOB. I IA. 60.19,65.20,69.9.84.6 
RIVETIDI\IPLING .... 1.8. I O. I 8.20.25. 16.5, 18.2, 20.2. 21.5.6, 26.1, 29.9. 32.1, 3 8.3. 41. I, 44.2. 45.16, 

46.9. -18.6, 52.18A. 60.19. 65.20, 67.19, 69.9. 104.8 
RIVET RE\IOVAL .... 20.3 
RIV & PLATE NUT .... 23.2. 26.8. 104.8 
ROD BOLTS (ENGINE) .... 32.3 
ROLL OVER BAR .... 52.IIB 
ROTARY FILE .. ·93.12 
RUDDER .... 19.3. 47.14,49.1.2.3 .. 8, 52. 13B. 54.13 B, 69.9, 82.16, 107.9. 109.7 
RUDDERCABLES .... 33.1. -17.16. 544.13A, 53.8A. 78.7,82.16.109.7.8 
RUDDER PEDALS .... 50.4. 5-1.3A. 6 1.2.7. 6 I. I 6.21.22. 62.6, 65.16. 66.9.15, 69.10. I I. 74.10 

s 

SAFETYI'-IG .... 25.3.7 
SEATS .... I 7.5. 20.1. 26.3. 26.6, 35.9. 36.2.47.4.48.1. 50 A, 52.2A.5B. 54.12B. 69.11. 73.17, 82.7 
SEAT BACKS .... 35.9. 73.17 
SEAT BELTS .... 33.2. 80.12 
SEAT CLSHIONS .... 52.2A. 64.4, 65.15. 68.13. 69.11,71.6. 73.17, 72.12 
SENSOR BLOCK .... 93.11 
SERVICE TIPS .. ·-4 1.1, 51.M 
SHEET METAL DRILL .... 55.8B 
SHEET METAL BRAKE .... I 7.4. 53.18A 
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SHEET METAL. MAT. LlST----1.17 
SKINS----I.2.12. 15.7.22.8.23.6.26.6.47.14.49.8. 50.3.52.IA.58.2IA. 55.IOA. 56.20A. 

62.20. 63.3. 64.12. 76.12. 78.15. 90.10 
SLIP JOINT (EXH)----29.3. 37.9 
SLIPPER TANK----477. 56.19A 
SOLENOIDS ----72.8 
SOUND PROOF (SEE NOISE RED)----192. 21.5. 24.7. 443. 46.2. 6\.7. 79.18. 93.17 
SPARK PLUGS----7 I. 16 17. 18. 90.14 
SPAR CAPS (C-WING)----47.'!. 90.10 
SPINNERS----16.3. 24.6. 31.9. 47.IS. 54.22A. 56.20A. 63.17. 65.2. 25.26. 66.8. 67.11. 6S.9. 69.16. 

70.3. 71.25. 73.5. 753.4. 763. 82.6 
SPLINE CURVE----1.24 
SPEED (MEASURED)----40.4 
SPEED (MANUEVERING)----35.IO 
SPRING. TAIL ----29.4. 61.2202l. 62.6. 66.13. 67.11. 70.12. 74.10.11.71.4.98.16 
STAB JACK SCREW INSP. OPENING----52.9A.II A 
STABILATOR----69.23. 47.14. 50.6. 82.16. 93.37.9.14.100.2.105.10 
STALLS----24.2. 27.10. 49.4A. 59.27. 61.4.5.6. 62.7. 82.4. 85.14104.3.4. 109.8 
STALL SPOILERS----24.2. 25.4.7. \3.26.1.28.10.41.3. 49.4A. 61.4.5.6. 62.7.81 14.82.4.91.12.93.16.96.4. 104.3 
STATIC pRESSURE----19.3.44.4.61.5. 91.9.100.17,102.4.105.10 
STiFFENERS----71.8, 90.10. 99.10 
STRAKES----49.4A. 50.2. 58.6 
STARTERiSTARTER DRIVE----S2.3. 84.9 
STARTER SOLENOID----82.3 
STA TICIPRESSURE PORT----19.3. 44.4. 61.5. 91.9. 100.17, 102.4, 105. I 0 
STROBE LlGHTS----67.17 
STROKE. BORE & H.P----34.1 
SUPPLIERS. PARTS----95.15. 98.6.7.8.IS, 100.3.4. 10116 
SWITCHES----73 15. 94.15.16 

T-IS----60.S. 83.3. 8S.14, 94.17. 981. 100.3.105.5 
T.C.P----45.13 
TAB ARM ---- 93'3 
TACH CHECK----S9.29 
TAILPIPE DRAG----60.13 

T 

TAIL WHEEL ---- 2S.6, 26.1. 29.2, 34.1, 37.2. 41.1. 48.8, SO.4, 59.1 I, 60.9.15, 61.2.7, 61.20.21, 62.6, 
66.13.67.11. 70.12, 71.4. 74. I 0.1 I 

T AILWHEEL SpRINGS----9S.16 
TAILWHEEL TOWBAR----53.17A.17B. S8.\O 
TAXIlNG----98.11 
TEMPLATES----1. I. 18.6,29.1. 51.2A. 52.148. 100.4.5 
TESTING----64.13 
THIRD SEAT----48.1. 49.6.-\ 
THORP LEGACY----89.18 
THROTTLE QUADRANT----69.18.19.20 
TIE DOWN----34.3,68.IS.71.19 
TIPS FOR BEGINNERS----35.1 
TIRE pRESSURE----59.20. 88.16 
TOOl.S----I.3.S.9.19. 17.4,21.3.22.1.2.5.26.1.9. 2S.4. 37.5. 3S.3. 39.2. 39.4.6.8, 40.1,42.4, 

46.6.19.8.9.20. 56.12A. 65.21, 75.13. 65.26. 54.14A. 55.8A.IOB, 59.12. 67.19.20. 77.3.15 
7512. 78. IS. s:? 7. 84.6. 96.8 

TORQUE----88.13.14.IS 
TORQUE TUBE ---- 103.13 
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TRAILING EDGE----37.1. 47.13. 48.5. 52.2A. 65.4. 82.15. 93.12. 108.6 
TRI\IIMANUAL)----16.2. 17.1.23.:::.25.3.5,31.7.8.32.4.34.5,41.7,42.6,443,5 6.9A, 95.14, 102.9. 104.6, 106.8. 
IOS.6.109.16 
TRI \I (ELECTRIC)----31.8, 44.3, 46.15, 47.15. 49. I GA, 54. lOB, 56.15B, 60.11, 61.7, 62.6, 66.10,67.7. 

69.7.8.11. 73.15. 74.8. 76.2,80.13,96.9.10,101.12.13,102.9,104.6, 106.8, 108.6.109.16 
TRI\I TABS----46 16. 93.3 
TLBI'iG --- 71.14. 88.7 " 
rWIST IN COMPONENTS ---73.12. 
n;",\EL (AFT)-···I3.4, 36.~. 46.14. 49.8.-\,.61.6, 69.11, 73.V 
TL"'\EL (FWD)----24.5, 46.14. 49.8A. 53.8A, 61.6, 69.11. 73.17 

u 
UpHOLSTERY---- 68.13,82.7 

v 

VACLLM FORMING----63.4 
VACUUM SYSTEM---·I9.3, 24.6, 66.9. 72.5.6, 84.7.97.13 
VAL YES (ENGINE)----I8.4 
VENTS----56.158. 73.18 
VE"T LINE (FUEL)----5S.12.60.12. 87.5 
VERTICAL FIN----1.13. 14.3.33.1.52. I A.56.20A 
VENTURIES ---100.5 
V.'i.E.----57.4.80.7 
VOL TMETER----52.15A 

WALKING 8EAM----107.3 

w 

WEIGHT & BALANCE----27.8. 44.4. 61.3.8.9, 63.22.24. 93.3 
WEl.D1NG----19.3. 29.3.34.6,39.6.6004.61.10:: 13,64.12 
WHEEL PANTS----25.9, 41.4. 54.11 A. 65.16, 80.13. 104.17.18 
\VHISTLE SLOT----59.30. 104.19 
WIDE 80DY ----44.2. 46.10. 50.3A 
WINDSHIELD/FRAME----15.3. 15.5.22.1,23.6,50.4.52.1 I 8,103.5 
WI'\G (CONV.)--- 25.13. 32.5. 38.3, 39.8,41.1.42.1,42.5.6,43.3.4. 

45.7. 46.10.13,47.8.9, 49.4, 50. I. I A.2.3A,5 1.15 
52.5B,54.38, 56.38.7A. 118.208,62.20.21,63.12.13. 

65.17,71.22.78.7.79.20,89.7,90.10 
\\I'\G (STD)---·23.6, 24.2, 25.6.7.13, 26.3, 27.10,32.5,38.3 

39.6.8. 41.7, 42.2.3.5.6, 45.5.16, 46.1, 49.3A.5I.15 
5258, 56.7A. 56.208. 62.20.21. 63.3, 78.15, 90.10,107.9 

WIl\G LEVELER---69.11.47.2.13 
WI'\G PROFIL---90.5 
WING-STRAKELETS---49.4A. 50.2. 61.4.5.6, 62.7 
WING TlpS---2::-.::-. 6::-.5, 674. 69.5, 71.22. 76.10.II.l2, 93.18. 95.5 
WI,\(; (\\ET) (S·181---51.8A. 62.5, 63.16. 69.12. 71.22,73.1 I 
WIRi'\G .. ·S2.7, 94.15.16. 97.9.103.7 
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T-18/S-18 Thorp Newsletter 
Richard Snelson 

December 1999 

Route 3, Box 295 
Clinton, IL 61727 
Phone: (217) 935-4215 
email: rsnclsonradavc-world.net L$Z ,@ 

Please send your 2000 dues before Feb 15. Our printing cost are 
increasing and we still have a small group of members that wait 
until the very end ofthe year before sending. This makes it hard to 
budget now that we will be retired. 
r------------------------------------~ IfHORP T-18/S-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY 2000 DUES 
tlease continue your, support of this valuable exchange of ideas. building tips and safety inform~tion 
lovermg John Thorp s great design. Make checks payable to Richard Snelson. Route 3 Box 29). 
t·linton. IL 61727 $25.00 US. $30.00 other. 

I rame: _______________________ __ 
f.ddress __________________________ _ 
pty: State Zip Code: _______ _ 
I'hone: . ________________ _ 
I\ircraft: Hours on Aircraft: -----
l:mail address: ----
J..!otes: (Building". Flying". Thinking about it"etc.) _________________ _ 
I L ____________________________________ ~ 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 

Gerald Hogan's T-/BC Franklin, Arkansas 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Richard Snelson Retires 
Plane Builder's Dream 

Fly-In's Colorado, Paso Robles 
Sun &Fun 
Tech Tips 

Thorplist Chatter 

;YOTICE: (STA.NDARD DISCLAIMER) As always, ill the past, present. ondjillure newsletters, we would like to make YOll 

aware that this newsletter is ollly presented as a clearing hOllse Jor ideas ami opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone llsing these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, flU responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied alld is withoul recourse against anyone. 
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Richard Snelson Retires 

I've never had any question in my mind as to who might 
be able to pickup the Thorp Newsletter Editor's job and 
excel at it if I needed to stop being the editor. Today that 
exchange happened. Our new editor is a builder that is on 
his way to having a show stopper airplane. He's willing to 
travel to ends of the earth to get another ride in a T- I 8. He's 
just gotten his Commercial rating and is working on his CFI. 
Even though he has stood a T- I 8 on it's nose I choose him 
to continue where I'm leaving off. 

I almost changed my mind when a beautiful blue T -18 
came over as we were talking this afternoon. About 100' 
over the building! Wow! What a sight. 

I'll miss you guys, but plan on showing up at Ky Dam, 
Oshkosh and others. 

Oh yea! I must say the new editor is also my friend. Mr. 
Roy Farris, please stand up .... More about Roy Later. 

Best regards and I hope my years of editing and publish
ing the T - I 8 Newsletter has helped to keep the Thorp 
Mutual Aid Society moving ahead. Safer, more money for 
our airplane, exchanges of ideas and a lot of fine friends that 
I hope to stay in touch with. 

Those guy who haven't paid there dues this year, get 
them in to Roy now! He's going to have some start up cost 
and each dollar will help. 

Richard Snelson 
PianoMan ... 

New Editor 

Hello everyone, my name is Roy Farris, and I 
have assumed the duties ofNewsletter Editor. I 
believe a briefintroduction is in order. I have had a 
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passion for flying ever since I can remember. As a 
small boy, I remember wanting to be an airline 
pilot. I wanted to fly those big four propeller 
airliners. Well things changed as I grew up, espe
ciallythe type of airliners. There just aren't many 
with four engines and propellers flying around 
anymore. I wentto school and becameanElec
tronic Technician. After a couple of small jobs, I 
wound up right back home in Illinois working for 
Diebold, Inc. I have been there for twenty years 
now. We build, install and service products for the 
banking industry. 

My father has always been a pilot, at least as 
long as I can remember, so I grew up around the 
local airport. I became an airport bum very early in 
life. We wentto many fly-in's and airshows and I 
just couldn't seem to get enough. I began my pilot 
training at the age offourteen. I used my dad's 
Piper Colt, and logged about ten hours before 
something got in the way and stopped me. I began 
again at age twenty two, and received my Private 
licence at age twenty four. I bought my own Colt 
and was content with that for manyyears. 

In 1990, I became interested in the T -18, and 
bought a project. My project was started in 1968 
by a friend of my fathers. I dusted it off and have 
been building ever since. I hope to be flying in the 
next year. As all of you who have or are building 
know, it is an intense labor oflove. I have really 
enjoyed the building process, but I must admit that 
I am ready to be done and get to some flying. 

Recently I began working on more ratings, with 
the hope of becoming a CFI. I just passed my CFI 
written tests, and hopefully before long I will 
attempt the checkride. 

Several of the East Coast / Central States 
Thorp drivers know me. I rarely miss aT -18 Get
together, and will NEVER pass up a ride in a 
Thorp. Most will say that I have, without a doubt, 
the most right seat time, in the greatest number of 
T -18's possible. 

Following in Rich's footsteps will be difficult. He 
raised the newsletter to a new level. We all need to 
thank him for all his efforts, and wish him Good 
Luck. I can only say that my heart is in it, and I will 
do my very best to continue to publish the finest 
newsletter possible. Roy Farris 
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Editors Notes 
By: Roy Farris 

Thorp Ambassadors 
As 0 f this date the fo llowing individuals have 

requested to be Thorp Ambassadors. As I gain 
experience with my website (T18.Net), they will be 
posted along with a U.S. map to pinpointtheir 
locations. These individuals will be the first contacts 
for people looking for information on the T -18. 
Hopefully they can provide the information and 
guidance to these potential new builders and owners. 
Postingitonthe Webwillgettheinformationoutto 
many potential Thorp owners. If you would like to 
become a Thorp Ambassador please contact me. 

DannyCumrnings 
600 West Main street 
McMinnville,TN.3711O 
(913)473-5401 Dayscst8:00to 5:00 
(931 )668-9899 Nights before 10:00 cst 

Gary Cotner 
150thEastAve 
Collinsville, OK. 74021 
email t 18cotner@aoLcom 
(918)259-4000 Days 
(918)371-4739 Home 

John Evens 
6855 Allison Street 
Arvada, CO. 80004 
(303)420-2724 

Roy Farris 
Box 182 
Noble, IL. 62868 
emailrfurris@wworld.com 
(618)723-2594 

continued 
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Jim Hockenbrock 
193 Fawn Road 
Reedsville,P A. 17084 
(717)667-2790 

James Paine 
1220 Gilbert St. 
Hendersonville, NC. 28792 
(828)698-0368 

Tony & Viv Schischka 
17 Bodmin Terrace 
P1immerton, New Zea1and 
emailaschischka@xtra.co.nz 
(664)233-8998 

John Sullivan 
P.O. Box551 
Chestertown,NY.12817 
(518)494-3292 

Harry Wheeler 
One Dana Drive 
Groveland,MA.01834 
email 
(978)922-2220 

BillBertrand 
438 Bella Vista 
Edgewater, FL. 32141 
(904)428-4874 

Howard & Elaine Ginn 
2540 Piper Ave. 
Camp Verde, AZ. 86322 
email ginner@rachina.net 
(520)567-0490 

Joe Gauthier 
9 Kowal Drive 
Cromwell, CT 06416 
emailn22607@aol.com 
(860)635-4058 

continued 
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Thorp Ambassadors, continued 

Ro bert (Bob) Pernie 
86 Dartmouth Rd, 
Williams Bay, Wiseonsin53 191 
email pernie@hale.yerkes.uchicago.edu 
Home phone - (262)245-6445 
Work phone - (262)245-5555 

Notice: Newsletter Dues 

Please take the time to look at the mailing label on 
the back ofthis newsletter. Look in the top right 
corner ofthe label. If you see a "PD" in the corner, 
this indicates tbat you have paid yo ur newsletter dues 
through the end of year 2000. Ifthere is no "PD", 
then you still owe dues for one or more years. Please 
be kind and send your dues!! Send to: Roy Farris 
P.O. Box IS2 Noble, Illinois 62868 

.. ~ 
,,-,,'.' ~ 

-~-

Safety Issue 

I am still hearing from people who are not aware 
ofthe tail mods. This is a scary deal Persons who 
purchase aT -18 already built, and who do not 
research the Thorp, are at risk. There are several 
builders that have contacted me regarding the mods, 
who had heard of them but knew~ut it at 
all. We as T -18 builders and pilots need to be aware 
of this problem, and keep a lookout for airplanes tbat 
do not have the mods done. For those of you who 
are not aware of what the tail mods entail, newslet
tern 27 listed the complete modifications that John 
Thorp felt were mandatory. Personally I cannot figure 
why someone would buy any airplane without 
researching the complete history of updates and 
modifications deemed necessary by the manufacture. 
For us, this newsletter is the best means of research
ing the T -IS and to keep abreast ofthe actions 
necessary to keep our machines in their best condi
tioIL 

Lets all keep our eyes open!! 

Newsletter No. 112 

Help Requested 
I would like to get the newsletter more techni

cally oriented again. I realize that nearly every 
aspect 0 fbuilding and flying the T -18 has been 
covered at one time or another in the newsletters. 
Times have changed, and new people are building 
and flying the T -18. With these new people come 
new ideas, and different ways to do things. I know 
while building my T -18, I ran into numero us pro b
lerns, as everyone does. Some of the problems 
were so Ived simply by reading what others had 
done before me, but others were solved in my own 
way. I have written articles that have been pub
lished inournewsletters, and so canyou. They 
don't need to be fimcy,justtell others what you did 
or how you solved a specific problem. I welcome 
anything yo u care to send. I will clean it up if need 
be. I am requesting your help in making this a better 
newsletter. We are here to help each other build, 
fly and maintainourT -IS's, and to help those who 
may be potential Thorp owners. 

Roy 

More Newsletter Info 

One ofthe things that I have heard through 
conversations with newsletter subscribers, is the 
poor quality of the older newsletters. Persons who 
have purchased a complete set recently, have 
complained thatthe print quality is badand some 
are neariyunreadable. I am going through the 
master copies now, and trying to recopy some of 
tbemusing my set of newsletters. Hopefully I will 
be able to get the quality back up to a readable 
level. Those of you who have purchased complete 
newsletter sets recently, and have some unreadable 
pages, please feel free to contact me. I will try to 
get you pages you can read. It may take a little 
time. My long range plan is to condense NL#45 
through #90 and print them ina book format similar 
to what Lu Sunderland did to NL# 1 through #44. 
I think this would be a better deal for those looking 
fortbetechnicalinformatioIL 
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T-IB 
Eklund Engineering, Inc. 
PO BOX 1510 
LOCKEFORD, CA 95237 
209-727-0318 
FAX 209-727-0873 
e-mail: thorpt18@jps.net 
211711999 

NewsletterNo.112 

Forthe Thorp T-18 or S-18 builder, the following kits are now offered: 

CAD/CAM PRODUCED KITS: 

#561 Vertical Tail Kit - $290 plus shipping 
All sheet parts are laser cut with accurate holes and formed as required. 

Formed ribs have center punch marked holes to match the skin hole pattern. The 
builder need only punch rib rivet holes, deburr and dimple prior to riveting the as
sembly. 

#569 Rudder Kit - $375 plus shipping 
All sheet parts have laser cut accurate holes and are formed as necessary. 

Require only light deburr and dimpling prior to riveting. This is probably the most 
difficult part to layout from the plans. 

#8502 Horizontal Tail Kit - $1328 plus $20 packing charge and ship
ping cost. 

This kit uses a combination of laser cut and traditional machined components. 
All parts including the three lead balance weights (internal tip weights) are supplied. 
All formed ribs, aluminum tip shells and skin stiffeners have center punched rivet 
hole patterns to match the laser cut skin holes. Punching the ribs and trimming and 
punching the tips, plus light deburr and dimple or countersink are all that are re
quired prior to riveting. 

T-18/8-18 Empennage Kit - $1993 plus $25 crating charge and 
shipping cost. 
.,. This includes all sub-kits listed above. 

NOTE: Additional sub-assembly kits and hardware kits are under development with 
the goal of making a complete Thorp T -18 airframe kit available in the near future. A 
list of individual parts with prices also available from above addresses. 
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News From Classic Sport Aircraft 

Rich: 
Well, we made it through another year. We have another S-18 Kit ready for New Zealand, thanks to Wayne Matthews 
support. 
The Thorp Fly-In at Porterville was a success and we had over 20 planes on the line and many people standing and 
waiting for rides and naturally they all LOVED their ride ... lots offlying before the dinner. 
The Golden West and Copperstate Fly-Ins were great and it was good to see Larry Eversmeyer at Copperstate with an 
Oskosh Champion Thorp. We have some newly completed planes flying now - Mel Clark of Huntington Beach, Ca. and 
Amos Ranck oflndependence, OR .... Congratulations to both ofthem. We would like to hear from anyone else that has a 
completion. Please send us a photo. 
I will complete the drawing update for the S-18 this year. (Please note: This is for the S-18 only.) As I stated before, I have 
been answering drawing questions by e-mail or by phone. Also, as time permits, I am starting an update for the construc
tion manual. Builders indicate the necessity. 
Construction on my aircraft is coming along fine and I hope to be complete by year end. Updates in work are: The new 180 
HP engine and the tri-gear(almost All requests I receive are for a tri-gear). 
We are reviewing our schedule for 2000 and will let you know what fly-ins we plan to attend. We cannot cover them all as 
it is far too expensive and time consuming. 
Thanks, 
Classic SporlAircraft 
MikeArcher 

Plane builder's 
dream takes flight 

Aviation: After 15 
years of working on 
an aircraft, it soars. 

By: Helen Gao 

The Orange County Register 

Chino - John Mel Clark 
watched excitedly Friday as 
the two-seat airplane that he 
and his family have spent 15 
years building at tbeir Hun
tingtonBeachhomefinally 
took its test flight. 

Clark, 76, flashed a toothy 
smile as he stood next to the 
runway at Chino Airport, and 
traced the path ofthe small 
red plane with silver and blue 
stripes. It ascended 2,500 
feet, flew for 30 minutes and 
landed smoothly. 

"Boy! It really worked!" 
he shouted. 
Clark, a Huntington Beach 

resident who is working on 
__ renewing his pilot's license, 

--h"illfhisinstructor, Mickey 
HoltonoITorrance, flytbe 
plane. The Experimental 
Aviation Associationrecom
mends that ahome-buili plane 
be flown at least 25 hours by 
a certified pilot before a 
passenger is allowed. 
Clark realized Thursday 

that he'd share the date of 
his plane's maiden voyage 
with some fumous aviators: 
Friday also happened to be 
the 96th anniversary oftbe 

Wright brothers' first succe
ssful flight, Dec. 17,1999. 

A former aircraft -tool de
signer for McDonnell Doug 
las, Clark began to realize 
his lifelong dream to build 
a plane in 1984, three years 
after he retired. He bought 
the blueprints foranS-I8, 
believing the model would 
be reliable since anotber 
pilot had flown one around 
the world. 

Clark searched for parts 
fortbe plane throughout 
California and elsewhere. 
He figures he spent up to 
$25,000. 

continued on pg 7 
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Plane builder'sdream .. cont. 

He worked part time on the airplane, which took 
shape in his living room, back yard and garage. 

It was slow going, trial and error. 
"I spent more time looking at the plane upside 

down than right side up," said Clark, who got some 
help from his wife, Mary, and son, Steve. He also 
drew on ad vice fromthe experimental aviation group 
and other friends who have built planes. 

Mary Clark took all the clutter in stride. "You 
have to be willing to have an instrument panel on 
your kitchen table and parts on your bed," she said. 

The instrument panel was the biggest challenge; 
more than a thousand wires had to work. 

John Clark's fascination with flight began at a 
young age. When he was 8, he attempted to imitate 
a parachute jump he witnessed. 

He climbed up the water tower in he's family's 
backyard. 

"I tied up four corners ofa sheet and tried to fill it 
with wind," herecalled. His nanny stopped him 
from jumping. 
At age 11, he built his first airplane with two 

friends, using bamboo poles, sheets, wheels from a 
coaster wagon and baling wire. 

He and his friends pushed it down a hill. The 
p lane headed straight into a gully. "They (two 
passengers) were still alive - bruised up - and (it) 
knocked the wind out one ofthem," he said. 

During World War II, John Clark learned to 
parachute as a so ldier. After the war, he earned his 
pilot's license through the 01 Bill. 

But over the few decades that followed, starting a 
family and making a living took priority over building 
and flying an airplane. 

"I wanted a plane bad, but I couldn't afford it," he 
said. 

Now, he can't wait to fly the plane himself. 
"Someday I would like to fly back to my home

to\\-TI, Oakland, Mississippi," said Clark, who has a 
90-year-old cousin there. "He's been waiting and 
waiting for me to fly back there to see him." 

Editors Note: John had sent me a neat clipping 
from the Orange Co. Register. I couldn't get it to 
scan correctly, so I reprinted the text portion. It 
had a nice T-18 drawing and spec sheet. 
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For Sale Items 

T -18/S-18 Project 
I set T-18 plans 
I set S-18 plans 
S-18 fuselage almost ready to rivit 
Inner and outer wings started. Wing is T -18 
planforrn with Sunderland airfoil, inner wing ready 
torivil. 
Tail group basically finished. 
Landing gear material, wheels and brakes. 
Lots of misc. parts. $4000.00 
0-2900 engine and spare parts $1000.00 
Call Andy at (509)925-6337 

VFR instruments 
Transponder 

S-18 Project 

0-320 wooden prop and extra metal prop 
Zinc cromated inside and out. 
Nearly completed airplane $20,000.00 
Call Eugene Fody at (334)393-3653 
e-mail: efody@earthlink.com 

T-18 
THORP T-18 built in 1982 by Ned Eastman. Won 
Wright Brothers Award in 1984 at Oshkosh for the 
Best Plans Built. Folding wings. 900 TotalTirne 
Since NewonAirframe and Engine. 325 Since 
MajorOverhall on Engine and Constant Speed 
Prop. 0-360 AlA engine. It has a full panel with 
EOT/CHTlFuelPressureNaccumgauge/oil tem
peratureloil pressure/Sigtronic intercomlvacurrnn
horizoncompass/TACHNVVALT/AS,NarcoAT-
150 transponder and encoder, cockpit heater, oil 
pan heater, etc. Since August 1997 I have replace 
or redone the following: 
New interior 
replaced radio with KY97 A 
installed OPS Oarmin 90 
Replaced Mags and Alternator inApril2000 
New long landing gear in 1997 
New Scott tailwheel Dec 1999 
Contact Ed Askins (817)492-9728 
e-mail: askinsed@earthJink.net 
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For Sale, cant. 

1-18 

T-18 project for sale: asking 55,500 

Includes: Fuselage, Horizontal Tail with trim tabs, Vertical 
Stabilizer, 
Center wing section with controls, Outer wing panels with 
ailerons, Inboard 
flaps, Engine mount. Enginecowling. Landinggear, Brake 
master cylinders and 
Rudder pedal frame. 

Miscellaneous other parts: Aileron control rods, Convertible 
wing components, 
Wing tips and Complete set of plans 

Ifanyone is interested in building a T-18, this will save 
countless hours of 
labor and dollars in materials. For details contact: Harv 
Seeger Ph (281) 
474-9607 oremail hks! I ~ <I "oLeom 
Location:Taylor Lake Village, Texas, (about 30 miles South 
of Houston). I 
can also email additional photos to anyone interested. I've 
attached a photo 
which shows most of the project. 

Harv's Project 

Editors Note: If you have any for sale items you 
would like listed here in the newsletter please 
fonmrd the information to me and I'll make sure 
it gets listed. I can also place it on the TI8,Net 
website, 
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For Sale, cant. 

8-18 

My Thorp is for sale, it's a great X-C and sport flying 
aircraft, built in 1982 by Nate Eastman. The following are 
theparticulars: 
Price-$33,OOO 
TTSN-900 Hours(aircraftand engine) 
0-360 AlA with CSP(both have 325 SMOH) 
White with Green stripes, gray interior( original paint and 
97 interior) 
NC won Wright Brothers Award at Oshkosh for Best 
plans built in 84 
Folding Wing 
New KY-97 radio in 97 
Garmin 90 GPS mounted on panel in 97 and wired into 
radio bus 
97 Skytec starter 
99 RV-6altemator 
99 rebuilt mags 
Full panel including gyros but not IFR certified 
All AD's complided with and extensive May 99 annual 
Call me@(817)578-8901 or e-mail mefore-picturesat 
askinscd a carthlink 11('t 

Ed Askins 

1. 
-c.::--

I keep reading about how great the T -18 is well here is 
just the ticket. 
Wide body, S-non folding wing 
Project is well along, by Boeing employee, Most pieces 
to finish. $4000. 
Andy (509)925-6337 

Paul MacMichael 

For sale: Completepitotistatic mast, per plans $50 

William Beswick 
Tl8bes@aol.com 
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AIRPARK PROPERTY FOR SALE Harvey and Stephanie Mickelsen NI18HM "Fat Cat" 

This property is located at Alta Sierra Airport Estates, between Auburn and Grass Valley, California. This location is ideal 
for aviation. At 2300 ft. altitude, it is above the valley fog, yet below the snow line. This first class property is priced to 
sell at $599,000 and marketed by Mark Weyman, Realtor Associate, Coldwell Banker, Grass Roots Realty: Bus. (800) 633-
689ge>.1266, Res.(530)477-12S7.e-mail mWc\man'u ncclulcl. 

To see color photos of the property, go to the World Wide Web at 
Illtp:! Ita ppix. comJ482(}()7 or \\" ,Yo goldcountn Tcaltors.com/mark\' cvmanJ. htm. 
HOUSE: 

I. New (July '99) single story home with garage and laundry underneath. 6 inch exterior walls insulated R19, ceiling 
insulated R30. Central heat and air conditioning and whole house fun. 
2. Three bedrooms (two masters), 2 II, baths, and large open great room with three sliders to large deck. 
3. Dumb-waiter from laundry room to kitchen for groceries, fire logs, and laundry. 
4. Sweeping Sierra Crest views (snowcapped.mountains) from all rooms except guest bedroom (which overlooks a 
beautiful Tudor home and large professionally maintained garden). 
5. Wired for high-speed computer modem, Prime Star Satellite dish and TV antenna (for local stations). 
6. Alder cabinetry, oak door trim, and whitewashed pine ceiling in kitchen, great room and den. 
7. High ceilings and Simonton 2000 designer windows with vinyl frames let in the outside while being thermally efficient 
and filtering ultraviolet. 
S. Wilsonart flooring for durability and easy maintenance. 
9. Skylights in master bath and kitchen can be opened and have blinds. 
10. Latest kitchen appliances including Kitchen Aid 5 burner stove top, oven, dishwasher, and trash compactor, and GE 
refrigerator and microwave/convection oven. 
II. Granite counter tops in kitchen and on deck. 
12. Wet bar with instant hot water. 
13. Large covered deck of no-upkeep Choice-Deck planking for outdoor enjoyment ofthe view. Steel railings around 
decks. Built in barbeque connected to house propane supply on the deck. 
14. Floor to ceiling fireplace built by renowned Nevada County stone-mason Dan Reinhardt from Yuba River rock he 
selected from the river. Wood burning, but plumbed for conversion to propane if desired. 
15. Propane fireplace in master bedroom. 
16. Oversize 75-gallon water heater with re-circulation feature. Instant hot shower water. 
17. Groheand Moen plumbing fixtures. 
IS. Genie garage door opener for finished oversize garage. 
19. Large, lighted, walk in "crawl space" entered from the garage. 

HANGAR: 

1. 42x36 ft. hangar with electric bi-folddoor.InsulatedRI9, walls and ceiling, RI 0.8 door. 
2. Propane for heat, 220v electricity, phone, and full bath. 
3. Potential for partial second floor for office or guest quarters. 
4. Driveway designed to accommodate a Cessna ISO, or Bonanza. Drive could be widened to accommodate a light twin. 
5. Rights to build an additionalSOxSO hangar on the Association's Common Area. 

PROPERIY: 

I. 1.15 acres, professionally landscaped with 9 fruit trees at north end. Sprinklers and drip system. 
2. House, lawn, and orchard protected by 6-foot fence with electric gate. 
3. Additional paved outside parking. 
4. Two rock swales control water drainage. 
5. Large(S people) HotSpringclorine-freehot tub with Sierra view. 
6. Community protected by airport security gate (soon to be electric). 
7.43 member Airport Association. 
S. Association owned and maintained 3000 ft private paved airstrip which averages two or three operations per day. No 
night operations allowed. 
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EKLUND ENGINEERING UPDATE 

As I was folding a recent plans order, I was thinking of 1960 and the day I first folded T-18 plans in John Thorp's Burbank 
office. Little did I know that I would still be folding and now shipping T-18 plans in the year 2000. The wonderful design 
has continued to reward pilots as projects get completed and airplanes change hands. 
The only negative aspect of the passage of the years is the impact of inn at ion. I see the cost of materials and services 
increase each year. As a result I am being forced to raise the plans prices for the first time since I put them back on the 
market in 1992. The standard plans set including the instruction articles will now be priced at $280 plus shipping. The 
Anniversary or Deluxe package including plans, instruction articles, John Thorp Memories book, 2-T - I 8 logos and the 
logo-decorated case will now be $330 plus shipping. 
Eklund Engineering has always provided builder support for plans sets sold by either Eklund Engineering or John Thorp. 
Now that T-18 airrrames are often in the hands of new owners, it is important to state some policy rules that must accom
pany the support exchange. 
Eklund Engineering, Inc. will provide support if: 

1. The owner or builder has and refers to a current set of plans. 
2 Support is limited to portions ofthe airframe conforming to the current plans or being brought to current 

conformity. 
3. The following newsletter optional modifications are also considered current conformity: 

Newsletter 40 (horizontal tail internal tip weight modification) 
Newsletter 49 (wing main spar additional rivet row recommendation) 
Newsletter 46 and 49 (wing main spar web angle stiffeners or material substitution) 

There are some e-mail groups covering communications on the Thorp T-18, however I do not have time to be involved. I 
will generally promptly answer any e-mail directed to LI!.QIl2ll X " ips. n,-,1. The current plans listing as well as replacement 
sheet prices are available on request. E-mail correspondence is preferred 
Eklund Engineering, Inc. remains dedicated to John Thorp's enduring design. 

Richard Eklund 
President 
Eklund Engineering 

Dave Goffs Ford 3.8 Liter Engine Installation 

Ford 3.8 Liter with NW Aero Drive. 95% complete Dave's Motor Mount 75% complete 
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Colorado Fly-In 

EdiTOrs Note: When I took 0\ "r the 
newsletter. Rich gave ille se\eral photo's of 

the Colorado Fly- In on tloppy disks. There 
were many beauti ful. color pictures of the 

T-IS's. r wish I could have included a 
summary of the event, but unfortunately 
there was no write up included. The black 

and white pictures don't do justice to the 
airplanes. so I will try to post some of the 

pictures on the "T IS.NET" \\cbsite. Looks 
like they had a lot of fun ~ I 

I I 
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Paso Robles T -18 Fly-In March II, 2000 

What started out to be a terrible month was a good reason to consider scrubbing the whole thing. 
By Wednesday the eighth the weather had completely gone amuck, then on Thursday the ninth a high
pressure system moved into California and by Saturday we had our beautiful weather back. 

Only eleven airplanes showed up this year. I wouldn't be surprised if several people made other 
plans because of the weather we had been having for over a month. 

The first pilot to fly in was Tom Worth from Edgewood, WAin # 295RS. Tom flew in Friday 
evening and gave Tom Hunter a call for a lift to a hotel. 

On Saturday morning an additional liT-I 8's arrived. They were Howard and 
Elaine Ginn from Camp Verdi Arizona; their son Tony with his girlfriend, Star from 
Rosamond, CA; Carl and Sue Daughters from Santa Maria CA; Richard Ekland from 
Lodi, CA; Larry Kruchten and his wife Kathy with Rick Shaffer from Torrance, CA; Roy 
Medan and Ed Cox from Compton, CA; Sam McDaniel from San Luis Obispo CA; 
Steve Irving and Bill Melly from Camarillo, CA. 

With my T-18 and Tom Hunter's almost completed ship w~ had 13 T-18s on the field. 
George and Barbara Leader drove to our fly-in. They stayed with Linda and I the night before. 

Also Earl Ody, Pat Condon and Oly Smith drove up from San Pedm again this year. What a treat to have 
all myoid friends together. And of course I can't leave out Vahuan and Peggy Parker from Santa Maria. It 
was good to see them again. 

This year's judges were Mike Laughback, Ron Morea and Allen Skosberg. Sue Daughters helped 
sign-in everyone and once again Bill and Joyce Carlson let us use their wonderful hanger. This year they 
decided to take their motor home out and park it nearby to give us the extra room. 

We counted about 80 people enjoying the delicious steak bar-be-que prepared by Rex Awalt. Bill 
Carlson even had his train running on an overhead track he built in a living room area of his hanger where 
lounge chairs, a TV and piano sit. 

Oscar Bayer flew his beautiful Starduster to the fly-in and kept the beans warm for all to dish up on 
the way to the pit for steak. 

My wife Linda finished putting together a large green salad while volunteers helped butter the 
French bread. 

As everyone finished their meal, I announced the winners of our Spot Landing contest, The Oldest 
Plane, and The Furthest Distance Flown. 

Tony Ginn and Richard ElH!lmTdlilln first and second place, respectfully in the Spot-landing contest. 
Sam McDanial received an award for having the oldest T-18, built 30 years ago. And Carl Daughters 
received an award for first place Non!Standard T-18, 'Teacher's Pet'. Sorry to say but only one Non! 
Standard T-18 showed up. Tony Ginn also won first place for Standard T-18 and Steve Erving won second 
place. Furthest distance went to Tom Worth of Edgewood, Washington. 

Marven Fenton who flew in from San Luis Obispo in his RV-4 brought his big band music on tape, 
which is always a pleasant compliment to the busy day. He also provided a microphone and speakers for 
the MC. 

This year the T -18 Fly-In was another success. Linda and I really enjoy putting it together. It's 
great to see our friends again and meet new pilots who decide to visit our area. 

Everyone had a good time and we donate what comes in over and above expenses to our local 
EAA chapter# 170 in San Luis Obispo (a few miles south of Paso Robles). The proceeds for the Fly-In 
were $588.00. The out of pocket expenses came to $522.00. The remainder will be donated to EAA 
chapter# 170 who provided insurance for the event. 

continued on next page 
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Paso Rnhk". c{)nt 

For the last three years we\e held this event. we have done the whole thing on donations only. We do 
ask non T -18 owners and builders to pay fortheir lunch and accept donations from all. The eighty people 
who participated were very generous and as usual we had a great day at little expense to anyone. 

Chuck Borden 

T ~ [8's on the ramp at Paso Robles 

i\'Iore hanger tlying Rex A walt -- Master Bar-B-Quer 

Looks like there \vas plenty of food 
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Tom Hunter", T-I X 

Richard Eklund -- Eklund Engineering 

Sam McDanial-- Oldest T-l R 

Chuck Borden and hi..., h(,,[Uliful 
poli...,hed T -I S. 
We \\·i~h to thank Chuck and Linda 
for al! of their effurts in organizing 
and husting th j:-;. year'> get -together at 
Paso Robles. CA. Sure looks like 
everyone had a great time. 

Hats off to Chuck and Linda Borden 
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Images from Sun & Fun :2000 

TIS-IS Line-Cp Bob Pemic -- Best T-I R 

T -18 Forum had good attendance 

Artist at work Did you ever notice - we ~cem to always be eating. 
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Tech Tips 

Did you ever wish you could check your oil 
without having to remove that cheek cowl? Well 
here is a neat little access door that would do the 
trick. 

Editors Note: I believe this photo was taken of 
Bob Pernics T-18 at Sun & Fun. 

Here is a neat idea for getting the aft canopy vent 
adjustment knob where you can get at it more easily. 
You can't actually seethe control from this photo, but 
you can definetly get the idea. Looks like you can 
open/close the vent from the left side. The control is 
probably mounted on the canopy frame. Not sure 
who's this is. 

Neat Idea 

Newsletter No.112 

I am currently working on the instrument panel 
for my project. I am installing Electroair electronic 
ignition on the right side ofthe engine and leaving 
the mag on the left side as a backup. I was in a 
dilemma on how to hook up the mag and the 
electronic ignition, to give me the best combination 
of workability and cosmetic appearance. I could 
use two toggle or rocker switches (which was 
suggested by several T -18 pilots), oronetogglel 
rockerswitch and the standard magneto key 
sVvitch. In the first suggestion you need an addi
tional switch for the starter, and the second just 
seemed ugly and wasted space. I received an e
mail from Ed Pernic stating that he was in the 
process 0 f do ing the same thing and that I sho uld 
contact Electroair. He stated that they had a way to 
use the standard magneto keyswitch for both types 
of ignition. I calledJeffatElectroair and got the 
scoop. Its actually so easy that it's scary. You 
simply splice a wire onto the MAP Sensor output 
(red wire on Electroair units) at the connector plug 
on the MAP Sensor. Run this wire to the magneto 
switch and connect it to the appropriate side just as 
you would amag. You then supply 12 volts to the 
control unit. Jeffsuggestedjust running it from the 
master switch through a 5 amp circuit breaker. 
That's it ! 

Basically what your do ing is grounding the 
timing pulse as it leaves the MAP Sensor. This 
causes the control unit to suspend the firing signalto 
the coils, and viola NO SPARK. Jeff told me that 
he has hundreds of airplanes using this setup, it 
works great, and hasn't caused any problems. 

When you do your engine runup, you treat it just 
as if you had two mags. Jeff stated that there is only 
one little quirk to the setup. When you ground the 
MAP Sensor during the runup this shuts down the 
electronicignition, when youremovethe ground 
(selecting both, or left on the mag switch) the timing 
pulses race into the computer and it takes about 
two or three engine revolutions to get things sorted 
out again, so the engine will run rough (as it would 
on one mag anyway) for two or three revs after you 
have selected "both" on the mag switch. 

I liked the simplicity of this setup and the space 
savings over other methods, and I don't need that 
extra starter switch. 
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T-18 Website 

As I mentioned earlier, I have purchased the 
T IS.NETwebsite fromits creator Luis Hernandez, 
Jr. Luis really did a great job on the webpage design, 
and is still helping me to keep it somewhat up to date. 
I have purchased and installed the necessary so ft
ware into my computer, but I haven't really had the 
time to learn how to use it. In time I hope to be able 
to use the website to compliment this newsletter. The 
website will be a much better medium to display all of 
the wonderful pictures I receive. On the website they 
will be in co lor, unlike the newsletter that is printed in 
black and white. Please keep sending the photo's, I 
can always use some ofthem in the newsletters and 
will start posting them on the website as soon as I 
figure out how to do it. I believe the website will be a 
place for non T-18'ers to find us and learnjust what 
a TIS-IS is. 

For those of you who have access to the internet, 
please visit the website regularly, and feel free to 
email me with any suggestions, good or bad, about 
the site and its content. I want the site to be a positive 
motivator for the T IS-I8. Any and all suggestions will 
be appreciated. 
The website address is .. www.tI8.net .. 

Roy Farris 

Thorpiist 

Forthose of you with internet access, there is also 
a TIS-IS email list. This is a great place to ask 
questions, answer the questions that others ask, post 
information and ideas orto just shoot the breeze with 
other Thorp enthusiasts. Once you get signed up, 
you just send an email message to 
"thorplist@egroups.com" and everyone on the list 
gets the message. Likewise ifsomeone else sends an 
email to the thorplist you get it in your email. There 
are about ninety people on the list now and it is 
growing slowly. Tojoin the list, go to .. www.tlS.net .. 
and click on "Join the Thorp email list". It's a great 
place to share ideas. 
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Thorpiist Chatter 

The following iriformation was taken directly 
from the Thorp/ist Email list. Nothing has been 
edited. 

From: Tony Ginn <taildraggcr'a alumni.calpoiY.cdu> 

Just a couple ofthoughts. Danny Cummings just wrote 
that he is replacing his alternator belt at annual. That's the 
ideal time. But what if your belt fails while you are away 
from your home field? Do you really want to have to pull 
the prop for such a simple fix? Next time you have your 
prop off, slip an extra alternator belt over the prop shaft 
and secure it (with tie wraps) tightly against the case. If 
your belt fails all you need to do is cut the tie wraps, 
loosen the alternator, slip the new belt on, re-tighten and 
safety the alternator and you're back in business. (For my 
plane, that's only one wrench and a pair of safety wire 
pliers.) 
I write this next part with no disrespect towards anybody. 
In filct, I applaud the fact that questions are asked rather 
than just guessing at it. But it scares to me hear people 
asking questions regarding basic things such as torque 
values and hardware. As we all build, maintain and fly our 
airplanes I would hope that we have at least the basics in 
handbooks, how-to manuals and construction techniques. 
Here are a rew examples of books that are chocked full of 
information that I keep in my toolbox and hangar: 

Standard Aircraft Handbook, 5th Ed. 
Written by: Leavell and Bungay 
Published by: Tab! Aero (a division of McGraw Hill) 
Source: AircraftSpruce(800) 824-1930 $12.95 pin 13-11400 

Standard Aircraft Maintenance Handbook, 1st Ed. 
Published by: lAP, Inc 
Source: Jeppesen Sales (800) 443-9250 $12.95 

There are many building and maintenance reference 
manuals out there. Oet a hold of a rew, get to know what's 
in them and use them. Let's keep the Thorp T-18 commu
nity safe. It would be a damn shame to give Thorp's 
design a black eye or, worse, lose a member of our 
community due to our own short-comings. 

Editors Note: Although not listed by Tony in his email, 
the TIS-i8 Newsletters are one of the best sources of 
information regarding our airplanes. 
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ThorplistChatter,coot. 

Address for Gee Bee Canopies 

Address is Gee Bee, 16715 Meridian East, Puyallup, W A 
98375-6260. The phone number is(253)841-4614 (also fax). 
Glen Breitspreeher has made about 90% of the canopies (31 
years at it). He visited John Thorp in CA many years ago 
and supplied John's canopy. For the E-mail 
it's g.breitsprechcriil'worldnct.att.nct 

Prices (at present) for windshield and canopy are: 
3116" $7501/8"$650 

Canopy only 550 
Windshield only 150 

These are shipped untrimmed and crating (contract) is $11 O. 
Example freight is$147to San Diego. Glen can provide a 
price list or can give better information if contacted directly. 

Hey folks ... how about that for service! 
Tom Worth-N295RS- Tacoma (TIW), WA 
Note: RS used Gee Bee canopies. 

John Evens points out how important it is to have good 
cockpit access for working on such things as the gas tank. 
One of the waya is to make the floor board removable. A 
solution that I incorporated in 966RP is to cut a hole in the 
underside of the fuselage directly under one of the seats. 
This when removed allows one to stand (koeel) on the 
ground and be in excellent position to work on any of the 
componets located in the cockpit. This of course can easily 
be done on any T-18 at anytime. At the time I did a simple 
stress analysis that showed sufficient strength remained in 
that area of the fuselage if one uses dimpled holes and nut 
plates. I left about three quarters of ~e 10 of the 
cut hole under the seat for the nutplates. The 6-32 nutplates 
are about two inches apart. 
I don't like to mess with lThorp's design, but this is an 

exception. 

BobPernic 

From: ggreenraitexas. net 

Re: Canopy Locks; 
I have a cabinet lock on my T-18 that I used for nearly 15 
years. I don't used it any more though. Heres why: It only 
keep the honest people out. Its like locking a convertable. 
About 3 or 4 years ago an RV-6 buddy and I, took our-
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wives and went on a flying vacation from Texas up thru 
Yellowstone, Kalispell, Glacier Park, Seattle, Sacramento, 
Reno, Canyonlands, etc and home. While in Woodland, 
Ca (Yolo Co. airport), we had to leave my buddy's RV-6 
tied down outside. (The T -1820' 10" wingspan was 
able to squeeze into a hangar). Upon returning to the 
airport, we found the RV-6 (which had been locked up and 
with a canopy cover installed) had been 
broken into. The canopy cover was nowhere to be found. 
The perps had tried to break open the lock on the canopy 
release lever on the side of the cockpit, thereby boogering 
up the pamt, sheet metal, and locking meehanism. 
Being out-foxed by the lock, the bastards did what any car 
thtefwould do to a convertible. They slit the top. But, 
instead of using a knife, they used 
a hammer or other blunt, heavy object and proceeded to 
smash a hole in the canopy big enough for one of them to 
crawl thru to get at the radios. They took the good stuff 
like the King radio, xpndr, etc. Had the RV -6 not been 
locked, in all probability, the stolen items would 
have been exactly the same. The airframe damage would 
have been zero. You ain't going to keep a thief out. Don't 
lock it with anything more sophisticated than a tiewrap or 
piece of safety wire. Its only going to 
keep the honest people out. The slug with the pierced 
eyebrows, studded tounge, ring in his ear, bone in his 
nose, and cap on backwards will get pissed and tear Hell 
out of things to get at what he wants. By the way, don't 
expect much help from the local gendarmes. They look 
at a homebuilt airplane like a hog studying a watch. The 
Feds ain't any better. They have bigger fish to fry. The 
theft ring preying on aircraft was caught in Cali!; my 
buddy's King radio was found among a hangar full of 
stolen avionics. He still has not gotten it back and never 
will. "Evidence", ya know? 
The rest of the story. It was a traumatic experience for all 
of us. I have absolutely no doubt that either of us would 
have killed (no exaggeration) the culprits that day if we 
"-,,uld have caught them. It was like rape. It took a long 
tun~ to cool off and get a bit more rational. We eventually 
deetded we could patch the RV canopy with sheet metal 
and speed tape sufficiently to make it airworthy to fly it 
home for repair. It wasn't pretty, and the view wasn't 
spectacular, but we figured it was safe if in formation. The 
forward portion of the windscreen was intact and he had a 
good view oflead. Maxine flew home on a Delta pass, 
Charlie's wife flew in myright seat, and Charlie flew on my 
right wing allthewayhome. 
We don't lock out planes anymore. Don't you! 

GaryGreen 
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Thorplist Chatter, cant. 

T ailsprings 
I 'venever experimented with a locking tailwheel, which in 
general is used as a last resort on higher horsepower 
airplanes when a steerable tailwheel won't do the trick. The 
Glassair taildragger used one, as dida T-6, a P-51, a C-47, & 
etc. The RV's leave the chains slack and the pilots like the 
way the airplane handles, but the T- I 8 tailwheel steering 
links should be coupled to "Tiller" springs (compression 
type) with a little tension. Enough tension so the steering is 
positive, but not so much that you can't break the wheel out 
of center and swivel it just by tapping a brake or pushing on 
the side ofthe airplane. A worn out Scott tiller har on the 
tailwheel yoke is very unsafe, in my estimation, because it 
requires that you do quite a dance on the rudder pedals to 
maintain control. I flew hack to Oshkosh in 1995 with a worn 
out tailwheel assembly and fought it on every landing. I 
decided to buy a new Scott Tailwheel as~bly while there 
and installed it in thefixit area. What a wonderful difference 
it made. I was very happy to regain good control again. I 
learned a lesson from that experience, to wit; Take care of 
your tailwheel mechanism and spring tensions or you'll find 
yourself joining the ranks of "those who have 
groundlooped," while losing your stalUs of "those who are 
going to. groundloop." 
No doubt a locking tail wheel could be made to work but you 
ought to talk to someone who has used one to get an idea 
ofthe reasons for it in the first place and, secondly, the 
positives and negatives of having one. It would require a 
redesign of my tailwheel adapter to incorporate a locking 
mechanism that you could control from the cockpit. I'm 
sure it could be done without much trouble but I would 
rather not do it. The unit works good now and accom
plishes all the things I intended, so I would rather leave it as 
it is. 
To claritY these comments, my criteria for the Tailspring 
Assembly was: 
I. The tailwheel had to be steerable, full swiveling, and be 
able to incorporate a tailwheel fairing, using commonly 
available components that wear out over time. (The Yoke, 
Wheel Assembly, and the Tiller Bar are stock Scott 
components that I used which can be purchased individu
ally) 
2. I wanted the tailspring rebound rate to match up to the 
main gear rebound rate of3/4" per G. (It now hops, instead 
ofporpoising, on a firm landing) 
3. I wanted to lower the tail to increase the ground angle of 

attack, so I could take offquicker and land slower. (This, in 
conjunction with 20 degrees of flaps on takeoft; gets you in 
the air two or three hundred feet sooner and allows you to 
land a little shorter by getting closer to the stall angle of 
attack on landing.) 
4. I wanted to decrease the drag of the original 2-114" wide 
flat spring, which sticks down approximately 8". (The round 
spring, at ten degrees angle of attack to the relative wind 
has less than half the drag of the flat spring, resulting in a 
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slight gain in airspeed). 
In the event that you don't have both drawings I still sell 
sets of these plans for $10.00, Which just harely covers 
the cost of duplicating and shipping them, and I register 
each set so I can send you revisions if necessary. I'm not 
sure if your FAA Engineering Office (GAOO, EMOO or 
whatever they call themselves now) considers this a major 
change or not, but you should have appropriate docu
mentation and consult them to avoid invalidating your 
Airworthiness Certificate, which voids your insurance. 
A VEMCO pulled this trick on the ownerlbuilder of a Long 
Eze a couple of years ago. He modified his fuel system, 
didn't like it and changed it back. Without him realizing it, 
his Airworthiness Certificate had been invalidated by the 
first action, and legally required renewal. Which, of course 
he had not done, so his liability Insurance was null & 
void, and he was not insured when he ran his airplane into 
something expensi!e. The NTSB decision was appealed, 
bot was upheld by ti"Federal Judge. A VEMCO avoided 
payingtheJiabilityclaim. The Experimental Category 
needs something like an FAA Form 337, which 
documents major repairs or approved changes to a 
standard airplane. But that's a story for another time. 
This is no doubt very bad news to "Experimenters" that 
have accumulated many little mods over the years. We 
need to be very careful in what we do to our airplanes to 
assure that we have not made a major change (as defined 
by the F ARs) since our Airworthiness Certificate was 
issued. 

Best Regards, Lyle Trusty 

Upcoming Events 

Oshkosh, Air Venture 2000 -- we will once 
again have our Forum and feed on Friday July 28 
at 12:00noonin the Nature Center. Bill Williams 
will again be preparing his worldrenownedBrats. 
Everyone is urged to attend. For additional 
information, contact Roy Farris at (618) 723-2594 
or email: rfurris@WWorld.com 

Kentucky Dam Fly-In --- Oct 6,7 &8, 2000 
Gilbertsville, Kentucky. Jo in the annual full gather
ing in Kentucky. It's alwaysagood fly-in. For 
further information, contact JimPaine at (828) 698-
0368 or email: jpaine@ioa.com 
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T -18/S-18 Thorp Newsletter 
Roy Farris 

June 2000 

P.O. Box 182 
Noble,IL. 62868 
Phone: (618)723-2594 
email: rfarris@wworld.com 

:..\)\)\J 
'r 

Please check your mailing lable for the "PD" entry in the upper right comer. If you 
don't see the "PD" entry, then you have not paid this years dues. Please be kind 
and send your year 2000 dues now. 

r------------------------------------~ 
THORP T-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY ---- 2000 DUES 

~- ~ 

Please continue your support ofthis Vliliilibleexchange ofideas, building tips and safety information 
coveringJobn Thorp's greatest design. Please make checks payable to: Roy Farris P.O. Box 182 
Noble, Illinois 62868. Make check for $25.00 US, $30.00 for outside. I don't kno.,yet how the 
postage increase will affuct out mailing costs. 

N~: _______________________ ___ 
Addre~: _________________________ __ 

City: State: ______ ZipCode: ___ _ 
Poore: ________________________ _ 
Emilladm~: _______________________________ _ 

Notes: (building, fIying,thinkingarout it,etc): 

~ ____________________________________ d 
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T-18 NEWSLETTER 
January2001 

Amos Rank - N37AR - Independence, OR. 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Porterville Fly-IN 
Kentucky Dam Fly-In 

SafteyTalk 
ThorpList Chatter 
Technical Tips 

Upcoming Events 

NOTICE: (STANDARDDISCLAIMERj As always, in thepastpresent, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware thatthis newsletteris onlypresented as a clearing houseforideas and opinions, orpersona/ experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, orexperiences, dosoattheirown discretion and risk. Therefore, noresponsibiJityor 
liabilityis expressed orimplied and is without recourseagainstanyone. 
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Editors Notes 
By: Roy Farris 

Here it is, year 2001, and this is the years first 
attempt at a newsletter. In the last issue I made a plea 
for good technical information thatI could use in 
OUR newsletter. With a minor exception, I haven't 
received adam thing, so I will fill the pages with 
whatever I can come up with. I get many emails 
wondering when the next issue will be mailed, I get 
the impression that there are many of you that sit and 
wait for the next T -18 Newsletter, and anticipate all 
of the good technical info and goodies about building 
and flying our wonderful little airplane. I hope that 
these issues don'tdissapoint any of you. It is really 
difficult for me to come up with twenty or so pages of 
good material without some help. There are several 
T IS-18 being built out there, and the interest in our 
airplane seems to be growing. Forthose of you that 
are building, I know that you have many good ideas 
and have overcome many obstacles to get where you 
are. Please send me those ideas and inovations that 
you have used to get past your obstacles. It will help 
others like myself, who are building, andarerwming 
into the same obstacles and problems that you have 
overcome. That is what this newsletter is all about, 
sharing your thoughts and ideas with others. 

As always I will continue to try to publish this 
newsletterwithinteresting and technical information 
about our wonderful little airplane. 

Burn-Out 

I received several comments via email on the 
Burn-Out article in the last issue. I see that I am not 
the only one experiencing this problem. I thinkthat 
this is a problem related to all aircrafthomebuilding 
and not justus Thorp builders. Several of you 
commented on the how's and why'S of your delayed 
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projects, and I think all of us can relate. I also 
found through your comments, that for most ofus, 
it stems from some part of the project that we are 
having great difficuIties overcoming, so we get 
frustrated and just decide to layofffor awhile and 
collect our thoughts. A few days become a few 
weeks, then a few months, and then suddenly we 
find ourselves caught up in other facets of life and 
can't figure outhowwe ever found the time to 
begin with. Building an airplane needs to become a 
habit. We need to get back into the habit of getting 
out there and doing it. I find that after I get started 
again and work every night for a week or so, that I 
begin to get involved mentally and get back into the 
habit. When your project become amain priority, 
those other things that always seemed to be in the 
way, are suddenly on the back burner. Building is 
a long, time consuming process, that can take 
forever if we let other things get in the way, but if 
we make it a priority and get in the habit, it will only 
last a short time. When I began building my T -18, I 
was told by more than one builder: "Do something 
on your project every day." I believe that is very 
sound advice, that way you never get out ofthe 
habit. 

With much pushing from good friends and 
feliowT -I8'ers I have slowly resumed work onmy 
project. (I did have to take time offto write this 
newsletter) I haven't gotten totally back into the 
habit yet, butI'm working on it. 

Newsletter Dues 

Man is this a tough subject!! I want to thank 
everyone who sent their 2000 dues. I still have 
many of you that have not paid last years dues. I 
even show several unpaid for 1999, and several 
unpaid for 1998. PLEASE look on the mailing 
label on the bac.k ofthis newsletter. Look 
above your name. If you see a "PD" then you are 
paid through 200 1. If you see an amount, (ie $25 
or$50) above your name, that is the amount you 
owe. Several of you sent your 2000 dues at the 

con!. next page 
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Newwsletter Dues, cont 

end ofthe year. r am not sure how the dues have 
been handled in the past, but r want to establish a 
policy for everyone. Beginning now, the newsletter 
subscription is due in January. So those of you who 
paid late for last year need to check your mailing 
label. If you have any questions, please don't hesitate 
to contact me. I hope we can resolve this issue, asI 
cannot continue to publish and mail this publication 
without operating capital. 

1. 
~~c;-

Lets Talk Saftey 

I commend Gary Green for the courage to report 
his S-18 spin incident, and Roy Farrisforpublishing 
it. r am, however, disappointed in Dick Cavin and 
othernewslettereditors who knew ofGarys incident, 
and did not print it. Publishing our failures is just as 
important as our successes, because "it saves lives," 
and we all have the responsibility to do that. 

In my opinion there two possible causes for 
Gary's experience. There are two airfoils used in the 
T/S-18 series aircraft, the NACA 63415Aand the 
LS-l. The NACA 63451Ais a fifteen percentthick 
Laminarflow section with the maximum thickness at 
thirtypercent chord and a design cruise lift coefficient 
of. 4. The "A" means that the trailing edge cusp of the 
original airfoil was designed out by numerical calcula
tionsand, although it was never confirmed by wind 
tWillel data, is supposed to have the same aerody
namic qualities as the original. 

The LS-l airfoil was designed by T -18 guru Lou 
Sunderlund. Although it is based on the NACA 
63415 A there is a significant difference. The forward 
thirtypercent of the airfoil was replaced with the 
forward thirtypercentofaGA W-2airfoil. This 
change gave the larger leading edge radius and the 
upper forward camber of the GA W -2 to the NACA 
63415A, in hopes of a gentler stall and better climb 
performance, due to reduced drag at high angles of 
attack. 

cont 
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saftey. cent. 

This" grafted airfoil" was never tested in a wind 
tWillel, so the exact location and travel of the center 
of pressure has never been known, hence its 
characteristics in a spin cannot be calculated. This 
does not mean that the LDS-l is a bad airfoil. It 
works very well indeed, but we need to know all 
this up front before we start exploring the outer 
envelopes of our aircraft. We are all test pilots. 
Unless you built the airplane, ortheoriginal builder 
remembers, ittakes a trained eye to identifY which 
airfoil you have. The aircraft model type is of little 
value. The T -18 series(narrow body--nonfolding 
wing), T-18CW(narrow body--foldingwing), are 
supposed to have the NACA 63415A airfoil, but I 
purchased a T -18CW with the LS-l airfoil three 
years ago. Technically, this aircraft is as-18, but 
the plans said T-18CW. I have also heard ofnon-
folding LS-l aircraft. All S-18's should have the 
LS-l airfoil,ifnot, theyaretechnicallyT-18CW's. 

The other explanation for Gary's experience 
may be wing root fairings. The size and shape, or 
lack there of have a critical effect on spinrecovery. 
I have seen at least a dozen different types on T IS-
18's. I am inno position to comment on which ones 
aid or hinder (or eliminate) stall spinrecovery. 
Individual reports are always subjective to the 
reporter, but we all need input. So anyone who has 
experience with the differenttypes orwingroot 
fairings, please clue us in. 

I am very glad Gary lived to fly with us instead 
ofthe angels. Someone else may not be so lucky. 
Be responsible ..... Please write! ! 

Matthew E. Null 
Ann Arbor, MI. 

Editors Note: Matthew has some interesting 
points here, but in all fairness to past Newslet
ter editors, at a time when T-18 interest was 
low and growing slowly, printing articles that 
revealed a negative content about any phase of 
homebuilding or flying was considered detri
mental to the hobby. Therefore most of them 
were not reproduced in print, but the T-18 
community was always made aware. 
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Saftey cont. 

Here in the northwest, the weather is noted for 
occasionally having some rain. A T -18 which I 
recently encountered had been tied down outside 
with no cover. When I first saw it, I was told that it 
had been in the NW for many years and was previ
ously owned by an acquaintance of mine. Atthis first 
site, Inoticed thatthepropellerwas in need of 
refinishing to better protect it from the rainand sun. 
The airplane was repainted shortly thereafter and 
looked good until one got up close and saw that it 
had not been stripped (an "over" paint job ). 

Recently the owner complained to the FBO shop 
foremanabouttheenginerunningrough. Whenpulled 
into the shop, the lower plugs were pulled and water 
was found. Afterthatdiscovery, afurtherinspection 
ofthe carburetor air box showed that a drain hole 
was plugged up. When it was cleared, about a quart 
of water ran out across the floor. The engine then ran 
alright, butthe foreman wouldn't release the airplane 
until the prop was refinished. 

So, T /S-IS owners, if you are unable to hanger 
your airplane, for sure get a cover for it, and prob
ably one for the prop too. In any case, a wood prop 
needs some careful attention withmarine spar varnish 
(per A ymar-Demuth) to keep it from deteriorating. 
Re torque the prop at ten hours after installation, and 
at each oil change (or 25 hours). 

Tom Worth 
Edgewood, CA. 

Preflight Inspection Item 

After departing anearby airport and while 
maneuvering at about 125 mph with low positive G 
loading (1.5-2.0)I suddenly found that I could not 
move the stick to the right beyond approximate 
neutral! This situation will get your undivided attention 
almost instantly. Aircraftcontrol could be maintained 
with moderate right stick pressure which allowed the 
right aileron to move up very slightly due to slight 
'spring' in the aileron circuit and left aileron and 
rudder application was available for yaw assistance. 
There is not much play cont. 
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Safety. cont. 

or spring in the Thorp push pull tube type aileron 
control system. Slow cruise speed seemed to allow 
best of marginal control. 

By the time I got all this sorted out I made the 
decision to continue to home base. As I flew I 
could see the left aileron flex with right stick appli
cation from sun reflection and figured ajam condi
tion at or near the tip. The approach would have to 
be precise to ensure touchdown at the optimum 
location (short and on centerline) on the 2200 foot 
strip This was done and a normal landing and 
rollout withno more surprises, fortunately. 

Immediate examination of the leftaileron 
showed minimum clearance between the aileron 
mass balance and fiberglass wing tip-aluminum skin 
had decreased allowing normal up movement of the 
aileron and down movement to about the neutral 
point where a j am condition occurred. This was 
caused by the geometry of the mass balance arm 
and the lead weight dug into the skin. The aileron 
drawing shows that clearance should remain a 
constant with control movement butinmy case it 
appears to be constant but is not precisely ~o. 

No significant aileron or other damage IS 
apparent except hangar rash you might expect to 
see in 25 years of service. Corrective action was to 
increase clearance from about nothing to the 
present 3/16" between the forward mass balance 
weight and the wing tip aluminum skin. This was 
done by enlarging the underside wing openiug. 
Mass balance was removed for inspection and no 
evidence of damage or distortion. There is no 
excess play in the control system or aileronhinge. 
The tip is secure to the wing withno movement. 

I would advise adding a visual check below the 
wing tips forthis mass balance to wing clearance 
during preflight inspection. Should you experience 
any such unusual in flight circumstances I would 
recommend an expeditious landing at an airport 
with a long and wide runway. 

Foryourcon§iderationmyexperience back
ground is retired professional pilot, A &P and. 
current CFI operating various light aircraft. I WIsh 
you safe and happy Thorp flights. 

Frank Baldwin, T-IS-N6937 
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Technical Tips 

Brakes and Brake Line Selection: 
By: Lyle Trusty, T-18N851LT 

A few weeks ago I read something that said 
plastic brake lines were a poor choice. The writer 
indicating that the ones on his airplane had grown 
brittle with age and had fractured. He was subse
quently going to install hard lines with metal fittings 
and flexible hoses. 

This prompted me to investigate the subject, be
cause!!!y brake lines are plastic, having changed over 
from hard lines with flexible hoses and AN fittings in 
1984, after installation of a set of Long Eze brakes. 
(These brakes are made by Cleveland and have 3/8" 
thick discs and slightly larger and thicker pucks. They 
are a much better brake forthe airplanes fitted with 180 
hp engines, and are able to hold the airplane during 
runup, even when they get old, as well as providing 
superior braking capability during landing and taxiing.) 

Let me digress. My first brakes in 1974 were the 
popular 500 X 5 Cleveland disk brakes that are pretty 
much the standard for homebuilts in the speed and 
weight class of the T-18. They worked adequately, but 
I had to pump the brakes a couple of times before 
landing to get a good pedal height. The same thing 
before runup. Ifound that the metal line to the calipers 
was defeatingthe self adjusting feature of the brakes, so 
I installed a flexible hose, with the attendant hose 
fittings, in the last 8 or 10 inches of the lines before the 
calipers. This improved theirperforrnance; however, it 
was still unsatisfactory because of the stiffuess of the 
hose. Moreover, about the time I would get to the 
prescribed RPM for the mag check the airplane would 
start creeping away despite my best efforts to prevent 
itfrommoving. Installing Chrome Disks would help for 
50 to 100 hours of operation, but then the creeping 
would begin again. Ilived with the problem for several 
years; replacing brake disks everyyearortwo with new 
chrome disks. 

Aftermovingto California and flying out of the 
Antelope Valley for several years, I was fortunate to 
be able to change the engine from a 150 hp/constant 
speed prop configuration to a 180 hp/fixed pitch 
installation. Now, however, I was flying from a 
2,800 foot dirt strip at our 

cont. 
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Brake Lines, cont. 

ranch, at high density altitudes in hot weather. The 
"Go Power" was very nice to have - but the "Whoa 
Power" was marginal. Then I heard about the so
called Long Eze Brakes, supplied by San Val 
aircraft parts in VanNuys, California, by special 
arrangement with the Rutan Aircraft Factory. 
Looking into this, Ifound that the Long Eze suffered 
from the same symptoms I was experiencing with 
my T -18. I was convinced that Burt Rutan had 
solved my problem, as well as the Long Eze's. So I 
boughtaset, and putthem onmy airplane. This 
time, however, I used3/16" Go Kart brakeline 
Nylon tubing, with brass fittings and sleeves, for 
brake lines. The flexibility of the 3/16" lines allows a 
simple, directroutingrightto the calipers from the 
Master Cylinder. No need for anti vibration clamps, 
strain relieving loops or bulkhead fittings. The 
installation was a snap, even though I have dual 
brakes, and there have not been any problems with 
them since they were installed about 1,1 00 hours 
flying time and 16 years ago. I just finished inspect
ingthemand they look and feeljust like they did 16 
years ago. The performance of these brakes sets 
the standard for a T -18 class airplane, inmy estima
tion. 

Ifthere's any fault, it may be that it' s possible to 
stand the airplane on its nose under two circumstances. 
The first is that a fly-weight pilot with a full main tank 
could possibly raise the tail during a full power runup, 
even with full back stick, to the extent that he could 
strike the prop. That is also possible with the original 
brakes, if they are in good shape. The other condition 
occursonrollout, withapplicationofexcessivebraking 
on both brakes, when alight weight pilot is flying solo. 
I've experienced raising the tail afootorso, when using 
the brakes aggressively, however it was very control
lable, and the natural reaction is to quickly get off the 
brakes 

Now to the nitty gritty; What is the right 
material, if you elect to use plastic lines in your 
brake system, and where do you get it? 

The right material is 3116 inch NYLO
SEAL TUBING, PIN 33-NSR, along with 
BRASS POLY-FLO NUTS AND SLEEVES, PI 
N 261 UB-03. cont next pg. 
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Brake Lines, cont. 

These items are readily availab Ie from Aircraft 
Spruce and Specialty Company, Look on page 115 
and 117 of their 2000 - 2001 catalog, Read the 
specs forthis tubing, and you'll see why othertubing 
is not suitable for brake system applications. This 
tubing has a Chemical Resistance and Physical 
Properties specification that makes it clear why there 
could be problems with other kinds of plastic tubing, 

For Example: 
NYLO-SEAL TUBING has a burst pressure of 
2,500 psi at room temperature, with a working 
pressure of 625 psi, At 230 degrees F the burst 
pressure is still 1 ,400 psi, with a working pressure of 
350psi. Allthisatasafetyfactoroffour. Theheat 
distortion point is 302 degrees F at 66 psi, 

POLYETHYLENE tubing has a burst pressure of 
250 to 600 psi at room temperature, and a working 
pressure of7 5 to 160 psi. At 140 degrees F this 
tubing has a burst pressure of 125 to 300 psi, and a 
working pressure of3 7 to 80 psi. The heat distortion 
point is 107 degrees F at 66 psi. Do not use this 
tubing for brake lines under any circumstance, 

Lyle Trusty 

1 <;' , 

-~~ <'il\'1 

Starter Solenoid 

lhad to once again replace the master solenoid 
onmyT-18, This is at least the third one l'veput on 
in 20 yrs. 1 know I have replaced it at least once 
before, and maybe twice, Anyway, I've discovered 
some things I either didn't know or had forgotten, 
I had heard of starter solenoids being installed up 
side down and then engaging the starter under high G 
loads, I hadn't thought aboutthe reverse happening 
with the master solenoid as one taxied over rough 
ground or bounced inrough air, etc, I had my master 
installed upside down, so that when engaged, the 
electromagnet cont. 

Starter Solenoid. cont 

had to pul1 the plunger up. Igotto thinking about 
this the night after installing the new one, so yester
day, I went out and reversed it. It now has gravity 
assisting the magnetto hold the contact engaged, 
Whiletalking to Kevin abut this, he dug out three 
old RVators that discussed this very problem, The 
3rdissue of' 98 has an article on page 13 showing 
diodes on both the starter solenoid (which I have 
installed) and on the master solenoid (which I don't 
have instal1ed), The August' 94 issue on page 13 
also shows a drawing of those diode installations, 

Gary Green 
Grandbury, TX, 

J, 

Jacking the T /S- 18 

I just recently jacked up Jim Critchfield's 
N8TT to al10w him to work on the wheel pants, I 
dril1eda small hole in the cowling at the jointofthe 
A frame at the horizontal crossbar and slipped a 3/ 
8" grade bolt up thruthe hole into thejointthen 
jacked from there, It worked perfectly using the 
large wingjacks, He was able to work there, I was 
able to get in and out of the plane for various 
purposes and there is but a tiny hole in the fiber
glass lower cowling that is not noticeable to the 
average person, Try it! 

Best wishes, Hal Stephens 



More Technical Tips 

Ijack my Thorp the very same way with fine 
results. I too have removable tie down rings which I 
built to screw into a fitting bolted to the main spar 
close to the dihedral break. I screw the ring in and 
use ahardwood block which aligns and constrains it 
and the end of a small hydraulic jack ... itcan't slip 
off. It's harder to describe the block than it was to 
make it. I use this set-up for routine maintenance. I 
use my engine hoist (cherry-picker) to lift the whole 
front end in need to, and use a nylon strap to lift 
from the apex ofthe A -frame/engine mount at the 
top center of the firewall. 

John Evens 

The aircraft came with removable tie down rings 
(male thread) to the spar. I took a similarly threaded 
bolt and ground it off to a rounded shape and placed 
into the female threaded socket. 

My hangar partner had made a frame to hold a 
small hydraulic jack for his RV -6 and made an extra 
frame for it. By removing the extra frame, I used the 
jack to pickupthewing(T-18 is 10werthanRV-
6)to change a tire. A piece of wood (doughnut 
shaped disk) with a small hole in it was placed on 
top of the jack pad. Of course the opposite main 
wheel should be chocked. Carl Daughter's idea for 
a framed box for the tail wheel is agoodideaalso. 

When lifting, be aware that the lift side wheel will 
cause some shifting, so use care and be prepared to 
lower and relocate jack stand ifnecessary (and 
beware of jacks that leak some). 

TamWorth 

Be careful hoisting any airplane via the engine lift 
hook on the backbone ofthe case. Its OK for lifting 
the engine by itself, but not with an airframe attached 
to it. Look at a case sometime when its apart. Ain't 
much mass there is there? I have heard of the case 
breaking out during such lifting attempts. If that 
happens, it ain't repairable. You're gonna need a 
new case. Gary Green 
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Technical Tips. cont. 

I use an engine hoist with strap around prop or if 
cowling is off a lift eye installed on the engine case. 
You can put a saw horse at empennage belly to 
stabilize. Tires or brakes can be serviced at same 
time. 

TamWorth 

Note: Use caution with this method! It has 
happened that the bolt has actually ripped out 
the side of the case when lifting more than the 
weight of the engine in this manner!! 

Carl-N647C 

Uneven Tailwheel Wear 

A question from Omaha: Is it 'nonnal' to 
have uneven wear on a Lang tail wheel system on a 
Thorp? I'mnot sure ifitis due to thetailwheel axle 
being supported on one side versus the typical 
bracing on both sides of a typical Scott tail wheel? 

I'm not sure ifit' s thetailwheel, a benttailwheel 
spring, or improperly installed tailwheel system on 
my Thorp. Have had uneven wear through several 
tail wheels. Candid advice and comments appreci
ated. 

Pete in Omaha 

The "typical" 6" Scotttailwheel IS supported 
only on one side,just like the Lang. It is not unusual 
to have either a little twist in the tail spring or a 
slightly out of square casting or other assembly on 
thetailwheelitself. Ifthis bothers you, as it did me, it 
is easily corrected with a thin shim between the 
tailwheel assy. and the spring. This is one of the 
advantages of the flat spring design. I've seen many 
production aircraft tailwheels shimmed this way. 

John Evens-N7IJE 
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Landing the Thorp 

Editors Note: The following were replies to 
a question asked by a new Thorp owner. 

Don't rush it. Get used to the ground handling 
without doing high speed taxing. The danger with 
high speed taxing is the transition through the rudder 
effectiveness through to the tail wheel control occurs 
twice and can be further aggravated by the change in 
engine power and prop wash. 

How much tail wheel experience have you had? 
If zero then it is important to be taughtthe principle 
of the tail wheel aircraft. His better to do this ona 
slow light trainer where things w~llhappen slow 
enoughforyou to identifY them and respond with the 
correct control inputs. C 120/140 Aeronca Chief or 
the like. 
Is your tail wheel experience on very light control 
input (with short controlinputs). The Thorp re
sponds to light inputs on aileron, elevator and 
rudder. Do not attempt to wear a size 12 boot when 
flying the Thorp. Remember that different Thorps 
may not fly exactly the same. My Thorp (s/n93J) is 
a T-18 with the original wing section as opposed to 
that of the S-18. The length of my main landing gear 
is such that the Thorp touches down in the three 
point attitude at flying speed. (There is no such thing 
as a stalled landing). This can cause a problem or 
two forthe newcomer. There is only one what to 
land my Thorp. It is the right way. Let me talk you 
through an approach and landing. There is nothing 
scary about it if one follows the rules. 

Chose a very smooth grass runway or dirt. It 
must be long and wide. 30 00 feet shouId do. I say 
very smooth because a hump in the wrong place 
couId cause porpoising and pilot induced oscilla
tions. Once I had my Thorp bounced high into the 
air at below flying speed. I was lucky to catch it with 
a good handful of manual flap input and checked it 
and "flew" down the runway in ground effect at an 
altitude of about 2 inches. The flap lever then 
became my new elevator until the Thorp accelerated 
to 80 mph with zero flap. Sorry there are two 
importantthinks you need to know. (a) where the 
ground is or how high the main gear is above the 
ground, and (b) the look ofthe aircraft when it is in 
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Landing the Thoro. cont. 

the three point attitude. If you get ahot landing 
aircraft too slowtoo high above the ground you 
could bend it. Now, where was I? Assumingyou 
have along wide runway, letme continue. Ifthe 
runway has a tar or asphalt surface then you need to 
ensure that your mail wheel are not too hard. Slightly 
low inflation pressure on a tail dragger will stop it 
being skittish on the runway. It is betterto make 
your short final approach at a slightly higher speed. 
Say 85 mph in stead of80 mph.( add 5 mph for high 
altitude airfield. ) This will give you the time to do a 
good flare/ round out, stop the decent ofthe aircraft, 
and get it flying parallel to the runway at a height 
six inches to two feet. If you made a lower final 
approach you could do the same but it all happens in 
two seconds. (i.e. check decent, close throttle, 
identifY correct height above runway, identifYthree 
point attitude, put it down) Leave that sort of high 
work load with no room for correction for air show 
demo flights. Backto 85 mph. Trip the pressure off 
the stick. As you come in and you see that you are 
not going to undershoot, close the throttle, dive off 
the 20 or 30 feet of height and set the Thorp on a 
path parallel to the runway. From now on you need 
to keep both eyes our of the cockpit and looking 
straight down the runway. You are now flying 
entirely on attitude with NO reference to the AS!. 
With small elevator inputs set it up at about 2 feet 
above the runway. Keep it atthatheight and watch 
as its speed decays until it is on the three point 
attitude. As it gets to the three point attitude let it 
slowly lose height. The planis to be about one inch 
offthe runway when it gets to the three point atti
tude. You will getto this after some practice. In fact 
you will getto looking for the runway with the tail 
wheel while keeping the mail gear at one inch. Most 
times you will make a three pointer but if you are a 
little too fast or slowyou will not notice. 
What can go wrong:- Remember, I said my Thorp 
lands at flying speed. The Thorp's tubuIar main gear 
is round in section therefore has to be ridged enough 
to prevent it flexing too much backwards and 
forwards. This is a disadvantage. If you drop the 
Thorp onto the ground itwill bounce like a golfball. 
A rectangular section landing gear spring as found 
on a Cessna cont. on pg 13 
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Thorp Fly-In 2000 
Porterville,CA. 

By: Hal Stephens 

The ninth Al1l1ual Thorp Fly-In was again this YCflT heldat p'ville (That's Porterville, not Placerville) 
California on the labor day weekend of], 2, 3rd. Up to the last minute the weather was cooperating but 
then on F dday, when many ofthe Thorp drivers are committed to do it Mother Nature sent some nasty 
clouds down fi'om Canada so a number ofthe pilots stayed on the ground or drove to the site. Just the same 

Saturday atlernoon over 20 Thorp T-18' s were on the tarmac/lawn at Portervile. 
We, as usual had a good I oneh prepared by Frankie Archer following a get acquainted opportunity 

out on the ramp. Burgers over an open tlrewith all the good stuffthat makes themjuicy and tasty was 
served. Cleanup was accomplished and then Lyle Trusty began his annual Forum hringing forth all the latest 
changes and modifications that are practical for the Thorp. Mike Archer talked about the new Tri-Gear 
Auto Engined design that he is making happen. As with most of the airplanes that stm as tail draggers ..... the 
T 18 is undergoing a transition for those who prefer to refi'ain from tlghting the "conventional" gear fly it to 
the hangar problems. Surprising how much interest was shown forthis evolutionary process. The larger 
"longeaze" brakes werediscussed as well cooling in the cockpit thru Dean Cochurm' s side vents. Areview 
of the latest cad/cam work done by Richard Ecklund was discussed and now cel1ain pans are being made 
available forthe standardT -18 series. 

Forum the pilots were given the opportunity by Carl Daughters to t1yacork. Thewinn,efs 
sh:;m':dtheir libation with the onlookers and then it was olrto a wonderful dinner of "deep pit barhecued" 

again done by the Archers. Everyone there was stufTed when the sun went down. 
By Sunday moming shortly aflerthe sun arose, the flight crews had gotten hy agood breakfast, 

compliments of the hotel and were headed for home to he able to spend one of their labor days with 
ladies are given an opportunity each year to choose the most appealing airplane on the ramp and the 

receiving a crafted clock fi-omJim Critchfield, builder ofN8TT, and 
Key of Sacramento. 

Next year is the I OthAnnual and plans are underway to make the Fly-in even better. More gitls 
a scnnnptious dinner as well are in the plarming. are thinking of a weekend September again as good 
weather is the usual fair. Best wishes and good flying .. 
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Porterville 2000 Fly-In 
Photo.s by: Mac Booth 

On the Ramp at P011erville2000 Fly-In 

I want to thank Hal and Mac for taking the 
time and effort to share this event with us. It looks like 
the Fly-In had a greattum out, and I am sure that 
everyone who attended had a great time. These events 
set us aside from many other groups. T -J8'ers are 
the greatest bunch of people in the world, and I think 
we have the most fun. Everyone needs to make an 
effort to attend a Thorp Fly-In or eventthis year. 
Check page 19 for a list of events for 2001. 

Roy Farris 

Mac Booth - Nl488 - San Jose, CA. 

Mel Clark - Huningtol1 Beach, CA. 

Mike Archer - Classic Sport Aircraft 
Springville, CA. 
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Kentucky Dam 2000 Fly-In 
Gilbertsville, KY. 

Photo's By: Tim Mason 

This years Kentucky Dam Fly-In was held, as usual. in early 
October. Several arrived 011 Friday afternoon, and a few straggled in 
late that evening. Every year, our Friday night ritual begins with a trip to 
Patti's restaurant, located between the twin lakes that make up the 
Kentucky Dam Lake resort area.l am not sure how many attended the 
evening meal, but I would estimate around twenty five or so. Patti's is a 
wonderful placeto eat and we all gorged ourselves, as stories of Ben Mason's T-18 ~ Effingham,IL 
airplanes and flyiug filled the aiLlt's really a greattimc. We all head 
hack to our rooms at the lodge, and a few rooms become the settings for more Hying stories and discussions 
of how's and why's of building our airplanes. 

SaturdaYl110ming tinds faithftti Thorp pilots and builders gathering 
around the breakfast table in the lodge restaurant. We all enjoy anice 
breakfast and then head out to the airport for more airplane stuff. There 
was a detinitechill in the air on Saturday, and the temperate never got np 
to what one could consider wann, hutthe sky was clear and thats all we 
needed to go Hying. Saturday at Kentucky Dam is the day for T -18 rides, 
and many were given again this year. I guarantee you that I was right 

Steve T-18 ~ Tucson,AZ there in fi-cmtoftheline. The group got a seven ship formation up and 
made some real nice Hy-by's, even with the wind beginning to pick up. 

Saturday evening finds us all together again, for a meal at the lodge, and a business meeting. Again I am 
not sure how many attended the dinner meeting, butT would estimate around sixty to sixty five. The lodge 
provides anice buffet and the food is always good. During the short business meeting following the meal, 
several items were discussed, mostly concerning the future T-18 Fly-In's. The meeting was adjourned and 
we all gathered around the television set in the lodge, and watched video tapes ofthe days Hying activities. 
We then adjourned to our rooms to get a good nights sleep. 

Sunday morning found the temperature down right cold, and with 
a stiff wind, the windchill was unbearable. After the morning breakfast 
ritual, we headed forthe airport The weather just wasn't conducive to 
pleasure flying, so some packed up and headed for home, while 
others milled around not reallywa11ling to leave. Everyone feels like 
family at this Hy-in, and it's hard to say good-bye. No one wants to 
leave such a good time and head back to the same old daily grind. But 
all good things must come to an end, and eventually everyone was gone. 

Jim Paine's T-18~ Hendersonville,NC 

I am usually the last to leave, as 1 hate to miss even one ofthe farewell Hy-by's Another Kentucky Dam 
Fly-In goes down in history. All in All we had a great time and did quite a bitof eating and flying. Thats 
what its allabout... .... lsn't it!! We have it planned again fornextyearin October, Why not plan to attend. 

Roy Farris 

photo's cont on next page. 
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Pictures fr01n Kentucky DaIn Fly-In 2000 
Pictures By: Tim Mason 

Bill Williams S-18~ Lakeland,FL Les Conwell's S-18 ~ New Port Richey,FL 

I'm sorry I didn't get your name. Ken Morgan ~ Grandbury, TX 
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Landing the Thorp, cont. 

has more movement up and dov'ln than back and 
forward. It is forthisreasonmany experimental 
aircraft use rectangular section spring gear. If you 
"drop" the Thorp onto the runway it could bounce 
you up to aheight, nose high, where you run out of 
airspeed and ideas at the same time. Remember, an 
aircraft one inch above the ground cannot come to 
any harm. If you decide to go around. Take power 
and keep the Thorp about six to ten feet off the 
runway as you slowly bring the flaps up. (This is 
where amanual flat lever comes in usefuL Letme 
know if you have electric flaps.) Once you have the 
aircraft flying properly and climbing at about 100 
mph you can adjust the trim then give the tower a 
calL There are three reasons why you could "drop" 
the mail gear onto the runway. The first one is that 
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Landing the Thorp, cont. 

I go down the "downwind" at about 110 mph, 
"base" at 90-95 mph and then on "final" I use 84 
mph and once "over the fence" I use about 75-70 
mph with an indicated stall at 64mph,! use no 
more than 20 degrees flap and as was mentioned 
add just a tweak of power before touchdown in 
order to get the nice air flow over the rudder. 
Wheel landings are sweet if just a bit of nose down 
trim is applied on final so the aircraft has a tendency 
to "stick" upon squeaking onto thetarmac, 
Personal procedure ..... do what you like. 

Hal Stephens, 
Placerville, CA. 

you letthe Thorp lose heighttoo fast as you descend You can land SHORTER in the 3 
down onto the runway. This can cause you a prob- point attitude. The T-18lands very nicely either 
lem even if you are in the three point attitude. The way. With a wheel landing ("2 point"), the touch-
second reason is you let it descend unchecked onto down speed is slightly greater and there is less 
the runway during the flare. The third reason is that . " d Th I f tt k' I I h I arrlrame rag. e ang eo a ac IS ess. w ee 
you held the Thorp off the ground too long and let the I d . 900 / fth t' E'th fi d , , an mme /00 e Ime, I erway, orwar 
tarl wheel drop way below the mam gear, Asyou ' 'b'l'ty' t 'thth Th dt , VISI I I IS grea WI e orp, as oppose 0 
descend onto the runway, the trul wheel touches first, th t'l dr G dl k . many 0 er ru - aggers, 00 ue. 
breakmgthe angle of attach and the wings lose all 
their lift, resulting in the main gear descending even 
faster.lfthis happens you will not normally be 
bounced too high as you have not got as much lift at 
this lower speed. In most cases it is betterto just ride 
oul the storm and check on everything when you 
arrive, You might find damage to a wheel spat or 
two, 

Darrell Miller 
South Africa 

Putthe Thorp down with power, then you don't 
loose tail authority 

FrankRoncelli 

JohnEvens-N71JE 

I find the airplane on landing will float once 
it is in ground effect. I have no problem with a 
poweroffapproach ifI maintain a 1.3 Vef. 

Have fun! Itisagoodairplane 

Roger 
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Mandatory Mods, conI, 

More on Mandatory Modifications 

A couple of safety items that you need to be 
aware of: This applies to any new Thorp owner who 
might not know the particulars offtheT -18" ""espe
ciallythe older airplanes, There are 3 mods to the 
horizontal tail that are mandatory "flutter" mods, 
Thorp drawing C-595, revised 28 Feb 69 adds a 
lead tip weight on the outboard rib of the horizontal 
tail (shaped like a bullet) , ThorpdrawingA-517L 
revised 30 Jan 69 adds a,O 15 
stainless steel strap on the horizontal tail tabs, See 
drawing B-502, assembly, horizontal tail, revised 3 
Jun 68 to verifythatthe 502-7 sleeve is installed 
inside of the 502-3 spar tube, If the other two 
mods are verified, it is most likely that the spar tube is 
also"j(' s a little harder to do, but we can give you 
several ways to check it, The easiest of course is to 
check with the builder and have him attest to 
the completion, The other critical item, if you have a 
Sensenichmetal prop"check to make sure the prop 
is NOT anM-74 blank, It must be aM-76 modeL 
YourGPU WILL shuck a blade ifitis anM-74, Ifit 
is aM-76, make sure it has been vibration tested by 
Specialized Testing Service to determine your safe 
operating ranges on the cut -down prop, The paper
work with the airplane should have a plot of the test 
results ifit was done, We have needlessly lost some , 
fine people who failed to heed John Thorps excellent 
advice, Ifthese items are taken care of, you will have 
a very safe, proven airplane, If you need help with 
any of these items",justholleL All of these items are 
covered extensively in the T -18 newsletters, but 
they go back over 30 years and are difficultto 
research, The Thorplistmakes it much easier to get 
any info you may need, Again, welcome and 
happy landings, 

Howard Ginn - N22DU 
Camp Verde, AZ 

Editors Note: The Newsletters contain an 
index that makes looking up old technical items 
fairly easy, 
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Thorplist Chatter 

The following information was taken di
rectly from the Thorp/ist Email lis£' Nothing has 
been edited 

More on Jacking the Thorp 

There is no real good place to jack up a T-18 
unless itis added during construction, I almost 
always have the cowl offwhen I'm changing tires 
or working on the wheels so I always putthe jack 
on a wooden stool I have and then place the jack 
under the large area steel washerthatthe 3/8" bolt 
goes through on the lower gear attachment I 
always letthe plane down at least once to equalize 
"spring" so there is no side load on the stool or 
jack. Has 
worked well for 21 years, I always have a solid 
4 'X6' solid block ready to slip under the axle as 
soon as the wheel is off and I then let 90% of the 
weight ofthe plane back down on the axle, Much 
safer that way, I think that a Goodyear Flight 
Custom II tire is about as good as you can get I 
compared themona "cost per landing"basis and 
they end up being more economical than the 
cheap(?) McCrearys, I really can't imagine anyT-
18 requiring a 10 ply tire, These are justopinions 
and as every one knows, every one has at least 
one! 

Steve in Tucson - N9008Z 

I just joined the thorp list and read some letters 
on engine mounts, I just picked up some new 
LORD engine mounts for my T -18 at Herber 
Aircraft They have a web page, 
http://www,herberaircraftcom 
The prices were better than Aircraft Spruce, Hope 
this info is to some value to the group, 

Randy Noyes 
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ThoroList chatter. cant. 

I switched from my original Presto lite geared 
starter, which I had for almost 10 years, to a new 
Sky-Tec #149-12LS a few months ago. It works 
beautifully, and seems to turn the engine overtwice 
as fast, and weighs approx. Slbs.less. I've found 
that my #4 A WG copper cable works just fine. My 
battery is located behind the baggage compartment, 
and the total run of cable to the starter is less than 10 
feet. #4 is good for over ISO amps with 
less than I volt drop atthis length. If you're using the 
aircraft structure forthe ground conductor path (I 
used the heavy extrusion at W.L. 26.10, and then #4 
cable from there to the engine block) a couple of 
details will help to make that a trouble free installa
tion. First, wherever you make a connection on the 
aluminum, shine the contact area with a Scotch-Brite 
pad (or similar) and clean with acetone, lacquer 
thinner, etc. immediately before bolting the 
terminal end to the aluminum. Next, coat that con
nection with a sealer of some kind. I used a printed 
circuit board coating compound 
called silicone resin lacquer. The paste compounds 
made for using with aluminum wire wouldalso work 
well, I'm sure. The idea is to keep air and moisture 
from the connection to prevent oxidation and 
corrosion ... aluminum oxide is a very good insulator. 
I am using a "gel-cell" (Power Sonic#PS-12330) 
which is rated at 33 AH. My last 2 have lasted over 
5 years each. It is important to check the output 
voltage from the regulator, to make sure it is optimum 
forthe gel-cell type battery,for best results and 
maximum life. I have an Electrosystems #VR600A 
regulator, which is physically the same size as the 
Ford S.S. regulator. It is adjustable and has built in 
over-voltage protection. 
Here is another tip ... if you use a standard starter 
switch with "turn to start", and magnetos with left 
mag only impulse coupling, there is the possibility of 
starter or gear damage if the engine doesn 'tfire on 
the left mag when you release the switch. A severe 
back-fire can result ifit fires at that point on the right 
mag (the right mag is un-grounded automatically 
when the switch is released and turns to the "both" 
position), which can actually break the end right off 
the starter. The solution is to use one ofthe switches 
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with the "push to start" feature instead, oruse a 
separate start switch and magneto switch, and start 
on left only then switch to both. The damage is 
potentially greater with the newer starters since 
they turn the engine at a greater speed. 

JohnEvens~N71JE 

1 _'.C,_ 
Everyone has an opinion and here's mine: I 

strongly favor mounting the oil coolervertically on 
the left side ofthe firewall, with the top about 
level with WL42. The inlet and outlet fittings face 
inboard. One must fabricate a scat hose and 
plenum chamber feeding air to the cooler. I also 
had to put in a flapper valve in the scattube fitting 
on the back of the left baffle to choke off cooler air 
in moderate temperatures. I don't like oil coolers 
on front orrear baffles. Inmost of those installa
tions, one is constantly battling cracked baftles or 
leaking oil coolers due to the high vibration levels. 
Y oureally have to beef up structures to mount one 
on the baffles, front orrear. Then modulating the 
flowofairthrough itinthose locations is more 
complicated. 

I also used aMac servo for my aileron trim. I 
placed it inboard on the right aileron simply be
cause the right side was closer to my work bench 
when I started working on it. I placed it inboard 
because it was easier to run the wiring since my 
wingtips are not removable (fiberglassedon ... 
mistake, Make' em removeable.) The trim tab is 
about 2" x 8", I'd guess. It works great. I wish it 
was on the left side though, so I could see it from 
the cockpit while flying. I did notrebalance the 
ailerons after adding the servo and I've inadvert
ently had it up to 240 indicated on more than one 
occasion. 

Gary Green 
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More Chatter from the ThorpList 

I used stainless steel hose clamps on the exhaust 
pipes to hold II2-inch wide stainless steel strips bent, 
twisted and drilled to bolt onto heavy rubberized 
strips 
to provide vibration isolation. These, in turn, simply 
bolted to adel clamps on the motor mounts. The 
system has held up well for 3 years with no sign of 
cracking in the exhaust and no excessive play in the 
pipes. What's more fabrication was cheap and quick. 

John Sullivan 

The following were in response to a query 
about building the TIS-IS with pop rivets. 

I think Chuck Bordens analysis was great -you 
get what you pay for. If you like pop rivets, by all 
means use them. Most people looking to but a T -18 
will preferthe470/426 variety but remember the T
IS was designed to be built with pops if desired. 
Here is a little story that is true. I was fortunate to be 
one of the guys who worked in John's shop back in 
the 70's 
and he told this story one morning while were having 
coffee at Mr. C' s (I think that was the name) A man 
named Russ Bayse built a T-IS back in the late 60's. 
He lived in Fresno and I knew him well. It was a 
tricycle gear retractable with a Lyc 180 and a CS 
prop. He flew it to Rockford and won top honors 
there. One day soon after it was completed he flew it 
down to Whiteman Airport in San Femando where 
John had his hanger to let John see it. I know John 
was never enthusiastic about all the modifications 
Russ had done but it truIywas a beautiful airplane. 
While Russ was there and John was looking the 
plane over, another T -18 came in from Lancaster 
CA.lthad an 0-290-0 engine in it and was put 
together entirely with pop rivets. When they left (this 
was before Whiteman was a controlled field) they 
took offtogether and the pop rivet plane out climbed 
and outran Russ's plane. The real moral here is not 
type of rivets, but weight. I amareal believer that 
light airplanes are efficient airplanes -and safer too. 

Steve Hawley 
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My Thorp is assembled with mostly monel pop 
rivets. While you can build it that way there are 
some considerations: 

1. Don'tsubstitute stainless for moneL When you 
need to drill out the 
rivets stainless are near impossible to drill without 
turning, monels on the other hand are similar to 
aluminum and therivetdoesn'tturn when you start 
chilling. 

2. Monel rivets work OK for areas like general 
skin riveting, butIrecommend using regular bucked 
rivets in high stress areas as the joints usually are 
tighterwithmoreevenloaddistributionrivetto 
rivet. The end result isyoudon'thave rivets coming 
loose. 

3. For wing skin to spar attachments I had monel 
rivets that always smoked. The flap brackets came 
loose, rivets around the firewall came loose. Rivets 
on various brackets came loose. Same thing
Monels work well in low stress enviromnents, but 
not as wellinhighly stressed applications. 

4. Monels have a different countersink angle -Be 
careful that you use the correcttool for dimpling 
and countersinking, whichlhad difficuItyin getting. 

5. Monels have open area where the shank goes -
You need to fill this before painting, whichisajob! 

Those are my thoughts -My airplane uses them 
and forthemostpart they work well, but you can't 
use them everywhere. And don't substitute stainless 
formonel- If you damage the airplane it basically 
will be scrap, that's how difficult it is to drill SS 
rivets. 

Rossair@aol.com 

cont next pg. 
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ThoroList Chatter, cont. 

I put a scupper in my tank After making tank 
made upa aluminum box approximately 4" square 
and4" deep, Welded in the tank fitting (to take 
screw in neck for cap) this assembly is welded into 
tank inset sufficiently to keep tank cap below fuse
lage skin, The portion above tank surface is trimmed 
to match contour of skin and this can have a rubber 
seal onitto seal to skin, I welded ina3/16" pipe into 
bottom of scupper for spill collection and goes out 
through tank wall forward with plastic hose attached 
and runs down and out bottom offuselagewith tank 
vent line, Sounds like a bit of work but it was quite 
simple and has worked OK. 

TonySchischka 

There have beenmanyT-18's built with .035 
side skins (mine being one ),I've seen many butt joints 
and a few lap joints, Actually, you probably see alot 
of details, like butt joints, as least as often on fme 
aircraft like the T -18 as you do on production 
aircraft, To the gentleman with the 36" inseam." that 
is what mine is, and I'm 6' 3" tall. If you can accept 
some bend at the knees instead of your legs being 
straight out, you will be fine with the design. I find it 
very comfortable, but "snug". WhenIbuiltmyThorp, 
I maximized the leg room as much as possible. 
As forthe fuel pump question, it's been discussed in 
great detail, probably as long as the T -18 has been 
around, Here'smy long-winded opinion: I can tell 
you with absolute certainty that a fuel pump is not 
needed if using the standard fuselage tank, IF you 
build your fuel system correctly". minimum" -6" (3/ 
8") fuel line (stainless braided teflon is good), no 
unnecessary restrictions, starting with a properly 
sized fmger strainer inthe tank, A full-flow ball valve, 
a minimum number of90 deg. bends (I have 2), a 
high-quality gascolator, a45 deg. (steel) fitting into 
the carburetor, and a good fuel vent fitting facing into 
the airstream (don't forget a small, course screen on 
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the end to help prevent insects like "mud daubers" 
from clogging it-important with or without a 
pump). I know of MANY T -18's without pumps, 
including 180 hp ships, that have run perfectly for 
decades and many thousands of hours. It gets back 
to the KISS principle". why would you wantto 
add a pump (which generally means TWO pumps 
and usually a bypass check-valve to boot), adding 
more weight and complexity ... something else to 
fail, if you don't need to (also something else 
hanging on the back of the engine clogging up that 
area)? I truly believe thatthe airplane is MORE 
reliable if you can avoid the pumps, and this is 
based on solid fact. It is very important to test your 
gravity system before the flfstflight. I gotmymain 
wheels up on some ramps, and filled my tank with 
just 2 gallons of fuel, and disconnected the line 
where it enters the carb (leave the 45 deg. fitting on 
the hose if you want, for complete accuracy), Keep 
the end atthe same level that it enters the carbo Use 
a measuring container and check the flow rate. 
You're looking for 150%ofmaximumtake-off 
requirements (in my case with a 160 hp 0-320, 
about 17 gph, I believe). Keep in mind that you are 
doing this test without the benefitoframairpres
sure into your vent tube, which you will have during 
flight... and which creates aconsiderable amount of 
extra pressure. I've never had any signofinad
equate pressure during limited aerobatics or very 
steep nose high attitudes. Ihave experienced 
momentary lpss of pressure during sharp negative 
G' s, but I believe that pumps can "unload" during 
those situations also, My advise would be to test it, 
and if you don't like what you see, add the pumps. 

John Evens-N7IJE 
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More from the ThorpList 

This week I responded to my second ever 
requestto check out a pilot in a TI8. It ended with 
being off the runway and some skin damage to the 
wings and the prop being trashed. 

The owner is in the desert while I'm in the LA 
area and he thought that, as the insurance wanted him 
to have 15 hrs of dual, it would be better for me to 
qualifY his instructor. Not enthusiastically, I agreed 
(by the way, I usually use my CFI only for EAA 'ers 
BFRs and an occasional hr of instruction). The 
instructor hadn'tflowna taildraggerin 1 Oyrs. His 
experience was in the low power J3 Cub types. We 
did 21dgs for me and 7 or 8 for him. He in the rt seat 
with controls & brakes. I thoughtthat we were finally 
making progress when we make a nice landing and 
he brings the stick back (I guess that a full-stall 3 
pointer in a Cub will stick). As we bounced back into 
the air, we came down a little nose high (he had 
tended to flair too high and too slow). As the wing 
dropped (stall) he jammed the power on and didn't 
catch the rudder. Neither did I. I also wasn't forceful 
enough to get him off of the throttle. With high power 
and torque, but low airspeed, the rudder wouldn't 
give us arightturn. Offinto the boonies we went. 
Trying to go thrn this, I see my biggest mistake in 
being a failure to treat this CFI as a beginner and not 
briefmg on the (1 )torqueeffect if you aren'ton the 
rudder, and (2) let me have the throttle when it 
happens. 

Harold Underwood 

Lets Talk Props 

I have some strictly personal observations. 
I know of2 aircraft (non-Thorp) in the Denver area 
which have experiencedlvo prop failures ... both 
showed cracks and distress in the hub area of the 
blades ... with 150 HP or greater, & then there's 
Harvey M.( with his bad weld). The concept is very 
appealing, but cont. 
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being the well-educated group that we are, with a 
lot of propeller experience good & bad (remember 
the tests using Bob Dial's T -18?), we should be as 
aware as any group about how ULTRA critical a 
propeller is. Ivo seems to bend over backwards to 
gettheirprops on the higher horsepower engines in 
the field ... to get some free test piloting perhaps? 
Nothing wrong with that, except we're talking 
propellers here. Harvey was lucky, but others may 
not be. With all due respect to Ivo (and Harvey), I 
wouldn't lay my butt on the line. There was a local 
guywithalongEZ. According to him, he was 
strongly encouraged to try the Ivo Magnum onhis 
pusher. Probably most of you know that this is 
considered a definite no-no by Burt Rutan - a 
pretty smart guy. There is something aboutdis
turbed airflow before it gets to the prop, greatly 
increasing the potential for destructive vibrations, 
and wooden propellers are the safest choice. After 
a very short time the thing showed distress in the 
hub area (they use a piece of metallic tape that 
shears as a warning). He sent it back, got another 
onejustlike it, and installed it! No guts, no glory I 
guess. I have an Aymar-Demuth 68-75, 160HP, 
true airspeed 180 mphat2550 rpm, 7500' msl, 
less than 7.5 gph. Full throttle, 2800 rpm, over200 
mph. Home field elevation (J effco ) almost 
5700' msl, and climb is better than 1000 fPm fully 
loaded. At sea level with just me, better than 2000 
fPm. Some guys prefer the props with more lamina
tions ... there are pros & cons. Remember, more 
laminations, more glue which has no real strength 
itself. Of course, fewer laminations and the quality 
of every one is more critical. 

JohnEvens-N71JE 

Editors Note: We will have more Prop Talk 
in the next issue. Please send me your thoughts 
on propellers for the TIS-IS. 
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Upcoming Thorp Events 

MARCH 24,2001 - Plans are in the works for another Paso Robles Thorp Fly-In, mark your calen
dars ! ! On Saturday we 'Il gettogether for another fantastic Tri -Tip BBQ. Be prepared on arrival, 
we 'Il have a line out on the runway for aspot landing contest. A wards will be given for best of 
types, furthest distance flown, and others. Flyers will go out soon but mark your calendars now. 
Come out on Friday and we'll plan a late afternoon flight out to seethe gorgeous California coast 
on an airborne tour. Sights will include Pismo Beach, San Luis Harbor, the Diablo CanyonNuclear 
Power Plant, Montana de Oro State Beach, Morro Bay and it's famous Rock and then The Hearst 
Castle. That night we can experience one of Pas 0 Robles' great restaurants. 

April 8-14, 200 1-Sun'nFunFly-In, Lakeland Florida. As of this writing the Thorp Dinner is planned for 
Tuesday, April 11. The date and time for the Forum have yet to be decided. The exact time and 
date will be posted on the "t 18.net" website as soon as it has been set. Contact Bob Highley at: 
"n7I1 sh@aoLcom"formoreinformation. 

May 18-20, 2001-ThorpFly-InatMcAlester, OK. The Ramada Inn at McAlester has rooms for $49 
single and $54 for doubles. Cancellations until 6 P.M. on the day of arrivaL Their ph # is 918-423-
7766. Ask for the Holt-Green Party. Contact Gary Green at: "ggreen@itexas.net" for more infor 
mariOIL 

July 24-30, 200 1-Airventure2001-0shkosh, Wisconsin TheT-I 8'ers usually have a lunch and a 
forum on Friday in the Nature Center at 12:00Noon. We have lunch,followed by a small infor 
marive meeting. This years activities are tentatively scheduled for Friday July 27. Anyone who has 
an interest in the T/S-I8 is encouraged to attend. For more information, contact Roy Farris at: 
"rfarris@wworld.com" 

October 5-7,2001 - Gilbertsville,Kentucky T -18 Fall get-together. For Lodge reservations phone: 
(800)325-0146 and ask forthe Paine Party. F or more information contact Jim Paine at: 
"jpaine@ioa.com"orcall(828)698-0368. 
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Please check your mailing label for the "PD" entry in the upper left corner above 
your name. If you don't see the "PD" entry, then you have not paid this years 
dues. Please send the dollar amount listed on the labeL Any amount over 2S(US) 
or 30 (outside US) indicates that you have failed to send previous years dues. 
Please be kind and send your dues now. 
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THORP T-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY ----- 2001 DUES I 
Please continue your support of this valuable exchange of ideas, building tips and safety infonnation 
covering John Thorp's greatest design. Please make checks payable to: Roy Farris P.O. Box 182 
Noble, Illinois 62868. Make check for $25.00 US, $30.00 for outside. I don't know yet how the 
postage increase will affect out mailing costs. 

Name: _______________________________________ __ 

Address: _____________________________________ _ 

City: State: _________ Zip Code: ___ _ 
Phone: _________________________ _ 
Emai1address: ___________________________________ _ 

Notes: (building, flying,thinking about it, etc ): _____________________________ _ 
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April 2001 

Jack Kirkham ~ G-BSVN - Warrington, El1glcmd 

IN 

Installing 
M,""t> on Stalls 
Technical Tips 

Saftey Concerns 
Landing Gear Cracking 

Some First Flights 

Newsletter 1 ] 5 

NOTICE (STANDARD DISCLAIJfER.) As always, in the past, present, and future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is only presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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Editors Notes 
By Roy F mis 

Here is my next effort to provide you with a 
exciting and informational newsletter. I want to 
thank the persons who sent me the articles you 
will be reading. They are what this organization is 
all about, to share their wisdom and experience's 
with the rest of us. I encourage each and everyone 
of you to write an article on your T/S-18 experi
ence. It could pertain to building, or completing a 
project, test flying your airplane or just your 
experience in the flying or maintaining of your 
Thorp. all have ideas and experiences that we 
can share with others. We have a great number 
new people interested in our "family" and our 
great little airplane. Any words of wisdom and 
encouragement go a long way in helping them in 
deciding weather the TIS-IS is the correct choice. 
r get several calls each month from people looking 
for just the "right" airplane to build. They ask 
many questions pertaining to the construction and 
the cost of building the TIS-IS. Most had been 
unaware of the TIS-IS, are surprised to hear of it's 
history. I always invite them to read the back 
issues of this newsletter, explaining that they 
contain everything one needs to know about the 
TIS-IS. 

provide will add to the 
knowledge database, and be tools 

Thorp will rely on 
to construct dream old news-
letters cover nearly every aspect of building and 
flying the TIS-IS, but are from the 
sixties, seventies and the eighties. With modern 
technology, better tools, and fresh ideas we can 
sometimes improve on the methods that were 
once used. These are the ideas we need and desire 
to be printed for future generations to use. What 
others figured out years before and was printed 
this newsletter, helped us build and fly our Thorps 
with a minimum of problems and trouble. Lets 
continue that tradition and help future builders by 
giving them even more information to draw from. 

Write an article!! 

Newsletter No.115 

Newsletter On the Web 

I have been entertaining the idea of making 
this newsletter available as a downloadable file 
from the TlS.net website. I have had a few 
members request this feature, as well as a few 
contacts by email from the website visitors. This 
would be an addition to the newsletter service 
and would not replace the printed copy that you 
are receiving now. I would be interested in 
hearing from those that would like this option. 
Basically the way it would work is that there 
would be a "Members Only" page on the 
website, that would require you to enter a 
password to gain access. Once in the "Members 
Only" section, you would find the current 
newsletter as an Adobe Acrobat file that you 
could download to your computer. Once rlmvn

loaded, you would need Adobe Acrobat to 
and the newsletter. For those who do not 
have the Adobe Acrobat Reader, I would pro
vide a link to the Adobe website, where you 
could download and install the program on your 
computer for free. One neat feature of the Web 
Newsletter, is that all of the pictures would be 
color. You would be able to view and/or 
all or part of newsletter as you see fit 

The $25.00 annual dues ($30.00 for outside 
the US.) would and as a paid member 

would granted access to 
Oniy" section. You would still receive the 
printed copy you notified me you 
didn't want 

lam nrclcess of collecting infiJl1l1latitm 
neecifld for me to 

as sending as 
this to 
nevvsle:tter out 

a as a test are 
interested obtaining the newsletter 
website please let me know. me at: 
rfarris@wworld.com 
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Happy YeaL Thanks for assuming the 
newsletter editor duties, I almost said "congratu
Jallons , but that may not be the proper word! I 

one article a month for my local EAA 
Chapter newsletter, so I know just how much 
work it can be to put together a whole newsletter. 

the subject of Bum-Out, For me a 
matter of not knowing how to do next step, 

being afraid of screwing up and ending with 
is not airworthy, looking, or 

Buildling structure seems to go once 
learn the required skills, It's just a matter of 

cutting, bending, drilling, deburring, 
dinlp!ing, riv"ting, and doing those actions over 

over and over while listening to favorite 
or oldies radio station, it took me a 

to 
streamlimed but 

and sides to 
Wirlds!;retlfl nicely? I know how 

to I don't want to make mistakes 
a $600 canopy, so I just sit there shop and 
stare at trying to figure out how to begin, 

Well, I guess I didn't provide any answers, 
just more questions, But any information that you 
can find about installing the canopy for inclusion 
in the newsletter would be greatly appreciated, 

Robert S, Hartmaier 

Newsletter No, 115 

More Letters 

I really enjoyed the # 114 newsletter, 
dally the "Burn_Out" information on page 2. I 
certainly am guilty of that many times over. 
When 1 first started in the early nineties, I 
buzzed through most of the movable, smaller 
assemblies good shape and then started on 

Ev,,,,'!hlng went quite last 
or so rivets, when 
me and I bunged 
<m,eRirteri it "bondo" was never ,aucowo" 

with end so I tore it apart the 
to redo it the whole 

project sto]ppe:d. 
I read your ·'hllm-,CHlli" 

restart, I it 
N.L I diagram on 

so 
lam for a flat laV1Jut 
an110Die having on measurements 
the flat layout contact me, 

(814)825-2918 

EdilorsNote: I RUulder in 

came oul 

m 
case aniTone IS wantlflg to 

one 

Gary Green 

Date Monday, February 19, 2001 12:00 AM 

Just got 5 springs from Harmon Lang, When 
I placed the order he said that he was going to 
make a batch of 10, Should be 5 left Contact 
Harmon Lang, 
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Installing Dnal Brakes 
Mike Archer - Classic Sport Aircraft 

The first thing you must do for installation of dual 
brakes is inspect what you have on your aircraft 
Check the right seat rudder pedals for the tabs welded 
on the 489-1 tubes. If your aircraft was built to 
drawing, chances are they are missing on that side. 
Also, check for the 492-1, -2 & -3 installation on the 
floorboard, right side. Parts required for the co-pilot 
side are: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

2 ea 491-2 

1 ea 491-3 

1 ea 491-4 

4 ea 490-1 Bushings 
2 ea 491-1 Pedal 

2 ea 491-2 Mast 
2 ea 492-1 Bracket 
4 ea 492-2 Plate 

4 ea 492-3 Spacer 
Two Brake Assemblies 
Various flex lines (Aeroquip 303 or Stratoflex 
1lI) 
Reservoir (if you have the assembly that has 
the reservoir as part of the brake assembly, a 
separate one is not required.) 
4 ea AN3-SA Bolt 
2 ea AN3-7A " 
2 ea AN3-6A " 

• 8 ea AN365-1032 Nut 
• g ea AN960-IO Washer 

• Remove the 489 rudder pedals 
remove rivets from fnnw"rrl 

nutIJiate:s) WeJd 
side. You are dupii,;ating is all the side. 

the 492-1, -2 & -3 to the floorboard on the co-

side. Ilote the pilot reference. 

• Install the 491-2 to 491-\ bolt them to 

the 489 rudder assembly. Assemhle the brake assem
blies to the 491-2. 

• Reinstall the rudder pedals and bolt everything 
in position. Don't forget to reinstall the springs and 

cables. 

cont. 

Newsletter NO.115 

Installing dual brakes. COllt. 

• Now you can finish the project by routing 
the flex hoses to the proper position. Routing for 
hoses is as follows for master cylinders requiring 
offsite reservoir with the master cylinder ann 
mounted up. The lower hole is fluid OUT. TI,e upper 
hole is fluid IN. 

• Install incoming line from reservoir to the 
top fitting on co-pilot left pedal - the tee from left top 
to right top. This now gives you fluid to both cylin
ders when using the master brake cylinders with the 
built-in reservoir (like Scott 4100) the incoming line 
is eliminated. 

• Next, route a flexline from the co-pilot left 
bottom to the pilot left top. Route a flexline from the 
pilot left bottom to tlie left wheel brake assembly. 

• Route a flexline the co-pilot right 
hottom to the pilot right top. 

• Route a flexline from the pilot right 
bottom to the right brake assembly. 

I will be incorporating the Dual Brake System into 
the S-18 drawings. Also, we have started welding 
tabs on all rudder pedals, so if you want dual brakes, 
that step is eliminated for you. 

Editors Note: lfyou have any questions concerning 
the installation of dual brakes on your TIS-iS 

don't hesitate to contact Mike at Classic 
Sport Aircraft. 
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by: Bryant Rowland 

After many years of doing flight instruction, 
and pilot examinations, and the past 23 years of 
flying my 18, I will offer these thoughts about 
the stall-spin accidents in the 18. When I test 

my T -18 1978, it was the biggest thrill I 
had ever had in an airplane. At that time I was 
making my living as a full time flight instructor, 
so was very much aware that, hey, this is not your 
oW"O'''' Cessna or Piper trainer. It is a wonderful 
airplane with great balanced controls that just cry 
out to be flown. The airplane was 
designed for performance. It was NOT designed 

unlimited forgiveness of gross mismanage
ment flight O.K so we have an airplane that is 
a 

not a forgiving trainer, we all 
So I we should fly it accordingly. 

n~jt"r'n we should have some 
8mmf,,,rl nUlnhers in our heads that are stuck 

our own names. know 
the airplane stalls differ-

flap We should also 
speeus that we are going to use in the 

n"rtf'I'n downwind. base and We 
should a number that we 

hplnU1 until starting the 
For me numbers are: 110 mph 

ClO'WU1Nmd. to 90 

WUU1U score higher for a decision to 
~ ~'uuu rather than try to make a good landing 

out of a bad approach. Airspeed control should be 
tight, not as much as 5 mph either side, 

nOlNellCr. airspeed control is only one part of the 
equation, the other part of course 
is flight control coordination. Remember, the T-
18 does not tolerate gross 

cont, 

Newsletter No.IIS 

Stalls-Spins. cont. 

mismanagement here. Keep that ball in the 
center Once r am established in the traffic 
pattern at the proper altitude, I only have two 
instruments that 
mean a thing to me, the airspeed indicator, and 
that ball. Outside the airplane is your primary 
concern, but include those two instruments in 
your scan. Do it quickly, and very often One 
more thing. The numbers that I offer here are 
only MY numbers, not necessarily the ones for 
you to use. Develop your own, stick close to 
them, and keep that ball in the center. 

FLYING. 

thing to remember T -18, it has 
a laminar flow airfoil. 

means a ahrupt stall break not a 
real problem. I think a lot of people got 

a trouble was in of the 
wmg. you may 
sensitive to airfoil shape. 

even slightly, stall 
ent. You can check your aifJplallC 

stalls. I believe 

aifjJlalleS as marginal 
use 1.3 Vs as Vref Mine comes out 

75 
to 77 mph. I have an angle of attack system 
installed that makes all this a lot easier. Stalls are 
rather abrupt but it varies from airplane to air
plane. It will most likely roll toward one way or 
the other depending on your trim or weight 

cont next pg 
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must cO!Thuent on 
or someone 

poured a 

L) 

U"'vlliliUillS are uneven 
to cause bulgmg slldewa!ls, apI)l!cl'!tla,n or crosswind, 
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Technical Tips 

79-83 Honda Accord or Prelude Starter Bracket 
for Lycoming Engines 

Submitted by Karibian - Panama City, FL. 

I have enclosed a drawing and notes ofthe 
starter bracket I used on my project, A rebuilt 
starter from Wester Auto cost me $67,00 and 
saved 8 pounds, (refer to drawing on page 8) 

Tech Notes for Starter Bracket 

1, This clearance is only required on engines 
larger (9 3/4") alternator drive pulley 

(L2C) 
2, This edge may be further contoured for baffle 

3 Standard starters have 2 dowel pins, I find 
them unnecessary If used they should not 
extend more than 11132" 

4, Some minor contour modification may be 
required on some model in this area, 

5, The 25/64" hole is required for a 10mm bolt 
Required is a IOxL25x50mm bolt, obtainable 
from most NAP A dealers, (Threads directly 

starter) 
6, An AN6-16 bolt is required to assemble the 

1981 Honda Accord starter, and the 10mm in 
note 5, 

7. All edges and inside corners must have a 
gerlenms THUHIS No sharp inside corners, 

8. 2024 or 6061 aluminum angle, 
3/8x4x4S', professionally welded angle 
can work) 

9, Extruded aluminum angles have a generous 
radius on inside cornel, It is better to remove 
material from the starter flange to permit as 
sembly, than to remove material from the ra 
dius, 

10. After mechanical assembly, pull starter gear 
into ring gear, If clearance is minimal, add 
,010" shims under the four base mounting 
bolts, 

11, Disconnect battery and complete assembly of 
electrical wires and switches to starter 
Connect battery and crank engine, Be very 
careful to keep a safe -

eont next pg 
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Honda Starter Notes conI, 

distance from the prop while observing the 
engagement Solenoid should engage gears 
65% or more, 

12, Complete assembly of alternator and any 
modifications to the engine baffle, if required, 
A small mechanical link that connects the al 
ternator to the starter may be required for 
stability. 

13, Scale all dimensions not shown, Drawing 
reduced and reproduced to llx17, (Scale: 
= 575") 

Editors Note,' If anyone has questions regarding 
the fabrication and use of this bracket, contact 
Mr, Kariban at: (904)874-1586 

Submitted by: James Wolhaupter 
McMinnville, Oregon 

Recently on the Thorp Email, a series of 
questions and replies were written about landing 
light installation. I recently finished my installa
tion and thought I would share my solution to 
this issue, 

The previous owner ofN2NE 
single landing light the left 

installed a 
is just 

outboard of the wing folding point ~C'H"'5 
with him he informed me after the installa-
tion he had made only ONE landing the 
and he would not try it again, warned me of 
insufficient light and fast landing speeds of the 
Thorp made for a pretty scary situation, 

I did not really want to cut into my wing and I 
could not find any place acceptable to glass one 
in on the nose anywhere so an external light was 
my only recourse, I did not want anything hang
ing down in the air stream messing up Johns 
incredibly sleek aircraft so I needed to make them 
easily removable, Most all of our flights are 
during the day but on occasion we also like a 
night hop so a simple removable landing light -

eontpage 10 
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79-83 Honda Accord or Prelude Starter Bracket for Lycoming Engine 
Submitted by: R Karibian 
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Landing Light Installation 
James Wolhaupter - N2NE 

Low profile automotive driving/fog light assemblies 
mounted on aluminum frame. 2 lights per 

unit 

rerno'/ab1e,ioolted to tho center tunnel 
forward mount 

Lights cast no shadows. One set is aimed for 3 point 
landings and the other for wheel landings 

Lights mounted on forward belly. just behind and 
between exhaust stacks 

no 
via four bolts and a cannon 

N2NE McMinnville, Oregon 
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lation on 9. 

Beware of Projects 

The "proj eet" Larry Liposky and I purchased 
had two prior owners. It had an S-18 fuselage up 
on saw horses and skins were cleco'd on. 

cont 

center sec:tion 
airfoil) was bolted on 

back to 

angle brElck'et 
of the forward end. 
bracket from being attached to 
firewall joint. 

Tom 

No. 15 

corners 
601 frame. Drawing C-580 note stOl'inR 
that this modification would be added to the -
580 drawing sometime in the future. I am not 
sure if this was ever done, but I am sure that 
Richard Eklund at Eklund Engineering can 
answer that question. If anyone has questions 
regarding that modification please contact him 
at: (209)727-0318 or email at: 
thorpt 18@jps.net 

tech tips cont pg 14 
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Pirtllnes submitted by 

Reference -601 and C-580, The part being held is the 601·3 part thai was 
origirlally called out on the ·60 I The new "doubler" is shown installed, As you 

can see it wraps around the ·60 I frame and is placed between fbe frame and fbe side 
skin, 

Reference drawing ·580 to find these angle stiffners or "brackets", You can see the 
notch cut out of the lower unattached bracket As Tom noted this is incorrect The 

correct bracket is shown installed, As a note here" My brackets are fabricated from 31 
4"x314" 2024 extruded aluminum angle 

11 



More Technical Talk 

Scribe Lines 

Scattered throughout the T -18/S-18 build 
instructions is the phrase "scribe a line" or words 
to that effect The intent is for the builder to mark 
a line, fastener location, etc on a piece of alumi
num, but I have seen examples where a line was 
actually scribed (scratched) into the metall This is 
a no-no; however, the builder will know with near 
certainty just where his plane will form cracks, 
Most of us are using a1clad sheet metal (bear with 
me if you already know this) in which the cladding 
is a very thin layer of almost pure aluminum for 
corrosion resistance, The cladding layer is consid
ered to have practically no strength, so scratches 
to the cladding are not a structural or fatigue 
problem, However, if the physically scribed line 
penetrates the cladding, then the builder should 
assume that structural integrity has been compro
mised and that the scratch mark is where cracking 
will initiate, Of course, the urgency of the matter 
depends on how long the scratch is, where it is 
located, and the amount of load or fatigue cycles 
experience by that region of metal, Be particularly 
concerned about any scratches or gouges near 
fasteners, In the example that I observed, the 
scribed line was for a row offasteners on a wing 
panel; that wing will need to be reskinned, Ifthe 
scratch question is small enough, shallow 
enough, or in a non-critical enough location, it can 
be blended out with a I O-to 1 (or better) blend 
ratio, And if you have any doubt, consult with a 
technical counselor who knows his stuff and can 
evaluate the scratch in person, 

The aircraft builder should also know that 
marking aluminum with a pencil is also a no-no, 
The pencil "lead" is graphite and will work its way 
between the grains of the aluminum and cause 
intergranular cracking, The best means of marking 
metal is with a fine-line felt-tipped marker, A ball
point pen is OK to use in a pinch, but the ball
point usually skips so badly that it isn't worth the 
trouble, A grease pencil will work, but you'll have 
to thoroughly clean off all the residue before 
painting, The best route is to buy a box of 
"sharpie" permanent markers and use them", 

conI, 

Newsletter No, 115 

Scribe Lines, conI, 

, ,liberally for marking trim lines, fastener loca
tions and builder notes (such as "this side up 
when assembling''), The one exception I can 
think of is when it comes time to mark the 
canopy; anything that will clean off permanent 
marker will probably cloud the canopy, so I will 
be using a crayon or grease pencil, 

Andrew Robinson 

Landing Gear Cracking 

I am sending you an update on my two 
already identified cracked landing gear-to
firewall mounting bracket welds, 

Bottom line today: TWO ADDITIONAL 
CRACKED LOWER HOruzONTAL 
FOUND ON THE BACKSIDE (HIDDEN 
FROM VIEW) ON EACH OF THE 
LOWEST HOruzONTAL WELD CRACKS 
LOCATED BELOW THE TWO LOWER 
BOLT HOLES, That makes a total of FOUR 
cracked welds for this landing gear that was 
reportedly bought from Ken Brock Manufactur
ing (not his fault-the landing gear is simply 
made by Ken to the plan specs,) by the previous 
owneL 

To determine if you have cracks on the front 
of your lower landing gear wells: Clean the 
actual welds with acetate, then spray the fluores
cent dye onto the area, wipe off excess, then use 
a black light on the area, Mine stood out with a 
black line of grease in the middle of the hairline 
crack prior to 
cleaning-thought it was just a crack in the 
paint-it wasn't, The cracks on the back side 
appear slightly wider-two 'hair' widths vs, 
one, 

Solution: What the certified A&P mechanic 
(and proficient aircraft welder) recommended I 
have done-and am going to do, to my 
airplane's landing gear: cont pg 15 
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Fill' Sale 

I have A nice T -18 That first flew in 1997. If 
anyone wants more info can call me at 
(661)940-1709 between 8am-4pm or (661)256-
8613 after Spm California Time. I would deliver 

Steve. 

I have a Thorp S-18 in my basement that I 
need to selL I am working on master's degree 
and intend to start my doctorate after that, so I 
cannot see a begining to project. The fuselage 

is untouched. The wing portion came off of a 
S-18. Apparently suffered barbed 

wire 
dalna!le and was reskinned. wing was 
reskiruned incorrectly, so it will have to reClone. 

control system for 
from the to aileron 

reac;hedat 

cylinder 

a 
nevvslE,tters I am 

metal prop (polished), Full Gyro panel, 
Gamnan 250XL GPS com, Vor/Glideslope, 
trim, Wheelen Strobes 
Panel lights. Baggage compartment top is cut out 
for easy access. $ 42,000.00 For more info and 
pictures E-Mail: irving@gnetcom or call 
(661)256-8613 Eve. (661) 940-1709 Day. 
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I'd consider selling my S/18 !I! I'm 
Tennessee and if intrested just e-mail me or 
me ! II 931-473-5401 Days or 931-668-9899 
nights II! 

Danny Cummings 

P",-ho,,, it through 
a 7-112 gallon tank for 

@ It 
wocon@attnet 

I told a 
18, 

to come out 
rent. came out on J lUlU'" Y 

rho""".,'''« went out 

cracks, hut I have 

rear deck. h·nnall 

I 

was 
one 

cur· 

I need ano·ther 

George Avans 
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Eklund Engineering T -18 Kit and Plans Update 

We continue to develop the laser cut and formed sub-assembly kits for the 18 airframe. The pro
cess is proceeding slowly for several resource reasons. In order to clear the path somewhat, we are 
offering the following in-stock kits at reduced prices: 

1 Rudder Kit - $320 plus $10 crating charge and UPS shipping cost. (Originally $375) 

5 Vertical Tail Kits - $245 (each) plus $10 crating and UPS shipping cost. (Originally $290) 

2 Horizontal Tail Kits - $1180 (each) plus $15 crating and UPS shipping cost. (Originally $1328) 

2 Aileron Kits - $176 x 2 = $352 plus $10 crating and UPS shipping cost. (Originally $221 each) 

It is hoped that the Flap kits will be complete by the Oshkosh 2001 fly-in. 

Because we will be changing the publishing technique for the plans sets, we are offering the last 2 
Blueline drawing sets for $270 each plus UPS shipping cost. 

Future ordering procedures will require 50% non-refundable payment with the order. Full payment 
will be required at shipping. Orders will be shipped in less than 30 days or a full 
refund can be requested. 

J2K1U!llU Engineering, Inc. 
Box 1510 

95237 
209-727-0318 

209-727-0873 

Bill Beswick - N2618B Roger? - N8613A 
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Newsletter Dues 

Man is this a tough subject!! I want to thank 
everyone who sent his or dues, I still have 
many of you that have not paid last years dues, I 
even show several unpaid 1999, and several 
unpaid for 1998, look on the mailing 
label on the back of this newsletteL Look above 

see a your name, 
through 
$50) 

, If you see an Cllll'LJUllt, 

name, that is 
owe, 

Se1!er;al of you sent 2000 dues at the 
I am not sure dues have 

harldlf,d in the I want to establish a 

any qUl)sti()lls, please don't 
we can 

Sample IVHUlUlg Laoe:IS 

'---~ ____ -J 

This label shows "25" 
above the mIllIe, 

indicaling tbet you owe 
$25,00 to make your 
mCI:nbeTsruip current 

This Label shows "PD" 
above the name, This 
indicates tbet your 
melmbe:rship is current 

25 
Farris 

PO Box 182 

lL, 62868 

Newsletter No, 115 

Hi ", I purchased SN510 from Earl Atha"" I 
am looking a conIcal engine mount for a 
Lycoming 0-290, I would like to hear 8 

fliers the area, 

l::m~,meCowl 

(613)783-1066 

year do 
next winter.) 

Power -off stall -65mph straight ahead to buffet 
ONLY for today, 
Three wheeled her with a hop and power-on 
halfWay down 31 right traffic Castle with flaps 
up, She doesn't slow down! ;) 

ecstatic, exhausted, 
Stretch 
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Upcoming Thorp Events 
If anyone has an upcoming Thorp Event that they would like listed here, 

Please notify me by phone or Email 

May 18 -20, 2001 ~ Thorp Fly-In at McAlester, OK the Ramada Inn at McAlester has rooms for 
single and $54 for doubles. Cancellations until 6:00 P.M. on the day of amval. 

Their phone number is (918)423-7766. Ask for the "Holt-Green party" Contact Gary 
Green by Email at: ggreen@itexas.net for further infonnation. 

24 - 30, 2001 ~ 200] ~ Oshkosh, Wisconsin T-18'ers usually have a com 
bined lunch and forum on Friday at noon in the Nature Center. We a lunch 
followed by a small but infonnative forum. This years activities are tentatively 
scheduled for Friday July 27. Anyone who has an interest in the 8 is encouraged 
to attend, and bring a friend. For more infonnation contact Roy Fams at (618)723-
2594 or by Email at:rfarris@wworld.com 

Ser)telnb(~r 1 - 3, 200 1 ~ 10 Annual Thorp Fly-In, Porterville, CA ~ A rerninder about the 
P'ville California Labor Day Thorp Gathering. Again this year put on by 
Stephens and a great team of people from California and held Porterville. Mike 
and Frankie AIcher's Classic Sport Aircraft, home of the Thorp parts and will 
nrr.vlcle hangar space, and will be hosts to the guests flying their beautiful or 

to see them. Labor Day is the first weekend in September.. .It's the 
Annual ..... can you believe iL ... 9 proceeded this one and they only get 

better. .Everyone is invited .... ya'lJ cornel For more infonnation contact Hal Ste:phiens 
at (530)295-1867 or by Email at:aerohal@.inforum.net 

Qc:toltJer 12 200 1 ~ Kentucky Dam Fly-In, Gilbertsville, For Lodge reservations phone 
(800)325-0146 and ask for the "Paine Party". For more infonnation contact Jim Paine 
at: (828)698-0368 or by Email atipaine@cytechcis.net 

Editors Note: In the last Newsletter (# 114) I misprinted the Kentucky Dam Fly-In date as 
October 5-7, 2001. The above Date of October 12-14, 2001 is the correct date. Sony for the 
corifusion. 
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T-IS/S-IS 
Roy ~·".·~i" 

Noble, 

now. 

Make a photocopy or 

Newsletter NO.115 

$25 

out this form and return it with your payment 

I 
I 
I 
I 

continue your support of this valuable building tips and safety mtcmna-I 
tion covering Thorp's greatest design Please make checks payable to: Roy Farris I 
182 Noble, 62868. check for $25.00 $30.00 for the U.S. I 

Name: 
Address: 
City: _____________ State: Zip Code: 
Phone: ------

Email address: 
~~~~--~~~---------------Notes (building, flying, thinking about it,etc.!..):....: _______________ _ 
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Newsletter No.117 

T-18 ewsletter 
September 2001 

Oshkosh 200 1 ~ Reserve Grand Champion ~ Plans Built 

Bernie and Melva Fried - N 18XS - San Antonio. TX 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

Oshkosh 2001 
Tips From Down Under 

Lets Talk Propellers 
Oil Coolers and Filters 

Upcoming Events 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCL41MER) As always, in the past, present, aJt(/future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is Dilly presented as a clearing house for ideas and opinions, or personal e'(periellces and that 
anyone using these ideas, opinions, or experiences, do !o at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or 
liability is (!.'(pressed or implied and is without recourse against anyone. 
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Editors Notes 
By Roy Farris 

Here it is, time once again to set down in front 
of the old computer and create twenty pages or so 
ofT/S-18 news, tips and related information. I 
really enjoy doing the newsletter, and I enjoy the 
countless emails and phone calls I get from you -
our members, but it sure would be nice to receive 
some good technical input from some of you. I tell 
you, it is difficult to pull together enough good 
information to keep these newsletters alive. I 
know that there is a wealth of untapped informa
tion from you members out there. The question is, 
how do I get you properly motivated to set down 
and write me ?? I haven't been able to answer that 
question yet, and I feel the editors before me were 
unable to answer it. As of now all I can say is that 
any and all help would be greatly appreciated. 
Please help me out and send me something! It 
doesn't have to be fancy, and you can mail it to me 
or send it by email. 

I was somewhat disappointed in the lunch! 
forum turnout at Oshkosh this year. I know of 
several T -18'ers that were at Oshkosh, but did not 
attend our Friday noon activity. I guess I don't 
understand why T IS-18 owners and pilots would 
not want to be part of the Thorp Family. My mind 
must work differently than most, I am completely 
ate up with Thorp's and want to be a part of the 
"Movement". I enjoy the camaraderie and being 
around people with the same interests. Doing 
things as a group isjust plain fun, and as a group, 
we are able to promote our great airplane, and 
expose it to more potential ownerlbuilders than 
anyone of us could do alone. As a group we are 
stronger, and have a wealth of knowledge to draw 
from. Most of us would not have access to this 
otherwise. Lets all work together as a family, and 
try to attend more Thorp functions. We have a 
wonderful family, be positive and lets all support 
it. 

Newsletter No.117 

T-18.Net 

For those of you who are computer savvy 
and visit the T -18 website, you may have no
ticed some changes. With the help of David 
Taylor, (a future T-18 owner - he has one 
bought) the picture on the homepage now 
switches at random each time the page is loaded. 
This is a neat feature and keeps the homepage 
from being boring. I could use some more 
pictures to use in the rotation. If you have a neat 
picture of your Thorp, I would love to include it 
on the website. You can send me a photo 
through the mail, or you can email it to me. 

I am trying to keep the website as current as 
my time allows. Events like Sun n' Fun and 
Oshkosh are being posted in the "Events" 
section and usually contain color pictures taken 
at the event. Be sure to check them out. 

The current newsletters are also available for 
download from the "Newsletter" section, begin
ning with newsletter 114. The downloaded 
newsletter is exactly like this hard copy, with the 
exception that the pictures are in color. The 
detail in the color pictures really helps the 
quality of the publication. There is no additional 
cost for the downloadable newsletter. If you are 
a current Mutual Aid Society member, and your 
dues are current, all you need is a password to 
access the newsletter page on the website. You 
can sign up on the website by going to the "T -18 
Newsletter" page, clicking on "Subscribe", and 
filling out the registration form, or contact me 
by email and we can work out your password 
that way. 

I am thinking about dropping the T -IS.net 
email option from the website. I have found that 
it is not working properly, and that not many of 
you are actually using the service. If any of you 
out there are using it, I would like to hear from 
you. I am trying to figure out if there is enough 
usage to justifY keeping it, and getting it to 
operate correctly. So please let me know by 
sending me an email at:rfarris@wworld.com 
and giving me your comments. 

Check it out at: www.t18.net 
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Help Wanted 

I need an artist!! Any of you like to draw? 
I am gearing up for a rewrite of newsletters 45 
through 90. The quality of the masters is getting 
poor, and the backissues I am sending out leave 
much to be desired. Therefore, I am going to 
rewrite the newsletters and put them in book 
format similar to what Lu Sunderland did on 
newsletters 1 through 44. What I need is some
one to redraw the illustrations and drawings that 
are contained in those newsletters. They can be 
ink drawn or done on a computer, it really 
doesn't matter, as long as I can either scan the 
image or import it directly from a computer file. 
It won't be a real easy job, but I know someone 
out there is up to the challenge. I would love to 
hear from anyone interested in tackling this 
project. Call me at: (618)723-2594 or email me 
at: rfarris@wworld.com 

I 
- ..•. -

Newsletter Index 

I am working on an updated newsletter index 
that will cover newsletters I through 115. Thanks 
to Jim Strickenberger's work, I have the index he 
created and was published in newsletter 102. All 
I need to do is get it updated and published. I 
think what I plan to do is publish an updated 
index each year. Instead of including it in a 
newsletter issue, I am going to print it separate. 
That way, when you receive the new current 
index each year, you can discard the old one and 
always be current. As the list of newsletters 
keeps growing, it is becoming more important to 
have a good current index. I get several calls and 
emails each month by members trying to locate 
information in the newsletters. My goal is to have 
a current version out by the end of this year. Any 
comments on the index would be appreciated. 

Newsletter No.117 

Work by A&P Mechanics 

A comment was made in newsletter 115 
about not wanting an A&P to work on a TIS-IS. 
My original intent was that if you build your 
airplane, then you know more about it than 
anyone else, and I believe this to be true. How
ever it was brought to my attention that many 
Thorp drivers are not homebuilders and did not 
build the airplane that they are flying. The T IS-18 
has been around for a long time now, and many 
have changed hands several time. Many Thorp 
pilots have purchased their pride and joy from 
someone who bought from someone else who 
may have acquired it from the guy who actually 
built it. Many are not mechanically inclined, and I 
am finding that many T IS-18 owners and pilots 
do not even own a set of plans for their airplane. 
The FAA says that if you did not build the air
plane, and possess a repairmans certificate, then 
you can not sign off any of the work, including 
the condition inspection. That means that if you 
are the second, third or fourth owner, you are 
going to have to contact a professional A&P or 
probably an IA to help you out. If you are me
chanically inclined, you are permitted to do the 
work on your airplane, provided the A&P is ok 
with it and supervises all of the work, but keep in 
mind that he must make all of the logbook entries 
and signoffs. For those that are not inclined to do 
the work, you must rely on the professional to do 
his thing, and by all means do so. We don't want 
to fly unsafe machines now do we? 

One point that this brings up is that in order 
for the A&P to be able to do his job correctly, he 
must possess the documentation pertinent to the 
job at hand. I don't think he will find any airframe 
data for the Thorp on his micro-fish or his com
puter. The only source for relevant TIS-IS 
airframe information are the blueprints. Anyone 
who owns and operates a Thorp must have the 
blueprints .... its really not an option .... its 
mandatory. How else can you or your A&P 
know the proper way to repair your airplane? If 
you don't have a set of blueprints, please get 
smart and contact Eklund Engineering or Classic 
Sport Aircraft and order them today. 
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Landing Gear Repair - Saftey Concern 

In newsletter number 115, there was an 
article on repairing the cracking that is common 
in our T IS-18 landing gear. The article was 
submitted by Mr. Pete Lemaire, and was pub
lished as I received it. It has been brought to my 
attention that there is a problem in the way the 
repair was performed. (at least in the way the 
procedure was written for the newsletter) The -
515 landing gear as we all know is a heat treated 
assembly. The landing gear drawing (-515) 
clearly states this, and states in note #2 "Heat 
Treat To 180,000 #in squared". In Mr. Lemaire's 
article, it appears that perhaps the actual repair in 
itself is ok, although I have been advised that 
adding the additional straps was probably not 
necessary, and may simply cause the stress and 
cracking to move to a different location, but 
nowhere does the procedure call for the gear to 
be re-heat treated. Step five says to stress relieve 
the area through additional welding heat, which 
is a common step for most steel welding, but is 
not a substitute for the heat treatment. This is a 
dangerous situation and could lead to prema
ture gear failure. In making the repairs to the 
gear, his certified mechanic made several welds, 
and the heat from the welding changes the quality 
and the strength of the original heat treatment. 
Any time that you weld on material that has been 
heat treated, you must heat treat it again to bring 
it back to the same strength that is was before. 
So in this case, the landing gear must be re
heat treated. If it is not, then the gear will be 
soft in the area around the repair, and will most 
likely fail. This could be quite a surprise on 
landing. 

This may be a situation where the owner did 
not have a set of drawings and was unaware that 
the gear was in fact a heat treated assembly. The 
mechanic, also unaware, made what he consid
ered a normal repair to a cracked steel structure. 
Both had good intentions, just did not have the 
information pertinent to the job, and have possi
bly set a future accident in motion. (It is also 
possible that the gear was heat treated after the 
repair, but just wasn't listed in the article.) 

Newsletter No.117 

Lets Talk Propellers 

My T -18 is a standard version with the 0-
320-E2D, 150 HP engine. It has a Ted 
Hendrickson 68 X 72 wood prop and is a good 
match for the airplane overall. The engine turns 
up to a high cruise RPM - I run in the 2500 -
2800 rpm region, and at altitude even see 2900 -
3000 rpm. The prop has been on the airplane for 
most of its 1800 hours of flying time, and when 
the cylinder barrels were removed not that long 
ago for leaking cylinder base gaskets the engine 
shop said they had never seen an engine with 
1800 hours on it and so little wear! 

The climb performance at sea level on a cold 
day with one person is over 2000 ftlminute and I 
have taken off with no problem from Leadville, 
CO (10,000 MSL or so). 

But, as has been mentioned before ........ Each 
prop manufacturer has different rating systems 
for what they are building so the numbers I use as 
stated above are probably not the same as what 
you would order - Ask the propeller manufac
turer. However my suggestion is that you opt for 
a flatter pitch and higher cruise rpm if you want 
better take-off performance. Also strongly 
recommend the plastic leading edges as they are 
resistant to rain and replaceable when severely 
damaged. 

Ross Mahon 

Metal Props 

After seeing some of the comments regarding 
the safe use of certain model props I found a 
letter by John Thorp in newsletter #80, stating 
that the Sensenich M74DM prop was involved in 
three in-flight failures and is NOT to be used on 
the T -18. The preferred Sensenich prop for us is 
the 76EM series cut to 68 inches. The pitch 
seems to vary somewhat depending on engine 
choices from what I've seen in the newsletters by 
T -18' ers. But again, I would check Newsletters 
78 & 80 for reference 

Robert Jaeger cont pg. 7 
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Tips From Down Under 
Submitted by: Ray Tilley - Tasmania, Auatralia 

Some Comments on my T -18 VH-TL Y (my wife's initials) Now flown 300 hours 
Built from original plans with the following little "mods", or difficulties highlighted, which may be helpful to 
other builders. 

1. FORWARD CENTRE TUNNEL Will not fit ifbuilt to plans - make a cardboard mock-up and try it first. 
Fit several large inspection plates. 

2. BRAKES. Fit them both sides with a Park Brake. (sorry I didn't) 

Do not replenish brake fluid with automobile fluid. (how dumb can you get?) 
Fit pump oil can with plastic tube to top up from the wheels (its great!). 
Do not throw the brake bleed rag on the wing (good paint stripper!) 

3. TIP TANKS: Fit extra tip tanks (very good idea!) 
But bought many four port fuel shut off valves - sooner or later they all jammed, graunched and leaked. 
Suggested to manufacturer that they 'Teflon" coat them - not interested, so I had one done locally - has 
now worked beautifully for six years. Difficult to get fuel caps for tip tanks which are rain proof {mine are 
under a flap and sit in a well with a drain, but they still leak. } Plan carefully! 

4. FUEL PUMP mounted on firewall works well despite theoretical disadvantages. 

5. WEIGHING don't let the weight and balance engineer push your plane off your platform scales. Damage to 
the spats and their brackets will result. Do it yourself and if it happens, replace the aluminum brackets with 
stronger more durable stainless steel ones 

6. COWL FLAPS: Fitted on each side operated by '"T''' handle on the instrument panel. Look great but they 
do not seem to contribute anything to speed. 

7. LANDING LIGHT Retracts under one seat, very challenging to get the action right but very effective. 
Three positions, landing, taxiing and retracted. 

8. A.S.1. Tried several, finished up with a Piper Pitot mounted under wing with static points each side of 
fuselage (as recommended by Vans Aircraft) the one in the photo is from a "Victa Air Tourer" very inaccu
rate! 

9 VENTS: Built several manufactured exactly to plans NASA Ducts of various sizes. All proved much less 
effective than scoops with which I replaced them. 

I O. TACHOMETER The original instrument was geared wrongly and had us chasing carburation, timing etc. 
after checking the propeller revs with a spectroscope, found the taco had the wrong gearing. 

II. IDLE. Make sure you can reduce your idle to about 500 r.p.m. otherwise your Thorp will float on ground 
effectthe full length of the runway. 

cont pg. 6 
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Tips from Down Under, cont. 

12. Despite ball joints and sleeves, my crossover 0320 Exhaust pipes cracked. Make sure they are very flexibly 
attached to the airframe. 

13. OIL TEMPERATURE was a bit high flying in the tropics. The fitting of an ADC. Filter on the firewall 
does a great job filtering the oil, has a warning light if dirty and drops the oil temp well down. 

14. WHEEL ALIGNMENT Tyre scuffing and lively ground run on landing proved that the undercarriage 
stubaxles were out of parallel. Cured this with tapered aluminum shims. 

15. STALL STRIPS Triangular section, faired 8" long mounted 3" out from wing fuselage junction, made stall 
mnocuous. 

16. COWL Tight fitting fibreglass, faired to fuselage -looked lovely, but fit was too neat. Hammered alumi
num bumps to clear alternator pulley exhaust bends etc. and riveted these on to cowl after numerous 
attempts to get an acceptable fibreglass bump to clear hot or moving bits. 

17. TRIM WHEEL Check the ergonomics. Mine is too far forward and too close to my leg. My first trim 
indicator arrow (attached to a specially made coarse thread nut and spiral screw in brass at great expense) 
had to be remade because it did not indicate in the natural sense. 

18. TAIL WHEEL the Maule" was a poor article. Hubcap dented, grease nipple fell out, steering assembly 
arm was assembled with slop in the attachment. Cam was asymmetrically formed allowing tail wheel to 
release too easily on one side with disastrous cross wind landing results. Top cover cap is a press on and 
gets lost in the grass. Connector spring chains are of bath plug type, quickly rust, wear and break with 
more disastrous results. 

a.) Make a heavier aluminum hubcap that will take a thread for the grease nipple and not dent so 
easily. 
b.) Reform the cam to make it release equally to pressure both sides. 
c.) Carefully press the cover cap sides to a circular shape and ensure snug fit. Inspect daily. 
d.) Replace the bath plug chain segments frequently. After careful daily inspections. (Being 
VERY prudent, I have locked out the fully castoring" feature and carry a length of nylon rope to 
loop under the tail wheel to make it easy to pick up the tail for moving backwards.) 
e.) TAIL WHEEL FORK: For convenient ground movement. Cut a short length ofU shaped 
aluminum extrusion and cut slots to fit over the tail wheel steering arms. Rivet on two barrel 
bolts fashioned to pass under the arms to secure it. Weld on a tube bent down to clear the rudder 
and bent up to hand height. Fit cross tube for handle. 

19. 0320 E2A RUNNING IN Zero time engine burnt oil because I "babied" it too much and glazed the bores. 
Advised to climb full bore to 10,000 ft! it no longer burns oil. 

20. BUILT WOODEN GANTRY ON CASTORS: Great idea for moving engine fuselage and wings etc. So 
light, wife and I could maneouvre it about easily - (steel gantry was impossibly heavy and awkward). 
We frequently sat wings on a wooden castored mount and easily fitted wing mount bolts etc. 

cont on pg. 7 
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Tips from Down Under, cont. 

21. FINAL ASSEMBLY at the aerodrome. Helpful 
engineers rushed to help. Served up the wing to 
the fuselage carelessly and forced the rear spar 

attachments on the wrong side of the fuselage 
attachments. Despite my cries of anguish, they 
forced the bolts home. The result was a rebuild 
of the rear spars. Next time, refilled by family 
members who would slow Iy do exactly as they 
were told, it fitted snugly and easily (beware a 
lot of over enthusiastic and helpful engineers.) 

I hope these notes help other builders! 

Rat Tilley - VH-TL Y - Tasmania, Australia 

J 
-~.-

Lets Talk Propellers, cont. 

My Ivoprop, installed on a 10360 almost 
killed me. I changed blades to Iva's new high 
pitch range blades and after 9.6 hours, the blades 
failed. Assuming that the high density foam cores 
don't provide any strength, my blades lost all but 
30% of their strength during a 1.5 hour flight. 
The aft carbon fiber face was cut at the edge of 
the aluminum plate completely across each blade. 
This allowed the spinner to cut the front face 
20% across the blades. These blades had been 
installed and inspected and re-torqued according 
to Ivo's instruetions.lvo is refunding my money. 
I am now flying with a Prince wooden prop. 
The word is that the problems with the Ivoprop 
are only with engines of 150 hp and up. 

cont. 

Newsletter No.ll7 

Lets Talk Propellers, cont. 

Ivo admits that there are problems. The design is 
weak in terms of handling the torque pulses, 
particularly with four-bangers. He uses knurled 
plates which bite into the carbon fiber skins. He 
has a schedule for torque the prop bolts to 
establish the "bite". If any movement occurs the 
knurls become a sawblade and destroy the skins 
and thus all of the strength of the blades. 

Harvey Mickelsen 
N118HM - Fat Cat 

I just replaced my Ted Hendrickson 68 x 74 
with an Aymar Demuth 68 x 75. I have a 160 hp 
0-320. Here's what I found; 
The original prop would turn 2200rpm on initial 
takeoff roll. The top speed (all things being 
equal) was around 133kts. After the switch, I 
only get 2150 on takeoffroll. However, I esti
mate getting off the ground 3 to 500ft shorter! 
My top speed is now a solid 140kts. I believe that 
no 2 manufacturers can be compared. They all 
carve different airfoils on the props. Do I like the 
ADP? You bet! Do I think I can do better? I 
think slightly less pitch is warranted for this 
engine. I can only turn 2600rpm, even with the 
harmonic dampener. My next deal will be to time 
my tach. 

lim Grahn 
831 GR 

I use an Aymar-Demuth 68 x 70 on my 125 
hp g-motored Tl8. It will turn 2250 
rpm static. A 68 x 68 probably would have been 
a slightly better choice. 

Ed Pernic 
137EP. 

cont pg. 8 
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Lets Talk Propellers, cont 

1m using a 68x68 on my 0-290g and my next 
prop will be a 68x70. I have exceptional climb 
performance now but I can sacrifice a little for a 
little more speed. my airplane now will true out at 
180mph turning 2700rpm. that is exactly what 
John Thorp told me it would do. 

Bill Jennings 
N18WJ 

The Sensenich M76 prop IS the correct prop. 
The M74 is the killer on a T-18. The M76 is the 
right one BUT, it must be vibration tested to 
determine the potential danger areas (RPM) to 
avoid. As soon as a prop is cut down, the 
vibration characteristics become an unknown until 
that prop is tested. The only source that I know of 
for testing is "SPECIALIZED TESTING SER
VICE', only a couple of blocks from Whiteman 
Airport in San Fernando, CA. The last phone no. 
I had is 818 344-1851. The owner is Sandy 
Freizner. ... who did the flutter testing on the T-18 
in it's early days. The last one I had tested was 
$75 and it is the cheapest insurance that you will 
ever buy. If you can find anyone else .. who is 
qualified and equipped to do such a test, I suspect 
the cost would be far greater. Sandy does it as a 
favor for T-18er's as he worked with John 
Thorp for many years, and is very aware of our 
need to have these props tested. I would suggest 
calling and verifying the current status, cost etc, 
and then update the info on the thorplist. Most 
folks will not understand all ofthe modes, nodes 
and frequency's, but he will give you a plot 
showing clearly any RPM ranges to avoid (con
tinuously). Of course the new pitch must be 
established before the vibration test. Without the 
testing it is strictly Russian Roulette. 

Newsletter No.1 17 

Lets Talk Propellers, cont. 

I have an Aymer Demuth 68 x 72 prop on 
my 150 hp Lycoming Thorp. It added 15+ knots 
to cruise over the old metal 68X68 Flottorp with 
only a slight decrease in indicated climb rate , 
once we get going. But the old prop (which 
cannot be run at full throttle in level flight 
because it will overspeed) gets me off the 
runway faster, and allows me to climb at 2,500 
fpm as soon as I pull up, at my 1,040 ASL 
airport elevation., It all depends on what you 
want: I don't have much of anyplace to go in a 
hurry, but I like the snappy performance so I run 
the old prop most of the time and cruise at 120 
kts at 2300 rpm at 6 gph. But when I travel, on 
goes the A-D prop for 140-kt cruise, 2400 rpm 
and 8 gph - the price you pay for speed in a 
plane that isn't particularly clean. 

John Sullivan 

I have an Aymar-Demuth prop that has 
about 800 hrs on it and and it is the only one 
you want. I switched from a Warnke prop and 
gained 14 knots and climb performance. 

Mike builds a very good prop. 

Gary Cotner 
N57GC 

I concur about the Aymar Demuth giving 
excellent performance and it seems to be a 
quality prop. In addition I wish to pay them a 
very big compliment. Their first prop for me was 
a bit too much ..... .l carefully recorded and 
forwarded the performance criteria as per their 
request. They built me another prop at no 
additional charge and had a good attitude about 
doing so. Their second try is a great prop and I 
would buy from them again. 

Howard Ginn 
cont. Larry Chnrch ~ N14GM cont pg, 9 
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Lets Talk Propellers, cont. 

I'd suggest caution. Several people that I have 
talked to have informed me that there isn't a 
clearly defined standard for measuring prop pitch. 
Most notably, Sensenich wood props are reported 
to be 6" in pitch more than a similar wood prop 
from someone else. I'm replacing a wood prop in 
another experimental plane due to a mishap, and 
ordered a prop from Props, Inc. If I'd stayed with 
Sensenich, I'd have gone with a 68/62, but I 
ordered a 66/56. If it ever comes in I'll let you 
know how it works out. I've been waiting 
over two months. 

Best information I have is that you should 
track down someone with a similar plane and ifhe 
likes his prop, try to get one like it. I've gotten 
quite a bit of advice, varying from: "Get a prop 
that tums 2300 static on your engine, and don't 
worry about the cruise." (Probably OK for a climb 
optimized prop.)to: 
"Ifit tums 2000 RPM's static, it'll fly" (from a 
Thorp owner. - probably a good cruise prop.) 

Rich Woodcock 

If you supply details about your plane to a 
reputable propcarver, he can probably hit it pretty 
close. Instead of ordering a particular pitch, tell 
him what hp you have, how clean the airframe is, 
whether you want climh or cruise, etc & let him 
pick the pitch based on his measurement system. 
Most will tweak the pitch after you fly it if 
needed. 

Charlie England 
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T-18 Mutual Aid Society 

In the early days of the Mutual Aid Society, 
many Thorp pilots traveling across this great 
United States were invited to stay in the homes 
offellow T -IS'ers. This enabled them to spend 
time with people of the same interest, and had to 
make for a wonderful vacation. Wasn't that a 
neat idea. As time progressed, the world seemed 
to run at a faster pace, and people seemed to 
loose site of that "family" concept. Now every
one has to be here or there, and just can't seem 
to find the time for their own life, let alone 
inviting some stranger into their home ..... or can 
they?? Recently on the Thorp email list, a new 
discussion has been taking place. Many of you 
have expressed interest in bringing that "family" 
concept back to life, and I for one think its a 
terrific idea. What better way to meet new 
friends that share the same interest in t1ying and 
airplanes. 

My idea then, is to start a list of Mutual Aid 
Society members that are willing to open their 
homes to TIS-IS travelers. Several of you 
emailed me that if a list were started that you 
wanted to be on it, so here's your chance. If you 
wish to be on the list please let me know. You 
can call me at (618)723-2594, or email me at 
rfarris@wworld.com, or even send me a letter 
by snail mail. The address is on the back cover. I 
will compile the list and publish it in future 
newsletters. I will also create a new page for the 
T -18 website and place the list on it as well. 

Any comments or ideas on this venture are 
welcome. Let me know what you think. 

Roy Farris 

Keep thy airspeed up, less the earth come 
from below and smit thee. -William Kerslmer 

When a prang seems inevitable, endeavour 
to strike the softest, cheapest object in the 
vicinity, as slowly and gently as possible. 

- Advice given to RAF pilots during W.W.!!. 
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Oshkosh 2001 

Congratulations to Bernie and Melva Fried 
Winners - Silver Lindy - Plans Built 

\ 

Bernie and Melva Fried's award winning T -18C ~ N 18XS 

Congratulations To Bernie and Melva Fried for receiving the Reserve Grand Champion Plans 
Built Award. Their T-ISC was beautiful. and showed great attention to detail. Bernie stated that 
he had purchased the airplane in flying condition. but was not happy with some ofthe small 
things. so he began fixing all those little things that annoyed I am not sure he knew where 
to stop. He sure did a fine job. and truly deserves the attention that he received. 

It seemed to me that the attendance at this years AirVenture was noticeably down. I was 
able to walk the exhibit buildings and the flight line at any time without being pushed or prod
ded, and I never had any wait time at any of the exhibits. I spent four nights in Can1p Schroller, 
and the attendance there was smaller too I think. and people seemed to be leaving much sooner. 
The campgrounds were showing bare spots by Saturday. 

The T/S-18 population was down this year as well with somewhere around tlfteen Thorps 
present. Thirteen were fairly close together in the homebuiIt area, and J heard of a couple more 
somewhere in aircraft camping. 

The T -18 forum attendance was also quite low, with forty two persons signing the register. 
We all renewed old friendships and had a nice lunch, before the actual forum began. Several 
people had topics that they wanted discussed. so each one in turn took the floor. Some excellent 
topics were discussed, and of course a couple of war stories surfaced. about off runway experi
ences and the like. 

cont. pg II 
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Oshkosh 2001, cont. 

I was a bit disappointed at this years turnout. I am not sure why the Thorp people are not turning 
out for this unique event. Perhaps it is the constantly rising cost of attendance, or perhaps the fear of 
getting ones airplane damaged. I do know that the Thorp family is the most wonderful bunch that I 
have ever been around, and I strongly wish that we could come together at least once a year, (you 
know, a family reunion) whether it be at Oshkosh, Sun & Fun, or just a really big Thorp Get-To
gether. We need to hold this group together, and show the world that we really do have the best 

airplane in the world. 

Ron and Jane Hayse - N I 02RH 

Gary Green - N118GG 

Ed Pernic - N 13 7EP 

More Pictures 
on page 12 

Tom Kerns - NIOTK 

Richard Eklund - N181RE 

Gary Cotner - N57GC 
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More pictures from Oshkosh 2001 

C. W. Shuster - N3706 Gale LeCount - N5GL 

Glen Baumgartner - N8786 Bernie Fried - N18XS 

Bob Pernic - N966RP Flight Line 

Flight Line Flight Line 
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News From Classic Sport Aircraft 

I have finally found the "lost picture" I told you I would send a month ago. This is the S-18 Tri-gear. 
As you can see, we still have a ways to go to get the wings, canopy and all the fair'lngs completed. I 
have the instrument panel in with the engine instruments operating. Also, even though you cannot 
see it, our V-4 engine is under the cowling. I will keep you posted as we progress. 

Thanks, 
Mike Archer 

Exhaust Pans By; Frank Roncelli 

This looks like a good picture to put in the newsletter. The pans, I call them fit between the rudder 
pedals. With sound proofing and wood floor boards the noise is kept down to a low roar. Keep up 
the good work 
Editors Note,' The installation of these exhaust pans are covered in depth in past newsletters. 
have seen several Thorps with this neat little mod. Good for drag reduction. 
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Oil Coolers & Filters 

I used an adapter that was available from 
Volkswagen people back then. I installed it on 
the firewall as high as possible on the pilots's 
side. The fittings for the oil line are the same size 
as the fittings on the accessory case. Initially, I 
had intended to use a Cessna spin on filter, which 
would fit on this adapter, but I discovered that 
one of the auto filters, don't remember the brand, 
would filter particles of a smaller micron then the 
aircraft filter so I starting using it. Nowadays I 
use any good brand since they all keep my oil 
clean. I place a large hose clamp on the top of the 
filter with a hole drilled where the screw driver 
goes in such a way that the safety wire goes 
through the screwdriver slot after the clamp is 
tightened then safety it to a small hole drilled on 
the web of the adapter. Never had one leak and 
as you know, the volkswagen oil pressure runs 
quite high-as high as the Lycoming-so that you 
can be sure that it will handle the pressure. Also, 
the filter I get are the ones with an internal 
bypass. 

Pete Gonzalez 

For a partial flow system I used a Franz oil 
filter, don't know if they are still available or not. 
This was installed on an 0290GPU. Install AN4 
fitting at pressure port, silver solder a plate over 
diameter ofthis fitting and drill 0.090 in hole in 
the soldered plate. Can be brass on brass, or 
brass on steel. This will restrict flow from pres
surized gallery to filter. Restricted flow is re
quired to maintain oil pressure at idle. The 0.090 
dia hole is about right to get good flow to filter 
and not lose oil pressure. The output of the filter 
is then dumped back into the crankcase via plate 
covering the fuel pump pad on accessory case. 
Mount appropriate fitting on the plate to accom
modate the AN4 hoses. This will give you a 
partial flow filtering of oil. Maybe about as 
effective as full flow, as full flow is bypassing 
part of the time cont. 
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Oil Coolers & Filters, con!. 

with higher oil pressures. In place of the Franz 
filter, one of the firewall mounted units sold by 
the auto specialty houses will do. The Franz filter 
was popular some years ago, and was certified 
for aircraft use. 
N 118TX uses an Oberg filter, it is great but 
heavy. It has a reusable screen, with a warning 
light for supposed high pressure operation due to 
dirty clogged filter screen. A filter of full or 
partial flow is good insurance for your engine. 

Ken C. Morgan 

I too am using a Frantz filter on Fat Cat. I 
have had one on my cars and trucks for 35 years 
and am a real believer in them. I am also consid
ering becoming a dealer to try to promote them 
to the EAA world. The company doesn't adver
tise, but is alive and well and has a websight: 
\vww.wefilterit.com/frantz.htm. 

Harvey 
FatCatN118HM 

I purchased an ADC oil filter system about 
five years ago and its a GREAT system!!! It 
comes apart so you don't have to buy a filter 
opener to inspect what your engine may have spit 
out. It also has other features as well, like a oil 
pressure bypass valve (with a panel mounted 
yellow warning lite ),also a low oil pressure 
valve(with a panel mounted red lite) and also 
a chip detector that detects engine metal partials. 
I got everything that they had to offer except for 
the chip detector. The filter is reusable again and 
again. You need only to wash it out with warm 
soapy water and reinstall ! 
The unit is FAA approved and comes with STC 
certificate. cont pg. 15 
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Oil Coolers & Filters,cont. 

It also extended my oil changes from twenty hours 
to forty hours too! Oil filters systems is a must in 
my book for all engines I think! !! I mounted it on 
the pilot's side firewall for easy access. The 
system comes complete with the oil filter adapter, 
hoses and electrical cormections too ! The cost 
was around seven hundred dollars then, don't 
know what they are now, but it is one of the best 
and cheapest things you can do for your engine! ! ! 

If you'd like to call ,here is their number, their 
in Washington state. 1-800-944-3011 

Danny Cummings 

J .C. Whitney, an auto supply parts outfit in 
Chicago sells a remote filter assembly that is of 
very high quality and costs around 30 bucks. It 
comes with all the necessary hoses and fittings for 
an auto installation, throw those away and use 
standard aircraft hoses and fittings. I mounted 
mine on the fire-wall in a convenient location near 
the gill opening on the right side. It will take a 
standard aircraft filter. One caution that must be 
observed is to make sure the threaded hole which 
receives the filter is tapped deep enough. This is 
easily enough accomplished with a standard tap of 
the correct size. 

BobPemic 
N966RP 

I used this same remote filter assembly 
mounted on the firewall. I flew for 7 years using 
an automotive oil filter with no trouble. Then the 
manufacturer changed the gasket material and I 
suddenly had unpredictable massive oil leaks when 
the gasket would pop out. The entire oil sump 
would be drained in about a minute! Don't trust 
the automotive filters. Stick to the aviation type. 
They are heavier and the gaskets are glued into 
position. 

Carl N647C 
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Oil Temp Problems? 

OK guys put your thinking caps on and help 
me figure out this problem. Lycoming manual 
says my 0-360 should run 180 degrees oil temp 
and 245 degrees maximum. Mine is rurming in 
the cold and cool air of Oregon at 220 degrees! 
So far I have, 
I. Tested and checked ok that the gauge is 
reading correctly, it is. 
2. Removed and tested that the therrnister is 
expending fully and it does at 180 degrees. 
3. Removed and checked that the oil lines to the 
cooler are free and not clogged, they are open. 
4. Removed and checked the oil cooler is flow
ing free both with air pressure and fluid, cleaned 
it out with solvent and it has good flow in both 
directions. 
5. Checked and rechecked the cooler for free air 
passage through it. It is fine and my oil cooler is 
mounted just inside the left air inlet, it gets 
plenty of air. 

So whats the problem? I took off yesterday 
morning with the outside temp at 32 degrees. I 
should have a problem with my oil being too 
cool with those air temps but the oil temp 
climbed to 220 degrees within 20 minutes. It 
never goes above 225 but I would like to see it 
cooler around the recommended 180 degrees. 
My oil pressure runs at 65 pounds and I wonder 
if it is over-powering the thermister valve and 
not letting the oil into the cooler, is that pos
sible? It truly seems to me no oil is going 
through the cooler as it always tops out around 
220. The cylinder head temps run a cool 250 
degrees or so. How and why would no oil be 
going to or through the cooler with good engine 
oil pressure of 60-70 Ibs? 

If anyone has some answers for me please 
get back to me as 1m stumped! 

James W. N2NE 

J 
~ 

\",jY 

cont pg. 16 
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Oil Temp Problems ?,cont. 

The thermostatic valve or "vemitherm" has a 
"cone" on the end of it which closes a hole in the 
accessory housing when the unit gets hot and 
extends the cone towards that hole. If the hole is 
not being closed off, little or no oil will be forced 
through the cooler circuit. Check the vemitherm 
to make sure it is extending sufficiently at around 
180 deg. Also make sure that the cone and the 
hole it mates with are in good shape. 

John Evens N7IJE 

Make darned sure that you are using the 
proper in and out fitting ports on the back of your 
engine's accessory case. We had a fellow here in 
Florida ruin a new 180 Lye by using the wrong 
holes. He fried the engine after 1/2 hr of flight. 
Your temps and pressures are what one would 
expect if you had no oil going through the cooler 
at your ambient temperature. Also, don't assun1e 
that new hoses are good! 

Bob Highley 
N71ISH, Ser. # 835 

Oil Overboard? 

We have a GA oil/air breather installed as 
follows: 
-oil out of vacuum port to the oil/air breather 
-returning oil to fuel pad 
-running air breafuer overboard out an alum. pipe 
between pipes. 

The belly is covered in oil after an hour hop and 
there is an oil drip on the end of the alum. tube we 
run overboard. Is possible we are sucking oil out 
of the engine? Suggestions? 

cont. 
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Oil Overboard ?, cont. 

Have you done a blow-by test on all 4 
cylinders? What can happen with pistons and 
rings it they don't seal between the piston grove 
and the ring. The gases then don't blow by 
between the ring and the cylinder but get be
tween the ring and the piton grove. This is easily 
remedied if identified as the problem. The place 
to start is to do a blow-by test. If you have a 
leak into the crankcase it would result in oil 
carryover through the breather. By "blow-by" 
test I mean the standard differential pressure 
compression test on the cylinders. 

Darrell Miller 
South Africa 

If the vent discharge line is angled back
wards in the slip stream and/or cut off on an 
angle, you can create a slight suction on the 
crank case and it will pull some oil overboard. I 
remedied this on my aircraft by bringing the vent 
line back up just inside the cowling (it could still 
drip out but was not in the slip stream any 
longer) and by drilling a small hole in the vent 
line about one+ inches above the end (flow will 
come from the area of least resistance - there
fore if a slight suction is created it will pull the 
air from inside the cowling versus from the 
crankcase - also acts as a secondary vent if the 
end were to ice over). 

Donald Conner 
Houston, Tx. 

Sometimes, even ifthe end of the pipe is out of 
the slip stream, there can be enough flow 
through the cowl opening where (if the vent 
tube is in line with this flow out of the cowling) 
it can still act like a suction on the line. 

Don Conner cont pg.17 
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Oil Overboard ?, cont. 

Just adding another point to this discussion - I 
started running my oil quantity at 6 quarts and it 
cut the oil consumption out the breather (And the 
oily belly syndrome). 

Ross 

It is not normal to have mid to upper 70's on 
compression (hot I assume) and still have enough 
blow by to carry oil over like that (assuming the 
quantity is as large as you indicate - a little oil 
goes a longgggg way). 

The only other thing I have seen and heard of 
is to ask where you mounted your oil separator 
relative to the crank case vent on the engine. I 
generally try to put an upward slope in the vent 
line where it leaves the case and goes to the oil 
separator. I have mine run up over the engine 
mount tubing (giving a roughly two inch rise in 
the tubing) and then over to the separator which I 
mounted as high as possible on the fire wall. You 
hope that the more you use gravity to help let the 
oil mist drop out (especially ifthe velocity is low 
like it should be )the less oil there will be for the 
separator to have to handle in the first place. 
Most of the oil separators, like the quart size can 
type Wagaero and Aircraft Spruce sell, are pure 
centrifugal separators and do not use a mist 
extractor element inside them. The vent tube 
enters on an angle near the outer edge of the can 
and the overboard vent line comes into the unit 
about mid point and goes inside to the middle of 
the space. Theory is oil will be extracted due to 
centrifugal forces and decreasing velocity as it 
enters the can. Vent is in the middle because the 
center should be devoid of oil. The higher the 
velocity of incoming gases the truer this becomes. 
In higher priced oil separators they will ususally 
use the same principle but with the addition of a 
mesh screen like material inside to also act as a 
trap or collection mechanism for the oil particles. 

If you feel 
cant. 
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Oil Overboard ?, cont. 

comfortable dropping your oil level to around 6 
112 quarts it should help some. Otherwise if you 
continue to have the problem you may have to 
look at a more sophisticated separator (trans
lates into dollars). 

Don Conner 

L 
-otc-

Brake Linings 

I have been making my own for years. 
Buy a brake lining tool (Aircraft Spruce PIN 824 
$16.95) Buy Rivets"" $ .05 each(Get the 
correct length) You might be able to eliminate 
the brake tool by using pop rivets, but I 
don't know about this. Go to an automotive 
brake specialty shop and they will sell you a flat 
piece of brake lining material approx. 3116 inch 
thick. Use your old lining as a pattern and cut 
with a bandsaw or jigsaw or even a hacksaw. 
Drill the rivet holes. Drill the countersunk 
holes.(You will have to dedicate a 1I4in. 
drill bit by grinding the cutting edge flat so that 
the rivet head lies flat in the lining. Clean up the 
edges with sandpaper. Inasmuch as they don't 
use asbestos anymore I don't think there is any 
danger if you breath any of the dust however 
you should wear a mask. Insert the rivets and set 
with your tool. 

Ted Strange 

J 
....,'t'7"-

/-L:;-

Well guys I just ran out of stuff to put in this 
newsletter. I hope you all decide to send me 
something before the next one. It just ain't 
gonna be easy to jill twenty pages with nothing, 
so get to sending!! 
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For Sale 

I am dismantling a project that was highly modi
fied and have some parts for sale: 

Std landing gear 
New Maule tail wheel 
Elevator push-pull tube 
Trim & Bearing assembly 
Std seats frames & pan 
Windscreen frame 
Alum fuel tank 
Fiberglass fuel tank 
Rudder 
Fin 
Horizontal stab with alum. tips 
Brake pedals & assembly 
Std outer wing panels with glass droop tips 
Complete walking beam with control sockets 
Canopy rails 
Call for details and prices. 
Bob Jaeger 815-498-3945 

rjaeger@prairienet.com 

Sensenich metal prop for 180 HP Lycoming. 
Sensenich EM76 blade shortened to 68 inches 
with 84 inches pitch. Prop was purchased from 
Santa Monica Prop, Inc and the vibration analysis 
was completed by Specialized Testing Service in 
N. Hollywood. This is a complete assembly, 
ready to bolt on to your 0-360. The prop is 
polished and has a polished Ken Brock spinner 
and has the Ken Brock 4 inch prop extension, 
complete with prop bolts. 
This is the same prop set-up that John Thorp used 
on his T -18 and is the same set -up that Don 
Taylor used on all of his around-the-world record 
setting flights. 
Asking $1800 and I'll pay the shipping (CONUS 
only). 

Gary Green 
817-579-1995 

ggreen0litexas.net 
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For Sale 

I have both outter wing panels completed from 
the original print #547 which I would like to sell 
to anyone who might be interested you could 
take a look at them and make me an offer{ P.S. 
im not looking to get rich} 

Ed. Mason 

Ed.Mason@valley.net 

sensenich 76mm 400smoh 68/81 with 4in ext all 
bolts a good by at $1000.00 

slauffilVaol.com 
(352)867-0372 days 
(352)347-2181 eve 

I have a complete Horz Stab heavy duty landing 
gear fuel tank and several 
other T -18 parts for sale if Interested I can send 
photo's 
Make me an offer 
Thanks 

Edward Williams 
ev.~lliams lilVjam.rr.com 
(601) 502-1804 

1 belly skin with 1/8" holes (rear) 
2 side skins with 1/8" holes 
The skins were copied from John Thorps Tem
plates. 
Nearly complete set of fuselage frames cut out 
in the flat, no holes 
Rather that sell this stuff for scrap, I will give 
them to someone for the cost of shipping. 

Dean Cochran 
(303)466-3472 
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T-18 For Sale 

1985 Thorp T-18 
Lycoming 0-360 956 TTSN 
1130 TTAF 
KX-155 Navcom 
ApolloGPS 
AT-50 Mode C 
Voice Actuated Intercom 
Electric Trim 

Asking $29.000 Call for Details 

Roy Medan 
(310)327-0251 
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Landing Gear Jig 

I've got some crude jigs I made for making 
my landing gear if somebody would like to 
borrow them. I couldn't find anybody who 
carries 1 1I4"dia. 4130 in .313 anymore but 
Dillsburg, Pa. had 1 3/8"dia. that could be 
turned down on a lathe. The problem is, the 
machinist told me not to bring him any more. 

Hurant Karibian 
N407HK 
(904)874-1586 

Upcoming Thorp Events 

September 1 - 3, 200 1 ~ 10 Annual Thorp Fly-In, Porterville, CA. - A reminder about the 
P'ville California Labor Day Thorp Gathering. Again this year put on by Hal 
Stephens and a great team of people from California and held in Porterville. Mike 
and Frankie Archer's Classic Sport Aircraft, home of the Thorp parts and plans will 
provide hangar space, and will be hosts to the guests flying their beautiful Thorps or 
driving in to see them. Labor Day is the first weekend in September .... .It's the 
Tenth AnnuaL .. can you believe it... ... 9 proceeded this one and they only get 
better. ... Everyone is invited .... ya'll come! For more information contact Hal Stephens 
at (530)295-1867 or by Email at:aerohal@inforum.net 

September 15,2001 - Goderich, Ontario - Aviation Day, Hosted by Sky Harbour Aircraft and 
COPA 45. We will be providing breakfast, and are eager for members of the T-18 
Mutual Aid Society to display their aircraft. For more information contact Jerry Hall at 
(519)524-2165 

October 12 -14, 200 1 ~ Kentucky Dam Fly-In, Gilbertsville, KY. For Lodge reservations phone 
(800)325-0146 and ask for the "Paine Party". For more information contact Jim Paine 
at: (828)698-0368 or by Email at:jpaine@cytechcis.net 
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Please check your mailing label for the "PD" entry in the upper left comer above 
your name. If you don't see the "PD" entry, then you have not paid this years dues. 
Please send the dollar amount listed on the label. Any amount over 25(US) or 30 
(outside US) indicates that you have failed to send previous years dues. Please be 
kind and send your dues now. 

I THORP T-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY ----- 2001 DUES 
I Please continue your support of this valuable exchange of ideas, building tips and safety informa

tion covering Jolm Thorp's greatest design. Please make checks payable to: Roy Farris P.O. Box 
182 Noble, Illinois 62868. Make check for $25.00 US, $30.00 for outside. I don't know yet 
how the postage increase will affect out mailing costs. 

Name: 
Address: ____________________ _ 

City: _____________ State: Zip Code: 

Phone: Yes, I want the Web version of the Newsletter 
Email address: ____________ _ 
Notes: (building, flying,thinking about it,etc): _______________ _ 
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T-I ewsletter 
March 2002 

Bealilijiti Polished T-18 - N18CH - Buill by Carl Hoots 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

More About Membership Dues 
T-18 Newsletter ~ On-Line 

Members Letters 
More On Ken Brocks Accident 

Antenna Talk 
Heavy Ailerons 
Items For Sale 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAI.MER) As always, ill the past, present, (llltl future newsletters, we would like to make you 
aware that this newsletter is only presellteti Wi a clearing house for ideas find opinions, or persollal experiences and that 
anyone using these ideas, OphliollS, or t!..'Cperiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. There/ore, no responsibility or 
liability is expressed or implied anti is Wit/lOut recourse against anyone. 
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Editors Notes 
By Roy Farris 

Well gang, here it is March of the year 2002. I 
am going to have to apologize for being a little 
late in getting this issue out. I have had a terrible 
time collecting enough information to assemble 
this particular newsletter. For some reason I 
cannot seem to get you good folks to send me any 
information. Heck I have only received a couple 
of good pictures lately that I can use on the cover. 
You guys and gals are really making this job 
difficult, but as always I will do what I can. 

I have received a lot of phone calls and emails 
lately about our wonderful little airplane. It seems 
that more people are taking notice of the Thorp. I 
am not sure why, but there has been a couple of 
magazine articles in the recent past that may have 
stimulated the interest. I wrote a very nice and 
informational article for Kitplanes Magazine and 
sent it to them. Unfortunately, they did not con
sider it worth printing in their magazine. To bad, it 
was a nice write-up about the T/S-18. I guess it's 
really no big deal ... we know that we have the 
best airplane, don't we !! 

-0-

Membership Dues 

This is a repeated and never ending subject. I 
want to thank all of you who have sent your dues 
and those of you that constantly keep your mem
bership up to date. I really appreciate your atten
tion to the matter. Our membership fell by about 
fifty members at the beginning of this year. I have 
pleaded and begged and gave everyone the benefit 
of the doubt ... but it has to end somewhere. So I 
have had to cancel 

cont. 
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Membership Dues,cont. 

several memberships. This is sad and also a 
hardship to me. I have, in good faith continued 
to send out the newsletters, expecting that I 
would receive the required membership dues. So 
now the financial loss and burden falls on me. I 
wonder if these people ever think of it in those 
temlS. If someone doesn't wish to receive the 
newsletter, a simple written note or an email to 
me is all that is required. I have even went as far 
as sending invoices in an attempt to collect, but 
most of them go unanswered. 

I will get off my soapbox now and get on 
with the rest of this newsletter. But if you have 
not paid your membership dues for 2002, I 
would appreciate it if you would get it in the 
maiL For those of you who still don't know the 
system, look on the mailing label on the back of 
this newsletter. If your membership is paid up 
you will see a "PD" just above your name. 
However, if instead you see $25 ($30 for out
side the US) then you still owe for this year. If 
you see any amount greater that $25 ($30 for 
outside the US) then you owe for more that one 
year. You owe the amount that is printed. So 
take a moment and look at the laheL If you owe 
some dues please get that checkbook out and 
write that check. 

I 
-0-

T -18 Newsletter On-Line 

For those of you still unaware of the on-line 
version of this newsletter, I thought I would 
take a minute and give you a little information 
on it. I think that most of you are aware of the 
T-18 Website. If you have never visited it, go to 
www.tI8.net and take a look. I began making 
the newsletter available through the website 
starting with issue #115. Because of space 
limitations on the website I am only able to post 
the latest issue, but I do have all 
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of the on-line versions available. If you would 
like a back issue just let me know and I can email 
it to you. 

If your membership is current then you are 
eligible for the on-line version. There is no 
additional cost. You do however need a pass
word to access it on the website. There is a 
newsletter information page on the website. 
From that page you click on the "Subscribe" 
button, there is a form for you to. fill out. Once 
you have completed the form, click the "Submit" 
button. That's all there is to it. I will have you set 
up within a day so you too can access the on-line 
newsletter. If you haven't seen what the on-line 
version looks like, there is a sample on the 
newsletter information page. Simply click it and 
you can view the sample. Give it a try, you might 
like it. 

Members Letters 

I wanted to give you an update on my air
craft. I have now been flying it for a full 
year ... and have 108 hours on it now. It has a fuel 
injected 160 hp Lyc 10-320 with a Warnke 
"almost constant speed" prop. It is 72 in dia. by 
74 in pitch. I bought it originally for an 0-360 and 
then had to settle for the 0-320. As a result I can 
only tum about 2100 on climb. However, I can 
cruise climb at 145 mph at 500 fpm. At 7,500 
feet I can only get about 2350-2400 out of the 
engine, but I average about 190 mph at 7,500 
feet. I am considering changing to an aluminum 
prop and would be happy to sell the Warnke to 
someone who has an 0-360. It is important to 
point out that I have a custom wing with the Lyle 
Trusty airfoil. It is optimized for 190 mile cruise. 
Lyle has an 0-360 and cruises a little over 200. 
And it is a wet wing, leading "D" cell of center 
section 
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and the plane carries a total of 47 gals. The total 
wing profile is different. The only part that is the 
same between the original "standard" wing, is the 
inner and outer spars. The rear spar is different as 
are the ailerons and flaps. The wing sits close to 
o degrees incidence. Well, as zero as I could get 
it. Handling wise, can only relate to my experi
ences with it. It is extremely stable. Gives a good 
stall indication and drops straight ahead. Tony 
Ginn was my test pilot and he said it just handled 
outstanding. I wanted to soften up the stall and 
carry extra fuel and I wanted to make all the 
templates, form blocks etc. to build the wing, so 
it was a fun exercise. 

I have only made one trip so far where I 
needed to use the wing fuel, and that was from 
Tucson to Paso Robles in the afternoon and early 
evening. After landing I measured my remaining 
fuel and had almost enough for another 2 hours 
to tanks dry. It is 612 miles from Tucson to Paso 
Robles. So it would seem that my no wind range 
with full tanks would be about 800 miles with 
reserves. While I do not have a fuel flow meter, I 
did a flight test where I ran each wing dry with 
exactly 9 gals. per wing and my usage worked 
out to 7.2 gph. I then drained the wings to see 
what my unusable was and it was less than a pint 
per wing. I have the Lyle Trusty roll trim tab in 
my left aileron. That is really an excellent addi
tion to the plane and makes it extremely easy to 
balance out lateral trim. With two equally 
weighted people in the plane, the little tab (which 
is within the left aileron) is in trail position .. so I 
deduce that the wing is pretty well true. While 
John's original left flap down for trim is certainly 
workable, it does add more drag than the little 
anti -servo tap within the aileron, and drag .. well is 
a drag. I have an Andair Fuel Selector valve .. ( see 
Chief Catalogue) and I recommend this as an 
excellent fuel valve. It is on the center 
tunnel..easily reached by your right hand .. .I 
debated the whole idea of moving rudder cables 
outboard and eliminating center tunnel, but in my 
case I decided that I needed the tunnel on which 
to mount my Fuel selector 
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valve. I have an Earls stainless flex line from tank 
to valve .. and then a feed line from valve to 
firewall and thru to boost pump and then to 
Andair Gasalator .. which has the benefit of a very 

screen in it...which is easily serviceable. The 
feed is then from Center Tank, Right wing or 
Left wing .. with down as OFF. I do not have any 
fuel senders in the wings. John use to say that if 
you can leave something out of a system, then it 
can never fail! So I decided that I would manage 
the fuel in the wings by time. I was going to fly 
left wing 15 min, then right 15 min, etc ... but Lyle 
said to try it left only till dry and then right only 
and see if the trim would handle the lateral 
loading imbalance. And that proved to be the 
case on the test night and the subsequent flight 
from Tucson. 

Problems encountered in the testing period. 

1. Landing. I had a devil of a time at first. Every 
landing seemed an excursion. Guess what? If the 
tail wheel is not straight up and down but canted 
off say 8 degrees .. you will be amazed what 
correcting it to a more vertical position will have 
on the handling. Now, I have not idea how come 
my tail wheel was like that. The Spring itself 
appeared not to be to blame. I think the Maule 
casting was just machined wrong. I corrected it 
with a shim and it then worked fine. 

2. Fuel Injection system .. .! added a factory 
certified but overhauled Bendix unit off a 90 
degree elbow facing rearwards. I built a filter box 
and induction system using parts mainly fonn an 
auto junk yard. I mean, if the car had fuel injec
tion on it, why wouldn't the induction unit work 
on a mechanical fuel injection unit for an airplane 
motor. Right? Wrong! The mechanical injection 
system relies on air flow over little tubes to 
activate the low RPM circuit. Not enough airflow 
and the engine idles like it has a real hot cam .. you 
know it lopes along .. going up and down in RPM. 
At first, I thought this up and down idle variation 
was being caused by 
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a bad magneto. So, got a new Slick Mag. No. 
Problem is still there. Ok .. dirt in injectors ... better 
clean them. No change. OK ... something really 
wrong with Fuel Injection servo. Pull it off. Start 
chc:cklmgpart numbers ... (don't take it on faith 
that a particular part is for a specific task with 
out verifying it yourself!). Found out servo is 
NOT for an 0-320. Send it to overhaul shop 
Number 1. They want $1,500 to fix it! Get it 
back. Talk to guy I bought it from. Talk to 
guy he sourced it from. Talk to overhaul shop in 
Texas. They agree to look at iLand bid. Seems 
fare. Send it to Texas. "Only" $750 to have it 
rebuilt and flowed for 0-320. Guy I bought it 
from pays halLso it wasn't the end of the world 
and I learned an important lesson. 

OK .. put it back on the plane .. and the change 
is dramatic ... engine starts .. and runs so much 
better. However, at idle it still will not hold a 
constant rpm. Now, at this point, I was wonder
ing, is there a vacuwn leak? no. Is there a stick
ing valve .. .is there a flat spot on tbe cam. Is the 
valve timing off...? What is going on. Oh, by the 
way, the engine is a fresh overhaul by a guy I 
know who was an FBO and has rebuilt Lye's for 
years. So, I decided to start by removing the filter 
in the induction system. AND this is where CFM 
became an important thing to know about. Seems 
the filter I had only flowed about 180 CFM but 
the L YC at full power needed more and at idle 
due to the impact tubes not getting enough air to 
activate the low idle circuit, it just didn't run for 
beans. I may not exactly have explained it ac
cording to the book..BUT, removing that filter 
made it run like a totally different engine! I took 
off my fancy induction system which fed air off 
the right rear baffle and sub' d a high performance 
filter mounted direct to the 90 degree elbow on 
the back ofthe servo. It's CFM is a little over 
400. I have not yet constructed a plenwn cham
ber and induction system for it, so it is picking up 
its air behind the accessory case. My manifold 
pressure is 29.5 however, so it isn't suffering too 
much back there. However, I will build up a 
fiberglass induction 
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system to feed it fresh air with some ram 
potentiaL 

Mods that I have made recently: 

1. Lyle Trusty tail spring with heavy duty tail 
wheeL I just added that in Jan '02 and the plane 
is much easier to handle on the ground and is a 
little easier to land. And according to my hangar 
mate, Chuck Borden, it looks better too! So. I 
have a standard leaf spring and Maul tail wheel 
for sale. It does have a shim in it where it mounts 
to the spring. 150 $. 

2. Electric Flaps. I am in the process of adding 
electric flaps. I have purchased a flap motor and 
jack screw assembly ii'om Van's. It is used in the 
RV6 and 8. PN is ES 85615-157. I have designed 
a mounting bracket and bell crank that tit under 
the baggage compartment Hoar which will NOT 
requite any micro switches to limit traveL I am 
adding this to the plane to get rid of the flap lever 
AND gain some additional space on which I 
could add a pedestal for my IP AC computer, 
rLuming the anywhere map software. I also like 
the idea of being able to select 10 degrees of Hap 
for take off. Originally I was against the idea of 
electric Haps for weight and complexity reasons. 
bnt if my installation works out as planed it will 
be very simple .. and the motor and jack screw 
from Van's is very light. 

Thomas Hunter ~ N18XT 
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Today the sun was out in Oregon, the wind 
was calm so the call of that little airplane was on 
my mind most of the day. Even though I still had 
presents to wrap and a few last Christmas things 
to do I soon found myself on the way to the 
airport. In the hanger the little plane sat, cold, 
dusty and in need of some TLC. I looked her 
over good and besides the tires being a little low 
she seemed fine and ready (I hoped) to start. 
There was no mistaking by the slow wrrrr -
wrrrr of the propeller that the battery was indeed 
a little low after sitting for two months without 
any attention. Anyway the 0-360 finally fired 
and off to the pump I taxied. After fueling we 
taxied down the long axis of the airport to set up 
for a runway 4 takeoff: breaks, oil pressure, 
temps, mags, carb heat, and propeller govemor 
all checked out fine and off we go. Its been 
awhile since I have flown my little speedster and 
after flying the slow old helicopters for two 
months strait its always a good Idea to do at least 
one pattem and familiarize myself to this 
aircraft's speed again and especially the landings, 
I chirped one down flawlessly and felt good 
about myself again. This time we powered up and 
set in 25/25 climb power giving me 140 mph and 
1800 fpm climh. I leveled off around 4500 
heading somewhere towards Mt. Hood. I listened 
to the traftic coming and going from the Aurora 
airport and kept on heading towards the moun
tain. It was at this time that I realized how 
beautifully clear it was this day. I could see all the 
peaks of the mountain range for 3-400 miles 
north and south. From the Sisters to Rainier 
all ,nn,W11 CIC,"llj 

Cal.Hlllt; for the 
It was somewhere in this area that I reetli2:ed 

was not the only clear 
skies. I had seVeral stmis that made 
jump as other suddenly appeared near 
me. None were really ever a danger to me but 
made me take notice just the same. One that 
really got attention was a beautiful Lancair 
"something." Now 1m pretty proud of my 
little T-18 
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and with the big 360 its quite fast, but I have to 
admit while just enjoying the view at 170 mph 
that sneaky little sleek Lancair snuck up behind 
me and blasted past me like I was standing still. 
After the pass and a hard climbing turn he disap
peared back into the blue II'om which he had 
come. I never heard a word from him and I 
suspect he just wanted to show 
olI (Guess I cant really blame him) I flew on 
toward the mountain some and the snow line, the 
Forest's looks so nice in their blanket of snow 
this time of year. I made a large swing down 
around the Salem area and then back on toward 
McMinnville. The smooth clear glassy air pUi had 
me in the mood to show off a little bit at the 
airpOl1, hell maybe someone might even see'l On 
extended final for runway 4. I pushed it over and 
bumped the power up a linie, at 10 feet I leveled 
otT and zipped the along the runway near the 
tarmac area at 205 MPH, it made me smile just a 
little. 

On a day like this it was over all to soon as 
these days in the Oregon winter are few and f~u' 
between. Nevertheless I did have these enjoyable 
moments in our little Thorp and I thought just 
maybe you might enjoy the story. 

James W. 
McMinnville Oregon 

Some Thoughts 

1 have 6 years on my Thorp now, and have 
found a few things 1 changed for the hetter. 
I had an all-stainless-steel cross over exhaust 
system, which was not made correctly. It was 
like most you see, with two long primary and two 
Sh011 primary. The exhaust temp was never 
better than 200 degrces and I had two wet 
cylinders and two clean ones. I changed to two 
equal primaries per side (short); similar to the 
pipes 
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Aircraft Spruce has for Pitts. All cylinders 
clcaned up and at 2,575 RPM I can get all ex
llaust temp within 20 degrees. I have an 0-290 G 
low compression MA4 carh. ,1 7/16" vent - .100 
main jet 68-68 Sensenich prop. At Rosamond 
AirpOli, at 2.415 ft. elevation. it will turn 2,200 
RPM static. When I first got my prop from Santa 
Monica Propellers, the tips were cut square and 
the vibration mode camc in at 2,625 RPM. I had 
them change the tip to the round type and retest. 
Now the vibration mode is 2,810 RPM, and the 
plane is faster. On a cool day it will turn 2,750 at 
5,000 ft. and indicate 175. The best I have ever 
seen is 197 ground speed at 10,000 ft. Not bad 
for a low compression generator motor. I 
degreed the cam and at top dead center on 
overlap, both valves were open only .030. A 
Model-T Ford has a better cam than that. I will 
work on that later. I have been running auto gas 
(Union 91 Oct.) most of the time. When I first 
started my test f1ights, I found the motor would 
die at 10,000', drop to 9,800', and then it would 
start up okay. I found I had too much ram air. I 
cut the carb. air box opening to 2" x 3 3/4" and 
installed a second tank vent one 114" and one 
3/16". Both turned into air stream. That fixed 
the problem and picked up speed. With my 
engine, the auto and A V gas run the same. A V 
gas may get a little better mileage, but on miles 
per dollar, auto gas wins. Also, my spark plugs 
stay clean and so does my oiL 

Oil Cooler-l have 50 years + experience with 
racecars and motorcycles and 35 years with 
aircraft engines. Talking about race motors: If 
you pump much over 100 psi, it will heat the oil 
and in some cases cut a chmmel in the Babbit 
bearings. We have found that if you try to f10w 
(00 much oil through a cooler, it will also heat 
the oiL The smlle is true with a water radiator. It 
won't heat it but it will not cool as good. All 
these figures are written in stone somewhere. 
(Earls and SAE). On my 0290, I put a manifold 
block in place of the filter screen with 2 ports. I 
run an A-6line to a firewall mounted filter, 
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which is a Pram HPI filter,( 1 may get disagree
ment for this), out of the filter to a manifold 
block that has a bypass port of 11132, one port to 
cooler and a return port that joins the bypass 
back to the in port at back of motor. (1 checked 
oil pressure at 4 places: Filter inlet, Idles at 
IIOpsi, cold, and at 110 degrees 100 psi. When 
flying, it stays at 100 psi, After a flight here, 
which is desert, and hot in the summer, taxiing in, 
it will have approximately 60psi. I moved the 
gage to back oil port on right hand side and the 
oil pressure would idle at 40 psi hot and fly at 80 
psi when oil temp gets to 200 degrees, which is 
common for here, or pressure will go to 90 psi. I 
talked to two Lycoming experts and they see 100 
psi or more in the test cell. They have a special 
filter with an inlet port. They tell me that this is 
normal. The customer never sees that side ofthe 
filter. I tried a two quart truck filter and got the 
same numbers. I checked with some filter people 
and they all have 30 psi bypass valves. I am 
bypassing oil all the time except maybe when 
taxiing in after a hot day flight. Some of the 
troops that are running too hot in cold climate 
may need to put a bypass line around the cooler, 
or ifthey have a thermal valve, they could try a 
weaker spring in the bypass valve. It might be 
worth a try. I don't think that most coolers I see 
could handle the oil that a Lycoming can pump. 
John Thorps system for the 0290 would probably 
be the best. No high pressure lines. 

Rudder Wheels-When I built my plane, I 
bought a used Lang unit. I cleaned it up and put 
it on the plane. The first year or two, every so 
often I would take a wild ride. I thought it was 
me, so I overhauled it. Mag inspection found 
cracks in the crossbar, the cam worn out, and the 
aluminum top worn out. I installed a new cam 
and crossbar and bored out the aluminum top to 
install a stainless steel cup to hold a longer lock 
pin and stronger spring. It's a cream puff now 
(almost). When I push on the wing tip, the 
rudder tire will skid before unlocking. Good 
test! I think they should all be that tight. 
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When taxiing the plane to park, I can still pivot 
on one wheel. 

Larry Cresse - N4075K 
E-mail: roselync@earthIink.net 

Cross Country on Mogas 

Last winter I took a job overseas (the Mid
east) and, being home alone, my wife made 
arrangements to visit with our kids in the Balti
more area. The job in the Mideast didn't work 
out and, five weeks (mid-May) after leaving Los 
Angeles, I was home again. Being home, I 
decided that I would accompany my wife to 
Baltimore, but then I saw my TI8 sitting in the 
hangar. I just felt that I couldn't just let it sit in 
storage. So, I decided to fly it East and tie it in 
with Oshkosh's AirVenture on my way home. 
Along with my decision to fly came a slump in 
airline traffic and airline price cuts. Now I was 
feeling guilty. The gas for the TI8 was going to 
cost me more than an airline ticket. I made a 
decision to mitigate this - mogas was to be my 
answer. Over the past 10 years, I've had good 
results with mogas. My Thorp has a 150 hp 0-
320-A2D (low-compression, 80 octane design), 
and there is no fuel pump in the system. Gravity 
does all the work.! used the Airnav web page 
(www.airnav.com) to check on airports where 
mogas could be found. My initial concept was to 
the Baltimore area with an overnight with friends 
in Durango. The friends were out of town, so I 
then started to look at Albuquerque as a route 
and a stop at Belen Airport. One thing led to 
another and I ended up with a stop for 100LL in 
AZ. (The only option being via Cal Black Memo
rial Airport at Halls Crossing on Lake Powell.) 
With a stop in Holbrook, AZ (lOOLL at $2.05), I 
ended up with my first overnight in the OK 
panhandle town of Boise City, OK. It isn't much 
of a place, and the airport's hangars look like 
they are I eft 
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over from the Dust Bowl days, but it is the center 
of an area with wheat, cattle, and natmal gas. 
[Having said that, there is nothing there, and, as a 
boy from the city, it is a place in which I sure 
wouldn't want to live.l I was able to continue east 
with mogas pmchases in EI Dorado Springs, MO 
and Muncie, IN (l overnighted with my EC-121 
navigator - we flew them in 1960-62 - in India
napolis). On my way to Baltimore, I got mogas in 
Punxatawny, PA (remember the ground hog?). 
With an overnight at State College, P A, with high 
school friends, I was on to the Baltimore area. I 
had trouble finding it, but finally located and 
landed on the 2300' runway at Submban Airport 
in Lamel, MD. I then moved it to the former Fort 
Meade AAF (now Tipton Field, Odenton, MD.) 
where I filled it by the 5-gal can from the local gas 
station. [I moved it from Submban Airport so 
that I could take a friend flying; the friend is BIG, 
and was cramped in the T18. I did this kind of 
thing from Submban once before and used up 
2000' of runway while I sweated obstacles on 
climbout.]It took a little work, but I was able to 
find mogas on my way west. Visiting in Philadel
phia (PNE), I ended up with hauling gas from the 
local gas station; on the way to OSH, however, I 
was, once again, able to get mogas at the pnmp in 
Punxatawny. I overnighted in Indiana to visit 
relatives and avoid incoming weather. I stopped 
at a grass strip in Butler, IN and found that I made 
a mistake of not calling the owner. Unless you 
call ahead, the pumps are locked and no one is 
there. Out of pure luck, another pilot pulled up 
and sold me 10 gal of mogas that he had in his 
trunk. It worked fine. A final stop before 
AirVenture was a landing that I made at Guntly 
Memorial Airport (62C). Southwest of Milwau
kee, the airport has 2400' of rough grass for a 
runway. Mogas in the state was not inexpensive, 
but the purchase was still less than getting it on 
the field at OSH. Still, this was not a T18 friendly 
airport. Between the rough field here and the 
cross-country taxi to the "South 40" at OSH, I 
ended up with a broken bracket 
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on one of my wheel pants. And, when it came 
to departure, the undulating grass runway 
seemed to slow my takeoff. I used almost all 
the grass - bounding into the air off of an 
upslope something like a skijump ramp. 
Homeward from OSH, I planned a stop for fuel 
at Audubon, IA. Unfortunately, upon arrival, I 
found the airport absent of anyone from which 
to get fueL Several phone calls established that 
their mgr was in the hospital and no one could 
help me. Forty mile further west, I landed again 
- this time at Harlan, lAo l'd stopped in Harlan 
three years earlier. They are a good facility to 
use and I would recommend them for a fuel 
stop. Shortly after noon, I was off to Alliance, 
NE. At Alliance, I was able to fill up and 
replace a lost wheel pant bolt at the same time 
that our Richard Ecklund landed. Richard 
stayed overnight in Alliance while I wanted to 
try one more stop before doing an overnight 
My target was Bountiful Airport, right next to 
Salt Lake City International Airport Weather 
for the flight was no problem, but it was a long 
haul. I plan 4 homs endurance and my planning 
came up with 3.3 hours for this leg. The flight 
was at 1 Q.5K, but didn't make my 140 kts T AS. 
Density altitude was one thing, turbulence was 
another, but another possibility was that I had 
leaned the mixture a bit too much. I was 3.6 
hours takeoff to shutdown, and still had 6 gals 
remaining. Along the way, Flight Watch was 
reporting CB' s in the Four Comers area, making 
me feel good about not going that direction. I 
got home the next afternoon. I had to buy 
100LL at a stop in Boulder City and back in Los 
Angeles, the only mogas source is from the local 
gas station. By the way, should ever be passing 
by the Salt Lake City area, Bountiful, UT has 
the Skypark Airport. It deserves your support. 
This airport came close to being another housing 
development/shopping center, but was saved by 
investmeuts from local pilots. It is just a few 
miles north of the SLC international airport
the Class B airspace has a notch to let you in. 

Jack Kenton 
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Ken Brock's Accident 
By: Lyle Trusty 

Tony Ginn told me that one of Ken's old 
friends went to see the wreckage with Ken's Son, 
after the funeral, and found that the tailwheel 
installation was a Maul, (1 assume this was a 
model SFSA tailwheel assembly) and confirmed 
that it had broken off halfway up the fork (#26) 
between the axle (#27) and the spring bracket 
(#7). That's what's commonly used on the T-18, 
along with a flat 2 leaf spring.(Refer to the parts 
breakdown of the Maul tailwheel on page 218 of 
the Spruce Specialty 2000 - 2001 Catalog) I've 
never heard of a failure like this on a Maul, but 
haven't researched it either. They say the same 
type of fork construction is used with the larger 8" 
pnuematic wheel installation used on Maul, 
Cessna, etc., taildraggers, but I note they mention 
that "all working parts are heat treated", when 
describing the larger wheel installation parts. Also 
mentioned in the fine print in the parts list is a 
statement to the effect that "Old Style (pre 1976) 
has 3/4" Fork Shaft & New Style (Post 1976) has 
7/8" Fork Shaft". (This would not seem to me to 
be a factor in the accident.) 

Another thought occurred to me; Ken's neck 
was broken when the aircraft overturned, and 
Marie only had a bad bump on her head. 1 don'! 
know how tight the seat belts and shoulder har
nesses were but that could be a factor in this 
fatality. I have resolved to cinch up tighter be
cause I'm six foot two, a large guy, and I've hit 
the canopy pretty hard a couple of times in turbu
lence. 

I expect that the NTSB will have a metallurgi
cal analysis done on the failed part to determine 
the failure mode. They can establish ifthere was a 
pre-existing crack, what the heat treatment value 
was, if it failed due to fatigue.or if it was stressed 
to ultimate load, or due to other causes. If I can 
obtain this information I will forward it to you, 
however, it is not usually available until several 
months after the accident. 

Newsletter No.l19 

Some Thoughts On The Tailwheel 
By: Lyle trusty 

I meant to get back to you sooner with 
information on the tailwheel failure experienced 
by Ken Brock, but things have been a bit hectic 
for us during the past couple of months. All 
thediscussion about landings, and then this, 
makes me think it's about time to speak out. 
With the greatest respect to all who have offered 
their opinions, I hope my own experience with 
the T -18 will help to clear up any misconcep
tions, and not add to them. 

Connector springs should be "compression" 
types (as opposed to "tension") so as to be "fail 
safe". When a "tension" spring breaks, or as 
more usually happens, becomes disconnected, 
you lose tail wheel steering control and the usual 
result is you end up in a ground loop. It almost 
happened to me, but fortunately I was landing at 
Mojave on a super wide runway and managed to 
salvage the landing with large rudder inputs, and 
heavy braking. I installed compression springs, 
with positive attachments after that incident and 
keep a little tension on them for positive 
tailwheel steering action, yet have full swiveling 
for good manuevering capability, or to get it 
back into the hanger. Maul claims that having a 
lighter spring on the left side than you have on 
the right side will upset the natural frequency of 
the tailwheel and prevent tailwheel shimmy. 
They sell an "Anti-Shimmy Connector Spring 
Set, part number 06-15600 shown on page 219 
of their 2000 - 200 I catalog. I gave up on Maul 
tail wheels a long time ago because the tail wheel 
bearings are simply mounted in the solid rubber 
tire and you never know when you're going to 
roll it right off the axle. A bit too much grease in 
the zerk fitting is a bad thing. Any sign of the 
outer race of the wheel bearings rotating within 
the tire are grounds for removal and replacement 
of the tire asap. It's been my experience with 
Scott tailwheels that IfI get a tail wheel shimmy 
it's time for a new steering arm assembly, item 
4, part number 1709 on the scott model 2000 
tailwheel illustrated parts list on page 217. 

cont. pg 10 
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Some Thoughts On The Tailwheel,cont. 

If that doesn't fix it you also need a new fork. It's 
amazing how much easier it is to land a T-18 if 
you have a good tight tailwheel steering installa
tion, and wheels that point straight ahead on the 
main landing gear. Zero toe-inltoe-out is best. 
One quarter of a degree toe-out, although it 
increases directional stability somewhat, drags a 
tire approximately 264 feet sideways each mile of 
travel, That's about one landing and a taxi back. 
(Simply put, it's a skid mark 264 feet long) Figure 
it out - one quarter of a degree is one quarter of 
an inch in five feet. 5,280 feet divided by five = 

1,056, and that times .25" = 264'. On the other 
hand, a quarter of a degree oftoe-in results in a 
remarkable degradation in directional stability 
during landing. The reason is that the weight 
transfer to the outside wheel during a turn, or 
swerve, puts all of the toe- in effect into decreas
ing the turn radius. The inherent ground looping 
tendancy of a taildragger is therefore increased by 
toe in. 

The landing gear deflects 3/4" per G and is 
stiff enough to be considered fixed, aside from 
transients due to bounces, braking, etc. It will take 
a tremendous load and immediately return to it's 
original position, as many of us can attest to. If 
you have good rubber pads under the fuselage 
landing gear mounts, good straight up and down 
and straight forward main gear alignment, and 
brakes that can hold you during runup you have a 
winning combination for good landings. At very 
light weights you can do reasonable power off 
landings with full flaps, but as soon as you start 
loading it up with people, luggage and gas the 
wing loading goes up, the stall speed goes up, and 
the landing characteristics change significantly. 
Slow down on short final to get into your landing 
attitude, then carry enough power to kill your 
descent rate as you get into ground effect then fly 
it on in a three point attitude. My original Cleve
land 500 x 5 brakes, after about 200 hours, would 
not hold the airplane during runup. I had a ISO 
HP engine with a constant speed prop, and it was 
more than the brakes could hold. 

cont. 
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Some Thoughts On The Tailwheel,cont 

I cured the problem by putting on new chrome 
brake discs. They worked great for awhile but 
were worn out again in about two hundred 
hours. I continued fighting braking problems for 
several hundred hours. After putting on a 180 
HP engine, which aggravated the situation even 
more, I installed a set of Long Eze 500 X 5 
heavy duty brakes (ordered from San Val). That 
was the end of my brake problems, however, 
they are powerful enough to bring the tail up 
during hard braking on roll out, or runup. You 
get used to that quickly and enjoy their safety 
factor. The pucks last forever, it seems, yet the 
only difference you can see is thicker brake 
discs. 

Smart Coupler Fix 

For those of you who are using the Smart 
Coupler with the N avaid autopilot, there is now 
a cure for the tendency of the autopilot to make 
a tum when transmitting caused by RF interfer
ence. I spoke to Jim Ham of Porcine Assocates 
today and he has developed a fix for the problem 
with the N avaid autopilot. He will replace the 
insides of the Smart Coupler with an upgraded 
unit for $85.00. He can be reached at 800 326 
6272. 

William Beswick 

On The Lighter Side 

Keep thy airspeed up, less the earth come 
from below and smit thee. - William Kershner 

When a prang seems inevitable, endeavour 
to strike the softest, cheapest object in the 
vicinity, as slowly and gently as possible. 

- advice given to RAF pilots during W.W.II. 
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I have produced a new set of T -18 hats and 
have them for sale. The hats go for $15 each plus 
a shipping fee. They are good quality hats 
in a stone color with the logo's in green, blue and 
burgundy. Please feel free to contact us anytime as 
we are looking into a full back logo on jackets and 
maybe T-shirts too. 

James and Sberry Wolhaupter 
McMinnville, Oregon 
Rotortimelaiaol.com 

J 
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A Story From Don Taylor 

Some years ago, about the time of my record 
setting flights, I went to a big airshow and fly-in at 
the USMC base at EI Toro, California. EAA 
Chapter 92 had a booth set up and I was to 
display my T -18 Victoria their. On my final 
approach to the parallel runways, the tower 
changed my runway from the right one to the left 
one. No Sweat!! a quick side step, and a nice 
landing (for a change). I was firmly planted on the 
runway and at about forty to forty five m.p.h. I 
looked up and realized that the net barrier was up. 
It was to late to execute a go-around and still to 
fast for hard braking. Luckily, my main gear went 
over the cable, but the tail wheel hooked it. I 
stopped in about forty feet. The first T -18 carrier 
type landing and probably one of the shortest 
Thorp landings on record. Unfortunately, the tail 
end of the airplane was tom out. 

I remember calling the tower everything I 
could think of, and none of it complementary. I 
heard no response! Ken Knowles and I rebuilt 
the tail on my T -18 in three days. A good man 
that Ken Knowles. 

Taylor ~ N455DT 
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Check Those Sticks 

I wanted to share an accident that is circulat
ing amongst the Harmon Rocket guys, that 
applies to the Thorp community. Apparently, a 
Harmon Rocket was crashed after the control 
stick disconnected from it's socket. The 
fiberlock nut had backed off, and the bolt finally 
worked its way free. The pilot survived. Make 
sure you are checking this assembly on your 
Thorps during your annual/conditional inspec
tions. I have heard of bolts working free, and 
even the stick cracking at the socket, and break
ing. Fortunately, we can reach across the cock
pit, ifneed be. Just to be extra safe, I'm going to 
install a castlated nut with cotter pin on my 
control sticks. 

Jimmy Cash 

Heavy Ailerons 

The ailerons on my ship were so heavy that I 
seriously worried about the aluminum stick 
breaking off, I made a longer stick to get more 
leverage and I inserted a steel sleeve in the base. 
Still worrying about excessive control linkage 
pressures I made a set of aileron spades for the 
ship. They really lighten the stick forces and 
seem to enhance the roll rate in a good way. I 
started with 7"x7" spades then increased the size 
to 8"X 81/2". I've tested up to redline 21 OMPH 
with great results. I like to do limited aerobatics 
(0 to +4g) and the spades really made a tiger out 
ofthe plane. One downside is a little less ground 
clearance under the wings. The ailerons are still 
heavier than an RV, but more effective at low 
speeds than an R V. I think it makes sense to 
have the spade doing part of the work directly 
from the outboard end of the aileron and the 
linkage doing the rest at the other end. 
Any comments will be appreciated. 
Roger ~ N33TB cont. pg 12 
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Heavy Ailerons.cont. 

I've heard others comment about the T -18 
ailerons becoming heavier as speed increases, and 
modifications (such as a "folded" trailing edge) 
improving this for them. Personally, I think that 
mine are just right for me ... maybe they are differ
ent than some of the others, I don't know. They 
certainly do stiffen at higher speeds, but I like 
that... I feel that the "feedback" helps me to avoid 
overstressing the structure. Mine are built exactly 
to the plans and feel light enough for me (have 
you ever flown a Skybolt? Talk about heavy -
especially the elevator!). I think that the roll rate is 
more than adequate too ... incidently, it is greater 
than an RV -6, although, granted, the forces are 
not as light. The "spade" thing worries me a little. 
They certainly should not be necessary! If the 
force is so great that you were worried about 
breaking the stick, something else may be going 
on ... deformation causing binding, or excessive 
friction, or something else? I hope you're not 
expecting the T -18 to be something it is not. Have 
you ever flown anyone else's Thorp? It is a 
wonderful, responsive design and a true joy to fly, 
but it really shouldn't be compared to aero-ships, 
designed for that purpose. 

Respectfully, 
John Evens N7lJE 

I agree with you, John, the forces should not 
be that great. I'd check everything you mentioned, 
and make sure the hinges and pivot points are 
lubed properly. Also, does this Thorp have only 
one hinge that runs the length of the aileron? I 
have heard of some who have deviated from the 
plans by adding a full length hinge (as a gap 
seal), only to find out the controls were heavy. 
The problem is that the wing flexes, which is OK 
with the two hinges called for in the plans. But, 
when a full length hinge tries to flex with the wing 
it has a tendancy to bind. At least, that is what 
I've been told. 

Jimmy Cash 
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Heavv Ailerons,cont. 

Something is wrong with your airplane if 
you need spades or a longer stick to control the 
ailerons at redline. My airplane and my friend's 
S-JS are fully controllable with two fingers up 
to redline (and beyond). Oet out the incidence 
board and check the rigging. I get 25 degrees up 
and 10 down at the stops. The differential is 
important. I must tell you that I tore the skin on 
my original ailerons in a high deflection maneu
ver at high speeds. These had the .016 skins as 
called out in the plans, My present set (.020) 
have a folded trailing edge and are a bit pillow 
shaped just due to the curve in the aluminum 
stock. As for high speed aerobatics, are you 
familiar with the term "rolling 0 limits"? If you 
are not, I suggest you, or anyone else out there 
doing aerobatics in high performance aircraft, 
have a frank discussion on the subject with a jet 
fighter pilot. This is important! 

Bob Highley 
N711SH, Ser. # 835 

I will second the warning about "rolling 0 
limits" We had a T-IS wing with wrinkles in 
both directions in the skins and major distortions 
in the spar webs. The pilot was really lucky to 
come back alive. If you have any further ques
tions about "rolling 0 limits" contact Paul Kirik 
at KirikPau[J(al,JDCORP.deere.com Paul has 
moderated the T -18 forums at Oshkosh 
and is well versed in T-18s as he has built about 
three. 

CyOalley 
Editor, EAA Safety Programs 
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F aiding Wing Plav 

For the T-JSC folks. 
I was concerned about the amount of play I 

was seeing at the wing tip, both vertical and 
horizontaL During my annual condition inspection 
my mechanic and I have replaced quick release 
pins at the main and aft spars with bolts. 
This replacement has made the wings Very secure 
and solid to the airframe. The wings are still easily 
removable, just not as quick as before, a good 
and welcome trade in my book. If anyone is 
having problems / concerns similar to mine I 
would be happy to detail exactly how we made 
the changes. 

James W. - N2NE 

I, too replaced the pins with bolts for the same 
reason. I feel far more secure now with the bolts 
and zero play! 

Carl-N647C 

I just unfolded my T ISC's wing and I must 
admit that it was difficult. I think that my rear spar 
attachment area has gotten bent. I also ran into 
problems with the wing skin getting bent and 
caught as I tried to put things together. What I 
don't have, however, is any playllooseness in the 
fittings or at the wingtip. To get everything snug, 
you need to have your mounting pins snug. I 
would think that the ones that a builder makes 
initially (unless worn for some reason) would 
provide a better fit than using bolts. All that the 
bolt does is make it more difficult to remove the 
wing. I don't see where it makes any great impact 
on how much wing play you have - a nut/bolt 
isn't going to be able to hold a wing if the pins 
bolts are nottight in the mounting holes. 

Jack Kenton - N92lJK 
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Folding Wing Play,cont. 

I've been calling myN92lJK a T18C with 
its folding wing and standard everything else. 
For someone looking to fold the wings fre
quently, I do think that you should find someone 
that is successfully doing it and speak with them. 
I have had a difficult time getting the rear spar 
"lock pin" into place after an unfolding exercise. 
It seems to be hard work that I rather not have 
to do (just to get everything aligned in the 
unfold process). 

Jack Kenton 

Radio Interference 

Can anyone help? I am picking up RF 
interference from both may mags. Both mags are 
Bendex. It is not alternator interference because 
it I turn the mags off the interference stops 
before the engine stops turning. I pick up the 
interference on both my Narco Com lIA's. I 
have totally screened the back of the radio racks 
so it is most probably not due to bad antenna 
screening. The plug leads are standard and so 
are the plugs. The engine is a 150 HP Lye. 
Any ideas? 

Darrell Miller 

P-Iead wires? 
P-Ieads should be shielded wire, from the igni
tion switch all the way to mags and grounded 
properly. If your using regular wire, that may be 
the source of your interference. 

cont. pg 14 
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Radio Interference,cont. 

If you have the capability to switch your 
alternator off the circuit, do it, while the engine is 
running. If the interference stops, you need a 
good filter on the output of the alternator. It 
would be better if you switch or pull the fuses for 
the field and the output for the check, but just 
breaking the field circuit should keep the alterna
tor from generating. I used a large CB radio filter 
from radio shack about 1973 and it's still doing 
fine. 

Pete Gonzalze - N380G 

You can buy filters for your mags, Aircraft 
Spruce pin 07-03200. 

Tom Thompson 

Shielded "P" leads didn't solve my problem but 
"P" lead filters did. Pretty expensive for a simple 
capacitor. 

Hurant Karibian 

1 
-.\J-

Antenna's and Cable's 

Is it possible to lengthen the antenna wire on 
my GPS without destroying or decaying the 
performance? 

Ted Strange 
tedstrange(W,home.com> 

cant. 
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Antenna's and Cable's,cont. 

On the II Morrow gx55 I have it was just a 
matter of lengthening the coax. On 
marine units we cut or lengthen gps cables all 
the time with no degradation. Just make sure 
you use high quality coax connectors. 

Doug 

Here's 2 questions. Except for building a 
small bracket to mount my GPS antenna so it's 
level during flight ( the king manual says so ) has 
anyone installed one flat on the deck above the 
baggage area or on the top skin behind the 
canopy with success? Also has anyone used a 
Comm antenna inside the wing tip? 

Dave Goff (S-18 still building) 

Regarding internal antennas, I recently 
removed the com antenna on top of my T-18 
and installed a homemade one using a BN C 
fitting and located it inside the canopy just aft of 
the horizontal reinforcing bar when its in it's 
aftmost position. It bends forward to follow the 
contour of the canopy. It seems to work better 
than the original antenna. I also mounted the 
ELT ant. in there too. 

Roger 

Tip comm antennas mayor may not 
work as comm antennas are vertically polarized 
and by laying it down in the tip you will attenu
ate its signal. Also it needs a ground plane to 
balance out the monopole element. Putting a 
VOR antenna in one tip only even though its 
horizontally polarized will cause some reception 
problems when the station is on the opposite 
side of the ale to where the antenna is. It may 
work on close in stations 

cont. pg 15 
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Antenna's and Cable's,conL 

but if the station is a ways away you may not 
be able to get it. You can test the VOR reception 
by going say 25 miles away from the station and 
fly a wings level dele and see where the warning 
flag replaces a strong signal in you COl. Then try 
it at 50 miles again you will notice a loopsided 
pattern (called a Smith chart in antenna engineer
ing lingo). 

CliffBiggs 

I've got the Archer VOR antenna in my right 
wingtip. My father put the plane together with it 
and it works tine. We originally had a problem 
when my father installed the wingtip lights and 
strobe and ran an electric wire aeross the antenna. 
We went for a year tlying to figure out the prob
lem. Once I re-routed the wiring so as not to go 
across the antenna, it has been tine (reception) for 
the last 10 years. 

We have a guy in Chapter 96 (so. Los Ange
les) that has sold antennas for VOR wingtip 
installation for 15 yrs. He started doing antennas 
for a "raised" fin installation some 8 yrs ago, and 
now has a wingtip comm antenna that folks say, 
while not as good as the fin, is as good as any 
other installation that they've ever had. 

Jack Kenton 

-t-
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The Passing Of A Friend 

To all in the Thorp community, bitter sweet 
news. We have unfortunately lost a fellow T-
18er. Ed Cox passed away Sunday night after 
struggling with a debilitating disease. He was the 
owner ofN64EC which made it's first flight in 
November of this year. Ed had sold his Aircoupe 
to buy the project with the intent of finishing the 
T-18 in time to retire and enjoy his toy. Not long 
into the project he stm1ed to become ill and was 
having difficulties working on the plane, but he 
was fortunate to have some friends around to 
help. They did the things he wasn't able to 
handle and completed the airplane with the hope 
he would at least be able to get a ride in it, 
unfortunately his condition didn't allow this. 
I got to do the first flight in the plane and I am 
in the process of flying the time off .It fly's 
great and looks good, they all did a great joh on 
this plane. It will go to one of the friends who 
helped him finish the plane, he is a current T-18 
owner and I expect he will be a great care 
taker. 

Steve 
T-18 N97SE 

I 
-t-

T-18 ~ NI18JT ~ JERRY TINDELL ~ PANSEY, AL 
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New Stuff From Classic Sport Aircraft 

Classic Sp0l1 Aircraft has been approved as OEM 
for the following items 

J. Hartzell 2 Blade Constant Speed prop for 320 
or 360 engine. It is a 72 
inch dia. 
using a 7666-4 blade. Cost is $5966.00 plus tax 
and shipping. 

2. A 5 point harness available is a varity of colors. 
Cost is 298.00/ea 
plus tax and 
shipping. Compare to the one in All Aircraft 
Spruce for $376.00. 

Call Mike Archer at 559-539-2755. 

For Sale 

T-18 with a 0320 Lye. engine. It has no radios. 
Took years to build. It as been ground 

Just about thirty miles casr of Birmingham AL. If 
anyone might be interested in his bird,plcase give 

a call at 205-967-3338. MLFrcw is asking 
the plane. 

Mr Frevv - Pel! AI.. 

nOl1'heef1 h 
2 on if) 
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For Sale 

Parts For Sale 

-Prop. Ext.per dwg. #1070 modifiable to dwg. 
#1072 by drilling - $120.00 
-Scott tail wheel model #3200 (used) - $300.00 
-Main landing gear - $600.00 
-Engine mount (straight) $300.00 
-Straight mount eng. collar $70.00 
-Standard 29 gal fuel rank - $250.00 
-Windshield frame assy. - $125.00 
-Lycoming starter ring gear (122 teeth) 
$150.00 
-Walking beam assy - $75.00 
-500x5 cleveland wheels (2) with new chrome 
disks and new bearings - $450.00 
-Control stck sockets-(2) - $52.00 ea. 
-Ifall items are purchased together an overall 
10% discount will be made Inquiries may be 
made to .Iud Carter@ ph.(770) 952-7139 Fax 
(770) 952-7103 

Some Extra Pm1s 

you are interested in these parts contact 
Burant Karibian at: karibian@worldnct.att.net 
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Havin:g lost medical 147 DS is sale. 
Partial of panel: wet vac pump, 360 OPS, 
transponder and incoder. art-horizon, 0320-400 
hors since overhaul Ayma-Demuth prop. 
There are other 8's & 0320 160HP out of 
License. Asking 13,500 dheap but I want to move 

Regards 
Bob Slagle 
bob_helen _ slagle@yahoo.com 

THORP T -18 . AVAILABLE FOR SALE!! 
Thorp T -18 1997 500hrs,Lyc 
0-320180 hp, Fixed pitch polished metal prop, 
Full Pannel, Vor/OS, 
Oannan gnc 300 XL OPS/COM • Alcor fuel 
totalizer, intercom W /music 
input, electric trim, 4 cyl egtlcht, Rat-Rey cowling 
and wheel pants, 
new and hreaks. Sold with fresh anual and 
data card for 
gps.Extra parts. Price $37,500 Contact Steve 
Irving located Lancaster 
CA US. Telephone: 661-256-8613. 

THORP T-18. FOR SALE!! 752hours on air
craft, but only 49 hrs. on 
new 0320-E2A. Metal prop,sliding canopy, King 
720 ch VHF. King ADF, 
Apollo 604 Loran, and transponder and encoder. 
All metal cowl. Fresh 
annual.$25,000 Contact Henry Strauch located 
Junction City OREGON 
USA. Telephone: 541-998 8576. 

Gentleman, I have a Val 760 channel Comm 
Radio just removed working well. I Have the tray, 
Harness and manual, in a box. I will sell it for 
$300. or best offer. Call me at 904-692-1443 

Newsletter 119 

Electroair Ignition System 
4 cylinder 
Includes: 
Direct Ignition Unit with coils. Timing housing 
with alignment pin (This ignition trigger installs 
in the removed magneto hole. Gear driven, no 
flywheel triggers required, and timing is much 
easier and more accurate).Spark wires with 
screw caps and spring ends. ""'J lit.; 
This system is brand new, and never been 
installed. Jeff Rose sells these over 
$800. The first $700 gets one (price 
eludes shipping and insurance the US). Email 
me with any questions. 

Thanks, 
Jimmy Cash 
jcashiW,granburv.com 

New 508 instrument panel- $65.00 Less than 
the cost of the material to make it. 
2 sets of Cessna 150 rudder pedals - $15.00 ea. 
set. 
1 set of Lancair rudder pedals - $15.00 

Karibian karibian@worldnet.att.net 
1-850-874-1586 

I have some fiberglass parts for a T-18. If your 
intrested call me at 931-473-5401 during the 
days. I don't have any pics ofthe cowling,but its 
the flat type with no cheeks and no air induction 
on the bottom of the engine cowl. Its a two 
piece cowling! I have wing tips( with nav and 
strobe lense builted in), wheel pants,horizonal 
fin tip and engine cowl. r d take 500.00 dollars 
for all ofthem. I Also have a prop extention 
for a 1500r 160 Lye.too if anyone needs it. 

Danny Cummings 
dctires@blomand.net 
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For Sale 

I got this Aymar Demuth 68x74 prop from John 
Sullivan when I bought a cowling, wheel fairings, 
etc. It's been tried on my T-18 with a 150HP 
0-320 engine. However, the original AD 68x73 is 
a better match. The 74 inch pitch would be better 
suited to a 180HP or 160HP engine. I found that 
the 74 was just a bit too much "cruise" for my 
150HP. 
Price is $400 with prepaid freight by me. 

Tom Worth - Tacoma,WA - (253) 922-0137 

Paul Krogh in WI has some sets available for std 
and wide body. Contact him at 262-534-6916 or 
pmkrogh(alexecpc.com. 

In case anyone is interested I know of a nice T -18 
FOR SALE! It has a 0-290 engine with 227 
Hrs.SMOH and 227 TT on airframe, King KX-
125 new AT-ISO transp.With encoder, Dual 
cleaveland brakes New engine control cables,N ew 
tires and tubes and cabin cover. I flew the plane 
and it's fast and solid! A 9 inside and 
out.inspection due sept.2002 Anyone interested 
can call Tom Larravee at 386-749-0516 or 386-
749-2734 North FL 

My name is John Dors. My friend George Truver 
has passed away and had asked me to sell his T -18 
with many extra parts and tools. Any interest 
please email. Also would you let Mike Archer 
know as I don't have his address. Thanks 

ios@adnc.com 

I. 
->~t-
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For Sale 

T-18 N71SC FOR SALE 

1550 TT; 300 SMOH (Mattituck); Lyc 10-
320BlC, 160 HP, Hartzell CIS prop. 

AVIONICS: IFR. KX-155 with GIS, KN-62A 
DME, KT-76A with Mode C, 
GEM-610 Graphic Engine Monitor, NAT 
Intercom, EI Volt/Ammeter, Shadin fuel com
puter. 

COCKPIT and INTERIOR: Great upholstery. 
New carpets. Custom stick grips with 
"HOTAS" buttons and F-14 Comm switch, 
leather stick boots. Custom canopy latches. 
Four-point harness. Zinc-chromated throughout. 

ENGINE: Super-clean install. Red Mattituck 
finish with matching powder-coated A-frame 
and dynafocal mount. Nye Nozzle cam lube 
STC. Custom stainless X-over exhaust. All 
teflon core braided steel lines with firesleeve. Oil 
filter. Electric boost pump and aux pump. 

EXTERIOR: Trusty tailwheel mod with custom 
machined pieces. Trusty roll trim mod with Mac 
trim servo. Whelen "Comet Flash" wingtip 
stobes. Bruce's custom canopy cover. Separate 
hangar dust cover and wing covers. Special 
wingroot and gear-leg fairings unique to this 
aircraft. 

One owner for the past 17 112 yrs. Always 
hangared and pampered. No Damage history. 
Original 1972 candy apple red paint. Needs 
paint and cosmetics. Have original letter from 
John Thorp calling it "a gem". Hate to sell but I 
need four seats! $35K 

BillMnich 
Bellevue, W A 
Evening (preferred): 425-401-1580 
Day: 206-544-8058 
wrmnich@earthlink.net 
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I Thorp Events for 2002 I 

Pacific Northwest Fly In - McMinnville, OR. (MMV) Pacific Northwest Fly In April 27, 2002. 
McMinnville, Oregon is 40 sm SW PDX, and 15 sm W UBG (117.4). 
1 st meet will be I day only to visit Spruce Goose and have a burger 
bum. For questions RSVP James Wolhaupter at: RotorTime@aoLcom" 
or Tom Worth at:WOCON@attnet 

SUN'n FUN 2002 - Lakeland, Florida - Spring Celebration of Fight April 7th -13th, 2002 
Contact: (863)644-2431 or vvww.sun-n-fun.org 

Sun & Fun Dinner - The Sun 'n Fun T-18 Dinner will be on Tuesday, 9 April 2002. We will meet at 
1800, have dinner and then watch the night airshow. 
For more information contact Bob Highley - n711sh@aoLcom 

Florida Spring Get Together - Cannon Creek, FL - The Florida bunch is in the planning stages for 
a spring gathering here in Florida for 2002. I have spoken to the 
principals at the Cannon Creek Airpark in Lake City, FL and they are in 
favor of it The proposed dates are 17-18-19 May 2002. This is the 
weekend after Mother's Day and is Armed Forces Day. There are two 
runways and a great old farmhouse to hold the event Details are still in 
the works, but some of the features are: Local restaurant on Friday 
night, big country breakfast on the field Saturday with other fly-in 
friends, Low Country boiled dinner on Saturday. Bill Williams is 
setting up the dinner. Don't laugh until you have tried it. Contact: 
Bob Highley - N711 SH@aoLcom 

Airventllre 2002 - Oshkosh, WI. - Annually at Oshkosh, at noon on Friday, we have a lunch! 
forum get together in the Nature center. I will post more information as soon 
as I get it 

Porterville - Porterville,CA. 11th Almual Fly-In, Likely we'll do another P'ville Thorp 
Gathering as we have done in the past ten years. We have used the Labor Day week 
end as late as it doesn't conflict with the Reno Air Races which took our former 
weekend. You can post it as a tentative as I have not conversed with "the committee" 
a dedicated group of Thorp people who work with me as the organizer of the event 
Hal Stephens ~ aerohal@earthlink.net 

Kentucky Dam Flv-In - Held every year in October at the Kentucky Dam State Resort in 
Gilbertsville, KY. I will post more information as soon as I receive it 
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PRSRT STD 
U,S. Postage 

PAID 
Decatur, IL 

62525 
Permit #30 

Please check your mailing label for the "PD" entry in the upper left corner above 
your name. If you don't see the "PD" entry, then you have not paid this years dues. 
Please send the dollar amount listed on the label. Any amount over 25(US) or 30 
(outside US) indicates that you have failed to send previous years dues. Please be 
kind and send your dues now. 

I 
I 

THORP T-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY ----- 2002 DUES I 
Please continue your support of this valuahle exchange of ideas, building tips and safety infonna-: 
tion covering John Thorp's greatest design, Ple~s~ make checks payable to: Roy Farris P,O, Box I 
182 Noble,llll11Ols 62868, Make check for $2),00 US, $30,00 for outSide, I 

Name: 
Address: ____________________ _ 

City: State: _____ Zip Code: 
Phone: _______________ _ 
Email address: - _________________ _ 

Notes: (building, flying, thinking about it,etc): _______________ _ 
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T-18 ewslett r 
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Robert Affleck - Harrow Ontario - C-GEMP 

IN THIS ISSUE: 

New Dues Policy 
A Look at T-18 Cooling 
Letters From Members 

Sun & Fun 2002 
Technical How To's 
Upcoming Events 

NOTICE: (STANDARD DISCLAIMER) As a/ways, in/he past, present, llntllulUre newsletters, we would like to make you 
aWllre that tltis newsletter is only presented as a clearing hOllse for ideas ami opinions, or personal e..xperiences (J1ll1 that 
(luyolle using the,\"e ideas, opinions, or c.lperiences, do so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore,!lo re5.pollsibili{V or 
liability is expressed or implied ami is without recourse against anyone. 
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Editors Notes 
By Roy Farris 

Well gang, here I am again sitting in front of 
my computer attempting to put together another 
newsletter filled with action packed stories and 
technical articles that will boggle the minds of 
those among us who are engineers. Unfortunately, 
our membership has not been generous in suppling 
me with information for which to attempt such a 
feat. I have not even received any photographs 
that I can use as a cover shot. I do thank those of 
you who have supplied me with information, but I 
sure could use a lot more. It constantly amazes me 
how many calls and emails I receive wanting to 
know why someone hasn't received the next 
newsletter, only to find out that the member has 
not paid membership dues in three years, and has 
never contributed even a single piece of informa
tion, yet this person is upset because helshe thinks 
that they have missed an issue. Come on members 
... this is our newsletter. Everyone out there has 
something that they can contribute. Send me 
something, a write up and some pictures about 
your airplane, or a trip that you took in the Thorp. 
Anyone that is still building has hundreds ofthings 
that could be shared with the group. Take pictures 
of your project and send them to me. I always 
need good pictures to use on the cover. 

Now lets talk about membership dues. People, 
I have had all I can take on this subject. I do 
however want to thank all of you that have kept 
you membership dues current. Those of you that 
are constantly up to date know who you are. 
Again I want to thank you and to let you know 
that I appreciate it. I have dropped one hUlldted 
and seventy two members this year for non pay
ment. All of them were at least two years past 
due. In years past, in order to promote the T -18, 
we have always extended a courtesy to members, 
and gave them the benefit of the doubt. That 
policy has been terminated as of this year. 

cont. 

Newsletter No.l20 

I have accepted the financial burden for as 
long as I intend to. Don't get me wrong, I love 
writing this newsletter, and plan to continue 
unless you decide otherwise. I did as some of 
you suggested and contacted the delinquent 
members. You would not believe some ofthe 
names I was called, and the cussings I took. 
From the one hundred seventy five members I 
contacted, only three paid their back dues and 
wished to continue their membership, the rest 
are history. So this brings us to the end of this 
story. Beginning this year the T-18 Mutual Aid 
Society is adopting a new membership dues 
policy. Read on for more information. 

New Membership Dues Policy 

Beginning this year, 2002, the annual mem
bership dues for the T-18 Mutual Aid Society 
will run from January 1 to December 31. This 
means that your membership will expire on 
December 31,2002. If you have not sent your 
2003 dues by then, you will not receive any T-
18 Newsletters after December 31. I will have 
membership dues reminders in the last couple of 
newsletters per year. If you let your membership 
expire, you simply will not continue to receive 
the newsletter. 

I hate to do it this way, but I just don't see 
an alternative. I can't afford to send out hun
dreds of free newsletters, and the cost of send
ing letters and reminders is just to much. If 
anyone has any questions, please don't hesitate 
to ask. 

Fun Aviation Terminology 

Knots - What full stalls do to some stomachs. 

Slow Flight - Flight that extends beyond pilot 
and/or passengers bladder limits. 
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A Look At T -18 Cooling 
Submitted By: Richard Eklund 

Eklund Engineering 

John Thorp's NI8H incorporates the metal 
pressure cowl he designed when it became 
apparent that this would be a high performance 

homebuilt. This is the shape that was copied for 
most of the fibreglass cowls used on the I-18. 
John appears to have sized the inlets for a hot 
day climb condition at 100 mph. This would be 
consistent with the lowest (125 hpj powered 
airplanes. He knew from experience that this 
relatively large inlet would be emcient on the 
higher powered airframes if the engine baftling 
were kept tight. At higher climb speeds (120 to 
140mph) the air would simply spill around the 
nose of the well shaped cowl. I believe he vio
lated his standard rule for the exit area in order to 
simplify the metal fabrication. Normally the exit 
area is only 10% greater than the inlet for a 
system with well designed bames. John' s com
promise was to use a flat wrap of metal for the 
cheeks ali ortlle inlet nose bowl. This resulted in 
about twice the exit area required. The exit is 
located in the low pressure fleld orthe wing, 
improving the cooling during climb. John was a 
master at weighing the necessary compromises of 
engineering design. 
If onc wishes to make the greatest improvement 
in lower drag, the exit area and the internal 
entrance to this area can be modified. One of the 
early efflcient examples is on Tom Kerns' cowl. 
It is carefully sized to his Lycoming engine 
power, while the bugeye inlet has been unmodi
fied 

cont. 
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Tom Kerns Cmvling 

Other builders have incorporated cowl Haps 
on the exit both internally and externally as 
shown. These are probably an unnecessmy 
complication unless extreme variations oftem
perature must be addressed. Of these, the inter
nal cowl flap is the lowest drag. 

Internal Cowl Flap 

External Cowl Flap 

cont pg. 4 
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A Look At T-18 Cooling, cont. 

Peter Garrison designed a cowl for the T -18, 
which placed the inlet at the highest pressure point 
in climb attitude and modified the shape and size 
of the exit for lower drag. This design retained the 
downdraft engine cooling airflow. The Garrison 
cowl offered several knots of performance im
provement. 

Peter Garrison's Cowling 

Schischka also uSeS the low fl·ont inlet 
the outlets located on the top fl)lWard por

tion orlhe cowL The inlet has an eftlcient diffuser 
shape. which aids pressure recovery. This pres
sure recovery is also available to the engine 
induction system thereby increasing power at 
altitude. He also separates oil cooler air exit 

This is similar to a Rutan design and 
successfully uses updraft (reverse flow) cooling of 
the 

Tony Schischka's Cowling 

Newsletter No.120 

A Look At T-18 Cooling. conI. 

One trend that will improve the bugeye inlet 
recovery, is the move to circular inlets that 
match the recovery chamber with less loss than 
the rectangular inlets. They also incorporate a 
boundary layer path ii'om the propeller flow to 
increase prop efficiency. Although not yet 
tested, Dave Neustel's cowl should provide 
these benefits. 

David Neustel's CowHng 

The basic function of a good cowling design 
is to optimize the following as much as practical: 

1. Low drag exterior shape, 
") Minimum airflow through the system to 

adequately cool the particular engine under 
the expected conditions. Lycoming can 
provide cooling air mass flow and pressure 
drop requirements for their recent engines. 

3. Maxhnu111 inlet pressure recovery, 
4. Maximum velocity recovery in the exit air to 

reduce its drag or possibly provide thrust. 
5. Minimize weight (complexity) ofthe """,,," 

All these modification efforts are designed to 
minimize the cooling drag without unduly 
complicating the system or the installed weight. 
Just remember that you should carefully instru
ment your system induding thermocouples on 
all cylinders if you make major modifications to 
John's cowL Also, please try to accurately 
quantify your 

cont pg. 5 
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A Look At T -18 Cooling, cant. 

quantify your results and share them with the T-
18 community. And remember that a well-built 
T-IS with the original cowl will still run away 
from the competition. 

Richard Eklund 
Eklund Engineering 
thorpt 18@jps.net 
(209)727-0318 

Readers Comments on T -18 Cooling 

General rule of thumb for cooling is that the 
exit should be about 10% larger than the inlet. 
For an 0320 150 HP the inlet should be about 48 
square inches. These are the figures for my 
installation which works OK. Mind you I have a 
true updraft cooling system on my engine, ie. the 
intake is chin mounted and is a divergent duct 
(lowers velocity & increase pressure). The 
baffling is completely reversed on the engine and 
the exit is directly above the cylinders on the top 
of the cowl. Cyl head temps are very consistent a 
vary little between climb, cruise and descent 
(about 50 - 80 F). This installation is similar to 
the Rutan Defiant front cowl. 

If anyone is interested I could take some 
pictures. 

Tony 
ZK-VMS 
a.schischka@xtra.co.nz 

I. 
-:--t--~ 

I have the Spruce pressure nose bowl, and 
the air inlets look very large. Originally I was 
going to use a water cooled engine, and planned 
on plugging them, putting radiators aft of the 
baggage compartment, sort of P-51 style. 

cont. 
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Readers Comments on T -18 Cooling, cant. 

Then I bought a Lycoming engine, and I have the 
same problem as everyone else. I have read some 
stuff on cooling drag, but have come to the 
opinion that it is not an exact science .... .i.e. trial 
and error. .... change one thing at a time ...... From 
what I have read, Thorp, Cessna, Piper, etc 
scoop up all of the cooling air then slam it into a 
wall, forcing it down through the cylinders, 
letting it escape through the bottom of the cowl
ing. As air is heated in the process of cooling the 
engine, it tends to rise, which is opposite of the 
airflow, causing resistance, i.e. drag. Also, from a 
fluid mechanics standpoint, when you force air to 
make a sharp 90 degree bend, it looses all of its 
velocity momentum, because it goes from say 
200 MPH to zero when it slams into the wall, 
then has to accelerate again. This causes resis
tance .. i.e. drag. I have seen some Piper's that 
have the intake under the cylinders, forcing the 
air up through the cylinders and out over the top 
of the engine. I have heard this causes other 
problems too, but do not know exactly what they 
are. I think they look kinda frmny too. This is 
pretty tricky stuff, because if you get the air 
going too fast across the cylinders, it doesn't pick 
up as much heat either. 

Robert Mardis 

) 

-2'~-

Fat Cat has a cooling air intake nnder the 
spinner that is less than half the area of a "stan
dard" Thorp intake. By careful! baffle sealing, 
sealing the spinner gap, and a faired outlet with a 
cowl flap on the bottom, my engine cooling is 
fine, even on hot days. Thorp, Cessna, Piper, etc. 
took the easy rout by oversizing their inlets to 
obtain enough air to cool the engine even with 
leaky baffles, etc.--conservative, but inefficient. 

Harvey Mickelsen 
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Tony Schischka's Updraft Cowling 

s some pics of updraft cowl 1 took today. As you can see the lines are clean and lots of 
clearance between prop and cowl (necessary for emcient prop). The metal object you can see in the 
intake is the standard 1-18 housing with the front cm off. 
Top shows outlets. I had to put on lips to get sufticient t10w. The reason this is that in 

night the is very nose down to the point that there is a positive pressure 011 top of cowl 
the oUllet I think the drag is less than normal cowl as I have 0-320 A2A (150 hpj 

a TAS of 1 Kts and this with Sensench W66 76 wood prop. 
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From the Past 

While throwing out some old magazines, I came across this old picture. It was in the December 
1969 issue of air Progress. This picture was contained in an article about the Rockford Fly-In. I have 
never seen this airplane. Wonder what happened to it. Does anyone out there in T-18 land know any 
details about this airplane? Dave Eby - Wichita Falls, TX 

Toyo FD-25A Defender 

Toyo FD-25B Defender 

John Thorp's Defender 

The Defender, an American design, owed 
it's inspiration to former Lockheed design 
engineer John Thorp, who sold his idea for a 
small, low cost ground support aircraft to the 
Fletcher brothers in 1950, soon after the out
break of the Korean war. Three demonstration 
aircraft were built in the USA, the first being a 
single seat FD-25B (flown on April14, 1951) 
and the second a tandem two seat FD-25A with 
a slightly longer fuselage. 

Thorp's idea was that such an aircraft, 
costing less than 10% as much as a complex jet 
fighter, was also far more suited to the type of 
combat operations encountered in south-east 
Asian territories and was capable of carrying an 
equally lethal load. 

The Defender, weighing only I 114 tons 
fully laden, had a pair of wing 

cant pg. 8 
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John Thorp's Defender. cont 

mounted 0.30 machine guns and under wing 
racks for two 33 gallon napalm tanks, two 250 Ib 
H. E. of fragmentation bombs, up to fot1y 2.75 
in. folding fin air rockets, four 5 in. heavy rock
ets, or twenty 80mm Oerlikon rockets. It was 
received enthusiastically at numerous demonstra
tions to field units throughout the USA, but no 
official support was gained and the US forces 
lost what today would have been a useful COIN 
type. 

In 1952. the Toyo Koku K.K. in Tokvo 
realized the aircrafts possibilities and acq~lired a 
manufacturing licence for the Defender, with the 
aim of selling it to South East Asian Airforces. 
The first Toyo built Defender (an FD-25B) was 
tlown in March 1953. but in August 1954 the 
company went bankrupt and production ceased. 
About half a dozen FD·25B's had then been sold 
to the Cambodian Airforce, and two FD-2SB's 
and a FD·2SA to North Vietnam. A number of 
completed but unsold aircraft were stored on 
Fujisawa Airfield and three of them were bought 
by a Toyko aeronautical engineering college early 
in 1961, for study purposes. All models of the 
Defender were powered a six -cylinder. 225 hp 
Continental E-225-8 air cooled engine. 

Snbmitted by: 
Mac Nussey ~ Pembroke Ontario, Canada 

Editors Note: Thanks/i)r the article i,,/fac. sure 
looks like they have some T~18 in them. 

Letters From Our Members 

VFRJIFR Paso Robles Journey 
By: Tom Wot1h 

After checking the wx on my course for the 
Paso Robles Fly In, I left Tacoma (TIW) in mid 
morning on Friday (03/22/02). What a beautiful 
day to fly ... down across the Pot1land airpot1, 
past Mt. Hood, and across the 

cont 
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VFRJIFR Paso Robles Journev. cant. 

Cascades. As I crossed the mountains, it became 
a little rougher and then turbulent on into 
Kiamath Falls (LMT). With a runway that's 
10,000 feet, there isn't much danger of an over
run (F-is squadron - none flying). 

After refueling, the tower repot1ed 21 Knots 
at 170 degrees with some gusting higher. I 
elected an intersection takeoff with 7,000 plus 
feet remaining. Now this runway is 14 (150 feet 
wide), so I gingerly taxied to the very left (NEl 
edge for a diagonal takeoff (trying to minimize 
the crosswind). That trick works as I lifted off 
just prior to the very right edge. 

As I continued on southwest to Red Bluff 
(RBLl, the tops kept building, so at 13,000, I air 
filed for the remaining 40 miles inbound. Now 
this is near Mt. Lassen, so when I asked for 
10,000, the controller really would have liked me 
at 14,000 ... but he gave me 13,000 (the nOlmal 
hemi rule for east bound). Recentlv Bill MNick 
(recently traded his T·18 for a Mooney 252) told 
me of an ice enconnter at 11,000 feet on the East 
Coast His case of ice plugged up his tank ram air 
tube causing an engine stoppage. He descended 
through JFR to 3,000 feet until the ice melted (a 
chilling thought for my situation). 

Well, after descending through the ice band 
with my prop continuing to turn, I made a VOR 
approach into RBL. Others were going into 
Redding (ROD) because it has an ILS. But it's 
also between some ridges. I heard the controller 
counseling some of those rusty IFR fellows about 
their off course deviations. RBL is fut1her down 
the valley and flat. So I was more comf0l1abie 
with the VOR approach and hit the tield (near 
minimums) . 

Many planes were tied down at RBL, and the 
wx man said]' d be f1ying down the middle of the 
front with only a few spots ofVFR. In the valley, 
the minimwll em-oute is only 3,000 feet however, 
so I filed for 7,000 feet and continued my flight. 
It was the usual NW type of clouds and rain (but 
no ice) (Town to PRR. A VORJDME approach 
brought me to the field and Tom Hunter came by 
and picked me up. 

conLpg 9 
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VFRlIFR Paso,Robles Journev. cont. 

Though the fly in was not well attended due 
to the wx. those that came had a good time and 
traded a lot of good information. About mid 
afternoon. I depar1ed northbound on an IFR plan. 
The wx man said Ukiah (UKI) was a better 
choice as RBL was really bad with a tornado 
north of Sacramento. 

Jack Kenton left about the same time (to
wards LAX) and he repOlicd that he had hit ice 
at 9.000 until reaching visual at 10.000. ! had 
tlled for 8,000 which was in and out of the tops. 

the first one I went through, there was ice. 
so I went up to 10,000. A LOC/DME approach 
into UKI could have heen performed better, but 
broken clouds helped. 

On Sunday, I departed UKI VFR and found a 
beautiful clear day at Crescent City (CEC) where 
I had lunch with an old friend. As ! was going on 
up north on the backside of the ii'ont, my luck ran 
out at Tillamook (S47). A new front was moving 
in and met the old one north of there. After 
refueling, an IFR night plan out of there was on 
top after climbing through the wx. Great trip 
". j 4.7 hours - 54% IFR. 

-t-

N 18XT Sun-N-Fun 2002 
By: Tom Hunter 

18 XT was built over a 32-year period. 
During that lime a number ofmodificatiol1s were 
made to enhance usability ofthe airplane. 
And during that time the builder wondered if he 
would ever get it finished I I rhink I fell in love 

aluminum and also experimenting as I went 
along. However, I was always careful to ask the 
opinion of John Thorp in the early days when I 
worked in his shop in Burbank. And latter, other 
experienced builders. All along, keeping the plane 
light was a foremost goal. 

cont. 
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NI8XT Sun-N-Fun 2002, cant. 

The original design catTied only 29 gallons of 
fuel in a main tank. I initially built a standard 
wing. Then I considered a folding wing. Finally I 
decided to build a new wing with a new airfoil 
and wet the "D" cells in the center wing, added 
an additional 10 gals per side. The wings are 
sealed with Pro-Seal and there are access panels 
under each bay in the center "D" cell. 

This wing was scratch built using only a 
master wing profile supplied by Lyle Trusty as a 
starting point. Flat layouts for inner and outer 
wings as well as flaps were made. Ribs were 
formed over form blocks made of ash. 2024-0 
.032 and .040 was used and then the ribs were 
heat treated to T-4. Using the 0 (dead soft) 
aluminum allowed for a full 90-degree radius on 
the leading edges ... even on the small flap ribs. 
Which you can see if you pull down on the 
trailing edge of a flap and look inside the end of 
the flap. Another added advantage is the addi
tional stiffness you get with 2024 ribs over the 
standard 606] ribs. 

A special feature of the wing is a leading 
edge strikelett, which near the fuselage is at a 
higher angle of attack. The rib nearest the fuse
lage is 20 % longer and inverted. The logic is that 
the air stream off the prop at the position is more 
downward in moment, and upturning the wing 
close to the fuselage will reduce overall drag. 
This piece of metal, which includes the wing filler 
caps. is a complex shape and was difficult to 
make. 

The wing tips are custom. They were first 
made as solid male plugs and then female molds 
were made over these male plugs. From these 
female molds, one-piece wing tips were created. 
Running your hand along the surface of the wing 
tip will show the benefll of the single piece 
construction possible within a single piece female 
mold. And, if you sight down the wing tip, you 
can see that the rear edge of the wing tip is 
upswept. Access to the landing light is thru the 
left wing tip; there fore the lens could be made 
smaller. 
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N18XT Sun-N-Fun 2002, cont. 

The wings were guide coated twice to achieve 
a high degree of surface smoothness. Dupont base 
coast clear coat was applied over primer surface 
water sanded with 600 weight. 

All the wing ribs are anodized. The ribs in the 
outer section are anodized gold ... those in the 
imler wing are clear. All wing ribs have lightening 
holes with 4S-degree flanges. The left outer wing 
rib has a flanged access hole to access the landing 
light. 

l. 
-t-

For those of you who need some light in the 
cockpit for instruments, I saw this add in a news
paper flier the other day and thought that it might 
provide sufficient light so that I could mount it 
under the lip of the instrument panel cover and the 
light would shine down and illuminate the face of 
the panel. I haven't mounted it on the cover but 
have made other tesls and I think that it will be 
just the ticket. The name of the product is NEON 
WIRES and was purchased at my local TARGET 
store for under $20. It consists of small 
transfonner,a short length of wire at the end of 
which there is some type of thin flexible neon 
tubing which glows very bright when cOIDlected to 
a 12 volt source. Since the shortest length is 6 ft I 
just doubled it over to obtain the length I needed. 
The color I chose was blue,there is also purple. 
The diameter of the neon part of the wire is 
smaller that a soda straw and the whole system is 
very light. 

Paul Mac Michael 

.1. .....,;,.-
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More Letters Fonn Our Members 

Gentlemen (and Ladies): 

We can be justifiably proud of one of our 
own. If you saw the perfectly timed fly-by by F
ISE's at the Las Vegas Busch Race, you saw 
our own Jim Grahn lead a nearly flawless flight 
for the start of the race. Way to go, Jim! 
And how about the lead solo's rendition of the 
National Anthem! 

Check Six, 

Bob Highley 
N711SH 

1 

Do It Yourself Electronic Ignition 

I ran across the guy with the plans for the do 
it yourself electronic ignition on Ebay, if anyone 
is interested. His e-mail address is 
[ronvdw@xcelco.on.ca] Here is his reply to me 
if anyone is interested. 

If you would like a set of plans, send a 
money order for $35.00US to me at: 
Ron Vande Weghe 
499 London Rd. 
Sarnia, Ontario 
N7T-4X3 
Canada 
Be sure to include your return address. 

Robert Mardis 

Need More Legroom? 
One Members Answer 

I am about 6'5" +/- and have been somewhat 
concerned about headroom and legroom in my 
S-18. I originally approached Mike Areher 
about getting 

Cont pg. 13 
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Remarks From Another Member 

I don't have any earth-shattering tips or know how on building the T-18, but I do have a few 
thoughts after all these many years - almost 30 since I bought plans #888. I know I'm not the leader 
in building longevity, but I am close if I don't get in the air soon. Spending this many years on any 
project is more an exercise in commitment rather than in common sense. By that, I mean, I am now 
70 and in pretty good health. What does that tell you. I know, shift into high gear! 
Another down side to all this time is, unless you are a meticulous record keeper, you will forget what 
you did long ago and how you did it. Many of my parts turned out pretty good, but I can't tell you 
exactly how I did it. So much for building tips. I have pretty much worked alone all these years not 
having lived and worked among many T-18 builders like many of you have and I have worked two 
jobs in order to pay the way. Lu Sunderland told me once that if I had to work two jobs, I would 
probably never finish. Well, he was almost right, but in can get these folding wings on (which I will 
never fold now), it will fly. I would like to harp on this point again - If you really need to fold the 
wings, fine. Otherwise build the standard wing. There will be a weight reduction and a much less 
complicated building process. 

This my method for drilling the holes (after everything was put together). I hope the photograph 
(Reference photo on pg. 12) shows well enough to show what I did. First, I made a little template out 
of 050 material (the thicker, the better in order to guide the #40 drill bit). Of course, I started with the 
inner wing. I carefully (everything is done very carefully) taped the little template to the upper 
bracket, which matched the radius of the bracket. Drill a #40 hole in the upper bracket. Remove the 
template and tape it to the lower bracket and again drill down through the upper bracket using the 
template to guide the drill through the lower bracket, again very carefully so as not allow the drill to 
wander. Now the tacky part, which seems to be a little primitive, but it worked. From the pic you can 
see I placed a very sharp #40 bit through the two brackets, and carefully twisting the bit with my 
fingers, drilled through the bottom wing skin. You can't drill from the top because of the upper 
surface of the wing skin and I didn't want to use my angle drill with a longer bit because it is a little to 
hard to control (at least for me) and I wanted to get it done, so this is the way I did it (about 10 
minutes of twisting). Now I installed the outer wing, got on my back and with a longer # 40, guided 
the bit up through the bottom skin through the two holes of the bottom bracket of the inner wing. My 
this is wordy! Now I have the two holes of the bottom bracket guiding the bit to the upper brackets 
of the hiller wing. Now, very carefully so as not let the drill wander, drill up through the two upper 
brackets. This now gives you a common axis for the brackets. Now very carefully (as you can tell, 
everything is done very carefully, so I'll shut up about that), continue to enlarge the holes with suc
cessively larger bits until you can finally finish with an E drill (you may have to buy a few long bits to 
do the job). Voila! Common axis and the pilot hole, now an E size is on the bottom skin instead of the 
top, and I'll just cover it with a little chassis plug from the local electronics store. I can't reinstall the 
outer wings now until I move to a hanger. In the meantime I have to remove the bracket on the rear 
beam, inner wing and make a new one, which entails de-skinning a portion of the bottom skin in order 
to get at every thing. Problem - holes didn't mate on the inner and outer brackets of the rear beam, 
but that's another story. This is why it has taken me (I started in about 1977) a few years to get to 
where I am (close, but not close enough). Hint, hint - pay attention, work very carefully and don't 
make mistakes (and don't build the CW wing unless you REALLY NEED IT). 

Bob Clayton 
Salt Lake City, home of the 2002 Winter Olympics! 
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More From Our Members 

Bob Clay tons Method of Drilling 

Bob Clayton's 
Panel and Interior 

Bob Clayton's Project 
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Need More Legroom? cont. 

more legroom in a S-18 and brought up moving 
the firewall forward a couple of inches. He did not 
like that idea, and suggested that possihly the 
cockpit aft bulkhead could be moved aft an inch. I 
got to exploring this, and feel that it is possible. I 
sent all of this to Mike and he thinks it might work 
too. I did all my work in CADD (Microstation), 
and feel that it is about as accurate as I can be. As 
I recall, Mike told me that he had someone that 
was 6'5" sit in his and he was OK. Also, since 
then, I have met Sam Tilleman who lives near 
Granbury, Texas. Sam is 6'4" and flies an original 
T -18, with what appears to be conventional 
seating arrangement. The only problem he has is 
that he has had to notch the instrument panel to 
clear his knees. 

I am attaching Drawings 598-1 and 609mod 1. 
(refer to drawing on pg. 14) Let me try and do a 
little explaining. Look at 598-1. Keep in mind that 
the cockpit aft bulkhead consists of two parts, the 
smaller 596 bulkhead on the bottom, and the 
larger 598 sloping bulkhead on top. Also, the 597 
fitting, which the wing rear beam attaches to, is 
attached to the 596 bulkhead. In doing this, we do 
not want to move the wing, so it is imperative that 
the 597 fitting remain in the same location. What I 
did first was basically move the location of the 
596 bulkhead from the front side to the rear side 
of the 597 fitting. This results in moving the 
bulkhead .220 inches aft, which is the sum of the 
thickness of the fitting (.188") and the bulkhead 
(.032"). Next I placed the top and bottom angles 
on the rear side of the 596 bulkhead. Originally 
they were shown on the front side. J have tried to 
show the original locations of these angles with 
dashed lines. I am planning on putting a lower 
angle on the front side of the bulkhead too, but 
this has nothing to do with moving the bulkhead 
back. More on that later. After you have 
reconfigured the 596 bulkhead, it is possible to 
slide the 598 bulkhead I" aft. The only thing I am 
concerned about is that you don't want to upset 
the smooth lines of the fuselage sides by moving 
the bulkhead. Therefore, before I drilled the 
fuselage sides or the longerons, 

cont. 
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Need More Legroom? cont. 

I would clamp all of this together, and just 
eyeball down the fuselage sides to see if every
thing is a nice smooth curve. I really do not 
think it will make any difference. I have not built 
this, so I cannot yet say. Now, the reason I put 
the extra angle on the front side of the 596 
bulkhead is to support the seat bott0111. I am 
planning on lowering my seat, and not using all 
of the planned seat support apparatus that are 
given in the Sunderland plans. Look at the 
drawing 609mod 1. This was also done in 
CADD, and shows the bulkheads moved 1" aft. 
The reason I sent it to you was to show you 
how I was planning on supporting the seat 
bottom. A couple of more things. After talking 
to Sam Tilleman, I feel that raising the level of 
the bottom of the instrument panel will be 
necessary to clear my knees. Also, consider this. 
The S-18 and T -18 show the rudder cables 
going down the center of the aircraft through 
the center console. Last weekend I saw the T -18 
project of Bill Manning with the rudder cables 
routed down the sides of the airplane, by con
necting them to the ends of the rudder pedals. 
What this does is eliminates the need for a 
console forward of the main wing beam tunnel, 
which gives you more room to move your feet 
around when getting into and out of the air
plane. !Editors Note: The outboard rudder 
cables are an old modification and been in the 
newsletter many iimes in the past) 
If you have any questions, please feel to e-mail 
me at: Robcrt.Mardis(iI)Halliburton.com . 

Robert Mardis 

-·t-

To most people, the sky is the limit. To 
those who love aviation, the sky is home. 
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Bernie Fried's S-]8 

Sun' n Fun 2002 
Submitted by: Andrew Robinson 

Newsletter No.120 

Tom Hunter's T-18 

"[r,W'" at Sun Fun at 11 am last so I straight 10 the Thorp 
ers mornings talks had started. Someone I don't know was leading the 

calling on more people 1 don't know to come up and speak. We some next 
down names this bnt please forgive me for places where names are 

my humble opinion) is we two within T-l 
means that our with 1 of home built awards; not bad for our 

The was opened Fun Chairman and T-18 owner Lakeland. 
of()C,:edeci to calJ up to the front to talk ahout their One nel'son 

from was Tom Hunter. who after 30+ ofhuilding now Thorp com-
reporter was enough to if this was with or Hin''',' 

FOliunately Tom does have a sense ofhul11or didn't anything at 
it OUl to the to examine his aircraft, while I that 1 my T-] 8 

hard-pressed to Hunter's aircraft for features and workmanship. Tom 
document his features, so isn't enough space for all of it 
highlights: leading edge strakes at the roots, integral wing the 

center wing. beautifully edges on the 
installation, and more. Tom will post 

Apparently Sun Fun judges agreed me and 
(Homebuilt) award for Nl Another 'P"UKCI 

was Hem::e is a heautifully airplane with a gorgeous paint 
a to In fact, this airplane is a 200] Oshkosh Silver 

(Homebuilt Reserve Grand Champion-Plans)_ In something unusual for our airplanes, Fried has 
equipped his aileron spades to the control feel as he likes it. At the dinner later that night, 
Fried received T-18 builders award fiJr his airplane, appropriately tail-numbered N 18XS 

not mine), was also presented an Outstanding Aircraft (Homebuilt) award for 
I am currently working on center wing, wanted to look at the fastener patterns, and 

made the mistake oflooking at Tom and Bernie's airplanes. The problem was that they have such 
nice, smooth paint jobs that I couldn't really see the rivets! Chuck Borden showed us his kit for 
installing a landing light kit in the leading edge of the wing. The parts are all laser cut and ready for 
installation; 

cont pg.16 
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Sun'n Fun 2002, cont. 

even the light is included. I believe he said that the 
whole kit cost about $60. Chuck is from 
Atascadero, CA and has a laser cutter for fabrica
tion work. Anyone who wants an instrument panel 
should talk to him. Cborden@slonet.org We also 
heard from Lloyd Toll who informed us that he 
leamed to fly at a small strip known as Mines 
Field. He wouldn't be able to get instruction there 
now as it is known as Los Angeles International. 
Mr. Toll also told of us his short field landing 
technique (part of which involves diving at the 
ground and scaring the daylights out of your 
passenger) which results in a SOO-foot landing 
distance. However, as Bob Highly later men
tioned, this does point out a "secret" oflanding 
the Thorp: a power-offlanding (such as most of 
us learned in Cessnas) forces you to keep up your 
airspeed in order to keep the tail effective in a 
Thorp. Landing with some power keeps air 
blowing over the tail, and the additional tail 
authority means that the Thorp can actually be 
lauded in a shorter distance by using some power. 
I think that I will try it first on a big runway. Just 
in case. Mr. Toll was there with his daughter; 
Lloyd still has his T -IS and mentioned they may 
sell the bird to an interested party. A day of 
listening to Mr. Toll's aviation experiences would 
be time well spent. Tom Hunter also talked about 
parts procurement at the Walmart aviation depart
ment. He was able to purchase an oil separator for 
less than 4 dollars, or about $214 less than you 
can buy one from a major parts supplier. This is a 
stainless steel vessel that only requires drilling a 
couple of holes for the inlet and outlet tubing. 
Pack the canister with a scrub pad to help separate 
the oil. If you have trouble finding one at the 
Walmart, remember that it will probably be 
labeled "COFFEE". I think that must be the 
Chinese translation for "air-oil separator." We 
also heard from yer author about his experience 
with the Office Depot Aviation Tools department. 
Not wanting to spend hundreds of dollars on a 
sheet metal shear, I found that an $80 paper cutter 
will satisfactorily cut up to 

cant. 
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Sun'n Fun 2002, cont. 

I finally made it out to the flightline late in 
the afternoon after the airshow. I will say one 
thing about part of the airshow: the picture was 
a WACO biplane going straight up on a plume 
of smoke; the sound was clearly jet noise. That 
can seriously screw with your head if you aren't 
careful. And seeing a Learjet 23 doing aerobat
ics was pretty different. Anyway, I counted a 
total of 13 T -18 and S-IS aircraft and I took 
some photos of all the airplanes lines up there. 
Careful observers will note that the ranks of 
Thorp aircraft wefe infiltrated by Midget Mus
tangs; not much I could do about that. I did see 
one oddity that left me thinking "that looks 
different": it was a Midget Mustang on trigear. I 
am looking forward to Mike Archer's upcoming 
release of a tri-gear modification for the T-IS, 
While some purists will howl, it will no doubt be 
good for cheaper insurance costs for some of us, 
and for broadening the appeal of the airplane. 

The dinner that night was attended by about 
40 Thorp builders, wives, and friends. The food 
(steak, potatoes, salad and desert) was excellent 
and no one went away hungry. After most 
people were done eating, we went around and 
all introduced ourselves. It was good to be able 
to put faces with names that I have seen in the 
newsletters and on the email lists. Next year we 
need to bring a bullhorn to pass around while 
talking to the group as most of the speakers 
could not be heard by any of us sitting more 
than one table away. It seems that every time 
someone went to speak, another airplane would 
fly over. Go figure. Among others, I had the 
pleasure of talking to Paul Tyrrell, a T-18 owner 
who hails from Canberra Australia. Paul says 
that he is planning on attending Oshlosh in 2003, 
so make plans to say hi to him if you are going 
to be there (or in Canberra). There was also a 
gentleman from England, but I was not able to 
get his name in time for this article. There was 
also someone there from Canada with a very 
nice looking polished finish C-GEMP. In addi
tion to being all-metal from front 

con! pg. 17 
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Sun'n Fun 200). cont. 

to back, this airplane also had adjustable cowl 
flaps. It would be interesting to read an m1icle 
about this airplane (hint). Add to this our 
Thorpers from the left coast, and we were pretty 
well represented at SnF. 

(By the way, the oil-separator is a slightly modi
fied travel mug). 

Andrew Robinson 

Edilors Nole: Thanks/br the excellent H'rile up 
Andrew. 

Sun'n Fun Photo 

Sun'n Fun Photo 
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Technical InfOlmation 
Saftey Issue 

Tailwheel Condition - Check your solid 
rubber tail wheel tire for small radial cracks that 
start on the inner radius and work their way out. 
I noticed some of these on my tires, but didn't 
think to much about it - "I'll just change it at the 
next annual." A short time later while taking off 
heavy on a hot day at Mojave, I heard a funny 
sound just before lift-off. I heard the same sound 
upon landing 600 miles Irom home in Jackpot, 
Nevada. What I found when ljumped out of the 
plane was a mushy tail wheel tire that felt as if I 
could roll it off the rim. I took the tire off to find 
a thick steel cable had worked its through 
the inside diameter and had relieved all strength 
lim11 tire. I was on my way to Kalispell, 
Montana but not until! got a new tire installed. 
called some friends and they brought me a new 
tire that was going to be instailed at the nex1 
annual. 

We recently lost a friend due to the loss of 
directional control on the ground. The price of a 
new tire is cheap in comparison to what could 
happen. Chcck your tail wheel tires by looking 
for the cracks and by checking to see that the 
tire is solidly mounted and can't be easily rolled 
with side pressure. 

Tony Ginn 

Just a quick letter to warn anyone with a 
Maule tail wheel not tu make the mistake I made. 
During a few landings the other day I was 
picking up a little shimmy. At the hanger! 
thought r d look the wheel assemhly over mld 
see if there was anything noticeable. I popped 
the cap otT and seen the large fork retaining llut 
and it seemed not as tight as it should be based 
onl1lovemenl. With the appropriate wrench and 
a small amount of lOr que applied the nut simply 
snapped off in the wrench. The threaded top of 
the fork itself broke off. In fm1her review it 
seems the movement! noticed was simply the 
spring loaded plate beneath the nut for centering 
the tail wheel. 

James - N2NE 
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T-18 Flap Kits Now Available 

Eklund Engineering now has laser cut flap 
kits available. 

All sheet parts laser cuI. with all holes. Skins li'ee 
t(mllCd \\ith leading edge radii. Read\ for light 

deburr. dimpling and assembl) Left or right hand 
nap kit $536.50 plus shipping and sales tax in 
California. Contact Eklund Engineering at ~09-
727-0318 or emad: t1111rpt I Hiljps.net 

For Sale Items 

Propeller !(lr sale As removed tl'lml mt T-J X. 

LycOlning 0-320 nange fon-vard, 4" ~xtension, 
spinner. all holts and Warnke 70 x 70 Almost 
Constant Speed Plus a steel nng harmonic damp
ener All in excc!lant condition. $6()O.O() 
Phone:! 406 )22 7 -8898 

! htl\e a complete set telnplatcs and \\uod 
l(ml1 blocb that Vlere llsed to build I-J g SN# 

.+ II. These are f,)r the standard 1-18. I II sell 

for SSO IJO 1 I someone will just pleK them up ~ or 
mltleall 1414 1-()318 

I ;,'rald lzarniah 

Bendix MannelOs with sh(mcr of sparks( SLI\ 
lUI), pal'll! 10-163005-2: SLN 204. ptlt ] ()-
163045-3) completely rebuilt 20 hours ago by Ie". 
Nc\\ Slick harness $500.00 for all 

Flap Handle. beautifully chromed. $1 OO.()O 
Maule Tailwheel Asmy. 125 since new. I () 

hours on new wheel. $100.00 
Rochester Guages (pg. 349 Spruce catalog) 

fue1leve1 $50.00. voltmeter $50.00 

cont 
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f or Sale Items. conL 

Ammeter - $50.00 All like new. 
Cessna 3-in-l Guage (oil press, oil temp,cht) 

125 hours since rebuild by Pacific Southwest 
Instruments. Perfect condo $150.00 
Phone: (909)315-9888 or email: N89BJ!ci 
ao1.col11 

Byron Janzen 

T-18 

na111e is John Dors. 
fruver. passed away recently. He was an 

member tile Thorpe seL He a pristine 'j 

18 tltat he built and muny extra and jigs. 
Do you or anyone in your organization know 
anyone interested in any or all? The airplane is 
(was) pollishcd with one gold stripe. All rivets 
squeezed or bucked. no cherry max. It even has 
metal wing tips. He also has ten extra sets of tips 
and the f()tmingjig. The T 18 has a Lycoming 
factory new 0-360 with constant speed prop. It 
has only llown 5 hours then George got sick, It 
has been sitting in the ban gar for about 18 
months. Please inquire by email. 

John 
l<.ls.o.adnc .C0111 

1-]8 

I am selling my extremely clean. light. J 3511p 

1-18 feJt· S25,OOO. Email for pictures and spec 
sheeL or call Glenn Smith 
209-8'+8-4648 
Cell-209-605-3 248 

GlensT-18 
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For Sale Items, cont. 

I have several GPS units for sale. The units are 
the hand held Trimble Flightmate Pro. These units 
work well and can be mounted in a Thorp or any 
aircraft.So if anyone is looking to get into using a 
GPS receiver real cheap now is the time, I see 
these same units selling for $195 on Ebay and 
we're asking just $135 each. If interested contact 
me at Rotortime@Aol.com and I'll be glad to send 
you one or just relay additional information. 

JamesN2NE 

I have a prop extension for sale. Contact me at: 
n98bj@aol.com 

Jim Critchfield, builder ofN8TT, was asked to 
reprint his GPU Overhaul Manual which he did for 
a couple of guys ..... who then said they got one 
elsewhere. So Jim has three (3) reprinted manuals 
for sale. $19.95 each. His phone number is 530/ 
621-1584 or critch2@earthlink.net. Contact him 
for details. 

Hal Stephens 

Newsletter No.1 20 

More T-18 Friend's 

We live north of Anchorage, Alaska and 
own a T-18 built by Glen Patsch in 1976. In 
one of the Newsletters you encouraged mem
bers to volunteer their homes for Thorp own
ers visiting different parts of the country. 
PLEASE put us on the list. We live on Wolf 
Lake Airfield which is less than 5 minutes 
flying time west of Palmer, Alaska which is 
about 50 miles north of Anchorage. We are in 
the Alaska supplement, but not on the Anchor
age Sectional. WolfLake is a residential 
airpark with a paved 3800' runway, paved 
taxiways, two FBO's, fuel, a lake with float 
plane slips and hangers. I have most of the fish 
named in the lake so one does not have to go 
into the bush for good trout fishing. We have 
two extra bedrooms with baths. We live mid
field on WolfLake across from the fuel pump. 
Our yard is one acre of lawn with plenty of 
room for aircraft parking. We recommend 
coming up in late May - June as that seems to 
be our best flying weather. We would love to 
have anyone in the Thorp family stay with us !! 

Lane Olson - (907)745-8392 

Thorp Events for 2002 

Airvcntnre 2002 - Oshkosh, WI. - Annually at Oshkosh, at noon on Friday, we have a lunch! 
forum get together in the Nature center. I will post more information as soon 
as I get it. 

Porterville - Porterville,CA. II th Annual Fly-In , Likely we'll do another P'ville Thorp 
Gathering as we have done in the past ten years. We have used the Labor Day week 
end as late as it doesn't conflict with the Reno Air Races which took our former 
weekend. You can post it as a tentative as I have not conversed with "the committee" 
a dedicated group of Thorp people who work with me as the organizer of the event. 
Hal Stephens - aerohal@earthlink.net 

Kentucky Dam Fly-In - October 11-13,2002 at the Kentucky Dam State Resort in 
Gilbertsville, KY. For more information contact Teresa Scola
btscola@aol.com 
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THORP T-18 MUTUAL AID SOCIETY ----- DUES I 
Please continue your support of this valuable exchange of ideas. building tips and safety informa- I 
lion covering John Thorp's greatest design. Please make checks payable to: Roy Farris P.O. BOX: 
1 X2 Noble. Illinois 62868. Make check for $25.00 US. $30.00 for outside. I 

Name: 
Address: 
City: _____________ Slate: _____ Zip Code: 

Phone: 
Email address: ----_______________ _ 

Notes: (building, Hying, thinking about it.etc): ________________ _ 
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